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One of the most remarkable illustrations of

the popular taste, in this country, is to be

found in the rise and progress of our rural

cemeteries.

Twenty years ago, nothing better than a

common grave-yard, filled with high grass,

and a chance sprinkling of weeds and this-

tles, was to be found in the Union. If

there were one or two exceptions, like the

burial ground at New-Haven, where a few

willow trees broke the monotony of the

scene, they existed only to prove the rule

more completely.

Eighteen years ago, Mount Auburn, about

six miles from Boston, was made a rural

cemetery. It was then a charming natural

site, finely varied in surface, containing

about 80 acres of land, and admirably

clothed by groups and masses of native

forest trees. It was tastefully laid out,

monuments were built, and the whole high-

ly embellished. No sooner was atten-

tion generally roused to the charms of this

first American cemetery, than the idea

took the public mind by storm. Travel-

lers made pilgrimages to the Athens of

New-England, solely to see the realiza-

tion of their long cherished dream of a

resting place for the dead, at once sa-

cred from profanation, dear to the me-

Vol. iv. 1

mory, and captivating to the imagina-

tion.

Not twenty years have passed since

that time ; and, at the present moment,
there is scarcely a city of note in the whole
country that has not its rural cemetery.

The three leading cities of the north, New-
York, Philadelphia, Boston, have, each of

them, besides their great cemeteries,

—

Greenwood, Laurel Hill, Mount Auburn,

—

many others of less note ; but any of which

would have astonished and delighted their

inhabitants twenty years ago. Philadel-

phia has, we learn, nearly twenty rural

cemeteries at the present moment,—several

of them belonging to distinct societies, sects

or associations, while others are open to all.*

The great attraction of these cemeteries,

to the mass of the community, is not in the

fact that they are burial places, or solemn

places of meditation for the friends of the

deceased, or striking exhibitions of monu-
mental sculpture, though all these have their

influence. All these might be realized in a

burial ground, planted with straight lines

of willows, and sombre avenues of ever-

greens. The true secret of the attraction

* We made a rough calculation from some-data obtained
at Philadelphia lately, by which we find that, including- the
cost oi the lots, more than a million and a half of dollars
have been expended in the purchase and decoration of ceme-
teries in that neighborhood alone.
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lies in the natural beauty of the sites, and

in the tasteful and harmonious embellish-

ment of these sites by art. Nearly all these

cemeteries were rich portions of forest land,

broken by hill and dale, and varied by

copes and glades, like Mount Auburn and

Greenwood, or old country seats, richly

wooded with fine planted trees, like Laurel

Hill. Hence, to an inhabitant of the town,

a visit to one of these spots has the united

charm of nature and art,—the double wealth

of rural and moral associations. It awa-

kens, at the same moment, the feeling of

human sympathy and the love of natural

beauty, implanted in every heart. His must

be a dull or a trifling soul that neither swells

with emotion, or rises with admiration, at

the varied beauty of these lovely and hal-

lowed spots.

Indeed, in the absence of great public

gardens, such as we must surely one day

have in America, our rural cemeteries are

doing a great deal to enlarge and educate

the popular taste in rural embellishment.

They are for the most part laid out with

admirable taste ; they contain the greatest

variety of trees and shrubs to be found in the

country, and several of them are kept in a

manner seldom equalled in private places.*

The character of each of the three great

cemeteries is essentially distinct. Green-

wood, the largest, and unquestionably the

finest, is grand, dignified, and park-like. It

is laid out in a broad and simple style, com-

mands noble ocean views, and is admira-

bly kept. Mount Auburn is richly pictu-

resque, in its varied hill and dale, and owes

its charm mainly to this variety and in~

* Laurel Hill is especially rich in rare trees. We saw, last

month, almost every procurable species of hardy tree and
shrub growing there,—among others, the Cedar of Lebanon,
the Deodar Cedar, the Paulownia, the Araucaria, etc. Rho-
dodendrons and Azaleas were in full bloom; and the purpls
Beeches, the weeping Ash, rare Junipers, Pines, and deci-

duous trees were abundant in many parts of the grounds.
Twenty acres of new ground have just been added to this

cemetery. It is a better arboretum than can easily be found
elsewhere in the country.

tricacy of sylvan features. Laurel Hill is a

charming pleasure-ground, filled with beau-

tiful and rare shrubs and flowers ; at this

season, a wilderness of roses, as well as

fine trees and monuments.*

To enable the reader to form a correct

idea of the influence which thesft beautiful

cemeteries constantly exercise on the pub-

lic mind, it is only necessary to refer to the

rapidity with which they have increased in

fifteen years, as we have just remarked.

To enable them to judge how largely they

arouse public curiosity, we may men-

tion that at Laurel Hill, four miles from

Philadelphia, an account was kept of the

number of visitors during last season ; and

the sum total, as we were told by one of

the directors, was nearly 30,000 persons,

who entered the gates between April and

December, 1848. Judging only from occa-

sional observations, we should imagine that

double that number visit Greenwood, and

certainly an equal number, Mount Auburn,

in a season.

We have already remarked, that, in the

absence of public gardens, rural cemeteries,

in a certain degree, supplied their place.

* Few things are perfect; and beautiful and interesting

as our rural cemeteries now are,—more beautiful and inte-

resting than anything of the same kind abroad, we cannot
pass by one feature in all, marked by the most violent bad
taste ; we mean the hideous ironmongery, which they all

more or less display. Why, if the separate lots must be
enclosed with iron railings, the railings should not be of sim-
ple and unobtrusive patterns, we are wholly unable to con-
ceive. As we now see them, by far the larger part are so
ugly as to be positive blots on the beauty of the scene.
Fantastic conceits and gimcracks in iron might be pardona-
ble as adornments of the balustrade of a circus or a temple of
Comus; but how reasonable beings can tolerate them as

enclosures to the quiet grave of a family, and in such scenes
of sylvan beauty, is mountain high above our comprehen-
sion.

But this is not all ; as if to show how far human infirmity

can go, we noticed lately several lots in one of these ceme-
teries, not only enclosed with a most barbarous piece of irony,

but the gate of which was positively ornamented with the
coat of arms of the owner, accompanied by a brass door
plate, on which was engraved the owner's name and city
residence ! All the world has amused itself with the epitaph
on a tombstone in Pere la Chaise, erected by a wife to her
husband's memory; in which, after recapitulating the many
virtues of the departed, the bereaved one concludes with

—

" his disconsolate widow still continues the business, No.
— , Rose-street, Paris." We really have some doubts if the
disconsolate widow's epitaph-advertisement is not in better

taste than the cemetery brass door-plate immortality of our
friends at home
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But does not this general interest, mani-

fested in these cemeteries, prove that public

gardens, established in a liberal and suita-

ble manner, near our large cities, would be

equally successful ? If 30,000 persons visit

a cemetery in a single season, would not a

large public garden be equally a matter of

curious investigation ? Would not such gar-

dens educate the public taste more rapidly

than anything else ? And would not the

progress of horticulture, as a science and

an art, be equally benefitted by such estab-

lishments ? The passion for rural plea-

sures is destined to be the predominant

passion of all the more thoughtful and edu-

cated portion of our people ; and any means

of gratifying their love for ornamental or

useful gardening, will be eagerly seized by

hundreds of thousands of our countrymen.

Let us suppose a joint stock company,

formed in any of our cities, for the purpose

of providing its inhabitants with the luxury

of a public garden. A site should be se-

lected with the same judgment which has

already been shown by the cemetery compa-

nies. It should have a varied surface, a

good position, sufficient natural wood, with

open space and good soil enough for the

arrangement of all those portions which re-

quire to be newly planted.

Such a garden might, in the space of 50

to 100 acres, afford an example of the prin-

cipal modes of laying out grounds,—thus

teaching practical landscape-gardening. It

might contain a collection of all the hardy

trees and shrubs that will grow in this cli-

mate, each distinctly labelled,—so that the

most ignorant visitor could not fail to learn

something of trees. It might have a bo-

tanical arrangement of plants, and a lec-

ture room where, at the proper season, lec-

tures on botany could be delivered, and the

classes which should resort there could

study with the growing plants under their

eyes. It might be laid out so as, in its

wooded positions, to afford a magnificent

drive for those who chose so to enjoy it

;

and it might be furnished with suitable

ices and other refreshments, so that, like

the German gardens, it would be the great

promenade of all strangers and citizens,

visitors, or inhabitants of the city of whose

suburbs it would form a part. But how

shall such an establishment be supported?

Cemeteries are sustained by the prices paid

for lots, which, though costing not a large

sum each, make an enormous sum in the

aggregate.

We answer, by a small admission fee.

Only those who are shareholders would,

(like those owning lots in a cemetery,)

have entrance for their horses and car-

riages. This privilege alone would tempt

hundreds to subscribe,—thus adding to the

capital, while the daily resort of citizens

and. strangers would give the necessary

income; for no traveller would leave a

city, possessing such a public garden as

we have described, without seeing that,

its most interesting feature. The finest

band of music, the most rigid police, the

certainty of an agreeable promenade and

excellent refreshments, would, we think,

as surely tempt a large part of the bet-

ter class of the inhabitants of our cities

to such a resort here as in Germany. If

the road to Mount Auburn is now lined with

coaches, continually carrying the inhabi-

tants of Boston by thousands and tens of

thousands, is it not likely that such a gar-

den, full of the most varied instruction,

amusement, and recreation, would be ten

times more visited. Fetes might be held

there, horticultural societies would make

annual exhibitions there, and it would be

the general holiday-ground of all who love

to escape from the brick walls, paved

streets, and stifling atmosphere of towns.
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"Would such a project pay ? This is the

home question of all the calculating part of

the community, who must open their purse

strings to make it a substantial reality.

We can only judge by analogy. The mere

yearly rent of Barnum's museum in Broad-

way is, we believe, about $10,000, (a sum

more than sufficient to meet all the annual

expenses of such a garden ;) and it is not

only paid, but very large profits have been

made there. Now, if hundreds of thou-

sands of the inhabitants of cities, like New-

York, will pay to see stuffed boa-constrictors

and wrc-human Belgian giants, or incur the

expense and trouble of going five or six

miles to visit Greenwood, we think it may

safely be estimated that a much larger

number would resort to a public garden,

at once the finest park, the most charming

drive, the most inviting pleasure ground,

and the most agreeable promenade within

their reach. That such a project, carefully

planned, and liberally and judiciously car-

ried out, would not only pay, in money, but

largely civilize and refine the national cha-

racter, foster the love of rural beauty, and

increase the knowledge of and taste for

rare and beautiful trees and plants, we
cannot entertain a reasonable doubt.

It is only necessary for one of the three

cities which first opened cemeteries, to set

the example, and the thing once fairly

seen, it becomes universal. The true po-

licy of republics, is to foster the taste for

great public libraries, sculpture and picture

galleries, parks and gardens, which all

may enjoy, since our institutions wisely

forbid the growth of private fortunes suffi-

cient to achieve these desirable results in

any other way.

ON BARK BOUND CHERRY TREES.

BY R. NEWTON, WORCESTER, MASS.

The able article of Professor Turner, in

your last February number, upon the burst-

ing of the cherry tree, will be the means

of saving many a tree, growing on highly

cultivated soil. If any one doubts his theo-

ry, let him try a strip of the outer bark,

which he will find nearly as tough as a

sheet of tin. The tree continues to grow

faster than the bark expands, until the bark

becomes so full of compressed wood that it

must burst, or the tree must stop growing.

It then bursts suddenly, and decay com-

mences.

I believe that Professor Turner will be

satisfied, upon reflection, or certainly by a

little practice, that he has not adopted the

best remedy ; and for that reason alone, I

irouble you with this article.

Young -cherry trees, which stand much

exposed to the sun, are sometimes killed by

having a strip of the exterior bark peeled

off entirely round them. From this fact, I

infer that taking off all the bark from the

entire body, at any age, must injure their

health and growth.

My practice has been, to draw a sharp

knife spirally and lightly round the tree,

from the ground to its limbs, from two to

four times, depending on the size of the

tree, and at as nearly equal distances as

the eye will direct. Then draw the knife

in a contrary direction round the tree in a

similar manner. This cuts the rind into

small diamond shaped pieces without taking

it off"; and the spiral cuts will never produce

bursting, because that is always lengthwise

of the tree. Light cuts are sufficient, be-

cause the bark is thin, and the pressure
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within will soon open them. The bark, by

remaining on, protects the tree from the

sun, and leaves it in a more natural and

healthy state. I should advise performing

the operation when the tree is from three

to five inches in diameter. Two minutes

to a tree is all the time necessary for the

work. I have not had a tree burst for more

than twenty years, although I have had

from five to fifteen growing all that time.

R. Newton.
Wercester, Mass., 1S49.

ON THE PRINCIPLE OF SUGGESTION IN RURAL TASTE.

BY W., LENOX, MASSACHUSETTS.

Venturing to remark lately, in a mixed

company, that suggestion was the soul of

all interior harmony in houses and gar-

dens, as well as in the fine arts, and that

the possessor should suggest his house, so

that there should be an open fitness to the

eyes of all men:—"And pray, sir, may I

ask, what sort of a house do I suggest ?

"

said a square built, matter-of-fact, prosaic

gentleman, in a high tone of banter, raising

a laugh at my expense ; so that I could not

avoid replying, trusting to instinct. " You,

sir, suggest to me a red brick house, with

solid walls, square, gable to the road, the

window sills all painted white, with a white

picket fence, and four cherry trees in front."

" Sir," said my man, *' you are a conjuror,

and, if you will, shall draft a house for

me." It tickled my fancy to follow out my
principle of suggestion from step to step,

to see how far it would hold good, so that I

felt sure that any man of sense could avoid

all those mistakes in taste so -frequently

made, by asking in regard to each feature

in succession,—" what is there in my cha-

racter, or circumstances, in the nature of my
grounds, or the condition of the country about,

to suggest or demand such a feature ?"

It may be objected, that the suggestion

to the truly cultivated taste would be a

different one from that to the probable

owner ; but, I reply, the mere putting the

question implies a reference to a certain

absolute standard, though a correct taste

would undoubtedly answer the question

most satisfactorily.

When I see that farmer X. has a jimpy

clap-board-Gothic cottage, springing up in

the midst of his unsheltered farm ; and

when I know that the good man would

never have dreamed of it without the as-

sistance of his wife and daughter, nor

they, if they had known the fitting and

proper, I may be a little out of patience
;

but I comfort myself with this electric spread

of ideas among us. A clever man has only

to publish a clever book, and in five years'

time we read his name on ever)' hill side

through New-England. This assures us,

that in another generation we shall read it

in a more honorable, or rather, more har-

monious form.

I wish we had a type of farm-house, that

might be modified to a true expression of

the ideal of a farm. The farm suggests

labor, earnestness, repose. We think of it

as neither smart nor busy, brisk nor money-

making ; but dignified, earnest, sincere.

The English ideal, all farmery and piggery,

all sheep and turnips, is, to our fancy, grow-

ing too commercial ; at all events, it is a

manufactory—what our farms are not,

—

perhaps never wiU be. The farmer with

us, is he who stands where he is, and
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works with his hands, living hy God's dis-

pensation to Adam, whilst others engage

in the lottery of commercial life, or in the

more lucrative professions.

Our farm-house should be large and

roomy. It should have a certain grandeur

and simplicity of form, and an absence of

conscious ornament. When the clouds

overshadow it, it may look stern or even

gloomy, but shall smile when the sun

shines out, like the mountain tops, or the

sunlit trees. If not pretty, it shall be pic-

turesque ; it shall sympathise with, and not

break into the landscape.

We have seen farm-houses in the old

country that answered to this description,

but they were not such as we can safely

copy. Happy accidents ; half castellated

buildings,—the relics of past time, upon

which age had cast a softening tinge, and

pruned off excrescences ; but surely, an

artist of genius might lay down the rules

within which such buildings could exist.

The farmer loves to live in the sunlight.

He cannot see the beauty of overshadowing

his house with trees. Therefore, the farm-

house, above all others, requires a form

that need not shrink from exposure.

Our fences mar our landscapes, and espe-

cially our farm-houses. All lovers of land-

scape will congratulate themselves, should

the wire fences come generally into use.

A smart house suggests smart grounds.

Such, if your land is small, your grounds

may be. But woe to the owner of broad

lands, in this country, if he try to keep up

smart and extensive grounds. He had

need of a brother from California every

year. The suggestive demands of his smart

house may ruin him. To a man of taste,

to whom it is a necessity of life to have

things in keeping, to have nothing sug-

gested that is not fulfilled, a shade or

two difference in the colour of his house,

may make a serious difference in his ex-

penditure. " It's not the carriage that costs,

my dear, but what the carriage suggests,"

viz., champagne for cider, and a dinner

party once a week.

All taste, as well as all tact, consists in

following the suggestion of circumstances

and character ; and the fine eye, to detect

the essential, among the indifferent circum-

stances, is the one advantage of a culti-

vated taste. W.
Lenox, Mass., June, 1849.

[The foregoing contains the pith of a

whole volume ; and the writer will see, in

our forthcoming work on " Country Hou-

ses," how entirely we have arrived at the

same point ; a point which, rightly under-

stood, gives a new meaning to all rural ar-

chitecture. Ed.]

A VISIT TO THE LONDON HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GARDEN.

BY H. W. SARGENT.

[The following extract from a letter, lately

received from a friend, travelling in Eng-

land, will interest a great mary of our

readers, though not written for publica-

tion. Ed.]

yesterday to the gardens of the Horticultu"

ral Society at Chiswick. I spent there

three hours, full of interest. Mr. Thomp-

son (thanks to your kind introduction,

J

taking the greatest pains to gratify my
I must not forget to tell you of my visit curiosity in every respect, and affording
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me every opportunity of seeing the whole

ef this finest of experimental gardens.

In the first place, he showed me his

fruit-room, 70 by 16 feet, constructed with

double walls, 8 inches apart, the hollow

space between filled with moss. He never

uses fire, though in 1S47 the mercury, in

the open air, fell to 5° below zero. The

room is lined with open shelves, upon

which fruit is placed.

I then examined the pear trees, which

are trained in four different modes. First,

wall and horizontal training ; these are

beautiful specimens of training,—the trees

mostly 30 years old, but this season show-

ing but little fruit. Next came a walk

with a double row of pears on either side,

in quincunx order,—the trees not more

than six feet apart. On one side of this

walk the trees were standards, eight feet

high, trained en quenouille ; and on the

other side were trees of the same height,

pyramid. The fourth mode consisted of

umbrella standards ; trees trimmed up eight

feet, with naked stems, and then shooting

out from the crown, upon every side, pen-

dulous branches, bending to the ground,

and really resembling some palms in their

growth. These drooping branches always

remained the same, as they are spurred-

back regularly every year to one bud ; hence

they are covered with unsightly excrescen-

ces. Mr. Thompson does not like this me-

thod of training, and proposes to abandon it.

The Horticultural Society now cultivate

here about 700 varieties of pears ; but Mr.

Thompson informed me that he would not

cultivate for his own use, nor recommend

to the most zealous amateur, more than 50

varieties out of this number.

In reply to that difficult question,—what

are the five or six best autumn, and five or

six best winter pears ? his answer was as

follows

:

Autumn Pears.

Marie Louise,
Louise Bonne de Jersey,
Thompson,
Bern re Bosc,
Knight's Monarch.

Winter Pears.

Knight's March Bergamot,
Glout Morceau,
Beurre Rimz.
Ne plus Mem-is,
AVinter Nelis.

Of all the pears, Mr. Thompson appeared

to think most highly of Knight's March

Bergamot, both for its excellence and length

of keeping.

The number of peaches in the Horticul-

tural Society's collection has been reduced

to 18 or 20 varieties, by selecting from the

large list in the Catalogue only a portion of

those marked first rate. The Belle garde

is here considered the best peach ; next, in

good seasons, ranks the Royal George. In

England, our George 4th, though fine, does

not, like most American peaches, bear the

wall well. The only novelty, in this way,

was a tree of the Shanghae peach, from

China, with reniform glands,—the quality

of the fruit not yet tested. The finest new
nectarine is the Stanwick. Of grapes, the

new sort, most highly spoken of by Mr.

Thompson, was the St. Albans,—white,

round berries, large bunches and shoulders.

Then there was the Gros Gommier des Can-

tal, a grape with remarkably short jointed

wood, each joint not exceeding an inch to

an inch and a half in length ; the fruit, in

colour and flavor, a mingling of Black

Hamburgh and Sweet Water. Another

grape that promises well is the Raisin de

Calabre,—the bunches long, the berry round

and white, and the fruit hanging a long

time, like Oldacre's St. Peters, and, there-

fore, an excellent companion to that va-

riety in a vinery. Blussard Noir is a

grape like a small Black Hamburgh, only

earlier and higher flavored, and is, there-

fore, well worthy of cultivation. Reeves'

Muscadine is finer and larger than the

common Muscadine,—Sahibee; very large

in berry and bunch, but wanting in flavor.

Mr. Thompson is practicing a new kind

of mid-summer pruning upon his walls and
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grapes, which, so far, gives him great sa-

tisfaction. He commences at the top of

the wall or house, and works down to the

bottom, stopping [pinching the ends off.

Ed.] all redundant growth early in June.

About ten days afterwards, he begins at

at the top and prunes and dresses as usual,

laying-in (unless spurred) his next year's

wood. Formerly his men began at the

bottom of the tree or wall, and pruned as

high as they could reach,—going in this

way round a wall of two or three acres.

Then they took a ladder, and beginning

directly above where they commenced be-

fore, they dressed the remainder or upper

part of the wall. The result was, that

during the interval of the top and bottom

dressings, the sap, diverted from the lower

part of the tree, was thrown (in addition to

its natural tendency in that direction,) into

the upper, untrimmed portion of the tree,

causing great elaboration there, and a cor-

responding torpor in the reduced and pruned

portion below. The result was, that the

lower part of the tree became barren

;

whereas, by the present system of pruning,

the top being trimmed first, the extra sap

is forced into the lower branches ; and

hence these lower branches, even within six

inches of the ground, are covered with

fruit, bearing, perhaps, even more than the

upper limbs.

Mr. Thompson informed me that Wil-

mot, and the other market growers of the

grape, make all their bunches of the pound

size* in preference to a larger size. They

do not thin out the berries so much, but

they cut off the points of the bunch, making

the cluster resemble (if I have not forgotten

my mathematics,) an oblate spheroid.

Keen's Seedling strawberry still holds its

place in Mr. Thompson's estimation, as

* Most persons preferring to buy half a dozen bunches of

a pound each, to one large bunch of six pounds.

the best strawberry for cultivation here/

though many prefer Myatt's British Queen.

In a conversation which I had with Mr,

Thompson, on the diseases of fruit trees,,

he told me that he had never seen any-

thing like our fire-blight or frozen-sap-

blight in the pear; nor can he conjecture

the cause of the former. The latter, con-

sidering our gieat changes of temperature,

he thought more intelligible ; and he thinks

a remedy,, that I desired my gardener to

try a year ago, might be efficacious, viz.,

strawing up the stem and principal branch-

es, and more especially those exposed to-

the rays of the sun in winter.

Our great peach enemies, the yellows-

and peach worm, are alike unknown here \

he has seen one instance only of a disease

in the peach tree, resembling in its charac-

ter the yellows. It was an American tree,

I think a George 4th, which was budded

on a peacii bottom, and trained against a

south wall. It ripened its fruit prema-

turely, pushed out the clusters of small,

narrow leaves, became quite yellow in foli-

age, and finally died. He attributed it to

the fact of its being worked on a peach,

instead of a plum bottom, as all the other

trees in the Horticultural Society's garden

are ; and he suggested that we should

always bud our peaches on plum stocks,

I think, however, the disease he referred

to was probably imported in the tree from

America. If so, it does not seem to have

communicated the yellows to any of the

English trees,*

The Horticultural Society is paying con-

siderable attention, just now, to their ar-

boretum. A few of the trees that struck

me were the Dovarton yew, a rather up-

* We are every day more convinced that the yellows is

nothing more than a constitutional languor, brought about,

as we have before suggested, by poor soil and bad culture

for several generation*. It has nearly disappeared in our

neighborhood, where there are nowtreesl6 or 18 year? old,

bearing, every year, very fine crops of delicious fruit. Ed.
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right variety of the common English yew
;

the Ribes speciosum, a beautiful shrub with

flowers, resembling the Fuchsia gracilis,

and quite hardy ; the new Japan cedar,

Cryptomeria japonica, somewhat between

the Torreya and our deciduous cypress in

foliage and colour, but gracefully droop-

ing; the Pinus Hartwegii, with foliage

seven to eight inches in length ; P. Er-

zerrum, with unusually dark, stiff foliage,

etc.

The green-houses and conservatories are

admirably neat and well kept, and contain

some very fine plants. There was a Brug-

mansia sanguinea, (the true sort I had never

seen before,) which resembles B. Knightii,

except the flowers were red instead of

white. It was sixteen feet high, and had,

the gardener said, over 300 flowers upon

it. I saw, also, an exceedingly fine Arau-

caria excelsa, twenty-three feet high, very

feathery and beautiful, and a specimen of

a Braziliensis, which was very fine. There

were also two striking plants of Grevillia

robusta, and Polycata grandiflora ; one

seventeen feet, and the other fourteen feet

high, and both laden with flowers.

You know all the gardening novelties

so well now at home, and get all the new
plants so soon, that I am doubtless telling

you old news. As, however, I have scarce-

ly seen a horticultural magazine for two

years, all these fruits and plants are quite

fresh and interesting to me.

The Horticultural Society's gardens con-

tain, in all the departments,—ornamental,

fruit, and kitchen gardens,—about thirty

acres ; but they are about increasing it very

much, as the fruit ground is very much

crowded. Yours sincerely, H. \V. S.

PRACTICAL HINTS TO AMATEURS.

BY AX OLD DIGGER.

If you have a crop in your kitchen garden

which looks sickly, water it once or twice

with guano water, (a handful of guano to

a pail of water ;) stirring the soil with the

hoe before applying the water.

This is the season of the year to give

shape to your shrubs or plants. A little

shortening-back now, on overgrown shoots,

will make the dormant buds push out new
shoots on parts of a shrub or tree which

are deficient in foliage, so as to bring it

into good shape before the season of growth

is past. For small plants, that you wish

to make bushy and thick, there is nothing

like pinching-off the ends of the leading

shoots while they are young. It gives you

thick and compact heads of leaves, instead

of few and slender shoots.
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Do'nt be discouraged at the inroad of an

insect, that threatens to destroy your fa-

vorite trees or plants. Set about studving

its natural history, and depend upon it, if

you only get a correct notion of its habits,

you can soon exterminate it by a little

energy and perseverance. Tobacco water,

as recommended by the editor, in the last

number, will kill any insect, if it is judi-

ciously applied, and perseveringly repeated,

however much they may seem to defy it

at first. Always use it in the morning, or

just at evening; for it is throwing away

your ammunition to fire into the enemy's

quarters in mid-day, when they are wide

awake, and ready to dodge the fire.

If you want Jo propagate everblooming

roses by cuttings, your best time is now,
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just as the young wood begins to harden,

after the first flowers are past. A frame,

sunk on the north side of a fence or wall,

with a sash to cover it, will enable you to

raise hundreds of roses with very little at-

tention. Make the soil in the frame six

inches deep, of rich mould, mixed with one-

half fine sand. In this plant the cuttings,

with a single leaf left on the top of each.

Water them every evening, leaving the

sash off all night, and replacing it early in

the morning. In case you want them to

plant out in the borders, you may let the

cuttings grow in the frame where they

strike all summer,—covering the glass with

about six inches of straw in the winter,

and planting out the young plants early

the next spring ; but if you want them for

pot culture, then, of course, plant the cut-

tings in pots, instead of the soil of the

frame ; and in five or six weeks they will

have formed new roots, so that you may

re-pot them—one in each small pot.

To have raspberries very large and fine,

you must make a new plantation every

fourth year. The soil should be trenched

20 inches deep, and a quantity of coal

ashes and stable manure turned well un-

derneath. The raspberry likes a cool deep

soil ; and a top dressing of guano every

spring adds greatly to the size of the fruit.

Look over your cherry trees, and see

that none of them suffer from being hide

bound. If they look unnaturally small in

any part of the trunk, and swollen in other

parts, you may be sure this is the case

;

and if you do not relieve it, by slitting the

outer bark with your knife, the tree will

soon decline. Old cherry trees are very

much improved in health and productive-

ness by shortening-in the long branches at

this season of the year,—thus forcing them

to make some thrifty new shoots.

Plum trees like a moist soil. I have

found that covering the ground four inches

deep with old spent tan-bark, is a good way
of preserving the moisture, and keeping

the tree in health. I scatter fresh lime

thickly over the surface of the tan every

year, as soon as the green fruit begins to

fall. This kills every curculio that at-

tempts to enter the ground. The tan pre-

vents the weeds from growing, keeps the

roots cool, and insures me good crops of

plums. I spread it as far as the roots ex-

tend, and it wants renewing, or adding to,

once in three or four years.

Do'nt indulge in the folly of hilling vp

all the plants you raise in your kitchen

garden. If you study nature, you will see

that as plants grow older, the roots at the

base of the stem always incline to raise

out of the earth ; from which, it is clear

that they prefer not to be wholly buried

up in it. Besides, unless it is a plant that

dislikes moisture, you lose half the benefit

of the summer showers by piling up a hill

over the roots to turn off the rain. It is

much better to loosen the ground tho-

roughly, and keep it nearly level.

Liquid manure is of great advantage to

crops in a growing state ; but it has double

the usual effect if applied in damp and

cloudy weather.

In raising hedges, the great point is to

get breadth at the bottom. It is easy enough

to get a hedge high enough; but if you

let it run up without cutting it back, so as

to make a broad and thick base, you can

never make that base broad and thick

afterwards. Shorten-back, therefore, till

you achieve what you want at the bottom
;

and the top will afterwards take care of

itself.

If you find any of your favorite fruit trees

are failing from dryness of the season, or

heat of the sun, cover the surface of the

ground two or three inches deep with straw.
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Indeed, nothing benefits any delicate tree

so much, in this climate, as keeping the

roots in a uniform temperature, by this coat

of straw, laid on the surface of the ground.

There are few trees such gross feeders

as the grape-vine. Soap-suds and liquid

manure, applied every week, will give an

amount of luxuriance and a weight of

fruit, on a single vine, that seems almost

incredible. I have seen an Isabella grape

produce 3,000 fine clusters of well ripened

fruit in a single season, by the liberal use

of manure and soap-suds from the weekly

wash.

If you wish to bring fruit trees into bear-

ing at an early age, pinch off the ends of

the shoots now, and again at the end of

six weeks. This accumulates the sap, and

the surplus becomes fruit buds for the next

season.

The secret of neatness and economy in

summer culture of a garden, is to stir the

ground often. It is a trifling task to de-

stroy an acre of weeds, if you take them

half an inch high ; but a very laborious un-

dertaking to get them subdued, if they

once are allowed to make strong roots, and

leaves of full size.

CULTURE OF THE PEAR ON THE QUINCE STOCK.

BY THOMAS RIVERS, SAWBRIDGEWORTH, ENGLAND.

"This is without contradiction the most

natural form of a great many trees ; the

success that has followed their cultivation

for many years proves the goodness of this

system of training."* I give the words of

a most experienced French gardener, and

can add my testimony as to the eligibility

of this mode of cultivating the pear in Eng-

land, and I cannot but express my surprise

that it has fallen to my lot to bring it be-

fore the public, practiced as it has been for

so many years on the continent.

For gardens with a moderately deep and

fertile soil, pears budded on the quince

stock will be found to make by far the

most fruitful and quick-bearing trees ; in-

deed, if prepared by one or two removals,

their roots become a perfect mass of fibres,

and their stems and branches full of blos-

som-buds. Trees of this description may
be planted in the autumn, with a certainty

of having a crop of fruit the first season

* D'Albret sur le taille des Arbres Fruitiers. Seventh
edition, l»4tj.

after planting ; always recollecting that a

spring frost may destroy the blossom unless

the tree is protected.

The most eligible season for planting

pyramidal pear trees is during the months

of November and December, but they may
be planted even until the end of March

;

in planting so late, no fruit must be ex-

pected the first season. If root-pruned py-

ramidal trees are planted, it will much as-

sist them if about half the blossom buds

are thinned out with sharp pointed scissors

or a pen-knife just before they open ; other-

wise these root pruned trees on the quince

stock are so full of them, that the tree re-

ceives a check if they are all allowed to

expand. About ten or fifteen fruit may be

permitted to ripen the first season ; the fol-

lowing season two or three dozen will be

as many as the tree ought to be allowed to

bring to perfection, increasing the number

as the tree increases in vigor, always re-

membering that a few full sized and well

ripened pears are to be preferred to a
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Fig. 63.
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greater number inferior in size and qua-

lity.

In engraving at end, I have given a

faithful portrait of a pyramidal tree of

Beurr£ de Capiaumont,* budded on the

quince ; this was taken in 1846 ; the tree

was then about ten years old, and had been

root pruned three times; nothing could be

more interesting than this tree, only six

feet high, laden with fruit of extraordinary

beauty ; for in my soil pears on quince

stocks produce fruit of much greater beauty

and of finer flavor than those on pear stocks.

I have, however, introduced the figure of

this tree as much to show its imperfection

as its beauty ; it will be observed that its

lower tiers of branches are not sufficiently

developed ; this was owing to neglect when

the tree was young ; the upper branches

were suffered to grow too luxuriantly. Sum-

mer pinching in the youth of the tree is the

only remedy for this defect, if it is not well

furnished below, and a severe remedy it is,

for all the young shoots on the upper tiers,

including the leader, must be pinched closely

in May and June, till the lower ones have

made young shoots of a sufficient length to

give uniformity to the tree. This requires

much attention and trouble ; it is better to

be careful not to plant any tree for a pyra-

mid that is not well furnished with buds

and branches to its base. A tree of this

description may soon be made to assume

the shape of fig. 63, which is a perfect pyra-

midal pear tree, such as it ought to be in

July, before its leading side shoots and

perpendicular leader are shortened, which

is best done towards the end of August

:

this shortening must be made at the marks

, and all the side shoots shortened in

the same manner ; also the leading shoot.

Hooked pruning scissors will be found the

best implement to prune with. The spurs

* This drawing is omitted.

a a a are the bases of the shoots that have

been pinched in June.

PLANTING AND AFTER MANAGEMENT.

As before mentioned, the autumnal and

early winter months are to be preferred for

planting; care should be taken in selecting

trees that are furnished with buds and

branches from bottom to top ; but if a young

gardener intends to plant, and wishes to

train up his trees so that they will become

quite perfect in shape, he should select

plants one year old from the bud or graft

;

these will, of course, have good buds down

to the junction of the graft with the stock.

The first spring, a tree of this description

should be headed down so as to leave the

shoot about 18 inches long ; if the soil is

rich, from five to six and seven shoots will

be produced ; one of these must be made

the leader, and if not inclined to be quite

perpendicular, this must be fastened to a

stake. As soon in summer as the leading

shoot is ten inches long, its end must be

pinched off', and if it pushes forth two or

more shoots, pinch all off but one, to about

two inches, leaving the topmost for a leader

;

the side shoots will in most cases assume a

regular shape ; if not, they may be this first

season tied to slight stakes to make them

grow in the proper direction. This is best

done by bringing down and fastening the

end of each shoot to a slight stake, so that

an open pyramid may be formed ; for if it

is too close and cypress-like, enough air is

not admitted to the fruit; they may remain

unpruned till the end of August, when each

shoot must be shortened to within eight

buds of the stem,* this will leave the tree

like the annexed figure, fig. 64, and no

pruning in winter will be required.

The second season the trees will make

vigorous growth ; the side shoots which

* There are generally three or four abortive buds at the

base of each shoot ; these must not be reckoned.
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Fig. 64.

were topped last August will each put forth

three, four, or more shoots ; as soon as these

are four inches long they must be pinched off

to within three inches, all but the leading

shoot of each side brartch ; this must be left

on, to exhaust the tree of its superabun-

dant sap, till the end of August. The per-

pendicular leader must be topped once or

twice ; in short, as soon as it has grown

ten inches, pinch off its top, and if it

breaks into two or three shoots pinch them

all but the leader, as directed for the first

season ; in a few years most symmetrical

trees may be formed.

When they have attained the height of

six or eight feet, and still continue to grow

vigorously, it will be necessary to com-

mence root pruning, to bring them into a

fruitful state.

I have thus far given directions for those

who are inclined to rear their own pyra-

mids. Much time and attention are re-

quired ; but the interest attached to well

trained pyramids will amply repay the

young cultivator.

I will now endeavor to give directions for

the management of trees adapted for the

gardener of mature age, who feels some-

what impatient if his trees do not begin at

once to be fruitful. A most valuable aux-

iliary to precocious fruitfulness in pears is

the quince stock
;
pears grafted on it may

be safely recommended for all soils of

moderate depth and fertility, and even for

light and sandy soils I am induced to ad-

vise it, only in those circumstances the

trees must have more care and higher cul-

tivation. In soils of that nature I should

recommend the surface of the soil round

the tree to be covered during June, July,

and August with short grass, moss, or

manure, and to give them once a week, in

dry weather, a drenching with guano water,

(about two pounds to six gallons,) which

must be well stirred before it is used ; each

tree should have twelve gallons poured

gradually into the soil : by this method the

finest fruit may be produced ; and as it is

very probable that, ere many years elapse,

we shall have exhibitions of pears, this will

be the mode to procure fine specimens to

show for prizes. Our oldest gardening

authors have said that "pears engrafted

on the quince stock give the fairest fruit
;"

and they are correct. It has been asserted

that the fruit is liable to be gritty, and defi-

cient in flavor. I can only say that from

my trees, growing on a cold, clayey soil, I

have tasted fruit of Marie Louise, Louise

Bonne of Jersey, and others, all that could

be wished for in size and flavor.

Pyramidal pear trees of from three to

five years old on the quince stock, root
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pruned, and full of blossom buds, may now

be purchased. Trees of this description

should, if possible, be planted before Christ-

mas ; but if the soil is very tenacious, the

holes may be opened in the autumn, and

the trees planted in February ; the soil will

be mellowed and benefitted by the frosts of

winter.

In planting pear trees on the quince

stock, it is, as I have very recently dis-

covered, quite necessary that the stock

should be covered up to its junction with

the graft. This jointing of the graft to the

stock is generally very evident, even to the

most ignorant in gardening matters ; it

usually assumes this form, (fig. 65, a.)

If the soil is not excessively wet, the tree

may be planted in the usual manner, so

that the upper roots are on a level with the

surface of the soil. No manure of any

kind should be put to them ; but if the soil

in which it is planted be not light and fria-

ble enough to enter freely into the mass of

fibrous roots, some light mould should be

procured ; this should be carefully filled in,

and the tree well shaken, so that the earth

is thoroughly mingled with its roots. When
this is done, the earth all filled in, and

trodden lightly, the tree, according to the

usual method, is planted. But with pear

trees on the quince something more is re-

quired ; this is simply to form a mound of

compost, about half rotten manure and

earth, mixed in equal quantities, which

must cover the stock up to the junction of

the graft, as above, to the letter a, and is

made of rich compost, in order to encourage

it to emit roots into the surface soil, and to

keep it from becoming hard and "bark-

bound."

To make this emission of roots more
certain, the stem may be tongued as usual

in layering ; i. e., the bark must be cut

through upwards from the root, and a slip

about one inch in length raised, (see fig.

65, b b b b, which are the raised pieces of

bark,) and these raised pieces of bark must
be kept open by inserting a piece of broken

flower pot or slate. Several of these tongues

may be made, and by the end of the first

year after planting every incision will have

emitted roots ; the stock, owing to its being

kept constantly moist, will swell and keep

pace with the graft, and the tree will flou-

rish and remain healthy. As the mound
will subside by the heavy rains of winter,

presuming that the trees have been planted

in autumn, fresh compost of the same na-

ture must be added in spring, and again

every succeeding autumn. The great ob-

ject in the culture of the pear on the quince

stock is to encourage the growth of its very

fibrous roots at the surface, so that they

may feel the full influence of the sun and

air. These mounds may be made orna-
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Fig. 66.

mental if required, by placing pieces of

rock or flint on them, which will also pre-

vent the birds scratching at them for worms,

but the stones selected must not be large

and heavy.

Presuming that root pruned pyramidal

trees on the quince are planted as above

directed, pruning is the next thing to be

considered; this, as the tree is already

formed, is very simple, requiring slight

annual attention in summer; the employ-

ment is light, and perhaps the most agreea-

ble of all horticultural occupations.

The first season after the planting, the

side buds and branches will put forth young

shoots, each will give from one to three or

four ; select that which is most horizontal

Fig. 67.

in its growth (it should be on the lower

part of the branch, as the tree will then be

more inclined to spread) for a leader, and

pinch off all the others to two inches in

length
; (see fig. 63, a a a ;) if these pinched

shoots again push, suffer them to grow two

inches, and then pinch them to one inch

;

but if the horizontal branch has a good

leader, it will take off all the superfluous

sap, and prevent the pinched spurs from

breaking ; their buds will only swell, and

the following season they will be fruit

spurs.

Fig. 67 is a side branch in June, with its
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shoots not yet pinched. Fig. 67 is a side

branch, with its shoots a a, pinched ; b, is

the side leader, which should be pinched

or cut off towards the end of August to c.

The perpendicular leader of the pre-

ceding year's growth, will in spring put

forth numerous shoots which must be

pinched in June, as follows : those nearest

the base, leave six inches in length, gra-

dually decreasing, leaving those next the

young leading shoot only two inches long.

The leader of these ready formed pyramids

need not be shortened in summer, as di-

rected for younger trees, it may be suffered

to grow till the horizon'.al leaders are

shortened in August, and then left six or

eight inches in length ; but if the trees are

intended to be kept to six or seven feet in

height under root pruning, this leading

shoot may be shortened to two inches, or

even cut close down to its base ; for tall

pyramids of ten, twelve, or fifteen feet, it

may be left from eight to ten inches in

length, till the required height is attained

;

it may then be cut to within two inches of

its base every season.

I ought here to remark that pear trees

differ in their habits to an extraordinary

degree ; some make shoots most robust and

vigorous ; others, under precisely the same

treatment, are very delicate and slender.

In the final shortening in August, this must

be attended to ; those that are very vigor-

ous must not have their shoots pruned so

closely as those that are less so : indeed,

almost every variety will require some lit-

tle modification in pruning, of which expe-

rience is by far the best teacher ; it will, I

think, suffice if I give the following direc-

tions for shortening the leaders of the side

shoots and the perpendicular leaders. All

those that are very robust, such as Beurn:

d'Amalis, Vicar of Winkfield, Beurre Diel,

&c, shorten to eight and ten inches, de-
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pendant on the vigor of the individual

tree ; those of medium vigor, such as Louise

Bonne of Jersey, Marie Louise, and Beur-

re d'Aremberg, to six inches ; those that

are delicate and slender in their growth,

like Winter Nelis, to four inches ; but I

must repeat that regard must be had to the

vigor of the tree. If the soil be rich, the

trees vigorous, and not root pruned, leave

the shoots the maximum length ; if, on the

contrary, they be root pruned, and not in-

clined to vigorous growth, prune more

closely.

The quenouille, or tying down system, is

now quite out of fashion in France, and in

truth it does look very barbarous and un-

natural. The trees trained in this man-

ner in the Potagerie, at Versailles, are

mostly on quince stocks ; they are from

twenty to forty years old, and are very pro-

ductive, but very ugly ; all the shoots from

the horizontal and depressed branches are

cropped off apparently in July, as M. Pu-

teau, the director, is, I believe, adverse to

the pinching system of M. Cappe. In my
tour last autumn, I did not observe a single

quenouille in Belgium ; all were pyramids,

even in the gardens of the cottagers, and,

in general, these were very beautiful and

productive trees. In many cases when on

the pear stock they were too luxuriant, and

required root pruning ; but this I could not

make the gardeners comprehend.

Pears on the quince may also be culti-

vated as horizontal Espaliers by the sides

of walks, or trained to walls with much ad-

vantage, as less space is required. Espa-

liers, or wall trees on the pear stock, re-

quire to be planted twenty-four feet apart,

while those on the quince may be planted

only fifteen feet apart ; this, in a small

garden, will allow of much greater variety

of sorts to supply the table at different sea-

sons. With these the same high culture,
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if perfection is wished for, must be followed

;

the trees carefully planted, so that the

junction of the graft with the stock is even

with the surface of the mound formed as

directed for pyramids. Careful annual root

pruning with the knife will leave scarcely

anything to be done in that way with the

branches of the trees ; but if they put forth

shoots inclined to vigor, these, after Mr.

Thompson's method at the Horticultural

Society's gardens, may have their points

cut off in June,* and towards the end of

August be shortened to within two or three

buds of their base. For fine specimens of

wall pear trees grafted on the quince, I

may refer to those on the west wall of the

Horticultural Society's gardens ; these are

now about twenty-five years old, and are

pictures of health and fertility; thus at

once settling the question respecting the

early decay of pear trees grafted on the

quince ; for it has been often, very often,

urged as an objection to the use of the

quince stock, that pears grafted on it, are,

although prolific, but very short lived. I

have seen trees in France more than fifty

years old, and those above referred to may

be adduced to confute this error. My ob-

ject is to improve the culture of fruit trees

in small gardens, and to those conversant

with such matters, I need only point to the

very numerous instances of rich garden

ground, entirely ruined by being shaded

by large spreading standard, or half-stan-

dard unpruned fruit trees. Now, by culti-

vating pyramidal pears on the quince—ap-

ples in the same form on the paradise

stock—the cherry as dwarf bushes on the

Cerasus Mahaleb—and the plum as a pyra-

midal tree—scarcely any ground is shaded,

and more abundant crops and finer fruit

will be obtained.

* A correspondent in Gardener's Chronicle, No. 42, 1848,
recommends stripping off the leaves from these shoots during
summer to within three or four buds of their base. This
seems to me an excellent idea.

ROOT PRUNING OF FEAR TREES ON QUINCE

STOCKS.

Before entering on the subject of root

pruning of pear trees on quince stocks, I

must premise that handsome and fertile py-

ramids, more particularly of some free bear-

ing varieties, may be reared without this

annual, biennial, or triennial operation. I

have a large plantation of pear trees on the

quince stock, which bid fair to make very

handsome and fertile pyramids, yet they

have not been root-pruned, neither do I in-

tend to prune them ; but I wish to impress

upon my readers, that my principal object

is to make trees fit for small gardens, and

to instruct those who are not blessed with a

large garden, how to keep their trees "in

hand," and this can best be done by an-

nual attention to their roots, for if a tree is

suffered to grow two, three, or more years,

and then root pruned, it will receive a

check if the spring be dry, and the crop of

fruit for one season will be jeopardized;

therefore, those who are disinclined to the

annual operation, and yet wish to confine

the growth of their trees within limited

bounds by root pruning—say once in three

years—should only operate upon one-third

of their trees in one season ; they will thus

have two-thirds in an unchecked bearing

state, and those who have ample room and

space, may summer pinch their pyramids,

and suffer them to grow to a height of fif-

teen or twenty feet without pruning their

roots. I have seen avenues of such trees

in Belgium really quite imposing.

Pyramidal pear trees on the quince stock,

where the fruit garden is small, and the

real gardening artist feels pleasure in keep-

ing them in a healthy and fruitful state, by

perfect control over the roots, should be

operated upon as follows: A trench should

be dug round the tree, about eighteen inches

from its stem, every autumn, just after the
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fruit is gathered, if the soil be sufficiently

moist ; if not, it will be better to wait till

the usual autumnal rains have fallen ; the

roots carefully examined, those inclined

to perpendicular growth cut with the spade,

which must be introduced quite under the

tree to meet on all sides, so that no root can

possibly escape amputation, and all the

horizontal roots, except those that are very

small and, fibrous shortened with the knife

to within a circle of eighteen inches from

the stem,* and all brought as near to the

surface as possible, filling in the trench

with compost for the roots to rest on ; the

trench may then be filled with the com-

post ; well rotted dung and the mould from

an old hot-bed, equal parts, will answer

exceedingly well ; the surface should then

be covered with some half rotted dung, and

the roots left till the following autumn

brings its annual care. It may be found

that after a few years of root pruning, the

circumferential mass of fibres will have

become too much matted, and that some of

the roots are bare of fibres towards the

stem of the tree; in such cases, thin out

some of the roots, shortening them at nine

inches or one foot from the stem, this will

cause them to give out fibres, so that the

entire circle of three feet or more round

the tree is full of fibrous roots near the sur-

face, waiting with open mouths for the

nourishment annually given to them by

surface dressings and liquid manure.

Thus far for the gardener who does not

mind extra trouble, who, in short, feels real

pleasure in every operation that tends to

attain his end; but it is not every amateur

gardener that can do this, nor is it always

required, except for small gardens and in

rich moist soils, but with our too often cool

moist summers in the northern counties,

* If they have not spread to this extent the first season, or

even the second, they need not be pruned, but merely
brought to the surface and spread out.

annual root pruning is quite necessary to

make the trees produce well ripened wood;

in other cases, as I have before observed,

shortening the shoots in summer, taking

care to produce a handsome pyramidal

form, and if they are inclined to grow vigor-

ously, occasional (say biennial or triennial)

root pruning with the spade will be quite

sufficient.

I may now be permitted to point out se-

lections of pears for different situations, and

commence with those adapted for pyramidal

trees on quince stocks. These may be

planted in rows, five to six feet apart, or a

square may be allotted to them, giving

each plant five to six feet, which will be

found amply sufficient for root pruned

trees. Some few esteemed sorts of pears

do not grow well on quince stocks, unless

"double-worked," i. e., some free growing

sorts are budded on the quince, and after

having been suffered to grow for one or two

seasons, those not so free growing are bud-

ded on them. For twelve varieties as py-

ramidal pears on the quince stock, placed

in the order of their ripening, the under-

mentioned may with safety be recommend-

ed* (in the followim: lists, varieties marked

thus X, may be chosen by those who re-

quire only a few trees.)

1. Doyenne d'Ete, July
2. Jagonelle X, August
3. Bon Chretien, (Williams',) ... . September
4. Beurre d'Amalis X, «. September
5 Van Mons Leon le Clerc, 6 October
6. Louise Bonne of Jersey X, m. if e. October
7. Beurre Diet, November
8. Glout Morceau December
9 Passe Colmar X c. December

10. Orpheline d'Enghein X, January and Feb.
11. .Ic.si'phine de Malines, March
12. Susette de Bavay X, April and May

For twenty-four, add

—

13 Citron desCarmes, e. July
14. Beurre Giffart, August
15. Beurre Andusson, September
16. Doyenne White, b. October
17. Doyenne f iris «. October
IS Duchess d'Angouleme, b. November
19. Urbaniste, e. Novrmber
20. Winter Nelis, December
21. Beurre Langelier, January

* All the varieties recommended for pyramids, may also
be plauted as Espaliers to train to rails in the usual mode.
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22. Vicar of Winkfield, February
23. Beurre Easter, March
24. Beurre Ranee, April and May

The above, with the exception of 24,

which grows well, but does not form a

handsome tree, succeed on the quince, and

form well shaped, excellent pyramids. No.

10 is the Orpheline d'Enghein of Belgium,

the Soldat Labourer of France, the Beurre

d'Aremberg of most of the collections in

England. The true Beurre d'Aremberg,

which I have for some years possessed, and

which I have again lately received from

Belgium, from the garden of the Due

d'Aremberg, is of the same race, but the

tree is more thorny; it has smaller and

narrower leaves, and its fruit is rather

smaller ; it is a good pear, but certainly a

little inferior to No. 10.

No. 22 is a large second rate pear from

walls, or from trees on pear stocks ; from

pyramids on the quince here it is not

large, but high coloured, and really an ex-

cellent late pear ; the tree also is very

hardy and bears abundantly. It is very

difficult to fix the exact season for the ripen-

ing of different pears, they vary so much in

different soils and different seasons.* The

above will, I think, approach to correctness.

DESIGN FOR A SMALL VILLA IN THE TUSCAN STYLE.

The style of this villa is bold and massive,

after the manner of the Tuscan composi-

tions.

Perhaps, indeed, the entrance front,

shown in out frontispiece, may be consider-

ed almost too severe in its character,—

a

fault better, and much more easily reme-

died than the contrary extreme, too often

seen, of excessive flimsiness and filagree

ornament. To give the front a more do-

mestic expression, it would, perhaps, be

sufficient merely to add Venetian blind

shutters, which are in good keeping with

the Tuscan style ; or the Tuscan balcony

and overhanging window canopy, may be

added to the principal windows, which will

at once give a cheerful and lively effect to

the exterior.

The other side of this house is spanned

by a veranda, 10 feet wide, which gives it a

most comfortable and home-like charac-

ter.

This house is designed for one of those

situations common in this country, where

the entrance front is opposite to the river

or the finest reach of landscape. The

drawing-room and the veranda are ac-

Fig. 68.—Second Floor.

* In 1847, all my late winter pears, such as Winter Nelis,

Beurre d'Aremberg, Passe Cotmar, &c. &c 3
ripened in Oc-

tober and November.
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cordingly placed on the side of the house

opposite to that which contains the en-

trance or front door.

The plan of the principal floor, suffi-

ciently explains itself. The large and

handsome drawing-room,— far better in

effect than two rooms, connected by sliding

doors, is the summer apartment ; while the

rest of this plan gives the ordinary accom-

modation of the family. The rooms in

this story are 13 feet high.

The second story, fig. 68, shows only a

moderate bed-room accommodation,—the

wings being only one story high. By
treating these wings, however, as we have

indicated in the left-hand wing of fig. 68,

that is, lighting them with a sky-light in

the roof, two more low bed-rooms may be

had in each wing.

This plan is designed for a piece of

sloping ground, where the surface on the

veranda side falls off rapidly enough to

allow of kitchen and other necessary base-

ment apartments on that side of the house,

almost wholly out of ground, and yet in the

basement.

ON THE CULTURE OF THE AURICULA.

BY R. B. LEUCHARS, NEW-HAVEN, CT.

There is scarcely any class of florist

flowers that possess so much real interest-

ing attractiveness as the Auriculas ; and

I will venture to say that there is no class,

possessing equal claims to our notice, that

are so little cultivated, and their cultiva-

tion so little understood.

There are many gardeners who are tho-

roughly proficient in every branch of prac-

tical gardening, and are, nevertheless, very

deficient in knowledge of those subjects,

which have, by dint of care, culture and

hybridization, been drawn gradually out of

their natural and simple state into objects of

astonishing loveliness. Some of these have

been so much improved by artificial means,

as to render the original species, pretty as

they are in their natural wildness, poor

and worthless by comparison. The ori-

ginal colours of the corolla are yellow and

purple, with a mealy-like dust on the up-

per surface, which contributes greatly to

their beauty. The culture of Auriculas is

carried to a great height in England, where

some collections contain upwards of 500

distinct varieties,—consisting of selfs, or

one coloured flowers, of double flowers, and

of painted or spotted flowers ; of which

latter division I will chiefly treat, as being

those that are more- especially esteemed

by florists. The same culture, however,

is applicable to the whole genus.

Growing them from Seed.—Seedlings

are raised for the purposes of procuring

cross-breeds and new varieties. The seeds

should be well ripened, and collected only

from the most approved sorts. Sow them

in pots or boxes, in a compost of leaf mould

and sand, thoroughly mixed and sifted.

Place two or three inches of drainage in

the bottom, a little moss over it ; fill with

the compost to within half an inch of the

rim, and cover the seeds about a quarter

of an inch deep
;
place into a warm frame,

if you have it, or under a hand glass.

They will quickly germinate ; and as soon

as they are large enough to be removed

from the seed pot, prick them separately

into others, one inch apart. In about a

month more, they will be large enough
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for potting singly into 3-inch pots. Keep

them now into a frame, but give plenty of

air, and shade them from the mid-day sun.

As they advance in growth, shift them

again into 4-inch pots, with a compost of

one-half decayed turf, one-half leaf mould,

adding a small quantity of cow-dung and

sand,—all well mixed together, but not

sifted. Place them on a dry bottom, on

coal ashes or slates ; the latter are prefera-

ble, as they prevent the ingress of worms,

which must be strictly guarded against.

The frame in which they are placed should

stand with its sloping side northwards.

Many of them will flower the first season

;

and those that are deemed worth culti-

vating may be retained, and the rejected

ones planted in the open borders or thrown

away.

The best time for sowing the seed is the

beginning of January, if you have any

suitable place to put them in, such as a

green-house or conservatory. By this early

sowing, I have found most of them to

flowed the same season, which is of great

importance to the impatient grower.

Propagation by dividing the Roots.—
This ought to be done when the plants are

done flowering, and after their beauty is

past. Then no time should be lost in

doing it. Choose all the healthiest side

shoots from the old plants
; pot them in

3-inch pots, in a compost of equal portions

of turfy loam, leaf mould, and cow-dung,

—

the latter not less than two years old.

Care should be taken, in separating the

side shoots from the old plants, not to

break off any young roots that may be at-

tached to them. Keep them rather close

and shaded for a week or ten days ; and

when they begin to grow, give them plenty

of air night and day.

Propagation by offsets, without Roots.

—All offsets that have been taken from

the old plants without roots, should be

potted in 4-inch pots, in equal parts of

turfy loam, peat earth, and leaf mould, and

about one-half part sand. No dung ought

to be used. Place three or four in a pot,

putting them in close to the side of the

pot, and fastening them tightly with the

thumb, to prevent them from being shaken

out of the soil. They will strike freely

under hand-glasses. When rooted, shift

them into single pots, into a compost as

directed in the preceding paragraph.

Treatment of old Plants.—When the

old plants have done flowering, and the

side shoots are taken off, they should be

placed in a cool airy situation to ripen

their seeds, which must be picked as it

grows in the capsules, and preserved in

them till the sowing season.

About the beginning of August they

should be all-repotted into fresh compost.

If deferred later, they seldom flower so

well. Use the compost before recommend-

ed, with the addition of a little pigeon-

dung, if procurable. The pots generally

used by the English growers are from four

to six inches deep ; and those sizes are

considered sufficient to grow the largest

plants. Many growers greatly err in over-

potting Auriculas, and also in shaking

them entirely out of the soil in which they

have been growing. Young plants that

require shifting into larger pots, should

have only a small portion of the soil taken

from their roots. Those of older growth

require to have more taken away—the

main root examined, and cut back if ne-

cessary. If any of the plants appear dis-

eased, they must be shaken entirely out

of the soil. In cases of canker, the knife

must be resorted to as the only remedy

;

cut the decayed part clean away, and put

the plant in a smaller pot. I may here ob-

serve that two methods of potting are re-
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quisite. If the plants are intended exclu-

sively for fine blooms, they ought to be

potted rather deeply, quite up to the neck

of the foliage. Those intended for propa-

gation should have a larger portion of the

stems exposed, to induce them to throw

out side shoots after potting. The plants

should be placed in a northern aspect,

where they may remain until taken into

their winter quarters.

Wintering the Plants.—The Auricula

is not at all particular about where it is

put in winter, providing you keep it from

damp, and from every severe frost. A
shelf in a green-house, verandah, window,

or even in a cellar, will do. I have known

ladies keep a considerable number of Au-

riculas in a common room. They will

bear a good many degrees of frost, if kept

dry ; but damp is their deadly enemy. A
cold pit is the very place for them. Put

them on shelves close to the glass, or not

more than six inches from it ; and let them

have abundance of free air every fine day.

Pick off all damp and decayed leaves from

the plants as they appear. Cover the

lights with mats, litter, or straw, to protect

them from severe frost ; but uncover them

every favorable opportunity to admit light

and air.

About the beginning of February, a mild

day should be selected for top-dressing and

examining the roots. Turn out every one,

and see that the drainage is perfect ; re-

move about an inch from the surface, and

replace it in the same pot. Cut away
every offset that appears likely to draw off

any nourishment from the main plant.

Fill around with the prepared compost, so

that the lower leaves will rest upon the

soil. They must now get plenty of air

and light, and be regularly supplied with

water ; but guard against saturation, as

the flower stems appear. If you wish fine

blooms, let only one stem remain on each

plant, as they advance towards blooming.

They should be fully exposed to the air,

but have a screen put over them, to pro-

tect them from the dashing rains and mid-

day sun ; for the farinaceous powder upon

the petals, which now adds so much to

their beauty, is easily washed off. When
they have done blooming, submit them to

the same routine of culture which I have

before recommended.

The Auricula is very subject to attacks

of the slug and the weevil, and sometimes

of the green fly. The last is easily de-

stroyed by fumigating with tobacco ; and

the two former by continual picking when
they appear. They are also liable to ul-

ceration and canker in the root, especially

when kept too wet. When any plant pre-

sents a yellow, sickly appearance, take it

out and examine its root, and you will

soon discover the cause of its unhealthiness.

Properties of a good Auricula.—An
Auricula, to be of the first rank in the es-

timation of the florist, should possess the

following characteristics of excellence :

The plant itself should be well grown

;

the leaves of a dark green colour, protruding

over the edge of the pot. They ought to

dip gradually towards the point of the

leaf, but not recurved.

The stem should be strong, erect, and

elastic, of sufficient height to carry the

truss above the foliage. Every flower stem

should be of a length proportioned to the

size and quantity of the pips. It must be

strong enough to bear the head without

any assistance, sticks, &c, as they dis-

figure the plants greatly, as well as lace-

rate the roots.

The footstalk of the pips should also be

strong and elastic, and long enough to al-

low the flowers to expand without over-

laying each other.
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The head or truss should be of a com-

pact globular form, containing not less

than seven fully expanded flowers, each

flower being the same size, and possessing

the same properties.

The tube, or centre, should be perfectly

round, of a rich yellow colour. The an-

thers should be bold, and fill the tube well.

The tube should terminate rather above

the eye. The eye should form a perfect

circle of pure white ; clean on its edges,

free from blemishes, and quite distinct

from the ground colour.

The ground colour should be bold and

rich, forming a perfect circle round the

eye. A dark purple, or a brown, contrast-

ing well with the eye, and forming a band

all around it. It ought to join this margin

with a regular, feathery edge, equal all

round, but never running into the colours

of the rim or margin.

The margin, or outer circle, should be a

dark green or gray. The breadth of this

should be in proportion to the ground

colour, as the ground and the margin

form the principal attraction of the flower.

They ought to be well contrasted,, and of

an equal width,—each circle occupying

half the diameter of the corolla.

Those flowers having a dark purple,, or

bright red, or scarlet, or deep crimson

ground, are universally considered as the

finest flowers. Yet, the flowers may pos-

sess some of these colours,, and otherwise

be very imperfect. Flowers possessing

these colours, however, although not equal

to this criterion, are frequently very pretty,.

and are generally much admired ;. and

what every one admires, I hardly think we
are justified in condemning,, by a rigid ad-

herence to any standard of floral judgment.

Rob't Leuchars,

Gardener to Professor &illiman
f jr.

New-Haven, Conn-, June, 1849.

EXPERIENCES IN ORCHARD FRUIT CULTURE,

BY L. P. ALLEN, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Editor of the Horticulturist—In pe-

rusing the many articles which have ap-

peared in your journal, on the cultivation

of the different varieties of fruits, and the

modes and results of such cultivation, I

find myself frequently at fault in drawing

my conclusions of the utility of the methods

of cultivation, and varieties of fruit, adapt-

ed, by the entire lack of information as to

the particular locality, climate, altitude,

and soils of the places where such fruits

are cultivated ; and so widely do these dif-

ferent elements, which enter into the fruit

culture of the United States, influence

them, that I can find little satisfactory

data for my own government from the re-

corded experience, or opinions of others.

On comparing notes with pomologists from

the diffeient states, and from different parts

of each state, we find that individual opi-

nions also vary greatly as to the relative

value and quality of different varieties in

all our fruits, the causes of which, one is

altogether unable to reconcile, without a

distinct knowledge of the above named ac-

cessaries, which so largely influence their

production. A desideratum of this kind

should enter into the discussions of all po-

mological meetings and conventions, be-

cause without the attendant influences of

soil, climate, locality, and altitude, being

distinctly understood, any decisions or re-
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commendations made at such meetings, as

to the best fruits, or their particular modes

of cultivation, other than those of the most

general nature, which must be pursued

under all circumstances, will be of little avail

in guiding the neophyte in his proposed en-

terprises of fruit growing.

As I have dabbled a little in fruit culti-

vation from boyhood, and, so far as the

fruits themselves were concerned, with con-

siderable success, I propose to relate to

you somewhat of my own experience and

views upon some branches of fruit culture,

not in exact order, probably, but in such

manner as what I have done can be under-

stood ; and. from the results of which,—if

there ever be any results worthy of observa-

tion,—a conclusion may be drawn for the

government of others, who may wish to

follow. But as I have not all the acces-

sories of soil, in which our fruits are grown,

I can only speak of those which I have cul-

tivated, and therefore can only tell one side

of the story,—leaving it for others, whose

practice has been different, to relate theirs.

Within the last five years, I have been

laying the foundation for rather an exten-

sive orchard of fruits, for this region ; and

having the proper soils at command, have

already planted several thousand trees of

apples, pears, quinces, cherries, plums, and

peaches, in about the following proportions :

Apples, 2,000 Cherries, 400

Pears, 1,000 Plums, 300

Quinces, 600 Peaches, 200

To commence, my farm is level, table

land, on the upper or south point of Grand

Island, in the Niagara river, in the state of

New-York, about six miles north of Buf-

falo and the outlet of Lake Erie, and three

miles below Black Rock ; latitude 42° 53'

N. Soil, the " Onondaga salt group," of

the New-York state geologists,—a " secon-

dary" formation, based on limestone,

—

Vol. iv. 4

mostly a clayey loam, generally known

here as a limestone soil,—the same which

I presume you term a " strong loam," with

a subsoil at about a foot depth below the

surface, of stiff reddish clay ; dry, yet fer-

tile and strong, in all the elements for the

growth of wheat and other cereal grains,

Indian corn, esculent roots, and grass

;

mostly free of boulders and small stones,

which occur but occasionally.

The original timber is white, black and red

oak, white and black ash, hickory of various

kinds, elm, basswood or linden, sugar and

white maple, beech, with many other varie-

ties ; but those named chiefly prevailing.

Altitude, 540 feet above tide water at Alba-

ny. Thermometer ranging from zero, sel-

dom but aometimes to two degrees below it

in winter ; up to 85°, and, but very seldom,

to 90° of Fah. in summer. Surrounded by

water, our fruits are hardly ever cut off by

spring frosts, which is common to all the

lake region. Nights, influenced somewhat

by the breezes of Lake Erie ; rather cooler

in summer than the country a few miles

east of us, and some five or six degrees

cooler than at Lewiston, twenty-five miles

north, and the country extending east

and west of that point, lying below the

"mountain ridge," or Lake Ontario basin,

below the Falls of Niagara, in which lies

Rochester, and the fine fruit region of the

lower Genesee Valley.

Such is this position, near the northern

limit of the luxuriant fruit growing zone of

the northern states ; a section—if you will

permit me for a moment to digress from

the main subject—which, taken altogether,

is probably the best for the perfect production

of all their varieties, in open culture, of ap-

ples, pears, quinces, cherries, plums, peach-

es, grapes and melons, and the small fruits
;

including all its accessories of absence of

early and late frosts, regular bearing, growth
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of tree, ease of cultivation, and excellence of

flavor, in the United States ; the "great lake

country," south of a line drawn west from

the head of Lake Ontario, and east as far

as Oswego. The reason of this I shall not

attempt to explain, other than the influen-

ces of such large bodies of fresh water

;

but that such is the fact, all experience

agrees in the entire success which has thus

far attended fruit cultivation, while the

greatest efforts which have been made to

produce the best fruits in wide, variety, even

but a few miles south of the lake basins,

upon the high lands, which furnish the

sources of the waters of the Mississippi

valley, have failed altogether in the com-

parison. On this subject, by the way, I

beo-

to refer you to a communication from

Mr. Springer ; I believe it is on fruit cul-

tivation, in the Transactions of the Board

of Agriculture of the state of Ohio, for

1848. This assertion, I am aware, is a

broad and sweeping one, and will probably

challenge the attention of many prominent

and experienced pomologists of our coun-

try. But, "come one, come all," to an ex-

hibition of our northern fruits, then in sea-

son, at the Syracuse State Agricultural Ex-

hibition, on 12th September next, where

the North American Pomological Conven-

tion is to hold its next session ; and we fear

not to abide the result of a contest.

But, to the main subject. I say that my

soil is mostly a clayey loam. It is so
;
yet

the top soil varies somewhat in its compo-

sition,—running from a vegetable mould

into gravelly, and occasionally a sandy

loam, all intermixed more or less with

clay ; the latter greatly predominating, and,

in the long run, by far the richest in pro-

moting the mature growth of the tree, but

not always the quickest in pushing forward

the young trees,—premising, always, that

the ground be divested of surplus, or stand-

ing water, by proper draining ; a plough

furrow usually answering the purposes of

mine.

During the past five years, I have set out

in orchard about 1000 apples, and have

about 1000 more left in my nursery, now

about fit for planting, and which I purpose

to plant out within the next two years.*

As I design growing for market chiefly, a

large variety is not my object. I prefer-

red to select such standard fruits as I know

thrive well in this locality, and pay my
chief attention to them. I have, however,

upwards of thirty varieties altogether, in-

dulging the amateur only in a small way.

My standard varieties are chiefly thus

:

Early apples—Yellow Harvest, Williams'

Favorite, Early Joe, Sweet or Large Yel-

low Bough, Golden Sweeting. Fall ap-

ples—'Fall Pippin, Gravenstein, Jersey

Sweeting, Rambo, English Belle Bonne.

Winter apples—Baldwin, Yellow Belle-

fleur, Hubbardston Nonsuch, Newtown Pip-

pin, Northern Spy, Herefordshire Pearmain,

Pomme Gris, Rhode Island Greening, Ame-

rican Golden Russet, English Russet, Rox-

bury Russet, Swaar, Ladies Sweeting, Tal-

man's Sweeting, Esopus Spitzenberg, Van-

dervere, Westfield Seek-no-further. Seve-

ral of the above, however, I have in small

number,—twenty varieties comprising the

bulk of the trees, which all flourish and

succeed well in this region. The great

fault of our market fruit-growers is their

proneness to run into too many varieties

;

a few, on which the public taste is settled,

when of decidedly good quality, being alto-

gether the most profitable.

A word upon apple planting, and subse-

quent cultivation : The orchard ground

should be well cultivated, and in good

crop-bearing condition before the trees are

* I grow my own apple, quince, and plum trees ; op-

portunity being had a few years ago to try a large lot of

seedlings, which I preferred to transplant into my own
grounds, and graft with kinds of my own selection.
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planted. In digging the holes, which I

always have, at least, three feet in diame-

ter and two rods apart, I do not dig vp the

clay subsoil.* I barely loosen it with the

spade or pick, as the case may be, and set

the trees above it ; and if the hole be not

deep enough, which is seldom the case, I

make a mound around the tree, three, four,

five, or six feet broad, as circumstances re-

quire ; and the young tree goes on re-

joicing. As soon after planting as practi-

cable, I seed, the orchard down into grass

;

and for this reason, I never can make my
men protect the trees in ploughing and

putting in the crops, unless a professional

orchardist, or myself, is with them all the

time. The first I cannot get at such sea-

sons,—as it is always the busiest time with

them, and cannot always attend to it my-

self; and as all ploughmen instinctively

hate a tree, the poor things are sure, more

or less of them, to be torn up, or barked

and stripped to death at every successive

turning up of the soil ; and tell them as

much as you will to be careful, your back

is hardly turned, before the plough is en-

tangled in a young tree, or the harrow is

driven remorselessly over it, and years of

pains and solicitude are sacrificed. Be-

sides, all cereal grains are poison to fruit

trees, [by robbing the soil of inorganic

manures. Ed.] And I lay the orchard at

once into grass, and dig with spade and

fork around the trees for two, three, or four

feet each way from the stem, and manure

them as they progress. Thus they go on

vigorously until past danger from the

plough, when it may be applied occasionally

to great benefit, with a good coat of manure

on the soil. Many years of observation

have convinced me of the superiority of

* I have had occasion to remove some trees, six or eight
inches in diameter, that had been planted over this subsoil
of stiff clay, and found the strongest and largest roots had
penetrated into it three and four leet deep. [Is not this be-
cause it is a calcareous, and not an argillaceous clay ? Ed.]

such treatment. When past liability to

injury from their size, pasturage by horses,

swine, calves, and even grown cattle may
be permitted ; but the latter are seldom to

be tolerated. Swine, however, are always

good for an orchard,—destroying the ver-

min, and rooting up the soil. I know seve-

ral luxuriant orchards which were never

ploughed since the trees were set, and suc-

ceeding better than those in grain cultiva-

tion,—setting aside the damage by plough

and harrow.

From all the observation I have made,

were I to select the best soil for an apple

orchard, it should be a deep, strong, clayey

loam, intermixed slightly with gravel, over

a clay limestone subsoil. I know several

orchards, planted on a light sandy loam, in

the immediate vicinity of those on clayey

loam ; and those on the light soil, at twenty-

five or thirty years old, were worn out in a

premature old age, while the heavy soiled

orchards were in vigorous maturity. Trees

which I planted five years since, have al-

ready produced considerable crops of fruit,

and promise abundantly the coming season.

Pears.—About ten years ago, I sent an

order to an eastern nurseryman, of large

reputation and experience, for 50 to 100

pear trees of the best kinds for table and

general cultivation. The order was an-

swered with the trees in due season, ac-

companied by a catalogue of high sound-

ing names,—English, French, and others.

The trees were well grown and healthy

;

and I have no doubt, being a gentleman of

integrity, that the nurseryman meant to do

me justice in his selections. I set them

out in my home grounds near the house,

when, after a few years, they bore fruit.

The kinds were as follows,—all on pear

stocks

:

Beurre d'Aremberg, Louise Bonne de

Jersey, Princes St. Germain, Marie Louise,
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Autumn Bergamot, Swan's Egg, Brown

Beurre, Jargonelle, Summer Bergamot

—

small, Summer Bergamot—large ; and two

other kinds of approved nursery variety.

These trees were planted in a strong

clay soil, well drained and rich, which, in

this region, I consider among the very best

for pear cultivation. On trial, they proved

as follows

:

Beurre d'Aremberg proved to be the

Glout Morceaux,—the best winter pear I

know ; a strong, vigorous growing tree ; a

great, and amiual bearer ; and true to that

variety, as described in Downing's book of

fruits.

Louise Bonne de Jersey, true to its name,

and every way a most desirable fruit ; a

great bearer ; the tree of moderate growth,

but upright and handsome.

Princes St. Germain, true to its descrip-

tion, but worthless in my grounds,—never

getting ripe, nor eatable. After three

years' trial in bearing, I headed the trees

down, and grafted with the Bartlett, Glout

Morceau, and White Doyenne.

Marie Louise, true to its kind,—some

years very fine, others indifferent. A bad

grower,—throwing itself into all shapes but

a good one. So far, I have tolerated it,

but may yet head them down and re-graft.

Were I to plant anew, I should not plant

it among my selections.

Autumn Bergamot, true to its kind ; a

good grower and great bearer, but worth-

less. Headed the trees all down, and in-

serted better kinds.

Swan's Egg, ditto, with the exception of

being an indifferent bearer.

Brown Beurre, true ; some of the trees

bear most splendid fruit,—Golden Russet

in colour; melting, vinous, juicy, and de-

licious ; some seasons rather better than

others. Some of the trees do not bear

quite so good fruit, although in same soil

and situation, as the others—don't know
why. I would cultivate the Brown Beurre

in my collection, although not largely.

When in perfection, they are almost equal

to the Doyenne or Virgalieu.

Jargonelle, true, but worthless. Headed

down and grafted it with Winter Nelis.

Summer Bergamot—large and small

—

true ; the trees good growers, but the fruit

inferior. Thus far, tolerated them ; but

intend heading them down and re-grafting.

Thus ends my ten varieties of best

pears. Two out of the whole proved first

rate ; a third, sometimes good, and again

but tolerably so.

This, however, is but a prelude to what

I am coming at. Last year I had prepared

a piece of ground for 1000 pear trees.

About half of them I resolved to plant on

quince stocks as dwarfs ; the remainder on

pear stocks. You may perhaps have had a

suspicion, if not the knowledge, that there

has been, for some few years past, some-

thing of a pear mania infesting our coun-

try, and trees have in consequence got

rather high in price. No matter for that.

I found a man who had trees to my mind,

and wanted to get rid of them at fair prices.

So, a year ago, I ordered 500 trees, one-

half of each kind, dwarf on quince, and

standard on pear stocks. The kinds were

of numerous French and Flemish varieties,

of celebrated, kinds, praised in the books

—

Van Mons, and others. I named the kinds

I wanted, but only a few of them were to

be had ; but " better" kinds were offered in

place ; and as they were well grown and

good stocks, and stocks were what I chiefly

wanted on which to put my selected sorts,

I took them. Now, I shall take no pride

in showing two, three, or four hundred va-

rieties, four-fifths of which are worthless
;

and if I can select a dozen kinds, which I

know to be good beyond a question, I will
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be content. Thus, I received the trees,

planted themout on " lands," as the plough-

men call it, twelve feet wide, with a deep,

dead furrow between ; which, of course,

throws the soil into ridges, with an eastern

exposure, on a slight declination, carrying

the surface water all one way to the foot

of the orchard. The soil is a clayey loam,

on a clay subsoil, as before described, with

a portion of iron ore intermixed in the soil,

and occasionally found in minute lumps,

like gravel, which, by the way, I do be-

lieve, from observations of my own, and

the remarks of others in this journal and

elsewhere, to prevent, in a great measure,

the "fire-blight." At all events, there is

none ; nor has there, to my knowledge of

more than twenty years, been any fire-

blight in this immediate section, although

it rages about Lewiston, below the "Moun-

tain Ridge," on the " Clinton Group" soils,

to an almost fatal extent, where there is

little or no iron detected in the soil. How
all this is to eventuate, time must prove.

I speak only from observation. The pear

orchard is, on my farm, where there are a

few trees of many years' growth, vigorous

and healthy.

The dwarfs on quince I planted twelve

feet apart, on the crown of the ridges, or

" lands." The standards on pear stocks I

planted continuously in rows with the

dwarfs, every alternate twelve feet, so that

they stand in quincunx form, twenty-four

feet apart on the M lands," yet but eighteen

feet apart in quincunx,—too near perhaps
;

but 'twill be many years before they get

too close, when the smaller growing trees

are intermixed with the larger. Of course,

they are only one-half in number on the

same area of ground to the dwarfs. The trees

were all planted in good, well ploughed,

pulverized ground ; and all the trees that

were sound and healthy when planted,

succeeded finely. In parenthesis, I will

remark, for the benefit of those who pro-

pose future planting, that the quince stocks

did better than the pear stocks ; for the rea-

son, that the former has a more fibrous

root, and the test was in examination.

Owing to an error in the measure, by which

a part of the planting was done, some of

the trees were sadly out of line ; and in

filling up the ground the past spring, I had

to take up and remove several of the most

vigorous, which had made a growth of one

to three feet of new wood last year,— the

same season they were planted. To re-

move them, I placed a man with a spade

on each side, and myself, with the stock in

hand, drew up the tree as they pried it out

of its bed. It took a strong pry on the

spades, and a vigorous pull with my own

arms to get them out. So luxuriantly had

the roots penetrated, and that too into the

heavy red clay subsoil at the bottom. The

pear stocks, however, grew well, but did

not make equal growth to the quinces.

The past spring I obtained another 500

trees, of like kinds, and planted the remain-

der of my pear orchard. The ground was

cultivated last year in Indian corn and

roots. This year it will be sowed in buck-

wheat, and seeded down to grass ; the fu-

ture cultivation of the trees to be as al-

ready mentioned with the apples.

I am now about to relate what many may
consider as an act of great Vandalism ; but

which, nevertheless, I have acted upon,

after mature thought, and all the investi-

gation of authorities which I have been

able to command,—and that is, to cut off

three-fourths at least of these celebrated

kinds of pear that I have planted, and re-

graft them with other varieties of my own

selection. I want to cultivate market fruits,

of decided merit and reputation ; for I am
not disposed to convince the public against
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their will, that a new fruit is better than

an old one, merely because it is new, when

the old one is really excellent. On this I

must tell you a storyr
, and a true one.

Two gentlemen residing in our fine Gene-

see fruit region, last fall sent, each, seve-

ral barrels of Virgalieu pears to New-York

to be sold. One of them called his pears

the " Virgalieu," the only name he knew
;

the other, to be precise, marked his
<; White

Doyenne." In a few weeks, the consignee

returned an account of sales. The Virga-

lieus brought $12 a barrel; the White

Doyennes $6. The seller gravely remark-

ing, that they were both fine specimens of

pear ; but if the owner of the White Doy-

ennes had only sent his Virgalieus as his

neighbor did, he could have sold them for

just as much ! So much for a name ; and

much more for an ignoramus, to sell it

!

The story may pass for what it is worth.

As in apples, experience having proved

that decidedly the best we have, for all

uses, are chiefly of American origin, so

it may eventually be with pears ; and my
own opinion is, that we shall ultimately

produce such varieties as may, with a few

exceptions, supersede the foreign varieties

now cultivated here. In excellence of qua-

lity, the Virgalieus, or Doyennes—White

and Grey, (and the latter I consider of the

highest flavor,) are in general reputation

unrivalled in the United States. None so

popular pears have yet been produced ; nor

is any variety more successfully grown in

western New-York, than these; and as

other varieties approximate to the Virga-

lieus in quality, so is the excellence of

such varieties estimated by all good fruit

tasters. And in their season, which, with

care, can be extended to quite two months,

no pear will compete with them on equal

terms ; and although they may temporarily

fail on the seaboard, from some as yet un-

explained cause, they may succeed as long

and as well in the interior as any others.

With the exception of these, no foreign

variety exceeds in flavor the best of our

summer and autumn pears. For instance,

the Osband's Summer, the Bloodgood, On-

ondaga, Stevens' Genesee, Washington,

and Seckels, which, with the Bartlett,

Glout Morceau, and Winter Nelis, (Virga-

lieus included,) comprises a circle of pears

for summer, autumn and winter, that leave

little to be desired by the lovers of good

fruits.

If to these be added a few other varie-

ties of select pears, of American origin, all

that the most fastidious amateur can de-

sire, in point of flavor and appearance, will

be comprised.

A word upon American, as compared

with foreign pears : Our native pears al-

most without exception, are hardy, strong

growers, and profuse bearers ; while many
of the choicest of the European varieties

are not so, requiring great care and culti-

vation to produce them in perfection, and

in frequent instances a failure at that,

—

owing, probably, to a change of climate

and soil, to which they are constitutionally

indisposed to assimilate. Still, when a

foreign variety is of unquestionable ex-

cellence, and of free growth, and prolific

bearing, I would by all means, to the

extent required of such variety, cultivate

them.

It is in accordance with such opinions

—

a certainty for uncertainty—that I have re-

solved to cut down my 70 or 80 varieties,

with very few and well proved exceptions,

and replace them with sorts which have

been long cultivated, and are certain in

their production, and acceptable to the con-

sumer. Those planted last year are al-

ready re-grafted ; and those of this year's

setting out, I propose to head down and
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re-graft next year. My selection is princi-

pally as follows

:

For early use—Osband's Summer, (see

Horticulturist, vol. 1, pp. 211 and 212, a

most beautiful and delicious pear in west-

ern N. Y.,) Madeleine, Bloodgood, Bartlett.

Autumn— Stevens' Genesee, Ononda-

ga, Washington, Louise Bonne de Jersey,

White and Grey Doyenne, Duchess d'An-

gouleme, Beurre Diel, Seckel, Columbia.

Winter—Glout Morceau, Winter Nelis.*

Now, here are sixteen varieties of pear,

all proved of the first quality, and ripen-

ing in succession from July to February,

—

enough, in all conscience, to satisfy any

appetite, be it ever so choice and fastidious.

By way of amusement, I may also reserve

for cultivation some of the varieties I now

have, such as the Beurre Bosc, Brown

Beurre, Beurre d'Amanlis, Van Mons Leon

Le Clerc, Flemish Beauty, Fondante d'Au-

tomne, Jaminette, Urbaniste, and perhaps

now and then another, merely to prove

their quality in this locality. The strong,

thrifty growing American pears I graft on

the pear stocks. The more delicate Euro-

pean varieties are put on the quinces,—by
this means, " double-worked ;" in which, if

there be any advantage, I have it. These

latter I insert at about eighteen inches or

two feet above the ground, (the original

budding having been done near the sur-

face,} so as to throw out the branches low

for training. The pear stocks I graft at the

best place for such purpose, below where

the top is to be formed.

Quinces.—I cultivate only the orange

(or apple) quince ; that proving the hardi-

est, most productive and best for this lo-

cality. I plant 16 i feet apart. The soil

is a moist, rich, clay loam, or clay subsoil,

well drained.

* Winter Nelis is a bad fjrower,—the shoots being: too
flexile and drooping. It may answer for the quince stock,
but not strong and vigorous enough for the pear.

Cherries.—I confine these to a dozen

varieties ; at the head of which I place the

Black Tartarian, and follow with the May
Duke, Holman's or Late Duke, Black Ea-

gle, Bigarreau or Yellow Spanish, Elkhorn,

White Bigarreau, China Bigarreau, Ame-
rican Heart, Fellow's Seedling, Black

Heart, American Amber. The soil for

these is a deep, rich, dark, sandy loam, on

a mixed clay and sandy subsoil, dry and

elevated. I plant 24 to 33 feet apart. But

cherries will nourish and bear well, as I

have tried, on a stiff clay, if well drained,

but not equal to those on a sandy loam.

Peaches.—The names of these— and

good ones too— is legion. A dozen varie-

ties are sufficient for succession. Soil

clayey, sandy, or gravelly loam, on a dry

subsoil; no matter whether clay, sand, or

gravel. All grow well with me, but better

a few miles farther east and north, beyond

the influence of the lake winds. I plant

16^ feet apart.

Other influences in my favor for growing

fruits are a new soil, but recently cleared

from the forest, water communication all

the way from orchard to market.

Now, is here not a large dish of gossip,

to serve up to your readers, which, if they

have patience to read, may give a practical

hint or two, drawn from my own, and the

experience of the best pomologists in this

immediate vicinity ? I shall be pleased to

see your remarks on any part of this com-

munication. Very truly yours,

Lewis F. Allen.
Black Rock, June 1, 1849.

P. S. Our season is very late ; a fort-

night, at least, beyond the usual time.

The promise of fruit, however, is very abun-

dant. Rarely have I known finer bloom

on the trees; and the weather, though

cool, is favorable to the setting of the young

fruits.
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Foreign Market Fruits—We are under much
obligation to Mr. Rivers for the following inter-

esting and valuable notes on fruits, which have
proved valuable for general cultivation.

—

Ed.
Rivers' Early Prolific Plum.—(Rivers Early,

No. 2.) Our plums failed last year, so that I have
nothing new to record. But I ought to except'my
seedling—No. 2—or Early Prolific. This plum
always bears, and always commands a good price.

It has sold in Covent Garden market these three

seasons past, for 7s. per half sieve, which is 15s.

[about $3.75] per bushel, or as nearly that as pos-

sible. Although in that market it has to compete
with foreign plums, its bloom is so fine and its qua-

lity so good, that it is always the first sort sold.

I mention this as it will, of course, do as well in

your fine plum country, and make the fortune of

some orchardist there. My market salesman sent

me word last season that I ought to plant acres

of it, for no early plum could compete with it.

[This plum is now considerably disseminated in

this country. It bore lastyear, both in Mr. Man-
ning's collection at Salem, Mass., and in our own
garden; and in both cases, so far as an opinion

could be formed upon a single year's bearing, pro-

mised to justify Mr. Rivers' high commendation.
Ed.]
Reine Claude de Bavay—is a most prolific and

excellent late plum. It also will be found worthy
of attention by your orchardists. This and St.

Martin's Quetsche may be planted by the acre with

the certainty of a profitable remuneration. In

August, and early in September, when plums are

in full season, there is such a glut in the markets
that they become nearly unsaleable. Green ga-

ges therefore, I have known sold at Is. 6d. [34
cts.] per bushel. The plum orchardist must on

this account, avoid planting many of these mid-

season sorts, and cultivate chiefly very early and

very late varieties.

Coe's late Red is a most abundant bearer, but not

so large or so good as St. Martin's Quetsche. By
the way, I have never yet found this latter plum
on the Continent. The " St. Martin's," there, as

is well known, is Coe's late Red, and is always a

purple plum.

Dwarf Plums.—I have, I think, succeeded in

dwarfing the plum. I have plants of the Green

gage, only 10 inches high, full of blossoms; and

some in pots, under glass, not more than a foot in

height, wTith their fruit set. They are grafted on

the Sloe, or Blackthorn (Prunus spinosa.) This

grows abundantly on the clay banks in this neigh-

borhood, for it seems to flourish naturally only on

poor, calcareous, clay soils—i. e. white clay, full

of chalk stones. This species of Prunus or wild

plum has long attracted my attention, for I have

observed that it never forms a tree, but always

remains a shrub of some six or eight feet ill height,

I also found it most impatient of removal, unlike

other plums, and therefore I thought it might be

easily kept in check by root pruning. I have, ac-

cordingly, had a few of each of our finest plums
grafted on stocks raised from seeds of this species,

and am happy to find them easily kept in check,

and quite inclined to make exceedingly pretty

dwarf trees. The graft unites well, but is rather

shy of " taking," as not more than three out of

five have hitherto succeeded. Badding may do

better, but has not, as yet, succeeded so well as

grafting.

Jlpples, in England, are, in most seasons, so

sharp as to scarcely pay for gathering. Yet there

are some few kinds that remunerate the orchard-

ist. I grow but two varieties for market crops:

viz. the Sturmer pippin and Dumelows' seedling.

These are both favorites in Covent garden . of the

former I have about 2000 trees, from 3 to 10 or

12 years' old—a partial crop last season has given

me 150 bushels or more. These are now making
in Covent Garden market, from 10s. to 16s. ($2.

50 to $4) per bushel, and will make a better price

at the end of the next month. Dumelow's seed-

ling is much esteemed for its acidity and falling

properties (as a cooking apple we suppose. Ed.)
This is generally sent to market in February and

March, and makes from 6s. to 8s. per bushel.

Mr. Barry of Rochester, who was here in De-
cember last, kindly brought me a basket of North-

ern Spy and a few Melon apples. They were all

delicious. Your apples—such as these—I can eat,

as they are tender—almost melting, and easy of

digestion. Our apples, with few exceptions—such

as Reinnette de Canada, and one or two others,

are too crisp and hard for delicate stomachs like

mine.

I am, my dear sir, yours truly, Thomas Rivers.

Sawbridgeworth, Herts. England, April 2S, 1849.

Late Gansel's Bergamot Pear.—[We are

also indebted to Mr. Rivers, for the following ac-

count of a new English pear of note, written by

the originator, Mr. Williams, of Pitmaston. Ed.]

This seedling came into bearing the last two
years, and was the result of a cross with Gansel's

Bergamot ; but what the other parent was I cannot

recollect, for in the plantation of seedlings in which

it grew, the numbered marks rotted and were lost.

It is, however, a)fine large pear, having the shape

of the Gansel's Bergamot, but with less color on

the sunny side, and no grit.

The tree is exceedingly vigorous, and promises

to be a great bearer on standards. The fruit was
gathered the two last seasons, about the first of

October, and was very excellent throughout the

month of December. It succeeds so well on stan-
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dard trees that I advise no other mode of cultiva-

tion. It should also be grown on pear roots. By
way of distinction, I have named it " The Late

Gansel;" and my gardener compared the flavor

of this pear with that of the Suffolk Thorn, and

my pear was found to be very superior.

Horticulture in France.—A writer in the

Revue Horticole says there are 600,000 hectares*

of gardens and orchards in France.

He estimates the mean value of the products of

these gardens (including nurserymen, florists and

hot-house growers) at 1,000 francs, making 600

millions of" francs ($120,000,000) as the annual

product of the horticulture of France.
" If, " he continues, " we would estimate

the population engaged in cultivating this wide

spread area of gardens and orchards, we must
remember that at least one family is necessary

for the cultivation of a hectare. Our gardens,

without counting those which are only the lit-

tle yards of rural mansions, furnish labor to

and support 600,000 families, (say 500,000) or

2,500,000 souls; and this population is beyond

comparison, among all the working classes who
labor for towns, the most industrious, the most or-

derly, the most moral, and consequently the most

easy in their circumstances. That which most
tends to preserve this state of things is that, al-

most every where, the men leave to their wives

all the business with the towns, and thereby avoid

all loss of time and all temptation to bad habits.

The women often pass part of their nights going

to market, and having made their sales at dawn,
hasten back to their homes content with the mor-

sel of coarse bread that they carried with them.

This is by no means the case with the men, when
they make the same journey. They will not con-

fine themselves within the same limits of modera-
tion and frugality.

"There is then no special culture, with the excep-

tion of that of the vine, which occupies so large a

portion of the population. The total product of

gardens is larger than that of the vine, though the

annual value of the latter, at the lowest calcula-

tion, cannot be placed under 500 millions of francs

($100,000,000.) The vine gives employment to

five millions of population (or 1,000,000 of fami-

lies,) whilst the gardens employ 2,500,000. But
the five millions of vine dressers, or at least a

large part of them, give also a portion of their

time to other kinds of cultivation, necessary to the

support of their families ; whilst the market gar-

deners—men, women and children, devote their

whole days, and often part of the night, to the

culture, transportation, and sale of their products."

Revue Horticole.

Arrangement of Flower Gardens—I con-

fess that I am sorry to find your correspondent

Mr. Cuthill, boldly attempting to advocate the re-

* The hectare is a little more than 2 acres.
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vival of, and to pass a eulogium on, the frittered

flower-gardening of past years, and I trust he will

not be offended by my taking the liberty of saying

(in all courtesy) that my view of the subject is

not consonant with his. The difference between
indiscriminate mixture and variety was not so well

understood a few years ago as it now is. I think

that the mixed flower border is the most apt illus-

tration of Mr. C.'s simile (the uniforms of the

Spanish Legion) " a thing of shreds and patches."

That great authority, Mr. Repton, speaking of

plantations where the trees are mixed in a regular

manner, says: " In the system of planting, all va-

riety is destroyed by excess of variety. For exam-
ple: if 10 different clumps be composed of 10 differ-

ent sorts of trees in each, they become so many
things exactly similar ; but if each clump consist of

the same sort of tree they become 10 different

things." This observation applies with equal

force to a mixed flower-garden.

It must be admitted that the mode of filling the

flower beds of a mansion must be subservient to

the requirements and residence of the family in

the country; and it is now customary to pass the

delightful months of May and June in London, and
to resort to the country in July, at which time
what can be more beautiful than a terrace-garden

arranged in well contrasted masses of colour? In

such a garden we avow the principle of artistical

disposition ; it is an adjunct to the mansion, and
should bear the same impress of art and refine-

ment which the " elegantice formarum spectator"
would desire. In such a garden may be introduced

vases, sculptures and other works of design, which
would give a character and unity of expression to

the whole, while the Cypress would, by its ele-

gant form and associations and perpendicular di-

rection, beautifully contrast with the long horizon-

tal lines of balustrade.

In the gradual progress of society there will be
found in general, a disposition to adopt old prac-

tices which are familiar to us. To advocate what
we have been long accustomed to, is perhaps na-

tural, but it is a privilege of man, as a reasonable

being, to think as to how far old usages are con-

sistent with a state of refined civilization, and,

availing myself of this, I will proceed to test the

rival modes of flower gardening by our advanced
standard.

Ornamental flower gardens are in general pla-

ced as appendages to regular buildings, as man-
sions, conservatories, &c, and as such must be re-

garded as episodical works of art, forming a part

of the variety of the garden scenery, but consti-

tuting in themselves a perfect whole. To do this

there must be symmetry, congruity, and harmony
of the parts. Montesquieu says, " things which
we see in succession ought to have variety, for our
soul has no difficulty in seeing them; those, on the

contrary, that we see at one glance ought to have
symmetry." Upon this principle, and upon that

of producing a greater amount of variety, I prefer

the massed to the mingled flower garden, wherever
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it is in connection with a residence of any architect-

ural pretension, remembering always that the gay

assemblage of Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, Petuni-

as, Verbenas, &c, are not to be jumbled together in

chaotic confusion; but placed with due considera-

tion', to heighten, by contrast, their individual and

collective effects. It is one of the great sins of

the present day that fashion in these matters is too

often mistaken for taste.

" Despotic Fasliion, in fantastic garb,

Oft, by her vot'ries, for the magic robe

Of Taste mistaken, with ill-guiding step

Directs our path."

I think that art in gardening matters cannot be

too highly developed on the ground immediately

surrounding a mansion residence. In such a situ-

ation it forms a striking contrast to the more dis-

tant scenery, each lending to the other a charm;

the one of art and brilliant coloring, the other of

nature and repose.

I would extend the principle of introducing

flowers in masses to the lawn and shrubberies, for

the same reason, that greater variety is produced

thus than by the old method of mingling together

shrubs, herbaceous plants and annuals in the sum-

mer, leaving bare, naked, raw surfaces of mould

to offend the eye in the winter and spring months.

In the outlines of shrubberies I would avoid the

long meandering curves by which too many are

distinguished, and endeavor to imitate that bold,

irregular and beautiful effect, that intricacy and

variety which Nature's hand gives to her own
works. In the graceful curves of a walk, made

to avoid real or apparent obstacles, or to lead to

special or beautiful scenes, there is reason and the

beauty of utility ; but in long monotonous curves

of belts and clumps, with single herbaceous plants

ranged with the precision of the plants in our old

greenhouses, there is monotony and bad taste.

A walk, too, is avowedly a work of art ; it is

intended for human comfort and convenience, and

like all others of the luxuries (which by habit be-

come the necessaries) of refined society, it should

seem what it is, and therefore cannot be too

smooth, easy, or highly defined. In the shrubbery,

the outlines should be those of nature, introducing

masses of various kinds to prevail in different lo-

calities, and allowing everywhere the shrubs to kiss

the turf without the intervention of a raw cutting

margin, or those abominable strips of turf so com-

monly used as margins, and not inaptly termed

ribbons.

If herbaceous plants are used, their proper

place appears to me to be rather in the transition

flower o-arden (or that which usually intervenes

between the mansion and wilder grounds,) than in

the parterre or terrace garden. In the beds of the

latter the finest effect will be produced by masses

of our summer and autumn bedding plants, by va-

rious evergreens kept in pots in reserve, and plung-

ed in the beds for winter season, and by bulbs

treated in the same way for the spring decoration.

If herbaceous plants are used they should be in

large masses, and the less regular their arrange-

ment is, the better will be their effect. Henry

Bailey, Nuneham.—Gard. Chron.

Chinesk Winter Flowers.—On visiting some

of the flower-shops in Shanghae, in the middle of

January, I was surprised to find a great many flow-

ers which had been forced into bloom and were now
exposed for sale. I was not aware, until I had

this view, that the practice of forcing flowers was
common in China. Many plants of Magnolia

purpurea were in full flower, so were many kinds

of double-blossomed Peaches, the pretty little

Prunus sinensis alba, and a variety of Camel-

lias. But that which struck me as most remark-

able, was the facility with which the Pajony

Moutanhad been brought into full bloom. Several

varieties of this plant were in full flower ; and at

this season of the year, when all out of doors

was cold and dreary, they had a most lively effect.

Their blooms were tied up, to keep them from ex-

panding too rapidly. All these things had been

brought from the celebrated city of Soo-chow-foo,

the great emporium of Chinese fashion and luxury.

You will perhaps think that the Chinese have

glass houses, hot-water pipes, Polmaise stoves,

and all those fine things which assist gardeners

and amateurs in Europe. Nothing of the kind;

they do all these things in their houses and sheds,

with common charcoal fires, and any quantity of

straw to stop up the crevices in the doors and

windows.
At this season of the year the " Kum-quat "

(Citrus japonica,) which is extensively grown in

pots, is literally covered with its small, oval,

orange-colored fruit. This with various other

species of the Orange, are mixed with the forced

flowers, and together produce an excellent effect.

I think if the " Kum-quat" was better known at

home, it would be highly prized for decorative

purposes during the winter months. It is much
more hardy than any of its tribe; it produces its

flowers and fruit in great abundance, and it would

doubtless prove a plant of easy cultivation. To
succeed with it, as well as the Chinese, however,

one little fact should be kept in view, namely, that

all the plants of the Orange tribe which fruit in a

small state are grafted. Robert Fortune.

A Bed of Fine Roses.—Those amateurs who
are desirous of increasing their stock of roses, so

as to have a good display of bloom this season,

may do so by purchasing plants in pots ; a form of

cultivation now practiced at all the nurseries, and

presenting great facilities for the quick realiza-

tion of the pleasures derived from this beautiful

flower. I have just made such an increase my-
self, and have finished planting a bed, from which

I hope to gain much satisfaction. I shall give

the particulars of my own procedure, so as to lead

no one into fanciful experiments or needless ex-

pense.

Having a large grass-plat, with no flower-beds
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to break its continuity, and being desirous of grow-

ing more varieties of the rose, I determined to cut

out a circular bed in the centre, about 9 feet in

diameter. The circle was struck with a radius

composed of a piece of cord, revolving on a cen-

tral pin by means of a slip knot, or rather loop,

the outline being marked by a sharp stick at the

other extremity. This outline was then cut deep-

ly with a sharp spade, and the turf was thinly

pared away, leaving much of the fibrous rooty

matter behind. My grass is an old pasture, hav-

ing a good substratum of hazel loam ; if it had

been recently laid down, with a poor hungry sub-

soil, I should have trenched the bed, and buried the

turf, removing some of the poor mould and putting

better in its place. But in my case this was not

required, and the loam was deeply dug, a quantity

of rotten frame manure being well mixed with it

as the work proceeded. A bed was thus formed,

elevated in the centre and gently declining to the

edge, of the proper shape for receiving and dis-

playing the plants.

These plants I procured from the rose nursery

of Mr. Francis, of Hertford, and they came in

healthy condition
;
good strong plants, capable of

rapidly bearing abundance of bloom. I will give

their names, premising that the selection is a

mere matter of taste, and may be indefinitely va-

ried. These, it was thought, would make a

pleasing collection at little expense. The descrip-

tions are from Mr. Francis' catalogue. Austrian

Briar, Persian Yellow. Hybrid Perpetuals -.—Dr.

Marx, rosy carmine ; La Reine, brilliant rose-

colour j Madame Laflay, dark rich rose; Auber-

non, dark brilliant crimson; Duchess of Suther-

land, large brilliant rose, mottled ; William Jesse,

crimson, tinged with lilac. Bourbon :—Leveson
Gower, delicate carmine; Phoenix, bright rosy

red; Queen, delicate creamy salmon; Pierre de
St. Cyr, dark purplish crimson ; Bouquet de Flore,

brilliant rose ; Bossuet, splendid rich carmine.
Hybrid Bourbon:—Coup d'Hobe, very large, bright

pink. China:—Desfontaines, pure white; Eugene
Hardy, pale creamy pink ; Archduke Charles,

rose; Triumphant, dark rosy crimson. Tea-scent-

ed China:—Devoniensis, delicate pale sulphur
;

Elise Sauvage, fine yellow, buff" centre; Hardy,
dark rose pink; Belle Allemande, large blush; Jo-

sephine Malton, large creamy white. These are

arranged both with reference to colour and habit
;

the strongest growing sorts being placed in the

back ground, and the China and tea-scented near-

er the edge. My object has been to produce a

mass of bloom all over the bed, without injuriously

crowding the plants; and about the number just

specified will do this.

Having fixed upon the distances of the plants, I

trod the soil a little in the spot where each wras to

be placed, to counteract the lightness produced by
deep digging. A hole being made, the roses were
turned out of the pots carefully, and deposited in

their places without the balls being disturbed, the

soil being trodden firmly in around them. The
bed being raked, the work was done. Around
the edge of the bed I placed cuttings, or di-

visions of the roots of double Violets, to form cood
plants by next spring. H. B. Gardeners' Chro-

nicle.

DOMESTIC NOTICES.

Visit to Buist's Nursery.—While we were in

Philadelphia, early last month, we had a great

deal of pleasure in visiting the exotic department
of Buist's nursery establishment.

Mr. Buist has for a long time, we believe, em-
ployed more capital in exotic floriculture than any

other commercial grower in the country. His ex-

tensive trade, especially with the southern and
western states has enabled him to introduce im-

mediately every new species, and to maintain an im-

mense stock of all the finest exotics in cultivation.

Our visit was only to the exotic portion of the

establishment—what is known as the "city green

houses" in Twelfth St.

We found there a very large stock of all the

most valuable and desirable plants. The rapidity

and facility with which all popular and new plants

are increased in this establishment immediately

struck us, no less than the large stock already fit

for sale of species very lately introduced—among
others, such plants as Plumbago larpenta, Tor-

renia asiatica, Cuphea stigmatophyllum and Am-
phicoma, etc.

Torrenia asiatica was full of flowers, and most
exquisite flowers they are. Mr. Buist has alrea-

dy a large quantity of young plants of this Torre-

nia, which will undoubtedly prove one of the finest

acquisitions of the green-house—growing, as it

does very freely, hanging over the sides of the pot,

and flowering abundantly for a long time. Plum-
bago larpentce, we think, judging from a plant,

in our own garden, will flower most abundantly in

the open border—and a bed of it covered with its

rich dark blossoms will be exceedingly beautiful.

In one of the stoves we noticed a rare climber

—

Stigmaphylluin ciliatum—loaded with clusters of

delicate bright yellow blossoms.

In the house devoted to Cacti we noticed quan-

tities of the following new species

—

Cereus Jiel-

ilii—flowers nearly blue ; Epiphyllum crcnatus and
Cereus maynardii—the latter resembling the night-

blooming cereus in form, growth, and size of the
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flowers, but differing in the colour of the latter,

which is orange.

We saw for the first time, the beautiful convol-

vulus-like plant, Calystegia pubescens, brought

by Mr. Fortune, from China. A double flower

of this order is something quite unique, and this

species not only bears abundance of lovely blmh
colored blossoms, but it is a free-growing climber,

which, turned out in the open borders, will be a

decided ornament to the parterre or shrubbery in

summer.
Campanula nobilis, also brought by Mr. For-

tune from China, was in full bioom. The plant

we saw was 4 feet high, with 40 fully expanded
flowers upon it, each 2 inches long, and an inch

in diameter. The colour a purplish violet, the in-

terior of the corolla beautifully spotted. It proves

to be a perfectly hardy herbaceous plant in this

climate.

Fuchsias were in full bloom, of almost every

shade of colour and of extraordinary size. It is

not a little interesting to look at the late varieties

of this plant, and compare them with the old "La-
dies Ear Drop," merely to see how constant re-

production from seed, when florists aid at the im-

provement of certain points—will certainly bring

about the desired result. We found some of the

blossoms of the largest of these Fuchsias over 2

inches in diameter, measuring the broadest part

of the corolla, and the whole blossom, including

footstalk and pistil, 6 inches long. Among the

most noted of the new varieties were One-in-the

Ring, Sir H. Pottinger, Mayle's Enchantress, Cla-

ra, Acantha, Gigantea, etc.

Diplacus puniceus was looking prettily in full

bloom, and Gladiolus formosissima with the most

exquisite carmine and white blossoms especially

attracted our attention.

We saw a considerable stock of the new English

grape

—

Joslin's St. Albans—at present so highly

extolled by British cultivators, as well as the fol-

lowing rare vinery sorts—Trebiana, Northwood
Seedling, and Baretto de Clerigo.

Among rare evergreens, grown in pots so as to

be removed at any season, we were glad to see

large stocks of Deodar Cedar, and the new Japan

Cedar (Cryptomeriee) both hardy in our climate,

and both remarkably graceful and beautiful in hab-

it; besides these, we noticed araucarias of seve-

ral species, cedars of Lebanon, several rare kinds

of Taxus, (among which T. adpressa is very

pretty and distinct) etc., etc. Mr. Buist pointed

to us a specimen of Araucaria imbricata 3 or 4

feet high, which had stood in the open border for

3 winters uninjured—yet was quite killed by the

cold of last winter. We imagine, however, that

if the soil where it grew had been well drained,

it would not have been injured—as a much young-

er plant in our own grounds stood the winter per-

fectly, though the mercury fell 6° or S° below its

lowest point at Philadelphia. For these evergreens,

a well drained border is indispensible, where
there is any danger of the severity of the winter.

Mr. Buist was greatly vexed to find that a shrub

sent out to him from England as Deutzia sangui-

nea, is not correct—bearing this year white blos-

soms, like those of a Philadelphus.

We were both delighted and surprised to find a

very bold and handsome species of Yucca, from

the mountains of Asia

—

Yucca recurva—quite

hardy, and growing in the open border all the year

round. It is certainly a fine acquisition to our

pleasure grounds.

We found Mr. Buist engaged in getting ready

a very large and magnificent collection of plants

to stock the new conservatories now being erected

by Mr. Rush. Among many large specimens

ready for this purpose, we observed a Bourbon
palm (Latania borbonica) 14 ft. high, and 12 or

14 ft. in diameter.

The collection of roses is very large. Of the

everblooming and perpetual sorts, numbers are

grown in pots ready for transportation at all sea-

sons. The hardy roses, in almost countless varie-

ty, were in bloom at the hardy nursery depart-

ment, a mile and a half from the city garden. The
most singular, though least beautiful one being the
" Green Rose," a curious example of vegetable

morphology, the petals of the flower being all

green, like the leaves of the plant.

Mr. Buist's establishment consists at the pre-

sent moment of three distinct departments— 1st.

An extensive seed warehouse, No. 99 Chestnut

St. ;—2d. The city Green-houses or exotic nursery,

140 South Twelfth St.;—3d. The general hardy
nursery of fruit and ornamental trees, and seed

farm on the Darby road. The buildings have now
so completely surrounded the city establishment,

that Mr. B. informed us it is his intention to re-

move all the exotic department next year to his

general nursery and seed farm on the Darby road

—thus consolidating the whole establishment as

much as possible. Either the amateur or the

professional horticulturist who wishes to see all

the garden novelties of the day, will find a great

deal to interest him in a visit to Mr. Buist.

Yorkville Nursery—Thomas Hogg & Son.

Mr. Hogg, senior, who is one of the oldest and

most experienced horticulturists of the country,

has long been celebrated for his skill as a plant

grower. The establishment at Yorkville is now
remarkable for its richness in all botanical rarities,

as well as the scientific knowledge of both father

and son.

We have not had the pleasure of examining the

Messrs. Hogg's collection for several years,—not

indeed, since, crowded out of their grounds in

town,—they have established themselves much
more extensively at Yorkville—about four miles

from the City Hall.

We found here a great number of interesting

things, both under glass and in the department of

hardy trees and shrubs.

Most of all, we were gratified to see a hand-

some specimen of the new evergreen tree from

Florida, named from our distinguished botanical
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savan, Professor Torrey—Torreya taxifolia ;

this specimen has been growing in the open ground

for four or five years, entirely without protection,

and exposed once to a temperature of 8" below

of Fahrenheit, without the least injury. Its gene-

ral appearance is that of a Yew tree, but it is

more upright in habit, much more rapid in growth,

and of a brighter and more lively green colour.

Messrs. Hogg are now propagating it considerably,

and it will undoubtedly form one of the finest acqui-

sitions to our limited list of fine hardy evergreens.

Budleya lindleyana has also been proved here

to be a hardy deciduous shrub. Wiegela rosea,

and Spiraea prunifolia ple.no, which we found ma-
ny specimens of here, Messrs. Hogg agreed with

us in considering the most charming acquisition to

our hardy shrubs—both so beautiful and so profuse

in their blossoms, and both blooming when only a

foot or two high.

A variety of Dogwood with variegated leaves,

and with a really distinct and ornamental effect

—

not pale and sickly, like many variegated-leaved

trees, attracted our attention. We also observed

a very handsome Weeping Sophora, and several

Scarlet Horse Chestnuts in full bloom. A fine

tree 20 feet high, of the Chinese Sand pear was a

conspicuous object along one of the nursery walks

—its foliage being almost as large and handsome
as that of Magnolia grandiflora. This species

certainly deserves to be more generally planted as

an ornamental tree. Messrs. Hogg think it will,

from its vigorous habit and free growth, make a

capital stock for working the finer pears upon, and

they are making some experiments to test this

point.

The collection of hardy trees and shrubs com-

prises all the choicest and best species and varie-

ties. For showy and rare herbaceous plants, this

nursery has long been celebrated ; and we noticed

a great many species grown in quantities to sup-

ply the demand. Among climbing shrubs, a va-

riety of the Trumpet flower

—

Tecoma radicans

superba, was pointed out to us as very desirable

—a large stock of it being ready for market. It

grows quite dwarf, is a very free bloomer, and the

flowers are of a very vivid colour.

Thalia dealbata—that beautiful southern aqua-

tic proves quite hardy here. Planted in a pond,

where it is covered with 5 or 6 inches of water,

it grows and flowers freely all summer. We also

saw that rare and beautiful variety of our water
Lily, Nymphcea odorata rosea, in full bloom in the

same pond—the flowers pure white with a deep
pink or crimson centre—very beautiful and deli-

ciously fragrant.

The green-houses, hot-houses, and stove depart-

ments of the Yorkville nursery, are all extensive.

We noticed on entering the green-house, two no-

ble specimens, each 10 or 12 feet high, and very

perfectly formed, of that most lovely of all ever-

green trees the Norfolk Island Pine

—

{Araucaria
excelta.)

From among our notes of new and rare species

in the collection, we extract the following, which

may interest some of our readers.

Hot-house plants.—Cestrum aurantiacum—

a

very desirable plant, of much neater habit of

growth than this tribe of plants generally; the

flowers of a beautiful waxy yellow, blooming du-

ring the month of December, when flowers of any

kind are acceptable. A capital species

Begonia fuchsioides—a most exquisite species

of Begonia, bearing bright pink flowers in profu-

sion during autumn and spring. The foliage is

small, neat and glossy, the habit excellent.

Messrs. H. have a large stock of this plant.

Mr. Fortune's new Cape Jasmine

—

Gardenia

florida fortuneana—of the size and beauty of

wThich so much has been said, is here, but has not

yet bloomed.

Napoleona imperialis—from Africa, very curi-

ous and striking in its flowers.

Combretum macrophyllum—a new species o

robust growth and large foliage—not yet flowered.

Barnadesia rosea—a shrubby syngenesious

plant, with spires at the base of the leaf, and ve-

ry singular flowers of a beautiful deep rose-colour.

It continues in bloom some time, and will proba-

bly succeed well in the green-house. It is a deci-

ded acquisition.

Bougainvillia spectabilis—a climbing plant

—

quite new.
Justicia aurantiaca—this has not yet bloomed,

but judging from the plates in the foreign Botani-

cal works, it will prove one of the finest of hot-

house plants.

Clerodendron fallax, C. sinuatum, C. splendent,

C. squamatum, and several other species—very

fine plants, blooming all the summer and autumn.

Bignonia picta—a capital species of very free

growth and beautiful foliage. It flowered last

month in the collection of Mr. Wm. Niblo, of

New-York. The flowers are light lilac in colour,

with markings of a deeper shade in the throat, fa-

ding off towards the edges of the corolla. The
shape of the flower is similar to that of B. radi-

cans—not quite so long in the tube, and rather

more open in the mouth. It apparently succeeds

wTell in the conservatory, and wT
ill form a fine con-

trast with B. venusta.

Gloxinia teuchlerii—a very handsome species,

and other new varieties.

We noticed a strong plant of Musa cavendishii

showing flowers—and among other plants in the

hot-house, that were quite new and rare, we noti-

ced Eranthemum coccineum, Begonia albo-cocci-

nea, Raphistemma pulchella, and Rhytidophyllum

Jloribundum.

Green-house plants.—In the green-house our

attention was arrested by a fine specimen, 8 feet

high, of Yucca alafolia variegata.

Ipomea fici/olia—this beautiful climber cannot

be too highly recommended. Planted out on a

trellis or arbor, like Impomea learii, it flowers

even more profusely than the latter, and grows

with equal luxuriance.
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Luculia pincianum—a new plant with superb

heads of pink blossoms.

Viburnum japonic urn—distinct species—leaves

broad and glossy.

Among other new and rare species lately intro-

duced, were also the following

—

Ribes gerdonia-

num. Henfreya scandens, Lycium fuchsioides,

Eschynanthus Lobbianus and Penstemon crassi-

folius. The latter, Messrs. H. think, will form a

good plant for " bedding out," and have made a

trial of it this season. Scutellaria ventenattii

is also likely to prove valuable for the same pur-

pose.

But it would require more space than we have

at our disposal to do justice to the exotics in

the Yorkville nursery. Any of your plant-loving

readers who may have a couple of hours to spare,

would find them most agreeably employed in a vi-

sit to this establishment.

Messrs. Hogg, in showing us their strawberry

beds, took occasion to declare their total want of

faith in the sexual theory. They contend from

long experience that swelling of the fleshy recep-

tacle which we call the fruit of the strawberry,

is entirely independent of the action of the pollen

—since there may be excellent strawberries with

few or no perfect seeds. On the other hand, they

declare that it is to the condition of the soil alone

that the barrenness of good strawberries is always

to be attributed—a deep and suitable soil, and

good cultivation always giving a heavy crop, and

an unsuitable soil the contrary—so that in indiffer-

ent or exhausted soils the finest strawberries blos-

som, but set no fruit.

Boston Pine Strawberry.—We are bound to

do this strawberry, originated by Mr. Hovey of

Boston, the justice to say that it succeeds admira-

bly with us—bearing large crops of excellent

fruit—the berries of fine size and higher flavored

than Hovey's seedling. It sets a full crop by itself,

without the necessity of looking after staminate

plants, the blossoms, like those of the Large Ear-

ly Scarlet, being well provided with stamens and

pistils.

To make Healthy Foliage.—Sometimes the

leaves of plants, both in pots and in the ground,

lose their natural green colour. Very often we
can see at a glance that it is owing to unsuitable

soil, bad drainage or the like; but occasionally, it

is very difficult to account for it.

Now in many cases, especially when it arises

from the want of suitable food, syringing or sprink-

ling the foliage with a solution of carbonate of

ammonia (the sal-ammoniac of druggists) restores

the natural healthy condition of the foliage, great-

ly promotes growth, and gives new life and vigor

to the plant.

Take two ounces of sal-ammoniac and dissolve

it in a gallon and a-half of water. Sprinkle or

shower this over the foliage two or three times

—

twice in a week if the plant is only slightly affect-

ed. Two or three applications are generally suf-

ficient to give a remarkably green and healthy ap-

pearance to the foliage, especially if applied when
the tree or plant is making a new growth.

Swedish Cherry.—The cherry known by this

name on the Ohio river has fruited with us this

season, and appears to be identical with our Ear-
ly White Heart.

Pomological Conventions—Dear Sir : Per-

mit me, through the medium of your widely ex-

tended journal, to say a few words on the subject

of pomological conventions. Two such conven-

tions, both claiming to be national, are to assem-

ble in the autumn of the present year,—the one

to be held at Syracuse, and the other in the city

of New-York. Both have taken the preliminary

steps, and no doubt will be numerously attended.

The question need not now be discussed which is

the simon pure ; as in the opinion of many judi-

cious men, both have equal claims. Neither need

we now argue the question, whether we this year

shall have one or two conventions. That has al-

ready been fully settled. But we may with pro-

priety discuss the question, whether some ar-

rangements shall not be entered into, that shall,

after this year, merge the two conventions in one.

Is it pbssible to bring this about ? Is it not very

desirable to do so? Is not a very large majority

of the pomologists in our country opposed to the

two conventions assuming an attitude of hostility

towards each other? And have we not ground

for many forebodings that this will be the case?

Shall an effort be made to bring this about? Or
shall we stand aloof, and say to each other as Un-
cle Toby said to the flea,

—" Go, poor devil; the

world is big enough for us both."

The fact need not be disguised, that many of

our western friends are in favor of having two po-

mological conventions. The one to embrace the

eastern states, and seaboard ; the other for west-

ern New-York, and the western states. The main

plea is, that the two sections of country differ so

widely in diversity of climate and soil, that many
of our choice western fruits are inferior in the

eastern states, and are in danger of being un-

justly classed as second or third rate. This and

other arguments that could be named, are urged

in favor of a western organization.

Some of our eastern friends, too, are quite te-

nacious, and seem determined that the congress

shall be acknowledged as the national convention.

And equally strenuous are some of our western

friends, that the " North American Pomological

Convention" shall be the convention. But shall

the great body of pomologists in our country suf-

fer themselves to become entangled in a contro-

versy of mere etiquette?

How shall these two conventions be merged
in one? The only way to bring this about, is for

the great mass of pomologists, from the east and

from the west, to attend both of the conventions
;
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and let the place and time for holding the conven-

tion for the year 1850, be mutually agreed on.

Then, after each have finished the business before

them, let them adjourn, or rather dissolve, to

meet at the time and place specified. Then, when
we meet in the year 1850, we are all one.

These suggestions are thrown out without con-

sulting any person on the subject; and it is well

known to the readers of the Horticulturist, that

this is not the first time that the writer has en-

deavored to promote peace and unanimity among
pomologists. Should his views be seconded and
carried out, and peace and harmony prevail,

much good may be the result. " The world is

large enough for us all."

Many of our eastern friends have already signi-

fied their intention to attend the convention at

Syracuse; and there is but little doubt, that many
from the west will attend the convention in New-
York. Yours very truly, B. Hodge. Buffalo,

June, 1849. —
Mr. Editor—I must acknowledge my regret at

the jealousy which has sprung up between the

two pomological conventions. If a national con-

vention cannot be kept up, except at the sword's

point, its benefits can never equal its evil effects.

If the glorious cause of horticulture must become
identified with strife and personal enmity, through
the medium of national pomological conventions,

for one, I beg to be delivered from them.

Now, in view of the past and the future, I wish

to ask, " cui bono," or in common parlance,
" what's the use?" Is there not " a more excel-

lent way?" Cannot the past be forgotten, and the

tree of peace be planted where now broods the

upas shade of discord? Suppose it cost the sa-

crifice of a little pride of opinion, or a little self-

love, on all sides, to bring things right ; what is

that, compared with the benefits resulting from a

restoration of union and peace?

Where can such a sacrifice be made in a better

cause, or when at a better time than the present?

Or, if this may not be done, what then are our pros-

pects for the future? Let us see. The idea of two
national pomological conventions seems ridiculous,

and only suggestive of rivalry and enmity ; and
hence, to a peace man, like myself, is intolerable.

But perhaps each thinks the other will soon be
obliged to back the course, and yield the whole
ground to itself. This does not seem to me very pro-

bable ; though, to be sure, I am not very conversant

with the present " signs of the times," in that re-

spect. Should it take place, however, with either

one, it seems probable that the friends of that one

could never become, as things are now shaping

up, cordially affected towards the other. Hence,
the one left would either have a great amount of

active opposition to overcome, or, at least, lose

some very valuable aid; both of which results

seem to me unnecessary and undesirable. So,

whichever way I regard the future, as things

seem to be now tending, I can see only evil, and
would therefore turn to another scene, as pleasing

as the other is displeasing ; and, to my mind, as
realizable as pleasing.

Now, letting the vexed question, of" legitima-

cy" or " nationality," entirely alone, and burying
the past, why cannot measures be taken, at the
next session of the two bodies, to blend them into

one grand, harmonious whole? What is there to
hinder? Who, of our eastern horticulturists, will

devote themselves to the accomplishment of so
desirable an object? Or rather, who will not?

Will you not, Mr. Editor, propose some honora-
ble, feasible plan, whereby this rupture may be
healed, and peace once more proclaimed in the
horticultural world? If the thing cannot be done
otherwise, would it not be better to " rub out,"
and begin anew? Or, lastly, if it be really im-
practicable or undesirable, will you please tell us
why it is so? that, having the facts in the case,
we may judge and act accordingly. Very re-

spectfully, F. K. Phceniz. Delavan, Wiscon-
sin, June, 1849.

[We have received several letters of the same
tenor as the two foregoing, so that it is perhaps
unnecessary to publish more.
We entirely agree writh our correspondents, that

there is no real ground of difference between the
two pomological conventions; and could the lead-

ing members of these two bodies be brought to-

gether, it seems to us impossible that they should
not fraternize.

The convention at Syracuse will, undoubtedly,
be attended by many horticulturists from various
parts of the country. We promise ourselves the
pleasure of being there; and we expect to meet
there many members of the Congress of Fruit-

growers.

If, as we believe, the spirit which animates po-
mologists and fruit-growers generally, is not one of
rivalry, but of cordial good will, all these clouds
will be very quickly dispersed by a meeting face
to face.

Everything, as regards future union, (which
we cannot but agree with our correspondents in

thinking desirable,) depends on the convention

which meets at Syracuse; because to that conven-
tion properly belongs every question which will

arise there ; and out of the spirit of fraternity and
universality which that body contains, must chiefly

spring the materials of future united and harmo-
nious action. Ed.]

Cheaf and Durable Wash.—It has often oc-

curred to me, that the editor of a horticultural

journal, as thyself, must have need of both pa-
tience and good humor, to attend to the many
troublesome enquiries of subscribers; many of

which may have been propounded ami replied to

more than once before, for the gratification and
information of other " novices."

Without knowing whether or no I am thus tax-

ing thy politeness, I would draw on thy fund of
experience, to ascertain if any wash can be re-

commended, readily coloured, of a stone or earth
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colour, and as easily made and applied as white-

wash or gas tar. The hope at first was indulged,

that these two would mix, and so form a neutral

colour ; but after our best efforts, they obstinately

refuse to associate on any terms. Even lime and

gas tar will not combine.

If some economical and easily made wash were

generally known, with the appropriate and suita-

ble colouring matter, to give it a stone or slate

colour, I have no doubt it might in time be gene-

rally adopted, and all of us be the gainers, in

having many a glaring rood of paling, spoiling the

scenery, and offending the eye,— sobered into

keeping with the surrounding landscape, besides

avoiding the necessity of the yearly spring coat,

to " keep up appearances."

I have understood stone coloured wash is much
used in England for farm and other purposes, in

place of our white-wash.

If any such " wash" can be recommended—du-

rable, cheap, and unattended with much extra

trouble in preparation—it will be useful to, and

oblige A friend to all improvements in rural af-

fairs. Philadelphia, 6th mo. 8th, 1849.

Answer.—The following is a most excellent,

cheap, and durable wash for wooden fences and

buildings. It owes its durability chiefly to the

white vitriol, which hardens and fixes the wash:

Take a barrel and slack one bushel of freshly

burned lime in it, by covering the lime with boil-

ing water.

After it is slaked, add cold water enough to

bring it to the consistency of good white-wash.

Then dissolve in water, and add one pound of

white vitriol (sulphate of zinc,) and one quart of

fine salt.

To give this wash a cream colour, add one-half

a pound of yellow ochre, (in powder.) To give

it a fawn colour, add a pound of yellow ochre,

and one-fourth of a pound of Indian red.

To make the wash a handsome gray stone colour,

add one-half a pound of French blue, and one-fourth

pound of Indian red ; a drab will be made by ad-

ding one-half pound of burnt sienna, and one-fourth

pound Venetian red.

For brick or stone, instead of one bushel of

lime, use half a bushel of lime, and half a bushel

of hydraulic cement.

Strawberries at the South. Dear Sir,

—

Although many pages of the Horticulturist have

been occupied with the " Strawberry Question,"

yet but little if anything has been said relative to

their subsequent culture and management. Now
as I am desirous of cultivating them on a larger

scale than sufficient for family use, and as my at-

tempt last spring has proved a failure, I must seek

for proper information somewhere, and to no one

can I apply who is more able to furnish it than

yourself. I will premise by stating that during

the winter of 1847—8, I set out about \ acre of

strawberry plants, about one-half were the Large
Early Scarlet, and the rest Hovey's Seedling.

Where the latter were located, one bed, (4 ft.

wide) of the Scarlet were planted between every

third bed. Except a light manuring at the time

of setting out of rotted stable manure and guano,

they received no dressing until the fall of '48.

The suckers were left on, as I wished to get

enough to set out a large space. In November,
they were gone over, thinned out, and had a light

manuring of guano sprinkled over the beds, and

the ground broken up with a pronged hoe, which
while it loosened the soil, did not turn it over or

destroy many roots. In January, this process was
again repeated. At this time, »uano and leached

ashes were sprinkled over some of the beds, on

others unleached ashes were used. The winter

was a very mild one generally, but we also had a

few days of greater severity than usually felt in

this latitude. Towards the last of January, blos-

soms were to be found scattered over the beds of

Scarlets, while the Hoveys were evidently on the

decline, and from this time, or rather, I should say

from early in January, they commenced declining,

leaf by leaf dying off, (while the Early Scarlets were
sending up new leaves) until nearly every one dis-

appeared from the ground, and I gave them up as

lost. In this, however, I found myself mistaken,

for in the month of March a few began to show
themselves, (at this time the Scarlets were gene-

rally in bloom,) and one after another, they shot

up and recommenced growing, but not with that

vigor which I would have expected from the quan-

tity of manure and attention bestowed on them.
But the worst of all was that they did not com-
mence blooming until the Scarlets were out of

bloom, the consequence of which has been an al-

most total failure of fruit. In fact, it may be so

called, for all that were borne were small and im-

perfect, and they continued to produce flowers and
these imperfect fruit until this time, and will pro-

bably until July. Now the information I wish to

obtain from you is, whether such is the habit of

the Hovey seedling; for if so, I must discard it,

however valuable in other localities. If not, what
could have produced such an effect, for the new
plantation, made in the fall of 1848, died off very

nearly in the same way. Are they a late variety,

and if so, what other variety do you recommend
to be planted among them as fertilizers ?

Another point to which I would beg to draw
your attention is, as to the management of straw-

berry beds. When should they be manured ?

Should the ground be kept loose around them all

winter, or permit it to consolidate, oris it advisa-

ble when they commence growing, indicated by

their blossoming and sending forth leaves, which

takes place before the severity of our winter has

passed, to break up the ground then, and apply

manure? What manure is best adapted to the

production of fruit—or have you ascertained their

specific manure? You will truly oblige me by re-

plying to these inquiries either privately or

through the Horticulturist. I remain yours, &c,
L. Charleston, S. C, June 13, 1849.
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Answer.—The great point in growing straw-

berries at the south is to make the soil deep. Deep
trenching doubles the size, and trebles the crop

even at the north, but at the south it is indispen-

sable—for the strawberry demands either a very

moist atmosphere or a very deep soil. We should

say that no culture of strawberries could be suc-

cessful on a large scale at the south, unless the

soil was subsoiled and trenched three feet deep.

We would also advise lowering the beds deeper

than the general level of the surface, instead of

raising them above it, in order to retain as much
moisture as possible.

The best manure for strawberries, in our judg-

ment, is poudrette—we speak now from experience

—only of the poudrette of the Lodi works, New-
York. It is the most powerful and permanent sti-

mulus, one exactly suited to this plant, and unlike

common stable manure, produces no weeds. Be-

sides this, it is the cheapest manure (at $10 for 7

barrels) that can be had here.

We would advise covering the ground of straw-

berry beds with straw at the south, and never stir-

ring it with the hoe or spade—or not oftener than

once in two years.

Hovey's seedling is, usually, a good bearer, and

blossoms all at one time; we think from the de-

scription, that our correspondent could not have

obtained the true sort. We believe, however,

that Burr's new Pine is likely to prove a better

bearer and better fruit.

If the ground is well trenched, and manured
with poudrette at the time of preparing the soil

and setting the plants, no more manure will be re-

quired for three years. Ed.

Potatoes at the South. Dear Sir—As our

Irish potatoes mature so early in the season, that

we are unable to keep them over for winter use,

they being fit for the table in May, and fully ripe

and vines all dead in June,—it becomes highly de-

sirable for us to discover some mode either of

keeping them, which we have never yet been able

to do, (the heat and moisture of our climate rot-

ting them very soon after they are dug,) or of

growing some so late as that they will mature to-

wards the close of the summer.
This last we have not been able to even test, as

we are unable to obtain seed in a condition fit for

planting at the proper season, which would be in

July. The old potatoes would have exhausted
themselves in sprouts, and rotted or otherwise

perished, and those of the new crop will not grow
until after they have been dug some time. Now,
I will feel greatly obliged to you or some of your
correspondents, if you can inform me whether this

period of rot or lime of maturing cannot be short-

ened, and if so, in which way can it be effected.

I recollect of seeing an article in the Gardeners'
Magazine, several years ago, recommending that

the immature potatoes should be exposed to the

atmosphere until they became green, but I cannot
lay my hand on the article just now, and do not

Vol. iv. 6

recollect whether this recommendation was to ef-

fect the purpose I wish, or some other, and there-

fore take the liberty of applying to you for the in-

formation. L.

Answer.—We can only give one word of advice

worth listening to respecting the above: viz.

—

planters at the south must take pains to originate

varieties of the potato suited to their climate.

This is easily done, if they will sow the seeds of

those sorts now in cultivation which approach

nearest to their desideratum; afterwards select

the best of these seedlings and sow their seeds,

aizain selectinir the best. Two or three genera-

tions carefully bred in this way, will probably lead

to a variety adapted to the southern climate, and

when this is obtained, it will be easy to raise po-

tatoes satisfactorily in the southern states, and not

till then. Ed.

Porcelain Labels, etc. A. J. Downing, Esq.

Dear Sir.— I take the liberty of sending you, by

Adams &. Co.'s Express, a few samples of

" Bisque" Garden and Pot Labels, presuming you

have not seen them. They are, according to my
estimate of them, the very article so long needed

by the amateur gardeners to supplant the unsight-

ly sticks so often used to mark choice plants, and

the perishable labels that are usually fastened on

fruit and other choice trees; whilst the appeannee
of them as they project over the side of the flower

pot, or hang suspended from the tree by copper or

lead wire, is really ornamental. At least so I

deem them in my garden. All that is necessary

is to write on them with a hard lead pencil, and

the mark will stand the exposure of a dozen win-

ters without erasure, whilst the label itself being

of porcelain is imperishable, and at the same time

very strong. I am told that the inventor of them

(it is a new article) finds sale for thousands of

grosses in the neighborhood of London. Messrs.

David Landreth and Robt. Buist, of Philadel-

phia, are the only persons who have them to my
knowledge ; and as they are quite cheap, I pre-

sume they will meet an extensive sale here, as

soon as known.

By the way, can you explain why the most of

us near Philadelphia have \o<t our native hardy ro-

ses the past winter, whilst imported grafted and

standa.d roses have lived through the severe test

of the past season ?

I have for some time intended saying a word

about cheap green-houses. Few persons residing

out of the city, in houses owned by themselves, are

willing to be without a long porch or verandah.

This is £enerally on the south side of the house
;

and with an expense of from 20 to 75 dollars, ac-

cording to the size of the verandah or the ulass

used, one may enclose it in sash ; which with thick

curtains to be drawn at night, and a small store

cased around with tin, will keep the place amply
warmed for all hardwooded plants, or even of the

more tender kinds, if one chooses to take the trou-

ble to give them the proper attention. A sufficient
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quantify of water must of course be evaporated,

and a plentiful sprinkling on the leaves at least

two or three times a week if a high temperature

is kept up. I have found much pleasure the past

winter in such a place, and would recommend any

one who may find the same interest amongst his

few plants that I do, to try it, as it has far exceed-

ed my expectations. A rough staging can be

made of unplaned boards, and a portion of the

sash hung as doors, so as freely to admit the air

on pleasant days.

It is, perhaps, needless to say how highly your

Horticulturist is appreciated among us; few peri-

odicals are as anxiously looked for. Very truly

Yours, " Philadclphus/' Woodside, near Ger-

mantown, Pa.
[We present our best thanks to Philadelphus

for his obliging present of the labels, which we re-

ceived in seven different patterns. We have used

them, and are charmed with them. .We have seen

many labels, but have never seen or used any at

once so tasteful in form, so beautiful in appearance

and so excellent for the purpose. Every amateur
who wishes to label his trees or his plants taste-

fully, will desire to use these labels. Will Messrs.

Buist or Landreth, therefore tell us what they are

worth per dozen or hundred ? Ed.]

Diseased Peach Trees. Dear Sir—At the

earnest request of a friend, I address you a few

lines on the subject of the disease extensively pre-

vailing in this vicinity amongst peach trees, hoping

that you will be able to favor the public with some
suggestions on the nature and preventive or cure

of the disease.

Peach trees in this vicinity, in the fore part of

May, bid fair to yield an abundant crop; but soon

after the fruit was set, the leaves began to crisp,

or curl up and drop off; the young fruit also dropped

off, and many of the limbs, (the lower ones more es-

pecially.) presented the appearance of having been

punctured in different places by some insect, so

that gum would ooze out and the limbs die.

Young peach trees seem to be affected to a

greater extent than old ones. A year ago our

trees were similarly affected, but not to so great

an extent. Yours, respectfully. J. H. Bostwick.

Auburn June 19, 1849.

[We have examined some peach trees affected

in this manner. We attribute their unhealthy ap-

pearance mainly to the injurious effects of the ex-

cessive changes of temperature last April. We
would advise cutting out. immediately, all the dis-

eased branches, and shortening back from two to

four feet, the ends of all the sound limbs. This

will force the tree to make a new head of healthy

wood, and cause a favorable reaction to its vital

energies. Ed.]

Laying Fruit grounds into Grass; versus
Root Pruning.—I observe that much has been
written in the pages of the Horticulturist of the ne-

cessity of root pruning to induce bearing in trees

otherwise too thrifty, and pushing all their growth
into young wood. Let the tree grow ever so fast,

when it gets ready to bear fruit, it will do so—and
its large growth only prepares it to yield so much
more abundantly when the time comes. If, how-
ever, instead of cutting off the roots, the cultiva-

tor will only lay down the soil to grass, and mow
it, the warm rays of the sun and the moisture will

be excluded from the roots of the tree, and going

into the grass, a lessened growth of wood is the

consequence, and fruit buds will be formed, and
abundant bearing be the result.

This I have tried in more than one instance. It

is only those who have but few trees, and those

extravagantly cultivated, who thus complain.

Large orchardists are rarely troubled in this way,
being of necessity obliged to keep their orchards

more or less in grass, the trees make a less luxu-

riant growth , and early bearing follows as a matter
of course. Besides, if the root is pruned, a like

pruning of the head must follow beyond what its

proper formation requires, and thus extraordinary

labor is expended. Nature should be guided, not

thwarted, and I can see no more real necessity for

pruning the roots of a fruit tree to check over-

growth, than for pruning a corn stalk for the same
cause. Each in time, will perform its due func-

tions. Lewis F . Allen.

[Our correspondent, who is an orchardist on a

large scale, does not see the great value of root

pruning to amateurs who wish to grow fifty trees

in a small garden, because they have very little

room for each tree. To such, root pruning and
pinching are invaluable.

—

Ed.]

The last Winter on Plants.—With the ex-

ception of a few stern days early in November,
we had nothing that savored of a northern winter

until the 20th of December. The atmosphere
was mild and balmy, untroubled by the tempestu-

ous storms, and the earth for the most time ready

to receive the labors of the cultivator until the

latter period. Consequently, the plow and the

spade were kept in operation, as circumstances

required. Frost was scarcely seen during the first

twenty days of December, and the temperature so

mild, that we were, one and all, trembling for the

blossom buds from which we had hoped to gather

our summer and autumn fruit. That they dream-
ed of spring, and began to expand their buds to

meet its embrace is certain. That nature shielded

them from harm when the cold winds came furi-

ously from the north, and the cold and the ice ra-

ged with relentless fury is no less true.

On the night of December 22, our warm wea-
ther retired to a less fickle climate, and winter

took possession of the season, heralded by the fury

of a snow storm. Then, the ground was very

smooth and unfrozen, and the fall of about six inch-

es gave very good sleighing.

January was a fair winter month, not so cold as

to be uncomfortable, or so warm as to occasion a

sigh that winter had forsaken its stronghold and
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passed away. But February, oh! who in New
England did not have a cold nose, with all the dis-

comforts of a rigorous temperature then? A short

month, we will admit, but there was a vast amount
of cold weather centered in its brief existence.

On two or three mornings the mercury ranged

from 17° to 20" below 0. Think of this ye who
suppose that a temperature of 14° below will

destroy peach buds, and place in contrast our

warm December, when it may reasonably be sup-

posed they were prepared to fall easy victims to

this intense cold. Probably during half the morn-
ings in February, the mercury was low as 0, and
at no time above freezing point; an unusual cold

month, and we still shudder when we remember
its severity.

March and April gave us but very few warm
springlike days, yet spring advanced, though with
tardy steps as they wore away. The snow melted
and the ice dissolved, but more under the influence

of chilly south winds than warm sunshine. The
ground dried and became fit for the labors of man,
for there were but few storms to keep it moist and
untillable.

Thus much for the general features of the sea-

son. We next notice its effects. Spring, it is al-

ready premised was backward. The blossoming
of fruit trees wTas twro to three weeks later than

usual. The last frost of any amount was May 2.

Currants and gooseberries were in blossom the

16th; English cherries and plums the 19th. The
Peach, whose wood survived the winter admira-

bly, the 21st, a good blowth and fruit set finely;

—probablv not more than one-fourth of the blos-

som buds winter killed. Pears in blossom 25th;
apples, 31st; Quinces June 8th. Each of these

varieties have blossomed abundantly, and present

appearances which indicate full crops.

The blight may yet come upon them, to be sure

;

but let it be remembered that winter, that savage
old tyrant at whose door so much mischief is al-

ways traced, with all his wanton freaks, has left

them unscathed, so he must be allowed to escape
guiltless this time.

Why our fruit trees have received so little inju-

ry from a winter of such contrasts, may be made
a matter of curious speculation. For ourselves,

we do not think that great degrees of cold furnish

any effective cause in themselves of the loss of

trees or fruit. But on the contrary, sudden and
frequent transitions from heat to cold and cold to

heat, by which they are frozen through perhaps
one day and experiencing a spring temperature the

next, are much better calculated to hasten the

work of destruction on their energies; and it is

under this impression that cultivators are now set-

ting the few trees they are attempting to raise,

(with more than usual success,) on the north side

of their buildings, where the ground is less liable

to thaw during the long winter, and where the

north winds will salute them roughly ; instead of

in the sheltered grounds on the south, where eve-

ry warm day and genial breeze wooes them into

life and activity, and the next change sends a death

chill into their vitals. Then, again, in exposed
situations, the growth of wood is sooner finished,

and, though it may not be so great from year to

year, it ripens more thoroughly, and is better pre-

pared for the vicissitudes which a northern winter

always brings, than when it is overtaken by cold

in an unripe or premature state. Our observation

has shown us conclusively, that lun;_r winters of

even temperature, though trees have been frozen

through and no signs of thaw within them, are far

less fatal than those which are usually termed our

open winters which are full of changes.

Our last winter goes to re-establish this theory.

In the early part, there was but comparatively lit-

tle frost, and winter set in with the ground unfro-

zen. A thaw of snow soon followed, and then

cold, which froze the ground and held it frozen un-

til it thawed in spring. Then, again, we had,

comparatively, but few freezing nights and thawy
days in spring. Such weather, so injurious to

grass and grain, cannot in any wise be harmless

to trees, especially those of tender varieties.

Hence we conclude that the vigor of our peach
trees is not so much owing to the mildness of the

winter as to the absence of those fluctuating

changes for which our winters are so often eminent.

Grapes in uncovered and unsheltered positions

have stood the winter much better than is usual

when mildness and extreme cold follow each other

in frequent succession. Few of the most tender

exotics which were left uncovered have died down
to the roots, and some others have survived. The
Isabella and Catawba stood the winter well in a
northwest exposure, unprotected.

Half hardy trees and shrubs have in most in-

stances, escaped with less injury than usual.

Young Ailanthus trees in this climate, will die

down to the first growth of summer. Last fall,

we cut off all the later growth, and they survived

well to the height we left them, and put out early

for the season, and vigorously this spring.

Of our shrubs, the rose "the queen of flowers"

has suffered most. Our best varieties, which wre

had formerly considered tolerably hardy, many
died to wTithin about four inches of the ground.

On the whole, the general character of the winter

has been favorable to most trees and plants, whe-

ther native or exotic, and we have no doubt but

by noticing its features and marking its effects on

various productions, we can learn much in the

matters of giving to trees and shrubs positions of

exposure wrhich will tend to render their cultiva-

tion more effective of success. William Bacon.
Richmond, Mass., June, 1849.

P. S. I think the meteorological observations

now making under the auspices of the Smithsoni-

an Institution will do much to aid us in horticul-

tural labors, and I propose an article on that sub-

ject some convenient time.

Transmitting grafts by mail.—A.J. Down-
ing, Esq., Dear Sir:—Soon after reading in the
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Horticulturist, the account of the Onondaga pear,

I wrote to Gen. Leavenworth, of Syracuse, N.
Y., and requested him to send me a few of the

grafts. This lie had the kindness to do ; trans

mitting them by mail. As they were received in

such fine condition, I here state the mode in which
they were put up. The cut ends were dipped in

melted sealing wax, then each graft was rolled up in

a narrow strip of oiled silk ; the projecting ends

of the silk being folded over the ends of the enclo-

sed grafts, were neatly tied with a soft thread.

Being thus prepared, the several grafts were pla-

ced between two bats of cotton, and enclosed in a

common envelope, and sealed. The package was
nearly a month in coming to hand ; arriving here

early in March, 1S47; but on opening it, I found

the grafts to be in admirable condition; the buds

and bark perfectly plump and fresh. They were
inserted in tolerably large stocks ; have grown ra-

pidly, spreading into fine heads; and I confidently

expect next season, to " eat of the fruit thereof.

"

Gen. Leavenworth, a short time after sending

me those grafts, forwarded me several cuttings of

the Richard's pear. They were not, however,

hermetically sealed, nor put up in oiled silk. They
were no longer on the way than the others ; but when
received they were shrivelled, in fact dead, or nearly

so; and although inserted immediately, they all

failed.

From these facts, I infer that grafts, put up as

were those of the Onondaga, may be successfully

transmitted, by mail, many thousands of miles, at

the right season; reaching their destination in one

or two months ; and that grafts sent, as were
those of the Richards, will perish in half the time,

and in going half the distance. The reasons are

obvious. Yours, &c, Jas. A. Maxwell, Monte
Juan, l\lear Grand Rapids, Miss., June 1. 1849.

Diseased Fruit Trees.—As one of the ob-

jects of the Horticulturist is, as I understand it to

be, to disseminate information on any subject con-

nected with horticulture, I propose to inquire of

the editor, or of its numerous readers, the cause of

an affection, that I have observed in my nursery

among my apple trees. Having been engaged for

a few years in the nursery business, I have, at

times, observed that some of my young trees in

the spring, that appeared healthy and vigorous,

would just partially open their buds from the top

to some distance down, and then remain so with-

out expanding a leaf; and in the course of the

summer, die down as far as affected. Below that,

the shoots would put out numerously, and grow
quite well. I had not paid any attention to them,

more than merely to notice the fact, until this

morning, when finding more of them affected than

heretofore, I was indueed to examine them a lit-

tle; and on raising the bark under the buds, the

young wood appeared discoloured with many
small dark spots, as if some insect had perforated

the bark to deposit its egg, or for some other pur-

pose, and had poisoned the sap. There appeared

but little mark on the outside of the bark; but in-

side, the dark spots were numerous,—some of

them near the eye of the bud, but many of them
rather in a row between the buds. Not having a
microscope, I could not examine them as minutely

as I wished. I had a bearing apple tree in my
orchard, of the Rambo variety, that died a few
years ago, I now suspect, from the same cause;

it showed a little green at the points of the buds,

as if partially opened, but did not expand a single

leaf, but remained for some time in that situation,

and finally died in the latter part of summer.
Some of the outer limbs of an adjoining tree of the

same variety was affected at the same time, and
died the same way. These were cut off as far as

affected the following winter, and the dead tree

cut down; since which time, I have seen no more
of it in my orchard. I have had all the affected

parts of the trees in my nursery cut out, intending

to commit them to the flames; supposing that if

it is the work of an insect, depositing its eggs on
the tree, that will be the readiest way 'o get rid

of them. At any rate, it can do no harm.
The cold weather here, this spring, has gene-

rally destroyed the peaches, plums and cherries,

except in some elevated situations, where there is

a light crop. In some places on the highest parts

of our country, the peaches are very seldom in-

jured by frost in the spring, while in lower situa-

tions they often are. Thy friend and well wisher,

Yardley Taylor. Loudon county, Va.,6th month,

12th, 1849.

Graft Budding.—I would like to show " A
Cynic in Miss." (see April No.) my pear trees,

the terminal graft-buds of which now measuring
each some thirty-eight (38) inches in circumfer-

ence (" really quite old,") and double worked
with half a dozen of the choicest varieties. I

could point him to their recorded history, (and that

of many other varieties of fruit trees then in bear-

ing from that process) in the " Southern Sports-

man,'' New Orleans, May 15, 1843, edited by

Thorpe &Brenham, article, " Budding and Graft-

ing ;" and without diffidence too, as he presumes on

his horticultural lore, and information as early as
" 1844 or 1S45." The Rev. Mr. L. is most inti-

mate with my particular friends, whom he has vi-

sited annually for a few years past ; in 1843, here-

sided at Vicksburg. With esteem, yours, Ruri-

cola. Port Gibson, Miss. June 14, 1849.

To destroy Moles.—The May number of the

Horticulturist has an article complaining of the

injury caused by the mole to the Osage orange, &c.

The following remedy has been found effectual for

their destruction in the garden, and I presume
would succeed elsewhere.

Mix a dough pill, either of flnur or meal, with

a strong seasoning of arsenic, and with a pointed

stick open the track, (recent runs are the best

ones, as most likely to be traveled) and drop in a

pill once in a foot or two, taking care to close the
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hole again with a lump of clay, so as to exclude

the licht. Grains of corn have been used instead

of the pill, by poisoning them ; bur. the pill is soon-

est prepared, and more thoroughly poisoned. If

the pills are seasoned highly enough, a single feed-

ing will suffice ; if not, then repeat. A day's labor

of a lad by this means, may destroy all the moles

on a farm. From your position, you can dissemi-

nate the above over a vast extent of country, and

do the farmer and gardener a great good. Yours

truly, J. L. Wilder. Cincinnati, May 22, 1849.

Cover the Soil.—I am a staunch supporter of

the theory and practice of covering the soil in

which all trees or plants to be submitted to high

culture, are planted. I have found such decided

benefit from the spreading two or three inches of

straw over the surface where apricot trees are

planted, that I never think now of allowing an apri-

cot tree to grow in a border fully exposed to the sun.

Dahlias, I found mulched, in many parts of Eng-
land, and if, as the gardeners always told me, the

growth and perfection of flowers were promoted
by keeping the roots uniformly moist and cool in

an English climate, how much more would they

profit by it here.

I fully believe in that part of Professor Turner's
theory which relates to forming and keeping the

head and branches of a tree low, so as to shade

and shelter the stem and branches, and even the

soil in which the roots grow, from our violent sun-

shine. When the ground over the roots is open to

the broad sunshine, then by all means cover the

soil; and if you have not straw, then use litter,

spent tan-bark, sea-weed, or whatever you can lay

your hands on. Sincerely yours, An Original

Subscriber. Philadelphia, June 12, 1849.

Rose Insects.—Dear Sir. Thanks to your ar-

ticle of last month, I have this year, for the first

time, been able to subdue the insects on my rose-

bushes. A white fly and a green slug together,

have for three years past so attacked my roses,

early in June, that they have completely eaten up
the under sides of the leaves, and totally spoiled

the beauty of the plants.

After reading your article, I procured one of

Poole's syringes, with a crooked neck or discharg-

ing rose. With this, I could throw a shower of

tobacco water on the under sides of the leaves,

which I did for three successive days just at sunset.

The first day I thought the remedy of no value,

but the second dose killed nearly all, and the third

destroyed every vestige of an insect—so that my
plants entirely recovered and bloomed finely.

Yours, H. R. Harlem, N. Y., June, 1849.

Profits of the Strawberry Culture.—Mr.
D. D. T. Moore, of Watervliet has about an acre

of ground, which has been planted to strawberries

three years. He paid sixty dollars for the land,

it being a part of a farm which he purchased at

that price per acre. The strawberries have paid

for the land, and leave a nett profit of nearly

$200. The past season, the strawberry ground
has not been as productive as usual—it yielded

4.000 baskets, (three baskets to the quart,) and
brought in the aggregate about $150. Mr. M.
thinks it would render the strawberry culture in

this vicinity more profitable if more persons would
engage in it. The reason he gives for this opi-

nion is, that those who buy and sell strawberries
in the Albany and Troy markets, now oblige the

producers in this neighborhood to sell at. their pri-

ces. They do this by sending their agents through
the New-York markets, after the sales for the

city are principally closed for the day, and buying
up such as are left at low prices—then making
the producers here submit to corresponding pri-

ces, they control the markets. Mr. M. states

that from 100 to 150 dollars' worth per day are

brought here from New-York during the straw-

berry season. There should be enough raised here

to establish prices, independent of the dealers who
only purchase to sell again. Cultivator.

Torenia Asiatica.—This new plant (figured

in May number,) is far more beautiful in its blos-

som than any engraving can represent. It is a
combination of the softest dove-color, with the

richest dark purple, in the same flower, and rich-

ly deserves a place in the collection of every ama-
teur. Yours,

—

R. P. Philadelphus, jr.

Mildew on Foreign Grapes.—Early in July,

dust sulphur on the floor of the grape-house, to

prevent mildew; to be effectual, one pound should

be used for every twenty square feet of the house.

If the mildew should make its appearance, and
continue to increase, syringe the vines at evening,

and dust the foliage also with it.

Nathaniel Silsbee, Jr., Esq. informs me that,

in his grapery, which is a cold house, he covers
the floor twice, every summer, with the sulphur,

and recommends its application in the middle of

the day, as, at that time, part of it will rise and
settle on the vine, but in such small particles as

to do no injury. He has found this effectual in

preventing mildew. If the fungus makes its ap-

pearance before the sulphur is applied, it will be
more difficult to suppress its growth. It has some-

times been very troublesome in late houses, and I

have had to dust the foliage and fruit before it

was checked, and the quantity used was much
greater than that named above. In early houses

I never have it.

Mildew is a fungus, which perfects its seed in a

very short time, and spreads rapidly over the fruit

and foliage if not destroyed. Allen's Treatise on
the Vine. ....

The Soil absorbs odors.—It is well known
that onicns, if buried in the earth for a few days
previous to being cooked, will have lost much of

their rank flavor. Wild ducks which are often too

fishy in flavor to be good, may be rendered much
more palatable by being wrapped in absorbent pa-
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per and buried in the ground for a few hours.

Dried codfish loses much of its austerity of flavor

(if we may coin a term) by similar treatment.

During the plague in Europe, clothing was often

buried for a time, to disinfect it. This absorbent

property of the soil is due to the presence of car-

bonaceous matters ; for clean sea beach sand will

produce no such results, while pulverized charcoal

will act with much greater energy than common
soil. On this principle, animal matter, coated

with unleached ashes, and then buried in pulverulent

peat or muck, will not only decompose without

giving off" offensive odors, but the muck will also,

by absorbing the resulting gases arising from de-

composition, be rendered highly valuable as a fer-

tilizer. Dr. Dana says that a dead horse, if cut

in pieces and treated as above, will render twenty

loads of muck equal in quality to the best stable

manure. Southern Planter.

Evergreens.—As to the best time for trans-

planting evergreens, there has been much said first

and last; nor do we think the public mind clear on

the subject as yet. We do not pretend to under-

stand as well which is, as which is not, the best

time. A class of writers have uniformly directed

to move them in early summer, when they were in

full growth ; affirming that then the tree would

best overcome the debility caused by removal. We
have learned this much, that such a time is proba-

bly the worst that could be selected. It is certain-

ly very far from being the best. Evergreens re-

moved at that season, will exhibit the wilting of

the tender shoots, even on a wet, cloudy day ; nor

will a bail of earth removed with the roots, serve

to mitigate the difficulty. Such trees can only be

saved by the most unremitting care and labor.

We are of opinion at this time, that evergreens

are no exception to the rules which regulate the re-

moval of deciduous trees—and that the best time

to move them will be found to be that in which

other trees are moved. Transplanting may, per-

haps, be continued later than with others, because

they do not begin their growth quite as early

;

but as soon as the new shoots begin to appear, it is

time to stop work among them.

Another standing error regarding evergreens is,

that they must not be pruned on removal. All the

reason we ever heard given, is, that they exude

gum. If any body should ask—"What if they do

exude gum ?" we should only be able to give the

answer made by the speaker of the legislature of

Hull. The said speaker had found his fellow

legislators disposed to be unruly. His only mode
of quelling the disturbers was to threaten "to name
them." This was, for many a year, sufficiently

potent. Finally a member ventured to ask the

speaker what would be the effect if he did "name
one?" "Heaven only knows," said his dignity,

"I don't."

We do not suppose evergreens any exception to

other trees in regard to the practice to be followed

with them, either as to the time of removal, or as

to the fact of trimming. The mode of cutting

should be somewrhat different from that practiced

with deciduous trees. They do not push out

shoots so easily from the trunk; and it would not

be safe to cut them as close. The best mode of

trimming, would be that of shortening the branch-

es; cutting off" half or two-thirds their length, as

should be preferred. This is a. so the best mode
of trimming small deciduous trees; but in removing

larger ones, such as are taken from the forest for

shade, it is necessary to practice cutting much
more severely ; unless they are taken from open

ground, and dug up with extra care, so as to save

as many roots as possible. If carelessly dug, such

trees should be shortened from the top one-third or

more, and all the side-limbs entirely remored,

leaving them like bean poles.

This mode of treatment would probably be

improper for evergreens, though we have never

made any experiments with a view of ascertaining

how much cutting they would l»ear.

In removing evergreens, or any other forest

tree, it should be remembered that those which

grow in open grounds, or near them—exposed to

sun and air. will be much the best—supplied as

these are with many more small roots than those

grown in the shade of others.

—

Prairie Farmer.

Botanical Collections in New Mexico, and
in the Rocky Mountains.—The first part of the

account of the collection of plants made in New
Mexico, by Mr. Fendler, with the descriptions of

the new species, critical remarks, and characters

of other undescribed or little known plants from sur-

rounding regions, is printed as the 1st article of the

4th vol. (new series) of the Memoirs of the Ame-
rican Academy, now in press; and separate copies

(of one hundred and sixteen pages quarto) are dis-

tributed to the subscribers to Fendler's collections.

We wish to solicit further encouragement to this

adventurous explorer, in the way of subscriptions

to his collections. Several sets of the Santa Fe
collection, in specimens of unrivalled beauty and

completeness, are still in the hands of Dr. Gray

at Cambridge, and of Mr. Heward at London, who
may be applied to for them. Mr. Fendler is now
on his way to explore the great interior basin be-

tween the Sierra Nevada of California, and the

Rocky Mountains, especially around the Great Salt

Lake, the Utah Lake, and the adjacent mountains.

The collections are to be studied and distributed

by Dr. Gray and by Dr. Engelmann, to whom those

desirous to subscribe for them should apply, and

will be issued at the same price as the Santa Fe
collection, namely at ten dollars per hundred spe-

cimens.

In order that the botany of New Mexico should

be further made known, particularly of the south-

ern portion, Mr. Charles Wright is now on his way
from Texas across to El Paso, on the Rio del Norte,

a little below lat. 32p , in the vicinity of which, and

especially in the mountains east and west of the

valley, he will collect during the present season
j
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and the following year he proposes to extend his

explorations, as opportunities oiler, into other parts

of the country, yet untrodden by botanists. Sets

of the plants he may collect will be offered to silt -

scribers, in the order of their application, at the

same price as those of Fendler.

—

Silliman's Jour-

nal.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Names of Fruits.—i Cleveland Subscriber.

The strawberry known in Ohio as the Lafayette,

is the Prolific Hautbois of English and American
writers.

—

F. K. Phoenix, (Delavan, Wis.) Your
apple is, we presume, the Pomme Royale. It

will, no doubt, surprise you to learn, that though

no pear has been received from so many sour-

ces, or procured with so much pains-taking, as
" Knight's Monarch," yet there is not, we ima-

gine, a pomologist in America who as yet feels

certain that he has the genuine variety. There
is certainly a very mysterious something about the

English reputation of this fruit.

Roses.—P. Perpetual roses flower well on

their own roots, if the soil is made deep, and the

plants are headed back once or twice every sea-

son. Make the soil rich, as they flower only on

the strong new wood. They are, to our thinking,

by no means so satisfactory, or such abundant

bloomers, as the Bourbon roses.

Special Manures.—M. J. S., (Boston.) As
oyster shells are chiefly carbonate of lime, of course

they are valuable applications to all trees requiring

lime. They should be well broken up before using

them. We would advise you to give your wralnut

grove a plentiful top-dressing of guano now, and

of ashes next spring. Probably Prof. Emmons, of

Albany, can give you the correct analysis of this

tree.

Evergreen Hedges.—A Tyro, (New-Bed-
ford.) The most beautiful and perfect evergreen

hedge we have yet seen is one of hemlock, near

Philadelphia. It bears the shears perfectly, and
is as close as a green wall,—with great delicacy

of foliage on the outer surface.

—

M. J. S. The
Arbor Vitse may be cut or sheared in any form
you desire ; and if the plants are not thick and
bushy when they are set, head them back one-

third at once. They will grow in any good soil,

and like a top-dressing of ashes or plaster occa-

sionally. The finest Arbor Vitaes we have ever
seen, grow on decomposed limestone. Mulch the

soil over the roots after transplanting, and they

will then need little or no watering.

Geraniums.—A Subscriber, (Chaplin, Conn.)
Plant the seeds early in the spring, in pots, and
water them regularly every day till they come up.

The cuttings root very freely at this season, if

planted in a shaded spot, on the north side of a
fence, and covered with a square box with an old

sash over it,—if you have no better means at

hand.

Cherry Stocks.—A Delaware Sub. Gather
the seeds of the Mazzard (common English)

cherry for stocks ; the pie cherry does not take the
bud freely. They should be planted as soon as
gathered in drills, like peas, covered about an
inch and a half deep. If left till spring, only a
few will vegetate.

Budding.—You may bud any of the perpetual

or lea roses on your climbing prairie roses ; but
the Bourbons are more beautiful and more perma-
nent for this purpose.

An Inquirer, (Richmond, Va.) Bud plums im-
mediately before the bark adheres; and you will

succeed better if you tie with two separate ban-

dages, so as to allow the upper one [i. e., that

above the bud,] to remain on a fortnight longer

than the lower,—as the newly inserted bud of
this tree is apt to loosen itself at the top of the
incision.

Camellias.—A. B., (Princeton.) Yon have
injured your Camellias by placing them in too hot

sunshine. Their summer quarters should be ra-

ther shaded in aspect.

Grape Insects.—W. Jones, (New-York.) The
small caterpillar which devours your grape leaves,

is easily destroyed by strong soap-suds, thrown on
them with a syringe.

Lawns.—B. R., (Boston.) What your lawn
wants, to make it close and soft, is not only fre-

quent mowing but frequent rolling, which we
think even more necessary in this climate than in

England.

Hedges.—C. H. Tomlinson, (Schenectady.)

The advantage of planting two rows, is to secure

thickness at the bottom; but, with good soil and
strict attention to cutting back the plants the first

three years, a single row will answer perfectly

well. You must allow at least 18 inches between
the hedge and your fence, or you will not be able

to get the branches to grow thick on the side next

the fence. (Your letter miscarried, or it would
have been answered sooner.)



PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The stated monthly meeting- of this Society, was held on
Tuesday evening, June 19, 1849 The President in the chair

The exhibition on the occasion presented unusual attrac-

tions from the rarity, variety and beauty of the many ob-

jects shown ; not the least so, was a very thrifty and exten-
ded specimen of the Torenia n-intira ; displaying its hundreds
of rich flowers of velvety purple and bluish white tints over
a circular area of nearly ten feet diameter, this plant was
grown t<< these dimensions in four months, from a diminu-
tive specimen taken from a thumb pot, by James Bisset,

gardener to James Dundas ; wiio also exhibited a fine speci-

men of the Elephant's foot

—

Testvi/inaria elephannpes, for

the first time, and others. And a fine tall specimen of the

Stigwuphyllum cilintum, attracting attention from its fringed

yellow flowers, and Plumbign larpeiittp, both of recent in-

troduction, and for the first time shown, a beautiful large

flowering Stanhopia, and several of the choicest Fuchsias,

exhibited by Robert Buist. The President's gardener had a
table of choice flowering plants ; Miss Gratz' gardener a
fine collection ; and John Lambert's gardener a beautiful ar-

ray.
On the fruit table were seen, some half a dozen very large

clusters of White Portugal grapes in perfection, from the

green-house of Samuel W. Gumbes. Oakhall, Montgomery
county—very creditable to the gardener ; and very fine

bunches of Black Hamburg, Muscat blanc hative, and Chas-
se'as de Fontainbleau, also four varieties of peaches, very
good, one of which measured nine inches in circumference,
all from the green-houses of the President There were also

luscious grapes and peaches from James Dundas' fine collec-

tion.

The following premiums were awarded at the intermedi-

ate meeting held June 5, 1849.

The committee on fruits respectfully report that amongst
some excellent Strawberries displayed this evening, they
would particularly notice Hovey's Seedling, by Joseph J.

Hatch, Camden. N- Y., for which they award the first pre-

mium; and forMethven Scarlet by P. Gallagher, Miss Gratz'

gardener, they award the second premium : they also notice

a good display of the same variety by Isaac C. Baxter; and
a fine dish of Figs from the collection of James Dundas.
On the present occasion, the committee on fruits report

the following awards :—For the best 3 bunches of Grapes,
Black variety, (Black Hamburgh,) to Ben. Daniels, garden-

er to C. Cope. For the best 3 bunches of Grapes. White va-

riety (White Portugal.) to Frederick Wolf, gardener to S.

W. Gumbes, Oakhall, Montgomery Co. For the best three

pounds of cherries (Maydukes,) to Isaac B. Baxter: for the

second best do., (late Duke.) to the same; for the third best

do., (Early Richmond,) to Wm. Hobson The committee
also give a special premium of two dollars each for displays

of fine Peaches, to Ben Daniels, gardener to C Cope, and
James Bisset. gardener to James Dundas.
Report of the committee on plants and flowers for the sta-

ted meeting held on the 19th June. 1849.

For the best Pinks, 6 varieties, to Wm. Hobson. For the

best 3 hot-house plants, to James Bisset, gardener to James
Dundas ; for the second best do., to Robert Buist. For the

best 3 green-house plants, to Robert Buist ; for the second
best do., to Ben Daniels, gardener to C. Cope. For the best

collection of plants in pots, to Ben Daniels ; for the second
best do., to P. Gallagher, gardener to Miss Gratz ; for the

third best do., to Maurice Finn, gardener to John Lambert.
For the best Bouquet, to Maurice Finn ; for the second best

do., to Robt. Kilvington For the best Bouquet of indige-

nous flowers, to Thomas Median. For the best basket of

Cut flowers, to Ben Daniels; for the second best basket, to

Maurice Finn. For the best basket of indigenous flowers,

to Robert Kilvington. Your committee recommend a spe-

cial premium of five dollars to James Bisset, gardener to

Jas. Dundas, for a very splendid specimen of that most beau-
tiful and rare plant, the T.rrnia asiaica—also a premium of

two dollars to Wm Hobson, for a basket containing 32 dis-

tinct varieties of beautiful cut garden Roses
Report of the committee on vegetables, for the stated

meeting, June 19.

For the best six heads of Artichokes, to Pat Gallagher,
gardener to Miss Gratz. For the best display of vegetables
by market gardeners to Anthony Felten ; for the second best
display, to the same ; for the best display by amateurs to

Ben Daniels ; for the second best display, to John Austin,

gardener to Isaac B Baxter; for the third best display, to
P. Gallagher. Tiie committee also award a special premium
of one dollar for a fine display of Tumeps, to Anthony Fel-
ten. They also notice specimens of a new vegetable called
•• .S'lrtHgAae," grown from seed presented to the Society.
The treasurer submitted his semi-annual statement of ac-

counts, which was referred.

G. Craig Hebertou, M. D., was elected a member.
Objects shown.—At the intermediate meeting, June 5. By

Joseph J. Hatch, Hovey's and Boston Pine Strawberries.
By Isaac B. Baxter, Methven Scarlet Strawberries. By P-
Gallagher, gardener to Miss Gratz, Methven Scarlet and
Baltimore Strawberries. By James Bisset, gardener to

James Dundas, a dish of fine Figs. A fine ripe Peach from
the President's green-house. By Wm. Johns, vegetables

—

Rhubarb, Beets and Beans.
Intermediately —By Morris & Stokes, nurservmen, West

Chester, Pa., Strawberries of the following varieties—Vic-
toria, Burr's New Pine, Taylor's Seedling, Black Prince,
Iowa, Early Scarlet, Alice Maude, Aberdeen Beehive, Bos-
ton Pine, Princess Royal, Ross' Phcenix, Bourbon Pine,
Methven Scarlet, Hovey's and Wood.

At the evening's display. Plants, by James Bisset, gar-
dener to James Dundas. Torenia asiatica, a very fine grow-
ing specimen. Testudinaria elephantipes, Elephant's foot or
Hottentot's bread, a very singular plant, Justicia carnea
major, a very large plant, Clerodendron coccinea, Ferraria
antherosea, and Gesneri sp.

By Robert Buist. Robert Scott, foreman—Stigmaphyllurn
ciliatum, Plumbago larpentEe, new plants and shown for the
first time, Torenia asiatica, Fuchsia gigantea, F. Clara, F.
coronet, very handsome plants ; Stanhopia grandiflora, Cu-
phea platycentra, Gladiolus, Buist's Seedling.

By Ben Daniels, gardener to C. Cope.— Russellia juncea,
Acropera loddigiesii, Epidendrum cochleMtum, Gongora
atro-purpurea. Gloxinia cerina. G. hirsuta, Pentus carnea,
Sempervivum urbum, Torenia asiatica, Ceropegia stapeliae-

formis, Swainsonia galogifolia, Achemines grandiflora, A.
longifolia, A. picta, A. pedunculata, Fuchsia chauverii, F.
delicata, F. napoleon, F. mirabilis. F. Sir H. Pottinger, F.
exquisita, Oncidium flexuosum, Hydrangea japonica, and
cut flowers of Cereus grandiflorus.

By Maurice Finn, gardener to John Lambert—Pentus car-
nea, Rondeletia speoosa, Gloxinia rubra, S. sp. Cyrtoceras
reflexa, Manettia bicolor, Fnschia mirabilis. F. exoniensis,

F. chauverii, F. rosea alba, F. eonspicua arborea, Gnapha-
lium orientale, Petunia sp , Plumbago rosea, Calceolaria
meteor, C. angustifolia, Twedia cerulea, Streptocarpus
rexii. Pelargonia and Mathiolre in variety.

By Patrick Gallagher, gardener to Miss Gratz —Cereus
speeiosissima. Hoya carnosa, Azalea danielsiana, Calceo-
laria meteor, Cereus speciosa, Fuchsiae 8 varieties, Pelar-
gonia 8 varieties, &c.
By Wm. Hobson, Pinks and Garden Roses.

By P. Burke, gardener to J. Longstrith, Seedling Pinks.

Bouquets.- By Maurice Finn, Robt. Kilvington, P. Gal-
lagher. James Bisset. P. Burke and Thomas Mechan ; 2 In-

digenous Baskets, by B. Daniels, R. Kilvington and Mau-
rice Finn, and R. Kilvington a very interesting indigenous
one.
Fruit.—By Fred. Wolf, gardener to S. W. Gumbes. Oak-

hall, Montgomery Co., 6 bunches of very fine White Portu-
gal grapes.

By Ben Daniels, from President's collection of Grapes,
Black Hamburgh, Muscat blanc hative, and Chasselas Fon-
tainbleau, 3 dishes of Peaches, 4 varieties Strawberries
white and red, and Gooseberries.
By James Bisset, gardener to James Dundas, very fine

Peaches and Grapes.
By Isaac B. Baxter, Mayduke and Late Duke Cherries,

and Gooseberries.
By Wm. Hall, Strawberries, 2 varieties.

By Wm. Parry, Strawberries, Crimson Cone.
Vegetab'-s —By Anthony Felton, a fine display.

By Ben Daniels, gardener to C. Cope, in variety.

By P Gallagher, gardener to Miss Gratz, a fine collection.

By John Austin, gardener to Isaac B. Baxter, a good dis-

play.

By Maurice Finn, gardener to John Lambert, a fine table.

On motion adjourned. Thos. P. James,
Rec Secretary.
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All travellers agree, that while the

English people are far from heing remarka-

ble for their taste in the arts generally,

they are unrivalled in their taste for land-

scape gardening. So completely is this

true, that wherever on the continent one

finds a garden, conspicuous for the taste of

its design, one is certain to learn that it is

laid out in the "English style," and usu-

ally kept by an English gardener.

Not, indeed, that the south of Europe is

wanting in magnificent gardens, which are

as essentially national in their character as

the parks and pleasure-grounds of England.

The surroundings of the superb villas of

Florence and Rome, are fine examples

of a species of scenery as distinct and

striking as any to be found in the world

;

but which, however splendid, fall as far

below the English gardens in interesting

the imagination, as a level plain does below

the finest mountain valley in Switzerland.

In the English landscape garden, one sees

and feels everywhere the spirit of nature,

only softened and refined by art. In the

French or Italian garden, one sees and

feels only the effects of art, slightly assisted

by nature. In one, the free and luxuriant

growth of every tree and shrub, the widen-

ing and curving of every walk, suggests

Vol. iv. 7

perhaps even a higher ideal of nature,—

a

miniature of a primal paradise, as we

would imagine it to have been by divine

right ; in the other, the prodigality of works

of art, the variety of statues and vase?, ter-

races and balustrades, united with walk?

marked by the same studied symmetry and

artistic formality, and only mingled with

just foliage enough to constitute a garden,

—

all this suggests rather a statue gallery in

the open air,—an accompaniment to the

fair architecture of the mansion, than any

pure or natural ideas of landscape beauty.

The only writer who has ever attempted

to account for this striking distinction of

national taste in gardening, which distin-

guishes the people of northern and southern

Europe, is Humboldt. In his last great

work

—

Cosmos—he has devoted some pages

to the consideration of the study of nature,

and the descriptions of natural scenery,—

a

portion of the work in the highest degree

interesting to every man of taste, as well

as every lover of nature.

In this portion he shows, we think, very

conclusively, that certain races of mankind,

however great in other gifts, are deficient

in their perceptions of natural beauty; that

northern nations possess the love of nature

much more stronglv than those of the south ;
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and that the Greeks and Romans, richly

gifted as they were with the artistic endow-

ments, were inferior to other nations in a

profound feeling of the beauty of nature.

Humboldt also shows that our enjoy-

ment of natural landscape gardening, which

many suppose to have originated in the

cultivated and refined taste of a later age,

is, on the contrary, purely a matter of na-

tional organization. The parks of the Per-

sian monarchs, and the pleasure-gardens of

the Chinese, were characterized by the

same spirit of natural beauty which we see

tn the English landscape gardens, and

which is widely distinct from that elegant

formality of the geometric gardens of the

Greeks and Romans of several centuries

later. To prove how sound were the prin-

ciples of Chinese taste, ages ago, he gives

us a quotation from an ancient Chinese

writer, Lieu-tscheit, which might well be

the text of the most tasteful improver of the

present day, and which we copy for the

study of our own readers :

41 What is it," says Lieu-tscheu, " that

we seek in the pleasures of a garden ? It

has always been agreed that these planta-

tions should make men amends for living at

a distance from what would be their more

congenial and agreeable dwelling place-—in

the midst of nature, free and unconstrained.

The art of laying out gardens consists,

therefore, in combining cheerfulness of

prospect, luxuriance of growth, shade, re-

tirement and repose ; so that the rural as-

pect may produce an illusion. Variety,

which is the chief merit in the natural

landscape, must be sought by the choice of

ground, with alternation of hill and dale,

flowing streams and lakes, covered with

aquatic plants. Symmetry is wearisome;

and a garden tohere everything betrays con-

straint and art, becomes tedious and dis-

tasteful:'

We shall seek in vain, in the treatises of

modern writers, for a theory of rural taste

more concise and satisfactory than this of

the Chinese landscape garden.

Looking at this instinctive love of na-

ture as a national characteristic, which be-

longs almost exclusively to distinct races,

Humboldt asserts, that while the " pro-

foundest feeling of nature speaks forth in

the earliest poetry of the Hebrews, the In-

dians, and the Semitic and Indo Germanic

nations, it is comparatively wanting in the

works of the Greeks and Romans."

"In Grecian art," says he, "all is made

to concentre within the sphere of human
life and feeling. The description of nature,

in her manifold diversity, as a distinct

branch of poetic literature, was altogether

foreign to the ideas of the Greeks. With

them, the landscape is always the mere

background of a picture, in the foreground

of which human figures are moving. Pas-

sion, breaking forth in action, invited their

attention almost exclusively ; the agitation

of politics, and a life passed chiefly in pub-

lic, withdrew men's minds from enthusias-

tic absorption in the tranquil pursuit of na-

ture."

On the other hand, the poetry of Britain,

from a very early period, has been espe-

cially remarkable for the deep and instinc-

tive love of natural beauty which it exhi-

bits. And here lies the explanation of the

riddle of the superiority of English taste in

rural embellishment ; that people enjoying

their gardens the more as they embodied

the spirit of nature, while the Italians, like

the Greeks, enjoyed them the more as they

embodied the spirit of art.

The Romans, tried in the alembic of the

great German savan, are found still colder

in their love of nature's charms than the

Greeks. " A nation which manifested a

marked predilection for agriculture and
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rural life might have justified other hopes;

but with all their capacity for practical ac-

tivity, the Romans, in their cold gravity

and measured sobriety of understanding,

were, as a people, far inferior to the Greeks

in the perception of beauty, far less sensi-

tive to its influence, and much more de-

voted to the realities of every day life,

than to an idealizing contemplation of na-

ture."

Judging them by their writings, Hum-
boldt pronounces the great Roman writers

to be comparatively destitute of real poet-

ic feeling for nature. Liw and Tacitus

show, in their histories, little or no inte-

rest in natural scenery. Cicero describes

landscape without poetic feeling. Plinv,

though he rises to true poetic inspiration

when describing the great moving causes

of the natural universe, " has few indivi-

dual descriptions of nature." Ovid, in his

exile, saw little to charm him in the scenery

around him ; and Virgil, though he often

devoted himself to subjects which prompt

the enthusiasm of a lover of nature, rarely

glows with the fire of a true worshipper of

her mysterious charms. And not only

were the Romans indifferent to the beauty

of natural landscape which daily surround-

ed them, but even to the sublimity and

magnificence of those wilder and grander

scenes, into which their love of conquest

often led them. The following striking

paragraph, from Hujiboldt's work, is at

once eloquent and convincing on this

point

:

" No description of the eternal snows of

the Alps, when tinged in the morning or

evening with a rosy hue,—of the beauty of

the blue giacier ice, or of any part of the

grandeur of the scenery in Switzerland,

—

have reached us from the ancients, although

statesmen and generals, with men of letters

in their train, were constantly passing from

Helvetia into Gaul. All these travellers

think only of complaining of the difficul-

ties of the way ; the romantic character of

the scenery seems never to have engaged

their attention. It is even known that Ju-

lius Caesar, when returning to his legions,

in Gaul, employed his time while passing

over the Alps in preparing a grammatical

treatise, ' De Analogia.' "

The corollary to be drawn from this

learned and curious investigation of the

history of national sensibility and taste, is

a very clear and satisfactory one, viz: that

as success, in "the art of composing a land-

scape," (as Humboldt significantly calls

landscape gardening,) depends on appre-

ciation of nature, the taste of an individual

as well as that of a nation, will be in direct

proportion to the profound sensibility with

which he perceives the Beautiful in natural

scenery.

Our own observation not only fully

confirms this theory, but it also leads

us to the recognition of the fact, that

among our countrymen, at the present

day, there are two distinct classes of taste

in rural art ; first, the poetic or northern

taste, based on a deep instinctive feeling

for nature ; and second, the artistic or

symmetric taste, based on a perception of

the Beautiful, as embodied in works of

art.

The larger part of our countrymen in-

herit the northern or Anglo-Saxon love of

nature, and find most delight in the natural

landscape garden; but we have also not a

few to whom the classic villa, with its

artistic adornments of vase and statue,

urn and terrace, is an object of much

more positive pleasure than the most vari-

ed and seductive gardens, laid out with

all the witchery of nature's own handi-

work.

It is not part of our philosophy to urge
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our readers to war against their organiza-

tions, to whichever path, in the " Delecta-

ble Mountains," they may be led by them;

but those who have not already studied

Cosmos will, we trust, at least thank us for

giving them the key to their natural bias

towards one or the other of the two world-

wide styles of ornamental gardening.

POMOLOGICAL NOTES FROM MISSISSIPPI.

BY DR. PHILIPS, EDWARDS, MISS.

Dear Sir—You request me to give you

some memoranda of my fruit culture. I do

so with pleasure, with the hope that the

good cause will be promoted thereby, and

my southern friends have a little more

light.

You know I have a very extensive vari-

ety of fruits, and that I have tried to get

the best. My object has been, to have the

best for my own use, and to test here the

largest variety that I could.

Of peaches, I have been able to prove,

down to the present time, the following

;

and I give my opinion of their relative

value

:

1. White Nutmeg.—Too small for any

use, and tree too small a bearer.

2. Early Tillotson.—A few days before

the succeeding, ripens finely, is a beautiful

peach, and only inferior to the true Early

York. Tree healthy ; no mildew, rapid

grower, and bears better than Early York.

3. Early York—(true, serrate leaves.)

—

Is one of the highest flavored peaches I

know—equally as pretty as No. 2—rather

preferred by me for flavor; but the fruit

rots too much. Two years' experience with

both.

4. Early Admirable.—Beautiful and good.

Nos. 2 and 3 better in flavor.

5. Cole's Early Red.—This is also beau-

tiful, not so large as the others, fine fla-

vored and rich juice. Not so good as Nos.

2 and 3.

6. Elmira.—A large fruit, measuring 8

inches in circumference, (the others 6 to

7,) equally as fine, of good flavor, and

worthy of culture. It originated here, the

seed planted by myself; but where I got

it from I am not positive. It is universally

pronounced to be the handsomest and largest

peach that ripens before this date. And I

am informed that in Vicksburgh it is rated

equally high. Indeed, there is some dispo-

sition to take from me the credit ; but I

can prove its origin satisfactorily.

7. Straivberry.— Small, and not worthy

of culture, where Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 can

be had.

S. Yellow Alberge.—Same as No. 7, as

to quality, &c.

9. Early York.—The common variety

—

ripens a few days after the true, is good,

but not so high flavored as Nos. 2 and 3.

10. Burgess
1 Beauty.—This fruit is beau-

tiful and good. I am inclined to think it

is " Red Rareripe ;" as it answers the de-

scription in your work, and ripens six or

eight days after Nos. 2 and 3.

I have some others, noiv ripe, and will

write you again.

I think I can recommend No. 2, ripening

at this place, this year, say 6th June. No.

3 ripe same day. No. 6, as ripening about

same time, but usually ten days before

No. 3. No. 10, as coming in a week af-

ter, and good enough for any one. Thus

would I discard six varieties ; as these are

better, and ripe at same time.

Of apples, I have had Whi'e. Juneating ;
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but it is Early Red Margaret, I think.

Yellow Harvest ; May— this is the 2d one,

I think ; Sweet Bough ; Red June ; Sum-

mer Queen, and another, larger than any

except the 2d, striped, but not so good.

The Summer Queen I have, has no

blush. It resembles, very closely, the

Yellow Harvest. [This is not Summer
Queen. Ed.]

1 would only recommend Yellow Har-

vest—yellow ; Red June—quite red, and

Sweet Bough*— beautifully striped; all

ripe about the same day, say June 6.

I have fruit from so many sources, that I

find some uncertainty, at least in name ;

but when using your names, I then allude

to the varieties that bear your test,
—" Fruit

and Fruit Trees of America."

I have a few pears, but too few to judge

from ; and the frost of the 16th of April did

some injury to them. In several instances,

the pears dropped in a few days after.

Although the frost of the 16th of April

would seem to have put the season back,

yet the remarkably dry and warm month of

April has hastened fruit to maturity, so

that the Elmira that has ripened here, some

four or five years, usually 15th to 30th June,

has ripened here by the 5th this year. Early

York usually 1st of July, ripened also 6th

June.

I have had roasting ears from the corn-

field since the 11th. A few cotton blooms

were seen yesterday,—only one week later

than last year; but my cotton was not

killed by the spring frost, though no one

nearer than eight or ten miles was so fa-

vored. With great respect, I am yours,

M. W. Philips.

EJtcards, Miss., June 14, 1849.

NOTES ON THE BEST STRAWBERRIES.

BY G. W. HUNTSMAN, FLUSHING, L. I.

Dear Sir—Now that another strawberry

season is past, it may be interesting to

make some remarks upon such kinds as

have proved superior. Last summer, Burr's

New Pine was much praised by those who

had it in fruit. With me, it has again

fully sustained its previous high character.

It is not so large as Hovey's Seedling, or

the Boston Pine; but then its productive-

ness and delicious spicy flavor, in which

it is unrivalled, added to its early maturing,

(being quite as early as the Early Scarlet,)

more than compensate for its inferiority in

size, and make it decidedly the most de-

sirable strawberry in cultivation.

It is also a vigorous growing plant

;

* Sweet Bough is never s'.riptd ; it is probably Early
Strawberry. Ed.

enough so to admit of being cultivated in

separate stools, which is by far the most

elegant mode of culture, especially in pri-

vate gardens, where the soil can be made

deep and rich ; as by this mode, the ground

can be covered with straw or litter, which

will serve the double purpose of keeping it

moist, and the fruit clean.

Next to Burr's New Fine, I consider

Hovey's Seedling the most desirable, which,

as it ripens about ten days later, cannot be

entirely superseded by it. Hovey's Seed-

ling does sometimes bum out. This can

be remedied by deepening the soil, and

keeping the plants in a high state of culti-

vation. In a moist, loamy soil, I do not

find it to burn. As I have previously re-

marked, this variety, to attain perfection,
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must be cultivated either in hills or drills,

to admit the free access of the sun.

The Boston Pine has succeeded better

with me this season than last. It re-

quires high cultivation and plenty of room.

Though the fruit is large and good, yet I

think, as a fructifier, the Large Early

Scarlet, as regards a crop of fruit, the more

reliable.

As a market fruit, I consider the Crim-

son Cone a valuable kind. It is productive,

and bears carriage better than most other

kinds. It is one of the very best kinds for

preserves. If any of our varieties will suc-

ceed in the south, this is the most likely to

do so ; for it is the most hardy and tough.

Last summer was unusually severe on the

strawberry plant ; and while other kinds

burnt more or less, this continued to grow,

and to throw out numerous runners.

G. W. Huntsman.
Flu: king, L. I., July 14, 1849.

PAVING TO PREVENT CURCULIO.

BY L. F. ALLEN, BUFFALO, N. Y.

A. J. Downing—Dear Sir : The depreda-

tions of the curculio have almost destroyed

our plum crops in western New-York. Un-

til four or five years ago, my own trees

bore abundantly, of the finest fruit of all

the varieties which I cultivate ; but this

destructive insect has been so rapidly in-

creasing in my grounds, that last year I

hardly had, from fifty or sixty thrifty trees,

half a bushel of matured fruit of the fine

varieties ; and none came to perfection ex-

cept the common blue, or Horse plum,

which, for a table fruit, is hardly worth

cultivation. Even the Green and Yellow

Gages, which have usually withstood the

depredations of the curculio, yielded to its

rapacity, and left me plumless. Since I

have been so pestered with these insects, I

have tried several remedies which have

been published in the different periodicals,

and found none efficacious. Salt is of no

use. Thumping the tree proves of little

avail, besides being a perpetual labor; and

picking up curculios, which hop about like

fleas, while you are shaking them together

on a sheet, seems after all but a puttering

business ; and as for planting every tree

over a dung-heap, that is quite out of the

question. Neither does letting the chick-

ens or pigs run among them answer the

purpose. The curculio thrives in spite of

them.

For some years past, I have heard of the

plan of paving under the trees ; and one or

two gentlemen of my acquaintance, who

tried it in one or two individual cases, be-

lieved it to be efficacious. An instance of

this kind has recently come to my notice,

which seems so conclusive that I think it

worthy of notice. Being at Lockport last

week, I called to see my old friend, Lyman
A. Spalding. Esq., who has a fine fruit or-

chard and garden just out of the village.

His soil is a sandy loam, slightly mixed

with clay—just enough to give it consis-

tency—based on a coarse sand, with occa-

sional veins of clay subsoil, in a limestone

region ; a charming soil for all kinds of

fruit,—as those he has in cultivation, seve-

ral hundred in number, testify. Mr. Spal-

ding is a good pomologist, and pays great

attention to his fruits ; and suffering se-
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rerely by the depredations of the curculio,

four years ago he paved part of a row of

plum and apricot trees, which stood twelve

feet apart, with thin flat stones, which are

abundant and cheap in that vicinity. The

flagging was continuous through the row

as far as it extended, and spread six feet

each side from the stems of the trees. The

consequence has been, an effectual cure for

the curculio upon the paved trees, both

plums and apricots, ever since he put the

flagging down, which has been fur three

successive crops; while on the trees which

were left unpaved, the fruit has been regu-

larly destroyed in every one of those years.

So fully has he become satisfied of the effi-

cacy of the flagging system, that the pre-

sent year he has paved his remaining trees,

the fruit of which I examined, and found

no sign of the curculio among it. The
remedy appears to me conclusive. The
insect can neither, if in the ground, dig up

through the flagging, nor, if on the tree,

when fallen, burrow into it, except through

the seams of the stones or bricks which

compose the pavement, which Mr. Spalding

suggests should be filled with water lime

grouting, or leached ashes. Indeed, he

laid his stone flagging on a thin bed of

leached ashes, spread under the trees, which

is a lasting manure for their support. If,

however, grass or weeds spring up between,

a coating of salt, sown upon the flagging,

will effectually cure the evil.

Now to the expense. Mr. Spalding's

case, as Lockport affords large quarries of

thin stone, which are extensively used in

Buffalo and Rochester for paving purposes,

the smaller, unmarketable pieces, one to

two inches thick, which he uses, can be

obtained for two to three dollars a cord,

delivered at his gardens, and the chief ex-

pense is in laying them, which need not

exceed fifty cents a tree; and a cord would

probably flag four or five trees. But as

every one is not so eligibly situated, I will

take bricks as a standard, which, according

to locality, can be delivered at $3 to $4

per 1000. A brick of usual size, 8 by 4

inches, contains 32 superficial inches; 4^
bricks, therefore, will pave a square foot.

Suppose your plum trees are planted 12

feet apart,—they need not, I think, be

paved more than four feet on each side the

trunk of the tree. For if it be the fact, as

is generally conceded, that the curculio

passes up the body of the tree, that dis-

tance on each side will be sufficient. Let

the flagging be continuous throughout the

row, which will give 96 feet to each tree.

This will consume 432 bricks, which, at

$4 a thousand, will be $1.73. The paving

can be done for 50 cents ; costing, alto-

gether, $2.23 each,—not a large sum, when
a bushel of choice fruit annually, worth

two or three dollars, can be had from every

tree so paved.

If the ground be in good condition, the

flagging will not need to be taken up for

manuring for many years ; and nothing

can be more friendly to the roots, in the

way of moisture, than this flagging ; for I

never have seen thriftier trees than those

grown in the paved streets of our cities

and villages. The experiment is worth

trying at all events ; and if successful with

others, as it has been with Mr. Spalding, it

is certainly worth universal adoption.

Yours very truly, Lewis F. Allen.
Black Rock; June 23, 1849.

This is an excellent mode, which ha«

been practiced successfully in the neighbor-

hood of New-York and Philadelphia
; but

the hint will, no doubt, be both new and

valuable to the larger part of our readers.

We still think that pigs and poultry are

the cheapest and most serviceable preven-

tives to the curculio, when the trees can
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be planted in yards which are thoroughly

investigated by them. There are doubtless

cases where, from incomplete arrange-

ments, this mode may have failed, as, in-

deed, we have known paving to do; but

in all instances, where thoroughly carried

out and persevered in, it will be found an

efficient and cheap mode. Meanwhile,

paving is nicely adapted to the amateur's

garden. Ed.

HOW TO MANAGE FRUIT TREES.

BY A PENNSYLVANIA SUBSCRIBER.

I have gained two pieces of information

from your journal, which I consider invalua-

ble ; and as I fear some of your readers

may not have been so much struck with

their importance as n^self, I shall venture

a few words to call attention.

I allude to the absolute necessity, in this

climate, of shading the trunks of fruit trees;

and the no less important fact, that the

mulching the soil greatly promotes the

health, and vigor, and longevity of a tree.

My eyes were first opened to the great

value of protecting the trunks of trees, by

allowing the trees to form low heads, as

close to the ground as possible, by reading

the masterly article on " Vitality and Lon-

gevity of Trees," by Professor Turner, at

page 130 of the last volume of your jour-

nal. That able correspondent proves, con-

clusively, to my mind, (and I have by many

observations since very fully verified his

theory,) that just in proportion to the heat

of the climate the trunk of a tree needs

shelter ; that in a state of nature, all trees

which grow alone, and not in woods, where

they are sheltered by others, put out

branches near the surface, so as to hide

and shelter the trunk ; and finally, that all

fruit trees would do the same if left to

themselves, and not continually mutilated

and robbed of their fairest proportions by

the saw and knife of the " trimmer."

What, indeed, can be more rational. A

few days since, we had four successive days

when the mercury in Fahrenheit's thermo-

meter stood above 90 degrees all day long

in the shade. I took the trouble to hang

the glass at midday against the trunk of

a peach tree in the full sunshine, when, to

my surprise it rose to 130 degrees. Now
it is next to impossible that the sap-vessels

should not become almost baked; and it is

not a matter of the slightest surprise to me,

that we find the trunk and principal branch-

es oozing out gum, and the tree looking

feeble and sickly.

Nature has fitted the upper surface of

leaves to bear the most powerful sunshine;

and the constant perspiration through this

upper surface of the foliage keeps them

comparatively cool. But it is not so with

the bark ; and if the stem of a delicate tree

is exposed to those intense rays of the sun,

feebleness or disease must inevitably fol-

low.

I have had a striking proof of this truth

before my eyes the past month. Bordering

my garden walk are two rows of fruit

trees,—each row containing six apricots

and twelve peaches. They were both

planted five years ago. One of these rows

has been headed back, so as to keep the

trees quite bushy and low,— the lower

branches starting out within a few inches

of the ground. (This was done to test

more completely the value of the shorten-
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ing-in pruning, and before I knew the value

of shading the roots.)

The other row has been grown in the

usual way,-— as standards ; that is, the

trees have been trimmed nearly as high as

one's head, so as to leave the trunk and

lower branches fully exposed to the sun

for a good part of the day.

The difference between those two rows

of trees is a very remarkable one, even to

the general observer. The low headed

trees, in the first place, are unusually full of

foliage; the leaves themselves are large,

and the shoots luxuriant ; and the trees

have that dark green look, which is the

unmistakable sign of good health. The

crop of fruit is healthy, hangs on well, and

promises to be large and excellent.

The high-headed trees, whose trunks

are exposed, are some few of them in ex-

cellent health ; but none of them compare

in richness of foliage with the low-headed

ones ; and about two-thirds of them have

a stunted and feeble appearance. Two of

the peaches, and three of the apricots have

died with " gum ;'' and they all show a

meagre growth, when contrasted with those

in the other row. Besides, I find, since the

two " spells" of very hot weather that have

occurred this summer, these bare stemmed

trees are gradually shedding a considerable

portion of their fruit.

To satisfy myself more completely of the

positively injurious effect of the sun on the

trunks of trees, and on the roots where the

soil is not shaded by the spreading branch-

es, I covered the ground beneath one of

these bare stemmed trees with litter four

inches thick, and bound a few handfulls of

straw around the trunk, to guard it from

the sun.

I find this tree more healthy than any

other in the row, making luxuriant shoots,

and holding its fruit well, and not appear-

ing in the least affected by our hot or dry

midsummer.

I am, therefore, a warm advocate of the

practice of giving all small fruit trees lota

heads, so as completely to shade both the

trunk and the roots. And I offer you the

foregoing facts for the consideration of your

readers
;
[which we are certain they will

profit by. Ed.] Respectfully,

A Pennsylvania Subscriber.

THE GOOSEBERRY GRAFTED ON THE YELLOW FLOWERING CURRANT.

BY S. MILLER, NORTH LEBANON, PA.

Sir—I noticed an article in the Horticul-

turist on this subject, but at the time

doubted its utility. What I have seen

since, however, satisfies me that the thing

will succeed admirably.

Last autumn I had occasion to get some

trees of D. Miller, near CarUsle, Pa., (I

believe the discoverer of the value of this

particular stock,) and, among other things,

a neighbor of mine had from him goose-

erry plants on the currant. It seemed to

me an insignificant matter, and would have

escaped my memory, had I not been re-

quested by him, a few days ago, to exa-

mine it.

The stock is about five feet high, a

straight, clean stem, with about five branch-

es, which have grown, some of them, six

to ten inches this season; and such goose-

berries as it then bore, cast all the result of

my cultivation (along with whale oil, soap

washing, and sulphur,) far into the shade.
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The berries were much larger than any

I ever have seen ; and I ha\'e purchased

many of the finest English and American

varieties, and cultivated them after most

approved modes ; but in spite of all my
care and pains, they will all mildew, ex-

cept one variety, a rather small kind, which

we got under the name of "Pale Red,"

which never mildews with us, and is an

abundant bearer.

The kind of gooseberry above alluded

to, on the currant, is the " Roaring Lion,"

and the fruit was as free from mildew as

anything could be ; while a bush close be-

side it, of the same kind, well trained

and cultivated, but on its own stock and

root, showed a crop pretty much mil-

dewed, and the fruit not half the size of the

former.

In my opinion, it is the elevation as

much as anything else, that prevents the

mildew on the Missouri currant stock ; as

it is free from the shade and dampness,

which the low heavy stocks are exposed

to. I am undertaking pretty extensively

the propagation of Missouri currant stocks

to graft my gooseberries upon, and am
strongly of the opinion that when this

mode becomes generally known, it will

greatly facilitate the extensive cultivation

of the best English gooseberries. I will

only add, that I have seen other instances

besides the one quoted, and equally suc-

cessful. Yours respectfully, S. Miller.

THE MANAGEMENT OF GREEN-HOTJSES.

[FttOM THE LONDON HORT. MAS.]

One of the principal points to look after in

the commencement of a greenhouse man-
agement, is to provide near it a room or

shed in which all the littering business,

such as potting, cutting down, pruning,

shifting, and other dirty work may be done.

In this there should be a strong table, a bin

Avith several partitions, in which particular

composts should be separately kept ; these

to be filled with

—

1. Peat rubbed through a very coarse

6ieve.

2. Loam from rotted turfs.

3. Potsherds, or broken flower pots of

two or three sizes, kept separate.

4. Leaf-mould, being leaves that have
rotted into mould.

5. Dung from a melon or cucumber-bed
rotted to mould.

6. Silver sand, or very clean river sand.

7. Cow-dung rotted into mould.
8. Turfy peat, merely chopped into small

pieces, of say half-an-inch to an inch square
or solid.

9. Loam from the top spit of a pasture,

without the turf.

10. Horse droppings rotted into mould.
But if there be not convenience for all

this, or they cannot be got at, peat (No. 1),

loam (No. 2), potsherds (No. 3), and dung
(No. 5), are absolutely necessary, and could

be made shift with. Then there should be
trowels ; short blunt-ended sticks of differ-

ent sizes, to poke down the soil round a

plant when shifted from one sized pot to

another ; scoops like a coal-scoop, to take

up the different soils, and by which the

pots may be measured as they are taken
;

sticks of all lengths for supports to plants

in pots ; flower pots of various sizes, from
those called sixties to the largest, called

ones. These sizes comprise wide-mouthed
and uprights, between which there is very
little difference in the quantity of mould
they will contain, but one is formed with
nearly straight sides, the other wide at the

top and tapering at the bottom, and of

course: there is a difference in the diameter

across the top; there is also a different

form, and a slight difference in the measure
between one pottery and another. How-
ever, as the most general, and therefore the
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guide for any who propose to follow our

directions, the measure of the various sizes

may be thus estimated, especially necessary

perhaps, because some writers say three-

inch, or six-inch pots, instead of sixties or

thirty-twos. The measure runs thus :

—

Wide. Deep
Thumb pots, sixty to the cast, are.... '2i in. 2,j

Sixties, that is, sixty to the oast 3 3^
Forty-eights, forty-eight to the cast... 4£ 5

Thirty-twos, thirty-two to the cast 6 6

Twenty-fours, twenty-tour to the east. . 8 8

Sixteens, sixteen to the east 9£ 9

Twelves, twelve to the cast 11 10

Eights, eight to the cast 12 11

Sixes, six to the cast 13 12

Fours, four to the cast 15 13

Twos, two to the cast 18 14

Besides these, there should be a number
of bell-glasses, of the sizes necessary for

most of these pots, so that the edge of the

glass should come half an inch within the

edge
;
pruning and budding knives, and

pruning pincers, a very handy instrument,

by which a lady may, without exerting

much strength, snip oil* a branch as thick

as her little finger; bass matting in skeins

or lengths should hang across nails all

ready for use, for although the bass gets

harsh and dry, it only requires wetting

when used to make it tough. Everything
should be ready for use without delay, for

nothing is worse than to be obliged to leave

a job to procure anything that may be want-
ing. Labels of wood or zinc of all proper

sizes, and wooden ones, should be painted

black, because when used they should be

covered with white paint where the writing

is to be placed, and a sharp-pointed stick

will make a distinct mark through the

white paint, showing the black underneath
it ; the white paint cannot be laid on too

thin at the time the writing is to be done.

Wire trellises for climbing plants of such

sizes and shapes as are best adapted for

the several species, and boxes or pans about

six inches deep for the purpose of sowing
seeds in, will be found requisite. A small

nest of drawers for the preservation of

seeds, as well for the borders as the house,

and shelves for placing things on out of the

way; watering pots of various sizes; a

portable garden engine or syringe with

roses of various sized holes for the distri-

bution of the water in different degrees of

quantity and force. All these things are

desirable, and anything short of this makes
more work, although it is quite possible to

do without any of them but the pots and
the soils, and these, if the worst come to

the worst, might be put in some corner out

of doors. It is noi our business to show-

how things may be done; we have shown
how they ought to be done, and the nearer
these conditions can be complied with, the

better. We next come to the

CHOICE OF PLANTS.

As a greenhouse is, properly speaking, a
house for the protection of plants from frost,

and no more, and is the only description of

house in hundreds of establishments, we
look for a tolerably miscellaneous collection

of different families, likely to make the best

show and continue in the best health. A
hundred families of plants would do well

in a greenhouse, but nobody with any taste

would try to grow a large number of fami-

lies, but would more judiciously endeavor
to grow a number of the best varieties in

each family of more choice genera. And
some few may be commenced with as the

most eligible, while others may be left to

be picked up as they may be met with and
admired. The following are essential,

because they can scarcely be beaten for

effect :

—

Azalea indica, half a dozen varieties
;

Camellia japonica, the same number; Ge-
raniums, the like number ; Hovea Celsii

and ilkijolia ; Chorozema vaiium and
rhombearn ; Acacia armala ; Epacris gran-
diflora, miniata, impressa, and ccnnpaiu/lala

alba; Boronia serrulata ; Calceolaria,

six varieties ; Cereus speciosissimus ; Epi-

phylltjm JenhinsoJiii and truncation ; (the

three latter better known as Cactus specio-

sissimus, JenkinsoJiii and truncalus); Cine-

raria, six varieties; Orange, Lemon, and

Lime; Crowea saligna; Cyclamen per-

iicum, and persicum roseum ; Daphne indica

odorata ; Erica, six varieties ; Fuchsia, six

varieties; Hydrangea; Ixia, six varieties;

TkopjEOLUM tricolor, Lobbiaiium, azureum ;

Ckassula coccinca and falcala ; Cvtisus
racciuosus ; Lii.ium japonicum, two varie-

ties; Veubf.na, six varieties; Stypiieija

tubijlora. Although we could mention
plenty more, there are already mentioned
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eighty-four pots, if there he only one of

each variety; but these are all subjects

that may rank high as rich and beautiful

plants, blooming at different periods. If

the greenhouse would hold more, and a

lady is inclined to grow more species, in-

stead of doubling some of these, let them
be selected at nurseries according to fancy.

If we had to recommend, we should say

double the number of varieties of Camellia,

Erica, Cineraria, Fuchsia, Geranium, Cal-

ceolaria, Ixia, Verbena, and Azalea indica;

or if not the latter, have duplicates of each

sort of the best six. Very few plants could

be added with so much advantage to the

collection, as increasing the varieties, or

doubling those mentioned. We are to pre-

sume that these plants are purchased in

nursery pots, and it must be taken as a ge-

neral rule, that no plant must be kept in

the nursery pot without examination. Our
business, however, must be to take family

by family, and so direct the fair cultivator,

that no vast error can be committed.

STATE OF THE HOUSE.

The temperature of the greenhouse is

important; a free ventilation is desirable,

nay, absolutely necessary, but a current of

air is to be avoided ; it is as injurious to

plants as to persons. Two doors opposite

to each other should not be open, unless

the weather is very still, and all the front

windows are open also. In cold weather

and when the wind is chiily, the door at

the windy end should never be opened. It

is better to open all the front windows in

mild weather, unless the wind blows on

them, when they are better closed, and the

top lights let down a little. In very damp
weather the fire should be lighted to dry

the house, and the top lights be lowered to

let out the steam. In frosty weather, when
there is danger in leaving the house with-

out fire, it should be lighted all day ; and

even in a frost the top lights may be down

a little, but the glass must be watched, and

at night, instead of making up extra fire

and closing all the house to increase the

temperature, have proper persons to attend,

and to see that the house is not warmer,

nor so warm if possible, as it was in the

day. Thirty-five is high enough for the

night, but few trust to it, because three

degrees lower is frost ; forty-five is, how-
ever, quite as much as it ought under any
circumstances to reach at night, for there

is not one greenhouse plant that does so

well with fire heat as without it, if there be
no frost.

There are different dispositions and habits

among the families we have mentioned,

but they will all do well in the same house,

by giving some the coolest and others the

warmest place; but care should be always
taken to have the house cooler by night

than by day, whenever it is practicable.

Nevertheless, there will be times when the

severity of the frost, with a wind to assist

it, will so lower the temperature, that all

the fire you can give the house maybe only

sufficient to keep out the cold and prevent

the temperature from going down to freez-

ing point. As regards giving air, even in

the height of summer, if there be plants in

the house, there should be no thorough
draught from end to end ; let the top lights

be down, and the front lights open, and
then there is a circulation all over the tops

of the plants, but no draught through them.

PLAN OF A STAGE AND SHKLVES.

The front of the greenhouse is the most
valuable part; a shtlf along the top, just

over the front windows, and under the roof,

is essential, as it holds all small things that

want to be near the glass. The table, or

broad shelf in front, at the bottom of the

front lights, should be as wide as two feet,

for it is of great service for many plants

that require constant care and attention
;

they are easily got at, they are near the

light, may be turned round easily every

day to prevent their growing one-sided

;

and this front should be wood trellis-shelv-

ing instead of solid, or instead of stone or

slate; nevertheless, if it be solid, strips of

lath should be laid along, an inch or so

apart, so that the bottoms of the pots may
not be on a flat place, so as to exclude the

air from the drainage-hole. There should

also be a good shelf on the back wall near

the top for such of the plants as want most
air and least warmth, especially for things

that rest all the winter, and the main stage

should be as near the glass as it is possible

to construct it, due regard being had to the

growth of the plants. There should not be
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more shade than cannot be avoided ; light

is essential, air is essential, and, above all,

room for the free play of this air is essen-

tial ; though it is pretty generally the prac-

tice to put the pi ints in a greenhouse as

close together as possible, there ought to be

as much room between them as they occu-

py ; and the nearer you can comply with

this, the better they will grow. Cleanli-

ness is also one of the great requisites for

the health of plants ; dead leaves, damp
corners, dirty shelves, decaying flowers,

and litters of any sort are injurious : what-

ever the damp can hang about, is likely to

produce mildew; the drawing-room itself

does not require cleaning more than the

greenhouse, if we intend to do the best

with the plants.

WATERING THE PLANTS.

The best water for plants is rain ; not a

quart should ever be wasted. A tub, or a

tank, should be inside the house, and the

entire rain from the roof should be con-

ducted by a pipe to the inside ; nothing is

more simple and attainable, nothing more
valuable than a contrivance for a supply of

rain-water. Next to this it is desirable to

have it the same temperature as the atmo-

sphere of the house. One-half the plants

that are unhealthy have been chilled by
the watering, and, in many places, where
they can only get spring water, they are

very unsuccessful ; some do not know why,
but there is no difficulty about establishing

the fact. Hard water is injurious, mineral

waters are often so ; river water is next to

rain in value, if it be soft ; but even that

ought never to be used cooler than the air

of the house. Pond water is next to river,

if there be nothing noxious flowing into it,

but all of these are poor apologies for the

rain-water, conducted into the house. Some
caution is required in one respect ; when
the wood-work has been fresh painted, the

water will poison anything, so that it must
be turned away until it neither tastes nor

smells of the paint. In the mean time,

some pains must be taken to get good
water. With regard to the mode of ad-

ministering water, only those within reach

may be said to belong to ladies' work; but

it is quite necessary they should set one
who understands it to do the rest, for too

much or too little water is fatal. No plant

should be watered while the soil is moist

;

but it is as essential, that when it is water-

ed, all the soil in the pot should be moist-

ened. There is another point that requires

attention. If, while other plants are appa-

rently dry, any one seems wet, it should be

examined, to see if the drainage be free
;

because it will be obvious either that the

plant cannot absorb so fast as the rest, or

that the water has not the means of drain-

ing away; if it appear that the drainage is

clogged, the ball must be relieved of the

crocks or other matter put in at the bottom,

and which will appear to have got the soil

run among it, and fresh crocks must be put

in. A plant suffers as soon from want of

the supply of air, and a too great supply of

water, as it does from a deficiency. The
cistern, tub, or tank, being handy to draw
or dip water from, a lady can use just such
sized watering pot as is most convenient

to handle, and go round the plants to give

only such as are dry the requisite moisture,

not just a sprinkle at top, but as much as

will cause a surplus to run out at bottom.

The earth should be examined to see if it

be close to the side, if not, the watering

has been too long neglected ; for the first

symptom of suffering, or danger of suffering,

is the shrinking of the ball of earth, arrd if

this be not noticed, the water then given

proves u.-eless, because it runs down the

vacancy between the ball and the pot, and
does not soak in at all.

MANAGEMENT OF AZALEAS AND CAMELLIAS.

The Azalea indica, and Camellia japoni-

ca, are as hardy as any of the greenhouse

plants, and want as little labor as any,

although they must have attention. When
these plants are advancing their buds to-

wards blooming, they want abundance of

water, and to be placed in the part of the

greenhouse least subject to draught, or

wind. They will do on the general stage,

and may be, for the sake of appearance, set

about in different parts, but not too near

the door. They should be turned frequent-

ly, so that one front should not be better

than another, and they will keep in flower

a long time in perfection. As the flower

goes off they begin to make their new
growth; they want turning daily just as
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much in this period as any, for they are

shaping themselves, and if left to them-
selves without being moved, they would
assuredly grow one-sided. In the middle
of June they may be taken out and placed
in a sheltered spot, with plenty of room,
distantly shaded from the extreme heat of

the sun ; and if there were a canvas house,
such as tulips are grown under, nothing
could be better, because they can have all

or part of the air or sun according to their

wants, while they can be entirely protected
from those drying winds which injure every
tender or half-hardy subject that is exposed
to it ; but, in the absence of this, we must
be content with the most sheltered spot we
can find in the garden. The ground should
be such as the roots cannot penetrate, and
the watering must be attended to diligent-

ly; nor ought a rainy period to prevent the

same attention, for it will often be found
that a bushy plant throws the rain entirely

outside the pot, they therefore require ex-

amining in rainy weather as well as in

fine. When they have made their growth
complete, they ought to be placed in the

coolest part of the garden, and the quantity

of water lessened considerably; they will

want only such moisture as will keep them
alive, and as they do not absorb much
while at rest, this will be very little.* In

September you may restore them to their

places in the house, first examining the

balls of earth to see if their roots are mat-
ted round the sides of the pot ; if so, change
these pots for those of a size larger. When
the plants have done their bloom and are

making their growth, whatever is growing
out of form should be cut off. If you want
to propagate the Camellia, do it by inarch-

ing, and the Azalea by cuttings, in sand,

under a bell-glass, and if you have it, in a
slight hot-bed, with a little bottom heat.

The Azalea and the Camellia grow best in

loam (No. 2) two-thirds, peat (No. 1) one-

third, and the pot should be one-fourth

filled with crocks,

THE CINERARIA, VERBENA AND CALCEOLARIA.

These plants are idle and rest in the win-
ter months, but flower a considerable time

•In our dry climate much more water will be required
in summer than in England, and the pots must be well
watered, dnily. to prevent tlie soil about the roolg from be-
coming paiched.—Eb. Hort.

when they begin. They require a good
supply of water when they begin to grow,
and should be placed near the light when
their flower-stems rise ; when they decline

their bloom, they may be parted at their

roots, or their side shoots taken off with or

without roots ; if without, thev should be
potted and covered with bell-glasses, but if

with roots, they may be placed in a shady
spot in the garden, on a hard bottom. Strict-

ly speaking, all three of them may be call-

ed frame plants, but the distinction is not

easily defined, and they i3o well in a green-

house ; they may be placed on the highest

back shelf in September, and will seldom
require watering ; but, in a good stock of

Verbenas and Cinerarias, the plants need
not be parted nor propagated, and the pots

may be enlarged by change. Many of

the plants will flower in winter and early

spring. It is only the small newly made
plants that need be put up out of sight, for

anything that gives a flower in the winter

is acceptable. Some of the Verbenas will

be dwarf, others require to be supported on
a trellis, but the young ones may be turned

out into the borders and beds in the spring

to flower the whole summer. The Calce-

olarias will also require supports for their

main flower-stems sometimes, though those

are the best that support themselves. The
soil in which these plants thrive is, half loam
(No. 2,) a quarter cow-dung (No. 7,) and the

other quarter peat (No. 1,) well mixed
The cuttings strike easily in pots filled all

but an inch with the soil, and one inch of

sand ; the bottom of the cuttings should

touch the soil and go through the sand, but

not enter the compost, though they will

send their roots into it when they strike.

To grow any of these large, they must have
constant shifts from small to larger pots.

All dead leaves must be removed.

ERICA, EPACRIS, CHOROZEMA.

This family is perhaps the most difficult

to manage, because so small a neglect is

fatal. The soil in which it succeeds best is

poor, at least, comparatively so, for it is

easily destroyed if much excited ; the com-
post that answers best is four-fifths or parts

of (No. 1) peat, and one-fifth or part of loam

(No. 2.) If it happens that the peat is not

sandy, it may be necessary to put sand to
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it, not exceeding one part. Good turfy peat

is, however, generally sandy enough. This

should be well mixed together, so that the

roots shall find all the soil alike, and not

more loamy in one part than other. This

compost being comparatively poor, and very

pervious to water, the greatest possible at-

tention is required as to the watering; and
this may be generally applied to soils of

which the greater part or any considerable

part is peat, for the water runs through it

quickly, and when it is once neglected till

dry, the plant suffers, if it does not die.

Every time a heath wants water too long

together, some of the lower leaves turn yel-

low and fall. This makes so many naked
stems to heaths of any size, hut a worse ef-

fect is caused by giving too much, or by the

stoppage of the proper drainage of the pots.

The more full a pot is of roots, the more
constant must be the watching and neces-

sary watering, because the water cannot be

held so long by the small quantity of mat-

ted soil, as if there were but few roots. In

some cases a heath may be wanting water

twice a day. The cuttings of heaths should

be taken from the last produced shoots, two
inches, or one inch, in some cases, long

;

the lower half should be stripped of the

leaves, and the upper half have all left on.

Get a pot of heath soil filled, all but half

an inch or an inch of sand, according to the

cutting ; water the sand so that it may be

saturated with wet, and stick in these cut-

tings so that they just touch the soil, but

not go into it ; cover with a bell glass, wa-
ter with a very fine rosed water-pot, so that

the sand shall never be thoroughly dry
;

wipe the glass dry inside every morning
;

let them be in a cool part of the green-

house, and be shaded from the sun; when
they set off growing well, you may con-

clude they have struck root, and pot them
in sixty-sized pots. They may be kept in a

common garden frame all the summer, if

you please, or in the most air)' part of the

greenhouse. Here they may be shifted as

they fill the pots without roots, and require

but ordinary attention.

GERANIUMS.

The soil, for the healthy growth of this

family, may be of loam (No. 2) three parts,

dung (No. 7,) or for want of it droppings

(No. 10,) or if neither can be had, dung
(No. 5) one paTt ; peat one part, well in-

corporated. Cuttings may be struck when-
ever they can be got, but the usual time for

any quantity is July, when everybody cu!s

down the old plants. These require no
care whatever. If they are put in the open

border, and shaded, they will strike ; but

those who have choice kinds will cover thern

with a hand-glass, and place them all in the

shade ; when struck, pot them in sixty-sized

pots, pinch out the top to induce side shoots,

and leave them out of doors until Septem-
ber, simply changing their pots if they get

too full of roots ; when removed to the

green-house, examine the roots, and, if

necessary, remove them into larger pots, and
place them among the other plants to take

their chance. The large plants, when they

have done flowering, may be cut down to

such skeleton shape as shall give a chance

of growing handsome ; and let them remain

out of doors, shifted into a size larger pot,

or trimmed up about the roots to go into the

same with fresh loam. In September re-

move them also to the house. If any of the

shoots come so as to cross others, rub off

those which are least wanted, to give

strength to the others and keep the plant in

form. If any shoots grow too vigorously

for the rest of the plant, pinch off the end,

and so regulate the growth in this particu-

lar, that it maybe handsome. As the blos-

soms come out they will require shading, or

they will not remain long in bloom. When
in flower you do as you please with them
until the flower declines, and then turn

them out of doors, cutting them down again

in July, putting them back into the house in

September.

CEREUS, EPIPHYLLUJI, CRASSULA.

These subjects take any soil better than

that which has been popularly recommend-
ed. They do not require to be starved. A
compost made of loam (No. 2) one half,

peat, (No. 1) one quarter, and dung (No. 7

or 10) one quarter, will grow them well.

—

They want but little water nil the winter,

and as their buds begin to swell they may
have a supply. After they have done flow-

ering, turn them out of doors, place the

pots under a south wall, or in the hottest

part of the garden. In September, remove
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them to the house again. The Crassula

may be struck from cuttings as easily as the

others, and if left on the ground without

inserting at all, will throw down its roots

sideways into the earth of itself. Small
pieces, however, are generally selected, and
after drying the juice, in-erted in small

pots, where they are treated from the first

like plants, and shifted from time to time
ns they fill their pots. The Crassula carries

its blooms on branches at the ends of the

shoots ; consequently, as soon as it begins

to grow from a cutting, the ends are taken
off to induce side shoots, and thus form a

handsome bushy plant with many heads of

flowers, in the one case (coccinea) scarlet,

in the other (falcata) orange. The shifting

is always best after the flowering is done.

The Cereus and Epiphyllum require much
such treatment at first. E. truncatum should

be stopped until there are branches enough
to hang down all around the pot, for the

habit is weeping, and the flowers come on
the ends of all the branches.

GENERAL RULES FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

In mild weather, and during winter in

particular, if there is any warm gentle rain,

a greenhouse plant of any kind is greatly

benefited by exposure to the air; not that

it is possible to remove all the plants in a

greenhouse out of doors whenever the sun
shines in winter, or a warm shower comes,

but it is as well to know this, because we
all have our favorite plants, and we can al-

ways put out a few of these when the

weather is favorable.

Never indiscriminately water the plants

in a greenhouse, because where there is a

mixed collection of various families, some
will be found to absorb much more water

than others, and it is quite as bad to give

too much as too little water. Half the

plants in dwelling houses are spoiled by
excessive wet, and especially where the pots

stand in saucers to prevent the wet from

running over the place when they are wa-
tered. In greenhouses we have seen this

where ladies are very fastidious about the

cleanliness of their shelves ; but laudable

as cleanliness may be, it is running the

greatest possible risk to let plants stand in

water. Occasionally examine the pots and

turn out the balls of earth to see if the roots

are matting round the side, for it is the best

rule for removing a plant to a pot of a larger

size. If the plant is growing, it requires it

more than a plant at rest ; for a plant at

rest should never be excited until it begins

to advance of itself; besides, when a plant

is set for bloom, and about to take its rest,

until the buds swell by a sudden excite-

ment, such as being placed in fresh earth,

or having too much heat or water, the

bloombuds get blighted, and the germs of

the leaves and branches take up the growth,

the former being unable to take the fresh

supply, because flowers can only take a cer-

tain quantity, and the others being unlimi-

ted in their means by naturally extending
themselves so long as there is a competent
supply. The time, therefore, to examine
the roots, is when a plant begins to make
its growth, or at the decline of the flowers.

There need be no other rule for changing
pots, but the filling of one with roots; gen-

erally, however, once in a season is enough
for established plants, and that is after they

have flowered, and before they make the

next season's growth.

Constantly turn plants round to prevent

their growing shabby on the side which is

in the dark, or comparatively so ; and also to

prevent its making only one handsome
front. All plants should be alike on every

side; and although it may give some trouble,

it amply repays us by the improved condi-

tion. Nothing looks worse than a plant

with but one good face, and the others dis-

coloured, or leafless or warped. AJways
give plenty of room to plants ; the light

and air should be able to reach them all

round. The best rule is to let there be just

the same room between the plants as the

plants occupy ; but greenhouse room is so

valua^e that this is rarely allowed. Nev-
ertheless, it does not alter the fact, that the

more room plants have, the better they

grow ; and nothing does more harm than to

place them close enough to darken the backs

of the rows.

If you want plants bushy and short, you
must keep pinching off the ends of branches

that grow upwards ; but, as the perfection

of a plant is to be full of branches and
leaves to the very edge of the pot, this op-

eration of pinching must begin early, even
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when the cutting has just struck, or the

seedling, if the plant be from seed, be only

three or four joints high ; but those plants

which grow pyramidal in form musi have

the leaders preserved, and should only have

such branches stopped as are inclined to

come too long ; such as shoot out faster

than the rest.

Deciduous plants should not be watered

after they drop their leaves ; but when they

begin to swell their buds, they may be sup-

plied with a little moisture, to be increased

in quantity as soon as they shoot out their

branches.

Seeds of green-house plants are best sown
as soon as they are ripe. Nature points out

this for all seeds ; but artificial culture, or

a change of climate, suggests various

changes in the plan of doing many things;

for instance, a tender plant maybe sown in

the open borders in the spring ; and as it

will meet with no frost until autumn, it is

quite proper to do so ; but if the seeds were

sown directly they were ripe, they would
come up only to be killed by the frost. Not
so with greeen-house plants ; they are in a

droper climate. If they come up they will

grow without interruption ; and if they are

in the habit of lying in the ground till ge-

nial, or, we ought to say, till warm wea-
ther,where they grow naturally, they will do

the same in a green-house, unless the tem-

perature be prematurely raised. In all

matters of doubt, we ought to make sure

on the safe side. Foreign seeds, therefore,

ought to be sown the instant we get them

;

because, next to sowing them at the time

nature herself sows them, it is well to do

so as soon after as possible.

All seedling plants are the better for

pricking out, or transplanting, as soon as

they have three or four leaves ; and the

most effective of all methods is to get small

sized pots, say sixties, and plant the seed-

lings round the edge, close to the side of

the pot, about three in a pot, or four, or

even five, if they are small slow-growing
things. They derive the greatest benefit

from their roots reaching the sides of the

pot.

As you may be at a loss for the soil in

which a new plant grows, use a compost
that everything will live and grow in, and
leave to time and experience any improve-

VOL. IV.

ment you may make. Take loam (No. 9)

which is presumed to have no dung or oth-

er exciting matter in it, droppings (No. 10,)

or, for want of it, dung (No. 5,) peat (No.

1,) and leaf-mould (No. 4,) in equal quan-

tities ; and if it be too adhesive, take halt

a part of sand to make it more pervious

to water, or at the most a whole part. Mix
these well together. It will suit everything

a little; and if the plant does not do all

you wish, you can at least grow it well

enough to get cuttings from, and try them in

lighter, poorer, or richer composts ; but as

we know camellias, geraniums, heaths, and

succulents will grow in it,—and these are

very much opposed in their natures,—it is

fair to presume that any plant will grow in

it enough to answer the temporary purpose

of saving it to grow others from. Keep all

shelves free from wet and dirt ; have grooves

cut along the middle of them for the water

to run along, instead of dripping ofT along

the edges, and provide for the drip at the

end, so that it does not make any mess, or

dirt, or litter, at the part it runs down.

Provide, if possible, the means of shading

the greenhouse in any hot or bright wea-

ther, as, in the spring, when the azaleas,

hoveas, and many other fine plants are in

bloom, a few hours' sunshine would short-

en their duration some days. A canvass

roller-blind outside is very easily contrived
;

or a thinner blind of calico, or some such

material, inside, would have as good an ef-

fect, and be somewhat lighter. But shade

from excessive heat of the sun will make
several week's difference in the lasting of

the blooms. It must, however, be recollect-

ed, that, as whatever excludes the light in

any part of it is an evil,—and, therefore,

shading a choice of evils,—the blind must

not be down an hour more than necessary.

When the bloom of a plant is over, you

have to make up your mind whether you

intend it to seed or not. If not, pick off all

the remains of flowers, that the pods may
not swell ; for the seeding of any plant

stops, in a great measure, the growth. If it

be past the middle of May, you may turn a

plant out in a sheltered part of the garden,

for want of better accommodation ; but if

you can give plenty of air in the green-house

and shade from the extreme heat of the

sun, plants may as well complete their

8
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growth in the house as not ; for it is not

desirable to expose them too much, nor do
the lovers of plants like to see the green-

house empty.

As camellias and azaleas, cactuses, epi-

phyllums,and many other subjects are turn-

ed out to harden their growth and get the

benefit of air in summer, the green-house
may be supplied with annuals. Balsams,
cockscombs, clintonia, salpiglossis, rho-

danthe, and other tender annuals, may be
sown in a hot-bed in March or April; and,
although they require particular treatment

for large specimens, may be planted out in

pots and grown still in the hot-bed, until the

time they are wanted to supply the shelves

of the greenhouse.

In August, everything ought to be cleared

out, and the roof of the green-house should

be well syringed ; all the dirt washed from
the glass, the walls, posts, shelves, and eve-

ry part. Cleanliness is everything with
plants ; and the house should be thorough-

ly clean before the plants are put in for the

winter. Nor is it at all a bad precaution

during the period that it is empty, and be-

fore the syringing, to fumigate it well with

tobacco, and afterwards with sulphur. The
one will kill everything upwards, the other

anything downwards. The syringing should

be done with such force as to drive every-

thing out of the corners.

When the plants are taken into the green-

house, let the surface of the earth be stir-

red, the pots cleared from anything that they

may have attained in the way of dirt, snails

or vermin, or anything that will cling to the

outside or in the holes at the bottom.

Let the paths and floor of a green-house

be kept dry and clean : it ought to be a
paved floor or a concrete, or some other im-
pervious to wet; and provision should be
made for the running off of all the water
that may fall to the ground ; for if the

ground absorbs wet it too often engenders
mildew.

Plants should never be trusted to the open
air before the middle of May, nor remain
out after the middle of September. All

before or after this is running a considera-

ble risk.

Grapes may be grown in a green-house,

if the growth be confined to a branch for

each rafter to fruit, and the shoot which is

trained alongside of it for the next year's

bearing. This does not materially exclude

light, but any more would be injurious ;

and even this must not be attempted if the

shelves are to be filled after the present

crowded fashion, in which the plants touch

each other and form a complete shade for the

backs of the whole. The Sweetwater and
Black Hamburgh are the only sorts which
should be tried.

Hot-water pipes are the best means of

warming a green-house in winter-time, but

better avoid lighting a fire as long as pos-

sible. Mats hung up in front are a great

protection to the plants, and that is always

the coolest part of the house
;

[shutters are

still better;] but when the glass is down to

thirty-five, there may always be expected a

frost in the night, or at least it should be

provided against. The man who looks af-

ter the fires should be on the alert, and the

mats in front should always be hung up in

doubtful weather, because it is little trouble,

and does no harm to the plants.

THE WHITE BELLEFLEUR APPLE.

BY A. II. ERNST, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Dear Sir—Pomological investigation seems

just now to be an absorbing subject with

horticulturists. "With a view to throw in

my mite, and aid in removing some of the

stumbling blocks. Permit me to give you

the result of my inquiry concerning the

apple which has here been cultivated as

the Detroit, and which is extensively known

as the White Bellefleur. My attention

was aroused to this fruit more than twenty

years since. I traced its supposed intro-

duction here to be from Detroit, and hence
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its name. I found it afterwards, however,

brought to our market from various other

parts of the country, under as many various

names. I sent specimens of it to the Mas-

sachusetts Hort. Society and the Pa. So-

ciety, and also to several eminent pomolo-

gists, yourself among the rest ; no one of

whom recognized it, except Mr. T. Han-

cock, of Burlington, New-Jersey. He sug-

gested its identity with his Jersey Green-

ing, (not the Jersey Greening of Coxe._) In

the 2d vol., page 545 of the Horticulturist,

Prof. Kirtland, in his Pomological Notes,

asks the question,—" Is not this synony-

mous with Wbolman's Long or Ortley Pip-

pinV He does not inform us whether

the question is suggested by his own obser-

vation or that of some other person.

Having received grafts from Mr. Han-

cock some years before, of what he culti-

vates as the Jersey Greening, I was led to a

careful comparison of the wood, growth and

habit of the tree, when it surprised me to

observe the striking resemblance. This I

had also observed on former occasions with

the Ortley Pippin ; grafts of which I had

received from the late R. Manning. I

watched, therefore, with considerable anxi-

ety the maturity of their first fruiting the

past summer, to solve the mystery hanging

over the nomenclature of this excellent

fruit. The result is most satisfactory in

removing every doubt, and proving our

Detroit to be synonymous with the Ortley

Pippin of Li?idley's Guide, and Manning 's

Book of Fruits, which I presume is the

Wool/nan's Long of Thompson, as described

in your Fruits and Fruit Trees of America.

The fact that it was sent from New-Jersey

to England, and there pronounced as iden-

tical with WoolmarCs Long, would appear

to fix it as an European variety, and to re-

move all doubt of its origin and introduc-

tion among us. Still, Mr. Floy, who first
|

sent the Ortley to England, declares that

it is an American variety,* which origi-

nated in New-Jersey ; and Mr. Thompson

has not offered us any means of knowing

that " Woolman's Long," like " Vicar of

Winkfield," may not be a new English

name, by which this fruit has been re-

christened in bringing it into Bri ish gar-

dens. More than all, as this apple is culti-

vated to an immense extent in the western

states as the Detroit, or White Bellefleur,

and as this latter name has become a stan-

dard one in this country, through Down-

ing's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America, I

feel justified in assuming the White Belle-

fleur to be the standard name.

I have, in describing this apple, confined

myself strictly to its western character,

which, I am aware, differs somewhat from

your descriptions in point of colour, size

and texture. To the first I am readily re-

conciled, from having observed, when on a

visit to the north last summer, the singu-

lar and remarkable fact, that some fruits

which, with us, are very rarely coloured at

all, are there always very highly coloured.

The second, I presume to be the natural

consequence of our soil and climate.

The growth of the young tree is upright,

long and slender ; from the latter cause,

often bending to one side, under the weight

of the foliage. Wood smooth, and yellow-

ish brown, with the ends of the long slen-

der shoots inclined to mildew.

DESCRIPTION.

Size.—Large.

Form.—Generally conical, slightly flat-

tened at the base; surface mostly even,

but not uniformly so ; much disposed to

vary in form and evenness of surface.

Calyx.—Small, partly closed, and in a

shallow basin.

* .See late edition of Floy't Lindley, 1846.
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Stem.—Long and slen-

der, planted in a deep,

narrow cavity.

Colour.—Light yel-

low, numerously cover-

ed with smutty blotch-

es, which readily yieid

to the brush,— with

occasionally a scarlet

blush on the sunny

side.

Skin.—Thin, smooth

and oily to the touch.

Flesh. Yellow-

ish white, tender, and

abounding in sprightly

juice.

Flavor. Slightly

sub-acid, blended with

rich, saccharine, fine

flavored juice.

Core.—Remarkably

large and open ; seeds

small, pointed, and

light brown.

White Bellflower,
Green Bellflower,
Ohio Favorile,
Detroit,

Maturity.—October White Detroit,

to March.

Yours sincerely,

Cincinnati, O., December, 1848.

In common with all pomologists, we owe

Mr. Ernst our thanks for clearing up the

hitherto vague state of our information re-

garding this fruit. The date of his com-

munication shows that it was written seve-

ral months ago. Having at that time some

doubts of the identity of the White Belle-

fleur, or Detroit, with the Woolman's Long,

or Ortley, we asked permission to allow

the communication to lie on our table till

we could satisfy ourselves regarding it.

The Ortley, or Woolman's Long, (both

of which have proved identical here, and

also, we believe, with Mr. Manning,) were

of the western
states.

Fig. 70.—White Bellefleur Apple.

SYNONYMS.
Hollow Core Pippin, White Pippin,

]

Greasy Pippin, Yellow Pippin,
Melting Pippin, Golden Pippin,
Crane's Pippin, AVoodward's Pippin,
Warren Pippin,

Woolman's Long, Ortley Apple, ) _, ~„„i- ,. ,„„.,.„
Ortley Pippin, Van Dynef '

J
of English works.

Jersey Greening, of some.

better known to us than the White Belle-

fleur, or Detroit. But since we first re-

ceived Mr. Ernst's communication, we
have compared all these fruits together,

and also the leaves, wood, and habits of

growth of the trees, as received from vari-

ous western sources, under the names

White Bellefleur, Detroit, etc., and find

them all one and the same variety.

Now, as under the name of Ortley, or

Woolman's Long, this fruit is scarcely

known in this country, except in the col-

lection of a few amateurs, while as the

White Bellefleur (or Bellflower,) thousands

of the trees are grown in orchards all over

the western and northwestern portions of
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the Union, we entirely agree with Mr.

Ernst in thinking, that White BelJefleur

should be the standard name ; and this for

the sufficient reason, that it is easier for

the few to adopt a popular and widely es-

tablished name than for the many to relin-

quish it for one which is to them entirely

new. It is on this ground that we adopted

the title of Bartlett for the Williams' Bon

Chretien pear, in our work on Fruits ; and

although many pomologists do not agree

with us, and always write of it as William's

Bon Chretien, yet from one end of the

country to the other, this fruit is and will

always be known as the Bartlett. Of

course, this rule only applies to the nomen-

clature of fruits that are already very widely

known by a popular name ; for in all other

cases, we would maintain as rigidly as pos-

sible the uniform and original standard

name.

As we are not able to find Woolman's
Long in any European work on fruit, ex-

cept the Catalogue of the London Horticul-

tural Society, we are still inclined to think

this an American fruit, first sent to Eno--

land by Mr. Floy.

Both as an orchard and table fruit, the

White Bellefleur is more generally esteem-

ed at the west than here,—bearing large

crops of excellent fruit. Mr. Ernst in-

forms us that fine specimens were exhibited

to the Cincinnati Society this year, as late

as June.

We have already pointed out, (see vol.

iii., p. 391,) that the Cumberland Spice is

quite a different fruit from the White Belle-

fleur. Ed.

DESIGN AND DESCRIPTION OF AN ENGLISH COTTAGE.

BY GERVASE WHEELER, ARCHITECT, HARTFORD, CT.

[SEE FRONTISPIECE.]

In this country, and especially in some dis-

tricts, wood must for many years be used

as the material for building. It is this

want which has, in fact, given birth to a

style almost peculiar to this country ; for

nowhere in Europe will be found (excepting

in a few solitary instances in the south of

England, and in some parts of the neigh-

borhood of Nice,) the class of house that

abounds more especially in the New-Eng-

land states. Thus, whilst this material

seems in many instances to be imperatively

demanded, it becomes the duty of the ar-

chitect to meet the exigencies of the case,

and, like a true artist, endeavor to extract

beauty from what is given him ;—beauty

which shall be the result, as all architec-

tural beauty must be, of fitness and har-

mony.

Attempts to imitate effect, that can be

only produced in stone or other material,

in wood, whilst for a short time they may
please the vulgar eye, cannot fail at no
very distant period to be as unsparingly

condemned as they deserve ; and were
there not some consolation in the thought

that the paltry imitations and ridiculous

pretences that disfigure too many of our

beautiful sites, cannot possibly last lono-

enough in their frailty to outlive the attack

that the increase of a purer taste and riper

experience are preparing for them, some
comment might seem necessary, upon the

entire unfitness for the material and failure
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necessary in the result, many recently

erected wooden structures exhibit.

The material is itself a beautiful and a

manageable one ; and there are many ex-

amples in Europe, to show how durable

and how pleasing may be the manner in

which a true artist can use it.

There are time honored buildings in

England, and in Flanders, that have stood

and seem likely to stand for centuries ; and,

though from local causes, these are not

examples that with benefit I would advo-

cate introducing here, still they show what

may be done in the right spirit with the

material in any place, and are valuable as

lessons to the architect, who may learn

from them how the mighty men of old

conquered their difficulties, and may gain

encouragement how to overcome his.

It seems difficult to assign any particu-

lar style which, in this country, affords the

best medium for the use of wood, because

the character of the building must depend

so much upon the scener)', the require-

ments of the builder, and upon local causes.

Where a high pitched roof is admissible,

(and I believe there are very few situations

where it is not,) the style that the accom-

panying plates exhibit will be found, I

think, suitable.

This is essentially real. The character

that it possesses is given it by its simplicity

and fitness of construction ; and no attempt

is made with such board finery, to dress

up and make " Gothic" what would other-

wise be a very plain house.

The building is slightly modified from

one that the writer has executed at Bruns-

wick in Maine, at a cost not exceeding

twenty-eight hundred dollars, whilst the

size and arrangement of the rooms, the

roomy hall, and the picturesque exterior

point it out as the residence of a gentle-

man; and simple, and inexpensive as it is,
j

it contains really more of the requirements

that a house should possess, than many
that have cost twice the money.

The method of building is somewhat pe-

culiar. It is framed, and on the front the

construction shows, and gives additional

richness and character to the composition.

Across the frame are horizontal braces, at

equal distances apart, and on these are

nailed, on the inside, horizontal boarding,

and on the outside diagonal boarding,

whilst the sheathing of the exterior is com-

posed of perpendicular plank, confined with

battens two inches and a half thick, which

are made with a broad shoulder, and nailed

to the horizontal braces,— confining the

planks, but leaving spaces for shrinking or

swelling, and thus preventing the neces-

sity of a single nail being driven through

the planks, and thus rendering the splitting

of the planks impossible.

The outside is painted with a mixture of

paint and fine smooth sand, laid on with a

wire brush ; a method of painting the

writer has had an opportunity of personally

testing during a period of twelve years,

and has found it to be the most durable

and economical covering for out buildings

that he has ever tried.

The windows, doors, and ornamental ga-

bles are simple and real. The windows

being made of solid frames, four inches by

five, and champered, and the doors framed

and champered.

The inside finish is of the same real

and simple character. In the hall the

joists, carrying the floor above, are permit-

ted to show ; and as they are made in yel-

low pine, planed, and the edges cham-

pered and stopped,—the plastering between

being coloured a rich blue, and the joists,

cornice, and other wood work being oiled

and varnished, a rich and substantial effect

is obtained, and at a very moderate cost.
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The exigencies of the proprietor required

the two rooms left of the hall to be divided

by sliding doors ; otherwise, the writer

wished to have had them as one large

room. But the severity of the winters' cold

required an arrangement, by which the

space to be constantly warmed could be

reduced.

The plan of this house affords a roomy

entrance hall, so large as to serve for a

room, an enclosed porch, produced by a

simple arrangement, which gives ample

recesses for hat stand and coat stand, on

either side of the entrance door, a hand-

some staircase, enclosed, and opening into

the hall, whilst *an outer door leads on

to a terrace, communicating with the gar-

den.

The rooms are large and conveniently

arranged, and the chambers over correspond

in size. In the roof is a space so roomy

and well ventilated, as to admit of being

divided into servant's or occasional sleep-

ing rooms, with great ease.

The chimneys are inside the house ; and

every precaution has been taken by the

arrangement of doors, &c, to make the

inside as warm as possible.

There are other styles that admit of the

use of wood with great propriety and ad-

vantage.

A modification of the modern Italian is

very suitable ; and with the bold projec-

tions of Campanile and bracketted roofs,

may, in this material, be made very effec-

tive, particularly as the battens may be

used in a manner that will give great

character and richness to the exterior.

In fact, so long as the true genius of the

material is not contradicted, the character-

istics of almost any style, excepting the

purely classic, may be preserved ; but it is

from not discriminating between what the

style requires and what the material per-

mits, that the incongruous attempts and

cheap imitations, so constantly seen, are

caused.

Where everything is real, and the eye

is not deceived, however simple and inex-

pensive the work may be, the composition

cannot but please ; but richness of orna-

ment, at the expense of architectural truth,

is a deformity, and must soon disgust.

Gervase Wheeler,

Architect.

Hartford, Conn., April 2. 1849.

KNEVETT'S GIANT RASPBERRY.

The great desideratum in raspberry cul-

ture, is to obtain a large fruited variety, of

good quality, which shall be perfectly hardy

in the middle and eastern states.

The Antwerps, the Fastolff, and even the

Franconia, are very liable to have their

canes or current year's shoots, upon which

we depend for fruit the next season, de-

stroyed by a winter of little more than

usual severity ; especially if the tempera-

ture varies, within 24 hours, from severe

frost to warm sunshine, while the ground

is uncovered with snow.

To guard against this destruction of the

canes, it is the practice of careful cultiva-

tors to bend them down in November, and

cover them with a couple of inches of

earth ; this insures the entire safety of the

bearing wood, and consequently a full crop.

But as it involves some care and attention, it

is very desirable to find some variety of fine

quality, which does not require any such care.
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Fijj. 71.

—

Knevetl's Giant RasjMrTy.

We are not able to pronounce fully

that Knevetfs Giant is such a variety, be-

cause we are not aware of its having been

tested in various parts of the country. But

we can state that it has proved far more

hardy in our own garden than either the

Red or White Antwerp, the Fastolff, or the

Franconia.

All these varieties, where they were left

uncovered, were cut down to the ground last

winter, which was one of unusual severity.

On the other hand, Knevett's Giant does

not appear to have been in the least affected

by the cold, and is now bearing a fine crop

of excellent fruit, from a cluster of which

our fig., 71, is taken.

We received this variety a few years

ago from our friend, Col. Wilder, of Bos-

ton, who had it, we believe, from Knevett,

the originator, an extensive English culti-

vator, who is a market grower of small

fruits.

We have already described it in our

work on Fruits, and will only now add, that

it is a stronger grower than either of the

old sorts, that it appears to be very hardy

and of easy culture. The fruit is of the

largest size, and obtuse conical ; that is, its

form is rounder, and flatter, and not so

pointed as that of the Red Antwerp, or the

Franconia. It is equal to either of these

in point of flavor. In texture, it is a firm

fruit, like the Red Antwerp, and is there-

fore better adapted for market cultivation

than the Fastolff. Altogether, we think it

worthy of more extensive trial in the

northern states, and more especially with

reference to its hardiness.



HOW TO MAKE STRAWBERRY BEDS.

BY AN OLD DIGGER.

As I presume a large part of your readers

prefer practice to theory, perhaps some of

them, about to plant strawberry beds, may
take an interest in the following hints,

though they are neither novel nor origi-

nal.

I have seen a great deal written about

the sexual character of the strawberry, but

not half enough about plain and straight-

forward ways of cultivating it.

Now I must be permitted to say that I

have cultivated for years the Early Scarlet,

Hudson, and Hovey's Seedling,—three un-

exceptionable sorts ; the first peculiarly va-

luable for early maturity, the second for

preserving, and the third for large size and

good quality ; and I have paid no attention

whatever to staminate or pistillate plants.

All I have cared for, was to get the soil in

the right state, and let the blossoms and

berries take care of themselves. I have

had the satisfaction of gathering very large

crops of first rate fruit, while some of my
neighbors, who have studied the nature of

the blossoms, and thought too little of the

soil, have had very sorry crops. Not that

I mean to say that there is not something

in this matter of the difference in the blos-

soms ; but that I have found it of little or

no importance to intermix them in any

given proportions in the same bed. All

that I do, is to cultivate a bed of "stami-

nates," like the Virginia, or the Early

Scarlet, in the same part of my garden as

my Hoveys and Hudsons, and let them

take the whole matter of fertilization into

their own hands.

Now it seems to me that the point most

difficult to hit, is that of manuring the soil

well for the strawberry. If you use stable

manure, in the ordinary way, you are cer-

tain to fill your soil with weeds, to such

an extent that you give yourself a deal of

needless trouble in keeping the weeds

down ; and if, as is not unlikely, you use

it fresh, you will be likely to burn up your

young plants, if the season is dry.

Two points must be understood, to grow

the best strawberries : 1st, that the soil

must be deep; and 2d, that it must be

rich. If you look at the leaves of a straw-

berry, and, because they are not very

large, presume that the roots will extend

but little depth, you are greatly mistaken.

I have seen the roots of strawberries extend

five feet down in a rich deep soil ; and

those plants bore a crop of fruit five times

as large, and twice as handsome and good,

as the common product of a soil only one

foot deep.

And this reminds me of a capital in-

stance of strawberry delusion, which most

of your readers doubtless know something

about, but which many even yet do not,

perhaps, fully understand. I mean the his-

tory of the "Washington Alpine Straw-

berry," which Mr. Stoddart, of western

New-York, advertised and sold a great

many dollars' worth of, some four or five

years ago. Mr. Stoddart, I believe, was

quite honest in the transaction; and yet

the whole public were completely deluded

by the " Washington Alpine," which was

nothing but the old Alpine or monthly

strawberry. The long and short of the

matter was, that Mr. Stoddart had a corner

of his garden which was made ground,—

a

rich deep moist soil, (I think it had been
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an old bog, or bit of alluvial, afterwards

filled up,) not less than 8 or 10 feet deep.

Mr. Stoddart had raised some seedling Al-

pines, (which, so far as I know, always

come the same from the seed ;) he had by

lucky chance planted them in this corner

of his garden, where the soil was so unu-

sually rich and deep. There they grew

so finely, and bore such enormous crops,

that his neighbors could scarcely credit

their senses. The story of the miraculous

crop got into the papers. People came to

see with their own eyes. In short, they

bought and carried away the "Washington

Alpines," at extravagant prices, with the

full conviction that "seeing is believing,"

and that such strawberries were never be-

fore grown, gazed on or tasted. Well,

great was their surprise to find, on plant-

ing and cultivating the "Washington Al-

pines,
1

' that there was nothing new or

wonderful about them; and that, in fact,

they all dwindled down to the old fash-

ioned Alpine strawberry. Mr. Stoddart,

naturally enough, now has as many hard

names bestowed on him for the fancied de-

ception as he had before had hard dollars

for really great crops. And yet, Mr. Stod-

dart sold his plants in good faith, and was

probably as much deluded as the buyers.

The whole secret of his unheard of crops,

and the large size of his fruit, lay in the

depth and richness of his soil ; and as

none of his customers had, like him, a rich

ten feet mould to grow giants in, they had

no "Washington Alpines."

The " moral" your readers are to draw

out of this digression is, that they cannot

well make their soil too deep for the straw-

berry. Perhaps they cannot afford to make

it three feet deep, which is the right depth

for an extra fine crop; but, at all events,

they can make it two feet deep. And now
a word as to manuring it.

It is all very well to talk about composts

and " well rotted manure." The real truth

is, that in our careless country, not one

gardener in an hundred has such things

ready for use at the moment he wants to

prepare his strawberry patch. What peo-

ple have at hand, from one end of the

country to the other, is fresh stable or

barn-yard manure; and the question is,

how to use that to the best advantage.

The true way to do this, is to throw out

the soil where your beds are to be made

two feet deep. Fill up the bottom eight

inches or a foot deep with fresh stable

manure, mixed with the litter, treading it

down firmly. Then cover this with two-

thirds of the soil thrown out, rejecting the

worst part of it. This will raise the bed

four inches above the surface ; and as it

will settle about four inches, it will be

about level after it is settled.

This is all the preparation which I give

my soil, and it is all that any soil of fair

quality needs ; only that I would much

prefer to have it three feet deep than two

feet, and to have sixteen inches of stable

manure and litter at the bottom than eight,

though the latter brings heavy crops in a

good soil.

You may put out your plants in August

or April. The only difference is, that if

planted in August, you may lose half of

them by the heat and drouth, unless it is a

rainy season ; while in April, you are cer-

tain not to lose a single plant, unless it is

unsound when you transplant it.

To my mind, there is no way of growing

strawberries so complete as in beds three

and a half feet wide, with three rows in

each,—the plants in the rows kept clipped

of their runners, and the ground between

the rows nicely covered with straw all the

year round. The largest and finest fruit

is obtained in this way, and the beds them.
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selves will last many years ; while, if they

are allowed to cover the bed, you can, at

the most, expect only two crops, and gene-

rally the fruit is of little or no value after

the first crop.

It is very idle and useless to attempt to

make a new strawberry plantation on old

strawberry ground. You may add double

the usual quantity of manure, but the soil

has been so robbed of other needful ele-

ments, that you will fail in growing a

healthy crop.

A word or two may also not be thrown

away, respecting the choice of plants. Of

course, you will always put out young run-

ners, and not old plants ; but something

more than this is needful. You must take

I care to see that they are not runners from

j

an old and worn out bed ; for nothing is

|

more certain than that, while runners from

a fruitful bed will make fruitful plants, so

also, runners from an old and exhausted

bed will very often produce only barren

i plants. Nurserymen ought to attend to

this ; for any respectable and intelligent

nurseryman should be ashamed of sending

out plants from a bed which is not in a

healthy and fruitful state, since his cus-

tomers at a distance depend wholly upon

his integrity in sending them sound and

healthy plants ; not such as inherit feeble

constitutions from "a long line" of decrepid

ancestors. Yours, &c,

An Old Digger.

THE COMPARATIVE EARLINESS OF PEAS.

BY THOMAS MEEIIAX. PHILADELPHIA.

Sir—I beg to offer you the result of an ex-
;

periment, made to test the comparative ear- I

liness of several kinds of peas, and to

make a few observations on them.

On the 3d of April, in the same soil and

situation, and under equal circumstances,

the following kinds were sowed. The

time when each produced pods fit for use,

is marked immediately opposite :

1. Prince Albert, June 10

2. Bishop's Dwarf, " 17

3. Thompson's Dwarf, " 17

4. Early May, " 21

5. Early June, " 21

6. Early Frame, " 21

7. Early Charlton, " 21

8. Royal Dwarf Marrow, June 25

9. White Marrow, " 25

10. Black Eyed Marrow, " 28

11. Blue Prussian, " 30

12. Blue Imperial, " 30

13. Banksian Marrow, July 2

14. New Mammoth, " 2

15. Dwarf Sugar, " 2

Nos. 5, 6 and 7, prove to be identical,

in every respect, with the "Early May,'
1

[or Early Frame,] as also does " Thomp-

son's" with Bishop's Dwarf.

It will be observed from this, that Prince

Albert is seven days earlier than Bishop's

Dwarf, and eleven days earlier than the Ear-

ly May,— the generally received best earlv

pea; and besides this, it is quite aa pro-

ductive. "Extra Early," and "Shilling's

Early Grotto" bear good names for easi-

ness and productiveness; but I have not

had an opportunity of testing them myself.

"Bishop's Dwarf Pea," besides being tole-

rably early, is an excellent pea for growing

between drills of other things, or where it

is desirable to have peas no higher than a

foot to eighteen inches high ; besides this,
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they require no staking, and, considering

their height, produce well. The White

Marrow has a fine large pod, but is not so

productive as other kinds, and too tall for

general cultivation. "Blue Imperial" is

preferred by many to the "Blue Prussian;"

the pods being larger, and more " likely

looking," in a marketable point of view.

I prefer the Blue Prussian, as being more

productive.

For succeeding crops, I should sow with

Prince Albert, Early May, Blue Prussian,

and Banksian Marrow or New Mammoth.

Each one of these will come in for use im-

mediately as each one before it is done.

Some peas are better adapted for stand-

ing the heat and drouth of our summers

than others. J have noticed this particu-

larly with the " Dwarf Sugar," which I con-

sider a first rate pea for a late spring sow-

ing. The pod has a very shrivelled ap-

pearance; but it produces well, and is not

more than two feet high.

If you think such observations and expe-

rience of service to some of the readers of

the "Horticulturist,"! should have much
pleasure in offering others, on other things,

at some other opportunity.

Thos. Meehan,

Rosedale, Kingsessing, Philadelphia-

A SHORT EXPERIENCE IN RAISING STRAWBERRIES.

BY WM. S. FULLERTON, NEWBURGH, N. Y.

One of our neighbors—who is an enthu-

siastic amateur, though he is only able to

devote to his garden now and then an hour,

snatched from the duties of his profession,

—

succeeded this season in producing the

most magnificent strawberries, both as re-

gards size, abundant crop, and excellence

of flavor, ever seen in this vicinity—though

it abounds in good gardens. He did this,

too, even allowing the plants to cover the

whole bed—by which, though gaining in

total product, he must necessarily have lost

in the size of the berries. He has, at our

request, written out his practice for our

readers. We may add that his soil is a

strong loam, and that he used at least four

times as much manure as is usually em-

ployed in preparing strawberry beds.

—

Ed.

Dear Sir—I take great pleasure in an-

swering your inquiries as to my method in

cultivating strawberries.

In the spring of 1846 one of my neigh-

bors presented me with a half dozen straw-

berry plants of the Hovey Seedling variety,

and with these commenced my experience

in that department of horticulture. I had

a small piece of ground in my garden,

twenty-four by twenty feet, which I design-

ed for my bed, and I immediately set about

preparing it, having in the meantime set

my plants in a temporary spot for the pur-

pose of increasing their number the first

season, intending to take a year to prepare

my ground. My manner of doing it was

as follows : In the first place I gave the

ground a most thorough trenching two feet

deep, throwing the yellow loam entirely on

the surface, and burying the soil, at the

same time manuring most bountifully with

good horse manure. I then let the ground

lie in that condition exposed to the weather

about six weeks, and then dug it over again

to the same depth, mixing the whole mass

thoroughly and again manuring it, using

this time an excellent sort of poudrette,

which I applied plentifully. The ground
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remained in that condition until the month

6t July, when it was again dug over the

usual depth, trenched, and planted with

celery. It produced me a fine crop that

fall— I having used freely of wood ashes and

salt in its culture.

The following spring (1847) I transferred

my six plants and their progeny to the bed

thus prepared, setting two and three roots

in a place and three feet apart each way.

I had plants sufficient only for one-half of

my ground. They immediately commenced

growing, and by fall the ground was com-

pletely covered with fine healthy vines.

The balance of the bed I treated as fol-

lows : After taking off a crop of spring

spinage, I again dug the ground over, and

gave it another thorough manuring. In the

month of August I obtained from Mr. Saul

(of the Highland Nursery, of this place,)

sufficient plants of the Black Prince and

Swaimtone Seedling, to finish my bed ; set-

ting the Swainstone next the Hovey's and

finishing with the Black Prince. The

drouth was very severe afterwards, and

the plants made no runners. They all sur-

vived, however, and got sufficiently estab-

lished to withstand the winter.

The following spring my strawberries

soon showed their Peeping. The plants last

set out grew finely, and threw out runners

which during the summer completely cover-

ed the whole ground. The other half of

the bed soon became a wonder. I never

saw such luxuriance in the growth of any-

thing. The leaves and fruit stalks grew to

an astonishing height, and I was really per-

suaded by some of my neighbors who were

full of experience (I had none) that I had

"overdone the matter," and had manured

so heavily that I would get no fruit. I

said but little about my experiment, often

thinking, however, of the old adage of

" bought wit," and the price I supposed I

had paid for it. But how agreeably was I

surprised after " biding my time," that my
bed instead of being all vines, as was pre-

dicted, matured an enormous crop of fruit,

which for quality and size was the admira-

tion of all who saw or tasted them. This

part of the bed was about ten by twenty

feet, and I gathered from it thirty-four

quarts of strawberries. Many of the berries

measured four and three-quarter and some

five inches in circumference.

Last spring, 1849, my whole bed came in

bearing, the plants far outstripping those of

my neighbors, in the rapidity of their growth

and the prodigious luxuriance of the foli-

age. The whole bed soon became one

dense mass of blossoms and leaves, delight-

ing the eye with their rich luxuriance, and

promising a fine return for the care bestow-

ed upon them. When the fruit ripened it

was really no common spectacle. Standing

by the side of the bed, only now and then

a berry was visible, so rank was the foliage.

My method of showing the uninitiated its

hidden beauties, was by taking a smooth

pole, sufficiently long to reach across the

bed, with which I gently parted the vines,

and pressed the foliage down on one side.

An exclamation of wonder and admiration

was the tribute always paid to its suddenly

revealed treasures. The quantity of fruit

thus exposed was truly incredible ; I never

before saw anything to compare with it. I

made an attempt to keep an exact account

of the amount which the bed yielded this

year, but frequent absence from home pre-

vented it. My record, however, shows

nearly eighty quarts. They continued bear-

ing for three weeks, during which time, as

a reward for my labor, I had the satisfaction

of gathering the finest flavored strawber-

ries in the greatest abundance, not merely

a few, but quarts of which were from three

to five inches in circumference.
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As to my manner of cultivation, (allow-

ing the plants to cover the whole surface of

the bed) it has its objections as well as its

advantages. Hovey's Seedling will ripen

perfectly and retain their flavor when thus

massed. The Black Prince suffers some-

what in flavor, and in the rich dark coloring

of its fruit, but it ripens well. The Swain-

stone was almost lost in the crowd. The
Black Prince on the one side, and the Ho-

vey Seedling on the other—both more vig-

orous growers— fairly overrun the more

modest neighbors. The Swainstone, how-

ever, I think far the most delicious fruit fov

eating out of hand, and it would undoubt-

edly do better cultivated in hills, and out of

the reach of other vines.

But then massing has some invaluable

advantages. After the first crop in the

spring, the weeds will give no trouble. The
fruit stalks stand nearly upright, keeping

{he fruit from the earth, yielding it perfect-

ly clean, without the labor of spreading

straw or grass on the ground to keep it so.

I was often asked how the fruit could be

gathered without injury to the vines, for

there would appear to be " no rest for the

sole of the foot." This, however,was not the

case. By carefully parting the vines with

the hands, at the first picking, there was no

difficulty in finding room for the feet, with-

out doing the least injury, and I always after

that follow in my first tracks. Parting the

vines in picking the fruit, with the aid of my
pole (already spoken of,) exposed the fruit

to the sun and brought it to maturity.

Upon the whole, I feel richly rewarded

for all my painstaking in thoroughly prepa-

ring the soil. Although there are very

many within my acquaintance who com-

plain that they fail in raising strawberries,

yet the fault lies with themselves. A good

crop here is always the result of good cul-

tivation. Let them dig deeply and manure

heavily, and so surely as the sun shines and

the rain falls, they will be convinced of the

immense advantage of such previous pre-

paration, when they gather the superb crops

which are the result. F.

JVewburgh, July, 1849.

THE SUMMER TREATMENT OP GREEN-HOUSE PLANTS.

BY B. LEUCHARS,

In this country, the office of a gardener, if

he properly performs the duties thereof, is

tio sinecure. Some days we have the sun

of the tropics shining upon us with a burn-

ing brightness, parching and paralyzing

every green herb, and some nights we have

the cold chilly atmosphere of the poles,

bringing along with it the aqueous vapours

of these ice-bound regions, cooled down

almost to the freezing point, and depositing

them upon the weltered and seared forms of

dying vegetation. There is, however, a

comparatively trifling diminution of terres-

trial heat in proportion to that lost by the

NEW-HAVEN, CT.

lower stratum of air; and thus, the plants

upon the earth's surface, are placed much in

the same position as a man would be, with

his feet in an oven and his head in an ice-

house. If, perchance, a dull and cloudy

day should intervene, the organism of deli-

cate plants become relaxed, the tissue of

the leaves is softened, and thus they are

rendered more susceptible of the scorching

rays of the next day's sun. These peculi-

arities in the physical condiiion of this por-

tion of the world, render the cultivation of

many plants somewhat difficult, and it is

easy enough to perceive that these circum-
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stances afford a good many gardeners a very

self-satisfying apology for downright indo-

lence and neglect.

My object in writing this paper, is to say

something on the summer culture of green-

house plants—an expression which has as

different meanings as a horse chestnut and a

chestnut horse. The majority of gardeners

explain it by turning all and every moveable

plant, (wholesale and retail,) out of the

green-house, and huddled together sans cer-

monie, under trees, hedges, back walls, and

out-of-the-way corners ; the affair is finished

by putting an embargo upon the green-

house door, the place is forthwith proscribed;

like a sleigh, it is laid away until winter,

when it is again stuffed full of its former oc-

cupants. Some people have associated

such a tropical idea with the sight of a

green-house, that they positively shrink

from entering it on a warm day ; and this

idea is fostered by the custom of turning

out every object that would induce them to

enter it, and all under the absurd notion

that nothing will thrive in it during the sum-

mer months. If gardeners would study for

a moment the effects of this method, they

would soon see the propriety of abandoning

it for a better. Nothing can be more in-

jurious to themselves or to their profession.

If we would create in the minds of our em-

ployers a lively interest for the subjects of

our labor, we ought to render those subjects

as interesting as possible. We must give

a visible polish to the productions of our art.

The flower garden may be parched with

drouth, but the green-house ought always

to be in a blaze of beauty. Show them,

that after all, it is really comfortable and

pleasant to walk into the green-house or

conservatory, and view the floral beauties of

different climes,and breathe at the same time

a cool and agreeable atmosphere.

But can this be done ? Certainly. Noth-

ing is more easy. To effect it successfully,

however, the gardener must not only have

a "weather eye," but also a philosophical

one, so as to discern the time, and the sea-

sons, the transitions of nature, the nature of

the plants, and the atmosphere we place

them in, as well as the quality of the soil and

of the water with which we supply them. In

short, we must do things in the proper man-

ner and at the proper time, in close imita-

tion of the teachings of nature. We ought

to have that confidence in our operations

which is learned only by close practice and

strict observation, and without which plant-

growing is both a profitless and a pleasure-

less business, unsatisfactory to our employ-

ers and discreditable to ourselves.

I have lately visited a considerable num-

ber of places where gardeners are kept, and

almost without one single exception, their

green-houses were empty; perhaps a few old

and immoveable and unsightly subjects were

standing here and there, covered with dead

and dying foliage ; making the wretched

appearance of the house still more wretch-

ed, and its confusion worse confounded.

What would an English gentleman think of

the gardener who kept his plant structures

after such a fashion ? It would not be tol-

erated a single day. Nor is there any rea-

son why it should be tolerated here, while

plenty of good gardeners may be had by

sending for them. It is a well known fact,

that with some honorable exceptions, this

country is supplied with the scum and re-

fuse of foreign gardeners, the very sweep-

ings of the craft. Impositions and decep-

tions, quacks, pretenders and shams ; men

who hardly know a cabbage from a cucum-

ber, or a bean from a beech tree. Yet they

are employed as '-gardeners," and many of

them regarded as the standard of garden-

ing ability.

It is impossible the time should be far
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distant, when really talented and skilful

gardeners will be more appreciated by the

employers in this country than they are at

present. And that the gold getting mania

which at present prevails, will give place

to inquiries and enjoyments more refining

and intellectual in their nature, and much

more calculated to give dignity and nobility

to this great people, than that utilitarian

spirit which finds its greatest happiness in

the sordid accumulation of dollars and cents.

The United States have their Horticultural

Societies and Pomological Conventions.

Some of them on a grand scale. Yes

!

grander than any other society in the world,

and nobly supported too. But where is its

Botanical, its Horticultural, or its Experi-

mental Garden ? It has none. Were I to

write to the gardeners of London, or of

Edinburgh, that this great people had no

national garden, they would not believe me.

Yet it is a stubborn fact. Some console

themselves with the reflection that the time

is not yet come to make such a movement,

but many others are keenly alive to the

desirability of such a grand object. Thou-

sands and tens of thousands of dollars are

annually expended upon playhouses and

places of public amusement, immeasurably

less elevating, instructing, or refining in

their tendency than a national or metropoli-

tan garden. Let us hope the leading men
of this broad country will ere long take this

great national want into their consideration,

and give the people a Botanical and a Hor-

ticultural Garden, with splendid structures

wherein the natural productions of other

climes may be accumulated,—a garden

worthy of this rich and lovely land—and

worthy of the enterprising people who pos-

sess it.

The whole mystery in the management

of green-house plants in summer is in giving

them shade and moisture. The shade

ought to be elevated above the glass at

least 20 inches or 2 feet. This is of great

importance, as it admits a free circulation

of cool air between the blind and the glass.

The atmosphere should be kept cool and

moist by evaporation, and this is easily

done by syringing water on the floor, on

the shelves, on the flues or pipes, among

the pots, and on every available surface.

By these means I have reduced the temper-

ature of the house 15 degrees in a few

minutes, and rendering the atmosphere

agreeably temperate during the hottest days

we have had lately, than which, none could

be more trying, yet the plants are luxuri-

ating in perfect health and blooming abun-

dantly.

An evil, and a great one, consists in bad

soil, and bad drainage. I have been told

there is no use for drainage, for the plants

require so much water here, and for the

same reason fine soil was rammed about

their roots, as firm as that about a gate

post. Could we have a better argument in

favor of free drainage and rough soil. You

can water frequently; the water percolates

quickly through the soil, the air follows it

and keeps the moisture suspended in the

mass. The most of summer flowering

plants delight in such treatment. It is most

essential in matters of artificial culture to

take examples from nature. In what con-

ditions do we find the most luxuriant tropi-

cal vegetation ? In places moist and shaded,

where the plants spring up annually among

the decayed herbage of the previous season,

where the decomposing mass is free and

porous, allowing the accumulated moisture

to pass off in the season of growth. How-

is it possible for the air to circulate, if the

pores of the soil are blocked up with water,

or where the ball is as hard as a lump of

clay. Besides, the water itself will not

circulate through a ball of earth, without a
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free circulation of air. Therefore I would

advice everyone who has the management

of plants to give these matters the consider-

ation which they deserve.

Another point requiring special attention

is cleanliness. All decaying leaves and

flowers should be picked off as they appear.

If the falling petals of decaying flowers are

allowed to lay on the leaves of other plants

they soon communicate decomposition to

the parts, and the leaf quickly decays, how-

ever healthy it may be. The moment in-

sects or vermin of any kind appear, they

should be cleared out directly or have notice

to quit. If the green fly makes its appear-

ance on any plant, fumigate slightly with

tobacco ; let this be done on the principle

of ' little and often." It will generally be

found necessary about twice a week. Sy-

ringe the plants clear of the bodies of the

aphis the following morning with clear

water. There is no reasonable excuse for

having the plants in a house infested with

insects, when these pests themselves are so

easily destroyed.

The last point to which I will at present

refer, is the folly of throwing the house

open in every available part, thereby ex-

posing the plants to dry and parching winds.

Nothing is more hurtful to plants in bloom,

than subjecting them to currents of dry air,

especially heated as it is during the hot

hours of noon. The flowers fade in a few

hours ; the vital action of the leaves is par-

alyzed, and moreover, the moisture that

rises in the atmosphere by evaporation is

carried off almost as soon as it is generated.

The better way is to keep the house pretty

close during the day and exposing them at

night, by this kind of treatment the plants

will grow vigorously and flower abundant-

I shall take an early opportunity of spe-

cifying some plants most suitable for the

summer adornment of green-houses and

conservatories, and my system of managing

them. Meantime I would advise gardeners

to bestir themselves, or they will be left

behind, for gardening is making rapid pro-

gress in this country. Above all, do not

neglect plants at this season, perfection in

culture as in everything else, is made up

of trifles; even if one part of a system be

properly carried out in practice, if others

are omitted, the effect will seldom prove

satisfactor}'. There must be strict attention

and persevering energy, carried on system-

atically throughout, in order to reach even

mediocrity in the cultivation of plants.

R. B. Leuchars,

Gardener to Professor Si/liman, jr.

New-Haven, Conn., July, 1S49.

FOREIGN NOTICES.

English Shows.—The agricultural show at

Southampton was a remarkable occasion. I met
a number of Americans on the ground, and was
told that there were several others looking for

me; but it was exceedingly difficult to find one,

unless by mere accident. There were a great

many farmers' wives and daughters, as well as a

great many of the noblesse, in tin' yards, inspect-

ing tlic implements and cattle, with catalogues in

••-heir hands, and showing the remarkable points of

nimals, with as mueh skill and sagacity as it'

Vol. iv. 9

tbev had been experienced breeders of live stock;

some of them are, and also competitors fur the

premiums. One of the largest exhibitors of farm-

ing implements, was a woman who hail succeeded

to her deceased husband's concerns, and manages

a lar;x<' establishment with much success.

The English women and ladies, to their praise

be it spoken, while they arc as far from anything

indelicate as any persons I have seen, have no

sickly appreciation of modesty, and do not die at

i once at the sight cither of a cow or a bull. The
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show occupied tour days. On Tuesday, was the

trial of implements j on Wednesday, was the ex-

hibition of implements and machinery ; on Thurs-
day, the. exhibition of cattle and implements; anil

on Friday, the public sale. Hall" a crown was
required for admission to the yards, from Wednes-
day to Thursday noon, and after that a shilling;

and the sum received for admission, during those

days, was £3,000, or $15,000.
I am sorry to tell S that there were no

dogs shown for exhibition or premium, though
many of the English are as proud of their dog as

of their children. They are not considered as

agricultural stock, though they are sometimes
used in carts for draught. Two things I have
wished very much to do since I have been in Eng-
land ; one was to be able to send S a little

pony and pony carriage, of which I have seen

some of the prettiest establishments that can be

imagined, fitted to carry two people; and, indeed,

a great many of the nobility have them in their

places in the country, and are often seen driving

them in Hyde Park ; another, is to send E an
Alderney cow, looking like a Gazelle, giving the

richest cream, and making eight or ten pounds of

the most delicious butter a week, and just fit to

make a pet of round the house. I should like to

add to this a donkey for N &, G ; for at

Hyde Park corner, and at all the principal places

of rural resort in the neighborhood of London, you
find half a dozen, and sometimes twenty or thirty

of these animals, standing with side-saddles and
chairs on their backs, for ladies and children to

ride upon,—a mile for three pence, and with per-

fect safety. Their knitting-needle gait is always
amusing, and sometimes swift. * * * *

The incomes of many noblemen and gentlemen
here are indeed enormous. Earl is stated to

have an annual income of upwards of £100,000
sterling. The Duke of has actually spent

more than £40,000 in draining and irrigating his

property; so you may infer from that, what pos-

sibly may be his possessions. That expenditure is

not even fell by him. And Earl is estimated

at least at £150,000 sterling per year. The ac-

cumulation of property here is in some cases

amazing, and entirely beyond my arithmetic.

Now let me state some other facts. Earl

has at least 80 house servants. The Duke of

has 80 horses in his stables—say nothing

of his farm horses, 40 of which are hunters, be-

sides a very large number of race horses at other

stables. Lord Yarborongh has an indefinite num-
ber of hunters, &c.; and what amused me very

much, was a pack of fox-hounds of forty couples.

Lord Worsley, his son, kindly wished me to stay

till Saturday, to go out on a fox-chase. Good
heavens, only think of that. What was to become
of my wive's old husband,—mounted on a fleet

hunter, leaping hedge and ditch, with a pack of

yelping hounds at his heels,—the huntsman's horn

making the woods ring again, after a poor trem-

bling fox, and bringing home the tail in his hat in

iriimiph; that is, if his neck were not broken at

the first leap. The very idea electrified me, and
my blood still boils at the thought. It was the

custom at this place for his lordship (and his

guests were always invited to accompany him,)

to visit the stables where the hunting and riding

horses were kept, at nine in the evening, pre-

cisely. They were reached by a covered passage-

way from the house. The stables presented all

the neatness of a house parlor; and the grooms,
more than a dozen in number, were all drawn up
in line, to receive the company. His lordship

examined every stall, and looked at every horse,

litis regulation was certainly conducive to the

Faithful management of this department of the

household
; anil it had another indirect advantage

of taking tin' gentlemen away from the table,

where, at that hour, they had sat long enough.

The Duke of Portland has drained, and by
turning the course of a river, now irrigates at his

pleasure between three and four hundred acres of

land, covered, by this means, with the richest

vegetation, and yielding three crops per year.

Lord Yarborough has more than 60,000 acres of

land in his plantation. He has one hundred and
fifty tenant farmers ; he has six hundred tenants

in all ; and you can ride upon his land in a direct

line thirty miles,—so his steward told me. What
an immense property! He and his father have
planted more than thirteen mit/ions of trees of va-

rious descriptions. One of his tenants told me,
that in one year he (the tenant.) grew eighteen

thousand bushels of wheat ; and I saw a great

many stacks of grain, which were estimated to

contain one hundred quarters of grain,—that is,

800 bushels. Colman's European Life and Man-
ners.

The Swan.—The swan is, beyond all question,

the bird to place, as a finishing stroke of art, on

the smooth lake which expands before our man-
sions. It is perfectly needless, however delightful,

to quote Milton and others, lauding the arched

neck, the white wings, the oary feet, and so on.

Its superb beauty is undeniable and acknowledged;

and, to borrow an apt metaphor, we do not wish

in these essays to thresh straw that has been

thrice threshed before, to repeat how lovely the

swan is on the silver lake, floating " double swan
and shadow;" for we might thus run scissors in

hand, through the whole corpus poetarum. Our
object, in short, is simply to point out the best

mode of managing them and keeping them.

Any one who lives on the banks of a moderately

sized stream, and has a swan-right on that stream,

will probably also have the means of keeping a

keeper who will save him every trouble. But

there are a great many people, occupiers of large

farm houses, villas, or country mansions, persons

perhaps of considerable wealth, who have noman-
orial rights, no ancient swan-mark belonging to

their estate, but who still would willingly pay for

the maintenance of a pair of swans and their annu»
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al brood of cygnets on enclosed or artificial waters.

if they knew but how to order them aright.

Imprimis, then they are called " tame swans,

domestic Bweas$" never were epithets more inap-

propriate, unless we agree to say " tame hyena,

tame wolf, tame rat, domestic pheasant, domestic

swallow." They will come to their keeper's call

and take food from his hand, they will keep at

home, when they are completely prevented from

ranging out of hounds abroad ; so far they are

tamed and domesticated, but no further, and never

will he. To compare the relations which exist be-

tween them and man, with those by which we re-

tain the goose and common fowl, is about as cor-

rect as to believe that the same temper and dispo-

sition inlluence the faithful dog and the wildest

jackal of the'wildeuiess. I put the case thus

strongly, in order that it may be understood clear-

ly. The comparisons may be a little exaggerated,

but they will serve to raise the real truth into

higher relief. Many systematic naturalists of de-

served reputation have not been aware of the fact.

Professor Low, speaking of the eileets of domesti-

cation on birds, savs '' The swan, the noblest of

all water fowls, becomes chained, as it were, to

our lakes and ponds, by the mere change of his

natural form." Uun,e>ticate<l Animals of the Brit-

ish Islands ; Introduction, p. liv. Chained, in-

deed! I should like the learned philosopher to see

a pair of unmutilated swans cleaving the air with

extended pinions. He evidently takes the swan to

be a domesticated bird, and that it will not fly

away, instead of that it cannot. Waterton, who
speaks only so far as he has seen, in his vivid es-

says, 2'ives a very different account of the pro-

ceedings of a swan whom he indulged in the free

use of his wings, for the gratification of observing

his graceful evolutions in the air. But at present

the discovery, and introduction, and dispersion of

a species of swan that would be really tame, and

stay at home without being tied by the wing, as

prolific and having as valuable plumage and flesh

as the common sort, would be one of the most val-

uable boons which the great London societies could

now offer to the proprietors of limited portions of

fluvial and lacustrine waters.

Is there nothing resembling this una Lie

human race ? The mention of the word ••
.

will set thought.capable persons a thinking . "Oh!
but they have been neglected, uneducated, til-cared

for! Educate! Educate!" say well-intentioned

persons, who seem to declare that the soul of man
is a carte blanche, and who would thereby, imtli in k-

ingly, deny the doctrine of Original Sin, as assert-

ed by the Church of England. But I have seen

enough both of bird and mankind to know tl al the

heart of neither is a carte blanche; you cannot

write on cither, whatever it may be Tour pleasure

there to inscribe. Your duty, in both cases, is to

take them as you And them, and make the best

v.pii can of them for their interest, which will be

found eventually to coincide with your own.

Swans, then, are /era nature to all intents and

purposes; of that there is no doubt whatever the

law of the matter may be; but although capri-

cious birds, wild in their very nature, like most

living creatures they have some attachment to

place. The first point therefore is to settle them
agreeably in their destined home. Old birds are

less likely to be contented with a new abode, un-

less very distant from their former one, and are

seldom to be obtained in the market. Cygnets

may be procured every autumn ; if they have been

put up to fat for some time, so much the better,

as they will the sooner become tame, and con-

tented with a small range—which I am supposing

to be the thing required. The disadvantage of

having cygnets to begin swan-keeping with is,

that they are less ornamental till they have attain-

ed their perfect plumage, and the proper orange

color of the bill, and that they do not breed till

their third year. It is not, however, generally

known that the male is capable of increasing his

kind a year earlier than the female, so that a brood

may be obtained from an old hen, and a cock-bird

in his second year. In selecting a pair, the great

thing is to make sure of having two birds of oppo-

site sexes. Two cock-birds will not live together,

and their mutual aversion would soon show that

all was not right; but two hens will, which is the

case also with pigeons. A friend of mine pro-

cured a couple of swans; they were affectionate

and happy in each other's society ; in due time they

made their nest and laid. Great were the expec-

tations; such a plenty of eggs! both swans assid-

nous in sitting—rather suspicious that—the pro-

duce addle-eggs. The two ladies could not raise

up a family between them.

In selecting any water-birds whose plumage is

alike in both sexes, and which therefore cannot be

distinguished with certainty, the best rule is to see

them in the water, and take that which swims

deepest for the female, and that which floats with

greatest buoyancy for the male, remembering that

all creatures of the masculine gender have the

largest lungs in proportion to their size. The
neck of the cock-bird is usually thicker. An ex-

perienced eye, will, besides, detect a certain fem-

inine gentleness and modesty in the one, and an

alacrity and boldness in the other, which is a tol-

erably safe guide, as well as an appropriate and

becoming attribute to the creatures themselves.

Supposing the reader to have obtained two cyg-

nets that are not mere friends, but actually husband

and wife, he will recollect that those reserved for

fatting are never pinioned, lest it should check

their progress, and he will request the operation

to be performed before he has them home, in order

that they may have the fewest possible disagreea-

ble reminiscences connected with the spot where

they are to spend their lives. There are two ways

of pinioning birds; at the elbow joint and at the

wrist, The amputation of the part of the wing
which corresponds to our hand, is quite sufficient

to prevent the flight of the short-winged species,

as far as migration is concerned, disfigures them
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less than the closer pruning, and still leaves them

the means of escape from a dog or a poacher, al-

lows them now and then in their gambols to fancy

they are free, and to enjoy a sort of half-run, half-

fly from the lawn into ttie water. Kindness, com-

fort, and good feeding must be employed to keep

them at home as far as possible
; but the loss of the

last joint only of the wing will not be enough to

prevent swans from joining any travelling com-
panions who are on their way to the Arctic circle.

I should recommend the female to be pinioned at

the wrist, and the male at the elbow, trusting to

their mutual attachment to keep the less maimed
bird from deserting her mate. But however it be

done, let it be set about in a workmanlike man-
ner; no chopping nor hacking, nor hewing nor

butchering. Many cygnets are annually killed by

the clumsy way in which their wing is lopped off.

They sutler from the shock to their nervous sys-

tem, as much as from the haemorrhage.

A skillful operator will feel for the joint, di-

vide the skin, and turn the bone neatly out of the

socket. I will allow him to shed just one drop of

blood—no more. I would be as hard upon him

as Portia was upon the flesh-cutting Jew.

" This bond doth give thee here no jot of blood;

The words expressly are, a limb of swan
;

Take then thy bond, take thou thy limb of swan
;

But in the cutting it, if thou dost shed
One drop of cygnine blood, thy clumsiness
Shall brand the name of ' Bungler ' on thy back.
Therefore, prepare thee to cut off the limb.

Shed thou no blood ; nor cut thou less, nor more
But just the very limb ; if thou tak'st more
Or less, than just ttie limb, thou shalt bewail
The consequence."

If any brook runs into and from the pond where

they are to remain, their escape through that chan-

nel must be prevented by sheep-netting, hurdles,

pales, or other fencing, which should be continued

some distance inland, lest they should walk away,

if they cannot swim away. This precaution will

be found particularly necessary if there is any

main stream in the immediate neighborhood. A
feeding trough may be fixed for them in the pond,

in the part where it is most desirable that they

should be accustomed to display themselves Those

who are fastidious about the sight of such an ob-

ject, or who wish to have it thought the swans

keep so much in view from purely disinterested

motives (from simple affection to their masters,

not to their greedy love of corn) may contrive to

have it hid beneath a bank or behind a tree or

shrub. The trough must be fixed in the pond on

two firm posts, within arm's length of the shore,

raised high enough from the water to prevent

ducks from stealing the food contained therein,

having a cover which lifts up by hinges, and so

forms a lid, to keep out rats and sparrows, and

open only in front. Many persons, however, feed

their swans by simply throwing the corn into

shallow water. They will skim the surface for

the light grains which float, and then submerge
their heads in search of that which has sunk.

—

Should any carp, (that fresh water fox,) be occu-

pants of the same lake, it will be found that they

soon learn the accustomed hours of feeding, and

will come to take their share along with their

feathered friends. But it is cruel to locate a pair

of swans for the sake of their beauty, in a new
made piece of water whose banks and bottom are

as barren and bare as the inside of a hand-basin.

A load or two of water-weeds should have been

thrown in, the previous spring, to propagate them-

selves and afford pasturage. Sometimes after an

old established sheet has been cleansed at a great

expense, it is thought that swans would now look

well there, and they arc forthwith turned in to be

starved ; whereas they would thankfully haAre un-

dertaken the cleansing task for nothing. Swan
food exists in proportion to the shallowness and

foulness, not to the extent and clearness of the

water. A yard of margin is worth a mile of deep

stream; one muddy Norfolk broad, with its oozy

banks, labyrinthine creeks, and its forest of rushes,

reeds and sedges, is better in this respect than all

" the blue rushing of the arrowy Rhone," or the

whole azure expanse of the brilliant Lake of

Geneva.

In confined waters swans require a liberal sup-

ply of food in the Autumn, when the weeds run

short. It should be remembered that at this sea-

son they have to supply themselves with a new
suit of clothes, as well as to maintain their daily

strength. If they had not been taught to eat

corn, and have not acquired a notion of grazing,

they will perish from starvation as undoubtedly as

a canary bird neglected in its cage. Young birds

are apt to be fanciful or stupid, and have not sense

enough to come on the bank and eat grass, or

pick up the threshed corn which may be thrown
down to them. Sometimes they may be tempted

with a lock of unthreshed Barley or Oats, thrown,

straw and all, into the water, which they will in-

stinctively lay hold of and devour. Cygnets which

have been previously put up to fatten, will give

little or no trouble in this respect, besides the ad-

vantage of being accustomed to the near approach

of a keeper.

In one week I lost two swans, a cygnet and a

year old bird, from the consequences, I fear, of a
few days' short diet at moulting time. Suspecting

foul play from some ill-natured person I caused a
post mortem examination to be made of that which
died last ; but in a literal sense nothing could be

found. The poor thing was empty and emaciated

though it had been fed with corn two or three days

before, and though it had only to ascend a bank a

foot high to enjoy a plentiful feast of good grass.

It had been seen sailing about in apparent health

and spirits the previous evening, and my mind is

not yet quite satisfied about the subject. The fol-

lowing remarks may perhaps afford some clue in

similar cases.

" Swans wandering by night, in search of wa-
tercresses chiefly, are always in danger from the

different vermin which prey upon poultry and
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trame—weasels, stoats, polecats, &c. And swans

thus destroyed exhibit no wounds or marks upon

the body, bul upon the head and neck, where, on

a minute inspection, the wounds are discovered

through which the vermin have sacked the life-

blood, leaving the bulk so little atl'ected that the

feathers are unruffled. The wounds appear scarce-

ly the si/e of a pin's head, but are generally above

half an inch deep. Geese and turkeys are also

liable to be destroyed by those nocturnal marau-

ders, which, like all boasts of prey, sleep through.

out the day."

—

Moubray on Poultry ,8tk Editiun,

p. 128.

One would doubt the fact of so large a bird as

the swarf falling a victim to a wretched little

weasel. But a relation of mine had a pair of

Canada geese, birds little inferior in size to the

swan, which in the breeding time were suffered to

shift their quarters from the farm-yard, their usual

abode, to a neighboring broad, where he had

rights. After a time one bird returned home alone

and its missinn mate was at length discovered,

half-decomposed, on a sedgy islet in the broad, in

such a position as to indicate that it had been sur-

prised and killed by one of the larger weasels, a

stoat, or a polecat.

Considerable difference of opinion has been en-

tertained respecting the diet of the swan ; some
supposing it to be exclusively vegetable, others

believing that fish enter largely into it. My own
observations tend to prove that a very considerable

part, of their nutriment is obtained from minute

insects and molluscs. The sluggish, weedy waters,

where swans thrive best, abound with such crea-

tures; and the whale is a sufficient example that

the size of the prey is no index to the magnitude

of the creatures that subsist on it. Swans fall off

in condition very rapidly in autumn, however libe-

rallv thev are supplied with corn, immediately

that the temperature drops to any extent, and the

minor inhabitants of the pools disappear into their

winter retreats. A very small fish now and then

might not come amiss to them, and spawn would

be greedily devoured A swan must be consider-

ably more destructive in this respect than the poor

little water ouzel, which is so bitterly persecuted

along the salmon streams of Scotland, for the al-

leged injury it does to the ova of the fish. The
seeds of grasses, and the soft, starchy parts of

aquatic plants, are no doubt a considerable portion

of the daily ration of the swan. It seems to pre-

fer sloppy, half-decayed vegetation, to that which

is fresh and crisp. Sparc garden-stuff, spinach,

and such like, thrown out for them is liked the

better for having lain soaking at least 24 hours,

that is, in such time as it has become sodden and

attacked by small fresh-water shell fish. If their

mode of feeding is watched, it will be found to

countenance the popular belief that many birds

live " by suction;" they appear to suck down the

pappy food, which pleases them best rather than

fairly to crop and swallow it. The swan, con-

suming the submerged refuse of plants, is thus the

scavenger of the waters, as the hya*na and the

vulture arc of the land. In such countries as Hol-

land, and still more about the deltas of large

rivers in the south of Europe and western Asia,

their influence must be very beneficial. Indeed

we are compelled to believe that they have been

bountifully created to fulfil this office of cleansing

the half-stagnant water-courses. Unlike the old

dragons that could exhale a pestilence and infect

a whole district with their breath, these winged
tenants of the marsh swallow many a plague and

fever up. Not a little miasma has travelled

harmlessly down the throats of swans. They can

fatten on poisons, although ignorant of King Mith-

ridates, his antidote.

A curious instance of the animal diet of the

swan once occurred to myself. The common
brown shrimp, it is well known, inhabits and

thrives in waters less strongly impregnated with

salt than the open sea, which is not the case with

several other species; and I was desirous of try-

ing whether it were possible to stock with them a

piece of water absolutely fresh. A quantity were
procured and brought home in a fish-kettle of tidal

river water; but the heat of the weather at the

time was much against the success of the experi-

ment. On arriving at their journey's end the

great majority were dead. They were all, how-
ever, turned out together: a few swam off appa-

rently unaffected by the unwonted element, and

were never seen or heard of afterwards ; the rest

sank to the bottom ; when one of my swans, ex-

pecting her feed of
%
corn, sailed up and began

feasting on the dead shrimps, crushing them in

her bill before she swallowed them, and appearing

much to relish her meal.

The difficulty there sometimes is in getting

swans to eat corn, or to graze like geese, shows

that either diet is with them an acquired taste.

At the proper age and season they will show a

disposition to breed, if well fed, although restrict-

ed within comparatively narrow limits. As soon

as they have decidedly fixed upon the spot for

their nest, it will be an assistance to take them
two or three barrowfuls of coarse litter. Sedges

and rushes are the best, with perhaps a few sticks,

which they can arrange at their own pleasure.

The number of eggs laid will vary from five or

six to ten, but the number of cygnets hatched

seems, like the fall of lambs, to depend
tmuoh

upon the season and the weather of the few pre-

ceding months. One year the three pairs of swans

nearest to me had each a brood of nine—27 cyg-

nets in only three families. But this is above the

average. I have, however, seen seven reared on

a very small moat. It is better not to gratify

any unnecessary curiosity respecting the eggs

;

indeed the parent birds will hardly allow it. The
cock makes great show, and often more than

show, of fight against interlopers. A blow from

bis pinion on land is better avoided; and in the

water he would bother the strongest swimmer to

escape from his fury. I was once attacked by a
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swan when walking too intrusively near his lady's

lying-in bed; he was keeping guard by sailing in

short taeks backwards and forwards before her,

but he left the water to give me a forcible hint to

go about my own business. The only tiling was
to meet the threatened danger; so seizing his

neck in one hand and his outstretched wing in the

other, I tossed him as far into the middle of the

stream us I could. He seemed a little astonished

for a few moments, but lashing the waters into

foam he would have renewed the attack had I not

speedily withdrawn from his dominions. Coming
to close quarters with them is the surest mode of

defence. The blow of a swan's wing, to take

effect, must hit a certain distance. It, is clear

they are mischievously minded at such times ; but

I think that the real danger to be apprehended

has, from policy, been exaggerated, that it may
act as a sort of guardian dragon to the tempting

fruit of the Hesperides. There are possibly per-

sons living who would not be unwilling to have it

believed that hares and pheasants are most for-

midable creatures to encounter, especially on

moonlight nights.

The cygnets when first hatched are of a slaty

grey, inclining to mouse color. The time of in-

cubation is six weeks, or thereabouts. A common
notion in Norfolk is that the cygnets cannot be

hatched till a thunder-storm comes to break the

shells, and that the hen will go on sitting till the

birth of her young ones is complimented with that

portentous salute. A swan might boast with

Owen Glendower

—

"At my nativity

The front of heaven was full of fiery shapes,

Of burning cressets ;
know, that at my birth

The frame and the foundation of the earth

Shook like a coward."

Let us not reply in the contemptuous language

of Hotspur, nor altogether reject the popular idea;

the close sultry weather which sometimes for two
or three days precedes a tempest, would hasten

the development of chicks that were nearly arrived

at the hatching point. What effect electrical

oscillations have on animal life we as yet know
not, but our own feelings tell us they have some.

The happy parents will charge themselves with

the entire maintenance of their tender young, if

they have but the range of a large extent of river

banks and shallow water; will lead them up the

quiet ditches, point out the juicy blade, the float-

ing seed, the struggling insect, the sinuous worm;
will then steer to shoals left by some circling

eddy, and stirring up the soft sediment with their

broad feet show that minute but nutritious parti-

cles may thence be extracted. As hunger is

satisfied and weariness comes on, the mother will

sink in the stream till her back becomes an easy

landing place, and the nurslings are thus transfer-

red in a secure and downy cradle to fresh feeding

places.

But in a restricted beat they must not be left

altogether to themselves. A gently sloping bank

will enable them to repair at pleasure to the

grassy margin. The old ones must have plenty

of corn, which they will by and bye teach their

young to cat; tender vegetables from the kitchen

garden, such as Endive, Lettuce, or Cress, will

help to sustain them, besides attracting those

soft-bodied water creatures that are of all food

the most needful. Pollard frequently scattered

on the surface of the pond will be of material as-

sistance, and whatever it is found that they will

eat let them have in the greatest abundance.

Their growth is rapid ; their weight should be

considerable with but little time to acquire it in.

The period cannot be extended much longer than

from June to the end of November. 9y Christ-

mas they must all either be eaten, or have emi-

grated, when the parents will begin to direct

their thoughts forward to a succeeding family.

A fat cygnet is a capital dish, and deserves a

higher repute than it generally obtains. Its state-

ly appearance on the table is alone worth some-
thing. Those who have only a good sized pond,

say from a quarter to half an acre of water, may
rear and fat an annual brood. In so small a space,

the old birds must of course share with their young
the extra supply of fatting corn ; but they will

get through the winter the better for it, and be

more prolific in the spring. Neither they nor

their cygnets should at any time be allowed to

get poor.

When cygnets are removed from their parents

to be fatted in a regular swan-pond, it is usual to

separate them at the end of August or the begin-

ning of September. At first Grass is thrown into

the water to them twice a day with their other

food ; but this is not continued for more than a
fortnight. A coomb of Barley is the established

allowance to fat each swan. The corn is put into

shallow tubs set just under water. The birds are

considered worth from 10s. to 12s. each when
they are " hopped " or " upped " from their native

streams, but when brought into prime condition

21., formerly 21. 2s. They may occasionally be

hajl for less, in which case they make a cheap as

well as a handsome dish to set. before a large din-

ner party. Their weight in the feathers varies

from 25 lbs. to 28 lbs., and sometimes, though
rarely, 30 lbs. They are never better than in the

month of October, when the gastronomical inquirer,

who is as yet unacquainted with their merits, is

recommended to give them a fair and impartial

trial. They may be had till Christmas, after

which they are good for nothing. A bird weigh-
ing 28 lbs. before Christmas, has been known to

shrink to 17 or 18 lbs. by the end of January, in

spite of high feeding. Therefore, make hay while

the sun shines, Mr. Epicure. As, in the spring,

the Snowdrop gives way to the Primrose and the

Violet, so, in autumn, the swan yields its place on
the board to the turkey and the guinea-fowl. If

to-day is lost, to-morrow the opportunity will have
flown, in higher concerns than mere eating and
drinking. Now—or, perhaps, never.
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The swan-feasts that seem to have left the most

sing impressions on the palates of the par-

taken have been solemnised in the course of the

month of September. A* to the mode of dressing,

those artists who are skilled in the treatment "I

venirca will easily.oook swan, viz., with a meal

cru-.t over it to keep the gravy in. Instead of

StoflLlg it with sage and onions, like a goose

(ToJgar condiments to vulgar birds), use ruuip-

sieak chopped tine and .seasoned with cayennne

and salt. When browned, and served to an ad-

miring circle, let it have rich gravy and currant

jelly, the latter hot as well as cold, in respectful

attendance.—And is that all? No; the best re-

mains behind. The hash next day is worth riding

20 miles to cat. Nay, more; the giblets make
soup before which ox-tail sinks into insignificance.

The mere writing about it has made me hungry.

Mr. Yarrell gives some information on the subject,

which I will not wrong him by pirating. See
''" British Birds,'' vol. iii. p. 127. He has also

collected a curious list of swan-marks. I will

mention two instances of swans doing well in a

very small scope, as an encouragement to those

who are inclined to establish a couple of these

fine birds where there may be but little apparent

accommodation lor them.

The first occurred some years ago at Bircham
Tofts in Norfolk. A single swan, driven out or

wandering from Houghton, it was supposed, but

never known exactly, took possession of a pond,

and not being claimed remained there several

years. It was not fed, but we may believe that

in hard winters some charitable farmer threw it a

little drop corn ; and so it continued happy and

well. But in the same parish there was, at a

short distance, another and a smaller pond, to

which the swan would occasionally walk when
provisions fell short in his original residence. In

one of these removals he was stoned by the village

boys, and so much injured that he died. Being

desirous to know whether there was any peculiar-

ity in the aquatic vegetation of the pond, which
rendered it capable of supporting such a large

bird so constantly, I requested to have a sample

of weeds taken from it at random ; and was most
obligingly supplied by the occupier. But there

was nothing which may not be found in every

other pond in the county—Brook-lime, Fersicaria,

Myosotis, and the commonest weeds. How far

worms, larvae, and small molluscs may abound, I

am unable to say.

The second case, which must be well remem-
bered by all travellers from Norwich to London

j

by the Bury road, is at Long Stratton, in Norfolk,

where swans have for some years been kepi in

the smallest piece of water I ever saw occupied

by them, and yet they have always appeared
healthy and contented. The water is exposed to

the high road without any fence whatever, audi
the swans became so tame as to cat from the

hand of casual passers by. But owing to ill

nature, or mere mischievousness, perhaps, there
j

has bi en a sad succession of individual tenants of

the bike About 3(1 years back a pair of swans
were put into tins very small pond .a- canal, which
lie-.-, before the mansion of the Rev. Ellis Bur-
roughes. This pair remained there about 15
years, bul never bred, probably on account of

their limited scope and confined and exposed situ-

ation. However, they kept the water quite free

from any weeds, and also fed dp i — that
grew by the water's edge. They were b side*

constantly supplied with a quartet of a p
Oats every morning during the summer months',

and in winter their supply of dry fi rasinon sed
in proportion to their wants. They also got
many odd bits of bread from the .

they would eat if thrown into t > iey

were very fond of the leav< - mil

were familiar enough to take them |.

After this it is grievous to be im , me
of them was stoned to death (;i- dj,

and that at the end of a few mou - \,,r

met with a similar fate. It is m re-

flect that there should be in t ,us

and malignant people who mm ves
in this sort of spirit: "Ah! y -;u

person, keeping swans and so on! Yon thin iey

look very grand sailing before fO ,'re

getting up very fast! Other p t.p

swans, but other people are jus m.
You think nobody can let you dot <tf?

We'll see!" And next day the b the

neighborhood is found mutilated oi m I

It is needless to go through fresh

arrivals that were successively . i and
destroyed, but we will hurry on to the List, a
beautiful and majestic bird, of \v rfter a resi-

dence of 4 or 5 years, my inform sprites, " for

shame be it spoken, some villaie ce bis neck,
and now (March, 1848,) there are i ne."

This last instance enables us t< make a rough
estimate of the cost of mamtadnifi a pair of
swans. Those at Stratton had larter of a
peck of Oats a day in summer. B in less in-

commodious places, and where o rden rubbish
was supplied, two pecks a week would be . ;iir

allowance for all the year round. T lis am units

to 6^ coombs per annum. Take tl )ats at 15*.

per coomb, as, if they are to be bo< ght, the best

are the cheapest, and the annua Kpense is !/.

17s. 6d.—asum soon spent inclei j an artificial

lake by human labor. On the oi land, half a
dozen cygnets OUght to be rcan-i ,,r:d cannot be
set down as worth less than 1 . each. Any
farmer who has plenty of tail CO . will have no
occasion to buy anything for them m send
a little of that to be ground for t • cygriets, and
it will be better than heavier m . that would
not float so surely. Bui if the - .. i-keeper be
hospitably disposed, and choose to eal the eyroets
with his friend, instead of selling them to the
dealers, the brood cannot Very justly be brought
over to the credit sideofbis cash aCCOUOt at leasts—Ornamental Poultry.
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Horticultural Society's Exhibitions.—If

there is one feature of these great exhibitions that

is more worthy than another of provincial imita-

tion, it is the strict adherence to the rules and
regulations laid down for their conduct. It has

often been our lot to witness the bad effects of the

contrary practice at country shows: subjects ad-

mitted after the hour had passed for their recep-

tion; tents not cleared of exhibitors at the time

appointed; and everything thrown into disorder,

from want of carrying out, at every cost, the

printed laws for their regulation. If the commit-
tees would but act firmly in every case, those ex-

hibitors who, from indolence or neglect, were
properly excluded, would be more careful for the

future, and would make their arrangements ac-

cordingly. But to our immediate work,—a de-

scription of the preliminaries to the Chiswick ex-

hibition. The Gardens are part of the Duke of

Devonshire's Chiswick estate, and consist of 33

acres; the portion occupied by the exhibition, and

laid down in Grass, planted with an extensive

variety of plants and shrubs, is about 9 acres.

To the Garden there are three entrances: the

principal one from the carriage-road, leading from
Turnham Green to the Duke's mansion ; another

from off the Green itself, leading immediately to

the Council-room; and a third, the carter's en-

trance, by which alone all the objects for exhibi-

tion are received. As we enter the Council-

room, we pass the great conservatory, as repre-

sented in the right of the woodcut (vol. i. p. ISO),

and then reach a tent, 173 feet long, and 33 feet

wide; to the left of that another is erected, 225
feet long and 30 wide ; and immediately at the

end of this is another, known as the iron tent, 100

feet long and 25 wride, running straight for a part

of its length, and then expanding into a half-circle,

25 feet radius, for the exhibition of the large col-

lections of miscellaneous plants. At right angles

with this is the remaining tent, 75 feet long, and
25 feet wide. All of them are divided down the

middle by a sufficiently high partition to make a

suitable back for the plants arranged on either

side. Our usual time for being at the Gardens is

about 6 o'clock a. m., and we enter at the carters'

entrance. From the different roads leading on to

the Green, vans of various constructions, with as

various coverings, are seen wending their way to

the general rendezvous. Each exhibitor, as he
enters, signs adelaration of what he is intending

to exhibit, and in what class; and until he does

this, his productions are not allowed to proceed

to the place of unloading. Before this rule was
established, it was not unfrequent for an exhibitor

to make himself acquainted with the strength of

an opponent, and then enter the lists accordingly.

We will, however, leave the van-road, and taking

a footpath through a part of the gardens contain-

ing the glass erections, we reach the tents. Here
are to be seen plants standing about in all direc-

tions; gardeners busy arranging them in places

pointed out by one of the Society's officers ap-

pointed to this duty; laborers with hand-barrows,

carrying the contents of the vans to the different

exhibitors; persons are to be seen moving about
in all directions, with choice specimens under their

arms; and a multitude of gardeners, not exhibit-

ors, walking about and examining the different

plants, a privilege granted them upon the under-

standing that they move amongst them carefully,

and keep out of the exhibitors' way. It is a most
interesting sight to watch how all the confusion

of beauty gradually assumes the most admirable

forms of arrangement ; no noise, no bustle, nothing

to indicate that the smallest difficulty exists.

Each exhibitor, as he gets his collection arranged,

goes to a place appropriated to this purpose,
where several clerks, in answer to his application,

supply him with cards on which the necessary let-

ters are written, with which he returns to the

tent, where a person who performs this duty tacks

them down upon the stage in front of his collection.

It is to be remembered that all the plants are se-

cured for travelling safely, and consequently that,

as they are arranged, all extra supports have to

be removed; cotton-wool, &c, that has been
placed to prevent injury to the flowers in their

transit, is also taken away, and everything that

detracts from their beauty. The litter made in

doing this is swept up and removed by persons

appointed to the service ; and the exhibitor, after

arranging all his plants, taking a look to see that

all is as it should be, goes in search of ' the

Doctor.' Professor Lindley, the Vice-Secretary

of (he Horticultural Society, is early on the ground,

and, moving about in all directions, sees that

everything is going on properly; he is also at

hand to refer to in cases of difficulty respecting

the arrangement of plants. As the day advances,

he generally takes a place where he is readily

found. The exhibitor goes to him and asks for

tickets : these are of two kinds,—the one for break-

fast, the other for admission when the grounds are

thrown open for the visitors at 1 o'clock. Regu-
lar and well-known exhibitors are supplied with

both forthwith; toothers the questions are put,
' What have you brought?' If important enough
to merit tickets, the additional question is asked,
' Are they arranged?' If they are, the tickets

are given; if not, they are refused until that is

done. If the matters brought for exhibition are

unimportant, tickets are not granted. By the

time all the plants are arranged, it is full half-past

9, and men are seen sweeping out all the tents,

gathering the litter together and removing it;

and before the principal exhibitors have had a look

at the general features of the whole, it is 10 o'-

clock, and a body of policemen, commencing at

the further extremity, courteously say as much,
requesting everybody to leave the grounds; and
scarcely have they done this, ere the judges are

seen entering in another direction to perform their

important duties. But we will go out with the

party with which we entered; and in doing so,

outside the garden-wall, but within the Society's
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pat os. wo come to a building which was closed at

our entrance, bnt is now filled or tilling with gar-

deners, who, presenting a ticket. si<jn their names
in a book, and then take their place at a long

tabic, where they are at once supplied with tea

or coffee and cold provisions, all of the very best

Quality, and in great abundance. The floor above
is provided with water, soap, towels, and all the

other requirements for exchanging a working face.

hands, and elothes for a holiday suit; and we be-

lieve we speak the sense of the whole body of the

exhibitors at Chiswick when we say, that this

part of the Society's arrangements is valued in no

common degree, as having very greatly conduced

to their comfort and enjoyment on these interest-

ing occasions. We have also much pleasure in

stating, that we understand the Council are en-

tirely satisfied with the results of this arrange-

ment. Let us not forget to record that many of

those enjoying this refreshment have been travel-

ling all night, after a previous hard days' work,
packing and preparing; indeed, some have come
as far as from Exeter, and before twelve hours

have passed will be returning there, again.— The
Florist and Garden Miscellany, for June.

New Weeping Cypress.—The introduction of

a new hardy evergreen tree into this country is

an event that is seldom noticed at first in the man-
ner it deserves. This arises from our being in

general imperfectly acquainted with the history of

such plants; and the result is most unfortunate,

for till experiment has decided whether such a

plant is hardy or not, nobody knows what to think

or do—the seedlings are neglected, put aside, or

ruined by being cramped in pots, and at last,

when their value is discovered, the race has be-

come almost extinct, and the constitution of the

survivors is, for the most part, ruined beyond re-

covery. This has most especially been the his-

tory of Conifers; and Cryptomcna is a striking

example of the practice. Of this fine species,

thousands of seedlings were distributed by the

Horticultural Society, and where are they now?
The greater part have perished, because the pub-

lic was unacquainted With the value of so beauti-

ful an evergreen. There was no certainty that it

was hardy, and now that experience has shown
that our winters will no more touch it than they

will a Spruce Fir, the old stock is gone and fresh

supplies must be sought in China. It was the

same with the Araucaria of Chili, with the Deo-
dar, and with many others

An acquisition of the highest interest, lately

received by Mr. Standish, of the Bagshot Nur-
sery, will undergo the same fate, unless the history

of it, and the certainty of its being still more
hardy than Cryptomeria, shall be pointed out, so

as to leave no room for misapprehension. We
allude to the Funebral Cypress.

This plant was first mentioned in Lord Macart-
ney's Voyage, as growing in a place called " the

Vale of Tombs, near the tower of the thundering

winds," in the province of Zhe-hol ; which is a
mountainous district, lying in latitude 41° 58' N.,
in Chinese Tartary, and has a far more rigorous
climate than is ever known in England. The
plants found in this province consist of hardy
northern forms, Oaks, Elms, Ashes, Willows,
Pines, Elders, Sophora japonica, together with
herbs of northern habits, calculated to bear se-

vere frost, such as Asters. Peonies, Solomon's
Seal, Pinks, &c. In the foreground of the land-

scape, representing " the Vale of Tombs," is a
specimen of Funebral Cypress, much resembling
a Weeping Willow; and the weeping tree so
commonly represented in Chinese paper-hangings
and porcelain is evidently the same species.

The seedlings in the Bagshot Nursery were
raised from cones lately procured bv Mr. For-
tune, while at Shanghae, from a place 200 miles
to the north of that port. We have also received

a dried specimen of it, which enables us to sav
that it must be a plant of the greatest beauty. It

may be best described as a tree like the Weeping
Willow in growth, with the foliage of the Savin,
but of a brighter green; it is, however, not a Ju-
niper, as the Savin is, but a genuine Cypress. It

has long been a snbject of regret that the Italian

Cypress cannot be made to endure our climate,

and to decorate our burial-places; but we have
now a finer tree, still better adapted for the pur-
pose. Gardeners' Chronicle.

Potatoes in India.—The potatoes from Bom-
bay, Darjeeling and Cherra Poonjee seed, were
wonderfully fine and healthy, and to enable the
public to form some idea of the state of perfec-

tion this grand and staple vegetable has been
brought to in this district, it is here recorded that

40 potatoes out of one garden weighed 20 lbs.

The skin of all delicately white and fine, and
every potato free from knots. Journal of the

Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India,

May, 1848.

To Prevent Potato Rot.—Here is also a
plan of management, proposed by Mr. H. L.
Meyer, which deserves to be made generally

known. In a paper read to the Royal Agricultu-

ral Society, he made the following recommenda-
tion:

" I propose a method of protection which, I

think, may be equally effective against any one
of the above mentioned causes of the disease,

whether animal, vegetable, atmospheric, or elec-

tric. I propose to cover up the plant with the

readiest material at hand,—namely, the soil it

grows in. The manner in which this must be

done is, by laying down the haulm, and covering

it over with earth from the root to within a few
inches of the extremity, leaving only the tips of

the plant exposed to the benefits of light and air.

A field, when thus treated, presents to view a
succession of ridges of earth and valleys ; the

ridges contain the potatoes and the stems of the

plants earthed over, and in the valleys or furrows
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lie securely the tips of the foliage. Should the

injurious blight occur while the Held remains in

this State, the tops of the plants are greatly shel-

tered from its influence by the ridges rf earth

they lie between. Nothing further will be re*

quired but to watch the field, and continue to

cover up the haulms from time to time, so as to

keep only the tips exposed. The process thus de-

scribed should be immediately put in practice, in-

stead ot the usual method of ' earthing up.' and

while the stems of the plant are still pliant and
manageable. This simple process will not re-

quire any outlay, and in point of labor only stands

in the place of the usual method of earthing up.
* * * The best way of putting this mode in

practice is, by laying down the haulms with the

hand, and afterwards covering them with the

earth that lies between the rows. The earlier

the plant can he attended to, as I have proposed,

the less it is liable to receive the germ or inocu-

lation of the infection ; but owing to tiie present

advanced state of the plant, it may be advisable

to administer lime or some other purifying sub-

stance before covering the haulm. It is desirable

to lay the stems down in a direction away from

the east, as much towards the southwest as pos-

sibly, because it is from the east that blights of all

descriptions appear to originate. The usual man-

ner of planting potatoes being in rows only suffi-

ciently apart to allow room for the underground

shoots and tubers to vegetate, it will be found

necessary to lay the haulms of the plant down in

a slanting or oblique direction, so as to let the

exposed tops of the haulm reach only to the cen-

tre of the valley or furrow, thereby gaining the

double advantage of room and protection."

This experiment was carefully tried in the Gar-

den of the Horticultural Society in 1848, and with

success; for although, as was to be expected, the

amount of produce was diminished (not, however,

to the extent of more than 3 cwt. per acre,) the

proportional quantity of sound potatoes obtained

was more than seven times that of the rows on

each side. We regard this as an artificial method
of curbing the luxuriance of the potato, which it

does very effectually: but whether that be so or

not, it will be well to repeat the trial under va-

ried circumstances, in order that its true value

may be ascertained. The plan has this merit,

that it seems incapable of doing any harm.
Another experiment was tried in the same es-

tablishment. Some haulm hnving become much
decayed, by the 9th August, it was pulled up,

and the ground was beaten and rolled as hard as

possible. " Every alternate half-row being left

for comparison. The rows rau north and south.

The half of the first row at the south end was
rolled, the north end of the next, the south end of

the third, and so on alternately. The average
sound produce was somewhat less in the rolled

than in the unrolled portions ; but the quantity

diseased was not half so great in the rolled por-

tions as it was in the unrolled." Gard. Chroni-

cle.
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German Greens.—We have already (see vol.

iii, p. 532,) spoken of this excellent vegetable.

As this is the season for planting it, (during all

the month of August,) in order to have it ready

for early spring use, we venture again to say a

•word in favor of what we consider a great acqui-

sition to our list of cheap and popular vegetables,

—

one which we hope to see in every cottage and

farm garden in the country, both because it is so

useful, and so easily grown.

The " German Greens" are, in fact, a species

of kale or colewort. They form, in spring, a tuft

or head of curled leaves, of a purplish colour,

about as large as a head of lettuce, and with a

flavor (when boiled and served up like common
greens, or like asparagus,) very nearly resembling

brocoli. In good gardens, where little extra

pains can be taken to blanch the leaves, by turn-

ing a flower pot over each plant in spring, it will

add considerably to their delicacy when cooked.

To raise German greens is as easy as to raise

turnips. Any good soil will answer, with no

preparation but digging. Sow broadcast; and

when the plants get their third or fourth leaves,

thin them out and hoe them exactly as you
would turnips. No further attention need be given

them, till you wish to gather them when the suc-

ceeding spring opens.

They commence growing as soon as the snow
and frost leave the ground, and are in use from

that time till asparagus comes. They are, to

our taste, better than spinach or any other spicy

greens, and cost far less trouble in the cultivation.

As Messrs. Thorburn & Co., seedsmen, New-
York, obligingly introduced this plant to our

notice a year ago, by presenting us a considera-

ble package of the seed, then just imported, we
have jusi returned the compliment, by sending

them a few pounds of seed—the product of that

package—which our gardener has raised, after

supplying our table in the spring most abundantly

with the vegetable itself; and we shall now trust

to Messrs. T. & Co. to disseminate the German
greens to all parts of the country; for useful and

valuable as this vegetable is, as yet it is scarcely

at all known in the United States.
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Northern Spy Apples.—We received from

Mr. Samuel Moulson, of Rochester, a box of

Northern Spy apples,—handsome, fresh, ami of

excellent quality, on the 2 1st of June last. There
are very few late keeping apples that will com-

pare with this at the season of its latest perfec-

tion; and we suggest to nurserymen to grow it

on Paradise stocks, as it will be in demand as a

J wail' apple for amateur gardens.

Roses in Mid-summer.—There is no season

when Sowers are so scarce and so much valued in

this climate as in the month of July. The wealth

of blossoms of spring and early summer is past,

and the richness of autumn flowers has not yet

commenced. In short, it is precisely the florists'

" short commons" of the whole season. To make
the matter worse, we have occasionally a mid-

summer drouth, which parches almost every plant

so that the flower beds are guiltless of the least

gayety.

I know that we ought to depend upon the ever-

blooming Bourbon, Perpetual, and other roses for

beauty and fragrance at this season. But, alas,

they also fail if the season is dry. I say, if the

season is dry; for I have found that with the least

moisture, the new growth of the everblooming
roses recommences. What they want, then, is

constant moisture; and this we can, I think, sup-

ply to a few beds, if we keep our everblooming

roses in beds by themselves, as we ought always
to do.

And this leads me to say that one of the prevail-

ing fallacies of our gardeners, is that of planting

flowers in our dry and hot climate in raised or

convex beds ; that is, beds rounded up in the cen-

tre, so as to throw off all the light showers. Now
the practice, as a moment's reflection will con-

vince us, should be exactly the reverse. In other

words, your everblooming roses, and all summer
or autumn blooming flowers, should, in our cli-

mate, be planted in concave beds; that is, beds

with the surface depressed to the centre, like a

shallow dish.

I have tried this mode, and find the difference

greatly in favor of the concave beds. Every
shower fills the concave bed, and thoroughly soaks

the loots of the roses, and sets them into a vigor-

ous growth, causing the product of abundant
new flower shoots; while the same shower only

alig ttly moistens the convex bed,—the larger part

of it being shed off by the sloping surface.

There are the same advantages in watering the

convex beds. I may also remark, en passant,

that four beds of Bourbon and Tea roses, on which
I have had all the soap-suds and waste water of

the week's washing emptied since May, have been
continually covered with brilliant flowers from the

middle of May to this day. Yours respectfully,

Jin Jlmateur. New-York, July 19, 1849.

Pyramids of Everblooming Roses—Dear
Sir : Nothing is so easily grown as a Prairie

rose, as your readers are all aware. It is so
rigorous, so healthy, and so hardy. The best
mode ol growing it in the garden, is trained to a
stout pole about eight feet high. In this mode it

forms a tine pyramid of foliage; and if the best
sorts—such, for instance, as the " Queen of Prai-
ries"—are chosen, the effect, when in full bloom,
is tpiite magnificent.

But the Prairie roses only bloom once. After
June, one has no flowers on these fine pyramids.
Thinking of this defect, it occurred to me three
years ago to bud a couple of these pyramids in

various places with the hardier Bourbon Roses.
It has succeeded to a charm. They unite very
readily with the Prairie stock, and bloom abun-
dantly for several months after the blossoms on
the Prairie shoots are past by. I have one be-

fore my window at this moment, on which Souve-
nir de Malmaison and General Dubourir are load-

ed with flowers. I do not cover the whole pyra-
mid with the everblooming shoots, (though per-
haps this would be the best course,) but prune
the Prairie shoots in so as to preserve a due
balance, and give each a fair chance. Yours, A
Philadelphia Subscriber. July 12, 1849.

Diseased Pear Leaves—Dear Sir: I have
observed on my " Butter," or " Virgalieu" pear
trees, a disease on the leaves. It attacked the
leaves, I think, about the 20th ult, and looks like

spots of black mould. Previous to the leaves
being spotted, I saw no disease on the fruit ; but
soon after the leaves became diseased, the fruit

also became diseased or spotted in the same man-
ner.

I have also noticed that on some parts of the
trees, the leaves are more diseased than on other
parts ; and wherever the disease is the worst on
the leaves, it is also worse on the fruit. Some of

my neighbors have noticed that their " Virga-
lieu" trees are diseased in the same way.

It is barely possible that the disease attacks

the leaves first, and the fruit afterward; and if

so, we may yet be able to reclaim this fine old

variety.

I enclose yon two leaves with the disease at-

tached to them. I observe, also, the Beurre Gris

is attacked the same way in the leaf. I am, dear
sir, yours truly, Tho. Hancock, jishton Nurse-
ries, Burlington, N. J., July 6, 1849.

[We have examined the leaves sent, and re-

cognize the disease as an old acquaintance.

It is a feebleness or want of vitality in the epi-

dermis, or outer surface of the leaf, and, as our

correspondent conjectures, makes its appearance
in the leaf first, and afterwards in the skin of the

fruit, which is spotted with small patches of a
brown or black colour.

It is undoubtedly owing to a want of specific

food in the soil. A very liberal manuring of

ashes and strong animal manure will bring the

tree into good health again, when the disease

will disappear. We have seen it tested lately, in
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two instances, with complete success. But in

the case of large and old trees, it is not sufficient

to give the soil a top-dressing of these manures.

A trench must be dug all round the outside of the

roots,—the old soil thrown aside, and the trench

filled with new soil, mixed with ashes and animal

manure. Ed.]

Mowing Machine.—Before good lawns can

become common in this country, there must, I

think, be a labor-saving machine invented for cut-

tin"- the grass. It has occurred to me that shears,

(not unlike the cloth shears used in a factory,)

might be attached to a one horse roller, with

which it would be but a boy's task to cut and roll

a lawn. It seems to me that an ingenious per-

son could invent a machine, combining these two

features of the roller and shears, or cutting

blades. I suggest it, hoping some gentleman

will take measures to have such a thing made.

Yours, /. C. R. Ballon, Ohio. [There are

mowing machines now in use, in England, which

mow and roll lawns very well; but they only

work on perfectly level and smooth surfaces, so

that the scythe, after all, holds its place for gene-

ral purposes. Ed.]

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Apples.—J. W. B., (Delaware.) The speci-

mens you sent us are not. White Juneating, but

Early Harvest,—a larger and better apple than

the former. Sugar-loaf Pippin is now (July 22d,)

beginning to ripen in our garden. It is a good

and constant bearer, and a handsome fruit—the

flavor only tolerably good; but it may prove a

good market fruit.

Fruit-room.—A Subscriber, (New-Haven.)

The best place for a fruit-room is, we think, under

"round, so as to preserve a uniform temperature.

It should be kept rather dark, but well ventilated

and dry. The nicest point is to clear out every-

thing like decay every day, without fail; as the

fungus which causes the rotting of fruit spreads

from one to another very rapidly,—so that in a

short time, a dozen decaying pears will commu-

nicate the decay through the whole fruit-room.

Emerson's ventilators, now so much used about

Boston, would answer admirably in connection

with a fruit-room, and would enable us to keep it

dark, and yet fresh and cool.

Carnations.—A. N., (New-Bedford.) Lay
your carnations immediately. It should have been

done a fortnight ago. For directions, see vol. i,

p. 78. If you are careful to water the layers

every evening, they will still root finely before

November.

Bisque Labels.—Mr. Buist, seedsman and

florist, Philadelphia, informs us that the price of

these beautiful and useful labels, is from $2 to

$2.12 per 100, of three or four patterns.

Plum on Peach Stock.—H, (Syracuse.) The
objection to working the plum on the peach, is

that it makes the plum comparatively a short

lived tree. The peach stock being much more

liable to the attacks of insects than the plum, it

is also less valuable on that account.

Garden Vases.—A New Subscriber, (Bur-

lington, Iowa.) You can procure various pat-

terns,—some of them fine ones, at the warehouse

of Jas. Lee & Co., 11 Broad-street, New-York.
They are epiite durable,—being made of a species

of fire clay.

Annuals.—W. A., (Staten Island.) The Cali-

fornian annuals,

—

Platystemon, Nemophila, Clarki-

as, etc., all require to be grown in the shade.

Your failure is owing to your planting them in

the open border, exposed to the sun. They will

do far better if sown the latter part of this month

;

as the young plants will stand the winter well,

and bloom, most acceptably, in May next.

Cuttings.—A Lady Florist, (St. Louis.) In

order to carry your Verbenas, Petunias, Salvias,

etc., through the winter safely, you should strike

the cuttings this month. They will root very

readily now, if planted in pots, and the pots

placed in a glazed frame, set in a shady situation.

Dahlias.—W. Williams. Place some mulch-

ing of grass, straw, or litter, over the roots of

your choice Dahlias. It will keep them cool, and

preserve that moisture without which they can-

not bloom freely. To entrap the earwigs which

infest this plant, eating off the flower buds, place

a small flower-pot, inverted, upon the stake with

a little hay in the bottom, or put some bean-

stalks amongst the branches, and examine them
every morning, blowing off the insects into a

basin of hot water.

Apricots.—No sorts can be depended on for a

crop like either Breda, or Dubois' Early Golden.

The latter is the earliest. The Large Early is

larger, handsomer, and better flavored, but not

so <rood a bearer.
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The stated meeting for July was held '>n Tuesday evening

17th. The President in the chair Taking into view the

Season occurring before Hie maturity of fruits, and when ex-

otic plants were mostly out of flower, an indifferent display

was anticipated, and yet to the surprise ot\ visitors, there

was a fine show. Among the fruits there were choice speci-

mens of Grapes raised under glass—a cluster of Black Ham-
burg from Judge Kane's green-house, contained berries of

remarkable large size ; and fine bunches, same variety,

were shown by the president's gardener and William We-t-
cott ; two dishes of a white variety, Malagas and Chasselas
were exhibited by Sam'l. W. Gumbes, of Montgomery Co .

of unusual size: Moorpark Apricots of handsome appear-
ance, were presented by John Anspach and Jas Furness

;

Miser Plums, by A Parker; a fine bunch of Bananas and
a dish of Nectarines from Jas. Dundas' green-house: Pears of
Muscat Robine variety, by Isaac B. Baxter ; Apples. Early
Harvest and Summer Queen, by John Perkins: and Rasp-
berries and Gooseberries from the President's garden.
The following contributors each furnished tables of beau-

tiful flowering plants :—Robert Buist, Caleb Cope, James
Dundas, Fred'k Lennig. John Lambert and Miss Gratz.
Vegetables in great variety and profusion.
The following awards of premiums were announced. For

the intermediate meeting, July 3d, 1849. The committee on
plants and flowers awarded the premium for the best six va-
rieties of Carnations, to Robert Buist; for the second best

ditto to Matthew Mills; for the best American Seedling
Carnation, Robert Buist ; for the best six varieties of Pi-

cotees ; for the best American Seedling Picotee, to Robert
Buist.

The committee for awarding premiums on fruit, beg leave
to report, That they have awarded the premium for the best
two quarts of Red Currants, and best White Currants, to J.

J. Jennings: for the best two quarts of Black Currants, to

Maurice Finn, gardener to Jno. Lambert; for the best quart
of Goosberries (the Angler) and for the second best do.

(Bunker Hill) to Isaac B. Baxter; for the best quart of Rasp-
berries, (Red Antwerp) to Tho. Hancock ; for the second
best, (the Faslolff) to Won. Hill.

The committee award a special premium of two dollars.

for a beautiful and delicious Pine-Apple, raised under glass,

to James Bisset, gardener to Jas. Dundas.
The committee notice with pleasure, six new Seedling

Raspberries, of fine size and flavour, shown by Robert Bu-
rst. No. 1 is very large, round, and of a cream coior; No
5 is also very large, conical, and of a yellow color. These
two the committee think are eminently entitled to especial
notice, and will be held under consideration for future ac-
tion ; the other four kinds were of crimson color.

Some fine specimens of Northern Spy Apples were shown
by Samuel Moulson, of Rochester, N- Y., on the present oc-
casion.

Report of the Committee on Plants and Flowers for the

Society's stated meeting, held 17th July, 1849.

For the best hot-house plants, to Ben Daniels, gardener to

C. Cope ; for the best green-house plants, and the second
best ditto, to Rob't Buist ; for the best collection of plants

in pots, to Jas. Bisset, gardener to J. Dundas; for the second
best collection, to David Scott, gardener to Frederick Lennig;
for the third best collection, to Ben Daniels ; for the best
display of indigenous plants, to Thomas Median ; for the
best bouquet of indigenous flowers, to Robert Kilvington

;

for the best basket of cut flowers, to Ben Daniels ; for the

second besi basket, to Robert Kilvington; for the best bas-
ket df indigenous flowers, to Rob't Kilvington, and a special
premium of one dollar to Maurice Finn, for a pretty basket
of cut flowers
The fruit committee beg leave to report that they have

awarded the following premiums: Gra/es. For the best
three bunches, black variety, Black Hamburgh, to Win.
Westcott : for the second best ditto, to Ben Daniels; for

the best three bunches white variety, White Chasselas, to

Fred'k Wolfe, gardener to Sam'l. W. Gumbes, Montgomery
Co.; for the second best ditto, to the same. Apricots. For
the best «me dozen Moorpark, to John Anspach. jr.; for the
second hest Mooi park, to James Furness Plums. Forlhe
best, the Miser, to A. Parker. Pears. For the best six speci-

men* Muscat Robine, to Isaac B- Baxter. Aj^Us. For the

best one dozen Early Harvest, to John Perkins; for the

second best. Summer Rose, to the same.
The committee aUo award special premiums of one dollar

each, for a fine bunch of Bananas, and for a dish of Necta-
rines, to Jas. Bisset, gardener to Jas. Dundas.
The committee specially noticed a bunch of very fine

Black Hamburg Grapes from Judge Kane's green-house-

The committee on vegetables beg leave to report that

they have awarded the following premiums:—for the best

disp By of vegetables by mark) l gardeners, and for the sec-

ond best display, to Anthony Peltou; for the best display by
! amateur gardeners, to Patrick Gallagher, gardener to Miss
Gratz ; tor the second best display, to Ben Daniels, gaidener
to C. Cope ; for the third best display, to John Austin, gar-

I dener to Isaac B. BaxU-r, and special premiums ol one dol-

lar each, to F. Wolf, gardener to S W. Gumbes, and Mau-
rice Flan, gardener to John Lambert.
Objects'shown at the intermediate meeting July 3d.

By Robeit Buist, 12 Picotees, t> Carnations, Seedling Pi-

|
cotee and Carnal ion

By Matthew Mills Frankford, 12 Carnations and Flake

\

Seedling.

By J J Jennings, <5 Carnations, Picotees and Seedlings.

By Robert Kilvington. 12 Carnations and Seedlings.

Fruit —By James Bisset, gardener to Jas. Dundas, Pine
1 Apple.

By J. J. Jennings, White and Red Currants and Goos-

berries

By Patrick Gallagher, gardener to Miss Gratz, Gooseber-

berries, White, Red and BlaeK Currants and Seedling Rasp-

berries.

By Tho. Hancock, Raspberries, large Red Antwerp, now
the first time ol fruiting, Fastolf, Wnite Antwerp and Per-

petual.

By Isaac B. Baxter, Gooseberries, Angler, Bunker Hill and
Greenwood varieties, and Red and White Currants.

Bv Robert Buist, six line Seedling Raspberries.

By Maurice Finn, gardener to J. Lambert, Gooseberries

and Black Currants.

By Win. Hall, Raspberries, Fastolf and Black Genesee,

and Red Currants.

By Samuel Moulson, Rochester, a dish of Northern Spy
Apples.
Objects shown on the 17th July— stated meeting.

Flatus.— By Robert Buist, Robert Scott, foreman, Pentas

carnea. Fuchsia coronet, F. Caroline, F. gigantea, Plum a-

go Larpanta, Lilium punctaluin, Gloxinia speciosa and Ama-
ryllis, Buislii.

By Ben Daniels, gardener to C- Cope. Oncidium papilio,

Gougora maceulata^ Aecropera Lodigiesii, Macredeuia ill-

tea, Bilbergia pyramidalis, B. var. Swaiusonia galigifolia,

Fuchsia corallma, Achimenes grandiflora, A. picta, A.

rosea, and A. pedunculata.

By James Bisset, gardener to Jas. Dundas, Torenia asia-

tica, 2 Justicea cainea major, Trachelium ceruleum, 2

Achimenes grandiflora, Columuea Roxburgn, Ruelha tor-

mosa, Gloxiauia speciosa, G. Candida, Bassitea rotundifolia,

etc.

By David Scott, gardener to F. Lining, Erythrina ensta-

galli, Torenia asiatica, Rondeletia speciosa, Pentas carnea,

Cyrtoceras reflexa, Begonia parviflora, Russellia juncea,

Gloxinia of var., rubra grandiflora, digitalifolia, Cartoni,

magniflora, and delicatissima.

By Maurice Finn, gardener to Jno. Lambert, Russellia

juncea, Hydrangea liortensis, Brugmansia tionbunda, Jus*

ticia anisophylla, eleroiiendron spleudens. Mengiesia polifo-

lia. Helchrisain fulgidum, Justices carnea. Litana mulabil-

is, Swunsonia galegifolia, Xytophyll sp . Achimenes grandi-

flora, A. lougiflora, Rondeletia speciosa. Gloxinia sp> Piums

bago rosea. Oxalis sp. Brnnsfelsia, grandiflora, Cyrtocera-

rellexa. Gardenia radieans & G sp.

K;'s!.rt^ of cut-flowers.—By Hen Daniels. R. Kilvington,

Maurice Finn. I*. Gallagher. Tno. Meehan, etc.

j.rnns.—By Wm. Wist. on. gardener for the Institution of

tin.' Ladies of tic Sacred Heart. Grapes, fine bunches of

Black Hamburgh anil White Chasselas.

From Judge Cane's green-house, a very fine cluster of

Black Hamburgh i Sri

By Ben Daniels, gardener to C. Cope, six bunches of

Black Hamburg (irapes, Gooseberries and Raspberries.

By S.un'l. W. Gumbes, Oakhall, Montgomery Co., six
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bunches of White Grapes, Malaga and Chasselas, very fine.

By John Anspach, Moorpark Apricots.

By James Fumes*. .Moorpark Apricots.

By John White, Burlington Moorpark Apricots, too late

for competition.
By Alex. Parker, Plums, the Miser.
By Isaac B. Baxter. Pears, Muscat Robine.
By John Perkins, Apples, Early Harvest and Summer

Rose.
By James Bisset, gardener to Jas. Duudas, a large bunch

of Bananas, and a dish of Nectarines.
By Gerhard.Schmitz, Cherries.
VegetnMts.—By Anthony Felten, two large tables well filled.

By Ben. Daniels, gardener to C. Cope. Hoo Sung, the new
Chinese vegetable, properly prepared for culinary use, with
a variety of fine specimens.
By Patrick Gallagher, gardener to Miss GratZ, a fine dis-

play.

By John Austin, gardener to Isaac B. Baxter, a good va-
riety.

By Maurice Finn, gardener to John Lambert, a choice
collection.

By Fred'k. Wolf, gardener to J. W. Gumbes, a good col-

lection. Thos. P. James, Rec. Secretary.

MASSACHUSETTS HORT. SOCIETY.
BUSINESS MEETINGS.

June 2d. 1849.—President Samuel Walker in the chajJ.

Voted, That a delegation of five be appointed by the Chair
to attend the Convention to be holden at Syracuse, N. York,
and Messrs. C. W. Hovey, Josiah Lovett, 2nd., B. V. French,
Aaron D. Williams and Eben Wright were appointed del-

egates.

This meeting having been duly and legally called, for the
purpose of ceding a Treasurer of the Corporation, to fill

tiie vacancy existing by reason of the resignation of Fred-
erick W. Macondray, Esq., and the polls having been kept
open half an hour, Major Josiah Lovett, 2d, and Eben
Wright, were appointed a committee to collect, assort and
count votes; who reported that the whole number of votes
cast was 20, all of which were for William R Austin,
E~q , of Dorchester, who was accordingly elected.

June 9th, 1S49.—President Samuel Walker in the chair.

The following gentlemen were elected members of the
Society :—W. H. Richardson, Boston ; F. W. Lincoln, Can-
ton ; and F. A. Davis, Milton.

JiiitH i(iih, 1849 —Vice President Benjamin V French in
the Chair S D iwner, Jr., Esq., was appointed Sec'y pro.
tern

Hon M P. Wilder, as chairman of the committee of
Finance, submitted the following Report:
That the Treasurer, under the direction of said committee,

had caused to be sold the following stocks belonging to the
Society :

—
At public auction—12 shares Boston & Worcester R. Road,

at 1084; 1,299
6 " Old Colony, " 8i)} 4S3
9 " " " SO 720

Private sale, 10 " Bos't &. Wos't. " 10s£ 1,082,50

Charges and Comss.,
3,584 50

1275

3,571,75
The above amount w.s passed into the Treasury, and

constitutes a portion of t tie fund applied by the Treasurer for

the payment of the mortgage on Horticultural Hall, due on
the 21st ultimo.

June 23'/, 1849.—President Samuel Walker in the chair.

On motion of Hon Benj. V. French, it was voted, That
the President take measures to have some mark of respect-

ful reciprocity extended to such gentlemen and Institutions

as shall favor this Societywith donations of whatever nature.
June 30«i, 1819.— President Samuel Walker in the chair
On motion of Mr. Joseph Breck, it was voted, That the sum

of twenty-five dollars be paid by the Treasurer to Mr. Da-
vid Haggerston, for services rendered by him at the Semi-
Annual Exhibition of the Society.
A communication was received from Dr. Brinckle of

Philadelphia. <nd it was ordered to be placed in tiie hands
of the committee of publication, to be printed with the
Transactions of the Society.

Chas. Fred'k. Adams, of Boston, was elected a member
ef the Society.

A stated meeting of the Society was held Saturday, July

7th, 1849.— President Samuel Walker in tha chiar

Mr. Joseph Breck, as Chairman of the Committee of Ar-
rangements, reported that the sum of one hundred and ten

dollars and seventy-five cents, was received at the door du-
ring the Semi-Annual Exhibition of the Society.

The following gentlemen were e'ected members of the

Society :—Thomas Rice. Jr., L C. Childs, James Huckins,
Nicholas Delcon, and Z. B. Crooker.

Edward C. R. Walker,
Recording Secretary.

ALBANY AND RENS. HORT. SOCIETY.
The second exhibition of the society was held at the Ag-

ricultural Rooms in the old State Hall, on Tuesday, the 3d
of July, and as will be perceived by the reports of the com-
mittees annexed, was in all respects such as to encourage
its members to further efforts. The Hall was opened to the

public at 1 P. M , and from that hour until the close of the

exhibition, was thronged with ladies and gentlemen from
this city, Troy, and their vicinities.

At a meeting of the society, Joel Rathbone, esq , its Pre-
sident, in the chair, the following gentlemen were chosen
delegates to represent it in the North American Pomologieal
Convention, which is to assemble at Syracuse on the 14th

day of September next, viz : from the county of Albany,
J. McD. Mclntyre, Herman Wendell, M. D. ; E Emmons,
M D. ; B. P. Johnson, A. Osborn, and James Wilson; from
the county of Rensselaer, V. P. Douw, Stephen E. Warren,
B. B Kirtland, D. Thomas Vail, Amos Briggs, and AVilliam

Newcomb. B. P. Johnson, Secretary.

FRUIT.
The committee on Fruit reports, that there were exhibit-

ed by

—

Stephen E Warren, esq., of Mount Ida, Troy: Seven
varieties of cherries, viz: Black Tartarians, May Dukes,
Elton, Early White Hearts, Black Hearts, Belle de Choisys
and Napoleon Bigarreaus.
J McD Mclntyre, Albany: Two varieties of cherries,

viz: Tradescants Black Heart and May Dukes; and also

some very fine specimens of Lancashire gooseberries.

Dr. Herman Wendell : Fourteen varieties of cherries,

viz : May Dukes, Waterloos, Eltons, Napoleon Bigarreaus,
Florence. Wendell's Mottled Bigarreau (unripe), Belle de
Choisy, Carnation Bigarreau (a seedling), Graffion or Yel-
low Spanish, Black Tartarians, Bigarreau Couleur de Chair,

Large Red Bigarreau, Black Bigarreau, and a French varie-

ty, received without label, resembling China Bigarreau.
V. P. Douw, of Wolvenhook, Greenbush : Two varieties

of cherries, viz: Early Richmonds and Black Tartarians;
very fine White Smith gooseberries, and Green Citron
muskmelons.

B. B. Kirtland, of Cantonment Farm, Greenbush : Seven
varieties of cherries, viz: Elton, Graffion or Yellow Spanish,

Black Eagle, Black Heart, Honey Heart, May Duke, and a
seedling resembling Transparent Guigne ; eight varieties of

strawberries, viz : Aberdeen Beehive, White Alpine, Ho-
vey's Seedling, Black Prince, Ohio Mammoth, Sciota, Co-
lumbus and Burr's New Pine. This exhibition of straw-
berries attracted much attention from their large size and
beautiful appearance, and the committee cannot omit to add,

that the further opportunity offered them to compare Burr's
New Pine with other standard varieties, fully confirms them
in the opinion expresged at the last exhibition, viz: "That
it was entitled to the first rank, taking into consideration its

many desirable qualities."

By Col. Rathbone, of Kenwood: A dish of very fine Red
Antwerp raspberries.

By E. E Piatt, of Arbor Hill : Nine varieties of cherries,

viz: May Dukes, Black Hearts, Black Tartarians, Graffion

or Yellow Spanish, Black Bigarreau, and four varieties of
seedlings not fully ripe, but giving promise of superior qual-

ities.

By Jacob Teller, of Rose Hill, Greenbush: Napoleon
Bigarreau, and Early White Heart cherries.

By Dr. Alden March, Albany : Three varieties of cherries,

viz: May Dukes, Black Tartarians, and Black Hearts.
premiums.

For the best and most extensive collection, to Dr.

Herman Wendell, S3 00
For the second best do do toE. E Piatt, 2 00
For the best three varieties—Black Tartarians, Eltons

and Belle de Choisys—to Stephen E. Warren, of

Mount Ida, 2 00
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For the best one variety—Black Tartarian—to E E.
Piatt 1 00

And the following discretionary premiums:

—

For very fine Reel Antwerp Raspberries, to Joel Rath-
bone, 1 00

For large and beautiful Gooseberries, to J. McD.
Mclntyre 100

For Green Citron Musk Melons, to V. P. Douw, 1 00
For the Committee,

John Wilson, M. D., Chairman pro tem.

FLORAL DESIGNS, &c.

The Committee reports that there were exhibited
By Joel Rathbone, a beautiful round bouquet for centre

table vise, arranged in good taste. A very fine flat hand
bouquet, beautifully arranged.
By James Wilson, one large round bouquet, for centre

table vase, arranged with skill and good taste. One large
flat bouquet for mantle vase, beautifully arranged. One
exquisitely arranged round bouquet for the hand, to which
the Committee awarded the premium of one dollar. One
flat bouquet for the hand, arranged with equal taste to the
above, to which the premium of one dollar is awarded.
Four vase bouquets, arranged with taste and skill.

By Mrs. W. A. McCulloch, a flat bouquet for the hand,
beautifully arranged and composed of choice flowers.
By Wm. Newcomb, of Pittstown, one large, flat bouquet

for centre table vase, arranged with good taste, to which the

premium of two dollars is awarded.
By Dr. Herman Wendell, a beautifully arranged, large,

round bouquet for centre table vase, to which the premium
of two dollars was awarded. A basket bouquet with handle,
arranged with exquisite taste and skill, to which the premium
of one dollar was awarded.
By Mrs. Kirtland, a basket bouquet, arranged with taste

and filled with cherries of various kinds.

By V. P. Douw, of Wolvenhook, a very beautiful, round
bouquet for centre table vase, arranged with good taste ; a
flat bouquet for the hand, beautifully arranged, arid a basket
bouquet, arranged with good taste.

By B. Strong, Jun., a beautifully arranged, round bouquet.
For the Committee,

Stephen E. Warren, Ch'n.

GREEN-HOUSE PLANTS AND FLOWERS.
The committee reports that there were exhibited.

By Joel Rathbone, Esq., of Kenwood, plants in pots, Gar-
denia Florida, Euphorbia splendens, Opuntia Rosea, Rus-
selia Juncea, Cycus Revoluta, and Hydrangea Hortensis;
and cut flowers in large numbers, as Roses—Queen of the
Prairies, Baltimore Belle, Prince Albert, Duchesse of Suth-
erland. George the 4th, Sec. ice. Delphinum Siberianum;
Pelargoneums—Bridegroom, Queen Dowager, Alarum. Vic-
toria :cnd Lady Washington, fifteen varieties of Verbenas,
Pansies in several varieties; Fuchsias Globosa and Splen-
dens; Passifloras, Alata and Racemosa, &c. &c.
By Dr. Herman Wendell, new running rose Anna Marie,

Luxemburgh Moss roses and buds, twenty-one varieties of
Pinks; Phloxes— Grato-Picta, Van Houtii, Superbissima,
Goethe, Eclipse and Anais Chauviere, &c.,&c.
By E- E. Piatt, Double Dianthus Burbatus, and Old Cab-

bage or Provens roses.

By Mrs. Jasper S Keeler, a well grown Agapanthus TJm-
bellatus plant, having two stems laden with its beautiful
blue flowers, also a number of choice Roses, White Lilies,

&c &c.
By Wm Newcomb, of Pittstown, twenty-six varieties of

Roses, eight varieties of Dahlias, upwards of eighty varie-
ties of annual, biennial and perennial flowers; several va-
rieties of Pansies, ice., &c.
By J-'ines Wilson, seven varieties of Fuchsias growing in

pots, well cultivated and laden with flowers; two Gardenia
Floridas, Burchillea Capensis, Heliotropeum Voltamerian-
um, Double Oleander, and Tom Thumb Pelargoneum, all

growing in pots and covered with flowers; fifty varieties of
Hoses, thirteen varieties of Dahlias, several varieties of the
n> w m and lust Verbenas, twenty-five beautiful Picotee
Pink-:, ami twenty-five of the best and most beautiful Car-
nations, together with a fine display of other annual and
perennial flowers.

By Mis. S Wait, a large collection of rare and beautiful
flowers, several varieties of Verbenas and Pinks, Dianthus
Barb .tus, ice ice
By V. P. Douw, of Wolvenhook, Roses— Pallida, Madam

Hardy, Piince Albert, Provens, Queen of the Piairies and

Red Muss, Caprifolium Flexuosum, Clematis Erecta. Aco-
nitum Napelli s, Delphinnm Elatnm, two varietiesof Spircas,

Delphinum Siberiannm, Dianthus Barbatus, several varie-
ties of Pansies. &c, ice.

By E. C. Mcintosh, several varieties of Dahlias, and seve-
ral other varieties of flowers.

PREMIUMS.

For the six best varieties of Fuschias in pots, to Jas.
Wilson, for Lady Milbank, Chauviere, Com-jt, Ex-
oniensis, Caroline and Acantha 82 00

For the best six plants of different varieties in pots, to

James Wilson, '... 3 00
For the best six varieties of Carnations to Jas Wi -

son, for Achilles, Euterpe, Cynthia, Brunette, Lady
Peel, and Mirabelle, ' 2 00

For the best six varieties of Picotees to Jas Wilson,
for Scarlet Flake, Flora, Eloise, Climax, Cleopatra
and Incarnata, 2 00

For the best displav of annual and perennial flowers
to Wm. Newcomb 2 00
And a discretionary premium of 82 to Joel Rathbone, esq.,

for a fine display of growing plants and cut flowers.
Also, a discretionary premium of 81 to V. P Doi.w. esq.,

for a beautiful display of cut roses and other flowers
Wm. Newcomb, Ch'n.

VEGETABLES.
The committee respectfully report that the contributions

to the exhibition were as follows:

W. Newcomb, of Pittstown—Hoo-Sung, and very large

and fine Silverskin Onions. Mr. Newcomb informs the

committee that he thinks the Hoo-Sung an excellent vege-
table, and when cooked in the same manner as asparagus,
is more palatable

V. P. Douw. of Wolvenhook- Early Mohawk Beans, fine

early York Cabbages, and fine Blood Beets.

N. B. Warren, of Mount Ida, Troy—Marrowfat Peas,
very fine; and Mountain June Potatoes, more fully grown
than at the last exhibition. These potatoes were remarkable
for size and healthiness of appearance
Joel Rathbone, of Kenwood—Hoo-Sung and early Mo-

hawk Beans.
PREMIUMS.

Awards having been made at the last exhibition, to most
of the varieties of vegetables now offered, only the following
premiums are allowed by the rules:

—

On Onions— \V. Newcomb. of Pittstown 81 00
Marrowfat Peas—N. B. Warren, of Troy,... 1 00

'• Beans—Early Mohawk—V. P. Douw, 1 00
R F. Johnstone, Chairman.

The third exhibition of the Society, held on the 25lh July»

at the Agricultural Hall, was a most successful one, espe-
cially in fruits and vegetables. Owing to the extreme drouth,

the show of flowers was not so extensive as at some former
exhibitions. Tne exhib.lion of Gooseberries was more ex-
tensive in variety, and the fruit finer in quality, than any we
have seen. And of Cherries, Currants and Raspberries, it

was also unusually fine. The Society have rea>on to be en-
couraged from the spirit which is displayed in every depart-

ment. B. P. Johnson, Sec'y-

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.
FRUIT

The committee on Fruit reported that there was exhibited

by Henry Vail, Esq , of Ida Farm, Troy, six varieties of
Cherries, viz: Black Heart, Black Tartarian, Black Eagle,
Late Duke, Early While Heari, and a very beautiful, bright

red colored Seedling, raised by Mr. Vail, oi the Morello fam-
ily, and resembling the Carnation; seventeen varieties of
Gooseberries, of very large size and skillfully grown, being
entirely free from rust ; five varieties of Currants, and five

varieties of Raspberries.

By B. B. Kirtland, Cantonment Farm, Greenbusb, four va-
rieties of Cherries, including a seedling resembling Transpa-
rent Guigne ; three varieties of Gooseberries, and Madeleine
or Citron des Curmes Pears, fully ripe

By Dr. Herman Wendell : Nine varieties of cherries; sev-

en varieties of currants, and five var eties of Gooseberries.

By E. N Prentice, Mou.nl Hope: Six varieties of cherries;

three varieties of currants, and ripe Yellow Harvest Apples.
By K E. Piatt : fourteen varieties of cherries, including

eleven seedlings, some of which were of very fine character,
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much resembling their parent, the White Bigarreau or Ox
Heart, and one of winch, too unripe to enable the committee
to judge of its character, premising to be of large size and
fine appearance
By Eli Young: Ripe and beautiful Peach Apricots.
By A. J. Parker : Sweet Montmorenci cherries, and four

varieties of Gooseberries.
By Mrs. Weed, Washington street : very fine Gooseber-

ries.

By Wm Newcorub, Pittstown : White Smith gooseberries
and English and Missouri Black currants.
By James Wilson, of Albany: Forty-one varieties of

gooseberries, and Late Duke and Imperial Morello cherries.
By V. P. Douw, Wolvenhook, Greenbush. Red and White

Antwerp Raspberries; Stoddart's Red Alpine .Strawberries

;

five varieties of Gooseberries, and Black Morello Cherries
By John S. Gould, Red Alpine Strawberries, a d Green

Amber Gooseberries.
By Warner Daniels: Woodward's White Smith Gooseber-

ries, and a seedling varietv resembling it.

PREMIUMS.
The following premiums were awarded on Cherries:

—

For the best and most extensive collection, to Dr. Her-
man Wendell, $3 00

For the second best and most extensive collection, di-
vided between Henry Vail, E-q , of Mt. Ida, Troy,
and E. P. Prentice, Esq., of Mount Hope, Bethle-
hem, each 100

For the best three varieties, to Dr. Herman Wendell,
for Wendell's Mottled Bigarreau, Grafii >nor Yellow
Spanish, and Elkhorn or Tradeseants Black, 2 00

For the best one variety, to Dr Herman Wendell for
Wendell's Mottled Bigarreau, 1 00

On Gooseberries —For the most extensive collection,
to James Wilson, of Albany, 3 00

For the best collection, to Henry Vail, of Ida Farm,
Troy, 3 00

For the finest fl ivored variety, to Henry Vail, for Comp-
ton's Sheba Queen 2 00

For the second best, to Henry Vail, for Lady of the
Manor, 1 00

On Currants—For the best and most extensive col-
lection, to Jame? Wilson, 3 00

For the best and finest flavored variety, to James Wil-
son, for Knight's Red 2 00

For the second best, with same requirements, to Heury
Vail, for White Dutcm 1 00

On Raspberries.—For the best and most extensive col-
lection, to Henry Vail, 3 CO

For the best and finest flavored variety, to Henry Vail,
for FastoltF. 2 00

For the second best with same requirements, to Hen
ry Vail, for Franci'iiia, 1 00

And special premiums of one doilar each, t'> E. P.
Prentice, for Yellow Harvest Apples; to B. B Kin-
land, for Citron des Carmes Pears, and to Eli
Young, for reach Apricots.

Sanford Howard, Ch'n. Com-

GREEN-HOUSE PLANTS—FLORAL DESIGNS.
The committee report that there was exhibited by James

Wilson, the following varieties of plants growing in pots, to
which the premium of three dollars was awarded, viz : four
Fuchsias, Aohimenes Picta, Gloxinia speciosa and Torrenia
Asiatica; also, by the same, a beautifully arranged round bou-
quet for centre table vase, and to which the premium of two
dollais was awarded; a flat bouquet for mantle vase, arrang-
ed with good taste and composed of choice flowers; an ex-
quisitely arranged flat bouquet for the hand to which the pre-
mium of one dollar was awarded

; and a round bouquet for
the hand, arranged with equai taste, to which the premium
of one dollar was awarded
Bv Joel Rathbone, a round bouquet for centre table vase,

arranged with taste and skill.

By L)r Herman Wendell, two basket bouquets with handles,
one round, and one oval, and arranged with exquisite taste;
the premium or one dollar was awarded to the oval one
By Wm. Newcomb, of Pittstown, a flat bouquet for mantle

vase, arranged with great good taste, to which the premium
of two dollars was awarded
By John S Gould, a small basket bouquet, most tas'efully

arranged, and a large basket bouquet for centre table, with-
out handle, arranged with skill and taste.

Wm. Newcomb, Ch'n-

FLOWERS.
The committee on Flowers report that there was exhibited

by V. P Doitw, of Wolvenhook, a large collection of annual
and perennial flowers, numbering over forty varieties; fit teen
varieties of roses, and fifteen varieties of Pelargoneums
By James Wilson, a distinct and very beautiful seedling

Phlox, wnh pink ground and white stripe through the cinire
of the petal ; six varieties of Roses, and 22 varieties of Dah-
lias

By Joel Kaihbone, a collection of over fifty varieties of
annual and perennial flowers; sixteen varieties of Pelargo-
neums; sixteen varieties ol Hybrid perpetual and Bourbon
ftyoses ; seventeen varieties of Verbenas, and a very fine col-

lection of choice Picotees and Carnations
By Wm Newcomb, of Pittstown. a collection of over

eighty varieties of annual and perennial flowers,and Forty va-
rieties of Dahlias.

PREMIUMS
The premiums were awarded as follows:

Dahlias.—For the best exhibition, i . Wm Newcomb. $3 00
For the best twelve varieties, to Win Newcomb. foi

Lady St. Maur,Constantia. Fulwood Scarlet, Golden
fclnuvenier, Bragg ;

s Antagonist, Robert Burls, Col
Baker, Ansell's Unique. Baron, Cleopatria, Mrs
Rushton, and La T>ur D'Auvergile, 2 00

For the best six varieties, to James Wilson for Model,
Melanie Adam. Cheltenham Queen, Cons.aulia. Mi-
nerva, and Standard of Perfection 1 00

For the best display of annual and perennial flower-,
To Wm. Newcomb, 2 00

Sanford Howard, Ch'n.

VEGETABLES
The committee on vegetables report that the exhibition of

vegetables was very choice ; the exhibitors having brought
forward several new and delicious looking varieties.

John S. Gould, of Albany, exhibited five specimens of Kohl
Rabi, Long Cucumbers, Savoy Cabbage, and Early June
Potatoes. The potatoes were very large

E C. Mcintosh, two beautiful Egg plants, and some fine

Kenyon Cucumbers The Egg plants were much admired,
and very large for thus early in the season.

B. B. Kirtland, Early Canada White Corn
Dr. Herman Wendell, Swiss '"hard or Silv r Leafed Beet.

The tops or stems of the leaf of this vegetable are cookod
and eaten as asparagus, and as far as appearance goes, they
are the most luscious looking vegetable we have seen this

season, their fresh, dewy and crisp, creamy stems, fairly

made the mouths of some of the committee water, in spile of
the epidemic; also, California acorn squashes The seeds
from which these squashes were produced, were forwarded
to the Secretary of the Society from the patent office last

spring, who distributed t'em They appear very fine, and
are nearly a month earlier than the common summer squash.

E. P. Prentice, Mount Hope, magnificent Ox Heart cab-
bages, Golden Crookneck squashes, Scollop squashes, very
fine, and four varieties of Tomatoes
V. P. Douw, of Wolvenhook, Early Sweet Corn, Tomatoes

and Early While Corn.
Joel Rathbone, of Kenwood, Purple Cape Broccoli, very

fine; White Spine Cucumbers, Large Red Tomatoes, and
Summer squashes.

PREMIUMS.
The premiums were awarded as follows :

On Corn—V. P Douw, Wolvenhook, $ 1 00
" Cucumbers—open culture—Joel Rathbone, of
Kenwood 1 00

" Egg-plants- E C. Mcintosh, of Albany, 2 00
i( Squashes. Dr Herman Wendell, 1 00
' Tomatoes. Joel Rathbone, Kenwood 2 00
The committee also recommend a special premium, of

$1 00 to Dr. Wendell for the Swiss Chard, and of $1 00 to

E. P Prentice, for his four fine varieties of Tomatoes being
the greatest number exhibited by one person.

The committee are not certain that field cops come within

their cognizance, but tbev cannot allow the very magnificent
specimens of Flax, exhibited by William Newcomb, Esq . of
Pittstown. to pass without mention They were brought here

by him as specimens from forty acres, and when we state

that part of it measured between four to five feet high, and
that the average was between three and four, those who are

in the habit of growing this crop, will know that Mr .New-
comb has been very successful We believe that a statement
of the emp, and of his manner of growing it, will be sub-

mitted to the Slate Agricultural Society

Robert F- Johnstone, Ch'u.
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"When a farmer, who visits the metropolis

once a year, stares into the shop windows

in Broadway, and stops now and then with

an indefinite curiosity at the corners of the

streets, the citizens smile, with the satisfac-

tion of superior knowledge, at the awkward

airs of the countryman in town.

But how shall we describe the conduct

of the true cockneys in the country? How
shall we find words to express our horror and

pity at the cockneyisms with which they

deform the landscape ? How shall we
paint, without the aid of Hogarth and

Cruiksiianks, the ridiculous insults which

they often try to put upon nature and truth

in their cottages and country seats ?

The countryman in town is at least

modest. He has, perhaps, a mysterious

though mistaken respect for men who live

in such prodigiously fine houses, who drive

in coaches with liveried servants, and pay

thousands for the transfer of little scraps of

paper, which they call stocks.

But the true cit is brazen and imperti-

nent in the country. Conscious that his

clothes are designed, his hat fabricated,

his tilbury built, by the only artists of their

several professions on this side of the At-

lantic, he pities and despises all who do

not bear the outward stamp of the same
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coinage. He comes in the country to rus-

ticate, (that is, to recruit his purse and his

digestion,) very much as he turns his horse

out to grass ; as a means of gaining

strength sufficient to go back again to the

only arena in which it is worth while to

exhibit his powers. He wonders how peo-

ple can live in the country from choice,

and asks a solemn question, now and then,

about passing the winter there, as he

would about a passage through Behring's

Straits, or a pic-nic on the borders of the

Dead Sea.

But this is all very harmless. On their

own ground, country folks have the advan-

tage of the cockneys. The scale is turned

then ; and knowing perfectly well how to

mow, cradle, build stone walls and drive

oxen,—undeniably useful and substantial

kinds of knowledge,—they are scarcely less

amused at the fine airs and droll ignorances

of the cockney in the country, who does no 1

know a bull-rush from a butternut, thai;

the citizens are in town at their ignorance

of an air of the new opera, or the step of

the last redowa.

But if the cockney visitor is harmless,

the cockney resident is not. When the

downright citizen retires to the country,

—

not because he has any taste for it, but be-
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cause it is the fashion to have a coun-

try house,—he often becomes, perhaps for

the first time in his life, a dangerous

member of society. There is always a

certain influence about the mere possessor

of wealth, that dazzles us, and makes us

see things in a false light ; and the cockney

has wealth. As he builds a house which

costs five times as much as that of any of

his country neighbors, some of them, who
take it for granted that wealth and taste

go together, fancy the cockney house puts

their simple, modest cottages to the blush.

Hence, they directly go to imitating it in

their moderate way ; and so, a quiet coun-

try neighborhood is as certainly tainted with

the malaria of cockneyism, as it would be

by a ship-fever, or the air of the Pontine

marshes.

There are, to be sure, some cockneyisms

so gross that, like an overdose of poi-

son, they have a salutary effect, by rousing

nature to make a struggle and throw it off.

We must be allowed to quote a couple

of instances of this kind, (mentioning no

names,) which have come under our obser-

vation lately.

A few miles from Brooklyn, N. Y.,

on a commanding point of land, is to be

seen the country house of a cockney mil-

lionaire. It is built of red brick, at a cost

of some $12,000. It stands bolt upright,

five stories high, with windows in the front

and rear, town house street door, steps and

railing, and not a window on either of the

two remaining sides. In fact, it is a pre-

cise copy of a first class house in Tenth-

street,

—

minus the rest of the row on each

side of it ! Poor tenement ! There was,

as we gazed on it, not a tree growing near

it, though a straight road, leading up to it,

had been planted with a beggarly assort-

ment of some street trees. It looked, in its

utter want of association with all about it,

as if it had been brought out there by some

designing city friend, who had forgotten

to " introduce it" to the rustic neighbor-

hood.

On a noble promontory of land, in a part

of the Hudson which shall be nameless, is

a villa, built of wood, in the style of the

Parthenon. The situation is so simple and

grand,—a broad plain, bordered by a natu-

ral belt of fine trees,— that any one, with

half a grain of taste, would have felt, at a

glance, that the key to all the " improve-

ments" to be made there, must be found in

merely following nature's hint, and by a

liberal grouping of trees, to have converted

the whole into a fine park. The thing

were as easily done, if rightly conceived,

as for the owner to have written his name

at the bottom of the check to pay for it.

Well, how do our readers think this

cockney has improved his country resi-

dence ? How has he elevated and height-

ened the beauty of this noble plain, skirted

with stately trees, and ornamented with his

classical copy of the Parthenon ?

By running a post and chain fence, in a

circle, round the house, and stretching a

grape arbor up and down the plain on both

sides of it

!

After that, only one thing remained

;

and it was done. A silver plate on the

front door bears, neatly engraved, the name

of , Esq., the proprietor !

Now, if any of our readers will give us

certified documents, to prove that any coun-

tryman was ever so foolish as to build a

house in town, for the purpose of threshing

his grain in the front parlor, and shelling

his corn in the library, we will confess that

cockneys have the best of it.

But, as we have already remarked, such

gross examples as these are not those

which are really dangerous in the country.

The cockneyisms which are fatal to the
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peace of mind, and more especially to the

right feeling of persons of good sense and

propriety in the country, are those which

have perhaps a real meaning and value in

town; which are associated with excellent

houses and people there ; and which are

only absurd and foolish when transplanted,

without the least reflection or adaptation,

into the wholly different and distinct con-

dition of things in country life.

It would be too long and troublesome a

task to give a catalogue of these sins against

good sense and good taste, which we every

day see perpetrated by people who come

from town, and who, we are bound to say,

are far from always being cockneys ; but

who, nevertheless, unthinkingly perpetrate

these ever to be condemned cockneyisms.

Among them, we may enumerate, as illus-

trations,—building large houses, only to

shut up the best rooms and live in the

basement
;
placing the first story co high

as to demand a long flight of steps to get into

the front door; placing the dining-room

below stairs, when there is abundant space

on the first floor ; using the iron railings of

street doors in town to porches and piazzas

in the country; arranging suits of parlors

with folding doors, precisely like a town

house, where other and far more conve-

nient arrangements could be made; intro-

ducing plate glass windows, and ornate

stucco cornices in cottages of moderate size

and cost ; building large parlors for display,

and small bed-rooms for daily use
;
placing

the house so near the street (with acres of

land in the rear) as to destroy all seclusion,

and secure all possible dust; and all the

hundred like expedients, for producing the

utmost effect in a small space in town,

which are wholly unnecessary and uncalled

for in the country.

We remember few things more unplea-

sant than to enter a cockney house in the

country. As the highest ideal of beauty in

the mind of its owner is to re-produce, as

nearly as possible, a fac-simile of a certain

kind of town house, one is distressed with

the entire want of fitness and appropriate-

ness in everything it contains. The furni-

ture is all made for display, not for use

;

and between a profusion of gilt ornaments,

embroidered white satin chairs, and other

like finery, one feels that one has no rest

for the sole of his foot.

We do not mean, by these remarks, to

have it understood that we do not admire

really beautiful, rich and tasteful furniture,

or ornaments and decorations belonging to

the interior and exterior of houses in the

country. But we only admire them when

they are introduced in the right manner

and the right place. In a country house

of large size—a mansion of the first class

—

where there are rooms in abundance for all

purposes, and where a feeling of comfort,

luxury, and wealth, reigns throughout, there

is no reason why the most beautiful and

highly finished decorations should not be

seen in its drawing-room or saloon,—al-

ways supposing them to be tasteful and

appropriate ; though we confess our feel-

ing is, that a certain soberness should distin-

guish the richness of the finest mansion in

the country from that in town. Still, in a

villa or mansion, where all the details are

carefully elaborated, where there is no neg-

lect of essentials in order to give effect to

what first meets the eye, where everything is

substantial and genuine, and not trick and

tinsel,—there one expects to see more or less

of the luxury of art in its best apartments.

But all this pleasure vanishes in the

tawdry and tinsel imitation of costly and

expensive furniture, to be found in cockney

country houses. Instead of a befitting har-

mony through the whole house, one sees

many minor comforts visibly sacrificed to
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produce a little extra show in the parlor

;

mock "fashionable" furniture, which, in-

stead of being really fine, has only the

look of finery, usurps in the principal room

the place of the becoming-, unpretend-

ing and modest fittings that belong there;

and one is constantly struck with the effort

which the cottage is continually making to

look like the town house, rather than to

wear its own more appropriate and be-

coming modesty of expression.*

The pith of all that should be said on

this subject, lies in a few words, viz., that

true taste lies in the union of the beautiful

and the significant. Hence, as a house in

the country is quite distinct in character

and uses, in many respects, from a house

in town, it should always be built and

furnished upon a widely different princi-

ple. It is far better, in a country house,

to have an abundance of space, as many
rooms as possible on a floor, the utmost

convenience of arrangement, and a tho-

rough realization of comfort throughout,

than a couple of very fine apartments,

loaded with showy furniture, " in the latest

style," at the expense of the useful and

convenient everywhere else.

And we may add to this, that the supe-

rior charm of significance or appropriate-

ness is felt instantly by every one, when it

is attained,—though display only imposes

on vulgar minds. We have seen a cottage

where the finest furniture was of oak in sim-

ple forms, where everything like displaywas

unknown, where everything costly was es-

chewed, but where you felt, at a glance,

that there was a prevailing taste and fit-

ness, that gave a meaning to all, and

brought all into harmony ; the furniture

* We are glad to see evidences of a better taste, in the
neat and pretty ''cottage furniture," which is now made
and sold by Heaessey, of Boston, and various other dealers
in New-York and Philadelphia. One can, by their aid, now
furnish a cottage without being obliged to buy chairs and
ables suitable only for a town house or villa.

with the house, the house with the grounds,

and all with the life of its inmates. This

cottage, we need scarcely say, struck all

who entered it with a pleasure more real

and enduring than that of any costly man-

sion in the land. The pleasure arose from

the feeling that all was significant ; that

the cottage, its arrangement, its furniture,

and its surroundings, were all in keeping

with the country, with each other and with

their uses ; and that no cockneyisms, no

imitations of city splendor, had violated

the simplicity and modesty of the coun-

try.

There must with us be progress in all

things; and an American cannot but be

proud of the progress of taste in this coun-

try. But as a great portion of the improve-

ments, newly made in the country, are

made by citizens, and not unfrequently by

citizens whose time has been so closely

occupied with business, that they have had

no opportunity to cultivate a taste for rural

matters, it is not surprising that we should

continually see transplanted, as unexcep-

tionable things, the ideas in houses, fur-

niture, and even in gardens, which have

been familiar to them in cities.

As, however, it is an indisputable axiom,

that there are laws of taste which belong

to the country and country life, quite dis-

tinct from those which belong to town, the

citizen always runs into cockneyisms when

he neglects these laws. And what we

would gladly insist upon, therefore, is that

it is only what is appropriate and signifi-

cant in the country, (or what is equally so

in town and country.) that can be adopted,

without insulting the natural grace and

freedom of umbrageous trees and green

lawns.

He who comes from a city, and wishes

to build himself a country seat, would do

well to forget all that he considers the
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standard of excellence in houses and furni-

ture in town, (and which are, perhaps, re-

ally excellent there,) and make a pilgrim-

age of inspection to the best country hou-

ses, villas and cottages, with their grounds,

before he lays a stone in his foundation

walls, or marks a curve of his walks. If

he does this, he will be certain to open his

eyes to the fact, that, though there are good

models in town, for town life, there are

far better model's in the country, for coun-

try life.

ON ROOT-GRAFTING AND GRAFTING GENERALLY.

BV H. E. HOOKER,

Mr. Dowtning—As there seems to be some

difference of opinion, among your corres-

pondents, in regard to the propriety of root-

grafting fruit trees, especially apples, and

as the current of opinion, so far expressed,

has been in favor of budded, or seedling

(that is, not worked) trees, a few words in

extenuation of the practice will, I think, be

appropriate from one who is engaged in

this business, which seems so obnoxious to

some.

One of the first questions which meets

us, is, whether any tree or plant, except a

seedling, is admissible in the orchard, gar-

den or fruit yard ?

Now it seems to me that no sensible

man will deny that one of the greatest

benefits which are derived from the gar-

dener's skill, is through multiplying indi-

vidual plants, as varieties of the same class

or species, by means of layers, cuttings,

eyes, sprouts, and grafts or buds.

The practice of all except the most pri-

mitive cultivators, shows that this is unde-

niable ; for no man objects to a plant or

tree, of a kind which he wishes to obtain,

because it is not raised from seed ; and he

has good reason, when he sees it perfect

in all its parts, to expect it to be as long

lived, and as useful, as the original parent

which was derived from seed. No method

of propagation can be injurious to the

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

health or longevity of a tree, which pro-

duces the plant perfect in all its parts,—

a

fact which is abundantly proved by time

and trial, as in the case of grapes, currants,

willows, poplars, &c. &c. This fact also

shows, that in regard to many plants and
trees, there is no particular spot in the tree

where vitality is stored up, unless it be in

the bud itself. This is still further evi-

dent, in cases where we see fine perfect

plants raised from bits of roots, as in rasp-

berries ; and even apple and pear trees

may be produced in the same way.

The next question is as to the propriety

of transferring one variety of a species to

another stock of the same species, but of a

different variety. This opens a wide field,

and one which Iconfess I am quite unable

to compass, and where abundant room

remains for interesting experiment and

investigation ; but enough has been done

to prove that varieties may be grafted or

budded upon other varieties of the same or

even a different species, without serious in-

jury. Still, during these experiments, dif-

ferences do appear, as every cultivator has

observed ; and even in the use of stocks of

the same species, we find some individu-

als are improved, a greater number are in-

jured, but in most cases the difference is

scarcely perceptible between the grafted

or budded tree and the original plant. It
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is plain, however, that a stock which most

nearly approaches the kind intended to be

worked, in constitutional vigor and other

characteristics, offers the best promise of

ultimate success.

The only question, then, is what is the

most proper mode of propagation?— and

this I believe to vary with the subjects of

the operation. In propagating the cherry,

for instance, the customary way with good

nurserymen, is to procure pits from thrifty

Mazzard trees. These produce seedlings

so uniform in their growth, and so well

adapted to the best cultivated sorts, that

very little difference will appear in trees or

fruit, when budded as they commonly are,

a few inches above the ground ; but even

these, I have raised equally fine by graft-

ing in the root. Apples, however, are com-

monly raised from seed obtained at the

cider presses. The fruit used there is gene-

rally small and crabbed. The stocks pro-

duced, consequently partake of the same

nature ; and when worked with some of

the best free growing sorts, the stock and

scion are evidently somewhat dissimilar in

character, and not as likely to produce

good trees and fine fruit, as if they were

both alike in habit of growth and structure.

In root-grafting, this difficulty is obviated
;

and therefore it must be the best method

of propagation, if it has no other serious

objections ; and I know of none, where the

operation is well performed.

My experience is, that seedling stocks

of two, or at most three years' growth in

the seed bed, should be used ; they will be

then from one-fourth to one-half an inch in

diameter, and have from eight to twelve

inches of good straight firm roots. This

latter only should be used. It will make

two good cuts, say four inches long. These

pieces of root whip-grafted, (and the joint

covered with wax or waxed cloth,) with

scions of the same length, making eight

inches, will penetrate the full depth of any

ordinary soil, when only half an inch of

the scion is left above the surface. Let

these be put out upon good ground, not

previously cropped with trees, at the pro-

per time in the spring; and in three or

four years, with good cultivation, they will

have become fit for setting in orchards,

and, upon examination, will be found al-

most without exception to have thrown out

roots from the scion,— thus forming a tree

upon its own roots ; in other words, as per-

fect a tree as the original parent.

If we examine old trees, we find that the

strongest roots are those which spring from

the trunk, near the surface of the earth

;

these having a more horizontal direction,

and continuing to find nourishment as they

progress in the surface earth. Of course,

then, the little that remains of a different,

and perhaps dissimilar stock, in a root-

grafted tree, exerts but a comparatively

small influence upon its growth or fruit.

These views are corroborated by the tes-

timony which orchards themselves bear,

on every side of me. Are the apple trees

less luxuriant and fruitful ? Or is the

fruit less beautiful, and highly flavored ?

Or do the trees give stronger evidence of

premature decay in western New-York than

in other sections of our country ? I think

not. The fruit speaks for itself in the

market ; and he who doubts the health of

our orchards, may come and see for him-

self. Yet nearly all our fine trees have

been root-grafted, and the practice still

continues with the decided approval of al-

most all cultivators of fruit.

I have conversed with farmers who had

portions of their orchard set with root-graft-

ed, and other parts with natural fruit, or

seedling trees, and have examined the

trees, and found the difference in favor of
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the root-grafted trees. They were as long

lived, as healthy, as fruitful, and almost

without exception larger, than the natural

fruit trees of the same age.

There may be some slight objections to

this method of cultivating trees, but they

are not those which have been urged by

your correspondents ; and even these ap-

ply mainly to the abuse of the system.

And until more satisfactory arguments than

have yet been published, or than I am ac-

quainted with, are produced, I must ap-

prove the judicious use of root-grafting.

Yours truly, H. E. Hooker.
Com. Nursery, Rochester, N. Y'., Aug. 7, 1849.

Remarks.—Many intelligent persons

puzzle themselves and others by not rightly

understanding the difference between theo-

ry and practice ; and many such persons

are the correspondents to whom Mr. Hook-

er alludes.

Theoretically, a man is never perfect

;

i. e., in sound and healthy physical condi-

tion, except in a savage state, where hunt-

ing and fishing, and the full use of his

bodily powers makes him nearly so, as an

animal ; and, theoretically, a tree is never

perfect except when it is raised from seed,

on the spot where it is finally to grow, be-

cause every mutilation of root or branch

somewhat shortens its life.

Practically, however, man is immensely

improved, intellectually and morally, by

passing out of the savage into the civilized

state ; and plants r.re no less improved by

a like progress, brought about by cultiva-

tion. It is perfectly certain that both men
and plants lose something of the original

force of their vital powers by civilization

and cultivation ; but it is also perfectly

certain that no sensible man will prefer to

return to the savage state, any more than

he would prefer the indulgence of his ani-

mal passions to his highest intellectual and

moral enjoyments.

The same parallel holds good in the

vegetable kingdom, viewed in a horticul-

tural point of view. There is no question

whatever that the most perfect wild trees,

as well as the most perfect ivild men, are

produced directly from nature ; but as we
are almost as certain that we cannot pro-

duce the finest cultivated fruits from seed,

as we are that we cannot look for the

finest intellectual and moral natures amonor

savage tribes, both civilization and cul-

tivation are absolutely and equally neces-

sary.

It is useless therefore to say, either that

we shall not have schools, or that we shall

not have grafting. The only point worth

caring for, is that both means of improve-

ment are rendered as perfect as possible

;

for the end of both is not merelv, as many
teachers and cultivators seem to suppose,

to obtain good fruits, but to obtain them

from a healthy organization.

Instead, therefore, of wasting time in

talking about abandoning all kinds of

grafting, and raising all fruit trees from

seed,—which is, indeed, the merest moon-

shine,—it is the part of wisdom for all good

cultivators to set about ascertaining what

are the best modes of grafting and bud-

ding, what the best stocks, and what the

most favorable conditions for maintaining

the vital powers of the trees thus propa-

gated.

Four-fifths of all the imprecations that

have been bestowed upon grafting and bud-

ding, should have more properly been

heaped upon those who practice these most

beautiful and useful arts badly, by using

diseased stocks, and taking grafts from

stunted and decaying trees ; or from branch-

es of those trees, the vital powers of which

had been enfeebled and worn out by over-
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bearing. Until nurserymen will fully un-

derstand, that all grafts from any tree are

not alike good, and, above all, that grafts

from diseased trees are worse than worth-

less, it is plain enough that almost as much

evil as good will result from grafting ; but

our nurserymen are, we trust, fast throw-

ing aside all such ignorance, both of their

business and their interest, and better cul-

tivation must necessarily result from belter

information.

The best proof of this progress is the re-

ceipt of such articles as Mr. Hooker's

Root-grafting, (which, as we know, is prac-

ticed to an immense extent every year in

the nurseries of western New- York, where

a single nurseryman works more than 100,-

000 apple trees alone in a season, in this

way,) is, as he rightly esteems it, one of

the most perfect modes of effecting a union

between the scion and the stock yet in-

vented. Ed.

HORTICULTURAL SUGGESTIONS AND MEMORANDA.

BY PROFESSOR TURNER, ILLINOIS COLLEGE.

A. J. Downing, Esq.—Dear Sir: After

quite too long a delay, I proceed to redeem

my promise to report progress for the sea-

son. My excuse for this delay may be

found in a few words,—late spring, deep

mud, wet weather, sick hands, and last,

though not least, the twin brothers— Cali-

fornia and cholera; the one a madness of

:the brain, the other of the bowels ; and

both epidemic, if not contagious. But to

drop excuses and proceed to business ; and

.first

:

Cherries.—I well knew that peeling a

ring around a cherry tree endangered its

life, as our respected Massachusetts friend

suggests, in your last number. On the

very tree to which I alluded in my last

article, in the course of my experiments I

peeled a ring of bark off from a limb, about

one inch and one-half through, for about

one and one-half inches in length. I left

this limb standing in this condition through

the winter, and in spring it was perfectly

dead, while all the other limbs which were

wholly peeled are still alive and in fine con-

dition. In a word, I have never y^t known

a tree wholly peeled, in this climate, to be

injured, though I have known it to produce

injury, in most cases when only partially

done, from what I suppose to be a conges-

tion of the sap about the part which is

peeled,—producing too great an exposure

at the point, both to fermentation from

heat, and congelation or frost from cold.

I have never, however, tried our friend

Newton's mode of slitting; but while I

fear it would not be found sufficiently ef-

fective in our soil and climate, I think the

suggestion eminently timely and judicious

for the more northern latitudes.

Pears.—The disease of the leaf of my
pear trees, to which I alluded last season,

still continues its ravages. I have noted it

more carefully this year than ever before.

It begins to appear in the spring, even

before the leaf opens. The folded leaf-

lets, as soon as they first begin to peep

into sight, are all covered with red carbun-

cles. As the leaf expands, these grow

larger, and first change from their scarlet

colour to pale yellow, skirted with a dingy

pale green, and confined mostly to the

central parts of the leaf. These blotches

continued to manifest more and more of
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the appearance of disease, until at last they

turn perfectly dead and black, and fall out,

leaving the rest of the leaf torn and jag-

ged, but still apparently in tolerable health;

though the whole foliage of the tree is not

of so deep and pure a green as when no

disease is present. The trees diseased last

year are still more so. this year, which

leads me to fear for the results more than

ever.

I have on my grounds, say some eight or

ten hundred pear trees, old and young, and

I cannot find a single tree not affected

more or less, whether old or young. Those

just beginning to fruit, appear the worst

;

Avhile the seedlings of last season,—scions

brought hundreds of miles, and even the

sprouts that formed their buds in the bark,

and came out below the scions after these

were set,-—all show the disease alike; the

last perhaps more plainly than any of the

branches from buds formed last fall.

I have noticed the beginning of the dis-

ease on some trees in other orchards this

season, but think I am less likely to find it

in all cases where the trees stand in a

hard Hue grass sod, which has not been

touched for years, than in any other place.

My own I shall in part put in that position,

on trial, next season, since all other reme-

dies which I have tried have done no good.

For example, I have applied sulphate of

iron to top and root, sulphur, iron-rust,

scoria?, bones, lime, ashes, dead carcasses,

&c. &c, but to no affect. Plaster of Paris

I have not been able to obtain. I have

also tried both shade and sun, trimming

and not trimming, seedling roots and no

seedling roots ; and if this is the disease

which your correspondents term the blight,

I confess I know nothing about it. It is

different from that disease which I have

understood to be called the blight, whether

of insect, sun, or frost ; and until it ap-

peared, I supposed I had practically tri-

umphed over those other forms of blight

which evidently affect the sap or bark, or

both, and soon kill the tree.

But with this, all my former theories,

remedies, means and appliances are wholly

at fault. But from the facts stated above,

I must think it a constitutional disease, if

not contagious, independent of insects, or

heat, or cold, or even of formed buds ; but

affecting in the same way buds formed in

summer and those brought hundreds of

miles, and grafted on the stock; and still,

if it continues to progress, it must inevita-

bly destroy every tree I have, unless a tree

can live without leaves. Cannot some of

your wiser men in the east, help us out of

this dilemma?

Bark-binding.—I ought to have said, in

connection with my remarks on cherry

trees, that I have a box elder [Ash-leaved

maple] tree in my yard, six inches through,

against which a post was set, to prevent

driving the carriage so as to strike it. As

the tree grew and the post leaned, they

came in contact at the top of the post, for

about four inches, so as to impede the flow

of the sap downwards, which was not ob-

served until the sap above the place of

contact stagnated, and either fermented in

the sun or froze, or both, and, as a conse-

quence, the bark died and came off from

the tree above the lesion, for a space four

inches wide, and running up the tree the

whole length of the trunk—six feet,—exhi-

biting in the spring the same appearance

as the cherry tree often does when the

bark bursts, and as the pear tree does, in

case of that disease I have supposed to be

sun-blight. This was on the west side of

the tree. Now here is one of our hardiest

forest trees, taken from the grove not 50

rods from where it now stands, ruined by

two causes,—stopping the circulation be-
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low, and exposing the trunk meantime to

the hot sun, unprotected by shade; for if

the trunk had been shaded, I must think

the tree would not have been materially

injured by the interruption of the circula-

tion for so short a space below. The sa:;;c

principle applies in the partial peeling of

hide-bound cherry trees, mentioned by Mr.

Newton, in your last.

Gooseberries.—I have tried the plan of

spading, manuring and applying salted

straw or hay to my English gooseberries,

which was suggested in the Horticulturist.

Year before last I tried it for the first time.

I had a fine crop that season, though never

any before. The next year 1 omitted it ; I

had no gooseberries. This year I tried it

again, and have had a fine crop.

Quinces.—I salted my quince bushes,

and manured them, this year, as you re-

commended. I have, for the first time, the

pleasure of seeing fine fruit on them.

Apricots.—I threw an awning of coarse

sheeting over my apricots early in spring

before the buds started, and put straw

about the roots, and saved my bloom from

early frosts, and, of course, my fruit, for

the first time. The awning was kept on

until the fruit was fairly set, and frosts all

over.

Grapes.—Oh, Father Bacchus, what

shall I say of the poor grapes ? They look

dryer than Semele did after Jupiter ap-

peared to her in his glory; and it would

take more than one Aunt Ino to nurse

them into life again. Well, the rot, the

rot ; and. then, there is two kinds of it,—

the broion wet rot, and the dry black rot.

Both come on most freely after sudden al-

ternations of showers and hot suns ; and

both appear often on the same vine, and

at the same time. The lowest branches

usually rot first—the higher last, except

that a side branch will sometimes escape,

where the main stem is thrown far above,

so as to take most of the sap from it.

The brown rot begins with a small

whitish spot on the skin of the grape,

which frequently exudes a particle of sap

from its centre, and immediately progresses

toward the stone, so as to involve and de-

stroy the whole pulp in a short time.

The black rot begins with a black or

dark spot on the skin, often bordered with

a circle of reddish brown, and is quite dry

in its appearance, and seems for a long

time to be confined to the skin of the

grape,—stopping its growth, and slowly ex-

tending over the surface, without impli-

cating, at first, either the flesh or the

stone. This former disease resembles a

rapid multiplication of the tissues of the

human subject; the latter is like a fatal

erysipelas ; but both are equally incurable

and deadly. Are they from the same cause ?

Both of these forms of rot attack our best

native grapes; but the Isabella more than

the Catawba in this region. The young

vines, say until four or five years old, gene-

rally escape unharmed. But after that age,

the rot generally grows worse and worse

on all sorts of common prairie soil, until

the vine becomes useless three years out

of four ; that is, in all seasons except those

which are remarkably cool and dry at the

time the fruit is hardening its seeds. For

I have never known a single year in which

the vine here, even under the most careless

management, did not set with an abundant

crop of fruit. But after it is half or two-

thirds grown, or when the shell of the

stone or seed begins to concrete, then

comes the fatal rot, in one form or both

;

and if the weather is warm and wet, the

bright and cheering hopes of the season

are all blasted in a single week.

In one case, this season, I found a very

small white maggot, wholly enclosed in
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the inside of the shell of the stone, and

beginning to feed evidently on the meat of

the stone. This maggot was probably put

into the grape while near the bloom, as

the pea bug is put into the pea. It was in

a grape affected with the brown or stone

ret. But on further examination I found

no more, and supposed this a solitary case,

and not the cause of the rot ; though I must

confess it has aroused my suspicions, and

I mention it to induce thorough microscopic

examination.

That the rot is not occasioned by the

puncture of any insect at the time it oc-

curs, may be proved in this way: Puncture

any number of grapes with a pin, or slit

them with a knife, and it will not harm

them. Indeed, those I punctured, in my
experiments this year, escaped the rot until

all the others on the same branch, and

even on the same bunch, had perished.

Such in general is the disease.

As to remedies, I have applied ashes,

sulphur, lime, iron, bone-dust, sulphate of

iron, oxide of iron, manure of all sorts, &c.

&c, with various modes of training and

pruning, to no effect.

Paving the ground with brick 18 inches

below the surface, and filling in plentifully

with brickbats, limestone, old bones, old

shoes, chip manure, &c, is undoubtedly

the best remedy that has yet been found
;

but it is quite expensive. Paving the sur-

face, or coping it with boards, to shut off

the superabundant rain has been recom-

mended, but is not a specific. Suffering

the vines to run at large in high trees is

not always effectual, if ever, when the vine

becomes old. Two facts have have been

reported to me during the past season wor-

thy of record, or at least of notice.

One gentleman in Bond county, Illinois,

allows his grape-vines to grow at random, in

a stiff" blue grass sod, on dry ground, and af-

firms that his grapes never rot, while all

his neighbor's do rot, and still he has, he

says, fine crops.

Another gentleman, in the heart of the

city of St. Louis, has old Catawba and Isa-

bella vines, trained on an arbor frame 16

feet high. He gives them a severe spring

pruning, but no summer pruning, and ga-

thers bushels every year without fail, while

his neighbors, on a similar clay soil, a lit-

tle out of the city, find that theirs all rot

annually. I have thought that the im-

mense amount of coal burned in the city,

might affect his grapes. Do grapes rot in

Pittsburgh, or anywhere near it? Does

any one know ? For if so, no smoke this

side of the bottomless pit will save them.

However, I will try the high training,

the coal smoke, and the blue grass sod,

and the gypsum, too, if any gentleman

will send me a barrel—(for the west ab-

hors imported manure worse than nature

does a vacuum,) each under distinct vines,

next year, and report accordingly.

The philosophy of the blue grass sod, if

true, is this: Absorption of wet and ex-

clusion of heat, while the rich soil here

still gives food enough to the vine. But I

cannot believe in this treatment, though it

has doubtless succeeded in the single case

alluded to ; and still, pears do far better in

such a sward, in our soil, than anywhere

else, beyond all doubt.

I have thus indicated all which I thought

would tend to set your intelligent readers

to thinking, experimenting, and writing on

the subject,—hoping that something may

come to the relief of the prairies ; for it is

now quite certain, I think, that neither the

Ohio vine culture, with all its beauty and

science, nor indeed any other known cul-

ture, can be of any practical use to us, sim-

ply on account of this fatal rot, while all

else does admirably, even without care or
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culture. And if this rot could be stopped

or cured, we could grow grapes spontane-

ously, to any considerable extent ; and I

fancy I see your readers look very queer,

in view of this said "if,"—"If the sky

falls," &c. But "try again," should be

the motto of the pomologist.

Books, Seeds, Cuttings, &c.— Your

package of books, seeds and cuttings, I

considered invaluable in the west, though

they were so long delayed by the state

of the spring transportation that the latter

all perished, though sent through by ex-

press.

The Bassano beets are splendid—so ear-

ly and so sweet. Why, the good house-

wife can sow the seed when she feeds the

chickens in the morning, and have fine

greens and beets for dinner, if not the same

dav, at least in a very few days after.

The Prince Albert peas were ripe in five

weeks from planting.

The English Prize cucumbers in our soil

are long enough for fishpoles, fine growers,

and of good flavor.

The Ispahan melon grew finely; but

unfortunately, all the vines were destroyed

by the maggot but one, and that was so

injured that I fear I shall not save the

seed.

The Cedars of Lebanon came up, and

still grow, but I fear the climate will not

suit them.

None of the Arbor Vita seed came, and

few of the Junipers, as yet.

I planted all my vine seeds in a frame,

as recommended in the Horticulturist, on

blue grass sod, covered with cotton cloth,

without oiling the latter; and I think it

saved me one-half of my usual labor, with-

out the loss of a single vine from bugs

through the season. This fact alone is

worth more to me and my neighbors than

the Horticulturist will cost for years.

My watermelons, planted where toma-

toes had grown two seasons before, are of

twice the size and vigor of growth of those

planted in the same way, at the same

time, and on the same soil, side by side.

Is this a general result ? I have just eaten

specimens of pears, now fully ripe, (July

20j presented me by Elihu Wolcott,

Esq., and described by him last year in

the Prairie Farmer. The season is two

or three weeks later than common ; but

they are now, indeed, a fine ripe pear,

of good flavor for the season. More anon.

Respectfully yours, J. B. Turner.
Illinois College, July 31, 1849.

[Thanks, for the above interesting sug-

gestions ; we trust they will call out still

more light on the very interesting topics

touched upon.

The rot in Catawba and Isabella grapes,

is very little known at the east ; and in-

deed, until last season, never appeared to

any serious extent. This year, we believe,

there is much less of it than last season.

We hope careful investigation will lead

to some accurate knowledge of the nature

of the disease. From some experiments of

our own, we are inclined to believe that

covering the surface of the soil over the

roots with two or three inches of straw or

litter, to preserve the ground in an uniform

condition of moisture and heat, and never

pruning the vines at all in summer, (de-

pending solely on severe autumn or winter

pruning,) will greatly lessen, and, perhaps,

entirely remove this disease. Ed.]



pj<r. 73._A Portion of Mr. ResorT'S Vinery.

DESCRIPTION OF AN IRON ROOFED VINERY.

BY WM. RESORR, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Dear Sir—I enclose to you a rough sketch

of a vinery which I had huilt last year,

Fig. 73.

Beino- in the foundry business, I con-

cluded to make the rafters of iron; and

experiencing the difficulty of finding any

plan or hint to work from, I concluded to

send you a description, so that others, in-

clined to build a first rate house, would not

commence wholly in the dark.

The length of this vinery is 89 feet;

height of back wall, 13 feet; height of

front, 4 feet 8 inches.

The roof is curvilinear, and the rafters

17 feet long,—curving one foot. On the

back wall (brick) a plate, 4 to 6 inches

thick, and wide enough, and bevelled out,

so as to turn the water off; the gutter stick

in front answering for the plate, and also

having the upright pieces framed into it, so

that the sashes are hung on the under

side. The form of the rafters is shown in

Fio\ 74. In Fio-. 75, is shown a transverse

Fig. 74.—Form of Iron Rafter.

section of the rafter of the exact size—two

inches deep. In this figure, A is the top

of the rafter, B the gutter or groove for the
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Fig. 75.— Cross Section of Rafter.

glass—one-half an inch wide, and C the

ledge the glass rests on, which is a little

wider, so that when the rafters are in their

place, the glass can be dropped in from

above, and will not drop through. There

are small stops cast on the rafter inside

the gutter, (Fig. 76, a,) for the glass to

lodge against, and so placed that the glass

must lap a certain distance, as the stops

are put on for every light of glass,—and

Fig. 76.—Portion of the Rafter Glazed.

saving the time and trouble of using tin

hooks, as well as the appearance.

I also had my last rafters thickened at

the places where the connecting rod goes

through, by putting on the pattern a small

piece around the hole ; so that by counter-

sinking the pattern, every hole in the raf-

ters will be on a line when drilled for the

rod. The pins at each end of the rafters

marked C, (Fig. 74,) are to be perpendicu-

lar when the rafter is at the proper angle,

and are 1^ inches long, and | of an inch

in diameter. When the plates are in their

places, and fastened, you begin at one end,

and with a pair of compasses you mark the

proper width for the glass, and bore a hole,

that the pins will fit, and drop the rafters

in their place. After they are all put up,

(being previously drilled at the shop, both

for the rods to support them, and for the

wires to support the vines,) I run a rod, a

quarter of an inch in diameter, say 20 or

30 feet, through the holes, and also through

the inside barge board, and screw a nut on

the end. I put three rods (1, 2, 3, Fig.

74,) in the 14 feet rafter. I then took small

pieces of wood half an inch square, and

long enough to keep the rafters wide

enough apart, and put one in each space,

and under each rod the entire length,

—

having a nut one inch thick at the other

end of the rod, (if your house is longer

than the length mentioned 20 or 30 feet.)

The object is to continue the rod in a

straight line through ; as when the pieces

of wood are all in, you place the long nut

far enough on the rod to admit the next

length to screw into it, and then screw up

the nut between the barge boards until

everything is in its place, when it is ready

for the glass. The better way of painting,

is to prime the rafters before they are put

up, and second coat before glazing. You
leave the small sticks in their place until

the putty is dry, and then take them out

and finish painting. Instead of sliding

sashes on top, I have near the top, in the

back wall, a window 3^ feet long by 2 feet

high, every 4 feet, and closed with a tight

shut, and hung at the bottom ; so that

having a cord fastened in the center of the

shut, near the top, and drawn through a

pulley, fastened below, leaving slack cord

enough to open the window the desired

width. You push them open with a stick

from the inside. I have also, (as you will

see by the sketch,) windows on top ; but

the others are all sufficient. To support

the vines, you prepare three or /our rafters
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together, say at 4 feet apart, (the distance

of the vines apart,) by drilling near the

lower edge, and equi-distant between each

rod, holes one-eighth of an inch, (marked

V, on Fig. 74,) to pass the wires through;

and when everything is ready, you get a

piece of iron or " stirrup," I call it, that will

hang between the two outside rafters, and

as low down as required, with a hole in

each end
;
you run a small rod through

each rafter, and through the stirrup, and

turn down the ends of the rod— it is secure.

At the lower side are holes in the stirrup,

under each rafter, so that you fasten the

wire in the front of the house, and run it

through each stirrup to the top. The whole

is cheap and simple, and answers the pur-

pose well. My new rafters weigh 24 lbs.

to 14 feet in length. My old ones, in the

vinery, 44 lbs. to 17 feet.

Those wishing to build a good substan-

tial house can do it, and make the roof of

iron, as cheaply as of wood; the other

parts costing the same.

It is handsome in appearance, and lighter

for everything inside. I have used in the

vinery 7 by 9 double strength glass, and

have sent to England for the new [sheet]

glass, mentioned in the Gardeners' Chroni-

cle, for my green-house.

You will see by the drawing that I have

planted my vines under arches in the front

wall. The opening extends two feet un-

der ground, and the roots are intended to

run in the border outside, but also extend

inside if inclined.

I have, at present, a peach trellis run-

ning through the centre of the house, simi-

lar to those at Mr. Cushing's, near Boston
;

and vines and a few trees on the back

wall, in order to try how they will succeed.

So far, they promise very well. Vine-

growers here, who are experienced culti-

vators, say they could not do better. And
besides my trees, I shall probably have,

this season, 100 bunches of grapes to be-

gin with.

I forgot to mention, that in casting the

rafters there will be a little difference in the

length ; but it can be relieved at the upper

end, in the wood, so as to make them ex-

actly uniform on the top. If any gentle-

man wishes any additional directions, I

shall be happy to give them ; and if they

wish it, I can send a small piece of the

rafter, so that they can understand it bet-

ter than by my description.

If a span roof is desired, a double ridge

pole is all that is necessary, with a space

wide enough for ventilation, similar to our

upper steamboat cabins, and I believe, also,

the conservatory at Kew.

I do not know whether you or any one

else can understand what I have written

;

but it is the best I can do.

I have in the vinery 36 vines, 2 plums,

4 peaches, 2 figs, 1 apricot, and 1 necta-

rine.

I also enclose a sketch of green-house,

—

showing the position it occupies near the

house, and opening on the verandah. Should

you wish the plan of its construction, I will

send it ; as it is different from the vinery,

in having sliding sashes behind, on top,

made of wood. I will remark, that I shall

heat with a "Culver's patent hot-air fur-

nace," arranged in the " Polmaise" man-

ner ; having tried one effectually last win-

ter. It is cheaper than water pipes, less

trouble to put up, takes less fuel, and in

damp weather you can put in as much or

little, with the register, as you want. Yours

respectfully, Wm. Resokr.

Cincinnati, Ji.ly 12, 1S49.



A WORD OR TWO ABOUT RURAL CHURCHES.

(see frontispiece—dr. Muhlenberg's church, n. y.)

Our frontispiece, this month, is a view of

a very pleasing and tasteful church, de-

signed by Mr. Upjohn, and built in New-

York, by Dr. Muhlenberg's congregation.

We give this view, with the hope of

leading some of our readers, who have to

do with the building of churches in the

country, to reflect on the superior beauty

and fitness of simple forms of rural pointed

architecture, over all other modes for a

Christian church in the country.

The most conspicuous object in almost

all village landscapes is the church ; and

we regret to say that the deepest sigh,

drawn by the man of taste in the middle

and eastern states, is over the sad architec-

tural monstrosities built, in so many coun-

try villages, as houses of worship. Lean

and meagre wooden structures, filled with

windows, painted so white that all is glare

within and Avithout, and surmounted by a

tower or steeple that defies all rules and

precedents, both in proportion and decora-

tion, the only satisfaction one has in look-

ing at them is the feeling that, from the

frailness of their materials, they cannot

last many generations.

The Gothic or pointed style of architec-

ture is so associated with our religion, and,

in its aspiring lines, is so symbolic and

suggestive of its faith and hope, that its

appropriateness for church architecture is

largely felt and acknowledged.

What we especially commend to atten-

tion, in Dr. Muhlenberg's church, is the

modesty and simplicity of the structure. It

is the common error of uneducated build-

ers to suppose that no architecture is effec-

tive or agreeable unless it is elaborate and

highly ornamental. Hence, we frequently

see, in the country, a good deal of means

expended upon ornamental work, copied

from some large building, like Trinity

Church, where it is real and excellent, and

introduced in some part of a rural church

where it is flimsy, and wholly out of keep-

ing with all the rest of the building.

Those points which should be aimed at

in a country church are, mainly, that it

should have a truthful, church-like expres-

sion ; that it should never be mistaken for

any. other public building, without ; and

that it should always inspire devotional

feeling, within. Next to this, a rural

church, and more especially when placed

essentially in the country, should always

have a simple and modest character, in

keeping with the rural expression of the

quiet nature about it, rather than with the

highly artificial objects which surround the

church in the town or city.

An admirable and beautiful effect is al-

ways produced in churches in the style of

our frontispiece, by leaving the whole inte-

rior open to the roof, finishing the timber

work of the roof (which is either oak, or

stained to resemble it,) so as to become

characteristic and ornamental. The high

roof lines, all tending upwards, give the

interior of even a small church, constructed

in this way, a lofty, dim and solemn as-

pect, far more in keeping with devotional

feelings and purposes than the plastered

ceiling and white walls of most of our

country churches.

As regards expense, in all districts where

stone or brick is abundant, a rural church

may be erected in this simple pointed style
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more cheaply than in any other. Rough

or rubble stone wall, covered externally

with ivy, or the Virginia creeper, are far

more pleasing than the smoothest and rich-

est carpeting ; and a church built in this

real and solid manner will stand for ages,

and, with the lapse of time, grow constantly

dearer to all who enter it, while wooden

churches only grow old to grow more rick-

etty, and are too frail and temporary to in-

spire respect by their permanence, or vene-

ration by their antiquity.

THE HISTORY OF THE GROWTH OF A TREE.

BY PROFESSOR LINDLEY.

[We extract the following interesting phy-

siological description of the growth of a

tree, from the new edition of Lindley's In-

troduction to Botany,—a work of inestima-

ble value to the student in this department

of science. It will be difficult for such of

our readers as are interested in the nature

of vital action, and the laws of vegetable

growth, to obtain a more definite idea of

their general operation than by carefully

perusing this extract. Ed.]

I. If we place a seed (that of an apple,

for instance,) in earth at the temperature

of 32° Fahr., it will remain inactive till it

finally decays. But if it is placed in moist

earth some degrees above 32°, and screened

from the action of light, its integument

gradually imbibes moisture and swells ; the

tissue is softened, and acquires the capabi-

lity of stretching ; the water is decomposed,

and a part of its oxygen, combining with

the carbon of the seed, forms carbonic acid,

which is expelled ; nutritious food for the

young parts is prepared by the conversion

of starch into sugar ; and the vital action

of the embryo commences. It lengthens

downwards by the radicle, and upwards by
the cotyledons ; the former penetrating the

soil, the latter elevating themselves above
it, acquiring a green colour by the decom-
position of the carbonic aeid they absorb

from the earth and atmosphere, and un-

folding in the form of two opposite round-

ish leaves. This is the first stage of vege-

tation ; the young plant consists of little

more than cellular tissue; only an imper-

Vol, iv. 11

feet development of vascular and fibrous

tissue being discoverable, in the form of a
sort of cylinder, lying just in the centre.

The part within the cylinder, at its upper
end, is now the pith, without it the bark;

while the cylinder itself is the preparation

for the medullary sheath, and consists of

vertical tubes passing through and sepa-

rated by cellular tissue.

The young root is now lengthened at its

point, and absorbing from the earth its nu-

triment, which passes up to the summit of

the plant by the cellular substance, and is,

in part, impelled into the cotyledons, where
it is aerated and evaporated, but chiefly

urged upwards against the growing point or

plumule.

II. Forced onwards by the current of

sap, which is continually impelled upwards
from the root, the plumule next ascends in

the form of a little twig, at the same time

sending downwards, in the centre of the

radicle, the earliest portion of wood that is

deposited, and compelling the root to emit

little ramifications ; and simultaneously the

process of lignification is going on in all

the tissue, by the deposit of a peculiar se-

cretion in layers within the cells and tubes.

Previously to the elongation of the plu-

mule, its point has acquired the rudimenta-

ry state of a leaf: this latter continues to

develope as the plumule elongates, until,

when the first internode of the latter ceases

to lengthen, the leaf has actually arrived

at its complete formation. When fully

grown it repeats in a much more perfect

manner the functions previously performed

by the cotyledons: it aerates the sap that

it receives, and returns the superfluous por-
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tion of it downwards through the bark to

the root ; tubular tissue at the same time
appears between the medullary sheath and
the bark, thus forming the first ligneous

stratum, a part of which is incorporated

with the bark, the remainder forming wood.
During these operations, while the plu-

mule is ascending, its leaf forming and
acting, and the woody matter created by it

descending, the cellular tissue of the stem
is forming, and expanding horizontally, to

make room for the new matter forced into

it ; so that development is going on simul-
taneously both in a horizontal and perpen-
dicular direction. This process may not

inaptly be compared to that of weaving,
the warp being the perpendicular, and the

Aveft the horizontal, formation. In order to

enable the leaf to perform its functions of

aeration completely, it is traversed by veins

originating in the medullary sheath, and.

has delicate pores (stomates,) which com-
municate with a highly complex pneumatic
system extending to almost every part of

the plant.

Simultaneously with the appearance of

woody matter, the emission of young roots,

and their increase by addition to the cel-

lular substance of their points, take place.

They thus are made to bear something
like a definite proportion to the leaves they

have to support, and with which they must
of necessity be in direct communication.

After the production of its first leaf by
the plumule, others successively appear in

a spiral direction around the axis at its

growing point, all constructed alike, con-

nected with the stem or axis in the same
manner, and performing precisely the same
functions as have been just described. At
last the axis ceases to lengthen; the old

leaves gradually fall off'; the new leaves,

instead of expanding after their formation,

retain their rudimentary condition, harden,

and fold over one another, so as to be a

protection to the delicate point of growth

;

or, in other words, become the scales of a

bud. We have now a shoot with a woody
axis, and a distinct pith and bark ; and of

a more or less conical figure. At the axil

of every leaf a new growing point had been
generated during the growth of the axis

;

so that the shoot, when deprived of its

leaves, is covered from end to end with

little, symmetrically arranged, projecting

bodies, which are the buds.

The cause of the figure of the perfect

shoot being conical is, that, as the wood
originates in the base of the leaves, the

lower end of the shoot, which has the

greatest number of strata, because it has-

the greatest number of leaves above it, will

be the thickest ; and the upper end, which
has had the fewest leaves to distend it by
their deposit, will have the least diameter.

Thus, that part of the stem which has two
leaves above it will have wood formed by
two successive deposits ; that which has

nine leaves above it will have wood formed
by nine successive deposits ; and so on :

while the growing point, as it can have no
deposit of matter from above, will have no
wood, the extremity being merely covered

by the rudiments of leaves hereafter to be
developed.

If at this time a cross section be exa-

mined, it will be found that the interior is

no longer imperfectly divided into two por-

tions, namely, pith and skin, as it was
when first examined in the same way, but

that it has distinctly two internal, perfect

concentric lines, the outer indicating a

separation of the bark from the wood : and
the inner, a separation of the wood from

the pilh: the latter, too, which in the first

observation was fleshy, and saturated with

humidity, is become distinctly cellular, and
altogether or nearly dry.

III. "With the spring of the second year,

and the return of warm weather, vege'.a-

tion recommences.
The uppermost, and perhaps some other,

buds, which were formed the previous

year, gradually unfold, and pump up sap

from the stock remaining in store about

them ; the place of the sap so removed is

instantly supplied by that which is next it

;

an impulse is thus given to the fluids from

the summit to the roots ; fresh extension

and fresh fibrils are given to the roots

;

new sap is absorbed from the earth, and
sent upwards through the wood of last

year; and the phenomenon called the flow

of the sap is fully completed, to continue

with greater or less velocity till the return

of winter. The growing point lengthens

upwards, forming leaves and buds in the

same way as the parent shoot ; a horizontal
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increase of the whole of the cellular sys-

tem of the stem takes place, and each bud

sends down or^anisable matter within the

bark and above the wood of the <dioot from

which it sprang : thus forming on the one

hand a new layer of wood, and on the other

a fresh deposit of liber.

In order to facilitate this last operation,

the old bark and wood are separated in the

spring by the exudation from both of them
of the glutinous slimy substance called

cambium ; wrhich appears to be expressly

intended, in the first instance, to facilitate

the development of the subcortical tubular

tissue ; and, in the second place, to assist

in generating the cellular tissue by which
the horizontal dilatation of the axis is

caused, and which maintains a communi-
cation between the bark and the centre of

the stem. This communication has, by the

second year, become sufficiently developed

to be readily discovered, and is effected by
the medullary rays spoken of in the last

book. It will be remembered that there

was a time when that which is now bark

constituted a homogeneous body with the

pith ; and that it was after the leaves be-

gan to come into action that the separation

which now exists between the bark and
pith took place. At the time when the lat-

ter were indissolubly united they both con-

sisted of cellular tissue, with a few spiral

vessels upon the line indicative of future

separation. When a deposit of wood was
formed from above between them the}- were
not wholly divided the one from the other,

but the deposit was effected in such a way
as to leave a communication by means of

cellular tissue between the bark and the

pith ; and, as this formation, or medullary

ray, is at all times coetaneous with that of

the wood, the communication so effected

between the pith and bark is quite as per-

fect at the end of any number of years as

it was at the beginning of the first; and so

it continues to the end of the growth of the

plant.

The sap which is drawn from the earth

into circulation by the unfolding leaves is

exposed, as in the previous year, to the ef-

fect of air and light ; is then returned

through the petiole to the stem, and sent

downwards through the bark, to be from il

either conveyed to the root, or diatri!

horizontally by the medullary rays to the

centre of the stem.

At the end of the year the same pheno-

mena occur as took place the first season :

wood is gradually deposited by slower de-

grees, whence the last portion is denser
than the first, and gives rise to the appear-

ance called the annual zones: the new
shoot or shoots are prepared for winter, and
are again elongated cones, and the original

stem has acquired an increase in diameter

proportioned to the quantity of new shoots

which it produced, new shoots being to it

now, what young leaves were to it before.

IV. The third year all that took place

the year before is repeated ; more roots

appear ; sap is again absorbed by the un-

folding leaves; and its loss is made good

by new fluids introduced by the roots and
transmitted through the alburnum or wood
of the year before ; new wood and liber are

formed from matter sent downwards by the

buds ; cambium is exuded ; the horizontal

development of cellular tissue is repeated,

but more extensively; wood towards the

end of the year is formed more slowly, and
has a more compact character ; and ano-

ther ring appears indicative of this years'

increase.

In precisely the same manner as in the

second and third years of its existence will

the plant continue to vegetate, till the pe-

riod of its decay, each successive year

being a repetition of the phenomena of

that which preceded it.

V. After a certain number of years the

tree arrives at the age of puberty ; the pe-

riod at which this occurs is very uncertain,

depending in some measure upon adventi-

tious circumstances, but more upon the

idiosyncrasy, or peculiar constitution, of the

individual. About the time when this al-

teration of habit is induced, by the influ-

ence of which the sap or blood of the plant

is to be partially diverted from its former

courses into channels in which its force is

to be applied to the production of new indi-

viduals rather than to the extension of it-

self; about this time it will be remarked

that certain of the young branches do not

lengthen, as had been heretofore the wont
of others, but assume a short stunted ap-

H arance, probably not growing two inches

in the lime which had been previously suf-
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ficient to produce twenty inches of increase.

Of these little stunted branches, called

spurs, the terminal bud acquires a swollen

appearance, and at length, instead of

giving birth to a new shoot, produces from

its bosom a cluster of twigs in the form of

pedicels, each terminated by a bud, the

leaves of which are modified for the pur-

poses of reproduction, grow firmly to each
other, assume peculiar forms and colours,

and form a flower, which had been en-

wrapped and protected from injury during

the previous winter by several layers of

imperfect leaves, now brought forth as

bracts. Sap is impelled into the calyx

through the pedicel by gentle degrees, is

taken up by it, and exposed by the surface

of its tube and segments to air and light

;

but, having very imperfect means of return-

ing, all that cannot be consumed by the

calyx is forced onwards into the circulation

of the petals, stamens, and pistil. The
petals unfold themselves of a dazzling

white tinged with pink, and expose the

stamens ; at the same time the disc chan-

ges into a saccharine substance, which is

supposed to nourish the stamens and pistil,

and give them energy to perform their

functions.

At a fitting time, the stigmatic surface

of the pistil being ready to receive the pol-

len, the latter is cast upon it from the an-

thers, which have remained near for that

particular purpose. When the pollen touch-

es the stigma, the grains adhere by means
of its viscid surface, emitting a delicate

membranous tube, which pierces into the

stigmatic tissue, lengthens there, and con-

veys the matter contained in the pollen

towards the ovules, which the tube finally

enters by means of their foramina.

This has no sooner occurred than the

petals and stamens fade and fall away,
their ephemeral but important functions

being accomplished. The sap which is af-

terwards impelled through the peduncle

can only be disposed of to the calyx and
ovary, where it lodges : these two swell

and form a young fruit, which continues to

grow as long as any new matter of growth

is supplied from the parent plant. At this

time the surface of the fruit performs the

functions of leaves in exposing the juice to

light and air ; at a subsequent period it'

ceases to decompose carbonic acid, gains

oxygen, loses its green colour, assumes the

rich ruddy glow of maturity; and the pe-

duncle, no longer a passage for fluids,

dries up and becomes unequal to support-

ing the fruit, which at last falls to the

earth. Here, if not destroyed by animals,

it lies and decays : in the succeeding spring

its seeds are stimulated into life, strike

root in the mass of decayed matter which
surrounds them, and spring forth as new
plants to undergo all the vicissitudes of

their parent.

Such are the progressive phenomena in

the vegetation, not only of the apple, but of

all trees which are natives of northern

climates, and of a large part of the herbage
of the same countries, modified, of course,

by peculiarities of structure and constitu-

tion ; as in annual and herbaceous plants,

and in those the leaves of which are oppo-

site and not alternate : but all the more
essential circumstances of their growth are

the same as those of the apple tree.

If we reflect upon these phenomena, our

minds can scarcely fail to be deeply im-

pressed with admiration at the perfect sim-

plicity, and, at the same time, faultless skill,

with which all the machinery is contrived

upon which vegetable life depends. A few
forms of tissue, interwoven horizontally and
perpendicularly, constitute a stem ; the de-

velopment, by the first shoot that the seed

produces, of buds which grow upon the

same plan as the first shoot itself, and a
constant repetition of the same formation,

cause an increase in the length and breadth

of the plant ; an expansion of the bark into

a leaf, within which ramify veins proceed-

ing from the seat of nutritive matter in the

new shoot, with a provision of air-passages

in its substance, and of pores on its surface,

enables the crude fluid sent from the root

to be elaborated and digested until it be-

comes the peculiar secretion of the species ;

the contraction of a branch and its leaves

forms a flower ; the disintegration of the

internal tissue of a petal forms pollen ; the

folding inwards of a leaf is sufficient to

constitute a pistil ; and, finally, the gorging
of the pistil with fluid which it cannot part

with causes the production of a fruit.
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Fig. 77.— Plant of Torenia, in the collection of J. Dundas, Esq., Philadelphia.

CULTURE OF TORENIA A3IATICA.

BY R. SCOTT, PHILADELPHIA.

SiE'—Having introduced this plant to the

notice of your readers, in a previous num-

ber of the Horticulturist, it may be inte-

resting to some of them to give a few more

additional hints on its cultivation, and what

size it can be grown under good manage-

ment, as it is likely to become a univer-

sal favorite with all lovers of Flora, both

from its profuse, rich mottled, dark blue,

and violet flowers, and its rapidity of

growth.

The treatment which I shall notice more

particularly, is that practiced by Mr. Bis-

set, (gardener to J. Dundas, Esq.,) one of

the most successful, and best practical gar-

deners in this neighborhood. He procured

his plant last February, then about four

inches high, from Mr. Buist, nurseryman,

who introduced it into this country last fall.

About the beginning of March, from a

three inch pot, he turned it into a sieve,

about sixteen inches in diameter by five

deep, in soil one-half rich turfy loam, the

other equal portions of peat and leaf mould.

After fixing it in the sieve, he hung it up

in a hot-house,—keeping it moist by fre-

quent syringing, and topping at every se-

cond joint, to make it bushy.

About the end of April he removed it

into a Camellia-house, where it now re-

mains. It is trained horizontally,— the

side branches allowed to hang down all
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round. It now measures ten feet in diame-

ter, presenting in all its parts a perfect mass

of flowers and foliage,—being the finest

specimen I have ever witnessed of plant

cultivation.

The principal points to be attended to,

in growing it to perfection, are to give it

plenty of moisture by frequent syringing,

and to stop the young shoots till it has

acquired the desired form, when it may be

allowed to ramble at pleasure. It is also

excellently adapted for planting in vases,

or placing round a fountain, always select-

ing for it situations where it will be shaded

from the mid-day sun. We have planted

it out here, in the border, where it is fully

exposed ; but the leaves are turning brown,

and it looks altogether as if out of its lati-

tude, and showing distinctly that it needs

more shade and moisture. It is easily

struck from cuttings, rooting at every joint

like a Verbena. R. Scott.

SOMETHING ABOUT THE FRUIT CONVENTIONS,

BY AN OLD DIGGER.

I am, as you know, too much of an "old

digger," to attend political meetings, agri-

cultural fairs, or even fruit conventions. I

am not only a little stiff in my joints, but

it makes me nervous and irritable to see

mere spouters and stump-speechifyers hav-

ing most of the talk to themselves in such

places, while the honest, sensible men,

who have something to say, sit with their

mouths closed.

However, I am fond of fruit ; and as it

is plain that we are to be a great fruit

country, and that orchards, good apples,

pears and peaches, are to be every land-

holder's possession, who cares enough for

them to plant the trees, I look with a little

more interest than common on these fruit

conventions.

There is no doubt at all that a great

deal of good will grow out of annual meet-

ings of all the most experienced fruit-

growers in the country. There is a great

deal of knowledge among practical men,

which never gets into the books ; and

many a rough hand, who writes his own
name as if he were jumping a bog meadow,

has picked up certain bits of experience in

his life time that are worth, if you can get

it out of him by talking, a good many
more chapters than are to be found in

many current books on the same subject.

It is quite natural that when such men get

together they should set each other agoing,

if not by set speeches, at any rate by a

chat in the corner ; and I have no doubt

that as much good is done in this sort of

familiar intercourse among brother culti-

vators as in all others.

But when people go to a national or

general convention, they must not take

crab apples and choke pears in their pock-

ets. I mean, in plain English, that they

must not go crammed full of sectional feel-

ings and local jealousies. It is very pro-

per and very praiseworthy for me to be

fond of my own horses and dogs, my own

cornfields and meadows ; but it will not

do for me to imagine them better than any

body else's, and tell my neighbors so to

their faces. All sorts of social intercourse,

societies, associations and communities, are

based upon a spirit of compromise ; that

is, every man gives up something of his

own pride and selfishness, in order that
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the general good may be the gainer by

it.

I
M dig ° into this subject a little, because

I see the absence of this spirit of compro-

mise appears to have retarded a little the

onward march of the fruit-growing interest

in the convention. I say appears, for I

do'nt know that this is really the fact ; for

I am told that the conventions, both at

Buffalo and New-York, were both success-

ful and useful things ; but some of the

journals, and especially the agricultural

papers, have fussed and fumbled over the

meeting of these conventions, each giving

a local colouring to the matter, till they

have almost made it appear that harmony

is impossible, when, in. fact, there is not the

least cause for discord.

According to the papers, western fruit-

growers can't meet with eastern fruit-

growers, and eastern knowledge and expe-

rience is worth nothing in the west. Softly,

my friend. This may be all very well for

editors, who wish to rally local parties and

patronage round their own presses, but it

is a blight-wind to your interests, depend

upon it. Exactly what you want in con-

vention, is to bring all sorts of different

experiences together,— the Boston man,

who coaxes his half dozen Bartlelts in his

back yard with guano, till he makes prize

specimens, and the Ohio man, who gathers

his apples from orchards that cover half a

township, and thinks he is a scientific cul-

tivator. It is exactly by getting all these

growers together in convention, and com-

paring notes, and sifting opinions, that

you are to get at the real kernel of the

matter; for there is a kernel to every nut,

as well as a husk. Those who sit down

amicably and crack the nut are very likely

to get at the kernel. Those who wrangle

and quarrel are very likely to get only the

husk.

Local patriotism is a good thing. I might

call it the foundation stone of the national

edifice; for it do'nt need any argument to

prove that if a man do'nt love his own

family, neighborhood and state, he wont

love anything rightly. But an edifice is

not all foundation ; and unless the stones

at the bottom of the wall are contented

that there should also be stones at the top,

it is easy to see there can be no regular

house. I have been a little amused with

this bubbling up of local patriotism in va-

rious articles in your journal, intended to

be merely descriptive of the productions,

and the fertility of certain sections of our

common country. A writer in Vermont is

certain that no part of America can beat

the shores of Lake Champlain for apples
;

another, in Illinois, is equally sure there is

no part of the Union equal to his for the

same fruit. One pomologist, at Buffalo,

feels confident that, all things considered,

Buffalo is about the best soil and climate

in the Union for all kinds of fruit; while

you, in the valley of the Hudson, claim to

raise the best of everything, from Dennis-

ton's famous Albany plums to Pell's still

more famous Newtown Pippins.

Very little hurt will come out of this

pleasantry in the right place. It is only

chuckling'a little over the good things

Providence has sent us. But we must not

grow too serious about it, and declare that

we of the west can beat the east in or-

chards, and do'nt care to be dependant on

her; or we of the east have got all the

science, and can teach all the rest of the

nation. There is something to learn all

round ; and if we have learned all that is

to be learned at home, and in our own
heaven-blest neighborhood, state or coun-

ty, why then there is a great deal more to

be learned by watching sharply what cul-

tivation and cultivators have done all over
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the country. But this kind of learning

can only be got at by a little forbearance

and courtesy towards others, and not talk-

ing too large about our own breed of

cattle.

As some of the noisiest of this species of

tin-trumpet orators have probably gone off

to California since last season, I suppose it

will be found easy for our future fruit con-

ventions to unite in some plan of comforta-

ble, harmonious action for the future. I

am the more confident that this will be the

case, from the spirit of good will which I

see maintained in your journal,—taking

the ground that a genuine fraternity of in-

terests is the only means of bringing out

all the information in the country.

Certainly it is a pleasant thought, that

all the leading fruit-growers in the country

can meet and fraternise once a year,

—

bringing from all parts of the Union the

stores of their experience, and the fruits of

their culture, and raising up a pyramid of

knowledge for the general good. It is so

pleasant a thought that I will leave it for

your readers to revolve in their minds, and

see what good may come out of it.

Yours, &c, An Old Digger.

PAVING A NON-PREVENTIVE.

BY H. W. S. CLEVELAND, BURLINGTON, N. J.

A. J. Downing, Esq.—Dear Sir— I have

just been reading Mr. Allkn's article on

" paving to prevent the curculio," in the

Horticulturist for this month. By his ac-

count, they were effectually stopped on

part of a row of plums and apricots, by

paving under the trees with flat stones,

while the remainder of the same row, left

unpaved, continued to suffer by their rava-

ges as in former years. The insects must

be much less migratory in that part of the

country than with us; and as a proof that

paving is not always effectual, permit me

to give you some of my experience.

I have in my front yard, at a distance of

some hundred feet from any other fruit

trees, and separated from them by my

house and a high, tight board fence, a sin-

gle old Yellow Gage tree, which is every

year loaded with fruit, and which I have

been experimenting upon for six years, in

the vain hope of saving a single plum from

being destroyed by this insect,—the tree

itself being healthy and vigorous. I have

varied my experiments from year to year,

and one year I tried the following : First,

I took up all the sod about the tree, till I

had laid bare a space fifteen feet square
;

and this sod was thrown into the hog-pen

to make manure, and insure the destruc-

tion of any insects it might contain. On
the spot thus laid bare I spread a peck of

salt, and an eqUal quantity of air slacked

lime. I then put on half a bushel of wood

ashes, and then covered the whole space

an inch deep with coal ashes, and having

wet them, rammed it hard with a heavy

rammer ; then laid a floor of boards over

the whole, as closely and evenly as possi-

ble, and filled up the chinks by spreading

ashes on the boards, and sweeping and

washing them in. Could stones make a

more effectual paving ? The effect was,

that I had my labor for my pains. I did

not save a single plum ; every one being

pierced before it was three weeks old.

The insects, therefore, must have come

from a distance.
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Again, some years since, I planted a few

nectarine trees for espaliers against a high

fence, in a field where, so far as I know,

no fruit trees, subject to the curculio, had

ever before been grown ; and certainly, at

that time, there were none anywhere near

it. But my first and two succeeding crops

were completely destroyed, and I then

grubbed up the trees. Both these experi-

ments prove that, with us at least, the in-

sect is of a more enterprising nature than

those with which Mr. Allen had to deal,

which, perhaps, were of Dutch descent.

At the convention in New-York last

year, Mr. Manice, of Long-Island, gave an

interesting account of his success in guard-

ing against the curculio, by a high, tight

fence,—going to prove that they do not fly

high. I have heard a similar opinion ex-

pressed by a distinguished horticulturist in

this state ; and I hope by another season to

be able to give evidence on this question.

Truly yours, H. W. S. Cleveland.

J

Oatla.ids, Burlington, N. /•, Aug 14, 1^49.

[Paving, as we before remarked, will

not answer in all cases. Where the curcu-

! lio is not very abundant, it is a quite suffi-

j

cient preventive. But, where the whole

I

neighborhood is full of this insect, it fails.

I
Ed.]

LOW HEADED FRUIT TRESS AND ATMOSPHERIC CHANGES.

BY A NEW SUBSCRIBER, MASSACHUSETTS.

Dear Sir—For the many gratifications I

have received from reading the highly in-

teresting, useful articles of yours in the

Horticulturist, I should like to give you a

good hearty shake of the hand. I have

thought many times of a word or two,

which I have desired to say for your read-

ers, but have thus far delayed the saying

for a more convenient season : but as you

have no lack of good correspondents, per-

haps you and I both are all the better for

the delay. But an article in your last (Au-

gust) number, from "A Pennsylvania Sub-

scriber," on the management of fruit trees,

has induced me to arrange a few ideas in

some kind of order for a page or two of

your magazine. Some articles by Prof.

Turner, upon the same subject, have been

very valuable. The more of such we have

the better. Let us have all the light and

truth possible upon the subject.

I have long been trying to convince fruit-

growers, that it was much better to grow

fruit trees with heads and branches near

the grovnd, than to have them branching

high over head, and this for various rea-

sons, 1st. The sun, which is, perhaps, in

our hot and dry summers, the cause of

more disease and destruction in fruit trees

than all other causes together, is kept from

almost literally scalding the sap, as it does

in long, naked trunks and limbs. The
limbs and leaves of a tree should always

effectually shade the trunk and keep it

cool. The leaves, only, should have plenty

of sun and light ; they can bear and profit

by it. If trees were suffered to branch out

low, say within one or two feet of the

ground, we should hear very much less of

" fire-blight," " frozen sap-blight," black

spots, and the like. 2d. The ground is

always looser, moister and cooler, under a

low branching tree than under a high one.

Grass and weeds do not grow a hundredth

part so rank and readily, and mulching be-

comes unnecessary. 3d. The wind has
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not half the power to rack, and twist, and

break the tree, and shake off the fruit ; a

matter of no inconsiderable consequence.

4th. The trees will be muck longer lived,

and more prolific, beautiful and profitable.

5th. The trees are more easily rid of de-

structive insects, the fruit is much less

damaged by falling, and the facilities for

gathering it are much greater ; there is

less danger in climbing, and less of break-

ing limbs. 6th. The trees require less

pruning, and scraping, and washing ; and

the roots are protected from the plough,

which is too often made to tear and muti-

late them. Now these seem to me indis-

putable facts, sufficient to f ilence all ob-

jections. But the farmer says he must

head his trees out of the way of his cattle,

so that the boy can ride the horse to plough

under them ; for he must have all the

ground planted with something. Non-

sense. If you cannot afford the tree a few

feet of ground, and good care and cultiva-

tion, then cut it down and burn it. If a

tree is worth growing, it is worth pro-

per care and culture. Any sensible man

must be convinced of this. It is poor busi-

ness,—this pruning so close and high, in

order to plough and plant under the trees.

Nurserymen are greatly to blame for so

much high pruning, and forming the heads

of the trees so high when young. They

are, many times, more than half spoiled.

An apple or cherry tree is nearly twice as

valuable for shooting out low, near the

ground, especially on the southwest sides.

That scourge of the pear tree, of which

we hear so much, would be much less pre-

valent, if the trunk and limbs were kept

low, and well shaded by their foliage.

Let anybody, whose trees are subject to

"fire-blight," (or rather, as it should be

called, sun-scald,) try the experiment and

see. It is owing to the hot blazing sun,

for weeks and months together, with scarce-

ly a cloudy day, with five or seven days in

succession in which the thermometer rises

to 90° or lOtP or more in the shade, and

would show, if suspended in the sun upon

the bark of a tree, from 125° to 150°.

Such scalding is enough to make tropical

trees exude their gums and resins, and

enough to show the absolute necessity of

protecting the trunks of trees from such in-

jurious effects. Let any one set out two

trees which branch out, say six feet high
;

let one of them lean very considerably to

the north, and the other as much to the

south, so that the body shall be well sha-

ded, and see which will grow the fastest,

(having equal advantages of light, soil,

moisture, &c.,) and be the longest lived

and most fruitful. A few observations and

experiments of this kind will convince any

one that limbs and leaves are valuable for

shade, as well as other purposes; and that

low headed trees are much better than

high, in most cases. If Prof. Turner will

limb his cherry trees out very near the

ground, he will not be so much troubled with

gum oozings, bark-bindings and crackings.

A word more, in conclusion, about what

I suppose to be the cause of so much fire,

and other blight, in trees, and also in fruits

and vegetables. I had never a doubt of

its being, in some way or other, atmosphe-

rical ; and, moreover, could be readily ac-

counted for. A gradual and perceptible

change in our seasons has been going on

for the last fifteen years. Our summers

are drier and hotter than they used to be.

We have fewer and shorter storms and

showers, with scarcely any lightning and

thunder. The electric fluid has some how

or other got into an unnatural state, and

nature seems not to have the regulating of

her own equilibrium, but has it done for

her artificially, in a very unsuitable man.
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ner; for which she is neither thankful nor

disposed to submit to patiently. She has

her own ways, her times and seasons, her

own conductors and non-conductors, her

marks and bounds, and does not thank us

for our interferences and meddlings. She

never licensed us to use her thunder and

lightning for political purposes, or to catch

thieves and rogues with. She dislikes our

golden calf and iron horse worship, and

will not suffer man to steam himself along

to his millenium with such accompany-

ments. She hates monopolies and exclu-

sive privileges, and would manage her own

affairs in her own way, and in her own

times and seasons.

But metaphors aside, I believe our ten

thousand miles of railroads and telegraphs

are the cause, the true and primary cause,

of nearly all this blight and disease, of

which we hear so much from all directions.

We heard nothing of this loud complain-

ing till we had long lines of railroads and

telegraphs. We had no potato rot before,

nor such numberless destructive insects,

and curses and reproaches to load them

with. Why not ? How can railroads ef-

fect the matter, and produce such evils ?

That they do, I have no more doubt than I

have that suitable conductors will protect

a building from destruction by lightning.

That they are strong conductors of the

electric fluid, no one can deny. That they

operate to conduct this fluid from the at-

mosphere, carry it off, or diffuse it too

much, so that there is a deficiency in the

same for a healthy vegetable or animal

life, is at least very probable, if not cer-

tain. So we have tree blight, potato rot,

cholera, and all manner of ills. The at-

mosphere, in its natural state, is positive,

and the earth negative, electrically. Such

natural relationship seem now to be de-

stroyed, or much disturbed, and the effects

are visble enough in many ways, and, I

doubt not, will grow more and more so for

years to come. For the last six or eight

years, or more, we have had dry seasons,

or times of drouth, long enough to mate-

rially injure vegetation. The present sea-

son it has been unusually long and severe.

Throughout New-England, it has been

from ten to twelve weeks' continuance,

without rain enough to moisten the roots of

corn and potatoes; nor have similar sea-

sons been uncommon of late years. We
have had but two or three bits of thunder

showers this season, (up to Aug. 10th,) and

no one of them big enough to more than

lay the dust for a day, although there were

six days in succession in June, commencing

the 19th, hot enough for a tropical August.

On the 19th and 20th, the thermometer

rose to 92' in the shade. On the 21st and

22d, it reached 100°; and on the 23d and

24th, 92°. July 11th, 12th and 13th, the

mercury rose to 98,° 99° and 101°, on a

fair trial in the shade. Now is not a

blazing sun,—capable of giving the mer-

cury such an awful elevation, and keeping

it there so long, with such paucity of elec-

tricity that not a cloud floats the blue ethe-

real, big enough for a parasol,—sufficient

cause for the potato and other rots, blights

and withenngs? Fruits fairly exposed to

the sun in some places are literally baked.

So are potatoes oftentimes in the hill done

brown, like a herring at the roasting. Now
with this, to me, all sufficient cause, mani-

fest enough too I should think, why all

this moonshine of insect theories, visible

or invisible ?

The electric fluid is as important in the

animal and vegetable economy as air and

water, and should not be disturbed, or

turned from its natural workings. That it

is, very effectually, by so many railroads

and telegraphs, I have no doubt. Thus
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come long drouths, excessive heat, potato

rot, and many other ills.

Now I want you, Mr. Editor, to call upon

some of your correspondents, of lynx-eyed

sagacity,—^Prof. Turner, Dr. Beecher, Mr.

Longworth, or Dr. Valk, (or do it yourself,)

to give us their views upon this matter.

It is a subject of interest and importance,

and we want more light upon it, and must

have it. If railroads do such mischievous

things, then the fewer we have the better.

[Our new correspondent's spirits are, evi-

dently, affected by the long drouth ; and we
congratulate him on the copious rains which

have fallen since the receipt of his letter.

We should be half inclined to agree with

him about the effects of the railroads and

telegraph wires, except that England is a

cobweb of such conductors, and nevertheless

has, We understand, had a wet season. Ed.]

A New Correspondent.

i>—~, Massachusetts, Aug. 14, 1849.

•**<*<*** *-

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES OF NEW STRAWBERRIES,

BY MARSHALL P. WILDER, BOSTON.

Dear Sir—I have read, with pleasure, the

various articles in the Horticulturist, and

other periodicals, which have of late ap-

peared on the "vexed strawberry ques-

tion." Although I have nothing of special

interest to communicate, I herewith add

some notes from my memoranda, which I

hope may be of service to those desirous of

proving new varieties. I have tested some

thirty sorts this year, either partially or

fully. Many of these were highly lauded,

and sold at exorbitant prices ; but very few

of them are worthy of extension.

Mvatt's Eleonora.— Flowers, stami-

nate; fruit, extra large ; form, conical, long,

flattened ; colour, bright scarlet ; flavor,

juicy and good. Medium bearer,—setting

about one-fourth of its blossoms.

Myatt's Prolific.— Staminate, large,

resembling Eleonora, but more pointed

;

colour, light glossy scarlet ; flavor, sweet

and rich. Not " prolific."

Hooper's Seedling.— Staminate, medi-

um size ; form, conical, occasionally cox-

comb shape ; very deep crimson ; surface,

highly glazed ; flavor, rich, sweetish.

La Lageoise.—Flowers, staminate, very

large, and highly ornamental; fruit of mo-

derate quality. Very unproductive.

Myatt's Mammoth.— Staminate, with

ample cone of pistils ; form, irregular ob-

long, flattened ; colour, very dark, al-

most black; flavor, juicy and rich; size,

large. Sets about 40 per cent, of the blos-

soms.

Aberdeen Beehive.—'Staminate, below

medium size. A good bearer for one of

this class, but too acid, except when dead

ripe. This variety forces well, as will most

of the staminates, where light and heat

are at command. Except for this purpose,

it is no acquisition, whatever may have

been its character with the vender.

Richardson's Early.—Pistillate; size,

medium ; colour, very dark crimson ; fla-

vor, pleasant sub-acid, good. Eipens with

the Early Virginia, and produces well,

—

the best early pistillate, and makes a good

mate for this sort.

Richardson's Late.— Staminate; the

pistillate parts being well developed. Fruit,

large, roundish, with short neck; colour,
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light crimson or scarlet; flavor, rich sub-
j

Mr. Jenney informs me that he sold of

acid, sprightly and good. This kind ripens
i
his seedling, from less than thru-fourths of

its fruit in succession for several weeks,—
J

an acre, this season, (including about one-

a good bearer for one of its class, and was fifth of the Virginia as fertilizers,) 2,700

on exhibition this year as late as July

21st.

Newland's Mammoth Alpine.—Many
thousand plants of this variety have been

sold the past year, and I doubt not honestly,

under the belief that it was really a new

and valuable sort. It is not, however, dis-

similar to the Old Red Alpine, Stoddart,

boxes (quart size,) and that he packed at

least 500 boxes more,—making, in all,

3,200 boxes, or 800 dollars, at twenty-five

cents a box; the price at which his crop

was engaged.

Boston Pine, I notice, has done well

with you. The present dry and hot sea-

son has been favorable for all the stami-

Hasting's Monthly, and many others, raised
j
nate sorts. This is a fine flavored, hand-

directly from seed of that variety. The some fruit, but like most of this class,

bearing properties are all that has been must have a plenty of "sea room" and

warranted by the vender; and the secret good treatment to give satisfaction.

of which is correctly explained by the " Old

Digger," in your last number of the Horti-

culturist, on deep and rich soil.

Burr's New Pine proves equal in deli-

cious quality with the Swainstone, but, I

apprehend, is rather a moderate bearer.

Burr's No. 1, (not named,) received

from Mr. Ernst, is a pistillate plant, and

bears enormous crops. Fruit rather too

acid.

Black Prince is very unproductive with

me. Does it still bea- well with you, and

what is the soil and treatment ? [Very

fine and productive here ; requires a deep,

rich, and perhaps rather clayey soil. Ed.]

I still entertain the opinion that stami-

nates, (or as they are termed by some,

hermaphrodites,) cannot be relied on for

large crops. I think if any one will com-

pare their bearing properties with the best

pistillates, he will find the ratio not greater

than as 6 to 10. There is, however, a

great difference with the staminates, in

this respect; some of which, unless kept

thin, and exposed to light and heat, are

almost barren and abortive.

P. S. You are probably aware that we

have no pears or peaches, and very little

fruit of any kind in this region. The
" oldest inhabitant" cannot recollect a sea-

Eberle:n.— Slightly staminate
;

proves i son when, in proportion to the trees, there

a productive variety, with somewhat of the was so little. There may have been more

flavor of the Hautbois.
j

than one cause for this failure ; and I at-

Cushing, Mary, and many of Dr. Brinck- ' tribute it to the cold of November— about

le's seedlings, are very prolific, and would the middle—when the thermometer went

no doubt be valuable as market fruits; but down to 12 D
, the philosophy of which you

in quality, hardly worthy of general culti-

vation. It seems now to be generally con-

ceded, that the Early Virginia, Hoveifs

Sealing, and the Hudson, are the most

profitable for this purpose ; but the Willey,

understand. There are a few exceptions,

where the crops are tolerable ; but these

are on sandy, light soils, where the wood

and juices were early matured. I do not

think I shall have fifty varieties of pears

(much like the Hudson,) and Jenney, are on my grounds, and in all not one bushel;

even more productive. and I have scarcely a new sort to show.
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I noticed, however, a few days since, three

specimens of March Bergamot on my tree>

and at Mr. Walker's, about a dozen Jo-

sephine de Malines, from scions which he

had of me only two years since. This

would indicate an early bearer; but I

have several strong trees, which are quite

reluctant to set fruit buds.

Yours, M. P. W.
Boston, Aug.U, 1819.

FOREIGN NOTICES.

British Tea Culture.—The relation between
vegetaiion and climate is a much more important

horticultural consideration than many imagine.

We learn from its study not only why the grapes

of Fontainebleau and the Clinkstone peaches of

Italy cannot he obtained in England, but also

that with such means as gardeners at present

command there is no possibility of obtaining them.

Cuttings may be brought, trees may be imported,

the stocks on which they are grafted may be va-

ried, hut the result will still be unsatisfactory.

The climate of Great Britain is not that of Paris

or Naples. If this were more generally borne in

mind, gardeners would escape the blame imputed

to them by unreasonable persons, for not perform-

ing physical impossibilities.

But if the attentive study of this important and
most interesting subject teaches us to know what
is impossible, it also guides us in determining what
may with certainty be accomplished. It would
have taught the speculators in Assam tea to dis-

trust the issue of their enterprise, as it, on the

contrary, inspired the scientific advisers of the

East India Company with most entire confidence

in the success to be anticipated from cultivating

tea in some of the northern provinces under British

rule.

The introduction of the cultivation of tea into

the Himalaya is one of the most important events

in the social history of British India. Indepen-

dently of the commercial advantages that must
result from it, the preparation of the leaves will

of itself afford profitable employment to a peasant-

ry sunk in the lowest and most helpless poverty,

not from their own lazy habits, but from the total

absence of all remunerating occupations. Dr.

Hooker giyes the following example of the condi-

tion of the peasantry in the north of India. A
youth had been eaten by an alligator, and this is

the state of his parents:
" The poor woman earns a scanty maintenance

by making catechu. She inhabits a little cottage,

and has no property but two bhiles (oxen,) to

bring wood from the hills, and a very few house-

hold chattels; and how few these are is known
only to persons who have seen the meagre furni-

ture of Dangha hovels. Her husband cuts the

trees in the forest, and drags them to the hut;

but he is now sick; and her only son, her future

stay, was he whose end I have just related. Her
daily food is rice, with beans from the beautiful

blue flowered Dolichos, trailing round the cottage;

and she is in debt to the contractor, who has ad-

vanced her two rupees (about 4s.) to be worked
off in three months, by the preparation of 240 lbs.

of catechu. Rent to the Rajah, tax to the police,

and rates to the Brahminee priest, are all paid

from an acre of land, yielding so wretched a crop

of barley, that it more resembled a fal'ow field

than a harvest field. All day long she is boiling

down the catechu wood, cut into chips, and pour-

ing the decoction into large wooden troughs,

where it is inspissated. This Zillah is famous for

the quantity of catechu its dry forests yield. The
plant is a little thorny tree, erect, and spreading

a rounded coma of well-remembered prickly branch-

es. Its wood is yellow, with a dark brick-red

heart : it is most productive in January, and use-

less in June."

To provide employment for people like these is

the first duty of a civilised government, and was
no doubt the cause of Lord Hardinge's earnest

advice to the Court of Directors that the tea plan-

tations should be aided by the whole power of the

Indian Government.

A highly interesting account of the " progress

of the culture of the China Tea Plant in the Hima-
layas, from 1835 to 1847," has been given by Dr.

Royle, to whose judicious counsels its establish-

ment there has been mainly owing. The following

facts, which we borrow from his pages, will ex-

plain briefly the history of the experiment, and the

highly satisfactory results which have attended it:

' It was in the early part of the year 1827 that

I first mentioned to the Earl Amherst, then Go-
vernor-General of India, the probability of a suc-

cessful cultivation of tea in the Himalayan moun-
tains, and included it specifically in a report which
was presented to the Indian Government at the

latter end of that year, stating that ' It does not

appear by any means so delicate, or so limited in

geographical distribution, as is generally supposed,

and although it appears to attain the greatest per-

fection in the mild climate about Nankin, yet it

flourishes in the northern latitudes of Pekin and of

Japan.' On Lord William Bentinck visiting the
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Saharunpore Botanic Garden, in 1S31, I again

mentioned the subject, and included it in the reporl

which was presented to liis lordship, in which I

stated my wish ' to attempt the cultivation of the

tea plant, of which the geographical distribution

is extended, and the natural sites sufficiently va-

ried, to warrant its being easily cultivated.'"—
"Though unacquainted with the fact, I was, in

the year 1839, informed by Mr. Greene, that Sir

Joseph Banks had many years previously recom-

mended the cultivation of tea in the Himalayan

mountains, and that Dr. Govan had also done so

at a later period. Dr. Wallich also, in the year

1832, presented a paper to the Committee of the

House of Commons, recommending the cultivation

of tea in the districts of Kemaon, Gurhwal, and

Sirmore. Not having had an opportunity of de-

tailing my reasons for the opinions which I had so

long entertained, I did so in my ' Illustrations of

Himalayan Botany,' pp. 107 to 127, published in

1834. ,;—"At the time that the above paper was
printing in this country. Lord W. Bentinek, with

the sanction of the Court of Directors, had deter-

mined upon attempting the cultivation of tea in

India. A Tea Company was appointed, who re-

ported that, ' the experiment may be made with

great probability of success in the lower hills and

valleys of the Himalayan range.' To this they

say they were led by a ' very able and interesting

letter of Dr. Falconer on the subject.' This let-

ter, or report, is remarkable for coincidence in

argument and in opinion with what I was at the

same time writing and printing in E:^«land ; and

this without any communication of ideas; for the

two essays must have crossed each other at sea."—" Tea seeds arrived in Calcutta in January,

1835, and produced numerous plants, which were

dispatched to the districts where it had been de-

termined to establish tea nurseries, that is, to As-

sam, and to the Kemaon and Gurhwal portions of

the Himalayan mountains. I had recommended
several situations, as Bheemtal, Hawulba^h, Dey-

ra Doon, and Pinjore, in valleys elevated from

2000 to 2500 feet; Almora, Jurreepanee, Nairn,

and Sabathoo, at elevations of from 4000 to 5000

feet; and one locality, Mussooree, at 6500 feet of

elevation, in 30° of north latitude. Dr. Falconer,

without any communication, selected Chejooree,

Rama Serai, and Koth, ac elevations of 4000, 5000,

and 5300 feet; with two situations, Ruroo and
Bechur-bagh, in Sirmore, at 5100 and 5400 feet.

He subsequently selected the valley called Deyra
Doon, elevated 2500 feet, as a favorable site, es-

pecially after irrigation had been facilitated by

the establishment of canals. Sites were at the

same time selected in Kemaon by the commission-

er, Mr. Traill, and placed under the charge of

Mr. Blinkworth, a plant collector of the Calcutta

Botanic Garden, until October 4, 1.83?), when he

was placed under the general superintendence of

Dr. Falconer. One nursery was established at

Bhurtpore, between Bheemtal and the GhagUT
range, at an elevation of 4500 feet ; ai.d a second

nursery at Luchmaisur, near Almorah, at 5200

feet of elevation. The general directions given

by the Calcutta Tea Committee were, that ' a de-

cided winter climate of six weeks or two months'

duration, with frost as well as snow, is essential

to ensure final success with really good sorts

of tea."

The plantations were thus established, and im-

mediately began to grow with all the vigor that

had been anticipated. The next step was to ob-

tain some Chinamen who understood the art of

preparing tea; not an easy task. The men first

ensxa^ed refused to proceed to Kemaon ; Dr. Wal-

lich, however, succeeded in engaging nine others,

who reached their destination in April, 1842. In

January, 1843, the first sample of Himalayan tea

was received in England, and "reported on by

members of the Chamber of Commerce, who pro-

nounced the tea to be a very good marketable

article, and wTorth in London about 2s. 6d. per lb.

The specimen sent to London was reported on by

Messrs. Thompson, of Mincing-lane, and pro-

nounced to be 'of the Oolong Souchong fine kind,

flavored and strong. This is equal to the superior

black tea generally sent as presents, and better,

for the most part, than the China tea, imported

for mercantile purposes.'

"

Dr. Jameson, then in charge of the tea planta-

tions, and from whom this sample was received,

" having proceeded to visit the Kemaon tea nurse-

ries, reached them in April, 1843, when he found

them ' looking admirably, and the Chinamen em-

ployed in manufacturing black (Pouchong) Tea ;'

which, he states, ' appears to be a much superior

quality-' On the 30ih August there were for-

warded by the overland route 16 small canisters

o: the above tea, covered with wax-cloth to pro-

tect it from wet. The wax, unfortunately, gave

a little of its flavor to the tea, as the canisters got

injured, and did not arrive at the India- house be-

fore the month of December."

These teas, notwithstanding the injury they

had sustained from unskilful packing, were re-

ported by the brokers to be worth from Is. 2d. to

3s. 6d. per lb.

Since 1843 various other plantations have been

established. " The latest report of Dr. Jameson

shows the quantity of land under tea cultivation,

in the districts of Kemaon and Gurhwal, including

the Deyra, to be 176 acres, and the total number

of plants, 322,579. The plant is stated to be

thriving in different localities, extending over four

degrees of latitude and three of longitude, and that

100,000 acres are available in the Deyra only, for

the purpose of tea cultivation."

In July, 1846, a sale of tea took place at Al-

morah, " with considerable increase in the prices.

The average price was 6 rupees 14 a., and some

of it sold as high as 7 rupees 7 a., that is, some-

thing more than 7s. per lb., without any duly;

and it was a further gratifying fact, that most of

the tea had been purchased by natives."

In August, 1847, " Dr. Jameson wrote from
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Paoree that another sale of tea had taken place on

the 9th August, at Almorah. ' The amount rea-

lised for green tea varied from 10 rupees 8 a. to

9 rupees 4 a. (that is, more than 9s. and 10s. per

lh.) For black tea, the amount realised was 7

rupees 8 a., the maximum, and 4 rupees the mini-

mum.' "—" On the 4th October, he states, ' I have
just received orders from Government to form tea

plantations on the whole of the hilly districts of

the northwest frontier, from the Sutledge and new
country lately acquired west of that river, to the

Ravi;' and that he proceeds immediately towards
Kangra to inspect and select sites. The Govern-
or-General pronounces the tea to be as tine as any
Chinese tea he had ever drank. Dr. Jameson
concludes by stating his conviction that tea will

shortly become a most important article of pro-

duction from the northwest provinces."

This amount of success is the more remarkable
when it is considered that only the inferior species

of tea is as yet cultivated in India, and that the

art of manufacturing tea, like the art. of wine-

making or tobacco-making, can only be acquired

by much experience. The samples of the teas

which we have tasted, both black and green, al-

though not equal to the finest Chinese samples,
were quite as good as the tea usually consumed in

the houses of the middle class ; and leave no pos-

sible room for doubt that, with experience, and a

better description of tea plant (which Mr. For-
tune is now specially engaged in China in obtain-

ing,) the tea trade of India will be a most formi-

dable rival to that of the Celestial Empire. It is

already a matter of official record " that, though
the Pouchong (black) tea sold at an average rate

of 6 rupees 8 a. 8 p. per seer, and that at least

half the quantity sold was bought by natives, the

coarse Bobea tea was reserved and sold to the

Bhoteahs at a price varying from 2 rupees to 2

rupees 4 a. per seer. ' It has been purchased by
them, in order to carry it across the passes into

Thibet. Nor will it be long, if the importation of

Kemaon tea into Chinese Tartary is not prohibited,

before that market is wholly supplied from the

British provinces."

The quantity of tea manufactured in 1848 is

officially reported to be 2656 lbs. Dr. Jameson
states " that, of this, he had just despatched 600
lbs. of black and green tea to this county, and
that :

it was finer looking than any sent in former

years ;' also, that, ' by the end of this season,

there will be 400 acres under cultivation at Kola-

ghir in the Doon ;' and ' at Paoree I expect to

have 200 to 300 acres;' and that he has 'about

250,000 seedling plants ready to transplant.'
' Last season I sent a lac (100,000) of the plants

to the Kangra valley, where most of them are

doing well ;' while ' the seeds collected from our

own plantations this season amount to upwards of

2,000,000. From the plantation of Deyra (Kola-
ghir) we shall be able, in the course of eight or

ten years, to raise a sufficient number of plants to

plant the whole Doon.' "

We heartily congratulate Dr. Royle and his

Indian coadjutors upon the success of their great

experiment ; and we cannot close these hasty re-

marks more appropriately than in his own words :

" I have been gratified to find that the inferences

deduced from scientific data have been fully borne

out by the practical results. There is no doubt

that if the best kinds of tea plant are obiained

from the northern districts of China, and with
them a few manufacturers from the places where
the teas most esteemed in commerce are prepared,

and which are consequently those most in use by
the British public, that any kind or quality of tea

may be prepared as good and as cheaply in the

Himalayas as in China. For we have an equal

command < f soil and climate, with cheap and
abundant labor, unoccupied land at a low rent,

with comparatively small expense of carriage

even to Calcutta. But India itself, with other

parts of Asia, will consume a large quantity of

tea, when it is obtainable at a moderate price,

and even if of a quality inferior to what has al-

ready been produced in the Himalayan mountains.

Gardeners' Chronicle.

Gardens about Lisbon.—"Lisbon, Jan. 14 :

On Saturday I went to see an orange grove be-

yond Belem and a little in the interior. Such a
road through the quinta ! that even (bold as I am,
and used to bad roads,) I thought of getting out

of the carriage. The day was like one of the

loveliest of May. The best thing I saw on turn-

ing round a corner was a group of almond trees

in full flower; but the flower is not like that of

our almonds. It looked like beautiful Codlin

bloom, though larger and more open. The orange

trees in the groves, or rather plantations, are not

picturesque, not being allowed to grow large, and
they are pruned—not forest trees like those near

Seville; but the walk through them and the get-

ting out of stuffy Lisbon was very refreshing.

The place was a pretty quinta once, but now
quite wild and neglected. I had the pleasure of

"fathering myself a nosegay—China Roses, Paper
Narcissus, the orange-coloured Bignonia, and Ci-

neraria, from such a bu.-h. The ground under the

orange trees in parts was covered with the pretty

yellow larged flowered Oxalis, which we grow in

pots, and the pretty dark purple and green siriped

Arum. Altogether the excursion gave me an in-

tense longing for Cintra, and if the weather of to-

day were to last, I do think I should be tempted

to go for a day ; but it will be wiser to wait, till

a few wild flowers come out. The young orange

trees are planted in squares, protected by hedges

of high reed, especially the Tangerines. Jan. 17.

—'Again a splendid day, though the first of the

morning was foggy— window open, and my room
perfumed with the flowers which Madame de M.
sent me, and those I brought yesterday from Pom-
bal. where, as the boat was ordered and the day

very favorable, we went. We set out at 10

o'clock, that we might be home by sunset, as it
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is cold after that time (that is, what is called cold

here.) The row down the river was very delight-

ful ; the bands on board her Majesty's ships play-

ing, and marines tumbling into boats to go ashore

to be exercised under Sir C. Napier. The ships

very tine. Presently a Brazilian brig, that had

been exchanging salutes with the guard ship at

tae mouth of the river, begins banging away right

and left in honor of the British ships in the river.

We see flash, smoke, and hear report, the echoes

on each side of the river repeating every sound.

Her English Majesty's ships not behind-hand in

returning compliments. We intended to land close

to the quinta which we were to visit, but before

we got there the boatman (that fine fellow who
rowed us to Casilis when you were here,) says

No; that there were breakers in the river, which,

with the tide and wind, would make our journey

unpleasant, and so we put into a little dirty vil-

lage a mile and a half on this side the quinta, and
I had a donkey to ride and a boy to drive it (the

latter brute had eaten so much garlic that though

he was always behind the donkey I always smelt

it, and thought he had the power of breathing

round a corner.) The quinta is situated at the

mouth of the Tagus, beyond the convent on the

right bank. It was given by the king to the

great Marquis de Pombal, and again I longed for

you to have seen it, and could not help reproach-

ing my conductor, but he says truly the time of

your stay was short, and that there were two or

three days lost by rain; indeed the weather is finer

than when you were here, I think, in October.

We were not allowed to see the house, because

the Marquis was there. The house and gardens

are much in the Italian style, the only things Por-

tuguese consisting in parts of flights of stairs and
fountains and seats and the coloured tiles we so

much admired at Seville. Nothing can be better

than the gardens for their size, the beauty of them
consisting in their formality; those near the house

are laid out with low Box edgings, those distant

with high Box hedges I call them, and double ones

Si m times. They are so designed that, like those

of the Junquera, which you saw near Belem, win-

ter or summer, with or without flowers, the effect

is good ; but they are better than the Junquera,

for they have on every side splendid trees and
orange groves of great extent, and here the orange
trees were of large size, and especially when
seen from on high are really very beautiful ; long

walks, shady, and in the hottest days of summer
impervious to the sun's rays, are to be enjoyed on

one side of the formal gardens ; very fine decidu-

ous trees edge a small stream, over which several

bridges are thrown^ and walks like those of Ra-
malhao are not wanting ; this stream separates

the gardens in two parts, and the style of each is

the formal, as I have said before, but different.

In the lower one, which appears the oldest, and
in which are the high Box edgings and a beautiful

fountain, there is a Dragon tree, finer than that at

the Botanical Garden. I measured the trunk o(

Vol. iv. 12

this one : it is more than two yards round ; the

limbs look like great snakes, the head had been

covered with great spikes of flowers ; it was, I

suppose, 20 feet high. Charming stone column?

supporting busts are placed at the entrance of

each great walk, the offices at the end of the gar-

den are made ornamental and a finish to it, by a

beautiful architectural wall ; there are stone flight?

of steps, with carved balustrades, highly finished
;

busts, vases, and every sort of ornament. But

the whole scene is spoiled—by what? The most

total neglect ; weeds grow in every path, choke

up the hedges, force the stones out of their places

All that is done is to cut the Box square, and

shape the corner Box trees of the parterres. A
more neglected place I never saw. A more en-

joyable one could not be desired, and I should

prefer it to Cintra, as being close to the sea, and

because the climate is so fine you might live there

both winter and summer. We crossed the road

and went down a walk more than half a mile

long (Grass.) hedged with tall Laurustinus, break-

ing into flower, while the tall blue Periwinkle in

full blos^m, but pale, was climbing up them.

On each side of the hedge were vast groves of

orange trees, loaded with ripe fruit, which per-

fumed the air. On one side, at the end of this,

we found a great blue wall (semicircular,) en-

crusted with the above mentioned tiles, and a high

fountain in the centre, with the water trickling

through great masses of Maiden-hair fern into a

basin below. We ascended a flight of steps near

the fountain, and returned to the gardens along

a high terrace that overlooked the great orange

groves, real gardens of the Hesperides, for their

fruit brings gold. The day was so lovely that I

walked about. Again sat down on the stone steps

under the Dragon tree, gathered violets, and was
sorry when the time for the tide to turn obliged

me to re'urn to my donkey. The road back gave

us beautiful views of sea and land, &c." Gard

.

Chronicle. ....

Potato Rot.—The dry cool weather which we
have enjoyed for the last few weeks will have

saved the potato crop from destruction, if any-

thing can. But as all is still uncertain, and as

appearances are becoming every week more unfa-

vorable, it is desirable that the attention of culti-

vators should again be directed to a statement

made in our columns of the 9th of June. It is

there mentioned that Mr. Tombelle Lomba, of

Namur, had saved his crop every year by cutting

off the stems, after flowering, and while yet fresh

and green, and then covering the ground with earth

to the depth of about 1-J inch; the top-dressing

thus applied not being disturbed till the potatoes

were ripe.

This proceeding appeared to have the advan-

tage of seriously diminishing the amount of the

crop, even though it preserved the potatoes ; but

it would seem, from a lecent despatch from Lord
Howard de Walden to Viscount Palmerston, that

this has not proved to be the case. The English
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minister at Brussels having caused some inquiries

to be addressed to Mr. Tombelle Lomba, that

gentleman has returned a reply, from which the

following is an extract :

" I can state in the most formal manner, thai

when the potato stems are cut off with a sickle

properly sharpened (avec une faucille dont le

iranchant est convenable) the tubers are not at

all interrupted in their growth ; that they remain
attached to the stem until they are ripe, just as if

the haulm had not been removed ; and that they

acquire as large a relative size as potatoes which
have not undergone the operation. I have so often

observed this continuation of growth that I can
speak positively to its going on without the

slightest interruption, and that the treament
which I have recommended is not attended by any
loss whatever of size or quality. I can offer the

most positive assurance as to this ; it is only ne-

cessary to take great care that the implement
employed in cutting off the haulm shall be so

sharp that the stems may be separated without

disturbing the roots (sans les soxdever, afin de ne

pas les detacher des fruits.) It is also proper

that the stems should be removed from the ground
immediately after being cut off; and especially

that no time be lost in covering the surface of the

ground with a layer of earth at least half an inch

thick."

We earnestly beg our friends in all parts of the

country to try the experiment in the manner so

clearly pointed out by this Belgian gentleman.

Should it prove, as he confidently predicts, that

the crop is thus to be saved, not only will a most
difficult problem in cultivation have been solved.

but some physiological questions will arise, to

which attention has never been sufficiently di-

rected. It is certain that potatoes cannot be per-

fectly formed without the agency of leaves. Leafc

less abortions indeed will appear and feed upon
their parent tuber till they have exhausted it, but

they are mere abortions, and of no account. If

leaves are thus necessary to the production of po-

tatoes, it would seem at first sight that to remove
the branches can only result in the loss or great

injury of the crop. But it may be that potatoes,

after having arrived at a certain condition, possess

the power of continuing their grow'h by their own
proper and unassisted vitality; and this is render-

ed the more probable by the well known fact that

the Hour which gives them their principal value

does not descend directly from the leaves, as flour,

but is in the first instance of the nature of gum, or

some other fluid organisable matter, formed in the

leaves and sent downwards into the tubers. Having
reached the tubers it undergoes its final change,
and from a soluble substance is gradually con-

verted by their vital force into soluble flour. To
that final operation we have no reason to suppose
that the leaves contribute; all that they do is to

produce the matter out of which the tubers gene-

rate their flour.

It must be observed that Mr. Tombelle Lomba
does not cut oft' the stems till after flowering. It

is possible that at that time the leaves of the po-

tato have done their work, so far as tubers are

concerned, and that their further duty is to nourish

the fruit. If so, we have an explanation of the

result of which that gentleman so positively

speaks. At all events, since we have a reasona-

ble assurance of his practice having proved suc-

cessful in Belgium, and as there is nothing in it at

variance with possibility, or even probability, it is

certainly one that has strong claims upon the

attention of practical men. Gardeners' Chroni-

cle.

DOMESTIC NOTICES.

National Convention of Fruit Growers.—
The second session of the American Congress of

Fruit Growers will be held at Castle Garden, in

the city of New York, on Tuesday, the second day

of October next, at ten o'clock, A. M.
As it was, at the last session, resolved that all

pomological, horticultural and agricultural associ-

ations of North America, be invited to send dele-

gates to this Congress, the undersigned respect-

fully urge upon all such societies the immediate ap-

pointment of delegations composed of their most

experienced fruit growers and pomologists, so as to

make the coming assemblage the most interesting

one, on this subject, ever held in this country.

The undersigned also respectfully invite all

pomologists, fruit growers, orchardists, and nurse-

ry men, and all others interested in the subject, to

attend the coming session.

Among the objects of this Congress are the fol-

lowing, viz : To endeavor to ascertain by com-
parison of fruits, the relative value of varieties in

different parts of the country :

To ascertain from the reports of the State Fruit

Committees, which are the best varieties for local

cultivation, and which are adapted to general cul-

tivation :

To compare opinions respecting the value of

new varieties ; to discuss the diseases of fruit trees,

the best manures and methods of culture, unset-

tled points in pomology, and to elicit and dissemi-

nate information and maintain a cordial spirit of

intercourse among horticulturists.

Essays and papers may be expected from dis-

tinguished scientific and practical cultivators, on
various interesting topics in pomology and horti-

culture.
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In order to increase as much as possible the

interest of the convent ion, the delegates are re-

ed to bring with them, (carefully packed and

labelled, so as to present them in good order,)

specimens of all fruits grown in their vicinity, that

mav be worthy of notice, together with a small

branch and leaves, if possible, of every new vari-

ety.

I , ery contributor is earnestly requested to make
i list of his specimens, and present the same with

his fruits, in order that a report of all the varie-

ties entered, may he submitted to the convention

as soon as possible after its organization.

The convention will hold its meetings in the

New Saloon, kindly tendered by the American

Institute for its accommodation. Marshall P.

Wilder, (of Mass.) President.

S. B. Parsons, of New York; P. Barry, of

New York; Geo. B. Deacon, of New Jersey,

Secretaries. ....

Retrospective Criticism.—Mr. /Zditor .- As
I have been a much interested reader of your jour-

nal from its first publication, I propose to make
monthly criticisms on such of it* articles as may
demand a note or two of comment, as they oc-

cur to my mind in passing, and by way of exam-
ple I send you the accompanying remarks. They
are, as you see, in the " free and easy" fashion of

one who speaks what he thinks; not unprofitable,

perhaps, by way of addenda to the general reader.

If this meet your approbation, I propose to con-

tinue them, at least for a time.

CRITIQUE ON THE JULY HORTICULTURIST.

Your Leader, on Cemeteries and Public Gar-
dens.—How refreshing and grateful it is to con-

template the growing taste in our country for rural

cemeteries ! So rapidly is this correct and delight-

ful taste spreading throughout the northern states,

that hardly a town of any note but has already

established, or is about to establish, its public ce-

metery in some picturesque, retired spot. When,
fifteen years ago, I first visited Mount Auburn,
near Boston, and looked around among its sweet,

secluded graves, and read its silent, yet eloquent

monuments, I almost thought it a pleasure to die,

and be so buried ; at least a consolation for leav-

ing so many bright and beautiful things in life, to

lie down in sueh a spot, where good men would
tread around, and holy thoughts breathe over my
dust !

In an after-conversation with a distinguished and
reverend poet, on the subject of rural cemeteries,

and of Mount Auburn, I shall not soon forget the

delightful manner in which he spoke of his own
selected burial place in that consecrated ground,

—may it be long before he shall be called to oc-

cupy it !—that it lay on a shadv knoll, looking out

on the distant bay with its shining waters, the.

rising wooded hills beyond, and, dearest of all to

him, the spire of his own hallowed church in the

eity ; as sweet a vibration of poetic feeling as^v-
er ran in his own touching verse.

But I digress. You can employ your pen no

better than in often waking the attention of our

countrymen to the importance of this subject, as

well a promoter of public health in our cities and

towns, as enlarging our taste for the useful and the

refined.

In recommending public gardens, I fear you but

address deaf ears. When our intelligent and en-

lightened Americans cease to mutilate objects of

taste in art, to whittle awav banisters, and rail-

ings, and columns on our public buildings, and
places of resort, and cease cutting their names and
initials on every tree which shades such of our

beautiful grounds as are already frequented, and
behave as well in such particulars as barbarian

Turks, and infidel Frenchmen, and Italians, and
the " almighty dollar" ceases to be the highest

god of their worship, then may we hope to see

your suggestions carried out. But until then,

" Barnum's Museum," et id genus omne, will con-

tinue to pocket the spare shillings of the multi-

tude, and those who really love the rural, and its

pleasures, will either resort to those spots for en-

joyment over which they have the exclusive con-

trol, or do, as they always have, without them.

A chapter might well be written on this subject,

which a few might read and appreciate. But it

would pass, and the multitude would move on as

before, regardless of all right taste and improve-

ment in a subject that did not promise to put cent

percent into their pockets. [But we believe it

will put cent per cent, and cannot see why the pub-

lie should not respect the property in beautiful

public gardens, as well as luxurious hotels and
steamboats. Ed. J

" On Bark-bound Cherry Trees."—I don't be-

lieve a wrord of any such necessity. If the hide-

bound tree is properly cultivated at the root, and
proper manures applied, it will find out its own
method of" bursting the bark," " tough asasheet
of tin" though it be, which, by the way, it is not.

Why not, when turning out a hide-bound, over-

labored horse to pasture, after a dose of physic, or

a smart bleeding, strike with a knife his back and

sides, that through his expanded hide the new flesh

may grow ! The scurf and dandruff removed from

his skin by the curry comb is all that we suppose

the brute requires; and why should the vegetable,

in the physiology of which it in many particulars

resembles the animal, be treated more rigorously !

The scraper, the brush and soap-dish will do its

full office for the tree, be it cherry or other.

Professor Turner's dilliculty, to which Mr. New-
ton alludes, lies deeper than any mechanical pro-

cess which he has described. The deep, rich, al-

luvion, and the rapid and extreme changes of

atmosphere in Illinois, aoting decidedly on the ex-

otic (as they too often are) trees reared in other

and distant localities, will, on examination, be

found the chief obstacles in their cultivation. It

will be found thai these new and peculiar soils

must, in many cases, have fruits of their own ori-

gin and growth, to be successful; and the sooner
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their pomologists practice upon this principle the

better. This, among other important matters,

will be ascertained through the pomological meet-
ings and conventions.

On the Principle of Suggestion in Rural Taste.—
Capital. W. talks like a man of sense. Strange
that people, close, calculating and generally

shrewd in their own affairs, as are the Americans,
should, in the very most important item of their

comfort, farm out their wits in the composition of

their houses, to a set of empirics, such as our
modern house builders, too many of them, are. I

have more to say on this matter as occasion may
offer. Till then, and afterwards too, heed the re-

marks of W. His allusions to the " fine carriages,"

reminds me of the old gentleman's story of his

brass andirons, that cost him two thousand dollars!

Five, was thej^rst cost, but then the old fire-place

and mantelpiece that so well comported with the

old iron " dogs," which the new " shiny" ones re-

placed, appeared so awkward to the good wife and
daughter, that they had to come down; and so,

one after another, the quiet old house was alto-

gether pulled away, rebuilt, and new moddled,
until a piano was introduced, and the family, be-

fore contented and happy, was really miserable

from their altered house and apparel, without a

change of personal condition. There is a " fitness

of things" in this world, talked of a long time ago,

and although many people now-a-days strive hard
to forget it, 'tis true as ever.

A Visit to London Gardens, §c.—It will do for

noblemen in England, who enjoy the income of

thirty or a hundred thousand laborers a year, or

of societies patronized by the wealth and the mo-
ney of such noblemen, to enjoy in the splendor a.id

magnificence of their fruits and plants under glass

and walls, what the hutless sans culolte of south-

ern Europe may take at his ease, in the open air.

Yet it is a redeeming trait in these wanton expen-

ditures, that great improvements are constantly

making in the correct cultivation of our " open"
fruits, from which we may draw much information.
" Seven hundred varieties of pears" in cultivation,

and fifty only of which are good ! In these we
have here named five autumn and five winter

pears, which are best. But are we certain that

even more than the Louise Bonne de Jersey, and
Beurre Bosc of the former, and Glout Morceau and

Winter Nelis of the latter, are worth cultivating

here ? The sooner we narrow down our selections

of all fruits to a succession of small variety, in

their proper seasons, and those 1 he very best for
the locality in which they are cultivated, in all

our fruits, the sooner wre shall be rid of much
trouble of body, and vexation of spirit, as well as

expense of purse.

An old Digger's Practical Hints to Amateurs.—
True, every word of it. Read it again. I cannot
add a word to its importance.

Mr. Rivers on the Pear.—A capital article,

and a subject on which very much is yet to be
learned in America. We are but beginners in true

pear culture; and not until we drive the miserable
" Windsor," " Sugar" and " Bell" pears out of

our markets, and supply their place with the real-

ly good pears, which we can just as easily grow
as them, can we date much true progress. Of
" root pruning" in extensive pear culture, I have
my doubts. Will it pay cost in this country ?

Let us have the narrative of our own experience

before we too rapidly adopt it. The details of

such practice as Mr. Rivers' is always valuable,

and the more of such information spread before

the American public the better.

Experience in Orchard Culture.—I am very

glad to know that Mr. Allen has had the cour-

age to go so vigorously into fruit in a district of

country where it is so much needed. Why is it

that in localities, often the most favorable for cer-

tain productions, there is so little attention paid to

them ? I am credibly informed that scarcely a

good pear, or a really good fresh peach is to be

found in the Buffalo markets. And yet I know,
from personal observation, that the country around

that city will produce both those fruits in great

perfection. What beautiful fruit grows almost

spontaneously about Lundy's-lane, on the Canada
side of Niagara Falls. Peach trees now in full

bearing, forty years old, as they told me, and eight

or ten inches in diameter of trunk, as I saw !

Why should not Grand Island with its thousands

of acres of land, a part of which, I learn, is free

and open soil, produce any quantity of choice

peaches annually ? I am glad that Mr. A. is so

particular in describing latitudes, elevations, and
soils. These are indispensable in knowing what
we are to do in fruit culture. When he gets fur-

ther along I hope we shall hear more of his " ex-

perience," and until then, wish him all desirable

prosperity in his labors. I would like to know a

little more about the virtue of that " iron ore"

Mr. A. speaks of as affecting the pear blight.

Will no one else notice it ?

This is enough for once. The remainder ofyour
number, " Foreign and Domestic Notes," carry

their own commentaries. Should the foregoing

please you, I will promise to continue my notes

for a limited time, at least. Yours truly, Jef-

ries. ....

Pomologlcal Nomenclattjke.—Mr. Downing
—As you are one of a Standing Committee, to

whose charge the pomological convention of last

year entrusted all matters particularly appertain-

ing to fruits, I take the liberty to suggest, for

your consideration, a reform in the nomenclature,

much needed, I think; hy which the names of

foreign varieties shall be reduced to a level with

the comprehensions and lingual capabilities oi

those who do their cultivating in the fields, and

not in the closet. The great unlearned portion of

fruit-growers and consumers of the country have-

had scant opportunities to acquire the necessary

skill to execute those outlandish contortions oi

tongue and countenance, under which is concealed

tne identity of many of the fruits growing plenti-
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fully enough in their own fields and gardens.

Hence, in the matter of pears, for instance, they

•either comprehend every variety and description

of them, under the everlasting titles of " Sugar

Pear," or " Virgaloo," or alfix to them names of

their own invention, (by which the existing con-

fusion is constantly augmented,) rather than in-

•ii r the risk of strangulation and ridicule in an

attempt to give utterance to the snufflings and

gutturals which, under a diversity of modulations,

represent the names of most pears of foreign ori-

gin. True, there is now and then a customer
who is not " put back" any, to speak of, by such

impediments; who, either in contempt of every-

thing foreign, or in the bliss of the infallibility ac-

quired in his spelling-lessons at the district school,

talks the Ihin^ straight out. My neighbor, John
Green, is one of this favored class. He stam-

mers at nothing short of the Russian. Returning
once from an exhibition of rare fruits, he brought

away a few specimens, duly labelled, with which
he proposed to test the knowledge of an amateur
fruit-grower, of whose pretensions he felt a little

jealous. Withholding the label from one of them,
he accordingly asked him its name. The ama-
teur unhesitatingly pronounced it the " Gloomer-

so." " No sir-ee," says John, triumphantly dis-

playing his label, "it is not the Gloomer, either;

it's the Gluowt Morsaow." And John was sus-

tained by the almost unanimous voice of his neigh-

borhood. Now sir, if " Glout Morceau" means
anything, why not render it into language spoken

by' the Democrats of our own land, and let the

fruit be known by an appropriate name,—retain-

ing in the books its foreign appellation as the

ruling synonym? And so of half the fruits in cul-

tivation. What possible idea would friend Green
and his constituents derive from hearing a con-

vention full of well Frenchified Yankee stalk glib-

ly of (I give the pronunciations,) Coorpahndup-
lah, Draw-door, Begareogro-cure-eye, See-oat-ah,

Duke-do-tell-ye. Onfoutprodeeje, Keeltet, Sahn-

gwenoleahshareadhayrout. Bellybun, Sahnpo,De-
ahprayrooje, and an hundred other sounds equally

heathenish and unintelligible. Resolute as he is,

I doubt whether he would not turn pale to be told

he had swallowed such things ; an experiment

upon the imagination which I would not recom-
mend a trial of during the prevalence of the

cholera.

As the task of modifying a few hundred of

these foreign abominations to the capacities of

common tongues and understandings, would be

somewhat more practicable than to teach some
millions to comprehend and pronounce them, and

as the evil is one of frequent complaint, and is, in

reality, to large numbers even of intelligent per-

sons, a constant source of vexation and annoy-

ance, I most earnestly and respectfully urge upon
you to lay the subject before your committee, and
to lend the influence of your high authority toward
the mitigation of their sufferings; by a speedy cor-

rection of the cause. Sincerely sympathising with

hem, I am, &c., /. C. H. Syracuse, 8th Au.
gust, 1849.

[There is a great deal of pith in what our cor-
respondent says, and we have very seriously con-
templated bringing out an edition of our work on
Fruits, with a translation of all foreign standard
names of fruits, instead of the foreign names, our-
selves. In the nomenclature of natural history,
where a dead language is universally used, there
is a great and manifest advantage in the use of a
language which is the same in all countries; so
that if a collection of seeds or plants botanically
named, is received from any part of the globe, the
names are alike understood and recognized by all

botanists, whether Russian, German, French, or
English.

But the names of fruits are mostly local names,
in modern tongues, and as ninety-nine hundredths
of all the large and increasing class of fruit-grow-
ers in this country are unfamiliar with any foreign
language, it is of course not to be expected that
they should always pronounce foreign names of
fruits correctly.

We see no reason why all the French names of
fruits should not be Anglicised in pomological
works ; the translation being adopted as the stan-^

dard name in every country where the fruit is

known, and the original foreign name bein^ "iven
as the synonym. Thus, instead of saying Fon-
dante d'Automne, we would say Autumn Melting-
and instead of Ananas d'Ete, Summer Pine-apple.
'1 his has already been done in many cases; as
Belle de Flanders is now always called Flemish
Beauty; and Nelis d'Hiver, Winter Nelis. Local
names, like Urbaniste, would of course be re-

tained, and would receive our common pronuncia-
tion, (as no one thinks of calling Paris, Par-e; or
Ghent, Gannd.)

This subject is well worthy of serious considera-
tion; for it is clear, that pomology and fruit-

growing are destined to be matter of more gene-
ral attention in the United States than in any
other country; and the best nomenclature for us,

is one best adapted to the wants of the class for

whose daily use it is intended,—a class, not of
scholars, but of workers. We shall be glad to

gather a more definite idea of the state of publio

opinion generally on this subject, and hope the

fruit conventions will consider it. Ed.]

Night Blooming Cereus.—Having a fine

plant of the Night Blooming Cereus, which has
bloomed a number of times this season, and a friend

wishing to see it who could not be present on ac-

count of ill health, I tried the experiment of cut-

ting off a flower towards the night it. was to open,

and putting it into water the same as a boquet.

The result was that it opened as well as those on
the plant.

One other was cut offtowards night, the eve it was
to open and carried seven miles with the stem wrap-
ped in wet cotton. This was put into water in

the same way, and I afterward learned that it
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opened beautifully to the delight of the friends re-

ceiving it. Your respectfully, F. W., Newark.

Wayne Co., N. Y., Aug. 16, 1849.

Burr's New Pine.—A. J. Downing, Esq.: In

the number of the Horticulturist for August, 1848,

in speaking of Burr's New Pine Strawberry, you

say, " We do not hesitate to pronounce it one of

the best, and perhaps the very best, American

strawberry yet raised." I wish to inquire whether

from the experience of the present season, your

opinion of last year is confirmed, or what further

you are now enabled to say about it, from actual

experience; also, what is the best soil for it. I

have full confidence in your opinion, upon any sub-

ject of this nature; but the public have often been

humbugged with new fruits, particularly straw-

berries, and two years experience is better than

one. Is the Bicton Pine to be had at any Ameri-

can garden? Yours respectfully, A Connecticut

Subscriber.

Our good opinion of Burr's New Pine is un-

changed. It is certainly the best flavored Amer-

ican seedling yet raised of good size and produc-

tiveness. It is impossible to say yet how it will

succeed in different soils and latitudes. But so

far as we have heard of its trial it has given the

highest satisfaction; at Rochester, N. Y., it has

been much praised; Mr. Huntsman of Long Is-

land (see p. 61,) who is a good judge, considers

it " the most desirable strawberry in cultivation;"

and the fruit committee of the Albany Horticultu-

ral Society, who have had fine specimens exhibit-

ed for two years past, reported this year " that

the further opportunity afforded them to compare

Burr's New Pine with other standard varieties,

fully confirms them in the opinion expressed at the

last exhibition, viz: 'That it is entitled to the

first rank, taking into consideration its many de-

sirable qualities."

'

On the other hand we notice that Col. Wilder,
at Boston, in his notes in a previous page of this

number, fears that it will prove a poor bearer.

But the majority of experience, so far, affirms the

other way.
The Bicton Pine was imported last spring by

Col. Wilder, who is always among the foremost

in introducing desirable varieties, but we believe

was lost on the way. As it is said to be a fine

new white berry, we hope it will have a trial here.

Ed.
The Gordonias.—Sir C. Lyell's " second visit

to the United States" contains so much informa-

tion on the natural history of this country, that it

should be in the hands of every one who is fond of

the study of nature. It contains many botanical

remarks, * though geology is the topic which

most delights the author. His observations re-

specting the delta of the Mississippi, especially re-

garding the " sunk country" about New Madrid,

and the geological inferences he deduces from the

* See especially in vol. 1, his account of the distinct zones
of vegetation on Mount Washington.

effects of the earthquakes of modern date in that

region, will interest all readers of intelligence.

In the following the author alludes to the pecu-

liarly small locality of one of our most valuable

fall blooming trees, (Gordonia pubescens,) which

in dry situations is hardy as far north as Philadel-

phia, and probably still further. I have one, thirty-

five feet high, which scents a large circumference

with a fragrance quite as agreeable as the flower

of the Magnolia glauca. J.J.S., Philadelphia.
" If," says Darwin, " two species of the same

genus, and closely allied habits, people the same
district, and we can say why only one of them is

rare and the other common, what right have we
to wonder if the rarer of the two should cease to

exist altogether."
" In illustration of this principle, I may refer to

two beautiful evergreens flourishing in this part of

Georgia, species of Gordonia (or Franklinia of

Bartram,) a plant allied to the camellia. One of

these I saw everywhere in the swamps near the

Altamaha, where it is called the Loblolly Bay,

(Gordonia. lasianthus) forty feet high, and even

higher, with dark green leaves, and covered, I

am told, in the flowering season, with a profusion

of milk-white, fragrant blossoms. This plant has

a wide range in the southern states, whereas the

other, (Gordonia pubescens) often seen in green-

houses in England, about thirty feet high, is con-

fined, as I am informed by Mr. Cooper, to a very

limited area, twenty miles in its greatest length,

the same region where Bartram first discovered

it, seventy years ago, near Barrington Ferry, on
the Altamaha. In no other spot in the whole con-

tinent of America has it ever been detected. If

we were told that one of these two evergreens

was destined in the next 2000 or 3000 years to

become extinct, how could we conjecture which
of them would endure the longest ? We ought to

know first whether the area occupied by the one

has been diminishing and that of the other increas-

ing, and then which of the two plants has been on

the advance. But even then we should require to

foresee a countless number of circumstances in the

animate and inanimate world affecting the two
species, before we could make a probable guess

as to their comparative durability. A single frost,

more severe than that before alluded to, which
cut off the orange trees in Florida after they had
lasted a century and a half, might baffle all cal-

culations; or the increase of some foe, a minute
parasitic insect perhaps, might entirely alter the

conditions on which the existence of these or any
other trees, shrubs, or quadrupeds depend."

Knevett's Giant Raspberry.—I am glad to

learn that Knevett's Giant Raspberry proves hardy
with you. It is much prized here, as it stancfes

our winters perfectly well, and uniformly bears

large crops of fine fruit. Yours sincerely, M. P.
Wilder. Boston, Aug. llth, 1849.

Munificent Bequests.—The late Hou Theo-
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cork Ltman, of Boston, has bequeathed $10,000

to the Massachusetts Horticultural Society. Mr.
Li man's scat at Brookline, is one of the most
beautiful in point of taste in New England, ami

bis previous donations to the Horticultural Society

showed how deeply interested he was in its elforts

to improve the arts and culture in the Eastern
States.

Ha has, we learn, also bequeathed $30,000 to

the State Reform School, and $10,000 to the

Boston Farm School.

When we reflect on this wise and steady libe-

rality towards sound and useful institutions for the

public good, in the wealthy citizens of Massachu-
setts, it is not surprising that that state should

be so far in advance of most others in good go-

vernment, intelligence, and prosperity.

Fairs and Shows.—The New York State

Agricultural Fair takes place at Syracuse on the

11th, 12th and 13th, of September. The promo-
logical convention will take place directly after

the fair.

The New Jersey Horticultural Society holds its

annual exhibition at Princeton on the 19th, 20th,

and 21st of September.

The New Haven Horticultural Society's exhibi-

bition is held on the 25th, 26th, and 27th of

September.

We have not received any official notice of the

annual shows of the Boston and Philadelphia

Horticultural Societies, but presume they both

take place the third week in September.

Fruit Preserver.— Having been a subscriber

to the Horticulturist from its commencement, and
seeing a notice in the same that questions will

be answered to those who are subscribers, I take

the liberty to ask your opinion of " Kcpharts

Fruit and Vegetable Preserver." It is now about

two years since every agricultural and horticul-

tural publication had a notice of the same, and
pronounced it a valuable invention, but of late I

do not hear anything further respecting its power
to prevent, decay, or preserve whatever may be

placed within the vault. If it is a humbug I would
be glad to know it, for I am now building a
dwelling, from which it is easy to have a com-
munication with the vault, (should I put one into

my ice house.) An immediate answer by mail

will much oblige yours, /. G. Pease.

We are quite unable to give the desired infor-

mation. We only know that Kephart's Fruit

Preserver is in constant use in Philadelphia—and
that fruits are preserved several weeks after the

usual period by it. How well, or how easily, or

exactly by what means they are preserved, we
know not. Perhaps some obliging correspondent

in Philadelphia will give us the necessary facts for

publication. •
Sir— I have in my possession a copy of your

" Fruits and Fruit Trees of America,*' in which
you recommend the cultivation of native grapes in

open and sunny borders. Now 1 have a board fence
running east and west, about 40 feet long and
8 feel high. But on account of a foot walk on
the south side and close to it, it will be impossible
to plant vines on this side of it; therefore I wish
to inquire if it would be advisable to plant them
on the north side, and train the vines under the
fence, and so upon the south side.

By answering these iequiries, you will much
oblige your humble and obedient servant, Edgar
M. Woodford, Unionvitle. West Avon, Ct., Aug.
nth, 1849.

[It will answer perfectly to plant the roots on
the north side, and, bringing the main shoot
through, train the vines on the south side. What
the grape needs is plenty of light and heat for the
leaves—the soil is alwavs warm enouirh for thea
roots. J ....

CRITIQUE ON THE AUGUST HORTICULTURIST.
The Leader.—Good. You cannot too strongly

impress on us Americans, who go into those sub-

jects of rural improvement altogether too much
by fits and starts, the love of home life and horns

scenes. We never shall be a truly refined people
until we live somewhere, and cease spending the

chief part of our time in steamboats, rail-cars,

hotels, and boarding houses. We too often thwart
nature in this country, instead of directing and
chastening it. To enjoy country life, we must be
educated to it. How many of our " fashionable"'

travellers, think you, see the country as they pas?
through it? Few, and far between, as we all

know—and all for lack of natural taste, and well
directed early education.

Pomological Notes from Mississippi.—I like

these notes of what people are doing—they are
positive data, as far as they go, from which we
can draw reliable conclusions to govern our own
work, so far as we are in like circumstances.

Notes on the best Strawberries.—Excellent.

Ditto to the last.

Paving to prevent the Curculio.—I am right

glad if anything has proved effectual in keeping
off the curculio. I wish that every owner of plum
trees would pave a few, and send you the result

after a year or two of trial. Possibly, however,
as you remark, pigs and chickens may answer the

purpose as well; but it strikes me that both pig
and chicken must be pretty well trained to it be-

fore they will eat green plumb and apricots. You
have probably heard of some fruits being so sour

that it would make a pig squeal to eat it ! Root-

ing and scratching the ground, however, I con-

sider is efficacious in giving growth to tho tree,

if nothing more. I hope to hear more on tine

subject.

[They devour the insects which come out of the

fallen fruits.

—

Ed.]

H>w to manage Fruit Trees.—Quite correct;

but this plan mast be confined to small trees only.

All large fruit-bearing trees require a space of

some feet in height benealh their branches for the

circulation of air. Look at the very next article.
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where the gooseberry, five feet above the ground,

doubles the size of its fruit, and escapes the mil-

dew. Leaves and fruits are great consumers of

the atmosphere, and they can't thrive and bear

good fruit without it. For proof, examine a

(Closely planted and low branched orchard. The
wood and foliage is usually cankered, and the

fruit insipid and tasteless. Let the reader bear

in mind that low branched trees must be at a good

distance apart. I like this article the better for

its facts. Hanging out the thermometer is know-

ing something, from which conclusions may be

drawn. I should like to hear from " Subscriber"

again.

The Gooseberry grafted on the Yellow Currant.—
Let us have a little more experience in this new
method. It may be a valuable mode of cultivat-

ing that equivocal sort of fruit; and if people will

eat green gooseberries—for I hardly ever knew
any one who liked ripe ones—pray let us have

them in as great perfection as possible.

The White Bellefieur Apple.—This article is

what I like. Here is investigation and fact—no

fancy about it. If all promologists will go thus

to work, we shall soon know what is what in our

fruits. I doubt, however, whether the white

Bellefieur will prove a profitable orchard apple

east of the great lakes. For Ohio, and other

western states, it will unquestionably prove of

value.

Design and Description of an English Cot-

tage.—Are we never to have any American cot-

tages ? Oar climate is unlike European cli-

mates, particularly England; and why copy ev-

ery thing of the house kind, excepting in internal

arrangements, from that country. But there are

some things about this house, bating the gimp and

pasteboard look of its outside, that I like; partic-

ularly its upper kitchen ; and had it only that other

indispensible appendage of a really comfortable

house, a large family bedroom on the main floor,

[ should like the interior plan of it right well.

Try it again Mr. Wheeler; add on the bedroom
;

throw the roof into some sort of ship-shape ; tack

a light veranda on to the front as well, and then

you will have quite a sensible house of it. What
a wretched bother this filagree work makes when
you want to repair a house. Let the owner of

one but try it, and he will be satisfied.

Knevetth Giant Raspberry.—Glad to learn that

it is so valuable a fruit. Let it be cultivated

by all means, and to its greatest extent ; for the

raspberry is one of our best small fruits. Its hard-

iness is altogether a disideratum in our northern

states.

How to make Strawberry Beds.—Capital, as

usuaL But, my dear "Old Digger," where are we
s.11 to get our " sixteen inches of manure" to fill a
' three foot trench," or even " eight inches, or a

foot" of it for a " two foot trench." No, no. That

may do for a rich man with only a few rods of

ground, near a large town, or a city. But it won't

pay in a " crop." We common folks must get our

best grounds, and plow and manure as well as vr«

would for a crop of corn
;
plant a good distance,

say not less than two feet apart, litter the plants

well, and they'll do. [We suppose the Old Dig-
ger's directions are for a bed or two in the private

garden ; not for a market garden. Ed.} I'm glad

you've shown up the " Washington Alpines;" and
there are some other things that want to be shown
up likewise. I recollect paying a man who came
peddling his plants round the country, two or three

years ago, with a picture of them as a sample,
and " first rate" certificates from " gentlemen of

the highest respectability," some four or five dol-

lars for a few. They all died but one, and last

June that bore, after a deal of pains in cultivation

and manuring, a poor little alpine strawberry
about as large as a ground sparrow's egg ! and of

flavor as contemptible as its size; served me right

enough too; I shan't be so caught again. " Dig-

ger's" last paragraph is very important. For
want of such caution many a beginner has failed

in his strawberries, and laid the fault to something
else.

A Short Experience, §c.—This is a valuable

article, as it shows what can be done by extraor-

dinary cultivation, and manure. But, will it pay ?

I wish Mr. Fullerton had kept debt and credit

account' with his berries. However, for those who
can afford it, the plan is a good one. What do
you mean, my dear sir, by " a strong loam," on
which Mr. F. raised his berries ? Is it a clay

loam, or a sandy loam ? We like to know all

about these things. A clay loam, even stiff, is

thought by many the best for strawberries, partic-

ularly that which has a decomposition of old wood,
sods, and leaves among it. I hope Mr. Fuller-
ton will go on with his bed, and give the public

the results of its cultivation and bearing for another

year. Continued experiment is what we want.

[A strong loam is a loam with a good deal of clay

;

a light loam, one with a good deal of sand. Ed.]
English Shows.—I am very glad that Mr.

Colman tells the truth to his countrymen about

the good, honest fashion, of English women going

to the great cattle shows, and looking at their

cattle. When will our American ladies think

they can look at " the chanting cherubs ' without

petticoats, and suffer their pianos to stand up
without pantaletts on? But they can do some
things—they can see Fanny Ellsler dance, and not

shrink behind their fans, or bolt the theatre door.

We shall mend our manners, probably, as we go
along. Mr. C. gives us fine accounts of the

incomes of English noblemen, and of their dogs

and of their horses ; but he does not set down by

the side of them the vast incumbrances on many
of their estates, which makes their proprietors

mere trustees for the " next heir male," nor detail

the destitution and misery which exist in the huts

and cottages of many of their dependants. There
is much in England that is good, and a great deal

that is very beautiful, but at vastly too much
sacrifice of human comfort and happiness. How
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many famishing wretches could be fed and clothed

with the bread given to those " splendid" horses,

and the meat cut up for those worthless hounds;

and how many thousands could be employed in the

cultivation of those stately pleasure "rounds, so

ostentatiously extended! Would not those " parks"

waving in broad tields of grata, and dotted with

beautiful herds, and vocal with the mirth of

jocund Laborers be equally pleasant to the eye of

a true philanthropist as now? Yes, and abun-

dantly more. There is something in England

rotten, as well as in Denmark—and so they will

ere Ions find out. God fend Americans from all

such calamity.

The Swan.—Very pretty to read about, but let

that end it. A swan is a perfect fool out of

water, and in a country like ours, where the

streams and ponds are frozen for half the year, a

China goose is infinitely better ; and they are a

nuisance in any well ordered grounds. If you

must keep a swan, let it be in a pond inside a

conservatory, and then it is in keeping with the

other exotics. But if you don't believe it, first

invest the money, and the time that I have done

in " fancy " water fowl, and you will be wiser in

a few years. Most people have " swans " enough

in their own geese, and I am quite content that

they shall live on such " poetry" alone.

To prevent Potatoe Rot.—I doubt it I have

read near a wheel-barrow load of essays and

pamphlets on the potatoe disease, and tried all

sorts of preventives, and know no more about it

than ever. Side by side they grow—some will

rot and some will keep. The same neighborhood

produces bad, good, and indifferent, with equal

cultivation, on the same soils and from the same

seed. May not the disease, like the cholera, be

partially atmospheric? At all events we know
little about it as yet, and I fear that all investiga-

tion will be alike unsatisfactory. Plant sound

seed, in soil of moderate fertility, dig early, and

keep dry, is the best plan I have yet known.

Jeffreys. New York, Aug. 1849.

[We recognize in " Jeffreys," the pen of a well

known writer, and shall be glad to hear from him

again. Ed.] ....

Summer Blooming Exotics—Sir : The facility

with which the plants of tropical climates are

cultivated in this country during the summer
months, not unfrequently renders our stoves and

greenhouses receptacles for tools and lumber,

during this season of floral beauty, instead of

beinir embellished with the choicest productions of

the vegetable kingdom. In some establishments,

where an attempt has been made to fulfil the

design lor which these edifices were intended, 'tis

not unusual to see plants of discordant habits, and

natives often of the very opposite sides of the

globe conirresated within the limits of a small

bouse, in which the temperature, atmosphere, and

mode, of treatment are always the same to one

plant as to another ; hence it is, that if certain

tribes of plants are to be cultivated on an exten-

sive scale, and to their greatest perfection, the

house must, be as much as possible adapted to

their nature, and that no plants be introduced

amongsl them whose general treatment does not

correspond with those lor which the house is

principally set apart. My object, therefore, is to

submit to your readers a notice of such plants

whose easy culture and unrivaled beauty, with a

little care, will give a succession of bloom from
May till October, and whose moderate prices at

the public nurseries place them within the reach

of every amateur.

For this purpose I would merely select the

Genera Fuchsia and Geranium, with their numer-
ous varieties of all hues. To keep a succession

of flowering plants, it is necessary to strike cut-

tings as early in the spring and summer as possi-

ble; when rooted they will grow rapidly in a cold

frame, kept rather close, and shaded occasionally

in hot weather. By this simple and easy means,
they will be ready to put on the stage when the

earlier plants are getting unsightly and out of

bloom. Achimenes, Gloxinias, and Gcsneras, if

grown in a (dose frame till flowering, and then

removed to the green-house, will make a magnifi-

cent display, intermixed with the other plants.

The graceful and free-flowering Manet ia bicolor.

and nearly all the species of Begonias, if flow-

ered in a stove, are equally well adapted for a
mixed grecn-housc during the summer months.

The foregoing plants when flowered and remov-

ed to their summer quarters, will all thrive under

the same treatment, (except that Achimenes and

Gloxinias do best when the pots are placed under

a saucer of water.) Heat and light are the two
great agents of nature which call organic life in-

to existence, and without which those beautiful

colors and striking forms that surround us on ev-

ery side would have remained inorganic substan-

ces. These agents require to be differently ad-

justed to different tribes of plants when exposed

to bright sun, particularly under glass, for the loss

of water by plants depends mainly upon the inten-

sity of light to which they are exposed, as the fol-

lowing propositions affirm: 1st. Plants perspire

most in bright sun: 2d. They perspire least in

weak, diffused light: 3d. In darkness they per-

spire none at all.

Upon the first axiom is founded the practice of

shading; but if this is carried to too great an ex-

tent, according to the third proposition the plants

become etiolated and die. The second proposition

shows the medium in which all plants, which like

Fuchsias. Achimenes, etc., naturally grow in the

shade, flourish ;
hence it is that close muslin, strong

canvass, or bass mats, so frequently used, are ob-

jectionable, asexcluding too much light, the plants

thereby becoming etiolated, that is, blanched, as

already suggested. Canvass of the slightest ma-
terial is preferable, not only because it preserves

the plants from the burning sun, but that it will

also admit sufficient of its vivifying rays and light

to enable the plants to assimilate their juices. I
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am, sir, respectfully yours, M. C. Newhurgh,

Aug., 1849. '....

A Beginnkr's Troubles.— I wrote an article,

which appeared in the February number of the

Horticulturist, giving an outline of a plan I Jiad

adopted for planting an orchard,-—-the result, as I

thought, of the collected wisdom of the various

chapters " on transplanting," and catalogue di-

rections; which plan was submitted rather inter-

rogatively, and with due deference to experience

everywhere; and fortunately, I concluded, re-

ceived the brief endorsement of the editor,—-that
" we (the editor,) are always glad to hear of

such thorough orchard planting." But lo ' a wise

man from Buffalo blows up the whole plan, in the
'• Genesee Farmer" for April, and declares, with

its editor for endorser, that our " deep holes" will

not do, and gives his plan. What are the igno-

rant to do when doctors disagree? Nevertheless,

I have not taken the trees up, but suhsoiled the

ground early in the spring; and they are all grow-

in<r finely. [You have not a hard-pan soil, and

vour Buffalo critic probably has; and what would

be best in your soil would be worst in his. Ed.]

Received a quart of Osage Orange seed from

Cincinnati the winter of '47~8 ; submitted it to

the frost in an open box of damp quarry sand,

planted it the 7lh of April, and a portion of the

seeJ

—

say one-half—vegetated, and made a growth

of some two feet. I thought them too small to

transplant to where I wished the hedge, and now
they have made such a huge growth,—branching
out in every direction with new shoots, of more

than three feet in length,—that I now scarcely

know how to manage them. Can these shoots be

used as cuttings? And will they make good

plants? [They will make good plants if the cut-

tings will strike; but we doubt the latter. Ed.]

I obtained a peck of seed from the same place

this spring, poured water, heated to a degree

scarcely to be borne by the hand, upon the seed,

agreeably to the counsel of western cultivators,

and allowed it to remain in the water some forty

hours, (a rain preventing me planting sooner,)

and then planted in good mellow soil ; but not one

seed ever germinated. All rotted in the ground.

Was the seed worthless; or was it immersed too

long; or was the water too hot? [The seed re-

ceived from Arkansas is often spoiled before it

arrives; but if not, forty hours soaking would be

likely to destroy its vitality. Ed.]

I purchased a lot of line rooted plants, of the

large Red and White Dutch Currant, from one of

the New-York nurseries, desiring to have the best

in cultivation. They have grown well, and borne

fruit; and prove to be identical with those culti-

vated in my father's garden from my childhood.

Have also procured Knight's Large and Sweet

Red, Champagne, and May's Victoria, at high

prices; and doubt much, from the fruit they have

borne, whether they will prove at all superior to

the Dutch. [The true Dutch currants are very

much finer and larger than the common sorts.

May's Victoria is also a distinct and excellent

sort. Ed.]
As long as I can remember, there was a fine

bed of asparagus in my father's garden; but I

wanted better, and sent off to Flushing for that
" Giant''' kind, which now, if I were to name it,

would call "Lilliputian asparagus;" for it is tri-

lling, compared with our own old kind.

I sent five hundred miles for Hovey's and other

strawberry plants. Black Prince, and some others,

proved true and done well. Hovey, no better

than the common scarlets of our hills ; and shall

dig them all under this fall. [We think it more
than probable that you really obtained neither

Giant asparagus or Hovey's strawberry. Ed.]
At a high price, I procured twenty-four varie-

ties of imported gooseberry plants, of bearing age.

They are all more or less covered with mil-

dew, and large berries falling prematurely to the

ground, while a Variety considerably disseminated

here, and known as the " Cluster" gooseberry, is

loaded down with ropes of medium sized, light red

berries,—even plants numbering but a second

summer's growth; and never, so far as I know,
is it affected with mildew. This kind I think is

entirely identical with the prolific gooseberry

bush, described by Dr. Boswell, in the Horticul-

turist of January, 1848,—having received cut-

tings myself of that bush, from Dr. Harvey, its

proprietor, in the spring of 1848, which fruited

finely this season.

I obtained the Ohio Everbearing raspberry from

Kentucky. It grew, and bore finely one crop,

but have seen nothing of its " Everbearing" pro-

pensities, but appears entirely similar to some of

our native kinds. [It is precisely like the com-
mon " black-cap;" but in a cool, deep, clay soil,

it bears abundant crops in October. Ed.]

I have had the true Red Antwerp, Franconia,

and Fastolff, in bearing this seasou. The two
former are larger, but not superior in flavor to

some of our native sorts, cultivated in our gar-

den; but the last is decidedly first rate in all re-

spects. Doubtful whether they will withstand

our cold winters. We have covered ours slight-

ly with earth, bending down the canes, which
proved ample protection.

To finish off, allow me to propound a query or

two. Should the Early Richmond, or common
Kentish cherry, be propagated from seed, suckers,

or worked upon the Mazzard stock? With others,

some time back, I had some doubts whether the

seed of the Kentish would grow, as it is never

seen growing wild, only as a sucker from others;

and having failed several times in efforts to get

the seed to grow. But this spring I planted

some, which had been boxed in sand from the day

they were taken from the tree, and they have

come up and grown quite well. Will the size

and quality of the fruit be improved by raising

from seed? [Raise by seed, by all means; but

as you cannot be sure that they will always be
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Tarly or late Morcllos, yon mny work them after-

wards, it' you choose, with known sorts. Ed.]

Wise men, who claim to know, have written

much upon the movements of the sap, and that

neir wood is on ly deposited in its downward course.

If this thery be sound, is it not a sufficient reason

for adapting " reversed shield budding," making

the horizontal, or " crosscut" at the bottom, in-

stead of the top of the upright cut in all budding

operations? Further, if two strings are impor-

tant in budding plums, and other difficult fruits,

is not this method still more necessary?—for when
the upper string is removed, the lower one still

binds the horizontal, and also upright cut in part,

allowing free course to the sap in its downward
flow to the bud, and a better opportunity, there-

fore, for the formation of new wood, and, conse-

quently, a speedier and better union of the bud

and stock. Besides, as the foot-stalk of the leaf

is serviceable in enabling the operator to insert

his bud with speed and neatness, will it not be

much easier and safer to force the bud up than

down, by taking hold of the foot-stalk?

I practice budding very little in any other way,

and think I can perform the operation much faster,

and with more certainty of success.

One matter further. Much is said about trans-

planting evergreens. I have no theory, and but

little practical knowledge. Still, I transplanted

a few very nice White Pines from a neighboring

forest the last of March, and some quite large

Hemlocks, from the " banks of our Brandywine,"

the last of May, with entire success; both peri-

ods being very damp rainy weather; since which,

however, it has been, and is row, unusually dry.

/. Chester co.. Pa., Aug. 3, 1849.

A New Yellow Climbing Rose—Dear Sir :

As you have repeatedly requested that notices f f

new and rare plants, &c., should be forwarded to

you, I have taken the liberty to bring to your no-

tice the following magnificent fragrant double yel-

low running Rose, raised by Hon. James Mat-
thews, of Coshocton, Ohio. I extract from his

letter of June 7th, some account of this valuable

acquisition to the Rose family:
" I would be glad if you could be with me a

week hence ; as by that time I will have some
roses in bloom on a seedling of my own raising.

It bloomed with me last year for the first time,

and is truly not a common or ordinary variety of

Rose ; but a very splendid new variety. You
know I have seen some of the best roses in culti-

vation, and I assure you I have not seen its supe-

rior, either when partly or fully expanded. As I

fear you will not be here at the afore-mentioned

time, I will attempt to give you some idea of its

characteristics by description—though I am not

much versed in such matters.

First, its history. Sometime in January, 1844,
the Hon. A. P. Stone and Lady, of Columbus,
Ohio, together with Mrs. Matthews and myself,

on a remarkably mild day for that season of the

year, visited Mount Vernon, the former rc.yi>'' n

of Washington, and while wandering through
the garden, I plucked quite a number of seed ves-

sels from the great variety of Bourbon, Noisette,

and Tea Roses which arc there growing. These,
on my return home in the spring, I planted, but
not knowing how to manage them, but few vege-
tated. Of those that did grow, 1 gave away four

the following season and retained two; one of the

latter presents a very common appearance, and
has never as yet bloomed; the other, which was a.

favorite from the first, showed great si<rns of be-

ing a very remarkable grower, and is now l'ullv

proved to be of vigorous and healthy habit. This
plant has, for at least two seasons, thrown up
shoots 16 to 18 feet in height. It is, I think, of

the Noisette character, and for comparison in

growth and appearance, more nearly resembles
the Lamarque , than any other rose I am acquaint-

ed with, but is a much more vigorous grower,
the leaves much larger, decidedly more ruddy and
dark in hue, and very glossy and handsome; young
wood of a very reddish cast, full of short runted
thorns, similar to Lamarque, but much more nu-
merous; old wood, large, coarse and thorny; the
roses very large and very aouble, and in colour a
light, pure yellow, much deeper yellow than De-
voniensis, perhaps, indeed, more the colour of La
Pactole than any other I have seen, but quite twice
as large as the latter named variety ; the bud is

shaped like the Lamarque, but is larger; the rose

when expanded is also much larger. It is per-

fectly tea scented, quite as fragrant as Devonitn-
sis, and more fragrant than any other variety with
which I am acquainted. These are the substance
of its good qualities. It is tender, (like the Noi-
sette) and will, if exposed to the winter, freeze.

without protection. I laid it down last winter,
and covered it slightly with earth, and as far as

protected in this manner, it is perfectly sound,
and from the young shoots coming out from the

old stock, the roses are produced. 1 do not as

yet know whether it will be ' perpetual.' Since

this rose bloomed last year, (it then had two flow-

ers only,) it has been my determination, should it

prove a valuable acquisition to the rose family,

(as I then thought and sfiil think it may) to pre-

sent it to you as my most intimate, florieultural

friend, and by you to propagate and disseminate it

in whatever manner you please. The original

plant has now fourteen good healthy buds, all of

which will be expanded within a week or ten days.

I have never given a cutting from it and will not

do so if it will benefit you. These roses hang on
in their perfection three days after expanded."
Under date of June 20th, I received the follow-

ing from Mr. Matthews in reply to some inqui-

ries of mine :

—

" In haste, I put up and directed to you accord-
ing to your desires, a few branches and one rose of

my seedling. This is the last of the blossoms,
and of course inferior to the average. I also send
you a shoot of last year's growth, two or threo
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shoots that have just homo roses, and a specimen

of the growth of the present season. This rose

has been the admiration of all who have seen it,

being greatly preferred to all of my pretty large

collection; and it fully realizes my most sanguine

expectations. It is in my opinion one hundred per

cent better than Lamarque."

With the rose and specimens of wood and growth

before me, you must allow me to give you my
opinion of this truly fine rose. Chromatella and

Solfaterre are, I might say, pigmies in growth to

this seedling. I have at this time a fine plant of

Solfaterre and also of Chromatella in bloom, and

I have made a careful comparison. In growth,

flower and leaf, they are greatly inferior. This

seedling flower is very much larger and much
more double—the leaf far finer and half as large

again. Chromatella is a better grower than Sol-

faterre, but bears no comparison with the seedling
;

the leaf of Chromatella is smaller and not so deep

a green; that of Solfaterre is also much lighter in

colour; the bloom of Chromatella is not so large

as the seedling, although this was the poorest

blossom on the seedling. The old growth of the

seedling resembles more nearly the Beauty of

Prairies, as regards thickness, thorns, bearing

spurs, &c, than any rose I have in my collection;

the under surface of the new leaves is very red.

upper surface handsomely tinged with red ; old

leaves of the very deepest green. The cuttings

of this season's growth sent me, are three feet long,

and which I should judge to be only part of the

growth of this spring ; in thickness a little great-

er than a common pipe stem. The roses bloom

at the termination of the first growth of the win-

ter buds, and were in clusters of three and four

upon the branches sent me. I send you one of

the largest leaves upon this season's growth ; the

terminal leaves all have two small leaves (or

stipules) at the base, which neither Lamarque,

Solfaterre nor Chromatella possesses. As you

may think that the largest leaf is not a fair cri-

terion to judge from, I send you one of common
size, and send it enclosed so that you may see the

colour, if it does not dry up before you receive

this. I also send one of the smallest leaves, all

from the new growth of this spring's shoots sent

me. As to its habit, think of a rose putting up

shoots 16 to 18 feet in a season, the flower double,

yellow and fragrant as any Tea Rose. Is it not

an acquisition to the rose family ? This rose will

hereafter be known and designated by the name

of " Augusta," in compliment to Mrs. Matthews
and her second daughter. Yours, with respect.

A. FafiTiestock. Lancaster, Ohio, July. 1849.

[This, judging from the foliage and the descrip-

tion of the flowers, is no doubt a valuable aquisi-

tion. Ed.]

Osage Orange.—I wish to make a few inqui-

ries, respecting the Osage Orange, as a hedge

plant.

First. You say that it is hardy wherever the

Isabella grapes will mature in the open air. Will
it also mature its seed in a location where the

thermometer never falls more than four degrees
below zero? (which is the case here, near the foot

of Seneca lake.)

Secondly. Will it throw up distant suckers
from the root?

Thirdly. I have understood that its wood is as

durable as the Yellow Locust ; and if so, why may
it not be cultivated for its timber alone, in place

of the Locust, which is injured by the borer?

Fourthly. In a location where both thrive

equally well, which would you prefer, on the

whole, for farm fencing purposes, the Osage
Orange or the Buckthorn?
By answering the above queries, in the next

number of the Horticulturist, you will much oblige

several Farmers.
Answers.—We have never known the seed of

the Osage Orange to ripen north of New- York;
but it is not unlikely that it may ripen in the

mild climate of Seneca lake. Our correspondent
is perhaps not aware that this tree, like many
other forest trees, is dioecious; and hence, the

male and female trees must stand near each other

to get perfect seeds, though the fruit is freely pro-

duced by the female trees, even if growing alone.

It cannot be called a tree which suckers , in the

common meaning of the term ; but when the

hedge stands in tilled land, where the roots are

constantly broken by the plough, young shoots

from the root will occasionally spring up—not so

much as to become objectionable.

The wood is quite elastic, and was formerly

much used by the Indians of Red river for bows.
It is also said to be durable; but we have no data
for judging of its value, as a timber tree at the

north.

The Buckthorn is the hardiest and " toughest"

hedge plant we know,—growing in all soils and
all exposures, and making a hedge with less care

than almost any other plant; but unless well and
regularly sheared, it is not so good a barrier as

the Osage Orange, for the latter is particularly

thorny. Both have their advantages. We should

recommend the Buckthorn for cold latitudes, and
the Osajre Oramje for warm ones. Ed.

Leaf-Blight—Dear Sir: A communication,
and a few observations from you, in the last num-
ber of the Horticulturist, on a subject to which I

have given some attention for the last three years,

viz., the leaf-blight on the pear tree, have in-

duced me to ride into the country and examine
the Oswego Beurre, and other bearing trees, on

which I have observed this leaf-blight increasing

for several years. I send you several leaves from

the original Oswego Beurre, that bears this year

a full crop, as it invariably has for about twenty-

years. You will be able to judge whether our

leaf-blight is identical with that on the leaveg
sent you by Mr. Hancock. These leaves ar

about an average, as indicating the extent of th
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blight on the entire foliage of this tree. Many
other varieties, alter long cultivation, are found

to be affected in a similar manner here by the

leaf-blight. Those that have the least culture

are the most affected by this blight, whioh would

go to sustain your position, that " It is undoubt-

edly owing to a want of specific food in the soil."

But my observations here do not sustain the con-

jecture, that the spots on the fruit are a necessa-

ry consequence of the disease in the leaves. I

find, and have found for the last three years here,

that the Oswego Beurre, and many ocher varie-

ties, have been more or less effected by the leaf-

blight, while the fruit was entirely free from fun-

gus or other spots or cracks.

The desiderata in relation to this leaf-blight in

the pear, are its causes, consequences, and reme-

dies. On these points may we hear more from

you and your correspondents. On one point, I

think my testimony may be given now; which is,

that this leaf-blight, on a particular tree or branch

of a tree, (for it often attacks some branches more

than others,) has the effect to deteriorate the fruit

of that particular tree or branch, both in size and

quality. Is not this one great cause of many fine

pears varying so much in quality?

I shall, " Deovolente," soon give you the result

of my observations for several years in this locality,

destined to be the great pear section of the states.

Respectfully yours, /. W. P. Allen. Oswego,

N. Y., August 15, 1849.

[This is the same leaf-blight known in this part

of the country. It first makes its appearance on

a few leaves, then gradually extends, and finally

attacks the fruit. Whether it is a fungus or a

blight, we shall perhaps be better able to speak

after some microscopic examinations, now being

made. But we are satisfied that its appearance

indicates feebleness in the vital action of the tree

;

and we believe plenty of food and deep soil will

prevent it. Ed.]

Mulching Gooseberries.—The English goose-

berry has always hitherto mildewed here ; and I

have been familiar with bushes of the best sorts

for many years, without ever being able to gather

any perfect fruit.

I have lately " mulched" some old bushes,

which had heretofore borne this worthless fruit.

I covered the surface of the ground under them a

foot deep with wet, half rotten straw, extending

this mulching as far as the branches grow.
Imagine my delight at finding the gooseberries

on the bushes so mulched now ripening off finely,

—

the fruit twice as large as I have ever seen it

before, and quite fair and free from mildew.

Yours, James C. Reed. Dalton, Ohio, July 2,

1849.

The Gold Mines of Ohio.—While so much
is said about land in the world, and the evils of

having too much, and the misery of many who
have none, it may be an interesting problem to

test the capacity of an acre of ground in Ohio to

support man or beast. In the Agricultural Re-

port, made to the hist legislature, there are some

curious facts on this head. Some of the county

agricultural societies distributed premiums to those

who raised the largest crops. The following are

the largest crops of corn reported. The measure-

ment is of shelled corn:

Guernsey county—3 acres, 345 bush. 9 qts.

Hamilton " — 1 acre, 159 "

Harrison " —3 acres,. .. .392 " 30 "

Mahoning " —2 acres,. .. .202 " 7£ "

Union " —1 acre, ....126 " 16 "

Total, 10 1,175 " 28i

Average per acre, 117 10

Let us now look into the price of cultivation on

this land; that will show the diii'erence between

good and bad cultivation.

In the county of Harrison, the cost of culti-

vating three acres of land, (not the same as

above) was $19.37±, including the gathering of

the crop. This the reader will say is enormous,

being $6.45 per acre. But let us see the result.

The three acres produced 33 1-$ bushels, which

sold for 26 cents per bushel, a moderate price.

The account then stood thus:

Price of crop, 82 87^

Cost of cultivation, &c., $19 37^

Nett profit , $63 50

This land then brought $21.50 per acre for a

single crop! Or, take this view of it: It pro-

duced money enough to buy sixteen acres of

government land, as good as itself ! This is fairly

and truly the profit of sixteen fold the MMrtnal

capital in a single crop !

Such crops are not common, but it is common
to find fields of corn, with eighty bushels to an

acre. This is a very common crop fox bottom

lands. The average crop of Indian corn in seve-

ral counties in Ohio were

—

Clermont, 45 bushels per acre.

Coshocton, 50 '
;

Franklin, 50 "

Darke, 50 "
Greene, 50

Guernsey, 45
Miami, 65

Richland 35

Ross, 45 "

Seneca, 40 "
Warren, 50

Wayne, 35

Average of 12 counties, 4(>5

This includes upland as well as lowland. These

counties mav be a little above the average of the

state. Taking all the arable land in Ohio, culti-

vated in Indian coin, in the year 1848, and the

average of the whole is not less than forty bushels

per acre.

The average price of Indian corn, when raised,

has been twenty-live cents per bushel. The ave-
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rage value of the average crop is $10 per acre.

Estimating every hoar's labor at its value in coin,

supposing that the farmer or proprietor either

does not Labor, or is paid for his labor at a fair

estimate, the average cost of cultivation is $5 per
;o-re. Deducting this from the total value of the

crop, and there remains a nett protit on the land

of $") per acre !

But the average value of corn land in Ohio, in

the best counties, is not more than $2J per acre.

The result is that the nett profit or rental of corn
land in Ohio, actually cultivated, is full 20 per
cent, on the capital invested ' But this is not all.

The man, who actually himself farms his own
land, on the Miami, or the Scioto (for example,)
makes much more than this.—probably 30 ami at

least 25 pel cent, on his capital, where the farm
is not tip. i large. In the first place he works him-

self, and receives the price of his own labor, in-

stead of paying it out. In the next place he dues

nut sell his corn, but feeds it to his pigs and cat-

tle. In the last process he enriches his land, and
pets more for his corn.

That the above results are accurate may be

tested in another way. When land is rented, the

tenant in Ohio does not, like one in Europe, ex-

pect merely to be paid for cultivation; but. on
the contrary, expects to be paid a handsome part

of the crops beside; or, in other words, to receive

enough of the crops to answer both purposes.

cpectS, in one word, to progress as fast in

accumulation as his landlord. As he puts in la-

bor, and bis landlord land into the common stock.

<>r if they p.tv money, to estimate his labor at

half the profits.

N'.av there are many lands on the great .Miami,

which rent from $4 to $(i per acre, money rent,

and on the Scioto from $2 to §4. This may be

estimated therefore, about half the nett profits of

these lands. Or, in other words, $10 on the best

lands of the Miami, and $u'.50 of the Scioto, may
be taken as the correct profit on the capital in

lands, if the labor only of cultivation were paid
for. There is a third mode of testing this very
fa.-t. We know that the lands there planted pro-

duce from 70 to 80 bushels per acre, which, at

25 i cuts per bushel, would be from $17 to $20
for the crop; the nett profits of which would be

as we have above shown by the results.

Now, where is there any mercantile business,

that will pay from year to year 20 per cent, nett

profit t Where are there any gold mines that will

pay it ten years successively \—Cin. Atlas.

Fastolff Raspberry—Mr. Downing: I have

a single plant of this celebrated raspberry, which

has borne four quarts of berrits this season.

More strictly, perhaps, I ought to say a single

stool or bunch of plants; for though there was
but one plant when I planted it, three years ago,

it is now a large tuft or bunch of roots, all ce-

mented together at the base. The whole plant is

six feet high, and has been loaded with the !

I
and most magnificent crop of raspberries I have

! ever beheld,—many of the berries measuring three

and a half inches in circumference.

This is not to be taken, I am bound to say, as

a fair specimen of the growth or product of this

variety; though, after cultivating the best other

! sorts, I think it both the largest and the most pro-

ductive.

In fact, this plant is only a pet, having had unu-

sual care. It was planted in a bed. made 3 feet

deep and 6 feet across, into which I put a bushel

! of poudrette. It has also had an occasional soak-

ing with soap-suds. I mention it to show your
amateur readers what may de done by extra care.

Four obedient servant, R. Boston, Mass., July
1 20, 1849.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Peach Trees.—Andrews, (Baltimore.) The
specimens you have sent us prove that vour trees

have the yellows. You had better dig them all

up at once, burn them, and send to some nursciy

where the yellows is not known and get a stock

of healthy trees. Some nurserymen pay no atten-

tion to getting the stones of healthy trees for

stocks, and therefore all trees which they bud

on, inherit the yellows; and though it may not

appear so long as the tree remains in the nursery,

it is certain to do so after the trees have borne a

couple of crops. There is no reason why a peach

tree should not continue in good health and have

good crops for 25 years, if it has a healthy con-

stitution and is properly pruned.

Root-prcning.—A Hartford Subscriber. Your
elm, the roots of which interfere with the culture

of the ground under it, may be root-pruned, but

the roots cannot be shortened more than a couple
dl feet without impairing the luxuriance of the

tree. Lime should never be applied except after

it has been slacked so long as to lose its caustic

qualities.

Pruning Roses.—A Xovice, (Trenton, N. J.)

The Lady Banks rose produces its flower on one

year old wood. Your plant, therefore, did not

bloom, because you cut off all the shoots that

would have bloomed when you pruned it early

in the spring. You should prune it at mid-summer

;

it will then bloom abundantly.

The same remark applies to Felicete Perpetuelle,

and one or two other climbing roses.

Summer-grown Buds.—A. P., (Cincinnati.)

We do not think well of the practice of allowing

the buds to put out shoots the same season they

are inserted. Such growth is generally feeble

and spongy. It is much better to leave the top

on the stock after budding it, till the following

spring. The bud will then remain dormant till

spring, when it will make a sound and healthy

growth.

Tomatoes.—A New Subscriber, (Plymouth.)

If you cut off the tops of your tomatoc plants (yet
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full of fruit.) close to the ground, before you have

uiv frost . and lay them in an empty hot-bed frame,

oover them with the glass, and keep them closely

covered day and night, the fruit will gradually

ripen for six weeks, and prove excellent.

Sickly Tbees.— W.Jones, (New-York.) Your

orange and lemon trees, from you, acaount of

them, are suffering from unsuitable soil. Turn

them out, shake oil" all the Loose earth, and re-pot

them in a mixture (equal parts,) of burnt sods

and decomposed manure; (that from an old hot-

bed will answer.)

Importing Plants.—A Young Nurseryman

.

You will seldom succeed in importing strawber-

ries, or any plants which have not hard wood, in

the spring. If von will order them sent out in

October, on the other hand, they will seldom fail.

New Shrubs.—A. R., (Philadelphia.) The
two besl new shrubs are Wiegela rosea and the

double Japan spirea; both perfectly hardy in our

garden, and both Tery handsome. The blossoms

of the former are of the sue of a shilling, and

open of a delicate apple blossom colour, changing

to a deep pink or rose. The liiiest, most massy

looking shrub, for your purpose, is the Tartarian

upright HoneysuoUe.
Packing Fruit.— F. W. Pack your fruit in

COttonj and, if Very delicate, wrap lissiie papei

about each specimen first. Nothing spoils the

bloom, beauty, and flavor of due fruit so much as

bad packing; and we have had main a box o|

choice specimens so spoiled thai we could give no

account of it. simply from its having been packed
in saw-dust.

*.* Corresp tents, who are subscribers, will

receive answers to any queries through this chan-

nel, unless in special oasos w hen otherwise re-

quested; and all queries requiring an early an-

swer, must be received before the middle of the

month.

PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTURAL SOCIUTY.

The stated meeting of this association was held in the Chi-
nese Saloon on Tuesday evening, August 21, Hln- the Pre-
sident in the chair. The display presented many attrac-

tions, and in the department of traits was very rich,—espe-
cially so in grapes and nectarines. There was one collec-

tion of grapes from the Institution of the Ladies of the Sa-

cred Heart, W. Westcott, gardener, consisting of Black

Hamburgh, White Frontignan, and White Chasselas; the

three bunches of Hamburgh each respectivelj weighing 9 lbs.

6*j ounces, 2 lbs. b "/... and 2 lbs,—the berries being of \ ery
large size. Another collection by 11. W. S. Cleveland, Bur-
lington, of the Black Hamburgh, and White Sweetwater,

.'iy weighty and of fine size. A bunch of White
Syrian, from Judge Kane's green-house, weighed 3j lbs.

A. large bunch of fully ripe Isabella, with large berries, was
shown by A. L. Felten. The early Violet nectarines, by
Joshua Longstreth's gardener, « ere beautiful in appearance
and size: and the collection of the President consisted of

the New White, Vermash, Elruge, Old White and Down-
ton varieties; one fruit of the last named measured eight

inches in circumference.
A basket of Washington Bolmar plums were very large

and delicious, exhibited by Robert Johnson : and a number
of dishes ol other varieties of less merit. There were also

Bartlett, St. Julienne pears, peaches, apples and Corrullian
cherries; and several tables of plants in flower, of great
attraction, ami one of indigenous, of much interest; and a

number of designs and bouquets, of handsome construction
and choice (lowers.

Th committees reported the following awards : For the

besl hot-house plants, to James Uissct, iraub ner to James
Dundas : for the Becond best hot-house plants, to 1? Daniels,

gardener to C. Cope. For the best green-house plants, to

Robert Buist; for the second best green-house plains, to i;

Daniels. For the best plants in pots, to .Maurice Finn, gsr-
ilinei ii John Lambert; for the second best plantain pots,

lo B Daniels : for the third best, to David Scott, gardener to

Fred'k Lenntg For the best indigenous plants, to Robert
Kilvington For the besl design or cut flowers, to Maurice
Finn ; for the second besl design, to James Bisset. For the

be>i indigenous bouquet, to U Kilvington, For
basket..!' cut flowers, to Robert Kilvington; for the

best basket, to Maurice Finn, i basket of indi-

genous flowers, to Robert Kilvington
I threi bunches o| grapes—blaok variety, the

Black Hamburgh, to Wm. Westcott; for the second best—
ick Hamburgh, to H. W. S Cleveland For the best

white variety—the White Chasselas, to Wm Westcott ;
tor

ml best— the White Sweetwater, to n W S Cleve-

land. For tlie besl nectarines—the liurly Violet, to P.

Burke, gardener to Joshua Longstreth; for the second best

—the Downton, to Ben Daniels. For the best plums—the
Washington, to Robert Johnson; for the second best— the

IgtOU, to Mrs. Jno, It. Sniali; tor the land best—
Green Gage, to the same. For the best poaches, to Join..

Perkins; For the second best, lo Isaac l; Baxter; for the

third best, to the same For the best pears—Julienne, lo

Tho Hancock; for Hie second best—same Kind, to John
Perkins; for the third best—the Bartlett. to H.W S Cleve-
land. For the b< si apples—Summer Pearmain, to John Per-

kins; Tor the Becond besl -Strawberry, to Tho. Hancock;
for the third besi—the .Maiden's B us i. to John Perkins.

Tin committee particularly notice some extraordinary fine

Isabella crapes, by A L Felten, grown in the open air.

—

the berries rivalling in size tin- Black Hamburgh, for which
they award a special premium of one dollai Tl
notice a large bunch ol white Syrian grape, from the gar-
den of Judge Kane.
For the best display, and the second best display of v I g(

tallies, by market gardeners, to Anthony Felten; for the

best display by amateurs, to Hen Daniels; for the second
best display by am items, to Maurice Finn.

A circular, from the .North American Pomological Con-
vention. « as received by Dr. Brinckle, and read, com ej iug

an invitation to the societj . to send delegates to attend the

convention to be held at Syracuse.
tin motion, ordered, thai the invitation be accepted, and

delegates be appointed. The President appointed \l.ssis.

Dr. W D Brinckle, E. W. Keyser, Rob't Buist, Tho Han-
cock and T P . I lines

The correspo etary communicated an invitation

from tin- New-Jersey State Horticultural Society, inviting

this socii tj to s, mi delegates to their autumnal exhibition.

The President announced that J. R- fngersoll had pre-

sented the following verj valuable books, and large map;
Report of the Patent Office U. S., 1840; New-Mexico and
i laiifornia, by Em irj . Abert, < looke and Johnston ;

and Map
of the Military Reconnoisance, bj Col.W.H Emory, under
Gen l\' amy.
On motion of library committee, ordered, that the thanks

of the societj be : metered to the donor, and the books be

placed in the librarj

.

The ti en I irj announced thep'esent of a valuable volume,
l H Transactions of the New-York state Agricultural So-

rough B I' Johns.. n. secretary.

On motion of the library committee, ordered, that the

thanks of the society be tendered for the \ aluable prize, ami
the volume placed in the library,

TAOS. P. J 4MKS,

Rec. acorctary.



MASSACHUSETTS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

BUSINESS MEETINGS.
August 4, 1849.—President Samuel Walker in the chair

On motion of Mr. C. M. Hovey, the following votes were
passed :

Voted, That the members of the Mass. Horticultural So-

ciety having learned, with feelings of the deepest regret, of

the death of their respected fellow citizen, the Hon. Theo-
dore Lyman, an honorary member of the association, and
the munificent donor of a liberal sum for the promotion of

the objects of the society', therefore
Voted, That in the sudden deatli of Mr. Lyman, the com-

munity have sustained a severe loss, and the Massachusetts
Horticultural Society one of its most ardent and enthusias-

tic friends. Deeply interested in all that pert tins to the cul-

tivation of the earth, and endowed with a true taste for

landscape beauty, his example, as evinced in the arrange-
ment of his own elegant grounds, had a high influence in

disseminating a love for horticultural pursuits.

Voted, That the society sympathise with the family of Mr.
Lyman, in their afflicting bereavement, and respectfully

tender their condolence.
Voted, That the above be placed upon the society's re-

cords, and a copy of the same be transmitted to the family
of Mr. Lyman, by the Corresponding Secretary.

The following gentlemen were elected members of the

seciety :— Peter Smith, Andover ; George T. Blake, Henry
B. Slanwood, Boston; H Schimning, Watertown ; Henry
Poor, John P Goddard, Boston.

August 18. 1849.—President Samuel Walker in the chair.

A copy of the Sth volume of the " Transactions of the N.
Y. State Agricultural Society," was received, and the thanks
of the society were voted.

Voted Tiiat the use of the society"s library room be
granted to the trustees of the Norfolk Agricultural Society
every Saturday, from 'J till 11 o"clock, A. M ,

until the an-

nual exhibition
Edward C. R. Walker,

Recording Secretary.

Exhibition of Saturday, Jlugust 11, 1849.

FLOWERS—From M. P. AVilder, a fine display of per-
petual Roses, Piiloxes anil Lilium Japonicum.
From Parker Barnes. Gladiolus floribundus. G. Gandiven-

sis. Dahlia Privatere. fine, Phloxes, Sempervivum, Holly-
hocks, Veronicas, Didiscus, &c.
From J. Breck & Co., Hollyhocks, fine, Phloxes. Bigno-

riia, Rudbeckia, Ditsia, Balsams, fine specimens of the 2d
blooming of Wisteria consiquana.
From John Hovey, Bouquets^and Balsams.
From A. Bowditch, Bouquets
From James Nugent, Balsams, Phloxes, Pavonia, Lilium

japonicum, and Bouquets. &c.
From H. B. Crooker, by Thomas Needham, Balsams very

fine, Phloxes, Liliums and Dahlias.

From Hovey & Co., Phloxes and Gladiolus floribundus,

G. Gandivensis.

Gratuities Recommended.—To J. Breck & Co., Cut
Flowers, $1
To Parker Barnes, Cut Flowers 1

To M P. Wilder, Phloxes and Roses, 2
To James Nugent. Bouquets,. 1

To John Hovey, Bouquets. 1

To A. Bowditch. Bouquets, 1

To Messrs Wmship, Mantel Bouquets, 1

David Haggerston, Chairman.

Prizes Awarded.—Balsams, for the best display:—To
Thomas Needham, 1st prize S3
'2d best display. James Nugent, 2
3d do. do., to Breck & Co , 2

Parker Barnes.

FRUITS—From E. M. Richards, Melon, Christiana.

From Francis Dana, Seedling Plum, from C. Steams.
From B. V. French, Apples. Currants, red and white,

cultivated Blackberries, very fine.

From C. E. Grant, Blackberries, very fine.

From A. D. Weld, Pears. Sugar Top.
From J. F. Allen, Grapes, WhalleyHall Seedling, Peach-

es, very fine. Nectarines.
From Azel Bowditch, Grapes, Black Hamburgh.
From A. H. Ernst, Cincinnati Apples, Summer Queen.
From Otis Johnson. Grapes, White Muscat of Alexandria,

very fine, Black Hamburgh, White Frontignan, fine, Zin-
findal, fine, Blackberries, very fine, Pears, Citron des

Cannes, Figs, Black Fig of St. Michaels.
Prom James Nugent, Grapes, White Sweetwater and

Black Hamburgh.
From Messrs. Hovey & Co ,

Grapes, Black Hamburgh,
August Muscat, Macready Early White, Muscat Jesus,

Muscat of Alexandria, very fine, White Frontignan, very
fine, Chasselas of Fontainbleau, Red Chasselas. Muscat
Blanc Hatif, Grizzly Frontignan, very fine, Chasselas Bar
Sur Aube, Peaches, Jacques Superior.

From Galen Merriam, Blackberries, very fine.

From H. R. Morse, Apricots, Moor Park, very fine.

From J Hovey. Apples, Eaily Harvest, very fine, Plums.
From W W.'Wheildon, Concord, Melons, open ground

culture.

From W A. Strong, Grapes, Black Hamburgh, fine,

Plums, Bolmar Washington. (?) Joseph S. Cabot,
Chairman.

Fruits Tested.—Seedling Cherries from Henry Vail,

Esq., Troy. These cherries were somewhat decayed, and
the committee could not so well judge of their quality ; but
from their being so late, and said to be an abundant bearer,

the cherry promises to be a valuab'e acquisition The com-
mittee would be happy another season to farther test their

quality.

Seedling Plum, from Francis Dana. The committee
would prefer to wait another season before expressing an
opinion.

Grapes. Grizzly Fontainbleau, From Hovey & Co., a
round, well-coloured, dark Grape, of good quality.

Christiana Melon, from Mr Richards, fine.

White Frontignan Grapes, from O. Johnson, fine.

Peaches called Jacques, from Hovey & Co., large, well

ripened and very fine indeed. Joseph S. Cabot,
Chairman.

VEGETABLES—From W. W. Wheildon. Egg Plants

and Canada Squashes.
From A- D- Williams, Tomatoes, and Chenango and

Early White Potatoes.
From N. Green, by J. McGinnis, one Manchester Prize

Cucumber.
From Obed Baker, one root of Herd's Grass, with 174

spires, and 4 feet high , a most extraordinary production.

A. D Williams, Chairman.
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Editor. We find you, as usual, in your

kitchen garden. Admirable as all the rest

of your place is, your own fancy seems to

centre here. Do you find the esculents the

most satisfactory of your various depart-

ments of culture ?

Subscriber. Not exactly that ; but I find

while the shrubbery, the lawn, the flowers,

and even the fruit trees, are well cared for

and made much of by my family and my
gardener, the kitchen garden is treated

merely as a necessity. Now, as I estimate

very highly the value of variety and excel-

lence in our culinary vegetables, I take no

little interest in my kitchen garden, so that

at last it has become a sort of hobby with

me.

Ed. We see evidences of that all around

us. Indeed, we scarcely remember any

place where so large a variety of excellent

vegetables are grown as here. Artichokes,

endive, sea-kale, celeriac, winter melons

and mushrooms, and many other good and

rare things, in addition to what we usually

find in country gardens.

Sub. And what a climate ours is for

growing fine vegetables. From common

cabbages, that will thrive in the coldest cli-

mate, to egg plants, melons and tomatoes,

that need a tropical sun,—all may be so

Vol. iv. 13

easily had for the trouble of easy culture

in the open air; and yet, strange to say,

three-fourths of all country folks, blessed

with land in fee simple, are actually igno-

rant of the luxury of good vegetables, and

content themselves with potatoes, peas,

beans and corn ; and those, perhaps, of the

poorest and least improved varieties.

Ed. Still, you cannot say we stand still

in these matters. Almost every year, on

the contrary, some new species or variety

is brought forward, and, if it prove good, is

gradually introduced into general cultiva-

tion. Look at the tomato, for instance.

Twenty years ago, a few curious amateurs

cultivated a specimen or two of this plant

in their gardens, as a vegetable curiosity
;

and the visitor was shown the " love ap-

ples" as an extraordinary proof of the odd

ta^te of " French people," who outraged

all natural appetites by eating such odious

and repulsive smelling berries. And yet,

at the present moment, the plant is grown

in almost every garden from Boston to

New-Orleans; may be found in constant

use for three months of the year in all

parts of the country ; and is cultivated

by the acre by all our market gardeners.

In fact, it is so popular, that it would be

missed next to bread and potatoes.
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Sub. Quite right; and a most excellent

and wholesome vegetable it is. It is al-

most unknown in England, even now

;

and, indeed, could only be raised by the

aid of glass in that country,—a proof of

how much better the sun shines for us than

for the subjects of her majesty, across the

Channel. But there is another vegetable

which yousee here, really quite as deserving

as the tomato, and which is very little

known yet to the cultivators in the country

generally. I mean the okra.

Ed. Yes. It is truly a delicious vege-

table. Whoever has once tasted the "gum-
bo soup," of the south, of which the okra

is the indispensable material, has a recol-

lection of a good thing, which will not

easily slip from his memory. All over the

southern states okra is cultivated, and held

in the highest esteem.

Sub. And there is no reason why it

should not be equally so here. Except to

the north of Albany, it will thrive perfectly

well, and mature an abundance of its pods,

with no trouble but that of planting it in

warm rich soil. See what a handsome

sight is this plat, filled with it, though only

10 yards square,—rich, luxuriant leaves,

blossoms nearly as pretty as an African hi-

biscus, and pods almost as delicate and de-

licious as an East India bird's nest. It has

kept my family in materials for soups and

stews all the season, to say nothing of our

stock for winter use. And besides being

so excellent, it is, do you know, the most

wholesome of all vegetables in summer.

Ed. We know its mucilaginous qualities

seem intended by nature to guard the

stomach against all ill effects of summer

temperature in a hot climate. How do

you account for its being so little known,

though it has been in partial cultivation

nearly as long as the tomato ?

Sub. From the fact that inexperienced

cooks always blunder about the proper time

to use it. They pluck it when the pod is

two-thirds grown and quite firm, so that it

colours the soup dark, and all its peculiar

excellence is lost. Whoever gathers okra

should know that, like sweet-corn, it must

be in its tender, " milky state," or it is not

fit for use. A day too old, and it is worth-

less.

Ed. You spoke just now of okra for

winter use. As your menage is rather fa-

mous for winter vegetables, we must beg

you to make a clean breast of it to-day,

since you are fairly in the talking mood,

and tell us something about them. Begin

with okra, if you please.

Sub. Nothing so simple. To prepare

most vegetables is, by the aid of our plen-

tiful hot, dry weather, as easy as making

raisins in Calabria. You have, for in-

stance, only to cut the okra pods into slices

or cross cuts, half an inch thick, spread

them out on a board, or string them, and

hang them up in an airy place to dry, and

in a few days they will be ready to put

away in clean paper bags for winter use

;

when, for soups, they are as good as when

fresh in summer.

Ed. At what age do you take the pods

for drying ?

Sub. Exactly in the same tender state

as for use when fresh.

Ed. And the delicious Lima beans which

you gave us—when we dined with you last

Christmas Day—as green, plump, fresh

and excellent as if just taken from the

vines ?

Sub. That is still easier. You have

only to take the green beans and spread

them thinly on the floor of the garret, or an

airy loft ; they will dry without farther

trouble, than turning them over once or

twice. To have them in the best condition,

they should be gathered a little younger
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than they are usually for boiling in summer.

Lima beans are so easily grown and pre-

pared for wiruer use, and are so truly ex-

cellent, that my family usually dry enough

for use every other day all winter ; and

they are so fresh and tender (being soaked

in warm water for 12 hours before cooking,)

that I have frequently some little difficulty

in persuading my guests at a dinner in the

holidays, that I have not a forcing house

for beans, with the temperature of Lima all

winter.

Ed. That is an easy and simple pro-

cess, and its excellence we well know from

experience. But, best of all, and most rare

of all, is the tomato, as we have eaten it

here, in und-winter. As we have seen

many trials in preserving this capital ve-

getable for winter use, nearly all of which

were partly or wholly failures, pray let us

into the secret of your tomato formula,

which we promise not to repeat to more

then eight or ten thousand of our particular

friends and readers.

Sub. You are heartily welcome to tell

it to twenty thousand. It is a real discovery

for the gourmand in winter, who loves the

pure, genuine, unalloyed and delicious acid

flavor of the Sola?ium Lycopersiacm, and

knows how greatly it adds to the piquancy

of a beef-steak, done to a second, and re-

posing, as Christopher North would say,

in the mellow richness of its own brown

juices.

Ed. Do'nt grow so elegant over the re-

membrance as to forget the modus ope-

randi of drying. Remember we must stake

our reputation on its being equal to the

genuine natural berry, when it is of the

colour of cornelian, and plucked in the dew
of a July morning.

Sub. I remember. First,—gather the

tomatoes.

Ed. When ?

Sub. When they are quite ripe, least

full of water, and most full of the tomato

principle ; that is to say, in sunny weather

in July or August. If you wait till Sep-

tember, or, rather, till the weather is so

cool that the fruit is watery, you will fail in

the process, for want of flavor.

Ed. Go on.

Sub. Choose tomatoes of small or only

moderate size. Scald them in boiling wa-

ter. Next,—peel them, and squeeze them

slightly. Spread them on earthen dishes,

and place the dishes in a brick oven, after

taking the bread out. Let them remain

there till the next morning. Then put

them in bags, and hang them in a dry

place.

Ed. That is certainly not a difficult

process, and may be put in practice every

baking day by the most time-saving farm-

er's wife in the country. And the cooking?

Sub. Is precisely like that of the fresh

tomato, except that the dried tomato is

soaked in warm water a few hours before

hand. For soups, i: may be used without

preparation ; and a dish of this vegetable,

dried in this way and stewed, is so exactly

like the fresh tomatoes in appearance and

flavor, that he must be a nice connoisseur

in such matters who could tell in what the

difference consists.

Ed. We can vouch most entirely for

that ; and after thanking you for the detail,

have only to regret that we could not have

published it in mid-summer, so that all our

readers could have had a fine dish of to-

matoes when the thermometer is down be-

low zero.

Sub. By steadily pursuing the tomato

drying every baking day in July and Au-

gust, we get enough to enable us to use it

freely, and even profusely, as a winter ve-

getable ; not as an occasional variety, but

a good heaping dish full very often.
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Ed. What is to be done with these

small green melons which I see your man
gathering in his basket ? It is so late now

that they will not ripen, and they are the

perquisites of the pigs, doubtless.

Sub. You never made a greater mis-

take. For the pigs ! Not if they were

Westphalia all over. Why, that is the

most delicious vegetable we have, at this

season of the year. "Butter would not

melt in your mouth" more quickly than

that vegetable, as you shall have it served

up on my table to-day.

Ed. Pray, what do you mean ?

Sub. That these tardy after-crop musk-

melons, trampled under foot and fed to the

pigs, are the greatest delicacy of the season.

Ed. Fricaseed, I suppose ; or " cut and

dried," for winter use !

Sub. By no means ; but simply cut in

slices, about the fourth of an inch thick,

and fried exactly in the same manner as

egg plants. Whoever tastes them so pre-

pared, will immediately make a memoran-

dum that egg plants are thenceforward ta-

booed, and that melons, " rightly under-

stood," are as melting and savory in their

tender infancy, as they are luscious and

sugary in their ripe maturity.

Ed. We shall be glad to put it to the im-

mediate proof. But we must bring this talk

to a close, or we shall be suspected of

having lost all taste but the taste for the

flesh pots of Egypt.

Sub. But not till I have shown you my
plat of "German greens," all growing for

use next March, and my fine Walcheren

cauliflowers, planted late, and which I

shall "lift" at the first smart frost, and

carry them into the cellar of my outbuild-

ings, where they will flower and give me
the finest and most succulent of vegeta-

bles all winter long, when my neighbors

have only turnips and Irish potatoes. But

you have taught the public how to manage

all this in the previous numbers of your

journal, so that I find every one begins to

understand that it is as easy to have fine

cauliflowers at Easter as Newtown Pippins.

And now let us end this gossip and take a

turn in the orchard, where I must show

you my Beurres and Bergamots.

ON THE SUMMER TREATMENT OF GREEN-HOUSE PLANTS—NO. II.

BY R. B. LEUCHARS, NEW-HAVEN, CT.

Watering.—Much of the success attend-

ing the operations of gardening, depends

upon the wisdom exercised in using means

adapted to the circumstances of the case.

The intense solar heat, which has pre-

vailed for some time past, is no doubt cal-

culated to make us give up plant growing

in despair; and many of us have had

enough to do lately to keep our plants

alive, without sitting down to write a long

article about the particular methods we
adopted for doing so. I am very certain,

however, that a great deal of the water

carried lately, has been so much labor

thrown away. Of this fact, I have fully

satisfied myself by every day's observation.

Daily dribblings of water do little good, (if

not injury,) to plants thoroughly exposed to

the sun's rays, whether in pots or in the

open ground. Surface roots are encou-

raged, only to be killed when the sun

dries oflTthe surface moisture. The ground

becomes crested, and is rendered impervi-

ous to atmospheric action ; and not in one
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case out of fifty do the spongioles absorb

one single drop of the moisture so applied.

This argument bears more strongly upon

sandy soils, which contain but a small

quantity of organic matter ; and hence, a

proportionately small amount of water is

chemically combined. It is best retained

mechanically among the pores of the sur-

face earth, until it is carried off by evapo-

ration.

When water is applied to the plants and

trees, growing in the open ground, it ought

to be done thoroughly, and done but sel-

dom ; and if a good soaking cannot be

given them, the better way will be to let

them alone. Stirring the soil somewhat

deeply will let the water more readily to

the roots ; and stirring the surface gently

the day after watering, will prevent the

moisture from being drawn off so rapidly

by the sun's rays. The roots will also be

kept cooler, because the rough surface will

present an impediment to the transmission

of the heat downwards.

There is some difference of opinion

among practical men, regarding the proper

time for watering plants. Some prefer the

morning, others the evening, and both par-

ties present very plausible arguments in

their favor. But I think the great majority

of people, by a sort of general consent, ad-

here to the system of watering at night

;

without, however, having any very well

determined notions whether it is right or

wrong,—doing it just because everybody

else does it,—each person taking the ex-

ample of his neighbor as a very good rea-

son why he should do it himself. We
have, indeed, some reason to suppose that

evening watering is preferable to that of

the morning, because the atmosphere then

becomes moister. by the doscension of the

vapors which have been drawn up, and

suspended in the air by the heat of the

sun. The moisture is thus received more

gradually into the system of the plants.

My own experience, however, has induced

me decidedly to prefer the morning water-

ing ; and I think I may sayr that scientific

men are for the greater part in favor of

this method, especially in periods of long

continued drouth, in light, silicious or

sandy soils.

One of the principal objections to water-

ing in the evening is cooling the surface

excessively', and chilling the roots of the

plants. Nothing is more injurious to ve-

getable, as well as to animal life, than rapid

changes of temperature. And this must

be produced by the application of water

50° or more below the temperature of the

earth in which the plants are growing.

The difference is sometimes much greater,

when no care is exercised in modifying

the temperature of both. In the moist

climate of northern Europe, and some other

parts of the globe, where the number of

rainy days exceeds dry ones, this circum-

stance has less influence on vegetation,

because the temperature of the surface soil

seldom exceeds the lower stratum of air.

But under our scorching sun, the fact is

different, and is perceptible to the most un-

observant individual, and the cause is ob-

vious ; for here the temperature of the soil

frequently rises from 10° to 20° above the

superincumbent atmosphere. The wilted

appearance of our vegetables, and the

stunted eTowth of our trees, is not owinsj

to the excessive heat of the atmosphere,

but rather the excessive heat of the soil,

and the absence of moisture ; and hence,

we need not exercise our energies in re-

ducing the temperature of the atmosphere

by evaporation from the soil, but rather in

reducing the temperature of the soil by the

absorption of moisture from the air and

otherwise.
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Among the means in our power of modi-

fying the excess of terrestrial heat, I would

mention, first, by giving the soil the ca-

pacity of containing and retaining moisture.

This is done most effectually by adding

loam, clay, and peat, (or muck, as it is

called here.) These soils not only absorb

moisture in the greatest quantity from the

atmosphere, but suspend it in their pores

for the greatest length of time. Moreover,

the organic matter they contain combines

with the water quickly, and supplies food

to the plants. Secondly, rendering the soil

capable of supplying itself with moisture

by capillary power. To effect this, we

must trench deep,—2, 3, 4, or 6 feet. No

matter how deep we go, providing we keep

the best soil always on the surface. All

substrata contain a large amount of water,

and sandy strata, on impermeable beds,

generally the greatest, as they absorb the

water more quickly when it falls. By deep

trenching, the subsoil is opened up; and

when dry weather comes upon us, with its

attendant evils, then, by capillary action, this

water rises from beneath, bringing with it

the soluble substances that exist in the sub-

soil through which it ascends. On this

point Johnston remarks : that in sandy soils,

and generally in all light soils, of which

the particles are very fine, this capillary

action is of great importance, and is inti-

mately connected with their power of pro-

ducing remunerating crops. They absorb

the falling rains with great rapidity ; and

these carry down the soluble matters as

they descend. On the return of dry wea-

ther the water re-ascends from the lower

strata, and again diffuses the soluble in-

gredients through the upper soil.—[John-

ston's Ag. Chem.] Thirdly, by the artifi-

cial application of water ; and by its gene-

ral applicability to the culture of orna-

mental plants, this method more particu-

larly demands our attention. But whether

the plants be growing in flower-pots or in

the flower-garden, we cannot treat on the

subject of watering without, at the same

time, considering the nature of the soil in

which the plants are growing. The power

of soils is so different of absorbing and re-

taining water, that it ought to be the first

business of a plant-grower to procure that

which is most suitable. We know that

the best soil for soft wooded plants, is that

which contains the largest quantity of de-

composing matter; and we know, also,

that the coolness of a soil is just in propor-

tion to the moisture, or rather the organic

matter, it contains. This is sensibly the

case ; for the sandy and gravelly soils,

which are the hottest, are also the dryest,

and on that account also retain their heat

the longest. It has been said by some

authors, that dark coloured soils absorb

heat from the sun's rays more rapidly, and

attain a higher temperature than soils of

other colours. But this will only be found

to be the case when both soils are chemi-

cally alike
;
and this is seldom, if ever, the

case ; for the amount of organic matter

which black soils generally contain, more

than counterbalances their superior power

of absorbing heat ; and they will frequently

be found 10 or 12 degrees below the tem-

perature of sandy soils, immediately be-

side them. On the 23d of last month, I

placed the bulb of a thermometer 6 inches

below the surface, in the soil of a border,

made up of black peat earth, clay, and a

quantity of manure, mixed together,—the

black soil predominating, and giving its

colour to the whole. After remaining an

hour, the mercury rose only to 93°. On
the same border, a few feet distant, in the

common soil of the garden—rather light

and sandy—at the same depth, the ther-

mometer rose in a few minutes to 104°; a
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difference of eleven degrees, which I ac-

counted for by the retention of moisture in

the black soil. At the same time, the

lower stratum of air was 91°; nearly as

hot as the black soil. In a number of sub-

sequent trials, I have never found the mer-

cury to rise above 9CP in the black, and

101° in the sandy soil. On the day above

mentioned, the water in two different wells

in the garden stood respectively at 50^ and

56°. I have known the water of deep

wells even colder than this
;

yet, regularly

supplied to thirsty plants after a hot day.

This has much the same effect upon plants

as drinking excessively of cold water has

upon the animal system.

The flaccid appearance of plants in a hot

day evidently shows that the evaporation

from them by their leaves, is too great for

the supply of moisture they draw from the

earth by their roots. The vital energies of

the plants are virtually suspended. To

speak analogically, the plants are in the

hot, dry paroxysm of a fever ; and the ab-

sorption of a liquid 50 degrees below the

temperature of its own fluids is, to say the

least, of very doubtful propriety, and in

violation of any law with which physiology

has yet made us acquainted. Thirsty plants

possess the power of absorbing moisture

almost as soon as it is placed within reach

of their roots or leaves. In some plants,

that are translucent, the ascent of a coloured

fluid is immediately perceptible. As much

of the fluid is absorbed as the plant is capa-

ble of suspending for the time into its vas-

cular system, whether the fluid so absorbed

be nutritious or deleterious to its vital ex-

istence.

I have digressed thus far from my text,

for the purpose of illustrating more plainly

the physical relations which various soils

and water have to each other; for unless

we know how these bear upon each other

in the open garden, it is impossible that

we can succeed in any systematic course

of cultivation in pots ; for although we
have more control over them, they are also

more dependant upon our care and wisdom

for the essentials of their existence. Plants

kept in a green-house during summer, may
be watered any time of the day. I prefer

watering about noon. But the water should

be exposed to the atmosphere for a few

hours before it is used. The plants, of

course, must be thoroughly shaded by a

rolling blind. But I prefer the early part

of the morning for all plants that are not in

the house. About this time, the earth and

the atmosphere are beginning to lose the

moisture they received by condensation the

previous night ; and as the leaves absorb

moisture generally by their under surface,

we thus supply them with it, by the exha-

lations of this water during the day ; and

thus we are in some measure able to modify

the excessive changes of temperature which,

in my bumble opinion, is one of the great-

est ills to which vegetation is heir, and

which has heen abundantly exemplified in

the spring that is past.

The subject of watering is one of the

greatest importance, and ought to be duly

and deeply considered by practical men.

The mind of a gardener must be continu-

ally active, to be successful in his pursuits
;

and none, however extensive or limited his

charge, can exempt himself from mental

as well as physical exertion. In our pro-

fession, the mind is truly the standard of

the man. And as we advance in mental

culture, we unconsciously discover that the

" power of knowledge'
1

is not a mere figure

of speech, nor an empty sound. It makes

difficulties disappear, which before seemed

unsurmountable ; and it enables us to show

that the crude elements of a working man's

nature are as susceptible of arrangement,
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of improvement, and of polish, as the high-

est on earth ; and it manifests to us an un-

mistakeable fact,—that Dame Nature sup-

plies us with no apology for remaining ig-

norant of those simple lessons which she

teaches to all.

In green-house collections, we frequently

find gardeners bestowing much care and

admiration upon those subjects that are

not only worthless in themselves, but ill

adapted for the place and period in which

they are made to appear. I do not wish to

find fault with any one for throwing a halo

of novelty round a favorite plant, however

inferior it may be, when he has had no op-

portunity of knowing better. But I think

it advisable that we ought to direct our at-

tention to those plants that accommodate

themselves most willingly to the circum-

stances in which we place them ; and of

these, there are more than abundance to

afford continual successions all the year

round. Hundreds of the finest flowering

plants, for the summer adornment of green-

houses and conservatories, are now in the

nurserymen's collections, and are compara*

tively unknown. The nurserymen of Ame-
rica are far ahead of the gardeners, and ol

the amateurs too, at least in plant culture

;

for they are annually importing the newest

and rarest plants, and have but little com-

pensating return. The fault lies generally

with the gardeners, and not with the ama-

teurs ; for many of the loveliest objects of

Flora's kingdom will pot bloom in the open

air in New-England, nor bear the burning

rays of our scorching sun ; and almost every

person has experienced the difficulty of

keeping plants healthy in a dwelling-house,

even for a few weeks together. I shall not

here enter into the cause. It is sufficient

to state the fact; and to say that a remedy

can be found in a well managed green-

house, which should be adjoining the chief

apartments of the dwelling-house. Here

the plants can be properly attended to, and

afford the highest gratification to the family,

without injury to themselves.

E. B. Leuchars,
Gardener to Prof. Silliman.

New-Haven, Ct., August, 1S49.

NOTES ON FOREIGN GRAPES AND OSAGE ORANGE HEDGES.

BY ROSWEi.L L. COLT, PATERSON, N. J.

Dear Sir—In your September Horticul-

turist, I observe some remarks from Profes-

sor Turner on grape culture.

I have tried faithfully, and expensively,

the raising of European grapes by open

culture. No one could have taken more

pains, or have had a better position for

their growth than I have,—a gravelly hill,

facing due south, protected from north

winds, with a gentle slope of 30 feet de-

scent. This I trenched 3 feet wide, 3 feet

deep, and filled the border with bones, old

leather, oyster shells, old mortar, and broken

brick, 2 feet deep; then 1 foot with a rich

compost of turf, virgin earth, slaughter-

house manure, charcoal dust, and wood

ashes. In this I planted 700 vines, of the

best eating Eropean varieties, in rows run-

ning north and south, 6 feet apart each

way, and trained them on a wire trellis 5

feet high.

The first year they bore I had some fine

grapes, and took the first premium at the

New-York Institute for grapes by open

culture. The next year I had fewer grapes

in quantity, and poorer in quality. The
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third year they fell off still more. The

fourth year, entirely worthless ; and I have

dug them up. I ought to have said I had

the power to water at pleasure, from run-

ning water on the top of the hill. This

only confirms what my friend S. G. Per-

kins, Esq., of Boston, predicted to me.

But in my various experiments on grape-

vines, I find that a large dressing of wood

ashes is decidedly beneficial ; and my grapes

this year, in my vinery, are decidedly of

better flavor, and better colour, for this

treatment. I ought to say, that at the rame

time I have twice watered them, with a

decoction of potash dissolved in water,

sav 10 lbs. of ashes to 20 gallons of water.

I find you have several times been asked

if the Osage Orange succeeds as far north

as this, in making a good hedge. All I

can say is, I have tried it for five years,

and have never lost a plant by winter frost

or summer drouth ; and that if one can

spare the ground for the spread of the

roots, a handsomer or better'hedge cannot

be wished for. The Osage Orange cannot

be propagated by cuttings, or, at least, I

have not succeeded ; but the roots, which

extend 10, 12, or I know not how many

feet, if cut into lengths of 8 inches, will

send up shoots that grow luxuriantly.

Yours, &c, Roswell L. Colt.

Paters, n, Sej.t. 10, 1S49.

[ Mr. Colt's experience with foreign

'< grapes in the open air precisely corres-

ponds with that of every other trial in our

knowledge. The evil, no doubt, lies in

i the climate, *ince nowhere are more deli-

I

cious or finer grapes grown than in vineries

|
in the northern states. Ed.]

REMARKS ON BARK-BOUND CHERRY TREES.

BY F. R. ELLIOTT, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

In the last February number of the Horti-

culturist appeared an article from Prof.

Turner, of Illinois college, upon the dis-

ease of the cherry tree; attributing it al-

most entirely to the trees becoming "bark-

bound" and advising for its remedy the

peeling of the outer corticle of bark entire.

I have the greatest respect and esteem

for Prof. Turner as one of my own corres-

pondents, and as one who is doing much to

advance horticultural science at the west.

Yet, not having perfect faith in his theory,

I trust it will not be deemed uncourteous

in me to state what I consider the primary

cause and the ultimate remedy; provided,

in so doing, I occupy not too great a por-

tion of your columns.

With an eye to this subject, I have,

during the four years past, examined large

numbers of cherry trees of all ages and

sizes, and growing upon varied soils.

As Prof. Turner says, writers have ad-

vised various specifics ; one a blue clay,

another light, thin soil, etc. etc., and all,

like unto Mr. Allen's system of orchard-

ing, on a large scale, and laying his or-

chard down to grass,—being only to di-

minish the annual growth of the tree, by

lessening the amount of ascending sap, and

thereby producing a short growth of fine

close grain, fully ripened, and capable of

enduring the sudden and exciting changes

of our western climate. "Again, others

have shaded the trunks from the hot sun
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in summer." This I have myself prac-

ticed, not only in summer, but also in win-

ter, and have seen the same practiced upon

trees of twenty years' age; and, as Prof.

T. remarks, " the remedy has as often

failed as it has succeeded." The slitting

with a knife was practiced by a friend of

mine, an amateur in fruit culture, many

years si;:ce, and without success ; coming

at last to the conclusion which impressed

the mind of Rev. H. W. Beiicher, who, in

a few remarks respecting this practice,

says "he should as soon think of slitting

the skin on a boy's legs, or on calves or

colts, as a regular part of a plan of rearing

them, as to slash the bark of sound and

healthy trees." Prof. Turner does not ad-

vocate the slitting of the bark I am aware.

Yet I allude to it here, from the fact of

having noticed a large number of trees

this season, most unmercifully slitted and

gashed— vertically, horizontally, zig-zag,

and waved :
" Prof. Turner, of Illinois

college, advises it, and we thought we

would try it."

Every one who has ever tried it upon

trees, knows that by slitting the bark of

almost any tree when it is in vigorous

growth, it will immediately expand, as

though it had been compressed by a ban-

dage. Artificial channels, so produced, are

however soon filled up by new granula-

tions, or layers of bark, and of course as

much " bark-bound" as before the operation.

Professor Turner would strip the entire

outer corticle from the tree, and by this

check the accumulation of sap to the gorging

of the vessels of the trunk as dead matter.

This, I believe, is the practice, as advised

by him to be pursued. Prof. T. remarks

that this dead matter accumulates upon

" the southern side of the tree, to be frozen

and torn off by the frosts of winter." The

word southern i I presume, is placed rather

to designate the side of the tree upon which

the " dead matter" is most generally sup-

posed to be found, than as decisive of the

only side upon which the tree is affected.

But now to my own observations and be-

lief. And first, the bursting of the bark is

not confined alone to the cherry, but may
be found upon the apple, pear, peach, and

Linden tree
;
possibly upon others, but not

to my knowledge. The same exudation of

sap or gummy matter does not follow such

bursting, except in the peach. This burst-

ing is also as rarely found upon trees of the

common Mazzard or the Kentish, as upon

the apple and pear; and therefore the

trunks of these varieties are naturally as

healthy and little subject to this bursting

of the bark as other species.

To satisfy myself of this, I have examined

numbers of large trees of Mazzards, both

growing upon the richest of clay loam soil,

on moderate soil, and upon a sandy loam;

and also have examined the trunks of large

trees, the tops of which are yearly producing

the Black Heart, White Heart, Bigarreau,

&c. Many that I have seen were grafted

or budded at about one-half the distance

up the trunk, leaving one-half the trunk

Mazzard, and the other of the budded va-

rieiy. In all cases, I have found the Maz-

zards the most free from any bursting of

the bark. The rage with purchasers of

trees, to procure " large, straight and thrifty

trees," has doubtless been an incitement to

nurserymen to prepare the soil in which

they were growing trees for sale, so that

they could produce a growth of from eight

to eleven feet in a season ; and this urging

of the soil, too often aided by the strong

roots of an old sucker, rather than the fibres

of a young seedling. These trees, so pro-

duced, cannot have wood as firm and close

as is natural to the cherry, because the

growth is beyond its natural habit.
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The trees, therefore, are not as capable

of enduring our sudden changes of climate

as they would be, were they grown only

about three and a half to four feet the first

season,—forming a close fine grained wood,

well ripened. That a close grained, well

ripened wood endures our climate best, is
|

allowed by all ; and is proved, by a notice
|

of such trees as the Elm, Maple and Seckel,

or most natural pear trees, contrasted with

the Ailanthus, Willow, and many other

rapid growing varieties.

That peeling the outer corticle of a tree

entire, may not produce a healthv plant out

of one diseased from its birth I do not as-

sert ; but as yet, I am not inclined to such

belief. I regard the tree so diseased from
j

its infancy, that if left to continue where
;

first grown, or transplanted to even a richer

or poorer soil six years—nay, often two

years will not have passed without the evi-

dence of over feeding in youth showing

itself, by bursting of the sap vessels and

exudation of its sap ; this as often upon the

north side of the tree as upon the south,

caused, not directly by the hot sun, but

mainly from the coarse spongy nature and

early habit of the tree, easily acted upon

by sudden changes of temperature.

If we advance the idea that some varie-

ties are more hardy than others, that some

will endure our climate when others will

not, we should certainly attempt to build

our support upon the evidence given by

such trees as were of close grained wood,

and moderate growers from the first. These

may be found in the Dukes and Morellos ;

the Belle de Choisy and May Duke being

rarely complained of as affected by the

bursting of the sap, although of late I

have heard of two instances of the lat-

ter variety, both however traced to the

fact of being upon sucker stocks, and

having been excessively stimulated during

their first year's growth, afterward in good

strong soil.

The "fire-blight," or "frozen sap-blight,"

in the pear, is rarely found in the Doyenne

or Seckel, but often upon the Bartlett and

Dutchess d'Angouleme, and it is argued by

writers to be induced from the rapid growth

and spongy texture of wood in the latter

varieties. So, why not this bursting of

bark in the cherry, be attributed to the

same cause ?

The pear, in " frozen-sap-blight," does

not exude a gum, because such is not its

nature ; but its blackened appearance upon

the body often coincides with that upon

the cherry, and have by the writer been

removed in the same way.

To support my own views, of the neces-

sity of trees being not too much stimu-

lated in early growth, I have examined in

other's grounds, and have those in my own
grounds— those that were grown slowly,

say not over four feet the first season, in

close proximity to others that were grown

some eight feet the first year from bud.

The result as yet has been, that while, of

the trees grown slowly at first, as many
are of the rapid growing varieties, as among

those grown rapidly the first year; yet

those of early slow growth have hardly

shown any exhibition of bark bursting,

while the others have abounded yearly in

blackened spots, and bursting bark, and

when cured in one place upon the body, has

shown itself in others, and at last among

the larger limbs.

That peeling the outer corticle entire,

may not aid the tree for a time when so

diseased, I may not now say; but that it

will promote it from a sickly to a healthy

tree, I doubt. And if it will aid or resus-

citate the cherry, why will it not the pear?

The recommendation to grow the limbs

low upon the bodies of trees, is one which
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I think I advanced in a communication to

the Prairie Farmer some two years since,

and therefore I of course coincide with

Prof. Turner in that point ; but beyond

that, I would, to produce permanent healthy

cherry trees, have them worked (if low

down,) upon small seedling stocks, planted

in ground that will not cause a growth the

first year from bud of over four feet ; or,

rather, I should prefer the bud or graft in-

serted just below the point at which the

head is intended to be formed, as in that

case a less amount of the tree is removed

when cutting back to the bud, a less in-

jury is caused to the stock, and less growth

of that season the result. Trees so grown

during the first two years from the bud, I

think, may then be transplanted to any soil,

and be no more liable to " bark bursting"

than the pear or peach.

With those trees already planted that

are subject to being affected with " burst-

ing bark," I find no difficulty in healing

diseased points, by simply cutting away all

dead matter, washing the wound with

strong soap-suds, and wrapping it up in

fresh cow droppings. Very respectfully,

F. R. E.

Cleveland, Ohio, August, 1849.

[As nothing is easier than the culture of

all the finest cherries on the Hudson, and

throughout most of the middle states, we

know but little from our own observation of

the difficulties which are largely experi-

enced in the western states, and therefore

welcome these intelligent discussions to

our pages. The excessive luxuriance of

growth, caused by the fertility of many
western soils, is undoubtedly the cause of

many obstacles in the way of the fruit-

grower, which must be met by a resort to

various counteracting expedients on his

part. But even here, bark-bound trees are

occasionally seen. Our own remedy here,

is scraping the trunks, and washing them

repeatedly with soap-suds ; but we have

also seen bark-bound trees restored to a

sound normal state by the old and long

practiced expedient of slitting the bark. Ed.]

NSW REMEDY FOR THE CURCULIO.

BY GEO. GABRIEL, NEW-HAVEN.

Dear Sir—The curculio or plum weevil is

a troublesome insect to those who attempt

to raise plums on a light soil, like ours at

New-Haven. Various methods have been

recommended and tried for its destruction
;

many of which, to my certain knowledge,

have proved ineffectual. I have also tried

experiments not " recommended in the

books ;" and, I flatter myself, not without

success. In short, I think I have discovered

an effectual preventive against the attacks

of this mischievous insect.

Our light soil and locality appear to be

well adapted to the plum, and every season

opens with a fine prospect of an abundant

crop, which is as often cut off by the rava-

ges of this pernicious insect.

The remedy which has proved effectual

with me, and which I wish to communicate,

is this : I remove the surface of the earth

around the tree about four feet diameter,

and from two to three inches deep, and

spread from three to four quarts of guano.

Replace the earth, and upon the top of this
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put about two bushels of iron shavings and

filings, or the sweepings and waste of an

iron factory, which costs nothing but the

carting. The guano should not, of course,

come in contact with the roots of the tree.

The quantity should also correspond some-

what to the size of the tree.

The one experimented on is about three

inches diameter in the trunk, and about

six feet across the branches.

There are about a dozen varieties of

plums in my garden, which have been

alike attacked by the curculio, while the

tree (a Green Gage,) upon which I have

experimented, has been exempt, and is now

so full of fruit as to require propping.

Another Green Gage within fifty fret,

and equally full of fruit, yet not less than

nine-tenths of it was punctured by the cur-

culio, and dropped prematurely. Other

gardens in the neighborhood have suffered

in the same way and to as great an extent.

The simplicity of the remedy I hope will

not deter any from testing it, as it is well

known that the simplest remedies often

prove the most efficacious. Very respect-

fully, Geo. Gabriel.

New-Haven, Conn., Sept. 4, 1849.

ON THE DISADVANTAGES OF DEEP PLANTING TREES.

BY THOS. MEEHAX, PHILADELPHIA.

Dear Sir—An impression obtains among

American gardeners, that trees should

be planted deeper in this country than

in Europe, on account of the greater

warmth of the summer season. This im-

pression is erroneous. It can only have

arisen by imperfect observation ; as it is

opposed alike to comparative experiment,

and to every known principle of vegetable

physiology.

Were not wonder and astonishment in-

compatible with the character of a wise

man, one might think it strange that any

person could be found in the universe, who

would persevere in doubtful practices when
very simple experiments would often set

disputation on such subjects forever at rest.

But, as Marryat's Stapleton says, " it is all

human natur;" and so it must be endured,

and the best made of it. Such may be

said on the present subject. Let two hardy

fibrous rooted shrubs be planted side by

side, the only difference being, that one be

planted 12 inches beneath the surface and

the other only 6, and 12 months will show

that the shallow planted shrub has much
the advantage. If the soil be any way
rich, the difference between them will be

the more marked. I once had to plant a

very wet piece of ground with hardy ever-

green shrubs. I had not sufficient influ-

ence to get it drained. I had only to plant.

Knowing well these trees would do me no

credit if planted in such soil and in the

ordinary way, I planted them on the ground.

I had the ground dug deep, as if for ordi-

nary planting, laid the roots flat on the

surface, threw on them broken sods, and

covered the whole with fine soil. These

trees afterwards afforded me as much satis-

faction as any I ever planted. They con-

trasted strongly with the yellow appearance

of others, which had been planted in the

soil before.

It is the bane of gardening, that it is af-

flicted with a host of mere theorists. Men
of no experience whatever,—wanting even

an observing turn of mind,—will often pass
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themselves off on the public as first rale

gardeners. This acts injuriously on the

prosperity of gardening in many ways.

One is, that with inconsiderate people,

theory is often underrated in its impor-

tance. This should not be. It ought to

be an established rule, that no person should

be deemed a first rate member of any pro-

fession, who is not able to tell why a thing

is to be done as well as how. He should,
j

in other words, be master of the theory of

his profession as well as the practice.

This holds good in the simplest operation.

A scientific workman is worth two mere

laborers ; every one knows that. With

these views, it is necessary to consider

why trees should be shallow planted.

It has not yet been placed beyond dis-

pute that vital action, or life in vegetable

organisms, is caused by electric agency.

Many modern physiologists incline to that

opinion. But so far as the principle has

been tested by mechanical contrivances, it

seems to be a failure. It is, however, cer-

tain that vegetable life derives an essential

stimulus from heat. A great— probably

the greatest— part of the heat necessary to

the existence of vegetable life, is derived

through the medium of the roots. Hence

arises the necessity, that no impediment

intervene to interrupt the relations natu-

rally existing between heat and the roots.

It is essential that the temperature of the

atmosphere should generally approximate

to the soil around the roots ; because the

evaporation of the juices of a plant through

the leaves, by a given degree of heat, the

same or nearly the same degree of heat

can only supply, through the roots. And if

the roots of plants, therefore, be in a colder

medium than the leaves, more matter will

be evaporated than the roots can supply ;

and if the roots are in the warmer medium,

more matter is received into the system

than the leaves can digest. In either case,

death is the consequence. It is probable

the temperature of the earth and air never

coincide altogether ; one being sometimes

much warmer than the other, and some-

times the contrary. It seems to be an

established principle, that vegetation is

healthier the nearer these approximate.

There is a great difference in the tempera-

ture of the soil at different depths, near the

surface of the earth. Lindley has some-

where published a case, where a trial in

summer gave 61°, Fahrenheit, at 6 inches

below the surface ; and at 3 feet, 44°. The
nearer, then, the roots are to the surface,

the more equal will be the heat to the roots

and to the leaves.

Even could these principles be inviolate

when deep planting is resorted to, it is

doubtful whether plants could long remain

healthy so. It is an error to suppose, as

many do, that the roots of plants feed only

on the soil. They feed also on the gases

floating in the atmosphere, through the de-

composition of organic beings. More es-

pecially do they feed on ammonia, from

which they probably derive the major part

of their nitrogen. The mechanical force

of the descending rain brings these sub-

stances to the surface, where they are

left to be absorbed by the roots in the

immediate vicinity. Roots which are far

beneath the surface can so receive no

benefit from these revivifying circumstan-

ces.

It follows, from these principles, that the

nearer the roots of plants are to the surface

of the earth, consistently with their real

known aversion to light, the nearer will

they be to those conditions which nature's

immutable laws declare to be most condu-

cive to a perfect state of health. Should

the transplanted tree be likely to suffer

from drouth, a good mulching will effectu*
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allv prevent that, besides be of good ser-

vice in affording nutriment.

Here I might lay aside my pen, but for

a paper by Mr. Leuchars, of New-Haven,

Ct., in the last number of the Horticulturist,

which leads n.e to fear an expression in

my first paragraph may be misunderstood.

By American gardeners, I mean all who

garden in this country—natives or foreign-

ers, barring a few " honorable exceptions."

Mr. L. considers all foreign gardeners, in

this country, as characterized by " quacks,

impositions, shows," and a host of similar

derogatory adjectives ; but " plenty of good

gardeners might be had by sending for

them." As an Englishman, I have had

some experience in British gardeners at

home and abroad, and am sorry that I can-

not confirm his statements. First rate gar-

deners are the exception, and not the rule

there, as well as here ; in American gar-

deners as well as English ones ; and in

other professions as well, as gardening,

must the same exception in the perfection

of knowledge be made. Mr. L.'s remarks

are otherwise judicious and well timed. It

is only in justice to several very excellent

British gardeners that I know in this coun-

try, and whose chances of obtaining situa-

tions suitable to their abilities might be

injured by such a sweeping statement, that

I had thought it a duty to suggest to Mr.

L. this explanation. Thos. Meehan.

Kingsessing, Philadelphia, Aug. 15, 1649.

WRENS THE BEST INSECT DESTROYERS.

BY J. J S., PHILADELPHIA.

The charming little songster, the house

wren, as he is called, (Troglodytes Aedon,

Vieill,) is well known to build his nest

wherever a suitable hole in a tree or the

house presents itself; and both Wilson

and Audubon speak of an old hat, with a

hole in it, as a not uncommon resort.

The former author relates, that in the

month of June a mower hung up his coat

under a shed, near the barn ; two or three

days elapsed before he had occasion to put

it on again. Thrusting his arm up the

sleeve, he found it completely filled with

some rubbish, as he expressed it ; and, on

extracting the whole mass, found it to be

the nest of a wren, completely finished,

and lined with a large quantity of feathers.

In his retreat he was followed by the little

forlorn proprietors, who scolded him with

great vehemence for thus ruining the whole

economy of their household affairs. Wil-

son continues :—M Scarce a house or cot-

tage in the country is without at least a

pair of them, and sometimes two ; but un-

less there is a large garden, orchard, and

numerous outhouses, it is not often the case

that more than one pair reside near the

same spot, owing to their party disputes

and jealousies."

Either the bird has very much multiplied

among us, which is no doubt the fact, or

an accidental ivien box, of which I send

you a drawing, has been found by the

wren so secure and dry, that, in a space of

less than twenty-five acres at Laurel Hill

Cemetery, near Philadelphia, I am pro-

bably safe in saying there have been this

year more than fifty pair, rearing two

broods each.

The drawing represents the ornamental

posts of the iron railing enclosures of very

many lots, a is the top, larger than b, the
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Fig. 79.

vase, which it completely shelters ; but be-

tween the two is a space, serving for the

entrance of the wren, invisible to the spec-

tator without stooping, and only large

enough to admit two fingers in breadth,

c is the post, to which the whole is attached

by a screw at the apox, d. It is usually

not more than three or four feet high ; and

as the visitor passes, he is surprised to hear

the chirp of the youngsters, and to see the

parents every few minutes perch on the

railing, and disappear under the top of the

vase, a. This is an ornamental wren box

that would be very pretty in a lawn

;

and Mr. Wood, the great railing manu-

facturer on the Ridge Road, Philadel-

phia, will supply them in any desired

number.

It has been said by a friend* to this lit-

tle bird, that " the esculent vegetables of a

whole garden may, perhaps, be preserved

from the depredations of different species

of insects, by ten or fifteen pair of these

small birds." There can be no doubt of

their utility, as well as ornament to a gar-

den ; and I believe by providing suitable

accommodations, we may now have them.

However scarce they may have been in the

time of Wilson, they have increased with

our population, whose neighborhood they

evidently court, for the insects which gar-

dens produce in such abundance.

I should be glad to see some good con-

tributor to the Horticulturist, whose fond-

ness for natural objects, leads him to ob-

serve the habits of birds. Loudon's Gar-

deners' Magazine was often highly inte-

resting in this particular. Something new

to many readers might occasionally be

gleaned from Wilson's most agreeable but

expensive pages. As a beginning, I copy

his sweet lines on the Blue Bird, for inser-

tion :

* Barton'i Fragment*.
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The winter's cold tempests and snows are no more.
Green meadows, and brown furrow'd fields re-appearing-.

The fishermen hauling: their shad to the shore,

And cloud-cleaving geese to the lakes are a-sleering;

When first the lone butterfly flits on the wing,
When red glow the maples. s<> fresh and so pleasing,

Oil then comes the blue bird, the herald of spring !

And hails with his warblings the charms of the season.

Then loud piping frogs make the marshes to ring;

Then warm glows the sunshine, and fine is the weather

;

The blue woodland flowers beginning to spring,

And spicewood and sassafras budding together ;

Oh then to your gardens ye housewives repair

!

Your walks border up; sow and plant at your leisure;

The blue bird will chant from his box such an air,

That all your hard toils will seem truly a pleasure.

He flits thro' the orchard, he visits each tree,

The red flowering peach and the apple's sweet blossoms;
He snaps up destrnyers wherever they be,

And seizes the caitiffs that lurk in their bosoms
;

He drags the vile grub from the core it devours;
The worms from their webs where they rot and welter;

His song and his services freely are ours,

And all that he asks is, in summer a shelter.

The plowman is pleas'd when he gleans in his train,

Now searching the furrows—now mounting to cheer hira;

The gard'ner delights in his sweet simple strain,

And leans on his spade to survey and to hear him;
The slow ling'riug school-boys forget they'll be chid,

While gazing intent as he warbles before them
In mantle of sky-blue, and bosom so red,

That each little loiterer seems to adore him.

When all the gay scenes of the summer are o'er,

And autumn slow enters so silent and sallow,

And millions of warblers, that charm'd us before,

Have fled in the train of the sun-seeking swallow
;

The blue bird, forsaken, yet true to his home,
Still lingers and looks for a milder to-morrow,

Till forc'd by the horrors of winter to roam,
He sings his adieu in a long note of sorrow.

While spring's lovely season, serene, dewy, warm,
The green face of earth, and the pure blue of heav'n,
Or love's native music, have influence to charm,

Or sympathy's glow to our feelings are given,

Still dear to each bosom the blue bird shall be

;

His voice, like the thrillings of hope, is a treasure;

For, thro' bleakest storms if a calm he but see,

He comes to remind us of sunshine and pleasure!

THOUGHTS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.

[We extract the following delightful piece

of writing from a number of the London

Quarterly. It deserves to be more widely

read than it is likely to be in the pages of

the Review itself. Ed.]

No associations are stronger than those

connected with a garden. It is the first

pride of an emigrant settled on some dis-

tant shore to have a little garden as like

as he can make it to the one he left at home.

A pot of violets or mignionette is one of

the highest luxuries of an Anglo-Indian.

In the bold and picturesque scenery of Ba-

tavia, the Dutch can, from feeling, no more
dispense with their little moats round their

houses than they could, from necessity, in

the flat swamps of their native land. Sir

John Hobhouse discovered an Englishman's

residence on the shore of the Hellespont by
the character of his shrubs and flowers.

Louis XVIII., on his restoration to France,

made in the park of Versailles the fac-

simile of the garden at Hartwell ; and
there was no more amiable trait in the life

of that accomplished prince. Napoleon
used to say that he should know his fa-

ther's garden in Corsica blindfold by the

smell of the earth ; and the hanging gar-

dens of Babylon are said to have been
raised by the Median queen of Nebuchad-

Vol. iv. 14

nezzar on the flat and naked plains of her

adopted country, to remind her of the hills

and woods of her childhood.

Why should we speak of the plane-

trees of Plato— Shakspere's mulberry-tree—
Pope's willow—Byron's elm ? Why de-

scribe Cicero at his Tusculum—Evelyn at

Wooton—Pitt at Ham Common—Walpole
at Houghton— Grenville at Dropmore !

Why dwell on Bacon's ' little tufts of

thyme,' or Fox's geraniums ? There is a

spirit in the garden as well as in the wood,

and ' the lilies of the field' supply food for

the imagination as well as materials for

sermons. ' Talke of perfect happiness or

pleasure,' says old Gerarde to the ' courte-

ous and well-willing reader,' from his

' house in Holborn, within the suburbs of

London'— ' and what place was so fit for

that as the garden-place wherein Adam
was set to be the herbalist ? Whether did

the poets hunt for their sincere delights

but into the gardens of Alcinous, of Adonis,

and the orchards of the Hesperides ? Where
did they dream that heaven should be but

in the pleasant garden of Elysium ? Whi-
ther doe all men walke for their honest re-

creation but thither where the earth hath

most beneficially painted her face with

flourishing colours ? And what season of

the yeaie more longed for than the spring,
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whose gentle breath enticeth forth the

kindly sweets, and makes them yield their

fragrant smells V
And what country, we may add, so

suited, and climate so attempered, to yield

the full enjoyment of the pleasures and
blessings of a garden, as our own ? Every-
body knows the remark of Charles II., first

promulgated by Sir W. Temple, ' that there

were more days in the year in which one
could enjoy oneself in the open air in Eng-
land than in any other portion of the known
world.' This, which contains so complete
an answer to the weather-grumblers of our

island, bears also along with it a most en-

couraging truth to those ' who love to live

in gardens.' There is no country that of-

fers the like advantages to horticulture.

Perhaps there is not one plant in the wide
world wholly incapable of being cultivated

in England. The mosses and lichens

dragged from under the snows of Iceland,

and the tenderest creepers of the tropical

jungles, are alike subject to the art of the

British gardener. Artificial heat and cold,

by the due application of steam and ma-
nure, sun and shade, hot and cold water,

and even ice—mattings, flues in every va-

riety of pit, frame, conservative wall,

conservatory, green-house, hot-house, and
stove, seem to have realised every degree
of temperature from Kamskatka to Sinca-

pore. But apart from artificial means, the

natural mildness of our sky is most favora-

ble to plants brought from countries of either

extreme of temperature ; and, as their habits

are better known and attended to, not a

year passes without acclimatising many
heretofore deemed too tender for the open
air. Gardeners are reasonably cautious in

not exposing at once a newly-introduced

exotic ; and thus we know that when Par-

kinson wrote, in 1629, the larch, and the

laurel—then called bay-cherry—were still

protected in winter. We are now daily

adding to the list of our hardy plants ; hy-

drangeas, the tree-peony, fuchsias, salvias,

altromrerias, and Cape-bulbs, are now
found, with little or no protection, to stand

our mid-England winters.

Then we alone have in perfection the

three main elements of gardening, flowers

apart, in our lawns, our gravel, and our

evergreens. It is the greatest stretch of

foreign luxury to emulate these. The
lawns at Paris, lo say nothing of Naples,
are regularly irrigated to keep up even the

semblance of English verdure ; and at the

gardens of Versailles, and Caserta, near
Naples, the walks have been supplied from
the Kensington gravel-pits. It is not pro-

bably generally known that among our ex-

portations are every year a large quantity

of evergreens for the markets of France
and Germany, and that there are some
nurserymen almost wholly engaged in this

branch of trade. This may seem the more
remarkable to those who fancy that, from
the superiority of foreign climates, any
English tree would bear a continental win-
ter ; but the bare appearance of the French
gardens, mostly composed as they are of

deciduous trees, would soon convince them
of the contrary. It is not the severity or

length of our December nights that gene-

rally destroys our more tender exotic plants,

but it is the late frosts of April and May,

—

those ' nipping frosts,' which, coming on

after the plant has enjoyed warmth enough
to set the sap in action, freeze its life-

blood to the heart's core, and cause it

to wither and die. The winter of 1837-
8 proved this fact distinctly, which had
hardly been sufficiently remarked before.

That year, which cut down even our cy-

presses, and china-roses, and from which
our gorse-fields have hardly yet recovered,

while it injured nearly every plant and
tree on south walls and in sheltered bor-

ders, and in all forward situations, spared

the tenderest kinds on north walls and ex-

posed places; and in Scotland the destruc-

tion was I ardly felt at all. It was the

backwardness of their growing state that

saved these plants ; and the knowledge of

this fact has already been brought to bear

in several recent experiments. The double

yellow rose, for instance, one of the most
delicate of its class, is now flowered with

great success in a northern exposition. It

has led men also to study the hybernation

of plants—perhaps the most important re-

search in which horticulturists have of late

engaged ; and it has been ascertained that

this state of winter-rest is a most important

element in their constitution ; but no doubt

it will also be found that—as the dormouse,

the sloth, the snake, the mole, &c, undergo
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a greater or less degree of torpidity, and

some require it not at all—so in plants, the

length and degree will vary much in dif-

ferent species, and according to their state

of artificial cultivation. As a general rule,

young gardeners must take heed not pre-

maturely to force the juices into action in

spring, nor to keep them too lively in win-

ter, unless they are well prepared with

good and sufficient protection till all the

frosts are over. The practical effect of

these observations will be, that many plants

which have hitherto only been cultivated

by those who have had flues and green-

houses at their command, will now be

grown in as great or greater perfection by

those who can afford them a dry, though
not a warm shelter. One instance may
serve as an example : the scarlet geranium,

one of the greatest treasures of our par-

terres, if taken up from the ground in au-

tumn, after the wood is thoroughly ripened,

and hung up in a dry room, without any
soil attaching to it, will be found ready,

the next spring, to start in a new life of

vigor and beauty.

One characteristic of our native plants

we must mention, that if we miss in them
something of the gorgeousness and lustre

of more tropical flowers, we are more than

compensated by the delicacy and variety of

their perfume ; and just as our woods, vo-

cal with the nightingale, the blackbird, and
the thrush, can well spare the gaudy fea-

thers of the macaw, so can we resign the

oncidiums, the cactuses, and the ipomaeas

of the tropics, for the delicious fragrance of

our wild banks of violets, our lilies-of-

the-valley, and our woodbine, or even for

the passing whiff of a hawthorn bush,

a clover or bean field, or a gorse-com-

mon.
With such hedgerow flowers within his

reach, and in so favorable a climate, it is

not to be wondered that the garden of the

English cottager has been remarked among
our national distinctions. These may be
6aid to form the foreground of that peculiar

English scenery, which is filled up by our

hedge-rows and our parks. The ingenious

authoress of 'Leila in England,'* makes

* This is a pleating continuation of her ' Leila, or the
Island.1 All MlM Tytler's books (or children are worthy of
vcing generally known.

the little new-landed girl exclaim for the

want of ' fountain-trees' and ' green par-

rots.' This is true to nature—but not less

so the real enthusiasm of Aliss Sedgwick,
on her first arriving in England, at the cot-

tage-gardens of the Isle of Wight. Again
and again she fixes upon them as the most
pleasing and striking feature in a land

where everything was new to her. Long
mr.y they so continue! It is a trait of

which England may well be proud ; for it

speaks—would we could trace it every-

where !—of peace, and of the leisure, and
comfort, and contentedness of those who
' shall never cease from the land.'

We would even make gardens in gene-

ral a test of national prosperity and happi-

ness. As long as the British nobleman
continues to take an interest in his avenues
and hot-houses— his lady in her conserva-

tories and parterres—the squire overlooks

his laborers' allotments—the ' squiresses

and squirinas' betake themselves and their

flowers to the neighboring horticultural

show—the citizen sets up his cucumber-
frame in his back-yard— his dame her li-

lacs and almond-trees in the front-court

—

the mechanic breeds his prize-competing

auriculas—the cottager rears his sun-flow-

ers and Sweet-Williams before his door

—

and even the collier sports his ' posy jacket'

—as long, in a word, as this common inte-

rest pervades every class of society, so long

shall we cling to the hope that our country
is destined to outlive all her difficulties and
dangers. Not because, like the Peris, we
fight with flowers, and build amaranth
bowers, and bind our enemies in links of

roses—but because all this implies mutual
interest and intercourse of every rank, and
dependence of one class upon another—be-

cause it promotes an interchange of kind-

nesses and favors—because it speaks of

proprietors dwelling on their hereditary

acres, and the poorest laborer having an
interest in the soil—because it gives a local

attachment, and healthy exercise and inno-

cent recreation, and excites a love of the

country and love of our own country, and a
spirit of emulation, devoid of bitterness

—

because it tells of wealth wisely spent, and
competence widely diffused, of taste culti-

vated, and science practically applied—be-
cause, unlike Napoleon's great lie, it does
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bring • peace to the cottage,' while it blesses

the palace, and every virtuous home be-

tween those wide extremes—because it

bespeaks the appreciation of what is natu-

ral and simple, and pure—teaches men to

set the divine law of excellence above the

low human standard of utility—and be-

cause, above all, in the most lovely and
bountiful of God's works, it leads them up
to Him that made them, not in a mere
dumb, inactive admiration of His won-
derful designs, but to bless Him that

He has given them pleasures bdyond their

actual necessities—the means of a cheer-

ful countenance, as well as of a strong

heart.

Still more—because— if ours be not too

rude a. step to venture within such hallowed
ground—it speaks of a Christian people

employed in an occupation, which, above
all others, is the parable that conveys the

deepest truths to them—which daily reads

them silent lessons, if their hearts would
hear, of the vanity of earthly pomp, of the

beauty of heavenly simplicity, and purity,

and lowliness of mind, of contentment and
unquestioning faith— which sets before

them, in the thorns and thistles, a remem-
brance of their fallen state—in the cedar,

and the olive, and the palm-tree, the pro-

mise of a bette r country—which hourly re-

calls to their mind the Agony and the Bu-
rial of Him who made a garden the scene

of both, and who bade us mark and con-

sider such things, how they bud, and 'how
they grow,' giving us in the vine a type of

His Church, and in the fig-tree of His
Coming.

Again, we would ask those who think

that national melioration is to be achieved

by dose upon dose of Reform or Red-tapery,

where should we now have been without

our savings-banks, our allotment system,

and our cottage gardens ? And lest we
should be thought to have been led away
from flowers to the more general subject,

we will add that when we see a plot set

apart for a rose-bush, and a gilliflower, and

a carnation, it is enough for us : if the jas-

mine and the honeysuckle embower the

porch without, we may be sure that there

is a potato and a cabbage and an onion for

the pot within : if there be not plenty there,

at least there is no want ; if not happiness,

the nearest approach to it in this world

—

content.

' Yes! in the poor man's g-nrden erow
Far more tlian herbs and flowers;

Kind thoughts, contentment, peace of mind,
And joj for weary hours.'

Gardening not only affords common
ground for the high and low, but, like

Christianity itself, it offers peculiar bless-

ings and privileges to the poor man, which
the very possession of wealth denies. 'The
Spitalfields weaver may derive more plea-

sure from his green box of smoked auricu-

las,' than the lordly possessors of Sion, or

Chatsworth, or Stowe, or Alton, from their

hundreds of decorated acres ; because not

only personal superintendence, but actual

work is necessary for the true enjoyment
of a garden. We must know our flowers,

as well as buy them. Our great-grand-

mothers, who— before they were great-

grandmothers— ' flirted on the sunny terra-

ces, or strolled along the arched and shaded
alleys' of our old manor-houses,— ' had
their own little garden, where they knew
every flower, because they were few ; and
every name, because they were simple.

Their rose-bushes and gilliflowers were
dear to them, because themselves had
pruned, and watered, and watched them

—

had marked from day to day their opening

buds, and removed their fading blossoms

—

and had cherished each choicest specimen

for the posy to be worn at the christening

of the squire's heir, or on my lord's birth-

day.'

In a like strain, 'he wise and good au-

thor of ' Human Life' beautifully says :

' I would not have my garden too ex-

tended ; not because flowers are not the

most delicious things, speaking to the sen-

timents as well as to the senses, but on
account of the intrinsic and superior value

of moderation. When interests are divi-

ded, they are not so strong. Three acres

of flowers and a regiment of gardeners

bring no more pleasure than a sufficiency.

Besides which, in the smaller possession,

there is more room for the mental pleasure

to step in and refine all that which is sen-

sual. We become acquainted, as it were,

and even form friendships, with individual

flowers. We bestow more care upon their

bringing up and progress. They seem
sensible of our favor, absolutely to enjoy
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it, and make pleasing- returns by their

beauty, health, and sweetness. In this re-

spect a hundred thousand roses, which we
look at en masse, do not identify them-

selves in the same manner as even a very

small border; and hence, if the cottager's

mind is properly attuned, the little cottage-

garden may give him more real delight

than belongs to the owner of a thousand

acres. All this is so entirely nature, that

give me a garden well kept, however small,

two or three spreading trees, and a mind at

ease, and I defy the world.'

Nor do we find anything contravening

this, in Cowley's wish that he might have

'a small house and large garden, few
friends, and many books.' Doubtless he

coveted neither the Bodleian nor Chats-

worth, and intended his garden to be
' large,' only in comparison with his other

possession?.

It is this limited expenditure and unlimit-

ed interest which a garden requires, com-
bined with the innocence of the amusement,
that renders it so great a blessing—more
even than to the cottager himself—to the

country clergyman. We must leave to ihe

novelist to sketch the happy party which
every summer's evening finds busied on
many an English vicarage-lawn, with their

trowels and watering-pots, and all the para-

phernalia of amateur gardeners; though
we may ask the utilitarian, if he would
deign to scan so simple a group, from the

superintending vicar to the water-carrying

schoolboy, where he would belter find de-

veloped ' the greatest happiness of the

greatest number,' than among those very

objects and that very occupation where
utility is not only banished, but condemned.
We would have our clergy know that

there is no readier way to a parishioner's

heart— next to visiting his house, which,

done in health and in sickness, is the key-

stone of our blessed parochial system—than

to visit his garden, suggesting and superin-

tending improvements, distributing seeds,

and slips, and flowers, and lending or giving

such gardening books as would be useful

for his limited domain. And many a poor

scholar, in some obscure curacy, out of the

way of railroads and book-clubs,

'In life's stillest shade reclining,

In desolation uurcniiiiug,

Without a hope on earth to find

A mirror in un answering mind,'

has made the moral and intellectual wilder-

ness in which he is cast, bloom for him in

his trees, and herbs, and flowers ; and if

unable, from the narrowness of his means
and situation,

' To raise the terrace or to sink the grot,'

has found his body refreshed and his spirits

lightened, in growing the salad to give a
relish to his simple meal, and the flower to

bedeck his threadbare button-hole,—ena-

bled by these recreations to bear up against

those little every-day annoyances which,
though hardly important enough to tax our
faith or our philosophy, make up in an ill-

regulated or unemployed mind the chief

ills of life.

Pope, who professed that of all his works
he was most proud of his garden, said also,

with more nature and truth, that he ' pitied

that man who had completed everything in

his garden.' To pull down and destroy is

quite as natural to man as to build up and
improve, and this love of alteration may
help to account for the many changes of

style in gardening that have taken place.

The course of the seasons, the introduction

of new flowers, the growth of trees, will

always of themselves give the gardener
enough to do ; and if the flower-garden is

perfect, and there is a nook of spare ground
at hand, instead of extending his par-

terres, which cannot be kept too neat, he
had better devote it to an arboretum for

choice trees and shrubs ; or take up with
some one extensive class—as for a thorne-

ry or a pinery ; or make it a wilderness-

like mixture of all kinds. Such grounds
will not require mowing more than twice

or thrice in the year, and will afford much
pleasure, without much labor and expense.

If there is a little damp nook or dell, with
rock-work and water at command, let it by
all means be made a fernery, for which
Mr. Newman's book will supply plenty of

materials.

To produce new seedling varieties of

one's own, by hybridizing and other mys-
teries of the priests of Flora, is indeed the
highest pleasure and the deepest esoteri-

cism of the art. The impregnating them
is to venture within the very secrets of
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creation, and the naming them carries us

hack to one of the highest privileges of our

first parents. The offspring becomes our

own ipyov ; which, according to Aristotle,

claims the highest degree of our love. We
should feel that, in leaving them, we were
leaving friends, and address in the words
of Eve,

' O flowers,

My early visitation and my last

At even, which, I hail bred up tvith tender hand
From the firs', opening bud, and gave ye names,
"Who now shall rear ye to the sun, or rank
Your tribes, and water from the ambrosial fount?'

Par. Lost, xi.

We cannot but admire the practice of

the Church of Rome, which calls in the

aid of floral decorations on her high festi-

vals. If we did not feel convinced that it

was the most bounden duty of the Church
of England, at the present moment, to give

no unnecessary offence by restorations in

indifferent matters, we should be inclined

to advocate, notwithstanding the denuncia-

tions of some of the early Fathers, some
slight exception in the case of our own fa-

vorites. We shall not easily forget the ef-

fect of a long avenue of orange-trees in the

Cathedral of St. Gudule at Brussels, call-

ing to mind as it did the expression of the

psalmist— ' Those that be planted in the

house of the Lord shall flourish in the

courts of our God.' The white lily is held

throughout Spain and Italy the emblem of

the Virgin's purity, and frequently deco-

rates her shrines ; and many other flowers,

dedicated to some saint, are used in profu-

sion on the day of his celebration. The
oak-leaf and the palm-branch have with

us their loyal and religious anniversary,

and the holly still gladdens the hearts of

all good Churchmen at Christmas—a cus-

tom which the Puritans never succeeded

in effacing from the most cant-ridden parish

in the kingdom. Latterly, flowers have
been much used among us in festivals, and
processions, and gala-days of all kinds—the

dahlia furnishing, in its symmetry and va-

riety of colouring, an excellent material for

those who, perhaps, in their young days

sowed their own initials in rnustard-and-

cress, to inscribe in their maturer years

their sovereign's name in flowers. Flow-
ering plants and shrubs are at the same
time becoming more fashionable in our
London ball-rooms. No dread of 'noxious

exhalations' deters mammas from deco-

rating their halls ar.d staircases with flow-

ers of every hue and fragrance, nor their

daughters from braving the headaches and
pale cheeks, which are said to arise from

such innocent and beautiful causes. We
would go one step further, and replace all

artificial flowers by natural ones, on the

dinner-table and in the hair. Some of the

more amaranthine flowers, as the camellia

and the hoya, which can bear the heat of

crowded rooms, or those of regular shapes,

as the dahlia and others, would, we are

sure, with a little contrivance in adjusting

and preserving them, soon eclipse the most
artistical wreaths of Natir or Forster, and
we will venture to promise a good partner

for a waltz and for life to the first fair dc~

butante who will take courage to adopt the

natural flower in her ' sunny locks.'

THE CULTURE OF HEATHS.

BY WILLIAM SAUNDERS, NEW-HAVEN, CT.

I was pleased to observe, in a late number

of the Horticulturist, some allusion to this

family of plants, relative to the introduc-

tion of some of the rare and superior va-

rieties. There is probably no class of

green-house plants that commend them-

selves so much to our attention as this.

The varieties are so numerous and varied,

both in foliage and flower, even when they

are not in flower ; the plants have a lively

appearance, on account of the diversified

beauty cf their foliage, and their neat

and bushy habit ; and the flowers are all

very interesting-—some of them, indeed,

of most exquisite beauty and delicacy.

A selection judiciously made, and properly
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managed, will flower in rotation all the

year; and even in the most limited collec-

tion of plants, there are none that will

give more satisfaction to the cultivator than

the heaths.

Having had some experience in their

management, I venture to send the follow-

ing remarks on their culture, hoping that

they may be useful to some of your readers.

Not that I have any new or novel system

to advance, or wish to set up my practice,

as a model for experienced cultivators; but

only that I would describe a mode of prac-

tice which has been attended with tolerable

success, with the hope that this beautiful

tribe of plants will receive more attention

than it has hitherto done, and that heaths

should be held in the estimation among

flowering plants that they so worthily de-

serve.

Heaths are widely dispersed over the east-

ern hemisphere. In Britain, more particu-

larly in the picturesque scenery of Scotland,

they are very abundant, and hold a promi-

nent place in the native flora of the country
;

the heather bells being held in high estima-

tion by all lovers of pasioral beauty, and

no less by their associations than their in-

trinsic charms, adding to the beauty of the

varied scene. To the Cape of Good Hope,

however, we are indebted for the splendid

varieties cultivated in our green-houses.

There, they have a wide altitudinal range,

which accounts for some of the varieties

being hardier than others; a few degrees

of frost being fatal to some, while others

will endure it without injury. For dis-

tinction, the strong free growing roots are

termed soft-wooded ; these make growths

eighteen inches or more in one season.

Those that are less robust, making sea-

sonal growths of only a few inches, are

designated hard-wooded ; the latter are, in

general, most beautiful, also requiring more

care in their management than the former.

But there is nothing to deter any lover of

plants from attempting their cultivation,

although the contrary is very generally

supposed.

The most important subject to be con-

sidered, is securing proper soil. Without

this, all attempts to success will be futile.

No attention will compensate for the plants

being potted in unsuitable material; and

here I cannot help remarking, that the re-

commendations of some writers on this

subject—the mixing together of minute por-

tions of different kinds of earths and ma-

nures for the growth of one kind of plant

—

savors too much of mysticism for me, inas-

much as everything truly useful in nature

is characterized by simplicity, rather than

complexity. I have often thought that such

recommendations have a tendency to hin-

der, rather than advance, the purposes for

which they are intended. I have seen pre-

scriptions of this nature, which, if plants

succeeded at all in them, could only be

accounted for on the grounds, that the dele-

terious quality of some of the ingredients was

neutralised by an opposite quality in others.

Heaths, like the Azalea and Rhododen-

dron, make very small, hair-like roots ; and

where these latter are growing naturally,

will be found a good locality to collect soil

for the artificial cultivation of the former.

This soil will be found full of decaying or-

ganic matter. Take up a handful of it,

and you will find a mass of thickly grown

fine fibres, feeling like a bunch of moss.

Examine it, and you will see that it is

chiefly composed of a black debris of leaves

and sticks, thickly interwoven with the

roots of surrounding vegetation. An inch

or two only of the surface should be taken
;

all below that is generally inferior,—the

organic matter in it being too much decom-

posed.
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Where this deposit cannot be obtained,

a good substitute will be found in turves

from old pastures, cut thin, collected in dry

weather, and piled in a heap two or three

months before using, so that the vegeta-

tion on it mry be slightly decomposed.

Both in its chemical and mechanical pro-

perties, such a soil is nearly all that can

be wished. In preparing it, however, it is

better to chop it up rather fine, securing a

proper mechanical texture by the admix-

ture of coarse sand, broken charcoal, or

even a few rubbly pebbles; or broken pots-

herds, I have used with advantage in keep-

ing the soil open, to allow free admission

for atmospheric gases,—an essential point

to be kept in view in the cultivation of all

plants, more particularly those in pots ; for

they are then entirely dependant on the

cultivator for those conditions which they

receive in their natural habitats. Such a

soil as here recommended, kept sufficiently

open by any of the above mentioned ingre-

dients, is easily penetrated by air, thereby

increasing its temperature, and facilitating

the decomposition of organic matter ; during

which process, various healthful gases are

supplied to plants. In a soil thus condi-

tioned, experience has convinced me that

all kinds of green-house plants can be

grown to great perfection, if properly man-

aged in other respects.

Preparing the pots is also a matter of

gome importance. These ought to be tho-

roughly clean, and properly drained. This

is effected by placing a piece of broken pot,

with its convex side downwards, fitting

closely to prevent the ingress of insects.

Over this lay a stratum of the same mate-

rial, varying in depth from one inch to

three, according to the size of the pot.

Large pots are often drained by inverting

a small one in the bottom, and filling around

it with charcoal, or whatever is used for the

purpose. Over this put a thin layer of

moss, or the rougher parts of the soil, to

prevent the smaller particles being washed

down among the drainage.

As regards the best time for shifting

Heaths, those who are adepts in practice,

and look after their plants themselves, will

be guided by the health and vigor of growth

of the plants. In all cases, however, where

the principles of vegetable physiology are

imperfectly understood, I would recommend

the early part of spring. If the plants are

thrifty, with foliage of a dark green healthy

hue, and when turned out of the pots, pre-

senting a good portion of healthy roots,

they will be in good condition for a liberal

shift. If, for instance, they have been

growing in 4-inch pots, they may be trans-

ferred into 8-inch sizes, and so on in pro-

portion.

On the other had, if the plants appear

sickly, with the points of the shoots of a

yellowish colour, and, when turned out, pre-

sent no appearance of healthy roots, it will

be necessary to remove as much as possi-

ble of the old soil. In all likelihood, this

has been caused by improper drainage

;

and no plant will flourish well in a soil

soured by stagnant water, even under the

best counterbalancing treatment. In this

case, pots of the same size that they were

previously growing in will be large enough

until they make healthy roots, when they

can be shifted into larger, with reasonable

hopes of success.

Although transferring a plant from one

pot to another may in itself appear a very

simple operation, yet there are various par-

ticulars connected with the proper perform-

ance of it, on different plants, which re-

quire strict attention. On this subject I

may, at some future time, offer a few re-

marks. To proceed with those under con-

sideration, having everything in readiness,
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fill in as much of the fresh soil as will bring

the plant to the desired height in the pot,

leaving plenty of room for watering, and

taking care not to cover any of the stem.

The collar of the plant, that is, where the

roots and stem proceed in opposite direc-

tions, should never be covered with any

deptii of soil. Deep planting is a certain

cause of failure ; and I am of opinion, that

if this single circumstance was properly

attended to, in out-of-door planting, we

would not hear so many complaints about

canker, &c, in fruit trees. As the potting

proceeds, press the soil regularly all round
;

giving the bottom of the pot a rap on the

potting table will assist in consolidating

the soil ; and if it is rather dry than other-

wise, and properly prepared, there will be

little danger of making it too firm for these

plants, if nothing harder than the fingers

be used in compressing it. If the pots are

large, and the plants likely to remain in

them for two or three years, it is a good

plan, while potting, to introduce a few

strips of charcoal, reaching from the sur-

face of the soil to the top of the drainage.

This will at all times secure an equal dis-

tribution of water in the mass, and act as

a reservoir for nourishing gases. When
the potting is finished, give a good water-

ing, and if a few potsherds are laid on the

surface, to run the water upon, the fresh

soil will not be disturbed. Always use

rain water if possible, and apply it only

when the plants really require it. I ap-

prehend there are more plants lost from

injudicious watering, in combination with

imperfect drainage, than any other cause.

No plant can be kept long in a healthy,

flourishing state, where a routine system

of dribbling a little water daily is perse-

vered in, whether the plant require it or

not. When water is applied, let it be

given in sufficient quantity to permeate

the whole mass thoroughly; otherwise the

surface will be moist, while the rest of the

soil is quite dry, and, of course, the roots

injured. During summer they must be

kept cool ; if in flower, in the green-house,

an agreeable temperature will be easily

maintained by shading from the sun and

applying moisture. But on this subject,

the well timed remarks of Mr. Leuchars

makes it unnecessary for me to enlarge.

Those not in flower will be easier managed

if placed out of doors, and kept in a frame.

This may be of the rudest construction ;

four boards nailed together so as to form a

square, will suit admirably. This box or

frame should be elevated an inch or two

from the ground for better circulation of

air. The pots should be plunged up to the

rim to keep the roots cool. Over this,

erect a temporary frame-work, four or five

feet high, on which a thin canvass, at-

tached to a roller, may be moved up and

down for the purpose of shading. They
must be constantly shaded from bright sun,

and fully exposed at night. They will be

benefitted by a slight shower occasionally

;

and during very heavy rains, the blind

being let down will preserve the plants

from injury. Syringe them occasionally

in dry weather, and keep up a kindly hu-

midity by frequently sprinkling round the

frame, and between the plants.

During their growth, attention must be

given to the ultimate shape of the plant.

The slow growing varieties require little

help in this respect ; stopping-back any

luxuriant side shoots, and keeping a dis-

tinct leader, are the main objects. The

strong growing kinds look well when train-

ed in a pyramidal fashion. To effect this,

select one of the strongest shoots as a

leader, and secure it to a stake, encouraging

it, as much as possible, by pinching-back

all the side shoots. When trained in this
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manner, with dense foliage from the pot

upwards, the flowers are shown to great

advantage.

About the middle of October they may
be overhauled, dead leaves picked off, and

the pots washed, preparatory to taking them

into the green -house. Here they must be

placed by themselves in the coldest part of

the house. They will now require very

little water—merely enough to keep them

from flagging, and give a little fresh air

every favorable opportunity.

During winter use no more fire heat than

is absolutely necessary. Great harm is

often done by keeping a high artificial

temperature at this season, especially at

night ; and very frequently is the highest

artificial heat maintained on those nights

when the external temperature is lowest,

and the thermometer kept as high as during

the day. It is more in accordance with

nature, to raise the temperature during the

day sufficiently high to allow a diminution

of heat during the night, so that the plants

may participate in the change. It is during

this—their temporary cessation, caused by

the absence of light and heat'— that they

are enabled to recover their elasticity and

vigor, and to replace the loss of gaseous

matters, which were given off during the

light of the preceding day. Where the

house is heated by a hot air flue, it is ne-

cessary to have troughs of some descrip-

tion, filled with water, placed on the covers

to modify the aridity of the air by evapora-

tion. Hot-water pipes should also have

evaporating pans fitted on them, and kept

supplied with water ; for although they ra-

diate heat at a lower temperature than flues,

it is also of a drying nature, and prejudicial

to vegetation. A maximum heat of 45 de-

grees, and a minimum of 35 degrees, will

be amply sufficient for green-house plants

during the short days of winter. In the

absence of light, it is hurtful to urge any

plant to grow by the mere forcing power

of heat. Such growth can never be vigor-

ous, nor produce satisfactory results.

As the season advances and the light in-

creases, the plants will require more water

and air, always avoiding cold cutting winds,

admitting air first by the top lights, and

keeping the house close during foggy, dense

weather. The close growing Heaths are

very subject to mildew. This is got rid of

by dusting the parts affected with sulphur,

and washing them clean with a syringe a

day or two afterwards. I have said nothing

about their propagation, or raising seed-

lings. Should you think it desirable, I

will be happy to give my experience on

these matters also.

William Saunders,
Gardener to Wm. Bostvuick, Esq.

New-Haven, Conn., Aug. 16, 1S49.

THE VINERY AT CLINTON POINT.

[see frontispiece.]

Otm. frontispiece is intended to convey to

the reader some idea of the very complete

vinery at Clinton Point, the residence of

our neighbor, Philip S. Van Rf.nsselaer,

Esq., near New-Hamburgh, on ihe Hudson.

The effect of this vinery is so excellent,

and its adaptation to the intended purpose

so complete, that we consider it the best

model for a curvilinear house that we have

yet seen. The general plan is not unlike

that of many vineries near Boston ; but in

simplicity, and nicety of construction, it
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far surpasses all the curved roofed vineries

that we have seen there, and was designed

by Mr. Van Rensselaer after a thorough

inspection of the best vineries in the coun-

try.

The house is built entirely of wood ; and

while it has an exceedingly light and pleas-

ing effect, is at the same time very strong

and durable. The view of the interior,

given in the frontispiece, (in which we have

omitted a large portion of the vines, to ex-

hibit the construction,) shows that the roof

is supported by three rows of light posts,

to which, in a very simple manner the ef-

fect of clustered columns is given.

The house rests on loaist posts, which

are as durable as a stone wall, while they

offer no impediment to the free passage of

the roots of the vines through the border

on the outside or inside of the house.

In the ventilation of this vinery, Mr. Van

Rensselaer has especially improved on

other structures of the same kind, which

we have seen elsewhere. The current of

air follows the same course as usual in

houses of this kind ; that is, it enters at the

openings in the low wooden wall below

the sashes, (boards hung on hinges,) and

escapes at the movable sashes at the top

of the roof; a mode which passes a stream

of fresh air, entering at one's command,

over the whole growth of the vines, from

the floor to the topmost branch.

These movable sashes are swung on

centre pivots ; a mode allowing them to be

more easily opened and shut than sliding

sashes. Usually, sashes of this kind are

opened and shut by means of cords, which,

owing to the expansion and contraction of

the material, effected by the atmosphere, is

found a most imperfect mode.

Mr. Van Rensselaer has ingeniously

obviated this difficulty, by employing a

forked iron rod, (fig. 80) a, for opening and

Fig. 80.

closing the sashes. This rod is about half

an inch in diameter, plays, perpendicularly,

up and down, through an iron socket, b, in

the top rail of the trellis in the middle of

the house. There is a thumb screw in this

socket, which presses against the rod and

fixes it at any desired height. Each branch

of this ventilating-rod, where it is divided

at the top, is only about a fourth of an inch

in diameter; so that the fork is so elastic

as to give it sufficient play to allow the

sashes to rise and fall easily and freely,

while, by means of the thumb screw, they

can be held firmly in any position.

We have omitted to say that this is a

" co/d vinery ;" that is, one in which no

fire heat is employed,—a species of struc-

ture every day coming into greater favor

in this part of the country. To grow the

foreign grape in the highest perfection, it

is only necessary to have the temperature

of the house at that command which the

full sunshine, and the admission or exclu-

sion of the outer air, gives, without resort-

ing to fire heat ; and so abundant and

powerful is the sunshine in this latitude

that the Muscat of Alexandria, which in

many seasons requires fire heat to mature

perfectly in Boston, ripens regularly and

fully on the Hudson in a cold-house.
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The vinery at Clinton Point is, as our

engraving- shows, a span-roofed house, 80

feet long, 18 feet wide, and 14 feet high.

Mr. Van Rensselaer has deviated from

the usual course, in placing it on a north-

and-south, instead of an east-and-west line
;

and the result shows how wisely, for this

climate, as the vines on both sides are

equally exposed to the longest influence of

the sun,—enjoying it from rising to setting;

while at the hottest time of day they are all

far less likely to be injured by any excess

of heat than vines on the sunny side of a

house facing directly south.

We have, so far, only spoken of the

vinery itself ; but, as we are always in-

clined to judge of the tree by its fruit, we
may add that all that we have said of the

merits of the structure, is fully sustained

by the extraordinary growth of the vines,

and the magnificent grapes which they

have produced this season. We have

only seen them equalled in one instance,

that of G. R. Russell, Esq., of West Rox-

bury, whose fruit bore off the palm at the

Massachusetts horticultural exhibition last

year.

The vines were only planted a year ago

last July, and, of course, have not been al-

lowed to bear a full crop this season ; but

the strong, vigorous, healthy wood with

which they have filled the house, and the

wonderfully fine clusters of fruit, of the

highest flavor, which they have produced,

show the advantages of the best structure

and the best culture. The border in which

they grow affords, indeed, a supply of food

which explains, in part, the extraordinary

growth of the vines,—since it runs under

the whole house, and extends over a wide

space all round it, being 80 feet wide and

120 feet long, by nearly 3 feet deep, and

very thoroughly manured.

The house contains a very complete col-

lection of grapes, obtained from Mr. Buist,

of Philadelphia, and we were glad to learn

that every vine had proved correct. Be-

sides the standard varieties, we noticed

Deacon's Superb—perhaps the most beauti-

ful of all new white grapes,—the clusters

very large, berries oval, and closely set.

Reine de Nice, (not ripe when we saw it,)

was also laden with large clusters of very

handsome fruit. A'eres, another white grape,

also attracted our attention by the size and

beauty of its clusters ; while some bunches

of the Palestine grape, more than 2 feet

long, made us comprehend the biblical

account of the graphs of the land of Ca-

naan.

THE MOUNTAIN ASH AS A STOCK FOR PEARS.

BY S. L GOODALE, SACO, ME.

A. J. Downing, Esq.—Dear Sir: As I

do not recollect ever to have met with any

detail of definite results, from grafting the

pear upon the Mountain Ash, I propose to

give a sketch of a few experiments which

have been partially successful.

Some years since, having a tree of the

common American Mountain Ash which

might have been planted, originally, as an

ornamental tree, but had become stunted,

mossy, and anything but ornamental, I

thought to cut it down ; but when about to

execute the purpose, recollecting that pears

had been grown on this stock, I concluded

instead, to graft it, and accordingly did

so,—inserting scions in every limb. Deem-
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ing it a matter of trivial consequence, no

care was taken to select choice varieties,

but used such as were nearest at hand
;

nor were the scions labelled. They all

grew—some very rapidly ; and a number

of the largest were blown out by high

winds in the course of the season. The

spring succeeding, the branches, bereft of

their scions, were supplied with a new set,

which grew nearly as well as the first.

These I protected with a rod, tied on by

way of splint.

The same year one of the scions, inserted

the previous spring, bore a cluster of fine

pears, three of which were unusually large

and handsome, and proved to be the Vicar

of Winkfield. The same scion the next

year bore eighteen, and the fourth year be-

tween fifty and sixty pears. The present

year most of the scions are bearing fruit

—

some very abundantly.

It is evident, by a glance at the tree,

that the different varieties are not alike

suited with the stock ; for while some seem

quite at home, making each year a good

growth and bearing heavily, others have

grown but little since the first season, and

bear moderately ; others still appear sickly,

neither growing or bearing, while a few

have died out. And it may be worthy re-

mark, that wherever one has died the limb

also has perished, and looks as if poisoned

;

but the limbs from which scions had been

removed by accident remained healthy,

throwing out side shoots, and could be re-

grafted.

With regard to the quality of the fruit

produced, there has been as much variation

as in the general appearance of the scions.

The Fulton was very much as usual on

pear stocks ; Flemish Beauty above usual

size, and very good ; DoyennG somewhat

less than medium size, perfectly fair, and

of exquisite flavor. I am not sure whether

this is the White or Gray Doyenn'-. The
scion was cut from an imported tree on

quince, the fruit of which has a brilliant

red cheek and some russet ; but on the

Ash, is of a delicate straw colour, with no

russet. [The Gray Doyenne is all covered

with russet, like the Fulton. Ed.] Vicar

of Winkfield will average usual size, but

varies much ; some being very large, fair,

and of regular form ; others as large, ill

shaped ; and some smaller, and deviating

in many directions from its usual appear-

ance. With all care in ripening, they

proved juicy indeed, but coarse, and not

over third rate in flavor.

These are all which I have been able to

recognize with certainty. A few have

fruited and fallen off before ripening.

Several kinds, evidently of winter pears,

have been produced. One might have

been Easter Beurre ; it certainly was as

worthless. All were meagre, ill shaped

things, and defied every attempt to ripen

them.

The tree which was the subject of these

experiments, stands near the north end of

my house, in grass ground ; and the soil

is the solid clay which forms the subsoil of

the spot, and was thrown out in digging

the cellar some twenty years ago. It is

from 16 to 18 feet in height, and about 5

inches in diameter, and has never been

manured, or even dug around.

Last autumn I budded small trees in the

l.ursery, raised from seeds of the European

Mountain Ash, with a variety of pears.

All looked equally promising when headed

down ; but some would not start at all,

others grew a little, and some very well.

Of these, Glout Morceau and Vicar of

Winkfield did best,—making 3 to 5 feet

growth the present season.

Within a week or two past, I have bud-

ded several hundreds with more than fifty
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varieties, in the hope of ascertaining some-

thing farther of its comparative value as a

stock for the pear. My attempts to raise

seedlings from the native variety have

hitherto been unsuccessful ; a small insect

devouring the plants as soon as they ap-

peared above ground.

I am satisfied that fair, handsome, and

delicious pears can be produced on the Ash,

and in soil uncongenial both to the pear

and quince stocks ; but whether it be pre-

ferable to work large trees in the limbs, or

small ones in the nursery, whether to em-

ploy the native or foreign variety, or if

there be any difference in them as stocks,

what varieties are best suited to the one or

the other, and upon what soils either will

best succeed, are matters upon which I

would gladly be enlightened, and think

the subject offers a promising field for in-

vestigation. S. L. Goodale.

Saco, Me., August, 1819.

HINTS FOR THE FRUIT GARDEN.

BY It. ERRINGTON.*

Gathering and Storing Fruit.—As mat-
ter appropriate to the season, we will en-

deavor to offer a little sound advice on this

head; a subject which concerns equally the

humblest cottager and the most wealthy
proprietor.

The most important feature to consider

at the outset of the question is the fact that

all unripe fruit, such as apples and pears

—

fruit, we mean, in which the ripening pro-

cess is not quite complete—ferment exceed-

ingly when first housed ; and that this fer-

mentation, after spending itself for a fort-

night or so, gradually subsides, and by the

time the fruit has been a couple of months
or so in the store-room becomes impercep-

tible, although it never entirely ceases as

long as any moisture remains. The first

requisite in fruit gathering is, of course,

care in the handling. No one can suppose

that an apple torn from the tree at random,
leaving its footstalk behind, will possess

equal keeping capabilities with one slipped

off with that peculiar twist well known to

practical men, and which saves the fruit

from abuse. In almost all cases, the fruit

requires lifting slightly afterwards, and
good gatherers generally take hold of the

bough or branchlct with the left hand to

steady it, whilst with the right they gently

raise the fruit upwards ; this, if the fruit is

as far advanced towards ripening as it

ought to be, will generally cause the fruit

to detach itself. We do not mean to say

that those who have extensive orchards,

and who have, perhaps, many hundred
bushels of apples to collect, can pursue such
a nice operation through the whole of their

trees; these have not the same object in

view as the amateur or cottager, and make
use of expediencies which would be quite

incompatible with the objects of small gar-

deners. We, therefore, merely point to

the course necessary to be pursued by those

who look forward to a nice succession of

fruit through a tedious winter and pro-

tracted spring, whether for home consump-
tion or for sale.

Many instruments have been invented

whereby to facilitate the gathering of fruit,

and some of them will be found very use-

ful helpmates to the amateur especially,

who is in many cases not so well drilled in

such rule-of-thumb matters as the ordinary

gardener. Amongst them we would par-

ticularize a most convenient ladder, which
is equally adapted for pruning standard

trees, or for gathering their produce ; the

accompanying sketch will convey some idea

of it. It is 12 feet in length, and may be

thus described :—At A A are iron loops, by

means of which the legs, C C, work in every

direction, and by which they can be stretch-

ed to a proper distance: these legs fold up
to the ladder when about to be removed,

[* From the Cotlage Gardener, London.]
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or when not required during

use. The sharp point, D,

enables it to be pushed up

anioncr the branches, and is

useful for the operator to take

hold of. B B are cords to

actasan additional safeguard

against the legs moving; they

are, however, scarcely ne-

cessary.

In addition to the above,

what is termed the Orchaid-

»'s/'s Crook is used by some.

The use of this implement is to seize the

branch with one hand and draw it to the

operator, and then, by putting the sliding

piece over another branch, such branch is

held in that position by the obliqueness of

the line of pressure, which prevents the

sliding piece from moving, thus leaving the

operator free to use both hands in gather-

ing the fruit. The following is a sketch of

the implement.

Fig. 82.

Some other modes exist for facilitating

the gathering of fiuit; but they, for the

most part, have fallen into disuse, it being

pretty well known that, after all, the chief

point is careful handling. An earnest, ac-

tive gatherer, with a long ladder, a pair of

steps, and a hooked stick, will seldom call

for more implements : a little off-hand

sharpness, with much activity and care,

will generally accomplish all that is needed.

Baskets.—We must now come to the

really practical part of the business—the

getting the fruit off the trees, and storing it

securely. The mode of gathering must de-

pend in some degree on the character of

the tree ; thus, for instance, a dwarf-trained

espalier needs but a common hand-basket

—steps or ladder are scarcely needed. One
thing, however, is necessary, provided more
than one layer is put in the same basket,

and that is cap paper : we place a sheet

between each two layers in the case of

choice dessert fruit. In ordinary cases we
use hay, or, it may be, rhubarb leaves, but

we dare not recommend them ; they are

generally expedients forced on us by the

hurry of the moment. To be sure, where

there is a very small amount of fruit, and

it is unpacked immediately, such will suf-

fice ; but if, unfortunately, baskets should

stand a day or two through pressure of bu-

siness, the hay will impart a musty flavor,

and the leaves in decaying corrode the skin

of the fruit.

In gathering from trees eight or ten feet

in height a pair of steps becomes necessary
;

ordinary steps, such as are used by work-

men in-doors, will suffice, or those figured

in our present number may be put in re-

quisition by tho.-e who wish to have every-

thing very complete. It is necessary in

this case, where only one person gathers,

to have a basket with a pothook, the straight

end of which being fastened to the cross

handle of the basket by a cord, the hook
end may be hung at pleasure on any part

of the tree. Thus equipped, an amateur

may move his own steps in any direction ;

ascend, gather a portion in his pothook bas-

ket, descend and place them in a larger

basket—using a layer of cap-paper between

the strata—ascend again, and so on until

the gathering is complete. With regard

to huge orchard trees the case differs

slightly; here business is transacted on a

much larger scale; even the rude wheel-

barrow is ofttimes in requisition, or even a

tumbril or light cart—but these are cases

not often occurring with our readers; suf-

fice it to say that much of the business is

here transacted by means of very long lad-

ders, and long hooked sticks occasionally,

with sometimes a loud halloo of "Bill,

mind that ladder don't slip!
-

' when Bill, to

show the amount of his philosophy, will

exclaim, in return, "Ne'er mind the lad-

der, lad—get the basket emptied, and let

me have it ! I can't get on for want of

baskets !"

Well, now we have gathered a lot of

apples or pears, as the c.ise may be, and

what are we to do with them ? This brings

us to the storing part of the question. Be-

fore, however, proceeding in that part of

the business, we feel bound to advert to

the symptoms of ripeness.

Symptoms of Ripeness.—This is a broad

term to deal with, and no standard that
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can be set up will apply equally to all

fruits.

We will commence with the apple; here

we must at once throw them into two
classes, viz., table fruit and kitchen fruit.

In the former, it is absolutely necessary

that they remain on the tree until they

have acquired that depth of flavor for which
alone they are esteemed, and which con-

stitutes them a separate class. Kitchen
apples for Ion? keeping, on the contrary,

we would gather a little short of that de-

gree of ripeness. There are two acknow-
ledged criteria of ripeness universally ad-

mitted in the apple; the first, that coloured

pips or seeds are an indication ; the second,

that on lifting the apple slightly up it parts

tolerably easily from the tree without pull-

ing hard at it. The last is mostly taken as

the test, and we scarcely know of any bet-

ter criterion. Much allowance, however,
must be made for the kind of fruit ; such
as are inclined to be dry or mealy should
be gathered somewhat earlier ; those of a

subacid character, and abounding in juice,

should be allowed to become tolerably ma-
ture on the tree.

Pears.—More skill is necessary in pear
than in apple gathering; these are so va-

rious in character, that the utmost care is

necessary. We would, in most cases, ad-

vise the cutting a fruit in two, and judging
by the pips ; these should be about three

parts coloured in the majority of cases.

Any kinds, as the Easter Beurre, which are

apt to become insipid, should, by all means,
be gathered much earlier. Most of the

Flemish kinds, especially such as the

Beurre Ranee, the Beurre d'Aremberg, the

Glout Morceau, the Passe Colmar, the Win-
ter Nelis, the Ne Plus Meuris, &c, should

hang until late, unless on a south wall.

We have known the Althorpe Crassane to

excel all the pears in the garden, but in the

majority of seasons it becomes mealy pre-

maturely ; this kind is so evidently bred

from the old Swan's-egg, that it is folly to

place it against a wall, unless a very cool

one ; such as this and the Easter Beurre,

moreover, do not require that amount of

sunlight which such as Winter Nelis and
Passe Colmar flourish in ; and for that rea-

son we advise the summer spray to be left

a greater length in order to shade the fruit.

Stone Fruit.—Few directions need be
given as to these ; almost every possessor

of a garden, however limited, knows when
to gather a peach, a plum, or a cherry.

We may observe, however, that double
care is necessary in handling these tender

things ; as for peaches, it is almost impos-

sible to place two layers in a basket with-

out serious mischief. We gather in flat

bottomed baskets, placing a layer of soft

" rowen" hay (second or third cut,) in the

bottom of the basket—a single layer, as

before observed—and these are carried at

once to the fruit-room, where they are care-

fully placed on cap-paper. It requires nice

judgment to ascertain when a peach is fit

to gather; many persons let them fall on a
prepared bed of litter or hay. This, in-

deed, is the old plan, and certainly not to

be altogether condemned ; we, however,
prefer gathering them, relying on long ex-

perience, and depending much on the feel,

as to whether they seem inclined to leave

the tree when handled rightly. Colour is

by no means a criterion ; very pale peaches

are sometimes more ripe than those which
are high coloured.

Modes of Storing.—These are various.

In former days it was deemed essential to

ferment apples, by placing them in conical

heaps covered up. We opine that few will

follow this practice now. We are, indeed,

at a loss to conjecture what could have led

to the practice; for, as to keeping fruit,

they perspire, in the main, too fast: it i3

this very perspiration which wars against

the keeping properties. To be sure, a cer-

tain amount is, doubtless, necessary; pro-

bably they could not undergo the chemical
change necessary in order to give them a

full amount of flavor without a continuous

action of the kind. Be that as it may, our

main business with keeping fruit is to ar-

rest this principle in degree, and to this

end the fruit-rooms of modern times are not

required to be so excessively dry as for-

merly; added to which, darkness is well

known in these days to promote the keep-

ing of many kinds of fruit. It appears that

light acts in conjunction with an advance

of temperature in hastening the decay of

fruit; and that even light alone, under all cir-

cumstances, has a tendency to promote per-

spiration or evaporation in vegetable tissue.
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A uniform temperature is essential, and

that a low one : we should say a steady

temperature of from 40 3 to 50° is excellent

as a general principle. Many of our Flem-

ish pears, however, will not attain perfec-

tion under this degree of cold, for such we
must term it. For these pears a special

provision must be made late in the autumn,

of which we shall soon have more to say

;

in the meantime we take leave of fruit

gathering by observing that the thinner

apple or other stores are placed the better.

When people throw them in heaps in these

days, it may be considered a matter of ne-

cessity ; much, therefore, depends on the

convenience the parties possess. We shall

return to this subject in due time for further

operations. R Errington.

FOREIGN NOTICES.

Torenia Asiatica, discovered by Toren, a

Swedish clergyman, in China. When first I saw
the flower, with its marbled-like, blended colours

of blue, purple and light lilac, I thought it was
among plants a gem of the purest water. It be-

longs to the 14th class and 2d order of Linnaeus,

and the natural order Serophuiariacea?, and thus

is somewhat allied to the beautiful and well known
Maarandya. The blossom is tubular, and mono-

petalous in its corolla, which is generally divided

into four segments. The two upper stamens are

conspicuous in the throat of the flower, joined to-

gether so as to form a beautiful arch, while the

anthers, cohering and projecting, might convey

the idea of an ornamental architectural key-stone.

Soil.—It flourishes in equal proportions of loam

and peat, with a dash of silver sand. The soil

must be rough, and the pots well drained. A few-

pieces of charcoal would be useful for both pur-

poses.

Culture.—If kept a second year in the same
pots, the plants will bloom profusely, if, after

examining their drainage, they are top-dressed

with equal proportions of such soil and dried cow
dung. A plant thus managed exhibited a profuse

mass of bloom in the verandah from the end of

April to the end of October last year. It was
then removed, and as the aphis had begun to nib-

ble it a little it was not preserved any longer.

Having flowered so freely, I resolved upon saving

a few more large plants that had been cuttings in

1847, but unfortunately in resolving to harden

them well, they were placed on the floor of a

vinery, and got more cold than was agreeable to

them. I find that, even in attempting to keep

them in a dormant state, the temperature should

not be below 40°, and after the month of January

they should have a little more, and all the light

you can give them. I find, also, that many ten-

der plants if inured to it gradually will stand

much more cold before the day begins to lengthen

than they will do afterwards. This fact is of im-

portance to be known to those with limited means,

who yet may have a forcing-house of some sort,

Vol. iv. 15

which they set in motion at the beginning of the

year, as there many tender plants may get a lift

for a couple of months. The Torenias I have

now in bloom occupy and completely conceal

trellises between three and four feet square

;

others are trained on circular trellises, others as

bushes, three feet in height and three feet through.

A young larch or spruce tree, peeled in the

spring, with all the twigs peeled and retained,

makes a nice support for all such plants to ram-

ble over. Grown in baskets, and suspended so

that the long shoots hang gracefully down, stud-

ded with blossom, is also a very interesting me-
thod of treating them.

All these plants have stood in the glass-pro-

tected verandah for nearly three months, beauti-

fully in bloom, but not equal to the old plant for-

merly alluded to. If the autumn prove mild, they

will remain to the middle or end of October, and
then, if I could afford them room and heat, they

woulJ make fine objects all the winter; and, fresh

potted or top-dressed in spring, would be ready

for another summer's campaign. All of them
were cuttings at this time last year, potted into

sixty-sized (three-inch) pots in September, re-

moved with many other things to the shelf of a

pine stove at the end of October, kept in a tem-

perature of from 55° to 60°, stopped to make
them bushy, shifted into a size larger pot in the

end of February, moved into 12-inch pots in

March, watered carefully so as not to deluge the

unappropriated soil until the roots began to work
their way into it, then removed under the shade

of vines that had shortly before shown fruit,

trained, and from thence taken to the verandah

in the end of May.
Propagating.—I am putting in a few cutting*

just now; they are easily struck cither with or

without bottom heat, but will root quicker and

more surely if placed in a cold close pit for a

week, and then plunged in a little bottom heat.

But why take oil
-

cuttings now, instead of pre-

serving an old plant, and waiting until spring?

Simply because, without entering upon the physio-
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logical bearings of the question, autumn-struck

cuttings generally bloom more profusely than

those propagated in spring. Without making the

Torenia a peg on which to hang general deduc-

tions, several things must be attended to for ob-

taining large plants in such a short time.

1st. The plants were grown very fast under the

partial shade of the vines; the flowering princi-

ple was brought into operation when exposed to

more light. It should always be screened from
very bright sunshine.

2d. The one-shift system, or nearly so, must
be resorted to, and rough and lumpy soil be used.

Those who shift their plants frequently, and use

tine soil, must have patience in waiting longer for

a large specimen.

3d. Watering must be given with judgment.
If you cannot water them yourself, and must de-

pend upon an assistant, who gives everything in

turn its regular pouring from the water-pot, then

you had better content yourself with frequent

shifting. Liquid manure may be given sparingly

the first season, liberally the second.

4th. The difference of treatment, as respects

stimulants in the first and second year, is based

upon the principle, that if applied the first, year

there would be fine jirowth but little flowering.

After the comparative standstill treatment of

winter, there would be a great tendency to bloom-

ing the second year, and, therefore, to maintain

for a long period that blooming process, growth
by stimulation must be continued. R. Fish. Cot-

tage Gardener.

Bouquets.—Mr. Richard Payne Knight,
one of our most judicious writers upon " The
Principles of Taste," has observed that " when
many sorts and varieties of flowers are skillfully

arranged and combined as in the flower-pots of

Vanhuysum, they form, perhaps, the most perfect

spectacle of mere sensual beauty that is anywhere
to be found." At page 193, we gave a few hints

how flowers might thus be " skillfully arranged

and combined," but such of our readers as can re-

fer to one of Vanhuysum's paintings of flowers

will there see " philosophy teaching by example."

They will observe that, in grouping his flowers,

this most exquisite painter usually placed the

brightest in the centre, gradually decreasing in

intensity of colour from that centre to the edges

of his groups. They will also find that in each of

these lovely nosegays there is one prevailing co-

lour. If it were not so, the group would appear

patchy or spotty ; and in forming our bouquets we
shall find the importance of following the same
rules. If a spray of bright crimson roses be in

the centre, paler roses should be nearer to it on

either side as well as above ; if geraniums prevail

in our group, the scarlet should be in the centre,

and the lighter tinted varieties more distant from

it, according to their hues.

One correspondent asks us " which we think

should be the most prevalent colour in bouquets?"

But it is impossible to lay down any rule for this.

All are beautiful, and the decision of which is the

most so, varies with the taste of the judge, and
that taste is influenced by such circumstances as

associated colours, climate, and seasons. Thus,
we thought, when about to settle for a time with-

in the tropics, that green would be a cool and re-

freshing colour for the eye to rest upon ; but, so

far from this being the case, we found that crim-

son was the most pleasing for the furniture of our

rooms. In some degree, this arose from the ex-

cess of that cold absence of color—white—which
predominated in the objects around, from the cos-

tume of the native servants to the entire walls of

the apartments. Yet it is the same wTe think,

even in England. Here, a bouquet of the bright-

est flowers is more agreeable to the eye in our

drawing-rooms than one of paler tints during the

intense heat of a summer-day's noontide.

On these points we have received the following

letter from a correspondent evidently accustomed
to practice what good taste dictates:

—

" One of the most beautiful bouquets I ever saw
was composed of a mass of scarlet geraniums in-

terspersed with fairy white roses, and surrounded

by half-blown double white camellias. A very

pretty bouquet for mourning may be formed of

white flowers surrounded by double violets. No
bouquet is good without a rich green and a dead
white. The flowers should be arranged in masses.

For instance, gather myrtle for the green, scarlet

geranium, a large tea-scented rose or two, a gar-

denia or Italian jessamine (if not come-at-able,

some common jessamine.) some golden calceola-

ria, and a bunch of nemophylla insignis or blue

salvia, and we have the three primitive colours at

once, which cannot fail to be pleasing to the eye,

whether in painting, needlework, or the furniture

of a room, in fact, in every artificial arrangement
of colours.* I have never been able to make a
small nosegay look well where purples and lilacs

were introduced, unless all reds and blues were
excluded. In a large vase, of course, the com-
pound colours may be separated from the primi-

tive, and look extremely well.f The flowers I

have named are selected because they are found in

every garden. Crassula coccinea would be a splen-

did substitute for the geranium; dwarf magnolia
for the rose, and blue achimenes for the salvia.

The plumbago larpentas is also a lovely flower for

the purpose. A bouquet for the hand should be

formed by winding a long string round the centre

flower and successively round each as it is placed

which will bind them firmly together."

A physician, who wishes " Vibgyor" to appear

as the shadow of his name, observes in another

letter now before us:

—

" Transplanting plants in flower, to accomplish

various desired effects in the way either of harmo-

* The three primitive colours, from which all others may
be composed, are red, blue and yellow.

t The compound colours, so far as flowers for bouquets

are concerned, are orange, green, indigo, and violet-
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ny or of contrast, brings to my mind a work of

Sir D. Brewster, on Natural Magic, or some Bach

popular subject . where .he gives very valuable

hints on this matter. As well as I can remember
bis hints, I believe tlnit lie takes the seven old co-

lors of the rainbow; and as a general rule, each
color harmonizes with the one next before or after

it, and ooatrasts well with the third or fourth from
t.

We all know that the colors of the rainbow are

arranged a_s follows, beginning from the inner

dge of its arch:—Violet, indigo, blue, green, yel-

low, orange and red. These, if arranged in what
may be termed " The Rainbow Round Robin,"
will stand thus, and illustrate the author's state-

ment.

V harmonizes with I and R, and contrasts with

G and Y; Y harmonizes with G and 0, but con-

trasta with V and I, and so with the others.

" I have a great idea that this would make a

good design for a set of flower-beds, each of one

colour, and they might be surrounded by seven

more, the outer set contrast ing with the inner, and

the centre might be white."

—

Cottage Gardener.

The Chrysanthemum in China.—The Chry-

santhemum is the Chinese gardener's favorite

dower. There is no other with which he takes so

much pains, or which he cultivates so well. His

Camelias, Azaleas and Roses, are well grown and

well bloomed, but with all these we beat him in

England ; in the cultivation of the Chrysanthe-

mum, however, he stands unrivalled. The plants

themselves, seem, as it were, to meet him half

way and grow just as he pleases; sometimes I

met with them trained in the form of animals, such

as horses and deer, and at other times they were
made to resemble the pagodas, so common in the

country. Whether they were trained into these

fanciful forms, or merely grown as simple bushes,

they were always in high health, full of fresh green

leaves, and never failed to bloom most profusely

in the autumn and winter.

The method of cultivating the Chrysanthemum
in China is as follows. Cuttings are struck every

year from the young shoots, in the same manner
as we do in England. When they are rooted, they

Are potted off at once into the pots in which they

are to grow and bloom ; that is, they are grown
upon what would be called by our gardeners "the
one-shift system."
The soil used in potting is of a very rich des-

cription. About Canton it is generally obtained,

in the first instance, from the bottom of lakes or

ponds, where the Nelutnbium or Water-Lily grows.
It is then laid up to dry and pulverise for some
months, when it is mixed with old niLr ht-s<iil taken
from the manure tanks found in every garden. A
heap of this kind, after being laid up for some time
and frequently turned over, is in a tit state for pot-

ting the Chrysanthemum. Manure water, taken
also from the tanks already noticed, is liberally

supplied during the growing season, and its effects

are visible in the luxuriant dark green leaves

which cover the plants.

In forming the plants into nice compact bushes,

which (with due deference to Chinese taste.) I

think much prettier than animals and " seven-sto-

ried pagodas," their system is as follows: The
plants are trained each with a single stem ; this is

forced to send out numerous laterals near its base,

and these are tied down in a neat and regular

manner with strings of silk thread. By having

the plants clothed with branches in this way, and
by keeping the leaves in a green and healthy state,

the specimens never have that bare and broom-
headed appearance which they often present in

England when they are taken into the green-house

in winter.

About Shanghae and Ningpo the Chrysanthemum
is still better managed than it is near Canton ; but

the success which attends it may also be attribu-

ted, partly at least, to the more favorable nature

of the climate, the plant being indigenous to the

central or more northern parts of the empire. The
system of cultivation is nearly the same ; the main
points attended to being those which have been

noticed, namely, choosing a rich soil, planting at

once into large pots; training to a single stem, and
inducing it to send out numerous lateral, and giv-

ing liberal supplies of manure water during the

growing season. The Chinese are fond of having

very large blooms, and, in order to obtain these,

they generally pick off all the small flower-buds.

In China, as in England, the Chrysanthemum
flowers during the winter months. When in bloom

it is in great request among the people, and is used

in the decoration of court-yards, halls and temples.

It is everybody's plant, and blooms alike in the

irarden of the lowly Chinese cottager as in that of

the blue-buttoned mandarin.

Although we are indebted to China for the pa-

rents of those varieties of Chrysanthemums which

now enliven our gardens during the dull months of

winter, yet, strange to say, the progeny is more
numerous in Europe than in China itself Some of

those beautiful kinds raised by Mr. Salter in

France would be much admired even by the Chi-

nese florist. It is a curious fact, however, that

many of those kinds, such as formosum and luei-

dum, which were originally raised from seed in

Europe, are also met with in the north of China.

R. F. Gard. Chron.

There once was a time when rules for making
a compost heap were as complicated as a Dutch
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prescription. Our fathers thought it impossible to

grow a plant without putting it into an omnium
gatherum especially contrived for its own separate

use.
" If you would grow an Auricula well," said an

old gardener, "you will make your compost of

ancient cow-dung, fresh sound earth, rotten leaves,

coarse sea or river sand, decayed willow wood,
peat, and wood ashes. You must have half the

first, one-sixth of the second, one-eighth of the

third, one-twelfth of the fourth, and one-twenty-
fourth of each of the three others." This was de-

clared to be of the utmost importance : no depar-

ture from the proportions was permitted. A man
might as well have thought of planting Tulips on
any other day than the 24th of October, or the

25th, if the 24th was a Sunday.
To this day some relics of such superstitions are

traceable in gardening operations. A mysterious

virtue is ascribed to particular mixtures of peat

and loam and leaves and sand, or to each of these

separately, or to others. We may one day en-

deavor to point out what there is of real, and
what of unreal, in the evidence upon which such

opinions are founded. For to-day we confine our-

selves to Peat.
In the belief of some very good gardeners there

are certain kinds of peat possessed of such mar-

vellous qualities that plants have but to get their

roots into any one of them, and further care is

needless. These qualities are popularly believed

to depend upon the peculiar chemical conditions of

such soil, upon a particular per centage of iron for

instance, or a certain dose of some other unknown
matter which chemical analysis might reveal.

We believe no such thing. The different quali-

ties of peat depend upon their physical differences

and upon them alone. In one a large quantity of

fibrous matter exists, in another very little ; the

former is, therefore, more permeable to air than

the other, which may be an advantage. In ano-

ther sample there is much sand instead of fibrous

matter, and this constitutes a material physical

difference ; for such a sample will be perfectly

penetrable by air and moisture without the liabi-

lity to dry up which belongs to an over-fibrous ma-
terial. By such differences are the various kinds

of peat distinguished, and in general by nothing

else of the smallest importance to plants.

It is part of the horticultural faith of many
men that peat is for many purposes indispensable:

und that for Rhododendrons, Azaleas, and similar

•"'American plants," no substitute can be found.

Here we find another piece of superstition. Peat

is a mixture of certain decayed matters, and any

other mixture of similar decayed matter in the

same proportions answers all the purposes of

peat. Rotten leaves, dead branches, roots of wiry

grasses, fibres from the heather, or such wild

plants, and a certain proportion of sand, form the

constituents of the peat best suited for gardening

purposes. If such a mixture can be made artifi-

cially, it will be just as good as if it had been

scraped from a moor. It will have the requisite

penetrability ; it will be as rich in saline and de-

caying matters ; it will &s much abound in thdt

humus or black substance from which plants so

largely derive their nutriment.

The truth of this assertion will probably be

questioned ; for men are slow to believe that they

have been carting from a distance, under the name
of peat, the very substance which is wasted in the

wood yard at their door. We therefore beg to

direct attention to a case with which we have been

favored by a correspondent near Devizes, in which
it is shown that the decayed woody matter of an

old timber yard is in all respect equal to peat for

the growth of Rhododendrons. We believe it to

be better; because it is just as yielding to the

slender roots of those plants, and much more re-

tentive of moisture, in which they greatly delight.

If the lovers of gardening would as frequently

think for themselves as our correspondent has

done, they would, we doubt not, discover that the

indispensable necessity of peat is only one of the

crop of prejudices which the progress of know-
ledge has to trample down.

—

Gard. Chronicle.

Mr. River's Nursery, Sawbridgeworth.—
An hour's ride by a fast train on the Eastern
Counties Railway brings the visitor to the Harlow
station, which is scarcely half an hour's walk from

this nursery. The latter is situated in a pretty

part of Hertfordshire, on gently undulating ground.

The turnpike-road to Cambridge and Norwich
bounds it to the south-east, and is 12 feet lower

than the frontage near Mr. River's house. The
latter is approached by three terraces, each laid

out in beds of roses, and the banks on each side

planted with climbing roses pegged to the ground.

Standing in front of the house is a lawn sloping to

the road, on which are grouped dwarf China and

Bourbon roses on their own roots, also standards
;

and we noticed here a dome of roses, 10 feet in

diameter, covered with the white flowers of differ-

ent varieties of Sempervirens. This group re-

ceives no pruning beyond what is necessary to

keep it within bounds, and certainly nothing could

have a better effect than it had. A fine specimen

of the Fern-leaved Beech, about 50 years old,

grows close to the drawing-room window at the

south-west end of the house, and near it several

rows of 5 feet yew hedges, which serve as shelter

to the young pot plants. To the right is a steep

bank, consisting of hard, white clay, and turfed

over. This has been formed into a bank of climb-

ing roses, and a most beautiful bank it makes.

On the top is a row of Ayrshires, Sempervirens,

and Boursaults, planted 6 feet apart in a straight

line ; these are trained to stout larch poles, about

7 feet in height, and they are never pruned. In

front, is a row of climbing roses, varieties of Sem-

pervirens and Ayrshire, worked on short, stout

stems, from 2 to 2k feet in height. These are

also never pruned ; the branches are allowed to.

droop to the ground. In front, again, on the
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steepest part of the bank, climbing roses ( Ayshires

and Sempervirens) are planted, and left to ramble

as tliev please. Although past their best, these

were all in flower, and the effect they produced

(looking at them from the road) was really admi-

rable. On the side of a walk, leading from the

house into the nursery, we remarked a row of

standard climbing roses, consisting of Myrianthes,

Princess Marie, crimson Boursault (a magnificent

tree, with a stem 9 inches in girth.) Bennet's

Seedling, Sec. No form in which the rose could

be trained could have a better effect than these

weeping rose trees, which are never touched with

the knife. Immediately behind Mr. River's house

were numbers of pans full of seedling conifers.

Mr. F. raises all his seedling conifers in the open

air; they never at any time receive artificial heat.

They are sown in pans in loam, a piece of per-

forated tile is placed over them till they begin to

come up ; it is then removed, and nothing more
than common routine treatment is given them.

Near these were two houses full of young vines,

and at the end of one of the houses here we no-

ticed a nice stock of young plants of the Stanwick

Nectarine, which has been committed to the care

of Mr. Rivers to propagate. They were worked
on peach stocks, and are thriving well. Mr. R. is

of opinion that the peach will prove a valuable

slock for both peaches and nectarines for pot cul-

ture, as plants can be fruited on it in a very small

state. We saw peaches in 4-inch pots quite

healthy, and Mr. R. thinks they might be fruited

well in 8-inch pots. Of roses in pots, there were
many thousands

;
quantities of them were plunged

in saw-dust on the surface of beds in an exp)sed

situation. All were in capital health. In a num-
ber of brick beds here, 4 feet wide, we noticed a
select collection of junipers, among which were J.

excelsa, J. oblonga pendula, alpina, squamata,

and others ; and by the side of them were apples

in 6-inch pots, on the true French Paradise stock

(Pomme de Paradis,) which Mr. Rivers thinks is

the same as the dwarf apple of Armenia. It is

very dwarf, and rather tender.

Passing one of Mr. Ker's trellises, figured at p.

827, 1848, on which peaches, cherries, plums, and
pears were growing well, we arrived at a planta-

tion of different kinds of gooseberries, intermixed

with which were filberts and nuts, having straight

clean stems 4 feet high. Managed in this way
they fruit well, look ornamental, and produce no

suckers. In order to give young peaches a better

climate than they would otherwise have in the

open ground, Mr. Rivers has had a number of

dwarf walls put up. about 3 feet high and 4 feet

apart, on which the trees are trained, and he

finds the plan an excellent one. These dwarf
walls or palings consist of the staves of tallow

casks, bought of the Russian tallow merchants in

London, nailed to upright stakes driven into the

ground ; they are black in colour, having been

painted over with gas-tar and lime. The same
contrivance on long stakes has been applied to the

training of " rider" peach trees. Some of the

young peach trees here were stated to have been
covered with curled leaves in spring, but they
have been perfectly cured by cutting down the

shoots; the trees have made new ones, which will

ripen well and are perfectly free from curl or
speck of any kind. The same kinds of boards as

are used for the peach trees laid against a steep
bank, formed a suitable place for training pear
trees on, which are kept in a small state by being
on quince stocks, and by root pruning. In front

of these was a plantation of Mr. Rivers's large
fruited monthly raspberry, both in flower and
fruit. It produces the latter from lateral shoots,

which it puts forth from every joint ; and in this

respect, as well as in the size and flavor of the
berry, it differs from the old variety known as the

double bearing raspberry. This nursery being
loam on sand is quite a vine soil, and Mr. Rivers
is trying some important experiments with vines

in the open air, on banks covered with flints, and
on pillars, on which the vine has a very orna-

mental appearance, even independent of fruit :

but Mr. Rivers believes that it will ripen fruit

managed in this way, and to that end plants have
been procured from the very northernmost parts

of the vine countries for these pillars. Amongst
them Picpoule Noir, Moustardie, Raisin de Valen-
tia, and numerous others, were in bloom, and
promised to bear well. Mr. Rivers is a strong
advocate for the growing of pears in a pyramidal
form, and on quince stocks. He has them planted
all over his nursery in rows running from north-

east to south-west. The rows are 24 feet apart,

and the trees stand 5 feet apart in the row. By
this arrangement an open border, unincumbered
by overhanging boughs, is left between the prin-

cipal rows. Many of the trees were five years
old and 8 feet high, well furnished with branches
from the base, and bearing fruit. They are all

shortened-in twice a year, viz., June and August.
In order to obtain dwarf plum trees, Mr. Rivers
is trying some experiments with the plum on the

sloe, which is likely to prove a valuable stock for

it ; and with a view to get dwarf cherry trees, he
employs Cerasus Mahaleb, or " Perfumed Cherry,"
as a stock. His object, is to have fruiting trees of

all sizes and of all sorts, in order that the pur-

chaser may be enabled to buy a tree just in what-
ever state he chooses. He has cherries a foot

high that have borne nearly a quart of fruit, and
plums in fruit not more than 18 inches high. Mr.
R. is striving to obtain an improved race of hardy
late pears, and in order to prove the seedlings

quickly he plants them in rows with a quince
stock between each plant

; the top of the seedling

is taKen off and grafted on the stock, and in

this way much time is saved in this important
operation. Belore leaving the fruit trees, of
which Mr. R. has an enormous collection, and
he has a quarter lor specimen trees of all the
sorts cultivated, we should mention that he has
found salt applied at the rate of a quarter of a
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peck to a tree beneficial to tbe growth of plum

trees.

A quarter is planted with different kinds of

oaks, in order to prove their respective hardiness.

Among them was a seedling nearly evergreen,

about 15 feet high, having the habit of a Lom-

bardy Poplar. Of hardy lawn trees and shrubs,

Mr. Rivers has an extensive collection, and a

<*reat many different kinds of weeping trees. We
noticed a collection of different sorts of Brooms

and Cytisus grafted on the purple Laburnum. He
has new weeping elms, new weeping birches and

thorns, and a weeping red-flowered chestnut (Pa-

via humilis pendula.) We observed mulberry

trees 40 years old, and with stems 12 inches in

girth, which had been transplanted, and were

doin"- well, showing how retentive of life the mul-

berry is. These had been cut well in, root and

top. Mr. Rivers has just put up a cheap house

for propagating Magnolias in, and growing vines,

&c. It has no back wall except a beech hedge

;

the roof is supported by stakes driven into the

ground 7 leet high at back, 2 feet high in front,

with a 14 feet rafter. There is a sunk path tip

the middle, and on the right and left beds, which
are thus raised up near the glass. The rafters

are 20 inches apart, and glazed with sheet glass
;

and owing to the extreme ventilation no burning
is ever experienced.

We now come to the roses, of which Mr. Rivers

has an amazing quantity. We think we under-
stood him to say that he had 10,000 standard
Hybrid Perpetuals and Bourbons alone, chiefly

worked on the Manetti stock, and all clean and
healthy. No aphis or blight was to be seen. Mr.
R. informed us that he thought the air too bracing
for these pests, which seldom or never trouble

him; and when they do their visit is but short. It

would bo vain to attempt to describe what we
saw among roses ; but we cannot pass over unno-
ticed a plantation of 500 standards of Geant des
Batailles. This was truly an interesting sight,

the glowing colours of this fine rose reflected by
the rays of the setting sun, had a striking effect.

It is one of the best of roses, being both early and
late in flower.

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.
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Grafting and Dwarfing.—Dear Sir: Al-

though I have attentively read every number of

the Horticulturist since its publication, I have failed

to satisfy myself upon the subject contained in the

following questions, and would therefore request

you to do me the favor of answering them in your

valuable Journal.

In working peaches on plum stocks, is it advisa-

ble to bud at the surface of the ground, or stand-

ard high? [At the surface of the ground
;
and

because the growth of stem and stock, correspond

more closely than when budded standard high.

Ed.]
Wherein are plum stocks superior to their own

stocks, for growing peaches ? [They are not su-

perior for standard trees, if healthy peach stocks

can be had ; for trained trees they are considered

superior, partly because the trees grow more com-

pactly, and partly because, from the hardier cha-

racter of the plum stock it is less liable to disease.

Ed.]
Can apricots be dwarfed, and by what process?

[By budding it on the Sloe. Ed.]

Which is the most desirable for dwarf, or pyra-

midal apple trees, Paradise or Doucin stocks?

Truly yours, C. N. R. Milan, O., August 28th,

1849.

[We cannot better answer the latter query than

by quoting Mr. Rivers' remarks in his " miniature

Fruit Garden." " On the continent, there are two

or three varieties of the apple known under the

name of the Paradise apple: viz.—the Pomme de

Paradis, the Pomme de St. Jean, and the Doucin.

These are all called Paradise stocks in England,

but on the continent the first and last are used for

distinct purposes—the first for dwarf bushes, the

latter for pyramids. The Pomme de Paradis,

(Paradise apple of the French) is exceedingly

dwarf in its habits, and too tender for this climate,

unless in very dry and warm soils. Out of 2,000

imported in 1845, more than one half died the first

season, and two-thirds of the remainder the fol-

lowing one. They were planted in fine fertile

loam, favorable to the growth of apples, and on

which the Doucin, or English Paradise, planted

the same season, grew with the greatest vigour.

The same result attended an importation of 2000
in 1846: But very few of them are alive, and the

apples grafted on them are exceedingly dwarf.

The Pomme de St. Jean is more hardy than the

true Paradise, not quite so dwarf, and yet not

nearly so vigorous as the Doucin; it is the latter,

or English Paradise, which is most deserving of our

attention for forming fruitful pyramids, the culture

of which is very simple."

We may add to the above that as the climate of

Ohio is more like that of France than that of Eng.
land, there is no doubt that the true Paradise

stock, (Pomme de Paradis) would succeed well

there. The Doucin or English Paradise is the

stock usually employed for dwarf apples in this

country. Ed.]

Horse Yoke.—Dear Sir: In your March No.,

I noticed some person inquiring where the horse

neck yoke, invented and patented by Dansworth,
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could be found ; I would inform the person that ,

tkej can be procured in Buffalo, at Hersee &
PucMxacx's, 3'T .Mum street. 1 consider it a good

article, and one that will answer every purpose on

a farm; it is just the thing for those that are cul-

tivating fruit on a large scale. You can plow

elose t" your trees without injuring them, which is

not the case with the old way. where you use

Brhiffletreej it also answers well as a cheap har-

liess for farm wagons and sleighs. Yours, res-

pectfully, J. P. Checktuuaga, Aug. 20, 1S49.

Horticultural Party.—We learn that our

friend. Dr. Brinckle, whose zeal and knowledge

place him among the foremost of amateur horti-

culturists, held at his residence in Girard Square,

Philadelphia, on the evening of the 13th Septem-

ber, one of the most agreeable horticultural

soirees ever enjoyed in this country. Had we been

able to accept his kind invitation, we would gladly

have noticed this reunion more fully ; but we now
are forced to content ourselves with the following

memoranda, kindly sent us by one of the guests.

Ed.
During the horticultural exhibition, we have

had rather more than the usual supply of fruits

and flowers ; but the climax of the gala was last

evening, when Dr. Brinckle, to do honor to the

occasion, and to exhibit some remarkable fruits

and wines that had been provided by his liberality

and that of his numerous friends, gave a " Horti-

cultural Party" at his elegant and hospitable man-
sion in Chestnut-street, where were assembled the

amateurs, the gardeners, and the friends of liberal

culture. J. P. Cushing, Esq., of Boston, kindly

forwarded a liberal supply of his best grapes,

pears, &c., and the tables were in addition, orna-

mented with every flower now in bloom, the whole

forming a fete such as the writer would be glad to

see frequently repeated. As an evidence of the

good things of this region, I beg to insert in the

pages of the Horticulturist the following list of

fruits exhibited at a private evening party on this

single evening:

Oranges and Figs.

Citron melons, two varieties.

Water melons—Mountain Sweet, Mountain

Sprout.

Flowers—Very beautiful pyramids and basket-

bouquets for the table, from Messrs. Bissett,

KlLVINGER & RAABE.
Chinese Preserves—Finger fruit. Mangostan.
Native M'ines—Longworth's Sparkling Cataw-

ba. Longworth's Catawba or Hoek, Buchanan's

Hock, Resor's Cape.
Foreign Wines—Washington Morton's Cham-

pagne, Geisler's do., Wirts & Co., do.; Hoekhei-

mer, two vintages; Weinnengen ; very superior

Hock presented by Mr. Lennig. Chambcrtin,

Port, Sherry, Madeira.
Grapes—ISlack Hamburgh, very laiiie. Hans-

trells, do., White variety. Nectarines—New
White, Early Violet. Pears—Bartlett, Golden

Beurrc of Bilboa, Flemish Beauty. All the above
from Mr. Cushing.

Grapes—Lashmere's Seedling, Chasselas de
Fontainblcau, Muscat Muscadine, White Frontig-
nan, Grizzly Frontiirnan, Raisin des Carmes, De-
can Superb, Cambridge Botanic Garden, Victo-
ria, Black Hamburgh, Black Prince, Fromental,
Frankenthal. The above from Mr. Buist. Ma-
ny other fine varieties were presented by Messrs.
Cleveland, Baxter, Johns and Copia.
Pears—Petre, Chapman, Lodge, Pennsylvania,

Moyamensing, Hanover, Seckel, Seckel from ori-

ginal tree, Autumn Bergamot, Zantzinger, White
Doyenne, Gray Doyenne, Chancellor, Orange,
Steinmetz' Catherine, D'Angouleme, Julienne.

Peaches—Many varieties.

An interesting item in the evening's proceedings
consisted in testing the American wines. The ia-

bels from these and the best foreign brands were
removed, and private marks attached. The best

judges in the city were present, and the result

would have been exceedingly gratifying to Messrs.
Longworth, Buchanan and Resor, had they been
present, and I may add, will do much in introdu-

einiT the Cincinnati wines into use in this region.

Yours, S. Philadelphia, September 14, 1849.

North American Pomological Convention.
[We were, much to our regret, prevented by se-

vere indisposition, from attending the convention
at Syracuse, which we learn was a satisfactorv

one. We are much gratified to see by the follow-

ing report, that resolutions were passed which we
sincerely hope may lead to a consolidation of the
two associations in one permanent one of a na-
tional character. Ed.]

This is the second session of this Convention,
and was well attended. The display of fruit,

though not extensive, was still very fine.

The meeting was called to order by Mr. Dou-
gall, of Canada West, who nominated Col. Ben-
jamin Hodge, of Buffalo, as Chairman. On mo-
tion of Dr. Herm.n Wendell, Mr. M. B. Bate-
ham, of Ohio, was appointed Secretary, pro tern.

The call for the Convention was then read by the
Secretary, and a committee of five appointed to

nominate permanent officers.

On motion, all gentlemen were invited to sit as
members, who felt an interest in fruit culture.

The committee consisted of the following gen-
tlemen:—N. Goodsell, F. R. Elliot, Chas. Down-
ing, A. Bryant, and J. W. P. Allen.

The Convention took a recess.

After being called to order by the Chairman,
the Secretary called a list of the names of mem-
bers of the Convention, which we must omit for

want of room.

The committee on nominations, reported the
following gentlemen as permanent officers. The
report was adopted.

For President, Dr. J. A. KENNICUT, of 111.

1st. Vice Prcs., Jas. Dougall, of Canada West.
2d. do Dr. Herm-n Wendell, N. Y.
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3d. Vice Pres., C. M. Hovey, Mass.

4th. do M. B. Bateham, Ohio.

5th. do H. P. Byram, Kentucky.

6th. do Juries G. Mapes, New Jersey.

Secretaries—F. R. Elliott, B. Hodge.

The President, on taking the chair, thanked the

Convention for the honor they had done him.

The report of the committee on organization,

was received, read and accepted. The report con-

tained the rules for the Society, and the appoint-

ment of a committee on seedlings, which appoint-

ment was made by the President.

Reports from New-York, Vermont, Pennsylva-

nia, Michigan, Illinois, and Ohio, were received.

The President suggested that the committee pro-

ceed at once to the examination of fruits, as they

were perishable articles.

Dr. Herman Wendell, of Albany, offered a pre-

amble and resolution in reference to the consolida-

tion of the two conventions, so that but one meet-

ina might be had in a year, which was adopted.

The President appointed a cominitte for the pur-

pose of conferring with the other society. The

following is the preamble and resolution :

—

Whereas, the National Pomological Convention

held at Buffalo, in September of 1848, under the

auspices of the N. Y. State Agricultural Society,

composed of delegates from 15 States and the two

Canadas was the first general Convention of such

character ever convened in the United States, and

and whereas that convention unanimously resolved

that hereafter an annual Convention of like char-

acter should be held under the title of the North

American Pomological Convention, that the first

meeting with that title should be held in the au-

tumn of 1849, at the place where the great fair

of the New-York State Agricultural Society was

to be held, and on the day succeeding the close of

said Fair, therefore we consider this Convention

entitled by courtesy to perpetuate itself, but being

aware that a convention of an analogous charac-

ter was held in the city of New-York in the au-

tumn of 1848, and that said convention organized

itself into a permanent association under the title

of the American Congress of Fruit Growers,

which is to assemble in said city of New-York, on

tbe 2d day of October next, and believing that

the advancement of Pomological Science, as well

as the inclination and interests of Pomologists

throughout this continent, will be best promoted by

a merging of the two apparent conflicting associa-

tions into one general organization for future ope-

rations, therefore, be it

Resolved by this Convention, that a Committee

of five be designated by its President, whose duty

it shall be to attend the coming session of the

American Congress of Fruit Growers, and confer

with the said congress, or a committee whom they

may select in relation to the meeting of the two

associations, and as far as this convention is inter-

ested, the settling of questions of priority of or-

ganization, places of next meeting, and title of

Associaton, shall be left to the committees whom

the two organizations may appoint, and that we
will exert ourselves to induce a general attend-

ance of those interested, wherever the joint com-
mittee determine the next Convention shall be
held, but we cannot omit giving it as our opinion,

that the cause of Pomological Science will be most
promoted, and the feelings of the great mass of

Pomologists best satisfied if the next meeting
should be held at Cincinnati, or some other west-

ern city.

The President then named Dr. Herman Wen-
dell, Prof. James G. Mapes, F. R. Elliot, Chas.

Downing, and Dr. J. A. Kcnnicut, as the com-
mittee. Syracuse, Sept. 14.

Hints in Nursery Culture.—Respected Sir:
As one of the main objects of the Horticulturist

is to disseminate information, and as I have deri-

ved many valuable hints from its pages, I propose
to give a little of my experience in the nursery

business with some reasons for it. There appears

to be considerable difference of opinion and of prac-

tice, in procuring stocks to graft or inoculate upon
in different nurseries. I have been much interest-

ed in many articles, relating particulary to the best

mode of propagating trees in the nursery, and in

none of them more than that of H. E. Hooker,
of Rochester, in the last number. This is a ca-

pital practical article, and is worth more than a
bushel of theory. It is this kind of information

that we practical men want.

The plan that I prefer in raising stocks is the

following, for apple, pear, plum and cherry; (for

peach, the kernels are planted where they are to

be inoculated.) The seeds, shortly after being ob-

tained, are mixed with sand, and put in boxes and
buried deep in the ground, except the plum and cher-

ry, which are placed in reach of the frost in winter.

The ground is prepared in the fall or beginning of

winter, by being thrown up in ridges of the same
width as required for the beds. By this means,
the ground can be worked much earlier in the

spring, which is important, as the seeds begin to

sprout with the first appearance of warm weather.

The seeds are sown in drills across the beds, and

if too thick are thinned out after coming up, the

object being to have them well grown in one sea-

son. By frequent stirring the ground and keeping

them clean, they are many of them by fall, one-

fourth of an inch in diameter, and from 18 inches

to 2 feet in height. They are taken up late in the

fall, and buried where they can be reached at any

time. Towards spring they are grafted, except

those that are too small ; these are planted in the

nursrey in the spring to inoculate in the latter part

of summer. In grafting, the stock is cut off near

the surface of the ground, at a smooth place, and

a graft about three inches long, inserted by cleft

grafting. The larger and more thrifty growing

stocks are selected for the more thrifty growing

grafts; by this means, it is probable that both are

better suited, than if both large and small stocks

were grafted indiscriminately with free growing
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sorts The roots are cut off to about 6 inches

long, and then immediately packed in boxes, and

covered, with earth to near the top of the graft.

No wax is Deeded; the earth beinii placed around

the junction of the stock and graft is quite suffi-

cient, and the shoulder of the stock being small,

i- soon gropm over. Perhaps whip grafting would
form a smoother union at first, but alter a couple

of years growth, the difference would hardly be

perceived, and no advantages obtained by it,

while cleft grafting is much easier, as no tying or

wax is needed. The grafts are kept in the box-

es till a suitable time to plant out in the nursery,

and by this plan we need not be hurried on account

of weather, as they may remain in the boxes for

some weeks after they begin to grow, by keeping

the earth moist about them. They frequently

grow 2 or 3 inches before planting, and appear to

do quite as well as if planted before the buds

opened. Thev are planted by a dibble, and if the

ground is then dry, we pour a little water at each

root to settle the earth better about them, and

again cover up the top of the stock. Some nur-

serymen in this state, particularly foreigners, re-

commend and practice themselves, pinching off

all side shoots at first, so as to make a clean stem.

This practice I do not approve; the stems will

grow stronger by leaving the side shoots on for a

while, and then trim gradually. The leaves are

as necessary to the formation of wood on the stem

as the roots are, and though we may compel the

stem to grow taller, it will be at the expense of

tiie size of the body, and the tree will be weak,
and not grow so freely afterwards. By thus treat-

ing them and keeping them well cultivated, they

will often in 2 years, or in at least 3 or 4 years,

be large enough to transplant. I recommend well

grown two-year-old trees; these can be taken

up with but little loss of room, and when well

planted, will in four or five years generally make
larger and finer trees than older ones. In taking

up large trees for transplanting, we necessarily

deprive them of many of their roots, and the well

planted do not for some time fully recover from
the shock, while the smaller trees grow up almost

without any check. It seems to me a very mis-

taken idea to want large trees to plant an orchard

with.

I entirely concur in H. E. Hooker's last para-

graph, and see no way to obtain good fruit except

by " root-grafting;" even admitting such trees did

not live so long. Who would prefer seedling fruit

trees when hardly one in ten would be worth the

ground it stood upon, to having the best of every

kind in its season. Thy friend and well wisher,

Yardleij Tuytor. London. Co., Va., 9mo. loth.

Colored Glass.—The progress which the art

of coloring glass for ornamental purposes lias

made in this country is very encouraging; indeed,

windows and sight lights are now produced in this

city by EusTON &. Weer, which leave little to be

desired, except it be greater encouragement for the

makers. They paint and burn in every variety of

pattern and in excellent taste. It is only necessa-

ry to give them a drawing by mail or express,

with the size of your proposed window, and it will

be immediately executed.

In a villa or cottage, even a single stained win-

dow at the staircase landing, will produce an ef-

fect which nothing of the same cost can do. J. J.

S. Philadelphia, Sept. 14.

The Elizabeth Cherry.—Mr. Downing :

From my memorandum book I extract and for-

ward you the following drawing and description

of a new variety of cherry, of which I have had

some knowledge these three years past, but more
satisfactorily this past cherrv season. The age of

the original tree is sufficient guarantee that no

change may be expected in its quality or bearing

properties.

This cherry was grown from seed by Caleb
Atwater, Esq., of Atwater,
Portage county, Ohio; and was
named by Prof. Kirtland af-

ter Mrs. Atwater, from respect

for that lady. Fruit borne in

twos and threes.

Description.—Size large, or

about the same as Large Ked
Bigarreau.

Form rounded, heart shaped,

flattened upon the sides.

Colour dark rich red, when
fully ripe, mottled slightly with

a dark purplish red.

Surface generally smooth and
regular.

Stem of medium size, gene-

rally about 1\ inch long, but

sometimes 1 inch, and, again,

1{ inch, planted in a fair, re-

gular basin. F'ff- 83.

Flesh half tender, yellowish, slightly tinged

with red, juicy, pleasantly sweet, and with a line

delicate flavor.

Pit ovate, rounded, of size pro-

portioned to the fruit.

Ripens, in usual seasons, about

the same time as Arden's Early

Heart; or, say, 10th to 15th June.

History and Growth of Tree.—
For this, I am indebted to the ori-

ginator of the variety, Mr. Atwa-
ter, who writes me as follows:

" The original tree is 25 years of

age. Pit brought from Connecticut in the fall of

1823. It commenced bearing when quite young,

and lias ever continued an abundant bearer. The
fruit hanging in rich bunches, giving to the tree

a glorious appearance when the fruit is ripe.

Growth upright, pyramidal, rounded.
" Soil (ind position of original tree is a clay loam,

rather thin, with a strong hard clay subsoil, situ-

ated upon the north side of a building."
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Mr. Atwater has several more seedlings,—-

one a black cherry, of which he thinks highly; but

I have not seen it in perfection. Prof, Kiktland
has also several others that promise well, but for

two ca.uses will not, at present, be brought for-

ward. The principal one of which, is a wish that

those already brought out may become tested in

various sections of the country, when, if they

prove as Valuable abroad as at home, the public

will have more confidence to receive what yet re»

mains unnoticed, Yours, F. R. Elliott. Cleve-

land, Ohio, September, 1849.

[We owe the following notes and translations,

from some standard German pomological works
in our collection, to our neighbor, J. W. Knevels,
Esq. They will serve to give our pomological

readers an idea of the minute precision of the best

German writers. Ed.]
PoaioLOGicAL Notes.—A. J. Downing, Esq.-~

Dear Sir: The pear we term Beurre Bosc, is

described in the " Kemobstsorten des Sudlichen

Deutschlandes" under the title of Bose's Early

Gourdshaped Pear, (Bose's Friihzertige Flasch-

enbirne.) with the synonym. Calebasse passe Bose
;

the final letter in the proper name being an e,

not a c. We should, therefore, read and say-—not

Beurre Bosc, but Bose's Beurre. It is ranked as

first rate.

The name Glout Moreeau, is not applied in this

work to the fruit thus distinguished by us ; but is

described as Hardenpont's Late Winter Beurre,

(Hardenpont's Spate Winter Butterbirne,) with

the synonyms, "Beurre d'Hardenpont" and - 'Har-

denpont d'Hiver." The synonym Kronprinz Fer-

dinand von Oestreich, applied by the London Hor-

ticultural Soc. Catalogue to the Glout Moreeau,
appears erroneous; as it is described in this work
as a distinct fruit, in the following terms:

79. " Kronprinz Ferdinand von Oestreich,"

(Crown Prince F, of Austria.) Diel xxii. p. 217.

A large, handsome, choice, and truly delicious

winter pear; having a resemblance, shape, and

size to a Summer Bon Chretien; often, also, to a

longish Chaumontel. On dwarfs, the fruit is 3

inches in breadth by 3 4 in height. On standards,

2\ broad by 2| high.

The form is longish, eggshaped. The swell is

generally in the middle; often, however, more
towards the eye, where it tapers off and forms a

flat, upon which the pear can stand. The eye is

open, short leaved, placed in a more or less con-

siderable depression ; sometimes the depression is

very deep, around which are various swellings,

which, especially in large specimens, show them-

selves all over the fruit. The stem, from one-

half to an inch long, is thick, and stands in a

cavity surrounded with swellings and covered

with rust.

The colour of its rough, but not at all greasy
skin, is, when taken from the tree, a bright green,

becoming, as it ripens, first a yellowish green, and

finally a bright yellow; at which period, however,
no redness is observable.

The dots are indeed numerous, but very fine
;

and not conspicuous. This is accompanied, in

many fruits, with cinnamon coloured blotches

round the eye and insertion of the stem. The
fruit is without perfume, or with a .slight one
when dead ripe.

The flesh is clear white, very juicy, buttery

and melting, with a high, sweet, sugary Musca-
telle flavor, resembling a mingling of the taste of

an Autumn Bergamot and Crassane.

The core is roomy and longish, but not very

large. The cells are long, conchoidal (muschel
formig,) pretty roomy, containing only a few very
long black seeds. It ripens in December, lasting

till March. The tree requires good cultivated

soil, a protected site, and thrives peculiarly well

as a dwarf, grafted on quince. As a standard, it

grows fast, and soon bears abundantly; for which
reason it does not become a large or spreading

tree.

This pear is at present only found in choice

gardens, and does not appear generally known,
as we have never seen the fruit at public exhibi-

tions. It is a choice winter pear, of the very

first ra,nk, which should not be plucked too soon,

if it is to attain its perfect excellence, and is to

be recommended to every garden proprietor."

Under the head, Red Magnum Bonum, in your
work, as well as in the London Hort. Society's

Catalogue, three names of plums are arranged as

being identical, which, in Liegel's work on Plums,
are separated and made distinct varieties. The
" Red Egg Plum," the " Imperiale Rouge," and
the " Imperiale Violette." That you may take the

ease into consideration, and determine whether
they ought to remain confounded, I will subjoin

Liegel's description of the three at full length.

Die Rothe Kaiserpflaume

—

Imperiale Rouge.
Young twigs, straight, almost naked germs, eyes

distant, pointing outwards; (that is, not setting

close—standing off;) flowers generally single

;

leaves long, ovate, acuminate, sometimes lance-

shaped,—upper surface smooth,—under having
coarsely, deeply and doubly serrated petioles, long,

upper side pubescent. Fruit very large, invert-

edly eggshaped, occasionally oval, of a red blue;

stem long, pubescent; free stone; pit, lancet, and
invertedly eggshaped below, long above, blunt

pointed. The tree grows large, and throws out

its main branches in acute angles with much spray

;

but yet not thickly leaved, as the leaf buds stand

far apart. In this way, as well as by its dark-

green, narrow, long, drooping leaves, the tree

distinguishes itself. Bears freely every year, but

never in great clusters—sometimes in pairs; blos-

soms early, long before it is in leaf, which open
late; rather tender as to cold; capital for forcing.

I have several times raised it from the pit,

genuine, as is also stated by Gumbroole and Bork-
hause.

The summer shoots are straight, middling thick,
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of a violet brown, overlaid with a broken silver

scarf-skin, almost naked, covered with short,

thin, almost imperceptible hairs. The leaf buds

(pointing out, remote,) short, thick at the base,

and a little woolly. The eye bearers (augen-

trager ophthahnopodra,) broad, high, long, rising

| r.t dually, not perpendicularly. The leaves are

luge, 3 inches 7 lines long, 1 inch 10 broad, and

pendant, flat, thick, stiff, coarsely ribbed and

nerved, upper surface bare, the lower pubescent,

dark green, iengish eggshaped, pointed, some-

times lancet shaped, coarsely, deeply, and doubly

serrated. The fruit has some resemblance to the

shape and colour of the common prune, only con-

siderably larger,—being very large, two inches

hiirli , one inch 5 lines in breadth, and one inch

fmr and a half lines in thickness. Its shape is

variable, often a regular oval, but most, frequent-

ly narrowing towards the stem. The greatest

breadth is often in the middle. Occasionally the

back and belly are compressed; and the same is

sometimes remarked on the sides. The suture,

deepening below, draws the back down flatly, and

divides the fruit unequally ; one side rising towards

the point.

The remains of the pistil, large, yellowish

grey, and flat towards the point, for the most

part rather more towards the belly. The stem is

8 lines long, hairy, slender and straight, greenish,

with rusty spots. The cavity of the stem is nar-

row and rather deep. The bloom is pretty thick,

and light blue. The colour is red blue, now and

then pretty dark ; but the red colour still is al-

ways predominant.

Grey and yellow specks are spread very thickly

over the whole fruit. The skin is thick, tough,

mav be stripped off, and is bitterish sour. The
flesh is whitish yellow, firm, prune like, a little

coarse, pretty transparent and bright, very juicy,

of a sweet, high flavor.

The pit is closely enveloped by the flesh, but

parts freely, except a little upon the edges, and

is, in relation to the size of the fruit, small, and

strongly compressed. It measures one inch three

lines in height, seven lines broad, and three and a

half lines thick. The shape is lancet, inverted

eggshaped below, sharp above, blunt pointed.

The cheeks rough and flat

The back and belly are about similarly curved.

The greatest breadth is generally towards the top.

The midrib is sharp, and enlarges towards the

bottom. The belly furrow is narrow, and for the

most distorted in places; its edges are indented.

The fruit ripens in the last decade (drittel,) of

August. The fruit, from its striking magnitude,

early ripening, and distinguished agreeable, sweet

taste, deserves to be disseminated. Unfortunately,

however, it is not a good bearer; it rots in rainy

weather; its suture cracks open frequently in the

direction of the pistil, and becomes gummy, whieh

gives rise to deformity in shape, and renders it

scarcely eatable.

It hangs firmly on the tree. May be known by

its size, early ripening, predominant red colour,

oval figure, sometimes assuming the inverted egg-

shape. The tree is distinguished by its narrow,

loDgish, drooping fruit leaves; the pit by the

blunt, long, projecting points at its base.

The Imperiale Violette is often confounded with

this plum in nurseries, and by authors; but is in-

verted eggshaped, smaller, shorter, and more blue

in colour, and ripens later.

Die Rothe Eierpflaume

—

Red Egg Plum—Reine

dc Chypre, Pr. dom. de Cypro. The young twigs

are zig-zag, (flexuosus, bent from bud to bud.)

naked, slightly pubescent at the base ; buds crowd"
ed, pointing out; flower stems generally in pairs:

leaves broad, eggshaped, rather acuminate, quite

hairy, coarsely serrate; petioles long, hairy ; fruit

very large, compressed, inverted eggshaped,

flamed with red; stem long, thickly haired.

Fruit a free stone; pit inverted eggshaped, thick

cheeked above, short pointed below, projecting,

blunt pointed. The tree grows to a large size,

thickly leaved, bears every year, and often in

masses, (clusters;) comes true from the pit.

The summer shoots are pretty strong, charaC'

teristically dotted with grey, rough, naked, and at

the ends set with fine, scarcely perceptible hairs.

The buds are crowded, pointing outwards, very

large, bellying, blunt pointed, loose (aufgelock-

ert,) almost entirely covered with a whitish wool.

The bud-bearers (augentrager ophthalmopodia.)

[shoulders,] arc broad, almost long, high, mar-

ginate, shining, without ribs. The leaves are

large, three inches long, two inches broad, depen-

dent (drooping,) flat, thick, soft, pretty strongly

ribbed, thickly haired both on the upper and un-

der surfaces; ribs rugose, dark green, broadly

eggshaped, coarsely acuminated, for the most part

serrated crenately. The petioles are 11 lines

long, stout, thickly haired, channeled on the up-

per side, and a little reddish.

The fruit is in shape and size like a hen's egg
is 1 inch 11 lines in height, 1 inch 7 lines broad,

liinch thick. The shape is (einseitig,) one sided,

uneven, irregular; (that is, I presume when the

fruit is divided downwards, through the suture

the two parts are of unequal dimensions and dif-

ferent shape;) phial shaped, compressed on either

side, running off suddenly towards the belly, and

forming a blunt edge. The suture is scarcely

perceptibly depressed, and draws the back rathei

flattish, generally dividing the fruit unequally.

The pistil mark is large and grey, placed in the

middle, near the point which rises toward the

belly. The stem is 13 lines long, thinly haired,

slender, straight, generally of a deep rest colour.

The oavity of the stem is placed entirely upon a

raised (elevation) point. The bloom is thin, and

of a whitish blue. The colour is bright red. in

which many dark red stripes and blotches occur,

and which colour the fruit , especially on the sunny

side, of a deep dark flame tint. Grey dots are

thickly sprinkled over the surface. The skin is
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thick, tough, easily stripped off, sour, bitter, and

not eatable.

The flesh is bright yellow, very juicy, a little

hard, yet quite melting, of a very pleasant, high,

sweet and vinous flavor. The pit readily frees

itself from the flesh, except a little round the

edges; is round, streaked with red by the stringi-

ness of the pulp, (which strings are red.)

It is 1 inch high, 3 lines broad, 5 thick, in-

verted eggshaped, rising in the back above, short

and sharp pointed below ; its blunted point pro-

jects a good deal.

The cheeks are strong, rough and raised.

Three apricot stone-like edges separate, the mid-

dle one rather broad and sharp below, where the

pit is widest. The belly furrow is narrow, shal-

low and irregular, the back rising more than the

belly.

The fruit ripens towards the end of August.

It is worthy of propagation from the size, beauty,

early ripening, from its pretty good taste, and

from the abundant bearing of the tree. When
over ripe, it becomes watery and vapid; is apt to

crack and rot in rainy weal her. Should be

plucked by hand, as it bursts when shaken from

the tree. Is distinguishable from all other red

plums by its size, short inverted eggshaped, red

flamed colour, and long stem.

Violet Imperial

—

Imperiale Violette (Die Vio-

lette Kaiserpflaume,) Pr. dom. imperiale violacea.

Young twigs, straight, naked, buds rather crowd-

ed, pointing outwards; flower stems in pairs;

leaves eggshaped, acuminate, hairy, almost doubly

serrate; petioles hairy, two glanded; fruit large,

inverted short eggshaped, oval, red-blue; stem

hairy; pit free, irregularly ovate above, blunt

pointed below, projecting a little, truncatedly

pointed.

The tree grows pretty large, sends out single,

spreading out branches, not thickly clothed with

leaves; tender as to aspect, soil and climate,

consequently does not often bear fully; requires

a warm, protected site. Distinguished by its

dark green foliage.

The summer shoots are pretty stout and long,

of a violet biown, with yellow and grey specks,

and streaks set with broken interrupted spots of

silvery scarf-skin, naked and straight. The buds

are almost crowded, pointing out, large, stout,

naked, eggshaped, acuminate. The bud-bearers

narrow, low, short, weak, and curtly ribbed.

The leaves are middling large, 2 inches 4 lines

long, 1 inch 9 lines broad, rather drooping, thin,

soft, moderately ribbed, quite hairy, strongly

wrinkled (rugose,) dark green, eggshaped, acu-

minate on the edge, undulate, and deeply, doubly

serrate. The petioles are tender, 6 lines long,

covered with hairs, channeled in some measure,

rather reddish, with two unequal glands.

The fruit is large—sometimes very large, 1

inch 7 lines high, 1 inch 4 lines thick, 1 inch 3£
lines broad. The figure is inverted eggshaped,

oval, rounded off above, below dwindling off rather

more, blunt pointed; the greatest thickness is in

the middle ; back and belly are about equally ele-

vated. The suture is rather deep, and presses

the back strongly, and divides it in twro unequal

halves. The pistil mark is grey, small, is pretty

much in the middle, almost flat, but not on the

point ; then the fruit often cracks open. The
stem is 9 lines long, slender, straight, hairy,

slightly rusty. The cavity of the stem is a little

elevated, askew, narrow, but rather deep. Bloom
thick, light blue. The colour is dark violet,

strewed over entirely with gold colour dots,

—

leather-spots not unfrequent. The skin thick,

tasteless, and cannot be readily stripped off. The
flesh is firm, whitish yellow7

, slightly transparent,

not too juicy, of a sweet, delicious taste. The
pit is completely enveloped in the pulp, but readi-

ly frees itself when fully ripe; is 10 lines high, 6

broad, 4 thick, unequally oval above, blunt pointed

below, compressed, projecting, truncate pointed.

The blunt back ribs are elevated, and have their

greatest curvature in the middle; the midrib is

slightly elevated. The belly furrow is shallow,

wide: the cheeks rather rough.

The fruit ripens gradually,—about the first

decade in September. The Imperial Violet is a

beautiful, large, and good fruit, meriting recom-

mendation. The tree, however, is very sensitive

to frost, and consequently is not an abundant

bearer. The fruit cracks easily in rain, long be-

fore the time of ripening; it consequently rots on

the stem, does not therefore adhere firmly to the

tree, and is easily shaken off by the wind. May
be knowm by its size, its short, inverted egg-

oval shape, red-blue tint, and pretty firm flesh.

The Red Imperiale, which is often mistaken for

it by writers and nurserymen, is much longer and
larger, and ripens about three or four weeks ear-

lier. The leaves of the twro trees differ strikingly.

This is short, eggshaped; that, spreading out,

long, eggshaped, (oblongo-ovatum.)

The " German Fruit Gardener" describes and

figures under this head the Red Imperial. Christ,

another pomologist, erroneously styles this the

Princess plum—Prune de Flandres. which name,
in another work, he applies to the Violet Impe-

rial. We have a red and a violet Imperial, a
violet and a dark blue Imperatrice; both of which
last ripen late. Noisette speaks of a small Impe-
rial Violet, and terms the Blue Egg plum the

Great Imperial Violet, &c. Yours sincerely, /.

W. K. Fishkill Landing, N. Y.

Vinery Correction.—Dear Sir : In the ar-

ticle I sent you, describing my vinery, a mistake

occurs which should be corrected; I did not in-

tend to have 100 bunches of grapes this year, but

next. You say I am trying sheet glass, which
every one knows has been a long time in use. It

is the rough glass, rolled, and very strong; the

same which the London Hort. Society tried, and

reported upon in the Gardeners' Chronicle of

April last. Yours, W.Resorr. Cincinnati, 0.
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Physianthus alba.— I do not observe this

preitv climbing plant noticed in your journal.

Like Cobea, Maurandia, &c., it is a valuable plan'

in the flower garden or shrubbery, and is well

adapted to cover the columns of light piazzas, etc.

It grows from 10 to 20 feet in a season, when

p anted out in the open border in rich soil, and en-

dures our hot summers without injury, bearing its

clusters of pure white flowers in great abundance.

It requires the same treatment as Cobea or Mau-
randia ; that is, new plants should be raised from

cuttings, wintered in the green house, and turned

out in April. It may also be raised from seeds;

but these seldom ripen well here. Yours, A
Tyro. Long Island, July 2. 1849.

Paulownia imperialis—Dear Sir : There are

some who have doubted the merits of this tree. I

have cultivated it for five years, and think more
highly of it every year. In general effect, it

strongly resembles the Catalpa, both in foliage

and growth; but it has several advantages over

the iatter tree. It is much more hardy, having

borne last winter uninjured, in sites where the

Catalpa was considerably injured, and where the

mercury in Fahrenheit's thermometer fell to 14

degrees below zero. It is of very rapid growth,

and its blossoms are of a beautiful pale lilac or

French gray, with a delicate scent, not unlike that

of violets. The only defect I have yet noted in

this tree, is that it protrudes its flower buds the

autumn previous, though it flowers not till Mayor
June. Hence, in excessively cold winters, they

are apt to get killed. A tree, however, in Hogg's
nursery at Yorkville, near New-York, bloomed

abundantly this spring, though standing in the

open border, and exposed to 5 degrees below zero

last winter. Manhattan, N. Y., July, 1849.

Hints in Vinery Culture —Sir

:

—The fol-

lowing is an extract of a letter from Mr. Skinner
(Northwoods, England,) to his son in America.

If you think its merits claim a place in the Horti-

culturist it is at your service. I remain yours

truly, /. H. Skinner. Dutchess County, N. Y.
" Very small vines should carry but few bunch-

es; but if they are large strong vines then they

will cany a proportionally large crop. * * * * *

The method I invented to ascertain, with great

exactness, the strength of every vine in the house

is this—note down, every year, the number of

bunches every vine bears, and how it bears them.

If you find that on some of the vines the bunches

are not of a good color, and that they exhibit other

marks of imperfection, when at the same time,

other vines in the same house present fine bunch-

es well matured, you have reason to believe that

you have over-cropped your vine, and must leave

fewer bunches on it next year. * * * * When set,

stop the green shoot, one joint beyond the bunch;

but when side-shoots grow below the bunch, pinch

them off. And when the branch produces another

shoot beyond where you stopped it at the one joint

above the bunch, pinch that off to one eye. And
when it produces another, serve that in the same

way; and if the vine produces more shoots upon

the whole than yon can well spread under the

wires, break off or rather out, the weakest of

them. From 66 to 70 degrees of heat will do for

grapes. Though I have often set the Muscat of

Alexandria at a much lower temperature, when ho

fire heat had been applied. In the day when the

sun shines let them rise as high as 80. I never

syringe my vines, but 1 take care to sprinkle my
floors and flues, or pipes with water, so as to pro-

duce a moist air in the house. And this I do fre-

quently in the day when the sun shines bright.

Heat, moisture and light combine to make the vine

flourish. Some persons not understanding the

management of the vine, have kept the air of the

house so dry as not only to prevent the vines from

thriving, but by this treatment, they have been

swarming with the red spider, which have des-

troyed their leaves and made them so sickly, as to

prevent the formation in embryo of the next year's

crop. Moisture is a very great enemy to the red

spider. When a cultivator is an advocate for sy-

ringing, care must be taken never to syringe when
the vines, peaches, cherries, or whatever the

plants may be which are being forced, are in

bloom, because the syringing destroys the far in a,

or pollen, which impregnates the pistillate part of

the flower, and which is essential to the setting of

the crop. When the crop is fairly set, then, sy-

ringing may be resumed, but the water should be

of the same temperature as the air of the house,

and it should be thrown rather gently by the sy-

ringe, to prevent bruising the young fruit."

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Stocks for Dwarfs.—Yeoman
i

(Hartford.)

You will find an answer to your queries about

Paradise Stocks in another column of this number.

Trees on the Doucin Stock commence bearing the

2d or 3d year after being budded, and if taken

care of will live 20 years or more. They may be

planted 8 feet apart. We know nothing of tho

effect of grafting the apple on the Siberian Crab

Stock. There is no difficulty in budding the peach

on the plum, if done early in July. The seeds of

the elm ripen in the spring.

Hedges —Daniel Musse, (Lampeter, Pa.) The
Osage Orange and the Buckthorn are the two

best hedge plants for the northern states. The
seeds may be planted either in autumn or spring.

For full directions, see Hort., vol. 1, p. 345.

Manures.—West Jersey, (Bridgeton.) Tho
" refuse staff" you speak of, consisting of pulver-

ized oharooal and soap-stono, would be excellent

manure for any plants requiring magnesia, (Indi-

an corn or the grape, for example ;) as the latter

substance enters largely into soap-stono.

—

B.
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Johnson, (N. Y.) Apply your guano in the com-
post heap at the rate of 100 lbs. to sufficient bulk

ill' compost to manure the acre, and let it lie all

winter. It is much better than to use guano
alone, as is commonly used in this country.

Fkuit Trees.—d Hartford Subscriber. The
pear trees require more food than your soil sup-

plies. Make a compost of 1 bushel guano, 6

bushels of leached ashes, and 3 cart loads of good
heavy loam, (your soil being light,) and apply a

good coat of this as a dressing this autumn, dig-

ging it under the surface. For a compost for

peaches and pears, see Hort. of last March, (vol.

3, p. 403.) Apricots, if worked on Plum Stocks,

do well Ln strong soils, and perhaps better as

standards, than when trained; but they should be

headed down, or kept low and bushy, so that the

leaves will shade the trunk ; or they will be liable

to gum, and die suddenly. We advise you to

move your plum trees near to the hog-pen, and

enclose them in a yard where the pigs can have
the range.

Evergreens.—A. R. C, (New-Haven.) To
give your evergreens a healthier growth, (if the

soil is already good,) give them a top-dressing of

ashes and plaster, (gypsum,) and apply it at once.

Tea Roses.—An Amateur, (Rochester.) You
will hardly succeed in keeping tea roses out in the

open ground all winter, even by covering them
well, unles.s you put a glazed frame over them,

covering it with straw, and opening it occasionally

in mild weather. You may keep them with ease

through the winter, by lifting them with balls of

earth now, transplanting them thickly into a com-

mon hot-bed frame in a sheltered place, and cover-
ing the glass with straw or mats. All the other
cverblooming roses will stand in the open borders
by merely covering them well with branches of

evergreens or litter, so as to keep the sun off in

winter.

Peach Orchards.—A Young Planter, (South-

side Staten Island.) The choicest late peaches for

profitable market culture are the following:

—

Morris White, Crawford's Late, Heath Cling,

Druid Hill, Snow Peach, Old Mixon Freestone,

La Grange, and Ward's Late Free. In planting

an orchard of 2000 trees in your neighborhood,

we should choose the above in about equal propor-

tions, giving the preference to Morris White and
Crawford's Late, as the most uniformly produc-
tive. 16 or 18 feet apart, each way, is the usual

distance; but you may plant them 12 feet, if you
keep them low and bushy, and shorten-in the tops

every year, by which means you will have the

finest fruit. Above all, be careful to get trees of

healthy constitution, free from all hereditary sus-

picion of the yellows. The size and quality of

your fruit depends almost wholly on the depth and
goodness of your soil.

Winter Pears.—T. Willia7is, (Philadelphia.)

Pick the fruit in a dry day, let it lie 48 hours in

a cool room; then wrap each pear in soft paper,

and put the whole away in small boxes or kegs,

in an airy cellar, free from frost. As the season

for their maturity approaches, bring the boxes or

kegs into a warm room, and they will ripen finely

without shrivelling.

MASSACHUSETTS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

BUSINESS MEETINGS.
Aug. 25, 1849.—President Samuel Walker in the chair
Letters were received and read from the Westchester

County Horticultural Society, Pennsylvania, and the New-
Haven Horticultural Society, inviting a delegation from this

60ciety to be present at their respective annual exhibitions.
Voted. That a minute of the reception of the letters be

made upon the records, and an acknowledgment forwarded
to the societies by the corresponding secretary.

Vo'f.d. That a delegation, consisting of five members, be
appointed by the chair, to attend the annual exhibition of
the New-Haven Horticultural Society; and Messrs CM.
Hovey, Joseph Breck, Josiah Lovett, 2d., Ebeirr Wight
and \V. T. Austin, were appointed delegates

Voted. That the societies to whom an invitation was ex-
tended last season, be invited to be present at the coming
annual exhibition.
A communication was received from Lawrence Young,

Esq., Louisville, Kentucky, in regard to the use of lime, as
a preventive to the ravages of the curculio: and it was
voted, that the letter he placed in the hands of the commit-
tee of publication, to be printed with the " Transactions of
the Society."

Sept. 1, 1849 —President Samuel Walker in the chair.

Vot'd. That the exhibition previous and subsequent to the
annual exhibition be dispensed with.

Voted. That the delegation appointed last season, with the

addition of three members to be appointed by the chair, be
a delegation to attend the meeting of the Congress of Fruit-

Growers. to be holden in the city of New-York, Oct. 2, 1849

;

and Messrs. C. M- Hovey, Ebe'r Wight and Wm. K. Aus-
tin, were added to complete the members of the delegation.

Voted, That a delegation, consisting of five members, with
power to fill vacancies, be appointed by the chair, to attend

the annual exhibitions of the Pennsylvania Horticultural So-
ciety, and the Westchester County Horticultural Society;

and Messrs. Marshall P. Wilder, B. V. French, Cheever
Newhall, Wm. R. Austin and Joseph Breck, were appointed

delegates.
Voted. That the President, with four members to be ap-

pointed by the chair, be a delegation to attend the annual
fair of the American Institute ; and the President, C. M. Ho-
vey, W B. Kingsbury, Eben'r Wight and Wm R. Austin,

were appointed delegates.

Sept. 8, 1849.—President Samuel Walker in the chair.

A letter was received from Nicholas Longworth, Esq.,

of Cincinnati, Ohio, accompanied with a box of wine, of

American manufacture ; and it was
Voted, That the thanks of the society be presented to Mr.

Longworth, and the wine placed in the hands of the com-
mittee on fruits, to be exhibited at the annual exhibition,

and afterwards tested.

Voted, That the Vice-Presidents of the society be a com-
miltee to receive and entertain the delegates who may be
present at the annual exhibition

Edward C. R. Walker,
Recording Secretary.
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ANNUAL EXHIBITION.

The third annual exhibition of (he society came off on the

19th and 20th of September, in the hall of tin- State Agricul-

tural Society, and far exceeded any former exhibition, not

<>i ly in the quantity of the fruits, flowers and vegetables of-

fered for compi lition, hut in their quality, number of varie-

ties newly introduced, and beauty of appearance. The re-

of the several committees which are annexed, indicate

Sufficiently the extent and richness of the display, without

essity of further particularising ; but I cannot refrain

from congratulating the members of the society on the effect

of their exertions, and also from hoping that the success of

the past season, under unfavorable circumstances, may
prove a stimulus to them for future effort

JOEL RATHBONE, President.

REPORT ON FRUIT.
The committee on fruit reports that there were exhibited

by A. Bryant and Son, of Buffalo, twenty-six varieties of
pears, for which the committee beg leave to return to

Messrs. Bryant the thanks of the society.

By J II Bailey, Esq., Pittsburgh : 12 varieties of Apples
and three of plums.
By .1. C. Holmes. Detroit. 20 varieties of apples.

By Stephen E. Warren. Mount Ida. Trov : twenty-two
varieties of pears; fifteen varieties of plums* twelve varie-

ties of peaches, and two varieties of nectarines.

By Henry Vail, of Ida farm. Troy: twenty-eight varieties

of apples; thirty-seven varieties of pears: twenty-four va-
rieties of peaches: among them five seedlings, one of which,
of medium size, light yellowish white color and red cheek,
having delicate flesh, non-adherent to the stone, and well
supplied with rich saccharine juice, was decided to be very
good, and worthy of further trial; another, of large size and
yellow color, one of medium size and greenish yellow color
and of medium size and yellowish color with red cheek, as

Dd worthy of further trial. Four varieties of foreign

grapes; four varieties of native grapes; also, Green gage
plums.
By Dr. Herman AVendell : twenty-nine varieties of pears;

eighteen varieties of apples; Isabella grapes growing in

pots: three varieties of seedling peaches, nether of which
possessed much merit ; twenty-three varieties of plums; four
varieties of mu-kmelons; and two varieties of quinces.

By E. P. Prentice, Mount Hope : HI varieties of plums
;

11 varieties of peaches ; 26 varieties apples; also, pears,
grapes and melons.
By Isaac Denniston : 30 varieties of plums, among them

nine seedlings, some of which are of very fine appearance,
and may, upon further trial, prove worthy of dissemination,
particularly one named by Mr. Denniston, the Madison—to

designate it—which is of beautiful appearance, good size, and
late in ripening—but few specimens being as yet sufficiently

mature to test its quality—the committee therefore prefer
leaving it for future consideration.

By V. P. Douw. Wolvenhook : 14 varieties of plums, 4 of
grapes and 4 of water melons.
By Wilson, Thorbum & Teller: 9 varieties of pears; 3

of plums, and Victoria currants and Everbearing raspber-
ries.

By E. C Mcintosh : 21 varieties of plums; pears, and fo-

reign and native grapes.

The other principal contributors of Fruit, were Jas. Ste-
Vensoil. 'J \ ft] i' ties of plttms : 8. Morgan, apples, pears and
plums: J. W. Ford, pears and plums ; J. D. Thorpe, plums
and peaches; I). B. Kirtland. peaches; F. W. Aiken,

-: Dr March, plums ; 15 R Wood, plums: Dr. Ward.
\v I' iJuel. apples and pears; E Corning, Jr., ap-

ples, plums, quinces and grapes; Dr J. Wilson, apples and
water and Citron melons in varieties; E- E. Piatt, 13 varie-
ties of plums, grapes and pears ; Joel Rathbone, 7 varieties of
grapes, and pears and apples; J. Carey, grapes; J S. Gould,
7 varieties Of pears, 4 of plums, and peaches and quinces.

PREMIUMS.
The premiums were awarded as follows

:

APPLES—Best and most extensive collection to Henry
Vuil, $3

Second best to Ezri P. Prentice, of Mount Hope,

Best six vai ifties to Henry Vail 2
Best one variety, six specimens, to E. P. Prentice,.... 1

Pbars—Best and most extensive collection, to Henry
Vail r>

Second best, to Stephen K. Warren, of Troy 2
Second most extensive to Dr. Herman Wendell. (This

collection of Dr AV. was more extensive than Mr.
Warren's, but had in it a large' proportion of new va-

rieties with great foreign reputation, but with which

the committee were unfamiliar.)

Rest six varii ties, to Henry Vail, of Troy, -'

Best one variety, to John s. Gould, for While Doyenne,
very beautiful, and equal to this celebrated varietj in

its palmiest days, 1

Plums—Best and most extensive collection to E. C. Mc
Intosh 3

Second, to Dr. Herman Wendell 8

Best six varieties, to Stephen E Warren, Troy, 8

Best one variety, to Henry Vail, of Troy, 1

As Mr. Denniston's plums were not formally entered early

enough for competition, and as they are worthy of great

praise, the committee have determined to award Mr. D.

three dollars for them, it being one of the largest prizes.

Peaches—For the best and most extensive collection,

to Henry Vail *|
The second, to Stephen E Warren. Troy, 2

The best six varieties, to Henry Vail

For the best variety, to B B. Kirtland. of Greenbush. .
. 1

Nectarines—The best exhibition to Stephen E. War-
ren, of Troy, °

Grapes. Foreign—For the best exhibition, to Joel

Rathbone, of Kenwood.
For the best two varieties, to Joel Rathbone, 2

For the best one variety, to Henry Vail, of Ida Farm,

Troy, l

Grapes. Native— Best exhibition, to Henry Vail, 3

Best two varieties, to Henry Vail, -

Best one variety, to Henry Vail, 1

Watermelons—For the best two varieties, to V. P.

Douw. of Wol venhook '-

For the best one variety, Black Spanish, to E. P- Pren-

tice,
1

Muskmelons—For the best two varieties, to Ezra P.

Prentice, for Green Citron and Beechwood, -

For the best one variety, to Dr. John Wilson, of Beth-

lehem, for Skillman's Nutmeg, 1

FLOWERS AND FLORAL DESIGNS.

The committee on flowers and floral designs beg have to

report, that the exhibition has far exceeded their anticipa-

tions in variety of material offered lor competition, richness

of display, and appropriateness of the several designs and

ornaments It is exceedingly gratifying to them W perceive,

the increased interest manifested by residents of both coun-

ties in the welfare of the society, and they Leg leave 10 ex-

press the hope that the fanners of the vicinity may be indu-

ced to give more of their attention than heretofore to the cul-

tivation of the finer fruits, and (lowers, as well a> to the in-

troduction of the newly introduced esculents, and also coine

forward, and be active members of the society

There was exhibited by Wm Neweomb, of Pittstown,

Rensselaer county, a very rich display of double German
Asters. 60 varieties of Dahlias, a finely arranged bouquetfoi

the hand, a beautifully arranged Hal mantel bouquet, compo-

sed of fine Dahlias. Verbenas, (iillias. Asters, Pelargonium

leaves, Reseda odorxta, Petunias. &c. kc Also, another

flat mantel bouquet, arranged very beautifully with about

the same vai ieties of flower.

Bv James Wilson : Four very beautiful hand bouquets-
two round ami two flat, composed of choice and delicate

flowers, as Fuchsias, Hoyas, Arbutilons, Verbenas. Stepa-

notus-floribunda, exquisitely airanged One flat mantel

bouquet, very beautiful, four finely arranged round parlour

bouqui Is, composed of Choice Dahlias. Carnations, Roses,

Delphinums, Phloxes, &c. Ice. 12 varieties of Verbenas;
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10 varieties of Roses : 12 seedling Verbenas, and a large dis-

play of cut Roses, Phloxes, Dahlias, Asters—very fine—ami
other Bowers

Also, l>y Mr. Wilson: 18 green house plants in pots.

By 1< Menan I : Green house plants in p its.

By E. I' Prentice: G varieties of choice Dahlias, and a
collection of other flowers.

By J Dingwall : 21) varieties of Verbenas. 15 varieties of
China roses. One centre table bouquet composed of choice
flowers, most tastefully arranged : tW.i beautiful hand bou-
quets composed of choice and rare flowers, arranged with
much taste; as also, a collection of cut Dahlias. Asters,

Amaranths. Ate. &c.
By Mrs BrinckerhofT, a growing Tuberose in full bloom,

a variety of Dahlias and other flowers.

By Dr Herman Wendell : 27 varieties of Phloxes. 27 va-
rieties of seedling Verbenas, 40 varieties of new seedling

Phloxes, some of which were very beautiful. A design re-

presenting a temple of Flora, of circular form, supported by
four massive pillars, surmounted by a dome, and elevated
on a raised platform

; the groundwork of the whole of green
Moss, studded with choice and delicate flowers, the ceiling

of the temple of small flowers, arranged in the form of a
star on a moss ground. A floral design in shield-like form,
covered with Dahlias. Roses, Asters, Verbenas, and other

flowers, and a basket bouquet composed of choice flowers

exquisitely arranged. The above designs and basket were
made by Mathias Tillman, Dr. VV's gardener
By Joel Rath! one: 16 varieties of fine Verbenas; 5 varie-

ties of rare Dahlias. 25 different varieties of cut flowers,

as Roses, Fuchsias, Asters, &c. &c. A floral design in Can-
delabrum form six feet high, on a broad base of green moss.
studded with flowers; the sockets of the brandies filled

with exquisitely arranged petite bouquets of choice flowers,

the whole evincing much ski 1 ! and a fine taste in Col. R.'s
gardener. A design in antique form four feet high, compo-
sed of green moss studded with choice flowers, and having
its angles and apex surmounted with beautiful bouquets taste-

fully arranged, showing good taste in the gardener.
By D. Thomas Vail, of Ida farm Troy: Several varieties

of choice dahlias and other flowers, a beautifully arranged
pyramidal design elevated on a platform with mossy ground,
studded with gay flowers, supported on four square columns,
and composed of choice Roses, Dahlias, Verbenas, Helio-
tropeums, surmounted by an exquisite bouquet of rare
green house flowers. A rustic cottage of moss, studded
with White and Red Amaranths, and altogether arranged
with much skill, both of the above being very creditable to

John Quin, Mr. Vail's gardener.

PREMIUMS.
The premiums were awarded as follows :

Plants—For the best six growing in pots, to Louis Me-
naud $2

Dahlias—For the best display, to Mr. Newcomb, of
Pittstown, 3

Best twelve dissimilar blooms, to .las. Wilson, for Con-
stantia, Orlando, Lutea Alba, Golden Rule, Chelten-
ham Queen, Mckenzie's Perfection, Lady Ami Mur-
ray, Minerva, Caleb Cope, Tippecanoe, La Belle
Blonde, and Marquis of Aylesbury, 2

For the best six, to Wm. Newcomb. for Cleopatra, He-
ro of Stonehenge, Fulwood Scarlet, Marshal Soult,

Eevque de Bayeux, and Great Mogul.
For the best flower—specimen bloom—to D. T Vail, for

Beauty of Sussex, 1

Roses — For the best ten varieties, including hardy Per-
petuals and Isle de Bourbons, to James Wilson, for

Souvenir de la Malmaison, Br Roques, Mrs. Elliott,

Madam Fabert. Eugene Joviene, Crimson Globe, Eu-
gene Hardy, Emilie Courtier, Giant de Batteur, and
Phffinix 2

For the best six varieties, to James Wilson, for Souve-
nier de la .Malm lison, Marquis Bocella, Crimson
Globe. Giant de Batteur, Eugene Hardy, Duchess of

Sutherland, and Emily Courtier, 1

Phloxes—For the best ten varieties, to Dr. Herman
Wendell, for Anias Chauviere, Eclipse, Reine de

Jour, Superbissima Dodonia. Rosea Superba, Blanc

de \( mlly. Muzeppa, Auguste audPrincess Mariana, 2
For the best six varieties, to Dr. Herman Wendell, for

Goethe. Fieur de Marie, Lawrencia, Eclipse, Anias
Chauviere, and Princess Mariana.

For the best seedling, to James Wilson, for a beautiful

flower of fine habit and form, its petals being of large

size and of variegated white and pink, 1

German Asters—For the best display, to Wm. New-
comb,

For the second best, to James Wilson 1

Verbenas—For the best twelve dissimilar blooms, to

James Wilson, for Rosy Pink, Beauty Supreme, Bolls

Seedling, Davidson's Seedling, Jackson's Red, Jack-
son's Pink, do Lilac, do. Purple, Eclipse. Rosea, Su-
perba, Brills' Fulgens, Queen and Fulgens, 2

For the best six, to James Dingwall, for Beauty Su-
preme, Eclipse, Roseum, Bride's New Purple, New
Fulgens and Susette, • 1

For the best seedling, to James, Dingwall, for a beauti-

ful light pink flower with well formed truss and large

petals 1

Round Vase Bouquet—For Centre Table, for the best,

to James Dingwall, 2
Flat Parlor Bouquet— . or Mantle Vase, for the best,

to Wm Newcomb, 2
Hand Bouquei—Best and most beautiful round one, to

Jas. Wilson, I

Best and most beautiful flat one, to Jas. Wilson, . 1

Basket Bouquet—Best and most beautiful, with han-
dle, to Dr. Herman Wendell, 2

Floral Designs— Best, most beautiful, and most appro-

priate, to Joel Rathbone, 3
Second best, to Dr. Herman Wendell, 2

Third best, to D. Thomas Vail 1

VEGETABLES.
The Premiums on Vegetables, were awarded as follows:

To Dr. Herman Wendell, ior the best new seedling po-

tatoes, $2
Dr J. Wilson, of Bethlehem, half peck of winter po-

tatoes, 1

E. P. Prentice, of Mount Hope, for the best Winter
squashes, 1

John S. Gould, of Albany, blood beets, 1

E. P. Prentice, Mt Hope, for the best carrots, 1

do do for the best parsnips, 1

Joel Rathbone. of Kenwood, for the best egg plants,. . . 1

Dr Herman Wendell, Albany, for the best winter cab-
bage, 1

John S. Gould. Albany, for the best cauliflowers, 2
V. P. Douw, Wolveuhook, for the best celery 1

Wm. Newcomb, Pittstown, for the best Martynias,. ... 1

Jno. S Gould, for the best tomatoes, 1

E. P- Prentice, for the most numerous varieties of toma-
toes, 1

Joel Rathbone, Kenwood, for the best specimens of
Okra, 1

DISCRETIONARY PREMIUMS.
To Dr. Herman Wendell, for the finest exhibition of ve-

getables, $9
Dr. John Wilson, of Bethlehem, for his assortment of

beans, 1

Erastus Corning, Jr., for a very large and fine mammoth
squash, X
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Good cultivation depends on nothing so

much as the supply of an abundance offood.

And yet there are hundreds and thousands

of cultivators who do not recognise this fact

in their practice. They feed their horses

and cows regularly, because it is undeniable

that they have mouths and stomachs; and

experience has demonstrated, that not to

keep these sufficiently supplied amounts at

last to starvation. But, because a plant has

a thousand little concealed mouths, instead

of one wide gaping one,—because it finds

enough even in poor soils to keep it from

actually starving to death, ignorant culti-

vators appear to consider that they deserve

well of their trees and plants, if they bare-

ly keep their roots covered with earth.

They make plantations in thin soil, or upon

lands exhausted of all inorganic food by

numberless croppings, and then wonder
why they succeed so poorly in obtaining

heavy products.

Too much, therefore, can never be writ-

ten about manures. After all that has been

said about them, they are yet but little un-

derstood ; and there is not one person in

ten thousand, among all those owning gar-

dens in this country, who does not annually

throw away, or neglect to make use of,

some of the most valuable manures for
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trees and plants,—manures constantly with-

in his reach, and yet entirely neglected.

We must therefore throw out a few sea-

sonable hints, on the preparation and use

of manures, which we hope may aid such

of our readers as are anxious to feed their

trees and plants in such a generous man-

ner as to deserve a grateful return.

Among the first and best of wasted

manures, constantly before our eyes in

the autumn, are the falling leaves of all

deciduous trees. When we remember that

these leaves contain not only all the sub-

sta?ices necessary to the growth of the

plants from which they fall ; but those sub-

stances in the proportions actually needed

for new growth, it is surprising that we can

ever allow a barrowful to be lost. The

whole riddle of the wonderful growth of

giant forests, on land not naturally rich, and

to which nature scarce allows a particle of

what is commonly called manure, lies hid-

den in the deep beds of fallen leaves which

accumulate over the roots, and, by their gra-

dual decay, furnish a plentiful supply of

the most suitable food for the trees above

them. Gather and take away from the

trees in a wood this annual coat of leaves,

and in a few seasons (unless manure is ar-

tificially given,) the wood will begin to de-
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cline and go to decay. Hence, we must

beseech all our good orchardists and fruit-

growers not to forget that dead leaves are

worth looking after. They should be held

fast in some way, either by burying them
about the roots of the trees from which they

fall, or by gathering them into the compost

heap, to be applied when duly decomposed
in the spring.

And this leads us to say that an excel-

lent, and perhaps the best, mode of using

leaves for the orchard, fruit garden, or any

plantations of trees or shrubs, is the fol-

lowing : Take fresh lime and slake it with

brine, (or water saturated with salt,) till it

falls to a powder. This powder is not

common lime, but muriate of lime. Gather

the leaves and lay them up in heaps,

sprinkling over every layer with this new
compound of lime, at the rate of about four

bushels to a cord of leaves. This will be

ready for use in about a month if the wea-

ther is mild, or it may lie all winter, to be

used in the spring; but in either case, the

heap should be turned over once or twice.

The lime decomposes the leaves thorough-

ly ; and the manure thus formed is one of

the most perfect composts known for trees

of all kinds. We need not add that its

value to any given kind of tree, as, for

example, the pear, the apple, or the oak,

is increased by using the leaves of that

tree only ; though a mass of mixed leaves

gives a compost of great value for trees and

Bhrubs generally. The practice in the

best vineyards, of burying the leaves of

each vine at its root, every autumn, is not

only one of the most successful modes of

manuring that plant, but one founded in

the latest discoveries in science.

The most economical mode of making

manure, in most parts of the country, is

that of using muck or peat from swamps.

Though worth little or nothing in its crude

state, it contains large quantities of the

best food for trees and plants. No culti-

vator, who has it at command, should com-

plain of the difficulty of getting manure,

since he can so easily turn it into a

compost, equal in bulk to farm-yard ma-

nure.

The cheapest mode of doing this, is, un-

doubtedly, to place it in the stalls under-

neath the cattle for a few days, and then

lay it up with the barn-yard manure, in the

proportion of one part muck to six or eight

parts manure. The whole will then fer-

ment, and become equal in value to the

ordinary product of the barn-yard. But a

much more practicable mode for horticul-

turists—who are not all farmers, with cat-

tle yards—is that of reducing it by means

of ashes, or lime slaked with brine.

As we have already pointed out how to

use ashes, and as we think, after what we
have observed the past season, the latter

mode gives a compost still more valuable

for many trees than ashes and muck, we
recommend it to the trial of all those form-

ing composts for their orchards and gar-

dens. The better mode is to throw out the

peat from the swamps now, or in winter,

expose it to the action of the frost, and,

early in the spring, to mix it with the

brine-slaked lime, at the rate of four bush-

els to the cord. It should be allowed to

lie about six weeks. The good effects of

this compost, when applied as a manure

to the kitchen garden, or mixed with the

soil in planting trees, are equally striking

and permanent.

We cannot let the opportunity pass by

without saying a word or two about that

much lauded and much abused substance

—

guano. Nothing is more certain than that,

in Peru and England, this is the best of all

manures ; or that in the United States, as

it has hitherto been used, it is one of the
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worst. Now, as a substance cannot thus

wholly change its nature in these different

countries without some good reason, we are

naturally led to inquire, what is the secret

of its success ?

If we recall to mind the facts, that, in

Peru, guano is no sooner applied than the

land is irrigated, and that in England no

sooner is it spread over the land than a

shower commences ; and that this shower,

or something very near akin to it, keeps

itself up all summer long, in the latter

country ; and if we then recollect, that in

the middle states, five summers out of six,

any substance applied near the surface of

the ground is as dry as a snuffbox, for the

most part of the time, from June to Sep-

tember, we shall not be greatly at a loss to

know why so many persons, in this coun-

try, believe guano to be nothing more or

less than a " humbug."

If any very good proof of this were

wanted, we need go no further than to

the exotic florists in our cities, who culti-

vate their plants in pots, for their experi-

ence. They are nearly the only class of

cultivators among us who are sturdy cham-

pions for the use of guano. The reason is

plain. They use it only in the liquid

state, and apply it so as to give the plants

under their care every now and then a

good wholesome drink,—a thorough soak-

ing of a sort of soup more relishing to

them, than any in M. Soyer's new cook-

ery book, to an epieure in a London club

house.

Now it is quite impossible for an Ameri-

can cultivator to do anything worth mention-

ing, in the way of watering his trees or

crops with liquid guano
;

partly because

labor is too dear, but mainly because the

air is so dry and hot, that in a few hours

the earth is drier than before ; and so all

good effects are at an end. What then is

to be done, to enable us to use guano with

success ?

We answer, in a few words. Use it in

the autumn.

We know this is quite contrary to the

advice of previous writers, and that it will

be considered by many a great waste of

riches. But our advice is founded on

experience,—an ounce of which, in such

a matter as this, is worth a ton of theo-

ry drawn from observation in other cli-

mates.

After having tried guano in various ordi-

nary modes, at the usual season, and with so

little satisfaction as to find ourselves among

the skeptics as to its merits for this coun-

try, we at last made trial of it in the au-

tumn. We spread it over the soil of the

kitchen garden, before digging it up at the

approach of winter, and, to our astonish-

ment, found our soil so treated more pro-

ductive, even in very dry seasons, than we

had ever known it before. We have also

recommended it as an autumnal manure

for enfeebled fruit trees, (turning it under

the surface at once with the spade,) and

find them wonderfully improved in luxuri-

ance and vigor. In short, our observations

for the past two years have firmly convinced

us, that in all parts of the country, where

the climate is hot and dry from June to Oc-

tober, guano should be used in the autumn.

Applied at that season, and turned under

the surface by the plough or spade, so as

not to waste its virtues in the air, or by

surface rains, its active qualities are gra-

dually absorbed by the soil, and, so far

from being lost, are only rendered more

completely soluble, and ready for feeding

the plants when the spring opens.

Guano, applied as a top-dressing, or near

the surface, in the spring, is undoubtedly

a manure of little permanence,—generally

lasting only one season ; for it always
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loses much of its virtue in the atmosphere.

But when buried beneath the surface, it

becomes incorporated with the soil, and its

good effects last several seasons.

The common rate of manuring farm

lands is 300 lbs. of guano to the acre. But

when old gardens are to be manured, or

worn out orchards or fruit-yards renovated,

we find 600 lbs. a better dressing. We
would recommend its use at any time be-

tween the present moment and the frosts

of winter. It should be spread evenly over

the surface, and immediately turned at least

three inches below it.

At the present price of guano, it is cer-

tainly the cheapest of all manures to be

bought in the market ; and as it is un-

deniably richer in all the elements neces-

sary for most crops than any other single

substance, it deserves to have a more tho-

rough trial at the hands of the American

public. We commend it anew to all those

who have once failed, and beg them to

try it once more, using it in the au-

tumn.

The large proportion of phosphate of lime

which exists in Peruvian guano, makes it

very valuable for fruit-growers ; and a good

dressing of guano—so that it visibly covers

the surface under each tree—dug under

during the month of November, will cer-

tainly give a most thrifty and healthy start

to the next season's growth, as well as

prepare the tree for the highest state of

productiveness. The concentrated form of

guano, saving, as it does, so much labor in

carriage and spreading over the soil, is no

small recommendation in its favor to those

whose finances admonish them to practice

economy of means and time.

We might enlarge upon manures, so as

to occupy volumes. But it will suffice for

the present, if we have drawn the atten-

tion of our readers to the fact, that food

must be supplied, and that the present is

the time to set about it.

TRANSPLANTING ON THE UNBROKEN PRAIRIE SOD, &c.

BY J. R. HAMMOND, SHANDY HALL, MO.

Dear Sir—Indebted as I am for all my
success in farming to agricultural and hor-

ticultural publications, and being willing

to reciprocate the obligations I am under

to others, as much as lies in my power, I

have concluded to send you a statement of

my experience in arboriculture in the west-

ern wilds, which you are at liberty to dis-

pose of as you may think best.

My business is that of farming ; but

having purchased a farm in the open prairie

less than two years ago, with little more

than a dozen trees on 240 acres, (leaving

out a little clump of crab apple bushes,)

and as there are now firowimr on the same

place, exclusive of an orchard of 200 fruit

trees, about 5000 locust and forest trees,

all thrifty and luxuriant, every one of

which has passed through my own hands,

and having been successful beyond my ut-

most expectations,—not losing exceeding

one per cent, in all that I have transplanted,

it may not be amiss to note down, for the

benefit of beginners, my modus operandi.

About 90 acres of the land had been

broken up and put in cultivation ; but im-

mediately around the house was a smooth

and unbroken prairie. This, having been

neither grazed, mowed nor burned for seve-

ral years, was covered with a very thick
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sod. I fenced off* about an acre for a gar-

den ; and in that acre, the only things like

a tree or shrub were five or six stunted

cherry sprouts, about 18 inches high. The

man who had lived there before I bought,

informed rne that he had set out a great

many trees around the house, but some-

how or other he could not get them to live.

He said he did not think that trees set in

the prairie sod, without breaking and let-

ting it rot, could be made to live. All the

neighbors with whom I conversed on the

subject, were of the same opinion, and ad-

vised me to break my ground in the spring,

and then wait until the next spring, when

the sod would be well rotted before begin-

ning to plant. This advice, however, did

not exactly coincide with my impatience to

commence operations.

Leaving out of view the luxury of a

good shade in the dog days, the idea of

living a whole year with nothing to relieve

the monotony of a prairie landscape, but

long strings of worm fence, varied by an

occasional gopher hill or haystack, I could'nt

stand it. So, when spring rolled round, in-

stead of getting a prairie plough and going to

work, " breaking," I took my wagon to the

woods, and dug up some thirty forest trees of

different kinds, such as Mulberry, Black and

White Walnut, Elm, Oak, Coffee Bean,

and Sycamore; the most of them from 15

to 30 feet high. Having the holes already

dug for their reception, and from 4 to 6

feet across, I aimed to leave roots enough

on the trees to fill the holes. In addition

to these, I also procured from a neighbor

about the same number of Locust trees,

from 20 to 30 feet in height. Before plant-

ing them, I sawed all the largest off to

within about 10 feet of the ground, and

putting the sod into the bottom of the hole,

set the tree on it and filled up with the

same soil that came out of the hole.

Now for the result. Out of the 60 trees

thus planted, all are now living but two, and

growing finely ; and those two started and

grew through the summer, but, by some

means, were broken down last winter.

Some of the Locusts threw out limbs 8 feet

long the first season. The tops growing

so rapidly, I was fearful the high winds, to

which they are exposed in the prairie,

would break them off this spring; there-

fore, I cut ihe limbs all oft' to within a few

inches of the bodies of the trees. Many
of them have since thrown out limbs from

10 to 12 feet long and are still growing,

and will continue to do so for a month or

more.

Last spring I set out some 20 more from

the forest, among which, in addition to some

of the kinds before planted, were Ash, Box

Alder and Crab Apple. The}'' are also

doing well, with the exception of one of

the Crab Apples, which looks somewhat

debilitated; but I think it will get through.

Notwithstanding the large size of some of

them, and the long tops they threw out the

first season, together with their exposure

to the winds on the prairie, I have not had

to stake but one in the whole number

which I transplanted both seasons. All

that was done to them, after they were

set, was to work around them with a hoe

every two or three weeks, until the latter

part of August, keeping the ground loose

and clean as far around as the hole was

dug. One good hoeing is worth more than

a hogshead of water, the way it is gene-

rally applied, in transplanting trees; and

I have no doubt that by its injudicious ap-

plication, in this operation, it has caused

the death of ten trees where it has saved

the life of one.

I dwell on this subject for the purpose of

impressing it on the minds of those who,

like myself, have settled on the open prai-
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rie, and who live on, from year to year,

without a tree to interrupt the scorching

rays of the summer's sun, or relieve the

tedious monotony incident to open prairie

situations, or break the piercing blasts of

winter, because, forsooth, some one has

told them that trees will not grow in the

sod ; and they can never get the time to

break up their enclosures, or something

turns up to prevent them. I repeat, I dwell

on it for the purpose of impressing it on

the minds of such as these,—that trees will

grow there if rightly managed.

"Oh, but," says one, "it is so much
trouble, digging such a great big hole,—

4

to 6 feet across, and IS inches to 2 feet

deep, in tough prairie sod." Well, my
good fellow, if it's your calculation to get

through this world without trouble, and

with as little mental or physical exertion

as possible, I advise you not to bother your

brains about embellishing your home with

trees. These directions are not addressed

to you. Pass on to some more congenial

subject. But to those who are disposed to

put themselves to the trouble of transplant-

ing trees into such situations, I would put

this question, and they can make the cal-

culation for themselves. How much more

trouble is it to dig up one tree, with roots

sufficient to fill a hole 5 feet across and

18 inches deep, set it, and loosen the soil

about it three or four times during the sea-

son, than to transplant a dozen into holes

the size and shape of a wash-bowl, drive

up stakes by each one and tie them, to

prevent the wind upsetting them, water a

dozen trees the first two months, half a

dozen the next two, and so on, the labor

diminishing as they gradually die ofF, until,

at the end of eighteen months, a little

stunted, scrubby, sickly looking thing,

which, by courtesy, is called a shade tree,

remains to disfigure, instead of embellish-
|

ing your grounds ? This is no fancy sketch.

I have seen this very process gone through

with often.

I shall now proceed to notice a subject of

far more importance, in a pecuniary point

of view, to farmers living remote from tim-

ber, than that of growing trees for shade

and embellishment ; and that is, the grow-

ing of timber for fences and fuel. It has

often been a matter of surprise to me,

while travelling through the extensive prai-

ries of the west, to find so few of the farm-

ers turning their attention to the raising of

timber.

Many of them haul all their timber

three, four and five, and some as much as

ten miles, year after year, through rain,

snow and mud ; whereas, by about ten

days' labor each spring, for three years in

succession, they might, in the course of

ten years, have an abundance of timber for

fencing and fuel,—two of the most impor-

tant items in a prairie farmer's account.

I now have growing about 3000 Locusts,

which I set out last spring, besides some

2000, still in the nursery, which I design

transplanting into the grove next spring.

Although I kept no account of expenses, I

have no idea the 3000 I transplanted last

spring have cost me, from the gathering of

the seed to this present moment, (allowing

a fair compensation for the labor bestowed

upon them,) 50 cents a hundred, or 5 dol-

lars a thousand. From this time hence-

forth, they will be no expense.

My mode of transplanting them from

the nursery was as follows : I had the

ground broken up very deeply, and laid ofl*

four feet apart each way. I then cut the

tops off the scions close to the ground, dug

them up with a spade, and cut the tap root

off pretty close. The only advantage that

I recognise in cutting off the tap root is,

that they are easier set. I then com-
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raenced in the first row, and dropped one

in every other cross, and in the second the

same way, alternating the crosses so as to

make the tree in one row opposite the va-

cancy in the other, and so on through the

patch. A brisk hand will set out from S00

tc 1000 in a day, with another to dig and

drop them. All that is necessary, is to

draw on dirt enough to cover the roots,

tramp it down, .and then draw on a little

more, so that the surface shall be loose. I

consider it decidedly preferable, in trans-

planting young Locusts, to cut the tops off

at the ground. They are easier set, more

likely to live, and, at the end of two years,

are larger than if the entire tree had been

planted. I don't think there are a dozen

missing out of the 3000, and they will ave-

rage five feet in height, and are still grow-

ing rapidly. After setting the Locusts I

planted the vacancies with pumpkins, po-

tatoes, &c, and cultivated all together with

the plough and hoe. I am getting tired of

drawing rails six miles ; and am in hopes,

that by the time my fences rot down that

I now have, I shall be able to renew them

nearer home. I want to plant a few bush-

els of Black Walnuts next fall ; and shall

try the Osage Orange next spring, if I can

procure the seed. K< spectfully yours,

J. R. Hammond.
Shandy Halt, Cooper eo., Mi., Aug. 6, 1849.

[We are glad to hear of such enter-

prising planters on the Missouri prairies.

Ed.]

THE CULTURE OF THE DAHLIA.

BY WILLIAM CHORLTON, STATEN ISLAND.

Sir—Having seen in a late number a re-

quest for information on florists' flowers,

and not having seen it answered, perhaps

my humble suggestions, which are founded

on experience and sound practices, may be

of use to your subscribers. If so, I shall

be glad to transmit, from time to time, no-

tices of other favorites of the florist.

In penning the following remarks upon

the propagation and cultivation of that most

showy and symmetrical of flowers—the

Dahlia—it is not my purpose to write an

elaborate essay, but to state simply and

plainly the proper method of bringing that

flower to the greatest perfection ; not merely

for the purposes of exhibition, but as an

ornament in the flower garden, which, if

carefully followed, is sure to lead to ulti-

mate success and satisfaction.

The Dahlia is named in honor of An-
drew Dahl, a Swedish botanist, and a

pupil of Linnjeus. It belongs to the class

Syngenesia, and order Superfiua, of the

sexual, and to the order Composite, and

sub-order Helianthea?, of the natural sys-

tem of botany, and is a native of Mexico,

—

growing wild in shady grounds. It was

sent to Madrid in 1789, and thence to Eng-

land in the same year; but the plants

being lost were reintroduced by Lady Hol-

land, in 1S04. Some botanical authors

enumerate several species, as D. super'

fl.uas, D. frustranca, D. segregata, &c,
which have now become so intermixed bv

cross breeding that, in a cultivated form,

all traces of a specific distinction are de-

stroyed. I very much doubt if' they were

ever anything more than accidental varie-
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ties. In its natural state it is single, or

only semi-double ; but the combined ef-

forts of florists, through a series of genera-

tions, have been eminently successful, and

have so altered the form and whole appear-

ance that we now gaze with wonder upon

its symmetry and brilliance.

As there are certain criteria by which

the florist is guided in deciding the rela-

tive good properties and excellence of

flowers, it may be well to mention that in

the Dahlia, the plant should be of free and

healthy growth, stiff and bushy habit,

—

growing from two to five feet high. The

flower should be supported upon a strong

footstalk, and rise above the foliage, form-

ing, in its general outline, a half globe,

with the eye not sunken. The petals

should be solid in texture, and incurved,

but not so much as to show the back, with

the ends nicely rounded, not pointed, and

regularly placed, so as to form a perfect

imbrication. The colour bright and clear
;

if pani-coloured, the markings should be

well defined and regular. The Dahlia may

be propagated by seed, offsets from the

root, or by cuttings.

Propagation from Seed.—It is little use

to resort to this method of increase, except

when new varieties are required ; and in

order to get new, and at the same time

improved sorts, it is necessary that some

care should be taken in crossing and saving

seed. This is indispensably necessary to

insure success. Fifty plants from seed,

carefully hybridized, will bring more good

sorts than a thousand neglected ones. In

saving seed, select two kinds, possessing

first rate properties, and between which,

in colour, &c, it is wished to have a cross ;

then, with a camel hair pencil, take the

farina or yellow dust of one, and place it

upon the stigma, or little yellow thread in

the centre, at the core of the petal of the

other; and choose the best formed petals.

Remember that the progeny is generally

disposed to retain the constitutional fea-

tures of the one made into the mother, (if

I may be allowed the expression,) while

the markings and colouring of the father

generally prevail. This I have found in

practice to be almost an universal rule

;

and as no flourish of physiological theory

is here needed, I only state what may give

satisfaction and pleasure to those who wish

to embark upon the florist's boundless ocean,

which is not yet half explored. About the

middle of February the seeds may be

sowed in pans in a hot-bed, or hot-house.

When the first rough leaves are formed,

they may be pricked out singly into small

pots, and kept in the same temperature till

they have grown about five or six inches,

when they should be removed into a cool

airy apartment, which will cause them to

become stocky and strong. About the

middle of May, when all danger of spring

frosts are over, they may be planted out,

and treated in the same way as the general

stock. They will flower the same season,

when all the worthless ones can be re-

jected, and the rest retained. It is well to

keep any that show signs of goodness,

though perhaps not up to the standard ; as

sometimes, the following season, these may

come out better than expected.

Propagation by Offsets from the Root.—
This is performed by dividing the root

;

care being taken, that with every division

there is one or more eyes, (which are

placed around the base of the stem, or up-

per end of the tubers,) left to the tuber

taken off. These may be planted out in

the open ground about the latter part of

April, or beginning of May. Recollect

that the more the Dahlia can be kept back in

the spring, in this climate, the dwarfer it will

be in autumn, and the better it will bloom.
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Propagation from Cuttings.—This me-

thod is the most generally resorted to

when increase of stock is required. About

the middle of February place the roots in-

tended for increase in a warm house, or

tot-bed frame ; if the tubers are covered

with soil, the better, though this is not

absolutely necessary, providing they arc

placed upon a damp surface of soi 1 or sand,

into which the tubers will emit roots.

They will soon develop young shoots,

which should be taken off when about two

inches long, taking care, if much slock is

required, to leave the base eye to the tuber,

which will soon again throw up other

shoots ; and by following on the same

course with subsequent croppings, the cut-

tings may be multiplied almost ad infini-

tum. Be careful to leave an eye at the

heel of each cutting ; for, although they

will grow and bloom the same season,

without this precaution, they will not again

form eyes for another year. Place the

cuttings in thumb-pots, and keep them in

a close warm temperature until rooted,

which will be in about a fortnight, when

they may be removed into larger pots.

Keep them in the same place for a few

days, then take them into a cool airy house

or frame, keep them near the light, and

give plenty of air, and be careful that they

do not suffer from want of water ; this will

cause them to grow stiff and short jointed,

which is a great desideratum ; for if they

once get weak they never, during the sea-

son, perfectly recover it ; neither do they

form as handsome plants when full grown.

Cuttings may also be taken off the plants,

after planting out, any time during the

summer, though the early and the latter

part are the best ; as success is not so cer-

tain during the intense heat. These cut-

tings, if taken off not later than the middle

of September, will form nice little tubers,

and may be kept in the pots in which they

are rooted. These are often very useful

in case of accident with the old roots.

To grow the Dahlia to perfection, it

must be planted in a rich soil and an open

aspect. It is well to forecast the season

before, where it is intended to grow them.

Let the soil be trenched two spit deep in

the fall, and mix thoroughly plenty of good

stable manure, well rotted; leave it rough

all winter. In spring, it should be well

forked over to the depth it was dug, which

will incorporate the manure with the soil,

and add to its fertility by admitting the

air freely .through it. Unless the dung is

completely rotten, and well mixed with the

soil, it will cause the plants to run to over-

luxuriant growth, and the flowers will be

small, and apt to come semi-double. This

is a point in which many err ; and some of

the finest sorts get a bad name on this ac-

count. Where a large quantity are grown,

and ornamental flower beds can • be dis-

pensed with, it is well to grow a crop of

celery or other vegetable on the ground the

season before planting, taking care to ma-

nure the preparatory crop very freely. This

will put the land in first rate order. Im-

mediately before planting, let the soil be

again forked over to the depth of six inches.

About the third week in May, the plants

may be finally planted out, not nearer than

five feet apart, carefully retaining the ball

of earth when taken out of the pots. "When

they have fairly started growing, pinch out

the tops, which will cause them to throw

out side shoots ; when these have grown

sufficiently, thin them out to three or four,

and bring them down nearly horizontal;

but be careful not to break them off at the

base, tie each branch to a stake and, as

growth progresses, thin out all weak and

superfluous shoots, cutting them close to

the stem. If fine blooms are desired, al-
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low freedom of air and light. After plant-

ing give a good soaking of water to each

plant, and cover the surface over two or

three inches with rotted manure, which

will prevent the sun's scorching rays dry-

in^ up the moisture, and keep the soil in a

more equable temperature. Attend care-

fully to watering in dry weather ; little and

often is of no use ; one good soaking is

worth twenty sprinklings. Nothing more

is now required but occasionally tying the

branches to the stakes as they progress in

growth, but do not bundle them together
;

all that is required, is to prevent them

breaking down. The flowers are wonder-

fully improved if covered from the light,

which may be done in a variety of ways,

that will occur to any ingenious mind.

The best I have ever tried is with a square

board, having a hole near the side to slide

it down on to a stake, and a slit cut through

about midway from the opposite side. The

stalk of. the flower, just before expanding,

is drawn through the slit, which brings it

to the middle of the board, and the flower

on the upper side of it. It is now tied to

the stake, which keeps it firm ; and a

flower pot is inverted and placed upon the

board, which covers the flower. This is

necessary, if the highest point of perfection

is required in any individual flower; but

as it is not my wish to encourage the same

scarecrow appearance in this country, which

attends an enthusiastic Dahlia-grower's gar-

den in England, I merely mention the thing

en passant.

This noble flower may be grown to great

perfection without it, by simply following

the above hints. It may be thought by

some that this is an extravagant plan, in-

curring much labor. To all such I would

say, only give my method a fair trial one

season, and you will no more go back to

your straight stem, tight tied, nine feet,

grenadier looking plan ; for the Dahlia can

be grown to as great perfection, and be

kept quite as dwarf in this country as it is

in the old one, if the right means are

adopted.

The following is a list of 50 of the best

kinds in cultivation

:

White or Blush

Marchioness of Cornwallis. (Whale's,)
Queen of Sheba, (Watkinson'B,)
Empress of Whites,
Marchioness of Lorn, (Cutter's,)

Antagonist. (Bragg's.)

Optimus, (Widnall's.)

Pink and Rose.

Felix, (Dnimmond's.)
Rose d'Amour, (Balteur's,)

Mrs. Shelly,

Lady Stoplord, (Trentfieid's.)

Crimson and Purple.

Captain Warner, (Gilding's,)

Marquis of Aylesbury, (Sparry's,)
Minn, (Druinmond's,)
fir Edmund Antrobus, (Keyne's,)
Louis Phillipe, (Turner's.)

Standard of Perfection, (Keyne's,)
Caractaeus.
Pickwick, (Cormack's.)

Scarlet and Red.
Shylock, (Collison's,)

Scarlet Gem, (Turner's,)
Beeswing, (Drummond's,)
Scarlet Unique,
Box, (Druminond's.)

Orange and Yel'om.

Mirabeau,
Cloth of Gold, (Edward's,)
Princess de Joinville,

Toison d'Or, (Batteur's,)

Hon. Mrs. Herbert, (Brown's.)

Tipped and Shaded.
Andromeda, (Collison's,)

Conspicua, (Girling's,)

Delicata,
Gem, (Oakley's,)

Lady of the Lake, (Keyne's,)
Gloria Mundi, (Ileadly's,)

Lady Feathe.rstone,
Magician, (Turner's,)
Princess Radzi*vill, (Gaine's.)

Maroon and Dark.

Admiral Stopford, (Trentfieid's,)

Queen of Gipsies,

I'erryer, (Turner's.)

Duke of Cambridge, (Wyness',)
Essex Triumph.

Striped.

La Carnation, (Girling's,)

Roi des Pointes,

Fancy Boy, (Gaine's,)
Bicolor,
La Lione,
Mr. George Clayton, (Bragg's,)
Madame Chauviere,

Meilley.

I have the honor to be yours, most obe-

diently, Win. Chorlton,*

Gardener to J. C. Green, Esq., Staten Island.

* An excellent article; and we shall be glad to hear from
Mr. C. again. Ed.



INVISIBLE IRON FENCES.

BY HENRY W. SARGENT, ESQ., WODENETIIE.

[An iron fence, at once light, substantial,

inconspicuous and cheap, is a great deside-

ratum in this country; and we have, as

yet, seen nothing of the kind so entirely

satisfactory, in all these respects, as one at

Wodenethe, the seat of Henry W. Sar-

gent, Esq., of which he has obligingly pre-

pared us the following description.

We especially commend this fence for

ornamental grounds. In this country,

where labor is dear, by the aid of a fence

of this kind, a large surface of grass may
be kept in admirable order by sheep, so as

to give the effect of a lawn kept short by

constant mowing, at little or no cost. Ed.]

My Dear Sir—Annexed is a rough

sketch of my wire or invisible fence, re-

specting the cost and construction of which

you requested me to give you some de-

tails.

I take common bar iron, 1£ inch wide

and j inch thick, and cutting it into lengths

of 5 feet, I round off the heads, sharpen to

a gradual point the feet, and then pierce it

with five holes to receive the wire, at the

distance of S, 9, 10, 11 and 12 inches,

which are the distances of the sheep and

lamb hurdles in England.

These form the uprights, and are driven

9 inches into cedar, locust or chestnut posts,

18 inches long, and 5 or 6 broad, which

are placed immediately below the surface

of the ground, leaving only the wire up-

rights to show above, and are heavily ram-

med down,—making them rather firmer

(there being less resistance to wind and

other ordinary pressure,) than posts set for

common board or picket fence. These up-

rights are set 5 feet apart. 6 or 7 would,

I presume, answer equally well ; and after

being plumbed, the wire is drawn through

and fastened securely, in hundred feet

lengths, to a stout post of cedar or other

wood, unless one has the good luck to find

a tree, which makes a much stronger and

less visible finish. I find it difficult (using

simply a crow-bar as a lever,) to draw the

wire tight and straight, at distances much

greater than 100 feet. The wire I em-

ploy is No. 4, about the thickness, or a tri-

fle larger than a common quill, and costs

in New-York, at wholesale prices, 5% per

lb. ; though I since learn it can be pur-

chased at 4| cents.

The cost of making the fence depends

somewhat upon the soil. In many soils, a

common post-hole auger can be used. My
soil being stony, the holes were dug, and

cost 4 cents apiece. My cedar posts (18

inches long,) 7 cents each; making the

cost of 100 feet of fence about $13.40, or

about 13| cents per foot, as follows

:

20 uprights, weighing 5\ lbs. each, 110

lbs., at 4 cents, $4 40

500 feet wire, weighing 100 lbs., at

5\ cents, 5 50

20 cedar posts, digging holes, sta-

ples, &c, 2 50

Labor putting up, 2 men half a day, 1 00

Per 100 feet $13 40

Of course, the expense is increased or

diminished by increasing or diminishing

the number of posts. In my woods, I run

the w-ires from trees, and require only 5 to

10 uprights, instead of 20, as in the above

estimate, and in some cases none at all

;

while upon my lawn, I have employed 25
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Fig. 86.

—

Invisible Iron Fenct.

to the 100 feet, in order to make the wires

tight and straight. In my woods, I have

ran over the fence with coal tar ; upon my
lawn, it is painted grass green. Where

stone is plenty and wood dear, as in Eng-

land, the former material may be used at

about the same cost ; supposing your stone

cost you nothing, by using an old wall, for

which you substitute this wire fence. The

blocks of stone should be about a foot

square, and have one flat side. The holes

could be drilled for 4 cents each ; and it

would require 1 lb. of lead, at 4 cents, to

set the uprights, which, in this case, would

need to be inserted only 3 or 4 inches in-

stead of 9, as in wood. About 2 cents

would thus be saved on each upright.

Without paint, which is a mere trifle, we

may estimate this fence at costing from 6

or 7 cents a foot, up to 13 cents. In woods,

where no uprights are required, there is

simply the cost of the wire and staples and

labor, in securing from tree to tree. The

cost then increases as you get out of the

woods, and the number of trees to be used

as supports diminish, until in a clear field.

Where all your uprights and supports are

wire or wood, it becomes the most expen-

sive. There are, however, few ornamental

places where the trees cannot be well

worked in. I should add, that after the

fence is put up, each upright is secured to

the wire by a little wedge of wood, or a

small nail, which renders it much firmer

than merely straining it from the two

ends.

Too much has been already said and

written upon the subject of wire fences, to

require any remarks from me upon their

beauty and economy. Even upon farms,

they are cheaper and more durable, and

vastly more economical, than anything else,

since no ground is lost on either side ; and

the plough and the scythe can be used im-

mediately up to and under them. Upon

ornamental places, especially of any size, I

consider them almost indispensable to high

keeping.

The great fault of our places in America,

is the want of a proper termination to the

ornamental grounds ; or, rather, some in-

telligible division between the ornamental

and practical. I say intelligible, because

we all keep under the roller and scythe,

every two or three weeks, a certain quan-

tity of lawn, say from 100 feet to an acre
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or more, and at the end of the last swath

starts up a hay-field, which is mown over

perhaps twice in the season ; but in most

cases, there seems no good reason why the

lawn ends and the hay-field begins just

where they do, instead of 10 or 100 feet

one way or the other ; in fact, there is no

good reason, for the length and breadth of

the lawn often depends upon the horticul-

tural zeal or pecuniary position for the mo-

ment. If the first mowing of the season is

made under the receipt of an increased or

unexpected dividend, the lawn gets a

swath or two more, and a cock or two of

hay is subtracted from the harvest ; while

the next year, under a smaller income,

thrift conquers taste, and the lawn, instead

of being shorn of its grass, is shorn of its

fair proportions.

The wire fence, therefore, forms an

agreeable termination or setting to our or-

namental grounds ; or, if needs be, a di-

vision between the dressed and undressed

portions of the estate. By its adoption,

we might materially diminish the amount

of lawn now kept under the scythe,—pro-

ducing similar effects by substituting cat-

tle—especially sheep—and increasing very

much the charm of the landscape by the

introduction of animated nature.

I doubt if the keenest eye can detect my
fence at 30 or 40 yards distance. Conse-

quently, our finest places even do not re-

quire a lawn larger than twice this breadth

in diameter, provided the grass on the

other side is kept equally short by sheep.

Your parks or grazing fields can be as

well planted by surrounding the trees, or

clumps, or shrubs, by the invisible fence,

which are quite lost against the foliage

;

and the walks can be quite as much ex-

tended by wire gates.

It is quite astonishing in England how

very small the proportion of mown lawn is

to that which, by the use ol the invisible

fence, is kept equally short, and almost in

as high order, by grazing. At Windsor

Castle, I should doubt if the mown border,

or strip of grass round the park side of the

castle, exceeded 50 to 100 feet up to the

wire fence, beyond which they were plant-

ing, in June last, large masses of Rhodo-

dendrons, Laurels, Portugal Laurels, &c,

in the park, which they protected from the

thousands of sheep an d deer that surround-

ed them by invisible wire fences.

At Longleat, the magnificent seat of the

Marquis of Bath, there i^ a strip of some

300 feet of mown lawn, planted with rare

shrubs, between the river and one side

only of the house, and separated from 600

acres of grazed park by the invisible wire

fence. At Wilton House (the Earl of

Pembroke's,) Appelder Court (Lord Yar-

borough's,) Goodwood (the Duke of Rich-

mond's,) Blenheim, Chatsworth, Stowe, and

many more that I remember, the amount

of vwvm lawn consists really of little more

than the grass borders of walks, or the

strips that surround or divide plantations

in the gardens and shrubberies. Three

sides of the house are thrown open, and

kept short by deer and sheep.

By the judicious introduction of wire

fences, I have thoroughly tested the strength

of this fence against cows and sheep ; and

I doubt very much whether an ox could

break it,—the wire being an?iealed. Be-

sides, here, as in England, cattle seem

to avoid it, as if suspicious of some

trap.

In connection with this fence, I have

now made, by a common blacksmith, 6 and

10 feet long, hurdles, costing, the first $2,

and the last S2.50 each. In England, the

same weight costs 4s. 6d. sterling, (about

one dollar,) and 30 per cent, duty, and 20

per cent, freight, and charges $1.50 for
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six feet hurdles, which are still cheaper.

The horizontal rods to these are made of

three-eighths inch iron, and quite firm

;

they have two feet, and are pinned to their

neighbors by screws. These are very use-

ful in temporary divisions to your fields,

and in temporary protection to shrubberies

and plantations. I am, my dear sir, faith-

fully yours, Henry W. Sargent.

Wodenetlu, Fishlcill Landing, Oct. 11, 1849.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MADISON PLUM.

BY DR. H. WENDELL, ALBANY.

A. J. Downing—Bear Sir : I wish to call

the attention of pomologists, through the

Horticulturist, to a new accidental seed-

ling plum, which has originated in the gar-

den of Isaac Deniston, Esq., of this city,

and which we have determined to call the

Madison Plum. It was first publicly ex-

hibited at the annual autumn show of the

Albany and Rensselaer Horticultural So-

ciety, on the 20th of September; but the

fruit was not sufficiently mature at that

time, to enable the committee to judge of

sts character. Allusion to it, however, will

be found in their report. I annex an out-

line and description of the fruit. Yours

very truly, Herman Wendell, M. D.

67.

—

Madison. Plum

Size—medium ; being usually an inch

and four-tenths in depth, by an inch and

three-tenths in breadth.

Form—roundish oval.

Exterior colour— light golden orange,

slightly tinctured with a greenish cast, and

faintly marked with pale yellow; the ex-

posed side beautifully blotched and spotted

with deep, rich, lake carmine, and the

whole surface faintly suffused with a deli-

cate bloom. Such specimens as are shaded

from the sun's rays have very few, or none

of these blotches or spots.

Colour offlesh—deep golden yellow.

Texture—somewhat firm, though not in

the least tough ; but, on the contrary, ra-

ther melting, and well supplied with rich,

delicious juice.

Flavor— richly saccharine, and very

agreeable.

Stoue—irregularly oval, rather pointed,

small, and non-adherent to the flesh.

Stem—about three-fourths of an inch in

length, not very stout, curved, and inserted

in a regular, but not deep, depression, usu-

ally a little on one side of the base.

Suture—quite shallow, frequently no-

thing more than a line, but uniformly visi-

ble, and extending from apex to base.

Colour of wood.—The young summer

shoots are green, the old wood greenish

brown, and not in the least downy.

Giowth.—The tree is upright and rather

spreading, as well as quite thrifty in its

growth ; the stems and branches are some-

what slender; the leaves are of a light
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green colour, slightly downy, nearly oval

acuminate, as well as obtuse serrate, and

over three inches long, exclusive of the

footstalks, which are short, and a line or

'.wo over half an inch in length.

Season—from the first to the fifteenth of

October.

Remarks.—Notwithstanding the Madi-

son is fully equal in every particular to a

large number, and far superior to many
varieties of the plum which are now placed

among those of first character, still, its

principal recommendations must be the

late period of the season at which it comes

to maturity, its prolific, and also its hardy

character. The tree is now presumed to

be about seven years old, and has borne

the past season over three bushels of fruit,

all of which, with the exception of about

half a bushel—which are still on it— have

been taken off" for preserves, unripe. Full

two-thirds of those which now remain are,

as yet, unripe, and from appearances may

continue so some days yet. This is the

second season of its bearing, it having

borne in 1847 about a peck. Last year,

owing to the severe vicissitudes of the pre-

vious winter, we had no plums in this vi-

cinity ; consequently, there was no fruit on

it. It is perfectly hardy ; not a particle of

the young wood having been destroyed

during its life, from vicissitudes of tempe-

rature. It is probably a hybrid, from the

Bleecker Gage ; immediately adjoining one

of which variety it is growing ; and the

Blue Gage, several of which surround it

on every side.

[From specimens of this variety, obli-

gingly sent us by Dr. Wendell, we are

inclined to think it will prove a valuable

acquisition. Its appearance is handsome,

and its flavor is superior to that of most of

the very late varieties. Ed.]

RANDOM NOTES ON HORTICULTURE.

BY SYLVANUS, CINCINNATI.

Dear Sir—A correspondent in one of your

late numbers, in giving his experience on

the subject of mulching, relates that he

covered the surface of the ground benea'h

his trees with straw ; and was so much sur-

prised at the after luxuriance of all so

treated, that he was inclined to think there

was some influence exerted by the straw

as a manure. This was not the case. The

explanation is simple; but I will first give

a little of my own experience the past sea-

son. I have frequently observed, during

our long drouths in the west, that my
trees remained perfectly inert or dormant

;

though shooting vigorously in the spring,

all increase at those times was suspended.

The cause did not, at first, strike me. Last

fall, however, I planted some of our native

nuts, which came up in due time in the

spring, and received constant care and at-

tention ; but their growth was slow. In

gathering the nuts in the autumn, however,

a small pile had been left in a hole near

my house ; and in pruning some trees, the

cuttings had been thrown over them and

left there. Some time in July I perceived

some green shoots forcing their way through

the bushes, and, on examination, I found

that some of the nuts had made a growth

of three feet in that situation, while my
tended plants had attained a height of only

about four inches. The cause of this aj
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once occurred to me ; and my trees, large

and small, were instantly mulched, first

being- well forked over and watered, and in

two or three days new buds began to make
their appearance. In less than three weeks,

trees whose leaves had all fallen off, and

which I had considered as lost, had made
shoots of nearly a foot in length. By
mulching, the evaporation of the moisture

around the roots was suspended ; and as a

tree cannot assimilate its juices without a

degree of moisture, or extract from the

earth its constituents, the ground was kept

in a condition by mulching to enable it to

feed, if I may so speak, without cessation.

Watering, alone, would not answer the

purpose ; for, independent of the caking of

the surface soil, the temperatue could not

be kept equable, as constant evaporation

would be going on, and the alternate heat

and cold of night and day be injurious to

the tree. I will add, that I mulched di-

rectly after a heavy rain, and found it ex-

pedient, as we had many weeks of dry, hot

weather, to water the trees once or twice

very plentifully, but without removing the

covering. I have since discovered that se-

veral of your correspondents have had suc-

cess equal to mine in mulching their trees.

Many persons complain that fruits do

not succeed so well in the west as they did

many years ago. This is in a measure

true; but I think the evil is not irremedia-

ble. I will at least try and throw some

light on the subject,—the result of my own
experience and observation. The cherry,

in particular, many persons despair of ever

being able to raise. Although these trees

grow well for a year or two, and some even

bear fruit for a few seasons, they soon be-

gin to decay, and finally die. Now, in the

first place, the heat and long drouths we
have in the west, are too much for any of

the fine varieties of fruit, and particularly

for the cherry. But it is usually planted

with a full exposure to the sun, for the be-

nefit, as they say, of the fruit. Now, even

in our dryest weather, we have heavy

dews, so that in the morning the trees look

as though they had been exposed to a

heavy shower. The sun, rising, darts his

rays full upon their broad wet leaves. The

dew is heated at once, and steams off, car-

rying with it, naturally, the juices imparted

by the dew and from the atmosphere, as

well as that transmitted to them from the

roots for elaboration or digestion ; and the

leaves are of course prevented from per-

forming their allotted functions. In the

mean time, the effect of the dew is not felt

at the roots. They are imbedded in a

hard dry cake of earth, from which they in

vain seek to extract nourishment. The

consequence is, that the trees receive a

shock that eventually must kill or render

them unproductive.

Until this year, I had not been able to

raise a single cherry tree ; all I planted

dying after one, or at most two, seasons

from transplanting. This year I planted

some in the shade, or, rather, where the

sun could not reach the leaves or trunk

until after mid-day. I also kept them well

mulched, (after the time I discovered its

good effect, as above stated ;) and they are

at this time the most flourishing trees in

my orchard.

I pursued the same course with my pear

trees. Not one of them has died of the

blight, though heretofore I have regularly

lost half I planted out.

I am now satisfied of the cause of the

blight of this tree, at least on my own

grounds. It is caused neither by an insect

nor by frozen sap. Keep the tree pro-

tected, and in a constant state of action,

both in its roots and leaves, and it will not

blight. But let the circulation of the sap
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be prevented or impeded, it soon becomes

gorged in the sap vessels, the heat of the

sun ferments it, and disease and death are

the result. Why is it that the seedlings,

found in the forest, are so healthy and so

productive?—(the original Seckel, for in-

stance.) It is because they have had a lit-

tle wholesome neglect ; or, rather, have

been left to the care of nature. Nature

never prunes, but always protects, and al-

ways mulches, when it is necessary.

I have given you above my experience

for one season only ; but so far, I have

reason to congratulate myself on my suc-

cess, and am pleased to find that many of

your correspondents, who have pursued the

same course of treatment, have met with

like results. I firmly believe that by fol-

lowing up this treatment, I shall not only

preserve my pear trees from blight, but

that I shall also be able to enjoy the cher-

ry in perfection.

I submit now, to you and your corres-

pondents, the following statements

:

1st. That the blight in the pear tree, is

caused by the fermenting of the sap in the

vessels, after the circulation has been im-

peded or suppressed by drouth.

2d. That the bursting of the bark of

the cherry tree, and its consequent de-

cay in the bark, is produced by the same

cause.

3d. That to the same cause may be at-

tributed the mildew of the grape ; in this

case, the blight taking place in the leaves

and fruit.

I will close this by stating, that I never

have known a pear tree to blight when it

was planted in a warm, moist soil, and was

protected during drouth from the intense

heat of the sun. I never knew a cherry

tree to burst its bark, or fail to produce, in

a like situation. What is the experience

of yourself, and Professor Turner, on this

point? I could enlarge upon this subject,

and bring a strong array of facts to support

what I have written ; but I prefer waiting

for another season's experiment and obser-

vation. In common with others of your

correspondents, who have treated this sub-

ject in your columns, my desire is to awa-

ken attention to a subject that, to us in the

west, at least, is as important as anything

in the whole range of horticulture.

Svlvanus.
Cincinnati, Oct. 6, 1849.

THE CAMELLIA JAPONICA.

BY GEORGE GLENNY.*

This handsome evergreen and richly flow-

ering plant is one of the noblest ornaments
of the green-house, and its robust and half

hardy constitution renders it one of the

"most desirable of floral subjects. It is a
splendid shrub or tree,—for it is as easily

cultivated one way as the other,—and is a
generally esteemed favorite among the
permanent ornaments in the conservatory.
The varieties are extremely numerous, the
species few; and we are indebted to Eng-
lish gardeners for most of the sorts in cul-

Vol. iv. 17

tivation, very few having been imported

from China, and these, with trifling excep-

tions, appear to be only seedling varieties

like our own. Nothing can be less alike

in the same genus, perhaps, than the di-

minutive Sasanqua, and the monster reti-

culata, while the double white, and its

companions red and striped, and others,

form a sort of middle class in size, and
surpass both in beauty. None of the

thousand varieties reared in England seem
* From the London Hort. Magazine.
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to follow either reticulata or sasanqua, so

that it is possible they are distinct. Among
the species and varieties earliest introduced

mav be mentioned Sasanqua and Semi-
double Red in 1811; Double Red, 1818;
oleifera, 1819 ; Kissi, 1823 ; euryoides and
reticulata, 1824. Many have been re-

ceived from the continent, and among them
a number of rejected seedlings, bought in

England, propagated and named abroad,

and sent back with high sounding names
and descriptions, to be bought here, and
by good judges thrown away as worthless.

Florists who raise seedlings, save for their

own novelties some that they consider best,

and dispose of the others among persons

who use them for no other purpose than
sending out as novelties ; therefore in such
cases the public suffer as badly as if the

original raiser had sent them out, and in

many cases he buys back, under some
tempting description and name, some of

the very plants he thought not good enough
to name, and sometimes at a larger price

than he obtained for the whole batch. It

is not our purpose to inquire into the many
hundreds of sorts that are now to be found
in the various catalogues, nor to go into

the merits of many which are so like each
other, and so imperfect, as to be scarcely

worth culture ; but we shall give a few
names of varieties that may be grown with
credit, and describe our method of culti-

vation, which differs little perhaps from
that of other people who have succeeded.

FIKST TREATMENT OF YOUNG PLANTS.

These generally come to us in a very

small state. The imported plants frequent-

ly being the completion of their first growth
from a bud, and not more than two or

three leaves of the worked part, and often

upon a stock of small size, in pots filled

and matted with roots almost to solidity.

These are the most difficult to manage of

any, and if they were simply repotted in

vessels a size larger, would be as likely to

pine and die as to live. Many English
plants purchased in from some nurseries

will be found matted in the same way,
though larger, and they are in as great

danger, if merely shifted, as the smaller

ones, but from there being more to cut at

they would be headed in a little, to give

vigor to new growth, while the smaller

ones have not a leaf to spare. The first

thing, therefore, to do with a new young
plant, is to turn out the ball and examine
the state of the roots ; if they do not fill

the pot, the conclusion is that the stock is

young as well as the plant, but it may be
that the stock has been matted in a smaller

one, and that the shift it has had has not

been properly conducted ; but if you see

healthy roots making their way round the

outside of the ball, there is no danger to be

apprehended ; they may be be shifted, if

the growth has been completed, into a pot

a size larger, without disturbing the ball.

If the roots are matted, take the ball out of

its confinement, and soak it an hour to wet
it quite through. If any part of the roots

appear rotted, carefully remove them, and
where they are in such a solid mat as to

prevent free growth, remove enough to

give the rest room to grow, and shake or

wash all the mould out ; better is it to cut

the roots almost to the stump, than to

leave on any that will not or cannot grow.

Now take loam that has been formed of

rotted turves; if they were cut thin, and
the vegetation rotted in them, they will be

found rich in vegetable mould, and would
grow plants almost without any mixture

;

but equal quantities of peat earth and rot-

ted cow dung, to the extent of one portion

to three of the loam, will render it lighter

and more porous. If the loam is of the top

spit, and the turves rotted in, or the turves

were originally cut very thick, the propor-

tion of vegetable mould will be much less,

and there must be vegetable mould or

more peat and cow dung to compensate.
If the loam be pretty nearly clean, but of

good friable quality—and it ought to be
the latter to answer at all—one-half loam
and one-fourth vegetable mould, and an
eighth each of cow dung and peat earth,

will do ; upon the mixing of these all ought

to be rubbed through a very coarse sieve,

such as would let a hazel nut through, and
when mixed, if it should appear too adhe-

sive, which is not very likely, a little silver

sand may be added until it is of right tex-

ture. Now take a pot of the proper size,

fill one-fourth with potsherds or crocks,

then some compost, highest in the middle,

enough to bring the collar of the plant
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(which is where the root begins) near the

top of the pot; spread the roots out evenly

and fill up, pressing the soil about the fibrfis

and bringing the compost nearly to the level

of the pot ; well water, and plunge the pot

into a moderate bottom heat, and cover with

a bell or hand glass. Although it may be

directly after they have completed their first

growth, this will start them again, and they

will make another season of wood, even in

time to flower, if it were desirable ; but

generally speaking, the object of an ama-
teur and that of a florist are widely different.

The nurseryman or florist wants to multiply

his stock ps soon as possible, and therefore

makes all the wood he can. The amateur
desires to get a handsome plant as soon as

possible, and that does not depend on the

quantity so much as the form of the wood.

Supposing then we have two of these mise-

rable little plants repotted as we have di-

rected, the one we leave to grow as fast as

it will; the other we will suppose to have

not more than two or three eyes. As soon

as the buds begin to swell after the repot-

ting, unless it is bidding fair to grow hand-

some, take out the top bud, or shorten the

shoot to two or three eyes, but if the shoot

already made indicates a disposition to

grow handsome and throw lateral branches,

leave all on, and as they grow, merely no-

tice that no unhandsome growth be made,
by stopping any joint that grows the wrong
way or out of shape. The proper form for

the plant is a well regulated bush, or a

handsome standard ; we are now directing

for the bush. The plants are to be watered
rather liberally while growing, and when
they are advancing pretty fast let the ball

be turned out, to see if the roots have
reached the side of the pot, and, before

they begin to mat or cross each other, care-

fully shift them to a larger pot with the

same compost, and return them to their

place ; they ought not to be ehecked in

their growth, therefore the greatest care

must be taken not to disturb the ball of

earth or damage the roots, and the collars

of the plants must not be sunk into the

compost the least shade lower than they

were before. Continue the watering while

the growth goes on, but when there ceases

to be any more leaves coming, and the fo-

liage there is grown to its full size, they

may first be lifted out of the plunging me-
dium and placed on their own bottom ;

next, they may be removed close to the

glass, and be shaded from the sun ; next,

to the green-house, still shaded ; afterwards

to a cold frame or pit ; all of which time

they are to have little or no water. This
has so far saved a whole season of growth,

and perhaps saved the plant altogether, for,

as we have before observed, the}' do occa-

sionally come so miserably weak, that be-

fore the growing season they would some-

times perish. The plants so pushed into

second growth require care to ripen their

wood, and ought not to be placed in the

open air until this is effected. Cold winds,

rain and damp, would be much against

them, therefore there is no contrivance

better adapted for them, until the wood is

ripened, than a common cold frame or pit,

which may be closed partly or altogether

as wet or wind may render it necessary.

When the wood is thoroughly ripened, it

may be thrown more open to the weather,

and up to September may be on a shady

border. The plants will occasionally, even

with such second growth, be found set for

bloom at the end of each shoot. If you
are still anxious for growth instead of bloom,

pick off the buds at once, for the plant stirs

but little all the time the buds are swelling

and the flowers blooming. In short, two

complete growths may be had by taking

off the buds, if there be any, and placing

the plants in the green-house. But it may
be that the pots are full of roots, and this

must be looked to now and then, by turn-

ing out the ball and examining them, for

the best rule for shifting plants is to do it

when the fibres begin to meet next the

pot. In the new growth, which will begin

much sooner from having no bloom, the

same watchfulness as to handsome form

must be observed, except where the growth

alone is wanted for stock, because in that

case it matters not where it comes ; the

object is to get as many buds or joints as

possible. It is not to be forgotten, too,

that the growth would be still accelerated

by increasing the temperature, for which
purpose the propagator will even submit

the plant to the coolest part of the stove, or

place it in a propagating house, which is

always kept at a much higher temperature
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than a green-house, either by means of a

hot-water tank, or a bark bed, but the spe-

cimen grower will look more to the strength

anil beauty of the growth than its quantity.

The joints are shorter, the leaves closer,

and the habit therefore more compact when
the plant is not hastened. These plants

will have made their growth much sooner

than those which are allowed to bloom;
and while the propagator will carefully re-

move the bloom buds again, the amateur
will probably allow his to perfect its flow-

ers for the next blooming time.

PROPAGATION BY INARCHING.

Grafting by approach or inarching is a

favorite mode of propagating the Camellia;

for this purpose, healthy stocks of the single,

or vigorously growing kinds are raised by

cuttings, of which we shall speak hereafter,

and are for this purpose procured two years

old. A shoot of the plant which is to be

propagated is bent towards the stock, the

wood is cut quite square on the face, and

nearly half way through. The stock is

cut in a similar way, so that they fit to-

gether well ; with a sharp knife a notch or

slit is made, which forms a kind of tongue

downwards in one, and upwards in the

other, and these are tucked in a little way,

so as to make the join more steady and

complete than when the two are merely

bound together without the tongue, al-

though they would unite even so. These

are then placed so as to make the barks of

both join on one side at least, which is all

that can be done if one is larger than the

other, but if both stock and shoot are the

same size the bark meets on both sides; the

stock must be fixed so that the join may
not be disturbed, and the plant, and that be

kept growing. The time of the year for

this operation is when the plants begin to

push their growth, and the stocks are grow-

ing, and if the stocks are not growing so

fast as the plant, it should be put in mode-

rate heat and be forced, but when they are

inarched they should both be put in heat,

something more than the ordinary green-

house, but not so warm as a stove. All

the shoots that are to be inarched should

be done at once, and the pots with the

stocks in them so fixed, by props or other-

wise, as that they cannot be shaken or

disturbed. After a few weeks, say six at

the least, or two months is safer, the ties

may be undone, and the plants examined ,

to see if the union have taken place, which,

if the join has been neat and the stocks in

good growing order, is pretty certain ; the

shoot that is on the main plant may then

be cut just below the join, the piece will

be then fairly in the stock ; when these are

all cut off they may be put near the light,

well watered, and the top of the stock that

is above the join be taken off, and thus the

whole nourishment of the stock thrown into

the graft ; when the growth is perfected,

they may be removed into a cool pit where
they can be shaded, and they will require

but little water. The greatest exactness

must be observed as to the state of the

plants when inarched ; the buds of the

plant ought to begin swelling, and the stock

begin to grow. If the stock be at all

bushy at the top, all but one shoot must be

removed, and the graft ought to be per-

formed below, on the thickest part of the

stock, that is to say, as low as the work
can be well done. With regard to the

shoot of the plant, be guided by circum-

stances; if there be two eyes above the

join it is enough, but as inarching, which
is troublesome compared with other graft-

ing, is resorted to for the sake of making
good strong plants at starting, they are

used much larger than would suffice ; many
who have favorite plants with a shoot that

can be spared will procure a good stock to

inarch it on, and be guided by the length

they wish to get rid of as to how much
they will join on the stock.

PROPAGATION BY GRAFTING.

This is the best way of propagating for

amateurs,bBcause it neither keeps the plants

out of their places, nor makes a litter in the

house ; they have only to take care that the

joins are made very neatly, fit very close^

and are bound firmly, but not too tight.

Of the many ways of grafting none need

fail ; from a small piece of wood with only

a single bud on it, to a good long scion, all!

may be made to unite j but much depends

on circumstances, as to the mode employed.

The stocks must be in a growing state* and

the buds of the scion have begun to swelh

The stocks are in general headed dowa»
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that all the strength may be directed to

the scion. Suppose, then, we have only

one bud on a small piece of wood, with the

leaf attached ; it may be cut wedge-shaped,
and the stock, which should have a bud at

the highest part, should be cut to fit the

wedge. The reason for a bud being at

the highest point of the stock is, that a

current of sap should be maintained to the

top, to promote the union. Another way
of grafting with a single bud is, to cut the

stock with a long, sloping cut, half way
through, and the but must be cut to match,
and a slit ought to be cut upwards in one,

and downwards in the other, so as to form
a sort of steadying hold. A third mode of

grafting with a single bud and its wood, is,

by reversing the wedge ; that is, by cut-

ting the bud like a saddle, and making the

stock the wedge: but it is not nearly so

good, because you thereby lose the advan-
tage of the leading bud in the stock. Ano-
ther way of bud-grafting is, to cut the bud
and the stock to fit each other, in some
such way as carpenters mitre, so that the

piece with the bud fits into the place mi-
tred in the other ; but the simplest is the

first or second, and they are the safest to

adopt. It must always be remembered
that the bark of the bud or graft must touch

the bark of the stock, and be completely

fitted to it on one side, if not on both.

There is only a necessity with regard to one
side, when the stock is larger than the scion

or bud ; and hence it is rjuite certain that

if a graft were put in the centre of a stock,

it must fail ; but that if the bark be fitted

on one side it will unite ; this is material.

In grafting of all sorts, a neat fit, the bark
of both touching, ensures success; the re-

verse produces a failure. In grafting a

good strong scion on a stock, it is a com-
mon thing to make the union in the mid-
dle, and to let the under half, which hangs
below the union, go into a phial of water
tied to the place, so as to feed it with wa-
ter while it is uniting; but this is only de-

sirable when the piece intended to be
grafted is too large to venture with the

limited nourishment of the stock.

The advantage of all kinds of grafting

over the inarch grafting or grafting by ap-

proach is, that a man may use up all those

shoots which may come off", without injur-

ing the appearance of his collection of
plants, and keep the plants in their proper
situations, instead of being obliged to spoil

the appearance of his best specimens, by
either placing the pot of stocks about his
best houses, or removing his plants to ano-
ther place. Camellias require very dif-

ferent treatment for blooming and for pro-
pagating by inarch grafting ; consequently,
if a handsome specimen have two or three
shoots too long, or have here and there a
shoot which could be well spared, he must,
if he inarch it, submit the specimens to the
treatment of the grafting-house, or bring
the stocks into his show-house, and dis-

figure the plant by tying the spare shoots
to stocks in pots, fixed all about it ; where-
as, if they were cut off at once the plant
would be improved, and they would do the
grafting in a proper place, without inter-

fering with any of the principal houses.

PROPAGATING BY CUTTING.

This mode is seldom practiced for any
but stocks, because of the time lost in the
getting up of the plants to any size, and
the generally less healthy and vigorous
state of the plant in advancing years.
Many of the varieties of Camellia are na-
turally delicate, and their growth weakly,
compared with others. All the singles,

and many of the semi-doubles, are of ex-
ceedingly robust habit, and these are se-
lected for stocks. Two joints are enough
for a cutting, one under ground and the
other above ; but as there is generally
plenty of stuff to be had adapted for stocks,

the ends of shoots are mostly selected, two
or three joints above the soil and one joint

under, because they sooner make large
plants, and the top bud takes the lead.

The cuttings are prepared by cutting the

wood away below the bottom joint and is-

sue of the lower leaves, that the roots may
proceed from the eyes there. A pot of the
ordinary kind is filled thus : crocks, one-
third ; compost, to within an inch of the
top of the pot, levelled properly, and struck
upon the potting table two or three times,

to settle it moderately firm; the last inch
is filled with silver sand, and the whole
gently saturated with water. The cuttings
are then placed very thick, not an inch
apart, by sticking them through the sand
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to touch the compost, but not to go into it,

filling the pot all but enough room round

the edge to admit of a bell glass being

covered over, and the edge being pressed

into the sand ; a little gentle watering with

a fine rose closes the sand all about the

stems ; and they are to be covered with

the glass and put into gentle bottom heat,

and a paper over them for shade. The
glass may be left a few days, say three or

four, without being touched ; but in the

event of there being the least signs of

dryness, water over the glass so that it

may run down inside the edge of the pot,

—

the sand will soon be saturated. The
glasses may be removed about the fourth

day and wiped, the cuttings watered all

over with a fine rose, and be covered again,

the glasses being first wiped dry inside.

Attention to these matters must be given

every morning, but on no account omitted

more than one day. The lower compost,

absorbing and drawing together, keeps the

sand pretty dry, and every two or four

hours they ought, by rights, to be refreshed,

in case of the sand being too dry, and the

glasses be wiped perfectly dry inside. In

a few weeks these cuttings will begin to

grow and root, for they will grow before

they are actually rooted ; and when tho-

roughly rooted, they should be potted off

into large sixty-sized pots, one in each.

Put a lump of peat, or some moss, or some

crocks, in the bottom of each, an inch

thickness, then a little compost, highest in

the middle ; now take the pot of cuttings,

and water them thoroughly; then strike

the pot on the table, gently, on its side,

and the sand and compost will loosen on

the side that is upwards ; do this all round

by turning the pot, when by a jerk the

whole ball may be delivered on the table.

This enables you to remove them one by

one, with all their roots. Hold them up*

right, one in the middle of each pot, rest-

ing it on the soil already there, or pressing

it down a little, if necessary, and spreading

the roots out all round the centre, but

keeping the roots pretty nearly to the top

of the soil—for none of the stems ought to

be buried—filling up all round with com-

post, gently pressed down round the side.

Well water them, and keep them under

glass, shut up a day or two, all shaded.

If quite convenient, they would be all the

better for returning to a little warmth a

few days, but they must be carefully shaded.

When once they have established their

roots and are growing again, you mu3t be

guided by your means as to how long you
will keep them in the gentle heat of a pro-

pagating-house, or pit, or declining hot-

bed—all of which are good for them ; or

whether you will pot them to make their

growth without heat. When they have
completed their growth, which, under any
circumstances, will be in a few weeks af-

ter they start, and their wood is thoroughly

ripened, or any time afterwards previous to

their growing, they must be repotted into

forty-eight-sized pots ; and while under
hand for this purpose, all the side and use-

less shoots may be trimmed off". The pot-

ting to be done as before, and all of the

plants to be put into a brick pit, without

heat, but under glass, for protection. Here
they may make a second year's growth, in

which, state, or any time after, they wili be
in fine order for grafting. Many prefer

very strong stocks; and although one year

potted are often used, for new and scarce

varieties two years old is as young as they

ought to be ; and so that they are repotted

every year, and never allowed to be pot-

bound, the older a stock is, the more rapidly

does a new variety grafted or inarched on
it become a considerable tree ; the growth
being not only more rapid, but also more
vigorous and more noble ; for the foliage is

larger, the bloom larger and more durable,

and the colours better. Stocks are hardy
and healthy enough to thrive in a pit or

wooden garden frame or light, after they

are once established ; so that it is not only

little trouble, but it is very desirable to

keep up a number of healthy stocks of all

ages, doing a few every year, and repot-

ting them from season to season, so as to

have always ready some of any size and
about every age that they can be required,

whereon to graft the prunings of the best

plants, and any new variety you may pro-

cure, that it may be desirable to propagate.

MANAGEMENT OF LARGER PLANTS.

The Camellia is one of the least difficult

to manage of any half-hardy evergreen

shrubs. They require attention of the
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most ordinary kind, and not much of it.

Their routine is to bloom, to commence a

new growth all over, which, when com-

pleted, exhibits the bloom buds at the ends

of all the shoots, to rest awhile, or do no-

thing but very gradually swell the buds,

flower, and grow again. Many complain

that their Camellias do not set well for

bloom. There is one thing that will pre-

vent them from doing so ; and that is, a

check while they are making their growth.

This check n;ay be occasioned several

ways. Too great a change in the tempe-

rature they are growing in, want of pot

room, want of moisture, want of good
drainage, poor, exhausted soil ; all, or any
one of these, will occasion an imperfect de-

velopment of the growing plant, and pre-

vent it from forming bloom buds. It is not

wise to make any changes of the pots

while the plant is rapidly growing, be-

cause unless it be done with more care

than is generally bestowed upon the ope-

ration, it gives a great check. When the

plants are in a state of rest, that is, when
the foliage has completed its growth, and
before the buds begin to swell, it may be

done, with care ; but the safest time, and
when the plant derives most benefit from

it, is when the bloom has declined, and
the plant is about to grow. By giving

good pot room at this time, the plant is

enabled to make strong, healthy growth.

Turn out the balls of earth whole, remove
such of the crocks or drainage as will come
away without disturbing the roots ; and
take off as much of the surface mould as

will come off without damaging the fibres.

Then use a pot that is a good inch larger

all round ; that is to say, two inches wider

across than the old one. Put in plenty of

crocks, next a little of the compost, then

place the ball so that it will be nearly even
with the edge of the pot ; fill up all round,

pressing the compost between the ball and

the sides of the pots, very carefully, with

the finger, or hand, or a piece of wood

;

but on no account disturb any of the fibres

that are outside the ball. When this is

properly adjusted, water, to settle the com-
post about the roots, and place them in a

protected place—a pit, under glass, is the

best ; and shut them up two days, without

opening them to the wind, or allowing the

sun to shine on them. They may then be
left to make their growth, either in the
green-house, the conservatory, or the pit,

which should be opened on mild days, to

admit air and prevent them from drawing,
and constantly watched, that they never
want water; for while the growth is making
they require a good deal of it.

In our practice, we thought it worth
while to have a canvass house, into which
all the Camellias were removed the begin-
ning of June, where they had all the bene-
fit of the full air on warm days, though
perfectly shaded from the sun by the can-
vass roof, which rolled up or down as re-

quired, and by the side blinds, which
opened outwards, and could be set horizon-

tally. It was as large as an ordinary con-
servatory ; and all our hard-wooded plants,

as well as the Camellias, were in it all the

summer. The advantage of shading, with-

out depriving plants of the light, is not
half appreciated; and the still greater be-

nefit arising from the supply of air through
canvass, even when all closed down, to

keep off high and dry winds, must be seen
to be sufficiently valued. But as every-
body has not got the convenience, it should
be remembered that all the while the plant

is making its growth, there should be no
harsh wind admitted ; the sun should not

be allowed to shine full upon it ; and every
pains should be taken to prevent a check.

Another point is worth attending to, very
carefully ; and that is, as soon as the shoots

commence growing, any that are in the way,
or are growing in the wrong place, should

be removed at once, to prevent the plant

from exhausting itself in useless blooms.

The exceptions to this are, when the plant

is wanted to be propagated from, in which
case all the wood may grow, to be cut off

after it has ripened. The plants ought not

to be disturbed until the growth has com-
pleted itself, when it is almost certain that

the plants will have become thickly set for

bloom. The plants may then be set in

the shade, in any protected situation—the

cooler the better—and there must not be
any water given until the compost in which
they are growing is getting towards dry.

But, generally speaking, the rain affords

enough. Yet, there must not be any flag-

ging of the plants for want of moisture. It
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has to be considered that they are not

growing, and consequently do not absorb

much moisture. The hard-wooded plants,

in general, would do best in the same situa-

tion, a sheltered spot ; that is to say, pro-

tected against north and north-east winds,

by a fence or wall, at proper distance, and

shaded by trees or canvass from the heat of

the mid-day sun. They should also be on

wood or stone, or paving of some kind, to

prevent the roots protruding and laying

hold of the ground, which causes a very

dangerous check, when removed to the

winter quarters. If they are necessarily

placed on the ground, however hard it may
te, the pot should be frequently turned

round to prevent the roots from striking

into the earth. Towards the autumn the

bloom buds will be found to have swelled

a good deal ; and where they are too thick,

some should be taken off. It is the habit

of some to leave three or four in a bunch

;

this is bad, and they ought to be reduced

before they are put into the blooming-
house, and not more than one should be at

the same joint, or if two, they should be on

opposite sides of the stem.

(To be continued.)

THE DIANA GRAPE.

Every fruit-grower will be glad to hear

that a new native grape has at last been

:

proved, which is really superior to the Isa-

.bella and Catawba.

Such a grape, we are now prepared to

say, /is the Diana. It has fruited abun-

dantly, for two years past, in the garden

at W,o.denethe, the residence of our neigh-

bor, H. W. Sargent, Esq. We said no-

thing of its qualities last year, because we

would not praise it as it deserves upon the

experience of a single season ; but, after

tasting it again, repeatedly, this season,

we do not hesitate to rank it as the best

of American grapes.

Though yet almost entirely unknown in

collections, the Diana was raised several

years ago by Mrs. Diana Crehore, of Mil-

ton Hill, near Boston, and was very briefly

described in our work on Fruits. As the

climate of New-England is not so favora-

ble to the ripening of native grapes as that

of the middle states, it seems until lately

to have attracted but little attention there.

Some specimens, sent from Boston to the

Congress of Fruit-growers in New-York

this autumn, were not sufficiently matured

to show the fine flavor of the fruit, as ri- ng. 88.—Tht Diana Grape.
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pened on the Hudson. We were glad,

however, to learn from the remarks of

Messrs. French and Walker that it is now

considered the best native grape in Massa-

chusetts.

The Diana is a seedling from the Ca-

tawba, and, in general appearance and

character, resembles its parent. It is, how-

ever, an entirely distinct variety, of a more

delicate pale red colour, with less pulp and

more juice than the Catawba. The bunch-

es are also distinct, being quite compact,

while those of the Catawba are always

loose. It is an abundant bearer, and in its

growth is equally vigorous with its pa-

rent.

The Diana, when fully ripened, is a

finer flavored grape than either the Isabella

or Catawba. It most nearly resembles the

latter in flavor, but is more delicate, and

has less of the peculiar wild taste of the

native grape.

Perhaps the greatest merit of this new va-

riety is, however, earliness. It ripens, on

the Hudson, a week or ten days earlier

than the Isabella, and, of course, a fortnight

or more before the Catawba. It is evident,

therefore, that it will be a decided acquisi-

tion to all those parts of the northern states

where the Isabella and Catawba will scarce-

ly ripen. It will not, perhaps, ripen so far

north as the Clinton grape, (now so well

known about Rochester ;) but it is much su-

perior in flavor and beauty of appearance.

We believe a few plants of the Diana

may be had in some of the nurseries about

Boston ; but it is as yet scarcely at all

known to cultivators, and we would direct

the attention of nurserymen to the advan-

tage of propagating so fine a grape.

MR. ROTCH'S COTTAGE VILLA AT NEW-BEDFORD.

DESIGNED BY A. J. DAVIS

Our frontispiece presents an elevation of

a substantial and ornamental cottage villa,

built at New-Bedford, for the residence of

Wm. J. Rotch, Esq., from the designs of

Mr. Davis, architect, New-York.

It is a pleasing specimen of the Rural

Gothic cottage ; and we offer it as a study, to

those about building cottages in the country.

It is, in general plan, modelled after the

cottages of English rural landscape, in a

style which harmonizes well with pictu-

resque scenery.

For this climate we prefer, for a house

of the accommodation afforded by this de-

sign, a full second story ; which is easily

given by raising the eaves about three feet

higher. This enables us to introduce en-

tire windows in the bed-rooms, leaving the

apartments for domestics to be lighted by

dormer windows in the attic.

Perhaps the mode shown in this design

(of building one and a half story,) is more

cottage-like and picturesque ; but our warm
climate makes a full second story so de-

sirable, that in all but small dwellings we
would endeavor to obtain it,—even at a

trifling surrender of external effect.

This dwelling is built in brick and stuc-

co, and the ornaments are carved in a

heavy and solid manner, and with that at-

tention to correctness of detail which marks

all Mr. Davis's designs.
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Nothing could well be more satisfactory

than the late session of this body at Castle

Garden, New-York, during the first week

of October.

The past season, so unusually unfavora-

ble, not only to the production of fine fruits,

but to the collection of information respect-

ing them, led us to anticipate a very indif-

ferent attendance on this occasion, and a

want of that lively interest in the topics to

be discussed which grows out of poor crops

and disappointed hopes.

Great was our surprise, therefore, on

finding the large hall, devoted to this par-

pose, filled with delegates from almost

every portion of the United States—from

Maine to Georgia, and as far west as Illi-

nois ; and greater still our gratification, to

see that these were not merely so called

delegates, representing the different horti-

cultural, pomological and agricultural so-

cieties in various sections of the Union, but

men of the highest stamp, as regards prac-

tical skill and pomological knowledge—the

concentrated experience and knowledge of

the country on these subjects ; so that the

officers of the meeting had only to call for

information, regarding the success or the

failure of any tried variety of fruit, and

Maine, Massachusetts, Ohio, or New-York,

or some other state, was there, in the per-

son of her most experienced cultivators,

ready to give her evidence either to damn

an outcast fruit to the "rejected list," or

to raise it to the company of good and tried

names, worthy of a place in the orchard or

garden of all seeking and doubting horti-

culturists. Every one attending that con-

vention must have been struck with the

great value, to the horticulture of the coun-

try, of this array of experience from so

wide a range of the Union, and with the

far greater importance and utility of the

meetings of such an association, over those

of any local horticultural society.

The first step was to appoint a commit-

tee, to meet another committee sent by the

N. A. Pomological Convention, for the pur-

pose of uniting those two bodies into a sin-

gle one, of a completely national charac-

ter. We are glad to be able to say that

this was done by unanimous consent, and

so entirely was the whole convention of

the opinion that there should be but one

body of the kind, that the consolidation

was effected immediately, and with the

largest spirit of good will and fraternity on

all sides. The consolidated association is

to be known hereafter as the American Po~

mological Congress, and is to hold its next

session at Cincinnati, in September, 1S50.

After this, the chairman of the general

fruit committee brought forward a " re-

jected list" of fruits, considered unworthy

of large cultivation. Notwithstanding a

little opposition from a few of our friends,

who are pomological universalists, and

think that not even choke pears are worthy

of eternal condemnation, the Congress en-

tered very heartily into the consideration

of the list, and made an excellent begin-

ning of a good work, by passing sentence

on a pretty large number of sorts which

have been extensively tried, and found

wanting. In order to give the arraigned

culprit the benefit of a doubt, an objection

from any member of the Congress was suf-

ficient to prevent his being sentenced ; but

if no one spoke in his behalf, he was voted

unworthy of longer good fellowship in any

catalogue, garden, or orchard.

After dispatching this rejected list, which
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occupied a whole day, the meeting took up

the consideration of varieties worthy of

being added to the list for general cultiva-

tion. Many and interesting were the dis-

cussions elicited by this part of the pro-

ceedings ; and we will venture to say that

more information, regarding the merits of

various sorts of fruit—information which

had for years before laid dormant in local

experience—was made common property

by these discussions, than it would have

been possible to acquire in a hundred years,

by the widest experience of any one indi-

vidual.

We must not omit to mention the dis-

play of fruit, which filled, to overflowing,

the tables in the hall. Every member

went to the convention with the feeling

that, in such a season, there could be no

show of fruit, yet hoping, by the speci-

mens he carried, to give some little inte-

rest to the session ; and every one, on the

morning of the second day, was astonished

at the extent and variety of the exhibition

—

certainly much the largest and most varied

pomological show in the country this sea-

son. We regret that our want of space

this month obliges us to refer to the Re-

port of the proceedings for the list of va-

rieties and names of contributors.

Not the least important part of the busi-

ness performed, was the adoption of con-

cise by-laws for the government of the as-

sociation ; and a most valuable feature em-

braced by them, is the formation of a new

GENERAL FRUIT COMMITTEE for the whole

country. This committee consists of the

chairmen of the fruit committee of every

horticultural and pomological society in the

United States and Canada, who are hence-

forth to be considered as composing it,

—

all under the direction of the chairman of

the whole, appointed by the Pomological

Congress. This arrangement, based upon

the belief that each horticultural society

puts its best men at the head of its fruit

committee, (as it is for its own reputation

bound to do,) gives the Congress a perpetual

fruit committee, which embodies the most

active talent and information in the coun-

try. We shall look" to this committee with

confidence, as one fully able and willing

to collect and make known everything on

the subject of fruits and fruit culture within

its farthest reach ; so that the budget of

the next session shall be one unusually

rich in valuable information.

We must refer our readers for further

details, and for the reports of the state

committees, to the printed Report, which

will soon be published. We will only

add the list of fruits adopted and rejected,

for the benefit of cultivators, who may wish

to make immediate use of it.

LIST OF FRUITS FOR GENERAL CULTIVATION.
PEARS.

Uvedale's St. Germain, or
Pound.

Louise Bonne de Jersey,
Uvedale's St. Germain, for
baking.

Rostiezer,
Andrews,
Fondante d'Automne.
Fulton,
Urbaniste,
Vicar of AVinkfield.

APPLES.
Swaar. Bullock's Pippin.
Porter, White Seek-no-further,
Fameuse, Winesap,
Vandevere, Lady Apple,
Huhbardston Nonsuch, Wine Apple,
Danvers Winter Sweet, Red Astrachan.

Large Early,
Breda,

Downton,
Ehuge,

APKICOTS.
Moorpark.

NECTARINES.
Early Violet.

GRAPES,
(for culture under glass.)

Black Hamburgh, White Frontignan,

Black Prince, White Muscat of Alexandria,
Black Frontignan, Chasselas of Fontainbleuu.

Grizzly Frontignan,

(for open culture.)

Isabella, Catawba.

CURRANTS.
May's Victoria,

White Grape.
Red Dutch,
White Dutch,
Black Naples,

GOOSEBERRIES.
Houghton's Seedling, Laurel,
Woodward's Whitesmith, Ironmonger,
Crown Bob. Early Sulphur,

Red Champagne, Green Gage,
Warrington, Green Walnut.
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RASPBERRIES.
Red Antwerp, Fastolff,

Knevctt's Giant, Yellow Antwerp.

STRAWBERRIES.
Large Early Scarlet, Hovey's Seedling.*

Boston Pine,

The following list was adopted by the

convention as new varieties, which " give

promise of being worthy of being added to

the list for general cultivation :"

PLUMS.
River's Favorite, McLaughlin.
St. Martin's Quetsche,

PEARS.
Beurre d'Anjou,
Doyenne Boussock,
Manning's Elizabeth,

Doyenne d'Ete,
Striped Madeleine,
Duchess d'Orleans,
Pratt,

Paradise d'Automne,
Van Assene,
Jalouise de Fonteuay Vendee,
Chancellor,
Ananas d'Ete,

Brandywine,
Ott.

STRAWBERRIES.
Burr's New Pine, Jenny's Seedling.

* We also repeat here the list adopted for general cultiva-

tion last year

:

APPLES.

Early Harvest, Rhode Island Greening,
Large Yellow Bough, Baldwin,
American Summer Pearmain, Roxbury Russet,

Summer Rose, And, for particular localities,—
Early Strawberry, Yellow Bellefleur,

Gravenstein, Esopus Spitzenberg,

Fall Pippin, Newtown Pippin.

PEARS.

Seckel,
Flemish Beauty,
Beurre Bosc,
Winter Nelis,

Beurre d'Aremberg,
And, for particular localities,—

Madeleine,
Dearborn's Seedling,
Bloodgood,
Tyson,
Golden Beurre of Bilboa,

Bartlett.

Williams's Bon Chretien, or While Doyenne,
Bartlett, Gray Doyenne.

PEACHES.

Grosse Mignonne,
George IV.
Early 'i ork, serrated,

Large Early York,
Morris White,
Oldmixon Freestone,

Jefferson,

Green Gage,
Washington,
Purple Favorite,
Bleecker Gage,

May Duke,
Black Tartarian,
Black Eagle,
Bigarreau,

Cooledge's Favorite,
Bergen's Yellow,
Crawford's Late,
And, for particular localities,-

Heath Cling.

PLUMS.

Coe's Golden Drop,
Frost Gage,
Purple Gage,
And, for particular localities,

Imperial Gage.

CHERRIES.

Knight's Early Black,
Downer's Late,
Elton,
Downton.

RASPBERRY.
Knevett's Giant.

GRAPE.
Diana, (native.)

LIST OF REJECTED FRUITS.

APPLES.

Gloucester White,
Henry's Weeping Pippin,
Gray House,
Red Ingestrie,

White Ingestrie,

I<ord Nelson, (Kirke's,)

Marmalade Pippin,
Rowland's Red Streak,
Woolston's Red Sweet,
Woolston's White Sweet,
Golden Reinnette,
Pennock,
Hoary Morning,

Croft Castle.

Alexander of Russia,
Admiral,
Aston Town,
Autumn Bergamot,
D'Amciur,
Angers,
Beurre d'Angleterre,
Beurre Sentin,

Beurre of Boswiller,

Bon Chretien d'Esperen,
Bon Chretien of Brussells,

Bergamotte Sylvange,
Bergamotte Fortunee,
Beauty of Winter,
Belmont,
Bezi Vaet,
Bruno de Bosco,
Blangent a longue guene,
Bingo Master,
Cuvelier,
Chat Grille,

Chain a Dame,
Charles Van Mons,
Cassolette,

Compte de Fresnel,
Copea,
Caillat Rosat,
Clara,
Clapp,
Citron de Sierens,

Dearborn of Van Mons,
Downton,
Duquesne d'Ete,
Doyenne Mons,
Deschamps' New Late,
Dumbarton,
Doyenne Diere,
Endieott,
Elton,
Frederic of Prussia,

Famenga,
Forme Urbaniste,
Fantasie Van Mons,
Forme des Delicas,
French Iron,

Green Zair,

Grise Bonne,
Gamstone,
Green Catharine,

Large Red Sweeting,
Red Doctor,
Grand Sachem,
Beachamnull's,
Cathead,
Caroline, (English,)

Dodge's Early Red,
Fenouillet Rouge,
French Gray Reinnette,
Muscovia,
Irish Peach,
Pigeonette,
Salina.

Green Sugar,
Gros Blangart,
Green Chisel,
Hays,
Hathorne's Seedling,
Horticulture,
Hastivea,
Ipswich Holland,
Jargonelle. (of the French)
Kramelsbirne,
Lincoln,
Louis of Bologna,
Lederbirne,
Louis Bonne,
Lansac,
Madam Vert,
Millar's Seedling,
Marquis,
Marcelis,
Navez,
Orange,
Orange Tulippe,
Phillips,

Pittfow,
Piatt's Bergamot,
Passe Lung Bras,
Prince sPortugal,
Pope's Scarlet Major,
Pitt's Mari£ Louise,
Royal d'Hiver,
Rouse Lench,
Rousselett St. Vincent,
Sans Pepins,
Swan's Egg,
Surpass Meuris,
Saint Bruno,
Swiss Bergamot,
Sousreine,
Sickler, [shire,

Thompson of N. Hamp-
Tucker's Seedling,
Trubserherdz Dulle,
Whitfield,
Winter Orange,
Wurtzer d'Automne,
Yutle,
Crassane,
Winter Crassane,
Citron of Bohemia,
Madotte.
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BY JEFFREYS, NEW-YORK.

The Leader—Cockneyism in the Country.

—It is related of Beau Brummel that,

dining with a lady in the country, when

asked by her if he ate vegetables, answer-

ed, with his usual nonchalance, that he

recollected of once having eaten a pea !

And Brummel was no bad type of his class

in our day, who affect great taste in rural

matters, to the merits of which they are as

much strangers as their great prototype

professed he was to the vegetable. In

fact, it is one of the grievances of the

time, that, in the neighborhood of our large

cities and towns, the most wanton abuse

of correct taste, and senseless squander of

money, is perpetrated by many who affect

country life, in the planning and erection

of their dwellings, and the disposition of

their grounds. Nor do we see a ready

cure for all this mischief, so long as so

many "fancy'' architects, who know no-

thing of the true requirements of country

life in a dwelling, are deluging the land

with their absurd gimcracks, under the

names of designs for cottage ornet's, villas,

and the like ; and while those who want

the buildings will submit to their exac-

tions.

In the amusing and witty papers of

" Salmagundi," the sage Linkum Fidelius

is quoted for the definition of a word, thus :

" Style is—style ;" and such definition may
most qnly apply to the multitude of models

now extant for country houses, without any

further reason for their outre appearance

than that— it's the "style." Of what style

they are, it would puzzle a " Philadelphia

lawyer" to tell ; for they might be worship-

ped by any one without profanation,—being

in "the likeness" of nothing ever heard,

seen, or dreamed of. We may infer from

the lamentations of ancient Solomon, that

in his " vanity of vanities" he had encoun-

tered the fantastic ebullition of his Israel-

ites—a row of cottage ornees.

But seriously, is this absurdity always to

continue ? Have we no leading mind in

America, who can guide the public taste

into the construction of proper and conve-

nient houses, mansions, or villas, if you

please, in a style that shall comport with

the condition, circumstances, and require-

ments of the American people? If not,

the sooner some one of the right spirit can

set himself about it, the better. He would

be truly a benefactor to his countrymen.

There are several styles of architecture,

suited to the different localities and cli-

mates of North America, all proper and

right in themselves, which would beauti-

fully comport with true taste, and the en-

tire convenience of the occupant, and yet

be economical, and in keeping with every-

thing around them. To an American, about

to build in the country, it is a consideration

of some importance to know, that after

erecting his dwelling, it is three to one that

not a child of his own will occupy it for

twenty years after him ; and that if any

considerable amount of extraordinary ex-

pense is incurred in its construction, such

expense will be a dead loss to those who

succeed him ; or, as is much oftener the

case, to himself, when disposed of. This

is a country not of entails, but of change,

—

of division of estates ; and more particu-

larly in fancy property,—as country seats,

and residences of cky people usually are

—

they change hands almost as often as stocks,

and articles of merchandise. Consequently
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it is the height of folly to lavish such ex-

tent of thousands, as is often done, to fit up

a country residence for but a few months

in the year; or, if intended to be perma-

nent, for but a few brief years at the far-

thest- You may count, within your own
knowledge, scores of country establishments

which have changed hands a dozen times

within the last thirty years ; and perhaps

each one of them have cost, as they passed

through the alterations and improvements

of their different owners, in the aggregate,

three, four, or five times the amount they

would now sell for ; and the land to which

they are attached, after all, only in decent

condition for farming purposes.

Country residence, with many, is but

another sort of fashionable dissipation ; and

the style and arrangement of their houses

and furniture is settled with about the

same system and knowledge, on the part

of the occupant, as he would exercise in

the selection of his chariotee, or his tilbury.

What wonder, then, that the ephemeral

kickshaw should grow tiresome, and be

tossed off* his hands as inconsiderately as it

was purchased, or built ; the loss—as it is

sure to be— mutteringly pocketed, and
M country life" condemned as a humbug

!

This is all wrong. You cannot do bet-

ter than to expose the ridiculous propensity

now so prone to introduce a false taste into

country life. The good sense of the pub-

lic is with you, and I beg you will perse-

vere until a thorough reform is effected.

More of this anon.

On Root Grafting, fyc-—Mr. Hooker is

perfectly right in his views on this subject

;

and any one who will examine the beauti-

ful and thrifty nurseries of western New-

York, where this system is generally prac-

ticed, will acknowledge its superiority.

Horticultural Suggestions, fyc.—This ar-

ticle, from Professor Turner, is in the right

vein. The practical experience of cultiva-

tors is what we require for our improve-

ment ; and unless we know both sides of

the story, we are sadly apt to baulk in our

progress. There are phenomena, and la-

tent elements in the climate and soils of

the broad west, that require different treat-

ment in the cultivation of many of their

fruits, which do not exist in the older and

less naturally fertile states. Acclimation

will be one of the chief preventives to the

soils now so much complained of by culti-

vators in such localities ; and it is to such

as Professor Turner, that we must look to

experiment upon, and ascertain the proper

kinds of fruits for culture, and the best

methods of treating them. I hope he will

continue his useful " Suggestions."

Iron Roofed Vinery.—" There's nothing

like leather," said the currier, in the fable,

when the different mechanics were called

in council, to advise the strongest mode of

fortifying the town, after the mason had

recommended stone, and the carpenter had

suggested wooden walls, for the purpose.

It is here quite as natural that an iron-

founder should build his vinery of iron, and

recommend it to others ; and I like the en-

terprise of his experiment right well, too.

I should like to hear from Mr. Resorr five

years hence, when the frosts, and the

damps, and the shrinks, and the swells,

and the lightnings and electricities of all

sorts, have played their pranks around it,

as they will be sure to do. Iron is yet to

be'—when it can be made cheap enough

—

introduced into a great many structures

that we hardly yet dream of; and if the

same advantages can be had in the con-

struction of conservatories, vineries, and

hot-houses, with iron, as with wood, its

durability will prove its greater merit. Mr.

Resorr's plan is at least ingenious, and I

trust it will be successful. He is entitled
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I have known fruits which were very fair

immediately around the spot where they

originated, almost worthless when planted

but a few miles away on other soil, and in

other exposures. Few fruits in the world

are of general adaptation.

As for "Giant Asparagus," it will grow

anywhere with rich soil and deep cultu'e,

no matter where you get the seed, or the

roots. I have gone through all that story.

But J. is one that will succeed. No one so

willing to inquire as he is, will fail in ar-

riving at the best way of doing all these

things, by-and-by.

Mulching (loostherr'ies.—No doubt of it.

" It's according to nature ;" and if a thou-

sand other things were mulched besides,

instead of exposed to the scorching rays

of a summer sun, in a hard, dry soil, it

would be all the better.

REMARKS ON THE DISEASES OF THE PEACH, PLUM, AND CHERRY TREE.

BY H. J. EIILERS, BARRYTOWN, N. Y.

Whoever has observed, with attention, the

growth of fruit trees in this country, must

frequently have seen with surprise the

peach and plum tree struck with disease,

and dying early, while other fruit trees ap-

pear in a sound condition, and live to a

great age. The cherry tree, also, seems

to be less healthy in this country than in

Europe.

This fact justifies the suspicion, that

these trees contain in themselves properties

not to be found in such as remain healthy;

and it is knowu that they differ from all

others, in the abundance of a substance

called gum. Let us now inquire whether

we can trace any connection between the

existence of this substance and the predis-

position to disease ?

In the healthy tree, gum is found mixed

with the sap in a dissolved state; when

the tree is in a diseased condition, gum is

secreted, and driven to the surface as a

transparent, adhesive substance. In its

normal state (dissolved in the sap,) it exists

only in the bark; that is to say, in those

vessels through which the sap, elaborated

by the leaves, descends to form a new

growth of wood. Gum is soluble in water,

Vol. iv. 18

and its greater or less degree of fluidity

will depend on the quantity of water em-

ployed in its solution. By the simple pro-

cess of evaporation, it can be reproduced in

concrete form ; and is, therefore, in a high

degree qualified to pass through the vari-

ous stages of fluidity, under the reciprocal

actions of heat and moisture. The health

of a tree depends on the free circulation of

the sap; and if this circulation be at all

impeded, the tree becomes diseased, and, if

not relieved, death ensues.

May it not, therefore, be believed that the

diseases of the peach, plum and cherry

arise from impeded circulation, since thev

arc, in this country, invariably accompanied

by bursting or rupture of the bark ? And
may it not be inferred, that this impeded

circulation is caused by gum, when we re-

member the qualities of this substance,

and how it may be acted upon by the ex-

cessive heats of the American summer I

The influence of the sun-beams, when the

air is clear, is very powerful, and must ne-

cessarily cause an evaporation more or less

rapid in proportion as the heat is increased

or diminished. In those parts of the tree

which are exposed to the sun, the juices
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are drawn forth, and the gum, becoming

less fluid, moves more slowly, and gradually

accumulates in, and obstructs the natural

passages ; while, in other parts, the tree

being subjected to more genial heat, a

more active circulation is maintained. The

consequence of which is an expansion, and

at last a bursting of the vessels through

which the sap flows, at those points where

the obstruction exists ; and then ensue

warts, or knobs, or an effusion of sap, and

eruptions of gum. Though this is only

theor}'-, and needs to be verified by actual

experiment and chemical research, yet it

derives support from the practice of many
gardeners. It has been stated on sufficient

authority that salt, applied to the soil about

a plum tree, will prevent the black wart.

If our argument be correct, the result of

the action of salt is obvious enough : the

tree receives in its system a solution of salt,

which, by its nature, attracts moisture, (or

gives greater fluidity to the sap,) and com-

municates it to the gum ; thus preventing

the concretion that would check circulation.

The cause of the disease (excessive heat,)

is not removed by the application of salt

;

but it acts as an indirect remedy; it alters

the secretions of the tree, so that the same

cause does not produce the same effect.

We are aware, that plants brought into

a condition contrary to their nature lose, to

some extent, their vital powers; and that,

in consequence, a formation of slime-sugar

(saccharum mucosurn) takes place. It al-

ways follows a great decrease of phlegm,

(principium mucosurn,) which last substance

abundantly exists in peach, plum, and cher-

ry trees. In the capacity of the plant to

produce slime-sugar at the approach, or,

rather, in a certain stage of disease, we

see how nature provides the means of ac-

complishing her ends, since the reduction

of the plant to dust (its last destination, in

the usual order of things,) is brought about

by decay, and the first step towards decay

is fermentation. Nature, then, has recourse

to that powerful principle of fermentation

—

slime-sugar— to begin fermentation, and

that the taste and odor of this substance

will summon to its aid those additional

agents of destruction,— insects. When,

therefore, we perceive, on diseased fruit

trees, swarms of insects, let us not confound

the effect with the cause, but rather attri-

bute their presence to the disease, than the

disease to their presence. H. J. Ehlers,

Landscape Gardener.
Barryloivn, JV. Y., Oct., 1849.

[The foregoing suggestions are quite new

to us, and come from one of the most intel-

ligent German gardeners in the country.

They appear to us to be worthy of the seri-

ous attention of our physiological readers,

interested in the diseases of stone-fruit

trees. Ed.]

FOREIGN NOTICES.

Green-house and Window Gardening.—
Housing.—Nurserymen in all parts of the kingdom
are now busy among their young stock preparing

for " housing" it, by which term they describe

putting plants under glass. You may st>e rows
of men at this work in every great nursery, and

there the division of labor is carried out to a great

extent. The first person takes up the pot, raps

the edge of it on something solid—sometimes on

his own knee, or against the point of his shoe, or,

what is not a bad contrivance, against the tread,

or shoulder, of the blade of a spade stuck firmly

in the ground beside him for the purpose. This

first move is, or should be, done rapidly, and is

intended to look out for worms which may have

got access to the pot, and if they got the least

warning of approaching danger you lose sight of

them for that day. The next move is to see that

the drainage is perfect, and a little adjustment, of

the crockSj if needs be, will scon put that right.
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Then the pot is passed to a second person, who,

with an old knife or a Bat pieoe of stick, removes

any dirt or moss, weeds, See., from the surface;

therefore this division of the occupation is called

• surfacing." The pot is then handed on to a

third person, to be oleaned with a wisp of dry hay

•r straw, or with a cloth, or, if very dirty, with

a sorubbing-brush and water. This last, though

the most drudging part, must be put into careful

hands, as an unaccustomed workman might de-

stroy a valuable collection by the mere simple

process o( washing the outside of the pots, so

that my readers who are nursing on a smaller

scale had better see to this important point. The
water in the tub must soon get very black and

nasty from the slime and dirt scrubbed off the

pots, and if this is allowed to soak the earth in-

side the pot it will glue the whole together, so

that the plants will not seem to want for water

for many days; and when it is given them it will

hardly pass into the soil at all, but must run down
by the sides; therefore it should he made condi-

tional with him, or her, who washes flower-pots

in the autumn, or, indeed, at any time, that none

of the water touches the soil, not even if the in-

side of the rim of the pot is green and must be

washed. After that, the old stakes, if any, should

all be tested, to ascertain if they are still sound

and in their proper places; but, if the plants are

intended for a green-house or wTindow, this part

may be left undone; and also new or proper la-

bels need not be provided till the first bad weather

will stop out-door work. It would also give a

neat finish to the whole if a slight covering of

fresh soil were put over that in each of the pots,

first seeing that the old soil is uniformly moist,

and then, with a fine rose, to give a slight shower
j

over the foliage, earth, pots, and all. If the

stages, glass, paths, 8cc.
;
are clean and dry, and

you allow the plants to get dry also after this

preparation, there is no reason why they should

not do very well for a long time ; and the only

other point which occurs to me at present is this,

that, as soon as plants are " housed," the water-

ing should henceforth, for the winter season, be

done early in the day and never in the afternoon,

for reasons which must be plain enough to any

one who has hitherto read The Cottage Gar-
dexer. Another very wise plan at this season

would be to look out all green-house or half-hardy

plants that have been growing out of pots in the

open garden, and such of them as are intended to

be pottcd #again, or even to be taken up to shelter

from the frost, and to be secured in sheds or cel-

lars, should now have their roots gradually pre-

pared for the change, as I have remarked on

some weeks since, by cutting a portion right

throiiLrh with a spade. Besides the advantage of

making more sure at the time of taking up such

plants, their growth in the mean time is checked,

therefore they will ripen the young wood better;

and, if they are late flowering plants, such as

' Geraniums (they are not Pelargoniums, at

any rate,) and the soil is rich and damp, they will

now make more leaves and shunts than lluwers,

hut by a little curtailment at the roots this dispo-

sition is reversed. In the case of half-hardy

shrubs in the open borders, which are to be potted

or even protected where they stand, a little cut-

ting of tin; roots would now he very useful to

theiu. and also a regular pruning all over the

branches, cutting hack the softest part of the

tops. Seedlings of these plants, when turned out

in the open soil, have a natural disposition to

ramble away late in the autumn, and if this is not

checked in time no one can keep them over the

winter.

Scarlet Geraniums are often taken up, carefully

potted, and put in the shade for a week or ten

days, about the end of this month, and when they

do well that way continue their bloom for some

time, and are very useful in the green-house.

This cutting oil' the roots previously to their re-

moval would almost insure success. I have heard

of people putting these and similar plants into a

close hot-, ouse as soon as they were potted from

the borders, to make them root the faster, as they

said; hut tiie truth is. although they may rest

freely enough, the sudden shifting will assuredly

injure their bloom for the rest of the season.

Every one regrets the loss of favorite specimens,

which grow too large or cannot well be removed

after they are once planted out; hut with a pre-

paratory cutting of their roots and top branches

they may he preserved for years.

A section of the Scarlet Geranium called Nose-

gays will bear a smart forcing in February and

March, if they are now properly prepared, so as

to be ready for their flowering pots by the end of

October. Plants of them two years old answer

best for forcing, hut any healthy plants of them

now growing in the borders may be so managed
as to come into bloom before the middle of April

with a little spring forcing. The roots are not to

be cut at this stage ; but all their side branches

and their leaders must be cut close, not leaving

more than a couple of eyes on any of them. As
the Nosegays are a tall, long-jointed race, and

without elose pruning you can do little good with

them, in a week or ten days after they are thus

cut a host of younii- branches will spring up from

all parts of the steins if the plants are old, and

as soon as their leaves are about the siae of a

shilling is the proper time to remove them from

the border to he potted, and the process is only a

repetition of that to tall Pelargoniums. Their

roots nre shortened, so that at first potting they

may he put into small pots, and kept close for a

while to encourage new roots. This close forcing,

which I have just condemned in the case of large

plants with their full complement of leaves, roots,

and flower buds, is highly beneficial when all

these are either in a ureal measure wanting or in

a crippled state. As sunn as the first pots arc

full of roots the plants are repotted into larger

ones, hut at that late season only one si/.e larger;
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find the third shift, if not the second, should be

their flowering pots; but that depends on the size

of the plants, and the facility vvitli which they

will rest. They should be kept at green-house

temperature close to the glass, and he regularly

watered through the winter. Early in February

lot them be brought into a forcing pit, but a good

hot kitchen window would answer the purpose,

provided that the plants were wintered in a eold

pit.

Frequent Repotting.—None of us have yet ex-

plained why it is that gardeners do not put such

plants into their flowering pots at once, and so

get rid of the trouble of frequent pottings, but

here it is at last. If we were to put, a Pelargo-

nium into a full-sized pot after its roots were

shortened, the young roots would all work out to

the sides of the pot, and then coil round and

round in the usual way, so that, whatever the size

of the pot and ball might be, the roots arc feeding

in a great measure only on the outside of the ball

;

whereas, by the use of small pots and progressive

shifts, the roots must be at work in all parts of

the. soil. Country readers will understand this

better when I say that folding sheep on turnips is

like planting in the small pots; and both the fold

and the small pot are shifted as soon as their re-

spective contents are appropriated. Yet the far-

mer's sheep and the gardener's plants would get

on very well without folds or small pots, but it

would be wasteful in both instances; yet, for all

that, you see at lambing time the shepherd al-

lows some of his pet ewes to roam over a whole

turnip field at will, and the gardener does the

same with pet plants by what he calls a one-shift

system. Many plants, however, cannot stand such

good feeding; they soon take a surfeit.

Forcing Bulbs.—The earliest of this class is

the Double Roman Narcissus, and, very fortu-

nately, it is the easiest to manage of the family.

Any light soil will do to grow it in, and the usual

way is to put three bulbs into a 6-inch pot, or two

in a 5-inch pot, and a dozen of such bulbs may be

had for three or four shillings. After potting,

give a good watering and set the pots in some

out-of-the-way place, where the heat of the *un

cannot reach to stimulate the bulbs to make leaves

b.fore they have made roots, for that is the grand

secret in forcing all kinds of bulbs. The pots

should be at the least half tilled with roots before

you can see the bud of leaves, so to speak, in the cen-

tre of the bulbs. This Double Roman Narcissus

is a famous one to root fast; therefore, as soon

as you see the roots working down freely into the

mould in the pot, you may take the pots to a

kitchen window, if no better convenience is at

hand. Indeed, I know of no better place in which

to force these hardy bulbs than a good kitchen

window facing the sun. If their leaves grow too

fast or weakly, you can lift the bottom sash and

turn them outside in the middle of the day, and

there is always warm water ready for them.

The air is also dry about them and in constant

motion ; for the draught of the chimney sucks op
the air continually, so that fresh air is constantly

pouring into a good kitchen. Fresh air is just, as

useful to plants as it is to cooks and kitchen

maids; and if ever you see plants or maiiis look

pale and languid in a kitchen, depend on it the

fault is more in the want of ventilation than in

anything else.

The next earliest bulbs arc the single and double

Van Thol Tulip. The usual way to plant them

is to put live of them in a 6-inch pot, or what used

to be called 32's, and three into a 5-inch pot.

There are three more of the Narcissus family

very good for forcing, but not nearly so early as

the Double Roman; these are called Soliel d'Or,

Sladtles General, and Grand Monarque . These

are the best; but there is hardly an end to the

number of Narcissi, and they might all be grown
in pots. Then of Tulips, besides the Van Thol,

there are Claremond, Golden Standard, and Royal

Standard, three of the best and second earliest

with Rex rubrorum, Marriage de ma Fille, and

Turnsol ; these of the later sorts are very good

for forcing. There are scores of other sorts, I

dare say, just as good; but the above are the

cream of all that I have tried myself, and I recol-

lect having tried 42 sorts one year. '1 here is a

little yellow Tulip with a drooping flower, called

the Florentine. Tulip, and some people are very

fond of it for forcing, as it is rather sweet.

The double and single Jonquils are also easily

forced, and all the Hyacinths will force, either in

soil, moss, or water. It is true that the dealers

recommend such-and-such sorts as being best for

either way, but I could never make out any dif-

ference in any of them. If the bulbs are strong

and healthy, and the roots get well forward he-

fore the leaves begin to grow, I believe any Hya-

cinth will do well enough either in water, moss,

or in soil; but I prefer moss, as the least liable to

get out of order. Water is the most damaging
to the bulbs, and soil may get too dry, or too

damp, or mouldy, or the drainage may get stop-

ped, and many other unlooked-for difficulties be-

sides may occur to it, hut moss is free from such

impediments. Like a sponge, it holds enough

water and no more, the roots run through it in all

directions, and at last crowd at the bottom of the

pot where the moss is beginning to rot, and no

doubt they feed on it in that state. The different

bulb-growers in Holland give different names to

their seedling hulhs, although they may be the

same variety; this is often unavoidable, but it is

very puzzling when you come to make a* selection.

D. Beaton. Cottage Gardener.

Manna—Miraculous fall of Food from
Heaven.—Two months ago a report was current

in Erzeroom that a miraculous fall of an edible

substance had occurred near Byazid ; but as the

simplest facts are often greatly distorted and exag-

gerated in this country, and the most unblushing

falsehoods circulated, in connection with anything
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of unusual occurrence, the European residents

here were not inclined to listen credulously to the

accounts of tliis " wonderful fall of bread from

heaven." The report, however, instead of being

scum forgotten, gained daily more ground ; speci-

mens ot tin' substance were broughl hither, and

travellers from Byazid bore testimony to the fact

of several showers of these lichens having taken

place. Finding that there was some Inundation

for this phenomenon, I thought that the matter

was deserving of investigation, and that you
would he interested in knowing it. I therefore

applied to Dr. Heinig, the sanitary physician at

Byazid (the only European residing there,) to

furnish me with information, which I elicited by

means of a series of questions. It is the result of

these inquiries which I now have the pleasure of

submitting to vour notice.

About the 18th or 20th April last, at a period

when there had been, for a whole fortnight, very

rainy weather, with strong winds from the S.E.

and E.S.E., the attention of the shepherds and

villagers frequenting the country near Byazid was
attracted by the sudden appearance, in several

localities, ot a species of lichen scattered in con-

siderable quantities over certain tracts, measuring
from live to ten miles each in circumference. Dr.

Heiniij describes two of these spots as follows:

One is situated three miles east of Byazid, behind

a range of rocky mountains stretching from the

north, gradually towards the south-east. The
other is live miles to the south of Byazid, near a

similar range of rocks, running in the above-

named direction.

It is remarkable that no one had ever before ob-

served these lichens in the neighborhood, not even

tin- shepherds, who often pasture their Hocks on

the crags and in almost inaccessible places; and
Dr. Heinig, who has been on Mount Ararat (which
is close to Byazid.) and who appears to have a

taste for rambling over mountains, says he has

never met with, any. What seems to confirm the

assertion that these products were not known pre-

vious to their unaccountable appearance is, that

last year the crops were greatly injured by lo-

custs, and a famine threatened; and had the sub-

stance been known to exist anywhere in the vi-

cinity, it would most assuredly been eagerly sought

after and collected last autumn, when the price of

wheat had risen to more than double its usual

value A similar phenomenon is said to have oc-

eurred at Byazid some years ago, when it is pro-

bable that the edible quality of these lichens be-

came known to the natives; unless showers took

place previous to that period, which I have not

been aide to ascertain. Supposing the lichens to

have been blown nil s nne adjoining inaccessible

places, and in such great quantities, too, how is

the rarity of the occurrence accounted for? and
how is it that they covered such large tracts of

country?

No proof has been adduced of any one having
seen the fungi fall; but as the first intelligence

was brought by villagers who, early one morning,
had observed the lichens strewed over a tract of

ground where they had not observed any on the
evening before, it i- probable that the showers
must have taken place during the night. In some
localities, the one or the other kind of lichen alone
was found; in others, the two species mixed. On
the 19th June, another quantity of lichen was dis-

covered, and as the spot was a well-frequented
one, it seems likely that the fall had occurred
only a few days previously.

From all accounts, the quantities collected
have been very great. Dr. Heini'_r says that a
person could collect at the rate of 1^ lb. in an
hour, which, considering the lightness of the pro-
duct, is a tolerable quantity. The substance is

ground up with wheat and made into bread, or
eaten simply in its raw natural state. Krzeroom,
July 2, 1849. [Our correspondent has favored
us with specimens of these productions, which we
shall take an early opportunity of figuring and re-

porting on.] Lindley's Chronicle.

Root Pruning.—In our last we adverted to

the general policy of root pruning, and promised
details adapted to the varied circumstances under
which the fruit cultivator is placed, from the su-
burban town gardener, with his single pole of
ground, unto the proprietor of the noble demesne,
or even the commercial gardener. The latter

class, indeed, so contrives matters in <jeneral that
he avoids the necessity for much pruning of this

kind; his mode of planting is not liable to mis-
chances. In the first place, his soil is of a cha-
racter that little preparation is necessary ; his

subsoil also is of a genial character; or, indeed,
but for these two points, his profession would not
prove by any means of a remunerative character.

It must be understood, therefore, that in writing
for the amateur and the cottager, we write with
the full impression that they labor under greater
difficulties than the before-named parties; neither

possessing, in the main, so good a situation, nor
so much skill. Thus persuaded, then, we will

proceed.

Root pruning, as at present practiced, may be
thrown into two divisions, viz.. periodical root

pruning by system, and root pruning through ne-

cessity. The first lias been called into notice by
Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, the eminent nur-

seryman, who, indeed, as we think, may be con-
sidered the originator of the system, or, at least,

its greatest advocate. Of the other, root pruning
through necessity, we must nt once be egotistic

enough to claim the merit— if merit it be—of keep-
ing the subject warm, and of continually bringing
it beforethe publiofor the last twenty years. The
til st kind we have never practiced, ami can sa\

little about; we, however, apprehend it is not

generally heeded by, or adapted to. the majority
of our nailers, who rather, it may be presumed,
aim a 1 oil-hand plans less tedions in character.
By root pruning through necessity, then, we
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merely mean the inducing a fruitful habit in fruit

trees which are of too gross a character ; such

may arise from other causes than mere richness of

soil. An apple, naturally of rampant growth,

may, by being grafted on a stock of great powers

(or, rather, of strong vital action and capacious

sap vessels,) prove too gross even on soils of mo-

derate fertility ; whilst one of delicate habit, graft-

ed on a weak or imperfect stock, may prove too

weak even to make sufficient young shoots on the

most powerful soils. The question of stocks for

grafting is a very broad one, and too broad and too

digressive in character to discuss now: it will re-

ceive attention in due time. To proceed: the

same remarks apply to all other fruits, and, after

all that has been said, written, or practiced, we
are persuaded that these things are as yet in their

infancy. There is, perhaps, more room for real

progress in fruit culture than in any other branch

of gardening; and it is to be anticipated (accord-

ing to the common order of things) that the wri-

ter of the fruit article in The Cottage Garden-

er of half a century hence will smile heartily at

our present lucubrations. So be it; we are but

links in a chain of which that very learned pcr-

s mage above alluded to will, no doubt, consider

himself as the terminating one.

As preliminary remarks, it may be observed

that it is not very convenient to the classes to

whom we offer advice to take up and replant a

select lot of fruit trees which have been planted

some four or five years, and which, instead of

producing the owner abundance of fruit, have pro-

duced nothing but twigs. Cases like this, there-

fore, call for a plan which will cause but a small

amount of labor, and, at the same time, assuredly

give confidence that immediate bearing shall be

the result: such, then, is root pruning.

We must now take into consideration the dif-

ferent circumstances under which we find fruit

trees ; for it is not expedient to apply the same

mode to all. The modification of the system is

not so much dependent on kind as on circum-

stance. Those trees which are growing on mar-

ginal borders, and which frequently are connected

with flower culture, cannot be reached in the ex-

cavating process with equal ease on every side.

Supposing, however, the flowers, or it may be

vegetables, to stand in a line parallel with the

walk or line of trees, the roots may be at least

reached on two sides—those, we mean, at right

angles with the walk, or general line of fruit

trees. Here, then, they may be attacked, and

our practice has always been 'o excavate a

trench as deep as we can discover the least trace

of a fibre: indeed, we generally go deeper (more

especially if we think the tree possesses tap roots,)

for whilst the trench is open it is comparatively

easy to search by degrees beneath the very bole

of the tree, and to cut away all those which have

penetrated into ungenia 1

, soil. We do not lay so

much stress on a precise depth for the roots to

ramble, as on the character of the subsoil; al-

though we do think that wherever ripening of the

wood becomes a matter of importance, that from
half a yard to two feet in depth of a sound soil i»

better by far than any greater depth.

Tap roots should bv all means be removed ; but

let it be understood that, for the removal of such

powerful agents in obtaining food for the tree, an

equivalent in degree must be provided. We name
this, by the way, in order to prepare the minds of

those who are merely in the hornbook of garden-

ing, to expect that such severe operations cannot
be practiced with impunity; in fact, that some-
thing more than a merely mechanical meddling
will be necessary; a little of what is termed
'' mind" must both precede and follow the opera-

tion.

We will suppose, then, a trench or cutting ex-

cavated to the depth alluded to, and of a spade's

width; every root, of course, in the line of trench

cut away: these are severe measures; but fear

not—such are necessary at times as well in the

vegetable as the animal kingdom. After thus

proceeding, a fork or some pointed tool should be

used to dislodge a little soil from the surface of

the cutting on the side next the tree, in order that

the mangled points may be pruned back. This
becomes expedient in all cases of root mutilation

by blunt tools, because no one can tell but that a

gangrenous character may be superinduced, espe-

cially in roots of some size (and, of course, age,)

such being slow in healing in proportion to their

age. Let every point be pruned back with a

sharp knife an inch or two, cutting, where possi-

ble, back to where a rootlet or bunch of rootlets

branch from the root in question.

When the case of grossness is excessive, we
have sometimes made a practice of leaving the

trench or excavation empty lor many weeks ; in-

deed, in the case of strong or adhesive soil, we
have at times left it open until May or June, or,

in other words, until the drouth of the spring has

penetrated the mass. The practice, however, is

an unsightly one, and, as there is no absolute ne-

cessity for it, wTe lay no particular stress on this

proceeding.

In filling up the excavation, advantage should

at all times be taken of introducing maiden or

fresh soil; and, whenever such materials can be
commanded, we advise using rough turfy soil of a

loamy or sound character. Sound is, indeed, a

somewhat indefinite term, and we dare not digress

so far here as to enter into a definition of it. We
intend shortly to enter into the question of loams
and other soils, seizing the period for that pur-

pose when mere calendarial routine is at its low-

est point. The economical improvement of the

staple of soils is a question affecting, more or less,

most of our readers. Much has been written

about manures, but little about mechanical tex-

ture, the very key-stone of the arch.

If loamy soil cannot be obtained, it is easy to

exchange the excavated soil for any fresh ordinary

garden soil at hand; and, indeed, the mere kitch-
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es-Tegetable bed adjoining, if not too rich in ma-

nures, may be substituted. Whilst speaking of

manures, we may observe that none of any kind

may be introduced amongst the soil in tilling the

excavation: some persons recommend and prac-

tice it; we, however, do not like " blowing hot

ami rold,-" we consider the process inconsistent,

especially since any amount of vigor may be im-

parted by surface dressings or by liquid manure.

In BOBcloding this paper, we may remark that

it is not material that all the sides of a tree should

be root pruned equally: either one, two, three, or

the whole may be dealt with accordingly as they

can begot at. Nevertheless, the smaller the num-
ber of sides pruned the more severe the operation

must be. We, of course, prefer cutting all round

equally (not but that the cutting of any one root

on any given side, equally or nearly so, affects

the whole system of the tree;) but cutting all

round is a more satisfactory mode, as throwing
the volume of roots into a more determinate form,
and, of course, placing them henceforth under a
more definite control. Another argument maybe
adduced in its favor. In cutting all round there
is less occasion for such very severe mutilations;

for, be it understood, that although root pruning
is of great use under circumstances of over-luxu-
riance, we must still class it as a necessary
evil.

In a subsequent paper we will advert to the
different kinds of fruit trees—for all must not be
cut alike—and giving rules for cutting as to dis-

tance ; such being regulated by the amount of

over-luxuriance, the age of the tree, the character
of the soil, &c., all of which exercise important
influences. R. Errington. Cottage Gardener.

<«(» >-

DOMESTIC NOTICES.

New Seetling Fruit.?.—Dear Sir : Notwith-

standing the general opinion among intelligent

pomolotrists, that the varieties of fruits now under

cultivation are far too numerous, and the conse-

quent desire among them to expunge from the

catalogues, and drive from cultivation such as are

invaluable ; and too, notwithstanding, nearly every

pomolosrical and horticultural society, as well as

most state agricultural societies, have adopted

pomological rules,—concocted mainly for the gui-

dance of committees, and individuals, as to what
should be prerequisite when judging of new seed-

ling varieties, before they are to be deemed wor-

thy of name or recommendation; still, there is

scarcely a number of any horticultural journal

published, or the proceedings of a horticultural

society printed, in which we do not see new seed-

ling varieties recommended to cultivators. Can
it be that valuable fruits increase so much faster,

in this progressive age, than in times gone by?

Or, may it not be much more probable that edi-

tors and committees—fearing to wound the vanity

of oriirinators, or discoverers, of seedlings—are

not sufficiently firm in following, rigidly and strict-

ly, the admirable codes of rules, which, if adhered

to, are so well calculated to protect planters and

growers from imposition and loss? I hope I may
be pardoned for interference in this matter; for I

feci it very necessary that great circumspection

be exercised, and wish to call the attention of

those interested to the subject. Yours very trulv,

Heiman Wendell. JUbamj, Oct. 9, 1849.

[Dr. Wendell is quite right in advising more
caution in bringing forward seedling fruits. We
believe, indeed, that more new seedlings of excel-

lence will be produced in this country in the next

twenty years, than have ever been originated be

fore iu a century, in any part of the world; but

unless fruit committees do their duty, and winnow
the grain fearlessly from the chad", our catalogues
will be burdened with new sorts, of indifferent

quality, faster than pomological conventions can
reject the old ones.

If all persons to whom a new variety is submit-
ted will stand by the " Pomological Rules," and
adopt nothing that is not at least equal, if not su-

perior, to similar sorts already known, a very lar<*e

part of i he candidates will be found unable to pass
the necessary examination, and will therefore have
to go without anything more than a local name
and reputation. Ed.]

Moving Lakge Evergreens.—Dear Sir: A
very fine fir tree, located in " the front yard,"

measuring about thirty feet in height, nine inches

through one foot from the ground, and perhaps
eighteen years old, is either to be chopped down
and consigned to '•' the wood pile," by a close

neighbor of mine, or, if saved, saved bv " foreign

interference."

To prevent such destruction as is threatened of

life and limb, I propose, on certain conditions, its

removal and salvation.

Now, my obliging Lexicon—if I may so speak

—

supposing said tree hitherto to have been grow-
ing upon a mound of earth eighteen inches high by
five feet in diameter, (as this has been,) and
raised that much above the surface of the earth

around, should you in transplanting recommend
continuing it upon the mound, or placing it upon
a level or nearly so, as in re-setiinir other trees?

Or, rather, my question is, (for I prefer the tree

not upon a mound,) would that tree be as likelv

to live, all other things in moving being equal,

placed upon a level, according to your rules of

transplanting, as it would if placed upon a mound
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similar to that to which it has become accustomed

by early training?

It" it be removed properly—say with a ton of

earth, in the winter season, and great care exer-

cised both before and after transplanting, by

having soil, compost, " mulching stuff," and, last-

ly, rocks to keep it in position, and everything

right and in order—what think you, shall I " have
a rough time of it," or not, in endeavoring to

make it " live and let live?"

Also, what compost should you recommend, if

any? Respectfully your humble servant, Milton

J. Stone. Boston, September 25, 1849.

[The tree will thrive better for being placed on

a level, or, rather, very slightly raised above

the general level.

If it is moved in winter, skilfully, with a large

ball of earth, it will suffer no more than a plant

taken from a pot.

The best compost for it will be made by mixing

a cart load of the ashes of bituminous coal, and a

barrow full of well decomposed manure with the

soil. Ed.] ....

Cincinnati Horticultural Society.—Dear
Sir : The annual fall exhibition of our horticul-

tural society is just brought to a close. A full

report of the articles exhibited, with the premi-

ums awarded, will speedily be laid before the

public from the appropriate committees. In the

meantime, I wish to present a brief description of

the hall on this occasion, with the discourage-

ments under which the show was got up, and the

hopeful encouragement it presents for future pro-

gress in this delightful field. My only regret is,

that you were not present to do justice to the

subject, and the laudable efforts of individuals

throughout the whole exhibition.

The late frosts of last spring seemed to cut off

the hopes of the fruit culturist, in a general sweep
of the embryo fruit, excepting here and there, in

favorite spots; even the apples by no means es-

caped, or are so good as usual. Next, we were
visited by that terrible scourge, the cholera, lin-

gering through the summer with its desolating

effects, carrying dismay with it, which left but

little time or inclination to think of such jubilees,

or the preparations for them. Then set in a

drouth, so common in this region at this season

of the year, of some three or four weeks' duration,

which materially crippled the late bloom of Roses,

Dahlias, &c. Notwithstanding these discourage-

ments, our commercial and amateur horticultu-

rists have persevered, with a zeal that has called

forth the universal praise and admiration of our

citizens, who have corresponded to their skill and

exertions in a most liberal support, by crowding

the hall during the exhibition. This has enabled

the society to realise the means to meet its ex-

penses, and pay the liberal premiums awarded to

the successful competitors, and is felt to be the

sure index of more successful efforts next year.

All contributed to the greatest harmony and good
will throughout the exhibition, which opened on

the 26th, and closed on the evening of the 29th
ult. Owing to the causes for doubt, above allu-

ded to, as hanging over the success of the exhibi-

tion, the society hesitated in extending invitations

to kindred societies and individuals abroad to at-

tend it, least they should be called to participate

in the mortification of a failure, which seemed so

evident to many.
The best results are to be looked for from this

success, under such unfavorable circumstances;

as it has shown the ability and capacity of our

horticulturists, and created in them a confidence

which has never before been unitedly felt. From
it, I doubt not, we shall date a new era in the

progress of our operations. It is the first begin-

ning of a liberal scale of premiums ; this amount
will be largely increased for next year, with a
full hope that we shall be enabled to add to it

from year to year, until we can justly feel that

we may claim rank with the elder and more ex-

perienced sister associations of our country. This,

I hope, sir, you will not feel an improper, or pre-

sumptuous, ambitious aspiration, growing up where
sixty years have scarcely elapsed since the red

man of the unbroken forest maintained undisputed

dominion.

The entrance to the hall was through a densely

grouped forest of tall growing cedars, with other

evergreens on either side, flanked and interspersed

with a variety of flowering and lesser growing
plants, at the terminus of which an arch, covered

with various climbing plants, opened to the view
the hall, sixty feet wide by one hundred and fif-

teen long, and twenty-five high, with its rich de-

corations. Directly in front of the entrance was
a long table, six feet wide, stretching down the

hall; the middle of which, lengthwise, was appro-

priated to various beautiful rural designs, stands

of bouquets, &c, interspersed with pot plants.

Among them, a moss cottage, with grounds laid

off, with winding walks, planted with trees, shrub-

bery and flowering plants, and enclosed with an

evergreen hedge, arranged by Miss Smith and
Miss Allan,—reflecting some credit on their ju-

venile taste and ingenuity.

A beautiful moss harp, by Mrs. War. Resorr;
this was very tastefully decorated with a variety

of flowers, and was much admired.

A beautiful miniature temple of moss, and a

miniature flower stand of the same material,

richly supplied with handsomely arranged bou-

quets, of appropriate size, by two young sons of

S. S. Jackson.
A very large dish of almost every variety of the

fruits of the season, with nuts, &c., tastefully ar-

ranged by Mr. Tulby, gardener to N. Long-
worth, Esq.

Two moss baskets, ingeniously arranged with

flowers; one by Miss D. McWay, and the other

by Miss E. Brooks.
The side appropriated to fruits, lesser bouquets,

specimen flowers, &c., for much of its attractive

richness, was indebted to Mrs. Wand, R. P. Re
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sorr, Mrs. R. Bich nan, Mr. Sayf.rs and Mr.
Ferre ,—for their tine collection* of Roses, Dah-

lias, icr.; the whole forming a most beautiful

display, rising from the sides to the centre.

Beyond the end of this table was situated the

chaste and tasty Floral Cottage, by J. Hoffner,
Esq., which excited more general attention than

any other object in the hall. It was a bower or

temple, some six feet square, and eight or nine

feet high, covered with a variety of running
plants iii full bloom, ami otherwise decorated, and

surrounded with marble statuary, vases, &.c.;of

the former, placed at each corner, representing

the lour seasons, of spring, summer, fall and win-

ter, with two snow white lambs—one on either

side of the entrance. The interior decorations

consisted of seats, with a centre table, appropri-

ated to bouquets, surrounding a glass globe with

gold fish, which seemed to participate in the joy-

ous occasion,—with a moss carpet, and two beau-

tiful little Misses, dressed in white, whose ollicc

was to sell the bouquets to the admiring multi-

tude. From the ceiling was suspended a plant of

Stanhopeu tiquidra, of the family of Orchids, in

full bloom. This remarkable plant attracted much
attention. Mr. Hoff>er is, I believe, the first

who introduced and bloomed it in the west. For
the ingenuity of this structure, Mr. Hoffner
and his gardener, Mr. Ross, deserve much credit.

The vines were all grown and trained to it in his

garden, and thus brought to the hall in a grow-
ing condition,—throwing out a continued suc-

cession of bloom.

Immediately in the rear of this, and covering

the farther end of the hall, was appropriated to

extensive groups of a great variety of valuable

green-house plants, many of very large size and
rare, mostly belonging to Mr. Hoffner. These
were so arranged as to raise one .above the other,

with walks between, which gave the groups a

most imposing and interesting appearance. From
these groups rose two columns, at equal distances

from the sides of the hall, covered with running

vines, and festooned from column to column, and
so to the side wails, with wreaths of flowers and
evergreens. This also extended along the centre

of the hall, from chandelier to chandelier.

The entire extent of the hall, on either side, be-

tween the groups, was covered with tables live

feet wide. That on the north, to various rural

designs; among which was a large cornucopia,

ingeniously prepared by the Misses Orange, pour-

ing out its ample supply of everythii g pleasant to

the eye and good for the taste. To plants, bou-

quets, specimen flowers, among which were splen-

did Dahlias, Roses, &c, mostly from Messrs.

Jackson, Heaver and Resorr.
The table on the south was devoted to veu' ta-

bles, plants, &c. ; of the former, there were very
fair specimens, though it is much to be regretted
that so few of our vegetable gardeners seem to

feel interested in these exhibitions. A much bet-

ter display could and should have been made.

The plants on this table, many of which were
large and tine, were mostly from the garden of N.
LONGWORTH. F.M|.

The promenade, formed between the centre
t;thle and those on the Bides, was partly occupied
by rural structures. That on the south toalloral
temple, by .Mis. Heaver; tin- was a structure on
a sqaare base, six feel over, and eighteen feet

high, with turrets on each corner of the main
body, with one rising from the centre above the
rest. The whole was covered with moss, and
beautifully ornamented with various flowers. The
interior arrangements were very chaste; the car-

peting was mostly of Dahlias of various colours,

tastefully arranged, and, when brilliantly lit up,

produced a fine effect. The only objectionable

feature was the rich papering of the walls; this

should have been of a material more in harmony
with the design of horticulture; although, how-
ever, it reflected much credit on the good taste

and ingenuity of Mrs. Hea%'er, which was fully

awarded to her by the universal approbation of
the visitors.

East of this structure, in the same promenade,
was placed a most beautiful floral basket, some
five feet over and four high, composed of native

vines and flowers, with a splendid pyramidal bou-
quet of roses occupying the centre. This was
most tastefully arranged by the inmates of the
Scarlet Oaks, the residence of Dr. Warder.

In the north promenade rose, in majestic style,

a splendid Gothic monument, by S. S. Jackson.
This rested on a base five feet over, and rising

some twenty-four, eight square, formed in regular
divisions or offsets, one rising above the other,

and terminating in a spire. This was also covered
with moss, and tastefully decorated with various
coloured Dahlias and other flowers, forming a
most beautiful and well proportioned structure,

which fully sustained the good taste for which
Mr. Jackson is noted in his floral arrangements

j

this his numerous admirers, as all others, did not

fail to express on the occasion.

Beyond this, in the same range, stood a taste-

fid moss vase, four feet high, and two over, with
a well proportioned bouquet, of many varieties of

flowers, handsomely arranged, three feet high,

resting in the same, by Mrs.D.McAvov. of the Gar-
den of Eden: to whose good taste and liberal sup-

ply of beautifully arranged bouquets and garlands,

the hall was much indebted for its richness in that

lino.

It will not be expected that I should, in such
an article, enumerate all the contributors, or

those who otherwise extended valuable aid in the

arrangement and decorations. For this. I must
refer you to the official report; a copy of which I

will send you as soon as published!

The supply of peaches was very limited, but
the specimens were n inarkably tine. Of pears

and grape.-, there were but few. Of apples, there
was a better supply, but by no means so abundant
or line as on former occasions. The display of
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fruit was, however, better than was expected, un-

der the circumstances.

This exhibition, you will probably say, from the

small supply of fruits and vegetables, should have

been denominated a Floral Festival. To this,

you have my hearty consent. And if yon think

my narrative of it of sufficient interest to your

readers to secure it a place in your excellent ma*
gazine, I shall feel myself highly Haltered. Very
respectfully yours, A. H. Ernst. Cincinnati)

Spring Garden, Oct. 5, 1849.

Destruction of the Curculio.—This sub-

ject has received no inconsiderable share of the

attention of your correspondents. While one party

recommends a layer of manure from the barn-

yard, to be spread around the trees, another thinks

his end attained by allowing the swinish family a

roving commission in his plum orchard, and a third

party considers paving the only grand panacse; a

fourth supposes he has found the great desidera-

tum in guano and iron filings. Still another, with

a significant shake of the head, will tell you that,

after having tasked his ingenuity to the utmost,

he has given up the case as hopeless. Doubtless,

every cultivator of the plum is greatly indebted to

those who have been at the trouble and expense

of these experiments ; and bad their success been

equal to their zeal, the curculio by this time would
have been numbered among the things that were.

Still, it would seem that the effects of these re-

medies are, at. the best, temporary and uncertain;

and something more permanently effectual is yet

wanting.

What I particularly wish to notice at present

is, that in making such experiments, it is neces-

sary that they be of a nature, and conducted in a

manner, as not to be prejudicial to the health of

the tree.

In this respect, many of the methods tried and

promulgated, are certainly objectionable; paving,

for instance, cannot be looked upon in any other

light, since practical cultivators are well aware

that the mainspring of their success lies in having

the soil in such a condition, that the ameliorating

influence of the atmosphere may have free access

to it. If the soil was merely a simple substance,

supplying from its bulk the only food which plants

require, it would perhaps be of little consequence

how it was situated ; but when we reflect that it

chiefly acts as a laboratory, so to speak, wThere

an essential part of their food is prepared, and

that depending entirely upon the conditions in

which it is placed, it is obvious that particular

attention to this point is necessary. We know
that by having the soil exposed to the atmos-

phere, the principal agents in the growth of

plants are induced and promoted; by having it of

an open texture, the roots are enabled to extend

their spongioles and the water holding nutritive

matters in solution, can convey them more equally

and extensively to the roots; by frequently stir-

ring up the surface, we admit a large amount of

atmospheric air,—thus keeping up an ample and

constant supply of those electro-chemical agencies

on which the growth of plants mainly depend.

These, then, being the most favorable condi-

tions in which the soil can be placed for the heal-

thy existence of vegetation, it follows, that sur-

face paving may be looked upon as opposed to

successful cultivation.

With regard to the guano cure, the stimulating

effects of this manure upon vegetation are suffi-

ciently established; it is no less a fact that by its

means, in many instances, insects are extirpated.

Indeed, it is rather offensive to the olfactory or-

gans of animals in general, and possibly the cur-

culio tribe may have objections to its coming

" 'Twecn the wind and their nobility."

What part the iron filings play in the process, is

not so apparent.

In applying the guano, it is recommended to
" remove two or three inches of the surface soil;"

at the same time, it must not " come in contact

with the roots of the tree." Here the questions

naturally arise,—what injurious effects are to be

anticipated by the action of guano on the roots?

Or, if injurious, how is it to be prevented? Gua-
no is of easy solubility, and is quickly conveyed to

the roots. Moreover, the roots are, or should be,

within a few inches of the surface; so if harm was
likely to accrue, removing the soil would only be

the means of accelerating it.

The science of horticulture has attractions of

the highest order; and, like other branches of sci-

ence, a large amount of speculative knowledge
concerning it may be derived by reading and stu-

dying horticultural and botanical works. In the

entire absence of any practical experience on the

subject, acute and philosophical views, bearing

upon it, may be offered, and theories propounded,

plausible enough as such, at the same time rather

absurd when put in practice. Those individuals

who have acquired a stock of information of this

description, and can afford to indulge their taste

in practical horticulture, are the most of all likely

to commit mistakes. It has been said, that '' a

little learning is a dangerous thing;" and in this

case, if not dangerous, it is frequently found to

be a very expensive thing. Examples illustrative

of this are numerous.
There is a very important point in the cultiva-

tion of the soil, which I am sorry to say is sel-

dom resorted to. I mean that of turning it over

in autumn, for the purpose of being pulverised by
the winter frosts. I allude to this here, because

it is also one of the most effectual means for the

destruction of insects and their larvse, apart from
its highly beneficial effects on the soil. Turning
and exposing the soil to the frost, will go much
farther towards ridding it of destructive insects

than is generally supposed. Indeed, when a tho-

rough and systematic course of cultivation, based

on sound principles, is fairly and fully followed up,

there is little need to resort to expedients, which
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are frequently employed as a means of counter-

balancing defective and unsuitable management.
In conclusion, for the benefit <>l* the purses of

those who intend to try the paving system, 1

would suggest that instead of using bricks, a thin

layer of concrete be employed for this purpose.

This is easily procured; a mixture of lime, coal

ashes, sand, or earth of any description—the lime

uot to exceed one-tifth of the whole—well worked
to a mortar, and laid down about a couple of

inches in thickness, will form as effectual a bar-

rier to the progress of the curculio as any system

of pavinti with bricks ; and the expense of it is

next to nothing. Before laying it down, the ground

must be made smooth and level, and be in a me-
dium state with regard to moisture. In this con-

dition it will remain for a long time

When the curculio season is past, the concrete

can be removed and applied as manure,—thus
giving the roots the benefit of the atmosphere, to

enable the tree to complete its growth, and form

healthy, well ripened wood for a future crop.

A friend suggests the use of tin or zinc, instead

of paving, fitting it closely round the stem of the

tree, and extending it as far as necessary. I

think the suggestion is good; as it could be re-

moved when found to be no longer useful, and re-

placed when a<rain requisite. If painted of a eo-

lour to harmonise with the soil or grass on which

it may be placed, it would last for many years.

Win. Saunders. New-Haven, Oct. 16, 1849.

Western Fruits.—Among the numerous no-

tices of fine peaches in every section of the west,

as well as in the columns of your valuable journal,

I have sought in vain for mention of a splendid

freestone peach, of high reputation about thirty

years ago; I mean the Madeira Freestone. It is

twenty-five years since I have seen the fruit; but

from my recollection of it, there is nothing equal

to it among those now in high repute. It was of

Very large size, very round and perfect in shape.

Colour—a beautiful combination of yellow and

red. Pulp—remarkably firm, but not tough, and

of a delicate yellow tinge. Flavor—rich sub-acid,

and highly scented. Stone—very small and smooth,

separating very freely from the pulp. It was grown
in Muskingum county, Ohio, side by side with the

New-York Rareripe, Old Mixon, Red Cheek Ma-
lacoton, and various other of the finest kinds from
Long-Island, and, as well as I now recollect,

ripened later than any of those mentioned; but

wa> greatly preferred to all others. If, in the

long period mentioned, it has lost its old name,
but still exists as rich and fragrant, under some
other name, I should like much to be introduced

to it under its new title; as I wish to renew my
acquaintance.

The present season has been a very cold and

backward one; but fruit generally, and the peach
especially, has been very abundant—near St. Louis

and Alton—of large size and fine (lavor; but in

this section, it is at least two weeks later than

usual, and rather too arid, especially all the earlier

sorts. let, generally, with proper selections

and culture, the peach succeeds well here, espe-

cially near the high banks of the Mississippi
, along

the lower rapids where' it is seldom wholly de-

stroyed by frosts. On the prairies, remote from
the river, it is more uncertain. The wild (ilmii

grows in every thicket in this country, and this

year has borne most abundantly: ami although
usually a small, poor, and too acid fruit, vet oc-
casionally I have met with those- that would coin-

pare favorably with the finest cultivated plum. I

found a tree this year, growing in a garden where
it had been allowed to stand when the garden was
enclosed j the fruit was huge, of a bright red and
yellow; thin, tender skin, with sweet pulp; stone

large, and inclined to adhere to the pulp; very

fragrant when ripe,—so much so, as to scent the

garden in which it grows. The tree has a free,

open, thrifty head, and is represented to be a
prolific bearer. I regard it as quite equal to any-
thing of the plum kind that I have seen, and in-

tend to propagate from i*. in the spring; but I

fear the curculio will be fatal to it when brought
into the vicinity of the domestic plum.

If you can give me information, through vour
journal, respecting the peach I have described, I

shall be much gratified. Respectfully your ob't

servant, /. B. Mathews. Warsaw, Illinois,

September 22, 1849.

English Parks.—Your criticising correspond-

ent, at p. 145 of the Horticulturist for September,
speaks of the parks of the English gentry as if

the\T were so many pieces of waste land, useless

for all purposes except mere ostentation and dis-

play. Now, with all due respect for your excel-

lent correspondent, I must say that his prejudice

has to all appearance, got the better of his know-
ledge. In short, he misrepresents Mr. Colman's
excellent work in depicting the English as they

are, and manifest:? total ignorance of what he is

writing about. It is a notorious fact, that the pri-

vate parks of the gentry are more fertile, and dou-

bly more productive than any equal surface of land

in the whole island. Productive of what ? Of hu-

man food—and human labor, independent of the

grandeur and beauty they give to the landscape.

Where is the farm or field in the kingdom that

produces an equal amount of these two grand re-

quisites of society, ' food and labor,' as these pri-

vate parks? I ask '•Jkkfr.ys" to point out

any park in that kingdom, including trees and all

—those monuments of time, coeval with the

growth of centuries, that is not twine as produc-

tive as any other portion of the owner's estate.

Look for instance, at Windsor Park, embracing a
surface of many square miles, and where stands,

perhaps, the finest avenue of trees in the world;

a lover of landscape beauty would not grudge to

cross the Atlantic to look at it. Now, according

to the phraseology of " Jeffreys," one would
suppose this beautiful park just so much waste
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land—a perfect sacrifice to royal extravagance and

ostentation. Yet of all that fertile park at Wind-
sor castle, which feeds double the quantity of stock

of any park, arable or otherwise, that I have seen

in New or Old England, there is but a single acre

or so, appropriated to a terrace flower-garden op-

posite the private apartments of the Royal family.

There you may see the cattle browsing close to

the castle gates. And there vou may see the

Queen and her husband walking among them with

far less peevish delicacy or false refinement, than

most of the American ladies would do. Even
the pleasure parks of London produce their quan-

tum of human food in the shape of beef and mut-

ton, since they are all kept short by the grazing

of sheep or cows. The English gentry know the

use of money, and the want of it too well to allow

their parks to bo unproductive for mere ostenta-

tion and display.

The people of England arc proud, and justly

too, of their parks. They are the distinguishing

features of an English landscape, and present to

the lover of nature a combination of utility and

beauty which no other country in the world can

supply, and which the ablest writers and men of

taste have been laboring for years past to intro-

duce into this country. Contrast one of these old

country mansions with those cited in the editor's

excellent leading article of the September Horticul-

turist—place them in juxtaposition, and I ask

—

which would you imitate and which condemn ? I

repeat that these parks, so disparaged by your
correspondent, are the glory of the countr}' ; and

barbarous indeed would be the taste that could

ruthlessly destroy them.

A critic should be just as well as generous; but

especially ought he to be impartial and unprejudi-

ced. Some people cannot write the name of Eng-
land without spitting fire at it. But were the sen-

timents consistent, the language might be excused.

As I have ventured to quiz, probably lome great

incog— I hope he will receive my remarks in the

friendly spirit in which I write them, and thank

me for my candor. R. B. Leuchars. New Haven,
Ct., Sept., 1849.

Planting Dwarf Pears.—Dear Sir : In plant-

ing out dwarf pear trees—where there is much
length of stock between the fibrous roots and the

graft, I have often been perplexed to decide how
deep to plant it. Mr. Rivers' advice relieved me,
and his plan at first seemed very judicious. But I

have been in doubt since, whether it was desirable

to proceed on that plan in this country, lest the

tree should suffer from drouth. What do you think?

The roots are encouraged to spread only on the

surface; or, in fact, in a mound above the sur-

face. The lower roots are discouraged. The
upper roots have a highly manured soil, which it

seems to me would be particularly trying to them
in July.

Well, if its objectionable, what plan shall we
use? Put it down in all cases—the graft to the

surface? Then, shall we encourage surface roots

—as all the English and French writers advise ?

or shall we get depth of soil—and manure high

and low

—

or which ? Yours truly, Smock. Hart-

ford, Ct., Sept. 11, 1849.

[Make your soil deep and rich, and the roots

will take care of themselves. Ed ]

Paving Plum Trees.—Mr. Downing: Paving
about plum trees to thwart the curculio, always
appeared to me to be the sheerest nonsense.

Whether they fly or not, its value is precisely the

same. It presents no obstacle to wings; and cer-

tainly much facilitates progress on legs. Why
wont gentlemen who are so fond of recommending
it, try the same experiment with their cherry trees,

to keep off the birds ; or build bridges over their

garden fences, to prevent the inroads of unruly

boys; and enrich us with the record of their saga-

city ? If the curculio passes up the body of the

tree, as is claimed to be " conceded," why not in-

vest funds to the extent of a cent per tree in tar?

A sum not so exorbitant but most plum-growers
might be tempted to risk it; and the expedient

would certainly he more embarrassing to footsteps

than brick pavement. The true worth of a re-

commendation lor the preservation of fruit, in ad-

dition to being effectual, is its capability of uni-

versal application. Paving, at $3 per tree, is as

generally impracticable, and would be as rarely

adopted, as enclosing trees in glass houses. Its

expensiveness and doubtful utility, at best, con-

demn it.

There is nothing known of the nature of the

curculio opposed to the probability that, having
wings, they fly, if necessary, to perpetuate their

race; nor of the grub, that, having legs, they also

have wit enough to convey themselves, after es-

caping from the fallen fruit, from where they can't

burrow to where they can, though in passing over

pavements they sometimes doubtless perish, like

bigger worms over the deserts of Sahara. The
sagacity of the curculio provides against this dif-

ficulty, where it is possible, by the selection of

localities more favorable to the prosperity of the

rising generation. Hence, paved trees are shun-

ned where others can be found. Let all be paved,
and all would suffer. I venture to predict that,

unless Mr. Spalding, of Lockport, has near
neighbors, wrhose plum trees are not paved, every
one of his own will hereafter be attacked. By
cultivating two sets—one for himself, and another

for the curculio—he has hitherto preserved his

share; but by paving the whole, I am mistaken

if he will not be the loser. Paving, on such
terms, may by some be considered advisable; but

I don't apprehend a scarcity of brick will grow out

of it. J. C. H. Syracuse, September 18, 1849.

Pear Blight in Times Past.—Dear Sir: I

think your correspondent, in the September num-
ber, is wrong in attributing pear blight, &e., to

modern improvements. Some 25 years ago, be.
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fore railways <>r electric telegraphs were dreamed

of, the l>li<_r lit prevailed so severely in this region

that scarcely a bearing pear tree was left. One
of our amateur cultivators was so discouraged,

that to this day he says it is of no use to plant

pear trees; the blight will kill them. Others,

who had mine faith, have planted pear trees, and

have had tine crops of fruit to this day. The
worst blight we have had this season, has been

produced by the drouth in April and May, and

again in the summer. In April, I planted care-

fully about 400 pear trees of my own raising;

and perhaps 50 of them may survive the severe

trial they have had.

In usual seasons, I should not have lost more
than three or four per cent. One of our nursery.

men has been very successful in raising pear

stocks from seed, on a strong clay soil, in the fol-

lowing manner: Last November he made the

ground very rich with rotted manure, then planted

the seed in shallow drills, which he covered lightly

with sand. This spring, they generally grew,

and many are now nearly three feet high. Yours
truly, Charles H. Tomlinson. Schenectady,

September 12, 1849.

Raising Chance Seedlings.—It may be inte-

resting to those who depend upon raising fine

fruit from sowing the stone or kernel, to know
what proportion the experience of others has

proved that the good will bear to the bad or in-

different. Some years ago, I sowed about two
barrels of peach pits, from which were produced

upwards of 3500 plants. Of these, perhaps 800
were inoculated, and the remainder suffered to

grow up and bear fruit. This they all did, I may
say, without exception, during the last season.

The great majority of the peaches were white

—

many with a strong purplish tinge; but few were
yellow, and amongst the whole of these seed-

lings, I found but a single peach that was at all

worth attention. If, in another year, it improves

in quality, I may propagate from it, as it is a

large, green, and very late fruit. /. W. K.

New-Bedford Hort. Society.—This ener-

getic society, we perceive, had a very successful

exhibition on the 27th and 28th of September.

The show of pears was very fine,—Mr. Crapo
showing 44 varieties, Mr. Arnold 28 varieties,

and Mrs. Morgan 20 varieties. We extract the

following from the report of Hknry H. Crapo,
chairman of the committee on fruits ;

"They have much pleasure, in the outset or

their report, in being able to state, that the dis-

play of fruits on the occasion was exellent, and
far exceeded their most sanguine expectations.

" The show of pears, the standard fruit of New-
Bedford, both in appearance and extent, as well

as in size and beauty, exceeded that of any former

exhibition, and gave ample evidence that our soil

and climate are well adapted to the successful

growth of this most luscious and valuable fruit.

Some of the dishes were indeed splendid, and the

committee very much doubt if they have often

been excelled by any exhibition. A very largo

dish of the Frederick de Wurteniberg, from Mrs.
Hannah Bates, the specimens of which were very

large and handsome ; and also a large dish of the

White Doyenne, Irom Wm. T. Cook, of great size

and exceeding fairness and beauty, especially merit

this commendation. Dishes of the Flemish Beau-

ty, from J. H. Clifford—of the Beurre Diel, Vicar

of Winktield and Glout Morceau, from Joseph

Clarke—of the Passe Colmar, lrom Wm. Swift

—

of the Barilett, Gloui Morceau, Beurre Bosc and

Seckel, from Jas. Arnold—of the Louise Bonne de

Jersey and Napoleon, from Henry H. Crapo—of

the Seckel. from Wm. T. Russell—of the Glout

Morceau, from John M. Howland, of Fairhavcn

—

of the Duchess de Angouleme, from Henry Deane
—of the Seckel, from Wm. Rotch, Jr.—of the

Bartlett, from Dennis Wood—of the Duchess de

Angouleme, from Joshua Richmond—of the Wil-

bur, from E. Gardner—of the Napoleon, from

Wm. Rotch, and of the Capsheaf, from John Akin,

merit especial notice for the great size and fine

handsome appearance of the specimens, even where
all were fine.

" Of apples, the show was limited, the season

having been very unfavorable to their growth.

The committee would here express the hope that

the culture of this truly valuable fruit may be re-

vived in our vicinity, and again flourish as in for-

mer years—believing as they do that all which is

essential to success in this department of fruit

culture, is merely for the zealous and devoted po-

mologist to take the matter seriously in hand.

There were however some very fine specimens

and worthy of special notice, among which were
several varieties from Wm. Almys, of Dartmouth ;

a striped apple, very large and handsome, from

Levi Jenney, Jr., of Fairhaven ; and Hubbardston

Nonsuch, and another variety without a name,
from Samuel G. Hudson.

" The show of peaches and plums was also

limited, although some very fine specimens of

each were upon the tables. Some noble speci-

mens of the quince were also conspicuous, and

especially three dishes of the Orange quince, from

Charles P. Sherman, the largest specimen of

which weighed 18 ounces.
' Of grapes the show was very fair, both from

the grapery and from open culture, and made a

fine appearance, interspersed as they were among
the other fruit, throughout the entire length of

the tables. Of the Isabella, those exhibited by

Henry Cannon were very large, both clusters and

berries, and would perhaps be regarded as the

best exhibited. Those from A. D. Richmond were

also very fine, and, setting aside size, were per-

haps fully equal 10 those exhibited by Mr. Cannon.

Other dishes of this excellent variety of the grape,

worthy of special notice, were from R. N. Swift,

of Fairhaven—Charles W. Morgan, and R. R.
Crocker."
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Budding Roes.—Dear Sir : On a recent visit

to Newark, N. J., I was much gratified with a

tine display of ilie Prince Albert Rose, growing
on a strong climbing rose ten feet from the

ground. The buds were inserted in the fall of

1S47; these, the next season, formed vigorous

shoots, and some flowers. In the spring of '49,

they wore shortened back, having stood the se-

vere winter without protection] and at this time,

they are a perfect show, having from fifteen to

twenty finely formed flower buds on each.

Such climbing roses as the Boursault, may be

made to bloom perpetually by inserting a number
of buds of the China Roses; and when the dif-

ferent varieties are in bloom at the same time,

they have a fine appearance. Some of the finest

flowers of the Souvenir de Malmaison I ever saw
were produced in this way; but they, unfortu-

nately, will not stand the winter.

I have also practiced this method for propa-

gating the finer Tea and Bourbon Roses, also

perpetuals, for dwarf plants, by inserting a bud
about an inch above the joint of the Boursault

shoot, or any other smooth wooded variety that

will strike freely; and in about ten days, or im-

mediately after the bud has taken, cut off the

shoot at the joint, and strike in the usual manner.
Very respectfully yours, &.c, Geo. Kidd. Red
Hook, Dutchess county, N. Y., Oct. 12, 1849.

Wintering Plants in Cellars.—In your De-
cember number of last vol., in answer to a corres-

pondent, (VV. R., of Milwaukie.) you mention
Oranges, Lemons, Pomegranates, and Hydran-
geas, as exotics, which may be preserved during

winter in a cellar. Allow me to add to the num-
ber, by suggesting the following varieties roses and
bulbs in pots: Rtibus rosafolias, Lagerstroemia,
Eiythrina. Oleanders, Olea fragrans, Magnolia
fuscata, and other species, Figs, Laurus nobilis

(the Bay,) Yucca gloriosa, Hibiscus sinensis, half

hardy Rhododendrons, Chinese Azaleas, Gerani-

ums, (the roots taken out of the pots,) wall flow-

ers, stocks, Fuchsias. &c. &c. /. W. K.

The Curculio.—A correspondent of yours,

for a single year, tried paving to save his plums
from the curculio, and failed; and therefore con-

cludes paving is not a preventive. He is con-

firmed in this opinion, because "the insect has

wings; and presumes, as the pavement insured a

crop with Mr. Allen, that his plums belonged to

the Dutch family." It appears to me singular,

that persons will, from a single year's experience,

undertake to express an opinion. I have for 22
years had about 20 plum trees surrounded by a

brick pavement, and have never failed to have a

crop of fruit from them. A few of the fruit, in

some varieties, are occasionally stung by the cur-

culio. In my adjoining grounds, I have as many
trees of the same varieties; and 2 years out of

the 25, have had a fair crop of fruit. The other

23 years the curculio left net a single plum. The

safety of the fruit in a pavement does not arise

from no curculio being bred in the ground. If a
person does not raise them, his neighbors will give

him a liberal supply. As an experiment, I planted

a small plum tree, 1000 feet from any plum tree.

The first year of its bearing, every plum was
sfung by the curculio, and for years after. The
safety of a pavement arises from the instinct of

the insect. It will rarely deposit its egg over a.

pavement ; as the young, when they fall from the

tree, cannot secure winter quarters in the earth.

The mother feels too strong an interest in her

children to subject them to such a fate. N. Long-
worth. Cincinnati, Ohio, September, 1849.

Feeding Insectivorous Birds.—I find the fol-

lowing in Liegel's Introduction to his work on

German Fruits:
" Birds, particular!)' Starlings and Wrens, are

the most effectual insect destroyers. Many fruit-

growers set up boxes and other convenient recep-

tacles for them to build in. In order to induce

them to make their homes in our gardens, and not

to forsake us in winter, we have practiced feed

ing the wrens throughout the year, but more es

peciall}' during inclement seasons, with hemp seed

or with sunflower seed, of which they are re

markably fond ; and M7e make a further provision

by hanging up for them on a wire, pieces of pork

or the fat of boiled meat." Yours, J. W. Kne
vels. Fishkill Landing, N. Y.

Verbenas out of Doors.—I have always been

in the habit of keeping my Verbenas in the house;

but they were very apt to die, and if they did not

they were very unsightly objects all winter. Last
fall a friend told me if I would take them up, and

put them in a hot-bed frame, that they would live

very well. But I thought I would try if I could

not do it without taking them up; so I just took

an old frame and set it over a fine scarlet one,

and took up the rest and planted them in the

same frame. I did not even bank the earth up
round it ; and in the spring the scarlet one looked

beautiful ; but out of all those I took up, only one
or two lived. If it is worth mentioning in the

Horticulturist, it is quite at your service. A Con-
stunt Reader. Washington, D. C.

Supports for Climbing Plants.—I have used
for two years past, supports for delicate climbing

plants, which I have found so convenient that I

presume many of your readers, to whom they

may be new, would be glad to adopt the' same
plan. I believe the idea originated with Robert
Speir, Esq., of West Milton. There is, first, a
short post, firmly placed in the earth, rising about

eighteen inches above the surface; to this, the

posts supporting arches, trellises, or frames, are

secured by two stout wooden pins, passing through

auger holes bored in both. If the trellis be cover-

ed by any tender vine, in the fall, let the upper
pin be pulled out, and the post will turn on the
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other pin as a hinge, and he laid down without dis-

torbing the vine, and safely covered up until spring.

I have tried several remedies lor the curculio

without success, until this spring, when I laid

sheets under the trees, and jarred the trees, as re-

commended in your pages, and killed nil thai fell

on the sheets. 1 repeated this three times about

the time the blossoms were falling, and have, for

the first time for many years, an abundant crop of

plums. M. S. T . Rose Hill, Saratoga county.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Preserving Grapes.—A. B., (New-London,

Ct.) Your grapes should be packed in small

boxes, or baskets, holding a little more than half

a peek each—between layers of cotton wadding,
(not batting.) Keep them in a cool garret, or

dry cellar, where the frost will not penetrate.

Transplanting.— W., (Trenton, N. J.) Your
failure in transplanting is unquestionably owing
to your allowing the trees to remain with the

heads entire. In a dry summer, trees so planted

will almost always fail; when others, the limbs of

which are shortened back pretty severely on plant-

ing, succeeded perfectly.

Insects.— W. Anderson, (New-York.) The
soil of your garden has become filled with insects.

Dig it deeply, and throw it up into ridges at the

approach of winter; and if there occurs a mild
interval during winter, break it up and re-ridge

it. The frost will destroy the eggs and larva of

u large part of the insects. Early in the spring,

to complete the matrer, give the whole a broad-

cast dressing of salt, at the rate of six bushels to

the acre. This will effectually destroy the " cut-

worm," and all the other pests you complain of.

Peach Trees.—T. Jones, (New-York.) You
will never succeed in getting a healthy stock of

peaches until you take the trouble to procure
peach trees from the western part of this state,

or some other district where the yellows is un-

known. Trees raised from stones gathered about
the markets in New-York, must necessarily pro-

duce a large proportion of diseased seedlings
;

and, if budded, the sort worked upon such stocks
will partake of the constitutional taint.

H rbaceous Plants.—fin Inquirer, (Bangor,
Me.) When the roots have stood for a long time

in flic same place, the soil becomes exhausted, so

that the growth is feeble and the flowers are

poor. The remedy is either to change the roots

to a new border, or to take them up and renew
the border by trenching and manuring, or by
bringing in some new soil. The roots should also

be divided when they have formed largo branches.

Pa'onics should be removed in the autumn, or very

early in the spring. All herbaceous plants may
be put out with success in the autumn, especially

if the buds of the more tender ones are covered
with a few inches of leaves, or litter, till spring
opens.

List of Fruits.—A Young Planter, (Colum-

bus, 0.) The following are the best varieties for

your purposes: Apples—Baldwin, Northern Spy,

Porter, Belmont, Fall Pippin, Newtown Pippin,

Ladies' Sweeting, Melon. Pears—Gray Doyenne,

Seckel, Paradise d'Automne, Dearborn's Seedling,

Bartlett, Rostiezer, Beorre d'Aremberg. Cher-

ries—Mayduke, Elton, Black Eagle, Black Tar-

tarian, Downer's Late, Belle MaLrnitique. Plums

—Green Gage, Jefferson, Smith's Orleans, Purple

Favorite, Frost Gage, Coe's Late Red.

Gr pe-Vines.—A Connecticut Subscriber. Eyes,

planted in pots, will succeed well in either mode.

.Many persons think cuttings, made in this way,

do best when halved, because there is more sur-

face from which new roots are emitted.

Persian Melons".—Ibid. Repeated trials have

proved that these melons are too delicate in this

climate for out-of-door culture; and the flavor is

not so much finer than the well known '' Citron

melon," that many growers will attempt a cul-

ture, requiring so much care. It is extremely

difficult to get genuine Ispahan melon seed, even

in England; three-fourths of those received under

this name, prove a worthless yellow cantelope.

Market fruits. A Young Orchardist .
(New-

Bedford.) Plant Baldwin and Roxbury Russets

for profit in your soil and climate. Probably the

Lombard is the most suitable plum. Lime will

not answer to reduce peat—but lime slaked with

brine will. See the leader in this number.

Pears. Z. Q., (Binghamton, N. Y.) From

your description we think your pear is the Passe

Colmar. In order to get good specimens of this

variety, you must thin out the crop of fruit early

in the season, and not allow any second crop to

form, as it often does.

Books. A Subscriber, (Roxbury, Mass.) The

coloured edition of our Fruits and Fruit Trees will

be ready in a few days ; the " Country Houses," has

been extended beyond our original plan, and will

still require a few weeks longer before it is out of

press. We have no connection with any nursery

or commercial garden whatever.

Green houses. C. L., (Fayettoville, N. C.)

Green-house plants would do well in the house all

summer with you, if the house were skadedby nets,

or the glass clouded by a thin coat of whiting on

the under side. Plants never do well under the

shade of trees in summer.
Composts. D. D. J., (Hamden, Ct.) We

assume 30 bushels to the wagon load. Leached

ashes are twice as strong as unleaehed, and there-

fore double the quantity should ho used. Bone

dust would improve this compost, and should be

added at the rate of one bushel to the wagon load.

Use a barrowlul of this compost to each hole six

feet wide and three feet deep. If tl'.e subsoil is a

hard pan wliieli holds water, you may till up 4 or

5 inches of the bottom with small stones.

%* Several DOtioes of new fruits, and domestic

notices, intended for this number, arc unavoidably

postponed to the next.



MASSACHUSETTS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

BUSINESS MEETINGS.
Sept. 22, 1S49 —President Samuel Walker in the chair.
Voted, That the sum of $2.5 be paid by Hie treasurer to

Mr. David Haggerston, I'or the services rendered by him
daring the annual exhibition.

Vottd, That a committee of three be appointed by the
chair, to nominate a list of officers, professors and commit-
tees for the coming year, and report at the next meeting.

Messrs. Josiah Lovett, 2d., David Haggerston and E. M.
Richards were appointed that committee
Complaint having been made by members and others,

contributors to the annual exhibition, of the loss of their
contributions, it was

Vot'd, That a committee of three be appointed by the
chair, to take into consideration wnat means can be adopted
to prevent the occurrence of like loss for the future; and
Messrs. Joseph Breck, David Haggerston and R. M. Cope-
land were appointed said committee.
The President, in behalf of the executive committee, ap-

plied for the loan of the dishes, phials, &c, of the society,
for the use of the Norfolk Agricultural Society, at their an-
nual show; and it w is

Voted, That the society loan to the Norfolk Agricultural
Society such of their glass ware as they may wish, to use
at their exhibition,—said society paying all the expense of
transportation, labor, breakage,' &c.&c.

Sept. 20.—President Samuel Walker in the chair.
The committee appointed at the last meeting to nominate

a list of officers, professors and committees, for the coming
year, submitted a printed list, which was recommitted to
the same committee, with instructions to make such altera-
tions as were rendered necessary by the declining of nomi-
nees.

The committee appointed to take into consideration the
adoption of means to prevent the loss of contributions to the
exiubitions of the society, submitted the following report:
The committee appointed to investigate the subject of

purloining fruit and vegetables from the hall of the society,
at the close of the last exhibition, report that they have
made diligent inquiry, but have not received information
sufficient to substantiate a charge against any person. The
committee consider the offence one of the most aggravated
and disgraceful character, and recommend tnat, for the fu-
ture, if any member of the society be detected in an act so
mean and contemptible, that he be expelled from the so-
ciety. Or if it be any one in the employ of tiie society, that
he be forthwith discharged from that service.
The committee recommend that, on future occasions, a

committee of three be chosen, whose duty it shall be to be
present during the clearing of the hall, and attend to the
delivery of fruits, vegetables, &c, and in no case to deliver
to any other person than the contributor, without a written
order. Joseph Breck, Chairman.

Voted, That the report of the committee be accepted, and
placed upon the records of the society.
Mr. C. M. Hovey, as chairman of the committee ap-

pointed to prepare and present to Hon. H. A. S. Dearborn
the first president of the society, the Society's Gold Medal,
as a mark nt esteem for the essential services he rendered
to the science of horticulture, and the interest of the society,
during the period he presided over its affairs, reported that
they had attended to the duty assigned them, and submitted
the following correspondence

:

Boston, Sept 27. 1949.
Hon. H. A- S. Dearborn—Dear Sir: Agreeably to a

vote of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, passed at
the annual meeting, Jan 6th, 1549, a copy of which is en-
closed, we now, in accordance with that vote, have the
pleasure of presenting you with the Society's Gold Medal.
Many years have passed away since you presided at the

head of our association; when your zeal in the cause of hor-
ticultural science—your untiring exertions to render popular
the pleasing pursuit, to which it is essentially devoted—your
arduous labors while guiding ils affairs in the infancy of its

organization, and your extensive correspondence with gen-
tlemen of science in every country and clime, gave the so-
ciety a standing and position, which has since caused it to
be looked upon as the parent association of our country.
As a small but not the less earnest tribute for your labors,

«« the fiist president of the society, at a period when, in ad-

dition to horticultural affairs, that noble monument of your
devotion to ils interests—Mt. Auburn Cemetery—was pro-
jected, we HOW present you with the Society's Gold Medal,
and beg your acceptance of the same.
With the assurance of our best wishes for your health and

prosperity, we have the honor, fee, Respectfully yours,

C M. Hovey,
)Cheever Newhall. > Committee.

E. M. Ricuarus, )

Httothorn Cottage, Roxbury, Sept. 28, 1849.

Gentlemen—This afternoon I received, with great plea-
sure, your very kind letter, and the beautiful gold medal,
winch tiie Massachusetts Horticultural Society has so gene-
rously conferred upon me; and I request that you will do
me tiie favor of presenting my grateful acknowledgments
to the members of that important institution for the honor
they have done me. I deeply regret, however, that my
humble efforts to promote one of the most interesting brunch-
es of rural industry, have not been more worthy of such
distinguished consideration, and so precious a reward.
For the very favorable manner in which you have been

pleased to estimate the very limited service I have attempted
to render my fellow citizens, who are interested in the vari-
ous departments of useful and ornamental cultivation, 1 offer

my sincere thanks.
With the most ardent aspirations for the prosperity of the

society, and your individual happiness,
I have the honor, gentlemen, of being

Your much obliged and obedient serv't,

H A. S Deareorn.

October 6.—The annual election of the Massachusetts Hor-
ticultural Society, for the choice of officers, professors and
committees for the coming year, took place at their library
rooms, School-street, Oct. 6th. Vice-President Cheever
Newhall in the chair.

V ted, That the polls be kept open 30 minutes, for the
election.

The chair appointed Josiah Newhall and A. D. Williams,
jr , a committee to assort, count, and report the number of
votes given, who reported the following list as unanimously
elected :

President—SAMUEL WALKER.
Vice-Presidents—Benjamin V. French, Cheever New-

hall, Edward M. Richards, Joseph S- Cabot.
Treasurer— William R. Austin.
Corresponding Secretary—Eben. Wight.
Recording Secrttary— E. C. R. Walker.
Professor of Botany and Vege:able Physiology—John Lewis

Russell.
Professor of Entomology—T W. Harris, M. D.
Professor of Horticultural Chemistry—E. N Horsford.
Committee on Fruits—Joseph S. Cabot, Chairman; Eben.

Wight, Josiah Lovett, Joseph Breck, Robert Manning,
George R Russell, C. M. Hovey.
Committee on Flowers—David Haggerston, Chairman ; Al-

exander McLennan, Win. B Richards, E. A. Story, Lyman
F. Winship, E. C. R Walker, Parker Barnes.
Committee on Vegetables—A. D. Williams, jr., Chairman

;

William B. Kingsbury. James Nugent, Azell Bowditch,
Aaron D. Weld, S W. Cole, George Pierce.
Committee on the Library—Charles M. Hovey, Chairman;

Henry W. Duttou, R. M Copeland, Joseph Breck, John
Owen.

Committee on Synonyms of Fruit—M. P. Wilder, Chair-
man; P. B. Hovey, Robert Manning, Josiah Lovett, and
Chairman of the Fruit Committee.

Executive Committee- The President, Chairman ; the

Treasurer, Marshall P. Wilder, E. M. Richards. Otis John-
son.
Committee for establishing Premiums—Chairmen of the

Committees on Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables, Josiah Lo-
vett and P. B. Hovey.

'

Finance Committee—Marshall P. Wilder, Chairman ; Jo-
siah Stickney, Olis Johnson.

Committee of Publication—Eben. Wight, Chairman; Jo-
siah Lovett, Joseph Breck, the Recording Secretary, and
the Chairmen of the Committees on Fruits, Flowers and Ve-
getables.

Daniel Denny, of Boston, was elected a member of the
society. Edward C. R. Walker, Rec. Sec'y.
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V Movable property, or capital, may pro-

cure a man all the advantages of wealth;

but property in land gives him much

more than this. It gives him a place in

the domain of the world ; it unites his life

to the life which animates all creation.

Money is an instrument by which man can

procure the satisfaction of his wants and

his wishes. Landed property is the estab-

lishment of man as sovereign in the midst

of nature. It satisfies not only his wants

and his desires, but tastes deeply implanted

in his nature. For his family, it creates

that domestic country called home, with all

the loving sympathies and all the future

hopes and projects which people it. And
whilst property in land is more consonant

than any other to the nature of man, it also

affords a field of activity the most favorable

to his moral development, the most suited

to inspire a just sentiment of his nature

and his powers. In almost all the other

trades and professions, whether commercial

or scientific, success appears to depend

solely on himself—on his talents, address,

prudence and vigilance. In agricultural

life, man is constantly in the presence of

God, and of his power. Activity, talents,

prudence and vigilance are as necessary

here as elsewhere to the success of his la-
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bors ; but they are evidently no less insuf-

ficient than they are necessary. It is God

who rules the seasons and the temperature,

the sun and the rain, and all those phe-

nomena of nature which determine the suc-

cess or the failure of the labors of man on

the soil which he cultivates. There is no

pride which can resist this dependence, no

address which can escape it. Nor is it

only a sentiment of humanity, as to his

power over his own destiny, which is thus

inculcated upon man ; he learns also tran-

quility and patience. He cannot flatter

himself that the most ingenious inventions,

or the most restless activity, will secure his

success ; when he has done all that de-

pends upon himself for the cultivation and

fertilization of the soil, he must wait with

resignation. The more profoundly we exa-

mine the situation in which man is placed,

by the possession and cultivation of the

soil, the more do we discover how rich it is

in salutary lessons to his reason, and be-

nign influences on his character. Men do

not analyze these facts ; but they have an

instinctive sentiment of them, which pow-

erfully contributes to the peculiar respect

in which they hold property in land, and

to the preponderance which that kind of

property enjoys over every other. This
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preponderance is a natural, legitimate and
salutary fact, which, especially in a great

country, society at large has a strong inte-

rest in recognising and respecting."

We have quoted this sound and excel-

lent expose, of the importance and dignity

of the landed interest, from a late pamphlet

by a great continental statesman, only to

draw the attention of our agricultural class

to their position in all countries—whether

monarchical or republican—and especially

to the fact, that upon the intelligence and
prosperity of the owners of the soil, here,

depends largely the strength and security

of our government, and the well working
of most of its best institutions.

Where, then, must we look for the ex-

planation of the fact, that in every country

the cultivators of the soil are the last to

avail themselves of the advantages of skill

and science ? That everywhere they are

the last to demand of government a share

of those benefits which are continually

heaped upon less important, but more saga-

cious and more clamorous branches of the

body politic ?

Is it because, obliged to trust largely

to nature and Providence, they are less

active in seizing the advantages of educa-

tion than those whose intellect, or whose

inventive powers, are daily tasked for their

support, and who cultivate their powers of

mind in order to live by their exercise ?

These are pertinent questions at this mo-

ment ; for it is evident that we are on the

eve of a great change in the future posi-

tion and influence of the agricultural class

in this country. The giant that tills the

soil is gradually wakening into conscious

activity ; he perceives his own resources
;

he begins to feel that upon his shoulders

rests the state ; that from his labor comes

the material forces that feed the national

strength; that from his loins are largely

drawn the strong men that give force and

stability to great impulses and sound in-

stitutions in republican America.

Is it to be supposed that, with this newly

awakening consciousness of the meaning

and value of his life, the farmer—the owner

of the soil in America—is not to seize any

advantages to develop his best faculties ?

Does any thinking man believe that such

a class will continue to plough and delve

in an ignorant routine, in an age when
men force steam to almost annihilate space

and lightning to outrun time ?

And this brings us at once to the great

topic of the day, with the farmer

—

agricul-

tural schools.

Now, that it is confidently believed that

we are to have a great agricultural school

in the state of New-York—a school which

will probably be the prototype of many in

the other states—some diversity of opinion

exists as to the character of that school.

" Let it be a school for practical farming

—

a school in which farmers' sons shall be

taught how to plough and mow, and ' make

both ends meet,' and show farmers how

they can make money," says one.

" Give us a school in which the science of

agriculture shall be taught, where the farm-

er's son shall be made a good chemist, a

good mathematician, a g
-ood naturalist,

—

yes, and even taught Greek and Latin, etc.,

so that he shall be as well educated as any

gentleman's son," says a second.

" A farm school ought to support itself,

or it is worth nothing," says a third.

" It should be liberally endowed by the

state, so as to secure the best talent in the

country, or it will be the nest of charlatans,"

says a fourth.

" It should be a model farm, where only

the best practice and the most profitable

modes of cultivation should be seen," says a

fifth.
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"It should be an experimental farm,

where all the new theories could be tested,

in order to find out what is of real value,
1 '

says a sixth.

And thus, there is no end to the variety

of projects for an agricultural school,—each

man building on a different platform.

Yet there must be some real and solid

foundation on which to erect the edifice

of a great educational institution for farm-

ers. And we imagine these supposed dif-

ferences of opinion may all be reconciled,

if we examine a little the sources from

which they originate.

Agriculture is both a science and an art.

It may be studied in the closet, the labora-

tory, the lecture room ; so that a man may
have a perfect knowledge of it in his head,

and yet not know how to perform well a

single one of its labors in the field ; or it

may be gained by rote in the fields, by one

who cannot give you the reason for the

operation of a single law of nature which

it involves. The first is mere theory—the

second, mere practice.

It is easy to see, that he who is only a

theorist is no more likely to raise good

crops profitably, than a theoretical swimmer

is to cross the Hellespont like Leander;

and that the mere practical farmer is as

little likely to improve on what he has

learned by imitation, as his horse is to in-

vent a new mode of locomotion.

The difference of opinion, regarding the

nature or the province of an agricultural

school, seems mainly to grow out of the

different sides from which the matter is

viewed—whether the advocate favors sci-

ence or practice most,—forgetting that the

well educated agriculturist should combine

in himself both the science and the art

which he professes.

The difference between knowledge and

wisdom is nowhere better illustrated than

in a mixed study, like agriculture. Know-

ledge may be either theoretical or practical

;

but wisdom is "knowledge 'put in action''
1

What the agricultural school, which this

age and country now demands, must do to

satisfy us, is to teach—not alone the know-

ledge of the books—not alone the practice

of the fields, but that agricultural wisdom

which involves both, and which can never

be attained without a large development of

the powers of the pupil in both directions.

His head and hands must work together.

He must try all things that promise well,

and know the reason of his failure as well

as his success. To this end, he must not

be in the hands of quack chemists and

quack physiologists in the lecture halls, or

those of chimerical farmers or dull team-

sters in the fields. Hence, the state must

insist upon having, for teachers, only the

ablest men; men who will teach wisely,

whether it be chemistry or ploughing,

—

teach it in the best and most thorough

manner, so that it may become wisdom for

the pupil. Such men are always success-

ful in their own sphere and calling, and

can no more be had for the asking than

one can have the sun and stars. They

must be sought for and carried off by

violence, and made to understand that

the state has a noble work for them,

which she means to have rightly and well

done.

To. achieve this, an agricultural school

must be planned, neither with a lavish nor

a niggardly spirit. As agriculture is espe-

cially an industrial art, the manual labor

practice of that art should be an inevitable

part of the education and discipline of the

pupils. But to base the operation of the

school upon the plan of immediate profit,

in all its branches, solely, would, we con-

ceive, cut off in a great degree the largest

source of profit to the country at large.
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The pupils would leave the school either

as practical farmers after a single model,

or they would leave it with their heads full

of unsatisfied longings after theories which

they had not been permitted to work out.

They would be destitute of that vrisdom

which comes only from knowledge and ex-

perience combined, and would go home
only to fail in applying a practice suited to

a different soil from their own, or to indulge

(at large personal loss,) theories which

might have been forever settled in company

with an hundred others, at the smallest pos-

sible cost to the state.

We rejoice to see the awakened zeal of

the farmers of the state of New-York, in

this subject of agricultural education. We
rejoice to find a large majority of our legis-

lature warmly seconding and supporting

their wishes ; and most of all, we rejoice to

see a governor who unceasingly urges upon

our law-makers the value and necessity of

a great agricultural school. One of our

contemporaries—the editor of the Working

Farmer—has aptly remarked that Wash-

ington was our only great statesman who

had " the moral courage to advocate the

rights of farmers. Statesmen mistake the

more apparent praise of other classes for

the praise of the majority." If, however,

the views of Hamilton Fish, regarding this

subject, are carried out by the legislature

of this state, the people will owe him a great

debt of gratitude, for urging the formation

of an educational institution, which will,

both directly and indirectly, do more to

elevate the character of the great industrial

class of the nation, and develop the agri-

cultural wealth of the country at large,

than any step which has been taken since

the foundation of the republic.

An agricultural college, for the complete

education of farmers, where the vrisest

general economy offarmings involving all

its main scientific and practical details,

successfully established in the state of

New-York, will be the model and type of

a similar institution in every state in the

Union. Its influence will be speedily felt

in all parts of the country ; and it is there-

fore of no little importance that the plant

adopted by the legislature should be one

worthy of the object in view, and the ripe-

ness of the times.

Above all, when a good plan is adopted,

let it not be rendered of little value by

being entrusted for execution to the hands

of those who stand ready to devour the

loaves and fishes of state patronage. It is

easy to devise, but it is hard to execute

wisely ; and we warn the farmers in our

legislature, the State ^Lgricultural Society,

(which has already done such earnest ser-

vice in this good cause,) and the Executive

to guard against a failure in a great and

wise scheme, by entrusting its execution, to

any but those whose competence to the

task is beyond the shadow of a doubt.

NOTES ON THE EVERGREEN IVY>

BY J. JAY SMITH, PHILADELPHIA.

It has always appeared unaccountable,

that the evergreen ivy should be so much

neglected as it is in America. In the time

of Kalm, he found only one plant, which

was trained against a house, during the

whole of his travels in this country ; and to

this day it is entirely too rare. It is ex-

tremely ornamental, readily propagated, and

produces effects that no other plant can do.

A whole ugly village might be changed in
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its appearance by a plentiful planting of

evergreen ivy. But to make our essay on

this, our favorite climber, more complete,

let us begin at the beginning,—taking

some of our facts from writers who have

anticipated us.

The hardy sorts are evergreen shrubs,

climbing by the clasping roots produced by

their stems; but there are a number of

species considered at present to be of this

genus, natives of warm climates, growing

to the height of from 15 to 20 feet, without

support. It is naturally a rooting climber

;

but when these roots are opposed by a hard

substance which they cannot penetrate, they

dilate and attach themselves to it, by close

pressure on the rough particles of its sur-

face. On very smooth surfaces, such as

that of a house or wall that has been stuc-

coed, or smoothly plastered, no dilatation of

the fibril is sufficient to cause the ivy to

adhere firmly ; and hence, in such situa-

tions it always falls down, either when

rendered heavy by snow, or when acted on

by wind. In some cases we have known,

young plants required to be steadied in

order to make a commencement ; and in

such circumstances we have found it ad-

vantageous to nail a little cloth beneath,

and attach the ivy to it by a small nailed

strap. In instances where it refuses to

cling after this attempt, trellis work ought

to be fixed, or the main shoots may be

nailed, like those of a wall tree. When
ivy trails on the ground, it roots into it and

grows vigorously, but rarely flowers, and

is then called barren, or creeping ivy.

When it climbs up trees, or in any situa-

tion where it is much shaded, it seldom, if

ever flowers, until it has grown so high as

to be subject to the direct influence of the

sun. On walls fully exposed to the light,

it flowers abundantly. Whatever support

it may have, when it has reached the sum-

mit, the branches shorten and become
woody, forming themselves into large,

shrubby, bushy heads ; and the leaves be-

come entire, taking more of an oval shape,

and no longer being lobed, like the lower

ones. It now flowers freely, when other

flowers are scarce ; and being odoriferous,

and containing a good deal of honey, they

are much frequented by bees, which ex

tract a valuable support from them. The
berries increase in size during the winter

and the plant itself may be observed to

shoot vigorously during the cold weather.

The common ivy will grow to the tops

of trees nearly 100 feet in height ; but it

is said to be doubtful whether the Irish va-

riety will attain the same elevation, though
it grows with much greater vigor when
young. Rooted plants, placed in good soil,

have grown in our neighborhood four and
five feet in one year. Against the warm
walls of a dwelling-house, having chimney
flues in it, it continues its rapid ascent, and
is for such places, and indeed for all im-
mediate effects, much the most desirable

kind.

The duration of the ivy is very great.

Some of the plants against ruined castles

and abbeys, which we have seen abroad,

are, no doubt, two or three centuries old.

Those on Kenilworth towers, and in some
places in Ireland, have shot up solid tree-

like branches far above the top ; and some
of them there, having lived their allotted

span, leave the appearance of a flag-stafF

standing up from " the embattled wall."

There is a golden-leaved variety, not yet

cultivated among us, appearing in spring,

after it has made its new leaves, like an

immense mass of yellow flowers.

Trained to a pole, or an irregular cedar

tree, and allowed to branch out at its sum-

mit, it forms a very striking object in small

gardens,—giving in winter a green aspect
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and cheerful tone. One such instance, in

Philadelphia, has caused us often to visit

the parlor from which it is seen for this

object alone. A very singular effect pro-

duced by ivy, occurs in the approach road

to Warwick castle, within the outer wall.

The road is cut through a solid bed of sand-

stone rock, and its sides are in some places

upwards of 12 feet high, and perpendicular

and smooth. Ivy has been planted on the

upper surface of the ground, forming the

summit of these perpendicular walls of

rock, in order that it might creep down and

cover their face. Instead of creeping, how-

ever, the ivy has grown over without at-

taching itself; and its long, pendulous,

matted roots, trailing even on the coach

road, waving to and fro with the wind,

might be compared to an immense sheet of

water, falling over a perpendicular rock.

In close shrubberies, in gardens, where

neither grass nor any other green plants

will grow on the surface, the ivy forms a

clothing of perpetual verdure. Trained

against espaliers, lattice work, iron hurdles,

or wire frames, it forms, in a very short

time, most beautiful evergreen walls, or

hedges, for the separation or shelter of

flower gardens. In short, there is no ever-

green shrub capable of being applied to so

many important uses as the common ivy

;

and no garden can dispense with it. The

London gardeners have a plan which we

commend to the notice of our own; they

raise immense quantities in pots, and train

it to stakes of from 6 to 12 feet in height,

so that, at any season of the year, a hedge

may be formed of it, or a naked space

covered with it, at an incredibly short no-

tice. By placing pots of ivy in the balco-

nies of the different windows of a perfectly

new house, the whole front, in one day,

may be covered with rich evergreen leaves,

as effectually as if it were an old building,

in a secluded rural situation. Another va-

luable use, to which the ivy may be ap-

plied, is to form external framings to the

windows instead of architraves.

But we have not done with the uses of

this beautiful plant. Some ladies of our

acquaintance train it round four stakes;

thus making green walls into which they

place their pots, or glasses of Hyacinths

and Tulips when in bloom. Nothing can

be more ornamental. Others plant it in

boxes, and train it on light bamboo espa-

liers, where it forms a rustic screen for the

window. With a green baize on the back

or parlor side, the effect from the street is

superb ; and in very large drawing-rooms,,

plants in boxes or vases, trained on wire

parasols or eapaliers, will form a rustic

canopy for small groups of parties, who
may seat themselves under its shade, in

the same manner as parties sit under orange

trees in the public rooms of Berlin, and of

other cities of the continent. Where the

view from the window of a town house is

contracted, or disagreeable, it may always

be improved by ivy, planted in boxes, and

trained as espaliers,—being placed within

the room at a sufficient distance from the

window not to exclude the light, and yet

sufficiently near to serve as a screen ; or

by so disposing of plants on the outside as

to conceal or disguise the disagreeable ob-

jects, and create an allusion to the coun-

try.* Another great advantage of the ivy

in small and suburban gardens is, that by its

berries it attracts birds in early spring, and

by its dense foliage it forms excellent situa-

tions for nests. Whether it is injurious to

trees or not is a disputed point ; but we

believe that in time the network that is ul-

* In these remarks, there is nothing impracticable. The
giant or Irish variety should be used on account of its rapid

growth ; the plant bears the heat of the parlor admirably, and
a little time only will be required to produce all these effects.

As a division fence for burial lots in our rural cemeteries, the

ivy, trained on the new and cheap wire fences, would be ad-
mirable.
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timately Formed by it, prevents the tree

from expanding, and injures, if it do not

kill it. But we should prefer an ivy clad

tree for twenty years to a bare one for

thirty. Buildings are not injured by it,

except where shoots can find their way

through cracks or crevices, where it may
expand and cause an extended opening.

Bacchus is represented crowned with ivy,

some poets say because it has the effect of

dissipating the fumes of wine. It is con-

sidered symbolical of friendship, for the

closeness of its adherence to the tree on

which it has once fixed itself. Its con-

stancy has rendered it a favorite device for

seals ; some of the best of which are a

sprig of ivy, with the motto

—

" I die where

I attach myself;" and a fallen tree, still

covered with ivy, with the words—" Even

ruin cannot separate us."

To attain a large size, it requires a good

soil; it grows best in the shade, and in a

northern rather than a southern exposure.

Unless the soil is kept in a uniform state

of moisture, and shaded, it will not root

readily ; we therefore recommend its pur-

chase in pots, where they can be had.

Some specimens of old ivy trunks measure

nearly twenty inches in diameter. When

slips are planted, do not bury them deep

;

rather lay them near the surface.

We have not exhausted the subject, but

fear to extend this article, which is the re-

sult of some experience, aided by the re-

marks of Mr. Loudon, in his Arboretum

Britannicum,—a work remarkable for its

extraordinary research ; every topic, con-

nected with arboriculture and floriculture,

being treated in a manner that leaves little

to be desired. The difficulty is, that it is

so expensive. An abridgment, however,

has been published in London, which every

frequenter of a garden should possess, if he

cannot compass the larger copy, the cost of

which is about fifty dollars,—four large

volumes of text, and four smaller of plates.

[Our correspondent has not overrated the

merits of the finest of all climbers. Perhaps

the finest specimen in America is at Sun-

nyside, the cottage of Washington Irving,

on the Hudson, the walls of which are

wreathed and covered with it, as with the

richest drapery. North of this, the ivy is

rather tender, and will only succeed on the

north sides of buildings, or walls, or under

the shade of trees, where it is protected

from the sun in winter, which kills it by

sudden thawing after severe frost. Ed.]

ON THE CULTIVATION OF GREEN-HOUSE PLANTS.

BY R. B. LEUCHARS, NEW-HAVEN.

The season is now at hand, when plants

that have been previously stowed away into

summer receptacles must be attended to,

and arranged in their winter quarters. And
the inquiry will come home to every gar-

dener, who has plants under his charge,

which plants are those that endure a greater

severity of cold than others ? and why is it

that a plant will at one time survive a given

amount of frost, and at another time be

killed? Why is it, also, that the points of

the shoots of certain plants are killed by a

slight frost, while no other part of the plant

sustains injury? These questions are pure-

ly practical, are exceedingly interesting, and

are worthy of our candid consideration.
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To receive a satisfactory answer to these

questions, it is not absolutely necessary for

us to ransack the foundations of every im-

practicable whimsicality and physiological

theory that we may hear of. Acute obser-

vation will quickly develop principles that

will form the groundwork of true and prac-

ticable theories. An experienced gardener,

or any person acquainted with plants, is

seldom at a loss to account for any particular

effects upon his plants after he has carefully

examined them ; and he can form a pretty

correct idea what they have been subjected

to. I do not mean to raise the question,

—

although it might be interesting enough in

a country of so varied climates as this,

—

how long, under ordinary circumstances,

would a gardener require to make himself

master of all the peculiarities of locality

and climate, in any given situation where

he may be called on to exercise his practical

skill ? Certain it is, that these peculiarities

must be learned ; for we are all aware that

locality and climate act upon plants in a

very striking and remarkable manner. It

is no less certain, however, that plants are

changed in an equal, if not greater, degree

by good management. Indeed, it may be

said that the science of gardening, if car-

ried out to its legitimate end, either does,

or ought, in the hand of experienced gar-

deners, to set aside in a great degree such

local causes and their effects. No one that

has witnessed the splendid specimens of

flowering plants, brought forward at the

London exhibitions, and compared them

with the wretched looking objects of the

same sorts to be seen in many private col-

lections, will fail to assent to the justice

and truth of the above assertion. In this

particular, the best exhibitions I have yet

seen in this country are immeasureably be-

hind,—not in quantity, indeed, for their

number in some collections is legion,—but

in quality. Like causes, however, produce

like effects. The management of green-

house plants is no mystery, although many

are too apt to look upon green-house plants as

having something mysterious about them.

In the culture of plants, as in every other

department of gardening, it is necessary

that there should be line upon line, and

precept upon precept, to keep us in con-

stant remembrance of the important fact,,

that nearly all the plants, from the tempe-

rate regions of the globe, make and mature

their growths at different periods and under

different circumstances from those which

popular belief generally receives. We are

too apt to treat plants as if they just com-

menced with the periodical return of spring,

and continued to grow and shoot until they

were checked with the colds of autumn.

Different kinds of plants grow and ripen their

shoots at different periods of the year ; some in

early spring, some at mid-summer, and others

in autumn. This fact alone will show the vast

importance of bestowing all possible care

upon plants in pots during the short period of

their growth ; for it will generally be found

that the bloom of the future year will de-

pend chiefly upon the manner in which the

growths of the preceding year have been

treated. There may be solitary exceptions

to this rule in neglected plants blooming

abundantly; but these exceptions only prove

its truth.

When plants have been turned out into

their summer situation, they in many cases

receive little more attention (except water-

ing,) till the approach of frost renders it

necessary to return them again to the green-

house, by which time they have not unfre-

quently become soured, and saturated with

the autumn rains. The soil in the pots

will be charged with stagnant moisture

—

the particles disintegrated, and reduced to

a soft, pulpy mass. The moisture having
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displaced every particle of atmospheric air,

and by its own specific gravity the earth,

in the event of drying, subsides, and ac-

quires a degree of adhesion by which the

roots of plants are invariably destroyed.

Moreover, when they are placed in the

house, and thereafter subjected to the in-

fluence of fire heat, they must continue in

their condition of uncomfortable sourness,

by the necessary application of water ; or,

if allowed to become dry, and the excess of

water expelled, the roots will then be em-

bedded in a substance approaching pretty

nearly to the consistence of a brick-bat.

Every cultivator is aware that in such a

condition the plants can neither be healthy,

vigorous, nor bloom abundantly. In these

cases, it will be advisable to turn out the

plant, and take away as much of the inert

soil as possible, without damaging the

roots, and replace it in a clean well drained

pot, filling up with good rough turfy soil,

mixing it with pieces of charcoal about the

size of a walnut. Indeed, many plants will

stand a liberal shift at this season, if large

specimens be desired. Those not shifted

should, nevertheless, be turned out and

well examined, to see if they are all right

as regards drainage. Some may object to

this turning out and shifting of plants in

the autumn. It may have its faults, like

most other systems ; but it has also its ad-

vantages. And upon the whole, I see no

necessity for adhering rigidly to established

rules as to the time or season for shifting

plants, merely because it was the custom

of our grandfathers to turn out all their

plants, and shift them at particular seasons

of the year. For my part, I shift a plant

always when I find it requisite, any day all

the year round, providing I have materials

at hand in a proper condition for doing so;

a circumstance that should be provided for,

by having a quantity of peat and loam in

a turfy stale, secured under cover for winter

use.

Whenever the weather assumes an un-

favorable aspect, plants in pots, standing

out of doors, should receive attention. I

have seen good specimens damaged irreme-

diably by a sudden change of weather.

Dashing rains, followed by a slight frost, at

a time when the plants are in a bad condi-

tion to bear it, will completely nullify all

the care of the preceding summer.

I presume it will hardly be necessary for

me to mention, that previous to housing the

plants, the house must undergo a thorough

cleansing ; every shelf-nook and crevice

should be well scrubbed out, so that all in-

sects, with their eggs and deposits, may
be exterminated. The most effectual me-

thod of doing this, is by fumigating the

house with sulphur. This can only be ac-

complished, however, when the house can

be entirely cleared of plants ; as the sul-

phurous gas, even in very small quantity,

destroys vegetable as well as animal life.

Therefore, when there are climbers or large

plants that cannot be conveniently removed,

the house may be fumigated with tobacco

instead. In either case, the house must be

thrown open, and well aerated for a day or

two after smoking. The crowd of summer

flowering plants, such as Gloxinias, Achi-

menes, &c, will now be losing, or will have

lost their beauty, and may be stowed away

on back shelves and any other dry airy place

to ripen their tubers, withholding water

gradually as the foliage fades. It is like-

wise of great importance to have any altera-

tions and repairs done in plant structures

at this time. The heating apparatus, of

whatever kind, should be examined and

put in good working order. Attention to

these things, at this season, will probably

save a good deal of time and trouble, after

we are once fairly fettered by the " ice
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king." But on this subject I will make

some remarks in my next paper.

In staging the plants, they should receive

as much room as the structure will admit;

and those that are less hardy than others

should be placed where they will be less

exposed to currents of cold air during the

months of winter. The plants ought to be

systematically arranged ; for, simple as this

matter may appear, much of the beauty and

interest of the house, as well as the well

being of the plants, depends upon the man-

ner of their arrangement,—placing them so

as to harmonise with each other,—keeping

an eye at the same time to the placing of

those plants in those parts of the house

which are best adapted for them. When
the house is filled, it should continue to be

freely aired night and day, until severe

weather renders it necessary to shut up at

night. And this ought to be done gradu-

ally, otherwise many of the plants will be

started into growth by the sudden stimulus;

and Camellias in particular are very likely

to drop their buds, and their leaves to as-

sume a yellowish hue. This is a common

occurrence ; and it is with severe and un-

controllable reluctance that we ascribe this

sickly appearance to the cause which pro-

duced it. We are too apt to forget that it

is one of the most valuable qualifications

of a good gardener ; and one, too, that

ought to receive credit for its worth, to

be able to attribute each effect to its own

cause, without manifest confusion, and ques-

tionable reconciliations of discrepancies.

In a geographical range, (if I may so call

it,) so wide and so varied as that enjoyed

by your excellent journal, let it not be ex-

pected that any given routine of practice

therein inculcated, can be equally applicable

to all sections, in the culture of fruits, flow-

ers or vegetables ; and in offering these re-

marks, my object is chiefly to direct the

attention of gardeners to those primary and

important questions in the first paragraph

of this paper,—questions so intimately con-

nected with successful culture ; for unless

our minds are very much occupied with the

things about us, we shall derive but little

advantage from either, for the guidance of

our actions and the forming of our princi-

ples. It is but little use for a gardener to

possess a smattering of scientific knowledge,

unless he can associate it with proper ideas

of things around him, and reduce it to prac-

tice in his daily operations. We must raise

the standard of gardening by our own exer-

tions, and chiefly through practical perse-

verance. Meantime, I will conclude by ob-

serving to those who may read these pa-

pers, that they are solely intended for those

who are young in the art, and whose prac-

tical knowledge may not be equal to their

zeal. I am aware some will cavil at many

of my remarks ; but it is difficult to please

every one, and it's idle to try. If I have

made any mistatements, I shall be glad,

and thankful, to be set right; but I have

neither time, taste, nor talent for recrimi-

nating controversies, being convinced that

those who resort to such quibbles manifest

that they argue more for a controversial

triumph than the elucidation of truth

;

probity is frequently overlooked, and use-

fulness has nothing to do with the matter.

These remarks are the result of hard earned

experience, and what I conceive to be true.

I do not write for those who are too know-

ing to learn, and too prejudiced to be con-

vinced; but for those who are willing to be

instructed, and whose minds are open to

advice. I trust my good intentions will be

appreciated by those whose good opinion is

worth having; and as for the other class, I

neither dread their opinion, nor court their

applause. R. B. Leuchaes.

October 10, 1849.



A CHAPTER ON BIRDS.

I5Y ORNITHOLOGY. RHODE-ISLAND,

An article in the October number of the

Horticulturist, recommends giving accom-

modations to wrens in and about our en-

closures.

Permit me to give the character of this

little bird, without scandal, vouching for

the truth of every charge, which may he

confirmed by the observation of any one.

One pair of blue birds will destroy more

injurious insects than six pair of wrens,

—

the food of the latter being partly spiders.

There is another objection to the wrens;

they will drive away from their district any

other bird, by destroying their nests and

eggs. A neighbor of mine shot eleven of

these little pirates in one season, after

which the swallows, blue birds, robins,

sparrows, &c, returned and rebuilt their

nests. Where there is room enough, every

house should have about it from one to ten

bird boxes—all single—made of half inch

boards, four and a half by six inches, in the

clear, inside. The hole, or door, should be

two inches in diameter, made near the up-

per end, with a perch broad as the box, like

a shelf, tenoned in, two inches below it, and

projecting three inches, the outer corners

rounded. The piece which forms the back

part of the box should extend beyond the

rest, either up or down, about four inches,

by which the box may be screwed or nailed

to a building, or the trunk of a tree. They

should never be placed nearer to each other

than forty feet ; and it is best that no one

be visible from another, as birds are jealous.

A bird house, with accommodations for

more than one pair, is useless, except for

martins ; as no other [wild] birds live in

communities in tenements thus provided for

them. The martins here were nearlv all

destroyed by a very cold N.E. storm in the

latter part of May, twenty years since ; and

I may add the swallows, which feed wholly

on insects on the wing. That storm con-

tinued until they starved ; no winged in-

sects left their retreats for upwards of ten

days. Since that time, few martins ha- 7e

been seen in New-England. In their place,

we now have the white bellied swallow,

which before were rarely seen ; but they

require separate lodgings, not nearer than

thirty feet. The clift, or Eocky Mountain

swallows visit us in great numbers, attach-

ing their nests of mud, (sometimes resem-

bling an inverted retort,) to the eaves of

houses and outbuildings.

Eobins, and some other birds, will build

their nests in the same place, year after

year, if the old nests be removed before

they return in the spring.

The late Gardner Green's gardener once

entrapped a flock of winter birds by baiting

them in the green-house, where he kept

them until spring. Acting upon this sug-

gestion, an acquaintance of mine com-

menced feeding birds on a piazza, fronting

south, in the month of November, at the

first fall of snow. A little millet seed was

first thrown upon the platform, which soon

attracted large flocks of tree sparrows, snow

birds, lesser redpoles, and occasionally a

few song sparrows, and still less frequently

a solitary white throated sparrow. The

fox sparrows came in the fall from the

north, and stopped again on their return in

the spring. Oily seeds, hemp and sun-

flower, and the kernels of various kinds of

nuts, were next tried, which attracted the
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chickadee, or black capt titmouse, and the

nut-hatch, and sometimes the downy wood-

pecker. All of them relish a piece of fresh

fat meat; (salt meat is injurious to them.)

In the country, the blue jay will come regu-

larly for a breakfast of corn ; he is also a

lover of fresh meat, but should not be per-

mitted to visit the garden or orchard in the

summer, as he is known to devour the

eggs and young of other birds. My friend

next put up troughs, plowed out about an

inch deep and an inch wide, in a solid

piece of pine wood about three feet long

;

these he attached by screws to the outside

window frames, placing one opposite to

each bar of the lower casement, and one on

the window' stool; into which he put the

various kinds of seeds named above, from

which the birds fed without fear, as they

were unable to look into the house, it being

darker than their own position, so that the

persons in the room could silently approach

within a foot of them. Seven kinds of

birds have been known to make their daily

calls through the winter, and some of them

in great numbers, especially at the approach

of a snow storm. These little visitors are

amusing, and their innocent society helps

to cheer us through the winter.

Ornithology.
Rhode-Island, Nov. 12, 1649.

[We recognize the pen of a friend, whose

enthusiastic and genuine love of nature has

made a long life happy in the indulgence

of such studies and feelings as these. We
shall be glad to hear from him again. Ed.]

A JOG IN THE FRUIT GARDEN.

BY AN OLD DIGGER.

When the month of November comes, it is

worth while to look about a little, and see

how you stand in the garden and orchard.

You must be a miracle of expertness if you

have not failed in some crop or other, or if

some tree or plant has not baffled your

wits. Well, this being the case, now is

the time to look about and resolve, either

that you will succeed better next year, or

that you will abandon that crop altogether.

So, go into your kitchen garden ; if your

soil is poor, or worn out and full of insects,

this is the very time of all others to doctor

it; and here is my prescription, which I

have proved over and over again. Clear

off the plot of ground to be renovated, and

cover it with a good dressing offresh stable

manure, with the litter in it. Begin at one

side of the plot, and throw up the soil into

ridges, digging it about 18 inches deep,

and mixing the manure through the soil as

you dig. Here let it lie all winter. The

atmosphere and the frost will have a grand

chance to do their best in bettering the

quality of the soil itself; and the essence of

the manure will not only be all taken up

by the soil, but its coarseness will be broken

down by the spring, so that your plot will

be in the best possible order for vegeta-

bles when the swallow comes.

If you are troubled with grubs and in-

sects in the ground, (and you must be some-

thing more than a " big bug" yourself, if

you are not,) then you must also treat it

with a dose of salt. Scatter any refuse or

coarse cheap salt over the earth before you

begin to ridge it up, at the rate of a bushel

to the eighth part of an acre—or eight

bushels to the acre. Put on at this sea-

son, it will do no harm to anything vegeta-
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ble, and will thoroughly rid you of these

enterprising little gentry, that crawl out of

the ground in May and June, and quietly

play Guv Faux to the roots and stems of

the tenderest things that the pot boils. Be-

sides, leaving out of sight the virtue of

salt as a manure, it helps all dry soils

amazingly; giving them greater attraction

for moisture, and greater power to hold it

in dry weather; and that is no mean thing

for a crop that gets thirsty in mid-summer.

In the review of your forces at this sea-

son, before they go into winter quarters, it

is ten to one but you will find, staring you

in the face—possibly not ten paces from

your door-steps—some excellent old friends,

whose acquaintance you begin to be ashamed

of, and are sorely tempted to cut at once.

I mean some good old fruit trees, still very

sound and healthy, but utterly refusing, for

years past, to bear any good fruit ! Possi-

bly they are Virgalieu or Butter pears, Pip-

pin or Pearmain apples, whose good name

is a thing handed down to you by your an-

cestors ; and you are therefore not a little

sorry to cut them. Don't do it. Let us

have a little talk over these trees.

Did they ever bear good fruit in this

soil ? " Bless you, yes ! Such fair golden

skins, and luscious melting flesh, as I sel-

dom see now a-days." How long ago is it

that they have stopped bearing such fruit ?

" Say a dozen or fifteen years." What
have you done for them ? " Not much

—

scraped the bark, washed it with soap-

suds—spread a little compost over such as

stand in the grass. Those that stand in

the garden, you know, are in good rich soil;

so, of course, they could not want for ma-
nure."

This is what my friend says, but I don't

believe a word of it—I mean of the last

part—that they " don't want for manure."
If I were a "Hoosier," or a "Buckeye," I

should say they don't want " anything else."

Have not they the same atmosphere to

breathe, the same rain to drink, the same
climate to enjoy, as when they bore the

fine crops of fruit which you lament?

What has changed 1 Nothing ; absolutely

nothing, but the soil.

Need I go any further to establish this ?

I hope not. But the soil is probably pitia-

bly run out ; run out, past the power alone

of stable manure to bring it up again. It

is run out, as the chemists say, in " lime

and the phosphates." But it can be reno-

vated, just as surely as there is manure and

lime and the phosphates to be had; and

you may set about it now if you please, for

this is the best time in the world to begin.

Now to do this well, and thoroughly, will

cost from two to three dollars a tree, labor

and all included. An old officer of this

sort, that has been off duty and on half pay

for ten or fifteen years, can't be brought

into active service again without squaring

up old accounts somewhat; and you must

make up your mind to this, or else have no

further fruits from the old veterans.

Supposing we commence with a middle

aged pear or apple tree, with a sound con-

stitution, which has been sulking for some
time past on half pay. Now it is all very

well to say that this tree don't want animal

manure. Its roots have been in the same

place for twenty-five or thirty years, with

only a little sprinkling of something stimu-

lating over the tops of the soil, which the

grass indeed has pretty much taken to it-

self, or a slight yearly dressing of compost

(if it has stood in the garden,) which the

vegetables have devoured. Look at its

little, short jointed shoots, and unthrifty

growth, and you will see that, first of all,

it wants manure.

Very well. Now clear away everything

in the shape of trees, shrubs, bushes, or
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vegetables of any kind, that stand within

15 feet of the trunk of this tree. Next,

bring a good two horse wagon load of fresh

stable manure, and trench it under as

deeply as the roots will let you, and parti-

cularly beyond where the roots extend. It

is as foolish to put manure within five or

six feet of the trunk of a tree, as it would

be to pour drink over the back of a thirsty

man. At the very outside of the roots trench

the soil two feet deep, and mix the manure

with it,—leaving it rough and loose for the

winter; for it is there—at jiitside

limit—that the roots' will get a rood living

again.

But this is not the whole which is to be

done. Remember that lime and the phos-

phates must be supplied ; for it is above all,

these that old soils grow poor in. It would

not do to put them in with the fresh ma-

nure, since they would not agree well to-

gether, but would go to decomposing one

another, instead of making a succession of

good dinners for the " feeders"—that is to

say, the little fibres of the roots.

But next spring, as early as the soil is

dry, you must apply to each large tree, ma-

nured in the fall, two bushels of ashes and

a peck of plaster, or gypsum ; and if it be

a pear tree, a half bushel of bone dust. If

it is an apple tree, you may substitute a

peck of air slaked lime for the plaster.

Spread this evenly over the soil that was

dug and manured last autumn, and mix it

through the whole with a stout three pronged

fork. This will bring the soil to a good

condition again; and the old tree will

speedily commence making new roots,

—

setting new fruit buds, and, the next sea-

son, begin to bear fine fruit again. And

this I do not give you from theory, but from

actual trial, under the most unfavorable

circumstances.

I do not tell you to prune your tree, be-

cause I very much doubt the wisdom of it

the first year. I would only see that the

bark is clean and smooth, and give it a

little more soft soap, if necessary, in that

qi nter. After the tree has begun to ex-

hibit signs of feeling the full pay you have

given it,—say twenty months hence,—then

you may, if needful, prune it moderately.

When, indeed, the tree is partly decayed,

or broken, or full of tangled and cross

limbs, I would be a little severe with it at

first ; but not otherwise.

This is the season when a shrewd old

digger should go over his peach and plum

frees, scrape away the earth about the bot-

tom of the trunks, and look for that little

ra cal—the peach worm. If he is there,

expecting that " there is a good time com-

ing," now that he is in such comfortable

winter quarters, you will know it by the

gum, by which the tree always shows to

its natural protector the presence of its

enemy. Wherever you see this gum, take

your knife, open the bark, and take out

the vile grub. If he stays there a few

months longer, he will completely circum-

navigate the trunk ; and after he has been

round the world in this manner, there are

no more peaches for you. It is a matter of

five minutes to a tree ; and if you grudge

that pains, for rareripes, the grub will take

five months at it, and get the better of you.

If you are planting fruit trees, don't be

so foolish as to set " tender trees," such as

apricots, nectarines, and so forth, in warm

sunny places, on the south side of walls,

fences and gardens. Such are, depend on

it, the very spots to kill them,—between

the extra heat of mid-summer, and the

constant freezing and thawings of the trunks

in winter. You had better choose a west,

or, if not too far northward, even a due

northern exposure. The latter is much the

best in the middle states.
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Never plant a tree with small roots and

large top—when the roots have been made

small by the spade in digging—without

making the latter small also. There must

be some ballast in the hold to carry so much

sail on the mast, as an old salt would say

;

and you will gain in the health and size of

the tree, three years hence, by shortening-

back the ends of the longest limbs till you

have struck a fair balance between the part

that collects food and the part that consumes

it. Yours, An Old Digger.

DESIGN FOR A VILLA WITH A CONSERVATORY ATTACHED.

There ai few more agreeable compositions

in domes ic architecture than many in the

rural Gothic style. As it is peculiarly well

suited to a northern climate, and to pictu-

resque sites, it has already been considera-

bly adopted in this country.

Very essential modifications of this style,

as known abroad, must be made in intro-

ducing it into this country. One of the

most important of these, is the introduction

of the veranda,—a feature little known in

the architecture of northern Europe, but in-

dispensable in a large portion of the United

States.

Verandas, as usually seen in rural Gothic

country houses, are too light and flimsy to

accord with the solid character of the rest of

the building. In the present example (see

frontispiece,) a very simple and solid

mode of constructing this feature is indi-

cated, which is in better keeping with the

style, when all is built of stone or other

solid materials.

This design is very simple in form, and

may therefore be executed at a very mode-

rate cost, for a dwelling of this class. The

projecting roof shelters the walls thoroughly

from the effect of the weather, which ren-

ders it a very suitable plan for brick and

stucco construction.

The plan of the principal floor shows a

very agreeable and convenient arrange-

ment ; one where comfort and good effect

are combined in a very considerable degree.

The stairs being placed in a side entry, the

hall, 14 by 22 feet, is left free, and may be

considered one of the most available apart-

ments in the house, while opening, as it

does, by sliding doors into the library.

The whole can occasionally be thrown into

one apartment. The library is well shaped

for its purpose ; and the long extent of wall,

on either of its longest sides, will allow

much more space for books, and a much

better arrangement of the books them-

selves, than we usually see in rooms of this

size.

From the parlor, a door opens into the

green-house, or conservatory. This is placed

so as to form a wing on one side of the

house, which is balanced by the kitchen

wing on the other side. We have intro-

duced this to show how a simple green-

house may be treated, so as to give it some

architectural character,—as we but too fre-

quently see mere nursery-like glazed sheds,

joined to houses otherwise in good taste,

the effect of which is never satisfactory. A
conservatory, properly so called,—which dif-

fers from a green-house in the plants being

chiefly planted in the ground, instead of

pots,—is the most satisfactory plan for such

a structure when it is attached to a dwell-

ing ; because, although the glazed roof is

partly taken out in summer, the plants re-

main, and the interior never has the de-
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serted appearance of most green-houses at

that season, but is an agreeable sight at

all times.

The remainder of the plan of this floor

will explain itself. The arrangement of

the muni and the position of the veranda,

are well calculated for a site where there is

a fine view wholly on one side of the house

;

the library, bed-room, etc., occupying the

opposite side, so as to secure quiet. The

hall and library are intended to be heated

with warm air. The second story will con-

tain five or six excellent bed-rooms, with

servants' rooms in the attic.

VAIL'S AUGUST DUKE CHERRY.

By the kindness of the originator, Henry

Vail, Esq., of Troy, N. Y., we received

fine specimens of this new cherry last Au-

gust, when they were in perfection, and

made the accompanying outline and de-

scription at that time.

An excellent cherry, which ripens a full

month after the cherry season, and nearly

three weeks later than Downer's Late,

—

cannot but prove an acquisition, even to

fruit gardens of the most moderate size

;

and such a fruit we believe the August

Duke will prove to be.

This variety, as its name implies, belongs

to the sub-acid family of cherries, which the

May Duke popularly represents. Its great-

est value, therefore, will be for cooking and

preserving, though it is also a very beauti-

ful and acceptable addition to the mid-sum-

mer dessert. It is of the general appear-

ance and character of the May Duke,—the

fruit borne upon the branches in the richest

clusters, and their colour a brighter red than

that of the May Duke. The foliage also is

that of a Duke cherry, and coarsely and

doubly serrated.

The fruit ripens at Troy about the 8th or

10th of August, and hangs a good while

on the tree. It is likely to supplant the

late Duke (Cerise Anglaise tardive, of the

French,) a fine late cherry ; but one which,

from its defective habits of growth and

Fig. 90.—Tail's August Duke.

bearing, has never come into general culti-

vation either in England or this country.
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The following is the pomological descrip-

tion of the fruit

:

Fruit borne in pairs, and the pairs hang-

ing in thick clusters along the stem; a

third larger than the May Duke in size

;

obtuse heart-shaped in form—very regu-

larly shaped, with the remains of the pistil

point at the apex, always a little on one

side. Stalk—of moderate length and size,

but twice its average thickness where it

joins the fruit—is inserted in a rather deep

but narrow cavity. Skin—rich bright red on

the shaded side, and of a lively cornelian red

in the sun. Flesh—tender, sub-acid, much

like the May Duke in flavor. Pit—oval.

We believe the original tree at Mount

Ida farm—Mr. Vail's residence, near Troy

—is the only one of this variety that has

yet borne fruit ; and it will probably not be

till the autumn of 1850, that young plants

will be offered in any of the nurseries. It

bids fair to be a valuable fruit for all parts

of the Union,—even those where the heart

cherries do not succeed well.

BURSTING THE BARK IN CHERRY TREES

BY L. YOUNG, LOUISVILLE, Ky.

Under cover of your broad invitation, I

have ventured to take part in the interesting

discussion now going on in your columns,

upon that " vexed question"—what is the

cause, and what a proper remedy, or pre-

ventive, for the bursting of the bark of the

cherry tree ?

I am not so vain as to presume that the

objections herein urged, (even if well found-

ed,) and the theory proposed, will settle

this question. I am well aware that it is

easier to pull down what others or even

ourselves may build, than to erect impreg-

nable structures. Still, holding that in a

discussion of this sort, the detection of error

is a matter second only in importance to

the discovery of truth, none will be more

pleased than myself to see it made mani-

fest, that my own deductions are unwar-

ranted by facts.

Two gentlemen—Prof. Turner of Illi-

nois, and Mr. Elliott of Ohio, have writ-

ten good articles on this subject,—both

communicating many useful facts. They

ceera to agree in setting down the cause

Vol. iv. 20

of the evil to the account of luxuriance of

growth, but differ in opinion as to the way

in which the injury is brought about. Pro-

fessor Turner supposes that the outer-ring-

bark thickens, and loses its power of ex-

pansion by rapid growth; and that, in this

condition, acting as a band, it causes the

whole bark to burst before it will yield to

the swelling trunk. Mr. Elliott thinks

luxuriance of growth causes sponginess of

texture, and that in this way the tree is

rendered susceptible to injury from the cold

of winter. Unable to yield my assent to

the modus operandi of either gentleman's

theory, I propose to examine them some-

what in detail.

In the first place, the cause of such an

injury must be some harm-producing agency,

ever present when the ex /I happens; and,

when present, always resulting in evil, un-

less restrained by some counteracting force.

Luxuriance of growth does not answer these

conditions ; for moderate growers, and trees

in a state of debility, sometimes burst their

bark. Again, in a few favored spots, even
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in the west, the Heart cherry is grown

without trouble, be that growth moderate or

luxuriant.

It appears to me that trees of verv vigor-

ous growth and full habit, are more fre-

quently injured in this way than those of

moderate growth ; but debility, no less than

luxuriance, increases liability to harm. It

would seem to me more logical to term both

the one and the other, conditions of suscep-

tibility to injury, rather than causes there-

of. This, however, is a matter of little im-

portance, and may seem a " drawing of dis-

tinctions where no difference exists."

. To proceed with the theories of the two

gentlemen ; and first, with Professor Tur-

ner's. I think that of all the trees in the

forest, field or garden, the vigorous grower

would be the last to turn " felo de se," by

bursting its own bark by its own agency

;

and that the Professor's reasoning on this

point is founded in error. This will be

made manifest by a recurrence to first prin-

ciples. The trunk of the young tree, at

birth, is composed of the arch work of the

pith, which gives to it rotundity, and holds

its fluids in suspension as a sponge—of the

medullary sheath, the parenchyma, and the

"outer-ring-bark," or epidermis, all cellular

tissue, and composed of medullary matter.

As soon as woody fibre is formed in a cylin-

drical mass around the medullary sheath,

the whole cylinder seems divided into a

number of nearly equal sections, by radii of

medullary matter, running from the cir-

cumference toward the centre, and commu-

nicating with the medullary sheath. Upon

the outer arc of each of these subdivisions,

or sections of the woody fibre, rest the bark

vessels, as upon a base,—they running lon-

gitudinally up and down the trunk on each

subdivision, in form of a triangular prism

;

each pair of prisms of bark vessels upon

adjacent arcs, being separated only by the

same medullary ray. So that the skeleton

of the trunk of a young tree (as is seen at a

glance by culling a free grower, as the

cherry, peach or linden,) resembles a fluted

column ; the interstices between the flutes

of which are filled with fleshy matter, as it

were, issuing from the medullary ray. It is

thus plain, that there are as many sutures

in the live bark of a tree as there are medul-

lary rays. During the growing season, the

flow of sap acts as a solvent upon the me-

dullary matter, holding the edges of these

sutures in contact ; and the annual growth

of woody fibre serves as a propelling power-

to open these sutures, and expand the

bark. Surely, then, the greater flow of

sap must furnish the better solvent, and the

larger annual growth the more efficient ex-

pansive force.

That the "outer-ring-bark" does expand,

and that freely, upon a thrifty tree, up to

the time when the bark naturally changes

its character, (the change coming upon most

trees about the time they begin to form

heart wood,) is a truth I think very obvious.

Such a tree has a smooth, glossy, almost

transparent epidermis, or outer-ring-bark

;

and if we examine it closely in the growing

season, it will be found that the expansion

is so rapid as to rupture the bark ; and num-

berless little interstices will be formed,

through which the white fleshy substance,

uniting the sutures in the bark, immediately

issues, and being hardened by exposure to

the air, closes each interstice. Hence, we
often see the trunk of the thrifty cherry, or

peach, look as though penciled with num-

berless horizontal white lines, of an infinite

variety of lengths.

It is your starveling, in both the animal

and vegetable kingdom, whose skin thick-

ens and grows rigid ; and I believe that

"bark-bind," like yellows, in the peach

tree, is a consequence, and not a forerun*
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nor of debility ; the result of disease, but

not itself a disease.

Scarcely less objectionable than the theo-

ry of Professor Turner, seems that of Mr.

Elliott, which asserts the doctrine that

ihe wood of a tree is solid or spongy in

proportion to its luxuriance of growth. If

this theory be true, then that most practical

of judges, the wood-chopper, is in error,

when he chooses for the handle of his im-

plement a hickory of the largest possible

annual growth,—supposing it, for that rea-

son, stronger and more elastic. If this

theory were true, then every board from the

hands of the polisher should present a mot-

ley surface, composed of alternate stripes,

more or less solid as the annual growths

were more or less luxuriant. Such a theory

I think is equally unsupported by the prin-

ciples of vegetable physiology. In the for-

mation of woody matter, the law of the

combination of atoms is fixed and invariable;

and to secure its enforcement, the law-ad-

ministering power is ever present where

woody fibre is formed. Thus, if upon a

Bartlett stock we insert the Seckel pear,

and again, by double work, graft the Bart-

lett upon the Seckel thus inserted, so that

the branches and roots are Bartlett and the

trunk Seckel ; or, on the other hand, if the

trunk were Bartlett, and the upper and

lower portions of the tree Seckel, all the

power of the luxuriant foliage and vigorous

roots of the Bartlett could never make the

pores and fibre of the Seckel larger than

was peculiar to its species ; nor could the

dwarfish system of roots and leaves, pecu-

liar to the Seckel, prevent the Bartlett trunk

from maintaining the same proportion to

the Seckel at the upper and lower points

of insertion, which an individual thread of

the woody fibre of one variety bears to an

individual thread of the other,—because, in

every tree, the size of the atoms composing

its woody fibre is controled by the constitu-

ent elements of the medullary matter pecu-

liar to its species. It must, then, be true

that the tree which forms a thick cylindri-

cal ring of woody fibre in one year for its

annual growth, and a thin one another,

forms a greater number of single threads of

woody fibre in the former case than in the

latter ; for as they all touch, and are all of

the same size, its additional volume could

be acquired in no other way.

The following is the very rude theory I

propose to submit, that is to say : The burst-

ing of the bark of the cherry (and some

other trees,) proceeds from two causes,

—

extreme heat, or extreme cold ; to each of

which belongs a separate set of conditions

of susceptibility on the part of the tree.

Cold does its work, by expanding the fluids

in the tree to a point producing rupture of

the parts. A full habit of growth in the

tree, a wet location, and saturation of the

soil by heavy rains, are circumstances which

tend to swell the amount of fluid in the cir-

culation ; and if present when the tree is

exposed to intense cold, tend greatly to ag-

gravate the force of cold. Great heat—long

continued—sometimes does the same work-

by a partial or entire exhaustion of the cir-

culating fluids by evaporation. Its chief

victims are trees of feeble habit, or trees

casting their leaves prematurely in summer.

If this theory were true, it would suggest,

as a remedy proper for trees already affect-

ed, mulching the roots, and wrapping the

affected parts with straw during winter, in

order to modify the effect of cold, and in

order to keep the injured part dry; for

when water is admitted freely, those inju-

ries spread year after year. Perhaps the

surest guaranty against injury from cold,

would be the planting upon elevated ground,

or some artificial hillock, calculated to se-

cure a perfect drainage for the roots. This
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Course would prove a sufficient check upon

the evil of over-luxuriance in growth. If

the tree affected be feeble in habit, nothing

would be more likely to renew its vigor

than good treatment, aided by Mr. Down-

ing's method of heading-back or shortening-

in. In such a case, slitting the bark or re-

moving the epidermis might be tolerated.

Very respectfully yours,

L„ Young.

CRITIQUE ON THE OCTOBER HORTICULTURIST.

BY JEFFREYS, NEW-YORK.

The Leader.—Many thanks to you, Mr.

Editor, for teaching us, in these instruc-

tive conversations, how to enjoy many ex-

cellent edibles out of their proper season,

of which we otherwise might not know the

benefit ; and most particularly the unripened

muskmelons, which is altogether new, I dare

say, to nine-tenths of us. I, for one, shall

try them this very week, and tell you next

time "how they go."

But those " Walcheren cauliflowers."

How are they different from the fine cream

coloured English plant of that name, which

we grow so luxuriantly in cool, moist sea-

sons, and which fail almost altogether in

dry ones, like the one now passing ? Do

tell us a little more about them in your

next number.

Notes on Foreign Grapes, and Osage

Orange Hedges.—Mr. Colt deserves the

thanks of every pomologist for telling the

exact truth about " foreign grapes" out of

doors. I know scores of pains-taking men,

who have tried them as faithfully as he

has, and with no better success,—among

others, foreigners themselves, who imported

great quantities of them in wide variety,

and went enthusiastically into their cultiva-

tion, but were forced at last to give them

up in despair. The glass vinery is the

only thing where they will succeed in

America. To be sure, I have known, now

and then, a Black Hamburgh or a Sweet

Water, or, few and far between, a GoIdcn
Chasselas, that flourished for a few years

against a city house wall, and bore good

fruit ; but, as a general rule, they are a

failure. None but native grapes can be

depended on for American culture in open

air.

The Osage Orange is not reliable for

hardiness north of latitude 41°. It is a

beautiful shrub, ornamental in the lawn,

and, when in a very favorable situation,

will make a compact and beautiful hedge

in a show ground. But the Buckthorn is

better. Still, best of all, as we shall finally

prove, will be the wire fences. I am sur-

prised that none of your correspondents

talk upon this subject. Pray let us hear

from some of them.

The agricultural papers are getting up

quite a discussion about wire fences. We
have much to learn in this country on fen-

cing. Economy is an important element in

all matters of this sort ; and when orna-

mental, as well as cheap, which I believe

they can be, they cannot fail to be widely

introduced.

Remarks on Bark-bound Cherry Trees.

—Mr. Elliott, as usual, is full of sound

sense on this subject. Located, as he is,

in one of the most favored fruit soils and

climates of North America, he has every

opportunity of testing the proper cultivation

! of fruits. I hope to see this subject pursued
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New Remedy for the Curculio,—Very

good, my dear Mr, Gabriel ; but where are

the " three or four quarts of guano," and

She " two bushels of iron shavings, which

cost nothing but the carting," to come from,

lo people beyond reach of guano cargoes,

-and outside of your New-Haven and other

New-England machine shops ? No, no.

We must have something more " comeata-

ble" than such materials to save those who

have nothing of that kind at hand, as ninety-

nine of every hundred plum-growers have

not. It is gratifying, however, to know that

a preventive for the curculio is at hand, for

the benefit of those who are able to apply

it. I fear an absolute specific for this evil

is yet far off. Till then, we must apply the

pigs, the chickens, and such other remedies

as are within reach, and have proved effica-

cious in their several localities.

Disadvantages of Deep P anting Trees.

— I had supposed that no one, be he ever so

green, in this day of intelligence, would be

so stupid as to plant his trees deeper than

when in their natural position in the nur-

sery or the field. No man ever ought to

plant a lawn, a garden, or an orchard, who

is not possessed, in a tolerable degree, of

the practical knowledge of the growth of

trees, unless he can employ one whom he

knouts is a practical and a successful planter.

It is a subject on which, if one once gives

his mind to it, the proper knowledge can

easily be acquired ; and if he chooses to

employ every pretender that comes along,

why, let him suffer, and buy his wit as he

may. Imposters of other kinds, as well as

in gardening, are abundant all over the

country ; and it is an easy matter to find

out whether one be good for anything or

not before employing him in really respon-

sible operations. If a proprietor chooses to

take an easier course, and permit any one

to labor for him merely on his own " say-

so," he will be sure to earn his wit dear

enough before he gets through with his la-

bors.

Wrens the best insect destroyers,—J. J. S.

Give me your hand—aye, both of them. I

wish I knew your name. You breathe the

true spirit of Wilson and Audubon, and all

others who love the dear little songsters that

cheer us with their melody, and relieve us

of the thousand pests which mar our plea-

sure in rural life. How instructive the dear

little things in their habitations, and how
useful their little labors to any place they

occupy. Every body should try to accom-

modate not only the wrens, but every other

bird which feeds on noxious insects, in all

parts of his grounds. We know very little

of the good that is done by these friendly

companions, and palsied be the arm that

would lift a thing to destroy them. Some
of the sweetest associations of country life

are connected with the songs of birds, and

their tiny nests, and their habits, and their

migrations to and from us, at the time and

return of the passing seasons. Tell us more

about the birds, my friend. I shall always

be obliged to you for manifesting so much

kindness of spirit, as well as for the instruc-

tion so pleasantly imparted.

Thoughts on the Flower Garden.—A ca-

pital extract from the London Quarterly ; and

given too in the earnest and enthusiastic

vein of Walter Scott, or Professor Wil-

son. And the writer, a right down high to-

ry and churchman too, as every one knows

Sir Walter to have been while living, and

the stalwart Professor to be now—may his

honest shadow never be less ! Puritan as I

am, in every pore of my body, I love and

admire the honest, hearty, Kingly pride of

the English, in praise of their own beauti-

ful land. To England arc we indebted for

the lovliesl delineations of rural life and ru-

ral scenes, and no where else on earth is
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genuine country life so well appreciated and

understood as there, barring even the abu-

ses of their systems, both social and political,

which carry with them, after all, much that

is very good, and for the English themselves,

a great deal that is indispensible. Country

life can never be properly appreciated unless

one has a deep, constitutional, natural love

for it. Many affect it, on whom it sits most

awkwardly, yet none but those " who are

natives there, and to the manner born" can

enjoy it in all its beauty, its purity, and de-

votion.

Nor am I at all sure that if England en-

joyed the brighter skies of America, would

her people be so deeply imbued with the love

of home—none but the good old Saxon word

gives the idea—as now amid their fogs and

damps. A better climate, unquestionably,

we have for the development of our fruits

and vegetables ; but we lack that intuitive

love for country life which they possess

;

and though we can enjoy with less labor, a

greater variety of earth's choice productions

than they, we are less careful to cultivate

them highly. And never, until we study the

philosophy of English rural life thoroughly,

can we possess that high satisfaction which

they enjoy in its indulgence. How beauti-

ful the picture which Addison has drawn of

Sir Roger De Coverly, amid his ancient

trees, his rippling brooks, and his quiet old

Hall, seated in the midst of his ancestral

acres. And who that has read the delight-

ful sketches of our own Irving on country

life in England, but rose from their perusal

with an admiration, if he could not fully

appreciate it, of the spirit of a people who

could give such charms to an austere cli-

mate, a dripping sky, and a dim atmosphere ?

We must yet come to a better understand-

ing of these things in America, before we

get all things right.

Vinery at Clinton Point.—A downright

sensible structure. Mr. Van Rensselaek

has gone into this matter most understand*

ingly. A man of wealth and leisure can

have no more elegant indigencies than

are here delineated. The plan seems per'

feet. Sun, air, protection-—all the requi'

sites for the production of perfect fruits are

comprised in the mode here described, and

as cheap withal, to appearance, as the sub-

ject will admit. Can you not, Mr. Editor,

ascertain the cost of this structure in its dif-

ferent parts, and give it to us ? Such items

are a great help to those, yet novices in

these affairs, to guide them in their erec*

tions.—What kinds of glass are used ?

—

what sizes are the posts 1 A few hints of

expense, &c, are always valuable to us.

What is the capacity of production in this

vinery, when filled with well matured vines ?

And cannot grapes thus grown be profitably

cultivated for market near our large and

wealthy cities ? Tons upon tons of the un-

ripened Malaga white grapes are- annually

imported into our large cities, and sold at

30 to 50 cents the pouund, not to be compa-

red in flavor and appearance to those produ-

ced in our cold vineries, where I have often

seen them weighing four or five pounds to

the bunch. Mr. Allen, of Salem, has

treated largely of this subject, but his book

is rare, or not at all to be found in many of

our towns and villages ; and a few practical

directions with items of cost would be ac-

ceptable to many of your readers, [Per-

haps Mr. Van Rensselaer will oblige us

with some details. Ed.]

The Mountain Ash as a stock for Pears.—
Novel, but not altogether original. This is

one of the " Experiences" that I like. Here

are results curious in themselves, and in-

structive, but not quite satisfactory ; nor can

I believe that the ash is the proper stock for

growing reliable pears. It is exceedingly

annoyed at times by the borer, and in a
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country where pear stocks can be so easily

reared as in ours, the surest way is to follow

dame nature and cultivate the fruit on its

own bottom.

Saco, in Maine, however, is a high lati-

tude, greatly subject to the blasts of cold

northeasterly winds, where the Mountain

Ash flourishes in high luxuriance, and the

Pear stock may not. If so, by all means let

the trial continue, and raise pears on the

Mountain Ash if nothing better can be done.

Hints for the Fruit Garden.—Excellent

and timely. How many thousands of bush-

els of choice fruit, after great pains-taking

in cultivation, are utterly lost for want of

proper materials in gathering and care in

preserving them. This article should be

well read, and put away for annual reference

by every fruit-grower.

Riven'' Nursery.—No doubt a most inter-

esting and beautiful sight. I have often won-

dered why our nurserymen, many of them

men of fine taste in landscape delineation, do

not study more of the beautiful, and the pic-

turesque in laying out and planting their

grounds. Such dispositions may be made of

the different fruit and ornamental trees,

shrubbery, and flowering plants, as would

make them exceedingly attractive as places

of resort, and thereby greatly extend the

sales to their proprietors. Let us have a re-

form in these things, and not have our

nurseries, as too many of them now do,

look like so many corn-fields or bean patch-

es ; but tasteful, inviting, and expressive in

part of the purpose for which the plants with

which they are occupied, are intended. It

is one most interesting feature of this truly

delightful profession, that our nurserymen

now embrace many men of education, taste

and refinement. Let this improvement con-

tinue, and by their annual congregation in

conventions, and mutual and friendly inter-

course, they will ere long arrive at that po-

sition which their useful calling should com-

mand.

Advertisements.—Right glad was I to see

such an array of fruit and ornamental trees

on sale in the different nurseries ; and what
a growing taste in the public do these noti-

ces indicate, as compared with thirty years

ago, when Messrs. Prince and Bloodgood
of Long Island, were the only prominent

nurserymen of this great State. Now, mil-

lions of trees are yearly advertised, and mil-

lions yearly sold and planted. But how
many, think you, of those millions sold and

planted, live to bearing and maturity ? I

hardly dare name twenty-five per cent, of

the whole number. Ignorance, carelessness,

neglect, are the prolific causes of most of

this destruction, while the appropriations of

planted grounds to other purposes in a rap-

idly improving country like ours, particular-

ly in the vicinity of our large towns and vil-

lages is another cause. Nurseries there-

fore, will be kept up, and the increasing

taste for cultivating fruits, and ornamental

trees, and shrubbery, on the part of the pub-

lic, will not only sustain, but augment the

demand.

Go on, gentlemen nurserymen. No pro-

fession among us promises better returns

than yours, and may you all be as success-

ful as your merits shall deserve.

Jeffreys.



ON GRAPE VINE BORDERS,

BY DR. STEVE.\S
;
NEW-YORK.

It is well known that plants by repeated

pottings, grow with extraordinary energy,

and that pots of too large a size, and those

not porous, are injurious; that a cutting

placed near the inner edge of a pot does

better than when placed nearer to the cen-

tre ; and finally, that a given quantity of

earth in a pot will support a much larger

plant than the same quantity in an open

border. Is it possible to unite the advan-

tages of potting into an open border ? This

is the problem I propose to discuss, and if

possible to solve. On what do the advan-

tages of porous pots depend ?

" The natural soil which is most congen-

ial to the growth of the vine, and to the

perfection of its fruit, in this country [Eng-

land] is a light soil, sandy loam, not more

than eighteen inches in depth, on a dry

bottom of gravel stone, or rocks."—Hoare,

p. 44.

You describe the grape border at Clin-

ton Point, as being nearly 3 feet deep. Is

Mr. Hoare's practice wrong ? Will it be

said, "Make the soil deep enough, if the

vines are not benefited by sending their

roots deep ; they will not be hurt by having

a rich, deep border, for they will seek the

place which suits them best." Not so

;

they know their present wants, but do not

know their future dangers. They may

come so near the surface as to be injured

by excess of heat and dryness, or go so

deep, as to be out of the reach of due heat

during the next spring, or where the water

is too abundant and stagnating.

I venture to offer my opinion, that Mr.

Hoare's practice is the best for this coun-

try, as well as England. At the depth of 3

feet the heat of spring does not penetrate

within a shorter period than thirfy-two or

three days. " If the bulb of a thermometer

is buried, for example, 1. m, 3, (i. e. 48

inches,) in the ground, the minimum [of

heat] will take place in March, the maxi-

mum in September; that is to say, two

months after the minimum, and the maxi-

mum in the air."* My own observation of

the temperature of the earth below the sur-

face may nearly coincide with those here

quoted. The results are greatly affected

by the falling of water, its quantity and its

temperature.

But although Mr. Hoare's practice seems

to me right, his doctrines are by no means

correct. " One of the principal causes of

grapes not ripening well on an open wall

in this country, is the great depth of mould

in which the vines are suffered to run,

which, enticing them to penetrate in search

of food below the influence of the sun's

rays, supplies them with too great a quan-

tity of moisture." * * *

" It is not mere earth that the roots re-

quire to come in contact with, but air also,

which is as necessary to them as to the roots

and branches."—p. 45.t

This view of the subject is not correct.

The light of the sun's rays does penetrate

more than one, or at most, two inches.

The heat of those rays affects the soil in

24 hours to the depth of 6 inches, more or

less, according to the caloric, porosity, ca-

pacity for heat, and conducting power.

Trees grow perfectly well in cities with

their roots under stone flagging, impermea-

ble to every influence from the sun and air,

* Keamtz Meteorology, p. 206.

t Mr. Hoare deprecates the urging of vines too high when
their roots are cold. Might they not be warmed by wate
artificially heated ?
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but not of heat. What use do the roots

make of air when they get it ? Air at the

roots of plants is as much out of place as in

the stomach and bowels of animals. What
little air is about the roots of plants, and in

the alimentary canal of animals, is only

useful as an agent of decomposition.

The greatest disadvantage of too great

depth is the comparative stagnation of the

water, which is the vehicle of the food to

the roots. This is the disadvantage of over-

sized pots, and the contrary condition is the

source of the advantage of small pots. An
animal receives its nourishment by the pas-

sage of its food through its stomach and

bowels, which have an absorbing surface

like the roots of plants; the difference be-

ing that the absorbents are on the outside

in plants, and on the inside in animals.

Animals, it is true, decompose their food.

Plants only select it. What constipation

is to an animal, stagnancy of water is to a

plant—as plants absorb their food as it is

brought to them by the movement of water,

containing carbonic acid, ammonia,and min-

eral ingredients. This movement is caused

by gravitation when the ground is saturat-

ed, and by capillary attraction, which re-

sults from the evaporation that takes

place from the surface. It is easy enough

to convey nourishment in the depth of the

earth, but if it stagnates there, it is of no

use. The problem, then, resolves itself

into this: to promote evaporation, and to

convey heat deep in the earth. The mode

in which I propose to effect these objects

is, to pass porous drains communicating

with the external atmosphere through the

grape border. To promote evaporation, the

air may be made to enter one aperture, and

pass out at the other, by elevating one end

of the tubes a few feet above the other.

The same end may be attained by sinking

one or more brick cisterns, laid without

mortar, and about 3 feet deep—open of

course on the top. In this way I think to

give to an open border the most essential

advantages of pots.

I need hardly add that the evaporators

should be closed in winter on the same

principle that a vine border is protected by

a covering of straw, or muck, or manure.

The plan proposed is applicable to other

plants beside vines; and while it leaves

them the full benefit of heat and evapora-

tion from the surface, gives them a less

uncertain supply of both, and more com-

plete security against frost and drouth. In

what respect is it better than a border rest-

ing upon rocks, stones or gravel ? Obvi-

ously for the reasons above given, and their

protection from cold ; and further, because

it prevents the great waste of the richness

of a border so situated, where a drenching

rain leeches the soil, and carries its nutri-

tious principles below the action of capil-

lary attraction, which alone constitutes the

difference between the open soil and a

leech barrel. It gives in fine, two warming

and two evaporating surfaces, instead of

one ; the artificial surface being in some

respects better than the natural.

The nearest approach in nature to the

condition of the roots of vines, in the artifi-

cial situation in which I would propose to

place them, is a vineyard on a hill side

with porous rocks, especially such as con-

tain appropriate nutriment. Here there

is constantly descending water, no stag-

nation of it, and withal secured against

both drouth and cold in the water and

heat which the rocks slowly give out. On
a very steep acclivity, many of the advan-

tages I have sought in the plan here sketch-

ed, might be attained by a succession of

terraces with walls of brick, lime stone, or

even sand stone. If the descent should be

at as large an angle as 45 degrees, the
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evaporating and warming surface would be

exactly doubled. Considering how impor-

tant an agent bottom heat is known to be

by every gardener, it is remarkable that

temperature as affecting the roots of plants

in open borders is so little regarded. One

of the closing paragraphs of the instructive

Diary, furnished by Mr. Johnson, of Lynn,

and published in your volume, on fruit,

says : " To insure a good crop of grapes,

we are satisfied that they must have plenty

of heat, plenty of air, plenty of moisture,

severe thinning of the branches, severe

thinning of the berries." A proper tem-

perature at the roots might have been ad-

ded. When success has been attained, a

due degree of heat has been afforded to the

roots by means designed for other objects.

Until we know the temperature which the

roots of a plant most delight in. we do not

know, theoretically at least, the true method

of cultivating it in the highest perfection.

As to depth, there is no limit to the de-

gree of it at which the roots of plants may

not thrive, save that of drainage and suita-

ble temperature. The roots of the willow

go to the surface of deep wells. The vine

sends its roots by the side of deep sinks

and cess-pools.

Astoria, 24*A October, 1849.

P. S.—I have written a long letter ; my

only object when I sat down was to ask

you where I might find minute practical

directions for the hybridizing of vines, our

native with the foreign, for example.

Remarks. Our esteemed correspondent's

remarks on vine borders are highly inter-

esting, but he is somewhat led astray by

foreign writers on this subject.

Mr. Hoare's excellent work on the vine

is intended for a climate as different from

that of the United States, as a dry sponge

is from a wet one. The great practical

difficulty with the soil in English garden-

ing is, to make it fertile and yet dry—for

numberless evils grow out of the accumu-

lation of water in deep soil, in a climate

where the sun is not powerful enough to

drink up the excess of moisture, or to fully

ripen the wood of trees or plants from a

more southern temperature.

Here, it is quite the contrary. The sun

is so powerful that a grape border of the

usual width, only 18 inches deep would soon

cease to supply sufficient moisture to grow

the finest grapes. The best proof of this

is, the fact that at Clinton Point even, with

border 3 feet deep, it is found necessary to

water the border frequently in mid-sum-

mer—lest the vines should suffer for the

want of moisture.

Wherever the sub-soil is not sand or

gravel so as to afford natural drainage, there

Dr. Stevens' plan of thorough draining

the borders artificially, is the correct one.

But we think every practical grape grower,

in this climate, who succeeds in getting

large crops of very fine fruit, will agree

that deep and rich borders are indispensi-

ble, and that Mr. Hoare's system in this

respect naturally fails in America.

We find, on examining the admirable

meteorological table of the temperature of

the soil at Albany, given by Mr. Salis-

bury, in the State Agricultural Report for

last year, that the maximum temperature

of the soil 4 feet deep, there is in the month

of August. Ed.



NEW FRUITS OF SOUTH CAROLINA,

by wm. Summer, pomaria, s. c.

A. J. Downing, Esq.-—For fifteen years

past I have amused myself with the intro-

duction of many of the best fruits known to

American Pomologists. When I corn*

menced, there were but few choice fruits

known in our State, and I was forced to

throw myself on the veritable honesty of

venders of fruit trees. Upon testing many

trees, I find that I have been frequently

imposed on, and am indebted to your valua-

ble work, "The Fruits and Fruit Trees of

America," and its monthly successor, " The

Horticulturist," for a key to set me right as

to proper names. I have the same fruits fre-

quently under half a dozen different names.

I have had the various success attending

all beginners, but hope that I have remark-

ed in my experience sufficiently to point out

many things hereafter, for those who may

follow me, whereby they may avoid diffi-

culties under which I have labored. I hope

to be able, at no distant day, to give you

an acconnt, from my own observations, of

such Northern and European fruits as suc-

ceed well in the South, (which we shall

be heartily glad to get.

—

Ed.,) and in order

to further the extension of fruit culture

in our " sunny land," take the liberty of

introducing, through the medium of your

journal, a few of my Seedlings, which I

have tested, and for our region am satisfied

with. I may add, that I have so often been

received by descriptions and praises of new

fruits, that I am exceedingly loth to claim

for my seedlings more than ordinary

qualities'—but so many of my experiments

have turned out as abortive as the attempts

of parsons to raise steady men out of their

sons, that I think I will do no one ill in

sending these the choicest results into the

World of trees, with my name attached to

them ; so that if I am mistaken in their ex'

cellence, the blame of their sponsorship

may rest on me. I have many valuable

seedling fruits, but my observations have

not been so thorough on some others to

venture to make them public.

APPLES.

No. 1. Ferdinand. Came first into

bearing in 184S, and has fruited again this

season. It was produced by Mr. Adam
Minnick, near Pomaria, and I have named

it in honor of his father. The fruit is

large, oblate, and irregular in shape j col*

our, pale greenish yellow ; basin moderate-

ly shallow ; calyx open ; stalk thick, me-

dium length ; flesh creamy yellow, ex-

tremely tender. In season from November

till March. Its habit is not properly de-

termined, but young grafted trees have fine

upright heads, and are of moderatel}' vigo-

rous growth. It is in my opinion destined

to become a valuable and indispensible

apple for the Southern and Middle States.

During the two seasons that it has borne,

the fruit has been remarkable for uniformi-

ty in size and similarity of appearance. I

send you a drawing which is correct, and

of natural size.
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Ferdinand Apple.

No. 2. Aromatic Carolina. This is a

most remarkable apple, originating here,

and deserves a place in every collection.

It is large oblate-conical, pale red, slightly

streaked, with a heavy bloom, wide basin,

calyx open. The tree is spreading with

horizontal tranches inclining to be pendant,

short fruit wood, with abrupt terminal buds.

The habit of the tree is similar to that of

the Sine qua no?i, and once in bearing never

requires pruning afterwards. Flesh, ex-

ceedingly tender and melting. The flavor

is highly aromatic and excellent. This is

the highest and best flavored apple I have

ever tasted. In season, last week in June

and all July. It is an abundant bearer,

first rate quality.

No. 3. Fixlin. Originated here. It is

a large apple, oblate, but less conical than

the Aromatic Carolina. Beautiful red,

streaked, of fine sub-acid flavor. It is a

fine drying apple. The tree forms conical

heads, with strong horizontal branches,

and is a vigorous grower and abundant

bearer, producing regular crops of most per-

fect marketable fruit ; begins to ripen in
,

J
July, and continues maturing its fruit til

September. It is a valuable apple for

stock, and trees of this variety are hardy

and vigorous. The original tree is fifteen

years old, and is fully twenty-five feet

high. Second rate quality of Southern

summer fruit.

PEARS.
No. 4. "Upper Crust." A new seed-

ling pear, which has fruited here the four

past seasons, in size and shape much
resembling Dearborn's seedling ; of a

green colour, covered with distinct, irregu-

lar russet blotches. The tree is pyramidal

in shape, with well matured switchey

limbs and grey coloured bark. It is but-

tery and melting ; in season early in July,

and ripens well in the house. Its flavor is

much superior to any early pear I cultivate,

and all who have eaten of it, pronounce it

first rate. It is perfectly free from disease

so far, and I intend propagating it largely,

as I believe it worthy of dissemination,

especially in the South.

PEACHES.
No. 5. Mrs. Poinsett. This is a re-
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markably fine peach, ripening here latitude

34 cleg., on a warm clay soil, from August

1st to August 12th. It is a cross between

the Blood cling-stone and some fine varie-

ty of yellow free-stone. The stone is very

small, and the flesh partially adhesive. It

is a heavy bearer with me, and is very

hardy. The trunk is erect, with delicate

fruit limbs, inclined to be pendant ; leaves

of pale ashy green, with globose glands, and

single at the fruit buds ; wood, cf light

green ; fruit large and globular, with a re-

gular suture, terminating in a depression

at the bottom end ; skin yellowish, inclin-

ing on the exposed side to a brownish tint,

with traces of red veins over the entire sur-

face ; flesh of rich yellow, juicy and melt-

ing, and of first rate quality. I have named
it in honor of the lady of my friend, the

Hon. J. R. Poinsett, who is a devoted

friend of horticulture.

No. 6. Poinsett. A prolific cling-stone

peach, heavy bearer, and ripening ten days

later than the above, of extraordinary size.

Trees of strong upright growth, with a pe-

culiar habit of three leaves to the fruit buds.

The centre leaf is furnished with globose

glands, whilst the side leaves are invaria-

bly without glands, and so slightly serrated

as to be scarcely perceptible ; centre leaves

very large ; side leaves about one-fourth

their size ; fruit large, of ruddy yellow col-

our, roundish oval, with a pointed projec-

tion at the end; flesh firm and juicy, of a

delightful sub-acid, and one of the best

peaches adapted for marketing.

Wm. Summer.

Pomaria, S. C, Nov. 9, 1849.

THE CAMELLIA JAPONICA.

BY GEORGE GLENNY.

(Concluded from the last number.)

THE CAMELLIA HOUSE.

A common greenhouse with a north or

east aspect will do for Camellias, though

we prefer the south for everything, and a

shade to counteract the influence of the

sun upon those subjects which did not re-

quire it ; however, there is less trouble

when the aspect is the other way. When
it is time to remove the Camellias to the

conservatory, or the house in which they

are to flower, they must be taken up singly

and examined, first, as to the drainage, next

as to the form and position of the branches,

to see if any should be taken off, or short-

ened or trimmed in any way. Also some

of the branches may require tying a little,

one way or the other, to help the shape of

the shrub or plant. The surface of the soil

may be stirred as low as it can be done

without disturbing the fibres, and all that

can be loosened may be thrown out, and

fre^h compost be put on the top, to fill up

the pots, which should be cleaned from any

mud or dirt that has accumulated on them

while out ofdoors. They may then be placed

in the house, giving such ample room, that

they shall not only not touch any other

plant, but also have plenty of free air ; be-

cause there is no longer any doubt that to

the crowding of the plants in their winter

quarters half the evils that assail them may
be attributed. They should also be occa-

sionally turned round, to prevent their

growing to one-sided specimens, which

they soon would if one side only were al-

ways to the light. There are many per-

sons who prefer pits to greenhouses for win-

ter quarters ; but they are so ornamental,

even without their bloom, that most people

want them in their greenhouses and con-

servatories for the sake of their general ap-

pearance ; and, again, it hastens their

bloom. If they are wintered in pits, it is
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better to trust entirely to the covering

against frost rather than risk fire heat of any

kind ; but the covering must be effectual,

that is to say, thick enough to prevent the

frost penetrating. As the buds begin to

burst and show colour, they should be re-

moved to where they are to bloom, whether

it be in the drawing-room, the conservato-

ry, greenhouse, or other place ; and this in

a mixed collection, will be from November
till April, according to the temperature in

which they are kept from the time of first

housing them. Nothing can be easier than

to keep up a respectable bloom through

these months. In general, it will be found

that at the end of the autumn, when they

have to be housed, there are some much
forwarder than others, without any pains

having been taken to make them so ; in this

case, you may make up your mind either to

bring them in bloom all together, by placing

the forwardest in cold pits, where they will

be retarded, and the backward ones into the

wanner houses, to bring them forward ; or

they may all be served alike, and so keep
up the long succession of bloom ; or they

may be still widened in the period of their

bloom by putting some of the forwardest

where they will be still hastened, and so

obtain bloom much earlier than they would
come in the ordinary way, although set and
swelled earlier.

The varieties of Camellia amount to se-

veral hundreds, but very few have attained

anything like perfection. The Altheafloras

are confused in the centre ; the Anemone-
floras are little or no better. The only sorts

that are worthy at all of cultivation are

those which are improvements upon the dou-

ble white and double red, those of which
the petals are symmetrical, whole upon the

edge, high in the middle, and approaching

to a circular outline. Nevertheless, the

plant is in itself handsome, that even a bad

flower is passable and will always find its

admirers. Colour is a grand object. Stripes

and blotches are run after ; and these cha-

racteristics carry some through a large cir-

cle of buyers when they have no other qua-

lity but that to save them. Tricolor, a se-

mi-double ; Doncklaari, a semi-double ; and
many others, which have neither form nor

substance to recommend them, have never-

theless been purchased at a large price and

in great numbers. They look rich as the

flower first bursts through its green cover-

ing, but are nothing as soon as their flow-

ers are fully developed. The list of the va-

rieties annexed comprises the best and most

varied ; but it is no use to pretend they are

one-half of them good enough to please us.

January.—The plants in pits are to have

all the air that can be given on mild days.

It is as well to keep them somewhat close

in cold winds, but when the weather is

pretty calm, the glasses may be wholly re-

moved ; but however warm the evening, it

should not prevent the necessary precaution

of covering up. In the greenhouse, you
are necessarily guided by other plants as

well as the Camellia ; but the more air they

can have the better. A little more care

must be used when they are being forced,

or are put into houses with higher tempera-

ture, such as graperies, conservatories, and
forcing-houses. Some plants may be pro-

perly taken to houses of this description to

hasten the flowering. Attend to watering,

but do not give them too much ; they ought

not to be watered until the moisture is

greatly lessened ; then see that the drainage

is good, and water the soil all through, for

nothing is so deceptive and so dangerous

to plants as to wet the upper part of the soil

without soaking it all through. The les-

sening of the quantity of water in winter

time for these and all sorts of plants, is to

be by less frequent applications, not by giv-

ing a less quantity when they are watered.

Grafting may be done this month with

plants required to be rapidly propagated,

and especially the grafting with a single

bud and its wood ; and any that indicate a

disposition to grow may be done before they

get too forward. This applies particularly

to sorts with no bloom buds ; for having

no flowers to take the remaining sap,

branches will begin to grow the sooner.

February.—Those plants which are

blooming may be placed where they are

wanted to flower. If in the drawing-room,

or any of the rooms in a dwelling-house,

remember that they are to have no fire in

the room to alter the temperature, as they

will throw off their buds at any sudden

check or any rapid excitement. Give air

to them in greenhouses and pits as far as

you can do it, and be careful that they are
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covered from frost at night. If the frost

last all day, they ought not to be uncovered,

and the greenhouse, although it may re-

quire a little heat, must have it carefully

administered, as sudden change and too

much warmth would cause the buds of the

plants to fall, and set them prematurely

growing; besides which, all other green-

house, and especially hard-wooded, plants,

are the better for being kept very cool

so that there be no frost. Grafting, in-

arching, or budding may go on partially

with all such plants as are not required for

bloom, or from which cuttings can be spared

for the purpose. The stocks that are start-

ing into growth are the proper ones to use

;

and by examining the whole of them, there

will be no difficulty in finding some upon
the move : if not, they should be put into

the grapery, or some other house, with a

little warmer temperature, and not used till

they are started ; nor should the grafts be
cut off until the stocks are ready for them.

March.—The blooms are now coming
out of the early ones, and, as in last month,
should be removed to where they are want-

ed. The conservatory has not a handsomer
ornament than the Camellia japonica ; and
where there is one kept up at all, every-

thing in flower should be taken, but espe-

cially this beautiful tribe. Whether it be

here or in the dwelling-house, pay due at-

tention to watering which as the buds

swell and flowers grow out must be more
frequent, guided however by the state of

the soil in the pot, and not by the period

that may have elapsed since the previous

watering. Those in pits require equal

attention. As the buds swell, water will

be more often required, and the drain-

age must be well examined, to see that

none of the holes at the bottom of the pots

are stopped. This, however, is soon indi-

cated by the soil continuing moist when
that in the other pots is comparatively dry.

As the buds get nearer bursting, the plants

should be removed to where they will be

seen, and in the height of bloom they ought
to be shaded wherever they are, as it will

greatly prolong the period of their beauty.

This month many will be in perfection. If

the stocks are generally shooting, get grafts

or buds, for the purpose of taking advan-

tage of the state in which they are most

certain of success, for it does not signify

half so much whether the bud or graft is

moving or not. All the grafted and budded

stocks must be placed in the gentle heat as

soon as the operation is performed ; and as

the tops of the stocks are cut off for bud-

grafting, let them be put in as cuttings, to

brine: forward as stocks hereafter. While
upon the subject of gralting, we may ob-

serve that all the shoots which are of no

use on the blooming plants may be taken

away for the purpose of grafting or bud-

ding; so also may long shoots with no

bloom be shortened, if it will improve the

form of the plant. Weak shoots, which

come out here and there on matured plants,

and give no hope of future strength to

match the rest of the growth, may never-

theless, be good for grafts, as the want of

health and strength is generally not in the

shoot itself, but at the base from whence it

proceeds ; and the same little branch on a

healthy stock would be as strong as any

other. It is at this season, before the shoots

have actually begun their growth, that

plants should be trimmed into form ; only

omitting till they have bloomed those which

are set for flower, and which may be as ug-

ly and as out of place as any, for it is al-

ways desirable to wait for these until the

flowering has passed. Cuttings of stocks

may be put in. We have recommended
two or more eyes—but we are informed

that at a nursery in Kent the cuttings are

used with only one joint above the surface

and none in the ground, so that the under

part, from whence the roots start, are not

cut to joints at all ; but even this can only

be desirable when cuttings are very scarce.

April.—The blooming season is now ra-

pidly passing away, and the beauty of the

plants fades in one after another. It will

be well to look among them to see if there

are none that would be better changed to

a different sort by grafting or inarching

with better kinds ; in this case, it depends

entirely on the form of the plant whether

you work it close down below the branches,

or use some of them for the sake of getting

a plant sooner. If there be several branch-

es which go out from near the bottom, a

piece might be worked pretty close home
upon all such as would help to form a good

specimen ; but as in general the sorts we
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should most likely work would be scarce,

there would be more likelihood of our hav-

ing no grafts to work or spare, and the best

way would be to work the stock as low

down as possible. The whole vigor of the

plant is then thrown into the single graft,

which grows very strong and pretty rapidly
;

in fact, very much in proportion to the age

and condition of the stock. What Ave

mean by this working of plants that have

bloomed, is this :—Perhaps among our col-

lection, we have too many of one sort ; the

most ugly of these could be thus changed

to another. Suppose we find sorts that we
do not like ; work others upon these stocks.

Again ; if anybody fancies he should like

several sorts upon one plant, the best way
then is to cut back all the branches, so as

to form a skeleton of a plant, and work
each branch pretty close, say from two to

six inches, according to their situation, and

the form it will make ; many will leave

part of the old plant to answer for that

sort, but it is far better to serve all alike.

Some of the favorite plants are bare in

parts, but otherwise handsome ; this can al-

ways be improved by grafting pieces of the

same variety on the bare or thin parts of

the plant, and thus making new branches

where they are wanted. It is in such cases

desirable to inarch the new branches, be-

cause you can by such means have them of

any size that is best adapted for the pur-

pose. See to all the budded and grafted

stocks, and prevent the stocks from grow-

ing, by rubbing off any buds that may
chance to co;ne below the worked part.

May.—The bloom being now virtually

over, prepare for the growth of the plants.

Shift all of the plants that have filled their

pots with roots, without disturbing them any

more than you can help ; one inch all round

will not be too much to increase the size of

the new pot over that of the old one. Keep
the ball entire ; remove the surface a litt'e,

and some of the crocks if they will come
away without disturbing the roots, but not

else. Trim the plants in the form best

adapted for making handsome growth.

Some branches may require to be stopped

by merely removing the end bud; others

may want the side shoots, or extremely vi-

gorous shoots, to be shortened or altogeth-

er removed; but allowance must be made

for the probable growth of each stock, be-

cause you must calculate on leaving all on
that grows, on account of the bloom always
setting at the end of the joints. After

shifting and trimming, water, to settle the

new soil to the old ball, and place them un-

der glass for a day or two, well shaded, but

not uncovered to give air for a time. They
may then be placed where they are to grow.

This should be in a house or pit, by them-
selves, where there is little or no change of

temperature, not affected by the sun, which
must, either by situation or artificial means,
be kept from them, except mornings and
evenings for a little while ; and here their

growth should be without a check, which
alone causes these plants to become bare

of bloom. When grown in perfection, they

should set for bloom at every branch. Use
all the stocks, and complete all the grafting

and inarching ; and let all the plants under
that operation have a little assistance by
way of temperature— fire, or water, or tan

heat,' to keep them going during the night,

and the sun kept off during the kay. Now
put in all the cuttings you can make for

stocks, by cutting in all the lateral shoots

from the unused stocks by you, and by top-

ping them all, and put them into heat as di-

rected. The stocks may be placed in the

shade, out of doors, on some hard bottom to

prevent the roots striking through the pots

into the ground, and worms from getting

into the pots. Look well to watering ; re-

pot the stocks that are not used for propa-

gation, that they may be kept in good
growing condition till wanted.

June.—The bloom finished, do all that

has been left undone from last month's di-

rections. Look to all the grafted and bud-

ded and inarched plants ; wherever they

appear united, take the bandages carefully

off to examine, and tie again somewhat
more loosely. It may be unsafe to trust

them without any tie at all, and it impedes
their growth to continue the tight bandage
on after they have united, Where inarch-

ing has been done, the ties of those which
appear to be united should be undone and

tied up again. You may also cut the

grafted branch half way through, towards

cutting off altogether, and cut off the por-

tion of stock that is above the graft altoge-

ther ; but in all these things, regard must
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be had to the time the operation has been

performed and the appearance of the growth.

In untying the bass matting with which the

grafts have been bound together, begin so

that if you, on taking off two or three turns,

find the union not complete, you can make
fast again : though in general, if well fitted,

in six or eight weeks from the time they

are done, they will be found joined well.

If the operation is not performed neatly and

the joint made to fit very close, it cannot

make a good union, and will be much lon-

ger in making any union at all. All the

plants will require constant attention as to

the watering, for while making their growth
they absorb a great deaL The stocks must
be looked to as well as the worked plants,

for although out of doors, and where
they can get all the rain, it will not be suf-

ficient moisture, unless it be a very drip-

ping season. Besides, if the drainage is

good, three days after a whole month's rain

would leave them as dry as if there had on-

ly been a day's rain. Therefore, whenever
there are plants in the greenhouse, conser-

vatory, or open ground, they must not, on

any account laek water, for that is a serious

check to the plant, and fatal to the bloom.

July.—The plants have now advanced
considerably in their growth, and the early

ones, those which bloomed first and began
to grow directly, may have completed their

growth. This may be known by looking

at the new branches ; the leaves at the end
will be as large as those of the old plants,

and a bud terminates the joint or branch.

If this bud be double, it is a bloom ; if sin-

gle, some check has prevented it from set-

ting its bloom, want of water or pot room,

or sudden change of temperature, or some
other cause of a checked growth, has pre-

vailed to the loss of bloom. In this case,

let the plant be set out of doors to ripen its

wood as soon as possible, and when ripened

repot the plant if required, or if the pot be
not much crowded with roots at the side,

make the same pot do
;
put it into the pro-

pagating house, or a tan pit, or a cool part

of the stove, to make its second growth. It

is just possible, by these means, to make it

set for bloom ; and when it has completed
its second growth in the stove, let the wood
ripen in the greenhouse, or conservatory.

But all such plants as have completed their
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growth this month, and are set for bloom,

should be put under canvass to keep off

sun ; where, however, the fullest air can be

given in cloudy weather, and the sides be

all open even in the mid-day sun—the roof

alone being required to keep off' the rays,

except morning and evening, before and
after the heat has gone. Attend to water-

ing all those which are still making growth,

or of which the leaves have not yet attained

the full size. Look over the budded, graft-

ed and inarched plants ; cut off all the lat-

ter that have completed their union, and

place them in the shade a little while.

Take off all the growing part of the stock,

that the whole vigor of it may be thrown

into the graft. Release all the bandages

from the bud-grafted plants ; see that no

part of the stock is growing, and all that

are united properly may be put together

where they may still have the advantage

of the tan heat, and of shading by day.

Pot off all the struck cuttings into sixty-

sized pots, and after keeping them three or

four days in the moderate heat of the pro-

pagating house, or of a declining hot-bed,

let them be placed in a cold frame where

they can be well watered, shaded, covered

close in bad weather, and thrown open in

mild, and there they may remain till the

autumn, when they will have filled their

pots with roots, and require to be potted

into those of a larger size ; or, if room be

an object, they may remain in the same
until the growing time in the spring. Look
well now to the disposal of all the collec-

tion ; for every plant will have completed

its growth by the end of the month or the

beginning of the next. In the event of

not being able to put the plants under can-

vass, or in good deep pits, and of being

forced to place them in the open garden,

look out fur the most sheltered place, where

the mid-day sun will not reach them ; or,

if there be no such place, the sun must be

kept off by artificial means.

August.—Little more is required this

month than attention to watering, and

turning such of the plants in the open

ground as might otherwise grow through

the put and strike into the ground, which

would greatly excite them in their season

for resting, and give them such a check on

removal as would effectually spoil them for
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a season. The grafted and otherwise work-

ed plants may be growing, or at rest, or,

some each ; for there is no answering for

things put out of their way. Some of the

hud-grafts will be growing rapidly, and

these ought not to be removed from the

propagating house ; those which are evi-

dently at rest should be placed in a cool

situation, and be kept much more dry than

the plants that are growing. It is however,

not unusual to force the grafted plants into

growth as early as possible, to get a second

growth out of them if practicable. If this

be the object, let the ball be examined
;

and. if the roots have reached the side

of the pot, shift them, and replace them
in the propagating house, or a cool part

of the stove. Generally, however, where
the plants are at best, it is better to keep

them so by placing them in a cool pit, and

shading them from the extreme heat of

the sun. If, however, any of them start

into growth, encourage it by removing the

plant into the greenhouse, where it will

be more protected than it is desirable to

keep those which are at rest and want
coolness and plenty of air. This should

also be done with all such of the plants in

the collection as commence growing, for

unless it be encouraged the plant will be

damaged ; the new growth not being ma-
tured, will perhaps, receive a check from cold

winds while exposed to the open air. It is

better therefore to remove it into the green-

house, conservatory, or even into the dwell-

ing-house, if you cannot find room in the

stove or propagating-house, and it will be

urged forward enough, perhaps to set for

bloom, and if not, to keep the growth

healthy, and the foliage perfect, that would

otherwise have been subject to blight or the

attack of the fly or other pests, and so have

been spoiled so much as to cause it all to

be cut back.

September.—The buds have now swell-

ed a good deal, and where they are too

thick they should be thinned ; two blooms

should nol be allowed together, one would

spoil the other, or both would be spoiled,

besides in nowise contributing to the beau-

ty of a plant, even if both would grow and
bloom perfect. The buds should not be

nearer than four inches apart ; but at the

ends, where many varieties will set three

or four buds in a bunch, only one should be
left, and that ought to be the most perfect

and in the best position, It is now time to

remove them to their winter quarters ; some
into the conservatory, some into the green-

house, some in pits, according to their ulti-

mate destination ; all these intended to be
thrown into flower early should be removed
to the greenhouse, preparatory to goinjr in-

to the forcing house, vinery, or stove, wher-
ever they are to be forced ; but unless there

be some especial object in very early flow-

ers, it is better to keep them in their sea-

son, and to be content with the natural

forwardness of some which will be always
found to precede the main body of them,
Place all the stocks in frames, for they are

as well there as anywhere, and only require

to be covered in very severe weather for the

single and semi-double varieties are for the

most part much hardier than the double or

highly fancy kinds. Water must be given

now sparingly, and the drainage well ex-

amined before they are put in their winter

quarters. Give all plants under glass abun-
dance of room ; pot off all struck cuttings

not already done.

October.—Little is now wanted but

watching, and when really necessary, wa-
tering, but this can be only seldom, during

the present month and next. The preced-

ing remarks as to the treatment of the

worked plants applies all through the win-

ter. If they begin to grow, encourage them
by taking them into the propagating house,

and as the buds of established plants are

now swelling, they must not be allowed

to flag for want of water, although they

must by no means be kept wet. Turn all

the plants in the houses, so that they do not

grow one-sided, for they would soon be
spoiled if the light were only to come to

one side of them, which is the case in al-

most all houses.

November.—This month requires only a

continuance of last month's management,
because the plants are only here and there

throwing out an odd flower, unless regular

forcing is going on, in which case a suc-

cession must be taken into the warmer
house, and the places of those removed
when forward enough must be occupied with

the flowering plants that are to succeed

them. They are always better removed
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from the warmth when the buds first show
colour, and allowed to open their flowers in

the greenhouse or conservatory, as they
then last much longer in perfection.

December.—Continue as before directed

and as mentioned in January, for the sea-

son is occasionally a month forwarder or

backwarder, and the December and Janu-
ary months differ but little. When we
observe that the season itself frequently

changes places with the months, and the

last and first differ but little; all the cau-

tion against frost and damp (the possible

changes) required, are just as likely to be
wanted in December as January, and in

January as December.

PROPERTIES OF THE CAMELLIA.

The Flower.— 1. The flower should be
circular on the outside, when looked at in

front.

2. The petals should be thick, smooth at

the edges, broad and blunt outside, cupped
or reflexed, as the case may be.

3. The petals should be imbricated (that

is, each should have its centre over the joint

of the under petals) ; each row of petals

should be smaller than the row immediately
under it.

4. The number of rows, one above the

other, should form the flower into half a
globe.

-5. The colour should be alike all over,

the flower, if a self; and if blotched or

striped, the contrast of the colours should be

striking.

6. If the flower be white, it should be
pure ; and if white and coloured in mixture,

the white should be distinct, and the out-

line of a blotch or stripe, where the white

and colour joins, should be very decided.

The Plant.— 1. The foliage should be
large and bright, the leaves close together,

the joints short, and habit bushy.

~. The flowers should come singly and
at the ends of shoots, so as to bloom free

from the leaves.

Long straggling joints, like the species

called reticulata, are objectionable ; foliage

dull and small like that of the same kind, is

also detrimental to the appearance, and
therefore forms another objection ; rough
ragged blooms, however large and showy,
are a great drawback, hence reticulata pos-

j

sesses a third very objectionable character,
and no plant was ever more overrated,
Pointed petals, like those of Exi//iia, are
greatly against a flower, and in this case
spoil a variety which has many other beau-
tiful properties ; open ragged-looking flow-
ers like Doucklaari, however striking, are
bad ; and we may safely say, that there is

no class of flowers, of which even the best,

or rather the most esteemed varieties, are
capable of so much improvement.

GENERAL REMARKS.

The Camellia japonica can be propaga-
ted every month in the year by cuttings.

Stocks therefore, may be always kept in all

sorts of stages. We have given general
directions for each month, but the growing
or resting of the plant can be almost com-
manded at pleasure, and the only necessa-

ary condition of grafting, budding, or in-

arching, is that the stock shall be growing,
and the nearer it is used to the commence-
ment of its starting the better. Experience,
convenience, means, and other circumstan-
ces, may dictate various expedients, and
drive us from proper to improper seasons,

but the foregoing directions have been
founded on management which produced
healthy, vigorous, and well-blooming plants

in our own hands, and there can be no
doubt, that although other modes may suc-

ceed, this cannot fail.

SELECT VARIETIES.

Floivcrs in the style of Imbrlcata.—Ade-
laide, a verp deep red ; Agnesi, bright rose;

Alba Fenestrata, pure white ; Amabilis, a
rosy carmine, occasionally speckled with

white ; Beali, alias Leeana Superb, vivid

red ; Byzantina, rose spotted with white

;

Duche.-se d'Orleans. white tinted or spot-

ted with rose ; Hendersoni, alias Lombardi;

Jacksoni, or Landreethii, delicate rose,

bleaching towards the centre; Imbricata,

rosy carmine ; Minuta, rich cherry rose
;

Palmer's Perfection, beautiful carmine

;

Prattii.fine large brigh rose ; Pulcherrima,

a rich dark red
;
Queen of England, deli-

cate rose, striped with white; Sarniensis:

a beautiful carmine ; Sherwoodi, a bright

cherry color; Sulcata, alias Belle Irene,

white, with pale stripe in the centre of each
petal ; Veiicic, brilliant red ; Wallichi, rich

carmine.
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Flowers in the style of the old double

White.—Apollo, a transparent rose ; Auro-

ra, a salmon rose, marbled with white

;

Calypso, pure white ; Brochii, cherry rose,

striped with white ; Candidissima, pure

white; Ccelestina, delicate rose ; Coquettii,

salmon rose, suffused with white spots;

Cooperi, reddish salmon ; Elegans, very

large, and sometimes marbled with white
;

Estherii, white, with rose flakes; Fordi,

salmon rose ; Grunelli, pure white ; Harri-

son!, pure white; Helena, deep poppy red ;

Henri Favre, bright cherry rose ; Hookeri,

pomegranate colour, spotted white ; Imbri-

cata Alba, creamy white striped with rose;

Marchioness of Exeter, beautiful rose ; Mar-
guerite Gouillon, blush rose, striped and
spotted with carmine; Mutabilis Traversi,

bronzy salmon, with white stripes ; Negri,

carnation colour, spotted with red ; Ochro-
leuca, creamy white, with buff centre

;

Palatinus Hungaricus, red, suffused with

rose and white spots; Queen Victoria, red-

dish carmine, striped with white ; Rudolphi,

white, with broad blood-coloured stripes j

Susannah, blush rose, shaded with salmon,

and striped with" carmine ; Woodsii, fine

rose ; Wardi, brilliant red ; Carswelliana,

salmon red, striped with white.

NEW SEEDLING.

Countess of Orkney, very noble floAver.

not fully double, brilliantly striped with

pale rose and deep crimson ; outline, very

good, and the flower beautiful in all its

stages, free grown, rich foliage and good

habit.

ON INDIAN CORN.
BY THOMAS CARLYLE.

[The following article by Thomas Carlyle

is from Frazer's Magazine. Our rea-

ders will find an interest in it, besides what

belongs to productions from the pen of the

author of Sartor and the French Revolution,

Ed.]
" It is much to be regretted that no in-

dividual of the many large classes whose
business and interest it might seem to be,

has yet taken any effective steps towards

opening to our population the immense
resource of Indian corn as an article of food.

To all that have well considered it, this

grain seems likely henceforth to be the staff

of life for over-crowded Europe; capable

not only of replacing the deceased potato

which has now left us, but of infinitely

surpassing in usefulness and cheapness all

that the potato ever was.

"From general attainability, there was
no article of food ever comparable to it

before ; a grown man, in any part of Eu-

rope accessible by sea, can be supported on

it, at this date, wholesomely, and, if we
understand the business, even agreeably,

at the rate of little more than a penny a

day; which surely is cheap enough, Neith-

er, as the article is not grown at home, and
can be procured only by commerce, need

political economists dread new ' Irish diffi-

culties,' from the cheapness of it. Nor is

there danger for unlimited periods yet, of

its becoming dearer; it grows in the warm
latitudes of the earth, profusely with the

whole impulse of the sun ; can grow over

huge tracts and continents lying vacant

hitherto, festering hitherto as pestiferous

jungles, yielding only rattle-snakes and
yellow fever ; it is possible, if we were
driven to it, the planet Earth, sown, where
fit, with Indian corn, might produce a

million times as much food as it now does,

or has ever done ! To the disconsolate

Malthusian, ihis grain ought to be a sove-

reign comfort. In the single valley of Mis-

sissippi alone, were the rest of the earth

all lying fallow, there could Indian corn

enough be grown to support the whole pos-

terity of Adam now alive ; let the disconso-

late Malthusian fling his ' geometrical se-

ries' into the corner ; assist wisely in the
' free trade movement ;' and dry up his

tears. For a thousand years or two, there

is decidedly no danger of our wanting food,

if we do not want good sense and industry

first. In a word, this invaluable foreign

corn is not only calculated, as we said, to

replace the defunct potato, but to surpass

it a thousand fold in benefit for man ; and
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if the death of the potato has heen the

means of awakening us to such an immea-
surable superior resource, we shall, in ad-

dition to our sorrowful Irish reasons, have

many joyful English, European, American

and universal reasons to thank Heaven that

the potato has been so kind as to die.
l< In the mean while, though extensive-

ly employed in the British Islands within

these three years, Indian corn cannot be

said to have come into use ; for only the

bungled counterfeit of it is hitherto in use;

which may be well called not the use of

Indian corn, but the abuse of it. Govern-

ment did, indeed, on the first failure of

the potato, send abroad printed papers

about the cooking of this article, for behoof

of the poor ; and once, I recollect, there cir-

culated in all the newspapers, for some
weeks, promulgated by some ' Peace Mis-

sionary,' a s«t of flowery prophetic recipes

for making Indian meal into most palatable

puddings, with ' quarts of cream,' six eggs

well whipt, &c.—ingredients out of which
the British female intellect used to make
tolerable puddings even without Indian

meal, and by recipes of its own ! Those
recipes were circulated among the popula-

tion—of little or no value, I now find, even

as recipes ; but in the mean while there

was this fatal omission made, that no Indian

meal on fair terms, and no good Indian

meal on any terms at all, was, or is yet

attainable among us to try by any recipe.

In that unfortunate condition, I say, matters

still remain.
" The actual value of Indian meal by

retail, with a free demand, is about one

penny per pound ; or with a poor demand,
as was inevitable at first, but need not

have been necessary long, let us say three

half-pence a pound, The London shops,

two years ago, on extensive inquiry, were
not found to yield any of it under three pence

a pound—the price of wheaten flour ; some-
where between twice and thrice times the

cost of Indian meal. But further, and

worse, all the Indian meal so purchaseable

was found to have a hitler fusty taste in it;

which, after multiplied experiments, was
not eradicable by any cookery, though con-

tinued boiling in clear water did abate it

considerably. Our approved method of

cookery came at last to be, that of making

the meal with either hot or cold water into
a thick batter, and boiling it, tied up in a
linen cloth or set in a crockery shape, for

four or sometimes seven hours, which pro-
duced a thick handsome looking pudding;
such as one might have hoped would prove
very eligible for eating instead of potatoes
along with meat. Hope, however, did not
correspond with experience. This hand-
some looking pudding combined readily
with any kind of sauce, sweet, spicy, olea-
ginous; but except the old tang of bitter-

ness, it had little taste of its own ; and
along with meat it could,' like Charles of
Sweden's bread, ' be eaten,' but was never
good, at best was barely endurable.

"Yet the Americans praised their Indian
meal ; celebrated its sapid excellencies, and
m magazine novels, as we could see, ' ly-

rically recognised' them. Where could the
error lie ? This meal of a beautiful golden
color, equably ground into fine hard powder,
and without speck or admixture of any
kind, seemed to the sight, the feel and the
smell, faultless ; only to the taste was there
ineradicable final bitterness, which in bad
samples even made the throat smart ; and,
as the meal seemed otherwise tasteless,

acquired for it, from unpatriotic mockers
among us, the name of ' soot and sawdust
meal.' American friends at last informed
us that the meal was fusty, spoiled; that

Indian meal especially in warm weather,
did not keep sweet above a few weeks

;

that we ought to procure Indian corn and
have it ground ourselves. Indian corn was
accordingly procured, with difficulty, from
the eastern city regions, and with no better

result, nay, with a worse. How old the

corn might be, we, of course, knew only by
testimony not above suspicion

; perhaps it

was corn of the second year in bond ; but

at all events the meal of it was too bitter

;

and the new evil was added of an intolera-

ble mixture of sand ; which, on reflection,

was discovered to proceed from the English

mill-stones, too soft for this new substance,

could not grind it, could only grind them-
selves and it, and so produce a mixture of

meal and sand. Soot-and-sawdust meal,

with the addition of brayed flint ; there was
plainly no standing this. I had to take

farewell of this Indian meal experiment

;

my poor patriotic attempt to learn eating
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the new food of mankind, had to terminate

here. My molendiary resources (as you

who read my name will laughingly admit)

were small ; my individual need of meal

was small ; in fine, my stock of patience

too was done.
" This being the condition under which

Indian meal is hitherto known to the Bri-

tish population, no wonder they have little

love for it, no wonder it has got a bad

name among them !
' Soot-and-sawdust

meal, with the admixture of brayed flint
;'

this is not a thing to fall in love with;

nothing but starvation can reconcile a man
to this. The starving Irish paupers, we
accordingly find, do but eat and curse

;

complain loudly that their meal is unwhole-

some ; that it is bad and bitter; that it is

this and that—to all which there is little

heed paid, and the official person has to

answer with a shrug of the shoulders. In

the unwholesomeness, except, perhaps for

defect of boiling, I do not at all believe
;

but as to the bitter, uncooked unpaiatability,

my evidence is complete.
" Well, three days ago, I received, di-

rect from the barn of an American friend,

as it was stowed there last autumn, a

small barrel of Indian corn in the natural

state ; large ears or cobs of corn merely
stript of its loose leaves. On each ear,

which is of obelisk shape, about the size

of a large, thick, truncated carrot, there

are, perhap, about five-hundred grains ar-

ranged in close order in their eight co-

lumns ; the color gold yellow, or, in some
cases, with a flecker of blood-red. These
grains need to be rubbed off, and ground

by some rational miller, whose millstones

are hard enough for the work ; that is

all the secret of preparing them. And
here comes the important point. This
grain, I now for the first time find, is sweet,

among the sweetest ; with an excellent

rich tasts, something like that of nuts; in-

deed, it seems to me, probably from novel-

ty in part decidedly sweeter than wheat or

any other grain I have ever tasted. So that

it would appear that all our experiments
hitherto on Indian meal have been vitiated

to the heart by a deadly original sin, or

fundamental falsity to start with ; as if ex-

perimenting on Westphalia ham, all the

ham hitherto presented us for trial had been

in a rancid state. The difference between
ham and rancid ham, M. Soyerwell known,
is considerable ! This is the difference,

however, this highly considerable one, we
have encountered hitherto in all our experi-

ences of Indian meal. Ground by a rea-

sonable miller, who grinds only it, and not

his millstones along with it, this grain, I

can already promise, will make cleanly,

wholesome and palatable eating ; and be

fit for the cook's art under all manner of

conditions ; ready to combine with whatever
judicious condiment, and reward well what-
ever wise treatment he applies to it; and,

indeed, on the whole, I should say, a more
promising article could not well be submit-

ted to him if his art is really a useful one,
" These facts, in a time of potato fail-

ures, apprehension of want, and occasional

fits of wide spread, too-authentic want and
famine, when M. Soyer has to set about

concocting miraculously cheap soup, and the

Government to make enormous grants and
rates-in-aid, seem to me of a decidedly com-
fortable kind ; well deserving practical in-

vestigation by the European Soyer, govern-

ment, mendicity societies, poor:law boards,,

friends of distressed needle-women and
friends of the human species who are often

sadly in alarm as to the ''food prospects''

and who have here, if they will clear the

entrance, a most extensive harbor of refuge.

Practical English enterprise, independent

of benevolence, might now find, and will

by and by have to find, in reference to

this foreign article of food, an immense
development. And as for specially be-

nevolent bodies of men, whose grand text

is the ' food prospects,' they. I must declare,

are wandering in darkness with broad day
beside them, till they teach us to get Indian

meal, such as our American cousins get,

that we may eat it with thanks to heaven
as they do.—New food, whole continents

of food ; and not rancid ham, but the ac-

tual sound Westphalia! To this consum-
mation we must come ; there is no other

harbor of refuge for hungry human popu-
lation ; but all the distressed population

fleets and disconsolate Malthusian of the

world may ride there ; and surely it is

great pity the entrance were not cleared a

little, and a few buoys set up and sound-

ings taken by competent persons. C.



DOMESTIC NOTICES.

Remarks on some Dwarf Beans.—Dear Sir;

The venerable Philip Miller, nearly a century

ago, pointed out in his " Qardener's Calender,"
the advantages " those gentlemen who lived in

the country" derive through being enabled "to
make choice of such fruits and esculent plants as

will be in season at a particular time of the year.
-

'

In these commercial, money-making days, not on-

ly " those gentlemen,*' but the horticultural pub-

lic generally, arc interested in making the ac-

quaintance of the properties and qualities of es-

culent plants and fruits. Whoever aids in extend-

ing this acquaintance, I deem to be useful—no mat-
ter how slight or how trivial his exertions may be.

Under this impression, I sent you the result of a

small experiment on the comparative earlinessof

some kinds of Peas. You also thought it useful,

and published it—this encourages me to olfer you
another on some dwarf Beans.

I sowed two rows of each of the following

kinds, " side by side," on the 24th of May, they

were ready for use in (he following order:

—

1 . Early Mohawk, July 6.

2. Early Six Weeks, or Dun Bean, do. 8.

3. China Red Eyed, do. 10.

4. Early Valentine,. July 10.

5. Late Valentine, or Refugee,. . . do. 14.

6. Royal Dwarf, do. 14.

Early Mohavsk is a full sized bean, of a light

brown color, profusely covered by brownish pur-

ple blotches—its earliness is its best recommenda-
tion. Early S>x Weeks, full sized—of a dull

cream color, and a good bearer. China Red
Eyed , small bean, white—red about the " eye,"

comparatively productive. The pods are very

slender and handsome and the plant dwarf, soon

dyinir out, thereby rendering a useful kind where
another crop is required immediately to succeed.

Early Valentine, bean middle-sized, light brown

—

nearly covered with very pale purple blotches.

This is a very popular bean for general use, and,

I opine, deservedly so. Late Valentine, bean

small, dull white—profusely covered with deep
purple blotches,—pod small, generally streaked

with purple while green. It possesses a valuable

property in being a continual bearer—at the end

of September it bore many green and tender

enough for use. Royal Dwarf, large white bean,

plant of a robust thickset habit of growth.

Though the latest, it is the best kind for produ-

cing a L'rcat weight of seed.

With these, I also sowed the llliite Dwarf,
Mexican Black, and some other kinds, from the

United States Patent Office. The two former

proved to be running beans to a certain extent.

I have therefore refrained from making any com-
parative remarks on them. They arc not, how-
ever, true running beans. I would make of them
a third, or intermediate class, including the Late

Valentine from the true dwarfs. Such a clas3

might be termed '• Running Dwarf beans." Their
distinctive character from dwarfs, would be conti-

nual bearing, and their distinctive treatment,
daeper soil, and an occasional cutting back of their

straggling shoots. The beans from the U. S. Pa-
tent Office, were named respectively "Red Bean"
" Speckled Bean," and " Small Chilian Bean."
Either from being old seed, or from having been
injured by along voyage from a foreign climate,
which is possible,—or from having been ripened in

a different climate from that in which they were
sowTed, which I think probable,—or more probably
from all three causes combined, they have but
just made their appearance through the soil—too
late to be of any service. They were very lar^e
and handsome beans,—and, I think, can "they be
successfully cultivated we shall be indebted to the
Patent Office for a very useful introduction.

Would the Editor encourage me to inquire of
the readers of the Horticulturist, whether any per-
son has been more successful than I with them ?

I am, Sir, Very respectfully yours, Thomas Mee-
han, Rosedale, Kingsessing, Philadelphia.

Special Manures.—Your timely article in the
last number of your valuable paper—upon the
falling leaves for enriching the soil, prevented my
burning a large quantity.

I had thought of their virtue but supposed I

would gain by destroying the embryo insects which
I thought to abound on them, secreted for another
spring sun's warmth.

I have gathered them and put them three to
four inches deep, on an asparagus bed, and then
covered them (to prevent the wind's blowing them
off,) by well rotted manure; next spring, (from
the warm and sure protection from the winter's
frost ) I look for an early and healthy return for

my labor.

In the spring I shall dig them in—and the soil

will be truly enriched. [We trust you have in-

cluded in the dressing, the tops of the asparagus
itself. Ed.]

This has not been the first suggestion heeded
from your paper.

After having the " Old Digger's " article pub-
lished in our Democrat, in common with several
I made a bed after his plan, and find my vines well
rooted. I put the " Rival Hudson," Burr's "New
Pine," " Early Scarlet," " Hovey's," and some
new seedlings from E. & Barry's, in the bed.

—

The success it will do to report upon hereafter. If

the plan succeeds well, due credit will be given to

your good hearted correspondent.

I am sorry to say that our apple crop is very
poor this year.

The fruit which we have is imperfect—Straw-
berries, plums, pears, cherries, and quinces, havo
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dme well, and the best Virgalieu and Bartlett

pears, I have seen the past season. Was it not

for blight we could supply large quantities of pears.

Many trees have died within two years, and as

many as 100 in one gentleman's garden that I

know of. The Northern Spy, and Norton's Me-

lon apple are extremely short, and I fear good sum-

pies are not to be had. Among strange things,

we are importing apples from Canada, fine Pom-

me Oris, Spitzenbergs, Rhode Island Greenings,

Golden and lloxbnry Russets, have been brought

over from there. If they, the Canadas are to be

annexed, we shall be more glad to weleomo them

with good fruit. Truly, James H. Watts. Ro-

chester, Monroe Co., N. 1

Improvement of the Soil.—Dear Sir: I beg

to offer a few remarks on the improvement of the

soil. Too much cannot be said to impress the

importance of ameliorating the soil on the minds

of all who own an acre of land, especially to the

o-ardening class, whose success depends so much

upon it. °In many instances, how often you will

find amateurs, and even gardeners complain that

certain vegetables will not do here, or that worms

always destroy certain others, and that others

again are affected by blight and do no good. All

this is in no way to be wondered at, when we

consider the unimproved state in which the ground

is in, perhaps never having been dug more than

six or eight inches deep. This is the main cause

of all such failures, because the roots have no

depth of soil to work in. Therefore, the import-

ance of deep culture, I would recommend all to

trench as much of their garden ground every win-

ter as they can, to the depth of two to four feet,

as their soil and time will allow, turning the sur-

face to the bottom and bringing the bottom to the

top, leaving it in rough ridges, .with as much sur-

face as possible. Ridge-up also, all that you have

not time to trench, and dig the remainder, sending

the spade in its full depth, and thoroughly turning

it up from the bottom. Do not content yourself

with the common idea that little can be done in the

garden in winter. In my opinion, it is the most

valuable season of the year, embrace every frosty

morning, and fork over the ground previously

trenched, ridged or dug, turning up the frozen sur-

face, and loosenins up the soil below to the action

of the weather. Thus continuing, you destroy the

thousands of insects that are harbored therein,

and which in their course devour your crops. You

also o-ain a great depth of well pulverised and

sweetened soil, in which your crops will flourish in

excellent health, as well as be far more wholesome

to the consumer; besides, should the season prove

dry, you have such a depth of soil that no contin-

uance of dry weather will affect it, and should it

prove wet, there is the same extent for the mois-

ture. By pursuing this method, you will in a few

years have your ground in an excellent state of

cultivation, and much greater success will attend

your culture of fruits as well as vegetables. Ma-
nuring is of course highly essential, and to be un-

derstood as accompanying trenching. I also find

very valuable results from charred materials,

which I get by collecting all refuse from the gar-

den, and all that I can procure here and there, in

the shape of wood, brush or rubbish. When I

have enough together, I start a good body of fire,

on which I put layers of wood, clay or earth, sods,

and all the general rubbish, lastly covering it up
with soil, to prevent any outbreak. In a week or

two, it will be all completely charred and lit for

use, this I apply on the ground, (which is made
beautifully mellow) in as hot and dry a state as

possible,- thoroughly intermixing it with thrce-ti-

ned forks, which is far better than the usual way
of digging in with a spade; of such charred heaps
endeavor to have as many of them throughout the

year as you can. Never allow the untidy appear-

ance of any rubbish, or the unwholesome smell of

decaying matter, when you can by such a process

turn it into valuable manure. Another valuable

end might be gained by turning your attention to

the great amount of bones that might be gathered

in the woods, and if you have not the means of

grinding or dissolving them, just turn them into

the bottom of the trenches they will decay in time,

and as fast will the roots of young fruits or vege-

tables feed upon them. James Stewart. Memphie,
Tennessee.

Fruits in Mississippi.—Dear Sir : After eight

years' experience in the cultivation of fruits in

Amite county, Miss., lat. 31°, I will give you the

results. My land is rolling, light loam with red

clay subsoil, contains very little lime. Spring wa-
ter of the purest free stone. The lands around
me have very much the appearance of that near
Washington City.

I purchased my trees at Cincinnati, Ohio, and
at Vicksburg, Miss. The trees from Vicksburg
do much better than those from Cincinnati; I have
lost a great many of the western Ohio trees, they

seem to become diseased near the surface of the

ground or in the roots ; I was very careful in set-

ting them out—I put them thirty feet apart, in

holes from four to six feet square and eighteen in-

ches deep; I filled the holes about half full of rich

soil from the forest, placed the tree in the proper
position, then drove down a stake, tied the tree to

it with a piece of strong cloth, putting a handful

of straw between to prevent the bark being rub-

bed off, I then filled the hole with rich mould, and
trampled down, leaving the top as level as possi-

ble, and finished by putting some straw or leaves

around each tree to preserve moisture during sum-
mer. I have my orchard plowed and harrowed
once or twice a year, and weeds, &c.,kept down.
I use lime and ashes around my trees every spring.

I find that your fall and winter varieties ripen

here in summer. All of the early kinds do well

;

and I have a number of summer apples, but only
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one or two winter varieties. My apples rot very

much about the time of ripening, particularly if

(here is much showery weather with hot sun. Be-

low are the names of suoh as prove to be adapted

to my soil and latitude, viz:

APPLES—Davis—Medium size green apple; ri-

pens iu Winter, keeps till April.

Grindstone—A very good winter apple; heal-

t hy I :

Horse Apple—Large yellow; ripens in July;

oertain bearer.

Bevan—Early summer; a very thrifty healthy

tree.

Holland Pippin—A certain bearer ; ripens in Ju-

ly and August.

Maiden's Blush—Ripens in August; a hardy

tree.

Terry's Red Streak Striped—Ripens 1st Sept.;

healthy tree.

White Bellefleur—Ripens in summer and hardy

tree.

Golden Russett—Ripens in September.

Early Harvest—A certain bearer; ripens 1st of

July.

All of the early apples do finely.

P.ars—The Bartlett fruits well, is the healthi-

est tree, and bears very young, and ripens in Au-

gust.

Surpass Virgalieu—Fruits well and young; ri-

pens in September; hardy tree.

These two are the only kinds that I could re-

commend,} as my otherjjtrees have not fruited.

There are three of them that seem to be very heal-

thy trees, the Hericart, Jargonelle and Julienne.

The early Catharine has not fruited (now 8 years

since planted) and is very much affected by the

blight every summer, a great many of the limbs

die, but the body looks healthy.

All kinds of peaches do well where proper at-

tention is given; they are very much troubled by

the cureulio and grub.

Keeping a few hogs in the orchard is one of the

best remedies; you see a great difference the se-

cond year after putting them in.

I have two very fine young fig trees, (the large

Blue and yellow Smyrna) which have been killed to

the ground every winter,being at thetime from eight

to ten feet high. Can you inform me how to pre-

vent it ? [Yes. It is only necessary in your lati-

tude to shade them in winter. Ed.] Very res-

pectfully yours, E. J. Capell. Centrcville, Amite
Co., Miss., Oct. 13, 1849.

P. S. The apples above named were selected

out of 45 varieties growing in my orchard.

Out of 13 kinds of pears, those mentioned are

the best for this latitude and soil.

Pryor's Red Apple.—Sir : I noticed in your
journal, vol., 2nd, page 18, a figure and descrip-

tion of the Pryor Red apple, by Mr. Byram of

Kentucky. The caption of the article would lead

lie t.i suppose that it was a western apple, but as

a Virginian, I wish toclaim what properly !

to Virginia. For authority, I insert Mr. I Sitting*

ton's name, of Highland City, Ya., an aged and

respectable gentleman, who has been acquainted
with the apple for many years, and says ii origi-

nated some seventy years since, in Botetourt Co.,

of this Stati'. and was originally known by the
name of Pitzcrhill apple, from its having origina-

ted on a considerable eminence on Pitzer's farm,
hence the combination of Pitzer and Hill. After-

wards it received the name of Bighill, from its si-

tuation at the time i if origin, and previ us, (i

able to Mr. Sitlington's statement) to Mr. Pryor
coming in possession of the farm. The descrip-

tion by Mr. Byram would be more complete (if

agrei able to pomological rules,) to insert thick

skin and of the peculiar very acute angles which
the branches sometimes forms. Yours respectful-

ly, Wm. Rice. Bridgewuter , Va.,Nov. 14, 1849.
[Please let us have specimens for comparison.

Ed.]

Description of the Clay Hall Seedling
Grape.—A. J. Downing:, Esq.: According to pro-

mise, I now send you a description of the " Clay
Hall Seedling" Grape, having lately received a

communication from Mr. Alexander Murdoch,
gardener at Clay Hall. County of Norfolk, the

f T. Buckworth, Esq. Mr. Murdock
writes inc. that in is-js he fertilised a Bunch of

Muscadine, (the White Chasselas of the U. S.)
with the pollen of the Black Lombard y, that pro-

duced the above very desirable variety.

The most remarkable feature in this grape is the

perfect demarkation of the berry in colour, the one

half being perfectly white, and the other half per-

fectly black. The coloring is not " run," or

blended, as Grizzly Frontignan, or Aleppo, which
varieties are not half so well defined in the colour

of the berry as the Clay Hall Seedling. The
great merits this variety possesses, are its good
forcing properties, and&its being very prolific ; its

adaptation for pot culture, and all situations where
grapes are forced early, will also give great sat-

isfaction.

The following are the characteristics of Clay
Hall Seedling: quality, first rate; form of berry,

perfectly round: colour, half the berry white,

half black ; leaf rather small, and of a bright,

shining colour, and of the darkest green; wood,
pale brown, shor; nd of only moderately

strong growthj size of bunch, n size of
the berry, same as that of White Frontignan.
This variety, although originated so he > ago, has

otilined to the neighborhood in which it was
originated; and had it nol been for its excellence

in forcing, might hive been probably over!

altogether^ as its size, and not verj robust habit,

would
I

I it for late vim ries, when
such sorts as Roine du Reice, Cannon Hall Mus-
cat, and Mu-cat Eschalota, and Whi e Neice,
were tu bo had; a- these varieti is combined si/.O

and flavor, and are very prolific I

some plants this fall, when I shall take pleasure
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in presenting you a plant, feeling quite satisfied

that you will be pleased with it. [We shall be

much obliged. En.] Yours truly, James Stewart,

btk st.. and N. Y. dvenue, Washington
}
D. C.

Nov. 1849.

Green-house plants and Gardeners.—Sir :

Your readers will perhaps recollect thai the bear-

ing of my former letters was (partly) to the effect

that light and air are as necessary to give vigor-

ous vegetation, as food is to sustain animal life. I

have shown in a former number, (page 145) the

injurious elfect that strong light has upon plants

under glass; also the remedy most suitable to

counteract it, and aid in the healthy development

of their various organs. Air is as essential to

plants as light. Liebig says, that by loosening

the soil that surrounds young plants we favor the

aecess of air, and the formation of carbonic acid;

and that the quantity of their food is diminished

by every difficulty that opposes the renewal of

air; and that placed in a closed vessel in which

the air, (and therefore the carbonic acid) cannot

be renewed, a plant dies exactly as it would in the

vacuum of an air pump, or in an atmosphere of

nitrogen or carbonic acid, even though its roots be

fixed in the richest mould. The same author fur-

ther adds that all plants die if placed in soils and

water which contain no oxygen. Absence of air

acts exactly in the same manner as an excess of

carbonic acid. This theory is sufficiently explicit

as to the importance of air to plants. Their food

consistimr of inorganic substances, such as carbon,

nitrogen, oxygen, ammonia, &c, &c, and the air

being impregnated with or composed of these va-

rious substances, its exclusion, particularly in day

lio-ht, will be injurious to vegetation. On the oth-

er hand, such a draft of dry air as is often produ-

ced by throwing doors and windows on all sides,

open in very dry weather, or during parching cold

winds, will rob plants of their water as well as

intense light; besides, it not unfrequently changes

the sepals of undeveloped flower- buds and scales

that protect the growing points, of evergreen

plants from their usual colour, to that blighted or

black appearance so often observed in Camellias

and other plants. This is also caused by keeping

the plants out of doors (as is commonly practiced)

durinf heavy autumn rains and great extremes of

temperature, for which this country is remarkable.

Yet, strange to say, many of our best amateurs

and gardeners have hitherto failed in ascertaining

the cause of this defect, and will not be unfre-

quently heard to express a surprise at what caus-

ed it. All that is required to obviate this evil, is

to remove the plants to their winter quarters (or

at least under glass) before the heavy autumnal

rains set in, as the days are then generally hot, it

is necessary that the plants should be shaded from

the mid-day sun. If the foregoing precautions,

careful watering, judicious ventilation, and good

drainage is attended to, this long-complained-of

difficulty will soon disappear.

Your readers will perhaps recollect that I have
always endeavored to impress the necessity of air

as well as an adjustment of light as not only es-

sential but indispcnsiblc to all plants under glass,

a subject on which there is little or no difference

of opinion among practical men, with the solitary

exception of Mr. Leuchars, one of the • corre.v

p lents of this journal, who has broached a doc-

trine hitherto unprecedented in horticultural re-

cords. He was not satisfied with thus infringing

on the simple but wise lessons that nature teaches

us, but has designated all European gardeners in

this country, (with "a few honorable exceptions")

us imposters, deceivers, quacks.

As a British gardener, I am particularly ac-

quainted with many of the profession from every

part of the British Islands, several of which are

now in this country. In justice to them, I must so

far deviate from Mr. Lkuchar's opinion, that I

believe them a credit both to their profession and

their country. I perfectly agree with Mr. Mee-
han's remarks as to the injury that such whole-

sale statements are calculated to inflict on Euro-

pean gardeners.

Who can read the leading article of the same
number, where you establish the taste and ability

of European (particularly British) gardeners eve-

ry where, in the following words: " So complete-

ly is this true, that wherever on the continent one

finds a garden conspicuous for the taste of its de-

sign, one is certain to learn that it is laid out in

the English style, and usually kept by an English

Gardener;" what conclusion I ask can your read-

ers arrive at, but that Mr. Leuchar?, who wish-

es to teach the American people, knows nothing

of the gardening of the most refined nation.

Let us next take a retrospective view of Mr.
Leuch rs' practice, and see if the many calum-

nies he so liberally heaps upon us poor foreign

gardeners, will not retaliate on himself. In his

first article, he tells us that he keeps his plant

house shut in the day, throwing water on the floor,

on the flues, and on every available surface, and
throwing them open at night.

Now, the following is the practice in European
gardens: In hot weather, during the summer
months, the plants are watered and syringed, if re-

quired, after 4 o'clock in the evenings, and in some
places, where the families recreate themselves in

the evening in carefully studying the natural pro-

ductions of foreign climes, as grouped in their plea-

sure grounds, or congregated within the limits of

a small house, the walks are kept perfectly dry.

Should other work interfere with this routine, it is

done the first thing the next morning, the passages.

&c. dried as before, so that it will be found ready for

the family or visitors at all times. In the winter

months, when the days are short, the weather cold

and damp, and vegetation partly arrested, this bu-

siness of watering is performed in the forenoon.

Drying walks, &c, as directed for the summer
months, always giving air when the weather per-

mits. Under this treatment, a lady with the thin-
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nest shoe can enjoy the conservatory, with as lit-

tle danger of wet feet as in a drawing-room j and

breathing m pore an atmosphere as in the open air.

How different from Mr. Leuchabs' treatment,

where a person must necessarily be near their an-

kle^ in water, and in a suffocating atmosphere near
the point of saturation* It is not unfrequent to

see those "'Honorable exceptions" when failing

t ) fulfil the duties ot their station, to ascribe their

insurmountable difficulties to some extraordinary

phenomena, or some irremediable cause, and in the

end, make a meat fuss about nothing. I see no

more difficulty in the summer management <>t

green-houses under the bright sun of North Ame-
rica, (with proper blinds and ventilation) than in

the cool climate of Britain.

In his second letter, (summer treatment of

plants) he objects to evening watering, because

he says it cools the surface excessively, and chills

the roots of plants. He prefers the early port of

the morning for watering all plants out of doors,

and about noon to water those in the houses. By
treating these particulars in a philosophical point

of view, your readers will be better able to judge

of his scientific principles. Where, in any quar-

ter of the globe, whether in the frigid, temperate

or torrid zones, has nature excluded a plant from
the wholesome breezes of day, as Mr. Lettchabs
has done ? 'Tis with the combined action of light

and air, that plants will harden their texture. If

kept in a high temperature and damp atmosphere
without air, their wood is soft and of a pale colour

from the superabundance of indigested sap. Nei-

ther will the night air restore the plants to their

usual greenness, for the carbonic acid and water
which has been absorbed by the leaves and by the

roots, ceases to be decomposed on the departure

of light. The plants during the night re-absorb

oxygen from the atmosphere, and re-combine it with

the matter they contain, to be again liberated at

the return of light. And Dr. Lindley observes

that no plants can long exist in which this alter-

nate action is prevented, unless perhaps fungals

and brown parasites.

Mr. Leuchars' objection to evening watering,

is the cooling of the surface excessively, and chil-

ling the roots of the plants ; but I cannot perceive

how his early morning and mioVday watering can

better his condition. I submit it to the considera-

tion of your readers, that water when exposed to

the sun and air during the day, will be better ap-

plied after 4 o'clock in the evening than at any
other time; for then the heat of the sun's rays is

decreasing, and the temperature of the soil may
be a little modified also; nor do I think there is

any great difference betwixt the morning and eve-

ning temperature of the soil, in our warm summer
months, whilst that of the water must be decided-

ly great, as is obvious from the water being nine

or ten hours without the influence of the sun's

rays.

I think reason and science justify the practice

of evening watering, not aa Mr. Leuchars insinu-

ated that the majority of people, by a sort of

Bent, adhere to it without baring any
well determined notions whether it is right or

wrong] but each person taking the example of

bis neighbor as a very good reason why lie should

do it himself. Now the great advantage of even-

ing watering and syringing, and t he reason why it

should be adhered to in summer, is already given;
but which I might for further elucidation, reassert

here— it is simply that tin- oxygen the plants absorb'
ed the previous night was restored to the afm< s-

phere during the day. Therefore, water applied in

the evening, whether to the roots, to the leaves, or

surrounding surface, will increase the quantity of

oxyaen to be re-absorbed during 'he night, and
a^'in liberated with the return of light.

With the exception of those passages to which
I have particularly alluded. Mr. Leuchars' letters

are worthy the attentii n of every American read-

er, and J hope he will in future devote his talents

to some subject more advantageous to the com-
munity, than villifying European irardeners in this

country. I remain sir. respectfully yours, M. C.
Williamsburgh, N. Y., Nov., 1849.

*

Dried Pie-plant.—A. J. Downing, Esq.
Dear Sir ; A very respectable colored man of this

place, Manseield Herbert, called on me a few
days sinee, and stated that he had been in the hab-

it of raising Rhubarb plant for sale; but that hav-
ing lost his market last summer in consequence of

the prevalence of cholera, he had tried the expe-
riment of drying it lor winter use. In this he con-

I

sidered he had been entirely successful; and he

j

brought me samples both of the dried plant and
the pie made with it.

He thinks it a new thing and considers it quite

important, both for those who have a partieular

relish for that kind of pies, and for ships going to

sea on long voyages.

It is new to me, but perhaps may not be so to

you. However, at nay suggestion, he bos sent you
the specimens contained in the accompanying box.

He recommends that the plant be cut into small

pieces and put into water over night. In the

morning, drain off the water in which they have

been soaked and they ore ready for use. Yours
respectfully, Wm. P. Sherman. Trenton, N. J..

Nov. 18, 1849.

[We have tried the dried Rhubarb stalks (which

came very nicely preserved and packed in a box.)

and having put them to trial, eon bear testimony

to. their making an excellent tart. Ed.]

Warming and Ventilating.—We have had
1 letters lately asking advice as to the best

mode of worming ami ventilating houses—a most
important matter, but little understood in this

country.

We have prepared some remarks on this subject

in our work on Country Houses, now going through
the press. In thfl mean time, we recommend
those who wish immediately to set about warming
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ami ventilating, houses, churches, or public build*

ings of any kind, in t lie most complete method
yrt known to us, to call at the warehouse of

Messrs. Chilson, Allen, Walker & Co., 351
Broadway, New- York, or Chilson, Dunklee &
Co., 53 Blackstone street, Huston, where they

will see Emerson's patent ventilating apparatus,

and Chilton's furnace, the merits of which have
been fully proved in all the public schools, and a

great number of private houses in Boston, and
which are such as must bring thou into general

use. Information regarding the process of warm-
ing and ventilation will be cheerfully given at

these warehouses, to all persons interested in the

subject.

The Boston School-Ventilating stove may also

be seen at these warehouses. It is the only coal

stove we have ever seen that does not vitiate the

atmosphere—and as it has an air chamber connect-

ed by an air-duct passing under the bottom of the

Stove (through the floor,) to the open air, a vol-

ume of pure fresh air is constantly brought into

the apartment while it is being warmed. This

stove appears to us to be perfectly suited for

warming small green-houses or plant cabinets, as

the Polmaise mode of heating, (the most perfect

of all methods for the health of plants,) may be

effected by this stove in the easiest possible man-
ner. We shall give a cut of this stove and some
particulars hereafter.

Rose Cuttings.—A friend of mine thinks he is

in possession of a great secret with regard to rai-

sing roses from the slip or cutting. His plan is to

stick the cutting about an inch deep into clean ri-

ver sand, (if it is not clean to work it clean,) and
as soon as the rootlets arc formed, to place them
in -sakiSbly prepared soil, or let the soil be beneath

the sand at the right depth for the roots to strike

into—say an inch or perhaps a little more. He
says he does not loose one in twenty. The sand,

which of course is kept moist, prevents the wood
from rotting. My brother, Dr. C. E. M. has suc-

ceeded in this way, when every other experiment

has failed. [This method, which we have prac-

ticed years ago, is an excellent one. Ed.] /.

R. M. Chalk Level, Va., Nov. 10, 1849.

Fine Indigenous Plum.—A. J. Downing, Esq.

Dear Sir: I herewith enclose you some plum seed

that I found in a wild state on a small creek near

this place, some few years since, and introduced

it to my garden. It is superior to any plum I

have ever seen for preserving. It is purple, and

covered with a rich bloom, and is very handsome,

much more so than the Dawson. It has improved

much by cultivation, is a never-failing bearer; a

low spreading tree of rather slow growth; mine

has never been injured by frost or curculio: has

borne for seven years in my garden. This year,

one tree had about two bushels on it. I never

have found it growing except at one place in this

state. I think you will be highly pleased with it,

and it will be a great acquisition to your fine as-

sortment of fruit. I think it superior to the Daw-
son or Frost Gage, as a preserving plum, which
has induced me to send the seed to you, knowing
that you were fond of something rare and new.
Respectfully, yours, &c., A. A. Clcavcland.

Washington, Wilkes Co. Ga., November 2, 1849.

[Many thanks. We think from the appearance
of the plum-stones, the species is one not at all

known here, and we will gladly give it a trial.

Ed.]

McLaughlin Plum—We have organised a hor-

ticultural society in Bangor, and had our first ex-

hibition on the 13th and 14th of September. The
display of fruits was really imposing for the first

effort, and more especially that of plums, having
on our tables most of the A'arieties noticed in your
work on " fruit and fruit trees." For beauty,

large size and fine flavor, none attracted more at-

tention than the McLaughlin plum, a native of

Bangor. The committee on fruits decided it was
superior to any other plum on our tables, with the

single exception of the Green Gage. B. F.
Nourse, Esq., of our society, sent a box of the

McLaughlin plums to the Massachusetts Hort. So-

ciety, and President Walker informs me that their

society also came to the same decision. Respect-

fully, Henry Little. Bangor, Me., Sept., 1849.

[The foregoing was sent us some time ago, but

was accidentally mislaid. The McLaughlin plum
is spoken of by all eastern pomologists as a great

acquisition to this class of fruits—of the best qua-

lity as regards flavor and appearance, and remark-
ably hardy and productive. Ed.]

Trees in Towns and Villages.—We marked
the following for insertion some time ago, but it

has been delayed—though not too late, for it is

never too late to urge the advantage of embellish-

ing rural villages with shade trees. It is the re-

port of the Rockingham Farmers' Club, Exeter,

N. H.—and is worthy of being " printed in gold"
and hung up in every village in the country

—

where it would be a capital kind of punishment,

to hang up in like manner all who are not induced

by it to become tree planters. Ed.
As to the failure of success in planting trees,

we have something to say.—So long as it is true,

that by far the greater part of the trees set by
the streets in our village perish in the first two
years—while of those properly set and protected,

not one in ten is lost, it must be evident that ac-

curate knowledge on the subject is still wanting,

and in hope of aiding to supply that want, we pro-

pose to suggest, in a practical form, our views

upon the subject. And first as to

The kind of Trees.—Above all others, for the

street, the Elm is to be preferred. For beauty,

gracefulness, grandeur even, it has no equal in

New England. Besides, it is hardy, long-lived,

easily procured, and free from the attacks of in.

sects and disease. The Rock-maple comes nex
t
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—a beautiful and stately tree, though somewhat
precise and rigid in its outline, and of much slow-

er growth than the Elm. It is hardy, bears

transplanting well, affords an impenetrable shade,

and alternating in rows with the elm, by the way
side, or mingled in groups where there is room for

them, it affords a beautiful and desirable variety.

Neither the Red-maple nor the White-maple can

be compared with the Rock-maple. They are

smaller, shorter lived, less hardy, and altogether

interior to it in grace and beauty, and are recom-

mended only where there is room for variety.

The White Ash is a tree which seems not to be

appreciated, and is one of our finest trees, and for

size, durability and beauty, entitled to the third

place in our list.

Then we have the Bass or American Linden,

not surpassed by any tree in the richness and beau-

ty of its foliage—a tree not sufficiently hardy per-

haps for the street, but, " beautiful exceedingly "

in a lawn or private grounds.

The Beech is a tree deserving its classic fame,

but too full of local attachments and home feelings

to survive removal without great care, and the

Walnut is liable to the same objection.

Where space allows, as in public squares and

lawns, avoid rows and square circles, and mathe-

matics in general, in tree-planting—avoid same-

ness in kind and size and shape, and endeavor to

imitate the cunning hand of nature in tasteful in-

equality of grouping.

Time for Transplanting.—All deciduous forest

trees may be removed at any time after the fall

of the leaf in autumn, and before the bursting of

the buds in spring. If removed in the bright

warm days of spring, their roots should be care-

fully shaded from the sun, and in fall and winter

they must not be exposed naked to severe cold.

Preparation for Setting.—For your trees upon
the streets, dig the holes 6 feet in diameter and

18 inches deep before the trees are procured ;—re-

place the subsoil with good soil and procure

enough more and deposite near, to fill up level

with the earth, so as not to use the sand or gravel

from the bottom, and have ready two pieces of

joist or plank 4 inches wide, with proper strips of

board for protection of the trees. Do all this at

your leisure, before the trees are (lug. It is tin*

largesl half of the whole operation, and should

never be left to the hour when returning late, wea-
ry and heavy laden from your labor of procuring

them, you will have neither time nor strength to

perform it carefully and speedily, and when your
poor trees, like so many fish out of water, are

panting and suffering for a return to their native

element.

Selection of Trees and digging up.—Procure
trees from open land rather than from thick woods,

if possible, and those of thick and low growth, ra-

ther than tall and slender trees, and be sine they

are young and growing. It is generally advised

to take them from land similar to that where they

arc to be set, but this is not essential. Elms from

swamps and m dry lands and

pine plains, are now growing all about us in Exe-

ter. It is of more importance to i;ike them from

such soil as will allow their removal with least in-

jury to the roots, end therefore not from land filled

with stones or lai

Some writers insist that the trees be marked be-

fore removal, thai they may be set in the same po-

sition as to the points of compass as before—and

the theory is reasonable, though the practice, how-
ever it may promote their growth and comfort, is

not essential to their life. They soon " Lr et the

hang" of their new position, if the theory is dis-

regarded, while Sam Weller's reason for a father

whipping his boy " it can't do any hurt if it don't

do any good," may be given in support of the

practice.

Having selected a tree of about three inches in

diameter, with a sharp spade, an axe and a bog

hoe, di<r a trench about two and a-half feel from

it, completely around it, deep enough to cut oil

every root; then dig under it till it is loosened,

using no crow-bar or lever to gall and split the

roots, and carefully preserving all the small roots

and fibres. Load the trees when diiLr upon a long

wagon, putting pine boughs under them to pre-

vent rubbing, ami cover the roots from the sun.

About a dozen such will make a load for a horse,

and three or four smart men can dig and get them
home in half a day.

Trimming and Setting out.—With a fine saw,

and a knife, cut oil" smoothly all the broken roots.

Next cut away one-half at least of the tup, cither

by shortening the limbs, or cutting part of them

away entirely, as the shape of the tree may re-

quire. We are aware that this is disputed terri-

tory, and take the responsibility of holding it. We
suppose that the sap is supplied through the roots,

that in hot, dry weather, evaporation goes on ra-

pidly from the leaves—that if that evaporation

exceeds the supply of sap, the leaves wither and

the tree dies.

But there are other reasons for lessening the

top. The tree has grown in a sheltered position,

protected from the rude ''winds of Heaven"

—

perchance in society, resting its long arms on the

shoulders of its friends and kindred—supported in

the loving embrace of its companions. It has had

no discipline or preparation for the cold and lonely

and trying exposure of a public position. But now
you have cut away its old supporters—literally

root and branch. With its full top exposed to the

tempest, the small newly formed roots which

should attach it to its new position, are constant-

ly broken oil", and it cannot live. This is the

cause of the failure of many attempts at trans-

planting. Plant the tree no deeper than it grew
before. Nature who has attended to growing
trees some six thousand years.understands well how
they should be set, and cannot be improved upon.

Drive your stakes before the roots are covered,

that you may not injure them. Then having care-

fully placed the roots in their natural position, fill
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up with finely pulverised soil and see that no space
is left beneath them. When the roots are fully

covered, place about half a bundle of straw or as

much hay over the whole surface of the hole and
cover it with soil, leaving in spring a little hollow
about the tree. If you plant, in the fall, make a
little heap of earth about the tree, to turn off the
water, and remove it the next spring. The straw
will prevent the evaporation of the moisture about
the roots, and keep the soil around the tree light for

several years; it tends to prevent the growth of
weed-; and niass, and admits the free passage of
rain, or water artificially applied. Do not omit
this precaution; it is almost essential on sandy
land.

Care after planting.— If you plant trees in a
public street, do not consider the work complete,
until they are protected from animals, as well as

from motion by winds, by securing them with
stakes, as before suggested. A strip of boaid on
Bach of two sides of the tree, or a strip of leather

put round it and attached by a wire to each stake,

will protect it sufficiently against the racking of
the winds, and against roving cattle, which delight

to find a new tree to rub against. But we may
still utter the prayer. " save us from our friends,"
for many of them seem to think that trees are
principally useful as a means of securing horses.
Trees then, near your dwellings, should be boxed
up about seven feet high, if you do not intend to

lose both your friend and your tree. He will tie

his horse to your tree, and the horse, of course.
will amuse himself with gnawing the bark. You
will be exceedingly vexed, and possibly rude, and
will be consoled by the assurance that he never
knew his horse to do so before, and you will part,

your friend grieved at the accident, and you wish-
ing him and his horse at the end of their jour-

ney !

If a drouth comes in midsummer, such as those

forgetful people, the oldest inhabitants, do not re-

collect to have seen, and such seasons are nothing
unusual,—if then, once a week, you give the trees

a copious watering, it will be an act of generosity

which they will not forget, but if planted, accord-

ing to the foregoing directions, in ordinary situa-

tions, nineteen of every twenty of them will live

with only the water from the clouds to moisten them.
We believe it to be not only unnecessary, but a
positive injury to trees, to water them daily.

Transplanting Evergreens.—There are no
trees more beautiful than the Hemlock, the White
Pine, the Spruce and the Fir—trees of our own
hill-sides, and yet, comparatively, but few of them
are seen about our dwellings. The reason is to

be found, partly in the want of a just apprecia-

tion of what is so common, and partly in the idea
that this class of trees cannot be successfully

transplanted.—This idea is entirely erroneous. In

the month of April, 1847, 140 White Pine trees,

from 5 to 8 feet high, were transplanted in Exe-
ter, only one of which has died in consequence of

the removal. They should be moved in the spring,

before they have made any growth for the season.

In the moist climate of England, the summer is

said to be the best season for transplanting ever-
greens, but a variety of experiments have satisfied

us beyond doubt, that this is not the case here,

the method to be pursued is this: Select trees on
the open plain, and with a spade cut down round
them, leaving a circle of turf two feet or more in

diameter about each tree—then lift the tree and
set it upright in the wagon, with the ball of earth
unbroken. At the place of planting, a hole is to

be made to correspond with the ball of earth, the

soil at the bottom made light and the tree set in,

and with a little earth thrown on and pressed down,
the work is done. Care must be taken to load the

roots with stones, or by driving a short stake by
each tree and confining it, that the wind does not

upset it. Evergreens should not be much pruned.
Their foliage is covered with a gummy substance,
so that evaporation does not go on so rapidly from
them as from deciduous trees, and they do not rea-

dily recover their beauty of form, if mutilated.

Evergreens should be planted in groups, both for

beauty, and that they may be partially shaded and
sheltered. Plant then the evergreens of our own
forest. In no way can bare walls be so readily

screened, or the starched and blank landscape so

beautifully variegated and adorned, as by setting

here and there little oases of the White Pine and
Hemlock.

Transplanting in Winter with balls of Earth.
—The best of all methods of moving trees of any
kind, is that suggested in the above title.—The
process may be described in a few words:—Late
in autumn dig a trench completely round the tree,

at a distance proportioned to its size, cutting off

all the roots, and dig under the tree, but not so as

to loosen it; then dig away the earth on one side

of the hole, so that a sled or a drag may be back-
ed down under it; place some straw or leaves in

the bottom of the trench, or cover it with boards
that the bottom may not freeze too hard. Leave
it until the ball of earth is frozen hard, and when
there is a little snow, remove it. It will of course

be necessary either to dig the hole for receiving it

before the ground is frozen, or to cover the place

intended for it with straw, that the hole may be
made in winter. In the former case, a few loads

of soil with which to fill up, may be kept in a barn
cellar, or otherwise protected from frost. Great
care should be take.i to fill compactly every cre-

vice about the ball in setting, and it is well to con-

fine the trees to an upright position, by braces,

from the ground against the lower limbs, or by
other means, that it may not lean when the frost

comes out of the ground in spring. By this pro-

cess, we have known Elm trees of 12 and 18 inch-

es in diameter, and Hemlocks, 25 feet in height,

removed with perfect success. Indeed, if the

work is done with skill and care, the tree on awa-
king in spring, will scarcely know that it has

changed its place, and will soon become entirely

reconciled to its new position. In this mode little
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pruning is necessary, and most of the top may be

saved, as the greater part of the roots may be pre-

served.

The weight of an Elm tree a foot in diameter,

with a ball of earth 6 feet across and 18 inches in

thickness would be probably five or six tons, in or-

der to execute the work properly, a set of ropes

and pulleys would be found convenient. Trees of

6 inches in diameter, may be readily removed with

a yoke of oxen, and the implements commonly at

hand.

In conclusion, we would say to all, plant trees,

let every young man plant trees that he may have

something ever near to bring back pleasing recol-

lections of his youth—something when lie is an old

man that will seem of his own age. and sympa-

thise with him, and look on him with a familiar

face—that he may not feel quite alone among a

new generation. Let the old man plant trees.

They will perhaps be beautiful in his own time,

and entice him to remain longer where there is

still something left to interest him, and where he

may still be useful—and at least they will keep

alive in the minds of men the memory of one who
lived not for himself alone. For the Committee,

H. F. French, Chairman. Exeter. N. H., April

4, 1849.

Tree Violet.—I am told by every one that

this plant is herbaceous, and differs little from the

Double Dark Blue Violet. Now, I have always

been of a dilferent opinion; to support which, per-

mit me to give you the following extract from

Mrs. Loudon's " Flower Garden:"

" The Shrubby or Tree Violet (V. palmaensis,)

a native of the Canary Isles, is a very handsome
plant, growing about two feet high, with a shrub-

by stem and large purplish flowers. It is usually

kept in a green-house in England, where it flow-

ers from May to July."

And in Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Plants, (page

1186,) it is similarly described; but with an ad-

dition, that it was discovered in 183^, by P. B.

Webb, a traveller in the Canaries, &c.
Have any of your correspondents seen, or do

they possess a plant answering to the above de-

scription? M. Columbia, Houth Carolina.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Covering Half-hardy plants.—A Tyro,

(Pittsburgh.) Always remember that what is

most needful is to guard the plants against sudden

changes of temperature, and above all, sudden
thawing after frost. Therefore, shade them from
tie- sun, either by covering them with a barrel or

box (raised a few inches on the north side to ad-

mit air) or with branches of evergreens or litter.

Cedar tops or branches of evergreen trees are the

best ami simplest covering when they are to be

had, and when they are not. corn-stalks, salt hay.

straw, or litter, will do instead. Bend down the

tboots of roses before covering them—and if

they an 1 climbers, have them on the trellis, but

bind them tightly with straw or any other

oovering, lest they should be smothered. Carna-

tions and Tea-roses may lie kept in the open bor-

der, where they i_
rrow, by covering the beds with

a common board frame, partly rooted with L'la-s,

and partly with boards. Over the top throw some

straw, which should be removed and the plants

aired two or three times in the winter, when there

is no frost. The canes of Antwerp Raspberries,

in localities where they are not quite hardy, should

be bent down and covered with two or three inch-

es of soil.

Plants for Rooms.—A Novice. The follow-

ing half dozen plants will succeed well in your

window-, and bloom freely, Chinese Primrose,

white and purple, Chinese Azaleas, fragrant

Daphne, Laurustinus, Striped Abutilon. If you

wish them to thrive well, choose a mild day once in

a week or ten days, turn the pots on their sides,

and thoroughly syringe the foliage, so as to cleanse

the pores of the leaves. Hyacinths, in pots, give

a great deal of^ileasure with little trouble in win-

ter.

Celery.—/. F., (Rochester.) We suppose

the great value of salt to eelery, is to enable the

soil to attract and hold moisture, which this plant

especiallv requires. (Your letter was mislaid, or

you would have had an earlier answer.)

Grapes in Frames—Ibid. We doubt your suc-

cess with Black Haniburghs in common hot-bed

frames. There would not be atmosphere enough

for the vines. But by raising up rough frames,

(say 6 feet high at the back) and using the hot-

bed lights after they were no longer wanted, you

may succeed at little cost in growing good grapes.

See account of a frame of this kind, with cut, vol.

1, p. 270.

Ventilating Houses.—A Subscriber . (Water-

loo, N. Y.) Emerson"s Ventilator is the best yet

invented, you can see this excellent means of

warming in operation at 351 Broadway. N Y.

Green-houses.—0. P. Q., (Bennimiton, Yt.)

The best angle for the roof is 45° (exactly half

way between a perpendicular and a horizontal

line.) It should never In' less than 34°, or it will

both be leaky, and defective in catching the rays

of the sun.

Pear Trees —B. Johnson, (Boston.) Your

trees do not thrive because the soil is unsuitable

—

it has been exhausted by long cultivation. Dig in

5 or 6 shovel-fulls of pulverized bones, and a good

dressing of rich manure or compost to each tree,

immediately, and in the spring give a supply of

ashes. Cover the soil next spring with a mulch-

ing of straw or salt hay. and keep the trunks of

the trees sheathed all the year with straw, if you

wish to prevent the blight.

Transplanting.—Querist, (Roxbury, Mass.)

Freezing does not hurt roots of hardy trees, if

they are covered closely from the air, and kept so
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till they are thawed. If you cannot get all your
trees replanted before the winter commences, bu-

ry the roots in a trench, ina sheltered place, pres-

sing the earth firmly about its runts. Here they
may lie till the spring opens without injury.

Old Fruit Gardens.— W.Smith, (Baltimore.)
The soil is probably full of the larvae of insects.

Throw it up in ridges, and leave il exposed to the

frost all winter, which will destroy great numbers
of them ; and if you can get an opportunity in

winter, level it and ridge it up again, so as to

bring a fresh layer of the grubs to the action of
frost.

Salt and Lime.—Old brine answers perfectly

well for slaking lime to make the lime-and-salt

mixture recommended last month, for decomposing
Leaves or peat. If a fresh brine is made, a bush-

el of salt may be dissolved in as much water as

is necessary to take up the salt, nnd four bushels of

fresh lime slaked with it.

%* Correspondents, who arc subscribers, will

receive answers to any queries through this chan-

nel, unless in special cases when otherwise re-

quested ; and all queries requiring an early an-

swer, must be received before the middle of the

month.

PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The stated meeting of this Society, was held on Tuesday
evening, November 21), 1849. The President in the chair. It

was well attended with visitors who appeared highly gratified
with the beauty of the exhibition. This being: an occasion for
awarding the premiums for Chrysanthemums, there were a
number of very fine collections of this favorite flower, and
many other interesting plants of rare species, among which
may be particularly noticed in the President's collection—Al-
phchindra Giesbrechtii, displaying its numerous graceful scar-
let flowers; Pitcairnia, a in:\v species, with two spikes of
flowers of tile richest scarlet : Oestrum aurantiacum with beau-
tiful flowers of an orange tint ; and air plants: Zygopetalum
mackayii, Gongora atropurpurea, Maxillaria picl.i. Cattleya,
sp., etc.. presenting a variety and strikingly singular inflores-
cence; also, Strehtzia regince, the Queen plant; Cypripedium
insigne the beautiful Lady Slipper; Justicia carnea et cocci-
nea, etc.. and a table of Chrysanthema. In Robert Buist's
display were, some dozen varieties of Chrysanthema, one half
of which were entirely new, and specimens of Clerodendron
fallax, Acropera flava, Epacris pallida, Erica Willmoreana,
Correa multiflora rubra, etc. James Dondas' gardener exhi-
bited, besides an extensive collection of Chrysanthema, beau-
tiful specimens of Habrothamnus elegans, Epiphyllum trun-
Catum. ami Abutiloii veuosum. John Lambert's gardener had
a choice collection of Chrysanthema; and Andrew Dryburg a
small but select collection of plants. James Ritchie a Seedling
Camellia and Chrysanthemum, matriearioides bearing hand-
some flowers. Not the least attractive part of the exhibition
consisted in the beautiful baskets of cut flowers all arranged
with exquisite taste. The display was not lacking in fruits

and the more substantial necessaries of life, the culinary ve-
getables. Of the former were seen a dish of Bananas, from
the conservatory of James Dundas, very tempting; a display
of Pears from the garden of Mrs. John B. Smith, of varieties
Duchess d'Angouleme of large dimensions; St. Germain,
Glout morceau, Holland Green; also delightfully fragrant
Quinces. A very large Pear ofunknown variety from Iowa,
brought by Thos. H. Benton. Jr.; by Mrs. Kreider, some six

or eight dishes of St. Domingo Walnut, and Green chissel
Pears: of Apples, John Perkins exhibited the Roman stem.
Kaigher's spitzeuburg and cider varieties; Samuel On, the
Newtown Pippin. In the very extensive display of vegetables,
by Anthony Pelton, were immense Cauliflowers, fine Broccoli

and Celery; and among the President's and John Lambert's'
were fine Brussels Sprouts and Celery; and by Edward Web-
ber, very large Parsnips, Beets and Celery.
Premiums awarded on this occasion, were:—For the best

Chrysanthemums, to Maurice Finn, gardener to John Lam-
bert ; for the second best ditto, to Ben Daniels, gardener to

Caleb Cope; for the third best ditto, to Alexander Parker;
For the best Seedling Chrysanthemum, to Ben Daniels: for

the best three specimens of the Hot-house plants, to Ben Dan-
iels; for the second best, to Robert Scott, foreman to Robert
Buist; for the best three specimens of Green-house plants, to

Robert Scott; and for the second best, to Ben Daniels; for the
best collection of plants in pots, to James Bisset. gardener to
James Dundas; for the second best, to Andrew Dryburg^ and
the third best to Ben Daniels. For the best Bouquet, to P. Bar-
ker; forthe second best Bouquet, to Robert Kilvington; for the
best basket of cut flowers, to Andrew Dryburgh ; for the se-

cond best, to Ben Daniels. Ami special premiums of one dol-

lar each to Maurice Finn and Wm. Hall, for baskets of cut
flowers ; and one of two dollars to James Bisset, for cut Ca-
mellias.

For the best dozen Pears, (Glout Morceau,) to Mrs. John B.
Smith; forthe second best, (St. Germain,) to the same; for

the best Apples. (Newtown Pippin,) Sam'l Ott ; foi the second
best, (Roman Stem,) to John Perkins. And special premiums
of one dollajL for five Quinces to Mis. John B. Smith; and of
two dollars for five Bananas to James Bisset,

For the best Celery, six plains to Edward Webster; for the
second best, to Anthony Felton: for the best Broccoli, five heads,
to Anthony Felton; forthe best Brussels Sprouts, to Mau-
rice Finn; for the second best, to Ben Daniels; tor the best
display of vegetal les by market gardeners, to Anthony Felton;
forthe second best, to the same ; for the best display of veget-
ables by Amateurs, to Ben Daniels; forthe second best, to
Maurice Finn; for the third best, to Edward Webster.
Mr. Hagedorn, the Bavarian Consul, presented a package of

vegetable and flower seeds to the Society, and for which a
vote of thanks was tendered.

Mr. J. J. Thomas presented a copy of his American Fruit

Culturist, and for which a vote of thanks was ordered.

On motion, adjourned. THO. P. JAMES.
Recording Secretary.
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In a country where thousands of new rural

homes are every year being made, how

many times do the new proprietors sigh for

lakge trees. " Ah, if one could only have

half a dozen,—two or three,—nay, even a

single one of the beautiful elms that waste

their beauty b\' the road side of some un-

frequented lane, or stands unappreciated in

some farmer's meadow, who grudges it

ground room!"

" And is there no successful way of trans-

planting such trees?" inquires the impa-

tient owner of a new site, who feels that

there should be some special process

—

some patent regenerator of that forest

growth, which his predecessors have so cru-

elly despoiled,—his predecessors, to whom
cord-wood was of more consequence than

the charms of sylvan landscape.

Though there is great delight in raising

a tree from a liliputian specimen no higher

than one's knee,—nay, even from the seed

itself,—in feeling, as it grows upward and

heavenward, year by year, till the little

thing that had to be sheltered with rods,

stuck about it, to prevent its being over-

looked and trodden upon, has so far over-

topped us that it now shelters and gratefully

overshadows us; though, as we have said,

chere is great delight in this, yet it must be
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part and parcel of other delights. To a

person who has just " settled" upon a bare

field, where he has only a new house and

a " view" of his neighborhood to look at,

we must not be too eloquent about the

pleasure of raising oaks from the acorn.

He is too much in the condition of the hun-

gry man, who is told to be resigned, for

there will be no hunger in heaven. It is

the present state of affairs that, at this mo-

ment, lies nearest to him. How, in other

words, shall a field, as bare as a desert, be

at once enlivened with a few large trees ?

Some ten or fifteen years ago, an inge-

nious Scotch baronet— Sir Henry Stuart—
published a goodly octavo to the world,

which apparently solved the whole mystery.

And it was not all theory; for the baronet's

own park was actually planted with forest

trees of various kinds—oaks, ashes, elms,

beeches, of all sizes, from twenty-five to

sixty feet in height, and with fine heads.

The thing was not only done, but the park

was there, growing in the finest luxuriance

;

and half a dozen years after its creation,

arboriculturists of every degree, from Sir

Walter Scott down to humble ditchers,

went to look at it, and pronounced it good,

and the thing itself altogether satisfactory.

Sir Henry Stuart's process, though it
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fills a volume, may be compressed into a

paragraph. First, the greatest respect for

the roots of a tree, and some knowledge of

the functions of the roots and branches

;

second, a pair of large wheels, with a strong

axle and pole ; third, practical skill and pa-

tience in executing the work.

A great many disciples had Sir Henry
;

and we, among the number, bore our share

in the purchase of a pair of wheels, and

the cost of moving some large trees, that

for the most part failed. And now, that

Sir Henry's mode has rather fallen into

disrepute, and is looked upon as an imprac-

ticable thing for this country, it may be time

well employed to look a little into the cause

of its failure, and also to inquire if it is

wholly and entirely a failure for us.

Undeniably, then, the main cause of the

failure, here, of the Scotch mode of trans-

planting, lies in the difference of climate.

He who knows how much the success of a

newly planted tree, of small size, depends

on the moist state of the atmosphere, when

it begins to grow in its new position, can

easily see that its importance is vastly

greater to a large tree than a small one. It

is the thirst of a giant and the sufferings of

a giant, accustomed to a large supply of

food, compared with that of a little child,

which may be fed by the spoonful. And

when we compare the moisture of that fog-

gy and weeping climate of Scotia, with the

hot, bright, dry atmosphere of the United

States, we can easily see that a tree at all

stubborn, moved by Sir Henry himself,

and inclined to grow, would actually perish

from the dryness of the air in mid-summer

in our middle states. And such we have

found by experiment is actually the case

with trees of many kinds, when planted of

large size.

We say of many kinds ; for repeated

experiment has proved that a few kinds of

hardy native trees may be transplanted,

even in this climate, with entire success by

the Stuart method, or any other that will suf-

ficiently preserve the entirenessof the roots.

Fortunately, the two kinds of trees adopt-

ed for removal, when of large size, in our

climate, are the two most popular and most

valuable for ornamental purposes. We
mean the elms and the maples. Few forest

trees have more dignity and grace ; none

have more beauty of outline than our weep-

ing elms and sugar maples, to say nothing

of the merits of other varieties of both these

trees. And if the possessor of a new place

can adorn it with a dozen or two fine spe-

cimens of these, of a size to give immedi-

ate shelter and effect to the neighborhood

of his house, he can then afford to be pa-

tient, and enjoy the more gradual process

of coaxing smaller specimens into luxuriant

maturity.

The reason why oaks, nut trees, chest-

nuts, tulip trees, and the like, when trans-

planted of large size, do not succeed here,

where elms and maples do, is that the

former unluckily have a few strong, or tap-

roots, running downwards, while the latter

have great masses of fibrous roots, running

near the surface of the ground.

Now a tap-rooted tree, even when small,

has a much less amiable disposition when

dug up, and asked to grow again, than a

fibrous rooted tree ; because, indeed, having

fewer small roots, it has only one mouth to

supply its hunger, and to gain strength to

go on again, where the other has fifty.

Hence, though it may, under very favorable

circumstances, like the climate of Scotland,

overcome all and succeed, yet it is nearly a

death struggle to do so in our dry mid-

summer air.* It is not worth while to

* We have found that large oaks, when transplanted, fre-

quently live through the first year, but die the second, from
their inability to contend against the climate and make uew
roots.
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waste one's time, therefore, in transplanting

large oaks, or hickories, in this hemisphere.

And now, having reduced our class of

available subjects to elms and maples, let

us inquire what is the best method of trans-

planting them.

The first point regards the selection of

the trees themselves. And here Sir Henry

Stuart, or his book, would teach many

planters a piece of real tree-craft which

they are ignorant of; and that is, that there

is as much difference, in point of hardiness

and power of endurance, between a tree

taken out of the woods, where it is shel-

tered by other trees, and one taken from

the open field, where it stands alone, ex-

posed to the fullest influences of wind and

storm, light and sunshine, as there is be-

tween a languid drawing-room fop and a ro-

bust Green Mountain boy- For this good

and sufficient reason, always choose a tree

that grows alone, in an open site, and in a

*oil that will allow you to retain a conside-

rable ball of roots entire.*

" How large an elm or maple may we
transplant ? " Our answer to this question

might be, as large as you can afford—but

for the great difficulty of managing a very

large tree when out of the ground. That

it may be done, is now a well established

fact ; and hence, the only question is as to

its expediency.! Trees from 20 to 30 feet

in height, we conceive to be, on the whole,

the most suitable size.

There are two modes now in considera-

ble use for moving trees of this size ; the

first is the Stuart mode, to be performed in

* The best subjects, when they can Ue had, (as they fre-

quetly inay in the neighborhood of towns,) arc trees planted
some ten or fifteen years before in some neighbor's grounds,
where they require being taken "in, (if you can persuade him
of it,) because originally planted too thickly.

\ Hue of the most successful instances of this kind of trans-
planting, in this country, is at the. cottage residence of Thus.
Pkrkins, Esq., at Brookline, near Boston. An avenue of
considerable extent maybe seen there, composed of elms 30
to 40 feel high, beautifully shaped, and having the effect of full

grown trees. The) were removed more than a fourth of a
mile, from the se;it of Col. I'kkkins, with perfect success, ajid

tre believe by the .Smart luode.

spring or autumn ; the second, the frozen-

ball mode, to be performed in winter.

The Stuart mode is the best for trees of

the largest size. In this mode, the roots

are laid bare with the greatest care ; every

root, as far as possible, being preserved.

The wheels are then brought up to the

tree, the axle made fast to the body, (with

a stuffing between, to prevent injury to the

bark,) and the pole is tied securely to the

trunk and branches higher up. A long

rope, or ropes, being now fixed to the pole

and the branches, the pole serves as a lever,

and the top is thus brought down, while

the mass of roots is supported upon the

axle. After the tree is properly balanced

on the carriage, horses are attached, and it

is transported to the hole prepared for it.

This mode is one which requires a good

deal of practical skill in the management

of roots, and in the whole art of trans-

planting, though great effects may be pro-

duced by it in the hands of skilful work-

men.*

Transplanting with a frozen ball is a

good deal practiced in this country, and is

much the cheapest and most perfect mode

for trees of moderately large size ; that is

to say, trees from 20 to 30 feet high, and

whose trunks measure from 6 inches to a

foot in diameter. Trees of this proportion

are indeed the most suitable for the embel-

lishment of new places, since they unite

immediate beauty of effect with compara-

tive cheapness in removal, while it requires

less mechanical skill to remove them.

The process of removing a tree with a

frozen ball is a simple one, especially if

performed in the early part of winter, while

* We cannot but express our surprise thai some of oursx-
ceedingl) ingenious! and i ' ver *i nkee u amsters, have neve*
taken up, ms a business, the art of transplanting large trees.

To a person compel i to the task, with his machine, his oxen
and Ins trained Bet of bands, an abundance of occupation
would be ofl dthj improvers of new places, to

whom the co it oi a dozen ( 1ms in feet h, at a remunerating
price, would be a matter of trilling moment.
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there is yet but little frost in the ground.

In the first place, the hole should be made

ready,* and a pile of suitable soil laid by

the side of it and covered with straw, to

prevent its being frozen Avhen wanted.

Then a trench is dug all round the tree,

in order to leave a ball of earth of from six

to eight feet in diameter. The trench

should be wide enough to allow the opera-

tor gradually to undermine the ball of

roots, so that at last the tree just stands, as

it were, upon one leg. In this condition

let the ball be exposed to a sharp frosty

night, that it may freeze quite firmly.

The next day you approach the subject

with a common low sled, or stone boat,

drawn by a pair or two of oxen; (or if the

tree measures only six inches, a pair of

horses will d^.) The tree with its ball is

now thrown to one side ; the sled is then

placed under the ball on the opposite side

;

then the tree is righted, the ball placed

upon the middle of the sled, and the whole

drawn out of the hole. A teamster of very

little practice will now see at a glance how

to balance his load upon the sled ; and once

on level ground, it is no difficult matter to

drag the whole for half a mile or more to its

final location.

After the tree is placed in the hole pre-

viously prepared for it, the good soil must

be closely pressed around the ball, and the

trunk supported in its place, till after the

equinoctial rains, by stakes or braces.t

There is no mode for the removal of

trees in which they will suffer so little as

this; partly because the roots are main-

tained more entire than in any other way,

and partly because the soil is not even

loosened or disturbed about a large portion

* Especially should the soil, in the bottom of the hole, be

well trenched and manured.

t We may here add. thai besides elms and maples, this

mode is equally successful with ei'ergreens of all kinds. We
have seen white pines and firs, of 20 feet h g-':i, moved so per-

fectly in this manner that they never showed the least mark
of the change of place.

of the fibres. Hence, though a slight re*

duction of the top is advisable, even in thin

case, to balance the loss of some of the

long roots, it is not absolutely needful, and

in no case is the symmetry of the head de-

stroyed ; and the possessor of the newly

moved tree has the satisfaction of gazing

upon a goodly show of foliage and shade

as soon as June comes round again.

Those of our readers who are groaning

for the want of trees, will see by these

remarks that their case is by no means

desperate ;, that, on the contrary, we think

it a very hopeful one ; and that, in short,

if they can afford to expend from two

to ten dollars per tree, and can get at the

right kind of subjects in their neighbor-

hood, they may r if they choose, transform

their premises from a bleak meadow to a

wood as thick as " Vallombrosa's shade,""

before the spring opens.

And now, one word more to those who,,

having trees, are impatient for luxuriant

growth ; who desire to see annual shoots

of six feet instead of twenty inches ; and

who do not so much care what it costs to

make a few trees in a favorite site ad-

vance rapidly, provided it is possible. Whafc

they wish to know is, can the thing be-

done ?

We answer, yes. To make a hardy tree*

grow three times as fast in a summer as it

usually does, (we speak now, of course, of

trees in common soil,) it is only necessary

that it should have three times the depth

for the roots to grow in, and three times

the amount of food for its consumption!

while growing.

And, first of all, for very rapid and luxu-

riant growth in our climate, the soil must

be deep—deep—deep. Three feet of trench-

* AVe say a hardy tree, because every arboriculturist knows-

that to promote extra luxuriance, in a tree not perfectly hardyt

increases its tenderness, because the wood will not ripen well,

like short jointed growth ; but there is no fear of this teigh

elms, oaks, maples, or any perfectly hardy native trees.
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«ng or subsoiling is imperative ; and we have

seen astonishing results, where places for

trees twelve feet broad and five feet deep

have been prepared for them. If any one

•of our readers will take the trouble to watch

an elm tree making its growth next season,

he will notice that, if the season is moist

and cool, the shoots will continue to lengthen

till past mid-summer; but if, on the con-

trary, the season is a dry one, all growth

will be over by the middle of June. Why
does the growth cease so early in the sea-

son ? Simply because the moment the

moisture in the soil fails, and the roots feel

the effects of the sun, the terminal buds

form at the end of each shoot, and then all

growth for the season is over. Deepen the

soil, so that the roots go on growing in its

-cool moist depths, and the tops will go on

lengthening despite the power of the sun

;

nay, so long as there is moisture, by the

help of it. And hence, the length of time

which an ordinary tree will continue to

grow, depends mainly on the depth of the

soil in which it is planted.

If any skeptic wishes to be convinced of

the effects of deep and rich soil upon the

luxuriance of a plant, he has only to step

into a vinery, like that in Clinton Point,

(described in our October number,) and see,

with his own eyes, the same sorts of grape,

which in common soil, even under glass,

usually grow but six or eight feet high in a

season, and with stems like pipe-stems, grow-

ing twenty or thirty feet in a single season,

with stems of the thickness of a man's

thumb, and ripening delicious fruit in 14

months after being planted. Now, exactlv

the same effect may be produced by deep-

ening and enriching the soil, where the

elm or any other hardy ornamental tree is

to be planted ; and we put it thus plainly to

some of our readers, who are impatient of the

growth of trees, that they may, if they choose,

by a little extra pay, have more growth in

three years than their neighbors do in ten.

A NOTE ON THE CURCTTLIO, AND ON COVERING GRAPE BORDERS.

BY H. W. S. CLEVELAND, BURLINGTON, N. J.

A. J. Downing, Esq.—I perceive that Mr.

Longworth is shocked at my presumption,

in basing an opinion upon a single year's

experience. If I asserted more than my
experience will sustain, I will plead guilty

to his charge ; but on looking over my let-

ter (which he has ridiculously misquoted,)

I find no assertions made, except that paving

is not always a preventive of the curculio,

and that the insects are often of a wander-

ing habit ; and as I plainly state my rea-

sons for coming to these conclusions, it is

in every reader's power to judge for him-

self of their value.

Mr, L., however, asserts that the safety

of the pavement arises from the instinct of

the insect, which will not deposit its egg

over a pavement, because the young, when
they fall to the ground, would be unable to

secure winter quarters.

If this is true, how comes it that my
whole crop was destroyed when the ground

was paved, as I described, in such a man-

ner that it was impossible the insects of

the previous year could have come out of

the ground under the tree ? Did instinct

tell them that the pavement would be re-

moved before another year ?

Of the utility of paving, in some cases, I

have no doubt j as I know of plum trees in
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paved yards, surrounded by houses, which

bear and ripen abundant crops ; but I still

venture the opinion that paving is not in

all cases effectual.

I will now give you the result of another

experiment, which may be of use to some

of your readers; but I warn all that it is

only the experience of a single year,

I last spring hauled a quantity of fresh

tan from a tan-yard, and put a heavy dress-

ing of it on the vine border of my grapery.

The remainder, some six or eight wagon

loads, was deposited in a heap a few feet

from where an old Isabella vine was grow-

ing. A few days since, on removing this

heap, I found this vine had sent roots up

into the heap more than a foot from

the ground, which had spread their fibres

through it in every direction. Some of my
neighbors had cautioned me very strongly

against using the tan on my vine border

till it was thoroughly rotted ; but I never

have had so fine grapes in my house as the

past season. And since seeing how this

heap had become filled with roots, I am
strongly inclined to attribute their excel-

lence to its use ; and will venture the opi-

nion that fresh tan is a good manure for

grape-vines, though I advise those who>

think differently not to use it. Very truly

yours, H. W. S. Cleveland.

Oatlands, Burlington, N. J.
y
Nov. 6, 1849.

WINDOW GREEN-HOUSES-

[FI..OM BECK'S FLORIST, LONDON.}

You ask me the particulars of my " win-
dow green-house," in which, as I have been
sufficiently successful not only to please

myself, but to have imitators because of

that success, I have great pleasure in tell-

ing you—no, not you, but your readers

—

how I manage matters. I had last season

about 900 blossoms on 35 plants, and as I

am not aware that the care of them took up
time that ought to have been otherwise

employed, and was a pleasure all through
the year as well as in the blooming season,

I really should be glad to see the system
more general. I cannot promise that all

shall succeed who may try it ; but I think

I can show that those who do not may
charge themselves with their failure.

Probably most of your readers have oc-

casionally noticed a most flourishing tree,

covered with healthy blossoms, in an old

broken teapot in some cottage window;
and some may have thence inferred the

uselessness of care and science in the treat-

ment of plants. I do not draw that conclu-
sion from the fact. For look at that sickly

thing in the next window to it. How much
better and healthier the flowers look in the

one window than the other! And yet the

houses are built on the same plan, and
stand next to one another ; and therefore

the inference I should draw is, that there

is a right way and a wrong of growing
flowers ; and, further, that a person who
uses the right will succeed under great ap-

parent disadvantages. And as a closer in-

spection always shows the difference to be
in the person and not in the place, and that

such persons rarely spend much time or

pains upon their pets, and yet everything

seems to succeed with them, it is plain that

those who will follow their example will

make their window plants flourish as well

as theirs do. And this is so true, that if a

person will not make up his mind to act

upon the right system when he knows it, I

cannot recommend him to keep plants in-

doors, many or few, unless for the whole-

some discipline of disappointment.

Now I believe, sir, you will agree with
me, that the right system for plants, as for

children, is the natural system ; and that

nostrums, and secrets, and tricks, are, for

the most part, not only pernicious but silly,.

As a general rule, and under similar cir-
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cumslances, what will grow a good cab-

bage will grow a good Pelargonium or

Fuchsia. And that the apparent departures

from this rule are only examples of it, and

depend on common-sense reasons, drawn

from the nature or the original climate of

the species of plant.

And the natural system may be com-

prised under two heads: 1, not to let your

plants suffer by neglect ; 2, nor to make
them suffer by interference. If many peo-

ple let them dwindle or die by forgetting to

water them at proper times, or to shelter

them from excess of sun or of cold, others,

not less numerous, think their flowers can

never be thriving unless themselves are

doing something to make them thrive.

And so they bring them to their end, or to

pale, sickly, scraggy things on stilts, that

•can never repay their owner for the trouble

of rearing them.

The application of this system to the cul-

lure of the Pelargonium is somewhat
hazardous of the charge of presumption in

such a person as myself, because I suppose

you have already given directions for that

in some of the numbers of The Florist I

have been so unfortunate as not to see

;

and anything I were to say on the subject

that you have already said would be super-

fluous, and what might differ from your

instructions, I am persuaded would be erro-

neous. Only I would repeat, that any per-

son who will use common sense and com-
mon care may succeed in the culture of any
of our ordinary fancy flowers.

Of these, by much the most useful for a

windowT

, and which I expect will always
retain its place in this respect, is the Pelar-

gonium ; and, as I have no room to spare,

I confine myself to this. You will believe

I have no spare room when I tell you that

I am a curate, with a family of eight grown-
up persons, in latitude 53° 29' 30" on the

Greenwich meridian, in an agricultural

village that has no house in it larger than a

cottage, and mine is no way remarkable
among its fellows, of which it is far from
being the largest. Yet, without any other

convenience than a cottage window, I grow,
in very creditable condition, about 30 varie-

ties (a plant of each) of the best Pelargoni-

ums : enough to make my room a blaze of

beauty during the whole blooming season.

Now, on the supposition that my thirty

plants are established in their pots, and

hardened afterwards in the open air, and
that it is time to bring them in-doors (this

year it was on or about old Michaelmas-
day I housed them,) I will tell you where
I put them, and how I treat them when
there.

I have no south or southeast window in

the house : the aspect is southwest ; but

there is a small room in the front, of which,

as it is my dressing-room, I can appropri-

ate the whole window to my plants. And
I have done it in this way, in order to make
the small space hold as many pots, give

them as much light, and bring them as

close to the glass, as possible. The glass

of the window is 3 feet 9 inches broad, and

of a proportionate height. This, therefore,

is the breadth of the stand I had made in

the ordinary way, but as light as possible,

and with six shelves, channelled along the

middle for the water to run out of the pots.

As the plants are of all sizes, and more of

them small than large, the four lower

shelves are 4, the fifth 5, and the sixth 6

inches broad ; the bottom one 3, the rest 4

inches high, which, with 3 inches allowed

for standing in its pan, make the entire

height 2 feet 2 inches.

The frame stands in a water-tight wooden
pan, 3 feet 10 inches long by 2 feet 4

inches broad, and 3 inches deep, with a

hole and plug in one corner to let off the

water, so that I can water my plants as

freely as I like without wetting the room or

making a mess. The whole stands on two

three-legged tressels, and the waterpot is

kept underneath, so that the water shall be

always of the same temperature as the

room, a point I have found to be of great

importance to the well being of the plants.

This stand, painted, cost 15s. And as I

began collecting gradually, bought but few,

and exchanged with friends, I had a very

good collection before I had spent £2 upon

my hobby. Since then I have been more

expensive, as I will not keep any but first-

rate varieties, and unhesitatingly condemn

a flower that displeases me, whatever its

price in the market. Yet I believe I may
challenge any other hobby, far less useful

or ornamental than this, on the subject of

cost. Careful as I am bound to be of my
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expenses, I should expect an acquittal from

the charge of extravagance even from those

who do not partake of the taste for these

things. And I am sure that the pleasure

and the profit have amply repaid my little

outlay ; for profitable it is. Anything that

decorates home, and concentrates a man's
amusements and attractions round his own
hearth, and unites the rest of his family

with him in them, is an avoidance of ex-

pense to him, and is worthy of encourage-

ment as a benefit to society. And among
these things, gardening, within legitimate

bounds, has always deservedly held a high

place. And in this I am sure " window
gardening" may fairly claim its little modi-

cum of praise, as being least liable to abuse;

unless, indeed, the bedroom be made, as I

have sometimes seen it, the depository of

plants, for then they are really injurious to

health.

When my plants are on the stand, I do

not find they require looking to every day,

though even if they did, their wants are so

few, and so easily supplied, that it would
be but little trouble.

1. Light is their greatest and invariable

requisite ; and this is the chief difficulty to

give them in a sash-window when there is

more than one row of them. A short and
simple rule will, however, lessen much of

the difficulty ; for they require light in -pro-

portion to the rapidity of their groivth.

Consequently the back rows, as having

least light, should be kept driest, in order

that they may grow slowest ; and when
they show a tendency to throw out too long

leaf-stalks they should be stinted in water

and placed nearer the window. Also, when
hey bend forwards, it is a proof they are

having too much water in proportion to

heir distance from the glass.

2. They want air, and therefore I gene-

rally open the window once a day, even in

the winter's frost ; but I do not think it so

necessary as is by many supposed. It

seems to be of more service in keeping the

temperature of the room equable than for

the admission of fresh air. When the wind
is in the east it almost always hurts them

;

and a thorough draught, of which many
persons are far too careless, is especially to

be eschewed. But I have seen a plant in

the window of a farmhouse, and of a very

ordinary kind (Lord Mayor,) which, for

growth, number and perfection of blooms,

and striking general appearance, would
have deservedly attracted attention on a

field-day at Chiswick. Yet this plant had
never had a breath of fresh air for six

months.

3. My impression about water is, that

professional florists are too much afraid of

it. If a plant is close to the window, the

rapid growth caused by superabundant wa-
ter is not always a loss, nor does it always
deteriorate the soil in the pot so much as is

supposed. In cottage windows plants often

thrive, grow stout, bloom profusely, and
with blooms in truest shape and colour,

though standing, and having stood, in sau-

cers of water for weeks or months. My
cuttings, if well rooted, I always set in pans
of water, even in the autumn, till they are

as large as I wish them to be before the

winter, taking care to place them in the

window itself while they are so treated.

Even the green moss on the mould and
round the pot, unsightly as it is, and be-

tokening slovenliness (and therefore I never

suffer it myself,) I fear is slandered when
said to kill the plant. At least, I have
seen a plant perform very well for years,

though covered with it. Don't be talked

out of your saucer of water, Mrs, Wilkins,

when they tell you you will drown your

Geranium, and that the air cannot circu-

late about the roots if you keep it so. There

is air in the water ; and you do not wash
away the goodness from the mould half so

much as by watering it from the top, and
letting the superfluous water run off and
carry the strength of the soil with it. Only
remember, you are "tendering" your plant,

and that it is more likely to be touched
with the frost or to grow "leggy." I be-

lieve I have gained by giving my plants

more water than my neighbors do. One
winter (it was a very mild one, and the

plants were growing slowly all through it)

I watered them freely with a rose over the

leaves, and never had them stronger or

healthier. From seeing its evil effects

elsewhere, I do not think I shall do so

again, but I am glad, for the experiment's

sake, I did it then, though I did it merely

in ignorance that it is dangerous, and not

for the purpose of experiment.
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4, Respecting artificial heat, I have never

Vet Deeded a tire for them. It is true, the

room is between two others, and so has nn

outside wall but the window front. If the

frost is only moderate, I draw a green

baize curtain between them and the win-

dow ; if severe, I draw two; if a " Mur*
phy's" frost occurs, I shall burn a lamp,

Even one small lamp in a small room

makes a considerable difference in the tem-

perature.

5. If any need larger pots before they

flower, I am careful not to break the ball of

earth, nor do I ever disturb the roots except

at the September repotting, when I give

them plenty of drainage and a compost of

black heath-sand, rotted turf, and completely

decayed stable manure, in equal parts.

In all this there is very little expenditure

of time, trouble, or money ; and the ele-

gance and harmlessness of the pleasure

obtained is an ample recompense for what

is incurred. Besides, I have the satisfac-

tion of replacing the rubbish often nur-

tured in the cottage windows of my neigh-

borhood with similar objects of a kind more

Worthy of the attention bestowed upon

them. And I confess I am one who take

as much delight in seeing a fine flower in

a neighbor's window as in my own.
* * * In my former letter on flowers

in windows, I omitted one or two things

which may be useful knowledge to some
of your readers. In such a situation they

are peculiarly liable, especially in dry and

hot seasons, to be infested with green fly

(Aphis.) And there are few things about

which I am more frequently asked than the

best method of keeping clear of them. Pro-

bably no care will prevent these insects ap-

pearing at times, though whatever tends

to keep the plants healthy and strong, tends

at the same time to prevent the ravages of

fly ; for they are most troublesome, in gene-

ral, upon a weak plant, or Upon one drawn
up by close packing, want of light, or su-

perabundant water, and of which the leaves

are long stemmed, and of a pale sickly

green,—a condition of things very common
with us window gardeners, and very neoes-

sary to be quickly attended to, as the fly is

sure to attack such, and increase the evil.

Cuttings that are long in rooting themselves

are sometimes prevented by them from

striking at all ; the whole of the sap manu-
factured by the feeble powers of the nas«

cent plant being extracted. Now, there

are many persons who possess the means
of employing the usual remedy-—tobacco

smoke, but are not aware of its efficacy, or

how to apply it. Such as have a cucum*
ber frame, or any other box large and deep
enough to place over their whole collectioni

should, when fly appears, except it be in

frost, set them out of doors under such a

cohering ; and on a brick therein lay a red

hot cinder or two, and on them a quarter

of an ounce of tobacco, not too close to the

plants for the hot smoke to burn them, and
cover all up close for a quarter of an hour
or twenty minutes. On removing the cover-

ing, every fly will be found to have per*

ished.

There is, however, another very effectual

way, and which, in a collection not exceed-

ing a score of plants, will not occupy more
time or labor than the foregoing. Take up
each plant separately, and either with the

breath, or, if you are afraid of your lungs,

with a bellows, blow them off. It will re-

quire a brisk puff, for they cling most tena-

ciously : only let no one who suffers them
to remain expect a crop of flowers.

But now respecting the remedy for these

drawn-up and pallid weakly plants. Mv
friend Mrs. Wilkins, when she sees any
symptoms of this, puts hers out of doors for

a time ; and her neighbors, seeing how Well

this answers its purpose, follow her exam-
ple, and theirs all die, and they wonder
how it is they are so unlucky. The fact

is, they think the mere doing it will ensure

success. While one forgets them, and
leaves them out for the night, and a slight

morning frost ends the matter ; another

places them out when there is wind, even

an east wind ; a third exposes them to the

sun ; all these errors must be avoided, and,

when they are, the plan will generally suc-

ceed. I have now (Dec. 13) a large plant

in training for a Christinas bloom, which a

fortnight atro showed nothing green about

the leaves except the ribs; but now, by
exposure to the free open air out of doors,

presents the appearance it usually would in

April.

But there is another way which, until

jried, would be supposed to produce the
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very opposite effect, namely, to plunge

them in a hot-bed for a few days. When
a plant, spindling and weakening itself, is

subjected to bottom-heat, the effect is as-

tonishing. The growth upwards is imme-

diately checked. The branches swell, in-

stead of lengthening themselves, the leaves

recover a deep and healthy green ; and not

till these effects are produced does the up-

ward growth recommence, when they should

be removed again.

One of the most common mistakes by

which pale leaves are produced is by stimu-

lating applications, by liquid manure, or

placing a coating of manure on the top of

the pot. The effect of this is not dissimi-

lar to that of givtng gin to a child. The
minute and tender rootlets cannot bear the

strong excitement. They perish, and the

plant soon after follows their example, if

the pernicious system be persevered in.

Eschew all impatient desire of stimulants.

Give entirely fresh mould once a year, and

let that, if possible, be maiden, and, if you

please, pot off into smaller pots for the win-

ter, as I do, to save room ; only remember-

ing to re-pot into larger ones in the spring,

without breaking the ball of earth. Be sure

also to remember the drainage, to prevent

the soil becoming sodden and sour—-not a

mere piece of oyster-shell over the hole,

but a handful of broken pieces of pot put

in carefully.

One word more about training. One
who recommends such a thing must expect

to hear a good deal of well-meant nonsense

about suffering the plant to grow as nature

meant it to grow. Nature never meant

anything. But the Author of Nature has

imposed training and discipline as a duty ;

nor is any person or thing ever brought to

the highest perfection it is capable of with-

out restraint, and pruning, and direction,

from a fostering hand. Not an apple tree

or a currant bush will long repay the use

of the land they grow on, if their owner

forgets the duty incumbent on him in vir-

tue of his descent from Adam, on whom
the sentence was pronounced. Thorns, and

thistles, and barrenness will soon be found

in all things to be the point to which, if

left to themselves and to their nature, they

will tend. Cultivation is necessary, in or-

der to exhibit the good of which every sub-

lunary nature is capable. Never speak

slightingly of training, even in a Gerani-

um. It may teach you a lesson respecting

yourself, and the persons committed to your

care by the providence of God ; and it will

amply repay you for your trouble in its

floral results. Persons who have never

seen a trained plant are incredulous of its

effects. The gardener of a country gentle-

man in this neighborhood who had three

conservatories under his care, would not

believe, on my testimony, that a single

stem could be made to support from eight

to sixteen or twenty flowering branches,

arising from nearly the same height above

the pot ; but endeavored to persuade me
that it must be done by cheating, and put-

ting many plants into one pot. The method,

however, is very easily practiced, and is

well worth any person's employing on at

least a few of his most striking and useful

sorts. The principle is this, that no more
branches can thrive than can be supplied

with a free circulation of air, so as not to

interfere with each other. And the mode
by which this is insured is equally useful

in keeping the origin of the branches low,

so as to make a compact bushy plant.

And it is so simple, that you may do it,

Mrs. Wilkins, as well as Mr. Dobson him-

self. If you have a nice young healthy

and stocky plant to operate upon, it is bet-

ter, but not absolutely necessary. If you
have, pinch off its head ; and when it breaks

out at the sides, either peg down the side-

branches as nearly straight out as you can

without tearing the joint, or tie them down,

which must be done thus : tie a string

tightly round the pot, just under the rim

;

and under this pass a loop of thick worsted

over the end of each branch, to keep it

down in the position you wish it to grow
in.

When the branches reach out as far as

you wish them, a little beyond the rim of

the pot you mean the plant to flower in,

pinch off their ends, and, after they have

pushed out their eyes into branches, you

may remove the strings, and you have

thenceforward a trained plant, to last you

many years, and each year better than the

last ; which only needs cutting down in

summer after flowering, and ordinary care

afterwards, to be a perpetual beauty in the
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Fig. 94.

blooming season. I have now an old Sir

Robert Peel with thirteen such branches

springing from its rough wooden arms, and

plenty of elbow-room for each; which, at

eight blossoms to each, will give a total of

above a hundred blossoms ; and I expect

nearly as many from my Aurora, which

some say is the hnnrlsomest Geranium

grown. Moreover, if you do not care about

the cuttings, you may, by setting it out in

the open air after it has flowered, and pro-

tecting it from wind and sun for the first

day or two, and bringing it in again when
sufficiently hardened, have it flower again,

and often as well as at first.

And now, in conclusion, let me recom-

mend every cottager's wife to have a plant

or two in her window, but not in the bed-

room. The very trouble they give, and it

is but a little, is beneficial, for it exercises

attention. The care they require tends to

produce neatness in other things ; and the

pleasure with which they repay the care

that is given them is a refined, a domestic,

and an inexpensive pleasure, and is a means
of elevating the tastes and of rendering

home attractive.

A NOTE ON VINE BORDERS.

BY J. L. COMSTOCK, HARTFORD, CT.

Dear Sir—The doctrine advanced by Dr.

Stevens of New-York, in your number for

December, 1849, is so entirely new in ve-

getable physiology, that I hope he will ex-

cuse me for inquiring how far its truth has

been proved by experiment. The princi-

ple in question is involved in the following

quotation: "Trees grow perfectly well in

cities, with their roots under stone flagging,

impermeable to every influence from the

sun and air, but not of heat. What use do

the roots make of air when they get it ?

Air, at the roots of plants, is as much out

of place as in the stomach and bowels of

animals. What little air is about the roots

of plants, and in the alimentary canal of

animals, is only useful as an agent of de-

composition."

Now Dr. Stevens is the first and only

authority I have ever consulted, who de-

nies that the roots of growing vegetables,

of whatever kind, do not require the influ-

ence of atmospheric air. Ray and Bayle,

long before the discovery of oxygen as an

element, ascertained that the seeds of plants

would not germinate without the presence

of heat, moisture and air. And Scheele,

soon after that discovery, found that the

vital principle of seeds remained dormant

unless they were exposed to the united in-

fluence of heat, moisture and oxygen. More

recent experiments have confirmed this

truth; nor will seeds, grown in nitrogen,

carbonic acid, or in a vacuum, unless vital

air, however small in quantity, be also

present.

It is not requisite to show here what

chemical changes are evolved during the

process of germination, or " what use the

roots make of air when they get it." That
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leedi require nir for their growth, it is be-

lieved Dr, Stevens will not deny; nor

should I have thought it necessary to state

the above proofs, except for the analogy

which germination bears to the growth of

plants. The question is therefore merely,

whether the healthy vegetation of plants

require the presence of atmospheric air at

iheir roots*

It is well known to Pr. S. that* under the

common pressure of the atmosphere, no air-

pump has been so perfect as to produce a

complete vacuum; and also, that such is

the permeating subtlety of this elastic fluid,

that the cells of all porous substances which

have been examined are found to contain

more or less air.

The depth to which air penetrates the

ground, it is true, must depend on the na-

ture of the soil. Adhesive clay, pressed

down and kept moist, would admit but a

small quantity when compared with the

more porous sand or gravel ; but of what-

ever materials the soil may be composed,

there is no doubt that the air finds its way
through it, to a depth equal to that of the

roots of any healthy Vegetable of whatever

kind.

The following example will show how

small is the obstruction of common garden

soil to the permeation of the atmosphere;

A well is situated four rods from the pump

;

the water being drawn by means of a tube

three feet under ground, and descending

twenty-seven feet into the well. On the

top of the brick surrounding the well is laid

a flagging stone, entire, and say four inches

thick, and four feet square ; and on this

a quantity of earth sufficient to p.oduce

grass, so that no signs of the well are ap*

parent. And yet so free is the access of

the atmosphere to the Water, that the fluid

is delivered by a common iron pump, (which

demands atmospheric pressure,) situated

four rods from its source, and thirty feet

above its surface*

This example is stated to show that, al*

though " trees grow perfectly well in cities,

with their roots under stone flagging," yet

this fact by no means proves that the air

is not always in contact with their roots.

On the Contrary, it is Well known that if

seeds are buried in the earth, to the depth

of several feet below the surface, so that

they are entirely beyond the reach of the

oxygen of the atmosphere, they will never

germinate, but may still retain their vitality,

even for centuries ; hence it is common for

alluvial soils, from deep excavations, to pro-

duce plants, when exposed to the vivifying

influence of the atmosphere.

We know, also, that if the roots of grow-

ing trees be covered with several feet of

soil, that they certainly perish in a year or

two. That this does not arise from the

want of heat, appears, from the fact that

clay, of an equal depth, is more destructive

than sand,—the latter being most permea*

ble to the air ; and that the destruction is

not caused by the pressure, will appear

when it is known that the same, or even

double the weight of broken stones, would

not in the least affect either the growth or

the bearing of the tree.

We might bring many other facts, to

show the absolute necessity of common air

to the roots of plants for healthy vegetation.

But not to protract this letter, I will only

add, that I remain the humble servant of

both Dr. Stevens and the Editor.

J. L. Comstock.

Hartford, December 10, 1849,
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BV R. L. COLT, PATEftSON, N J

Dear Sir— I have read with great atten-

tion Dr. Stevens' communication in your

December number on vine borders, and I

agree with you, that with our warm and

penetrating sun, the borders recommended

by Mr. Hoare, for England, will not an-

swer for our country; and, therefore, I do

not think the shallow borders Dr. Stevens

recommends will answer with us.

I tried, two years ago, a small house on

Hoare's plan, 20 feet long, 12 feet wide,

with 10 feet back wall, covered with glass,

and heated with a flue ; it was dug out, as

a pit, 3 feet deep, enclosed with a dry stone

wall, and filled with the materials, as or-

dered by Mr. Hoare. I then planted my
vines inside. This is, in truth, Dr. Ste-

vens' pot system. This did well, but not

so well as we expected ; not so well as

vines, of the same kinds, planted in out-

side borders. They were watered from

time to time with pond water, and occa-

sionally with whale oil soap-suds, with an

addition of potashes—the best manure for

grapes. This fall my gardener not being

satisfied with the growth of the vines,

asked permission to open an outside border.

We did so, in a trench two feet deep by

five feet wide, and found the roots of these

inside vines had extended through the

crevices of the stone wall, beyond the

five feet,—showing plainly, though but of

two year's growth, that Hoare's compost

was not all the vines wanted.

We are now making an outside border

to this house, five feet wide, sunk two feet

below the natural surface of the ground

—

such as does not require a drain. We fill

in one foot with oyster shells, old broken

bricks, old mortar, &c; then a slight cover-

ing with broken charcoal ; then one foot of

a mixture of old leather, old woolen rags,

some lime, some wood ashes, some broken

bones, some slaughterhouse manure,—all

well mixed, and covered with a half inch

plaster of paris and coal dust; then six

inches of a rich compost of bone dust, (the

bores dissolved with sulphuric acid,) old

marsh mud, night soil, and plaster of paris,

wo 1 ' mixed; then a foot of well decom-

[ 1 turf from an old pasture. In this

last Ave plant our vines, or allow those

within the house to extend outwards,

through openings we made in the walls of

the present house. Two years hence, we
will extend the border five feet wider, and

some depth of four feet, by putting dead

hcr;>es, bonc^, leather, &c. &c, with a due

proportion of lime, plaster and wood ashes

—

the last not least. In this way, from time

to time, we widen our border ; for the grape

is a gross feeder.

I wish you and Dr. Stevens would come

and inspect my vineries next summer. I

feel confident you would be pleased with

the results.

I have no doubt that the doctor's plan

for giving air by air-ducts, through the bor-

ders, is a good one, and thank him for the

suggestion, which I will adopt in the bor-

ders I am now making. P. L. Colt.

Paterson, N. J-, December 10, 1819.

P. S. Past all question, the best grapes

I raised this year were Victor/a Black Ham-

burghs and Fontainbhau Chasselas, grown

under glass, without fire ; the vines planted

in the house, with access to an outside bor-

der ten feet wide, three feet deep—the in-

side border same depth. The grapes, for

colour, size and flavor, decidedly superior

to those cultivated with fire. I am now

making a cold vinery, of 230 feet by 14.
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BY JEFFREYS, NEW-YORK.

Cottage Villa of Mr. Rotch— Frontispiece.

—Here is something that I like—A sensi-

ble house, and in very good taste ; em-

bodying in the main, the essentials of good

house arrangement, as far as it goes, and

adapted to the purposes for which it was

intended—an unpretending, quiet cottage

of the first class. Still, it is not complete,

and may be somewhat altered and ex-

tended with advantage ; and with your

leave, Mr. Editor, I'll pass a word or two

upon it. In point of internal arrangement,

particularly, if not in outside appearance,

for a one and a half story house, its hipped

roof is objectionable, in cutting off' one

third of the chamber room ; a serious draw-

back to the convenience and pleasantness

of these upper apartments, besides giving

to the elevation of the house a squat ap-

pearance. A bold gable on each side

would add to it both light and character
;

while the deep frieze jetting over the walls

would give shade and coolness in summer

to the chambers. The roof of the front

porch is also too high, running its point

far above the pinnacle of the house itself,

this making it the superior instead of the

inferior appendage, the latter its proper

character.* The veranda, light and taste-

ful as it is, should extend no further than

the walls of the house, unless it return

down the sides, detracting as it now does

from its completeness on a side view, and

presenting a defective appearance in front.

The dormer windows also, in the roof, af-

ford imperfect light to the chambers, be-

sides defacing their proper figure, and sub-

jecting the roof to leakages and expensive

* On looking at this design by Mr. Davis, we find our
correspondent has mistaken the plan. This centre portion,
which lie calls the [Kirch, runs through or across the whole
house, and the architect is correct in making it the highest
and Loldest part of tlie composition. Ed.

repairs. The chimneys are graceful in

their structure, and add to the agreeable

expression of the whole. The skylight

—

as it appears in the view—at the apex of

the roof, is appropriate ; but the bailustrade

below it, is entirely useless, and on, or off*,

is a matter of fancy only.

Internally, the dwelling is incomplete,

for I take it there is no want of ground on

which the building stands. It is too

cramped. An ample family bed-room is

wanting on the main floor. People grow

old—sometimes—and a sleeping room ad-

joining a parlour or sitting room, is, for

really comfortable housekeeping, indispen-

sable. What is now the kitchen, or the

library, could be converted into a sleeping

room ; the other room of these two not so

occupied, should be changed into the di-

ning room, the library take the place of the

present dining room, and an ample kitchen,

with large, shelvy closets, drawers, and

cupboards, and a scullery, and a man-ser-

vant's bed-room and a bathing-room on the

same floor, should be added by way of

wing, not omitting a flight of back stairs

to the rear chambers, a wash-room attach-

ed to that ; a wood-room beyond, if a part

of the cellar be not appropriated to such

purpose, and still further, either in line, or

by an angle adjoining or detached, should

extend the other outhouses belonging to a

complete northern country dwelling, and

which always gives to it that air of repose

and comfort to the eye, as well as practical

convenience in living, indispensable to a

well ordered house arrangement. Such ad-

ditions would exceedingly improve this neat

and tasty design of a " cottage villa."

It is passing strange that people are so

prone to build under-kitchens to count? y
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houses, as many are in the habit of doing.

In cities, where land is dear, and nothing

to see out of the house but brick walls, I

can easily understand why they who dwell

there arc content to spend half their indoor

lives, under ground ; but in the country,

where fine air and sun-light can always be

had for the asking, I can divine no good

reason for going below, other than that

" the architect so plans it."*

Very many of the otherwise prettiest

models that I have seen, for a country

house, are utterly spoiled for this defect

;

and I am only astonished that any one at

all acquainted with the philosophy of rural

life, will for a moment tolerate it when

constructing his own dwelling.

One probable cause why under kitchens

are so frequently adopted in the country, is

the attempt to gain two or three different

fronts to the house, thus yielding the great

desiderata of convenience and home expres-

sion—the two chief objects of a country

house at all—to a fanciful and false taste

for avpearence, totally forgetting that a

dwelling should look like a dwelling, and

like nothing else. We should have one

chief entrance front, and but one. If, by

reason of more convenient every day ap-

proach or access, or a favorite landscape

view, a side, or even an opposite front be

desirable, such front should be of less pre-

* We think we can give our correspondent some 1 j erli

t

on this subject. Mr. A. for example, calls upon an architect
and wishes a very complete collage, with kitchen and all con-
veniences on the first floor. The general features of tin- plan
are discussed and sketches are prepared. It is then found that

two parlors and a library must be had on the first floor, and
a considerable effect must be produced Still the house
must cost but a very moderate Mim, which it must on no
account exceed. Here is a dilemma, to which there are
clearly hut two horns—either the kitchen. &c must he put
in the basement, (where it will be remembered the cost

is not more than half of the same accommodation in a sep-
arate wing on the first floor,) or a library or drawing room
must be given up. Ti.e proprietor decides that he cannot
surrender his finest aparlmeilt, and so the kitchen goes

-lairs, it is the impossibility of obtaining with a
number of handsome apartments and the utmost conveni-
ence of kitchen arrangements, for a small sum. which puts
the kitchen of so many cottages "/ the eeliar, and not the
want of knowledge in the architect. Our correspondent is

quile ri-l t as to the advantage of having the kitchen
arrangements complete on the first floor. Ed.

tension than the main one, and by its sub-

dued expression lead the eye naturally on

to the more retired and continually occupi-

ed apartments, gradually descending in

architectural effort and expense as it ap-

proaches the more humble, yet all import-

ant appendages which every well appointed

dwelling requires. In short, a house, out-

side, ought to look as though it had a nursery

and a kitchen, a back door and a wood-

house, as well as a hall, a parlor, and a

library ; and the aiming at anything dif-

ferent from such effect, destroys the idea

of a really comfortable mansion altogether,

and is an absolute perversion of good taste

in its construction.

A well spread, amply shadowed, home-

like country house, is a grateful object,

both to look at, and live in. And its deep

porch or veranda without, and its ample

hall within, leading on to quite as ample

apartments, with arm chairs, and easy

chairs, and lounges, where one can throw

himself at full length, and at perfect ease,

and kick his cares and vexations out of

doors, without fear of soiling his carpets, or

chafing the varnish off the mahogany or

the rosewoods, is still better ; and any sort

of finish or furniture that forbids the entire

recreation and enjoyment of one's self,

within or about it, is so much surplussage,

as the lawyers would say, and should be

" struck out as irrelevant."

In your leader of the September Horti-

culturist, you gave most conclusive reasons

why country houses and country furniture,

should be unlike city houses and their fur-

niture ; and as one generally and strongly

alleged reason for country life, is the

quietude and leisure it confers, why not at

once make the most of its advantages, and

indulge in all the ahandonment which it

offers ? A true country house should also

have some appearance of rusticity—not
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vulgarity—but a keeping with all which

surround it. Not castellated, nor magnifi-

cent ; neither ostentatious nor pretending,

but plain, dignified, quiet, and unobtrusive;

yet of ample dimensions, and exceeding

convenience. Then, in park or lawn, on

hill or plain, flanked with mossy foliage,

and well kept grounds, it becomes a per-

fect picture in a finished landscape. [Most

excellent and sensible. Ed.]

The ability to plan a proper country

house is a quality of rare endowments,

and can be acquired only after much
thought, and a very considerable experi-

ence ; and yet there is hardly a haber-

dasher, or gingerbread baker of the city,

who has made his ten or twenty thousand

dollars by a lucky run in trade, but what

thinks he is abundantly competent to plan

the "nicest kind" of a villa, on a smart

scale ; while if he be a successful mounte-

bank, a prodigy exhibitor, or a play-actor,

nothing short of a Chinese pagoda, a Tu-

dor castle, or a Turkish palace can slake

his appetite for display, and when com-

pleted, remain his own perhaps for hardly

a longer term than he has spent in its an-

ticipations and building. Very well, let

those gentlemen have their way. The
money they cost is no doubt their own,

—

for the time being—and living in a free

country, they have a right to spend it

;

and so long as the example they thus set,

is not pernicious, which, by the way, it is

very apt to be, it is nobody's business.

But in this villa building age, it is of some

amount, that those who intend retiring

into sensible and practical country life,

build in such a manner as not to make their

residences a perpetual source of regret

and annoyance to themselves thereafter.

But enough of this for one chapter. I

shall probably soon meet with a text for

another chapter.

Your Leader.—All right and practical.

You've got hold of the real handle in

Guano culture. Let the cultivator use it

thus, and he will have little to complain of,

but everything to commend in its application.

Transplanting on the unbroken sod, fyc.

— " Why under the sun" don't prairie folk

both understand, and do like Mr. Ii am-

mond, of Shandy Hall ? I like the name,

too,—Shandy Hall ! It reminds me of dear

old Tristam, and Uncle Toby—the lus-

cious widow Wadham—oh, that eye of

hers, and that fair cheek, and delicate

arm ! How could the kind old fellow re-

sist them ? But I am straying. I have

often thought, when riding over our mag-

nificent western prairies, with their finely

wooded islands in the distance, and the

beautiful swelling eminences, so tempt-

ingly offered to the settler, how rich and

luxurious they might be rendered by the

display of a little taste in their cultivation

and improvement, as contrasted with the

pig-stye appearance they so often present

in the dwellings and farms of those who

occupy them. Here, now, is a plain, prac-

tical account of what is done by a man of

judgment and skill, with but a moderate

outlay, and in a brief period of time.

Would that this example could be studied

and imitated by every prairie dweller
;

what a beautiful country would those prai-

ries soon become ! Day after day have I

ridden over them, delighted with their

wild beauty, and sad only when I ap-

proached the wretched enclosures and the

mean houses which occupy them, destitute

of even the most trifling shrub or tree to

shadow their nakedness. But even the

magnificent oaks, elms, or walnuts which

perchance had grown through centuries of

luxuriance on the ridge where the set-

tler had squatted himself, remorsely gird-

led because it shaded a portion of his corn
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patch! and standing a scathed and bleach

ing trunk, with outstretched arms, invok-

ing a malediction on the brutality which

thus worked their destruction.

It is refreshing amidst such barbarity to

find one who, like Mr. Hammond, has the

good taste not only to preserve what is al-

ready grown, but thus vigorously to plant

anew, and give grace and beauty to a re-

gion so much requiring it.

Invisible Wire Fe?icts.—Yes, and visible

ones too, I trust, will soon begin to appear

in this rail-fence and stone-wall distracted

country of ours. Why it is that in the

grounds of our wealthy country residents,

they have not long ago been adopted, is

passing strange. In all the long catalogue

of farm, park, lawn and garden enclosures,

there is nothing equal to it. But before I

begin on this subject, a word or two about

fences in general. We have at least three

limes the fencing in this country that is

necessary ; and pretty much all owing to

our beautiful system of "universal suf-

frage"—not of the people, Mr. Editor, but

<if the quadrupeds, pigs, cattle, sheep, and

horses ; to say nothing of those charming

every-day nuisances called geese, which

"nobody" owns when in. mischief, but

v/hich every body who prefers to use the

land of other people instead of his own,

turns into the highway. And we " patrio-

tic and independent Americans," haven't

independence and self-interest enough to

compel those who keep to take care of them.

This evil, however, will in time correct it-

self. We cannot much longer bear the ex-

pense of this superfluous fencing. In some

sections of our country it is already heavily

felt, and better substitutes than rail, board

or stone fences are sought. That wire is

to become this substitute I have little doubt.

In hedges I have no sort of confidence, not that

they may not be cultivated, although our

Vol. iv. 23

climate is generally too dry for them,

b at with the characteristic impatience of

Americans to wait for their growth, and

the continual changes that are taking place

in the ownership and division of real estate,

half the hedges, should they be planted,

will be rooted up outright, or ruined for

want of attention before grown into use

;

and notwithstanding all the discussions in

your paper and others on the subject, I have

little confidence in their practical adoption

in the United States. But in wire fences

and their fitness for all purposes of land di-

vision and enclosures, I have entire confi-

dence. Their economy and efficiency are

practically demonstrated by Mr. Sargent,

in a way that every one can understand,

and he is entitled to the thanks of your

readers, as he has mine in particular. It

is a fertile subject to discuss, and as he is so

lately returned from abroad where they are

much used, I trust he will pursue it to our

further edification.

The substitution of wire fences for those

now in use, will give to every farm, park,

or lawn where they are introduced, a higher

value. The improvement will be incalcu-

lable. Instead of rickety, zig-zag rail and

board fences, and dilapidated stone walls

with their interminable attendants of brush,

briars and vermin, they will afford clean

cultivation, and save a great amount of la-

bor and waste now suffered by every one

who has them to support.

The Madison Plum.—Quite right, Doc-

tor. No one can better discover a good

plum than yourself, or dress out a finer

story about it when discovered. I trust this

plum is an acquisition among our late va-

rieties, and when I next go up to Albany

in the plum season, I shall take it an espe-

cial favor to be gratified with a sight of it.

I have great confidence in your judgment

on such matters.
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Ra?idom Notes, by Sylranus.—Valuable

thoughts, and most timely in appearance.

There can be no doubt of the benefit of

mulching young trees in particular, and old

ones it certainly cannot hurt. The propo-

sitions on the pear blight, the bursting of

cherry tree bark, and grape mildew, are

worthy of consideration. I should like to

see the subjects thoroughly discussed in

your paper.

The Diana Grape.—An invaluable acqui-

sition to our northern fruits ; more especial-

ly north of the Highlands. The Catawba,

hitherto our highest flavoured American

grape, rarely ripens above that latitude, and

the Isabella is uncertain. A grape, there-

fore, that is sure for such localities, is a

disideratum in our pomology. Let this

fruit be disseminated by all possible means.

It will be a positive benefaction to the coun-

try.

The Congress of Fruit Growers.-—Well,

gentlemen, you have got together at last

;

and on very agreeable and satisfactory

terms, as I see by the account of your pro-

ceedings. Now, you have strength—une-

quivocal and positive—and your name, too,

is a good one. Yours is a great subject

—

one in which there is a de;J to be done, and

an annual volume, like that of the N. Y.

State Agricultural Society, should be the

literary fruit of its proceedings. You have

the broadest and the finest field in the world

for operation ; and if, with all the intelli-

gence and research now brought to bear on

the subject, you do not expect something

which the whole world has not effected be-

fore—I mean in diffusing intelligence in

fruit excellence, and in fruit culture—

I

shall think you wanting in both tact and

perseverance.

Your lisit of fruits recommended for gen-

eral cultivation is both large and good.

The only fear is that it will increase too

rapidly through the partiality of those who-

have their especial favorites, and the knife

will have to be unsparingly applied to pre-

vent them running too rnmpant. Right

glad am I to see so numerous a list of re-

jected varieties. But its not half enough

yet. It may be doubled, and trebled,,

and still the work is not perfect. But you

have time enough for action, and no doubt

you will improve it.

The move to Cincinnati for next year is

a good one. Nothing can more naturalize

you than thus holding your sittings in dif-

ferent and widely distant states. But I

must pospone further remark till I see the

official account of your proceedings, which I

observe is soon to be published, and which

I hope your efficient secretaries will be kind

enough to send me.

Remarks on Diseases. <f*c, of Fruit Trees.

—A very philosophical paper, and worthy

the attention of every pomologist. Will

not Mr. Ehlers continue the subject ? He
can do the public no better service in that

line than to extend his " remarks."

New Seedling Fruits.— I am happy to»

see that both Dr. Wendell and yourself so

well agree on this subject. It will require

some moral courage to keep this thing

straight, and I wish that the Pomologicai

Congress had appointed some standing

committee to whom, in their several sea-

sons, these new seedlings, as they are

brought out, could be sent for examination,

so that a fair report could be made concern-

ing them. Some such plan must be adopt-

ed, or we shall soon have confusion more

confounded, as before.

Destruction of the Cureulio.—Three pa-

pers, and part of another, among your

" Domestic Notices" on this subject, the

first by Mr. Saunders, full of doubts and

suggestions ; the next by our Syracuse

friend, J. C. H., being positive, but not so
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conclusive as positive ; and the last from

our veteran Cincinnati nomologist, Mr.

Loncworth, flatly recording his experience

against the opinions of J. C. H. And now,

how doctors disagree. 1 really wish that

Mr. Allen, whose paper on Mr. Spal-

ding's treatment of his plums, appears to

have waked up this discussion, would give

you further information on the subject, or

get Mr. Spalding to do it himself. Mr.

Loxgworth's experience agrees exactly

with Mr. Spalding's, thus far, and Mr. L.'s

plum trees of twenty-two years of constant

bearing, is certainly a reliable fact not easi-

ly controverted.

If paring will stop the ravages of the

curculio, three dollars expense for that pur-

pose is a cheap remedy, as it will last the

entire life of the tree, and the whole ex-

pense be paid two or three times over every

year in the fruit.

Now, my good J. C. H., as you are so

positive as to what will not prevent the cur-

culio, will you be kind enough to tell us

what will do it, or can you give us any

light on the subject whatever. I will give

one hundred dollars for an effectual, a per-

manent and practicable preventive for my
own trees, and I should clear the expense

in one season, and save double the sum be-

sides. This ascertained, the plum is as

certain a crop in the northern states as any

fruit whatever ; but not ascertained, it is a

chance matter altogether with nine-tenths

of the entire country.

English Parks.—Odds, Bodikins ! Bu
the " Gardener to Professor Sillman " is

in a stew !
" Haven't I been there, and

haven't I seen ?" said the illustrious Beh

Pump to " Squire Dickers." And why
should not Mr. Lkuchars know all about it

also ? for he not only has been, but was

born in England. But softly. If the gen-

tleman will just take up the "Mark Lane

Express," the leading agricultural paper in

England, and read its almost weekly arti-

cles and discussions upon " Game preserv-

ers," game laws, poachers, Botany Bay,

together with agricultural distress, laborers'

allotments, " parks of the nobility,'' poor-

rates, and high-rents, and all the other

grievances which power and entail heap on

the powerless and unentailed, and will then

tell us by any established fact, the compa-

rative annual revenue per acre of any one

nobleman's park, in proof of his assertion

of their superior productiveness over culti-

vated land, he shall have ample credit for

it. Mean time wait, my good friend ; old

England, I fancy, will not be agonized at

my remarks.
Jeffreys.

Correction.-—In my notice printed in Sep-

tember Horticulturist, in the article " Hor-

ticultural suggestions, fyc, in twelfth line

from the top, for " soils," read evils ; and

in Descriptive notes of new Straubcries,

first line on top, for " distinguished," read

disinterested. J.

December, 1S49.



THE NORTHERN SWEET APPLE,

BY JONATHAN BATTEY, KEESEVILLE, N. Y.

Among the new native apples presented to

the notice of the pomological meetings in

New-York, for two years past, there are

few that have been rated so highly as a fine

golden yellow sweet apple, from the valley of

Lake Champlain, presented by Mr. Battey,

of Keeseville, N. Y. Mr. B. has also, at

different times, furnished us with speci-

mens of this variety, which, as a siveet ap-

ple, is both very handsome and very good.

As the committee on seedling fruits, at the

last Pom. Congress, recommended this va-

riety as worthy of cultivation ; and as we

conceive it will prove especially valuable in

northern latitudes, we publish

the accompanying outline and

description, which we made
from the fruit, and also some

remarks on the history of the

variety, by Mr. Battey.

It should also be remarked,

here, that this variety has been

hitherto known in northern

New-York, and the adjoining

portions of Vermont, as the

Golden Sweet, and the North-

ern Golden Sweet. It was

recommended, however, by

the seedling fruit committee

of the late Congress, that, in

accordance with the rules of

pomology, the fruit be here-

after known as the Northern

Sweet ; both for the sake of

brevity, and in order that it

might not in any way be confounded with

the Golden Sweet of New-England,—

a

well known and very distinct variety.

NORTHERN SWEET.

Synonym—Northern Golden Sweet.

A handsome and highly saccharine ap-

ple, cultivated in northern New-York and

Vermont. " Tree vigorous, hardy and pro-

ductive, and bears while very young."

Fruit rather large ; form roundish, and

in some specimens distinctly furrowed, or

ribbed, both at the eye and stalk. Skin

smooth, and even slightly oily to the touch

;

at maturity, deep golden yellow, and, in

fine specimens, with a blush on the sunny

side. Stalk an inch long, moderately stout,

generally enlarged or swollen at the base.

Fig. 95.

—

Northern Sweet.

and inserted in a shallow (filled-up) cavity.

Calyx woody, closed, set in a regular

plaited basin of moderate depth. Flesh
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white, fine grained, juicy. Flavor very

rich and sweet.

Mr. Battey gives us the following ac-

count of this apple :—This fine variety,

though it has been cultivated for some 50

years in the vicinity of the place where it

originated, appears to have been very lit-

tle disseminated* The only bearing trees

known to the writer, are to be found in his

immediate neighborhood, and in some parts

of Chittenden and Addison counties, in the

state of Vermont. Why a fruit of such

merit should so long have remained in com-

parative obscurity, is to be accounted for

only from the fact, that for many years the

true Golden or Orange Sweet, of the cata-

logues, was imagined by those acquainted

with this fruit, to be identical with it.

The Northern Golden Sweet is unques-

tionably one of the best autumn sweet ap-

ples known. Having been perfectly fami-

liar with it for the last 20 years, I have no

hesitation in saying that I consider it de-

cidedly best, among the best of its class and

season. Some other sorts may possess cer-

tain peculiar advantages which this class

does not,—as of early maturity, or late

keeping ; but in point of quality—of intrin-

sic excellence—it is, in my estimation, un-

rivalled by any other sweet apple of any

season,* with which I have had the good

fortune to become acquained. The deep

golden colour of its skin, and its brilliant

red cheek, give it a charm for the eye of

the amateur which is seldom surpassed.

As evidence of its good qualities, it may be

stated that the fruit, though coming at a

time when several other good sorts are in

eating, sells readily here at one dollar a

bushel, when the ordinary price of other

good varieties is but 50 cents.

In the nursery, the tree grows with about

• Mr. B. must allow us to except the Ladies' Sweeting,
which, when in perfection, is to our taste the finest of al! sweet
apples for the dessert. Ed.

medium vigor ; but the branches are rather

weak, and much inclined to droop. Older

subjects are no less remarkable for the pen-

dant habit of the terminal shoots, which are

closely filled with spurs or bearing wood.

The tree comes into bearing very young,

and is one of the most regular and abun-

dant bearers that I know. Its season of

maturity is from the middle of the 9th

month to the 1st of the 11th month.

The history of this variety is briefly this.

Some 50 or 60 years ago, Nathan Lock-

wood, of Westchester county, N. Y., on

his removal to St. George, Chittenden coun-

ty, Vt., took with him, as usual in such

cases, seeds, from which he raised trees

and planted an orchard. In this orchard

stood the tree, from which all others of this

variety, so far as my knowledge extends,

have been derived. The place is now

owned by Nathan Lockwood, jr., son of

the above, who has been deceased many

years. The original tree having been de-

stroyed, and no sucker having sprung from

its roots, the only remaining source of in-

formation relating to its origin (if any there

be,) would seem to consist in some record

left by the elder Lockwood, or in family

tradition, or in the memory of some of the

older inhabitants of the neighborhood, who

may have had a knowledge of the circum-

stances. With the aid of N. Lockwood,

jr., I have for a year past been seeking

after such information ; but all I can learn,

is the traditional account that " the old man

used to say the kind came from his native

place." Whether the " kind came" in a

seed or a scion, no one can tell. For my

own part, I have no doubt that the original

Lockwood tree was a seedling ; since, had

such a variety existed some fifty or sixty

years ago in Westchester county, it must

have come to the knowledge of nursery-

men in the southern part of the state, and
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through them, have gone into general culti-

vation.

The original name of this variety here

was Golden Sweet. Afterwards, to desig-

nate it from the correct sort of that name,

known in New-England, it was called

Northern Golden Sweet. It seems pre-

ferable now, that the suggestion of the spe-

cial fruit committee of the late Pomological

Congress be adopted, by omitting the term
M Golden," and calling it merely Northern

Sweet. The proposed change may, at first;

occasion some little embarrassment to cul->

tivators in the valley of Lake Champlain,

where it is now considerably disseminated;

yet I think this will be more than over-

balanced by the greater convenience re-

sulting to fruit-growers generally, from its

havinsr a shorter and correct standard name.

Respectfully thy friend,

Jonathan Battey*

Keeseville, N. Y-, 12th mo. 20/fc, 1649,

PRACTICAL HINTS ON PRUNING GRAPE-VINES.

BY JAMES STEWART, WASHINGTON, D. C,

As the season for pruning grape-vines, with

the majority of horticulturists, is rapidly

approaching,—the middle of January being

the time most commonly chosen,—I beg to

offer a few remarks on this important ope-

ration.

The spur system, and the long-cane or re-

newal system, have both their admirers, and

are most strenuously advocated by each of

them, as being the ne plus ultra method,

to obtain large and heavy crops of fruit.

However, I beg to differ with the advocates

of each of the above methods, although ex-

cellent crops can be obtained by both

methods. The long-cane system, it is well

known, shows the largest bunches ; but, at

the same time, the eyes do not deve op

themselves regularly, since frequently one-

half of them remain inert, particulaly to-

wards the bottom of the vine. Another con-

sideration in this system is this ; however

splendid the bunches may be that are pro-

duced, you never see them develop and

mature berries to the same size as in

bunches on the spur system of pruning.

The strong rod, that has been regularly

spurred-in to one eye for a series of years,

clearly demonstrates its superiority over the

finest cane. Therefore, I do not think fa-

vorable of the cane system. First, because

the berries are not swelled so well as on

the spur system. Secondly, that many of

the eyes or buds are not developed ; nor can

they be, however much the vine may be

twisted or turned about ; nor will all the

depression that you can give the terminal

eyes have the desired effect. Thirdly, that

it is not permanent, but requires renewal

every year.

The spur system is now so well under-

stood by grape-growers, that a minute de-

scription of it is unnecessary. With modi'

fications, it is my favorite mode ; but as the

usual practice in pruning vines, on this

system, is to cut them back to one eye, and

that eye is never so prominent at the base

as it is midway on the shoot, it is an utter

impossibility for the bunch developed from

such an eye to be so large as the bunch

obtained on the long-cane system. My ob-

jection to this method is this ; that in cut-

ting back to one eye, to keep the spurs
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"' close at home," as it is termed, you sacri-

fice much better developed eyes than the

one you retain ; and as a small eye cannot

develop a large bunch, the natural conse-

quence is small bunches, but well swelled

berries. Vine cultivators will have noticed

the above facts, which I point out. Now
-as both the cane and the spur mothods are

deficient, I shall endeavor to show that a

combination of both systems may be made

of the utmost importance to the cultivator,

insuring him bunches and berries of the

largest size that are to be obtained by good

cultivation.

To effect this, I should recommend, that

in pruning vines on the spur system, not to

cut back to one eye, but choose the most

prominent eye on the shoot, where the wood

is well ripened. Cut back to this, and with

a sharp knife blind all the other eyes by care-

fully cutting them out, with the exception

of the eye at the base, or, in other words,

*he eye that would be left in spurring back

in the common manner. This must be

carefully preserved, as the finest eye, as

this is intended to furnish a shoot for the

following year, but by no means to be al-

lowed to produce any fruit ; on the con-

trary, when five or six joints long, it should

be stopped, and kept well stopped all the

season, to swell the buds up as prominently

as you can, without causing them to break

;

this mu >t be carefully guarded against.

The consequence of exciting your buds, on

the shoot that you should cut back to,

would be the loss of one year's crop.

If any cultivator will give this method of

pruning an impartial trial the coming sea-

son, he will find that his bunches will be

improved in size, as well as the berry. In

pruning the season succeeding this prepara-

tory step, the shoot that has borne the crop

should be cut clean out ; and the shoot that

has been brought from the base to produce

the following season, should have all its

eyes cut clean out, with the exception of

the most prominent eye, that has been se-

lected to bear the fruit, and the one at the

base, that is to produce a bearing shoot for

the following crop.

I think it decidedly a bad plan to delay-

pruning so late as the generality of cultiva-

tors do. My plan is to prune, as soon as I

perceive the foliage turning yellow, as then

there is no danger of exciting the eyes, as

the sap in the vine then has a downward

tendency ; whatever is left goes directly tp

swell up the other eyes, instead of being

uselessly expended in nourishing laterals

and useless wood, which, to a certainty,

would have to be cut out. However, in

pruning with the leaves on, I take especial

care not to remove them—merely blinding

the eye. In short, what is to be aimed at

is this : assist your buds to swell up as

prominently as you can for the coming sea-

son, as the finer they are the finer will your

produce be ; and the right time to prune, is

when you observe the foliage turning yel-

low ; then there is no danger. This sys-

tem can be followed out of doors quite as

advantageously as under glass ; and when

adopted, it greatly excels the common mode

of pruning, as the produce is nearly as fine

again ; and should the vines possess a good

border to grow in, and with the aid of

stimulating liquid manures, they will ap-

proximate as near to perfection as may be.

I have a few hints to suggest, on making

vine borders, which I will hand you at an

early day. Yours truly, James Stewart.

Washington, D. C , Dtceii.ber, IQffi.



A FEW WORDS ON RUSTIC ARBOURS

BY AN AMATEUR, NEW YORK.

There, are no doubt, many persons among

your readers, who can indulge in costly

vases and expensive ornamental structures

as decorations for their gardens, but I am

sure there is a much greater number who

cannot, and who yet wish to give an air

of beauty to their gardens or grounds, To

all such, rustic buildings, rustic seats, rus-

tic chairs and vases, are invaluable resorts,

and I am not quite certain that they do not

more universally please, than the more

highly artificial form made by the aid of

the carpenter.

One of the first and simplest rustic orna-

ments for the pleasure ground or garden,

is the rustic seat, which is seldom out of

place any where, except it be close by, or

directly within the house itself, and if the

house also is a rustic cottage, it is appro-

priate even there. After this come rustic

boxes and baskets for growing flowers, and

rustic garden buildings of various kinds.

The most useful and most agreeable of

all these, is the simple rustic arbor, with

projecting roof, covered with thatch or

bark. I send you herewith (see frontis-

piece) sketches of two of these, copied

from a French volume on garden decora-

tions. I have had one of these executed in

a secluded spot, and the effect is highly

satisfactory, and a covered arbor like this

is agreeable at all seasons of the year,

when a walk in the garden is sought

after.

Rustic work, made of the branches of

trees indiscriminately, and exposed to the

full action of the weather, perishes very

speedily. But if it is protected from the

rains by being under the shelter of an

overhanging roof, as for example, covered

like these arbors, it will last from 10 to 15

years without repairs. But by far the best

material, where it can be obtained, is the

wood of red cedar, as it will endure for 20

years or more. The stems of young ce-

dars are usually straight, and may be split

in halves so as to form excellent pieces for

forming the inlaying or panel-work of the

insides of rustic arbors, as shown in the

figures ; and the larger limbs will form

good pilars and lattice work for the open

portions of the exterior. The frame of

such arbors as these, is made by setting

posts, cedar or other, with the bark on, at

the corners, and then nailing rough boards

between the posts, in those compartments

that are to be worked close. Over these

boards the halved or split rods, (those from

one to two inches in diameter, are prefer-

able,) are nailed on so as to form any

pleasing patterns which the taste or fancy

may dictate.

A very little practice will enable any

common workman who can use a saw and

hammer to do the mechanical part of the

work, and even ladies of taste may find

much pleasure in planning and directing

such operations. I would also remark that

this is the best season for making all kinds

of rustic work—not only because it is the

right time for cutting the wood, in order to

have it retain the bark well, but also be-

cause the labor of garden workmen is much

cheaper now than at any other season of

the year.

I have sometimes seen rustic work intro-

duced in excess, and then, like many other

things, it becomes ridiculous. In order to
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guard unthinking novices against running

into this error with garden decorations, I

will conclude my remarks by quoting some

observations of a foreign writer, Mr. Glen-

nie, on this subject.

" The labors of some gardeners, and the

fancies of some employers, seem to be de-

voted to the impossible object of cramming

all the best features of nature into their lim-

ited spuce, and they manage to make every

one ridiculous by its diminutive proportions,

and the whole surpassingly absurd by pre-

senting all the half-developed follies to the

eye at once. Fish ponds that half a dozen

ducks would crowd to inconvenience ; sum-

mer houses that look as if the children had

left one of their doll-houses about the place
;

rock-work, as if the gardener had forgotten

to remove the stones he had raked off the

beds ; and, as to rustic work, the best use

they can make of that, is to construct bas-

kets, to be filled with stove exotics in the

conservatory, and with geraniums in the

hall, as if to present as great a contrast as

possible in their rustic contrivances with

the enterprise and luxuries of the present

day. The drawing-room coal-scuttle, filled

with gold fish, would be quite as much in

place, and, to thinking people, not a whit

more ridiculous. When people, therefore,

object to rustic work, the first question is,

where did they see it ? because, if a man
has seen it out of place, he may be excused

for condemning it, although if seen in the

proper place he may approve of it, as much

as he formerly objected to it. The misappli-

cation of anything ought not to be a reason

for condemning it, and there is nothing

more beautiful than rustic scenery, and thi?

can only be made complete with rustic

work." Yours, An Amateur.

New York, Dec, 1S49.

VINEYARDS AND THE ART OF MAKING WINE

BY J. NOYES, HOLLYWOOD, MISS.

A great many persons are experimenting

at the present time, with vineyard culture,

and there is a good deal of inquiry regard-

ing the best mode of making wine. The

following article, which we copy from the

New Orleans Crescent, contains the sim-

plest and best practical directions for wine

making, that we have yet seen, and we

say this after having examined the best

foreign treatises on this subject, and expe-

rimented a little, at various times, with

fermentation, &c, ourselves.

Our readers will remember, that a vine-

yard for wine, must be manured and cul-

tivated on a different principle from one

where large crops of market fruit are de-

sired—as it is the vinous quality of the

juice that is the all-important point in the

former case. Large size and good flavor

may be attained by high manuring with

animal manure, while the latter would in-

jure the quality of fine wine. Ed.

In DeBow's Commercial Review for

September last, I published a letter on the

vine culture at the South, and since that

time I have received weekly, and almost

daily, inquiries for further information on

culture and soil, and my method of making

wine from the Roanoke. To answer all

such inquiries individually, upon such a

lengthy subject, would be almost impossi-

ble ; therefore I take the liberty of using

your columns for that purpose ; and, as

much of this letter is a continuation on the

same subject as that in the Review, I

should feel much obliged if you would
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copy that letter into your Weekly, and fol-

low it up with this article ; for, in all pro-

bability, a vast number of persons seeing

this, will consider it incomplete, not hav-

ing seen the other. The wine-growing
business of the South, before long, will be

of such vast importance, that to keep from
the public any information likely to excite

an interest in its cause, will deserve the

highest censure. I feel bound, therefore,

to share what little knowledge I have a-

mong those who wish it : for, giving does

not impoverish, nor witholding make rich.

I will now proceed to finish the article on
culture—that being the business of the

vigneron—before I commence wine-mak-
ing, or the business of the vintner. As the

6oil of my vineyards is rather of a tena-

cious kind, and of course much injured by
working in wet weather, I defer the last

spring working until the buds begin to

break or open, (which happens here early

in April with the Roanoke, but much
sooner with the other kinds,) for if the

soil is worked too early, a two-fold injury

most invariably follows, first it creates a
stimulant to the plants, and excites the cir-

culation of the sap, and pushes the buds
too forward into life, thereby exposing
them to the late spring frosts ; and, in

the second place, if worked early, the hard
rains in March, pack the earth very close,

thereby greatly retarding the growth of the

vines ; whereas if the work be left until

after, the soil remains loose and friable, so

that the air and light—so essential to the

existence of vegetation—are admitted more
readily to the roots, and prevent that slug-

gish growth that otherwise must follow, on
renewing the soil. When the soil of the

vineyard is found to be on the decline

—

which is easily discovered by the fruit de-

generating in size and tenderness, and the

growth of the wood being much shorter

from joint to joint, and assuming an ash

grey, instead of an olive brown color

—

where such signs make their appearance,
the vigneron may wi h safety apply some
new soil, taking care, however, to apply it

with caution ; for, the vine, in the vegeta-
ble king lorn, is far m >re intemperate than
man, in the animal, and it never fails to

co'lect all the most gross and the very
filthiest materials within its grasp, to gorge

itself with ; and when it so happens that

such soil is placed within reach, a most
prolific growth of wood and foliage follows,

and sometimes a good show of fruit ; but

before the latter matures, it rots and falls

off. Seeing, then, that the vine is so in-

temperate in its desires, and that it really

is susceptible to every change made in the

soil, however trivial, much caution at all

times should be used when renewing takes

place. Rich manure should never be ap-

plied under any circumstances, no matter

however poor the land may be. My plan

is always to have by me a good supply of

compost, of well pulverized and decompos-
ed materials, and from one to two wheel-

barrows full are scattered round each vine

every year in the fall, and well raked into

the surface soil, (my vines being twenty
feet apart.) This plan keeps up a unifor-

mity in the quality of the soil, and is

much better than to apply a large quantity

at once every two or three years, which
acts so suddenly on the vines ; for, be it

recollected, although the vine is one of the

grossest feeders on the soil, yet it is abso-

lutely the most abstemious when kept in

proper bounds, thriving in land so poor

that it would scarcely sustain life in other

plants.

My compost is made in the following

manner. Every fall, after the field and
garden crops are brought in, I have col-

lected in a large heap, three feet high and
six wide, all kinds of trash, such as corn-

stalks, potato vines, cabbage leaves and
stumps, chips from the wood-yard, sweep-
ings from the house and poultry yard, spent

ashes and rotten log ; and if not enough,
fallen leaves from the woods. When the

pile is made up, it lies all the fall, winter,

and spring. In the meanwhile a cask is

placed at some Convenient distance near
the house, which receives from day to day
all the chamber lye, dish-water, soap-suds,

and meat bones. Once or twice a week,
this is carried and thrown over the compost

heap. By the following spring, the heap
shrinks clown to about a foot high. Then
we throw on it a load of sand, (the coarser

the better,) for every three or four loads in

the heap ; the pile is then turned over and
mix d well together and left so until next

fall, but not allowed to receive any more
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slops from the house— that being carried to

a new heap. During the second year the

compost heap is turned over once or twice

at least, and in the fall is fit for the l ine-

yanl. fur renewing the soil as aforesaid*

The aspect or situation of the vineyard, I

think somewhat important, and that of an

eastern, or as near it as possible, 1 prefer,

as from it we receive the rays of the sun,

so grateful to Vegetation in its early dawn.

A southern aspect, so much desired in

colder climates, does not so well here, the

heat of which is so intense from twelve till

four, that the skin of the fruit is much
hardened thereby, and the air vessels in

the leaves are contracted, and their breath-

ing functions are impaired for the time,

and the leaves in consequence are made to

sicken and to droop, until the decline of

the sun's powers brings relief in the dew
of the night.

After having said so much, and explain-

ed so little on the work of the vigneron, I

will now proceed on the work of the vint-

ner. Wine-making I consider almost a

mechanical art. To arrive at the arcana

of which, however, it is necessary to pur-

sue a regular method in the process, and
by doing so any person of ordinary ability

can acquire it. As my desire is only to in-

form novices in the art, or young vintners

who will be content with simple rudiments

unconnected with technical terms, I shall

set down my plan in the plainest possible

manner; for it is a well known fact, that

thousands of writers of the present day,

undertake to enlighten the uninformed,

and their manner in describing things is

so hard to comprehend, that no one less in-

formed than themselves can understand
one word of the subject on which they un-
der ake to write. I speak from experience,

as I have by me a number of works on the

subject I am now writing of, and scarcelv

one of them I consider worth reading, and
from the cause above stated. This fault

arises, no doubt, from the fact that few
practical men find time to write, while
fewer still who write, give them.-elves the

trouble to practice what they write about;
thus illustrating the motto, that " an ounce
of practice is better than a pound of the-

ory." So much for the introduction, now
for the practice.

The plan I am about to describe is on a
small scale, but if the vintage is large, the

utensils can be altered to suit. The vint-

age being ripe, you should have already
been provided with a few clean tubs. Fresh
emptied whiskey barrels cut in two, do
very well* Your fruit being gathered, re-

ject all rotten and under ripe; throw into

one tub as much as will cover the bottom
one inch deep; take a new maul, (beech if

possible, as this wood is an advantage to

new wine,) such as is used for splitting

wood ; let it be cut square at the end ; use
this to crush the fruit, in a similar way per-

sons use a dasher in churning butter, and
and with no more force than necessary to

burst the skins. The fruit, when thus pre-

pared, is called marc, and is fit for pressing

in this state—which must be done in the

following way : take press-cloth—the form
of which I will hereafter describe— double
it and place it in a large wooden bowl ; then
put on the cloth as much marc as it will

contain; when folded up, tie it round with
a strong cord, and place it on the platform

of the press, and press it with as much force

as you please, the form and plan of which
is not material, so that the largest quantity

of juice is obtained; while one cloth is be-

ing used at the press, a second should be

filled so as to save time, as it is very im-

portant that all the juice should be pressed

out as soon as possible, after the first opera^

tion has commenced.
The juice of all the vintage having been

expressed, carry it to the working tub in

the cellar, and it is no longer to be called

juice, but receive the name of must. This
tub containing the must should be covered

over with a clean linen cloth, and left un*

disturbed for twenty-four or thirty-six hours.

If the night be cold, throw over it a blanket,

but be sure to remove it in the morning, in

order to keep an even temperature, which

should be if possible, not below 65° or above
75° Fahrenheit—(mine at the vintage is

72Q.) You will observe by-the-bye, that

the juice will require no other straining than

it received at the press by passing through

Lke press-cloth ; and by this plan both waste

and much time are saved. The must hav-

ing been allowed to settle, as directed above,

should now be drawn off into prepared

cask?] to work for ten or twelve days, aC*
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cording to the temperature of the weather

at the time, and kept filled up morning,

noon, and night for four or five days, after

which twice a day will do. There must at

the time of turning be sufficient spare must

in reserve, say six gallons to every barrel af-

ter all the casks are full, and this should be

kept near the cask, to fill them up from time

to time. The filling up must be done with

an earthen or china pitcher having a lip,

and at no time must any metalic article be

suffered to drop into the must, as it is apt

to injure the color of the wine, as well as to

affect the taste. At the filling up always

remove whatever scum may be at the bung-

hole, and keep a small tub or dish under

each cask, to receive the drippings, as the

clear will do for filling up.

At the end of ten or twelve days the

working will have ceased, which you will

know by seeing the wine clear at the bung-

hole, and the hissing noise stopped in the

cask, and all floating beads disappear from

the surface. If the wine (for recollect it is

no longer must) show these indications, it

has ceased working, and maybe stopped in

the following manner : Set the cask up-

right, and place over the bung-hole a clean

piece of paper ; lay the bung on top, and

press both into the hole as hard as you can

with your hand, without any other instru-

ment. This is mainly to exclude the air—-

see to it once a day, for three or four days,

that it be not disturbed. At the end of that

time place your ear close to the bung, and

if no hissing sound proceed from the cask,

remove the bung, disturbing the wine as

little as possible ; fill the cask to within a

fraction of the under edge of the hole, and

drive the bung down tight ; but should the

wine at this last examination not have

ceased working, the bung and paper should

have been placed as before, and left three

or four days longer.

The wine, thus being stopped down, will

require no more attention until bottling

time in the following March, and being

about the time I think all wines should be

bottled or transvased. If you conclude to

keep it in cask a second year, it must be

transvased, letting no more run from it

than is bright and clear, the hullage,

or thick, being turned into a smaller cask

and fined for use. The cask you intend

to bottle, do in the following manner ; re-

move the bung, or, my plan is to bore a

hole through the bung with a large size

gimlet, (as starting the bung disturbs the

wine,) without disturbing the cask in the

least possible. Let this be done, not

twenty-four hours before bottling, which

is the method most persons take, but about

ten minutes, and see that every thing has

been got ready before, the cask having

been tapped at the time of turning with a

tight bottling cock, and four inches from

the bottom of the cask, proceed to bottle,

taking care only to draw off about two-

thirds. I have with me at this time a

careful servant, as it is a business for two.

I allow only about a dozen bottles to be

filled before I commence to cork, giving

only about ten minutes for the air to escape

from the bottle, for if longer the bouquet

is much injured, and wine without or de»

ficient in this quality, is like arose without

fragrance. Your bottles should be filled

to about one-third of the neck above the

shoulder, and on no account suffer your

corks to be soaked in any thing before

being used, as they will shrink after from

the wax, and perhaps cause your wine to

spoil, whereas, if driven in dry they swell

in the bottle, and the wax will adhere

more perfectly. With this precaution I

never loose a bottle of wine, as I generally

attend to the old adage, that any thing

worth doing at all is worth doing well.

Reject all corks that arehard and porous.

When all are corked, with a sharp knife

trim off close down to the glass before

waxing, after which pack in dry saw-dust,

in binns or casks, in a cool cellar, with a

uniform temperature, and in six months

you may try it, but twelve will be better.

Having got through making and bottling,

I will before I conclude, say a word about

casks, tubs, wax, &c, &c. In regard to

the casks, I think it always best to buy

new, and have them made of the best ma-
terials, and as soon as brought home, filled

up with cold water, and soaked thus twen-

ty-four hours ; then emptied and half-fill-

ed with boiling water, shaken about and

turned over three or four times during an

hour, and while hot, emptied and placed

pole downwards forty-eight hours to dry

;

then sulphured in the following manner—'
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melt stone sulphur in an iron sauce-pan,

have ready strips of muslin twelve inches

long and half an inch wide, dip them in

the sulphur while hot, (these are called

matches,) double two or three of them
over the end of a wire, set fire to them,

and let them down to the bottom of the

cask at the bung hole, keep thern burning

as long as they will; repeat this as long as

a match will burn, and when the cask is

full of vapor, bung it up tight, and it is

fit for the reception of the wine, and will

keep for months, so that before the vintage

be ripe all the casks can be ready for use.

The working tub should be large enough
to contain all the must of the vintage, un-

less different colored wines are to be made,
in that case separate tubs will be required.

This tub should be placed in the cellar, on

a stand or strong bench, high enough for

the casks, at the turning, to be rolled

under and filled at the spigot, placed one-

fourth from the bottom of the tub, as per-

forming the turning in any other way, will

be troublesome as well as wasteful.

Wax should be made in the following

way:—take one pound of resin and one

pound of bees-wax, with an ounce of pul-

verised Spanish brown, and melt them in

a saucepan over a charcoal fire, keeping

them stirred, and while hot the bottles are

to be dipped in so as to have about one-

fourth of an inch of glass covered, as more
is unnecessary. In bottling, every vintner

should be provided with a bottling-stool,

which may be seen at almost any porter-

cellar, and without it the business cannot be

well done. Across it you sit—the end

forms a table with a rim to keep on your

corks and driver ; on it is fixed a thick

soft piece of sole leather, on which to

place your bottle for driving the cork ; on

the table also is fixed a cork-squeezer, for

squeezing the cork two or three times be-

fore it enters the bottle, as this always

should be done when corks are used dry,

as they yield much better to the bottle, and
go further down. Fly press cloths are

made with strong coarse linen, such as is

used by manufacturers in baling up dry

goods. Each cloth is made the size of a

bed sheet. Linen is by far the best ma-
terial, as it gives out no linty fibers as cot-

ton or woolen will, and too much care can-

not be taken to avoid all extraneous matter

coming in contact with the must, as it is apt to

excite and produce reactions, and cause dry-

ness and sometimes sourness in the wine.

Transvasing—I do not approve of this

operation oftener than it can be helped, as it

is merely to produce flatness as well a

brightness in the wine, and mine is always
characterised by the latter and never by the

former quality ; and I hope it will not be
considered presuming when I state that I

never drank any wine in my life, foreign or

domestic, that possessed two of the richest

qualities in the same degree that my wines
have. My plan is never to transvase from
the time it is stopped down until the March
following ; for as often as wine comes in

contact with the air, so often does a great

portion of the bouquet and flavor of the fruit

escape. Some maj' think keeping wine so

long without transvasing, it would not come
fine in time for bottling, but I have never
yet had any to fail.

In speaking of the maul for crushing the

fruit, 1 named beach-wood as the best, and
such is the fact that in countries where wine
is made in large quantities, and from vari-

ous causes large qantities become thick and
cloudy, and to resort to finings made from
isinglass or whites of eggs, as we do, would
be too expensive, they therefore take new
beach-wood and chip it up fine, dry it well

in the sun, and from one to two pounds is

put into a hogshead of wine, rummaged well

with a broomstick, stopped down and left to

settle, and it acts the same way as a more
expensive mode. In making wine on a

large scale the better way is to crush the

fruit between two wooden rollers, horizon-

tally meeting each other, turned with a crank.

This article has been extended far more
than it would have been, had it been in the

hands of an able writer ; but as most per-

sons requesting it, wish for a plain detailed

account, at the same time, while I have en-

deavored to meet their views, I have thrown

it together in as short a space as I knew
how ; and all who benefit from its contents

are heartily welcome, for in a similar way
the writer has obtained the materials of

which he has built his small temple of

knowledge, which is yet so imperfect that

if he lives a hundred years he will always
fine gaps to fill up. J. Noyes.
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Mkmoirs of John Bartram and Humphrey
Marshall, with Notices of their Botanical
Cotemporaries. By Wm. Darlington, M.
D., L. L. D. With illustrations. Octavo,

pp. 535.

[We are indebted to a Philadelphia cor-

respondent for the following notice of this

work.* Ed.]

This book tells its own story admirably

;

as a picture of colonial life it is truely gra-

phic, but as the biography of an honest,

self-educated man of genius, it is beyond

all praise. While we say this, we must

remark that some further expurgations from

the text would have made the work more

valuable, and less open to the criticisms of

those, (and we envy them not,) who can-

not appreciate the beauty, the simplicity,

the sterling good sense, but above all the

natural character of John Bartram. He
was among the very first, if not the first,

who turned their scrutinizing eyes to the

wonderful flora of this continent, and who,

by their zeal and industry, were the instru-

ments of adding most materially to the beau-

ties of the unrivalled parks and gardens of

Europe.

Mr. Bartram was of American birth,

respectably connected, and inherited a mo-

derate fortune in land, but having earl}'

imbibed a fondness for the study of natural

history, set up the first commercial botani-

cal garden in the province of Pennsylvania.

It still exists in the possesion of his grand-

daughter, Mrs. Carr, and her husband, on

* Dr. Darlington has prepared this volume with a sketch
of the " Progress of Botany in North America." which will
interest botanical readers. We regTet to see that the artist
employed to sketch that picturesque old stone mansion

—

Bartram's house—standing in the midst of the Bartram
garden, still well preserved and finely covered with ivy,
should have so utterly failed in the plate which is the fron-
tispiece to this work. The house is a gem for the lover of
the picturesque, and this cut is a fright for the lovers of
anything. Help it by all means in the next edition. Ed.

the banks of the Schuylkill, near Philadel-

phia, rich in fine old specimens of trees and

shrubs. Especially to be noticed in that

fine old garden, is the enormous cypress,

(Cypressus disticha,) the larges ttree known

in that region of country. And here we
would incidentally remark, without intend-

ing to depreciate the one or eulogise the

other, the great advantage the planter of

trees possesses over the lover of the green-

house, in perpetuating the memory of his

labors ; the one places his trees in the ground

for posterity to love and admire, and pos-

terity, (barring some insane descendant's

axe,) will be sure to pay its tribute at the

shrine ; while the too frequent fate of the

green-house, when its owner leaves the

scene he so much enjoyed, is destruction or

decay. The Arboretum survives, in at

least one fine specimen ; it may be overrun

with weeds, but a noble tree or shrub at-

tests its owner's taste, and is his best mon-

ument ; the green-house, without daily and

nightly care, as much attention as a young

baby, soon loses all its attraction, and is no

more. We might safely compare the two

operations thus : the green-house lover is

like the actor, remembered by his cotem-

poraries, and by them only, while the tree-

planter is the author, who survives the re-

presentation of the painted scene, and in

his works lives after them. Could we pos-

sess absolute power, we should at once say

to some of our friends who only plant in

tubs and pots, " go at once and plant a Ce-

dar of Lebanon, a Deodara Cedar, all the

magnolias, that you may do something by

which you will be thanked by posterity."

Humphrey Marshall, also commemorated

in this volume, did this, and now that there
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is no other monument to him, and his gar-

den is uncared for, an enormous Magnolia

acuminata rears its head to the skies, and

at first sight induces the question, " Who
planted that ?" No inscription is needed

to tell of worthy deeds ; his reputation sur-

vives, and we feel satisfied that Marshall,

with his rural pursuits and botanical plea-

sures, must have been an honest, worthy,

thinking man ; and such he was—not as

eminent as Bartram, but with his fondness

for research, and love of natural history.

Both passsd an innocent and useful life, and

while their pursuits were their own reward,

have reaped the additional fame of a wor-

thy commemoration by a valued and useful

follower of their tastes, and eminent bota-

nist.

By a curious coincidence, this large vol-

ume of Dr. Darlington's, on which he has

expended no little labor, induced by the love

of the topics discussed by Bartram and his

celebrated correspondents at home and

abroad, we find lying, as we write, in jux-

taposition with the erudite works of Dr.

Asa Gray and of Dr. Torrey. Here are

the records of the beginning of the study of

botany and its full fruition. When Bar-

tram and his correspondents commenced

their researches into the mysteries of Na-

ture, they were possessed of blind guides
;

order had not sprung into existance; James

Logan writes :

[LOGAN TO BARTRAM.]
" Friend J. Bartram :—Last night, in the twi-

light, I received the enclosed, and opened it by

mistake. Last year Peter sent me some tables,

which I never examined till since I last saw thee.

They are six very large sheets, in which the au-

thor (Linnaeus) digests all the production* of Na-

ture in class-es. Two of them he bestows on the

inanimate, as stones, minerals, earths; two more
on vegetables, and the other two on animals.

His method in the vegetables is altogether new,

for he takes all his distinctions from the stamina

and the styles, the first of which he calls husbands,

the other wives. He ranges them, tluerefore, un-

der those of 1 husbands, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

12, 20. and then of many husbands. He further

distinguishes by the styles, and has many heads,

under which he reduces all known plants.

The performance is very curious, and at this

time worth thy notice. I would send it to thee,

but being in Latin, it will want some explanation,

which after I have given thee, thou wilt, I be-

lieve, be fully able to deal with it thyself, since

thou generally knows the plants' names." p. 3<>7.

Linnaeus, thus characterised by a cotem-

porary !
" His performance is very curi-

ous !" How little did the writer know of

his future fame, unequalled by any previ-

ous or subsequent discoverer.

The correspondence, while it pictures the

trials and exposures of the early adventu-

rers among the mountains, and Indians, and

savannahs, in pursuit of specimens for the

enthusiasts abroad, shows plainly the

amount of ignorance under which they all

labored ; indeed a person possessed of little

love for nature would be almost pardcned

for declaring that if a parcel of schoolboys

were now to sit down and write as these

letters are written, they would be laughed

at. But knowledge has made vast strides

since the year 1730
;
particularly is this the

case in botany. " If we embrace," says

Humboldt in his Aspects of Nature, (so

pleasantly translated by Mrs. Sabine, and

just published in Philadelphia.) " in one

general view the different species of phaeno-

gamous plants at present contained in

herbariums, the number may now be esti-

mated at considerably above SO,000."*

* •' We must carefully distinguish between different ques-

tions: How many species of plants are described in printed

works? how many have been discovered, ». e. contained in

herbariums, though without being described? how many
are probably existing; on the globe ? Murray's edition of

the Liuneun system contains, including eryptoganiia. only

10.042 species Willdenow, in his edition of the Species

Plantarum. between the years 1797 and 1S07, hnd nlready

described 17. 1.57 pasnogamous meoiea, (from Monandria to

Polygamia dioecia.) It" we add 31)00 cryptogamons species,

we obtain the number which Willdenow mentions, viz. 20,-

000 species. M"re recent researches have shown how much
this estimation of the number of species described and con-

tained in herbariums falls short of the truth Robert Brown
counted 37,000 phsnogBBOlM plains, t afterwards attempt-

ed to give the geographical distribution lin different pari*

of the earth already explored) ol 14,000 phanogamous and
cryptogamons plants. DScandotle found in comparing Per-

soon'fl Bncbiridrom with his Universal System ia 19 several

families, thai the writings of betanists and Kur pean herba.

riums taken together might be assumed to contain 56.000

species of pluuts. If we consider how many species hare
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LiNN.EUS was acquainted with compara-

tively but few ; how limited were the means

of knowledge with our "King's Botanist,"

Bartram ; how few his resources for ac-

quiring the little that so few knew ! Peter

Collinson and his other correspondents,

write constantly to send tortoises, wasps'

nests, and other things the very names of

which they were unacquainted with ; and

yet they were performing their office, spend-

ing their money t to bring together the

unknown things of America, where science

could name and classify them. They too

had a planting taste that has not spread in

proportion to the increase of knowledge, for

our best trees and shrubs ; they write for

more Franklinias, (now Gordonia sube-

scens,) more Magnolias, and especially were

they anxious to possess our magnificent

Water-lily, (Neluvibetim luteum) one of the

most superb plants of America, both for leaf

and flower ; and yet we venture to say not

one in ten thousand of our countrymen have

had their curiosity awakened to see the ex-

panded treasure ; though it grows in all its

glory within two miles of the now old (in

an American sense) Independence Hall.

But a favored few know its locale or ever

see its curious flower, or the fruit equally

agreeable and somewhat similar in flavor

to the Chinquapin. Why is this, unless,

indeed, we make the excuse that it is diffi-

eince that period been described by travellers, (my expedi-

tion alone furnished 3,600 of the 5,800 collected species of

the equinoctial zone.) and if we remember that in all the

botanical gardens taken together there are certainly above
25.000 phaenogamous plants cultivated, we shall easily

perceive how much Decandolle's number falls short of the

truth. Completely unacquainted as we are with the large

portions of the interior of South America, of Africa, Mada-
gascar, Borneo, and Central and Eastern Asia, the thought
rises involuntarily in the mind, that we may not yet know
the third or probably even the fifth part of the plants existing

on the earth!"
Professor Lindley, in his " Vegetable Kingdom." publish-

ed in 1848, estimates the number of the species then known
at 92,930, including Algae, Fungi, Lichens, Mosses, Ferns,
and flowering plants.

t We must say, even taking into account the differ-

ence in the value of money, the prices paid were very small.

The king allowed Bartram only fifty guineas a year to pay
his traveling expenses and for specimens. Other payments
will strike the reader of the book as ridiculously small.

cult to cultivate, or, that little curiosity on

these subjects exists among us?

But we must turn to the book and en-

deavor, by extracts, to exhibit the character

and the simplicity of this correspondence.

In a late letter from Bartram, he thus

beautifully describes the beauties of nature ;

it seems as if he had concentrated his whole

soul in this one effort :

" What charming colours appear in the various

tribes, in the regular succession of the vernal and

autumnal flowers—these so nobly bold—those so

delicately languid ! What a glow is enkindled in

some, what a gloss shines in others ! With
what a masterly skill is every one of the varying

tints disposed ! Here they seem to be thrown
on with an easy dash of security and freedom

;

there they are adjusted by the nicest touches.

The verdure of the empalement, or the shad-

ings of the petals, impart new liveliness to

the whole, whether they are blended or arrang-

ed. Some are intersected with elegant stripes,

or studded with radiant spots ; others affect to be

genteely powdered, or neatly fringed ; others are

plain in their aspect, and please with their naked

simplicity. Some are arrayed in purple; some
charm with the virgin's white; others are dashed

with crimson ; while others are robed in scarlet.

Some glitter like silver lace ; others shine as if em-
broidered with gold. Some rise with curious cups,

or pendulous bells; some are disposed in spreading

umbels ; others crowd in spiked clusters ; some
are dispersed on spreading branches of lofty trees,

or dangling catskins ; others sit contented on the

humble shrub ; some seated on high on the twin-

ing vine, and wafted to and fro ; others garnish the

prostrate creeping plant. All these have their

particular excellencies ; some for the beauty of

their flowers ; others their sweet scent; many the

elegance of foliage, or the goodness of fruit;

some the nourishment that their roots afford us
;

others please the. fancy with their regular growth;
some are admired for their odd appearance, and

many that offend the taste, smell, and sight, too,

are of virtue in physic." p. 398.

The following are fair specimens of the

large correspondence of Peter Collinson,

and exhibit the amount of knowledge then

possessed by him. They show the pro-

gress of the introduction of our trees, &c,

into Europe, with some natural touches of

character.

[COLLINSON TO BARTRAM.]

" As Lord Petre desired to see thy letters, they

are all there. He admires thy plain natural way
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of writing, and thy observations and descriptions

•of several plants. For want of them, I shall only

take notice of thy proposal, in one of them, for an

annual allowance to encourage and enable thee to

prosecute further discoveries. Lord Petre is very

willing to contribute very handsomely towards ir.

He will be ten guineas, and we are in hopes of

raising ten more. This, we think, will enable

thee to set apart a month, two, or three, to make
an excursion on the banks of the Schuylkill, to

to trace it to its fountain. But as so great an

undertaking may require two or three years, and

as many journeys, to effect it, so we must leave

that wholly to thee. But we do expect that after

harvest and when the season is that all the seeds

•of trees and shrubs are ripe, thou wilt set out

;

and them that happen not to be ripe when thou

goes, they may have attained to maturity when
thou comes back. We shall send thee paper for

specimens and writing, and a pocket compass,

—

expect thee ''.1 keep a regular journal of what
occurs every day; and an exact observation of the

course of the river, which, with a compass, thee

may easily do." p. 72..

*' Dear Friend—As thee has given me many
instances of thy curious speculative disposition, it

has put me on enlarging thy knowledge in natural

enquiries, as the earth is filled with wonders, and
every where is to be seen the marks and effects of

Almighty power. Most things were made for the

use and pleasure of mankind ; others, to raise our

admiration and astonishment; as, in particular,

what are called fossils,— being stones, found all

the world over, that have either the impressions,

or else the regular form of shells, leaves, fishes,

fungi, teeth, sea-aggs, and many other produc-

tions. Thai th*re may better apprehend what I

mean, I have sent thee some specimens, in a

packet of paper for specimens of plants for Lord
Petre, with some seeds, and a pocket compass.
Captain Savage has promised to take care of the

parcel. In the course of thy travels, or in digging

the earth, or in thy quarries, possibly some sorts

of figured stones may be found, mixed or com-
pounded with earth, sand, or stone and chalk.

What use the learned make of them, is, that they

are evidences of the Deluge." p. 73.

" One thing I must desire of thee, and do in-

sist that thee oblige me therein ; that thou make
up drugget clothes, to go to Virginia in, and not

appear to disgrace thyself or me; for though I

should not esteem thee the less, to come to me in

what dress thou wilt, yet these Virginians are a

very gentle, well-dressed people, and look per-

haps more at a man's outside than his inside. For
these and other reasons pray go very clean, neat,

and handsomely dressed, to Virginia. Never mind
thy clothes ; I will send more another year."

p. 81.

" By what I can observe of the fine Laurels,
No. 102 and 108, Chamcerhododendros, their seed
seem to be light and chaffy, which is the worst

VvOL. IV. 34

sort of seed to send over for keeping ; that I don't

expect we shall ever raise them here, but must de-

pend on plants : so, prithee, go at a proper sea-

son to the nearest place, and load a pair of pan-

niers or baskets, with young plants, and set some
in thy garden to take root, and send half a dozen
at a time ; for this seems to me to be the best tree

that has been discovered in your province.

Indeed, in South Carolina, there is the Magnolia,
or great Laurel-leafed Tulip Tree, which is an
evergreen—grows sixty (eet high—its leaves are

as large again as yours, and the flowers white, of

a rose or water-lily figure, but as large as the
crown of one's hat. There is one in England that

flowers every year finely ; and I have several plants

in my garden.

Another particular thing I must request, that is

to get a handful or two of White Cedar cones, for

Philip Miller ; lor, in separating the seeds, by ac-

cident he had none of the White Cedar cones." p.
96.

" I assure thee thou canst not do me a greater
pleasure than to entertain me with any history of
nature. But this I must tell thee, as a friend : I

am afraid thou takes up too much of thy time to

oblige me. I am so much thy friend that I entreat
thee not to Jet any of thy affairs suffer on my ac-
count.

Indeed, when thou art collecting, thou art paid
for it. I hope this year will prove kindly, that we
may have a collection of oaks. Send but a few of
the White Oak, and the Swamp Spanish Oak. I

believe most thou sent ate come up, and thrive

finely. We have a great quantity of the Cherry
up

; it is a fine plant. Red Cedar comes up very
strong

; but I don't see the Sassafras. Tulip Pop-
lar in great abundance. This, with most other of
your country seeds, will some come up the first

—

but more the second year. Send me more Tulip
Poplar. Some of your Swamp Laurel or Bay
(Magnolia glauca, L.) is come up, and thrives
well ; but we want a great deal more of its cones.
It is a fine plant ; and when the wind turns up the
silver side of its leaves, it has a pretty effect. As
to the Bay Laurel, called Ivy (Kalmia, L.) it is in

vain to send any of its seed . (unless soon as gathered
sown in a bed of mould.) for it is so small and
chaffy, it will not keep. I have had a great deal
from Virginia

; but none grows. There is no way
so good as plants. I have sufficient for myself,
but Lord Petre may want some. But a year or
two hence may do. I am afraid a like fate will

attend the seed of that noble Laurel thou discov-

ered near the Blue Mts. A cargo of growing
plants will be a rarity worth accepting. Next
time thou must try what thou canst do.

First, yet a strong ergo of young plants into
thy garden. Pray make it thy business this fall

;

and when they have stood a year, and drawn root,
they may with more safety be sent, as opportuni-
ty offers." pp. 98,99.

I shall now, tell thae something, which very
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much pleased me, and will surprise thee. The
box of turtle eggs, (which was an ingenious

thought of thine to send,) on the day I brought it

from on board ship, being the 20th of October, I

took off the lid having a mind to see the eggs, and
on peeping about I saw a little head just above the

ground, and while I was looking, I saw the ground
move in a place or two more. In short, in the

space of three or four hours, eight tortoises were
hatched. It was very well worth observing, how
artfully they disengaged themselves from the shell,

and then with their fore feet scratched their eyes

open. They have had many visiters, such a thing

never happening, I dare say, in England before.

They seem to be all one sort, but thee mentions

two. I tried if they would eat, with lettuce leaves,

&c, or if they would drink, but they regarded

neither. But after they had been crawling about

three or four days, they buried themselves in the

earth in the box, where they continue. Early in

the spring I design to turn them out at Lord
Petre's, who has large ponds, if they are water
turtles." p. 109.

"I commend thy method of sowing Parsley,

&c. with the fir seed. In the northern provinces

of Germany, where it is sandy and barren and
will produce little but firs and pines, to prevent

the seedlings being burnt up, they sow oats with
their seed, to screen it in the summer, and its dry
straw protects it in the winter; for they do not

reap the oats ; and one reason may L e, in such a
barren soil, they are not worth it." p. 191.

" This reminds me of the elegant species of

the Water Lily (Nelumbium luteum, Wild,) that

is in the Jerseys. Does it occupy such a depth of

water that the roots can't be come at? Thou art

ambitious of plants from us ; but here is the most
charming plant of Asia including China and
Egypt, in thy neighbourhood, and yet so little is

thy curiosity, or industry, that thou can'st not

avail thyself of so great a curiosity. Thou that

hast springs in thy garden to make a pond for its

reception; or a river so close by, if more proper

for its culture. Prithee, John, never more let

me reproach thy want of taste and curiosity in

this article. I wish thou could employ some per-

son to gather the seeds when ripe, and put in a

bottle of water, with a little sand or earth in its

bottom. I conceive, thus preserved, they would
come in a growing state to us. This I have
mentioned often before ; but roots well packed in

a great deal of wet moss, in a box, would do

better.

If I was in thy place, I should spare no pains

or expense to be possessed of a curiosity, that

none in the province could boast of beside thyself;

which thou art ambitious of in other plants in no

comparison so charming when in flower." p. 222,

223.

" I have a sprig (in flower) of the Kalmia in

wrater. and it stares me in the face all the while

I am writing, saying, or seeming to say, ' As

you are so fond of me, tell my friend, John Bar-
tram, who sent me. to send more to keep me-
company; for they will be sure to be well nursed

and well trea'ed.' " p. 228.

" They enrich our knowledge, and anticipate

our pleasures, and give us a good idea of the

riches in store, to gratify the botanists of after

ages. O, Botany I delightfulest of all sciences f

There is no end of thy gratifications. All botan-

ists will join with me in thanking my dear John
for his unwearied pains to gratify every inquisi-

tive genius. I have sent Linnajus a specimen,

and one leaf of Tipiiiwitchet sensitive; only to

him would I spare such a jewel. Pray send more
specimens. I am afraid we can never raise it.

Linnaeus will be in raptures at the sight of it.'
r

p. 251.

There is too little from Baeteam him-

self, but the following show his tone,, and

the nature of his connectioa with his friend

Collin on :

[BAETSAM TO C011.IN30N.]

" In thy letter of December the 20tb, thee sup-

poses me to spend five or six weeks in collections-

for you, and that ten pounds will defray all my
annaal expenses; but I assure thee, I spend more
than twice that time annually; and ten pounds-

will not, at a moderate expense, defray my
charges abroad ; besides my neglect of business

at home, in allowing, harvest, and seed time.

Indeed I was more than two weeks in gather-

ing the small acorns of the willow-leafed oak,

which are very scarce, and falling with the leaves,

so that daily I had to rake up the leaves and
shake the acorns out, before they were devoured
by the squirrels and hogs; and I reckoned it

good luck if I could gather 20 under one tree,

and hardly one in twenty bore any. Yet I don's

begrudge my labor; but would do anything rea-

sonable to serve you. But by the sequel of thy

letter, yon are not sensible of the fourth part of
the pains I take to oblige you." p. 119, 120.

December, 1738.
" Dear Friend :—I have performed my journey

through Maryland and Virginia, as far as Wil-
liamsburgh, so up James river to the mountains,

so over and between the mountains, in many very
crooked turnings and windings, in which, accord-

ing to the nearest computation I can make, be-

tween my setting out and my returning home, I

travelled 1100 miles in five weeks time; having

rested but one day in all that time, and that was
at Williamsburgh. I happened to go in the only-

time for gathering of seeds—the atumnal—both

in Maryland and Virginia ; and the exceeding

mild fall, favored the opportunity on and between
the mountains, whereby I gathered abundance of

kinds of seeds, in perfection, which have not ri-

pened for several years, because of the early

frosts, which tame a month or six weeks soones
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than they did this year. Indeed, beyond the

mountains in Virginia and Pennsylvania, there is

a great variety, that I saw; and the inhabitants

say, the ground is covered with delicate blue

flowers in the spring, which are not to be found

after the hot weather comes on. When I first

began to find many curious seeds, I wrapped them
up in paper separately, and put them into my
leather bags; but in riding and shaking, they

fretted the paper and mixed together. So, after-

wards, I gathered altogether as I found them,

which I send to you all mixed, and as they are

most of them perennials, I suppose they will do

well enough sown together." p. 120, 121.

" I am greatly obliged to thee for thy necessary

present of a suit of clothes, which just came in the

right time; and Barclay's Apology, I shall take care

of for thy sake. It answers thy advice, much better

than if thee had sent me one of Natural History,

or Botany, which I should have spent ten times the

hours in reading of, while I might have laboured

for the maintenance of my family. Indeed, I have
little respect to apologies and disputes about the

ceremonial part of religion, which often introduce

animosities, confusion, and disorders in the mind,

and sometimes body too : but, dear Peter, let us

worship the one Almighty Power, in sincerity of

heart, with resignation to his Divine will,—doing

to others as we would have them to do to us, if

we were in their circumstances. Living in love and

innocency, we may die in hope." p. 159.

September 5th, 1742.
" Dear Peter,—I am lately returned from the

Katskill Mts., having gathered a fine parcel of

the Balm cones, just at the time of their full ripe

ness ; with many other curious seeds, and other

fine curiosities. This hath been a happy journey :

and I met with our friend, Doctor Colden, who
received and entertained me with all the de-

monstrations of civility and respect that were con-

venient. He is one of the most facetious, agree-

able gentlemen I ever met with ,• and his capacity

thee may judge of, by the last account he gave
thee of the economy of the Five Nations, and some
other subjects which he may soon acquaint thee

with. I hope to give thee a fuller account of him
this fall." pp. 160, 161.

The following letter will give modern

readers a taste of the feelings o[ the colo-

nists-—even the milder and more peaceable

of them, regarding the Indians '.

September 30, 1763.

Dear Peter—I have now travelled near 30 years
through our provinces, and in some twenty towns
in the same provinces, and yet never, as I remem-
ber, once found a single species in all after times,

that I did not observe in my first journey through
the same province. But many times I found that

plant the first, which neither I nor any person

could find after ; which plants I suppose were de-

stroyed by the cattle. The first time I crossed the

Shenandoah, I saw one or two plants, or rather

sialk and seed of the Meadia, on its bank. I

jumped off, got the seed and brought it home, sent

part to thee, and part I sewed myself ; both which
succeeded, and if I had not gone to that spot per-

haps it had been wholly lost to the world. John
Clayton asked me where I found it. I described

the very spot to him, but neither he nor any per-

son from him could find it after. Oh! what a no-

ble discovery I could have made on the banks of

the Ohio and Mississippi if I had gone down, and
the Indians had been peaceably inclined—as I

knew many plants that grew on its northeast

branches. But we are at present all disappointed.

Thy son William wanted to go as draughtsman.

I read lately, in our newspaper, of a noble and
absolutely necessary scheme that was proposed in

England, if it was practicable. That was, to

search all the country of Canada and Louisiana for

all natural productions, convenient situations for

manufactories, and different soils, minerals and
vegetables. The last of which I dare take upon
myself, as I know more of the North American
plants than any others. But this would alarm the

Indians to the highest degree. All the discoverers

would be exposed to the greatest savage cruelty

—

the gun, tomahawk, or revengeful devouring jaws.
Before this scheme can be executed, the Indians

must be subdued, or drove about a thousand miles

back. No treaty will make discoverers safe. Many
years past, in our most peaceable times, far beyond
our mountains, as I was walking in a path with
an Indian guide, hired for two dollars, an Indian

man met me, and pulled of my hat in a great pas-

sion, and chawed it all round—I suppose to show
me that theyr would eat me if I came into that

country again. • *••*•
The most probable and only meihod to establish

a lasting peace with the barbarous Indians, is to

bang them stoutly, and make them sensible that

we are men, whom they, lor many years, despised

as women. Until then, it is only throwing away
men, blood and treasure to make peace with them.

They will not keep to any treaty of peace. They
are all with their fathers (alias) the French, re-

solved to drive the English out of North America.
And although some tribes pretend to be partial

friends, it is only with a design to supply the rest

with ammunition to murder us. Perhaps now,
and only now, is the critical time offered to Britain

to secure not only her old possessions, but her so

much boasted new acquisitions, by sending us suf-

ficient supplies to repel effectually those barbarous
savages. ••••••

I am heartily glad that young Lord Petre is

possessed of the botanical taste of his father. I

wish he may resemble him in virtue. I have in-
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tended to inquire after him and his mother in

every late letter. The pear raised from his seed

hath borne a number of the finest relished fruit.

I think a better is not in the world."*

Some original letters from Linn^us,

known to have formerly been in the Bar-

tram family, are missing ; they have proba-

bly been abstracted to send to Europe?

before their value was sufficiently appreci-

ated.

We warmly commend this work to all

lovers of natural history and natural people.

Yours, Philadelphia.

FOREIGN NOTICES.

On tht? Odors of Plants and the mode of
obtaining them.
" Unbidden earth shall wreathing flowers bring,

And fragrant herbs the promises of spring,

As her first offering to the ruling king. :;—Drydeii's Virgil.

The exquisite pleasure derived from smelling at

fragrant flowers would almost instinctively induce

man to attempt to separate the odoriferous princi-

ple from them, so as to have the perfume when
the season denies the flowers; and thus we find

the alchemists of old torturing the plants in every

way their invention could devise for this end; their

experiments were not wholly unsuccessful, and in-

deed upon their foundation the whole art of perfu-

mery has been reared. Besides the uses in perfu-

mery, the essential oils (the matters to which the

odor of the plant is due) are used by druggists

to cover the bad taste of medicines. Peppermint,
Coriander, and Cassia, are much used for this pur-

pose, and as the sense of smell has much to do
with taste, their utility is obvious; by closing the

nostrils, very nasty physics may be swallowed
without tasting, particularly Rhubarb. We here

see the advantage of the domestic subterfuge of
" a little peppermint " with a home " dose of cas-

tor oil," or a peppermint lozenge before the "cup
of salts and senna."

Without recapitulating those facts which may
be found diffused through nearly all the old authors

on medical botany and wTorks of this character, we
may state at once the mode of operation adopted
by the practical perfumer of the present day for

preparing the various extracts or essences, waters,
oils, &c, used in his calling. The processes are

divided into four distinct operations.

1. Expression or the squeezing the odor-giving

part of the plant between two metal plates, which
are generally made hot (though sometimes cold,

and hence the term ''cold drawn") and forced to-

gether by a powerful screw. This process is on-

ly adopted where the plant is very prolific in its

oil, i. e., odor.

* This tree, known as Lady Petre"s pear tree, is still,

(1948), flourishing at the Bartram garden, standing close
by the house. [We have eaten pears from this tree, when
dining- at the Bartram house, which were of the highest
quality, not surpassed bv any specimens of Doyenne or
butter pears. Ed. Hort.]

2. Distillation.—The plant or part required is

placed in a metal pan, and covered with water; to

the pan a dome-shaped lid is fitted, terminating

with a pipe, which is twisted cork-screw fashion,

and fixed in a bucket, with the end peeping out

like a tap in a barrel. The water in the still is

made to boil, and having no other exit, the steam

must pass through the coiled pipe, w-hich being

surrounded by cold water in the bucket, condenses

the vapor before it can arrive at the tap ; with the

steam the volatile oil or perfume rises, and is li-

quified at the same time; the liquids which thus

run over, on standing for a time, separate into two
portions, and are finally divided with a funnel hav-

ing a stopcock in the narrow part of it. By this

process, the majority of the oils or perfumes are

procured; it so happens, however, that the finest

odors, the recherche, as the French say, cannot be

procured by this method. Then recourse is had
to

—

3. Maceration.—This operation is conducted

thus. For what is called pommade, a certain

quantity of purified hog's lard and mutton suet are

put into a clean metal pan; this being melted, the

kind of flowers required for the odor wanted, are

carefully picked and put into the liquid fat, and

allowed to remain from 12 to 48 hours; the fat

has a particular attraction or affinity for the oil of

flowers, and thus, as it were, draws it out of them,

and becomes itself by their aid, highly perfumed

;

the fat is strained from the spent flowers, and fresh

are added four or five times oA'er, till the pommade
is of the required strength. For perfumed oils the

same operation is followed, but in lieu of the lard

and suet, fine olive oil, or oil of Ben, is used, and
the same results are obtained. These prepara-

tions are called Huiles Antiques, or commonly
French oils of such and such a flower. When nei-

ther of the foregoing processes give satisfactory-

results, the method of procedure adopted is by

—

4. Absorption.—The odors of some flowers are

so delicate, or, as the French call it, en Jleurage,

that the heat required in the previously named pro-

cess would greatly modify, if not entirely spoil

them; this process is, therefore, conducted cold,

thus: Square frames, about 3 inches deep, with a

glass bottom, say 2 feet wide and 3 feet long, are
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procured; over the glass, a layer of fat (lard and

suet) is spread, about half an inch thick, with a

kind of plaster knife or spatula; into this the flow-

er buds are stuck and ranged completely over it,

and there left from 12 to 72 hours. Some houses

have got 21)00 and 3000 such frames; as they are

filled they arc piled one over the other; the flow.

ers arc changed so long as the plant continues in

season, sometimes over a time of 2 or 3 months.

For oils of the same plants, coarse linen cloths

are imbued with the finest olive oil, and stretched

upon a frame made of iron; on these the flowers

are laid, and suffered to remain a few days. This

operation is repeated several times, after which
the cloths are subject to great pressure to remove
the now perfumed oil. As we cannot give any
general rule for working without misleading the

reader, we prefer explaining the process required

when we come to speak of the individual flower

or plant.

Whenever a still is named, or the article is said

to be distilled or u drawn," it must be understood

to be done so by steam apparatus, as this is the

only mode which can be adopted for obtaining any
thing like a delicate odor, the old plan of having

the fire immediately under the still, conveying an

empyreumatic smell to the result has become ob-

selete in every well regulated perfumatory. The
steam-still differs from the one described only in

the lower part or pan, which is made double, so

as to allow steam from a boiler to circulate round

the pan for the purpose of boiling the contents,

instead of the direct fire. In macerating, the heat

is applied in the same way, or by a contrivance

like the glue-pot, as made use of now-a-days.

This description of apparatus will be found very
useful for experiments, which we will suggest by-

and-bye. The perfumes, as found in the shops of

Paris and London, are either simple or compound;
the former are called Extracts and the latter Bou-
quets, which are mixtures of the Extracts, so com-
pounded in quantity that no one flower can be dis-

covered as {predominating over the odor of anoth-

er
; and when made of the delicate-scented flowers

carefully blended, they produce an exquisite sen-

sation on the olfactory nerves, and are therefore

much prized by those whose wealth enables them
to indulge in such pleasures. In a future article

we shall explain the mode of obtaining the simple

extracts, and if space allow, detail the formula for

a few of the most approved bouquets, waters, &c.
as Eau dc Cologne and Arquebuzade. P. Gar-
deners' Chronicle.

Extinguishing Fire. Several months have
now elapsed since we drew attention to a most im-
portant contrivance for extinguishing fire with
out water. Arrangements for the sale of the ap-
paratus being now complete, we gladly return to

the subject. We are so much accustomed to regard
water as the only available material which can be
employed in case of conflagration,that the attention
of scientific men has hitherto been diverted from de-

vising means of applying other well-known agents

possessing the same power. And yet water is but

a feeble ally, even when it can be had ; while the

having it at command involves such heavy and cost-

ly apparatus that it can scarcely be called availa-

ble, unless in cities. As for country houses, vil-

lages or rural property, that may be said to be, by

our present arrangements, consigned to almost in-

evitable destruction in case of fire.

It has occurred to Mr. Phillips, a naval officer,

that other agents may be employed, and with far

greater effect than water, in extinguishing fire.

We all know that flame cannot exist for an instant

in carbonic acid gas, or in the air called nitrogen;

but the difficulty has been how to obtain any such

instantaneous and ample supply of them as would
be capable of arresting a conflagration. That
difficulty has been wholly overcome. By the sud-

den ignition of a mixture of charcoal, gypsum,
and saltpetre, in a vessel containing water, a pro-

digious volume of carbonic acid, nitrogen, and

aqueous vapour is instantaneously extricated, and

when directed upon a fire, as instantaneously ex-

tinguishes it. or, as Mr. Phillips says without

exaggeration, annihilates it.

The apparatus by means of which this great re-

sult is obtained is not bulky, nor costly, nor liable

to get out of order, nor tedious in its application,

nor dangerous to keep, nor difficult to apply ; it is

the reverse of all these. With an apparatus

which might, without the slightest inconvenience,

be kept in a lady's bed-room, not bigger, in fact,

than a muff-box. we have ourselves seen a fire of

timber-shavings, tar, and combustibles, blazing so

fiercely that it could not be approached within 20

feet without inconvenience, extinguished in a few
seconds by a lad. Such a fire would not have been

put out by a common fire-engine in a quarter of an

hour, even if the machine, the men, and the water

were all at hand when it broke out.

Persons in cities may be indifferent to fire, be-

cause they have the great insurance companies in-

cessantly on guard
;
yet even they are not free

from the most fearful risks. A curtain catches

fire, wood- work follows, the firemen are sent for,

they arrive, the flames are extinguished (perhaps)
;

but the room at least is gutted, and the house is

left a wreck, with windows smashed, and the fur-

niture and fittings ruined by the inundation that

is employed, An •' annihilator" in a dwelling-

house would render all this impossible ; for, in its

employment, nothing is perceptible except its mar-

vellous efficiency, brought about by a cloud of

pure vapour, scentless and incapable of soiling a

muslin window curtain. A single discharge of

this vapour would instantaneously extinguish tb.6

fiercest fire that ever raged in a London chimney.

If it is attended with these advantages even in

a city, how much is its value enhanced when we
consider the unprotected, and unprotectable, con-

dition of all sorts of country property? Mansions

and cottages, stables, ricks, and timber-yards, can

scarcely be said to enjoy any protection from fire.
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If burnt they may be paid for by the insurance

companies ; but there is no means of preventing

their destruction when fired. No engines can be

had ; or no water can be found in sufficient quan-

tity.

Every day brings examples of this. We find

the following, for instance, in this morning's daily

paper: On Tuesday morning, about 10 o'clock, a

fire was discovered in a stack-yard, containing

above 12 ricks of corn, in a village six miles from

Nottingham. The Nottingham fire-engines were
sent for without delay, but by 2 o'clock eight

stacks of Wheat were consumed. The fire had
by this time reached a barn filled with corn,

which, with various carts and implements, were
6peedily consumed. The dwelling house was only

saved by the great exertions of villagers and fire-

men ; a corner of it was burnt. The fire continued

to rage until the evening. Had an annihilator

been at hand the fire would have been extinguished

while a man was mounting a horse, in order to

search for a fire-engine.

" The immense ratio," says Mr. Phillips, " in

which fire is multiplied by time, makes it an im-

portant desideratum to have at hand the means of

extinguishing a fire as soon as possible after dis-

covery. The rapidity of its progress over in-

flammable materials is such, that afire extinguish-

able by one gallon of water will in five minutes

require one hundred gallons, and in ten minutes,

one thousand gallons." A supply which it is

needless to say there is generally no means of

procuring with the necessary promptness. An
annihilator of proper dimensions is an effectual

and incessant guard against all such contingencies.

That this contrivance will come into universal

nse we entertain no doubt ; for that it will per-

form unerringly all that it professes to perform is

certain. Of its merits, then, it is impossible to

say too much j and we earnestly recommend it

to our readers, who will be able to obtain full

particulars concerning the details of its applica-

tion at the Company's office in Leadenhall street,

No. 105.

—

Gard. Chron.

Draining warms the Soil.—It is reported

that in a garden in Hampshire the temperature
of the soil has been raised 15° by draining

heavy land 4| feet deep. This if true is a pro-

digious gain—beyond anything that we could have
anticipated as a permanent result—even in sum-
mer. Winter is of course excluded from the

statement. Circumstances prevent our examin-
ing the statement in the case alluded to; but, al-

lowing for some exaggeration, there can be no
doubr. that a result sufficiently approaching it to

be of the greatest value, is attainable.

It is not now, for the first time, that the public

attention has been drawn in the Gardener's
Chronicle to this highly important subject. On
the contrary we have on several previous occa-
sions pointed out the undoubted fact that an in-

creased temperature is one of the most valuable

results of deep drainage; a more probable cause
of the immediate improvement of the health of

crops than the mere removal of water, or intro-

duction of air into the soil. The nature of deep
draining is in fact such as to render additional ac-

cess of air to the roots of plants too inconsidera-

ble to be appreciable. It is only when deep
draining and deep trenching accompany each
other that any great access of air to roots beyond
what is customary can be anticipated. Where
both are secured the effect is certainly magical.

We have now before us a piece of land which
in 1845 was trenched and drained to the utmost
depth which the nature of the situation would
permit. The trenching was through London clay

down to gravel to about 3£ feet; the draining

was the same. It could be no deeper. In the

winter of 1845-6 it was planted; and the follow-

ing is now the height of some of the trees after

four seasons growth. Ashes, 13 to 15 feet; Elms,
12 to 13 feet; Oaks 12 feet; Alders, 15 feet;

Larch, 13 to 15 feet; Mountain Ashes, 11 to 13

feet. Yews have made from 11 to 24 inches

growth; Douglas Firs, transplanted between Au-
gust and October 1848, 15 to 31 inches; Crypto-

merias, 21 to 24 inches; and Hollies 18 to 24
inches, during the last summer; and what is not

a little remarkable, a Fuchsia has lived in this

place without any protection, only dying annually

down to the ground level. All the plants now
measured were common nursery stuffwhen planted.

Of course the whole plantation does not consist of

trees that have grown at the same rates as those

just mentioned; such a tiling never occurred; but

the trees are in general in the highest possible

health and vigour in a cold tenacious clay, which
before being trenched would hardly bear Grass

enough to make it worth cultivation.

The improved condition of the land has no

doubt contributed to this result; but we think it

impossible to doubt that a considerable increase of

temperature of the soil must have mainly contri-

buted to produce such exuberant growth. Unfor-

tunately this cannot now be made matter of proof,

because no register was kept of the temperature

before the trenching and draining were resorted

to.

There exists in Essex, not a hundred miles

from Brentwood, an orchard of Apples, Pears,

Plums, and Cherries, which was planted about 22
years ago in a heavy clay trenched down to an
iron pan on which it lies. For a few years the

trees grew pretty well, that is to say, as long as

their roots were near the surface and received the

warmth of the summer's sun ; but as they advanced

downwards the growth became " small by degrees

and beautifully less," till at last it ceased, and
nothing flourished but an abuudance of grey

lichens, with which the branches were covered.

The owner was advised to drain it 3 feet below

the pan. In the first year afterwards vitality was
roused so effectually that the lichens began to dis-

1 appear, cast of by the swelling bark, and the last
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•stage of decrepitude had been exchanged by the

«'ii«l of tin.' flrsi six months for youthful vigour.

In the si id and third seasons after the draining,

the trees made shoots from 4 to 5 feet long.

We have no doubl that the main cause of this

remarkable and sadden change was the elevation

of temperature consequent upon very deep drain-

age. Rain becomes heated by the surface soil,

arid rallies its temperature with it as far as it

sinks into the soil. The gain in this way is va-

riously estimated at from 10° to 15° in summer
—an enormous gain, which places plants on a hot-

bed—for soil heated 10° above the ordinary tem-

perature is nothing else. Deep draining, there-

fore, not only offers considerable security against

the introduction of roots into the water channels,

but has the great and unsuspected advantage of

considerably raising the temperature of the earth

which is in contact with the drains, deep as they

may be, for water cannot soak rapidly into earth

without carrying warmth along with it. This is

now so well understood by men of intelligence

that it is superfluous to dwell upon it.

—

Lindley.

Hard. Chron. ....

Notes upon Violets— Viola Odorata.—There
are few of our lady friends to whom a small

bouquet of sweet scented violets would not be de-

sirable in the chilly days of winter and the earlier

stormier periods of spring. A great gardening

author once stated, that if three flower-pots were
kept in a window during the winter, one of the

three should be devoted to the culture of violets.

Right well did he know how dear that little flower

was to the human heart! Years have rolled on,

and life, with its stern duties, has somewhat shaded

and blunted the little of romance and poetry with-

in us, and yet the sight of the diminutive simple

violet, when in a musing mood, has conjured up
associations that enabled us. as of yore, to traverse

the brake, and walk the dell, with companions

—

many of whom are gone—all are scattered—while

their arch quizzing looks, and pealing voices,

when to a favourite fair one the first-found flowers

were stealthily and bashfully presented, are as

present to our mind as they were upon the occa-

sion when youth was young. And where resides

the charmt The heartsease (viola tricolor) is

not only frequently odoriferous, but it is often

strikingly beautiful, from the variety of its mark-
ings and the harmonious combination and contrast

of its colours; and yet, much as it is loved, and

sweet and musical as is its name, it holds not the

same place in our sympathies as the diminutive

violet, that has little to attract the eye ; but which,

like other objects, human as well as floral, would
pass unnoticed in the crowd were it not for the

beneficence they shed—the fragrance which they

yield. In this love of the violet—not merely from

its poetic associations, hut from its own usefulness

and fragrance—we are furnished with a demon-
stration, that however men may be tickled with

iy show, brilliant splendour, and pompous pa-

geantry, yet in their heart of hearts they conse-

crate the highest place to retiring virtue—the un-

obtrusive generosity—to those " who do good by
stealth, and blush to find it.s fame."

At one time virtue was made from the flowers

of the sweet violet. A blue solution of its petal

was, and i-, used i, v chemists as a test for acids

and alkalies: and even now the dried petals are
used as a laxative, and a mitigator of pain in the

case of children. When gathered with stalks and
placed in water they will keep fresh and give out
their perfume for a week ; but if the flowers are
dried in the shade, before they are too much ex-

expanded, they will retain their fragrance for

a very long time. I am not aware that this is

generally known: I found it out by accident. A
waiscoat had not bee:i worn for a twelvemonth

—

when put on it. was quite fragrant with violets

—

on close examination, a few withered flowers were
found in the pockets, which were quite odoriferous

then, though placed there fully twelve months be-

fore. We shall now glance at a few of the best

varieties.

The Russian Blue Violet is as hardy as our com-
mon one, that cheers with its perfume our banks
and hedge-rows in spring. The flowers are much
the same in size and colour, but possess the ad-

vantage of blooming more profusely and earlier,

being generally in flower by the end of October.

They flower best in loamy soil well drained. In

light sandy soil they are apt to grow too much to

foliage. They are propagated by seed, but more
generally by offsets or runners, or by the dividing

of the old plants. The old crown and runners pro-

duced during the summer, will all bear blooms.

Sheltered with boughs, &c, at the foot of a wall,

paling, or hedge, or planted in a bed with a frame

set over them, and defended from frost, they will

bloom freely all the winter. By filling some pots

or boxes with young plants in September, they

will be fitted for the window, setting them outside

in open weather, and inside when frosty and stor-

my. A superior (or what is called a superior)

one is beiug advertised, which we have not yet

seen.

The Double Blue is more compact in its growth;

it flourishes best in a deep loamy well drained soil.

In such circumstances the flower will be larger

and sweeter than upon lighter land. They pro-

duce their blooms from the old Crown, and also

from the runners formed in the early part of sum-

mer. They may remain, therefore, several years

upon the same ground, and little attention paid to

cutting or pruning them. The flowers, however,

will not be so fine as from plantations one or two
years old. They will (lower in pots, either for the

windows or greenhouse, and will be forwarded, if

planted under a glass case, with plenty of air, but

they will not stand mneli forcing, the flowers when
thus obtained neither being large nor rich in their

perfume. When grown in pots the soil should be

rich and loamy. The plants should be raised from

oil-sets planted out in April or May, kept fre
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from runners, well watered daring summer, and

potted with balls in the end of September.

The Double White requires similar treatment;

but altogether it is much more tender, and is gen-

erally a great favorite, among the ladies. The
soil should be drier and of a lighter texture than

for the blue variety, and, if exposed in a cold situ-

ation, a few laurel boughs stuck round it in winter

will do good service.

The Tree Voilet is also a double blue. The
flower is somewhat rounded and conical, while the

common blue is flattish ; this forms a distinctive

feature. The flowers are seldom so large as the

double common one, but its leaves are also gener-

ally smaller. Its chief recommendation is, that it

flowers as freely and as early as the Russian ; it

will bloom out of doors, protected from storms, in

frames and in pots during the winter. A few in pots

placed in a window or in a greenhouse, will bloom

profusely. It will also admit of being slightly forced

and prefers a lighter soil than the common blue.

All the violets may be grown in the tree form, and

some years ago we amused ourselves with experi-

ments in this direction, though we never could see

much beauty in them when obtained. This will

account for the common blue, &c, having been

sent out under the name of the tree violet, and

thus cause disappointment because they did not

bloom early. The one under discussion seems,

however, to take the tree form most easily. This

is effected by cutting off the side shoots, and train-

ing to one shoot, with its crown, or tuft of leaves

on its summit. By repeating the process for

years, you may get plants with stems from six

inches to two feet in length; but to approach the

latter height, few or no laterals, or runners, must
be allowed to grow until the desired height is at-

tained, and then you will have something like

mops, in miniature to look upon. When the stem

has grown from six to eighteen inches in height,

and the runners are then encouraged to grow, so

as to hang in festoons from the crown at the top,

and all are furnished with bloom, the plants pre-

sent a very interesting appearance. Without this

is done, the mere tree system had better be avoid-

ed. The plants will bloom as well, and look more
natural, when covering the surface of the soil.

Propagation is easily effected by planting out the

runners in a shady place in summer, or inserting

them under a hand-light in spring.

The Neapolitan Violet is deservedly a general

favourite. The flower is large and double, lilac

blue, and beautifully scented. It delights in a

rich loam, with an addition of either peat or leaf

mould. Unless in warm sheltered places it does

little good out of doors, and even then will only

generally produce its flowers late in the spring.

Its great recommendation is, that it will bloom
all the winter in frames or pits, and in pots in the

conservatory, while it will stand a little artificial

heat, without injury either to the size or the odour
of the flowers. It may be forwarded in anyplace
that would suit strawberries before they come into

bloom ; in other words where there is an average
temperature of from 55° to 60°. In growing it

in pits or in pots, young plants only should be
used. A distinctive feature in its management
arises from the fact, that the runners produced in

summer will not bloom the following winter ami
spring. In preparing and growing plants for

blooming, therefore, the runners should be care-

fully removed, that more strength may be thrown
into the crown of the plant, and that the juices

there collected, may be more perfectly organised

by the removal of all shading and encumbering
adjuncts. As the flowering season approaches its

termination, runners may be allowed to grow for

propagating, for the next season's supply. These
may be taken off and inserted as cuttings, under

a hand-light, upon a slight hot-bed, in April or

May; when struck the hand-light should be re--

moved, and by-and-by the plants should be trans-

ferred to a bed six inches apart
;
there to grow

during the summer, in lightish rich loamy soih

well supplied with water, the ground frequently

stirred, and not a runner allowed to grovj. Where
hand-lights are not come-at-able, the same object

may almost as securely be gained by dividing

the old plants into little pieces, planting them out

like those raised from cuttings, and attending to

them in a similar way. They may be lifted witfe

balls, either for potting or planting under glass in-

September; in either case, drainage must be care-

fully attended to. In planting in abed, lay down.
first of all, a foot of faggots, &c., upon this place

another foot of hot dung not much decomposed, and

then a requsite layer of soil rather dry. The faggots

will ensure you drainage, and enable you to

throw a little heat into the bed, when necessary
7

by linings; the dung will encourage by its heat,

the fresh rooting of the plants in the soil.

Place the plants in rows across the bed, just so

thick that they do not touch each other ; water
each row thoroughly as you proceed, and then co-

ver the surface with the dry soil, which will both

prevent the evaporation of moisture from the roots,,

and keep the atmosphere of the frame or pit dry
;

to ensure which more effectually, and also prevent

the ravages of slugs, &c., strew over the surface

of the bed, when cleaning it, several times during

the winter, with dry charcoal dust, quick-lime,

and burnt earth, or even dry sand—an application

that will be useful to all others, whether in the

open air or under glass; and by attending to their

wants, in protecting, air giving, and watering
7

you will be well rewarded. R. Fish, in the Cot-

tage Gardener. ....

The Fall of Leaves.—The articulations are

those parts of a plant where, at a certain period

of their growth, solutions of continuity are made
so naturally and regularly as to preclude the sup-

position that the dislocation is produced by acci-

dent. If we examine them when the shoots are

young and vigorous, in the early spring, we shall

find that there is a faint line externally that marks
the position of the future joint, but that internally
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there is scarcely any indication of its existence.

At this time, if we oall in the microscope to our

aid, we shall find that, al the exterior line of d< -

marcation, there Is simply an increased deposit in

the cells composing tho bark, and a Very minute

passing from its inner surface. The line

of junction in the interior rarely presents any

change more marked than a larger deposit of

raphides or crystals there, than occurs elsewhere,

or occasionally a deposit of some dark resinous

material. Iodine, at this time, stains the whole

tissue yellow, and scarcely detects the existence

of a single granule of starch either in the leaf or

stem. At this time the leaves require considera-

ble force to separate them from the branches—so

much so, that we sometimes find that they bring

with them some of the wood from the parent

6tem; and if a branch is cut off and dried, the

leaves cannot be torn from their attachment with-

out great skill and management, showing that

the joint is not yet complete. By and by, how-

ever, a change begins to take pluce; with the ad-

vance of the season, or from some other cause

depending upon the situation and idiosyncrasy of

the plant, the line of demarcation becomes well

marked, and the eye can detect it throughout the

whole of its course, internally as well as exter-

nally. The microscope shows at the same time,

that the process of bark, which was at first ru-

dimentary, has gradually increased, and that an

evident change is taking place in the nature of

the cells which contain the raphides. Iodine now
tinges the proximal side of the junction a deeper

hue than the distal, and we begin, here and there

to see a blue dot, marking the existence of a

starchy mass. As the season advances, this

change becomes more apparent. The process of

bark increases perceptibly, till it reaches the

fibro-vascular bundles, when it receives a slight

check, but soon continues its progress until these

are nearly eaten through or absorbed, and the

prolongation of the epidermis has entirely cover-

ed the surface of the articulation. At the same
time (in the Poplar very distinctly, and in other

plants more obscurely), a great change is taking

place in the contents of the cells, on both sides of

this prolongation, in the formation of a large

quantity of starch, probably for the nutrition of

the young leaf-bud, when it begins to expand next

year. In the Poplar this deposit of starch takes

place in the bark and wood at the base of the

leaves to a great extent, so much so, that iodine

renders a section completely dark; and not only

at this spot, but for a short distance also on the

distal side of the joint. If we now make a sep-

aration of the base of the petiole and the stem
under the microscope, we '•hall find that the dis-

ruption takes place invariably through ihc ce

tissue, external to the' prolongation of the epid-

ermis, so that when it bus been effected, the tree

does not suffer from the effects of an open wound.
The change that takes placo in the cellular tissue

prior to its disruption, appears to me to be simply

a sort of self-disintegration ) the cells contract

and In me rounder, and separate their walls

from each other, so as to destroy their cohesion.

J am very greatly inclined to think, from the

(ion of starch in their interior, that the

process is altogether a vital one; that it is, in

fact, the last act of life at the base of the petiole.

We are strengthened in the belief of the vita)

character of the act, when We consider that the

provision for the fall of the leaf, the formation of

the articulation, has been going on from the

earliest existence of the petiole, that it advances

with the growth of the leaf, and is not complete

until the leaf itself is of no more use. It must

be borne in mind too, that it is not necessary that

articulated leaves should be dead when they fall,

as we frequently find them lying upon the ground

green and apparently vigorous for a time; and il

we examine any of them that have fallen natural-

ly, we shall frequently, if not always, find that

the base of the petiole is plump, fresh, and appa-

rently living, which it would not be were its vi-

tality entirely gone. The provision for the sep-

aration being once complete, it requires little to

effect it ; a desiccation of one side of the leaf-

stalk, by causing an effort of torsion, will readily

break through the small remains of the fibro-vas-

cular bundles; or the increased size of the coming

leaf-bud will snap them; or if these causes are

not in operation, a gust of wind, a heavy shower,

or even the simple weight of the lamina, will be

enough to disrupt the small connections, and send

the suicidal member to its grave. Such is the

history of the fall of the leaf. We have found

that it is not an accidental occurrence, arising

simply from the vicissitudes of temperature and

the like, but a regular and vital process, which

commences with the first formation of the organ,

and is completed only when that is no longer use-

ful: and we cannot help admiring that wonderful

provision that heals the wound even before it is

absolutely made, and affords a covering from at-

mospheric changes before the part can be sub-

jected to them. In the Copper-Beech, and some

other trees whose leaves die sonic time before

they fall off, the development of the starch-bear-

ing cells on the distal side of the articulation does

not take place; nor is there that disruption or

disintegration of the cell-walls which is ordinarily

met with. The joint, however, consists of laxer

tissue, which is readily broken through by any ac-

cidental violence, such as wind and storms ol

rain, or by the growth of the new leaf at the

base of the petiole at the commencement of spring.

Botanical Gazette.

Orchids from Seed.—I have read with inte-

resl the previous en Lunioations on the crossing

and raising of Orchids from seed, which have ap-

peared in pour pages, and, from what has oome
under my notice, I have not the least doubt of the

practicability of the affair. Dendrobium nobile

crossed with D. chrysanthemum produced me a
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pod of seed, and when the latter appeared to be
ripe, I sowed it in three ways: some on a log,

with natural moee growing on it, suspended in a
shady part of the Orchid-house j some was sown
on an inverted flower-pot, the inside of which was
stuffed with sphagnum, and placed in a pan of

water, Which answered well, as far as keeping
the pot moist was concerned, but neither of these

two sowings vegetated. For the third sowing I

procured a pan similar to the double flower-pot.

but without a hole at the bottom. It was 12

inches in diameter and 3 inches deep. A cavity

about an inch wide run all round between the outer

and inner rim of the pan ; this was tilled with sand,

The inside of the pan wras about 10 inches wide
and 2\ inches deep; it was filled with water, in

which was placed a piece of cork about 8 inches

Wide and I inch thick. I sowed the remaining
portion of seed on the cork, which was then gen-

tly pressed under the water, and after being held

there a short time, it was allowed to float; this

caused the seed to adhere the better to it. A few
pins were placed round the outer rim of the cork,

in the lower edge, a little bent downwards, so as

to be under the water; these pins prevented the

cork from coming to the side, and caused it to

form a floating island, on which no slug, centipede,

or woodlouse could establish itself, and by which
means the tender seedlings were preserved from
the ravages of these destructive pests in an Orchid
house. The whole was covered with a bell glass,

Which rested on the sand between the two rims of

the pan, and placed in a shady part of the Orchid
house. In about three weeks, two seeds had ve-

getated, and ultimately five plants appeared; they

continued to grow, and seemed to be going on
very well, the roots had fast hold of the cork;

they were then about four months old.

At that time I began to take the glass off them
at night, covering them again in the morning;
after doing this for about three weeks, I took the

cork out of the water and suspended it to the roof

of the house, in which place it remained about

three weeks: at that time the plants looked

healthy, but the roots had ceased to grow, and

their points turned brown. I then placed the

cork in water and covered it over with the glass,

in hope that the plants would recover; but they

never made any progress; on the contrary, every
time I looked at them they appeared to be getting

less: the leaves withered and hung down, and in

about three weeks the plants were all dead. I be
leive that I did wrong in taking them out of the

water when they were in active growth. Cork
appears to be suitable for sowing Orchid seed on,

for two reasons—first, it imbibes just sufficient

moisture to cause the seed to germinate, and the

roots to adhere to it; and secondly, when the

plants require to be separated the operation can
be done without breaking or injuring them, as

the cork can be divided with a sharp knife, and
the plants placed on ja log or in a pot or basket
without harm. Gardeners'1 Chronicle.

Dutch Bulbs.—About the end or August the

nurserymen tell us by their advertisements that

they " have just received their Dutch bulbs," and,

as a matter of course, they are ready to execute
our orders. For many years I have been endea«
voting to procure a few early hyacinths about the

beginning of September, so that I might prepare
them to flower early in December, but to no pur-

pose. Whether the Dutch growers or the English
sellers are *.o blame for this I cannot say, but one
thing is certain, and that is, if you want hyacinths

to pot by the first of September, you must either

take your own old bulbs or go to Holland for a set

of fresh ones. The Dutch, who understand these

roots much better than we do, pot all the hya-

cinths, which they bloom before Christmas, during
the month of August, beginning about the second

week of the month. A full account of their prac-

tice was given by one of themselves some years

since in Loudon's Gardeners' Magazine, so that

there can be no question at all on the subject.

But in England we may whistle for them till after

the middle of September. It is true we are set

down as rich people, who can well afford to de-

stroy a few paltry roots annually, but that is not

the worst of the story. Many gardeners, and
their employers too, would not care a fig for the

destruction of a few hyacinths, provided they

could get them into a good early bloom the first

season, say by the first of December. However,
as agitation is now at a discount—-and long be it

so—I suppose it is of little use to grumble ; we
shall be all right some day or other. Last year I

put some hyacinths in fresh moss, rather late in

November, to try how much earlier they would
flower than others put into soil at the same time

and under exactly the same treatment. Those in

the moss were in flower ten days before the oth-

ers, but this might be owing to the sorts, for they

were from a mixed sample without names; but,

after allowing the benefit of this doubt in their

favor, I still think that any of the sorts will come
sooner in fresh green moss, and I know they are

much easier managed in moss than any other way;
and I ought to know something about them, for,

not to go farther back than last season, I flowered

GOO hyacinths in pots, and nearly as many without

pots, but as they were all in the flower-garden, I

must not anticipate my own removal hence by
saying more about them till I am fairly ousted

from my present snug berth, from which, as the

truth must soon be known, I am about to be turn-

ed out, to write about flower-gardening in the

next volume, when all the flowers are nearly gone!

However, I am now writing in my old depart-

ment, and it is high time to pot all the forcing

bulbs for the earliest crop, but any time between
this and the middle of November will suffice to

get in those for late sping use. I think I could

give fair lists of the earliest and best kinds, yet I

prefer trusting to the nurserymen for them, as

they buy them from different growers, and every

grower knows his own sorts best. They can al-
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ways command a highish price for Irery fine

and for new ones, but their mixed kinds without

names are as cheap as possible, and most of them
are very good if well treated, but, like many oth«

er plants, the cultivation makes an essential dif*

ferenoot Ample directions, were given in the firsl

volume about the potting and after management
of these bulbs, to which I refer t he reader. C'ro*

cmes are the worst things to force, because, if

they are excited too freely, they give nothing but

a bunch of leaves, They do best if they are in the

borders when taken up about the end of November
or later, as by that time their flower-buds are

well up, and it' they are removed in lumps of

earth, and the interstices just filled up when 6et

in the pots, they take no hurt. There is a beau-
tiful little iris which flowers naturally early in the

spring, and 16 easily forced ; it is called the Per-

sian iris. The common double ami single daffo'

dil from the fields, flower two months earlier with

a gentle heat, but they should nil be potted in

October in some light sandy mould, if yon prefer

that to moss. One seldom Bees the snowdrop lore*

cd, but it will answer jusl as well as the crocus

j

and bo will the snowjiake, and, indeed, all the

hardy bulbs which (lower with ne in the Bpringi

Although I nse the common expression "forcing,"
there need be no real forcing at all; and if I say

assist them by a gentle heat, that does not convey
the meaning much better. If our September
weather, on the average of seasons, were to con-

tinue through the winter, it is very likely these

spring bulbs would (lower with us in February]
and, by imitating the mild September weather in-

doors, we call it forcing.— D. Beaton, in the Cot'
tage Gardener*

DOMESTIC NOTICES.

Bostoi* Ventilatj.no Stove.—Wc are no
friends to stoves in general—convenient and popu-

lar as we know them to b(—since we also know
that they render the airimpure, besides preventing

all the usual wholesome ventilation which, in an
open fire place, takes place through the chimney.

We saw in Boston, however, last spring, Dr.

Clarke's patent ventilating stove, which appears
to be an exception to most of its fellows, since it

provides a constant stream of fresh air, which is

warmed in its passage through the air-chamber of

the stove ,<—an immense advantage over the com-
mon close stove.

Those stoves, of Various sizes, have been intro-

duced into the common schools of Boston, where
they are greatly approved of, and for the follow-

ing reasons, according to Mr. Bahnand.*
" 1st. They are in fact furnaces, having distinct

and capacious air-chambers.

2d. They insure, when properly set, that sup-

ply of fresh air which is indispensable to the pro
per ventilation of any apartment.

3d, The regulating distributor, which is mova-
ble or fixed, as may be desired, determines with
accuracy the amount and temperature of the ad-

mitted air,

4th. The outer cylinder is never hot enough to

burn the person or clothing, or to be uncomforta-
ble to those in its immediate vicinity.

5th. They arc constructed with the utmo-i re-

gard to efficiency . durability, oompaotness and
neatness of appearance."

Fig. 96 shows the exterior and interior view of

one of these stoves. A hole is out in the floor,

over which the stove is placed, and a box or pipe

* Barnard's School Architecture.

is led from this hole through an aperture in tho

cellar, so as to supplj it constantly with fresh air.

At the upper part of the stove is the " regulating

distributor," which is in fact B top, which rises

and falls on a pivot screw, so as. with ,i slight

turn with the hand, to widen or close the aper-

ture through which the heated air enters the room.

The stove itself is lined with fire-brick, so as to

give a Bteady, moderate heat, which oan 1" regu-

lated at pleasure.

This stove is not only excellent for halls and

apartments of dwellings, schools, &c, but it
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strikes us that ii be Heed as a substitute for a

furnaoe in beating green-houses, by the Polmaise

mode. It might be placed in a smalJ chamber
behind the green-house, or below the level of the

floor, or perhaps under the back stage. In the

latter case, the doors for putting in eoals and
taking out ashes should open into a separate little

enclosed space, so that the dust made in lighting

fires should not get upon the plants.

These stoves are made of various sizes, and
may be seen at the warehouses, 51 Blackstone-

street, Boston, and 351 Broadway, New-York.

Report of the Congress of Fruit Grow-
ers.—We learn by a note from Mr. Parsons,
the Secretary of this body, that the American
Institute, which kindly ottered last October, to

print this report, has " decided to defer publishing

it, (the report) until the type is set up for the

State Agricultural report, in which the proceed-

ings of the Institute arc always included."

We regret this decision extremely, since it is

not probable that the report will now appear till

the latter part of winter. Had this statement

been made at the meeting in New York, the re-

port would have been published at once, by volun-

tary subscription of those present.

We suggest, in order to prevent this difficulty

in future, that a small fund be contributed by the

Various Horticultural Societies, sending delegates

to the Pomological Congress, to defray this ex-

pense of publishing the reports, &c, that the

Congress shall not be dependent upon the action

of other bodies for the prompt appearance of its

proceedings, which are a matter of interest to a

large number of persons in every state in the

Union. ....

Great Sale of Green-House Plants.—A
small ship load of exotics, chiefly Camellias,

from the house of Seidell in Saxony, arrived in

this country, and was sold at public auction on the

6th and 7th of December last, at 594 Broadwray,

New York. Great numbers of fruit trees are

sent to this country, by foreign nurseries every

year, but. this is the first large consignment of

green-house plants that we have seen offered at

public sale. There were about 5000 plants. Pro-

bably two-thirds of these were Camellias, from
1 foot to 9 feet high, the tall ones rather lean

and slim specimens. They brought prices from
25 cents to a couple of dollars each, probably

averaging 40 cents-—rather a poor speculation

we fear, for the Dresden florist. The plants

were in good order, but had mostly lost their flow-

er buds—a misfortune for the salesman and the

owner, as a Camellia is no Camellia in New
York if it does not " promise to" bloom within

60 days. There were some dozens of tolerable

Rhodsdondrons, and some fine lots of hardy Aza-
leas and Tree Pceonias ; which two latter genera
went off at fair prices.

Box Edging.—I have examined the Horticultu-

rist from the first to the last number, in quest of

information how to propagate the different varie«

ties of Box, especially the Edging Box, or Buxus
sempervirens. I have tried to grow cutting.- re«

peatedly, but with such poor success that I have
coinc to the conclusion there must be abetter
mode than I am acquinted with, therefore you will

oblige me if you can find space in the January
Horticulturist for some advice on this subject.

Yours, &c, /. N. Dayton, Va.

It is very easy to raise box edgings after the

following mode; As early in the spaing as the

ground is settled, prepare the place where your

edging is to be planted, not by digging, but by

simply smoothing or levelling it. Next provide

some cuttings, which should be from six to eight

inches long—the leaves all being stripped off, ex-

cept a tuft of about two inches at the top, Stretch

a line, and after having pressed the soil under it

firmty with the foot, next with a spade make a

slit along it, deep enough to take in the cuttings.

Then plant the cuttings by pushing them down
this slit, until two-thirds of the cutting is below
ground ; afterwards take a small pounder and
pound lightly along the whole line of cuttings so

as to bring the soil closely in contact with the

face and sides of the cuttings, as on this mainly

depends their taking root well. They may now
be well watered, and if the season is not very dry,

will need no farther attention. In very dry soils

it is a good practice, in order to ensure the growth
of cuttings, to place boards edgewise, like the

roof of a bouse, over the cuttings—leaving them
there for six weeks, except when it rains. Ed.

Smokehouse Apple.—In your valuable periodi-

cal, vol. 3., p. 333, is given a description and

partial history of our favorite Smokehouse apple,

that conveys an erroneous impression, which nei-

ther the writer nor the President of the Chester

Co. Hort. So. designed.

Mr. Ashbridge may have introduced it to no-

tice in his and the president's neighborhood, but

Mr. Connard, a reputable nurseryman in the

vicinity of its origin, (Lancaster Co., Perm., near

Millcreek, hence the synonym Millcreek Vande-

vere,) introduced it to notice almost a half a cen-

tury since. There are trees in that county with

which I am acquainted, that have borne fruit more
than thirty years.

Here then is a new variety of apple in cultiva-

tion more than a quarter of a century, and known
to comparatively few out of its neighborhood

;

one, too, so much esteemed, that most of its culti-

vators there, if confined to only one or " three,"

would unhesitatingly select this; because it is an

improvement in size, vigor and productiveness, on

the old favorite Vandevere, which I perceive has

received the sanction of the A. P. C. It will

keep until April, and cooks well in September.

How illustrative is this, of the wide uncultivated

field lying open for pomological investigation and

improvement. Let us then, with renewed effort
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exert ourselves for the diffusion of knowledge on

this and kindred subjects, until every count] in

every state shall have a flourishing society Yours,

respectfully, J. K. Eshleman. Ulenitle, Chester

Co., Penn.

Grafting Dkf.cious Trees.—Should you think

tlic following method of changing a dioacious to a

moncBcious plant, new to any of your readers, who
may have an isolated persimmon, mulberry, Osage
orange, or indeed any tree of that class, they can

by inserting buds from another tree of an opposite

sexual character, soon have fruit and seed. Some
years since , a persimmon tree which had been pro-

ductive of only staminate flowers, was budded in

the usual manner, with buds from a fruit-bearing

or pistillate tree of improved variety, and the

branches thus produced, have for two successive

years yielded an abundance of fruit. Tyro. Ches-

ter Co., Penn.

Early bearing Vineries.—Mr. Allen, as

we ail know, does not allow Grape vines to bear

at all, till the third year. A writer in vol. 3d,

p. 205, of the Horticulturist, giving an account

of the system adopted at Mr. Spang's Grapery,

at Pittsburgh, raises a moderate crop of grapes

the second year after the vines were planted, and
contends that his manner of cropping them can in

no way be injurious to their future fertility. I

should like your opinion on this subject, and of

his system.

In your description of the Clinton Point Vinery,

you state that the vines were planted July, 18!8;
of course the fine fruit which you speak of, was
produced on them the second season. Allow me to

ask, were those vines cropped in pots, in the

Pittsburgh manner, or how? And if in that

manner, was a new cane produced below the

bottom of the pot, of sufficient length and strength

to make bearing wood for next year. Your opin-

ion on the matter is desired. A Connecticut Sub.

scriber.

All practical men agree that it is likely to en-

feeble the vine to allow it to bear much fruit till

its third year. The mode adopted at Pittsburgh,

by our correspondent there, is we think a good
one to overcome the difficulty.

The vines in the house at Clinton Point, hav-

ing made so extraordinary a growth of wood the

first season—appearing stronger than most vines

do the second year, in i onsequence of the extra

care bestowed on the borders— were allowed to

bear a considerable crop this season; and perhaps

without serious injury to the vines—though if

would have been safer on the whole to have al-

lowed only a bunch or two to a vine till next

year. Ed.

Gnr.KN-nousK Plants and Gardeners.—Dear
Sir— Your correspondent, M. C, of Williama-

burgh, N. Y., accuses me in your last number,

of having vilified gardeners. This assertion is

gratuitious, make it who will, and a misconstruc-

tion of my words and meaning. Tis true I have

vilified those who call themselves gardeners, and

for thai my professional brethren ought to thank

mi

—

those who usurp the name without the

i claim to it, good or bad. I know there

are many good gardeners in this country, but as

Mr. Meehan remarks, they are the exceptions,

not the rule. And who will assert that all those,

—or even the half of them—who assume tho

name of gardeners in this country, really are so,

either good, bad or indifferent ones. Yet the fact

is unfortunately too true, that they are too often

indiscriminately judged, and the value put upon a

gardener is very little mora than that set upon a

common laborer. If my statements on this point

be rightly understood, I have no fear of being

charged with vilifying my practical brethren,

whether native or foreign.

In criticising my obversations on summer water-

ing green-house plants, which forsooth, he affects

to treat in a. philosophical way—" Where," he tri-

umphantly asks, " does nature exclude a plant

from the wholesome breezes of the day?" Where,
I would reply, are the plants we cultivate in our

hot-houses, subjected to arid parching winds, and

found in those places in an healthy state? Give

us the names of such plants, and their natural

habitats?

"I do not think there is any great differenco

between the morning and evening temperature of

the soil, in our warm months, whilst that of the

water must be decidedly great." So says M. C.

Has he found any difference between them, and

what are the extent of his observations? I will

remark here, to prove how totally unfounded are

these assertions of M. C, that a difference of no

less than 30 degrees has been found between

the temperature of the soil in the morning and

evening; but water never changes so much. It is

a better retainer both of heat and cold, than

earth, and a better conductor too. The differ-

ence between the temperature of the soil at these

periods, will just be in proportion to its contained

moisture, and its capacity of retaining heat will

be in the same ratio.

Again he says, " I think reason and science

justify the practice of evening watering." Will

he give us the reason and science that does so?

Is it " simply because the oxygen that the plants

absorbed the previous night, was restored to the

atmosphere during the day '."

Again he says, •• If plants arc kept in a high

temperature and damp atmo/rphere, without air"

—what can we understand l>y this? I confess

myself unable to conceive the eonditioll which he

refers toj perhaps he will enlighten us on this

point.

Now, we know that atmospheric air consists of

7? pints of nitrogen, 23 of oxygen, about 4-2500

I of carbonic aeid. a variable quantity of aipicous

vapor, and a trace of ammonia. This mixture,

I at a temperature of about 55 degrees, constitutes
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a healthy atmosphere, and these elements are so

adjusted by the laws of chemical combination, as to

support the vital system of organized beings in a

vigorous condition. Many causes, however, exist

to derange the gaseous equivalents, and aridity is

one of the greatest , which is invariably produced by

a high temperature, in consequence of its in-

creased capacity for carrying off moisture from
every thing within its influence that possesses it.

The organic elements of the atmosphere, are de-

composed by the heat, and carried off by the ra-

riiied air, until carbonic acid, &c., remains in

excess to act upon the vegetable functions.

It is a well known fact, that green-house plants

are. more frequently injured by an excess of car-

bonic acid than an excess of oxygen. This can
be proved simply by the presence of a substance

having an affinity for it, such as hydrate of lime,

which will soon be converted into a carbonate,

and will absorb 6 times the quantity of carbonic

acid, that vegetable beinsjs covering the same
space, in the same period, would have consumed
in the process of assimilation. This fact may
account for the suffocating smell so frequently

felt in hot-houses, and which is only perceptible

when the atmosphere is deprived of its proper

equivalent of oxygen and aqueous vapor. And
hence the necessity of artificial evaporation.

We might view this in another light, by con-

sidering the action of these gasses on the vegeta-

ble system. We cannot tell the process or the

power by which these elements are converted in-

to cellulose and proteine. Chemical affinity ap-

pears to be controlled and directed by the princi-

ple of vitality. But we know the substances

which enter into these combinations, and the re-

sult of their action under certain conditions, and
when these conditions are unfavourable, the effect

ceases to be produced.

Let us take as an example, the cellular tissue,

which is formed from the elements of carbonic

acid and water, by the separation of oxygen.

Twelve equivalents of carbonic acid, with ten

equivalents of water. C. 12. O. 24+H. 10, O.

10=C. 12, H. 10, O. 10-f-lO 0; or one equiva-

lent of cellulose and ten of oxygen. In the for-

mation of proteine, the elements of ammonia are

added to those of carbonic acid and water; forty

equivalents of carbonic acid, with fifteen of water,

and five of ammonia=one equivalent of proteine,

and eighty-three of oxygen. Proteine, under cer-

tain circumstances, absorbs oxygen, and is de-

composed into ammonia and humid acid. This

last is formed from woody fibre by the loss of the

elements of water and carbonic acid.

With these facts before him, I will now ask

M C. by what method of reasoning he supports

his hypothesis, that an arid atmosphere is bene-

ficial to the process of assimilation, or upon what
foundation he condemns me for keeping the house
pretty close, and saturating the atmosphere. His
error will appear the more flagrant when we con-

sider the difficulty of saturating the atmosphere,

at high temperatures. It has by calculation been
found, that a house containing 4000 cubic feet of

air, will by the admission of currents of air heat-

ed to 100 degrees, carry off upwards of 20 gal-

lons of water in 24 hours. Our atmosphere at

the surface of the earth, is frequently above this

in the hot days of summer, and its effects on

vegetation are known to every one. Yours, R.
B. Leuchars. New Haven, Ct., Dec. 11, 1849.

Healthy and Diseased Foliage.—Dear Sir

—

Has the matter referred to in the extract from

Liebig, which I herewith send you, anything to

do with leaf-blight in fruit trees, and especially

the pear tree? C. Smith. Newport, N. Y., Dec.
10th, 1849.

[It no doubt bears decidedly on the subject, and

we commend it to practical cultivators:]

" It is by means of moisture that plants receive

the necessary alkalies and salts from the soil. In

dry summers a phenomena is observed, which

when the importance of mineral elements was un-

known, could not be explained. The leaves of

plants first developed and perfected, and there-

fore nearer the surface of the soil, shrivel up and

become yellow, lose their vitality, and fall off

while the plant is in an active state of growth,

without any visible cause. The phenomena is not

seen in moist years, nor in evergreen plants, and

but rarely in plants which have long roots, nor is

it seen in perennials in autumn and winter.
'"' The cause of this premature decay is now

obvious. The fully developed leaves, absorb con-

tinually, carbonic acid and ammonia from the at-

mosphere, which are converted into elements of

new leaves, buds, and shoots, but this metamor-
phosis cannot be effected without the aid of the

alkalies and other mineral substances. If the soil

is moist, the latter are continually supplied to the

adequate amount, and the plant retains its lively

green color; but if this supply ceases from want
of moisture to dissolve the mineral elements, a

separation takes place in the plant itself. The
mineral constituents of the juice are withdrawn
from the leaves already formed, and are used for

the formation of the young shoots, and as soon as

the seeds are developed, the vitality of the leaves

completely ceases. These withered leaves con-

tain only minute traces of soluble salts, while the

buds and shoots are very rich in them."

Special Manures.—I have been much pleased

as well as profited by the several articles on
" Special Manures," published in the Horticul-

turist, and I herewith send you a statement of

the manner in which I treated a tree in my own
garden, and its results, though whether it is a
" case in point" I leave you to judge.

In the spring of 1845, I set two grafts of the

White Doyenne on the common quince. They
were transplanted the succeeding fall. During

the summer of 1848 both trees blossomed, and one

of them set one pear, but after it had grown about
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half the usual .size, it commenced cracking, and

ceased growing. 1 showed the pear to a person

who had Been those thai cracked at the east, and

lie said il was affected the same as those. My
first impulse was to dig up the trees, believing

thai the scion came from a diseased stock and

therefore would prove worthless. But on reflec-

tion 1 ooncluded to let them stand, and try the ef-

fect of " Special Manures.'' In the fall I prepared

a compost of muck and ashes, as recommended by

you, and applied about half a buhsel to each tree,

which was slightly dug in. Last spring, I applied

about four quarts of burned, bones to eaoh tree, and

formed a mound about each tree with compost,

about six inches high and three feet across, so as

to cover up the junction of the graft with the

stock. On examining the trees I found at the junc-

tion of almost every limb with the body of the tree

a crack in the bark, extending from \ to ^ an inch

up the limb, and also about the same distance up

the body. Around these cracks the bark wasdead
to a greater or less extent; in several places it ex-

tended almost around the body of the tree, and in

one case entirely around. 1 cut off the tree at

this last place, which was some 18 inches from

the ground. I cut out all the dead bark and co-

vered the wounds with the shellac preparation, re-

commended by you. The past summer each tree

has borne six as perfect pears as any one could ask

for, and the trees have made a thrifty and healthy

growth. The wounds made by cutting out. the

dead bark have grown over, and there are no

signs of the bark cracking again. The trees were

set in a soil of heavy clay, which had been taken,

about eighteen months previous, from several feet

below the surface, and had been manured and cul-

tivated the summer previous to the trees being

set. What, in your opinion, was the cause of the

pears cracking last year and being perfect this?

And what was the cause of the bark cracking?

Yours, respectfully, M. L. B. Lockport, Dec.
17th, 1849.

Our opinion is that the bark and fruit cracked

from unsuitable soil, or unhealthy constitution in

the tree or from both. Special manure would of

course be the main remedy for such a diseased

condition. Ed.

Building Vineries.—Your critic in his crit-

ique for this month, asks of you cost of structure,

and other information, of Mr. Van Rensselaer's
vinery, at Clinton Point. I shall be able to tell

you, when spring opens sufficiently for out-of-door

work, exactly what it costs here, to put up such

a vinery as Mr. Van Rensselaer's, on a smaller

scale—that is forty two feet in length, with

height and breadth as his. Meanwhile, I can tell

you, that owing to your representations of the

peculiar advantages of the vinery at Clinton Point,

I sent a carpenter there to examine it
;
and his

report, whon he brought the plan of it to me on

his return, was that he could build a vinery atone

third less cost, in consequence of what ho had

seen there. I may mention that the person I sent

understands his business thoroughly, and had just

completed a Finery on the ordinary plan, at a

country scat in this neighbourhood.

The difference between, say tour hundred dol-

lars and six hundred dollars, is something. And
the greater pleasure of having a vinery, or any-

thing else, to effect a certain purpose, at a reason-

able cost, instead of an extravagant, is some-

thing more. So that I think the country loving

community is under obligation to Mr. Van Rens-
selaer for having brought practical good tasti

to bear on this matter. A Subscriber. Phila-

delphia, Dec. nth, 1849.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Carnations.—R. Early, (Lynchburgh, Va.)

You will find a very valuable practical article on

this plant in the first volume of this journal, p. 73.

Seedlings.—D. B. Williams, (Mendham,
N. J.) You may undoubtedly take a crop of

roots from between the drills of seedlings, but pro-

bably at the injury of the latter, unless your soil

is very deep and rich. Instead of planting a row
of corn between the rows of cuttings or slips, you

had better cover the ground with litter, or some
sort of refuse, to preserve its moisture above the

slips; corn roots do more harm by exhausting the

moisture in the soil, than good by shading the

cuttings. Do you mean evergreen seeds or plants?

A good manure for them would be leached ashes

and fine chip manure—one third of the former to

two thirds of the latter.

Burying Roots.—Rev. J. R. K. (Warren, Ct.)

You inquire if maple trees of 20 years growth,

which have had the ground raised on the north

side, and 2 feet south of the trunks on the south

side, will be seriously injured by it? We think

not, as there is a sufficient portion of the roots in

the natural position on the south side to enable

the tree to go on till the roots on the north side

send up fibers in the new soil under which they

are buried. We have seen elms buried 3 feet

deep without injury, by first piling stones over

the roots, and thon covering the soil over the

stones.

Pruning large trees.—/. H. E. (Chester

Co., Pa.) We should prefer to wait till the cold

weather is quite past—say with you the 1st of

March, before pruning the large limbs of pears

or apples. The engrafted branches may bo head-

ed in at that time. If any one is compelled to

prune in mid-winter—at the north—then he should

always use the shellac solution, brushing over the

wound as BOOD as made, otherwise a rotten spot

will be formed and the wound will not heal read-

ily. We know nothing definite, regarding the

two fruits you refer to, beyond what we have pub-

lished.

Tenpek Eveuoreens.—Enquirer, (Canandai-

gua, N. Y.) Tho varieties of Rhododendron Pon-

ticum will not stand your winters, unless protect-
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ed by turning a box over them, or enclosing them
with a rough board frame to keep the sun and

the sudden changes of weather from affecting

them. Portugal laurel requires the same treat-

ment here.

Books.—W. W. (Baltimore.) Most of what
is new, in the late edition of Mr. Thomas' Fruit

Culturist, has been borrowed from this Journal.

A new edition of Lindley's Horticulture will be
issued in the spring. Paxton's Botanical Diction-

ary is the work you need. It may be had at

Wiley's, 161 Broadway, New York.

Plants in Pots.—A Lady Subscriber
,

(Gene-
seo.) Your camellia does not bloom because it

did not set any flower buds last spring when it

made its growth for the season, and it probably
did not form buds then, from want of proper soil

or water at that time. It is precisely during the

the two or three weeks while it is growing that

it requires especial care. At that time plenty of

water, air, and sun, and twice a week some gu-
ano water, will give you an abundance of flow-

ers next year.

Apples.—M. P. S. (New Haven.) The apple

you sent us, is Peck's Pleasant, the finest apple

in New England when in perfection. It varies

much out of your state, and we have received

some lately from Rochester, N. V., which were
so comparatively flavorless, that we scarcely re-

cognised them.

Grafts.—A Nurseryman, (St. Louis.) Grafts

may be cut now as well as later. Bury them half

their length in some soil in the cellar. Root
grafting is carried on all winter by many nursery-

men, and the stocks laid away in earth—in root

cellars—till planting time comes, when they are

all ready for going into the rows.

Apricots.—James Thompson, (New-York.)
This tree is very liable to die suddenly, and we
think chiefly from the injurious effects of sudden
freezing and thawing of the bark at the surface of

the ground. Try straw sheathing round the limbs.

Insects.—/. L. Harris, (Milledgeville, Geo.)
It will require a good deal of time and labor to

prepare such an article with illustrations as you
suggest. Perhaps we may be able to present sucU

an one in the course of two or three months.

PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The stated meeting of this society was held on Tuesday eve-
ning, Dec. 18, 1849. The President in the chair. The display
was very fine for the season, and the meeting well attended.
The following premiums were awarded by the committee

on plants and flowers: For the best three hot-house plants,
named varieties, to Ben Daniels, gardener to C. Cope; for
the second best ditto, to Robert Scott, foreman to Robert
Buist. For the best three green-house plants, named varie-
ties, to Ben Daniels; for the second best ditto, to Robert Scott.
For the best collection of plants in pots, to James Bisset, gar-
dener to James Dundas; for the second best ditto, to Ben
Daniels; for the third best ditto, to Maurice Finn, gardener to
John Lambert. For the best bouquet or design of cut flow-
ers, to Ben Daniels; for the second best ditto, to Patrick Burke,
gardener to J. Longstreth. For the best basket of cut flowers,
to Ben Daniels; for the second best, to Wm. Finn. For two
small and neat baskets of cut flowers, a special premium to

Joseph Cook.
By the committee on fruits : For the best half peck apples,

Roman stem, to John Perkins, Morristown, N. J.; for the se-

cond best ditto, Kaighn's Spitzenbergh, to the same. For the
best seedling pear, the Chancellor, exhibited during the pre-
sent year, to , a premium of five dollars. For the best
seedling peach, the Eliza, exhibited during the present year,
to Gerhard Sehmitz, a premium of five dollars.

By the committee on vegetables : For the best and second
best displays of vegetables, by Commercial Gardens, to An-
thony Felten; for the best display by amateurs, to Ben Daniels,
g-ardener to C. Cope ; for the second best ditto, to Maurice
Finn, gardener to John Lambert ; for the third best ditto, to

Wm. Johns. And for a fine display of cauliflowers, a special

Premium to Anthony Felten.

Objects Shown—Plants—By James Bisset. gardener to

James Dundas,—Dendrobium moniliforme, Gesnera zebrina,
Goodyera discolor (in bloom since September exhibition,)
Azalea indica alba, Ilabrothamnus elegans, Abutilon veno-
sum, Epiphyllum Iruncatnm, Daphne odorata, Euphorbia jac-
quiruaeflora, and numerous cut flowers of the Bignonia ve-
nusta. suspended from an arch.
By Robert Scott, foreman to Robert Buist,—Ilabrothamnus

elegans, Manettia bicolor. Gesnera oblongata, Correa multi-
flora rubra, Erica Willmoriana, Epacris impressa, E. nivalis,

E. cop®, E. coccinea.
By Ben Daniels, gardener to C. Cope,—Gesnera jerroldiana,

{new.) Gongora tnaculata, G. major, G. picta, Oncidium papi-
lis, Brassavola Perrinii, Alphelandra Ghiesbrechtii. Poinset-
tia pulcherima, Euphorbia fulgens, Rhipsalis swartziana,
Manettia bicolor, Gesnera zebrina, Columnea grandiflora,
Cypripedium venustum, C. insigna, Gloxinia Teucherii. Cine-
raria (seedling,) Camellia?—var., Saco magmfique, Gilesii, fyc.
By Maurice Finn, gardener to J. Lambert,—a beautiful

collection of plants in pots.

Bouquets—by Ben Daniels and Patrick Burke. Floral bas-
kets—by Ben Daniels, Maurice Finn and Joseph Cook.

Fruits.—By John Perkins. Apples—Roman Stem and
Kaighn's Spitzenbergh. By Isaac B. Baxter. Pears—Co-
lumbia (from graft of last year.) and Passe Colmar. By Ben
Daniels Fruit of the Cereus repandus and opuntea vulgaris,
(edible.)

Vegetables.—By Anthony Felten, a fine display.

By Ben Daniels,—a fine collection, among which were as-
paragus, tomatoes, ice. Sec.

By Morris Finn and Wm. Johns,—good displays.

Edwin Meeeditu, Sec'y pro tem.
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What an extraordinary age is this for conven-

tions ! Now-a-days, if people only imagine

something is the matter, they directly hold a

convention, and resolve that the world shall

be amended. We should not be surprised to

hear next, of a convention of crows, resolving

that the wicked practice of setting scare-

crows in cornfields be henceforth abolished.

Sitting in our easy chair a few evenings

since, we were quite .surprised to see the

door of our library open, and a small boy

—

dressed in dark green, who had something

of the air of a locust or a grasshopper-

—

walk in with a note.

It was an invitation to attend a mass

meeting of all the fruits of America, as-

sembled to discuss the propriety of changing

their names. Horrified at the revolutionary

:-pirit, we seized our hat directly, and bade

the messenger lead the wav.

He lost no time in conducting us at once

to a large building, where we entered a

lofty hall, whose dome, ribbed like a melon,

was lighted by a gigantic chandelier, in the

form of a Christmas tree, the lights of which

gleamed through golden and emerald drops

of all manner of crystal fruits.

In the hall itself were assembled all our

familiar acquaintances, and many that were

scarcely known to us bv sight. We mean

Vol. iv. 25

our acquaintances—the fruits. On the right

of the speaker sat the Pears ; rather a tall,

aristocratic set of gentlemen and ladies,

—

many of them foreigners, and most of them

of French origin. One could see by the

gossipping and low conversation going on

in knots among them, that they were full

of little schemes of finesse. On the left,

sat the numerous Apple family, with honest,

ruddy faces ; and whether Yankee, Eng-

lish or German, evidently all of the Teu-

tonic race. They had a resolute, deter-

mined air, as if they had business of im-

portance on hand. Directly behind the Pears

sat the Peaches, mostly ladies, with such soft

complexions and finely turned figures, as it

did one's eyes good to contemplate ; or

youths, with the soft down of early manhood

on their chins. Apricots and Nectarines were

mingled among them, full of sweet smiles,

and a honied expression about their mouths.

The Plums were there, too, dressed in pur-

ple and gold,—many of them in velvet coats,

with a fine downy bloom upon them ; and

near them were the Cherries, an arrant, co-

quettish set of lasses and lads,—the light

in their eyes as bright as rubies. The
Strawberries sat on low stools in the aisles,

overhung and backed by the Grapes—tall

fellows, twisting their moustaches (tendrils,)
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and leaning about idly, as if they took but

little interest in the proceedings. The only

sour faces in the crowd were those of a

knot of Morello Cherries and Dutch Cur-

rants, who took every occasion to hiss any

speaker not in favor.

We said this was a convention of fruits

;

but we ought also to add that the fruits

looked extremely like human beings. On

remarking this to our guide, he quietly

said,—"of course, you know you see them

now in their spiritual forms. If you half

close your eyes, you will find you recog-

nize them all in their every-day, familiar

shapes." And so indeed we did, and were

shaking hands warmly with our old neigh-

bors and friends,—the Beurr's and Pippins

and Pearmains, when we were interrupted

by the speaker, calling the meeting to or-

der.

The Speaker (on giving him the blink,)

we found to be a fine large specimen of

the Boston Russet, with a dignified expres-

sion, and a certain bland air of one accus-

tomed to preside. He returned thanks very

handsomely to the convention for the honor

jf the chair ; assuring them that having

been bred in the land of steady habits, he

would do all in his power to maintain order

and expedite the business of the convention.

We noticed, as he sat down, that there

•vere vice-presidents from every state,

—

nany of them old and well known fruits

;

tnd that the Le Clerc Pear and an Honest

: >hn Peach were the secretaries ; and a

1 air of very astringent looking fellows—one

Crab Apple, and the other a Choke Pear

—

ware sergeants-at-arms, or door-keepers.

'£'. eir duties seemed to be chiefly that of

1
-venting some brambles from clambering

) the walls and looking in the windows,

aid a knot of saucy looking blackamoors,

. •;om we discovered to be only Black Cur-

. .its, from crowding up the lobbies; the

latter in particular, being in bad odour with

many of the members.

There was a little stir on the left, and a

solid, substantial, well-to-do pei-sonage rose,

who we recognised immediately as the

Newtown Pippin. He had the air of a man

about sixty ; but there was a look of sound

health about him which made you feel

sure of his hundreth year.

The Newtown Pippin said it was need-

less for him to remark that this was no

common meeting. The members were all

aware that no ordinary motives had called

together this great convention of fruits.

He was proud and happy to welcome so

many natives and naturalized citizens,-—all

bearing evidence of having taken kindly to

the soil of this great and happy country.

Every one present knows, the world begins

to know, he remarked, that North America

is the greatest of fruit-growing countries,

(hear, hear,) that the United States was

fast becoming the favored land of Pomona,

who, indeed, was always rather republican

in her taste, and hated, above all things,

the fashion in aristocratic countries of tying

her up to walls, and confining her under

glass. He preferred the open air, and the

free breath of orchards.

But, he said, it was necessary to come

to business. This convention had met

to discuss the propriety and necessity of

passing an alien law, by which all foreign-

ers, on settling in this country, should be

obliged to drop their foreign names, or, ra-

ther, have them translated into plain Eng-

lish. The cultivators of fruit were, take

them altogether, a body of plain, honest

countrymen, who, however they might relish

foreign fruits, did not get on Avell with

foreign names. They found them to stick

in their throats to such a degree that they

could not make good bargains over sxich

gibberish. The question to be brought before
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thismocting, therefore, was nothingmore nor

less than whether things should be called by

names that sounded real, or names thai had

a foreign, fictitious and romantic air; whe-

ther an honest man might be called in plain

English a " good Christian," or whether he

should forever be doomed to be misrepre-

sented and misunderstood as a " Bon Chrc-

tie?i." For his own part, he said, he thought

it was time to assert our nationality; and

while he was the last man to say or do

anything to prevent foreigners from settling

among us, he did think that they should

have the courtesy to drop foreign airs and

come down to plain English, or plain Yan-

kee comprehension. He was himself a

" native American," and he gloried in it. He
considered himself, though a plain republi-

can, as good as any foreigners, however

high sounding their titles ; and he believed

that if fruits would be more careful about

their intrinsic flavor, and study, as he did,

how to maintain their credit perfect and

unimpaired for the longest possible period,

it would in the end be found more to their

advantage than this stickling for foreign

titles. His ancestors, he said, were born

in the state of New-York; and he was him-

self raised in a great and well known or-

chard on the Hudson. (Hear, hear.) If any

gentleman present wished to know the

value of a plain American name, he would

be glad to show him, in dollars and cents,

the income of that orchard. He was in

greater favor in Covent Garden market than

any English or continental fruit ; and such

sums had been realized from the sales of

that orchard, that it was seriously proposed

in the English parliament to impose a duty

on Newtown Pippins, to pay off the na-

tional debt. (Great applause, and a hiss

from a string of Currants.) He concluded,

by trusting the chairman would pardon this

allusion to his own affairs, which he only

gave to show that a Pippin, in plain Eng-

lish, was worth as much in the market, and

t!i" world's estimation, as the finest French

title that was ever lisped in the Faubourg

St. Germain. He moved that all foreign

names of fruits be done into plain English.

This speech produced a great commotion

among the Pears on the right, who had

evidently not expected such a straight for-

ward way of treating the matter. For a

moment, all was confusion. That little

fellow, the Petit Muscat,—always the first

on the carpet,— ran hither and thither,

gathering little clusters about him. The

Sans-peau, or Skinless, was evidently touch-

ed to the quick. The Pomme glace gave all

the Pippins a freezing look ; and the Fon-

dante d 'Automne, a very tender creature, was

so overcome that she melted into tears at such

a monstrous proposition. The Belle de

Bmzelles muttered that she had seen New-

town Pippins that were false-hearted ; and

the Poire Episcopal declared that the man

who could utter such sentiments was a

radical, and dangerous to the peace of es-

tablished institutions.

Just as we were wondering who would

rise on the opposition, a tall, well propor-

tioned Pear got up, with a pleasant Flemish

aspect. It was Van Mons' Lion le Clerc.

He said he was sorry to see this violent

feeling manifested against foreign names
;

and being a foreigner, and having had a

pretty long acquaintance with foreign Pears

abroad, he felt called upon to say some-

thing in their defence. He thought the re-

marks of the gentleman who had preceded
'

him, both uncourteous to foreigners and un-

reasonable. He could not understand why

people should not be allowed to retain their

names, at least such as had any worth re-

taining, even if they did become rooted to

the soil of this country. Especially when

those names were in the most polite Ian-
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guage in the world,—a language which

every educated person was bound to under-

stand,—a language spoken by Duhamel
and Van Mons, the greatest of pomolo-

gists,—a language more universal than the

English,—spoken, in short, in all civilized

countries, and especially spoken by fine

ladies, over a dish of fine pears at the des-

sert. {Great applause.)

Here a stranger to us, the Bizi des Vete-

rans, rose and said :— Sare, I have de honor

to just arrive in dis country. I am very

much chagrinee at dis proposition to take

away my name. I have run away from de

revolutions, what take away my property,

and here I hope to find la liberie—la paix ;

and I only find les voleurs—robbers—vat

vish to take away my name. Yes-sare ;

and what they will call me den ?— " wild

old mans," or "old sojair?" Bah! Me
no like to be so, Moi, who belong to de

grand bataillon—le garde Napotton

!

Here a pleasant and amiable lady rose,

evidently a little embarrassed. It was

Louise Bonne de Jersey. She said she loved

America. True, she had found the climate

not to agree with her at first, and her chil-

dren seemed to pine away; but since she

had taken that hardy creature, the Quince,

for a partner, they had done wonderfully

well. For her own part, she had no ob-

jection whatever to being called "Good
Louise," or even "Dear Louisa," if her

American friends and cou.-ins liked it bet-

ter. All she asked was to be allowed to

live in the closest intimacy with the Quince,

' and not to have any cutting remarks made

at her roots. She could not bear that.

A very superb and stately lady next rose,

giving a shake to her broad skirts of yellow

satin, and looking about her with the air of

a Duchess. In fact, it was the Duchesse

d''Angoultme ; and though she was a little

high shouldered, and her features some-

what irregular, she had still a very noble

air. She remarked, in a simple and dig-

nified voice, that she had been many years

in this country, and had become very par-

tial to the people and institutions. Natu-

rally, she had strong- attachments to old

names and associations, especially where,

as in her case, they wTere names that were

names. But, she added, it was impossible

to live in America without mixing with

the people ; and it was impossible to mix

with the people, if one's very name could

not be understood. It was very distressing

to her feelings to find, as she did, that

French was not taught in the common
schools; and she hoped if an agricultural

college was established, the scholars would

be taught that language which was synony-

mous with everything elegant and refined.

She trusted, in conclusion, that though

names should be anglicised, the dignity

would be preserved. A Duchess, in name
at least, she must always be ; but if repub-

licans preferred to call her simply the

Duchess of Angouleme, she saw nothing

amiss in it. Especially,—she remarked,

with a slight toss of the head,—especially,

since she had heard an ignorant man, at

the country-seat where she resided, call

her repeatedly " Dutchy-Dan goes-lame ;"

and another, who visits him, speak of her,

as "Dutch Dangle-um," forgetting that

she abhorred Holland.

She was followed by the Red Streak Ap-

ple, from New-Jersey, a very blunt, sturdy

fellow, who spoke his mind plainly. He
said he liked the good sense of the lady

who had just spoken ; she was a woman he

should have no objection to call a Duchess

himself. About this matter he had but

iew words to say. Some folks were all

talk and no cider; that, thank God! was

not his fashion. What he had to say he

said ; and that was, that he was sick of
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this tomfoolery about foreign names. A
name either meant something or it did not.

Anybody who looked at him could see that

he was a Red-Streak, and that was all that

his father expected when he named him.

Anybody could believe that the last speaker

was a Duchess. But what, he should like

to know, did the man mean who named a

Peach " Sanguinole a chair adherent .'" He
should like to meet that chap. It would

be a regular raw-head and bloody-bones

piece of business for him. And " Fondant

e

du Boh ;" he supposed that was the fond

aunt of some b'hoys,—it might be the "old

boy," for all he knew. And " Beurri Gris

d'Hiver nouveau." Could anything be more

ridiculous ! He shou'd like to know how

those clever people, the pomologists, would

translate that ? They told hi :i, " new gray

winter butter," [laughter ;) and what sort

of winter butter, pray, was that? " Reine

de Pays has ;" what this meant, he did not

exactly know,— something, he supposed,

about " rainy weather pays bad," which

would not go down, he could tell the gen-

tlemen, in our dry climate. There was

no end to this stuff, he said. He seconded

the Pippin. Clear it all away ; boil it

down to a little pure, plain English essence,

if there was any substance in it ; if not,

throw the lingo to the dogs. He hoped

the Pears would excuse him. He meant

no offence to them, personalty. But he

did'nt like their names, and he told them

so to their faces.

The Minister Apple here observed that

he had some moral scruples about changing

the names of all the fruits. It might have

a bad effect on the hearts and minds of the

community. He begged leave to present

to the speaker's consideration such names,

for example, as the " Ah mon Dim" and

the " Cuisse Madame" Pears ! There were

many who grew those Pears, and, like our

first parents, did not know the real nature

of the fruits in the garden. Happy igno-

rance! Translate them, and they would,

he feared, become fruits of the tree of

knowledge.

A ta'l Mazzard Cherry hereupon re-

marked, (wiping his spectacles,) that a very

easy way of avoiding the danger which his

worthy friend, who had just sat down, had

pointed out, would be to reject both the

Pears and the names, when they were no

better than the last. He was a warm friend

to progress in horticulture, and he was fully

of the opinion of the Jersey Red Streak,

that things should not come among us, plain

republicans, in disguise. How, indeed, did

we know that these Pears of France were

not sent out here under these queer names

for the very purpose of corrupting our

morals ; or, at least, imposing on us in

some way. He had been settled in a gar-

den for some years, among a pleasant so-

ciety of trees, when last spring the owner

introduced a new Pear from abroad, under

the fine name of " Chat bride." For some

time the thing put on airs, and talked about

its estate and chateau having been destroy-

ed by incendiaries ; and it showed a pe-

tition for charity. What was his amaze-

ment, one day, when the daughter of the

proprietor came in the garden, to see the

contempt with which she turned away from

this Pear, and exclaimed, " what could have

induced pa to have brought this ' singed

cat' here ?" Chat brule, indeed ! He bent

over the creature and switched her finely

the first stormy day. He was for translating

all good fruits and damning all bad ones;

(At hearing this, certain second rate Straw-

berries commenced running.)

The convention grew very excited as the

Mazzard sat down. The Muscat Noir Grape

looked black in the face ; the Crown Bob
Gooseberry threw up his hat ; and the Blood
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Peach, who had been flirting with a very I
" Lady Apple," I am invited everywhere

worthless fellow—the French soft-shelled i among the most fashionable people. Yes,

Almond—turned quite crimson all over. Mr. Speaker, this country has charmingly

Criesof "order, order," were heard from all been called the paradise of ladies; and I

sides; and it was only restored when a would advise all deserving and modest girls

little, plump, Dolly-Varden looking young in jeune France, to come over to younger

girl, who was a great favorite in good America, and change their names as quickly

society, sprang upon a chair in order to be as they can. {Hear, hear, especially from

seen and heard.

This was the Lady Apple. Her eyes

sparkled, and set ofT her brilliant complex-

ion, which was quite dazzlingly fair. It

was easy to see that she was a sort of

spoiled child among the fruits.

Mr. Speaker, she said in a very sweet

voice, you will indulge me, I am sure, with

a very little speech—my maiden speech.

I should not have ventured here, but 1 posi-

tively thought it was to have been a private

party, and not one of these odious mass

meetings. I am accustomed to the society

of well bred people, and know something

of the polite languages of both hemispheres.

Indted, my ancestors still live in France,

though I am myself a real American. What

I have to tell is only a little of my own

the Jonathan Apple.) If they will take my
advice, they will put off* all foolish pride and

fine names that mean nothing, and try to

speak plain English, and dress in the latest

republican style
;

(especially,—she added,

aside, turning to the foreign Pears,—^espe-

cially as the fashions always come from

Paris.)

This lively little sally evidently made a

favorable impression. The Bartlett Pear

said he was nobody in France as the Poire

Guillame, while here, where the climate

agreed so much better with his constitution,

he was a favorite with high and low. The

Duchesse d'Orlcans thought it best for ladies

like herself, who did not expect to associate

with any but the educated class, to retain

their foreign names. The Jargonell Pear

experience ; which is, that one may, if one said he had heard a great deal of talk,

has good looks, and is a person of taste,

have her name changed without suffering

the least loss of character or reputation.

Indeed, I am convinced it may often add

to her circle of admirers, by making her

better understood and appreciated. I am

almost ashamed, ladies and gentlemen, to

refer to my own life, illustrative of this re-

mark. (Cheers.) [Here she blushed, and

looked around her very sweetly.] At home,

there in la belle France, I belong to the old

and very respectable family of the Api's.

There was not much in that ; but mostly

shut up in an old dingy chateau,—no so-

ciety—no evening parties—no excitement.

I assure you it was very dull. In this coun-

try, where I am known everywhere as the

which to him was a mere babel of tongues.

His name was the same on both sides of

the water. The Flemish Beauty said, on

the other hand, that she was a great deal

more loved in this country now, than when

she first came here as the Belle de Flan-

dres. The Bcllefleur Apple observed, she

had tried to maintain her foreign etymolo-

gy in this country without success, and

meant to be henceforth plain Bellflower

;

and the Surprise Apple turned red, as he

attempted to say something (the Morello

trying to hiss him down ;) but he was only

able to stammer out his astonishment that

any one could doubt the policy of so wise

a movement.

There was here a tumult among some
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of the foreign Grapes, accustomed to live I

" on their own bottoms," should be allowed

in glass houses, who had been caught by to settle in any of the new states or terri-

the Crab Apples stoning the windows, and
[

tories, when that old favorite, the Virga-

sticking their spurs (they were short pruned lieu Pear, made a soothing speech, in his

vines,) into some patient looking old Horse usual melting and buttery manner, which

Apples from the western states. A free- brought all the meeting to a feeling of

soiler, who was known as the Northern

Spy, was about to sow the seeds of the ap-

ple of discord in the convention, by bring-

ing forward an amendment, that no foreign

fruits, and especially none which were not

unanimity again ; when they resolved to

postpone further action, but to prepare a

memorial on the subject, to be laid before

the Congress of Fruit-growers, at its meet-

inn- next fall in Cincinnati.

PRESERVING FRUITS, FRESH FOR WINTER USE.

BY W., BALTIMORE.

[We commend the following to the memo-

randum books of those of our readers who

aim at the choicest results of domestic

economy and housekeeping. We have

tasted peaches in mid-winter, preserved at

Baltimore, after this method, which, cut up

•and served with cream at the dessert, were

almost undistinguishable in appearance and

fresbness of taste from August rareripes

fresh from the tree. We are assured the

same results are obtained with strawber-

ries, apricots, plums, &c, which are now

extensively prepared in this way for mar-

ket. As the process is a very simple one,

we do not see why this mode of preserving

the fruit, with its natural flavor, should not

largely supersede the cloying preserves,

made with sugar. Ed.]

Dear Sir—In answer to your queries,

regarding the mode of preserving fruits

practiced in this city, I send you the follow-

ing, a.s that after which the specimens you

tasted were prepared

:

Send to year tinsmith and get a suffi-

cient number of tin canisters, very carefully

and tightly made. They should be of uni-

form size ; and the shape preferred here is

seven inches high by five inches in diame-

ter—uniform cylinders.

Select the fairest fruit,—peaches, straw-

berries, or what you please. It should be

just ripe, but not past the mature stage.

Fill the canisters, place the tin lids on their

tops, and solder them down very carefully.

Only a small hole, of the size of a pin.

should be left for the escape of air.

The next point is to drive the air out of

the canisters of fruit, to prevent its decay.

In order to do this, take a broad boiler-pan.

(with a flat bottom,) place the canisters in

it, and fill it with boiling water within

about three-fourths of an inch of the tops

of the canisters. The boiler being over a

gentle fire, the water in it should now be

made to boil. This will drive the air in

each canister through the small hole left in

the top, as soon as the temperature ap-

proaches 200°; and in order to know pre-

cisely when it is all expelled, you must

drop a few drops of water upon this hole.

When the bubbles of air cease rising

through these drops of water, the air is all

expelled, and then you may pass a dry

cloth over the hole and let a drop of solder
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fall upon it. This seals the canister up,

hermetrically, so that the fruit will remain

unchanged for a couple of years, or longer.

The immersion of the cans in the boiling

water does not impart the slightest taste of

their having been cooked to the fruit.

The canisters of fruit should be left in a

cool place. When wanted for use, unsol-

der the tops with a hot iron and the fresh

fruit is ready,—having been perfectly pre-

served without the aid of sugar or brandy.

Yours, W.

CRITIQUE ON THE DECEMBER HORTICULTURIST.

BY JEFFREYS, WESTERN NEW-YORK.

Your Leader— Agricultural Schools.—
If the farmers of our country do wake up to

their own interests, as late appearances in-

dicate, they may at least succeed in putting

themselves, as a soldier would say, in 'posi-

tion. Of all professions known in our land,

the farmer is the only one who steadily op-

poses his own interest in improvement.

The lawyer, the doctor, the merchant, the

statesman, the politician, the mechanic, the

artisan,—in fact, the disciple of every pro-

fession but agriculture, is actively awake to

his own improvement in all that appertains

to his craft. But the farmer's knowledge

" comes by nature," and he has no need of

education in his own profession, if his words

and acts are to be believed for the few cen-

turies in which he has existed. And even

now, when the other professions are eager

to help him into a school for his own spe-

cial benefit, the chances are equal that he

will, donkey-like, let fly his heels in its

face, instead of making an effort to effect it.

I don't mean to be disrespectful, Mr.

Editor ; but when I hear farmers—men

who are indebted to the soil for all that

they are, and look to it for all they expect,

and ought to know the value of practical

agricultural education—voting in legisla-

ture against every proposition for their own

good in that line, for fear it will make

"book farmers" of their boys, and yet sup-

porting bank charters in shoals, railroads by

the score, and all sorts of corporate privi-

leges as a matter of course, I do think that

ive farmers—yes, I claim to be part of one

myself-—are a very consistent body of gen-

tlemen. Thanks to our new Constitution.

special bank, insurance, turnpike, and manu-

facturing corporations are at an end ; and

everybody can have them by general law

that want them ; and when our railroads

shall be created by general law, too, as

they soon will be, I trust that such of those

among our farmers who do wish to get a

very incompetent (as it will be,) share of

state consideration for their just benefit,

may be heard.

Governor Fish deserves the thanks of

every farmer in the state for his liberal re-

commendation of the endowment of an ag-

ricultural school ; and I trust that the effi-

cient and intelligent board of commission-

ers which he has appointed to draft a plan,

will present such an one to the legislature

that they will at once adopt it. For fifteen

years past the state agricultural society

have recommended it; and last winter, for

the first time, have they been able to- bring

the subject to a notice in the executive

message. Your remarks on this subject

are well timed, and to the point. It is

true that a school, if one be now established

in this state, is to be an experiment in the
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United States,—the first to be created by

law, and endowed at the expense of the

treasury. It will require caution in its

plans, and in the execution of its duties,

until the right method of instruction be un-

derstood; and then, if successful agricultu-

ral schools are to become the chosen insti-

tutions for the mass of our young men, for

the reason that, if not absolutely necessary

to all, the pursuit of agriculture is so con-

genial to the feelings, tastes, and leisure of

man, that it will be regarded as an accom-

pliskment in the education of one's youth,

by our most intelligent people out of the

great commercial cities, and by very many

within them. Success to the effort ; and

meantime, I shall look with anxiety for the

report of the commissioners, who, I trust,

have well discharged their duty.

The Evergreen Ivy.—Mr. Smith, you are

a man of true taste. I won't say more, just

now. How many old rookeries of houses,

nestled under a high rock, an ancient tree,

with a sparkling brook hard by, have I

seen, with the old ivy climbing up their di-

lapidated sides, and spreading over their

mossy roofs, that looked infinitely more

home-ish than the starched up, martin-box

affairs, in such dapper colours, on the road

side just beyond them. Ivys are beautiful

always ; and in every spot requiring seclu-

sion, no screen so cheap and so becoming

can be substituted. The American ivy is

hardly so rich in its drapery and foliage as

the English; but sufficiently so to form an

attractive object in almost every ground
;

and it is only to be wished that our country

people better understood its worth, not only

in ornamenting their own dwellings, but

many otherwise unsightly, yet necessary,

structures, which stare out in their naked

deformity in a thousand places,—thus giving

them an appearance at once graceful and

appropriate.

AChapteron Birds—and by a new "Orni-

thologist." Welcome, my good friend, into

the Kind brotherhood of those who love

God's creatures. I am sorTy, however, you

don't like the wrens. Of all things, I like

them for their very spider eating. The

spiders ! Bless me, my good sir, they are

the bane, not exactly of my own, but all

summer they are of my good wife's exist-

ence. Why, you know nothing about it.

Every other day, from April to November,

you see her with handkerchief, tied turban

fashion round her head, out in the broad

piazza, with Tom and his brush, and Moll

with her stick, and the dear soul with the

tongs to pinch them,—all clamorous and

lu is v for an hour in poking out, and brush-

ing off the " filthy spiders." And such a

time!— and over the windows, and all

about. Why, I wish we had a thousand

wrens to catch the vile torments. Blue

birds, robins, sparrows,—all may go, if the

wrens will but catch the spiders. No, my
good sir, let us have them all. There is

room enough for wrens, as well as the

others. And they look so smart, with their

tails stuck up so brisk, and their funny lit-

tle eyes, so sharp, peering into every crack

and crevice for a bug, a fly, or a spider.

Let the larjje birds have the grubs and the

beetles, of which there are enough to serve

them a turn ; and if you love the drone of

the dear little humming-bird, plant a scar-

let monthly honeysuckle by the columns of

your porch, or library, or bed-room window,

and the tiny things will be all day boring

into the long cups of the Sowers, and per-

chance fly into the windows ; and in its

fright to get out again, one will dash against

the glass, where, in order to release it, you

will catch it as you would a butterfly; and

while holding it in your hand, and gazing

at its delicious plumage, will feel its tiny

heart throb against your fingers in its ago-
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ny, till you let it go into the broad sunshine

of its enjoyment, soon to return and buzz

away its nappy hours as before.

How many bright and pleasant hours may

be spent in ministering to the Wants and

the pleasures of the birds, thus kindly at-

tracted about one's dwelling and grounds

;

and what lessons of love and affection may
be taught the children in caring for their

welfare, and watching their habits,—all in-

cidents of rural life, that serve to make up

its variety and pleasure. But I grow gar-

rulous. Write again, my dear sir. You

remind me of White, of Selborne, who wrote

some years ago one of the pleasantest books

I ever read, on the Natural History of his

neighborhood,

A Jog in the Fruit Garden.—I cannot

say a word to assist our " Digger." He so

effectually finishes up his subject, whatever

it be, that, like the clerk in the parish

church, I can only respond "Amen" to his

conclusions, I may possibly catch him

napping by-and-by, when I promise him he

shall hear from me in as hearty earnest as

he lectures the neophytes and the slovens

in the garden or the orchard.

Design for a Rural Villa—with a view

in the frontispiece.—Here, Mr. Downing,

you have it—a house that suits me, in out-

side appearance, almost exactly. It has a

good hearty look of hospitality and sub-

stance about it, that seems to tell of itself

what it was built /or,—like a stout, honest,

country gentleman, with his broad hat and

portly bearing, who breathes free and deep,

as he walks out upon his domain ; not a

starched up, affected, meager faced, pe-

dantic body, who appears in shivering doubt

whether the country, after all, is really the

place for " genteel society."

I must talk a little about this house ; and

while I extol its excellencies, you must ex-

cuse me if I suggest what might, under

certain circumstances, improve its general

effect, and make it the very thing I would

build myself when I have the occasion, and

the means. The main body of the house

is almost, perhaps quite, perfect. Its broad,

liberal size ; its sufficient, yet comfortable

height ; its well pitched, ample roof, widely

protecting the walls from damp and frost

;

its high, upright gables, giving light, shape

and convenience to the chambers; the seve-

lal chimney stacks above, telling of cheer-

ful, social firesides within ; the massive

porch in front, with open, inviting passage,

and well fitting connection to the roof in

subordinate capacity ; the broad, yet neat

veranda, covering the whole front, and rest-

ing back upon the tasty green-house, and

spacious, wholesome kitchen, which so ap-

propriately support it ; and then its capa-

cious and well arranged family bed-room,

on the ground floor within,—are all features

which mark this house a fitting and appro-

priate residence for an American country

gentleman of any fortune or condition what-

ever.

It is excessively annoying to one who

has a correct and substantial notion of coun-

try life, to see the artificial style, or fashion

of the day, so prevalent in amateur retire

ment. A house, fantastic in shape; groined,

buttressed and arched in all possible ways

and directions ; with finical gew-gawgery

stuck on in every possible place where it

can stick, or hang ; and all so pinched up,

and stiff, and finical without ; and a perfect

toy-shop within, looking so inhospitable

—

no matter how open may be the heart of

the man—that it is enough of itself to freeze

up all the kindly qualities of one's exist-

ence, as he looks upon it in contrast with

the specimen before us. Why, there is

more true hospitality and enjoyment in

the pork and cabbage, with a glass of bot-

tled cider, of the last, than in all the turtle
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soup ami champaigne of the former. Great

men don't live in such "fancy" Kou

anywhere in these United States.

I know a gentleman who lias been a

general, a governor, a cabinet minister, a

foreign ambassahor, and possessed of an

ample fortune, and, withal, a man of great

hospitality, whose house never cost him

five thousand dollars. But its ample and

convenient rooms are filled with abundant

and most comfortable furniture ; a large

library, costly and beautiful paintings, maps,

and drawings ; cabinets of minerals, an-

cient coins, and superscriptions ; and all

the choice things and bijouterie that a gen-

tleman of education and taste would natu-

rally pick up in foreign and domestic travel;

yet all beautifully arranged, and so care-

lessly disposed, that not the slightest effort

at effect is discovered, and at the display

of which the plain, unsophisticated, matter-

of-fact man is no more disconcerted than

in entering the sitting-room of an ordinary

fanner. And still, there is comfort in every

degree, without ostentation or effort ; and

this house which you have designed is the

very one for such a man, or for one of his

finished, yet unpretending taste, to build

and to live in—plain—substantial—home-

like—and in harmony with all you desire

within, or about it.

Allow me, however, to suggest an im-

provement. In looking at the grounds in

its vicinity, I catch a glimpse of a lake, or

river, in the distance, on which the rear of

the mansion looks out, and, of course, the

house itself is an object from the water, or

its shores; and the upright, and apparently

stiff, uncovered rear, presents a naked ap-

pearance to the eye. Therefore, allowing

the green-house and kitchen their present

positions, the library should be slightly

curtailed in its length, and a light veranda

thrown out on each side,—thus letting the

walls gracefully down to the ground as in

front, 'and giving th< m appropriate shelter.

A narrow side door for summer use could

communicate from either wall of the library

with this veranda, and in winter closed by

an outer screen, or blind to keep out the

cold and the weather. Or if more conve-

nient to the occupation of the grounds, the

kitchen could turn an angle rearwards, from

which might be extended the wash-room,

laundry, wood-house, &c. &c—thus giving

a finished and most convenient appearance

to the whole structure—a perfect home-

stead.

I trust I may never see another cellar

kitchen to a country house,;—the bane and

affliction of our wives; for in this country,

where the occasional superintendence of

the kitchen is indispensable to all good

housekeepers, that department should al-

ways be within reach of the family rooms;

a ready method of housekeeping ma.de easy,

VaiVs August Duke Cherry.—If this fruit

is all that you describe, it is an acquisition

invaluable to our pomology. Let it be

thoroughly tried in our nurseries; and if,

like the pudding, " the proof is in eating,"

it will be abundantly disseminated through-

out the country.

Bursting the Bark in Cherry Trees.—
Go on, gentlemen. You are doing " the

state some service," and ere long they will

"know it." I shall hold up till you get

through, and then, possibly, have a word

or two to say about it.

On Grape-vine Borders.—Dr. Stevens

knows a thing or two. And I am right

glad he has broached this subject. "When

yon and he have settled this matter of

width of border, and depth of soil, the drain-

ing and moisture—any man of good obser-

vation can determine—we'll go to work and

raise them in any quantity for domestic

market. At all events, no more delicious
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or admirable fruit can be offered to oar

palates than the grape; and they musl—
it's a settled question—be grown in vineries.

New Fruits of South Carolina.—\i being,

in my mind, " a settled fact," that every

climate must grow indigenously its own

best fruits for ordinary cultivation, our

southern friends can do no better than to

produce from their seedlings the fruits they

require. I am glad to see they are at work

in this important branch of their luxuries.

At Saratoga, where I was two years ago,

at the state cattle show, a gentleman, con-

nected with the pomological exhibition,

brought down a basket of delicious plums

from the show grounds, which he distri-

buted among the guests at the dinner table

of one of the fashionable hotels. I over-

heard a lady, to whom some of them were

presented, remark, that she should preserve

the stones and carry with her to South

Carolina, where she intended to plant them.

I trust she will receive a good account from

them.

I have little doubt that, twenty years

hence, our southern states will be well sup-

plied with indigenous fruits, of the kinds

now so easily cultivated with us, provided

they give the requisite attention to it. Mr.

Summer is entitled to the thanks of his

friends and neighbors for his zeal in this

department.

The Camellia Japo?dca.—Not knowing

much about it, only as I admire its pure

and delicious flower in a lady's hair, I

shall, more wisely, let it alone.

On Indian Corn.—\{ Carlyle, like Cob-

bett, in his day, would only consent to write

English always as he does now, he would

be one of the most attractive authors of the

day. Yet despite his vile transposition of

his native tongue, I like him ; and this es-

say on our Indian corn is valuable, and to

the purpose. We can feed England, Scot-

land and Ireland cheaper and better on our

corn, so far as required, than they can be

fed in any other way ; and when so simple

and effective a method can be employed in

drying it as we have at home, I am aston-

ished that those " in the trade" do not at

once establish works for its necessary pre*

paration.

This article will do good in our country

by drawing attention to the subject ; and

as Mr. Carlyle has condescended, in this

instance, to write intelligible English, he

may, by its success, be won into the exer-

cise of his vernacular on other subjects.

Suppose he should, for variety, attempt it.

Trees in Towns and Villages.—The best

thing I have seen in a long time. Every

village newspaper ought to publish this ar-

ticle, and every country dweller ought to

lay it by for reference spring and fall ; for

no such man does his duty to his family

and the world who does not plant a tree.

Had I not already occupied so much of your

paper with my gossipping " critiques," I

would give you a chapter on trees. I love,

aye, I always loved them,—from the old

mulberry; that shaded the window through

which I first saw the light, to the broad old

butternut, that rattled down its kerneled

fruit over the old brown school-house, where

I recited the " shorter catechism," and the

noble elms, oaks and walnuts, under whose

grateful shadow I now lie down in summer

to gaze at my grazing brood mares, and

cattle, and sheep, as they gather around

me— whew! I must be careful, or they'll

scent me out. Another day we'll talk of

the trees, when the gaping olfactories of

your readers are in better trim than now.

Jeffreys,
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[We borrow the following article from the

Journal of the Horticultural Society of Lon-

lon. It was written by Mr. Haktweg, a

botanical collector, employed by the society

to explore Mexico and the coast of the Pa-

cific some time ago. His journey in Cali-

fornia took place in 1846; and he wandered

through the valley of the Sacramento with-

out a dream of the wonderful changes

which a couple of years would make in the

destiny and appearance of that country.

Of the beautiful California Horse Chest-

nut and the Evergreen Oak, described by

Mr. H., we trust some of our California

adventurers, returning home, will bring

pockets full of seeds, that a trial may be

made of their fitness for adorning pleasure-

grounds here. Ed.]

I left Mazatlan on the 11th of May, and

arrived at Monterey on the 7th of June,

after a passage of twenty-six days.

The verdant fields and pine-covered

range of mountains at the back of the

town form a pleasing contrast to the dried-

up vegetation about Mazatlan. The pre-

dominating trees are an evergreen oak
(Quercus californica,) forming a tree thirty

feet high, with a globular crown, and
having the branches much distorted. It

occurs principally in low but dry situations.

The higher parts are occupied by Pinus in-

signis, a tree 60 to 100 feet high, with a

stem of two to four feet in diameter. This
species is liable to vary much in the size

of the leaves (which stand in threes) and
in the cones, according to local circumstan-

ces. In close woods, a mile or two from

the sea-shore, at an elevation of 200 to TOO
feet, the leaves usually measure four and a

half to five and a half inches, and cones

four to four and a half inches in length by
two and a half broad ; towards the beach,

where the trees arc mostly one-sided— a de-

fect caused by northwest winds, Avhich blow
for the greater part of the year—hot b leaves

and cones diminish in size. These differ-

. which are too insignificant to estab-

lish even varieties of Finns insignis, have

given rise to the names Finns tuburculata

and radiata, which were, according to Lou-

don, collected by the late Dr. Coulter near

the sea-shore at Monterey ; that locality, no

doubt, is Point Pinos, as it is the only habi-

tat near Monterey where pines grow close

to the beach ; it is at the same time the

place where I made the foregoing observa-

tions. In all situations the cones grow
three or four together in a cluster, remain-

ing on the trees several years after shed-

ding the seeds ; are pendulous, with the

apex somewhat recurved; deformed, that

is, the scales on one side are more developed

than on the other, and enclose two winged
seeds under each scale. The cones are

about eighteen to twenty-four months in

ripening.

On the dry banks of ravines, to the north-

east of the town, the Californian horse

chestnut (Pavia californica,) is common.
This extremely ornamental shrub or low

tree rises to the height of twenty-five feet,

is of a globular shape, and produces its fra-

grant whitish flowers of a delicate pink

hue in great abundance on spikes twelve

inches long; one of these spikes, which I

had the curiosity to count, had more than

400 open flowers and buds upon it. Of
shrubs I observed Ceanothus thyrsiflorus

very common in the pine woods, and form-

ing an evergreen shrub ten to fifteen feet

high; a Sambucus, Lonicera racemosa,

Spiraea ariasfolia, Ehus, 3 sp., Caprifolium

Douglasii, a Diplacus, Garrya elliptica, a

Eosa, Lupinus arboreus and ornatus; Eibes

speciosum and malvaceum ; Adenostoma
fasciculata, a neat little evergreen shrub

allied to Spiraea ; Arctostaphylos, 3 sp., a

Vaccinium, Gaultheria Shallon, an ever-

green Prunus resembling the Portugal Lau-
rel. Of annuals and perennials, a Huge-
lia, Delphinium, 3 sp., Leptosiphon andro-

saceus and densiflnrus ; Collinsia bicolor, a

Convolvulus, a Malva, Lupinus succulen-

tus and densiflorus ; a Castilleja, an O2no-

thera, a Chironia. Of bulbs, Calochortus

luteus, Cyclobothra alba, Brodiaa congesta,
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Calliprora flava, Hesperoscordum lacteum,

and a Zyyadenus called Amole, of which
the bruised roots serve as a substitute for

soap.

On June the 22d I left Monterey for the

mission of Santa Cruz. Santa Cruz is

across the bay, due north, of Monterey, and
at a distance of sixty miles by land, whilst

by water it does not exceed twenty-five

miles. Passing along the sea-shore over

the plains, which present the same vegeta-

tion as about Monterey, we arrived in the

afternoon at the mission, after a gallop of

seven hours. The mountains of Santa
Cruz are well wooded with Taxodium sem-
pervirens, called by the American settlers

redwood or bastard cedar. In close forests

it grows to an enormous size, averaging
200 feet in height, with a stem of six to

eight feet in diameter, which is as straight

as an arrow, and clear of branches up to

sixty or seventy feet. One tree, that is

termed by the Americans " the giant of the

forest," is 270 feet high, with a stem mea-
suring fifty-five feet in circumference at six

feet from the ground. The bark of the

redwood is from six to twelve inches thick,

reddish and smooth ; the timber is of a

beautiful red colour, like pencil wood, fine,

close grained, light, but brittle ; it is well

adapted for in and out door work, as the

boards when seasoned do not warp, nor is

it attacked by insects. Large quantities of

timber are annually exported to the Sand-
wich Islands ; 1,000 feet of one-inch boards,

delivered on the beach at Santa Cruz, are

worth 81. Some fine trees of Abies Dou-
glasii are found in the mountains of Santa
Cruz; they do not form masses of them-
selves, but are thinly scattered among the

redwood trees, with which they vie in size.

The mountain oak (Castanea chrysophylla ?)

also occurs here, forming a tree fifty feet

high ; of a pyramidal shape, with persis-

tent lanceolate leaves four inches long, ser-

rulate on the margin ; below they are

covered with a rusty, yellowish down, which
in the young leaves also covers the upper

surface. The fructiferous catkins are pro-

duced on the points of last year's wood, and

do not exceed two inches in length, whilst

the catkins on the young wood are from

four to five inches long, and sterile. The
nuts, or rather acorns, are covered, in an

unripe state, with down, and enclosed in

an open cup, which on the outside is

clothed with coarse scaly hairs. The moun-
tain oak grows invariably in close shaded
woods, and seems to be widely dispersed

over the country west of the Rocky Moun-
tains. Some Indian tribes eat the acorns

either raw, or make a sort of bread of them.

On the outskirts of the woods I observed

Arbutus procera fifty feet high ; a Laura-

ceous tree with linear light green leaves of

nearly the same dimensions; two species

of Ceanothus ; a Corylus, a Spiraea, a So-

lanum, and Zauschneria, the latter with

scarlet flowers like a Fuchsia.

On July the 2d I returned to Monterey.

The few days of absence produced a great

change even in the vegetation ; the fields

and woods, which before were covered with

flowers, are now gradually drying up, from

the total absence of rain during the sum-
mer months ; even the bulbous plants had,

during that time, shed their flowers and
ripened their seeds. Crossing the wooded
heights near Monterey, I arrived at Carmel
Bay, after an easy walk of two hours

;

here I found a Diervilla, Cupressus marcro-

carpa, attaining the height of sixty feet,

and a stem Qf nine feet in circumference,

with far spreading branches, flat at the top,

like a full grown Cedar of Lebanon, which
it closely resembles at a distance ; Esch-

scholtzia crocea, E. californica, Platyste-

mon californicum, a scarlet Castilleja, a

Mesembryanthemum, resembling M. rubro-

cinctum ; a Cheiranthus, Stenactis specio-

sa, an Echeveria, Abronia rosea, and A.

mellifera. These two species, the former

with pink, and the latter with orange flow-

ers, are spreading on the sands near the

sea shore, and delightfully scent the air

with their perfume towards evening.

Another excursion, which I made to the

Rancho de Tularcitos, led over the mission

of Carmel. Following up the narrow val-

ley of the Carmel river, I entered a beauti-

ful wood of alders, willows, and plane-trees,

some of the latter attaining the height of

eighty feet, and twelve in circumference.

Of herbaceous plants, I observed two spe-

cies of Solidago, Mimulus cardinalis, a La-

biate plant, an Asclepias, an annual, with

an extremely powerful smell, which, if in-

haled in excess, produces bleeding at the
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Of shrubs, a half-climbing Caprifc-

lium, with small dingy flowers; a Clema-
tis, a species of Cercocarpus, and on rocky

ground, a patch of Berberis Aquifolium.

The sides of the mountains, which attain no

great elevation, arc thinly covered with

oaks. The higher parts, near the Rancho
de Tularcitos, are occupied by Pinus ma-
crocarpa, which rise to the height of eighty

to a hundred feet, with a stem of six to

eight feet in circumference. The larger

trees had not yet ripened their cones, but

the smaller ones, of twenty to thirty years'

growth, ripen theirs at different periods,

and furnished me with a few cones. On
my return thence, over El Toro, a high

mountain, destitute of trees or shrubs, but

thickly covered with wild oats (Avenae spe-

cies,) I found, on the north side, in a ravine,

a few small trees of Pinus Sabiniana, the

highest of them not exceeding thirty feet.

In this situation they appear to produce

their cones when yet very young. Some
trees, measuring from eight to ten feet in

height, and of as many years' growth, had
cones on them, which, like the foregoing

species, seem to ripen about November.
On August the 23d, I embarked on board

the bark Joven Guipuzcoana, whose owner,
Don Jos'' Antonio Aguirre, invited me to

take a trip with him up to the Bay of San
Francisco. On the following day Ave an-

chored off Santa Cruz, where the ship was
to remain a day or two. I took advantage
of this delay, and made an excursion to the

mountains, in a different direction from that

visited before. Passing through a copse

wood, composed chiefly of Pavia californi-

ca, Quercus californica, Ceanothus thyrsi-

fiorus, a Corylus, Rhus viride, called Ye-
dra, and justly dreaded by the inhabitants

for its poisonous properties, I entered a

beautiful pine wood. The leaves of this

species of pine stand in threes; are longer

than the cones, usually eleven inches in

length; cones five inches long, by two and
a half at the broadest part, of a reddish
brown, the centre of the scales terminating
in a small sharp point, bent downwards.
The trees rise to the height of a hundred
feet, with a stem three to four feet in di-

ameter, producing the cones in clusters of

three or four, which ripen towards Septem-
ber, or in about ei^ht months from the time

of flowering. This handsome speci

pine, which appears to be new, I have
named, in compliment to the late secretary

of the society, George Bentham, Esq., Pi-

ous Benthamiana.
Another kind of pine that 1 found within

a few hundred yards of the foregoing spe-

cies is, probably, the doubtful and little

known Pinus californica; the trees seem to

be of slow growth, and do not attain any
great height, seldom more than twenty-five

feet by eight inches in diameter. The
leaves are in bundles of three, four and a

half inches long; cones, five to five and a

half inches long by two broad, the outer

surface curved, the inner straight, scales on
the outer surface more developed, enclosing

two small, flat, winged seeds. The cones

are only produced on the main stem ; when
ripe, they are of a light brown colour, and
stand off at nearly a right angle ; when old,

of a silvery grey, pressing firmly upon the

stem, and remain on the trees for a series

of years without opening or shedding their

seeds.

On August the 23th, the bark got under

weigh for Ycrba Buena. The whole of the

coast is destitute of trees or shrubs, with

the exception of Point Ano Nuevo, where
some pines or cypresses seem to grow. On
September the 2d, we were opposite the

narrow but safe entrance to the bay of San
Francisco ; a large inland sea, divided into

several branches, forming not only the prin-

cipal port in California, but the largest and

safest on the whole western coast of Ameri-

ca. About noon we anchored off Ycrba

Buena, a small town, rising rapidly in im-

portance.

The vegetation about Yerba Buena is

poor ; the sand hills that surround the town,

and which extend for several miles into the

interior, are but thinly covered with brush-

wood of oak, (Quercus californica, Ceano-

thus thyrsiflorus, Rhus, " Toyon," a Pru-

nus, and a Baccharis.)

On September the 10th, I went across

the bay to Sausalito. Early the following

morning, we were joined at the mission of

San Rafael, by General Vallejo. After en-

joying the hospitable board of General Val-

lejo for three days, I left my companions

and proceeded with F , an Englishman,

to his farm at San Miguel, distant thirty
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miles, where he is established with two of

his countrymen in raising grain and rearing

horses and cattle. The face of the country

about Sonoma and San Miguel is perfectly

level towards the bay, and capable of greal

agricultural improvements. Several spe-

cies of oak (Quercus) thrive well in the

fine black vegetable mould, and are dis-

posed into large irregular clumps, giving

the country the appearance of an immense
park, enlivened by numerous herds of elks

and antelopes. A ridge of mountains which
rises at a short distance from San Miguel
is thinly scattered over with oaks, and a

few Abies Douglasii interspersed. No other

kinds of pine occur here. In the shaded
dells I found a Viburnum, Euonymus, and
a large leaved Calycanthus in seed.

From San Miguel I went to Bodega,
where the Russians a few years back had
an establishment granted them by the Mexi-
can government, in order to supply their

possessions in the north with wheat, &c.
When their term expired, it was purchased
by Captain S , an American, who erect-

ed a steam saw-mill there, for which the

redwood trees that cover the mountains
supply him amply with material. This is

the most northern limit of this magnificent

tree, growing at intervals from the latitude

of 32 3 N. up to the River Ross in 38° 15'.

From Bodega I returned by way of San
Rafael to Sausalito, passing over a beauti-

fully undulated prairie, destitute of water
or trees. On October the 7th I returned to

Monterey.

With the beginning of November the

periodical rains have set in ; they are un-

accompanied by thunder, but continue for

several days without intermission, and ter-

minate by the end of March. The heavi-

est fall of rain occurs in January and Feb-
ruary. Judging from the quantity that

fell up to the middle of December, it would
seem that the rains will be more abundant
than for some years past. El Toro, which
lies due east of Monterey, has already been
twice covered with snow, but it soon disap-

peared again. The rainy days are suc-

ceeded by frosty mornings, but the cold is

seldom so intense as to freeze water. The
thennometer, which ranges in Monterey
during the summer months from 62° to 65° of

Fahr., is now from 50° to 55° during the day.

With January the rains set in unusually

severe ; the Salinas and other rivers, which
are fordable during ordinary seasons, have
now become impassable. The first indica-

tions of the returning spring I observed in

the flowering of Garrya elliptica, Berberis

Aquifolium, Ribes speciosum, R. malvace-

mn, some Arctostaphylos, a Vaccinium, a
dwarf shrubby Rrunus, with white pendu-
lous flowers, and an Ornithogalum.

When the weather permitted it, I con-

tinued my rambles on foot in the mountains
of Monterey, and discovered on the western
declivity, within two miles of the sea shore,

a species of pine which I had not found

previously. The leaves are two in sheath,

three to five inches long; cones in clusters

of four to seven, oval, three inches long by
two broad, of a reddish brown before they

are perfectly ripe, then changing into light

brown; scales pyramidal, terminating in

an ash-gray sharp point. The trees attain

no great elevation, averaging twenty feet,

rarely thirty, with a stem of twelve inches

in diameter; they are confined to half a

square mile, and like P. insignis, by which
they are surrounded on all sides, thrive in

coarsely decomposed granite. This spe-

cies, which appears to be new, I have.

named, in compliment to Thomas Edgar,

Esq., the society's treasurer, Pinus Edgari-

ana. In the same locality with the above

pine, I observed a cypress (Cypressus) with

smaller cones than C. macrocarpa, of which
it seems more than a variety, being a stunt-

ed shrub six or ten feet high.

Returning by a different route, through

a thick brushwood of Arctostaphylos and
Ceanothus, I found on the steep acclivity,

in a shaded dell, a Rhododendron, without

seeds or flowers, forming a shrub five feet

high, well beset with flower buds, and Cas-

tanea chrysophylla* in the same condition;

this evergreen chestnut forms a shrub three

to eight feet high, of a pyramidal shape,

with persistent lanceolate leaves, green

above, and of a rich golden yellow below.

From its situation, and habit in general, it

may be expected, if I am fortunate enough

to introduce it, to withstand the ordinary

winters about the neighborhood of London,

since it is known from experience, that

* What w;us culled so formerly is a different species of Cas-

tiinea.
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Ceanothus thyrsiflorus, with which it grows,

is of that degree of hardiness.

In February, a species of Dodecatheon

appeared everywhere common, as also Fra-

garia "esca, a Cardamine, a Viola, a Saxi-

fraga, ami two Trilliums; of shrubs, two

species of Ceanothus, the one producing

numerous bundles of blue flowers from the

axils of its small evergreen leaves; the

other, C. thyrsiflorus, often attaining the

size of a small tree, sending forth its nu-

merous heads of azure flowers from last

year's wood. In the sandy plains towards

the River Salinas, the large, golden flow-

ered Viola chrysantha, Nemophila insignis,

Eschscholtzia crocea, and E. californica,

were common.
My sojourn in California being restricted

according to my instructions to one year,

whilst a similar period is to be devoted to

visiting the northern provinces of Mexico,

or in case I find this country a favorable

field for my exertions, permission having
been granted, until I received orders to the

contrary, that I may stay the Avhole term of

two years in California: I resolved, in the

absence of new instructions from the Coun-
cil of the Society, not to proceed to northern

Mexico, where, during the war with the

United States, my peaceful occupation

might be disturbed, and my personal safety

endangered, but to remain another season

in California; more especially as, from my
late arrival in this country, and subsequent

circumstances, I could not extend my ex-

cursions as I intended to have done. The
next step to be considered is, whither can I

proceed to follow my occupation with satis-

faction to my employers and myself? The
country has been taken possession of last

year by an American force, much against

the good will of the Californians. Now,
although the country is apparently quiet, it

is difficult to foretell how long it may last,

and if these disturbances should break out

again during my busy season, it might se-

son, it might seriously affect my plans. I

therefore came to the conclusion of visiting

the Sacramento Valley, where the settlers

are all foreigners, and where I need not be
under any apprehensions of disturbances in

the lower country.

Accordingly I embarked on the Sth of

March on board the American bark Tasso,

Vol. iv. 26

and arrived at Yerba Buena after a passage

of five days. A few days' detention ena-

bled me to examine the neighborhood, and
added to my collection, among other less

interesting plants, a white Myosotis, a Li-

liaceous plant, an (Enothera, a scarlet Aqui-

legia, an Iris, and Ribes echinatum, the lat-

ter common on the sandhills that surround

the town.

On March the 23d I embarked in a small

launch with Mr. Cordua, who was proceed-

ing to his farm in the Sacramento Valley,

and who kindly invited me to make his

house my head-quarters ; an invitation

which I gladly accepted, as from his long

residence in the country, and the situation

of his farm, in the centre of the valley, I

anticipated many happy results. Late in

the afternoon of the following day we ar-

rived at the Corte de Madera, which, as

the name implies, is a woodcutting estab-

lishment, where Mr. Cordua had some bu-

siness to transact. Half an hour's ramble

in a fine grove of redwood trees furnished

me with a brown, small flowering Marta-

gon, a Boragineous plant, and an Equise-

tum. The same night we left again, and
passing the following morning through the

straits of Carquinez into Suisun bay, we
entered the River Sacramento in the after-

noon. The aspect of the country is flat,

presenting a boundless field of rushes as

far as the eye can reach, bordered on both

sides by a distant ridge of mountains, which,

from the severity of last winter, presented a

line of snow. The lowlands of the Sacra-

mento are subject to inundations during the

spring months, and are destitute of trees,

with the exception of the banks, which,

from the accumulation of soil during the

inundations, are higher than the rushlands;

a belt of trees and shrubs, varying from

thirty to two hundred yards in depth, ex-

tends along the banks, and is chiefly com-

posed of Oaks, Platanus, Willows, Poplars,

Ash, Negundo californicum, Pavia califor-

nica, Cornus, a dwarf Birch, and a Grape-

vine. After a tedious process of warping

up the Launch against a strong current, we
arrived at the Landing place of Fort Sacra-

mento, on the 31st of March.

The vegetation in the Upper Sacramento

valley is much earlier than about the bay

of San Francisco ; there the trees were still
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apparently dead, whilst here the Oaks were
sending forth their young leaves, and the

prairies were teeming with flowers, among
which I recognised many old acquaintances.

It was delightful to behold the variety of

colours over the extensive prairie, produced
by patches of a Leptosiphon, Gilia tricolor,

G. capitata, Oxyura chrysanthemoides, Pla-

tystemon californicum, Nemophila insignis,

and another species, two Composita;, a Vio-

la, Eschscholtzia crocea, E. califomica, a

Delphinium, and, in places where water
collects during the rainy season, a Marta-
gon, with dingy yellow flowers spotted with
brown, Mimulus tricolor, two inches high,

and Limnanthes pulchella, having an abun-

dance of delicate pink flowers.

On April the 13th I left with Mr. L. for

his farm, seventy miles higher up in the

valley. Mr. L. had been in the lower

country, and came up thus far with his

goods in a large canoe, and was now pro-

ceeding with them in waggons. Crossing

Feather river, which here is eighty yards

broad, and of considerable depth, our course

lay five and twenty miles along that river,

through a beautiful wood of evergreen and
deciduous Oaks : here I found, in sandy
tracts, a Leptosiphon, with white fragrant

flowers ; and Collinsia, and C. bicolor, the

latter invariably growing at the foot of large

oaks. Leaving Feather river, we struck

across a prairie for twenty miles : here im-
mense fields of Eschscholtzia crocea, E.

califomica, and a Ranunculus, presented

themselves, each species growing by itself,

which with the plants observed on Mr.
Cordua's farm, and Lupinus nanus, two
Delphiniums, a Trifolium, several Composi-
tae, an QEnothera, and a Malvaceous plant,

produced a splendid effect. A small patch

of the beautiful little Leptosiphon aureus,

with golden flowers, I also found in the

open prairie ; it is, however, by no means
common. The prairies in the Sacramento
Valley are divided by small rivers, termed
" creeks" by the American setters : these

creeks generally have a border of oaks upon
their banks, which also extend over the

rich bottom lands. In the dry beds of these

rivers I observed plants which nowhere are

to be found on the prairie, the seeds of which
have evidently been carried down from the

mountains during the rains, as for example,

Pentstemon azureum ; an Umbelliferous'

plant, with an aromatic tap-root, held in

repute among the Indians for its medicinal

properties ; in rather damp places, Clinto-

nia elegans, C. pulchella, and Limnanthes
alba. A four days' slow drive with the

waggons brought us to the farm of my
companion : the vegetation here differed in

no respect from that already observed in

the valley.

An opportunity of visiting the mountains
was afforded me a few days after my ar-

rival, which I embraced with pleasure, as

from the hostile character of the mountain
Indians towards the settlers, it was not

deemed prudent for me to make an excur-

sion in that direction, attended by a guide
only; I therefore joined a party of settlers

who were going to the mountains to exa-

mine the timber, and if possible to find a
site for a saw-mill. On the first evening
we encamped under a large oak, near Pine
creek, a little mountain rivulet ; here I

found Asagrasa, a Lychnis, an Umbelliferr

Triteleia, with a head of pink flowers sup-

ported on a twining stem, five feet long

;

in the creek, a Saxifraga ; of shrubs and
trees, a Ceanothus, evergreen and decidu-

ous oaks, and Pinus Sabiniana. This spe-

cies of pine, of which I saw some small

trees near Monterey last year, rises here to

the height of fifty or sixty feet, with a stem

of six feet in circumference, and possesses

none of the regularity so characteristic of

the pine tribe. The branches, which in

other pines stand in whorls, are in this spe-

cies quite irregular (except when young,}

which, combined with the paucity of its

partly bent down, glaucous leaves, gives

the tree a peculiar appearance. Early the

following morning we ascended the gradual

acclivity, and passed through a brushwood
entirely composed of a species of Ceano-
thus. At noon we arrived at the edge of a

noble pine forest ; a few moments' rest,

during which one of our companions shot a

deer, enabled me to collect a Viola, an
Erythronium, a Prunus, a Lilium, and a

Cyclobothra. The species of pine com-
posing the forest is principally Pinus Ben-
thamiana, with a few trees of P. Lamber-
tiana, Abies nobilis, and a species of Thuja
intermixed, a Ceanothus, spreading on the?

ground, and Cornus florida, which were
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the only plants observed in the pine-woods.

On our return through a steep ravine, I

round a shrubbj Cercis, with pink {lowers,

a Prunus, and again Cyclobothra.

By the Ipril the prairies in the

Sacramento Valley assumed a different as-

pect; two weeks ago they were a carpet of

flowers, which have now disappeared, and

a yellow, sickly tinge pervades the whole:

such is the rapidity of vegetation under the

cloudless sky of a tropical sun. Bulbous

plants now make their appearance ; the

most common being Triteleia laxa, which
not only grows in the open prairie, but also

in the shaded and damp lowlands ; a pure

white variety of it I also found ; it is, how-
ever, by no means common. One of the

species of Calochortus is also very frequent

;

a whitish variety occurs occasionally along

with Brodiaea congesta, and another Lilia-

ceous plant.

Being now aware of the rapidity of Cali-

fornian vegetation, I lost no time in collect-

ing such seeds as were worth taking, and
returned to my head-quarters by the begin-

ning of Ma}% Most kinds had, during the

fortnight since I first saw them in flower,

ripened their seeds, and it was with diffi-

culty I found a few grains of the beautiful

little Leptosiphon aureus, and similar plants,

which, between their taller neighbors, had
almost become invisible.

An excursion to " the Butes," an isolated

group of mountains between the Sacramen-
to and Feather rivers, furnished me with

species of Campanulaceae, Labiatas, Scro-

phularinese, and Compositor; a Gilia, a

Linum, a Trifolium, two species of Ascle-

pias, Clarkia elegans, Lupinus densiflorus,

and an Umbellifer, called Yerba de la vi-

vora, the leaves and stem of which are uni-

versally used with success against the bite

of rattlesnakes. From the rocky summit of

the Butes a beautiful view is obtained of

the Sacramento Valley ; during the time of

my visit, the lower country, owing to the

melting of the snow in the mountains, and
consequent inundations, presented an im-

mense lake

Another excursion I made to the moun-
tains led along the right bank of the Chuba
river, over the now parched up prairie. A
ride of fifteen miles brought me to the foot

of the mountains. The lower ran^e, as in

the former visit higher up in the valley, is

occupied by a Ceanothus, a few live oaks,

and Pinus Sabiniana. Following a small

rivulet, I found there a Mentha, and ano-

ther Labiate plant, Stenactis, a shrubby
Labiate with large white flowers, and Col-

linsia tinctoria. This new species of Col-

linsia is of stronger growth, though less

striking, than C. bicolor; it grows chiefly

in the dry sandy bed or on the banks of the

rivulet, and produces its yellowish flowers

mottled with purple much later than C.

bicolor. On a subsequent occasion, when I

returned to this place to procure seeds of it,

my hands were stained yellow by the gland-

ulous hairs which cover the seedpods, from

which circumstance I named it Collinsia

tinctoria. Another interesting plant I found

on this excursion is Nemophila speciosa,

with white petals, one-third of which is

tipped with purple. It grows generally

near rivulets, or in damp and partly shaded

places. If the few seeds I procured should

vegetate, it will prove a great acquisition to

that handsome genus. The higher part of

this range of mountains is less accessible

than on the former visit. My endeavors to

proceed farther were eventually frustrated

bv the steep banks and swollen state of the

Chuba.
By the beginning of June I set out again,

in company with Mr. Cordua and an Indian,

to visit if possible the snowy heights of the

mountains, generally termed by emigrants

from the United States the Californian

Mountains. After Crossing the Chuba river,

we struck across the prairie, and entered

the mountains near Bear Creek, where we
encamped towards evening in a grove of

Pinus Sabiniana and oaks. The vegeta-

tion here differed in nothing from that ob-

served on the right bank of the Chuba on

a former visit. Calochortus, which had

been very common throughout the Sacra-

mento Valley, was still in flower here, the

white variety being more frequent than the

yellow. Early the following morning we
were en route again, passing through an in-

terminable wood of Pinus Sabiniana and
oaks. Here I observed a pretty little Al-

lium, with purple flowers, an Asarum, a

Viola, a Polemonium (?,) Hosackia bicolor,

and Mimulus bicolor, the two last luxuriating

in the sandy bed of dried up rivulets. As-
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cending the gradual acclivity, we left the

region of Pinus Sabiniana, and entered

that of Pinus Benthamiana, which seems
to be the characteristic of the upper region.

Some trees of this noble pine attain an
enormous size. The largest I measured
were 28 feet in circumference, and 220 feet

high. Of equal dimensions is P. Lamber-
tiana, which, however, does not constitute

masses by itself, but is thinly scattered

among the former. The same is the case

with a Thuja, which rises to the height of

130 feet, by 12 to 15 in circumference.

Few plants occur in these pine tracts ; the

principal being some Cyclobothras, a Calli-

prora, an Iris, Papaveracea ; and, in shaded
places, a Rubus, a Philadelphus, a Spiraea,

Pyrus florida, a Rosaceous plant, and a

Taxus—the latter, judging from the few
specimens I saw, attaining only the size of

a shrub or small tree.

On the fourth day we reached Bear Val-

ley, a beautiful little mountain valley sur-

rounded by a lofty ridge of mountains,

which is well wooded with Pinus Benthami-
ana. The north side of the valley was still

covered with snow. On the south side,

however, a few spring flowers had made
their appearance, among which I observed

Pseonia californica, with brown petals edged
with orange ; some Composite, a Ranuncu-
lus, a Corydalis, and a Nicotiana. A new
species of pine occurred in the valley, of

which I only saw two trees of dwarf growth,

probably stragglers from a more northern

latitude. The leaves stand in pairs, and
are three inches long ; cones two inches

long, by one broad. In general appearance

the tree is not unlike a young Scotch fir.

The cones at the time of my visit were
open, and the seeds had fallen out. The
upper end of the valley is bounded by a

mass of granite, terminating in a precipice

S00 feet in depth, below which the Chuba
river is winding its way, appearing like a

sheet of foam. In warm and sheltered situ-

ations, where the snow had melted, I ob-

served an Allium, a Pentstemon, a Statice,

a Phlox, and a Calochortus—the latter not

yet in flower. The more elevated parts

above Bear Valley, from the severity of

last winter, were still several feet deep,

covered with snow, for which reason we
returned hence by the same road we came.

Immediately upon my arrival at head quar-
ters, I proceeded once more to the Upper
Sacramento Valley to collect such seeds as

1 could not procure before.

Having packed up my collections, and
sent part by water to San Francisco, I left

on the 30th of June for Monterey, in compa-
ny with an American whom I had engaged
as guide. Towards evening of the same
day we arrived at the junction of the

Feather river with the Sacramento; and
passing, the following morning, our lug-

gage over in a canoe, we swam the horses

across ; the distance from shore to shore

being not less than 300 yards. We now
continued our course over the prairie on
the right bank of the Sacramento river for

two days, and crossed again to the south

side in a ferry boat, at the Straits of Car-
quinez. A kind of tertian fever, accom-
panied by violent headache, under which
I had been suffering some days previous to

my departure, here developed itself into a

quotidian fever and ague, which for want
of proper medicines, the constant exposure

to a tropical sun during the day, and camp-
ing out at night, soon reduced me to such

a state of debility as scarcely to be able to

sit on horseback.

From the Straits of Carquinez we passed

along the Bay of San Francisco to the Pue-
blo of San Jose, and reached Monterey on
the 8th of July. Soon after my arrival

(having, with the assistance of my little

medicine chest, cured myself,) I continued

my excursions about Monterey as far as

returning strength permitted, and collected

such kinds of seeds as I thought worth pre-

serving. Towards the end of July I went
over to Santa Cruz for a similar purpose,

and whilst visiting a family upon their

farm, with whom I had become intimately

acquainted during their winter residence

in Monterey, I was again taken ill with

fever and ague. In addition to the seeds

which I collected in the Santa Cruz moun-
tains last year, I found the evergreen Chest-

nut with ripe fruit. This shrub, of which

I had been most anxious to procure seeds,

attains the height of ten feet, and is of a

pyramidal form. The nuts, which are pro-

duced in prickly clusters on the points of

the young wood, are each enclosed in sepa-

rate cells, and are of the same size and
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shape as the beech-nut. The kernel is

pleasant to eat, resembling the filbert in

flavor.

On August the 13th I returned to Mon-
terey, and was once more laid up with fever

and ague, from which I did not recover un-

til the beginning of September. On Sep-

tember the 6th I went again over to Santa
Cruz in quest of pine cones, which were
now ripening. The sorts I procured were
Abies Douglasii, Pinus Californica, and P.

Benthamiana. The cones of the latter

were unusually scarce this season, and
seem to have suffered from late spring

frosts, A few cones were all I could pro-

cure of this sort. They were smaller ihan

those of the preceding year, and contained

but few good seeds.

On September the 20th I again left Mon-
terey for the southern parts, which, on ac-

count of the disturbed state of last year, I

could not visit before. As guide I engaged
the services of a man who had accompa-
nied me on my last excursion to Santa Cruz,

and who, from his profession as a hunter,

was well acquainted with the intricate

mountain paths of the district I intended to

visit. On the day of our starting we
reached the mission of La Solidad, an ill-

constructed, half-ruined building, situate

in the Salinas valley, and encamped to-

wards evening on the banks of the Salinas

river, within a short distance of the mis-

sion. By sunrise the following morning
we were again on horseback, and leaving

the main road on the right, we entered a

mountain defile leading to the mission of

San Antonio. Here I observed a shrubby
Arctostaphylos, with large brown seeds; a

half-climbing Caprifolium, profusely cover-

ed with scarlet berries ; an evergreen shrub-

by oak ; and a subdeciduous oak, the latter

forming a tree thirty feet high.

From San Antonio a range of mountains
extends along the coast, attaining a great

elevation, which, although apparently bar-

ren, as seen from the mission, I was as-

sured, on the western flank towards the sea

is covered by large pines. The lower re-

gion of this range, at the foot of which the

mission is built, is thinly covered with the

evergreen Californian Oak, a Ceanothus,
Cercocarpus, a small leaved shrubby Fraxi-

nus, and Pinus Sabiniana—the latter at

the time with ripe cones. An evergreen

shrubby Prunus, called Islay, with a holly-

like leaf, bearing a red fruit resembling

the cherry-plum, grows also abundantly
here. The thin pulp which surrounds the

proportionate large seed is sweet and plea-

sant to eat. The kernel, after being roast-

ed and made into gruel, is a favorite dish

amongst the Indians. Having ascended
the first ridge, we passed through thickets

of Arctostaphylos tomentosa and Ceanothus
thyrsiflorus, and entered a forest of Pinus
Lambertiana. The cones of this noble pine

are always hanging from the points of the

branches, were by this time already open,

and the seeds had fallen out. From cones

that had been blown down, I picked out a

few seeds.

Descending the western flank of the

great mountain range, I found at last the

long wished for Abies bracteata, occupying

exclusively ravines. This remarkable Fii

attains the height of fifty feet, with a stem

from twelve to fifteen feet in diameter, one-

third of which is clear of branches, and

the remainder forming an elongated taper-

ing pyramid, of which the upper part, for

three feet, is productive of cones. Having
cut down some trees, I found to my regret

that the cones were but half grown, and
had been frost-bitten. In more sheltered

situations, towards the sea shore, the same
happened to be the case ; and I was thus

precluded all hope of introducing this re-

markable Fir into Europe.

Finding it impossible to prosecute my
journey to the south along the coast, from

the numerous ravines which descend from

the mountain range, I returned hence tc

San Antonio, and crossed by the farm oi

El Piojo, where the ridge is less elevated.

A small pine wood, which became visible

on our descent, extending along the beach,

looked like an oasis in the desert—the dark

green of the pines forming a beautiful con-

trast with the parched-up fields. Upun ;.

nearer examination, I found the wood to bt

composed of a variety of Pinus insignis.

with larger cones than those about Mon-
terey, from which it also differs in theii

being produced in less abundance. Fol-

lowing along the sea shore for nine miles,

we struck inland again, and arrived at tht

mission of San Luis Obispo, from whence
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we proceeded over a flat and uninteresting

country to the mission of Santa Ines. The
whole of this route is but poorly wooded
by a few stunted oaks. On the ascent to

the mission of La Purissima, the monotony
of the bare hills was somewhat relieved by
a small forest of Pinus Edgariana, which
attains no larger size than those observed

near Monterey.

Previous to leaving Monterey I was told

by several persons that a kind of thin-

shelled pine-nut is occasionally brought for

sale by the Indians to Santa Ines and San-
ta Barbara, without being able to learn any
more respecting it. Upon making further

inquiries at Santa Ines, I was told that the

Indians bring them from a great distance,

that the harvest of them was over, but that

I might procure a few of the mission Indi-

ans. Proceeding to a hut which was pointed

out to me, I bought a gallon of the fresh

seeds ; and inquiring about the size of the

cones, the Indian handed me two, with the

information that the trees are of a small

size ; when, judge my surprise, I recognized

in them those of Pinus Llaveana, which I

had on former occasions found in several

parts of Mexico.
Seeing there was no prospect of enrich-

ing my collection of seeds by proceeding

further to the south, I returned from Santa
Ines to San Luis Obispo, near which mis-

sion the late Dr. Coulter gives the station

of Pinus muricata, and which seemed to

have escaped my notice when first passing

through that place. Upon a nearer exami-

nation I fo:ind that on the " Crusta," or as-

cent from San Luis Obispo, only one kind

of pine is growing on the brow of the

mountains, which proved to be P. macro-

carpa. From San Luis we returned to

San Antonio, over a flat and uninteresting

road, and thence to Monterey, where we
arrived on the 18th of October.

On October the 25th I again left Mon-
terey, with my former guide, to visit the

continuation of the San Antonio range of

mountains, which, from the nature of the

ground on that side, I attempted now by
a different route. Following along the sea-

coast over a succession of hills intersected

by numerous deep ravines, we found our

further progress impeded on the third day
by the extreme steepness of the range.

The only objects derived from this excur-

sion were some very fine cones of Pinus

macrocarpa, some measuring fifteen inches

in length ; they were growing on trees

thirty to forty feet high, in rather exposed

situations, at an elevation of about 4,000
feet above the level of the sea.

By the beginning of November we re-

turned to Monterey. The rainy season

being now close at hand, and having no
more excursions to make, I prepared to re-

turn to Europe with my collection. Owing
to the little traffic carried on between Cali-

fornia and the western ports of Mexico or

central America, I did not procure a pas-

sage before the 5th of February. I arrived

at Southampton, after a very fine passage,

on the 3d of June.

GROWING FOREIGN GRAPES IN HOT-HOUSE FRAMES.

BY ROBERT MESTON-, NASHVILLE, TENN.

A. J. Downing, Esq.—Sir: I see in the

December number of the Horticulturist a

doubt, whether Black Hamburgh grapes

can be grown in common hot-bed frames.

I will give you my experience upon this

subject, and if of any value to your readers

they are welcome to it.

In the first place, the Black Hamburgh

grapes do well in common frames in Eng-

land ; and my opinion is that they will do

better in this country, as of the two, this is

the best climate for early forcing, as we
have less fog and more sun.

It must be understood that vines forced
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after this method require a border equally

as good, and as much nourishment, as vines

planted in a vinery.

The vines are planted against a wall, or

close fence, about three or four feet apart,

according to the width of the lights or

sashes to be used, planting one vine to

each light or sash. If a second frame is

required, leave a wider space between the

two frames. The vines I should plant,

would be one year old from the bud ; and

if in a good border, when three years old

would be in good fruiting condition. Cut

them down to one eye until the season be-

fore they are intended to fruit, then en-

courage two canes; the strongest is allowed

to run its whole length, only stopping the

laterals. The remaining cane is stopped

at five or six feet, to throw as much strength

as possible into the fruiting cane.

The frame should be three feet high in

the back, with a hole cut in the back under

the centre of each light, to be shut up with

a sliding door,—observing to do the same

with the front. Nail brackets on the bear-

ers of the lights about one foot apart, and

about the same distance from the glass as

the upper end of the frame, diminishing

gradually from back to front to eight inches.

Upon these brackets is nailed the strips that

form the trellis. [In other words, make a

trellis so that it is eight inches from the

glass at the front of the frame, and a foot

at the back.]

Frames of any size will do ; but if I

were going to make new ones, I should

prefer a frame the width of four lights,

—

the lights or sashes from eight to ten feet

long.

Making up the hot-bed is the next con-

sideration. For this purpose, get long ma-

nure enough to make a bed about eighteen

inches high, well fermented, and packed

together ; and form the hot-bed about eight

inches larger than the frame all around.

When settled, put about four inches of very

coarse sand, or creek gravel, or some other

material that will allow the heat and mois-

ture to escape into the frame, and still hold

the heat. When the frame is put on, pass

the fruiting cane in the back and train it

down the trellis in serpentine form,—never

allowing :he turns to approach nearer than

a foot. The cane which is left out must

be cut down to one eye, to make fruiting

wood for next year. The cane that fruits

this year is cut down next, and so on. The

bed should be made about three feet from

the wall. The vines will soon begin to

break, with proper management ; then the

treatment is the same as with grapes in a

vinery.

I would not advise any one to begin this

method of forcing grapes too early in the

season in the northern and eastern states

;

but rather to wait until the winter is tho-

roughly broken up. Put the frame on the

border, and put the vines in two or three

weeks before forcing them. By closing

the frames early, and syringing the vines

and sand, you will give a great assistance

to the swelling of the fruit. If the vines

are not to be forced the hot-bed can be dis-

pensed with; only the frame and lights

and well prepared border being necessary.

I have no doubt but any variety may be

grown this way. The Black Hamburgh

does well in cold frames in England, and

in this sunny climate. I should not be

afraid to risk any of the other varieties.

Respectfully, Robert Meston.

NashvMt Horticultural Gardens, Ten., Dec. 2, 1S49.



NOTES ON FRUIT CULTURE IN ILLINOIS.

BY PROFESSOR TURNER. ILLINOIS COLLEGE.

A. J. Downing, Esq.—Dear Sir : Since my
last, some facts have come under my notice

which I think may he of general interest.

And first, in my last communication I

stated that the gentleman in St. Louis did

not summer-prune his grapes, as I then

supposed, on good authority ; hut I have

since learned, from a more reliable source,

that he does practice rigorous summer-

pruning, as well as training on very high

trellises. My own grapes last fall all

blasted, except a few on one Catawba and

one Catarobe vine, which bore a full crop,

on that part of the trellises which was

more than ten feet above the ground, though

they nearly all blighted below that point.

This Catarobe vine stands, also, in what

cultivators would generally consider the

worst possible location. It was planted

mainly for shade, ten feet east of a shed

and cherry tree, which shuts off all sun

from the west, and four feet north of a

wood-house, which wholly excludes the

southern sun from the roots ; a large peach

tree stands about six feet to the south end

of it, shading it also in that direction ; so

that the sun can rarely strike the ground

where it grows. Hard beaten paths—one

to my stable and another branching to my
carriage-house—pass directly under it ; and

indeed the whole surface is so firmly trod-

den for some feet all around it, that nothing

will grow but chick-weed ; and the ground

has never been stirred by any implement

since the vine was set—several years since.

And as I never expected any fruit from the

vine, I let it run at random up the trunk of

a dead locust tree, and have never once

touched it with a knife summer nor winter.

Add to this a leading-trough, which con-

ducts water from a well twenty-four feet

deep to the stable-yard, makes a right

angle directly under this vine ; and the

water from the well, every time it is poured

in it, (which is always at least two or three

times each day,) runs over the angle in

the trough, and keeps the hard surface of

the ground drenched wet with cold water

and ice from one year's end to the other.

Yet this ugly, capricious vine, as if in

mocker}7 at once of all my theories, my ex-

pectations, and my toils, last year bore a

full crop of good ripe grapes ; while all my
other vines which I have pruned, and tilled,

and trimmed, and manured, and salted, and

bone-dusted, and limed, and sulphured, and

root-pruned, and trenched, and trained up,

and trained down, and trained sideways,

all—all failed. Now if any of your cor-

respondents can tell why it ripened its

fruit, unless it was from sheer spite,—real

"malice prepense," as the gentry of the

satchel would say,—they can do more than

I can. However, it should be said that the

Catarobe has ripened ever with me better

than any other grape I ever had ; and a

gentleman, who is a professed amateur of

the vine, and has travelled extensively both

in this country and in Europe to study its

habits and wants, informs me that in this

western country he has noticed that this is

a general fact. But why should this vine

bear so much better, or, at least, ripen its

fruit so much better than any other Cata-

robe vines ? There is the mystery.* A
* We do not know this Catarobe grape ; but if. as we sup-

pose, it is a native of Illinois, the matter is explained at once,

by its being at home in that climate. The Catawba, with us,

bears admirable crops, close pruned; and we suspect the dif-

ficulty with this, and other southern grapes in Illinois, is that

the climate in summer is not congenial to them. Ed.
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legitimate inference from this single fact

would run somewhat as follows :
" Set your

vine in the worst place on your premises

you can find—even where you suppose it

can never hear a berry ; neglect it all you

possibly can, except to pour cold water upon

its roots three times each day the year

round, and if all your other grapes blight it

will not." Now this case thus shows the

danger of inferences from single facts, which

is one end I had in view in citing it. With

this single exception, all remedies for grapes

this year have totally failed, so far as my
knowledge extends, wherever the vine stood

on a close bottomed soil, or subsoil of clay

or marl.

Pear Blight.—Mr. Chamberlain, the

oldest and most experienced nurseryman

in this vicinity, invited me last September

to call and examine his pear trees,—saying

that he could there show me full proof of

my theory of blight, so far as this region

at least was concerned, if I would do so.

A few days after I rode out, and was my-

self quite surprised to see several of his

finest pear trees, from roots some ten years

old, sun-scalded on the southwest side.

The corticle appeared at first view as fresh

and healthy as ever. The trees had made a

fine vigorous growth through the summer

;

and at four feet distance from the trunk not

the slightest indication of any approxima-

tion to disease could at first be discovered.

But on cutting through the corticle with a

knife, the trunks were in many cases

blotched with streaks of dead, putrid bark,

although the last summer's growth of wood

directly under these blotches was as sound,

and clean, and as vigorous as on any other

part of the tree. These blotches invaria-

bly commenced on the southwest side of

the trunk or large limbs, at precisely that

point where the rays of the sun struck it

with greatest power, and generally where

there was a slight crook or inclination to*

ward the sun. The poison from the blotch

seemed to diffuse itself upwards and down-

wards chiefly, but in some cases also late-

rally, almost or quite round the tree. In a

few days the leaves about the blotch be-

gan to turn black at the top ; and the whole

limb, or the whole tree, (as the case might

be,) connected with the blotch died. Mr.

Chamberlain was at work, himself, in his

fruit-yard every day, and says that he

knows that the trees were perfectly healthy

up to a peculiarly hot week in August, when

he accidentally discovered the mischief in

its incipient stages, in attempting to side-

graft a tree, and on close inspection found

it on several others ; none of which, how-

ever, were from seedling roots. And on

this point he cannot have been mistaken,

as the reason's growth directly under the

blotches clearly proves. Now this certainly

was ?iot frozen-sap blight. Still, it is the

blight that most troubles us here, however

it may be elsewhere, and which he, as well

as myself, once thought to be frozen-sap

blight ; but now we know that it is not.

I have noticed no new developments of

the disease on the leaf of my own pear

trees which I described in my last, and of

course do not now expect to until spring.

Cherry Trees.—I have read, with much

care and interest, the remarks of your es-

teemed correspondents on the bursting of

the bark on cherry trees ; and I cannot say

that their observations and philosophy are

not correct for their latitude and longitude.

But it certainly will not do here ; and no-

thing that has been tried, but peeling the

corticle, will do. It certainly is not true,

here, that the corticle continues an organic

part of the tree, and expands with its ex-

pansion until it easily bursts ; and a single

fact proves it. I have just been over to

measure a couple of cherry trees, of the
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Red Heart variety, which I peeled for a

neighbor two years ago, up as high as I

could reach from the ground ; and above

that, left three unpeeled, thinking the shade

of the leaves would protect them. And so

indeed it has. But the circumference of

the whole trunk, for some seven or eight

feet above the ground, on the part peeled,

has increased in two years some four inch-

es, while the unpeeled part above has

scarcely increased an inch,— making a

bulge now on the part peeled of some three

inches greater circumference than the un-

peeled part, some six inches above. Now
this is the way all our cherry trees of the

better class will grow in fact here, how-

ever they ought to grow in theory ; and I

have never yet seen the first tree burst its

bark after it was relieved by removing the

corticle entirely; nor have I known any

other injury from it, though nearly or quite

every unpeeled tree in the county has burst

its bark before it was ten years old. These

are the facts in the case so far, though I

admit the trial has not stood through a suf-

ficient number of years to warrant us in

saying that trees so peeled never will burst.

For some entirely new phase of the matter

may come up yet. We can only speak of

what we do know, and not of what we do

not know. And very likely a similar dis-

ease may proceed from entirely other cau-

ses in other places, and require quite other

remedies. I say this is possible.

The remarks of my respected correspond-

ent, Mr. Elliot, I doubt not are true, and

fully applicable where he lives, as he has

a far greater practical knowledge of cherry

trees than I can pretend to. He had the

kindness to send me last spring half a

dozen of his choicest cherry trees, done up

in most perfect style, with which I intended

to have prosecuted a series of experiments.

But unfortunately, from the bursting of the

canal and impassable roads, they did no*

arrive until they had all leaved out in the

bundle ; and with all my care I could save

but one of them. I noticed that these trees

were of a much shorter, hardier, and more

desirable growth than we can possibly get

here. For example, I took a little shoot

from a Heart cherry tree two years ago,

and searched around my premises for the

poorest, hardest place I could find to set it.

I finally concluded to set it directly under

the shade of the Catarobe vine, and the

adjacent buildings which I have already

described. I dug out a small hole with the

pick-axe and spade, and put it in—deter-

mined to have at least one cherry tree of

slow, healthy growth, if possible. I have

just been out and measured the amount of

limb that tree so situated has made. I

find it to be over ninety feet in all the

limbs, with a present circumference of five

inches at the ground. It is still, however,

hardy and doing well, and does not need

barking, and probably if not trimmed too

high never will; as indeed, perhaps, none

of them in that case would. But I have

not another place on my premises where I

could get as slow a growth again ; so that

a sufficiently slow growth in some varieties

with us seems to be impracticable. I am
however informed by a gentleman, from an

older county south of this, that their cherry

trees at first all died down as ours do, and

the farmers gave them up for lost. A crop

of shoots, however, came up all around from

the roots. In some cases they let these

grow up into thickets as thick as they could

stand, by sheer neglect, because they con-

sidered them worthless, and did not care

to take the trouble to exterminate them.

Now mark ; he says some of these thickets

have grown into large trees, bear fine fruit,

and stand the climate perfectly well. Taking

my hint from this fact, I have begun to set
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cherry trees in thickets from two to four

feet apart, with what success time alone

can show.

Again, sometime since, Professor Adams

called my attention to a row of poplar trees,

standing on the west side of the public

square in this town. These trees were set

out as shade trees some six or eight years

since ; and at the time, were enclosed for

some ten feet above the ground with peeled

hickory bark to keep horses from gnawing

them. The bark encasement was taken

from a tree considerably larger than the

poplars at that time ; but the latter have

since outgrown this surrounding bark and

burst it open. Now on all the parts en-

closed and shaded by the hickory case or

sheath, these poplars have passed from a

smooth to a rough barked tree, while imme-

diately above the case they have not burst

their corticle, but are still smooth barked

poplars. Moreover, their circumference

just below the top of the sheath, is actually

from four to six inches greater than a few

inches above,— causing a bulge in the

trunk at that point, as in the case of the

peeled cherry trees. Here is then another

fact, which should be noted, and from

which the inevitable inference is plain

:

even poplars do not love to be corsetted

and scalded in our hot suns ; and nature

here always shades the trunk entirely,

when allowed to have her own way.

One fact more, (which must stand as a

sample of a multitude of the same class,)

and I have done, for this time. A friend

of mine on a certain day (spring before

last,) went to one nursery and purchased

sixty root-grafted apple trees, and then pro-

cured one hundred more, grafted on whole

seedling roots, from another nursery. The
next morning he went to a third nursery

and purchased sixty more trees, budded near

the ground. All the trees were taken fresh

from the ground, in perfectly good order,

He prepared the same patch of ground, and

set them all out promiscuously, according

to their kinds of fruit, the next day. They
were all treated exactly alike ; and trees

of the same kind of fruit from each of the

different nurseries were placed in the same

rows and marked. Now of the sixty root-

grafted trees, only six are alive ; of the

sixty budded trees, only some five or six

are dead; while of the one hundred, graft-

ed on seedling roots, not one has died.

Such facts might be cited almost indefi-

nitely from the counties around here; and

I am credibly informed, that in some parts

of Indiana, trees made by root-grafting are

dying off by scores, while their older seed-

ling orchards stand in the same neighbor-

hoods perfectly well.

But I presume, from the general tone of

your correspondents, similar facts are un-

known in their vicinities ; and it may seem

quite strange to them that they should oc-

cur here. But all I can say about it is,

they will do so hereabouts, in spite of all

theories and all assertions to the contrary.

People may talk as they will with us out

here ; this is a free country, and the trees

will have their own way after all. I know

not whether any mere theory which I may
have broached is the true theory or not,

touching the solution of the above and simi-

lar facts. I will not pretend to dispute

either for or against any theory with gen-

tlemen who have grown grey in the prac-

tical service and science of horticulture. I

profess to be a mere tyro in the art, though

greatly interested in it, and desirous of

noting, and, as far as I can, aiding, in the

true solution of such facts as come under

my notice in the locality where I am
placed. And, as you very justly intimated

in a former number, no theory, whether

false or true, is good for anything further
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than it serves to stimulate to the accurate

notice and correct appreciation of facts.

But I am always too long. And tendering

you, as ever, my most hearty good wishes,

I remain, respectfully yours,

J. B. Turner.
Illinois College Dec. 25, 1S49.

P. S. I must, after all, add that the

gentleman above named, T. Chamberlain,

Esq., invited me last August to examine

an apple tree, which he had at that time

full of the most beautiful ripe fruit. He
calls it the Orange apple, from its yellow-

ish colour and round shape. It is ripe

about the first of August ; and he says it

has elsewhere been called the " Horse," or

"House," or "Hoose apple." But I think

it is not the common Horse apple of the

south, from descriptions I have seen of the

latter. This Orange apple answers well

in general to the common descriptions of

the Fall Pippin, except it is rather larger,

and more yellowish, and is ripe much
earlier. It is quite as much better than

our best early apples, as the Newtown Pip-

pin is better than the third class of winter

apples. Can any of your readers tell us

its proper name ? It seems to be known
only in a few locations in the south and

west; but all who have ever seen it, I find,

speak of it with the greatest enthusiasm,

and justly, too. The tree is a good bearer,

and a fine regular grower; and at the time

I saw it, about the tenth of August, its load

of large, fair, yellow fruit reminded me of

nothing so much as of the fabled apples of

Hesperides. I had at the time plenty of

apples in my house; but threw them all

aside and bought of him as long as his

lasted ; his were so much better.

A FEW WORDS ABOUT SICKLY PEAR TREES.

BY AN OLD DIGGER.

I find, on looking about my garden, talking

with fruit-growers and looking through the

pages of your paper, that it is an undenia-

ble fact that a good deal more difficulty is

experienced in cultivating the pear than any

other of the popular fruit trees.

The time was, indeed, when pear trees

—

great, strong, lofty trees, too, though the

fruit was rather chokey—-grew around every

farm-house, bore cart-loads of fruit annu-

ally, and were looked upon as able to

" stand more hard knocks" than even an

apple tree. Longer lived the pear tree cer-

tainly is by nature ; and as standing vene-

rable proofs of this, I refer you to the Endi-

cott pear tree, near Salem, and the Stuyve-

sant pear tree, in New-York. As both of

these trees are above two centuries old—by

veritable records—it is not worth while to

spend time in proving that the pear is, na-

turally, a long lived tree.

But, in fact, natural pear trees, that is to

say, the chance seedlings of the common
pear, that spring up by the sides of lanes

and fences, are as hardy and as great bear-

ers now as they ever were. What then is

the matter with all the sorts whose tender-

ness our fruit-growers groan over?

Is it not owing to the delicate constitu-

tions which these foreign varieties, bred in

a more regular climate, have, and which

makes them peculiarly alive to our great

excesses of heat and cold?

Is it not true, in rich and deep soils,

where delicate trees are forced into a sappy

condition, when the limbs are too full of
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juices, upon which the frost or sun acts

readily, that Might and other diseases of

the pear are most frequent?

Is it not true that foreign varieties of

pear, especially those originated within

the last few years, are far more delicate

and liable to. disease than native sorts

of equal merit, raised from seed in this

country?

I throw out these queries to set some of

your ingenious and practical correspondents,

in various parts of the country, at work to

furnish materials for answers that will set-

tle some knotty points. For my own part, I

have made up my mind that to grow fine

pears for profit, we must, in order to save

the trees and keep them sound, keep the

trunks and leading branches covered with

a light sheathing of straw all the year

round. This guards the bark of the prin-

cipal parts of the tree from all excesses of

heat and. cold. I have experimented for

four years past with this plan of sheathing,

and can say that I am quite satisfied with

it. Among three dozen pear trees now

just come into bearing, one-third of them

have been kept in straw, and not a single

one of that dozen has suffered by blight or

other disease ; while of the remaining two

dozen, nearly one-half have dropped off,

and been dug up and consigned to the

brush heap. Some careless farmer or gar-

dener—fond of shirking everything that he

can—will say, " but who can take the

trouble to straw all his pear trees?

"

You can, is my reply. Try it on half a

dozen trees, and keep an account of the

time and labor spent in it. It will amount

to a few cents per tree,—not the price of

half a peck of Virgalieus in the York mar-

ket. And if you can gather pears by the

cartload—for no fruit ripens better, or has

a higher flavor than the pear in this cli-

mate—if, I say, you can gather pears every

year by the cartload, for only the trouble of

strawing the trees, then the blight take

you if you are too lazy to do it

!

An Old Digger.

DESIGN FOR A SOUTHERN COUNTRY HOUSE.

We give the sketch of the elevation and

plan of a country house, of moderate size,

suitable for the southern states, at the sug-

gestion of a number of southern readers,

who do not find our northern dwellings

adapted to their wants.

In the south, airy apartments, spacious,

rather than numerous, shadowy roofs, and

long verandas are indispensable. A de-

tached kitchen, situated 20, 30 or more

yards from the house is another universal

feature. This kitchen contains servants'

bed-rooms above,—only such servants sleep-

ing in the dwelling as are personal attend-

ants. For this reason, there is not so

much room required for servants in a south-

ern country house as in one at the north,

though more servants are employed and

more accommodation is needed in the build-

ings especially devoted to their use ; for

the very good reason, that it requires twice

as many negroes to perform the domestic

drudgery of an establishment at the south

as there would be needed in a residence of

the same size, and for the same style of

living at the north.

In the accompanying design (see fron-

tispiece,) we have chosen a modification

of the bracketted Venetian style, as best

adapted, by its broad projecting eaves (with
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three feet of projection,) and its ample ve-

randa, for most parts of the south. There

is a double value there, in these wide spread-

ing roofs ; first, in the greater coolness of

the walls or sides of a building, which are

protected by their shade from the direct

rays of the sun during all the hottest part

of the day; and second, in the good effect

architecturally, produced by the strong con-

trasts of light and shadow by such projec-

tions.

In the plan (frontispiece,) of this house,

we have practiced a very simple species

of contrivance, by which the size of the

first floor is considerably increased, so that

a villa-like accommodation is obtained in

a house only about 30 by 42 in the clear

measurement. This is done by building

the veranda of the same height as the

principal story (12 or 13 feet,) and enclosing

that part of it which is in the rear.

By this means we get a library 16 by 20,

(which would otherwise be but 16 by 10

feet.) The letters a b, show the line be-

tween the house and enclosed veranda
;

and the opening here should be covered by

a strong gird or beam, to support the wall

above, and if necessary brackets may be

placed at a b.

In the rear of the hall is a back porch,

—

a part of the veranda that may be left open.

Adjoining it is an entry or passage way,

five feet wide, for the servants to pass from

the dining-room to the detached kitchen,

without the necessity of entering the back

porch or hall. Along side of this entry is a

large store-room (also part of the enclosed

veranda,) 10 by 10 feet. This is the larder

and pastry room, under the care of the mis-

tress of the house; and adjoining it and

the dining-room, is a pantry and China

closet.

The dining-room is a spacious and airy

apartment, 16 by 24 feet, with a bay win-

dow on the side, opening do.vn to the ve-

randa. The hall is 10 feet wide ; and the

parlor and library, on the opposite side,

communicate by sliding doors. A single

fire-place would be sufficient for both of

these rooms at the south. In some fami-

lies, where there is an invalid, it might be

desirable to make the library a bed-room.

The second floor, fig. 98, shows five good

bed-rooms.

We have shown the covered passage to

the kitchen, and part of. the kitchen itself,

in our sketch of the front elevation of the

house, merely to convey an idea of their

effect ; though the position of these on the

Fig. OS.—Second Floor.

plan is in the rear, and not on the side of

the house. This, however, is a mere mat-

ter of locality; as the kitchen and other

out-buildings will, of course, be placed on

the side offering the greatest facilities for

their uses, and, at the same time, keeping

them most in the back ground.

Every house at the south should have a

ventilator on the roof, connected with air-

ducts, leading to the cellar. This would

maintain a circulation from the lowest to

the highest part of the dwelling, and pre-

vent the accumulation of hot air under the

roof. Emerson's ventilator, now extensively

used about Boston, is the best yet known

in this country, and may be had both in
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Boston and New-York. A very simple

and excellent mode, where this is not at

hand, is to have the roof of the house pinad

in its highest part. Over and around this

opening, build a ventilator, by erecting a

wooden frame about four feet square and

three or four feet high, with a roof cor-

responding with that of the house, and

sides composed of Venetian blinds. Into

this ventilator would rise all the air of the

garret, as it became heated. But in order

to maintain a circulation in still i:, id-sum-

mer weather, when the air outside and

that inside are nearly the same tempera-

ture, there should be two or three air-ducts,

or canals, leading from the garret to the

cellar, or space under the house. These

may be mere wooden boxes, or hollow spa-

ces, passing up in the walls of the house,

or like flues in the stacks of chimneys, or

through closets from one story to the other.

In these passages the fresh and cool air

will constantly rise, to replace that which

becomes heated and passes off through the

ventilator at the top of the house.

There should also be an aperture through

the ceiling of the hall of the second or

chamber story, directly under the ventilator

of the roof. Through this the heated air

in the upper hall will pass off; and thus a

more agreeable temperature will be main-

tained in both stories.

This house, which gives all the accom-

modation of many villas at the north, could

be built at the south for half their cost,

—

owing partly to the manner in which the

accommodation of the house is increased by

enclosing the veranda, and partly to the

fact that no filling-in or extra warmth in

the wall or frame is required in the south-

ern states.

Comparatively little attention has been

paid to tasteful and convenient domestic

architecture at the south, and we shall be

glad to receive criticisms and suggestions

from our southern readers.

THE KUM-QUAT—A EARDY, DWARF, ORANGE TREE.

The orange tree, in all its varieties, has

hitherto been an exclusively southern luxu-

ry,—refusing to grow with us, excepting

with protection in winter.

Here is a little dwarf tree, however,

(Citrus japonica,) brought by Mr. Fortune,

the collector of the London Horticultural

Society from Japan, which will, no doubt,

turn out to be quite as hardy as the Wis-

taria and the Tree Poeony, and will, there-

fore, be a novelty highly useful and orna-

mental in our gardens and shrubberies.

The fruit, though too acid for the palate,

makes a capital preserve; and the juice

will doubtless be useful in the same way

as that of the lime or lemon.

We have a small tree growing in our

own grounds, which was kindly sent us by

Mr. Ranch, exotic florist, near Greenwood

Cemetery, Brooklyn. We believe Mr.

Buist, of Philadelphia, and probably other

nurserymen, now have it for sale, so that

amateurs can make trial of it in various

parts of the country. There can be no

doubt that it will stand the winter without

protection wherever that now rather fa-

miliar shrub—the evergreen Japan Euony-

mus—has proved hardy.

We quote the following remarks, respect-

ing this valuable little fruit shrub, from

Mr. Fortune's own account:*

* Jouruul Loudon Ilort. Society, iii, p. 239.
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" This species, long known to botanists,

and to those who have visited Canton, was

one of the plants which Mr. Reeves recom-

mended me to send home to the horticultu-

ral society. In the south of China great

quantities of it are grown in pots ; and

hence it is met as a common plant in the

well known nursery gardens at Fa-tee. It

is, however, evidently of a more northern

origin ; for I met with numerous groves of

it on the island of Chusan, and elsewhere

in that part of China, where it grew in far

greater perfection than it does about Can-

ton. It seems also to be largely cultivated

in Japan, where it has been seen and de-

scribed by Japanese travellers,—such as

Thomberg and Sieboldt.

" The Kum-quat groves of Chusan are

formed on the sides of the lower hills, in

those situations where the tea-shrub (Thea

viridis,) flourishes. The plants are ar-

ranged in rows, about four feet apart, and

do not attain a much larger size than about

six feet in height ; from three to six feet is

the size they are usually seen. A small

kind of orange is also found in these

groves ; but good oranges, such as those

known in the south, as 'Mandarins,' and

'Coolies,' are entirely unknown; indeed,

the Chusan winters would be far too co'd

for them. This shows, therefore, that the

Kum-quat is of a much hardier nature than

any of the plants belonging to the orange

tribe with which we are acquainted in gar-

dens.

"The fruit ripens late in autumn,—being

then about the size of a large oval goose-

berry, having a sweet rind, and a sharp

acid pulp. It is largely used by the Chi-

nese as a preserve, and very frequently

finds its way to England as presents to

those who have friends in China. Pre-

served in sugar, according to the Chinese

method, it is excellent.

Fig. 99.

—

The Kum-quat, or liule Japanese Orange.

" In China, the Kum-quat is propagated

by grafting on a prickly wild species of

Citrus, which seems of a more hardy na-

ture than the Kum-quat itself. This fact

should be borne in mind when the plant is

increased in this country ; otherwise we

shall have a comparatively hardy plant

growing on a tender one."*

Mr. Fortune further remarks that the

Kum-quat groves in the island of Chusan,

(a cold part of China,) were among the

prettiest sights that came under his notice
;

particularly when the fruit was ripe, hang-

ing in profusion over the bushes, and con-

trasting so well with the clear green fo-

liage.

Dr. Lindley adds, that " this plant, as

cultivated in the London Hort. Society's

garden, resembles a dwarf, small-flowered

orange tree, with thinner, smaller, and

narrower leaves. Its fruit is as Mr. For-

* We commend this to the attention of nurserymen here.

If the Kum-quat is ever so hardy, it will not stand if budded or

grafted on the common orange, or lemon stock. It will be

safest to raise il from cuttings. Ed.
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tune describes it ; but its bright orange

rind is not. very fragrant until it is cut or

scraped, when it becomes highly agreea-

ble. The skin is not much thicker than

that of a gooseberry, and contains five

cells, filled with very acid pulp, resembling

that of the Lime. It will no doubt make

an excellent preserve."

ON PLANT POTTING.

BY WILLIAM SAUNDERS. XEW-HAVEN, CT.

Preparing the Soil.—Without entering

into a detailed inquiry upon the relation

that exists between the soil and its differ-

ent vegetable productions, or attempting to

enumerate the many different combinations

of soils that have been recommended for

various plants, I at once remark, that for

potting purposes, the physical texture of

the soil is of more importance than its

chemical constitution. I am well aware of

the many very widely different opinions that

have been held on this point, even among

scientific men ; but as " facts are stubborn

things," I will confine myself to what I have

found in practice to be most suitable.

The organic part of plants generally

amounts to about nine-tenths of their whole

bulk ; and as this matter is chiefly pro-

duced from, and through the influence of,

atmospheric air and water, and these being

largely extracted, by their roots as well as

by their leaves, it points to the propriety of

having the soil in a condition to allow an

unimpeded access of these gases to the

roots of plants.*

For some years I have used nothing but

turfy loam for the various purposes of pot-

ting, suiting it to different plants by the

addition of charcoal, pebbles, and sand,

—

being guided in the proportion of these

latter substances by the nature of the roots

* At paje 27:} of the present volume, a correspondent infers

that air [Baseless at tin- roots of plants. How became to make
ment so diametrically opposed to the investii.oiti.nis of

icientific, and tie- experience of practical men, I am :'i b lost

to imagine. Surely not by the analogical reasoning he there

fctdnjires in.

Vol. iv. 27

and general habit of growth ; and as by

the judicious application of manure water,

when and where requisite, I obtain, through

simpler means, all the advantages that can

be derived by the use of the various mix-

tures recommended under the name of com-

posts. I therefore look upon these, in many

cases, minute proportionals of differest soils

and manures, as being altogether unneces-

sary.

There is by far too little importance at-

tached to the aeration of soils ; by bringing

them in contact with air both the mineral

and vegetable ingredients are decomposed,

their latent powers of action drawn out,

and rendered directly available for the pur-

poses of vegetation. Hence the advantages

of trenching and subsoiling, the freezing

and pulverising of soils ; and though it is

impossible, in the present state of know-

ledge, to trace all the operations of the va-

rious agents that are daily pioducing chan-

ges in the animal, vegetable, and mineral

systems, we know that in the absence of

air and moisture, substances may remain

unchanged; but under their combined in-

fluence, the most imperishable must ulti-

mately succumb.

In collecting soil for potting, I prefer

turves cut from a dry pasture, secured in

dry weather, and piled in a heap until

wanted for use. If these have been pro-

cured from soil of a retentive, adhesive na-

ture, it can be corrected by the addition of
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sand, charcoal, &c. Charcoal is both a

chemical and a mechanical agent. Its

value as a manure is derived from its pro-

perty of absorbing moisture and various

gases—particularly ammonia. A celebrated

chemist says—" charcoal is capable of being

used with advantage in abstracting the am-

moniacal and other salts, which gives its

value to the liquid of farm-yards. Experi-

ment has shown, that when filtered through

a bed of charcoal the liquid escapes with-

out colour, and almost without taste, while

the charcoal is itself converted into ferti-

lizing manure." Such is the theory of its

action ; and its practical efficacy has been

sufficiently proved to rank it as a valuable

ingredient in soils.

The heap should be frequently turned

over, to expose every part of it to the influ-

ence of the weather, and preserve it in a

healthy state ; and that it may be of easy

access during winter, it should be kept

under cover, and always used in as rough

a state as the size of the pots will conve-

niently allow.

Preparing the Pots.—In the first place,

these should be thoroughly clean and dry

;

and as complete and efficient drainage is

indispensable, the material used for this

purpose should be in quantity correspond-

ing to the size of the pot, Broken pots, or

crocks, as they are generally termed, are

most in use ; but charcoal, bones, bricks

—

broken up—or small stones, will answer

this purpose equally as well. When the

pots are large, a good system is to invert

a small pot in the bottom, filling the space

between it and the side of the pot with the

drainage. In ordinary cases, a large piece

of crock is laid over the hole in the bottom

of the pot. This should be placed with its

rounded or convex side downwards, to pre-

vent the ingress of insects or worms. A
still better method is to cover it with a

small piece of perforated zinc, as it offers

no resistance to the egress of water, and

effectually prevents any intruders. Above

these, place a sufficient quantity of the

broken material, and cover the whole with

a layer of moss, or the roughest parts of the

soil. Moss is preferable, as it parts freely

with superabundant moisture, still holding

in suspension a sufficient portion to be of

service to the roots, and of which they will

gladly avail themselves in any emergency.

It was a long established and deeply

rooted opinion, that plants could not be cul-

tivated with any degree of success in hard

burned (or glazed) pots; and even yet, we

occasionally meet with some who tenacious-

ly cling to the idea. The objection to them

is, that the soil next the pot is always in a

cold, damp state, and apt to destroy the

roots. That this would be the case when

the drainage is imperfect, the soil not pro-

perly prepared, and water given in excess,

might be expected. And as a porous pot,

by absorbing and giving off moisture, ren-

ders this unskilful management less appa-

rent, it is preferred. But this is no argu-

ment in its favor. When that indefatiga-

ble horticulturist, Mr. Beck, Isleworth, Eng-

land, first brought his slate pots into notice,

they met with a very unfavorable reception,

But when he subsequently carried off prizes

at the London horticultural exhibitions, with

plants cultivated in these pots, un successful

competitors were fain to acknowledge the

advantages which he possessed ; and what

they before condemned, they now looked

upon as a necessary accompaniment of suc-

cess. The advantages that slate and hard

burned pots have over those that are soft

and porous, are, that the soil is kept equally

moist, and less water is requisite ; as porous

pots rapidly absorb the moisture from the

soil, especially in hot, dry weather.

It would be a decided improvement upon
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the pots in general use if they were made

three times their usual thickness. As we

frequently find them, they are nothing hut

a mere shell. In such pots, the roots of

plants are injuriously acted upon by scorch-

ing sun and parching winds; whereas, if

they were of a thicker substance, the roots

would not only he uninjured hy the sun,

but the gentle heat then imparted would be

productive of good.

Preparing the Plants.—A plant should

not be potted when it is very dry, nor when

soaked with wet. If in the former case, it

is very likely to remain so. As the water

will pass through the fresh soil without

penetrating into the old ball of earth ; and

if in the latter state, it is not in a very good

condition to be surrounded with an addi-

tional layer of eatth. When the roots are

thickly interwoven they should be carefully

disengaged, that they may be spread out

into the fresh soil ; but in shifting young,

healthy, growing plants, with the roots just

reaching the side of the pot, they should

not be disturbed, as it is important to pre-

serve the smaller fibres, upon whose action

the health of the plant chiefly depends.

I have seen some persons reduce the ball

of earth, by cutting off all the matted roots,

with perhaps an inch of soil,—and after

paring it into a nice shape, and depriving

the plant of all its most valuable spongi-

oles, place it into a pot perhaps not much

larger than the one it previously occupied

;

and after giving it a daily quantum of wa-

ter, with the additional care of shading and

syringing, it was considered a matter of

astonishment that it did not grow. It is

just in such cases as this that complaints

are likely to be raised against hard burned

pots,—want of proper soil, and similar ex-

cuses ; as few persons wish it to be under-

stood that there is any blame attachable to

them, or any deficiency in their system of

management. Such practice is no doubt

of less frequent occurrence than formerly;

and I would not allude to it wore I not

aware that it may occasionally be met with

where something better might be expected.

In cases when the plant is unhealthy,

and the roots in unfavorable soil, or in re-

potting deciduous plants that have been

kept in a state of rest during winter, the

ball of earth should be broken up and

nearly all shaken out, that the young roots

may at once enter the fresh soil.

It is also necessary to examine the stem,

in order to guard against deep planting.

The ordinary advice—" Never plant deeper

than before," is well enough, 'provided, it

was not deep planted before. But this is too

frequently the case to be passed over in this

way; and when plants are raised from cut-

tings, they must necessarily be deeper

planted when young than is consistent with

their future welfare ; the soil should be

cleared away until the base of the stem is

level with the surface. I have seen valua-

ble plants lost through neglect in this re-

spect, even after they had attained con-

siderable size.

Shifting the Plants.—When the large,

or one-shift system of potting was first in-

troduced, it was confidently and zealously

advocated by some, while others as strenu-

ously opposed it. It is generally the lot of

all improvement to encounter opposition.

And although, in some instances, the advo-

cates of this system rather overrated its

merits, yet many opposed it without giving

it a trial, and others failed for want of suf-

ficient knowledge to carry out the princi-

ple. What is meant by the one-shift sys-

tem is simply this,—that a plant may be

taken from the smallest sized pot, or even

out of the cutting pot, and placed at once

into one of the largest size, that from its

nature it is likely to occupy,—the advanta-
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ges being a larger and speedier develop-

ment than when subjected to the many

checks consequent upon the progressive,

or oft-shift system; that is, shifting from a

3 to a 4, from a 4 to a 5-inch pot, and so

on, progressively, as the plant increases in

size. That this method may be adopted

with great advantage in the case of robust,

free growing plants, is very evident ; and

its greatest advocates never contended that

it was equally applicable in all cases. In

small green-houses, nothing would be more

inconsistent than having a dozen large

plants to the exclusion of a hundred smaller

ones of different varieties. The unsightli-

ness of small plants occupying such large
|

pots has also been urged as an objection.

Another objection that has been raised

against placing a small plant in a large

bodv of earth is, that owing to atmospheri-

cal attraction the roots of plants have a

natural tendency to proceed in a horizontal

direction, until they reach the side of the

pot, where they will soon ramify, and form

an interwoven mass, enclosing a large por-

tion of soil, comparatively free of roots,

which, bv repeated waterings, is soon ren-

dered sodden and unfit for the few roots it

may contain. This would certainly be a

weighty objection if such was in reality

the case ; and undoubtedly such would be

the result if the soil was very close and

compact; but this objection ha slit tie weight

when the pots are well drained, the soil

lumpy and well intermixed with pebbles,

charcoal, &c.—the whole mass of soil being

thus rendered very open, water percolates

freely, and air and heat immediately take

its place ; atmospheric attraction being

equally balanced, lateral extension of the

roots is checked, and they ramify with re-

gularity throughout the whole.

Whatever may be the advantages of this

system of potting, it can never be generally

adopted. Every person's circumstances

will not admit of it. Neither would I ad-

vise any but those who are thoroughly ac-

quainted with the management and require-

ments of plants, to attempt cultivating any

of the small rooted, hard wooded plants on

this mode ; as it requires great care in pre-

paring and arranging the soil for such plants

as Epacris, Erica, Leschenaultias, Boroni-

as, 6cc, as well as the exercise of considera-

ble judgment in their future management

;

but for soft, free growing plants, as Gerani-

ums, Calceolarias, Brugmansias, Cinera-

rias, Fuchsias, and such like, it is the best

that can be adopted; and when systemati-

cally performed, it presents a great advan-

tage in obtaining fine specimens in a com-

paratively short time.

3r
\r^'fg?-w;':7: -,.-/ U,

Fig. ieo.

It is necessary, especially in potting hard

wooded plants, to make the soil moderately

firm. It should not, however, be rammed,

but rather fitted in, spreading the roots into

j
the fresh soil, finishing off with a level sur-

! face, and leaving sufficient space for wa-

'

tering. The above representation of a
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plan!, shifted from a 3 to an S-inch pot,

will render the operation more easily un-

derstood by those who require such infor-

mation.

A, represents a large crock laid over the

hole in the bottom. B, the layer of drain-

ing materials. C, layer of turfy and rough

portions of the soil. D, soil in which the

plant is potted. And E, the old ball of

earth, the roots in which should be spread

out in the fresh soil, as potting proceeds.

The other parts will be easily understood.

William Saunders.
Haven. January 0. '.

REVIEW.

Transaction" of the New-York State Agri-

cultural Society. Vol. VIII— 1S48.

Here is an octavio of 975 pages, abound-

ing with matter instructing to both practi-

cal farmers and scientific men. If the State

Society's labors were limited to the produc-

tion of such a volume as this annually, the

institution would be entitled to the gratitude

of all who are interested in agriculture, and

we are glad to perceive that under the

supervision of the worthy Secretary Mr.

Johnson, the Transactions steadily increase

in value every year.

The State Agricultural Society however

is an institution of greater value and im-

portance to our community than what arises

from the publication of these annual records

of farming skill and science. It is becom-

ing a centre point, a nucleus around which

the intelligence of the farming class is be-

ginning rapidly to crystalize, and will spee-

dily become a powerful instrument to ele-

vate and improve the condition of our agri-

cultural community. The early discussions

touching the Agricultural College, which

took place in the Society's rooms atAlbany,

were the first definite expressions of what

has become a great public sentiment now

—

that the farmers of New-York demand a

substantial agricultural education. Of the

more direct practical good, which results

from the application by a society of some

system and order in farming economy, some

idea may be gathered from remarks like the

following, made by the secretary of the so-

ciety at one of the discussions.

Mr. Johnson here alluded to the great

good that had resulted to the American far-

mer from the accuracy in relation to the

measurement and return of the crops, which

the society had in later years insisted up-

on. It led him to watch closely the details

of his farming. Many of the counties had,

in their local society operations, attained

a degree of accuracy so complete, that one

set of papers would answer both for the

State Society and for them, while others

were yet lamentably loose and deficient. A
gentleman in Massachusetts had offered the

use of his farm to any one who would raise

60 bushels of Indian corn to the acre ; he

doubting that it could be grown. One of

our farmers had produced the most authen-

tic proofs of his having raised 123^ bush-

els to the acre, in Oneida county. In Jef-

ferson county 110 bushels of oats to the

acre, of 41 lbs. to the bushel, had been rais-

ed the past season. In Oneida county, one

field of about ten acres had yielded 112.}

bushels of oats to the acre, over the entire

field, some years since. "If,"adds the sec-

retary, very pertinently, "the proper know-

lege of culture were universally made
known, would our farmers be content with

raising 20 bushels of corn to the acre ?"

One of the most interesting papers in
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this volume, is the able address of the i highly manured, and well cultivated—that

President J. A. King, Esq., before the So-

ciety of Queens county, Long Island, where

Mr. King resides. It is valuable on ac-

count of the statistics of agricultural value

and production employed in that part of

Long Island, which conclusively prove that

farming may be carried on under circum-

stances absolutely requiring the employ-

ment of capital, and that capital may be

well employed in developing the resources

of the soil In Queens County, according

to Mr. King, with a population of 32,-

000, there are 125,636 acres of improved

land, (in grain 46,906, in meadow and pas-

ture 73,710 acres) and the total value of the

agricultural products is $1,764,604. The

nett receipt gives a profit of 10 per cent on

$S,000,000 of agricultural capital, or $7,

nett per acre, on 125,000 acres of improved

land, and $17 per acre on the 50,000 acres

of arable land. This is worthy of the con-

sideration of those who in the less fertile

parts of the State (for Long Island is by no

means naturally fertile) consider agriculture

a " poor business." The answer to the

inquiry regarding the success of Queens

county farmers, we more than suspect lies

in the fact disclosed by Mr. King, that they

are mostly " small farmers"—that is to say,

they are not made poor by owning large

farms, as " the average size of the farms

will scarcely reach SO acres." And the ma-

nure that is so liberally applied—what do

our readers think these " small farmers" of

Queens county pay for manure in a year ?

No less a sum than $227,000,to say nothing

of that made upon the land. Small farms,

is the policy of all farmers near large

cities.

It is impossible for us to notice in any

extended manner the contents of this vol-

ume of Transactions. We cannot however

wholly pass over the admirable and very

complete prize essay* on Indian corn byMR,

Salisbury, giving an accurate analysis of

the composition of every part of the plant,

during all stages of its growth, and furnish-

ing data for carrying its culture to per-

fection in all soils. Another article by Dr.

Lee, on the Philosophy of Tillage has alrea-

dy been copied into various agricultural pa-

pers, and is full of plain suggestions on the

science of farming, to those who wish to

learn ; and a third on Draining, by John

Delafield, Esq., the successful farmer of

Oaklands, is full of clear and sensible di-

rections for performing this important step

in the amelioration of wet lands.

We must not forget an excellent report

on Fruits, by Dr. Wendell of Albany, ac-

companied with outlines of select varieties

recommendedfor general cultivation; among

which we notice the Autumn Strawberry

and Mother apples, two very excellent and

comparatively new sorts.

This volume is printed by the State, and

forty copies are sent to every County Soci-

ety, for distribution. A vast and rich field

is still before the New York State Society,

and we are glad to believe from annual tes-

timony like this volume, that the executive

committee busy themselves about the work

in good earnest.

* For which the Society's premium of $300 was awarded.
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The Manettii Rose Stock.—The following
|

letter from Mr. Appleby, of York, will perhaps

gave you a little labor; it is all true.

When vo'.i were here, in September last, you

requested roe to send you an account of my suc-

cess with the Rnsi .Manettii as a stock for roses

generally. I got a few (I believe about 20) from

you about four years ago, and having great faith

in what you said respecting its capabilities, I was
determined to give it a fair trial, and accordingly

I endeavored to make the most of it. I planted

them out as stools, and the following winter I

took the crop of cuttings and planted them in the

usual manner, and I am not aware that I lost one

of them. Those I also planted out as stools, and

the crop of cuttings this time was planted in

rows 18 inches apart and 6 inches in the row.

This was in the month of March, 1847, and in

August following they were all fit for budding.

I say all, because I do not think that ten in a

hundred died, although they were fully exposed to

the weather in an open quarter. Some of these

were budded as late as the last week in Septem-

ber, and still they took well generally. They
broke freely in the spring following, and by the

autumn many of them were as high as myself.

which quite delighted me, fur I had never seen

anything in rose culture like them. I now valued

Manettii cuttings like gold, and I ordered my
men not to threw away an inch that was likely to

make a plant. In the spring of 1^4S [ was ena-

bled to make a tolerably good plantation of them;

and although they were planted late (I believe in

the beginning of April,.) and the season set in dry,

I nevertheless lost but few of them ;
but they were

late in getting hold of the ground, and I did not

get them budded until the end of September, still

the buds took well as before, and you weje your-

self a witness to the progress they have made.

There arc many sorts amongst them that I could

never get to thrive—in fact, scarcely to exisl

—

upon the briar, that are now (in one year) from

•3 to 4 feet bigfi, and strong in proportion; and

others (that are free growers) I have 6 feet high,

with from 6 to 12 shoots from each bud. I will

here enumerate a few sorts that are known to be

bad growers upon the briar, and state the height

which they have attained in one season. I will

begin with Eblouissante de la Queue (Gal..)

grafted in April last, now 3 feet high and strong;

Chateaubriand (Damask.) also grafted at the

same time, 3 feet; Pcrle des Panaches (Gal.,)

budded in September, 1848. now from 3 to 4 feet;

Tricolor de Flandres (Gal.,) budded same time,

3 to 4 feet; Cynthie (Gal.,) budded same time,

2 feet; La Cherie (Damask,) budded same time,

2 feet; Crimson Perpetual, budded same time, 3

feet; Rivers (LafTay's,) same time, 4 feet, and

many others of similar habit of growth have made
the same progress. Then, of stronger growing

sorts, the following (which were all budded in

September, 1848.) are now respectively the

heights quoted, viz.: Bourbon (Splendens,) 5 feet;

Comte Plater, 6 feet, very strong; Diane de Poi-

tiers, 6 feet; Madame Stoltz, 4 feet; Dombrow-
ski, 5 feet; Moss Laneii, 5 feet, and some of

them with a dozen shoots from one bud; Do. Lan-

cel, 4 feet; Do. Louis Colet, 4 feet; Do. White

Bath, 4 feet; Do. Blush, 5 feet; Do. Crimson, 5

feet; Do. Malvina, 5 feet; Do. Moussue Partout,

5 feet; Do. Do. Presque Partout, 5 feet; Do.

Do. Metz, 5 feet; Comte de Flandres (Gal.) and

Spotted Provence, 5 feet; and in Bourbons. I

have Acidalie, 3 to 4 feet; Desgaches, Cardinal

Fesch, and Madame Nerard, B. Queen, and Anne
Beluse, 2 feet; (these have been in bloom fron.

last May, and are still covered with buds and

bloom;) Princcsse Clementine, Emilie Courtier,

and several others are from 2 to 3 feet, and have

been constantly in bloom all summer. In the Hy-
brid Perpetuals I have Robin Hood, 3 to 4 feet,

and complete bushes; Cornet, 5 feet, very strong;

Sidonie, 4 feet, and most robust. Every plant, if

standing singly, would have the appearance (in

size) of a large Dahlia plant at this season of the

year. Geant des Batailles would have been quite

as large had they not been cut down for buds.

Baronne Prevost, Mrs. Elliot, Duchess of Suther-

land, La Reine, Madame Laffay, Wra. Jesse, and

several others are all similar plants; and Jaune
Desprez, with some of the new Prairie Roses

budded on this stock are 10 feet high in one sea-

son. The quarters of stocks which you saw
(newly budded) when you wrere here in Septem-

ber, were all planted in March last, and are now
from 3 to 4 feet high, and many of them an inch

in circumference. They are budded with all the

best sorts of roses; and I have especially endea-

vored to get those sorts worked upon them that

have, usually been bad growers (though some of

the best roses,) and of which I could never get

any stock, and I have no doubt but the result will

be to my satisfaction. Another year I intend to

bud those stocks with Bourbons, Hybrid Perpetu-

als, Chinas, &e., from 1 foot to 3 feet high, as

dwarf standards; and I feel confident they will

form beautiful heads. So confident am I of the

Superiority of the Rosa Manettii over every other

stock for roses, that I shall never again plant any-

other, excepting for full sized standards. All

other stocks, in my light sandy soil, throw out

quantities of suckers, which are constantly rob-

bing the bud of its support, to say nothing of the

labor they occasion to get rid of them ; but this
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stock does nothing of the kind, unless a stray bud

has been left on in dressing them, and then it

merely comes up close to the stem, and is easliy

got rid of, as they never produce stolons or un-

derground suckers. Another advantage is, that

it thrives well on light soils, where the briar will

not thrive at all; and this does away with all the

objections that some parties have to worked roses,

as all roses seem to do well alike on it—better,

in fact, than upon their own roots, and no doubt

they will bloom better. Besides, many roses on

their own roots are constantly throwing a quan-

tity of root suckers, and ultimately run wild.

The above is a faithful account of my success

with the Rosa Manettii as a stock for the gene-

rality of roses."

The history of the Manettii stock is as follows:

Some 12 or 15 years since a Signor Crivelli, of

Como, attracted by an article in Loudon's " Gar-

deners' Magazine," wrote to me, offering to ex-

change some seedling Italian roses for choice

named varieties. I sent him a small collection,

and in return received from him some seedling

roses; among them were Rosa indica grandiflora,

and Rossa indica Manettii, two very small plants.

These he described as being Hybrid China Roses,

and most valuable roses for stocks in the dry cli-

mate of Italy. I soon found that although so

much alike in habit as scarcely to be distinguished,

they differed most materially in this respect ; the

former could only be propagated by layers, while

of the latter every cutting grew. I gradually in-

creased my stock of the latter, and now propagate

from 40,000 to 50,000 annually. As with" all

new articles in gardening. I had to buy some ex-

perience, for I found if I grew them in a rich soil

and budded them at the usual period, the buds

rotted ; they appeared to be drowned in the su-

perabundance of sap. At last I saw it was ne-

cessary to plant them in poor soils, and bud them

in September.

I presume this stock has found favor in Ame-
rica, for the last season I received an order from

one house for 20,000. Thos. Rivers Gardeners'

Chronicle.

Calla vEthiopica.—"Here, in our fragery (a

ditch so called,) this plant thrives amazingly under

the most primitive mode of culture. Indeed the

only secret connected with its most satisfactory

growth, seems confined to the protection of its

root from frost. The water in which it grows

may be sheeted over for any ordinary length of

time with ice of any reasonable thickness, so that

it does not actually reach the root; moreover, it

seems equally indifferent about the quality of the

water, or description of soil in which it is located.

Some 20 years ago, I had four roots planted

amongst some other aquatics in the above named
ditch, with about 18 inches of water, supplied

from an artesian bore,* in one end of which the

mud was at least a foot deep; in this two of the

roots were planted. The other end was bare

gravel, so much so that we had to put stones upon

the two other plants, by way of anchor, to keep

them from drifting till they made a few roots to

hold themselves to the bottom. Three of them

are now large masses (the fourth was killed the

first severe winter after planting, the water not

being deep enough, about 8 inches, to keep the

frost from the root,) and grow and flower equally

free on the gravel and in the mud; and a splendid

appearance they have from five to six weeks
every May and June, having from 16 to 20 flow-

ers on each plant. Since first planted they have

been two or three times cut down to the surface

of the water (foliage as well as flowers.) at the

end of April or beginning of May, by frost, but

without receiving a permanent injury. By the

end of July they had completely covered their

elegant leaves; and although the second crop of

flowers was neither so large nor so plentiful as

those cut off, still they made a very tolerable

show in the August and September following, and

contrasted finely with the very different habit of

some yellow and white water-lilies, their neigh-

bors; indeed, I think it might be worth while to

cut one of the plants down every spring, for the

sake of the autumn flower. Jlichardia, Nov. 20.

—There are at present growing, in a small pond

in the kitchen garden at Castle-hill, two plants of

the .^Ethiopian Calla, which have been in their

present situation for at least seven years. They
were formerly standing in pots in the green-house,

and were removed to their present situation in

the same pots, merely sinking them to the bottom

of the pond. I may observe that since they were
removed to their present station they have in-

creased to a large size, and at present stand at

least 2\ feet above the water. They are occa-

sionally cut down to the water's edge during win-

ter, but never fail to produce abundant blooms

during summer. The pond, in which gold fish are

kept, is about 2\ feet deep, is formed inside of

brick, and supplied with water from a jet in the

centre. A. Saul. Castle-hill, Nov. 21. Ibid.

* This water coats everything with rust in an incredibly

short time, and many plants we have occasionally watered
with it have died. Indeed, one very dry summer, we thought

to have our lawn greener than other people's, and used this

water very freely; the consequence was that the grass died

out in large patches, and yet these aquatics grow like willows-

in it. By thj way, some weeping willows planted by it canker
off in large branches.
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Visits to Nursery Green-Hoists —Dear Sir

:

There is not in my opinion any thing will tend

more i<> improve the cultivation of Green-House
plants, than faithfully reporting what progress is

making in the different establishments devoted to

that purpose. I recently had the pleasure of call-

ing at several such gardens, both in the city and

Vicinity of New York, on which occasion I made
a few notes for the pleasure of your readers. The
following are those to which I would call special

attention, viz : Mr. Boll's and Mr. Mantelj.'s, at

Bloomingdale. Mr. Lenoir's, do. Mr. Dunlap's,

Harlem. Mr. Phelan's, New York city, Mr.
Floy's, Harlem, and the Messrs. Hogg's, near

Yorkville.

Mr. Boll's, is an extensive establishment, but

limited to a few generas, of which the Camellias

are his principal stock. There are two large

houses devoted to this family, one containing

large specimens j and dowering plants of every

size; the second is principally filled with small

plants j in a third I noticed a splendid display of

Daphne odorata, and Rubra, a great show of

common Chinese Primrose, Otaheite Orange,
and several plants of Araucaria imbricata, from

12 to IS inches high. There are two large Rose-

Houses, in one of which the plants arc planted

out in the borders, and the other well stocked with

the newest and latest kinds, among which I no-

ticed a quantity of the pretty double Spirea pru-

nifolia, showing its pure white blossoms.

Mr. Mantel's. I took but a passing glance at

the collection here. There is a fine Rose-House,
showing a tolerable display of buds ; the front bor-

der, in which is planted a single line of ro-

ses, is 3 feet wide, passage about 18 inches

wide; and 15 inches lower than the level of the

borders; back border 9 or 10 feet wide, and the

roses planted out as in the front ; a line of Migno-
nette is planted to the right and left of the gang-

way, and is growing luxuriantly, but showing no

flowers in consequence of its being 5 or 6 feet

from the glass. This place can justly boast of as

fine a conservatory, as I have seen for some time

past. It is span-riiolid, and about 170 feet long,

well adapted to grow the choicest productions of

any climate. One half of this beautiful structure

is occupied with Otaheite oranges. They look

nice in fruit, and may fetch a tolerable price. Still

is it not a pity that this fine structure should be

filled with plants that might be wintered in a cel-

lar ? The remainder of the house is occupied

with a miscellaneous collection,among which I no-

ticed some specimens of Polyijalis, and two (once)

beautiful specimens of Araucaria Braziliana,
that would be a credit to the southern forests,

dwindling in decay. I am sorry I was deprived

the pleasure of transmitting furthi il thf*

fine house. Your readers may smile when I tell

them, that no sooner did Mr. Mant. ll's gardener

see me taking notes, than he desired me to leave

the premises. If this it Mr. Mantell's special

arrangements, I must say it does him no great

credit.

Mr. Lenoir's, though small, is interesting.

—

There is two good houses, one mostly occupied

with Heliotrope aU in pots, arranged on the stage

very near the glass, and in beautiful bloom. The
second house is recently built, and well filled with

a miscellaneous collection, consisting of Camellias,

Gardenias, Metrosideros. Daphnes, Azaleas, &c^,

be.
Mr. Dunlap's, corner of the 8th avenue and

116th St., near Harlem. This is the most exten-

sive that came under my observation; although

not possessing the recent discoveries of modern

botanists, it will not fail to awaken in e\ ery zealous

connoisseur of plants, many a fond recollection of

by-gone days. The glass here consists of two

Rose-Houses, one Propogating«Honse, two large

Conservatories, one Geranium-House, three large

Houses, like pits, and an innumerable number of

frames. One of those Rose-Houses, is really so

deserving, that I cannot find words to do it half

justice. It is span-roofed, and about 50 feet long]

the pit is in 3 parts, of which the centre pari is 7

feet wide. In this are planted three lines of La-

marque Roses, one line in the middle, and another

at the right and left. This middle line is the glo-

ry of the house; it extends its branches in evi rj

direction, leaving the two side lines nearly worth-

less. The stem of one of these giant roses, mea-

sures 8£ inches in circumference near the surface,

and 4^ at 4 feet from the ground. The others are

of various sizes, nearly approaching these in mag-

nitude. A passage of 18 inches wide, and U feat

under the level of the borders, goes round the

house. The side borders are three feet wide, in

which are planted Lamarque and other rose.-,,

trained up the rafters, all growing vigorously and

showing a profusion of bloom. The Propogating

Btouse, is 50 feet long, span-roofed, and heated

with hot water. The plants here consist of small

stove and warm green-house species. There is a

large plant of Bignonia venutta trained the length

of the roof, at one side. The conservatories are

large and Bpacioua. One occupied with a mis-

cellaneous collection, the other with Camellias of

various .sizes. In the pits already alluded to, arc

Verbenas and Pinks, small rosea, and numerous

other half-hardy plants. Any attempt at refer-

ring to one-half the plants here would weary your

reader.-, neither did my limited stay permit me to

make note of them. I cannot take lcavo of Mr.
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Dunlap's, without calling attention to his city es-

tablishment at 635 Broadway, which is a reposi-

tory for every thing that is useful, curious and or-

namental. Baskets, Stands, Vases, Pots, Glasses^

and Horticultural Implements, vegetable and flow-

er seeds, ami after passing through a flock of

warblers , we enter a spacious conservatory,where
a neat pond and fountain, will first attract the eye.

This pond is filled with gold fish of every size, and
surrounded by large plants, one of them in par-

ticular is a line specimen of Eutassa (Araucaria)
excelsa, or Norfolk Island Pine, from 15 to 17

feet high, and a beautiful plant, of Cycas revolu-

ta, (sago palm.) To the left is a giant stem of

agave Americana, that flowered some years ago.

There arc good specimens of Azaleas , Camellias
and other line plants in this spacious building.

The boquet trade, is the great article of profit

to the New York florists, and to Mr. Dunlap
belongs the merit of commencing a new era in our
horticultural improvements. Having paid no less

than $50 in premiums, (besides the usual price for

flowers) to those gardeners who supplied the lar-

gest and best collection of flowers on the 31st of

Dec. last,"—advertisements having been inserted

to throw the competition open to all commercial
florists.

The premiums were awarded as follows, by
Messrs. Lodge and Hope, the boxes containing

the flowers being numbered, and the names of the

competitors laid aside.

First box, No. 5. 1st premium for greatest and
best variety of flowers, to Mr. CoLman, gard-

ner to A. P. Cumings, Esq., Wiiliamsburgh,

$10,00
Second box, No. 10. 1st premium to Messrs.

Phalen' and SoKs.New York, for best and
most perfect f blown Camellias, 10,00

Third box, No. 3. 1st prize to Mr. D.

Boll, Bioomingdale, for 100 best roses, 10,00
Fourth box, No. 7. 2d prize, D. Boll,

Bioomingdale, for 13 Camellias, 5,00
Fifth box, No. 6. 2d prize, J. Lodge, Sen-

ior, Westchester, for 13 Camellias, 5.00

Sixth box, No. 4. 2d prize, Mr. Colman,
for Camellias, 5,00

Seventh box, Nos. 5 and 4, 2d prize, John
Peebles, Wiiliamsburgh, 5,00

Total $50,00
If our florists and amateurs were to form a com.'

mittee, they might readily constitute a Horticultu-

ral Society, by which means suitable premiums
could be «iven those who merit them for fruits, flow-

ers and vegetables. This would be giving every

person possessing a rood of ground, an opportu-

nity to compete, and would greatly promote hor-

ticulture.

It is not a little remarkable that New-York, the

largest city in the Union, has no Horticultural So-

ciety, though there are 30 or 40 such societies, in

Various parts of the United States. I am satisfied

that our citizens, ladies and gentlemen,would wil-

lingly contribute to the encouragement of such
shows, for the pleasure of seeing the many fine

(lowers, rare fruits, and choice vegetables that

would be brought together on these interesting

occasions, if some organisation could be made,
that would give to a Horticultural Society a popu-
lar character.

My remarks on the other nurseries, must be de-

ferred till the next number. I am Sir, respectful-

ly yours, M. C. Wiiliamsburgh, N. Y.

Notes on Fruits.—--This country is deficient in

first-rate late winter Apples, that will keep until

summer apples ripen. One bushel of good table

apples, in April, May and June, is worth at least

two bushels, of those of equal quality, ripening in

November, and from that to February. Early ri-

pening winter fruit is wholly excluded from for-

eign markets, upon which the farmer now relies

for a remunerating profit. Short as the passages
now are to Europe, the West Indies, and other

parts of the world, we can select but four or

five kinds of apples that will keep sound to

the end of the Voyage to England. I have but

little hope that we can ever add the Northern Spy
to the number. With us it has no thrift and vigor,

and gives little promise of productiveness. Long
keeping is a very important point, and one in

which our assortments are very deficient. Must
we not look to the West and South for a further

supply ? If they have seedlings of good quality,

that with them keep till March, the same raised

in NewEngland might be expected to keep tillJune
j

as our fall apples become winter apples,wl en rais-

ed in the north part of the State of Maine. In view
of the premises, is it not desirable to obtain scions

from Mr. Summer, of his apple, Ferdinand?

—

Also Mr. E. J. Capell's Davis and Grindstone,

both named in the Dec. No. of the Horticulturist?

Will the " Old Digger," or yourself, be pleased

to account for the fact, that Bartlett Pears do not

crack when grown on scions set into a half starved

stock of the St. Germain or White Doyenne ?

or why a scion of the White Doyenne Pear,

when put into a large, healthy stock, standing in

good soil, with ten other kinds in the same tree,

should be the only kind that bore fruit that did

crack ?

In describing the flavor of pears, has there

not been an improper use of the word vinous ? It

is justly applied to the Brown Beurre, but most
aptly to Gansill's Bcrgamotte. If in the place of

vinous-*—the more appropriate terms, astringent

and acid were employed--nice tastes would be less

frequently offended, and enthusiastic beginners in

fruit culture, might not so often have their ardour

cooled by disappointment. I am truly yours,

Stephen H. Smith, Smithfield, R. I. Jan. 15,

The Secrets of Nature.—Dear Sir : Will

the quotations from Liebig which you will find bel-

low, give us a key to the reasons why one fruit,

growing on the same soil, in the same neighbor-
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hood, is sweet and another acid,and why one fruit

is juicy, and another dry; why one flower is fra-

grant, another offensive to the smell j why one

herb is healing and another poisonous; why one is

nutritious, and another without the nutrient qual-

ity j why the body of one vegetable structure is

dense and hard, another loose ami porous; why
one will barn for hours in fire, and another con-

sume in a moment ; and why fruits and ilowers

}ntt on an almost infinite variety of colors; and

wherefore it is that the vegetable world assumes
sueh a diversity of qualities, appearances and con-

ditions. Yours, C. Smith. Newport) N.Y. Jan.

1850.
" A great many substances have been discover-

ed among organic In.dies, composed of the same
elements, in the same relative proportions, and

yet exhibiting physical and chemical properties

perfectly distinct, one from another."
" A great class of bodies known as the volatile

oils, differing widely from each other in their odor,

in their medicinal effects, in their boiling point, in

their specific gravity, See., are exactly identical in

composition—they contain the same elements, car-

bon and hydrogen in the same proportions.
" The ultimate atoms of bodies, do not pene-

trate each other ; they are only arranged side by

side with each other in a certain order, and the

properties of the compound depend entirely upon

this order. "We may suppose that one atom com-
bines with one atom of another element to form a

compound atom, while in other bodies two and two,

four and four, eight and eight, are united, so that

in all sueh compounds, the amount per cent, of

the elements are absolutely equal, and yet their

physical and chemical properties, must be totally

different, the constitution of each atom being pe-

culiar in one body, consisting of two, in another of

four, in the third of eight, and in a fourth of six-

teen simple atoms."

Introduction of New Plants.—I have been

engaged a day or two past in reading the corres-

pondence of our early botanists, JOHN BAR-
TRAM, and HUMPHREY MARSHALL, as re-

cently published by Doctor Darlington, and be-

lieve I entered somewhat into the feelings of the

good, indefatigable and enthusiastic Peter Col-
LINSON, in his hopes of new plants and seeds to be
obtained in the next, autumnal excursion, and his

disappointment when the beetle destroyed the but-

terflies, or when the rats fixed their habitation du-

ring the sea voyage in the box, to the entire des-

truction of the plants, and when again and again
the ship arrived without some expected and ar-

dently desire. 1 -reds or plants, or when having ar-

rived it was found that their vitality had been des-

troyed in the passage. He in one letter gave no-

tice that stocks continued to fall, and that he had
thousands unemployed, which he did not know how
to lay out—yet it was but a passing notice, and
not repeated ; the language is not earnest as for

(' the sod of Pyrola,"or " the wasp's nest built in

th" bush." To minds fond of nature, this corres-

pondenoe is extremely interesting, for although

we consider the Pyrola and the wasp's nest as not

v'i\ important, yet to citizens of the old world
then, the discovery and acquisition of new and
beautiful natural objects, were sources of pleasure

and deep interest—and so they now remain to us
5

for as " westward the star of empire wends its

way," hills rise o'er hills and alps o'er alps arise]

and the difficulties and duties of the European Nat-

uralists of the last century, have descended to their

American brethern of the present, some of whom
should step forward and perform for America
what Sloane. Ellis, Collinson, and other wor-

thies af their time, did for Britain, by introducing

rare and newly discovered plants into this country.

A wide field of labor of this kind is now opened,

under very favorable circumstances, in introducing

the vegetable productions of California, Oregon,

Deseret and Mexico, into the well settled part of

the original United States. For this purpose we
enjoy advantages at present, that will decrease

hereafter. Thousands, perhaps tens of thousands

of our citizens have within the past year, gone to

Oregon, California or Mexico,by various routes, a
part of them by crossing the Rocky Mountains.—
Our friends who have thus left us are men of more
than usual enterprise and energy, and many of

them have more or less acquaintance with natural

history; there are probably few neighborhoods if

any, from which some person has not departed for

the western side of the continent , and therefore

most persons who have an extended acquaintance

at home, are probably acquainted with one or

more persons now in some of those places. Our
friends who have left us, find upon their arrival

there, many species of plants and animals which
they had never seen before; these, whilst new to

them, they will regard as worthy of notice here,

and will be pleased to transmit to us as memorials
of former friendship, or specimens of the produc-

tions of their new homes. But time and distance

will dim their memory of home and us, and when
the novelty of the objects around them shall have
passed away, they will distrust our grateful re-

ception of seeds or plants which to them have
become common and of little or ho value. In or-

der to enjoy the advantages of our relative posi-

tion, it is necessary therefore immediately to pro-

vide some way by which our friends there may
transmit seeds or plants to us without difficulty.—
If any Horticultural or Botanical Society would es-

tablish at each of the three or four towns on or

near the coast of the Pacific, a place of reception

for plants and seeds, and give notice of it, and
agree with the regular packets, (that will be or

are established to transport merchandize, to and
from those porta) for the freight of such a6 may
be furnished ;

and upon their arrival here, would
furnish at the office of the Society, sueh packages
as may be directed to private persons, upon the

payment of expenses incurred, I believe that tho

plants of those countries would be speedily intro-
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dnced. If there is no existing society that would

take charge of this matter, is there sufficient in-

terest in the subject amongst our people to form a

society for that purpose ? I recommend this sub«

ject to thyself, and through the Horticulturist to

its readers, desiring your attention to it, and if in

your opinion, it is desirable to use measures for

introducing the vegetable productions of the new-

ly acquired territory, and also especially of the

Rocky Mountains, and mountains nearer the coast

of the Pacific, that such means may be employed

as soon as practicable, as may be thought best

suited to produce the effect. A large number of

trees and shrubs of those countries have been des-

cribed by botanists within the last twenty or thir-

ty years, of which there are many that I sup-

pose have not been introduced, among which arc

the following,described by Nuttall in Ins continua-

tion of MicHEAUx's/S'j//ra,viz. Platanus racemosa

Betula oregona, Arbutus Menzusii, Quercus Gany-
arii and Douglassii, Cornus Nuttallii, Ccutanea
chrysophylla, Tetraathera califoTnica. I observe

that European periodicals devoted to part of the

purposes of the Horticulturist, give short notices

of the introduction of new plants; such notices

would interest many of its readers, Permit me
to enquire, have any of the above named trees

been introduced into the Northern or Middle

States, and have any of the plants discovered by

Fremont, and by Emory, and described in their

Reports, been so introduced ? To close as I be-

gan, with the correspondence of Bartram, I was
surprised to find that fifty years had passed after

the settlement of Pennsylvania before some of its

most interesting trees and plants were sent to Eu-
rope, the Magnolia acuminata for instance ; and

yet upon consideration it is not more strange,

than that it is so seldom planted here as an orna-

mental tree. Alan W. Corson. Montgomery
County, Pain. 12 mo. 24, 1849.

There is a good suggestion in the above. Can-

not the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, which

has received such liberal bequests lately, appro-

priate something to the introduction of the grapes

of Mexico, and the trees and plants of California.

Ed.

Massachusetts Hort. Society —We notice

that this hitherto admirably managed society is

losing nothing of its character for energetic action.

At the annual meeting, last month, President

Walker made4,he following address, in which our

readers will observe that he recommends especial

attention to the art of design in ornamental gar-

dening,—a step which we should naturally expect

first from r< fined and cultivated Boston. Ed.
Gentlemen of the Mass. Horticultural Society:

Your unanimous suffrages have again placed me
in a position that demands my thanks for the honor

conferred.

The past, the present and the anticipations of

the future, cheer my path, as I feel assured I shall

have your hearty co-operations in all my endea-

vors to promote the interest of the science of hoT--

ticulture.

The year which has just closed has removed
from us one of our respected and beloved mem-
bers. His munificent bequest to this society de-

mands our grateful remembrance, and the speci-

mens of bin taste for the beautiful, in the highest

branch of our science—-Landscape Gardening—
will command the attention and admiration of all

who visit the spot rendered so lovely by the genius

of his own elevated mind.

Landscape gardening is a branch of horticul-

ture which the wealthy only in other countries

can carry out with success, but in our own exten-

sive and free domains, every industrious and en-

terprising man, with a love of nature cherished

within his breast, may surround himself with the

beautiful. Improvements in this department may
be seen in the grounds of the late Hon. Theodore Ly-

man, and Hon. Thomas H. Perkins of Brookline;

J. P. Cushing, Esq., of Watertown; Hon. M. P.

Wilder and Samuel Downer, jr., Esq., of Dor-

chester; and Otis Johnson, Esq., of Lynn. Nor
can I refrain from noticing the great improve-

ments made in the nurseries generally, but more
particularly in the respective establishments of

Messrs. Winship of Brighton, and Messrs. Hovey
of Cambridgeport. Before I dismiss this subject,

allow mc to recommend for your consideration the

propriety of so amending the By-Laws, as to pro-

vide for and establish a professorship of Landscape
Gardening.

Persons extensively engaged in the cultivation

of fruit for the market, or for their own use, have

probably noticed the vast number of insects which

prey upon them, or otherwise destroy the fruit, in

all its stages, from the opening of the flower bud

to the period of its maturity. To counteract

these devastations, some persons have placed bot-

tles, partly filled with sweetened water, among
the branches of their trees, thus destroying hun-

dreds of thousands of insects without discrimi-

nating between friends and foes. This is, in my
opinion, a subject worthy of consideration, and

which might be placed in the hands of our Profes-

sor of Entomology for his investigation ; and should

he consider it a fit subject for a public lecture, or

lectures, he might be solicited to communicate the

result of his research in that or some other way
to the members of this society and the public. I

would further suggest, that the Professor of Bota-

ny, and also the Professor of Horticultural Che-

mistry, be consulted as to the expediency of de-

livering one or more lectures annually on the re-

spective subjects committed lo their charge.

The premiums offered and the gratuities given

by the society, for many years past, have pro-

duced a laudable competition among the cultiva-

tors of excellent vegetables, beautiful flowers and

delicious fruits. As a natural result, correspond-

ing improvements have been made in the manage-

ment of trees, shrubs, plants, &c, in the orchard,

garden and conservatory, but not to that extent
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probably, that would have been made had the so-

ciety offered liberal premiums, for ihe best con-

duoted, must productive and economically ma
establishments. I would therefore recommend
that premiums be offered, and gratuities be given

l>v the society, under the direction of a comi

appointed for i hat purpose, whose duty it shall be

to visit and examine such places as the proprie-

t »rs thereof shall invite them so to do, at Buch

tunes, and as often as they may deem proper

j

without any previous notice having been given to

the gardener, superintendent or other person,

having charge of the same; that the committee

mav be aide to form a correct judgment, as to the

general management and state of cultivation on

the premises, and to report to the society the most

successful cultivators at home, as the other com-

mittees report the finest products exhibited in the

Hall of the society.

The Hall of the society is well located, and in

every way adapted for the present weekly and

minor exhibitions of the society; but it is al-

ready found to be entirely too limited for the

larger displays. I would therefore suggest that

an arrangement be made to have the annual ex-

hibition, in September next, under a tent or tents

of ample dimensions, in some suitable place, as

near the centre of the city as possible. Such a

show would probably <_rive a new impulse to the

pursuits of horticulture, and in iuine mi

meet the increasinir demands of the public for

more information on that subject. The eye, the

mirror of the tablet of memory, will ever be, in

my opinion, the pioneer in horticultural science;

it should be first consulted, by being brought in

contact with the useful and beautiful,—that the

impressions made might be contemplated, car-

ried away and acted upon. For this purpose a

larger hall will soon be necessary; permit me
therefore to suggest that our present resources

should be husbanded with as much economy as a

liberal and progressive management of the affairs

of the society will permit, to enable it at no dis-

tant day to erect a temple, which shall be an or-

nament to the city, and in every way adapted

to the wants of the society and the public.

When the society shall be provided with a suita-

ble place for all its exhibitions, then, as soon as

its funds will permit, the purchase of a piece of

land for an experimental garden, so much needed,

will. I have no doubt, occupy the attention of the

society. Such an establishment would extend the

sphere of our labors, and gratify the members
by placing at their command further means of

usefulness,

The third number of the Transactions of the

Society will be published as soon as practicable.

This number will complete the first volume, and

I have the pleasure to state that a concise history

of the society from its commencement to the pre-

sent time, may 1»' expected in its pages from the

pen of its first President, General Dearborn.

Gentlemen : It gives me great pleasure to em-

brace this opportunity, which your kindness has

Lr iveu me, to presenl these suirLjestions for your

consideration and action, and to assure you of my
wishes to co-operate with you in all your endea-

vors t" promote tin 1 usefulness of the society and
the advancement of horticultural knowli

Upon the conclusion of the address, Mr. Hovey
moved its reference to a special committee of

seven, who should consider and report what steps

oughl to he taken in regard to the suggestions

therein contained. The motion was adopted, and
the following gentlemen were appointed on the

committee: Messrs. J. S. Cabot, C. M. Hovey,
Cheever Newhall, Joseph Breck, Capt. Win. R.
Austin, Rev. Daniel Leach, and S. W. Cole.

The Critic Criticised—Dear Sir— I am
glad to find that a spirit of criticism is awakened
among your correspondents, in relation to archi-

tectural designs, and I hope to see it followed up

by both dilletanti and professors ; and let the re-

flecting part of the public sanction or condemn,
weigh and digest. The result must be wholesome,

and the Horticulturist will be looked up to as sage

authority. But let the critic beware he lay not

his foundation for censure upon the quick sands of

superficial examination !

In remarking upon the cottage of Mr. Rotch,
(Jan number, page 310) the hipped roof is pro-

nounced "• objectionable,—cutting off one third of

the chamber room, and giving to the elevation, a

squat appearance." This appearance is precisely

what I have been taught to consider as desirable

in a rural cottage residence, though rarely found

in country houses. May I say they do not suffi-

ciently spread themselves ? To me no form is

more character than a flat ceiling to a cottage

bed room,—and no more pleasing shape than the

peak tent-like form, growing out of the construc-

tion of a roof ;* also contributing as it does to the
" convenience and pleasantness of the apartment,"

by ventilation,—the confined air rising along the

upward-sloping sides of the ceiling, and passing

through a ventilating register into an air chamber
in the peak, still above, and thence to the outward
air. The infinite variety which may be niven to

such a surface, the open timber roofs and groined

work of the middle ages sufficiently evince. Lou-
don questions whether a perfectly unbroken fiat

ceiling, is in any case admissable. It would be no

question with Mr. Ruskin. [See " Seven Lamps
Architecture," chapter on Truth.]

The critic would have a gable spanning the

whole breadth of the house, (instead of the hipp-

ed roof.) 4 1 feel at each end,

—

totally at vari-

ance in the anele, with the gableshown in the en-

graving, being twice as broad, and only two-thirds

as high. What could be more barn-like ? (See

Scientific English Architect's publications, where
ei/iml angUi are insisted upon, with due subordi-

nati ni of one to another.)

•Running up 12 or 15 ft. high in the highest part of ihe room.
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The roof of the main body of the building is

pronounced too high, and would be made subordi-

nate, and an " inferior appena'age .'" The whole

character of design, composition , and harmonious
arrangement , lies in making this feature dominant,

rather than subordinate-

" O, when degree is shaked,
Which is the ladder of all his^h designs,
The enterprise is sick!"

SjIAltsrEARE'a TuOILlt'S.

The Umbrage, (misscalled Veranda) is objected
to, from its not returning on the ends of the build-

ing. It might return with increased effect, al-

though it covered the bay window; but, as it

serves the good purpose of enabling one walking
in its shelter, to command the rear view, and a
pleasing fore-ground in the bay, and also spreads
the front, and bases the pyramidal form of the

whole structure at a minimum expense, how is it

shown to be a defect ?

The critic, like the Irishman in the play, must
be able to see, (imperfectly indeed,) as well as

shoot round the corner when he pronounces the

smaller gables to be dormers,—affording imper-

fect light to the chambers." These side gables
are 10 feet wide, and 8 feet high, according to the
scale of the engraving.

I do not understand what is referred to as a
sky light, since there is none. The parapet, (not
balustrade, as this last term belongs to Italian

architecture) defends those who go out upon the
roof to enjoy the magnificent view of the sea and
shipping in the harbor and surrounding country,
from slipping down the steep sides; hence it is not
" useless."

With respect to the plan, doubtless " family bed
rooms," an ample kitchen in a wing, other back
stairs, men servant's bed room, a bathing room,
wash room, wood room, out buildings, and other

accommodation might add to the convenience of a
family, if convenient to the proprietor to pay for

it. The house is rather compact indeed !

" Masters, spread yourselves "

Shakspear's Drram.
Yours, truly, Alex'r J. Davis. New-York,
Jan. 1850.

Origin and Improvement of Culinary Veg-
etables.—On taking a view of some of our most
valuable trees, fruits and vegetables, in their pri-

mitive and natural condition, as they have exist-

ed—and as they still exist in their native habitats,

we cannot fail to be struck with surprise at the

extraordinary change which has been effected up-

on them. From being worthless weeds, some are

converted into useful vegetables, and from being

vagabonds of the way-side, others have become
the most valuable garden productions. I am not

at present to tread upon the disputed doctrine Con-
stitutio Mutare Vegetatio ,wh\ch as far as I know
still remains an unsettled subject, but merely to

notice a few of the most valuable productions of

our gardens as objects of culture and economy,
with the view of stimulating gardners to do

something in the way of effecting similar improve-

ments in others.

Let us begin with some of our common garden

vegetables, the majority of which we find to be

the offspring of wild plants from the hedge-rows,

way-sides, fields and ditches, and some from the

seashores. The Brassica tribe for instance—the

cabbage, turnip, ike, are found wild in Britain,and
in their native state are the most unpromising

things imaginable, wood, hard and tough,—as un-

likely things to produce fine cabbages and turnips,

as that member of the same family the mustard,

is to become an eyrie for an eagle's nest. Those
fine cabbages brought into our markets, bear no

resemblance to the B. oleracea from which they

sprung, and yet from this solitary species are all

those varieties,—the large white and red cabbage
colevvorts, green savoys, Brussel sprouts, cauli-

flowers, brocolies, and about twenty other varie-

ties. The versatility of this tribe of plants is ex-

traordinary indeed; and this will appear the more
evident, when we consider that from the white
cabbage alone, there are above thirty varieties, dif-

fering in their sizes, form,hardiness,and periods of

coming to maturity, and though they maintain their

general characters throughout, they are in many
other respects widely different.

ThvCucurbitacea have also renderedjtbemselves

conspicuous, especially in this country, as a valua-

ble family of vegetables, and easily improved.

—

The most valuable of these are natives of Central

Asia; where they are found growing abundantly

on the hill sides, and in alluvial deposits. The ef-

fects of high culture and hybridization on this fam-

ily have been indeed wonderful, both as regards

product and quality. Compare some of the cu-

cumbers under present cultivation with their origi-

nal—the Cucumis sativa, or the present varieties

of melon, squash, &c., with those found in their

native habitats.

Again we have the oelery, (Apium graveolens ,)

also a British plant, and found growing abundant-

ly on the south western sea shores of England, but

in a condition so coarse, rank.and even poisonous,

as almost to defy the efforts of cultivation to ren-

der it eatable ; and requires a long course of cul-

tivation to make suitable for human food ! The
asparagus, (Asparagus officinalis) is also found

growing abundantly on the coast of England, and
the islands around it ; but it is tough, and its taste

somewhat pungent. It is found growing in poor
sandy soil, generally near the sea; it is small in

size, and very different from the same plant in a
highly cultivated state.

The parsnip, (Pastinacea sativa,) also a native

of Britain, and grows wild in calcareous places by
ihe road sides. In its cultivated state, it is one of

the most valuable and nutritous roots. The nu-

tritious portion of this root is found on analysis to

consist of ninety-nine parts in a thousand, of which
nine parts are mucilage, the remaining portion be-

ing saccharine matter. Unlike some others, the nu-

tritive qualities of this root are decreased by high
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cultivation, except the ground be of u dry oalcar

reous nature. In rioh damp soils it acquires a

rank taste, and i> Leas sweet and agreeable as an

article of diet, than when grown on poor land.

In its natural habitat, the root is small and fibrous,

not unlike the common dandelion, (Leontodoa ta-

raxacum) but even in this si ale is very lrrana-

ceous.

Sea kale

—

(Crambe marMma.) This plant is

wonderfully improved by cultivation, although it

i- used in its wild state by the people on the west-

ern shores of Britain, where it is plentiful; but in

its wild state, it requires no small effort to over-

come its aeid and disagreeable taste. It is nev-

ertheless much used, and when out as it springs

through the sand, is considered little inferior to

asparagus. It springs up generally among sand

or gravel, but thrives best where the sand is mix-

ed with alluvial matter, and occasionally watered
with the saline spray ; hence in cultivating this

vegetable in gardens, it is advisable to make the

ground to resemble in some degree its natural

habitat ! The carrot, (Dacus curota.) This

plant is indigenious to Britain, and is found grow-
ing in irreat abundance by the way-sides and hedg-

es ; but so very different is it from the cultivated

varieties, that it is doubted by some whether it be

in reality the prototype of sorts now grown in our

gardens. It is probable that our cultivated car-

rots are a distinct species, although many are of

opinion, that they are merely varieties of the Da-

cus carota. The former opinion seems supported

by the fact, that the wild species has defied all

attempts to improve it by cultivation, but this is

no conclusive evidence of its being a distinct spe-

cies from the others.

Beet is found in a wild state in some parts of

the south of Europe; but no more like the beet

grown in our gardens, than the potatoes of Chili

are to the fine farinaceous roots of present cul-

ture. So much have these roots improved in size

and quality, that their original species is lost sight

of.

In the Leguminous family we observe the same
improvement in its products. So much is the com-
mon pea (Pisum sativum) changed from its ori-

ginal condition, that the species from which it

sprung, or even its native country, is unknown.
At a very early period it formed a staple article

of human food, for which it was admirably adapt-

ed, since it contains fifty-seven and a half per

cent, of nutritive matter. The pea therefore is

an invaluable vegetable on account of its nutritive

qualities, and ought to find a place in every gar-

den. It might be asked, can nothing more be

done to render this family of plants more prolific,

earlier, hardier, and higher flavored.

The Lactuoa, are a tribe of plants very much
circumscribed in their value, and capable of being

much more extensively used. Whether the com-
mon lettuce of our gardens be one of the three

species indigenous to Britain, is unknown ; it is

certainly, much changed from the lactuca virosa,

to which it bears sonic resemblance. But even

within the last few years, this regetable has been

much improved A vegetable has lately been

introduced from China, under die name of
,: Hoo-

sung," somewhat resembling a lettuce, but which

genera of the Ciclwracea it belongs to, I have
had no means of determining j mosl probably a

Lactuca, to which it has a strong affinity. I grew
some of this vegetable during the past season, but

when sent to the table, it was rejected as worth-

less. I am convinced however, this was owing to

its being too old before it was used, and also to

its being improperly cooked, as I have eaten it at

the table of a friend, when it was considered equal

and even superior to asparagus. It should be

grown early, and rapidly, on rich soil, and used

in a young state, i. e. before the stalk has attained

a hard and fibrous texture. A shady, cool spot

is the best, where it will not be effected by the

mid-day sun. Like all the lettuce family, it be-

comes exceedingly acrid when grown under the

warm sun. I think it may yet become a

useful vegetable, and has the merit of being easy

grown and very productive. I believe Dr. Wen-
dell and others have grown it during the past sea-

son. Their further experience upon it would be

desirable.

In reference to the foregoing plants, it cannot

be affirmed that they are incapable of further im-

provement, and that further attempts to improve

them would be hopeless; and even were it so

—

which it assuredly is not—there is still a very wide

field of usefulness among other classes of plants,

which, though not less susceptible of improvement,

have hitherto been wholly neglected. Our prede-

cessors, as I have here shown, have by their skill

and industry reared up a valuable assortment of

useful vegetables, and it is upon us who have

succeeded them, that devolves the privilege,

—

and I may say, the obligation—to cany onward

this improvement, for most assuredly the resour-

ces of nature are far from being exhausted. The
hybridization of the most of our common vegeta-

bles is an exceedingly easy process, and the grat-

ification of producing something new, is of itseli

a sufficient compensation for the trouble which it

costs. R. B. Leuchars.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Wash for Cottages.—H. Ely, (Elyria, 0.)

French Blue is not, perhaps, to be had, except in

the large cities. To make the ,: gray-stone co-

lour," you may, instead, add to the whitewash

burnt amber and lampblack; but the lampblack

must first be well dissolved in alcohol, or it will

not mix freely with the whitewash.

Privet Hedges.—M. S., (Poughkeepsie, N. Y.)

No hedgo is so easily raised as this. Cuttings

grow with great readiness, if planted early in

April; but the must durable hedge is obtained by
raising the plants from seed, which may bo plant-

ed either in the fall or spring. Any good garden
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soil will answer for the Privet ; or, if the hedge is

to be grown on ground in a rough state, dig it 18

inches deep, and intermix a dressing of stable ma-
nure before setting the plant.- or cuttings. The
latter should be set six inches apart. The hedge
may be sheared into any shape after the second
year, and needs very little else, except to keep
the weeds from growing about it.

Manures.—J. R., (Lowell, Mass.) The skim-
mings, or refuse of woolen factories, is a very
powerful manure, and is usually wasted, as it

heats and takes fire if thrown in heaps. Carried

away daily and mixed with muck or common soil,

a small quantity of it would render the whole
mass excellent manure. M. S., (Poughkeepsie.)
We have used the sweepings of blacksmith shops,

and agree with you that they are excellent, espe-

cially for pear trees.

Pnuning Hardy Grapes.—You may prune
your vines during any suitable weather in Februa-
ry. If the trellises are properly covered with
main stems, all you have to do is to cut back the

side shoots (of last year's growth,) to a single

bud or eye at the base of the shoot. This eye

will form the bearing shoot of the coming sea-

son.

Grape Arbors.—M. S. The semi-circular ar-

bor you refer to, has only the transverse strips

across the top,—and finer fruit is grown in this

way when fruit alone is the object; but there is

no objection to strips upon one or both sides also,

when a shelter or screen is also desired. The
posts are eight feet above ground, and three and
a half below it, and are set six feet apart.

Cottage Furniture.—R. L., (Indiana.) Cot-

tage furniture, of simple and very tasteful forms,

may be had at Hene.sy's warehouse, 25 Brattle-

st., Boston, the largest establishment of the kind

in the Union. There are also various dealers in

New-York and Philadelphia, who have cottage

furniture, though not in such variety.

Culture of Exotics.—A. M. D., (North
Carolina.) Begonia fuchsioides likes rich, sandy
soil, and a rather warm green-house in winter.

While it is growing and blooming give it as much
water as it likes; but when at rest, give it very
little. Sparmannia africana is a strong grower,
requiring the least possible care,—only pot-room
and plenty of water. It will bear any amount of

pruning, or may be allowed to grow into quite a
tree. Clerodendrum speciossissimum and Pentas
carnea prefer a rich soil, composed of loam, rot-

ten dung, and sandy peat, and a moist atmosphere.
Columnea crassifolia likes a dry part of the house,

and must not be overwatered. Habrothamnus
elegans is easily grown in the green-house, in a
mixture of rich loam and sand. Weigcla rosea is

a hardy deciduous shrub, and, of course, loses its

leaves in winter. It grows as easily from cut-

tings as a currant bush.

PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The stated meeting of this society was held on Tuesday eve-
ning, January 15, 1850. The President in the chair.
The display of plants on the occasion was very creditable for

mid-winter. Among the President's collection were the So-
bralea macrantha, a new plant of a new genus, and the Bego-
nia manicuta, of recent introduction, and shown for the first

time, with others possessing- interest; the Pitcarnia coccinea,
Cypripedium venustum, Centradenia rosea, etc. And in

Robert Buist's display were Camellia japonica variety, Field-
er's Queen of England, Clerodendron viscosum, Spirea pru-
nifolia fl. pi., Correa multiflora rubra, Franeiscea latifolia,

with many others. By John Lambert's gardender, fine speci-
mens of Strelitzia regina, Azalea alba, Franeiscea latifolia,

Gongora maculata, Camellia variegata, Begonia alba, Daphne
indica odora, D. variegata, etc. Of fruits. Thomas Hancock
and John Perkins exhibited fine apples; and II. N. Johnson
l'Echasserie pears; and in the President's collection of vege-
tables were new potatoes, asparagus, mushrooms, sea-kale,
radishes, lettuce, endive, &c; and by Anthony Felten, a rich
display of vegetables.
Premiums were awarded as follows:
By the committee on plants and flowers; for the best hot-

house plants, three specimens, to Ben Daniels, gardener to C.

Cope; for the second best, to Maurice Finn, gardener to John
Lambert. For the best green-house plants, three specimens,
to Ben Daniels; for the second best, to Maurice Finn. For
the best and most interesting collection of plants in pots, to

Ben Daniels; for the second best, to Maurice Finn; for the
third best, to Robert Scott, foreman to Robert Buisl. For the

best design of cut flowers, to Ben Daniels ; for the second best

design, to Peter Raabe. For the best basket bouquets, to

Maurice Finn ; for the second best, to Ben Daniels.

By the committee on fruits; for the best apples, half peck
Newtown Pippins, to Thomas Hancock ; for the second best,

Romah Stem, to John Perkins. For the best pears, l'Echas-
serie, to H. N. Johnson.
By the committee on vegetables; for the best and most inte-

resting display of vegetables, by a market gardener, to Antho-
ny Felten : for the best display by an amateur, to Ben Daniels.
And a special premium of one dollar for a fine display of cau-
liflowers, to Anthony Felten.

The committee for establishing premiums reported a sche-
dule for the year 1850, which was adopted.
The library committee submitted their annual report, on the

condition of the library, and stale "that under the fostering

care of the society, it has increased in size until it now num-
bers eight hundred and fifty volumes, which must be consider-

ed a very respectable library, when the branches of literature

within which the committee. confine its limits, the costliness,

value and rarity of many of the works are taken into view

;

and embracing a number of works of great utility, not acces-
sible in any other institution."

" During the past year forty-seven volumes have been ad-
ded, of which six were gifts."

The President announced the appointment of committees for

the ensuing year.

Messrs. Lippincott, Grambo & Co. presented a neat copying
press to the society, for the use of the secretary ; when, on
motion,

Resolved, That a vote of thanks be tendered for the accepta-
ble gift.

A communication from the secretary of the Massachusetts
Horticultural Society, in relation to the time of holding autum-
nal exhibitions, was read; and the corresponding secretary
requested to reply, acknowledging its receipt.

The Annual Meeting was held after the adjournment of the

stated meeting, when Elhanan W. Keyser was called to the

chair, and George Zantziuger appointed secretary.

A communication from David Landreth was read, declining

a re-election as a vice-president, on account of his remote re-

sidence.

The following gentlemen were duly elected officers, to serve
for the ensuing year

:

President—CALEB COPE.
Vice-Presidents—General R. Patterson, James Dundas,

Joshua Longstreth, and Elhanan W. Keyser.
Treasurer—John* Thomas.
Corresponding Secretary—Thomas C. Percival.
Recording Secretary—Thomas P. James.

Adjourned. Tho. P. James,

Recording Secretary.
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How TO LAY OUT A COUNTRY PLACE ? That

is a question about which we and our read-

ers might have many a long conversation,

if we could be brought on familiar terms,

colloquially speaking, with all parts of the

Union where rural improvements are going

on. As it is, we shall touch on a few lead-

ing points this month, which may be con-

sidered of universal application.

These cardinal points within the bounds

of a country residence, are (taking health

and pleasant locality for granted,) conve-

nience, comfort— or social enjoyment— and

beauty ; and we shall touch on them in a

very rambling manner.

Innumerable are the mistakes of those

novices in forming country places, who re-

verse the order of these three conditions,

—

and placing beauty first, (as, intellectually

considered, it deserves to be,) leave the use-

ful, convenient, and comfortable, pretty

much to themselves; or, at least, consider

them entitled only to a second place in their

consideration. In the country places which

they create, the casual visitor may be struck

with many beautiful effects ; but, when a

trifling observation has shown him that

this beauty is not the result of a harmony

between the real and the ideal,— or, in

other words, between the surface of things

Vol. iv. 28

intended to be seen and the things them-

selves, as they minister to our daily wants,

—

then all the pleasure vanishes, and the op-

posite feeling takes its place.

To begin at the very root of things, the

most defective matter in laying out our

country places (as we know from experi-

ence,) is the want of forethought and plan,

regarding the location of what is called the

kitchen offices. By this we refer, of course,

to that wing or portion of a country house

containing the kitchen, with its store-room,

pantry, scullery, laundry, wood-house, and

whatever else, more or less, may be in-

cluded under this head.

Our correspondent, Jeffreys, has, in his

usual bold manner, pointed out how defec-

tive, in all cases (where the thing is not

impossible,) is a country house with a

kitchen below stairs; and we have but

lamely apologised for the practice in some

houses by the greater economy of such an

arrangement. But, in truth, we quite agree

with him, that no country house is complete

unless the kitchen offices are on the same

level as the principal floor containing the

living apartments.

At first thought, our inexperienced read-

ers may not see precisely what this has to

do with laying out the grounds of a country
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place. But, indeed, it is the very starting

point and fundamental substratum on which

the whole thing rests. There can be no

complete country place, however large or

small, in which the greatest possible amount

of privacy and seclusion is not attained

within its grounds, especially within that

part intended for the enjoyment of the

family. Now it is very clear that there

can be no seclusion where there is no sepa-

ration of uses, no shelter, no portions set

apart for especial purposes, both of utility

and enjoyment. First of all, then, in plan-

ning a country place, the house should be

so located that there shall be at least two

sides ; an entrance side, which belongs to

the living, or best apartments of the house
;

and a kitchen side, (or " blind side,'''') com-

plete in itself, and more or less shut out

from all observation from the remaining

portions of the place.

This is as indispensable for the comfort

of the inmates of the kitchen as those of

the parlor. By shutting off completely one

side of the house by belts or plantations of

trees and shrubbery from the rest, you are

enabled to make that part more extensive

and complete in itself. The kitchen yard,

the clothes-drying ground, the dairy, and

all the structures which are so practically

important in a country house, have abun-

dant room and space, and the domestics can

perform their appointed labors with ease

and freedom, without disturbing the differ-

ent aspect of any other portion of the

grounds. There are few new sites where

there is not naturally a "blind side" indi-

cated ; a side where there is a fringe of

wood, or some natural disposition of sur-

face, which points it out as the spot where

the kitchen offices should be placed, in

order to have the utmost shelter and priva-

cy,—at the same time leaving the finer

glades, openings, and views, for the more

refined, social and beautiful portions of the

residence. Wherever these indications are

wanting, they must be created, by artificial

planting of belts, and groups of trees and

shrubs,—not in stiff and formal lines like

fences, but in an irregular and naturally

varied manner, so as to appear as if formed

of a natural copse, or, rather, so as not to

attract special attention at all.

We are induced to insist upon this point

the more strenuously, because, along with

the taste for the architecture of Pericles,

(may we indulge the hope that he is not

permitted to behold the Greek architecture

of the new world !) which came into fash-

ion in this country fifteen or twenty years

ago, came also the fashion of sweeping

away everything that was not temple-like

about the house. Far from recognizing

that man lives a domestic life,—that he

cooks, washes, bakes and churns in his

country house, and, therefore, that kitchen

offices, (tastefully concealed if you please,

but still ample,) are a necessary, and there-

fore truthful part of his dwelling,—they went

upon the principle that if man had fallen, and

was no longer one of the gods, he might still

live in a temple dedicated to the immortals.

A clear space on all sides—pediments at

each end, and perhaps a colonnade all

round ; this is the undomestic, uncomforta-

ble ideal of half the better country houses

in America.

Having fixed upon and arranged the

blind side of the house—which, of course,

will naturally be placed so as to connect

itself directly with the stable and other out-

buildings,—the next point of attack is the

kitchen garden. This is not so easily dis-

posed of as many imagine. All persons of

good taste agree that however necessary,

satisfactory, and pleasant a thing a good

kitchen garden is, it is not, aesthetically

considered, a beautiful thing; and it never
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accords well with the ornamental portions

of a country place, where the latter is large

enough to have a lawn, pleasure grounds,

or other portions that give it an ornamental

character. The fruit trees, (and we include

now, for the sake of conciseness, kitchen

and fruit garden,)—the vegetables, and all

that makes the utility of the kitchen gar-

den, never harmonize with the more grace-

ful forms of ornamental scenery. Hence,

the kitchen garden, in a complete country

place, should always form a scene by it-

self, and should, also, be shut out from the

lawn or ornamental grounds by plantations

of trees and shrubs. A good locality, as

regards soil, is an important point to be con-

sidered in determining its site; and it will

usually adjoin the space given to the

kitchen offices, or that near the stable or

barns, or, perhaps, lie between both, so

that it also is kept on the blind side of the

house.

After having disposed of the useful and

indispensable portions of the place, by

placing them in the spots at once best fitted

for them, and least interfering with the

convenience and beauty of the remaining

portions, let us now turn to what may pro-

perly be called the ornamental portion of

the place.

This may be confined to a mere bit of

lawn, extending a few feet in front of the

parlor windows, or it may cover a number

of acres, according to the extent of the

place, and the taste and means of the

owner.

Be that as it may, the ground-work of

this part should, in our judgment, always

be lawn. There is in the country no ob-

ject which at all seasons and times gives

the constant satisfaction of the green turf

of a nicely kept lawn. If your place is

large, so much larger and broader is the

good effect of the lawn, as it stretches away,

over gentle undulations, alternately smiling

and looking serious, in the play of sunshine

and shade that rests upon it. If it is small

— a mere bit of green turf before your

door— then it forms the best and most be-

coming setting to the small beds and masses

of everblooming roses, verbenas, and gay

annuals, with which you embroider it, like

a carpet.

Lawn, there must be, to give any re-

freshment to the spirits of man in our coun-

try places ; for nothing is so intolerable to

the eye as great flower-gardens of parched

earth, lying half baked in the meridian sun

of an American summer. And though no

nation under the sun may have such lawns

as the British, because Britain lies in the

lap of the sea, with a climate always more

or less humid, yet green and pleasant lawns

most persons may have in the northern

states, who will make the soil deep and

keep the grass well mown.

To mow a large surface of lawn— that

is to say, many acres— is a thing attempted

in but few places in America, from the

high price of labor. But a happy expedient

comes in to our aid, to save labor and

trouble, and produce all the good effect of

a well mown lawn. We mean sheep, and

wire-fences. Our neighbor and correspond-

ent, Mr. Sargent, of Wodenethe, on the

Hudson, who passed a couple of years

abroad, curiously gleaning all clever foreign

notions that wrere really worth naturalizing

at home, has already told our readers (see

page 211,) how wire- fences may be con-

structed round lawns or portions of the

pleasure grounds, so that only a strip round

the house need be mown, while the extent of

the lawn is kept short by sheep. This

fence, which costs less than any tolerable

looking fence of other materials, is abun-

dantly strong to turn both sheep and cattle,

and is invisible at the distance of 40 or 50
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rods. Mr. Sargent is not a theorist, but

has actually enclosed his own lawn of seve-

ral acres in this way ; and those who have

examined the plan are struck with the use-

fulness and economy of the thing, in all or-

namental country places of considerable

extent.*

We have said nothing as yet of the most

important feature of all country places

—

trees. A country place without trees, is

like a caliph without his beard ; in other

words, it is not a country place. We shall

assume, therefore, that all proprietors who

do not already possess this indispensable

feature, will set about planting with more

ardor than Walter Scott ever did. It is

the one thing needful for them ; and deep

trenching, plentiful manuring, and sufficient

mulching, are the powerful auxiliaries to

help them forward in the good work.

It is, of course, impossible for us to tell

our readers how to arrange trees tastefully

and well, under all circumstances, in this

short chapter. We can offer them, how-

ever, two or three hints as to arrangement,

which they may perhaps profit by.

The first principle in ornamental plant-

ing, is to study the character of the place to

be improved, and to plant in accordance

with it. If your place has breadth, and

simplicity, and fine open views, plant in

groups, and rather sparingly, so as to

heighten and adorn the landscape, not shut

out and obstruct the beauty of prospect

which nature has placed before your eyes.

Scattered groups, with continuous reaches

* In Ihe cut and description given at p. 212, wooden posts

at intervals of 100 feet are used. But by an ingenious varia-

tion of the mode, Mr. S. has since entirely dispensed with all

wooden posts, without increasing the expense, or lessening the

strength ; and we hope to give a cut in our next, showing the

improveme'

or vistas between, produce the best effect

in such situations. In other and more re-

mote parts of the place, greater density of

foliage may serve as a contrast.

In residences where there is little or no

distant view, the contrary plan must be

pursued. Intricacy and variety must be

created by planting. Walks must be led

in various directions, and concealed from

each other by thickets, and masses of shrubs

and trees, and occasionally rich masses of

foliage ; not forgetting to heighten all,

however, by an occasional contrast of broad,

unbroken surface of lawn.

In all country places, and especially in

small ones, a great object to be kept in

view in planting, is to produce as perfect

seclusion and privacy within the grounds as

possible. We do not entirely feel that to

be our own, which is indiscriminately en-

joyed by each passer by, and every man's

individuality and home-feeling is invaded

by the presence of unbidden guests. There-

fore, while you preserve the beauty of the

view, shut out, by boundary belts and thick-

ets, all eyes but those that are fairly within

your own grounds. This will enable you

to feel at home all over your place, and to

indulge your individual taste in walking,

riding, reciting your next speech or ser-

mon, or wearing any peculiarly rustic cos-

tume, without being suspected of being a

"queer fellow" by any of your neighbors;

while it will add to the general beauty and

interest of the country at large,—since, in

passing a fine place, we always imagine

it finer than it is, if a boundary plantation,

by concealing it, forces us to depend wholly

on the imagination.



THE PROCESS OF WINE-MAKING ON THE OHIO.

BY N. LONGWORTH, CINCINNATI

Dear Sir—The plan given by your south-

ern correspondent in the last number, and

which you appear to commend for the

making of a fine wine, will be read with

much surprise in our back-woods. If we

wished to destroy the fine, natural aroma

and flavor of our Catawba and Herbemont

grape, we should follow the very course he

recommends; and I believe a moment's

consideration will satisfy you we should

accomplish the object by mashing the

grapes with a " green beech maul," to take

from them their natural taste, and supply it

with the taste of the sap of the beech. To

place our success beyond dispute, and ef-

fectually destroy the muscadine flavor of

the grape, we would place the grapes in

his " fresh emptied whiskey barrel," pound

them with his green beech maul, and a

few hours, in warm weather, in the tub,

will enable the lovers of new whiskey to

detect its aroma and flavor (for years,) and

even imagine they are drinking a diluted

specimen of their favorite beverage. Here,

the experiment would not be a profitable

one, as the article of whiskey is sometimes

sold for 15 cents per gallon. He bottles

the wine as soon as it is fine, in the spring.

We should do the same, if we wished our

wine to form a sediment, and be unfit for

sale. After the must is pressed from the

grape, he exposes it for many days to the

atmosphere.

We gather our grapes at full maturity;

carefully pick off all green, rotten, and de-

cayed grapes
;

pass them as speedily as

possible through a machine, (thoroughly

seasoned, and all possible taste from the

wood extracted,) to separate the stems from

the grapes, and mash them, without break-

ing the seed. Instead of placing them in

a towel and bowl, we place them on a

large clean press, in which not a nail is

driven, and the wood of which has been

fully seasoned ; and even if of beech wood,

should not allow a particle of the taste of

the wood to remain in it. Press it as

speedily as possible, keeping the last hard

pressing separate from the earlier runnings.

Place the must in clean casks, from which

no taste could be obtained from the wood,

or any previous brandy or wine holdings,

unless from liquor from the same kind of

grape. We immediately place the cask in

a cool cellar, do not fill it entirely, but as

soon as the fermentation commences, stop

the passage of the strength and aroma of

the grape as far as possible, by putting in

a tight bung, through which passes a crook-

ed syphon into the cask to receive the air;

and the opposite end of the crooked syphon

is placed in a vessel of water ; and the sy-

phon is continued until the fermentation is

nearly over, when the syphon is taken out

and a tight bung driven in, giving air by a

small gimlet hole two or three times a day,

for three or four days ; after which all air

is excluded till the wine is clear, when it is

racked, and the cask thereafter kept full

and tight. If we wish a superior article,

we do not deem it fit for bottling till four or

five years old. If fining were necessary,

and isinglass or the white of eggs, to fine

a pipe, cost $20, we should never think of

using beech chips.

I do not pretend to say, that all our vine-

yard men pursue this course. Many of

them use brandy, whiskey, and wine casks,
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and are careless in other respects ; and they

find the difference when their wine is

brought to market for sale. There are

some of my own tenants who have been

vinedressers all their lives in Germany,

whose wines I never buy, and would not

pay them one-fifth the price I would pay to

other tenants. We should as soon think of

setting our milk to raise cream for butter

in a fresh whiskey barrel, as we would to

place our washed grapes in it, or the must,

after it is pressed out.

It seems at the south, the Roanoake

grape is their favorite wine grape. This is

the Scuppernong of North Carolina. It ap-

pears that they, there, to make a Hock

wine, (a hard dry wine,) put three pounds of

fine sugar to the gallon of must. Here, we

never add sugar, unless in a season when

our grapes do not ripen, which is a rare oc-

currence. If we wished to make a syrup,

to supply the place of molasses, we might

add three pounds of sugar to the gallon of

must, but never to make wine. See Pa-

tent Office Report for 1847, page 471.

When we commenced making wine from

the Catawba grape some 25 years since,

we drank none but Madeira wine, and sup-

posed none but brandy and Madeira wine

casks were fit to put our must in. The

consequence was, we destroyed the natural

flavor of the grape, and greatly lessened its

value. Yours respectfully,

N. LONGWORTH.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Jan. 12, 1850.

We are not a little obliged to Mr. Long-

worth, whose vineyards on the Ohio have

become almost a matter of national inte-

rest, for the foregoing pithy and concise ac-

count of the manner of wine-making pur-

sued by him, and agree that it is far pre-

ferable to the directions published last

month ; which were intended rather for

performing the operation in a homely man-

ner. Ed.

STRAY NOTES ON HORTICULTURE.

BY S.. PHILADELPHIA.

Transplanting.—Small plantsmay be neat-

ly and safely transplanted from borders, &c,

by making narrow trenches round them, and

filling such trenches with plaster of paris,

mixed with water to the consistence of

thick cream. This quickly becomes hard,

or sets, and forms a pot, in which the plant

may be lifted without disturbing the roots.

With a little ingenuity, the soil and Toots

may be so encompassed, with the same

material, as to greatly facilitate the safe

removal of a choice plant to any reasonable

distance.

Shade.—It is advisable to place an empty

flower pot or basket over all newly trans

planted plants for a few days, removing it

only when the sun is warm, but not shining

on the plant.

Draining Flower Pots.—Of all circum-

stances connected with the culture of

flowering plants in pots, none is more im-

portant and less regarded than draining

;

that is, putting a stratum of broken pots,

broken tiles, or bricks, of a soft quality, in

the bottom of the pots, underneath the soil

and roots of the plants
;
potsherds should

be broken down till the largest does not

exceed the size of a small bean,—the pow-
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dcv occupying the topmost part. As a general

rule, every pot should have near one-fourth

of its depth occupied by this material.

Drying Plants.—Plants may be dried in

such a manner as to be extremely beauti-

ful, retaining the whole of the volatile oil

and aroma, and their true colours. To ef-

fect this, they must be dried in a dark and

close room, and not, as is usually the case,

by exposure to a current of air and the ac-

tion of light. When the separation of the

aqueous particles is effected by their evapo-

ration, and they are tolerably dry, they are

to be submitted to pressure in small quan-

tities, enveloped in a slightly absorbent

paper, until the oil appears on the surface,

and which is known by its discoloration

;

by this, all change of colour by the action

of the light, or further loss of volatile mat-

ters by evaporation, is prevented. In pot

herbs, as well as medicinal plants, this will

be found a very decided improvement.

Small or Large Gardens.—It is a prevail-

ing and most erroneous opinion, that the

enjoyments derivable from a garden are

just in proportion to its magnitude. So far

from this being the case, it may be said to

be a fact, that it would confer a most es-

sential service to the science of gardening,

either to lessen by one-half almost every

ornamental garden, or allow double the

amount of labor to that usually bestowed

upon them. In ninety-nine gardens in

every hundred, it will be found that their

extent is such, compared with the labor

allowed for keeping, that the time and at-

tention required for the nicer operations of

the art are almost, if not wholly, absorbed

in the manual labor, demanded in keeping

in repair the beds, grass walks, &c. This

ought not to be. The pleasures and enjoy-

ments of a garden by no means depend on its

extent, but on its high state of culture and

keeping.

To Preserve Flowers Fresh.—When cut

flowers are withering, plunge about one-

third of the stem in boiling water ; by the

time the Mater is cold, they will revive.

Then cut off the ends, and put them in cold

water with a little nitre, when they will

keep for several days.

Ants.—To drive away ants, use sulphur

steeped in water; if in the gravel walks,

strew the gravel with salt, and then water

it; this will apply also to worms. Boiling

water is also efficacious ; but drowning

them out with cold water useless.

Gray Squirrels.—The public squares of

Philadelphia were enlivened all last sum-

mer and fall, by numerous gray squirrels

that had been let out partially tamed ; and

it was a beautiful incident, that though

they fed out of the hands of visitors, not

one was injured or captured. This proves

that reasonable enjoyments, that are within

the reach of all, will not necessarily be

abused if liberally provided.

Feeding Trees.—In the Horticulturist,

vol. 2, for July, 1847, page 28, I described

a process of " feeding trees," as I saw it

done at Dropmore, the famous arboretum of

Lady Grenville, not far from Windsor.

The gardener opened trenches, radiating

from the trunk of the tree like the spokes

of a wheel, to a distance thirty or forty

feet in every direction. Each trench met a

young root which was led into it, and was

quickly cleared of the common soil, and

filled with a rich compost of loam and ma-

nure. It was owing to this treatment that

the trees at Dropmore had attained the ex-

traordinary growth which made them the

admiration of every tree fancier, fortunate

enough to see them. That this process is

an admirable one, let any one convince

himself by experiment. How grateful

would be the old apple and pear trees,

which have ceased to bear fruit, if they
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could experience a little of this treatment.

As it is, they are too often imprisoned in

their hard soils, and about as likely to

make progress as a resident of the peniten-

tiary to make a fortune. Look at the wil-

low ; how anxiously it sends off a root to-

wards its natural nourishment— water.

That ability I have proved thus. Round

the top of the tub of an old gum elastic

tree, in the house, which has continued to

sustain the heat of a powerful furnace, and

to grow wonderfully, I placed a number of

small thumb pots, filled with rich earth, and

kept regularly watered every day. After

six weeks, I pulled one of them from the

surface, and found a strong root had risen

to the small hole in the bottom, and had

taken possession ; another and another had

the same visitor, though previously the

roots had shown no disposition to rise to

the surface. A lesson, this, which is full

of meaning. Feed your valuable trees,

and they will be as grateful as your pigs

and poultry. Yours, S.

THE CULTURE OF THE CARNATION.

BY WM. CHORLTON, STATEN ISLAND.

Allow me, through your pages, to draw

the attention of your readers to one of Flo-

ra's greatest boons—the Carnation. This

flower, in its natural state, is truly lovely,

but in its greatest floricultural perfection is

surpassed by none but the Rose ; and with

the exception of the everblooming roses, not

even by that flower. Whether we consider

its evergreen foliage, the delicate and

graceful habit of its flower stems, exquisite

perfume, brilliant and distinct colours, or its

symmetrical form, it is equally inviting to

our senses, and equally admirable, and, in

Europe, it is the peculiar favorite of all

classes ; and I see no reason why it should

not be as generally cultivated in this fine

climate, which is all that can be desired for

its prosperity. It is true, there are many

fine varieties here, in general cultivation;

but it is a matter of surprise to me that so

few of the best English sorts are to be

found, considering the ready transport by

steam between the two countries, and the

low price at which they can be purchased

there. Most of the sorts here are of Ger-

man origin, or in the German style,—being

merely double flowers, without any particu-

lar regularity of form, and not possessing

distinctness in their colours, which is far

from being the case with the English kinds.

I do not wish to depreciate the value of the

continental carnations ; for I admit that this

plant is grown there quite as extensively as

it is in Britain ; but I see no reason why we
should not possess those which are most

beautiful, as they only require the same

care. If any nice discrimination is needed

to decide the relative merits of such floral

varieties, I would wish for no better judges

than the American ladies.

So great is the enthusiasm of some of

the rural peasantry of England, regarding

the Carnation, that I have frequently known

the poor hand-loom weaver strip the tat-

tered sheet from his humble bed, to his own

discomfort, in order to protect his favorite

flowers ; and to him, in most cases, is to be

attributed the present perfection of the Car-

nation, as the simple technicalities applied to

it, and drawn from his untutored mind, will

testify.

The Carnation is the Dianthus caryophyl-
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lus of botanists, and belongs to the class

Decandria, and order Trigynea of the sexu-

al, and order Caryophyllea? of (he natural

system of botany. In its wild state, it is

only a single flower, having one row of

netals, and is supposed to be indigenous to

Germany, though it has also been occasion-

ally found in rocky situations on the south-

eastern coast of England. In a cultivated

state, we have record of its having en-

gaged the attention of florists, in the latter

country, about two and a half centuries.

Gerard received it in 1597 from Poland.

Parkinson, in 1629, enumerates forty-nine

sorts ; and Rea, in 1702, has three hundred

and sixty good sorts. This rapid progress

in the number of varieties proves that the

florists of those days paid great regard to

it ; but I much doubt if their standard came

anything near the criteria of the present

day, as improved kinds are not now so

easily procured.

The varieties of this flower are now ar-

ranged into three classes ; Bizarres, Flakes,

and Picotees. Bizarres (Fr., odd or irregu-

lar,) are variegated in irregular stripes, run-

ning lengthwise down the petal, from the

outer margin towards the base, and having

not less than three colours. This division

is further subdivided into pink or crimson,

having white, pink, and crimson colours
;

and scarlet, having white, scarlet, and ma-

roon colours. Flakes are variegated in a

similar way, but have only two colours

;

(scarlet, having white and scarlet—rose,

having white and rose—and purple, having

white and purple colours.) Picotees (Fr.,

•piquet tec, pricked or spotted,) have a white

or yellow ground, and are margined with

rose, red or purple. This class is sub-

divided into purple, each petal having

a purple belting ; red, having a red belt

in like manner ; and rose, having a rose

coloured belt. Yellow Picotees have a yel-

low, or primrose ground, and bordered in

like manner. Picotees are still further

subdivided into heavy edged, having a

broad belting ; and light edged, having a

fine narrow border. There are also some

very pretty self coloured kinds, which,

though not much regarded by florists, are

notwithstanding very handsome, and well

worthy of cultivation.

Criterion of a Good Carnation.— The

stem should be strong and straight, ave-

raging from thirty to forty inches high ; the

footstalks should be sufficiently strong to

support the flower, and of proportionate

length; the calyx, or cup of the flower,

should be regularly shaped all round, and

proportionately long, to support the flower

above the stem,—the segments bursting

regularly and freely, so as to allow the

petals to expand without bursting. The

corolla or flower should form a perfect

hemispherical, imbricated outline, and have

the petals perfectly free from notch or ser-

rature of any kind. The lower, or guard

leaves, should not set upon the calyx, but

rise about half an inch above it, and turn

gracefully over,—lying horizontally. The

upper rows of petals should be regularly

smaller, and placed alike on all sides, so

that the colours may show to the best ad-

vantage, which should be bright and dis-

tinct, and in due proportion. In Bizarres,

the three colours should be equal ; but in

Flakes, the white may preponderate a little

in some cases, without detracting from the

beauty of the whole. In both these classes,

the variegation should run in lines down

the petal, from the upper margin to the

claw, being broadest at the top, and gra-

dually tapering to a point at the base. In

Picotees, the belting should extend per-

fectly round the outer surface of the petals,

and be confined to it, leaving the ground

colour perfectly free from spots.
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The Carnation may be propagated by

seed, layers, pipings, or slips.

Propagation by Seed.—If a select and

choice collection is the object, this is only

resorted to for the purpose of getting new

and improved varieties ; in which case, it

is well to grow the seedling plants in a

bed removed from the general stock ; and

as this sunny, dry clime is all that can be

required for the free impregnation and

ripening of the seed of this favorite, I see

no reason why America could not boast, in

a few years, of seedling Carnations of its

own, equal if not superior to any in the

world, providing due care were taken in se-

lecting the sorts to be seeded, and a little

trouble in the crossing. In this case, the

same process should be observed as in my
directions for the Dahlia, recorded in the

Horticulturist for November ; only remem-

bering that the male and female parts are

placed in a somewhat different position

;

this being a simple, while the Dahlia is a

compound flower. The seed may be sown

as soon as ripe, or kept till the following

spring. If sowed when ripe, the young

plants will require protection during winter;

but they will make finer and more robust

plants the following year, which will com-

pensate for the little extra trouble.

Propagation from layers is rather a par-

ticular operation, and requires some care
;

but is the surest method, particularly for

this climate ; as pipings and slips are apt to

damp off during the hot, damp weather of

August and early September. The process

is as follows : As soon as the plants have

done flowering, prepare a number of hooked

sticks, or pegs, about four inches long, and

some fresh, friable mould, (the top spit of a

good pasture is best.) Break this well with

the spade, and crush all lumps ; but do not

use a riddle, as riddled soil, in this as all

other cases, is apt to bake on the surface

and become sodden, particularly when used

in pot culture. It were well for the pro-

fession if we had not so many lady-fingered

gardeners, who are afraid to use the natu-

ral means God has given them to separate

the larger lumps in their composts. They

would often meet with more success in

their operations, if they had never known

such machines. Having pegs, soil, and a

good sharp knife ready, proceed by strip-

ping off a few of the base leaves from the

bottom of each side shoot ; then gather the

leaves of each carefully together, and cut a

little from the tips. This latter is of ser-

vice, as it reduces the spread of the "grass,"

and enables you to lay a greater number in

a short space, while it does the layer no

harm. Next, take the layer between your

thumb and finger, and cut a longitudinal

slit upwards, beginning about four joints

from the crown, and immediately below

the joint, carrying it up to near the next

joint, commencing at the outward surface,

and slitting straight up the centre ; bring

this down to the surface of the ground,

having previously loosened it a little, and

place a peg so as to keep it in its position.

In this way proceed till all are pegged

down, and then cover nicely with soil an

inch or two, care being taken that the slit

remains open. When the layer is thus

covered, place the head somewhat erect,

but be careful not to break it off, as it is

easily done. Towards the latter part of

October these will be finely rooted, when

they may be taken off and planted out in a

cold frame a few inches apart, or placed in

five-inch pots, (two or three in each,) that

they maybe protected during winter; for

though they are hardy, it gives greater se-

surity, as rabbits and such like animals are

very fond of them.

Propagation by pipings is performed by

taking the side shoots, about four joints
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from the crown, cut smoothly just below the

joint, and either cut a longitudinal slit up-

wards from the bottom, or leave it without,

(I have been equally successful both ways;)

take ofT a portion of the tops, and plant

t#0 or three inches apart, under a hand-

glass or frame, in a cool, shady situation;

examine them occasionally, and take off it

any that are mildewed, or damp off. Un-

cover them occasionally in the mornings or

evenings, when the atmosphere is not arid

;

this will invigorate them, and prevent them

fogging off. In the fall they may be taken

up, and treated in the same way as the

layers. This method is useful when there

are more shoots than can be layered.

Propagation by slips is performed by

slipping off, immediately after flowering,

the side shoots at the base, carefully smooth-

ing over with a knife the base of the slip.

These may be planted out, four or five

inches apart, in a cool, shady place. This

process is the most simple ; but layering is

the most certain. It produces better plants,

and is altogether more satisfactory.

Culture.—The Carnation does not re-

quire a very rich soil, though some stimu-

lant is necessary. Too rich a compost

causes the colours to run, whereby much of

their beauty is lost. Some florists recom-

mend mysterious nostrums ; but as I deal

not in superstition, it will only be necessary

to follow common sense as nearly as possi-

ble, and advise what is sure (from experi-

ence) to lead to success. Take one-sixth

each, well rotted horse and cow manure,

and mix with the top spit of a good hazelly

[free-loam] pasture. Work them well to-

gether the summer before planting ; turn

over once or twice in the winter. Towards

the middle of March, or beginning of April,

commence by taking out the original soil

about one foot deep, and fill up with the

prepared earth. Smooth over the surface

and plant, placing three plants about six

inches apart, and between each patch about

eighteen inches. By this mode, there is

room left around each patch for your suc-

ceeding layering, while the general effect

is not spoiled. If the weather is dry, give

a good soaking of water, but not unless it

is ; as the Carnation is impatient of mois-

ture when fresh planted. Some persons grow

them all the season in pots, as most of the

English florists do,—placing three plants in

a fifteen-inch pot, at the same time as

when planted in the open ground, and ar-

ranging their plants in a triangular form,

about equidistant between the side and the

centre. This method is good for an ama-

teur, or those who have plenty of time, as

they can be moved about at discretion ; but

for general purposes, planting out in beds

is preferable, as watering is in part dis-

pensed with, and much labor saved. They

will soon begin to send up their flower

stems, which should be carefully tied to

slender stakes as they advance. Take care,

however, not to tie too tightly, as they are

apt to break off. If it is desirable to pre-

serve their true characters, and have the

colours distinct when the flowers begin to

expand, there should be an awning of some

light cloth placed over the bed, to shade

the sun from them. Without this precau-

tion the colours will rim, and much of their

beauty will be lost ; besides which, by

shading, the time of blooming will be con-

siderably prolonged. I purposely omit di-

rections for getting up this flower for exhi-

bitions, as it would be of no service to our

present object; but have simply laid down

directions from experience, which, if care-

fully followed, will lead to certain success,

and which I hope may encourage the lovers

of flowers to get the best varieties, and be

rewarded by a corresponding gratification.

The annexed list contains ten in each
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division of the best varieties in cultiva-

tion:

SELECT LIST OF CARNATIONS.

Scarlet Bizarres

Appleby's Rainbow,

Mansley's Lord Byron,
Mitchell's Patriot,

Elliott's Duke of Sutherland, Merchant's Lovely Mary,

Easom's British Hero, El^s&ng of Scarlets,

Admiral Curzon, _.' fi*r:?r^nffer'

Ely's Lord Pollington,
CH^wrek s Brilliant,

Colcott's Juba, Brabnall's Mrs. Abney.

Hepworth's True Briton,

Merchant's Sir Rob't Peel, Rose Flakes.

Robinson's Joe Langsdale, Elliott's Duchess of Sutherland,
Rainforth's Game Boy. Easom's Ocean Queen,

Barringer's Apolla,
Pink or Crimson Bizarres. Ely's Lady Ely,

Cartwright's Rainbow, " Lovely Ann, [shire,

Ely'^ Lord Milton Fletcher's Duchess of Devon-
* Major Goldworthy. Hoyte's Lovely Nancy,

Gregory's Alfred, Hudson's Lady Flora Hastings,

Mansle'y's Robert Burns, Wilson's Harriet,

Wakefield's Paul Pry. AVardman's Lady Stanhope,

Hardman's Splendid,

Greasley's Lord Brougham, Purple Flakes.

Ely's Duke of Bedford, Hufton's Blue Ribbon,
Bamnger's Masterpiece. Evan's Victoria,

„ , „, ,
Ely's Mango,

Scarlet Flakes. Brabbins' Squire Meynell,
Maude's Susannah, Hudson's Miss Thornton,
Simpson's Marquis of Granby,Lee's Napoleon,
Wilson's William the Fourth, " Belerophon,

Turner's Princess Charlotte,

Marsden's .1 oily Angler,
Mansley's Bonny Bess.

Tolworthy's Isabella,

Holliday's Bridal Ring,
Wood's Victoria,

Sharp's Hector.
Picotees—Purple, Heavy Edged.

Mitchell's Nulli Secunda. Picotees-Rose Edged.

Brinkler's Lady Chesterfield, Borrough's Lady Alice Peel,

Ely's Field Marshal, Crouche's Ivanhoe,
" Mrs. Lilly, Sharp's Comet,
" Grace Darling. Twitchett's Fair Rosamond,

Willmer's Princess Royal,
Picolees—Purple, Light Edged.Barnard's Mrs. Barnard,

John's Prince Albert, Crouche's Conservative,

Crask's '" Green's Victoria,

Borrough's Duke ofNewcastle,Wilson's Fanny Irby,

Robinson's Nottingham Hero, Garrett's Lady Dacre.

Matthew's Enchantress. Ydlow Picotees .

Picotees—Red, Heavy Edged. Barraud's Euphemia,

„, , ,, „ Martin's Queen Victoria,
Ely's Mrs. Horner,

Heslop's Prince of Wales,
" Mrs. Meynell, u *

Marsha i Soult,
Sharp's Duke of Wellington, willmer '

8 Romulus,
Ben's Marc Antony, „ Goldfinder,
Brooke's Duch'sot Cambridge. Wood ,

g chil(le Harold)

t.. ^ , T • , t-.j j " Eugene Aram,
Picotees—Red, Light Edged. Groome »

s Favorite,

Matthew's Ne plus Ultra, Clark's Queen of Sheba.

I have the honor to be yours, most obe-

diently, Wm. Chorlton,

Gardener to J. C. Green, Esq.

Staten-Island, December, 1849.

NOTES ON THE LONDON HORT. SOCIETY'S GARDENS AT CHISWICK.

BY H. E. HOOKER, ROCHESTER, N.Y.

During a recent business trip to England

and France, a few hours spent at Chiswick

gave me so much pleasure, and proved so

valuable to me, as a cultivator of fruit

trees, that I have thought perhaps some of

your readers, who are also fruit and fruit

tree growers, might be interested in a few

notes on this great centre of pomological

nomenclature.

The society's grounds are divided into

departments, as the kitchen gardens, the

conservatories, the fruit yards and fruit

room, the arboretum, &c. &c; but as each

department is of itself a complete and large

establishment, and so well worthy of mi-

nute inspection, as to require more time

than was at my disposal, I could only pay

particular attention to those parts in which

I felt most interested ; namely, the fruit

quarters, and fruit room, and the arbore-

tum.

At the head of the fruit department, I

found Rob't Thompson, a man who soon

made me feel that a visit from an Ameri-

can nurseryman was not unwelcome, and

whose kind attentions I shall not soon for-

get. The collection of different varieties

of fruit in these gardens is immense ; but

as many tested varieties which are thought

worthless are annually removed, I suppose

the number does not increase very rapidly.

The specimen trees are many of them

fine, and show what may be effected by

skilful pruning, trenching, and liberal ma-

nuring ; but all are not equally good, and

among the exceptions are many of the ap-

ple trees, cultivated on Paradise stock,

which have been annually sheared, (I call
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it,) or headed-back, until they are forced to

make a growth of woody shoots from every

part of the tree ; which shoots are in their

turn to suffer from the knife in the follow-

ing spring. This process gives the trees

a. bushy and unfruitful appearance, not

creditable to the skill of the gardener. A
portion of the pears worked on quince

stock have also received similar treatment,

but do not seem to have suffered so much

from this method of pruning. They were

of considerable age (25 or 30 years,) and

were very thrifty and fruitful. Those

trained upon the walls were particularly

fine, and produced splendid specimens of

fruit. But to a western New-Yorker, who

is accustomed to fruits equally fine, gathered

from trees which " take care of them-

selves," this looked like paying too much

for the whistle. Peaches, also, are raised

here only by great care and expense in

trenching the soil, and training the trees

to brick walls, heated with flues,—quite a

contrast to our method of planting a shil-

ling tree, in common soil, and, after three

or four years, gathering a bushel of peaches

per annum from each. In the fruit room,

I found (Oct. 9th,) the collected produce of

the trees ; except, of course, those which

had passed their season of maturity. The
fruits were neatly arranged, and would

there be called good specimens of the par-

ticular varieties.

The pears were decidedly good, and

would compare favorably with fruits of the

same varieties grown here, both as to size,

colour and flavor. In fact, I do not think

this fruit is so easily affected by differences

of soil and climate as the apple. I found

many of those varieties which are most es-

teemed with us, are equally fine and highly

valued there ; while, on the contrary, the

most conspicuous varieties of apples upon

their shelves were for the most part un-

known to me ; and those which I found

with familiar names, would never be re-

cognized by us unless their natural pecu-

liarities were remarkably distinct,— so

changed, and, almost without exception, so

much inferior were they to those which we
see in this part of the world. This fact

should make us careful of receiving the

judgment of this society, upon the merits

of any variety of this, to us, important

fruit.

Among the pears in the fruit room, the

following varieties, well known in this

country, were prominent as universal fa-

vorites, and holding the same rank among

lovers of good fruit there that they do here,

except, perhaps, the White Doyenne, which

seems more variable in quality than most

others.

Beurre Bosc—fine, great bearer. Beurre

Diel— fine. Beurre Capiaumont— good,

great bearer. Belle et Bonne—2d quality.

Duchess d'Angouleme—fine. Seckel—fine.

Forelle—beautiful and good. Beurre Ranee

—large and good. Glout Morceau—fine.

Beurre d'Aremberg—fine. White Doy-

enn'—fine flavor, but cankers. Knight's

Monarch—fine. The fruit labelled Gan-

sel's Bergamot was a large pear, quite dif-

ferent from ours, and not ripe at that time.

Their Autumn Bergamot is probably our

Gansel's.

The arboretum, adjoining the fruit de-

partment, was much more attractive to the

eye, if not to the palate, than the fruit room.

In fact, I can scarcely conceive anything

more beautiful than the grounds there laid

out, and kept, in the best of style,—having

a carpet of green, made as short and as

soft as a rug by frequent mowing and

sweeping, to form an appropriate ground-

work for beautiful groups, and detached

specimens of the most noted hardy trees,

shrubs, &c. Among the most beautiful of
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these were the Frazimcs, Excelsior pen-

dula, Ulmus suberosa major, Uhnus mou-

tano vageta, Quercus cerris ; and among the

coniferas

—

Abies Douglassii, Pinus insignis

;

and last, but above all, the Deodar Cedar, of

which they have a magnificent specimen,

about 30 feet high, in full vigor and beauty.

I understand that it is in contemplation

to form a state agricultural school for

New-York. I hope that you, and those

who have influence in the right quarter,

will make a vigorous effort to have con-

nected with it a horticultural department,

where something similar to what has been

done at Chiswick may be accomplished in

this country; for, setting aside the fact

that no dependance can be placed upon the

character offruits, as adapted to this coun-

try, which have only been tested abroad,

the influence of a properly and liberally

conducted institution of this kind, would

be incalculable ; and before fifty years have

passed over, this country would work many

wonderful changes in the appearance, and

much to the real wealth of the country.

By all means let us have an arboretum,

where all can have an opportunity of com-

paring the merits of different species and

varieties, and beholding the beauty of a

perfect tree. Your truly,

H. E. Hooker.
Rodtester, N. Y., February, 1850.

[Thanks for these interesting notes. Our

correspondent is quite right as to the value

of a complete school of everything relating

to the culture of the soil. The report made

by the commissioners, appointed by the

governor of this state, embraces all that is

requisite for a complete educational estab-

lishment, for those who live in the country.

All that is needful now, is that the agricul-

tural class shall lay their strong hands on

their servants—the legislators at Albany

—

and give them no rest till such a school is

organised on a liberal and practical ba-

sis. Ed.]

EXPERIMENTS IN HORTICULTURE—No. 3.

BY B., POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.

[We request the attention of our readers

who are sufferers by the curculio, to the

successful experiment detailed in the fol-

lowing communication. Our correspond-

ent, who modestly withholds his name, is

known to us as one of the most able jurists

in the state, who devotes his leisure to the

pleasures of horticulture, and experiments

in his garden with the same knowledge

and precision with which he delivers an

opinion on the bench. Ed.]

Plums.—In cultivating plum trees, the

great desideratum seems to be a sure and

practicable mode of preventing the ravages

of the curculio. Having about seventy fine

trees, of good bearing size, in fine healthy

condition, and of choice kinds, I had been

much disappointed to find the fruit entirely

destroyed year after year. Some five or

six years ago, I set resolutely to work to

combat the enemy, and resorted to all the

approved methods of defence which seemed

to me worthy of a trial. My first experi-

ment, was to encompass the body of the

tree with a cloth bandage, which was kept

saturated with spirits of turpentine, or with

ammonia,—supposing that this would turn

the " turk," in his march up the tree. But

I found this ineffectual ; because, as I sup-

pose, he found some other mode of ascend-
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ing. I then tried salt, paving, &c; but

found nothing that proved successful until

the year 1S4S. I then determined to en-

force the killing system. As soon as my

apricot trees were in full bloom, I examined

them daily until the 11th of May, when I

discovered on the first of one of the lower

branches the crescent mark, which, being

followed, led me to one of the insects, in

the act of puncturing a young apricot about

the size of a pea. I immediately captured

the rascal, and corked him up in a small

vial as a " specimen," and gave him to my
gardener, with directions to slay all of the

kind that he could find. He accordingly

prepared a small fence-post, by covering

the end with india-rubber and a piece of

old carpet. He then spread under a tree

two large sheets, and jarred the tree with

his pounder until he brought down all the

insects on it. From five trees, he thus

caught twelve on the first trial. This prac-

tice was continued daily until sometime in

June. As soon as the plums were suffi-

ciently advanced, I selected forty trees, and

they were treated in like manner until

sometime in July.

The result exceeded my most sanguine

expectations. From the five apricot trees,

which had never before produced twenty

ripe apricots, I had upwards of three thou-

sa.7id of the most beautiful and luscious spe-

cimens of that variety—the Golden apricot.

In August my plum trees were breaking

down with the fruit, especially the Impe-

rial Gage, which bore an enormous crop.

One large Green Gage tree ripened two or

three bushels, and for several weeks fur-

nished an abundance of that most delicious

fruit in its highest perfection. Indeed, this

tree more than compensated for the labor

bestowed upon all of them.

The same system was continued in 1S49,

and with similar success; although the

crop was light, in consequence of a partial

failure of stone fruits in this region, as well

as the bearing of an excessive crop the

year before.

I think I can say, therefore, from actual

experience, that this is a certain and a

practicable mode of saving smooth skinned

fruits from the attacks of the curculio. The

labor required for forty-five trees was two

hours a day for about six weeks.

Perhaps I may add, that many of the

preventives proposed, although they suc-

ceed under certain circumstances, cannot,

in my opinion, be of much general utility
;

for the reason, that they are based upon

unphilosophical principles. Thus, salting,

paving, and manuring under the tree, and

fencing around it, are based upon the idea,

that the insect which attacks the tree al-

ways comes immediately from the ground

beneath it ; which is an unfounded suppo-

sition. The curculio is capable of migrating

to a distance ; it can fly over the highest

fences, and is entirely proof against all such

weak inventions. Otherwise, how would

you explain the well known fact, that every

plum is often stung on a young tree, stand-

ing alone, the first year of its bearing ?

This tree could not have propagated the

insect by the falling of its own fruit. Nu-

merous instances came under my observa-

tion last summer, where apples, and pears,

and cherries were all stung, on trees which

had never borne before, and which were

many yards distant from any other fruit

trees. In addition to that, any one, who is

well acquainted with the habits of the cur-

culio, knows that in the latter part of the

season it is accustomed to fly with apparent

ease. Indeed, it requires considerable ex-

pedition, after having jarred them from

the tree, to catch them before they re-

eoves from their fright and take to their

wings.
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There is one other remedy which I have

not tried, in which I have some faith. I

allude to converting- the plum orchard into

a hog yard. But my faith is not founded

upon the belief that the hogs destroy all the

insects by devouring the fruit. For I have

tried picking up the fruit most thoroughly

for several years, without the slightest ap-

parent benefit. My impression is, that the

swinish quadruped operates upon the fears

of the destroyer, partly by his presence and

noise, and partly by his occasionally coming

in contact with the trees, and partly, per-

haps, by the odors which arise from his

bed. At all events, I purpose trying that

experiment the coming season, and will

then make public the result. B.

Puughkeepsie, January, 1S50.

VINEYARD CULTURE IN OHIO.

BY R. BUCHANAN, CINCINNATI, O.

[Vineyard culture is awaking a good deal

of attention in various parts of the country

;

and we are, therefore, very glad to receive

such practical remarks as those of Mr.

Longworth, and those of Mr. Buchanan,

which follow : Ed.]

Dear Sir—Your last (Jan.) number of

the Horticulturist contains a publication on

"Vineyards and Wine-making," from Hol-

lywood, Miss. As the process there dif-

fers, in some respects, from ours in this

vicinity, I have thought that the enclosed

article, written for, and published in the

Patent Office Report for 1848, might per-

haps be considered worthy of a place in

your excellent journal. It may appear too

brief and condensed ; but still, it gives

some idea of our mode of culture, and pro-

cess of wine-making here. Very respect-

fully, R. Buchanan.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Jan. 26, 1850.

Dear Sir—At your request, I now give

you the mode adopted by myself, and some
others in this vicinity, in cultivating the

vine for wine-making.
At the same time, I feel that it would

come with greater propriety from Mr. Long-
worth, to whom, more than to any other

man in the west, we are all indebted for

our knowledge in grape culture.

Selecting and Preparing the Ground.—
A hill side, with a southern aspect, is pre-

ferred. If the declivity is gentle, it can be

drained by sodded, concave avenues; but

if too steep for that, it must be benched or

terraced, which is more expensive.

In the autumn and winter, dig or trench

the ground with a spade all over, two feet

deep, turning the surface under. The
ground will be mellowed by the frosts of

winter.

Planting.—Lay off the ground in rows,

3 by 6 feet
;
put down a stick twelve or fif-

teen inches long, where each vine is to

grow.

The avenues should be 10 feet wide, di-

viding the vineyard into squares of 120

feet. Plant at each stick two cuttings, se-

parated 5 or 8 inches at the bottom of the

hole, but joined at the top ; throw a spade-

full of rich vegetable mould into each hole,

and let the top eye of the cutting be even

with the surface of the ground, and if the

weather is dry, cover with half an inch of

light earth.

The cuttings should be prepared for

planting by burying them in the earth im-

mediately after pruned from the vines in

the spring ; and by the latter end of March,

or early in April, which is the right time

for planting, the buds will be swelled so

as to make them strike root with great cer-

tainty. Cut off close to the joint at the

lower end, and about an inch above the

upper.
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Pruning.—The first year after planting,

cut the vine down to a single eye, (some

leave two ;) the second, leave two or three
;

and the third, three or four. After the first

year, a stake 6^ or 7 feet long must be

driven firmly down by each plant, to which
the vines must be kept neatly tied with

willow or straw as they grow. Late in

February, or early in March, is the right

time for spring pruning in this climate.

Summer pruning consists in breaking off

the lateral sprouts and shoots, so as to leave

two strong and thrifty canes or vines—one

of which is to bear fruit the ensuing sea-

son, and the other to be cut down in spring

pruning to a spur to produce new shoots.

These may be let run to the top of the

stakes, and trained from one to the other,

until the wood is matured, say in August
or September, when the green ends may
be broken off". One of these vines is se-

lected next spring for bearing fruit, and cut

down to four to six joints, and bent over

and fastened to the stake in the form of a

bow. The other is cut away, as well as

the fruit-bearing wood of the last year,

leaving spurs to throw out new wood for

the next, and thus keeping the vine down
to within 1^ to 2 feet of the ground. Nip
off the ends of the fruit bearing branches

two or three joints beyond the bunches of

grapes, but do not take off any leaves.

If both the cuttings grow, take one up,

or cut it off under ground, as but one vine

should be left to each stake.

Culture.—The vineyard must be kept

perfectly clean from weeds and grass, and
hoed two or three times during the season.

Keep the grass in the avenues mowed
down close. About every third year put

in manure, by a trench the width of a

spade, and three or four inches deep, just

above and near each row; fill in with two
or three inches of manure and cover up
with earth.

Wine-making.—Gather the grapes when
very ripe, pick off the unsound and unripe

berries. The bunches are then mashed in

a mashing tub, or passed through a small

wooden mill, breaking the skin but not the

seed, and thrown into the press, and the

screw applied until the skins and pulp are

pressed dry.

Fermentation.—This process is very sim-

Vol. iv. 29

pie. The juice is put into clean casks in

in a cool cellar, and the casks filled within

about four or five inches of the bung, and

the bung put on loosely. The gas escapes,

but the wine does not run over. In from

two to four weeks, generally, the fermen-

tation ceases, and the wine clears ; then

fill up the casks and tighten the bungs.

In February or March, rack off into clean

casks. In the spring, a moderate fermen-

tation will again take place ; after that, the

wine fines itself, and is ready for bottling

or barrelling. Use no brandy or sugar, if

the grapes are sound and well ripened.

Keep bunged or corked tight, and in a cool

cellar, and the wine will improve by age

for many years.

Statistics.— Cost of my vineyard of six

acres— fourteen thousand four hundred

vines:

Trenching, two feet deep, S55 per acre, $300 00

.Sodding avenues, ,i(J 00

Cost of 30,000 cuttings, at $2.50 pur thousand, 75 00

Planting, • 70 00

Fourteen thousand five hundred locust stakes, at §3
per hundred, 4:35 00

.Setting fourteen thousand five hundred slakes, 55 00

$1,0-5 00

Cost of attending the first year—vine dresser, $216,

and a hand for one month, $15 231 00

Second year—vine dresser, $216, a hand for two
months, at $15 per month, 2.56 00

Cuttings alter first year, to replace failures, say, 20 00

Hauling, carting, &e., 68 00

Contingencies, &c, "» ""

Average cost, say $300 per acre, §1,900 00

The third year the vines will produce

grapes enough to pay the expenses of that

year—generally more.

For the fourth year, and a series of eight

or ten years in succession, the experience

of the past would indicate the following

calculation to be something like a fair one:

Sav. six acres, average 250 gallons, at rates heretofore, SI

per gallon,.. *!,*» 00

Deduct cost of vine dresser per annum, 9940

Assistance, hoeing, Ace, 00

Gathering grapes and pressing, 150

Net profit per annum. $1,050 00

To attain this, the vineyard must be fa-

vorably situated, and well attended by a

competent vine dresser, and free from dis-

astrous visitations of the rot.

The wine press is made something like

th£ " screw cider press." An iron screw,

two to three inches in diameter, is fitted

into a strong upright frame ; a tight box
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platform (to be tightened with wedges,) of

three inch plank, eight inches high at the

sides, placed on heavy timbers ; a box

frame, that can be taken apart, of one and

a quarter inch boards, twelve inches high,

and perforated with holes, (is to hold the

mashed grapes,) and loose boards to lay on

top and fit inside. Into this frame the

grapes are emptied out of the mashing

tub—(a vessel like an inverted churn.)

About half the juice runs off without any

pressure after the screw is applied. The
outside of the cheese is cut down two or

three times and thrown on the top, and re-

pressed until dry. No straw or cloth is

used. A good brandy is distilled from the

pumice—or seeds and skins—after thus

pressed.

Vine Culture in this Vicinity.—It is es-

timated that over three hundred acres are
now planted with the vine, within a circuit

of twelve miles round Cincinnati; nearly
two-thirds of which were in bearing last

year, producing, notwithstanding the rot,

so injurious to many, about 50,000 to 60,-

000 gallons of wine.

The Catawba is our great wine grape,
and principally cultivated. The Cape is

next, though but few are planted. The
Isabella is not profitable for wine, and is

only raised for table use.

Mr. Longworth, with unwearied zeal

and liberality, is still experimenting with

new varieties, and may yet find a rival for

the Catawba. R. Buchanan.

N. B. Some vineyards, in good sea-

sons, have produced at the rate of 600 to

800 gallons to the acre ; but this is rare.

The usual yield is 300 to 400 gallons,

when there is but little rot. A bushel of

grapes, if well ripened, will produce three

and a half to four gallons of wine.

By proper economy, a man may have a
vineyard of several acres in a few years,

without feeling the expense to be burden-
some. Commence by trenching one acre

in the winter, and planting it out in the

spring ; next year another acre, and so on,

for five or six years. After the third year,

he will have his own cuttings from the first

acre, and also grapes enough to pay for the

cost of planting the succeeding additions

to his vineyard.

If he has suitable timber on his own
land, the stakes can be got out in winter

with but little outlay in money. By this

course, the cost of a vineyard of six acres

would not be half as much as mine.

Some prefer planting in rows, four by
five ; others, four and a half by four and a

half; and, on level land, three and a half

by six or even seven feet.

I have merely given, in the foregoing

remarks, the course pursued by myself and
some of my neighbors, without pretending

that it is preferable to others. R. B.

CRITIQUE ON THE JANUARY HORTICULTURIST.

BY JEFFREYS, WESTERN NEW-YORK.

Your Leader—Trees.—Multum in parvo.

The details of a volume are thus condensed

into understandable shape, for anybody's

e very-year practice.

More than twenty years ago, Sir Henry

Stuart published his admirable " Planter's

Guide," containing a most interesting essay

on fruit trees and park planting, with a de-

scription of his own labors in giving imme-

diate effect in wood and shade, over a large

and previously naked park around his resi-

dence at Allanton. The history of his ef-

forts produced great sensation for some

years in England and Scotland ; and one

of the most enthusiastic and charming es-

says ever written by Professor Wilson, was

published in Blackwood for 182S, in a re-

view of Sir Henry's book. I commend it
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to you for republication in the pages of the

Horticulturist, as an article every way ap-

propriate to its pages. Another most inte-

resting paper was published in the Quar-

terly Review fur 18:27, on " Planting Waste

Lands ;" and another on " Landscape Gar-

dening," in the same journal, for 1828—

a

review of the " Planters' Guide," by Sir

Walter Scott—both replete with the skill,

experience, and exalted taste, so eminently

displayed in all Sir Walter's rural efforts.

To those who possess, and wish further to

confirm a taste for tree planting, and land-

scape gardening, I would refer to those

valuable papers. They are to be found in

the " Critical and Miscellaneous Essays of

Sir Walter Scott," vol. 3.

Sir Henry Stuart's volume was repub-

lished in New-York about twenty years

ago by Grant Thorburn ; and to such as

wish to plant large trees in the proper

mode, it will be a useful book of reference.

But let such planter take your advice, and

plant only in winter, with large balls

of earth around the roots. In such way

only, in our climate, can he expect to suc-

ceed.

A Note on the Curculio, fyc.—Good. I

trust that Mr. Cleveland will pursue his

" Notes." These memoranda are just the

thing for us, who " live to learn," as well

from the experience of others as from our

own.

Window Green-Houses.—I affect not these

exotic affairs much. But the strong vein

of good practice, on the general principles

of cultivation, running through this article,

commends itself to the attention of every

reader.

A Note on Vine Borders, No. 1.—I am
glad to see this article. Such discussions,

where investigation on true principles is

pursued, always leads to good results. If

my good friend, the Doctor, should get

upset in any of his propositions, no one can

better right himself than he, nor commence

anew with stronger resources for another

controversy.

Mr. Comstock, however, states one fact

which is to me rather new. He says— ''We
know, also, that if the roots of growing

trees be covered with several feet of soil,

they certainly perish in a year or two."

Per contra, I must state, that in repairing

a cellar floor not long since, I found the

roots of a willow tree which stood some

twenty feet from the building, that had

worked six feet under ground, and below

a three foot stone cellar wall, through a

most adhesive clay soil,—the roots all green

and alive when the floor was taken up.

Can Mr. C. be correct in his position ?*

Roots of distant, moisture loving trees have

also been found creeping through the walls

of a well, many feet below the surface.

But, I leave hirn for the kind attentions of

Dr. Stevens, who, I dare say, will attend

to " his case."

A Note on Vine Borders, No. 2.—Mr. Colt

always "goes it strong;" and of his new
grapevines, with his dead cats, dogs, and

horses, in addition to the lime, charcoal,

soap-suds, et idgemtsomne, don't get "enough

of it," I hope he will inform us. How, my
good friend, would your delicate Alderneys

nourish in the rich, creamy qualities, and

corresponding quantities of their milk, with

such a surfeit of forced food as you propose

feeding to your grapes ? Would'nt they at

once go into a fever of plethora and indi-

gestion ?

When you finish that new vinery, will

you be so kind as to send a plan of it, with

the cost in items, to the Horticulturist for

publication? I have a friend or two who

want to build, and are anxious to know the

* Quite correct in the majority of cases; tliouph some few
trers are apparently not affected by being buried six feet

deep. Ed.
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cost. Meantime, I may take a ride out to

Paterson, and look at it.

Editorial Note to Critique, page 311.

—

Not exactly so, my dear sir. I contend that

a cellar kitchen, besides being " damp,

dark, and dismal," is more expensive, when

carried out in all its necessary appointments

of closets, scullery, larder, wash-room, &c.

&c, with its excavated areas for light,

drains, and sinks, than a separate addition

to the main house on the ground level.

It is no apology— gentlemen, who are

about to build— for mean and inconvenient

kitchen arrangements, to an otherwise

agreeable country house, that they cost less

than good arrangements. Every house-

keeper either knows, or ought to know, the

influence of such matters on servants, to

say nothing of the inconvenience to them-

selves. And besides, what business has

any one with " two parlors, and a library,"

who, to save the expense of appropriate ac-

commodations for his servants, is willing to

submit to their tracking half a dozen times

during every twenty-four hours up and

down his front and only flight of stairs, and

indecently pens them up together, male

and female, in the attic ? No, no. The

place for men servants is on the lower floor,

or over the kitchen in the rear part of the

house, for safety to the premises as well as

propriety. The girls may go up stairs, and

into the attic, if you have one; and there

should be back stairs for that purpose, and

for the accommodation of the " chamber

work." And one who, professing to live

genteelly in the country, cannot afford such

accommodation, ought not to build at all.

He may buy a house thus constructed, but

should alter it at once, as he will soon find

it necessary to do, if he inhabits it. If our

architects will only get into the way of

planning economical upper kitchen struc-

tures to their houses, there will be no ob-

jection on the score of cost to any one who

is a correct judge of convenient household

arrangement.

While on this subject of house-building,

I may as well say my say out, and make a

clean breast of it. There are two sorts of

house built in the country by city folk, nei-

ther of which have any business there, as

in proper keeping with the circumstances

and habits of the American people at large.

And the first is your " cheap," buckram,

show-case affair, flimsily built, after the

fashion of some European castle, mansion

house, hall, or villa, stuck out, all by itself,

like a bishop or a castle on a chess board,

and hung all over outside with the ginger-

bread toggery of a pretender, and then

painted " snuff colour," of any shade, from

Scotch "Rappee" to Lorillard's " Macca-

boy," having neither good taste nor pro-

priety to recommend it—as a great many

modern country houses are— apparently

without object or purpose, and— of inevita-

ble consequence— owned or inhabited in

stick condition by no one body for any long

time together.

The other is, your huge, expensive, cas-

tellated affair, built by some mushroom of

fortune, for the purpose of distinguishing

his name,—possessing no personal qualities

in himself, wherewith to distinguish his

house, and, in the great majority of cases,

impoverishing his family or his creditors

—

as the case may be—by his folly ; and only,

in the long run, to his own mortification

and misery. The following remarks, which

I take from a late number of the London

Mark-Lane Express, are so much to the

point that I extract them, as infinitely more

applicable to this country than to England,

where family wealth is more permanent,

and landed estates more stable than here

:

" It is so usually a course to begin at the wrong

end of a business, that one experiences an almost
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unexpected pleasure whin the natural order of

things is occasionally respected. One of the tastes

of the age is a taste for those showy and datable

improvements <>f which brick and mortar, stone

ami stucco, :uv the principal ingredients. Ours
is a building age. Wherevervou go, new church-

es, new mansions, new townhalls, new scliools,

and public buildings of all kinds meet your eve.

not to speak of the new creations and new style

which the railway has brought in. There is

Scarcely a family of rank, of wealth, or of stand-

lag, which has not overbuilt itself. Everywhere
you see houses and castles too large for their

owners, unfinished, neglected, consigned to a

housekeeper or a gardener, and answering no

other purpose than to chastise the pride of the

founder or immortalise his folly. You see a

wealthy and prosperous man—fortunate in his

family, his connexions, his character, and in every

other earthly material of happiness; he is a man
to single out from ten thousand—a man to be en-

vied and admired ; but you need not wait for the

period Solon asked for before you can pronounce

him altogether happy. There is a load on his

spirits which he can never shake off. Though he

refuses to think of it, and it is never mentioned in

his presence, it sits as a nightmare on his soul,

and. like the distant boom of artillery, is felt by
the inner man, though it reach not the bodily

senses. He has built a great house. It cost him
£20. 000, and he would gladly give another £20,-

000 that its site were the level greensward, or

that the merry plough was passing over its foun-

dations. From first to last it was a series of

blunders. The site, the size, the arrangement,

the style, the decorations, the estimates, the

choice of architect and builder, have all proved
unfortunate and mistaken. His wife hates the

house. His eldest son swears he will not live in

it. His younger sons abominate the hobby which
has stinted their allowances. Such is the use to

which £20,000, or five times that sum may be

applied, and has been applied in a multitude of

instances."

For 20,000 pounds, the American may
read 20,000 dollars ; a sum double the

amount which any sensible man of mode-

rate landed estate should spend in a country

house in America.

The family mansions of Washington, at

Mount Vernon, the Adamses, at Quincy,

of Jefferson, of Madison, of Jackson, Van
Buren, of Harrison, and Taylor,—some of

them quite wealthy men, and the others

reasonably so,—neither of them cost scarce

over 10,000 dollars, and some of them not

half that ; and those eminent chief magis-

trates, rich in the high honors of a nation's

admiration, were and are gentlemen of

large hospitality. To them we may add

hundreds, in the past and present age, of

the most eminent names in our country,

whose plain, dignified, and unaffected style

of dwelling should be a sufficient example

for their countrymen. Even the great manor

houses of the elder Livingstons and Van
Rensselaers, whose acres counted by tens

of thousands, gave them almost unbounded

license in the amplitude of their mansions,

are thrown altogether into shade by the

garish splendor of the men of yesterday,

who appear to lay their chief claim to dis-

tinction and notoriety in the gew-gaw ex-

travagance of their country establishments,

—outbuilding by far even the solid, yet

quite sufficient retirements of such real

millionares as the Girards, the Astors, the

Brooks, and the Perkins, who preferred

the sensible repose of country life, when in

the enjoyment of it, to the exhibition of a

"show-place," for the amusement of a

gaping public.

Rely upon it, Mr. Editor, this building

mania will take a turn " one of these

days."

The Northern Sweet Apple.—I am glad

to see it ; a further proof that almost every

climate has its local fruits, best adapted to

its particular latitude. Like the delicate

and rich " Pomme Gris," of Canada, this

" Northern Sweet" may be a better fruit in

the region of Lake Champlain than at two

degrees further south. Its description is

that of a most superior apple.

Rustic Arbors.—Sensible, and to the

point. If everybody will take the hints so

well pointed out here, our sight will be sel-

dom offended by the tawdry abortions which

some over-nice people are perpetually spend-

ing their time and money for, so out of all

taste and keeping.
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Vineyards and the Art of Making Wine.

—Wine-making will, ere long, become an

important department of American produc-

tion and industry. The indefatigable Mr.

Longworth, and the Germans of southern

Ohio, are making rapid advances in the

cultivation of the proper grapes, and their

manufacture into wine. Excellent speci-

mens of domestic champagne, and the dry,

light Rhenish wines, are already produced

by them ; but whether we shall ever see

the choice Southside Madeira, Sherry,

Claret, and Port wines produced in Ameri-

ca, is problematical. All wines have their

peculiar soils and localities ; and it is hardly

worth while to say that we may not have in

the United States the very soils, climates

and grapes, to produce them in as great ex-

cellence as they now are made in Europe.

Let the work proceed. If we must drink

wine, better make it at home than abroad,

provided we can make it good.

Braining Warms the Soil.—To be sure

it does, as every one must know who has

seen its operation. English agriculture has

doubled its productions by draining alone

;

and any stiff soil, which lies in a neighbor-

hood where a free and open soil is worth

fifty dollars an acre, will pay for it in the

two first crops after the draining is com-

pleted. To test the matter, let any one

who is planting upon, or cultivating a stiff,

clammy soil, or a wet, springy one, try an

acre, or but a few rods, and he will effectu-

ally prove it. We shall soon make drain

tile cheap enough in this country, to bring

draining measurably within the reach of

every farmer who desires close and profita-

ble cultivation. John Delafield, Esq., of

Seneca county, formerly of New-York city,

last year imported a tile machine from

England which works successfully, and for

which he deserves the gratitude of his

countrymen. I trust we shall soon hear of

successful efforts at draining in his neigh-

borhood.

Report of the Congress of Fruit-Growers.

—Well, that is handsome ! Why, when

folk undertake to do a clever thing, don't

they carry it out ? When the New-York

State Agricultural Society invited the Ameri-

can Pomological Convention to assemble at

Buffalo, in 184S, they not only provided an

expert short-hand reporter for them, at an

expense of a hundred dollars, but also de-

voted another hundred dollars to print and

disseminate its reports. And now, after

claiming all the glory for its liberality in

patronising the " Congress," the American

Institute sneaks out in this way. The sooner

the " Congress" take their own affairs into

their own hands, the better for their interests.

There is nothing like " carrying round the

hat," at the time, for all such purposes.

Smokehouse Apple.—I don't like it. 'Tis

a great, coarse, spongy thing, fit only for

" sauce" and drying; that is, the specimens

I have seen ; and they are said to be true.

Let the fruit be brought before some re-

sponsible pomological body, and examined

before its reputation goes forth to the world

upon the ipse-dixit of one or two partial

propagators. [We doubt if Jeffreys has

seen the true variety. Ed.]

Building Vineries.—By all means, '
' Phila-

delphia Subscriber," send your expense

account to the Horticulturist, when the

vinery is completed. You don't know how
much we have to pay " thro' the nose" in

all these out-of-the-way structures. A pro-

per plan, once made, and the items brought

down to a specific rule, vineries can as well

be built by the running foot as brick or

stone wall, or the much heavier structures,

— a block of city houses of given dimen-

sions, so much each—all fit to move into.

It does appear to me that if some clever

man will set himself at work, and obtain a
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correct model of a cold vinery, which he

can easily do, of any one experienced in such

matters, and establish himself as a builder

of them, and go over the country where

required, he may do a good business. Hun-

dreds of men, now ignorant of the entire

subject of cold-house vineries, will adopt

them ii they can only find one who can

" put them up to order." I must talk with

some one of your master mechanics on the

subject; and he, in conjunction with a

practical and an honest gardener, who would

furnish none but good vines, and transplant

and start them properly, might do a stirring

business. But integrity and skill are both

required for such an undertaking ; and

without them, and the proper endorsement

to such effect by responsible men, they had

better stay at home. I really wish some

one or two men would undertake the sub-

ject. They would find their account in it.

Jeffreys.

CULTURE OF CINERARIAS AND NEW VARIETIES.

BY JOHN CADNESS, FLUSHING, L. I.

Sir—Parsons & Co., the past summer, re-

ceived from London six of the most select

Cinerarias then out ; and as they are now

in bloom, and something new in their way,

I forward you a description of them, with a

few remarks upon the cultivation of the

Cineraria, and also to notice two fine seed-

lings raised here, which compare very fa-

vorably with the imported sorts, of which

the following are the names

:

Cineraria—Attila.—Petal white, tipped

with rich, rosy purple, profuse bloomer, and

very showy.

Joan of Arc.—This is a most beautiful

thing
;
petal pure white, tipped with rich,

bright blue, small disc, and good habit

;

flower well cupped.

Beauty of Newington.—This is one of

the very finest now out, and the best of its

class. The flower is of full size, well cup-

ped, and fine form, dark disc, surrounded

with white; petals deeply margined with

crimson, terminating at the points with

crimson purple
;
good habit, and excellent

show flower.

Speciosa.—Fine crimson, something after

the fashion of Waterhousiana, but much

richer color, larger and better formed flower

;

habit rather dwarf.

Apollo.—This is a very fine variety, of a

rich, deep indigo blue colour, good sized

flower, very dwarf habit, and abundant

bloomer.

Resplendens.—This is a very rich, bright

crimson, and a superb flower, fine robust

habit, very small disc, large and finely

formed flower, large and well arranged

truss : the best of its class. The colour is

most brilliant.

SEEDLINGS.

Beauty of Flushing.—Pure white, with

small dark disc, tipped with bright crimson

purple ; the flower not large, but good

form ; abundant bloomer, foliage unusually

small, habit excellent, and colours very

bright. It is a very desirable variety.

Queen of the Virgins.—Pure white, with

light purple disc, finely edged and tipped

with delicate rose. It is an elegant thing,

and forms a fine constrast with the dark

sorts.

These are all of the herbaceous class,

and are a decided improvement, and far

superior to all the sorts known and culti*
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vated here. The improvements effected are

plainly shown in the reduction in the size

of the foliage, a more abundant show of

bloom, with strong, erect and branching

flower stems, finer formed truss, broader

and better formed petal, smaller disc, colour

and markings pure, and more distinct, with

increased size of the flower, which, to-

gether with their many shades and variety

of colours, make them worthy of a place in

the most select collection of plants.

In England, the Cineraria is a universal

favorite; and lately a good deal of attention

has been paid to the raising of new varie-

ties by hybridizing, and many new ones

now make their appearance every season,

—

each exhibiting points ofimprovement, either

in colour, form or marking, and we find five

shillings a common price ; and several are

now advertised to be sent out the coming

season at half a guinea each. They now

occupy a prominent place at all the flori-

cultural exhibitions, and deservedly so; for

there are few plants of so easy culture, pos-

sessing such a variety and brilliancy of

colours, and such profusion of bloom. For

decorating purposes in the green-house, or

for the parlor window, it is one of the most

useful plants we have. They may be had

in flower through all the winter months.

By proper management, a succession of

bloom may be kept up from December until

June, and with very little trouble.

But it would seem, from the miserable

and neglected appearance of the specimens

we generally meet with, that little interest

is taken in their culture, and that the Cine-

raria has but few admirers among us ; but

now they have been so much improved in

every point, and so many really fine varie-

ties introduced, we hope soon to see them

as generally and as well grown as the Ge-

ranium and Fuchsia, especially as their

culture is so simple.

After the plants have done blooming, re-

move them to a shady place, giving them

just water enough to keep them alive. In

the early part of August I repot them, to

start the young offsets into growth, from

which the stock for the coming season is to

be raised, shaking all the old soil from the

roots. Pot them in a light rich soil and

place them in a frame, keeping them rather

close and warm until they begin to grow,

which they will soon do, when the young

shoots should be carefully divided and pot-

ted into small sized pots, and again re-

moved to a frame, and kept close and

shaded until they are well established,

when they will require plenty of air, and to

be kept close to the glass,— shifting into

larger pots as they require it. When fine

specimen plants are desired, a little more

than ordinary care and attention will be

necessary ; and for this purpose the strong-

est and best plants should be selected from

the young stock, and a strong, luxuriant

growth should be encouraged as much as

possible, giving them plenty of pot room,

and good drainage, being careful to repot

them the moment they have filled their

pots with roots ; for if they once become

pot bound, their growth will be checked,

and they will commence to develop their

flower stems before they have attained any

size. Some care is also necessary in wa-

tering ; they should never be allowed to

flag for want of water; it'causes the loss of

a great part of the foliage, and consequently

ruins the blooming ; the flowers will open

unequally, the flower stems will also be

weak and unequal, and the whole plant

without that symmetry and form which

would be exhibited under good treatment.

There is another very important thing to be

attended to, which is, that the plants be

kept perfectly free from green fly; an in-

sect to which they are very subject, and
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which increases upon them at a most as-

tonishing rate. It will therefore be neces-

sary to fumigate with tobacco very fre-

quently, and the best plan is to begin in

time; for this pest is injurious alike to all

plants— to the Cineraria especially; and

none need expect good formed flowers, or

clean healthy foliage, who are not particu-

lar in this matter.

After the plants begin to throw up their

flower stems, a watering twice a week with

manure water will be found greatly to as-

sist them in expanding their bloom, and also

to increase very much the size of the flow-

ers. At the time the flowers begin to ex-

pand, the plants should be kept rather close,

and the temperature raised a little, in order

to bring out as soon as possible the whole

mass. As soon as fully out, they should

be kept cool and shaded from the mid-day

sun; by which means they will retain

their beauty and the brilliancy of their

colours a much greater length of time.

Respectfully yours,

John Cadness.

Commercial Garden, Flushing, L. I., Feb. 12. 1850.

THE FREDRIKA BREMER PEAR.

BY J. C. HASTINGS, CLINTON, N. Y.

This new pear, which has lately been a

good deal talked of among pomologists, was

brought to the notice of fruit-growers by J.

C. Hastings, Esq., of Clinton, Oneida co.,

N. Y. At the last meeting of the Pomo-

logical Congress in New-York, it was ex-

hibited and examined by the committee on

seedling fruits, but no opinion formed of its

merits, as it was not then ripe. Since that

time, Dr. Brinckle, of Philadelphia, the

chairman of that committee, has written us

that his specimens, when ripened, proved

it to be " a most delicious pear ;" and other

pomologists of experience have rated it

equally high.

Mr. Hastings obligingly sent us speci-

mens of this fruit. When these matured,

about the middle of October, we found the

pear in appearance smooth, fair, and pale

yellow in colour ; in texture, fine grained,

melting ; in flavor, sugary and very agreea-

ble,— far superior, indeed, to any new

foreign variety that we tasted in '49, and

worthy, as it appeared to us, to bear the name

of the most interesting woman of the age.

We made a description and outline of

the fruit, but by some accident the paper

was mislaid, and we owe the following no-

tice of it to the kindness of Mr. Hastings.

It is not possible to determine the value

of a new variety upon a single year's expe-

rience ; but, as Mr. Hastings informs us

that the specimens we received were not of

average size and quality, and were yet

what, in the new pomological standard,

would be ranked very good, we have lit-

tle hesitation in predicting that this will

take its rank among our finest American

pears. Ed.

A. J. Downing, Esq.—Dear Sir: Your

favor reached me last evening; having been

directed to Utica, it was detained there. I

am sorry to learn that your outline and de-

scription of the pear are lost, as I should

much rather see your description than at-

tempt one myself. I will, however, cheer-

fully try to comply with your request. I

send you herewith a drawing, taken from

my book, and a copy of a memorandum

there entered. It may not be as full a de-
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scription as you would like. The out-

line I send you is about the average

size, as near as I recollect, in ordinary

seasons.

This season the fruit was smaller

than I recollect to have seen it be-

fore, owing to the severe drouth of

last summer, which affected all our

fruits.

The fruit is usually pretty uniform

in size,—there being but few small

ones, and is what I should call large.

I have a memoranda of specimens,

weighing 16 ounces ; but few, how-

ever, attain this size.

My attention was first directed to

this pear some four or five years since,

by seeing it offered in market as the

Virgalieu. Knowing it was not the

Virgalieu, I took home some speci-

mens to ripen,—being struck with the

size, rather than the appearance of

the pear, although the smooth skin

and its fine texture indicated that it

might be a good fruit, when, at ma-

turity, I was pleased to find it really

a good, fine flavored and melting

pear. In the fall of 1848, 1 sent specimens

of it to your brother for exhibition at the

fair of the American Institute. I saw it

mentioned in the published proceedings as

a seedling pear, and hearing nothing more

from it, concluded it was passed over, and

not noticed, as it was not ripe when sent.

I should not probably have sent it again,

had not your brother when at Syracuse, at

the state fair last fall, questioned me upon

the subject. From his questions I know it

had not escaped his notice, and I further

surmised that he thought well of it, al-

though he was not so decided in the ex-

pression of his approbation as some o'.hers

have been. I however determined that I

would send it to him again, to be presented

at the late sitting of the fruit congress in

Fig. 102.— The Fredrika Bremer Pear.

October last. I did so, with the request

that he would have some of the specimens

preserved until at maturity, and then try

them. As I was packing the fruit, a lady

present knowing its destination, suggested,

as Miss Bremer was about to be your

guest, the affixing of her name to the pear.

I readily adopted the suggestion, and wrote

you to that effect
;

provided you thought

well of the fruit on proving it. Since that

time, I have had letters from three or four

of the committee on seedling fruits, to

whom specimens were given to keep, giving

their approval of its good quality, and con-

firming its name.

The following is the description from

my memorandum book : Season—October

and November. Fruit—large, remarkably
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smooth, and free from knots or irregulari-

ties; uniform in shape. Skin—dark green

when picked, changing to pale yellow when

ripe. Stem— rather more than an inch

long, not deeply set, in a cavity which is

rather highest on one side. Calyx—small,

closed, set in a narrow basin. Flesh

—

white, free from grit, melting, fine, buttery,

sugary, relieved by a slight acid. Fla-

vor—pleasant.

The pear is but little known in this vi-

cinity, though the owner of the original

tree informs me it was grown from seed

brought from Connecticut more than forty

years since, and has produced fruit a great

number of years. I have not put the above

in form for publication ; but have, in a

rather hasty manner, presented you with

such facts as have occurred to me in re-

gard to the pear, which you are at libery

to use as you may think proper. Very sin-

cerely yours. J. C. Hastings.

FLOWERS FOR THE MILLION.

BY T. S. GOLD. CREAM HILL, COXX.

Dear Sir—It is one of the objects of your

journal (and it ought to be a prominent one)

to diffuse a taste for, and a knowledge of

those beautiful and hardy plants, which

must ever be theflowers for the great mass

of our people. It being altogether beneath

the notice of those who can indulge in their

green-houses, and by the aid of professional
\

gardeners enjoy plants which may be too

delicate for general cultivation, I have

thought that a few lines from one who has

not reached that pitch of refinement, yet

does admire the luxuriant productions of

Flora, which in their season may be enjoy-

ed by all, at a cost so small as to need no

consideration, would be acceptable to many
of your readers.

Young persons are almost universally

fond of flowers, and would continue so,

were not this taste checked by many re-

buffs ; among these, since they often receive

no aid from older persons, is the difficulty

of obtaining new varieties of flowers, as

many of those in common cultivation are

really unworthy of the place they hold.

Perchance some city friend sends them a

package of seeds from a seed-store, or,

obtaining a catalogue, they attempt, from

what they suppose to be all grain, to select

some wheat. At length the seeds are sown

with much hope, but one half do not vege-

tate, or they come up so delicately that they

are overlooked, and but a small portion of

the remainder reward the grower by their

thrift and beauty. This difficulty would

be obviated if our seedsmen would confine

themselves to really fine varieties, or at

least make them prominent in their list.

Thousands of the wives and daughters of

our farmers, and others in the coun:ry have

really a taste for these beauties of nature,

which but ne*eds to be awakened and in-

structed, to cause the cottager's little plot

of ground, as well as the precincts of the

farm-house to glow with the beauty and

brilliance of the costly parterre.

To aid in so good a cause, which should

receive the support of every lover of the

country, and especially of our country, I

propose to give a short list (by no means

complete) of those hardy flowering annu-

als suited to this locality, which I have my-

self cultivated, with a brief description of

their character and appearance. Soil and
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climate have much to do with the growth

and beauty of flowers, and my remarks

will apply to the northwestern part of

Connecticut, with a soil moderately warm
and dry, but with a tenacious subsoil.

Phlox Drummondii.—This is a spread-

ing plant, about one foot high, flowers in

large clusters, of various rich shades of red

[and white, Ed.] This is an essential in the

smallest collection.

ESCHOLTZIA, CROCEA and CALIFORNICA

Differ very little from each other ; spread-

ing ; about one foot high, with large yellow,

and orange flowers. The finely divided

leaves of a bluish green preserve their rich

colour through the drouth of summer and

the frosts of autu:nn.

Eryssimum Pkroffskianum.'—Upright

;

about two feet high. Its colour is a deep

orange, and, what is peculiar for a yellow

flower, it has almost the same odor as the

Stock Bitty.

Gilia, capitata and tricolor.— These

grow a little over a foot high; spreading.

The beautiful and finely divided foliage,

and abundance of its delicate flowers, com-

pensate for their small size. The latter is

the most beautiful.

Clarkia, pixlchellia and elegans.—
These species differ but little. The pul-

chella blooming most abundantly, and be-

ing the most dwarf, rarely*growing one

foot high : its colour is fine pink, of pecu-

liar shade. [Succeed best if sown in Sep-

tember, Ed.]

Balsa mina hortensis— Double balsams

or lady slipper.—The common varieties of

this plant are too well known to need no-

tice, but they bear little comparison with

the vast variety of shades possessed by the

double and mottled kinds. A rich strong

soil suits this plant, and where it can have

plenty of room it grows several feet in hight.

The first frost deprives it of its beauty.

Iberis, coronaria and umbellata.—
White and purple candyluft.—The first is a

low spreading plant, the other more upright

but scarcely ten inches high'—both bear an

abundance of small flowers.

Reseda, alba and odorata—Mignonette.

—The flowers of both are small, but their

delicate appearance, and the peculiar fra-

grance of the latter will always render

them favorites. The first grows often two

feet in hight, the latter trails on the ground.

Ocymum basilicum— Sweet basil.—This

makes no pretention to beauty, but the deli-

cate fragrance of its leaves, which can be

compared to nothing but itself, render it an

essential additition to every bouquet.

Lathyrus odorata— Siveet pea.—This is

too well known to need any description.

Like other peas, it does best sown very

early ; there must be enough of them to-

gether to support and protect each other, to

have them appear in all their beauty.

Alyssum maritimum—Sweet alyssum.—
A spreading plant, covered with a profu-

sion of small white flower-, of delicate fra-

grance. It grows low and does not like

the shade of other plants ; blooms from

July to December.

Nemophila insignis—Blue Love-grove.—
A delicate retiring little blue flower, seem-

ing to prefer the shade. It resembles the

violet in its habit, and like it, seems un-

willing to yield to the approach of win-

ter.

Convolvulus tricolor—Dwarf convol-

vulus.—Give this plant plenty of room and

it will cover the ground with a profusion of

large flowers, the edges of which are a

rich blue, shading into orange, with a

white centre. This is one of the richest

ornaments of the flower garden, as the

size of its corolla, rich colours and abund-

ant blooming ever attract attention. The

variegated variety, which is a climber,
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answers well to cover a wall or small

arbor, but is too rambling for a flower

garden.

Lupinus nanus— Dwarf lupin.— The

pretty foliage, as well as the abundance of

its blue flowers, entitle this to a place even

in a small collection.

Silene armeria—Catch-fly.—An upright

grower, about one foot high, crowned with

an abundance of bright pink flowers.

SCABIOSA ATUO - PURPUREA Mourning

widow.—A branching plant about two feet

high, flowers of a rich purple. [There is

a pretty variety—pure white.

—

Ed.]

Coreopsis tinctoria—Golden coreopsis.

—This grows about two feet high, bearing

an abundance of fine yellow starlike flowers

with purple centres.

Schizanthus pinnatus— Cut leaved Schi-

zanthus.—A delicate spreading plant with

curious but not very showy flowers, bloom-

ing a long time.

GoMPHRENA, GLOBOSA and ALBA Globe

amaranths.—Rather stiff, upright plants,

but as their flowers when picked will re-

retain ther freshness any length of time,

they are worthy of cultivation.

Dianthus chinensis—Double Chirm pink.

—An upright grower, and forms a pretty

border, as it keeps green to the ground and

does not ramble about.

Delphinium ajacis and roseum.—The

first is delicate and not always thriving, yet

sometimes rivaling in beauty with its single

spikes of double flowers the hyacinth. [If

the seeds are planted in August, the finest

beds may invariably be had.] The other is

a more rank grower.

Viola tricolor—Hearts-ease or paimj.—
This already has a place wherever there

are flowers, and may it ever continue to

hold it. Some of the new varieties may

properly stand by the side of the old ones,

but they will never supplant in our affec-

tions the " Jonny-jump-ups " of childhood.

Even now, Feb. 11th, they are peeping out

and showing their smiling faces from under

the snow drift.

Portulacca, purple and scarlet.—This

which I name last, and whose seed is least,

deserves a good place in every flower gar-

den. Like its relative, the weed purslane

or puzly, it requires the bright sun for its

perfection, thriving best when planted on

a dry exposed bank. The richness and

abundance of its large flowers, produced by

a plant so small as to hardly be noticed

when they are shut, will make this a gene-

ral favorite. Its seeds look like little parti-

cles of steel, and are so small that they

must be covered very shallow or they will

not vegetate.—[Two new varieties, one

pure white, the other yellow, may now be

had at the principal seed stores.]

These annuals, with few exceptions,

come into flower early, (last of June) and

continue in bloom until the hard frost of

autumn or winter. In cultivating these

varieties, let each kind have plenty room

by itself; they will not only thrive much

better, but the peculiarity of each plant

will appear, and greater variety will be the

result, than when mingled.

There are, undoubtedly many other varie-

ties which are equal in beauty and hardi-

ness to these, and I should highly esteem

an addition to this list from some one in

our northern latitudes.-

If you desire it, I would furnish a list

of fine, hardy perennials, and also of those

annuals, which, for various reasons, I have

found unworthy of cultivation.—[A very

good selection for the million, and we shall

be glad to hear from you again. En.]

T. S. Gold.

Cream Hill, Conn-



NOTES ON HYBRIDIZING VEGETABLES.

BY R. B. LEUCHARS. BALTIMORE.

In continuation of my paper on the im-

provement of culinary vegetables, it may
be useful here to make a few remarks upon

the changes that have been effected upon

certain plants by hybridization, as well as

the peculiarities which appertain to the

union or amalgamation of properties and

characters so entirely opposite to each other,

as we very often find them, in species of

the same family, and which, by hybridiza-

tion and reproduction assume new forms

and characters. The elements of the pa-

rent plants would appear to be decomposed,

and converted into new substances.

Whether the changes thus effected in the

principles and characters of vegetables by

culture and hybridization, be the result of

a law in the economy of vegetation, or

merely the temporary effects of certain cau-

ses, known or unknown, I am unable to

say. Some of these changes are so regu-

lar, and so easily effected, that we might

very reasonably suppose them the result of

a fixed law in the economy of vegetable

life, yet there are many others which as

readily revert to their original types, as

soon as the producing causes have been

withdrawn or overcome. The pea, for in-

stance, (of which I shall speak more fully,)

speedily degenerates, unless cultivated with

care, and new varieties produced; and in

other plants, we find the most unvarying

regularity under all circumstances ;—their

juices, and other habits regular and uniform,

—some sweet, others bitter, some acid and

others tasteless ;—nor can these principles

be altered by any culture or contrivance of

ours to affect that end. For example: the

wild sorrel is still the same, under any con-

dition in which it is placed, and even if

nourished entirely with sugar and water, it

will nevertheless secrete its acid, and be

the same sour vegetable it was while grow-

ing in a ditch by the-way side. Some
plants will absorb only those salts which

are peculiar to themselves, and will die if

forced to receive into their system others

that would modify or ameliorate their pecu-

liar taste. If a plant of mint, or of the

common raspberry, be placed in a solution

of various salts, they will each absorb the

salts peculiar to themselves, while the

others, although likewise in solution, will

be rejected.

On some plants the effects of mere cul-

ture alone have been unavailing in impro-

ving on their primitive type. The wild

carrot is not affected by it, and the dande-

lion retains its acridity in spite of high

cultivation. There are other causes, how-

ever, besides mere culture, that contribute

to the improvement and change of garden

vegetables; the greatest of these are arti-

ficial; and, what is generally termed acci-

dental hybridization, and from attentively

studying the subject, I have come to the

conclusion that this cau*e alone has contri-

buted more to the multiplication of varie-

ties than any other. The progress of wild

plants from their primitive state to that in

which we find them in our gardens, is by

cultivation alone, comparatively slow ; but

where the properties of one are mingled

with those of another in the same genus,

the product is sometimes astonishingly

different. The order Solanece presents

some striking examples of this ; so, also,

does Legumimsea and many others. In-
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deed, the most of our culinary vegetables,

and many of our finest fruits and flowers

have in this way been obtained. The im-

pregnation of the parents may have been

unknown to the growers, as well as the

method in which they obtained the pollen

of the fecundating kind, or exercised their

functions in the operation. In some plants

we have the principles and properties of

two very distinct species united and in-

creased in a very remarkable manner.

There seems to be an alteration of the laws

of secretion and structure entirely beyond

the power of the analyst to understand.

Here we cannot fail to admire the wisdom

of nature, and the perfection she gives to

the instruments she employs. Notwith-

standing the multiplicity of the operations

continually going on in plants at the same

time, and the variety of different and even

opposite substances formed out of the same

ingredients, and almost at the same time,

every thing goes on without the slightest

disorder or confusion—no two operations

clash,—there is no discord, no irregularity,

no disturbance in the performance of their

respective functions,— every thing is ac-

complished that has been designed, and

every thing is ready for its intended pur-

pose.

But although the creation of a new va-

riety, and the form under which it appears,

be essentially due to the plant itself, and its

inherent powers of modification and repro-

duction, art is not without its influence up-

on it, when properly exercised, as is abun-

dantly exemplified in the artificial hybridi-

zation of different species of the same

genera, and even different varieties of the

same species ; and as all species and per-

manent varieties, evidently owe their exist-

ence to the seed formed by fecundation,

and this being not only the most common,

but the most natural system of reproduc-

tion ; to this system, therefore, my present

remarks will chiefly relate.

It is a remarkable fact that the most

valuable varieties of our culinary vegeta-

bles have resulted from accidental hybridi-

zation ; this operation having been per-

formed by the wind or by the ever-busy

family of insects which fly about from

flower to flower, conveying the pollen of one

to the stigma of another ; and, on examin-

ing the subject attentively, it will be seen

how slight is the chance of this operation

being performed by these means, so as to

give rise to distinct sorts, yet such undoubt-

edly is sometimes the case. How often do

we observe in a plot of cabbages or field of

turnips, a dozen or more distinct varieties

produced solely by this cause, although the

seed had been obtained pure, from one va-

riety only.

The greater the difference between the

species of the same family, growing to-

gether and flowering at the same time, the

more likely will there be a distinction in

the plants produced by the seeds. In fact,

we increase the distinction of varieties,

just in proportion as the species impregna-

ted be more or less distinct from the spe-

cies from which the fecundating pollen is

obtained. It must not be supposed, how-

ever, that a combination of the qualities of

two distinct species into one variety, raises

that variety higher in the scale of organi-

zation than the species from which it

sprung, as some would have us erroneous-

ly to believe, and argue "that the simplest

and 7nost primitive type, give birth to the

type next above it ; that this again produces

the next higher by similar means, and so on

to the very highest.''''* This reasoning is

proved to be sufficiently absurd by the sim-

ple fact, that hybrids, so produced, are fre-

*Thia principle ofprogreaaive deveJopemeut is stroi g'y con-

tended for in book entitled ''The Vestiges of Creuliou,"
and advocated I))' many Others.
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quently, and generally loioer in the scale of

vegetable organization than the parents

from which they sprung ; their floral devel-

opment being very often imperfect, and

even monstrosities. A hybrid may be

higher in the scale of perfection for our

purposes, and yet incapable of reproduction

by fructification, and without possessing

any recognized rank in the scale of com-

plete vegetable developmen'.

It has been sufficiently proved that hy-

brid productions can be made to partake

of the properties of both the species from

which they sprung, almost at the will of

the hybridiser. This fact has been stri-

kingly illustrated in the hybridization of

fruits and flowers ; but less attention has

been paid to this branch of horticulture in

the case of culinary vegetables, and there-

fore it is chiefly when the fecundation of

flowers on plants havingdistinct characters,

have occurred by insects, that the nume-
rous varieties have peen produced. By
artificial hybridization, carefully performed,

we find an invariable similarity in the re-

sults, which holds good at least in a conside-

rable number of families of plants, espe-

cially among florists' flowers, and which

has led to the production of colours and

other characters almost as the operator may
choose. Thus, in a number of subjects,

the hybrid generally partakes in its flowers

of the forms and colours of the male,

while the habit and foliage resembles that

of the female. In hybridizing geraniums,

calceolarias, fuschias, &c, I have seldom

failed in obtaining the colours I desired, in

a greater or less degree, according as the

operation had been carefully or negligent-

ly performed ; I tried this experiment re-

peatedly on the fuschia, and the results

were invariably the same. I impregnated

the F. serratifolia with several globular

varieties, and every seedling produced had

the foliage and habit of serratifolia, but

their flowers were various. In many other

instances I obtained similar results.

To hybridize with any reliable prospect

of success, it is necessary to destroy the male

organs of the seed-bearing flowers which

are to be fertilized, taking particular care

not to injure the stigma. This must be

1'one before the blossoms are fully de-

veloped. In the fertilizing flowers I take

away the stigma, leaving the stamens un-

injured, and when the blossoms have

attained a mature state, I impregnate the

stigma of the former with the pollen of the

latter. In most plants it is very easy

to distinguish the precise time when the

stigma is ready for the reception of the fe-

cundating powder, and in some this period

passes away in a few hours, while in others

it remains for some days; and I am of

opinion that success in hybridization de-

pends pretty much upon the fertilizing of

the organs at the period which nature has

designed them to act. If too early, the

organs of the flowers are not susceptible

of fecundation ;—the ovary is not prepared

to receive, nor the anther to part with its fer-

tilizing power. If too late, the anthers have

already discharged their pollen, the stigma

is fertilized, and subsequent impregnation

has no effect. The stigma and pistils grow

and come to maturity precisely at the same

time ; accordingly they also decay together
;

they lose their susceptibility of action im-

mediately on the bursting of the pollen

sacs ; their respective functions having

been fulfilled, the flower from that moment

commences to decay.

In order to effect the impregnation of the

seed, it is not necessary that the stigma

should be loaded with the pollen ; a very

slight portion of the fructifying powder is

sufficient, and the only material point is

that the flower is mature, and that the
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stigma has not been previously fertili-

zed.

Hybridization is one of the most delicate

operations connected with the vegetable

productions of the earth, and requires more

nicety and care than most people have

patience to bestow upon objects that can do

without it ; and this probably is the reason

why we are so frequently disappointed in

the results of our labors in the raising of

seedlings according to our wishes, for even

with all the skill and care that can be be-

stowed, we frequently perform this opera-

tion but very imperfectly ; and hence, when
the success of our efforts, (especially with

regard to subjects that require a few years

to tell the result,) does not keep pace with

the ardor of our desire to produce some-

thing new, we are apt to abandon the busi-

ness in hopeless despair and fancy that

the subject of our operations had reached

the highest point of development, and that

further progress was beyond the power of art.

It is a very remarkable fact, that all our

most valuable culinary vegetables belong

to those families that are of easy fecunda-

tion, and are very productive in their seed.

The BrassiccB and Papilionacea, for in-

stance, are exceedingly versatile : an expe-

riment of Mr. Knight, the famous horti-

culturist, shows how easily the latter fami-

ly are changed by hybridization ; an

account of which may probably induce

others to try the same. A degenerate kind

of pea was growing in his garden, which

would not grow vigorously even when

placed in a rich soil ; being a good subject

for experiment, he removed the male organs

from a dozen of its immature blossoms

;

when the blossoms had reached maturity, he

introduced the pollen of a very large and

luxuriant gray pea into one half the flowers

thus dismembered, but leaving the other

half without impregnation. The legumes

Vol. iv. 30

of both formed equally, but the seeds of the

half unimpregnated withered away without

having augmented beyond the size they

attained before the blossoms expanded.

The seeds of the other half were matured

as in the ordinary process of impregnation,

and exhibited no perceptible difference

from the seeds of the other plants of the

same variety ; but when they vegetated in

the succeeding spring, the effect of the

impregnation was obvious. The plants

rose with great luxuriance, indicating in

their stems, leaves and fruit, the effects of

the artificial impregnation ; and the seeds

produced had the dark grey colour of the

male variety. By impregnating the flowers

of this hybrid with the pollen of other sorts,

the colour was again changed, and new va-

rieties obtained superior in every respect to

the original female parent, and some of

them attaining the height of twelve feet.

Knight's Marrow, one of the finest sorts

grown, is the result of one of these experi-

ments.

The results obtained by the experiments

of Knight have been confirmed by others

down to the present day, although circum-

stances may occur to render them different,

such as the disparity of constitutional

vigor in the parents, in which case the pre-

dominating characters of the weakest are

overcome by the strongest. In a great

number of trials on various vegetables, I

have invariably found this to be the case.

On hybridizing Knight's Tall Marrowfat

Pea with Bishop's Early Dwarf, the hybrid

partakes more of the characteristics of the

former than of the latter variety, but when

the dwarf was made the female, the pro-

duct was less robust than in the former

case, though still partaking more of the

habit of the strongest. On hybridizing the

Early Frame with the purple field pea, I

obtained a dull greenish variety, hardier
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than the frame, hut much inferior to it in

point of flavor.

There are few vegetables more easily

affected in their characters by the soil than

peas. In a very sour, acid soil, the finest

varieties will speedily degenerate ; hence,

the very beneficial effects of lime so per-

ceptible on this crop, and yet a soil con-

taining much lime, uniformly produces

hard, unmelting and badly flavored peas,

no matter what the variety may be ; and

though they grow well enough on stiff

clayey land, the finest peas are inva-

riably produced on light soil. In this, as in

some other vegetables, many persons con-

sider a change or renewal of the seed annu-

ally, as an indispensible condition to the

cultivation of fine crops, and I observe the

necessity of this change is insisted upon,

both by theorists and practical men. But

according to my own convictions, the

strength of which has rather been increas-

ed than diminished by more attention and

experience, the advantantage derived from

the use of seeds prcured from foreign

sources, arises largely from this cause, viz:

that gardners in general are not sufficiently

careful in the growing and preservation of

seeds. It may, however, occasionally de-

pend upon the nature of the soil and climate

not being favorable to the ripening of cer-

tain kinds of seed, and then seeds must

be obtained from other sources ; but it fre-

quently happens, that the amount of labor

required in the garden does not admit of

that attention to these matters which is

necessary, and hence must be taken upon

chance, and chance work it frequently is,

of which we have all more or less experi-

ence. In all countries, there are some

districts celebrated for producing certain

kinds of seeds, which are found superior to

others, and in these localities we generally

find that this advantage arises as much from

the care and attention which is paid to the

culture and preservation of the seed, as

from any thing in the nature and properties

of the climate and soil being favorable to

its production. Yours &c.,

R. B. Leuciiaks,

Gardener to J. Hopkins, Esq., Clibton Gardens,

near Baltimore.

DESIGN FOR A COUNTRY HOUSE.

All that is aimed at in this design (see

frontispiece,) is to give a good form, and

pleasing proportions, to what may be con-

sidered a plain substantial farm or country

house, which may be built of wood, or of

more solid materials.

In this plan, the high and bold roof af-

fords plenty of room in the attic, so useful

in all country houses. The front porch

and bay window give an air of some taste

to the exterior, while there is nothing diffi-

cult or expensive in the construction of the

details.

The plan of the principal floor shows an

entrance hall eight feet wide, containing

the stair case, and shows two apartments

of excellent size, occupying the front of the

house. In the rear will be found a kitchen,

scullery or wash room, pantry and dairy.

The arrangement of this part of the

house may be varied at pleasure. Many

families would prefer to place the dairy in

a separate building, and devote that space

to a bed-room on this floor ; and a better

arrangement of closets, &c, may be made

by placing the pantry between the kitchen

and the scullery,—all of which we leave

for the exercise of the ingenuity of such of

our readers as are fond of making good

plans.
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NOTICES OF NEW OR RARE PLANTS.

Hoya bella, (Beautiful Hoya.)

The general appearance of this

exquisite species is quite un-

like that of the familiar wax

plant

—

Hoya carnosa of our

green-houses. It is not a climb-

er, but has a spreading habit,

with small myrtle-like foliage.

The accompanying cut, from

Van Houtte's Flore des Serves,

shows its manner of growth

(in miniature ;) the leaves be-

ing about an inch long.

The flowers of this plant,

borne in clusters, are pure

white with a purplish centre,

and are so curiously beautiful

that the floricultural magazines

have exhausted their epithets

of praise in describing it. Sir

Wm. Hooker says they " re-

semble an amethyst set in

frosted silver," and M. Van
Houtte says " le blanc presque hyolin de I

ses corolles, au centre le violet translucide

de ses androzones," Sec. It is a native of

Java, and flowers readily and abundantly

in a warm green-house.

Zauscheneria Californica.— A very

showy plant lately found growing in the

fields near Monterey. It forms a thick

bushy mass with its numerous slender

branches, and producing a brilliant effect by

its multitude of gay orange scarlet flowers,

somewhat resembling that of the Gaura.

It has been cultivated abroad as a hardy

green-house plant, turned out in open

borders to flower in summer, and taken up

and sheltered in a cold frame or green-

house in winter. If, as seems probable,

this plant proves hardy with us, it will be a

v/ '— v-
*

Fig. 103.—Hoya bttta.

great acquisition to the flower garden. It

grows about three feet high, very bushy,

with perennial stems, woody at the base

;

natural order, Onetheracece.

Fuchsia serratifolia. — This distinct

and beautiful Fuschia is better worthy of

second trial here than any other, and if it

answers to the character given it by Van

Houtte of "allowing amateurs of all class-

es to enjoy its beauty, because it grows and

flowers freely in the open air all summer,"

it will become a favorite at once in this

country, where none of the new Fuschias

succeed well except with shelter in sum-

mer. It is a native of New Grenada, and

the countries bordering the Andes, and a

cold frame is sufficient to protect it in

winter. The plant is of handsome growth
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Fig. 104.—Fueksia spectalalis

the leaves boldly serrated, the flowers large

with large rosy calixes, touched with green,

a fine open corolla of an orange colour.

It should, for trial in this country, be planted

out about the middle of May, in a situation

sheltered from winds ; a deep, moist, rich

border, with the surface mulched to retain

moisture.

Roya imperialis—(Imperial Wax plant.)

—This is truly one of the most striking of

all exotic climbing plants.

Imagine the flowers of the

common wax plant magni-

fied so that each flower is

nearly two inches in diame-

ter, of a rich brown colour,

and the massive leaves from

four to six inches long, and

you have a faint idea of the

gigantic proportions of this

Hoya.

Van Houtte, in his Flore

des Serres, says, " its large

and superb foliage, its flow-

ers, borne in umbels, of

eight or ten inches in di-

ameter, the violet crown of

their corollas, contracted by

the ivory white hue of the

centres ; these flowers,

borne on long pendant

peduncles, remaining a long

time in bloom, and emitting

at night a sweet perfume ;

—such are the qualities

which recommend this mag-

nificent Asclepiadee to ama-

teurs." If we remember

right, this species is already

propagated to considerable

extent in the collection of

Messrs. Buist of Philadel-

phia, and Hogg of York-

ville, N. Y. It requires a

warm and rather damp atmosphere in the

green-house or stove, rich soil, composed

largely of leaf-mould, and plenty of trellis

room to clamber over. It is a native of

Borneo.

Fuchsia spectabalis—The "queen of

Fuchsias," this superb species has been

called by Dr. Lindley. The flowers are

so large and the pedals so expanded, that

they might, at first sight almost be taken
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for those of the oleander. The colour is a

rich lively red, heightened by the pure

white of the very large stigma. The
fuliage is large and broad, and of a

dark, velvety, green colour. This spe-

cies was discovered in the Andes of

Quito, where it grows four feet high,

in shady woods. It requires the same
treatment as the other green-house spe-

cies, and plants of it are advertised for

sale by Messrs. Parsons, and the other

leading growers.

FOREIGN NOTICES.

Select Lists of Roses.—We extract the fol-

lowing select lists of roses, for various purposes,

from Beck's Florist. It will be seen that they are

made by the most extensive growers and best

judges in England, and are probably the result of

the comparison of a thousand varieties. On the

whole, the selection would be concurred in for this

climate. Ed.

List of the best 24 roses for blooming through-

out the summer and autumn in the open borders,

by Mr. Paul, Cheshunt; Mr. Wood, Maresfield

;

Mr. Hunt. Wycombe; Mr. Barnes, Stowmarket;
Mr. Gladden, Sandwich; and Mr. Parsons, En-

field. (The numbers show the votes for eaeh va-

riety.)

Hybrid Perpetual.

Votes.
T. Baron Prevost,
5. Dr. Marx.
5. Mrs. Klliott,

5. Geantc des Batailles,

5. Duchess of Sutherland,
4. La Heine,
3. Jacques Lafitte,

3. Augustine Monchelet,
3. .Syd.iiue.

3. Robin Hood,
3. William Jesse,

3. Madame Laffay,

3. Lady Alice Peel,
2. Louis Bonaparte.

Bourbon.
7. Souvenir de Malmaison,
5. Madam Angelina,
3. Souchet,
3. Acidalie.

Damask Perpetual.

5. Mogador.

China.
3. Cramoise Superieur,

3. Mrs. Bosanquet.

Tea Scented.

4. Compte de Paris,

3. Devoniensis.

Noisette.

3. Lamarque.

List of the best 24 summer (or June) roses, by
Mr. Paul, Mr. Parsons, Mr. Wood, Mr. Barnes,

Mr. Gladden, Mr. Hunt, and Mr. Dobson.

Hybrid Bourbon. 2. Lanei,
2. Princess Royal, (Porte

mor.)
GaUica.

6. Boule de Nauteil,
5. D'Aguesseau,
4. Kean,
3. Grandidissima.

Votes.

7. (.'oupe d'Hebe,
4. Charles Duval,
3 Paul I'errus,

3. Gloirc de Corline.

Hybrid China.
3. Breimu-.
3. Hypocrate,
2. Chenedoue.

H'/'trid Provence.

5. Lethia, nr La Volupte,
3. Prineease I lementme.
2- Adrieiinc de C;irdovillc.

5. Cristata, or crested,

Damask.
fi. Madam Xuutman.
3. La Ville de Bruxelles.

Alba.

3. Madam Andot,
S. Blancliefleur.

Austrian.
3. Persian Yellow.

Alba.

Votes.
2. Felicete,

2. Ophre de Marsilly.

Gallica.

2. Columella,
2. Gloire des Amateura.

Hybrid China.
2. Paul Perras,
'2 General Allard,

2. Genera] Kleber.

Hybrid Perpetual.
2. Duchess de Montmorency,
2. Duchess of Sutherland,
2. Madame LalTay,
2. La Reine,

2. Vicomtesse de Belleval.

Bourbon.
2. Hermosa,
2. Souvenir de Malmaison,
2. Madame Angelina,
2. Julie de Fonlenelle.

China.
2. Madame Breon,
2. Aimee l'lantier.

Tea Scented.
3. Devoniensis,
2. Abricote,
2. Nephitos,
2. Souvenir d'un Ami,
2. Josephine Malton,
2. Tnomphede Luxembourg

.

List of the best 24 roses for pot culture, by Mr.
Paul, Mr. Wood, and Mr. Dobson.

Magnificent Water Lily.—We extract the
following from the Gardeners' Chronicle. It is

interesting, not only as the description of the
most magnificent of all aquatics, but as show-
ing the perfection which horticulture has attained
in England. Will not some of our liberal ama-
teurs—Mr. Becar or Mr. Cope—undertake to

show us the Victoria in bloom in the United
States? Ed.

It was on new year's day, in the year 1837,
that the celebrated Water Lily, to which the
name of Victoria regia was afterwards given, was
first discovered by Mr. (now Sir Robert) Schom-
burgk, who thus described the interesting event.
" While contending with the difficulties Nature

imposed in different forms to our progress up the
river Berbice (in British Guiana.) we arrived at

a point where the river expanded, and formed a
currentless basin; some object on the southern

extremity of this basin attracted my attention; it

was impossible to form any idea what it could be,

and animating the crew to increase the rate of

their paddling, we were shortly afterwards oppo-
site the object which had raised my curiosity—

a

vegetable wonder! All calamities were forgot-

ten; I felt as a botanist, and felt myself reward-
ed: a gigantic leaf, from five to six feet in diame-
ter, salver-shaped, with a broad rim; of a liirht

green above, and a vivid crimson below, resting

upon the water. Quite in character with the

wonderful leaf was the luxuriant flower, consist-

ing of many hundred petals, passing in alternate

tints from pure white to rose and pink. The
smooth water was covered with the blossoms, ai»1
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as I rowed from one to the other I always ob-

served something new to admire. The leaf, on

its upper surface, is of a bright green ; in form

almost orbicular, except that on one side it is

slightly bent in ; its diameter measured from five

to six feet; around the whole margin extended a

rim, from three to five inches high, on the inside

light green, like the surface of the leaf, on the

outside like the leaf's lower surface, of a bright

crimson. The ribs are very prominent, almost an

inch high, radiating from a common centre;

there are eight principal ones, with a good many
others, branching off from them ; these are crossed

again by a membrane or bands at right angles,

which gives the whole the appearance of a spi-

der's web, and are beset with prickles; the veins

contain air-cells like the petiole and flower-stem.

The divisions of the ribs and bands are visible on

the upper surface of the leaf, by which it appears

areolated. The young leaf is convolute, and ex-

pands but slowly. The prickly stem ascends with

the young leaf till it has reached the surface; by

the time it is developed, its own weight depresses

the stem, and it floats on the water. The stalk

of the flower is an inch thick near the calyx, and

is studded with sharp elastic prickles, about three-

quarters of an inch in length. The calyx is four-

leaved, each sepal upwards of seven inches in

length, and three inches in breadth; at the base

they are thick, white inside, reddish brown and

prickly outside ; the diameter is from twelve to

thirteen inches; on it rests the magnificent corol-

la, which, when fully developed, completely covers

the calyx with its hundred petals. When it first

opens it is white, with pink in the middle, which

spreads over the whole flower the more it advan-

ces in age, and it is generally found the next day

altogether of a pink colour ; as if to enhance its

beauty, it is sweet-scented. Like others of its

tribe, the petals and stamens pass gradually into

each other, and many petaloid leaves may be ob-

served which have vestiges of an anther. The
petals next to the leaves of the calyx are fleshy,

and possess air-cells, which certainly must con-

tribute to the buoyancy of the flower. The seeds

of the many-celled fruit are numerous, and im-

bedded in a spongy substance. We met the plants

frequently afterwards, and the higher we advanced

the more gigantic they became : we measured a

leaf which was six feet five inches in diameter,

its rim five and a half inches high, and the flower

across fifteen inches."

Such was the manner in which the zealous

traveller spoke of the wonders which this Water
Lily presented to his delighted eyes; nor was
there exaggeration in his description, as the event

has shown.
Supposing it to be a species of Nymphsea, Sir

R. Schombcrgk proposed that Her present Ma-
jesty should be asked to permit its second name
to be that of Victoria; a request with which the

queen was graciously pleased to comply. It

however proved, upon examination in Europe, not

to be a Nymphaea; and it was reserved for the

writer of the present memorandum to have the

honor of finally establishing it as a new genus, of

which Victoria became the denomination.

The dispersion, by Professor Lindley, of a
privately printed memoir upon the subject, elicited

some further information, from which it appeared

that the same, or a similar plant, had been previ-

ously seen in 1828, in a tributary of the River

Plate, by M. D'Orbigny, a French traveller, and
in a branch of the Amazons, in 1832, by Dr.

Poeppig; that its seeds are roasted and eaten by

the natives, who call them Water Maize; and

that it occupies large districts in all the lakes and

tranquil tropical rivers of South America. M.
D'Orbigny was not unnaturally annoyed at the

honor of naming the Victoria having been taken

from him by English naturalists, although unin-

tentionally on their part. He had sent flowers

and fruit to the Museum of Natural History in

Paris as early as 1828 ; and there they had lain

unnoticed and forgotten. We should be curious

to know how long they would have been buried in

the rubbish of our own British Museum.
We cannot pursue the botanical history further

than by stating that Sir Wm. Hooker, having re-

ceived seeds and important additional memoranda
from Mr. Thomas Bridges, collected the infor-

mation here alluded to into a memoir, published in

1847, and illustrated by four coloured folio plates.

As an English botanist enjoyed the good fortune

first to make this plant known in a scientific man-
ner, so has an English gardener had the honor of

first causing it to produce its glorious blossoms in

a hot-house. So long since as 1847 two plants

were raised in the Royal Botanical Garden at

Kew ; and subsequently many others have vege-

tated there. Of these, one was obtained by Mr.
Paxton in the beginning of August last, and im-

mediately transferred to Chatsworth. Such means
of cultivating it as skill and experience suggested

were provided, and in three months a flower ap-

peared above water. On the 10th of August the

plant was consigned to its tank; on the 14th of

November a flower and leaf were produced before

Her Majesty and Prince Albert, at Windsor; and
on the 17th another flower expanded, as if to wel-

come to Chatsworth the noble Duke on his return

from Ireland on that day.

This must be regarded as a very striking ex-

ample of horticultural skill, and shows the impor-

tance of attending carefully to first principles in

all experimental cultivation. How Mr. Paxton
acted, we now proceed to show.

In a hot-house of sufficient dimensions, a tank

was constructed three feet deep and twelve feet

square, warmed by hot water circulating beneath.

To this was added a ledge all round, nine inches

deep, three and a half feet wide, and heated by a

triple row of small lead pipes, through which hot

water circulated. By these means the tank was
rendered nineteen feet square, with a deep centre

and shallow sides.
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In order to keep the water in motion, a small

wheel was added at one corner; over that wheel

water was caused to drop continually with force

enough to keep the wheel constantly revolving

;

the water thus continually flowing into the tank

was carried oil" hy a small pipe in one of its cor-

ners near the bottom. In this way were secured

the important advantages of the water being so

often chanced that it could not become stagnant,

together with ceaseless gentle agitation. Nothing

could be more like the natural state of a tranquil

river. By the heating apparatus its temperature

could also be regulated with facility. The ther-

mometer has generally indicated 85°.

In the centre of the tank was introduced a hil-

lock of earth, consisting of burnt loam and peat.

To the burning of the loam Mr. Paxton attaches

great importance; and this agrees with the daily

experience of those who employ burnt or charred

materials in gardening. The physical condition of

soil is much improved by the process, and the

weeds and insects are destroyed. Mr. Paxton
is also of opinion that the removal by fire of all

matters ready to enter into fermentation or rapid

decomposition, when in contact with water heated

to 85°, was in itself no inconsiderable cause

of the success of his experiment; in addition to

which it preserved the water perfectly translu-

cent.

On the hillock thus prepared, the Victoria Lily

was planted on the 10th of August; and on the

1st of November the first flower appeared. For
some interesting details of the rate of growth,

and other circumstances connected with the pro-

gress of the lily, we refer to a paper in another

column by Mr. George Eyles. who has the spe-

cial charge of the plant at Chatsworth.
The largest leaf yet produced is nearly five

feet in diameter; the largest flower, ten and a

half inches in diameter. The latter appears to

be the size of those seen by Bridges ; Schom-
burgk, however, says that he saw flowers as

much as fifteen inches in diameter; and D'Orbig-
ny says upwards of a foot. The leaves, too, al-

though larger than any mentioned by Bridges,
are inferior in magnitude to those found in Ber-
bice, one of which measured six feet five inches

in diameter.

It thus appears that, although skill has suc-

ceeded in compelling the Victoria Lily to expose
her blossoms to the gaze of England, there is

still something to improve; as might have been
expected from the unfavorable circumstances under
which the cultivation at Chatsworth was necessa-

rily conducted. In one point, more especially,

there is evidently much to accomplish. All travel-

lers speak of the edges of the leaves being turned

up; Schomburgk says that he has seen the rim

thus formed as much as five and a half inches

high; D'Orbigny speaks of two inches. In the

Chatsworth plant there is no rim, except when
the leaves are very young. The leaves are, in

fact, much more tender than could have been an-

ticipated from parts of so large a size, which is

perhaps owing to the rapidity of their formation.
Nevertheless, they are so buoyant as to be capable
of supporting a considerable weight. In the Il-

lustrated London News a liittlc girl is represented
standing on one of them

; this is no exaggeration.
A child three years old did stand upon one of the
leaves, a circular piece of wood having first been
placed upon it to distribute the weight. The
wood weighed fifteen pounds, the young lady
about forty-two pounds; in all, the weight was
not much less than sixty pounds. An enormous
quantity of air-cells, of considerable size, dispersed
through the thick ribs of these leaves account for

the buoyancy.

The flower itself, when it first opens, resem-
bles the White Water Lily, of a dazzling white,
with its fine leathery petals forming a goblet of
the most elegant proportions; but as the day ad-

vances it gradually expands till it becomes nearly
flat; towards evening a faint blush becomes visi-

ble in the centre; the petals fall back more and
more; and at last, about 6 o'clock, a sudden
change occurs; in a few minutes the petals ar-

range themselves in the form of a snow-white
hemisphere, whose edge reposes on the water,
and the centre rises majestically at the summit,
producing a diadem of rosy points. It consti-

tutes one of the most elegant objects in nature.
Shortly after, the expansion of the central parts
proceeding, these points fall back; the stamens
unfold in an interior coronet, the stigmas are laid

bare, a grateful perfume rises into the air, and the
great object of the flower, the fertilisation of the

seeds, is accomplished. Then fold inwards the
petals, the flower closes, the fairest of vegetable
textures becomes wrinkled, decay begins, and the
flower-stalk withdraws itself beneath the water,
as if to veil the progress of corruption. But out
of this decay arises a new living body; the fruit,

curved downwards, swells rapidly, and in a short

time the fruit, a prickly seed-vessel, is observed
concealed beneath the floating leaves. Further
than this the Victoria has not been watched

;

but travellers say that at last the ripened fruit

rises majestically above the lake in the shape of

a goblet of exquisite proportions.

Of the fragrance natural to the plant we have
small experience. Bridges describes it in the

following terms: " I had an opportunity of expe-
riencing the fragrance of the flowers. Those I

collected for preserving in spirits were unex-
panded, but on the point of opening; on arriving

at the Government House, in the town, I deposited
them in my room, and returning after dark, I

found to my surprise that all had blown and were
exhaling a most delightful odor, which at first I

compared to a rich pine-apple, afterwards to a
melon, and then to the Cherimoya ; but, indeed,

it resembled none of these fruits, and I at length
came to the decision that it was a most delicious

scent, unlike every other, and peculiar to the no-

ble flower that produced it." We must wait till
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the lily blooms in a better month than November

to appreciate the justice of this description.

Following the example set by Mr. Paxton,

there is no lover of flowers, who has a hot-house

at command, that may not hereafter be gratified

by the possession of this vegetable wonder. If it

should prove to be an annual, as some suppose,

the facility with which it seems ready to produce

seeds will ensure its permanence in the country.

But upon that point there is much room for doubt:

and Bridge? pronounces himself distinctly in favor

of its being a perennial. In the very interesting

account of it, to which we have already referred,

he says:
" With the assistance of the Indians, we got

out of the water two entire plants, and, from their

appearance, I should say the Victoria is deci-

dedly perennial. Each plant had from twenty to

thirty foot-stalks of flowers and leaves, in all

stages; some nearly decayed to the base, others

half way down the stem, whilst others had just

lost the floating portion. The same was observed

in the petioles; some bearing the seed-vessel per.

feet, with ripe seed; others the expanded flower;

and near the crown or centre of the plant was
just issuing the tender flower bud. With a knife

we cut or trimmed the footstalk, when the trunk

(if I may use the comparison,) somewhat resem-

bled a Zamia, and in length was about eighteen

inches or two feet. At the base, and between

each footstalk, protrudes a mass or cluster of

fleshy, hollow roots, about the size of a straw, or

larger, and varying in colour from brown to

white, or nearly so; a succession of these roots is

formed, as the new leaves are thrown out from

the centre of the plant, Nature having made a

beautiful and wise provision for this plant, as in

all her other works. The base of the trunk, or

rather stem, situated in the soft mud, appears to

decompose in proportion as new leaves and flow-

ers issue from the centre, keeping the plant from

elevating itself above water, which, but for such

an arrangement, might be the case, from the ra-

pidity of its growth." If these statements can be

relied upon, the probability is, perhaps, in favor

of its not being an annual.

That its natural habits are such as to render it

perfectly well suited to artificial management is

pointed out in a striking manner in another pas-

sage in this collector's letter to Sir William
Hooker.
"The Victoria grows," he says, "in 4—

6

feet of water, producing leaves and flowers,

which rapidly decay and give place to others.

From each plant there are seldom more than four

or five leaves on the surface; but even these, in

parts of the lake where the plants were numerous,

almost covered the surface of the water, one leaf

touching the other. The plant occupies almost

exclusively the water, with the exception of a

few floating aquatics of small dimensions, amongst
which I saw a beautiful JJtricularia. The blos-

soms rise six and eight inches above the surface,

expanding first in the evening, when they are

pure white—changing finally (and by exposure to

the sun) to a most beautiful pink or rose colour
;

flowers may be seen, at the same time, partaking

of every tinge between the two hues, the recently

expanded being pure white, and the adult rosy,

almost sinking under water to ripen its seed and

produce a new race of plants when required.

The largest flowers I saw measured from ten

inches to one foot in diameter. From what I ob-

served of the nature and habits of this most inte-

resting plant, I conclude that it cannot and does

not exist in any of the rivers where the immense
rise and fall of 20 feet would leave it dry during

many months of the year, especially in the season

when there is no rain. The lagoons, being sub-

ject to little variation in the height of their wa-
ters, are the places where it grows in all its

beauty and. grandeur. The Victoria appears to

delight in parts of the lake fully exposed to the

sun, and I observed that it did not exist where the

trees overshaned the margins."

For the present we have only to recommend the

plan on which it has been managed at Chats-

worth, as an example of the way in which all

other tropical aquatics should be grown by those

who wish to see them in perfection. A tank con-

taining Victoria, the Nymphaas rubra, ccerulea,

stellata, and ampla, the Nelumbiums of India,

some Sagittarias , Limnocharis , and Hydrocleys,

a Papyrus or two, with the Pontederas , would be

one of the most beautiful spectacles the eye could

rest upon. Gard. Chronicle.

Plan of Striking Roses.—I have succeeded

well with striking roses in the following manner:

Take a pan one foot square by eight inches deep,

place in the bottom a few pieces of charcoal, and

over this lay about two inches of the same broken

very small ; then fill up with equal parts of leaf-

mould, peat, loam, and silver sand; mix the

whole well together, and press firmly.

The proper time to select the cuttings I find to

be when the wood is approaching ripeness in Sep-

tember; choose a dull day for the operation, and

cut to a heel if possible; then insert the cuttings

with a small dibble, so that the heel of the cut-

ting may be near the charcoal at the bottom of

the pan; press each cutting firmly in the soil,

about an inch apart, and when the pan is full,

give a good watering, and sprinkle the surface

with silver sand and charcoal dust to the depth of

a quarter of an inch. Then plunge them in a

well glazed cold frame, amongst coal ashes, up
to their rims; give air occasionally throughout

the winter, and keep them clear of decayed leaves

and weeds. They will require a little water by
March, when they begin to grow.
By the beginning of May they will be ready for

planting out eight inches apart in beds. Intro-

duce a piece of slate or tile under each, and fill

up with a handful of material similar to that they

were struck in. The soil should be rich and well
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pulverised previous to planting, Wbtoh should

take place in a warm, shady situation it possible]

thou ^i\<' them a watering] and shade for a few
days from sun and cold winds. The tiles are for

causing the roots to take a horizontal direction,

in order that the plants may be removed more
readily in the autumn to their final destination.

The following is a good method of treating

roses intended to (lower the following March and

April: pot in the autum. and plunge the pots in a

bed of leaves, with the tops exposed to the at-

mosphere; they will make roots then, and be in a
tit condition for gentle forcing in spring.

The roses that I Struck in the way mentioned

above were Chinas, Teas, Bourbons, Noisettes,

and Hybrid Perpetuals. If well managed, they

blossom freely the first season. D. Hay, gardener

to C. Lawrence, Esq., Cirencester. Ibid.

DOMESTIC NOTICES.

Gardening in California.—Those who have
turned their attention to gardening in El Dorado,

seem to have been better paid than many who
have been busy at " diggings" of the other sort,

One market gardener, near San Francisco, sold

his entire crop of melons (which are as easily

grown there as turnips,) for $4000, averaging

$1 each. We saw a letter a few days ago from

a reliable source—a gentleman of our acquaint-

ance, who has purchased nearly a mile square on

the Sacramento—in which he stated the latest

prices of farm and garden products as follows:

Hay. 12-j cents per lb.; cabbages, $4 each; on-

ions, 30 cents per lb.
;
potatoes, 20 cents per lb.,

&c. He has ordered a quantity of the best gar-

den seeds (a great scarcity there,) from one of

our seedsmen, and intends to try the productive-

ness of the soil on a considerable scale the coming
season. ....

The Winter.—The past winter on the whole

has been a very mild one. The thermometer
here has not fallen below 8° of Fahrenheit ; and

during a considerable part of the time, transplant-

ing, trenching, and other operations have been

going on. As usual, they have had quite the

contrary season on the other side of the Atlantic

;

late accounts from Rome telling us of two feet of

snow, and plenty of ice in the streets of the eapi-

tol of the Caesars.

Report of the Pom. Congress.—We learn,

by a letter from Hon. M. P. Wilder, President

of the Pomological Congress, that in considera-

tion of the delay by the American Institute in

printing the Report, it has been resolved to with-

draw the manuscript, and put it to press immedi-

ately in Boston. The members of the convention

may therefore hope to have copies sometime
during the month of March.

Packing Seeds for Long Voyages.—We no-

tice a letter in one of the daily papers from Dr.

Junius Smith, of S. C, who, our readers will

remember, has patriotically undertaken to intro-

duce the culture of the tea into the southern

states. Dr. S. gives an account of the failure of

his experiment, last year, in raising seedling tea

plants; the seeds having been badly packed in

China, so that their vitality was destroyed on the

passage ; but he hopes for better results with

another importation, now on the way. He puz-

zles us a little with his description of the seed of

the tea, which he calls a " nut," when all bota-

nists, familiar with this genus, agree in calling

the seed vessel a " capsule, of three carpels, bear-

ing three seeds."

We suppose the seeds spoiled on the way to Dr.

S. were packed in sealed cases; a common, but

very poor mode. As this is a matter of some im-

portance, now that our relations with distant

countries are so multiplied, we extract the fol-

lowing multum in parvo, on this subject, from

Lindley's Horticulture, for the benefit of our read-

ers:

" Upon the whole, the only mode which is cal-

culated to meet all the circumstances to which

seeds are exposed during a voyage is, to dry them

as thoroughly as possible, enclose them in coarse

paper, and to pack the papers themselves very

loosely in large coarse canvass bags, not enclosed

in boxes, but freely exposed to the air; and to

ensure their transmission in some dry and well

ventilated place. Thus, if the seeds are originally

dried incompletely, they will become further dried

on the passage; if the seed paper is damp, as it

almost always is, the moisture will fly off through

the sides of the bags, and will not stagnate round

the seeds. It is true that, under such circum-

stances, the seeds will be exposed to the fluctua-

tions of temperature, and to the influence of the

atmosphere ; but neither the one nor the other of

these is likely to be productive of injury to the

germinating principle. The excellence of this

method I oan attest from my own observation.

Large quantities of seeds have been annually

transmitted from India for many years, doubtless

gathered with care, it is to be presumed prepared

with every attention to the preservation of the

vital principle, ami certainly packed with all those

precautions which havr been erroneously sup-

posed to be advantageous; the hopelessness of

raising plants from such seeds has at length bo-
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come so apparent, that many persons have alto-

gether abandoned the attempt, and will not take

the trouble to sow them when they arrive. But

the seeds sent from India by Dr. Falconer,
packed in the manner last described, exposed to

all the accidents which those first mentioned can

have encountered, have germinated so well, that

we can scarcely say the failure has been greater

than if they had been collected in the south of

Europe.
"I have no doubt that the general badness of

the seeds from Brazil, from the Indian Archipe-

lago, and from other intertropical countries, is

almost always to be ascribed to the seeds having

been originallv insufficiently dried, and then en-

closed in tightly packed boxes, whence the super-

fluous moisture had no means of escape."

Lists of Trees, Plants, and Hints to

Young Planters.—We must be allowed to pack

into this paragraph, condensed answers to queries

scattered through a dozen letters. The best rapid

growing trees of large size, are the Dutch or

cork-elm, the American weeping elm and the ash-

leaved maple. They do not throw up suckers,

and are easily removed of any size ; for situations

near water, we may add the weeping willow.

The best rapid growing shrubs, easily obtained,

for making a screen or thicket, are the privet, the

white lilac, the Carolina syringo, the buckthorn,

the Cornelian cherry, the Venetian fringe tree

and the upright or tree honeysuckles. The most

desirable hardy sweet-scented shrubs are the caly-

canthus, the magnolia glauca, the fragrant clethra,

the Chinese purple magnolia; and among vines or

climbing shrubs, the Chinese twining honeysuckle,

the monthly fragrant honeysuckle, the sweet-scent-

ed clematis. The most showy climbing shrubs are

Chinese Wistaria and Tecoma grandiflora. Shrubs

remarkable for the beauty of their flowers, are the

tree-poeonias, Deutzia scabra, white or Virginia

frinse tree, the double hawthorns, dwarf horse

chestnut, and the Chinese magnolias. Shrubs that

•will grow under the shade of trees, are the pri-

vet, the buckthorn, the English fly, (Xylosteum)

Missouri currant, and Cornelian cherry.

Among the new things to be had in the nurse-

ries, no one can be disappointed with the Weigela

rosea, the new shrub from China with a profusion

of large flowers expanding of a delicate apple-

blossom colour, and changing to a deep rose; or

with the double Spirea prunifolia, loaded with little

double blossoms like miniature white roses. Both
these have proved quite hardy in our own grounds,

and require the least possible care. Buddlea lind-

leyana also proves a hardy and very pretty shrub.

The Araucaria imbricata—the most curious, and

the Deodar cedar, the most beautiful of ever-

greens, turns out to be quite hardy here, and may
probably be so still farther north, and every body

who can get them, (especially the latter) will

make haste to plant at least one specimen.

Among plants for the flower garden, Robinson's

Defiance verbena and the Tom Thumb geranium
will be great favorites for beds and masses. A
strong plant of the latter new verbena is now in

bloom in our green-house, and is certainly an ac-

quisition—the colour, the richest scarlet—the

flowers large, fine and abundant. Lady Larpent's

Leadwort, {Plumbago larpenta} blooms all sum-
mer, if placed in a rich shady border; many were
disappointed in it last season because they grew
it in the sun, and the flowers dried up. Messrs.

Thorburn & Co. offer seeds of a white Phlox
drummondii, which makes fine beds or masses of

this rather rare colour. Among the most meri-

torious of the new green-house plants, are Prope-

olum lobbianum, Torrenia asiatica, Gardenia for-

tuni, Henfreya scandens, Gloxinia teuchleri and
Fuchsia spectabile. The two new heliotropes

—

voltairianum, (a larger and darker blue than the

old one) and the souvenir de leige (yellow) are

worthy of a place in every collection.

Among the valuable acquisitions to the flower

garden in mid-summer, few things are more es-

teemed than the hardy perennial phloxes with va-

riegated and striped flowers. Van Houtti is the

oldest and perhaps still finest of all these, but the

following new varieties are all beautiful: Beppo,

Standard of Perfection, Triumphator, Robert of

Flanders, Camiile, These and Arsinoe.

A Statesman-Cultivator.—We are glad to

see that our friend, the President of the Senate of

Mass., continues to weave a pleasant garland

around the usually stern brow of political life.

We fear the presence of such men in the Legisla-

ture of Mass., well versed in the wants of the

agricultural class, will secure our sister state an

agricultural college in advance of us in New-
York.

"Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, President of the

Senate, had a grand party at his mansion in Dor-

chester, on Wednesday night of last week. Gov.

Briggs, and a large portion of the Council and

the two branches of the Legislature were among
the guests. All appeared to enjoy themselves

very much. A distinguished and delightful fea-

ture in the fitting up of the principal rooms and

passages was the presence of brilliant and odor-

iferous flowers, &c. There were the choicest va-

rieties of camelias in full bloom, and eight or ten

feet in height; orange and lemon trees in different

stages of growth, from the flower to the ripe

fruit, and rare green-house exotics, whose names
were Greek to the uninitiated in the mysteries of

horticulture and floriculture.

—

Boston Post.

Analysis of Indian Corn—My Dear Sir: In

Liebig, we have the analysis of the starch from

maize, or Indian corn. In the Reports of the

Com. of Patents, for 1847, page 133, is the fol-

lowing: " Maize has never been analyzed with

sufficient accuracy." But in your review of the

Transactions of the New-York Agricultural So-

ciety, you mentioned the " very complete prize
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essay on Indian corn, by Mr. Salisbury, giving an

accurate analysis of the composition of every part

of the plant."

I have been anxious to obtain the analysis of

the corn, or corn (lour. If you can oblige me by

transmitting to me, or through the medium of the

Horticulture' , that portion of the analysis. I should

feel obliged; and I am your ob't serv't, Jas.

Paul. Trenton, N. J., Feb. 14, 1850.

Answer.—Mr. Salisbury's excellent essay oc-

cupies nearly 300 8vo. pages; and the analyses

of twentv varieties of corn are given. As the

common 8-rowed yellow corn may be taken, as a

sort generally cultivated at the north, we annex

his analysis of that sort.

Analysis of the whole Kernel.

Starch, 50.64

Sugar and extract, 7.46

Sugar, 1 50

Fibre 6.28

Matter separated from fibre, 0.05

Albumen, 8.64

Casein, 1 70

Gluten or zein, 4.56

Oil, i 4.60

Dextrine or gum, 4.84

Water, 10-22

(In 100 parts, or) 100.48

Analysis of the ash. of Kernel.

Carbonic acid, trace.

Silicic acid, 1-450

Sulphuric acid, 0.206

Phosphoric acid, 50.955

Phosphate of iron, 4.355

Lime, 0.150

Magnesia, 16.520

Potash, 8.2S6

Soda 10.90S

Chloride of sodium, 0.249

Organic acids, 3.100

(In 100 parts, or) 97.000

The ash of the kernel is nearly three parts of

the whole. Of course, the analysis of the stalks

and leaves are quite different, and we have not

room for more. But we cannot deny ourselves

the pleasure of extracting the following remarks

by Mr. S., on the inorganic manures necessary to

the cornfield, as they are of practical value to

every one who cultivates a hill of corn. Ed.
" We see by the (various foregoing) analyses

that the several inorganic bodies removed from

the soil by a crop of maize, rank as follows: Com-
mencing with the highest,—silicic acid, soda, phos-

phoric acid and potash, sulphuric acid, magnesia
and chlorine, lime and iron.

" The aggregate amount of inorganic bodies

taken from an acre of land, annually, by a stout crop

of maize, is by no means so large as is generally

supposed ; and yet it is sufficiently so to exhaust

the best soil, in a brief period of years, of some of

those bodies which act so essential a part in the

constitution of the plant. The amount, generally,

would not exceed 600 lbs. Indeed, it would, in

a majority of cases, fall short of this. In some
instances, however, of an inordinately stout growth
of some of the larger varieties, it might even go

up to 1000 lbs. ; but such cases would rarely oc-

cur. 600 lbs. may then be assumed as the quan-

tity ordinarily removed from an acre of land by

a stout crop of maize ; or what would be a better

criterion to follow, 100 lbs. of inorganic matter

for every ten of dry produce. Of this, about one-

third is silicic acid, one-sixth soda, one-eighth

potash, one-eighth phosphoric acid, one-twelfth

sulphuric acid, one-eighteenth magnesia, one-

eighteenth chlorine, and one-eighteenth lime and

iron.
(i The silicic acid is mainly removed by the

straw or leaves, sheaths, and stalks. There is

generally an abundance of this body in the soil;

it only being necessary to secure the presence of

a sufficiency of the alkalies to form with this acid

enouah of its soluble salts to meet the demands of

the plant.
<: Thepotash and soda enter quite largely into the

composition of all parts of the plant ; but more so

into that of the stalks, grain, and cobs, than of the

other portions. Soils, though they ordinarily con-

tain considerable of these two bodies, yet they

generally have a quantity by far too small to sup-

ply the lavish demands of this plant for any great

length of time.

"Phosphoric acid enters largely into the grain,

and quite largely into the cob and stalk. It con-

stitutes about one-eighth of the ash of the entire

plant. Soils are commonly deficient in this acid;

or at least they contain much less of it than al-

most any of the other inorganic bodies which enter

into the composition of plants. The quantity usu-

ally removed from an acre of land, annually, by a

good crop of maize, is from 60 to 75 lbs., or from

10 to 12 and 13 lbs. per ton of dry produce.
" Sulphuric acid, from the quantity taken away

by a crop, seems to be an essential ingredient of

this plant. It enters more largely into the leaves,

stalks, and sheaths, than into the grain. From
45 to 60 lbs. are removed by the annual produce

of an acre, or from 7^ to 11 lbs. per ton of dry

plants.
" By referring to the foregoing calculations, we

notice that the magnesia is removed from the

soil in larger proportions than the lime; or in

other words, the maize plant requires more of

the former than of the latter. This is by no

means an uninteresting feature. About 16 per

cent, of the ash of the grain is magnesia, while

the same ash has usually less than one per cent,

of lime. The magnesia in the kernels is usually

in the state of a phosphate. Lime enters more

largely into all parts of the plant except the

o-rain and cob than magnesia; yet the aggregate

amount of the latter in the whole plant is greater

than the former. Hence there is evidently as

much necessity of adding magnesia to the soil, for

the maize crop, as lime; and even more, if one

of these bodies can be said to rank in importance

before the other ; since it enters so largely into

the composition of the seed, constituting about

one-sixth of its ash.

" Lime is often added to soils in considerable

quantity, and has ever been considered ' the basis
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of all good husbandry.' The greater value of

lime over that of magnesia, if any (in the maize

crop,) is in mechanically and chemically influ-

encing the soil, aside from serving directly as

food to the plant. Indeed, it is by no means a

settled question, that magnesia, when properly

applied, exerts a less beneficial influence upon

the soil than lime. Neither of those bodies,

however, possesses the property of maintaining,

unimpaired, the original richness of a soil. Hence
one cannot be strictly said to be more valuable

than the other. There is an equal necessity of

returning any or all of the other inorganic bodies

which are removed from the land, as they become
less in quantity in the soil than is necessary am-
ply to supply the healthy demands of the plant, as

there is in returning either or both of these as

they become deficient." Salisbury's Analyses, kc.

Transactions Ag. Society.

Cincinnati Hort. Society.—We have just re-

ceived the prize list of this society, for the an-

nual exhibition, to come off on the 11th and 13th

of September next. It is arranged on a very

liberal scale,—the premiums being such as may
very properly be deemed some compensation to

those who take especial pains to raise fine fruits,

and give their time and attention at exhibitions.

We extract the following from a list of about 150

prizes: " Best display of apples, silver cup, $20
;

best 10 varieties, $10. Best display of pears,

silver cup, $20; best 6 varieties, not less than 6

of each, $10." The same for peaehes, four large

prizes for grapes, and equally liberal prizes for

other classes of fruits, vegetables and flowers, in-

cluding a $25 silver cup for the best design of cut

flowers.

We also notice the following liberal item among
the Rules for the show:
" With a view to the greatest usefulness, the

society has opened the door to all cultivators, ir-

respective of location ; and respectfully invites

them to join in competing for the prizes, and to

aid the society in its efforts. Competitors who
are not members are expected to pay one dollar,

as a recording fee for their articles, and other-

wise conform to the rules and regulations of the

same."
'• The Ohio great agricultural fair, the Ohio

Mechanics' Institute exhibition, the assembling of

the American Pomological Congress, are all ap-

pointed to take place at the same time in our city,

making it an occasion of unusual interest to all

;

especially to our brethren at a distance, it offers

great inducements to attend. It is exceedingly

desirable that the fruit-growers of the west should

bring specimens of their collections for the inspec-

tion of the Pomological Congress, which will be

composed of the most intelligent from all the

states and the Canadas."

New Verbenas.—Dear Sir—I intend sending

you, in a few days, some half dozen new Verbe-

nas, that I am sure will not only greatly please

and improve your collection, but show something
new in the way of foreign varieties of this beautiful

"summer long" ornament of all our tasteful little

gardens, as well as an unequaled class of plants

for beds or masses cut in grass lawns, vases, &c.
An opinion has been long abroad (on no authority

whatever) that the seedlings of the English flo-

rists were not to be compared with those of our

own country; many gardeners from the other side

joining in the opinion, who, it is no breach of chari-

ty to presume, had never seen a good neighbor-

hood of London collection;—experience has

proved the contrary, and that many superb seed-

lings have been raised of late, both in England
and France ; nor can it be denied that the Briells
of New Jersey, Mr. Buist, Feast and Hovey,
have produced creditable sorts, yet by far the ma-
jority are deficient in size of the flower umbel, the

petal thin in substance and confusedly set, and

most of them having a tendency to grow upright,

instead of that indispensable quality, dwarf, closes

spreading habit, broad segment of petal, well de-

fined eye and good foliage, (in which there is a,

much difference among verbenas as among dah-

lias) and that have sufficient stamina not to be

burned out of existence by midsummer, which I

have found by actual experience to be so much
the fault that I dont intend to keep over a half

dozen of our own varieties in my collection. I

say this, not having the slightest prejudice in fa-

vor of foreign sorts, but as the citizens of Flora's

dominions are citizens of the world, and true re-

publicans, we must patronize the best, no matter

where produced. I have come to this determina-

tion after a successful experiment last summer
with a few foreign varieties. Having noticed much
said in the English horticultural journals, and ex-

hibition reports, of a new scarlet, called i; Rob-

inson's Defiance," and at a price (7s. 6d. sterling)

so much higher than usual, (2s 6d to 5s being the

minimum,) set on a verbena, that I resolved to

import this and a few others. After repeated and

unsuccessful attempts to get them out alive, I at

length caught the far famed " Defiance" with a
spark of life; which, with some three or four oth-

ers, saved from a long list, and set to work to re-

cover them from their sea sickness; accomplish-

ing this, I turned them out early in July, into a
bed of rich light loam, and like all sensible emi-

grants, they soon found they were in a " New
World," and before a month, began to spread

themselves. This was the case with especially

Robinson's Defiance, which formed a wide but com-

pact bed, and sent forth an array of scarlet

bloom as satisfactory as it was dazzling in colour,

continued without intermission under a vertical

sun, (although continually checked by close

cutting for propagation.) I have found it a dura-

ble variety to flower in large pots or vases.

With a little management, it can be made to flow-

er in the green-house all winter, which plants can

be again turned out into a bed in May ; it how-
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ever propagates so freely, that a good stock can

be reared during the winter in the green-house

four bedding out purposes next season; and as it is

well known that young established plants are best,

for that purpose they will be preferred. "Rubin-

son's Detiance " will have a celebrity wherever
seen, that no other verbena has ever acquired, And
in England this day stands at the head of the list,

particularly among tho scarlets, no seedling having

before approached it in the qualites constituting

a first-lass (lower.

With regard to the general culture of the ver-

bena, so many have written long winded essays

on the subject as to leave but little to be said. I

have found the best method, an adherence to a

succession from May to August of young plants

;

as soon as the first planting is a little past the

first bloom, take a few cuttings, whether in bloom
or not is of no consequence. They will soon

strike in a cool shaded corner of the green-house

or an empty frame
;
protect from strong light, and

in less than a fortnight they will be rooted, and
then transplant each into small pots and place

these in a cool shaded exposure ; in a few days

you will find the young roots have filled the pots

and are creeping out at the bottom ; keep turning

them out in new beds, or old ones, or at any fa-

vorite end or turn of your garden flower beds

when no void space occurs in the borders
;
you

will soon have, from a single plant, a broad luxu-

riant patch. I have found this to be the case,

especially with Defiance, Beauty Supreme, Rosy
Morn, and Satellite, all flowering in one mass till

the end of the season. Beauty Supreme is a su-

perb variety, and when planted as a companion to

Defiance, forms a beautiful contrast—the one being

bright scarlet and the other a delicate peach-pink,

and both being immense flowerers. Queen is also

a good old sort, and although of too erect a habit

has such a profusion of delicate, white, sweet-scent'

ed flowers, as to render it, until a better supplants

it, an indispensable variety. « » » Jlstoria,

Jan. 22, 1850.

Selection of Roses for the South.—I have
esteemed the rose ever since boyhood, when my
mother—an ardent lover of flowers—had but three

or four varieties. I recall them very vividly,

though 'tis forty years since. There was the

—

now universally known

—

Blush Indica or Daily,

the old-fashioned Damask, and an exceedingly full,

and profusely blooming rose, then commonly called

the Medicinal Rose, though since known as one
of the endless varieties of the Gallica tribe, dwarf-
ish in its habit, and soon making itself a nuisance

with its interminable stolones. In 1814 a neigh-

bor, who had served a six months tour of military

duty on the coa6t near Charleston, introduced the

common Multifiora. Never shall I forget the

arbor, thirty feet long, at his beautiful seat in the

neighborhood, formed of a single plant of tins

rampant and lovely variety.

Years rolled on, and Latin and Greek drove

roses and all other flowers out of my head, till

about 1823. Since then, year after year has

ushered in variety after variety, new kinds have
been constantly displacing older ones, as good
and—in many instances—better than themselves,

till, within the last ten years, lists of the rose

have swelled into books, and the amateur is nearly

at a loss to decide as to what sorts he should

order from a distant nursery.

The catalogues are apt to confuse men; there

are such discrepancies in classification and no-

menclature. We have, in Athens, no fewer than

four roses, claiming the name of King of the

Crimsons ; and I shrewdly suspect that not one of

them has any right to it. We have two Gloire

de France, as dissimilar as can well be imagined.

A friend has asked me to prepare a list of

good roses which I have tested myself, or seen

tested by others. I append it, and shall follow it

up with some remarks, such as will, at least,

justify the heading adopted for this communica-
tion.

1. Banksia.
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neglected, and more or less of the branches are

dead ; and the remainder appear stunted in growth,

yet bear some ordinary fruit. The soil is good,

rocky, upland loam,—never having been ploughed

or reduced by cultivation. Can I make anything

out of the old trees by pruning and grafting them?

or had f better cut them down and reset the

ground with young trees? A Subscriber. Chesh-

ire county, N. H., Dec, 1849.

[If the trees are not in their period of decay,

that is, if they are not past the middle age, graft

them over by all means. See the account of

grafting old trees in our last volume, by our cor-

respondent at Hartford. Ed.]

Protecting Trees against Mice.—As this

is the time for young fruit trees to suffer from

being barked by mice and rabbits, a suggestion may
not come amiss to some readers, from one who
has lost fine trees in this way. In the course of

the summer of 1848, observing that the mice were
commencing their gnawings on some young fruit

trees, I prepared the soot and milk prescription,

and administered a coat to the whole lot—some
two hundred. I noticed no more of their opera-

tions, until in the winter, it was found they were
at work in a pretty large way ; but in hopes they

would have some little compunction, and not gir-

dle any trees, the matter was left over till the

spring of 1849. [The soot and milk should be

newly applied at the commencement of win-

ter. Ed.] Upon examination then, it was found

that numbers were completely girdled; and dis-

covering them one after the other, in rapid suc-

cession, it was enough to make one sick. They
who plant and watch the growth of these inte-

resting objects, can appreciate the feelings of

those who lose them. The trees were thrifty, two
and three years old; and after sighing over the

loss of some forty of them, the climax was capped
by finding the thrifty Bartlett, which had borne

fine fruit, was irreparably lost. This determined

me upon tinning each tree; and I immediately

procured a box of tin in sheets 14-J-20 inches,

which were cut in half, making sheets 14-f-10
inches, and by making them into tubes—say

around a shovel handle— 14 inches long, we had

a protection for each tree until it shall grow to

be—say 3 inches in diameter. These were se-

cured around the trees by thin wires, one at the

top and another at the bottom, except in the case

of peaches and other rapid growers, where the

wire was omitted,—the tin retaining its shape and
protecting the tree, yet not interfering with its

growth. With those of slower growth, the wires

may be left until the size of the tree makes it ne-

cessary to remove them. The tins, from their

shape, will still protect,—yielding as the tree in-

creases in size.

So far, it has answered the purpose. They
were put around the trees last 6th mo., (June,)

and as yet, neither trees nor tins are disturbed.

I was compelled to tin horse-chestnuts also,—se-

veral being injured ; and one girolled by these lit-

tle operators.

I suggest tinning to those readers who value

their trees, and are in localities exposed to such

depredators. The cost of the tin, from N. Trot-
ter & Sons, Philadelphia, was then $10 per box
of 100 sheets, each of which, cut in half, made
them 200 sheets; the cost of each sheet being

then 5 cents, and the turning the tins and putting

around the trees being done by oneself in scraps

of time, the cost for each tree, including wire, is

not more than 6 cents. One hundred trees will

then cost $6. and the owner be saved from watch-

ing, and mixing, and repeating sooting, and, in

some cases, from the loss of fine trees. Had my
trees been tinned before, it would have cost—say

$12, but would have saved what was worth to

me $30. All which is respectfully submitted, by
thy constant reader and friend, C. L. S. Phila-

delphia, 5th mo., 1850.

Old Time Horticulture.—The following

letter of Collinson, one of the most noted bota-

nists of an hundred years ago, contains hints of

the most prevalent notions of culture now-a-days;

and will make our readers who believe, with

Solomon, that there is " nothing new under the

sun," feel quite complacent. The " beetle" is, no

doubt, our curculio. Collinson wras evidently a

sound horticulturist. " Littering Gooseberries" is

the last of our modern notions ; and here Collin-

son urges it a century ago ! Ed.
Now, Friend John, I come to consider further

of some of thy observations, by thine of the 10th

of December. I am glad to find that thee art so

so well recovered, and that all I he goods are

come safe to hand, and please; which is more
than I expected, and ought not to excuse thee

from being more particular and exact in thy or-

ders next time.

Though thou canst not see, yet I have told

thee what inoculating on a peach stock may do.

If I am not out in my conjecture—as it is a free

stock, and sends up its sap plentifully—it may
assist the nectarine and apricot, at a season when
supplies are wanting. As thou hast tried the

north side of building, and sides of water courses,

&c, to no purpose, with plums, pray give the

other fruits as fair a chance.

To prevent the depredations of the beetle, I

confess, is not so easy as some other bad effects;

yet, as we know the duration of this insect is but

short, if, while he is so noxious, some contrivance

could be found out to disturb or destroy him, you

then might hope to taste a nectarine,—one of the

most delicious fruits in the universe, and much
exceeds a peach, in a rich, vinous-flavored juice.

And an apricot is also one of the fine fruits.

Last year our standards were overloaded, which

are allowed to excel the wall fruit.

Suppose, as soon as this beetle is discovered, if

the trees were to be smoked, with burning straw

under them, or at some distance, so as to furni*
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gate their branches, at a time the beetles are

most liable to attack the fruit; or, if the trees

were to be squirted on by a hand engine, with

water in which tobacco leaves were soaked

;

either of these two methods, I should think, if

they did not totally prevent, yet, at least, would

secure so much of these fine fruits as would be I

worth the labor of people of circumstances, who
are curious to taste these fine fruits in perfection.

I take it, the reason the plum succeeds so well,

is the frequent shaking the trees, by being planted

in a frequented place. The beetles are tumbled

off, or else are disturbed and frightened from

settling on the trees; and the ground being trod

so much, may be a great help, by keeping in the

moisture which is so conducive to bring the fruit

to maturity.

This brings to my mind a contrivance I was
told, a few days agone. An Englishman went
and settled at Naples, about your latitude, and

writ over to P. Miller, that apricots throve very

well, but all the fruit dropped off, which he was
surprised at ; for he expected the finest fruits in

that fine climate. But he was mistaken; for the

natural fruits of that country are figs, pomegra-
nates, olives, grapes, oranges and lemons. My
friend Miller writ him word, to lay a great deal

of muck (rotten dung and straw mixed,) or a

great quantity of fern leaves, or any compost that

would keep the ground moist, and prevent the

sun's action, which is very penetrating in that

country, as well as with you.

This had the desired effect ; and the gentleman
writes him word, that since he has practiced it,

he has never failed of fruit in plenty, and in the

greatest perfection.

Now, Friend John, improve this hint ; and if

your apricots are too forward, plant them under

all disadvantages possible ; that is, in the most
exposed places, and in all the coldest, shadiest as-

pects that can be found. Perhaps, when moun-
tains come to be settled, the north sides may suc-

ceed with this fruit and others, and may not be so

much frequented by the beetles. I apprehend if

your gooseberries were littered, it would prevent

their dropping off; and if this litter was now and

then watered, both under the apricots, &c, it

would be of service.

Friend John, I have writ more fully by Captain
Mesnard ; but this will hint to thee thy good for-

tune of all thy cargoes coming safe, which is great

luck these very perilous times. Now farewell.

P. Collinson. London, April 26, 1746. [Dar-
lington's Memoirs of Bartram.]

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Miscellaneous.— F. K. Phcenix, (Delavan,

Wis.) Cranberry. The cranberry may be raised

from seed, by planting the seeds (after freeing

them from the pulp.) in a common frame, (with-

out manure.) The frame should be placed in a

shady place, and covered with glass or oiled cot-

ton sashes, and watered every day till the plants

are up and well established. After they are an

inch high, the lights may be removed, and the

plants left to grow all the season—watering thera

frequently. The seeds may be planted in autumn
or spring, and the soil should be half sand and

half decayed leaves or peat. Japan lilies suc-

ceed well in the open air, but should have very

deep, rich soil, and a situation where the mid-day

sun does not reach them. Your Tuberose and

Amaryllis bulbs do not flower, because they do
not fully complete their growth. Put them in

pots, and stand them immediately in a hot-bed,

and about the 10th of May turn them out in a

rich sunny border, and they will reward you next

year.

Market Fruits.—P., (Wisconsin.) A good

selection of 25 sorts of market orchard apples is

the following: Summer—Red Astrachan, Early

Harvest, Early Strawberry. Autumn— Porter,

Gravenstein, William's Favorite, Fall Pippin,

Jersey Sweeting, Summer Sweet, Paradise. Win-
ter— Rhode Island Greening, Baldwin, Yellow

Bellefleur, Roxbury Russet, Fameuse, Jonathan,

Lady Apple, Ladies' Sweeting, Northern Spy,

Nonsuch or Canada Red, English Russet, Danvers
Winter Sweet, White Bellefleur, and, for deep

limestone soils, Newtown Pippin and Esopus

Spitzenburgh.

Small Green-houses.—W. Rice, (Bridgewa-

ter, Va.) The most convenient shutters are made
of the thin half inch boards, called " siding,"

which are very light. The oil-cloth will answer,

but requires more care and trouble in managing
it, especially in snowy and frosty weather. The
only object in putting a sheet iron door to the air-

chamber, is to prevent its being burned. If it is

so far from the fire that this cannot occur, then a

wooden one will answer.

Fruits that begin to bear early.—W. K.

White, (Athens, Geo.) Apples—Red Astrachan,

Yellow Bellefleur. Baldwin, Rhode Island Green-

ing. Pears—Bartlett, Dearborn's Seedling, Beur-

re Bosc, B. Diel, Louise Bonne de Jersey, Beur-

re d'Aremberg, Seckel. Plums—Lombard, Jef-

ferson, Downton Imperatrice, St. Martin's Quet-

sche. Cherries—May Duke, Black Tartarian,

Amerieam Heart, Downer's Late.

Pears.—F. L. 0., (Staten Island.) You can

double-work the Flemish Beauty pears on Quince.

An Enquirer, (Augusta, Geo.) Your trees have

evidently suffered from the heat of the sun. They
would have done better on the north slope of the

hills. As it is, mulch the ground over the roots,

and bind a loose covering of straw around the

trunks and principal branches. If you wish large

and fine Stokel pears, you must give a ve>y libe-

ral supply of manure. A. P. Johnson. The na-

tural pear trees, 10 inches in diameter, may be

grafted very easily, and will in three years give

you a large crop of fruit. Begin with the top;

graft the upper half of the head this year, and tha
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'ower half next. The Bartlett, Gray Doyenne.,

and Beurre d'Aremberg, will best answer your
purpose.

Everblooming Roses.—P. B., (Norwalk, Ct.)

Souvenir de Malmaison, blush, Souchet, deep crim-
son, Acidalie, white, are three of the most satis-

factory, hardy Bourbon roses for beds. They will

bloom all summer and autumn; and the deeper
and richer your soil, the more roses. A. T.,
(Montreal.) From your account of your roses,

we should suppose your soil was worn out. The
best way of renovating it for roses, (and almost
anything else,) is to prepare a heap of burnt sods.

After burning, chop it up and use it plentifully

about your plants. It will work wonders when
manure seems of little value.

Early Melons.—B., (Albany.) The best mode
of raising early melons, (one which insures you

against the striped bug,) is that of starting the

plants in a frame on small squares of sod, as de-

scribed in this journal a year ago. Cucumbers
and all this tribe may, in this way, be grown
three degrees farther north than they can other-

wise be in the open air.

Pruning Grap. s.—A Constant Reader, (Eas-

ton, Pa.) Do not be afraid to prune your vines.

All the bleeding that results from cutting last

year's wood will not hurt them in the least. A
liberal top-dressiug (say a peck to a vine 8 years

old,) of plaster will greatly benefit the crop.

Manures.—R. P. G., (New-York.) Use your

coal ashes on cherry trees, evergreens and Indian

corn. Poudrette is the best manure for straw-

berry beds. You can give the beds a sprinkling

one-third of an inch thick without doing any harm
to the plants, and it brings no weeds.

PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The stated meeting of this society was held in the Chinese
Saloon, on Tuesday evening, Februaiy 19, iy>0.
The President, on taking the chair, tendered his acknow-

ledgements to his associates, for the compliment paid him in

his recent re-election to office. The honor was originally con-
ferred whilst he was absent from the city, in a distant part of
the country ; and has been in many successive periods re-

peated by the unanimous expression of his fellow members.
These kind and unabated evidences of regard, had excited his

most grateful feelings, and imposed upon him the duty of en-
deavoring, by increased efforts, to enhance the reputation,
promote the interests, and maintain the discipline of the socie-
ty, during the brief remaining period with which he expected
to be connected with it as presiding officer. He proposed ad-
dressing the society on topics interesting to it at the October
meeting, which he presumed would be held, as usual, in the

lecture room. He was obliged to postpone gratifying his

wishes in this respect upon the present occasion, for a similar
reason to that not long since urged by a distinguished gentle-
man elsewhere, when complaining of the " noise and confu-
sion" which surrounded him.
Owing to the sudden change from mild to cold weather

during the day, the display of plants was not as fine as might
otherwise have been expected

;
yet it afforded gratification to

the numerous visitors in attendance. The collection from the

president's green-house was in fine bloom; and from Mr.
Buist's, there were several beautiful plants, one of which was
new, and shown for the first time—the Bignonia picta; and
fully as attractive were his cut Camellia flowers, consisting of
seventy-seven specimens of the choicest varieties, covering a
large table. The designs and baskets of cut flowers evinced
taste in the arrangement. There was a good display of vege-
tables, among which were seen new potatoes, mushrooms,
sea-kale, rhubarb, asparagus, lettuce, fine radishes, and the
usual varieties.

Premiums awarded on the occasion were,—by the commit-
tee on plants and flowers.—for the best six regularly shaped
Camellia flowers, for the second best six ditto, lor the best six

irregularly shaped ditto, and for the second best six ditto, to

Robert Scott, foreman to Robert Buist For the best three

specimens of hot-house plants in pots, and for the best three of
green-house plants, to Ben Daniels, gardener to Caleb Cope.
For the second best three green-house plants, to Robert Scott.

For a collection of plants in pots, and for the best design of
cut flowers, to Ben Daniels. For the best hand bouquet, to

Benjamin Gulliss. For the best basket of cut flowers, to Ben
Daniels; for the second best basket, to Wm. Hall. The com-
mittee make mention of a new plant, exhibited by Robert Buist
—the Bigno?iia picta.

By the committee on fruit. For the best six specimens of
pears, (Echasserie,) to H. N. Johnson. For the best one dozen

apples, (Wine Sap,) and for the second best ditto, (Cooper's
Redling.) to John Perkins.

By the committee on vegetables. For the best display of
vegetables, by a commercial gardener, to Anthony Felten;

for the second best display, to Albums L. Felten. For the best

display by amateur gardeners, to James Leddy, gardener to

Pierce Butler : for the second best ditto, to Ben Daniels ; and
for the best mushrooms, to Ben Daniels. The committee no-

tice fine asparagus, by Wm. Johns, also a display of cauliflow-

ers, by Anthony Felten.

The committee of finance reported, having examined the

treasurer's statement of accounts, which they found correct.

Members elected to Honorary Membership.—Dr. J. A. Kenni-
cott, of Illinois, Dr. Herman Wendell, of Albany, N. Y., Hon.
James Arnold, New-Bedford, and Mrs. Catherine Staidey, of

East Hartford, Conn. To resident membership—R. W. D.
Truitt, and Thomas O'Brien.
Objects Shown. Plants.—By Ben Daniels, gardener to

Caleb Cope, Zygopetalon striatum, Bilbcrgia lbendil'olia. Ble-
tia Tankervilleoe, Habrothamnus elegans, Raphiolepis indica,

Gesneria zebrina, jEschynanthus parasiticus, Azalea Cilling-

hamii, Cyclamen persicum, Velthemia viridiflora, Camellia
candidissima, and Primula: sinensis.

By Robert Scott, foreman to Robert Buist, Bignonia picta,

new, aud shown for the first time. Azalea splendens, Wil-
liamsii and Double Red ; also cut Camellia flowers, varieties,

Imbricata, Duchess of Orleans, Sarah Frost, alba-plena, Hen-
ri Fauvre, Fordii, Sherwoodii, Fimbriata, Fielder's Queen,
Binneyii, Landretliii, Hume's Blush, Chandelerii, Prince Al-
bert, Rex Batavia, Marchioness of Exeter, Grahamii speciosa,

Donkalaria variegata, latifolia, Emily, Philadelphia Woodsii.
Five very fine seedlings, and forty-eight other specimens.
By Ben Daniels, a design in form of a temple, covered with

moss, and tastefully ornamented with flowers, and a beautiful

basket of choice flowers.

By William Hall, a very neat basket of flowers. By Benja-
min Gulliss, a tasteful hand Bouquet; and by Patrick Burk, a
hand bouquet.

Fruit.—By Henry N. Johnson, pears, Echasserie. By John
Perkins, apples, Wine Sap and Cooper's Redling.

Vegetables— By Beu Daniels, gardener to C. Cope, new
potatoes, mushrooms, bush beans, rhubarb, sea kale, radishes,

lettuce, Brussels' sprouts, carrots, beets, celery, and other va-

rieties.

By James Eiddy, g irdener to Pierce Butler, a large display

of Royal cabbage, lettuce and long salmon radishes.

By Albinus L. Felten, of green-house culture, Coss and But-

ter lettuce, long scarlet and white turnip radishes, asparagus,

parsley, mint, cut sallad, peppergrass and chives.

By Anthony Felten, a large display of almost every variety.

Adjourned. Tho. P. James, Rec. Sec'y
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In the old fashioned way of travelling, "up

hill and down dale," by post coaches, it

was a great gratification (altogether lost in

swift and smooth railroads,) to stop and rest

for a moment on a hill-top, and survey the

country behind and about us.

Something of this retrospect, is as re-

freshing and salutary in any other field of

progress. Certainly, nothing will carry us

on with such speed as to look neither to the

right or left, to concentrate all our powers

to this undeviating straight forward line.

But, on the other hand, as he who travels

in a rail-car knows little or nothing of the

country, except the points of departure and

arrival, so, if we do not occasionally take a

slisrht glance at things about us, we shall

be comparatively ignorant of many inte-

resting features not in the straight line of

" onward march."

One of the best signs of the times, for

country people, is the increase of agricultu-

ral papers in number, and the still greater

increase of Subscribers. When the Albany

Cultivator stood nearly alone in the field,

some fifteen years ago, and boasted of 20,-

000 subscribers, it was thought a marvel-

lous thing,—this interest in the intellectual

part of farming ; and there were those who

thought it " could not last long." Now,

Vol. iv. 31

that there are dozens of agricultural jour-

nals, with hundreds of thousands of readers,

the interest in "book farming" is at last

beginning to be looked upon as something

significant ; and the agricultural press be-

gins to feel that it is of some account in the

commonwealth. When it does something

more—when it rouses the farming class to

a sense of its rights in the state— its

rights to good education, to agricultural

schools, to a place in the legislative halls,

where farmers shall not only be talked about

in complimentary phrase, as "honest yeo-

men," or the " bone and sinew of the coun-

try," but see and feel, by the comparison of

po<ver and influence with the commercial

and professional classes, that they are such,

then we shall not hear so much about the

dangers of the republic, but more of the

intelligence and good sense of the people.

Among the good signs of the times, we

notice the establishment of an Agricultural

Bureau at Washington. At its head has

been placed, for the present at least, Dr.

Lee, the editor of the Genesee Farmer,—

a

man thoroughly alive to the interest of the

cultivators of the soil, and awake to the

unjust estimation practically placed upon

1
farmers, both by themselves and the coun-

|
try at large. If he does his duty, as we
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think he will, in collecting and presenting

statistics, and other information showing

the importance and value of the agriculture

of the United States, Ave helieve this Agri-

cultural Bureau will he of vast service, if

only in showing the farmers their own
strength for all good purposes, if they will

only first educate, and then use their

powers.

In our more immediate department— hor-

ticulture— there are the most cheering signs

of improvement in every direction. In

all parts of the country, but especially at

the West, horticultural societies are being

formed. We think Ohio alone, numbers

five at this moment. And as the bare for-

mation of such societies shows the existence

of a little more than private zeal on the part

of the inhabitants in gardening matters, we
may take it for granted that the culture of

gardens is making progress at the west,

with a rapidity commensurate to the won-

derful growth there in other respects.

It is now no longer a question, indeed,

that horticulture, both for profit and plea-

sure, is destined to become of far more con-

sequence here than in any part of Europe.

Take, for example, the matter of fruit cul-

ture. In no part of Europe has the plant-

ing of orchards been carried to the same

extent as it has already been in the United

States. There is no single peach orchard

in France, Italy or Spain, that has produced

the owner over $10,000 in a single year,

like one in Delaware. There is no apple

orchard in Germany or northern Europe, a

single crop of which has yielded $12,000,

like that of Pelham farm, on the Hudson.

And these, though unusual examples of or-

chard cultivation by single proprietors, are

mere fractions of the aggregate value of

the products of the orchards in all of the

northern states. The dried fruits—apples

and peaches alone, of western New-York

—

amount in value to very large sums annu-

ally. And if we may j udge by what we hear,

orchard culture, especially of the finer market

fruits, has only just commenced.

We doubt if, at any horticultural assem-

blage that ever convened in Europe, there

has been the same amount of practical

knowledge of pomology brought together as

at the congress of fruit-growers, last Octo-

ber, in New-York. An intelligent nursery-

man, who has just returned from a horti-

cultural tour through Great Britain, assures

us that at the present moment that country

is astonishingly behind us, both in interest

in, and knowledge of fruits. This he partly

explains by the fact, that only half a dozen

sorts of each fruit are usually grown in

England, where we grow twenty or thirty;

but mainly by the inferiority of their cli-

mate, which makes the culture of pears,

peaches, &c., without walls, an impossibi-

lity, except in rare cases. Again, the fact

that in this country there are so many land-

holders of intelligence among all classes of

society—all busy in improving their pla-

ces—whether they consist of a rood or a

mile square—causes the interest in fine fruits

to become so multiplied, that it assumes an

importance here that is not dreamed of for

it on the other side of the water.

With this wide spread interest, and the

numberless experiments that large practice

will beget, we trust we shall very soon see

good results in the production of best

native varieties of the finer fruits. Almost

every experienced American horticulturist

has become convinced that we shall never

fairly " touch bottom," or rest on a solid

foundation, till we get a good assortment

of first rate pears, grapes, &c, raised from

seeds in this country ; sorts with sound con-

stitutions, adapted to our climate and soil.

With great respect for the unwearied la-

bors of Van Mons, and others who have
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followed his plan of obtaining varieties, we

have not the least faith in the vital powers

of varieties so originated. They will, in

the end, be entirely abandoned in this coun-

try for sound healthy seedlings, raised di-

rectly from vigorous parents.

Far as we are in advance of Europe, at

this moment, in the matter of pomology,

we are a long way behind in all that re-

lates to ornamental gardening. Not that

there is not a wonderful growing taste for

ornamental gardening, especially in the

northern and eastern states. Not, indeed,

that we have not a number of country pla-

ces that would be respectable in point of

taste and good cultivation everywhere. But

the popular feeling has not yet fairly set in

this direction, and most persons are content

with a few common trees, shrubs, and plants,

when they might adorn their lawns and gar-

dens with species of far greater beauty.

One of the greatest drawbacks to the sa-

tisfaction of pleasure grounds, in this coun-

try, is the want of knowledge as to how

they should be managed to give rapid

growth and fine verdure. The whole se-

cret, as we have again and again stated, is

in deep soil ; if not naturally such, then made

so by deep culture. Even the best English

gardeners (always afraid, in their damp

climate, of canker, if the roots go down-

wards,) are discouraged, and fail in our

pleasure grounds, from the very fineness

and dryness of our climate, because they

will not trench—trench—trench ! as we all

must do, to have satisfactory lawns or plea-

sure grounds.

And this reminds us that a great want in

the country, at the present time, is a sort of

practical school for gardeners ; not so much

to teach them from the outset— for ninety-

nine hundreths of all our gardeners are

Europeans—as to naturalize their know-

ledge in this country. If one of the leading

horticultural societies, with ready means,

(that of Boston, for example,) would start

an experimental garden, and making, by an

agency abroad, some arrangement with de-

serving gardeners wishing to emigrate, take

these freshmen on their arrival, and carry

them through a season's practice in the

experimental garden, and let them out at

the end of a year really good gardeners for

our climate, they would do an incalculable

service to the cause of horticulture, and to

thousands of employers, besides getting

their own gardens (like that of the London

Hort. Society,) cultivated at little cost.

It may be said that gardeners would not

enter such a preparatory garden, since they

could find places at once. We reply to

this, that if they found, after they had had

their year's practice in this garden, and

could show its certificate of character and

abilities, they could readily get $50 or $ 100 a

year more—as we are confident they couid

—

there would be no difficulty on this head.

The Belgian government has just estab-

lished such a school, and placed it under the

direction of M. Van Houtte, the well known

horticulturist of Ghent. Something of the

sort has been contemplated here, in con-

nection with the agricultural college pro-

jected by this state. Considering the scar-

city, nay,, absolute dearth, of good garden-

ers among us at the present moment,—the

supply not half equal to the demand,— it

seems to us that some plan might be adopt-

ed by which we should not be at the mercy

of those who only call themselves garden-

ers,, but who also know little beyond the

mysteries of cultivating that excellent plant,

the Solanum tuberosum, commonly known

as the potato. Good Mr. President Walk-

er, of the Massachusetts Hort. Society, can-

not you help us to an experimental garden

and experimented, gardeners, out of thai

$10,000 bequest left you last season?



ON THE FORMATION OF VINE BORDERS.

BY JAMES STEWART, WASHINGTON, D. C.

This subject has been so frequently and

freely discussed, during the last few years,

that any remarks I may make on the sub-

ject may be deemed superfluous. How-
ever, I will venture to give my views, rela-

tive to the construction of vine borders, and

the best materials to be employed,—being

the experience of many years, and in some

of the most extensive establishments ex-

tant.

Some vine cultivators strongly insist upon

the use of dead animals in vine borders,

as the principal ingredient therein, and one

necessary for the vine to produce its fruit

in perfection. But I have frequently seen

the ill effects of their use, particularly when
introduced into borders that were planted

two or three years previously. Although

the vine is a gross feeder, still pure and

well decomposed substances are necessary

for its welfare. Nothing can be more per-

nicious, than to introduce a mass of putrid

and decaying animal bodies, for the roots

to extend their different ramifications in.

In borders that have had dead bodies de-

posited in them, when made at the distance

of 15 or 20 feet from where the vines are

planted, so that they might become decom-

posed before the roots reached them, I

never have been able to discover any su-

periority of the fruit, produced from such

borders, over that of other borders, where

nothing but soil was used, and their pre-

sence dispensed with. I also regard the

system of making such large borders, in

some instances fifty feet in width, to be a

great error; although I may be told that

additions at suitable periods, to encourage

the roots, are not only beneficial but highly

necessary to produce good grapes. Such,

however, is not the fact, although at every

extension of the border fine young root-

lets will be found ; but what will be the

state of the roots in the immediate vicinity

of the house where the vine is planted ?

Examine, and you will not find any of

those young rootlets there, but large, thick,

black roots, totally destitute of young fibres

;

and the further the vine border is extended,

the further will the ill effects of it be per-

ceived. In these large, diffused vine bor-

ders, when top-dressings of rich manure

are applied, (Liquid manures, also,) what

guide has the cultivator to go by ? He
cannot determine at what particular locality

the food for the vine is most required ; and

it is certain that those large black roots

cannot assimilate, and take up food for the

use of the vine,— (the small rootlets and

fibres performing that office.) The use of

the richest manures cannot be of any es-

sential service to them ; consequently, it

involves a waste of labor, manure, *and

land also. I am decidedly of opinion that

a border ten feet in width, containing a

depth of soil of about two and a half feet,

are superior to one of fifty feet, and is ca-

pable of furnishing the rafters of any vinery

that may be erected. My reasons for so

thinking are the following, viz : that in

largely extended borders, you cannot deter-

mine where the stimulants are most want-

ed ; and if applied all over the border, only

a small portion of the roots are benefitted.

"Whereas, if the vines occupied a border of

only ten feet in width, the whole of the

roots would be concentrated in that space

;

and whatever stimulants were applied would
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be immediately taken up by the young root-

lets. The cultivator would then know ex-

actly where to place his stimulants ; and any

application of liquid manure would be im-

mediately felt by the vines. A border of

this kind could be kept in the highest pos-

sible order; as the vines could be supplied

with any quantity of food, in a pure state,

for the immediate consumption of the vines.

It may be said, that there is not a sufficient

quantity of soil for the vines to grow in.

Such, however, is not the case ; as the vines

that were planted by Mr. John Sherwood,

when he occupied the Laurel Hill horticul-

tural establishment, near Philadelphia, still

produce abundant and beautiful crops, se-

cond to none that are grown in the vicinity

of that city. These vines have been plant-

ed about ten years, inside the house, in a

border raised above the surface,— being

boxed up to within a foot or eighteen inches

of the glass. The depth of the soil about

three feet, and the width of the border three

feet and a half; no dead carcasses or other

offensive matter was used in its construc-

tion.

Vines that are planted at Mrs. Camac's

residence, near Philadelphia, which had

expensive diffused borders made, and by a

good practical gardener, had large quanti-

ties of horses and other carcasses, slaugh-

terhouse manure, &c, incorporated with

the soil, certainly does not prove that putrid

carrion is the most suitable manure to in-

corporate with vine borders, although they

are under the able superintendence of Mr.

Alexander Caie. The same may be said

of the vineries at Andalusia, the seat of the

late Nicholas Biddle, Esq., where vines

are cultivated under glass, to a greater ex-

tent than any other place in the Union. It

will be found that as good grapes can be

produced without the use of dead carcasses

as with them. The wood will be shorter

jointed, better ripened, and, consequently,

more firm (without the use of dead bodies,)

as I have had ocular demonstration of the

above fact ; and it frequently fell under

my observation when I resided at Anda-

lusia. The use of animal manure is apt

to unduly excite the vines ; and it will al-

ways be productive of long jointed, badly

ripened wood, where there has been a su-

perabundance of animal manure used. Con-

sequently, this soft, spungy wood is not at

all calculated to produce a fine crop of

fruit. In my opinion, if animal manure is

used at all, it ought to be thoroughly de-

composed before it is incorporated with the

border.

The Excavation.—In forming borders, it

will be necessary to excavate the soil to

the widih of ten feet, the length of the

house, and to the depth of three feet and a

half. On all occasions the borders are to

be located outside the house, when cold

vineries are intended to be erected, and also

for houses that are not forced previous to

the beginning of March. The soil exca-

vated to the required depth, width, &c,

a four-inch wall should be built in the front

and ends, so as to confine the roots to their

legitimate space, which will be found am-

ply sufficient to furnish a rafter thirty feet

long with prolific vines. The bottom of

the border should be neatly paved, and

have a slight inclinarion to the front, where

a drain should run the entire length of the

border, to collect and discharge any super-

fluous moisture at the nearest convenient

place. In houses that are designed for

early forcing, and commencing in the first

week of November, I should recommend

that the border be raised, and run parallel

with the back wall ; the advantages of

which will be noticed hereafter.

Drainage.— If the location of the vino

border be on a heavy retentive soil, and in
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• situation naturally wet, great care must

be taken to have it thoroughly drained
;

for upon perfect drainage depends your

future success. No matter how judicious

your treatment in the house is, if the roots

are not in a vigorous and healthy condi-

tion, no satisfactory result can be obtained.

Should the subsoil be a dry, gravelly bot-

tom, less drainage will be required ; and

no situation so well suits the vine, as that

which is thus drained by nature. I would

recommend, in very low, wet situations, to

adopt the same system of drainage as is

practiced at Stradsett Park, Welbeck, and

Alton Towers, and many other places in

England, viz., to chamber the border ; which

may be accomplished by running nine-inch

walls across the border, one foot high, and

covering them with good flag stones, such

as are used in paving streets; the larger

they can be obtained the better. They

should not be placed so close together as to

prevent the superfluous moisture passing

off into the bottom of the chamber. Ten

or twelve inches of oyster shells should be

placed on the top of the flag stones, previ-

ous to the earth being placed upon it. [A

foot of loose small stones will answer just

as well as this chamber.

—

Ed.] A drain

should run along the bottom of the cham-

ber at the front, and be conducted to the

most convenient place to discharge any wa-

ter that may settle there.

In borders that do not require to be cham-

bered, one foot of oyster shells should be

placed upon the paved bottom. The object

of paving the bottom, is to prevent the roots

penetrating deeper than the bottom of the

border, whereby they will be freed from

the "contaminating influence of a bad sub-

soil." In no case should the border be ele-

vated above the surface more than two or

three inches.

Vineries that are to produce ripe fruit in

March and April.—In houses of this de-

scription, where forcing commences in No-

vember and December, it will be desirable

that a wall be built, three or four feet from

the back wall of the house, and run paral-

lel with it, to the height of three feet six

inches. The bottom of this should also be

paved, and have an inclination towards the

front. A brick should be left out at the

distance of three feet apart in the first

course of the wall. For drainage, oyster

shells, if obtainable, to the depth of twelve

inches, should be placed at the bottom
;

and whenever this border is watered, either

with pure water or liquid manure, it should

be thoroughly saturated, so that a copious

discharge should run from the bottom.

The advantage of these small borders

over large diffused borders, in early forcing,

is that the border, being elevated, attains

nearly to the temperature of the house

;

and being in close proximity to the glass,

has the advantage of the sun's rays upon

the surface of the border, which is a de-

sideratum devoutly to be wished for, as the

electrical rays of the sun-light are of the

highest importance to the well being of the

vines. Lastly, being planted at the back

of the house, and the vines being trained

downwarus, under the rafters, it will have

the effect to induce them to develop every

eye in the vine, which will be found to be

of the utmost importance to the cultivator,

especially in early vineries. Houses that I

recommended in my article, on " Culture

of Vines in Pots," will be admirably adapted

for the purpose of early forcing. It is the

system of the late Patrick Flannigan, who

introduced it to notice some thirty years

since. Vineries that he then planted are

yet in fine order, and carrying splendid

crops of fruit to this day ; thus showing the

capabilities of these small borders, when

judiciously managed.
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Soil.—The soil that I have found most

suitable for vine culture, is the following:

The top spit of an old pasture, of medium

texture, to be pared not more than three

inches in depth, and containing the great-

est quantity of turfy fibre possible; well

decomposed black, or bog earth, that has

been well pulverised with the action of a

winter's frost, and summer's sun, and fre-

quently turned; well rotted horse manure

—

that from an old hot-bed is most suitable;

coarse ground bones; gypsum, or sulphate

of lime ; dried night soil, or poudrette; and

oyster shells, to render the border always

ope?i and porous ; woolen rags, and scraps

of leather. In a border that I saw made,

at Whittlebury Lodge, Northamptonshire,

England, the seat of Lord Southampton,

fourteen years ago, which was made in an

early vinery, the produce of which, up to

the present time, has been the admiration

of all who are fortunate enough to see the

grapes in a ripe state, the following is

the quantity of ingredients that was used,

—

the border containing fifty cart loads of

soil : Turfy loam, 25 loads ; rotten hot-

bed manure, 5 do.; coarse ground bones,

50 bushels ; bog earth, 5 loads ; dried night

soil, or poudrette, 50 bushels ; 2 loads oys-

ter shells ; 8 loads woolen rags and leather

scraps; 50 bushels of sulphate of lime, or

gypsum. The whole was then incorporated,

with the exception of the rags and scraps

of leather, which were put in the border in

thin layers. The result of this combina-

tion far surpassed the expectations of Mr.

South, the gardener; and any cultivator

using the same materials as pointed out,

may, with judicious management in the

house, realise a crop of grapes inferior to

none.

Mulching.—This is an important opera-

tion in this climate, and is greatly neg-

ected, in late graperies especially ; and

upon this operation depends, not a little, the

swelling of the fruit. Nothing can be

more injudicious than to see a vine border,

especially where late grapes are grown,

elevated two or three feet above the sur-

face, and having a considerable inclination

to the south, finely raked over, and the fiery

rays of a summer's sun evaporating every

particle of moisture within, its influence, to

the depth of 15 or 18 inches,—the very

place where all the fine rootlets and active

feeders of the vine ought to be located.

But under such circumstances, they are

unable to exist there; it being absolutely

nothing else but dry dust. Should rain

happen to fall copiously, such borders are

very little benefitted, as it runs off
1

with

nearly the same facility as water off a

duck's back. When borders are properly

mulched, no inconvenience will be expe-

rienced from drouth. As soon as there is

an indication of a dry spell of weather set-

ting in, the border should be immediately

mulched ; and if there has been a good

day's rain previous to the operation, so

much the better. In mulching vine bor-

ders, good half decayed leaves, or fresh

cow manure, to the depth of eight or ten

inches, will be found very efficient. As

soon as the extreme heat of summer has

passed, say early in October, it may be

taken off roughly, and what remains may

be forked into the border. The usual time

for applying the leaves, &c, to the border,

is from the middle to the end of May. Of

course, this depends in a great measure on

the season.

In Mr. Cleveland's article on vine bor-

ders, I see he ascribes the superiority of his

grapes the past season to having used tan,

as a stimulant for the vines. This, how-

ever, I think is erroneous; and with all

due respect for him as a cultivator, I beg

to say that, in my opinion, it can be traced
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to the tan, acting as a protection to the

young fibres and roots, being protected

against the intense heat of the sun, and

preserving the border in an equable state

of moisture all the time, encouraging the

rootlets to the surface, so that they had the

benefit of atmospheric influence, without

sustaining the least injury: [in this we

quite agree.

—

Ed.] I will give you the

routine of my practice in the cold vinery,

should you deem it worthy of a place in the

Horticulturist, the first opportunity. I re-

main yours truly, James Stewart.

[Mr. Stewart's materials for composing

the border are good, and we agree with

him respecting the size of the border, when

inside the house, for forcing. But we be-

lieve the mass of experience will be found

against him in this country, as regards

small outside borders for cold vineries.

Perhaps our correspondents will have a

word to say on this subject. Ed.]

iioi i

ON TREES AND SHRUBS NEWLY PLANTED.

BY D. BEATON.*

Now [last of Feb., Ed.,] is a good time to

look over the flower garden and shrubberies

to see what can be done for young trees

and shrubs, that have not thriven since they

were planted, and for older ones that once

promised to reward us for our careful at-

tention, but which from some cause or other

are not looking so well as they ought to do.

There need be little fear about such plants

as were removed late last spring, being yet

in no very promising mood, as few seasons

within my memory have been so ill suited

for young things newly planted. They ex-

perienced extremes of cold and dry heat

before their roots could take much hold of

the soil, so that many of them lost their

leaves, and are still looking far from being

healthy; their roots, however, must have

made great progress since last August, for

we never had a better autumn, and, I was

going to say, or a longer, one for planting

and for lately planted things ; so that, with

judicious pruning this winter, we may rea-

sonably calculate on a fine vigorous growth

next season. All plants that are much
stunted from a recent transplanting ought

to be pruned very close before they begin

to grow next spring, for of all the hopeless

things in this world to expect that a free

circulation of sap can run through a stunted

hide-bound shoot is the most hopeless, and

we have no means of remedying this bat by
* From the Cottage Gardener, London.

close pruning, and in future to be wiser,

and get our pruning and planting finished

before the winter sets in, so that the roots

may be in action in the spring as early as.

the leaves. It is not too much to say, that

in our climate every tree and bush, every

climber and twiner, with all trailers and
creepers, and the whole race of evergreens,

ought to be planted at the end of the au-

tumn ; and not only that, but all the pruning

that is necessary, to bring the head of the

plant within a compass corresponding to

the strength of the mutilated roots, should

be effected a full month previously to the

removal of the plant, and not at -planting

time, as is generally done; unless indeed

you are planting from a nursery, when of

course the plants will not be pruned till you

get them home. If I made up my mind to

plant a certain evergreen tree or bush on
the 20th of September, I would cut ofT all

the branches, or part of the branches, that

I thought necessary to be removed, as early

as the middle of August ; and if, during

the interval, some of those branches that

were headed made a fresh attempt at

making another growth, I should like it all

the better, as showing that the whole plant

was so full of blood that the sap must either

break the bark, or find a vent in an unsea-

sonable growth at the tops of the main
branches ; and before this could take place,

every bud on the tree, and every cell that
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composes it, must needs be as full of the

risinjr juices as a newly laid egg.

Now, there cannot be two opinions

amongst practical men about this being the

very best state for a tree to be in at the

moment the fork and pick are laid to its

roots for removal. We may differ as to

the best month for removing large plants,

but we are all agreed—at least I hope so

—

on the point, that every bud on the trans-

planted tree ought to be in the best possi-

ble means for a start next growing season ;

and it is not too much to say, that, those

buds left when a tree is pruned and planted

the same day, are just in the very worst to

renew their growth, because they are then,

like all the rest of the lower buds on the

tree, much less charged with sap than those

situated towards the top of the branches, so

that the most prominent buds must of ne-

cessity be removed in the process of pruning.

Not many years back, there was a wide-

spread controversy as to the merits of

pruning at the time of removing trees and
shrubs ; one order of practitioners main-
taining that not a twig nor a leaf should

be removed from a transplanted tree, be-

cause, as they affirmed, the more leaves a

tree possessed the more capable it must be

of renewing its roots ; and this idea took

such a firm hold of the rising generation of

gardeners that to this day many of them
believe that the more leaves a cutting has

the sooner it must root. Many of the older

members of our ancient craft scouted this

idea altogether, but still they were much
in the minority, and at last were well nigh
outvoted altogether. At this critical point,

Dr. Lindley's Theory of Horticulture was
announced, and now, it was thought, "mur-
der will out," and each party concluded that

if the Doctor had any brains at all he must
side with their view of the pruning ques-

tion ; at last the book appeared, and a

most valuable and useful book it was, is

now, and will be for the next two or three

generations. A quotation from Halt's Ve-

getable Statistics, on the title page, was
most ominous to the leaders on either side

of the controversy. It runs thus—" Though
I am very sensible that it is from long ex-

perience, chiefly, that we are to expect the

most certain rules of practice, yet it is,

withal, to be remembered that the likeliest

method to enable us to make the most ju-

dicious observations, and to put us upon
the most probable means of improving any
art, is to get the best insight we can into

the nature and properties of those things

which we are desirous to cultivate and im-

prove." This only strengthened the views

of both parties still more firmly, as also did

the following remarks by the author in the

beginning of his preface : " It is, I con-

fess, surprising to me, that the real nature

of the vital actions" (the living principle)

"of plants, and of the external forces by
which their are regulated, should be so

frequently r..isapprehended even among
writers upon horticulture ; and that ideas

relating to such matters, so very incorrect

as we frequently find them to be, should

obtain among intelligent men in the present

stale of what I may be permitted to call

horticultural physiology." But the stran-

gest part of the story is yet to be told.

The Doctor proved by his " Theory" that

both parties were quite right, and they had
no occasion to make any fuss on a matter

so really simple. The drift of his explana-

tions may be summed thus :— If you re-

move a tree without much hurting its roots,

you will have no reason to prune away any
of the branches ; for the more leaves it has,

the sooner it will renew any of the roots

that may have received any slight injury.

On the contrary, if a tree is taken up bad-

ly, or, which is the same thing, if its roots

are so situated that you cannot possibly get

them all out without cutting part of them,

then some pruning is necessary, because

the large surface of leaves would empty the

tree of its juices by perspiration faster than

the roots in their crippled state would sup-

ply them. Now, any one well verged in

the subject, and knowing the heartburn-

ings which the question caused at the time,

must see clearly enough that the author

here weakened his own authority in thus

striving to please both panics, or, at any
rate, his anxiety not to displease either. A
commeadaJbU policy with our intercourse

with the world, hut the last on which an
independent mind should lean when deal-

ing on the truths of science. The real

state of the question stands thus, and we
cannot gainsay it :—No man, or set set of

men, ever lived, or ever shall live, accord-
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ing- to the present constitution of things,

who could, or can, transplant a large tree

without injuring its roots, and that very

materially, and it is a mistake which al-

most all of us fall into to suppose that the

power of the leaves for good is according

to their number. Ten strong powerful

leaves in a healthy vigorous state will do

more good than five times the number in a

languid state, as they are often seen to be

the first year or two after a tree is removed.

Therefore, the great aim of the planter

should be to prepare his trees before their

removal, so that whatever the number of

the leaves may be in the following season,

every one of them should be in a flourish-

ing condition ; for unless they are so, it is

needless to look for a speedy restoration of

the roots or branches. All ornamental trees

and shrubs, particularly the latter, will re-

quire a little pruning, more or less, every

season ; but when the subject has been
well attended to for years, all that will be

needed can be easily done in summer dur-

ing the growing season. When a tree or

bush begins to get naked below, 'it is a

sure sign that it ought to have been pruned
long since, or that the situation is too

crowded for it; for nakedness produced by
starvation or old age always begins at the

top of the plant. How plants become na-

ked at the bottom is this : the first two or

three tiers of the lower branches get over-

topped by some of those immediately above

them, and these, by throwing off the rain

and obstructing the sun from them, soon

cause them to dwindle away by degrees

until they die outright, and leave a naked
void. This is the most common case of

bad management, and it often results from

a mischievous doctrine which has taken

hold of some people's brains, and which
they never cease pushing at you right and
left. In the park and forest, it is all very

well to see plants growing in their own
way, and a naturalist may go and enjoy

! them there until his toes get frost-bitten ;

but within the boundary of the garden
every plant ought to be attended to as care-

fully as if it were grown in a pot for a
London exhibition ; staked, trained, and
pruned as regularly as a Geranium. But
having occupied so much with these gene-

ral remarks, I must put off the subject of

pruning to another day; and meantime,
any tree or shrub, or climber, which looks

stunted, or in an impoverished state, ought

to be examined at the roots, beginning by
making a trench outside of the roots, as

our editor advised to take up the Magno-
lia, at page 14 ; and after freeing the tops

of the roots a little, and all the way round,

shovel out all the poor soil, and fill the

trench with a good compost of fresh soil

and some rotten dung. If the plant is on

the grass, put a layer of the bad soil under

the turf before you replace it.

D. Beaton.

ROUGH NOTES ON HORTICULTURE, FROM THE WEST.

BY DR. J. A. KENNICOTT, OF THE GROVE, ILLINOIS.

A. J. Downing—Dear Sir: I have not

only your general permission, but your di-

rect encouragement, to furnish for your

pages—"short notes, adapted to western

readers," suggested by the text of the Hor-

ticulturist. For this roving license, I am
truly thankful. It is a great pleasure for

me to write on rural subjects ; especially,

as in this instance, where the thoughts are

in the text before me. This pleasure I en-

joy, perhaps, like most inveterate gossips,

at the expense of others. But of this, my
readers are the best judges.

The science of horticulture, west of the

state of Ohio, is in its infancy,— but a

strong and promising infancy. " The young

giant of the west," indeed grows apace;

and though, as friend Wight says, his

bony legs and brawny arms protrude from

the sleeves of his coarse jacket, and the
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bottoms of his trowsers, in rather a dispro-

portionate and unpicturesque manner, still,

there is muscular power there, and energy,

and shrewdness, in the brain that sur-

mounts the uncouth structure.

There is, perhaps, no better evidence of

what we are doing, and intend to do, as

horticulturists, than the fact that we have

more nurseries in number, north of the

capitol of our state, than you have west of

yours, to the same area. This county

—

which is 16 or 18 years old, at most—con-

tains within its bounds not less than 50

nurseries ; all more or less respectable, and

some quite as extensive as most eastern

ones.

But to my " text." Your leader for

January, on removing large forest trees, is

peculiarly applicable to our prairie country.

We have many desirable situations in the

midst of our extensive prairies, where the

configuration of the land, rising into com-

paratively bold and graceful swells, is well

calculated to show off clumps of large

trees to admirable advantage, and in plea-

sing contrast with the general nakedness,

and monotony of the landscape.

In the city of Chicago, much has been

done in this way ; and with a few more

such men as Wm. B. Ogden, Henry Hub-

bard, and Dr. Egan, with our excellent

Prairie Farmer to back them, Chicago

will soon earn a just title to her arrogant

synonym of "The Garden City." But

hitherto few trees of large size have been

successfully removed,—the integrity of the

roots not being sufficiently preserved ;
yet

of medium, and small sizes, a vast number

of native forest trees now embellish the

streets and lawns of our city. Still, it

must be confessed, that perhaps a greater

number have miserably perished, by being

"set in the ground like posts." The prin-

cipal trees in use, have heretofore been the

elm, hard and soft maples, cotton-wood

(Populus angulata,) and the universal lo-

cust. Very recently, a taste for our beau-

tiful and hardy native Conifera has been

gaining ground in Chicago, and the west

generally. Of these, we have millions, of

suitable sizes, along the borders of the

whole lake region. But, among these ever

smiling objects, my particular favorite, the

hemlock, is proscribed. I, however, reside

in the country, and hold country notions.

And what can I say of arboriculture in

the country? Alas! the picture so vividly

drawn by your critic, Jeffreys, is too near

the truth. All here lies in its primitive

nakedness; or stares, from the works of

man, in scarred and blighted ugliness, a

thousand times more desolate than the

land as God made, and "the savage"

left it.

When I settled at " The Grove," some

14 years since, there was, along the course

of the Milwaukie road for many miles,

some of the finest natural park scenery,

principally burr oaks, [Overcup oaks,

—

Qiicrcus macrocarpa—Ed.] with low spread-

ing heads, that I have ever seen in any

country. The exceeding beauty of these

scattered trees, gracefully dotting the verge

of the prairie, on the west side of the river,

where trees are seldom found, and the

bold outline of " heavy timber" on its east-

ern shore, with the lovely chain of blue

islands, obscurely visible in the western

horizon, rendered the whole landscape most

truly delicious, and was the principal in-

ducement to my remaining here. And

now—these noble trees, that the swift fires

of ages had spared—where arc they ? Ask

Jeffreys ; he has told you, and in lan-

guage that really seems as though, in

some moment of forgotten inspiration, or

during a fit of somnambulism, I had myself

uttered his eloquent and truthful senti-
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ments ; so natural and familiar do his

thoughts appear. God send us more such

men. And perhaps my years, and my
western education, may plead my excuse

for congratulating the readers of the Hor-

ticulturist on the acquisition of such a

thinker, and such a writer, as Jeffreys.

To his whole January article, to all he has

written, I can but say, with the editor,

" most excellent and sensible."

" A Note on the Cvpculio"—We are sadly

troubled by this "little Turk" here in the

west. We hear everywhere groves of the

native plum, where he has luxuriated time

immemorial. At first I thought, and so

wrote, that in the prairie, removed from the

wild plum groves, there was little to be

feared from his ravages. I so judged, be-

cause my trees nearest the grove, were in-

variably the greatest sufferers from the

curculio ; and in shaking for them, we
would often take ten insects from a tree

8 rods from a copse of wild ones, to one

from trees 40 rods removed. B:it I have

lost faith in this sort of exemption. Last

June, I saw a fine young plum orchard in

the prairie, quite remote from timber, bear-

ing for the first time ; and every " set"

bore one or more of the "crescent marks"

of the destroyer. I have nothing new to

add on the subject of this pest, except evi-

dence of a fact, sometimes doubted, that

though not inclined to travel, the curculio

is not necessarily bound to one spot of

earth. Would that he were ; and that spot

elsewhere than in Illinois, where I much
fear, even with the aid of hogs, he will

finally interrupt the cultivation of plums,

apricots and nectarines.

"Memoirs ofJohn Bartram," fyc.—There
is one such man as John Bartram now
living. See his portrait faithfully sketched

in an address, delivered in September last

before the New-Haven County Horticultu-

ral Society, by S. B. Parsons. Would
that we had more such men. Would that

we had one such in the west, to encourage us

by his example, and aid us by his liberality.

" Domestic Notices.''''—Thank you, Mr.

Editor, for endorsing my notions with re-

gard to stoves. This same prairie state is

the land of stoves ; and we have as many
patterns as can be found in the Patent

Office. I hate the whole breed of them,

though, doubtless, like pork, they are use-

ful, and perhaps necessary in cooking.

But even here, I have a strange hankering

for the old " trammel" and hooks. And I

own, that I have liberally indemnified my-

self for the introduction of stoves elsewhere,

by building a real old-fashioned, capacious,

family fire-place in my original " log cabin,"

which I love like an old friend, and—sooth

to say—have " embalmed," by surrounding

it with other buildings, verandas, &c, be-

sides a dense grove of trees, to "hide the

nakedness of the land." And let me as-

sure you, that in this primitive sitting-

room, with a rousing fire of dry hickory

logs, there is much comfort ; and with the

free air constantly sifting through the

"chinking," there is more than comfort;

there is pure food for the lungs, and plenty

of it ; and there is health, and almost en-

tire exemption from " colds," and "croups,"

and " quinzies," and "all the long cata-

logue of ills" that infant " flesh is heir to,"

in the air-tight rooms, heated by " air-tight

stoves" of our city residences.

" Report of the Congress of Fruit-grow-

ers."—It would seem that the Report of

the " convention," at Syracuse, is full as

tardy in making its appearance, which I

much regret, though to my certain know-

ledge all of the " copy," and most of the

money collected, were in the hands of the

printer during September. A short time

since, one of the secretaries of the " con-
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vention"—F. R. Elliott—wrote me that

the reports were printed, but from some

unexplained cause, had not yet reached

him for distribution.

Long ere you receive this, you will have

seen notices of the liberal doings of the

Cincinnati Horticultural Society, and the

Ohio State Board of Agriculture, with re-

gard to the next Congress. And it gives

me great pleasure to be able to inform you,

that I have enthusiastic assurances from

many nurserymen and fruit-growers of the

west, of their intention to be in attendance

at Cincinnati, with " heaps" of apples, and

" a right smart chance" of other fruits.

God willing, I shall be there to enjoy the

treat, and may hope to make a creditable

display from " The Grove," considering

that our trees are only from three to nine

years from the nursery. But, what I wish

more particularly to urge upon the imme-

diate consideration of the pomologists of

the whole west, is the necessity of avail-

ing ourselves, for our own credit's sake, as

well as the advancement of our noble sci-

ence, of the opportunity which the courtesy

of eastern horticulturists has accorded to

our wishes, of being the first to issue a

volume of the Transactions of the National

Pomological Congress.

We can do this, my friends. I know

fifty persons in the west, capable of making

valuable and reliable reports. And the

east, believe me, will not frown on our ef-

forts ; but, with their far greater know-

ledge, and experience, and facilities, will

aid and encourage us, and welcome the

"first fruits" of the education they have

given to their children in the west.

The Grove, Illinois, January, 1S50.

THE USES OF CHARCOAL.

BY CHARLES ROBINSON, HEW-HAVEN.

In preparing some stimulating, or rather

nutritive fluid for watering my green-house

plants this winter, I used, among other

things, a small quantity of " fish guano ;"

an excellent preparation, made in this vi-

cinity from the residuum of White fish, after

the oil has been principally expressed for

manufacturing purposes.

I made the preparation in a close cask,

and it was so strongly impregnated with

the peculiar odor, so rife in the summer

season near the sea shore, that I could not

introduce it into my house. Indeed, when

the lid was raised,
u stand back," was deci-

dedly the order of the day.

To obviate this difficulty, I threw into

the mixture (of sand six pails full) about

two quarts of charcoal dust. The effect

was truly wonderful. The fluid soon be-

came entirely inodorous.

Following out the suggestion, I put some

finely pulverized charcoal into a cask contain-

ing rain water for use in my furnace, which,

during the winter, had acquired an unplea-

sant smell, and with as gratifying a result.

My cistern, holding some fifteen hogs-

heads, is filled from the roof of my house,

standing near a street much frequented,

although regularly watered during the sum-

mer season. Whether the difficulty has

arisen from the dust from the street, or

from the fact that a grapevine overhangs a

part of the roof, or because the cistern is

closely covered, the water has nearly all

the time hnd a slight unpleasant smell.

Last summer the difficulty became so great
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that I was compelled to have the cistern

emptied and thoroughly scoured. This win-

ter the trouhle has been greater than usual;

so great as to drive me to the unwelcome

conclusion, that my cistern must be again

broken up, emptied and cleaned.

Such was the condition of things when I

made the experiment above described ; and

I very naturally went a step farther. Taking

about 6 qts.ofclean charcoal, finely powdered,

I wet it thoroughly in a pail, and then poured

it through the water pipe into my cistern.

In ten days the whole difficulty was re-

moved. Indeed, the water became as clear,

pure, sweet and soft as the purest which

falls from the sky.

If this remedy shall prove as permanent

and effectual as it now promises to be, it

will add greatly to the comfort of my family,

and I doubt not will be as acceptable and

useful to many readers of your instructive

and valuable journal.

Chakles Robinson.

Neiv-Haven, Ct., March 7, 1850.

ON THE BEAUTY OF OUR INDIGENOUS PLANTS.

BY DR. COMSTOCK, HARTFORD, CT.

A. J. Downing, Esq.— Sir : The following

list of native plants are growing in my
garden. With the exception of Trillium

grandifolium and Dodecatheon, they are all

natives of Connecticut, and most of them of

Hartford county.

Many of them have been taken from the

woods or swamps by my own hands ; and

in general I have been highly pleased to

observe, that the wildest among them grew

much better in the civilized, than in the

barbarous state where they were found.

Many, indeed, have so improved in size and

beauty that their old friends who knew

them or their families, perfectly well in the

woods, are at a loss to know who and

what they are in their present condition.

I am among those, Mr. Editor, who pre-

fer our own to foreign plants, of the same

grade of beauty, though the former are

neither puffed among dealers, nor esteemed

by those who lead the fashion in the floral

world. I prefer them because they are na-

tives of our own soil, and will therefore

grow with little trouble, and with no pro-

tection. Perhaps, also, there is a mixture

of national pride in the consideration that

our woods, swamps and barrens afford as

beautiful specimens of the gifts of Flora, as

can be brought from any other country.

I think, indeed, that we have many native

plants, unknown to most of our lovers of

flowers, which are on all accounts far pre-

ferable to those for which high prices are

paid, because they come from distant lands.

I know that some of my own have been

honored with screams of delight from pretty

lips; the owners of which were not only as-

tonished, but mortified at their own igno-

rance, when they learned that such beau-

ties came from our own woods, and that,

too, within a few miles from the place

where they now grow.

Perhaps my taste is either antiquated,

perverted, or peculiar. It may be a mix-

ture of all these. At any rate, I cannot

see, for instance, why our Lilium superbum,

with its 30 or 40 flowers, elevated 6 or 8

feet, is not a far more splendid flower than

the famous Japan lily, with its low stature,

and two or three flowers. And yet, although

the latter has been in the country only a
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few years, and sells at a high price, while

the former has been growing among us

ever since the creation, the one has been

seen and bought by hundreds who perhaps

never even heard the name of the other.

Nor is this by any means a solitary case

;

for where shall we find, among hardy per-

petnals or annuals, of any country, more

beautiful plants than the Asciepias tuberosa,

Cypripedium spcctabile, the Habenaria gran-

diflora, or the Lobelia cardinalis ; and yet, in

how few gardens are any of these to be seen.

In foreign countries, these, and scores of

other American flowers, of which cultiva-

tors in this country hardly know the names,

are esteemed as among the choicest beau-

ties of the garden.

I am aware that whatever is common and

easily obtained, is generally esteemed of

little beauty or value ; and yet I have no

doubt, that were the beauties of our fields

more generally known and cultivated, they

would rise in fashionable esteem, not only

on their own account, but because they are

the products of our own country ; for cer-

tainly, we indulge feelings of natural pride

on subjects far less worthy than the floral

gifts of our woods and barrens.

In addition to the pleasure which every

one feels in watching the growth and flow-

ering of plants, which he has redeemed

from the woods, there are several other

considerations by which the value of such

specimens is enhanced. One is, the amuse-

ment to be derived at the perplexity of cer-

tain persons, (who professed to have all the

floral beauties in market,) at beholding, for

the first time, such splendid flowers as the

Fringed Orchis

—

(Habernaria ciliata,) or

the Painted Moccasin flower

—

(Cypripedi-

um spectabile ;) and especially on being told

that they came from our own swamps.

The list of which I spoke at first, of in-

digenous plants, from the woods, swamps

and barrens, which I have collected and

value highly, is a follows :

Acorus calamus,
Acer striatum,

moiitiinum,

Arialolochia ripho,

Apocynum cannabium,
Aquilegia canadensis,
Aclaea rubra,

alba,

Asciepias luberosa,
phyiolaccoides,

Arbutus uva ursi,

Aster .spectabahs,

laevis,

Asarum canadensis,
Coptis trifolia,

Caltha palustris,

Cornus florida,

canadensis,

Clematis virginica,

Convallaria racemosa,
Clethra alnifolia,

Ceanothus americana,
Cypripedium acaule,

flava.

spectabalis,

Dirca palustris,

Diascoria villosa,

Epilobium spicalum,

Equiselum hyemale,
Gentiana saponaria.

Gerardia flava,

pedicularis,

Hamamelis virginica,

Habenaria grandiflora,

Hepatica triloba,

Kalmialatifolia,
angustitolia,

Lilium cauadense,
philadelpliicum,

Lysamachia quadrilblia,

Lyaamachia ciliata.

Ludwegia ahernifolia,

Lobelia cardinalis,

Liatria acarioea,

Leptandria virginica,

Lye; Klium palmaluin,

.Miiiiulus vingens,

Myricacerifira.

Neottia pubescens,
Nymphica odorata,

( temunda vegalia,

Prinos verticillatus,

Pyrola rotuudiiolia,

maculata,
Prenanthus alba,

Phodora canadensis,

Pyrus arliutifolia,

Rhododendron viscosa,

nudil'olia,

Salix conifera,

Stapliylea trilolia,

Spireaalba,
Sarracenia purpura,

Sagilcria sagittifolia,

Solidago odora,

Typha latifolia,

Thalictrum dioicum,
cnrynellum,

Triosteum perfoliatum,

Trillium grandifloruni,

Tephrosia virginica,

Verbascum blatteria,

Viola pedata,
rotundifolia.

Viburnum aceriiblium,

dentalum,
Vicia cracca,
Dodecatheon media,

purple,

while.

Another gratification, especially to the

botanist, is, that he can now see, from day

to day, what changes take place in plants

' which he has only seen, perhaps, when in

full flower in the woods. He can witness

the changes in size and beauty which culti-

vation often produces. In this respect, he

will sometimes notice curious and interest-

ing facts, of which he must have remained

ignorant, or which would not have occurred,

had the plants not been taken from their

native soil. Thus the Eqitisetum hyetnale,

after rising above the ground, increases, not

in diameter, but only in height. The Salix

conifera, when cultivated, no longer produ-

ces its characteristic cones, &c. Yours

truly, J. L. Comstock.

Hartford, March 5, 1650.

Remarks.—There is a great deal of good

sense as well as patriotism in Dr. Com-

stock's remarks. They contain another il-
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lustration of the truth— that we overlook

what is within our reach, and take infinite

pains to get that which is to he had with

difficulty ; that two of the finest evergreen

shrubs in America, the common laurel—
{Kalmia laiifolia,) and the native holly

—

(Ilex opaca,) are scarcely to be found for

sale in a nursery, or growing in a shrub-

bery, in the United States, though in Eng-

land they are planted by the acre, and

plants of the Kalmia may be had for a few

shillings a thousand. Ed.

CRITIQUE ON THE FEBRUARY HORTICULTURIST.

BY JEFFREYS, NEW-YORK.

Your Leader—The Convention ofFruits.—
Very well. The fruits themselves having

taken the subject in hand, I trust the de-

sired reform of anglicising their foreign

names will go forward. I know no better

reason for retaining proper names and pro-

nunciations to foreign fruits in foreign lan-

guages, than to foreign cattle or horses, or

any other thing. It is an absurdity all

round. We talk, or profess to talk, Eng-

lish in this country. Why then strive to

draw foreign languages in so awkwardly,

to bother our tongues and brains, when the

" old well of English undefiled," is at hand,

sufficient for all our purposes ? I hope that

this important matter will be put right at

the next annual pomological convention.

Preserving Fruits fresh for winter use.—
A most excellent plan, and as easy in prac-

tice as to bottle cider. A little attention at

the proper seasons to things of this sort,

and what a multitude of household com-

forts do we draw about us, costing to those

who grow the fruits little or nothing, and a

source of profit to those who wish to make

them so.

A Botanical Account of California.—

I

trust that California is destined to produce

something better than gold. If not, it must

be a wretched country. But until gold

gets to be an old story, I suppose we shall

hear little of anything else. For the last

twelve months, I have been inquiring what

California produced in the way of vegeta-

tion, but can find no one who thought of,

or saw anything but gold when there.

It is said that Col. Fremont's glowing

pictures of the luxury of vegetation there is

all moonshine. If, however, California

shall prove a good agricultural region, no

occupation for the next twenty years will

prove so surely profitable as that of culti-

vating the soil in grains, vegetables and

fruits. More gold can thus be dug out of

the soil than in the richest placers yet dis-

covered.

Notes on Fruit Culture in Illinois.—

A

very interesting paper ; and if the Catarobe

grape, so graphically described by Profes-

sor Turner, is a native of that country, it

is substantial evidence that his chief diffi-

culty in his other fruits is, that they are

foreigners to that particular soil and locality.

His narrative of the root grafted, stock

grafted, and stock budded apples, is ano-

ther strong evidence of such fact. I would

suggest to Professor T. to try native Illinois

stocks, grafted or budded high, i. e., at the

point where he proposes to spread the top

of his trees. The main stock, where the

chief complaint now lies, will then be indi-

genous to the soil, and altogether likely to

withstand the vicissitudes of climate and

soil, which are so fatal to the exotics. At
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all events, the difficulties complained of

will be overcome after a while. The case

is not desperate, by any means.

A feio words about sickly Pear Trees.—
The man who has a dozen pear trees can

v tv well wisp them up with straw; but he

who has five hundred or a thousand to do,

will find it an expensive matter, besides

coaxing the mice and other vermin into the

bark and about the roots by its continual

falling off; for I have known mice girdle

trees as fast in summer and autumn, as in

winter. As just mentioned, with regard to

Professor Turner, work the trees high up

to the branching point, and let the stocks

be the hardiest and thorniest seedlings.

The top will thus shade itself, and be its

own preserver. Who ever knew a natural

hedge-grown pear to be sun-struck, or dis-

eased by any natural cause ?

I fancy that the chief cause of our troubles,

in the finer kinds of the pear, is the practice

of our nurserymen to work their buds into

any kind of the same stock where they

would grow, irrespective of its fitness, pro-

ducing the same bad results that excessive

"in-and-in breeding" among cattle has

often done with our stock farmers. The

Endicott and Stuyvesant, named by "Dig-

ger," as well as the original Tyson and

Seckel trees, prove this ; and the enormous

French seedling pear trees on both sides of

the Detroit river, quite two hundred years

old, and some of them yet in vigorous bear-

ing, would appear to settle the question.

In Van Mons' account of his cultivation

of the pear, to seek out his celebrated new
varieties, it appears that he selected the

seeds of the best pears for planting, and

then selected the seeds of the best and

most delicate fruits produced by them, and

so on, in succession,—thus enfeebling and

refining them in constitution, ( for why not

a tree have constitutional enfeeblement as

Vol. iv. 32

well as a calf or a sheep ?) as he progressed,

until the very last limit of vitality was at-

tained, and which was in fact an inevitable

necessity, to produce the exquisitely refined

fruits that he did produce. Now, beyond

all question, if he had at every successive

planting of the seed used only the seeds of

hedge-pears, or wildings, he never would

have succeeded in producing a tenth or a

fiftieth part of the good pears which he

did ; but it is quite probable his stocks

would have been infinitely more hardy and

enduring. And the fact that our best native

American pears have been from chance seed-

lings, of vigorous growth, but in all proba-

bility of legitimate admixture from the pol-

len of good varieties, no way controverts

this supposition ; only we have as yet dis-

covered, among all our chance wildings,

but a very few first rate fruits. I shall be

happy to hear the views of " Digger" on

this subject.

Design for a Southern Country House.—
A very good one, and in excellent charjic

ter for its locality. But, my good si t
;

should have the roof steeper—" a quarle r

pitch"—at least. Such a roof, of shingles,

(and that is what they use at the south,)

will last twenty to forty years, depending

on the material, and look quite as well,

while the flatter one—say one-sixth to one-

fifth pitch—as you have it, will only last

one-third to one-half the time. For a south-

ern house, too, I would throw the chimneys

into the outside walls ; as the additional

heat they would otherwise give to the rooms

is of little consequence, and thus give more

space to the interior, and look quite as well

in the general effect. 1 hope that in your

proposed work on " Country Houses," you

will pay more attention to southern archi-

tecture ; for in no part of the United States

has so little study been given to rural em-

bellishment of houses as there. And how
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much of picturesque effect, too, would be

added by an improved style of building on

plantations, where the chief mansion is or-

namented and " set off" by the numerous

cottages of the laborers, which may be

grouped into an infinite variety of expres-

sion ! Dear me ! If people would only

consider how wonderfully a little good taste

in arrangement would add to the value, in

reality as well as in appearance, of their

estates, by the location and style of their

buildings, how much would their attach-

ment to them be enhanced ! Americans,

instead of the most negligent, should be

the most conspicuous in their rural archi-

tecture of any people in the world ; because

owning the fee, they build for themselves.

The Manetti Rose Stock.—If this be what

Mr. Rivers says of it, why is it not just the

thing for lawn hedges in this country ?

The Privet, intermixed with the wild Mi-

chigan rose, is now the prettiest thing we

have for a northern climate. But the Mi-

chigan will not grow from the layer as the

Manetti does ; nor does it incline to sucker

profusely, although it is the most rampant

of growers. The Manetti appears to be

already introduced into the United States
;

and if as easily propagated as described, it

will soon be abundant in our gardens. Let

it be tried, by all means, and see what it

amounts to.

The Critic Criticised.—Well, " I'm in for

it," to a dead certainty. Mr. Davis is an

architect ; of course, an exact man—mathe-

matically so. And he says that my " cen-

sure" of Mr. Botch's villa is based on "su-

perficial examination." Be it so. I'll tell

him a story, which I saw the other day in a

newspaper. A clergyman in Lowell was
publicly accused of going with his urife to

the " protracted meetings" in that famous

city, and making light of the penitential

acts of those who participated in the eve-

ning exercises. He thus answered the ac-

cusation, as publicly as he was charged

:

"I have never accompanied my wife to

any of the protracted meetings.

" My wife has never attended one of

those meetings' nor made light of their pro-

ceedings.

" I never have attended one myself.

" I have no wife !

"

Now for the application :

Critique.

" The roof of thefront
porch is also too high,

running its point far

aboTe the pinnacle of

the kovse itself,— thus

making it (the porch)

the superior, instead of

the inferior appendage

;

the latter, its proper

character."

Mr. Davis.

" The roof of the main
body of the building is

pronounced (by critic) too

high, and would be made
subordinate, and an ' in-

ferior appendage l.
' The

whole character of de-

sign, composition, and
harmonious arrangement,
lies in making this fea-

ture dominant, rather

than subordinate." [The
"Shakspeare" part I have
no use for.

—

Critic]

I fancy it will be hard to find where my
opinion differs from his own in reality, al-

though he quotes me exactly the reverse,

and may be quite as " superficial" in his

readings as myself. Had Mr. D. drawn

an end elevation to the house, and shown

what he calls the gables, I should not have

been betrayed into the supposition that they

were "dormer" windows, which, notwith-

standing they prove "gables," look more

like " dormers," in the picture, than any-

thing else. And as for the manifest supe-

riority of "peaked" chambers over "flat"

ceiled ones, it being a question of taste

solely— which is often a very arbitrary

matter— I shall not dispute him. The

adage, "de gustibus ?ion disjrutandum" must

suffice.*

* Jeffreys must allow ns lo show him that he- entirely mis-
understands Mr. Davis' design, which he criticises. What lie

calls the "'from porch." is not merely a porch, but is a gable,
carried np of the same width at the front and rear with a roof,

running through from the top of the gable over front porch to
the top of gable over back porch. As the ridge of this roof,

extending from the front gable to the rear gable, is six feel

higher than the ridge of the lower roof on each side of it (over
what Jeffreys calls the main building,) and ash measures
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Mr. Davis says " the umbrage, (mis-

called veranda,) is objected to from its

not returning on the ends of the build-

ing."

Critique says, " the veranda should ex-

tend no further than the walls of the house,

unless it return down the sides," &c.

Mr. D. also asks how the veranda,* I

beg his pardon, umbrage, t for I should

speak professionally, is shown to be a de-

fect, in thus running past the front of the

house without returning down its sides ?

Why simply, sir, because there is no appa-

rent utility in it, and quite certainly no or-

nament ; and when neither of these re-

quisites are effected, the thing is worth-

less— a false pretense.

Mr. D. " There is no skylight." Then

of course there is a deck on the roof, al-

though I submit that in placing his "para-

pet" (he is right in that term) several feet

below its elevation, and giving the sight-

seers a chance to "slip," by a mis-step,

several feet " down the steep sides" of the

roof before the parapet catches them, it

would have been better that it were on a

level with the deck,— thus making it look

like a deck instead of looking, as I insist it

does, more like a skylight.

But, I choose not to bandy words with

Mr. Davis. He is a very clever and ac-

complished architect ; and among his port-

folios, which he has heretofore politely

given to my observation, (although an en-

tire stranger to me personally,) I have seen

many very beautiful and tasteful designs,

as well as some which appeared to be de-

vised more for ornament than utility, or in

accordance with true taste or proper keep-

ing. Still, like most professional men, I

suppose Mr. Davis designs for the many,

and must please his customers. It should,

however, be borne in mind that an archi-

tect can do much to mould the public taste

to a correct standard ; and in a country like

ours, utility, convenience, and a fitness of

things to time, place, and occupation, as

well as circumstances ; or perhaps, in bet-

ter phrase, " good keeping," should be the

great desideratum in all erections of this

kind. When we come to " talk the thing

down," and mutually understand each other,

I fancy he and I would not widely differ.

Jeffreys.

CHEAP SUBSTITUTE FOR GREEN-HOUSES.

BY S. B. GOOKINS, TERRE HAUTE, IA.

Mr. Downing—I have a word or two to

say to those who do not keep green-houses,

and therefore deprive themselves of the

pleasure of plants in winter. The number

about 67 feet in length, while the lower roof measures only 56

feet, it is very clear that Mr. Davis is correct in calling the

roof that extends from the front to the back gable " the main
roof;" and it is no less true, that the composition has more char-

acter and spirit from keeping the roof on either side subordi-

nate to this. En.

* " Veranda : An oriental word, denotiug a kind of open
portico, formed by extending a sloping roof beyond the main
building." Noah Wkbstkr.

t "Umbrage: A shade; a screen of trees; shadow;
hade; slight appearance; suspicion of injury; offence; re-

entment.'' Ibid.

of those who enjoy the luxury of the green-

house will ever be small.. Commercial gar-

dens must have them of course. To them,

however, they are not luxuries, but, as the

political economist would say, " articles of

prime necessity," being kept for profit.

Men of wealth can adorn and beautify their

country seats, and gratify their tastes with

the spectacle of vegetable life, during the

bleak days of winter, by means of the

green-house or conservatory, without stop-
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ping to count the cost. But " we, the peo-

ple," are neither commercial gardeners, nor

men of wealth ;
yet we love the beautiful

things which God has made ; and there are

pure tastes which would seek pleasure in

this source of enjoyment, without the appa-

rent means of gratification.

To such I would say, that any one who

has sufficient mechanical genius to dig a

hole, or build a pig-pen, may have plants

in winter, and never realise the trouble or

expense they occasion. I know this from

having tried the experiment.

For several years previous to the present,

I was living in town, where I had no place

for a green-house, nor did I feel inclined to

erect one there if this had not been the

case. Selecting a place in the garden

where the sun would shine for the longest

time, in the short cold days of winter, I

had a pit dug, six feet in depth, having the

sides nearly perpendicular, sloping only

enough to prevent their "caving in," ex-

cept the north, which was left with a con-

siderable slope, so as to present a fairer sur-

face to the rays of the sun. Against this

slope was erected a rough staging for pot

plants. Around this hole was built a pen

of rough planks, nailed to studs standing

on the ground,—the studs being on the out-

side of the partition ; and outside of this

another of the same sort, with studs on the

outside, leaving a space of about fifteen

inches between,—the studs of the two par-

titions being connected by ties, to give

strength to the wall. The space between

may be filled with tan, or fresh stable ma-

nure. I have tried both, with equal suc-

cess. The walls in front and rear may be

two and a half or three feet high, and

rising to a ridge which should be at least

two-thirds of the distance from front to

rear, giving a gentle inclination to the

south, and a short steep pitch to the north.

The southern slope is to be covered with

common green-house sash and glass. That

is the only part of the structure requiring

me hanical aid or expense. All the re-

mainder can be done by a common laborer,

properly directed. No door is required.

Enter by raising a light of sash, and de-

scend by a ladder or steps, which you may

make in your own way.

In a cold stove of this description, I have

kept for several winters Oleanders, Rhodo-

dendrons, all the tender Roses, Camellias,

Cactus, Calla etheopica, Hydrangeas, Abu-

tilon striatum, Oranges, Azaleas, wall flow-

ers, Hyacinths, Pelargoniums, and divers

others, in perfect safety, without any arti-

ficial heat whatever ; and I have no doubt

the list might be many times doubled.

Some of the more tender plants are unsafe,

though I have kept Fuchsias, Ixias, Oxalis

Bowii, Nerine undulata, &c, but they do

not do as well. There are several little

flowering plants which are perfectly at

home here. The Polyanthus grows all win-

ter, and is sure to be showing its pretty smi-

ling face the first sunny days of February.

There is, therefore, in the fact that we
may not have green-houses, arranged upon

scientific principles and erected at conside-

rable expense, no reason why we shall

deny ourselves the pleasure of having exotic

plants in winter. When the weather is not

too cold, they may be allowed to visit the

parlor, where their lively green and bloom-

ing faces will give unequivocal evidence

that they are perfectly contented with their

winter quarters.

At this present writing, I have Camellias

as fine as I ever saw, Avhich have been

kept without furnaces, flues, or water-pipes;

and during the present winter the mercury

has been twice below zero. Yours,

S. B. Gookins.

Terre Haute, Feb. 15, 1350.



HOW TO MAKE DELICATE SEEDS GROW.

BV PROFESSOR LI.NDLEY.

•' How am I to sow my flower-seeds ?" " I

have had some beautiful seeds given tome
but I have no gardener, and I don't know
what to do with them." " I don't know
how it is, but my gardener never can get

his seeds to grow. What shall I do ?"

" How deep, sir, toould you advise me to

bury my seeds V
Such are the sounds ofwoe with which our

ears are not uncommonly assailed. That in-

formation is much wanted in this matter is

most certain ; that endless mistakes follow

in the train of all vague directions nobody
can doubt ; that seed-sowing does demand
some "knack" and practice we readily ad-

mit, and therefore we shall on this occasion

utter no vox ambigua, but cut the matter

short by saying, " Don't bury your seeds at

all !"

We can quite imagine the surprise that

this announcement will occasion in some
minds ; but we presume to hope that when
we have been heard to an end, the recom-
mendation will not be thought so paradox-

ical as it appears to be.

Let us, in the first place, ask why seeds

arc buried alive under clods of earth ? Does
Nature thus inter them ? And if so, who
or what is her grave-digger ? When the

acorn falls it has no power of wriggling in-

to a hole in the ground, and when the

chickweed scatters its tiny seeds they lie

and grow where they fall. What reasons,

then, can gardeners have for making them-
selves seminal sextons ?

" Reasons !'' says the man of learning,
" I will give you fifty ; firstly, a seed must
have darkness and oxide of hydrogen in or-

der to germinate ; under these influences

its C combines with the of the latter, and
forms CO¥ which is extricated ; then dis-

taste comes into play, and the amylaceous
particles are saccharified; thirdly"— but

hold—enough of that. "Reasons!" says

Mr. Polyanthus, the gardener, " why how
are you to keep the birds off if you do not

bury the seeds ? or the mice ? or such ver-

min. How are you to keep them moist

when they first chip the shell ? How are

they to hold to the soil when they have got

a root? Reasons enough are these, I

think."

Certainly. But, then, cannot all these

objects be secured by other means than bu-

rial ? Let us see.

We want fine dry soil. First provide

that
;
get the ground level, and press it

gently with a piece of tile or glass. If it

contains stones or clods remove them. If

your seeds are very small, sift over it a lit-

tle silver sand, or peat ; upon this scatter

the seeds thinly. If they are excessively

small mix them before sowing with dry

sand or peat, in order to separate them

;

and again with gentleness press all flat.

Then provide some coarse Moss—any

sort will do ; but Bog-moss or Sphagnum
is the best—having previously soaked it in

boiling water to kill insects or their eggs.

Press it till its wetness is exchanged for

dampness, and then, while warm, scatter

it loosely over the seeds. Press it down
;

invert over the Moss a common garden pot,

lay a tile on the hole, and the operation is

performed.

But the little apparatus thus contrived

must be watched. In a day or two lift up

the pot, raise the Moss, and examine the

seeds. If the moss is dry, which is not

likely to happen, again damp it with warm
water. If all is still, have patience. Thus

go on until you find your seeds beginning

to grow. Then remove the tile from the

hole in your pot, and leave them for ano-

ther day. At the end of that time you will

possibly find that the seeds have grown

much more ; if so take away a part of the

Moss, so as to give the young things more

air and light. The next day, raise the pot

on one side, so as to open it to the south.

This may be done with a stone placed be-

neath its front edge ; but do not raise it all

round, because if you do the strong current

of air setting over your seedlings and

through the hole in the pot will chill them.

As soon as you find the seedlings green and
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plump and stout, the Moss may be entirely-

removed and the pot raised higher. And
very soon that, too, may be quite dispensed

with, unless there are frosts at night, or

bitter dry easterly winds by day. In the

former case, replace the pot every night

and take it off again in the morning ; in the

latter, it is wise to place a little screen be-

tween the plants and the wind. For this

purpose a pantile is a capital thing, but a

piece of board, or any such matter, will do.

In this way you secure all that you want
in order to get a hardy seed to grow : dark-

ness, moisture, air, warmth ; and after-

wards moisture, air, light and shelter.

Let no one say that large seeds cannot

thus be raised. The finest Oaks spring

from acorns dropped in the forest and cov-

ered by a few leaves. The Sycamore, the

Ash, the Beech, the Horse Chestnut will all

sow themselves wherever their seeds can

stick to the ground until a coverlet of

leaves is moistened by an April shower and
warmed by an April sun. Neither have
such seeds any difficulty in steadying them-
selves by their roots ; a long fang is driven

by vital impulse into the earth, and it is to

that, and not to a bit of the buried neck of

the stem, that the seedling trusts for sup-

port and nourishment.

We will only add one word. Those who
have ever attempted to sow seeds upon
rockwork, know to their cost how very dif-

ficult it is to make such seeds take root.

The method now proposed answers the end
completely, and it is the only plan, which,

in difficult cases, does succeed. Experto

crede Roberto.

NOTES ON FRENCH NURSERIES.

BY JAS. W. HOOKER, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

One of the most striking contrasts which

one observes on crossing from England to

France, between the two countries, is the

entirely different styles of planting out trees,

shrubs and flowers, which are adopted by

the men of these several countries. The

English and the French gardener are ope-

rating upon two distinct and opposite ideas.

The Frenchman endeavors to make things

beautiful; the Englishman permits them to

become so, by assisting nature to work out

her own idea, confidently expecting that the

infinite variety of beautiful forms which she

assumes will exceed the puny productions

of his own fancy as far as the Infinite Mind,

from which these forms emanate, exceeds

his own in resources. Need I say which

has proved himself the most skilful work-

man, especially since the world is full of

praises to English landscape gardeners ?

This impression is confirmed at every step

that is taken, by the ever-present Lombardy

poplar, not cultivated solely for " liberty

trees,"—to which use however a large num-

ber have of late been put—but every farm

where a tree of any sort is to be seen, must

have its poplar, either planted along the

boundaries, or set in squares, and grown for

timber and fire-wood ; its formal and up-

right head, although not uninteresting

in due proportion with other trees, gives

rather a stiff and monotonous appearance

to the landscape, when it alone is to be

seen.

The perfection of this formal style is

seen at Versailles, in the palace gardens.

There may be found avenues of Elms, Lin-

dens, Beeches, Horse-chestnuts &c, clipped

in the form of Gothic arches, and stretching

as far as the eye can reach in one unbroken

wall of green leaves, which constant clip-

ping for many years has brought to such a

mathematical accuracy as to afford no vari-

ety or intricacy—in short, no relief to the
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eye—and exciting no desire to trace its

course to a different point of view.

The gardens, also, furnish abundant proof

of the same prevailing taste. Instead of the

winding walk, the rustic arbor, and the

graceful but perhaps unnoticed screen, we

everywhere meet the regularly laid out

flower-garden, with straight rows of Dahlias,

Asters, Chrysanthemums &c. These walks,

though well cultivated, and usually contain-

ing many fine plants, still lack the charm

which all admit is found in English gardens.

It were strange, however, if a people

like the French should not excel in some

departments of horticulture ; and, in at

least one respect, I think they do excel. I

mean in the cultivation of fruit trees ; es-

pecially dwarf, or pyramidal-trained trees.

Their methods have been so fully detailed

in many pomological works, that it is unne-

cessary for me to repeat them, merely re-

marking that the very severe pruning which

they practice, will, I believe, be found un-

necessary for the production of fine speci-

mens in this country, especially where ju-

dicious root-pruning is practiced. One evi-

dence of their success in this department, is

the abundance of fine pears which are met

with in the markets of Paris.* These pears

are nearly all produced on trees worked up-

on the Quince stock, which seems to be a

general favorite ; in fact, some nurserymen

do not cultivate pears upon any other stock.

The universal practice of planting fruit-

trees, which prevails in France, gives en-

couragement and support to a large number

of nurserymen, whose principal business is

the cultivation of the different species of

fruit trees. Amoncr those which I have vis-

• The White Doyenne was the mm abundant and highly
esteemed of all the peart which were in season al the time
I was in Paris. 'Tin- uniformly large size and great beauty of
tin- -im'cimk M- was in mi- quite < comrhenl on what an- 1 aOe'd

"worn out varieties." The Duchess d'Angouleme stood
next in order of consequence, and fully retained it-; Iiil'U repu-
tation. Other varieties were common, but none seemed to

take the precedence of these.

ited, the following appear to me worthy of

notice.

Messrs. Jamin and Durand, {near Paris.)

This firm had a fine stock of trees on hand,

a large part of which were pears; but other

fruits, roses, and some fine trees and shrubs,

are cultivated to a considerable extent.

They have adopted the commendable prac-

tice of planting a standard tree of each va-

riety, which they cultivate for sale. This

involves considerable trouble and expense
;

but is the only way to secure perfect accu-

racy of nomenclature, and protect their cus-

tomers from worthless varieties, which are

annually appearing in the already almost

endless catalogues of some nurserymen.

I was happy to find a disposition on the part

of some nurserymen to dismiss these useless

names from good company, as the public

have come to understand pretty well what's

in a name. Their fruit room was an ex-

cellent school for the amateur, and furnished

substantial proof of the value of the varie-

ties which they cultivate.

Mr. A. Leroy, Angers. This gentleman

has a most extensive and well-cultivated es-

tablishment, situated in a part of the coun-

try where the mildness of the climate and

the excellence of the soil renders the culti-

vation in the open air, of many beautiful

and useful plants, practicable there, which

can only be raised under glass, or in very

sheltered situations, about Paris.

Here may be seen groves of splendid

magnolias, as thrifty and full of blossom-

buds as could be desired ; Camelias in full

flower, without the least protection ; Figs

abundant ; and some rather tender ever-

greens, as the Araucaria imbricata, Fune-

bral cypress, &c, exhibiting all their justly

praised attractions. The superior advanta-

ges possessed by Mr. Lekoy enable him to

cultivate a very large variety of plants, with-

out being compelled to resort to glass struc-
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tures, except to a very limited extent ; and

the vast stock which he has on hand enables

him to supply orders to almost any extent.

He has lately sent an agent to this conntry,

and I presume will hereafter receive his full

share of American patronage. His stock of

pear trees seemed to be inexhaustible ; and

the extent of his grounds, (200 acres,) re-

quires the employment of so many men,

that very skilful supervision must be neces-

sary to make the employment of so much
capital profitable to the proprietor.

Mr. L. also cultivates great quantities of

seedling forest trees, among which the uni-

versal poplar is very conspicuous.

Mr. Goutier, Fontenay Aux Roses. This

establishment is principally devoted to the

propagation of small plants, such as stocks

for the use of nurseries, and seedling forest

trees ; but the cultivation of roses and other

flowering shrubs, forms a considerable part

of his business. The proprietor is a man of

considerable enterprise, and certainly shows

superior skill in his profession.

These establishments may be taken as

favorable specimens of their respective

branches of business ; and although con-

ducted in a manner hardly practicable here,

are each well worthy of a visit from any

person who takes the least interest in the

subject of horticulture. Their methods of

cultivation differ from our own, mainly, in

the much greater amount of manual labor

which is expended ; they use no horse pow-

er either in the preparation or after-culture

of the soil, but the results of their efforts are

remarkable. More vigorous and healthful

trees and shrubs I have never seen, and the

prices at which they are sold seem to show

that manual labor, where it can be had at

low prices, is cheaper than the employment

of animals. Yours, J. W. H.

ON THE GLADIOLUS OR CORN-FLAG.

BY AN AMATEUR, NEW-YORK.

I am not a little surprised that this beauti-

ful genus of bulbous plants is not more

universally known and cultivated in the

flower garden. Its varieties produce their

long spikes of beautiful flowers, of various

shades, from pure white to rich purple, for

a long time during the hottest of our mid-

summer weather, when there are few things

so gay and beautiful in the flower garden.

They have the merit, too, of delighting in

our mid-summer sun, which injures the

colours of so many plants.

The common Gladiolus or corn-flag, (G.

communis,) with purple flowers, is pretty

well known in our gardens ; as being per-

fectly hardy, it may be left to take care of

itself among other tenants of the open bor-

ders. Many gladioli are from the Cape of

Good Hope, and though beautiful, are too

delicate, except for the green-house. But

there are also many from Turkey, Russia,

and the north of Europe, as well as hybrid

varieties, raised in European gardens, which

may be grown in perfection in the open air,

if the beds in which they are planted are suf-

ficiently covered in winter to protect them

against severe frost. In some parts of the

middle states—as at Philadelphia and Bal-

timore—three or four inches of tan-bark,

laid over the beds in the autumn, will ef-

fect this ; and in the more northern dis-

tricts, covering the beds at the approach of
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severe frost with litter or straw, to the depth

of 20 inches, will protect them fully,—

a

very little trouble for the sake of having a

superb bed of gladioli.

Manv persons take up the bulbs in au-

tumn, and give them the same treatment

as the Dahlia, planting them out again in

April.

If we suppose the more hardy sorts of

gladioli to be planted to remain perma-

nently in the open borders, their culture is

very simple. All they require, is a soil

about a foot deep, composed of rotten dung,

chopped sods, and sand, in equal parts. If

the subsoil below is not sandy or gravelly,

so as to let the water run off freely, there

should be four inches of broken bricks or

small stones put at the bottom of the bed

;

and if the subsoil is quite retentive, a small

drain should be connected with this under-

layer of stones,—the object being to attain

perfect security against stagnant water in

winter.

In a bed so prepared, the bulbs may be

planted any time from the 10th of April

till the 10th of May. The top of the bulb

should be planted about four inches below

the surface, and three or four bulbs should

be placed within four or five inches of each

other— so as to make a cluster or patch,

—

leaving an interval of eighteen inches each

way between the patches.

Most of the gladioli for the open border

grow about two feet high ; some, as G.

gandivcnsis, three feet high. The best ef-

fect is produced, therefore, by covering the

surface of the bed with Mignonette, Sweet

Alyssum, Portulaccas, or any other trailing

annual plants, that serve the double purpose

of concealing the soil and adding to the

beauty of the whole border.

Two of the most showy and easily culti-

vated sorts, are the many flowered Gladiolus

or corn-flag, (G. Jloriburidus,) and the "Glo-

ry of Ghent" Gladiolus, (G. gandiretisis.)

They both grow with luxuriance, and pro-

duce a great profusion of superb flesh-

coloured and bright orange scarlet flowers.

G. psittacina, (parrot striped corn-flag,) is

also common in many gardens; but its

colours are dull, compared with the two

first named. The foregoing three sorts may
be had of Thorburn, Buist, or any of the

principal seedsmen. With the hope of

drawing attention to other fine varieties of

this beautiful plant, I give the following

descriptions of sorts that may be cultivated

in the open border, as I have directed.

Gladiolus floribundus—(the many flow-

ered corn-flag.)—Native of the south of Af-

Fig. 106.—Gladiolus floribundus.

rica. The leaves are long, broad, sword-

shaped ; the flowers - rery large, spreading

;

the usual tint is a delicate flesh-colour, with

a bright red strip on each petal. The
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flower stems are profusely studded with blos-

soms, which open in succession. Blooms

the last of June. Two feet high.

Fig;. 107.

—

Gladiolus gandivensis.

Gladiolus gandivensis—(the Ghent corn-

flag.)—A very showy hybrid, raised in

Ghent, Belgium. The flowers are very

large, and in colour a fine rich orange-scar-

let, relieved with yellow. The leaves are

usually broad and strong. Blooms from

July to September. Three feet high.

Gladiolus psittacinus—(the parrot-like

corn-flag.)— Native of the Natal river.

Leaves large, dark green ; flowers large
;

petals incurved ; orange yellow and green
;

mottled. August. Three feet high.

Gladiolus formossissima—(the superb

corn-flag.)—A superb hybrid variety, from

Belgium. Habit like G. gandivensis, but

the flowers much finer; the colour a rich

orange crimson. Still rare.

Gladiolus blandus—(the fairest corn-

flag.)—Native of the Cape of Good Hope.

Flowers large, flesh-coloured, with pale red

spots on the lower petals. Flowers in July.

Two feet high. There is a variety with

pure white flowers, another with purple,

and another with light pink flowers ; all

beautiful.

Gladiolus ramosus—(the branching corn-

flag.)— Leaves broad; flowers large and

spreading, light rosy pink, borne on a

branching stem. Mid-summer. Three to

four feet.

Gladiolus Herbertii—(Herbert's corn-

flag.)—An English hybrid. Flowers rosy

crimson, with deep-coloured feather. Blooms

in July. Grows one foot and a half high.

Gladiolus insignis—(remarkable corn-

flag.)—A hybrid sort. Leaves rather nar-

row and long ; flowers large, crimson, with

a dash of bluish purple on the segments.

They are borne chiefly on the upper side

of a bending stem, as in G. cardinalis.

July to September. Three feet high.

Gladiolus byzantinus—(the Turkish

corn-flag.)—Native of Turkey. Flowers a

good deal like the common purple corn-flag,

(G. communis,) but larger ; colour rich pur-

ple, with pale feather. There is a variety

of this (G. b. albus,) with white flowers,

marked with dark purple.

The Belgians are great admirers of the

Gladioli, and cultivate at least 50 beautiful

varieties. M. Van Houtte's garden, at

Ghent, has a particularly rich collection.

As seeds ripen abundantly in this cli-

mate, and soon produce blooming plants, I

hope our amateurs will undertake to raise

hybrids. No doubt varieties may be raised

in this way as hardy as the common purple

one, which I have known to stand 20 de-

grees below zero (Fahrenheit,) without in-

jury. Yours, An Amateur.



THE CULTURE OF THE TULIP.

BY JAMES DOUGALL, AMHERSTBURGII, CANADA.

I> this country, where there is but little of

the " retired leisure that in trained gardens

takes its pleasure," which abounds in older

countries, comparatively little attention has

hitherto been paid to florists' flowers; and

especially is this true with reference to

what has often been considered the most

beautiful of all flowers, namely, the Tulip.

The claims of this flower to considera-

tion are, its tall graceful shape, its large

symmetrical flower, the pearly or golden

purity of the ground, together with the un-

rivalled variety and beauty of the coloured

streaks that mark the petals, which are

probably without comparison in the floral

kingdom. Such characteristics would war-

rant the cultivation of the Tulip by all ad-

mirers of fine flowers, even though that cul-

tivation were difficult and uncertain ; but

when it is added, that few flowers are more

hardy, or grow with less care, it is easier

to account for the enthusiasm respecting it,

that has long prevailed in Europe, than for

the apathy of the florists of this new conti-

nent.

The characteristics of a fine Tulip are,

1st, a strong upright stem; 2d, a large

flower, with the petals so arranged as to

form a perfect cup, neither too short nor

too long ; 3d, a fine white or yellow ground

colour,—and if the latter, any shade from

cream colour to the deepest gold ; 4th,

streaks, stripes, or edges of rich colours

around, or through the petals, and as nearly

uniform on the three outside and three in-

side petals as possible,— there being a

slight difference in the marking of the two

sets.

The most common faults of Tulips, the

opposites of the foregoing, a weak, bending

stem, pointed or loose and straggling petals,

a cup too short or too long for symmetry,

colours running into each other or clouding

the purity of the stripes, running down to

the bottom of the petals, or, worst of all, a

dark coloured bottom to the cup, or, what

is equally bad, a yellow bottom if the ground

be white.

Double and parrot Tulips are only kept

for curiosity, and as border flowers ; and

early and sweet scented Tulips are in the

Fig. 408.-^1 Perfect Tulip.

same predicament. None of them are ever

considered as belonging to fine collections.

The same may be said of selfs; that is,

those which are all one colour, and marled

Tulips.

The culture of Tulips is very simple, as

they will grow in almost any soil and with

almost any treatment ; but in order to bring

them to perfection, they should have a deep,

moderately rich soil, not recently manured,

or, if so, with very old manure ; as fresh
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manure injures the shape and colour of the

flowers. All stones, of any size, should be

removed, to prevent distortion of the stems,

or, what will be the same thing, the earth

that immediately covers the roots, may be

sifted through a coarse sieve or screen.

The beds in which Tulips are planted

should not be more than three or four feet

wide, and the bulbs should be placed about

six inches apart, in rows, which, in order

that the earth may be freely stirred, should

be about eight inches asunder.

Some florists prefer them as wide as

eight or nine inches apart each way, and,

certainly, when there is plenty of ground,

this ample space will conduce to the strength

of the roots and flowers. Blooming roots

should be covered to the depth of about

five inches from the base of the bulb, and

smaller roots less. In spring, the earth

should be occasionally stirred, to promote

the growth of the flowers, and destroy

weeds, taking care not to injure the roots,

stems or leaves. When the bed comes

into bloom, it will, if the collection be

good, most amply repay this care, were it

ten times as great, by the extraordinary va-

riety and beauty of the flowers, which, in-

stead of falling in a day or two, as is the

case with many fine flowers, will last in

perfection for a week or, with care, more

than a fortnight.

Tulip amateurs— in order to bring the

flowers to the greatest size and purity of

colour, (both of which objects are, to some

extent, hindered by the unshaded rays of

the sun,) and, at the same time, to shield

them from storms of wind, rain, &c, which

might prove very injurious— cover the

show-beds with any kind of sheeting, fas-

tened to a wooden frame. This frame,

which slopes either to one or both sides, is

of the simplest construction,— sometimes

just high enough to cover the flowers, and

sometimes sufficiently high and wide for a

party of visitors to walk underneath. A
bed thus covered will last in perfection for

about three weeks ; and those who have

not seen a bed so treated, can form no idea

of the gorgeousness of the display. It is to

be observed, however, that this shading

from the sun and rain of heaven, materially

weakens the roots, and should not be re-

sorted to except when the party has a du-

plicate bed left uncovered, more especially

as there will be a most beautiful show for

a week or ten days without it.

Immediately after flowering, care should

be taken to break off the seed pods, unless

seed be wanted, in which case, one or two

of the best may be left ; but this materially

weakens the roots. And as soon as the

flowering stems have withered two or three

inches down, the roots should be lifted and

placed in some shaded and airy place to

harden, or, what will do better, they may
be laid down in rows just as taken up, and

covered with a little dry earth,—care be-

ing taken in all cases, where the sorts are

named, to keep the tallies between the dif-

ferent varieties.

After the bulbs are thus dried and har-

dened, they should be freed from stems,

fibres, and loose skins, and put up accord-

ing to their kinds in paper bags, which may

be hung up or placed on a shelf in any dry,

cool room, till time for planting, which may

be done, as before described, any time be-

fore winter sets in. If the time of lifting is

delayed till the stem is wholly withered,

they may be thoroughly cleaned and put

past in the paper bags, as they are taken

out of the ground, provided they are lifted

in dry weather ; but it is much preferable

to lift them earlier, as above directed, as

they will bloom both stronger and finer

than if lifted late. It is, however, to be

remarked, that Tulips will do very well, to
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be left in the same ground for two years,

without moving them at all.

With regard to raising Tulips from seed,

the process is so tedious and unsatisfacto-

ry,— taking six or seven years to obtain

flowers, which, after all, are probably worth-

less,—that few, except the great profession-

al florists of the old world, attempt it ; and

we believe that it is not once in several

years that they unitedly succeed in bring-

ing forward any real acquisition. When
they do, however, the prices they demand

for some time are enormous, say from one

hundred to five hundred guineas a root.

Indeed, some kinds which have been culti-

vated for twenty-five years, still command
five or six guineas a root. Some kinds of

Tulips increase more or less freely by off-

sets, whilst a few may be cultivated for

years without any increase whatever. These

latter kinds, if fine, must always be high

priced; and it is, perhaps, the report of the

enormous sums paid for some of them, that

deters those who are not acquainted with

Tulips, from commencing the cultivation of

this beautiful flower altogether. The great-

er part of all the finest flowers, however,

may be obtained now in this country, at

very moderate rates; and, therefore, the

time may come when every horticultural

society here will have one of its annual

shows, and that perhaps one of the finest of

the whole, devoted exclusively to Tulips, as

is the case with many similar associations

in Britain. James Dougall.

Rosebank, near Amherslburgh, Feb. 15, 1850.

POMOLOGICAL NOTES, FROM THE WEST.

BY F. K. PHCENIX, DELAYAN, WIS.

A. J. Downing, Esq :—Having lately made

a visit to some of the principal nurseries and

orchards of central Illinois, and had the

pleasure of testing many sorts of apples, I

thought it might not be unacceptable to

your readers to give the results of my ob-

servations should they be thought worthy a

place in the Horticulturist.

I would remark, in the outset, that of all

the apple-growing sections I have ever vis-

ited—and they are not few in number—cen-

tral Illinois promises to hold the highest

rank. No where else have I ever seen so

much vigor, hardihood and productiveness

combined in the tree, and size, beauty and

flavor in the fruit. This locality would,

then, seem most admirably adapted to bring

out the feebler-growing, delicate varieties,

in their highest perfection, while at the

same time, those of a coarser, grosser char-

acter would incline to utter worthlessness
;

which is, in fact, precisely the case, though

not to the extent with the latter class that

might be expected, or that it is with the for-

mer.

I should fail in one important particular

of doing my duty as " a sketcher," did I

neglect to speak of the craft in that section,

embracing, as it does, a body of the most

skilful practical men, and the most thorough

amateurs, with hearts as large as their own

expansive prairies, and as warm as the glow

of their rich Illinois coal fires.

In such hands there need be no fears of

the future horticultural character of that

section ; though a portion of the inhabit-

ants are not exactly of the right stamp, be-

ing partly " natives/' Avith some foreigners,
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who will however eventually yield to the

mighty tide of progress.

But to my notes. I will begin with the

Belmot apple, which I found in perfection

with Mr. Truesdell, of Elgin, who has

fruited it for several years, and esteems it

in all respects one of the most desirable of

early winter fruits.

Esopus Spitzenburg.—This I found in se-

veral collections, and in size and flavor fully

equal to any eastern specimens I have ever

seen. It proves thus far but a moderate

bearer.

Monstrous Pippin, or Gloria Mundi. Ut-

terly rejected on account of its unproduc-

tiveness and coarseness.

Butch Codlin.—Rejected. Large and

fair, but coarse.

Pennock.—Also rejected, but still quite

popular in market, for its great size and

beauty; is increasingly subject to the bit-

ter-rot, though tolerably fair the past sea-

son.

Michael Henry Pippin.—A medium size,

fair flavored fruit, nearly sweet ; agreeable

but not first rate. Those liking a high fla-

vor would call it tame. A great bearer al-

ternate years.

Westjield Seek-no*farther.—Esteemed ev-

ery way, but does not keep as well at the

east. Season, say from November to Jan-

uary.

Domini.—One of the most esteemed

wherever tried, whether as a nursery or or-

chard tree. A wonderful grower and bear-

er, and large, showy, fair-flavored fruit.

Externally it is sometimes specked, as with

the bitter rot, but seems not to be injured

by it.

Rawle's Janet.—Much esteemed as a

long keeper, but not by all as of the finest

flavor. Tree inclines to overbear when a

part of the fruit is small. There seems to

be two sub«varieties of the fruit growing on

trees of the same habit and character. The
one is rounder, less flattened, and ripens

much earlier than the other, and will doubt-

less be best for the north, as it is thought

by many the long-keeping variety will not

ripen well in high latitudes.

Milam, or Hurrigan, or Winter Pearmain

of the south. The universal " Sucker ap-

ple," as it might with propriety be termed.

Not known in the books, that I am aware

of, but very extensively cultivated at the

south. Medium, short ovate, not ridged;

colour sometimes a fine dark crimson on one

side, paler, with faint stripes, on the other

;

and sometimes pale red on one side and yel.

gr. on the other, with many rough russet

specks and patches on its surface. Texture

very agreeable, flavor mild and pleasant.

Nov. to March. On the whole, excellent,

though not of the highest flavor. Tree very

thrifty and productive. Shoots upright,

downy, and rather light colored. A noto-

rious sprouter from the root; from which

sprouts thousands of the trees, have been

propagated.

Jersey Black—perhaps Black Apple of

Coxe. Considerably cultivated and tolera-

bly well liked at the south. Tree produc-

tive, but a very feeble grower.

Baldwin.—But little known as yet. Far

as tried, very large and fair, with indica-

tions however of the bitter-rot.

Newtown Pippin.—Yellow or green or

green and yellow. Plenty of the trees and

fruit, but in a state of most glorious mixture

and confusion ! Seems by common consent

to enjoy the title of " King of apples,"

though cultivators do not like the tree by

any means. A good bearer, but a part of

the fruit sometimes under-sized.

English Russet.—Winter Russet of many

nurseries. Productive, and a long-keeper.

Golden Russet.—Probably English Gold-

en Russet of Thomas, otherwise not known
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in the books, that I am aware of. A singu-

lar fact, for no tree is more generally cultiva-

ted in the nurseries, so far as I am ac-

quainted, than this. Much esteemed so far

as tried. A rich, agreeable fruit, and keeps

well, though not as well as the preceding.

The tree, for hardihood, vigor—and I think

I mav add certainty of bearing—has no su-

perior. For this section and the far north,

as a tree, it has scarcely an equal, while the

fruit certainly promises well.

Red Romajiite.—Doubtless, Carthouse, or

Gilpin, of the books. Extensively cultiva-

ted, and generally esteemed as a valuable

long-keeping sort, though small and not of

the highest flavor.

Limber-twig.—A very valuable long-

keeper, and the tree the very type of hardi-

hood and productiveness, bearing immense-

ly every year. The fruit is small, but keeps

till June or July; and though not of the

highest flavor, is considered perfectly indis-

pensable in good collections, and especially

market orchards. It has by some been

stated that there are two kinds of Limber-

twigs, and I have tasted two very distinct

sorts of apples under this name. If both

have an equal claim to that name, they

might very properly be distinguished as the

large and small Limber-twig, by which I

shall designate them until better advised.

The trees, so far as I have been able to

learn, possess a considerable similarity of

habit—though I have seen but little of the

Large Limber-twig trees. The Large is

double the size of the other kind, not nearly

so high coloured; ripens much earlier, and

probably of a more simple flavor. Trees of

the Large seemed to grow very slowly in the

nursery, and the ends of the shoots were

mildewed.

Vandervere Pippin.—" Windower," of

the Dutch, and amongst them the apple for

winter. Fair, large, showy, but rather

coarse and sharp ; excellent for cooking.

Tree very tlirifty and productive. Growth

stout and sprawling. A profitable market

variety. (Not the true Vandervere. Ed.)

Pryor Red.—By odds, the noblest and

richest of russets. From medium to very

large. Of an exceedingly rich russet fla-

vor, which, were not the flesh rather dry,

could hardly be equalled. Rather a shy

bearer. Very widely cultivated and es-

teemed at the south. Season, November

to April.

White Winter Pear-main.—Not known in

the books, nor at the east, that I am aware

of. Promises to become a great favorite, as

it keeps well, and is of the very finest

flavor, while the tree is unexceptionable.

The fruit may, however, incline to be spot-

ted and under-sized, in unfavorable locali-

ties. Medium, roundish ; stem in a mode-

rately deep russetted cavity; pale, greenish

yellow, with faint flush. Flesh yellowish ;

of an agreeable texture, and rich, mild fla-

vor; seeds long. December to April. Tree,

in nursery, stout, upright grower; shoots va-

rious, very dark.

Grindstone.—A hard headed, long-keep-

er, but of a better flavor than I expected to

find it, though far from first rate. Tree a

wonderfully rapid, sprawling grower, and

unproductive whilst young; is said to bear

well afterwards. Probably a profitable

market variety.

Wine Apple, of Illinois and Indiana. Ve-

ry different from the Wine or Hay's Winter

of the east. May very likely be Fall Wine

of Ohio, and Cole's Wine, (No. 46.) Seems

to be rather the favorite September and Oc-

tober apple of the south. Smallish, flat-

tened; often, or generally one-sided ; stem

in a broad deep cavity. Eye in a broad,

rather deep, plaited basin. A beautiful

brilliant crimson blush, and pale yellow,

faintly striped ; the red often finely blotch-
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ed. Flesh yellowish, with a rich flavor, in-

clining to sweet. Tree productive, but a

slender, feeble grower.

Wine Sap.—A very handsome, fair-flavor-

ed valuable apple. Tree spreading, and

inclines to over-bear. The fruit is thin,

small. Esteemed.

Yellow Belljlower.—One of the noblest

and best, every way. Could I have but

one tree and fruit of that season, I think

that would be my selection, at least for cen-

tral Illinois. Nor do I fear it in southern

Wisconsin, as the tree seems perfectly at

home here. "Where I visited, this is more

esteemed than the

White Belljlower, or Green Bellflower of

many western cultivators. A choice fruit,

of unusually fine texture and flavor; not so

large as the other. Tree productive, but

more delicate, and probably less valuable

every way for the north.

Rhode Island Greening.—Proves a fine-

flavored, early winter apple ; thus far a shy

bearer. Promises better in southern Wis-

consin.

Vandervcre.—Newtown Spitzenburgh of

the west. Well esteemed. (This is the

true Vandervere, sent to us several times

from the west as the Newtown Spitzen-

burgh. Ed.)

Roman Stem.—This I saw at but one

place, where it was pretty well liked. Not

large, but of a peculiar and very agreeable

flavor.

Rambo.—A great favorite.

Fall Pippin.—Esteemed the first of all

" big apples." Rather shy in bearing.

Fameuse.—An excellent bearer, and very

handsome, choice fruit.

Yellow Ingestrie.—A very productive tree,

but disliked at the south for its small size.

Better esteemed this way, as far as tried.

Roxbury Russet.—Good, but thus far a

shy bearer.

Early Harvest.—Esteemed, but not very

productive.

Sweet Bough.—Thus far very unproduc-

tive.

Summer Fearmain.—Moderate bearer,

but decidedly the finest of its season, which

is the latter part of August. Slow grower.

Sweet June.—Not known in the books. I

am not able to give a particular description

of this fruit. It is said to be medium or

large
;
pale yellow, and of tolerable flavor.

Season July. Tree very productive.

Carolina Red June.—Esteemed the most

valuable summer apple for the west, by

those acquainted with it. Also an entire

stranger at the east. Though not so early

as some, yet the many good qualities of tree

and fruit, combine to place it in the first

rank. Tree very productive; in the nurse-

ry a slow grower.

There are many other promising fruits in-

troduced, from which a pretty decisive re-

port may be expected next season, should it

prove a good fruit season. Among these I

would mention Huser's June, Trenton Ear-

ly, Hockhocking, (supposed) Early Pen-

nock, Harvest Red Streak, Red Sweet Pip-

pin, &c, &c. There are many seedlings,

also, being brought forward, of which I will

at present name but two, the Fulton Straw-

berry and Fulton; the latter only of which

I have tasted. It is certainly a promising

fruit.

Hoping that a kind Providence will allow

western fruits to " speak for themselves"

at our National Convention next fall, and

that it may be in all respects worthy of our

cause and country, I remain, very respect-

fully, yours, &c. F. K. Phoenix.

Delavan Nursery, Wisconsin, Feb. 1850.



HOW TO TRUAT PEACH TREES.

BY AN OLD DIGGER.

Now is the time to " shorten-in" your peach,

apricot, and nectarine trees, both for the

sake of the fruit they will bear this season

and the health and good condition of the

trees. I suppose everybody understands

the difference between shortening-in and

common pruning. If not, I must make a

long story|short by saying, that shortening-

in is nothing more than cutting off the ends

of the last year's shoots.

Suppose, for instance, the case of a young

peach tree just coming into bearing. The

growth of last year consists of shoots, all

over the outside of the head, or top of the

tree, each shoot from ten to twenty inches

long. Well, in the case of such a tree, I

should shorten-in every shoot one-half, that

is, I would cut off five inches of the end if

the shoot is ten inches long, or ten inches if

it is twice that length. If the tree has

made but a moderate growth, then I would

take off only a third ; or the same if there

is but a scanty store of blossom buds. But

if the tree is strong and healthy, and shows

an abundance of blossom-buds, then half

the length of the last year's shoot is not too

much.* The fruit will be larger, you will

have as many bushels, and the flavor will

be much richer ; and what is of great con-

sequence, the constitution of the tree will

not be impaired by overbearing.

In the case of large, or old peach trees

—

especially if they have been neglected, or

badly pruned—something must be done that

will bring them within bounds again and re-

store them to good condition. This, as I

have satisfied myself, may be done by

* I mean, of all the Wrongest shoots. The weak ones may be
left two-thirds their whole length.

" heading-in," which is nothing else than

cutting back the ends of the principal

limbs—say from two to four feet—in order

to make the tree throw out a new head of

young, healthy bearing wood. Of course,

this proceeding loses you the crop of fruit

for this year ; so, that if that is important,

you must take one side of the tree this year,

leaving the other side to bear, and next

year head-in the other side. In this way I

have restored old apricot and peach trees

that were " given up by the doctors" as su-

perannuated and worn out in service, to a

pretty respectable condition of youth again;

good at least for half-a-dozen years more.

It is the fashion now-a-days, when the

chemists and doctors wish to know what is

to be done to help a plant or tree, to exa-

mine its ashes. It is, in truth, not a bad

plan, and is evidently founded on the old

doctrine that the new grows out of the old

;

" ashes to ashes and dust to dust." Exact-

ly what the elements of the peach tree ash

are I don't know, for I have not been able

to find any analysis ; but I conclude they

are pretty largely lime and potash, for I

have found by repeated trials that ivood-

ashes is the very substance, (along with suf-

ficient manure in the soil, mind,) to main-

tain a healthy, substantial and productive

habit in a peach tree.

Don't be so foolish, (as many persons are,

when they are going to give an extraordi-

nary relish of new fangled manure to a plant,)

don't be so foolish as to content yourself

with sprinkling four or five handfuls of

ashes around a peach tree and expect its

leaves to turn colour with a lease of new
life. Take half-a-peck of leached ashes to

Vol. iv. 33
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a young tree, or half-a-bushel to a full

grown tree—in that proportion at least
;
put

not a dust of it around the trunk, (that is, so

far as benefitting the roots go,) but make a

calculation with your eye of how far the

roots of the tree spread ; it may be two feet,

it may be six feet every way from the trunk.

Then, having satisfied yourself about Avhere

the greater part of the young fibres are,

spread the ashes on the surface of the

ground, over them, and turn it under about

three inches with the three-pronged spud,

or a light spade. If such treatment as this

don't give you healthy trees, then your

stock is radically diseased, and only worth

a place on the wood-pile.

That little enemy, the peach-worm, will

very likely have established himself in your

trees ; he is already there to a dead certain-

ty if you are not wide awake to his sapping

and mining habits. If, therefore, you have

not been over your trees last fall, and got

the upper hand of him for the next six

months, altogether the best way of doing

business with this gentleman is to Lynch

him on the spot, by ferreting him out of his

hole, in the neck of the tree, just below the

surface of the ground. You can do this

good turn for a peach tree in five minutes,

by lifting the soil around it two or three

inches deep, laying bare the stem just be-

tween wind and water, as the old sailors

sav. If all looks clean and smooth there,

very well ; Teplace the soil again. If, on

the other hand, you see gum, then look out

for the enemy. Scratch a moment with

your knife where the gum oozes out, and

you will get on his trail ; cut into the bark

till you find him—in the shape of a white

grub, three-quarters of an inch long—and

when found, "make no note of it," but set-

tle his accounts as rapidly as you can.

This grub comes from an egg laid in the

bark, in summer, by the winged insect.

Unless the creature is wonderfully abund-

ant, it contents itself with looking about

for the tender bark at the surface of the

ground. On this account it is a good plan

to outwit the rascal by heaping up a little

cone or pile of wood ashes, tan or sand, say

six inches high, around the trunk. The

sole object of this is to guard the soft place

in the bark at the neck of the tree. On
this account you must clear away the pile

every fall, so as to let the bark harden

again. If you do not, but keep it there

winter and summer, you will find that it

does no more good than blowing against

the wind—for the very plain reason that the

bark becomes tender at the top of the pile,

instead of the surface of the ground, as be-

fore.

Some years ago a good deal was said in

favor of pouring boiling water about the

neck * of peach trees. It was said to kill

the worms and do no harm to the tree. I

am an advocate for this practice. I do not

consider it, by any means, so thorough a

means of ridding the tree of worms as " war

to the knife" is, but still, it will in most

cases, do the job for them most effectually;

and many a tree that stands near the kitch-

en door, may be protected in this way by

she who holds the kettle for a weapon, as

well as by the " regular army" of practical

gardeners.

Besides this, I have satisfied myself, by

experiment, (though I am sorry I have not

yet had time to get up the theory^) that a

good dose of hot water is a means of bring-

ing-to many a peach tree just about giving

up the ghost. It seems to rouse the vital

powers ; and if there is life enough left, a

good scalding at the neck seems to produce

a reaction that is at times quite wonderful.

Three years ago I had two trees, a peach

* I mean by the neck the bottom of the trunk, jusS at the

surface of the ground, where the roots start out.
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and a favorite apricot, that had been failing

for a couple of seasons—often thought be-

fore that very serviceable trees. They had

been rather badly treated by the worm, to

be sure, but that had been attended to in

time, and the roots appeared to be in ve-

ry fair condition. Still, the trees dwin-

dled, looked sickly, and bore little or no

fruit. As a desperate remedy, I resolved on

a trial of hot water. I removed the soil

directly round the neck of the tree, making

a basin three inches deep and twenty inches

across. Into this I poured twelve gallons of

boiling water.

To my great satisfaction the trees, in-

stead of dying, immediately pushed out

vigorous shoots, took a healthy appearance,

and made a fine growth of wood, and have

since borne two crops of delicious fruit. I

experimented last year, again, with equal

success, and now am ready, like old Doctor

Sangrado, to prescribe hot water in all des-

perate cases. Yours.

An Old Diggee.

REVIEW.

Proctedings of the N. A. Pomological Con-
vention, held at Syracuse, September 14, 1849.

Pamphlet—64 pages.

Report of the Ohio Nurserymen and Fruit-
growers' Convention, held at Columbus, Dec.
1849.

" I made me gardens and orchards, and

planted trees in them of all kinds of fruit,"

said the wise man of the old world, thou-

sands of years ago ; and this, we see, is

precisely what the people of this young

country are busying themselves about at

the present moment. Now and then they,

too, are led, not by world-weariness, but by

the "curculio" and the "blight," to ex-

claim—all is " vexation of spirit ;" but in

the main, they are better contented with

their orchards and gardens than Solomon

was with his, mainly because they are

seeking after the utility rather than the

mere personal pleasure of the thing.

Here are two goodly pamphlets, which

are practical demonstrations that our people

are wide awake ; not that they do content

themselves with crab apples, but will fill

their orchards with none but the best.

Oddly enough, as the novice would think,

the great difficulty with them, is to find out

what the " best fruits" are. Had the Uni-

ted States covered no more territory than

England, we should have arrived at the

solution of the question long ago ; for it is

no problem to a horticulturist at Boston,

New-York, or Philadelphia ; but in a coun-

try that embraces the two zones, with the

thermometer in Maine and Iowa falling to

20 degrees below zero, while people in

New-Orleans are feasting on green peas

and strawberries, it is plain that experiment

after experiment must be made in each dis-

trict, or portion of the country, till the need-

ful answers are obtained from all our vari-

ous soils and climates.

The Report of the convention at Syra-

cuse embraces a series of facts, especially

adapted to, and especially valuable to the

extreme northern and western portions of the

Union; especially that belt including north-

ern and western New-York, and all the dis-

trict of western country bordering on the

great lakes and the upper Mississippi.

The principal business of the convention

was the discussion of fruits ; and the po-

mologist and fruit-grower will find a good

deal of interesting individual opinion, re-

garding the different varieties contained in
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PEAR?.
Fondante d'Automne,
Gansel's Bergamot,
Dix,

Beurre Bosc.

this report. It appears to us, however, that

the vagueness of the old classification adopt-

ed ( " first rate, second rate," &c.,) has led

to apparent difference of opinion regarding

many sorts, when a more definite standard

of comparison would have settled the mat-

ter more definitely and speedily. The com-

parative terms for all fruits worthy of con-

sideration by the New-York convention is

much better, viz.
—" good, very good, best

;"

and we think will come into general use.

The fruits which were agreed upon as

" first rate," at Syracuse, are the follow-

ing:*

PLUMS.
Smith's Orleans,

Lawrence Favorite.

APPLES.
Roxbury Russet.

The Duchess d'Angouleme pear gave

rise to a great deal of discussion, and finally

was pronounced first rate on quince, second

rate on pear stocks. Passe Colmar was

considered second rate, though Mr. Hovey,

of Boston, defended it stoutly as the " king

of pears, with good cultivation." Fulton,

St. Ghislain, Buffum and Beurre Diel, were

placed in a sort of purgatory, between first

and second rate. Easter Beurre, Long
Green, Julienne, Napoleon, Frederick of

Wurtemburgh, and Bleecker's Meadow,
were considered second rate, pretty unani-

mously.

The following description of a new pear,

from Prof. Kirtland of Cleveland, Ohio, a

source we have much respect for, we copy

from the report. A pear that has the Seckel

for its mother, with a flavor " esteemed su-

perior to its parent by many people," is

worthy of a trial, to say the least.

KIRTLAND PEAR.

Synonyms—Seedling Seckel, Kirtland's Seedling.

"Size medium; the circumference six and a
half inches; length, including stem, two and a
balf inches; form globular-ovate; exterior colour

* In addition to the standard sorts selected last year.

Fig. 409.—The Kirtland Pear.

rich crimson russet, varying to a dull green; tex-

ture fine, melting, juicy and rich; colour of flesh

white; flavor aromatic, sweet, and in the highest

degree delicious; seeds unusually full, short,

blackish ; stem six-eighths of an inch in length,

thick, and somewhat curved; eye small, mode-
rately deep, with the segments of the calyx short,

reflexed and persistent ; season September. The
wood is the same colour as the fruit, and the

general habit of the tree resembles a thrifty White
Doyenne.

" Remarks.—In the close of the year 1819, I

furnished my brother, H. T. Kirtland, with a

few seeds of the Seckel pear, grown in the state of

Connecticut. From thence he raised several trees

on his farm in Poland. Mahoning county, Ohio;

one of which he gave me in the year 1825, which
produced the fruit exhibited at the New- York
State Fair, last autumn, at Buffalo. It is no no-

velty in Mahoning county, Ohio, but is well known
by every cultivator of fruit, and is esteemed as

one of the first varieties. In hardiness and pro-

ductiveness it far excels the parent Seckel, and
in point of flavor is esteemed superior by many
people. The name attached to it has designated

it for years, and was applied by the public as a

compliment to the originator of the seedling,

Henry T. Kirtland."

Among the reports from various states,

we notice a graphic one from Dr. Kenni-

cot, of Illinois, which lets us into the diffi-

culties of fruit culture on the prairie lands

of that state. The extremes of temperature,

and the sudden variations of climate—much

greater than we of the middle range of the
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Union know anything about— render the

culture of many fruits difficult. Notwith-

standing this, there is great encouragement

to plant orchards ; and there are now 50 or

60 nurseries, of considerable size, in a state

where 15 years ago there was scarcely such

a thing as an orchard from one end to the

other. The truth is, though northern Illi-

nois is cold in winter, the thermometer fall-

ing sometimes as low as 20° below zero,

yet the summers are so fine and the soil so

fertile that, as the common phrase goes,

" orchards are bound to grow there." We
are glad to learn from Dr. K.'s report, that

seedling peaches have borne, uninjured by

the severity of winters which killed many

of the imported sorts. Here is a hint that

should not be overlookod in the northern

belt of the Union, where " the peach crop

cannot be depended on more than two sea-

sons out of five."

The curculio, and the knots, are quite

as troublesome in Illinois as at the east,

and the pear blight far more so.

On the whole, we should judge that there

are many difficulties attending the culture

of choice fruits at the west, that will disap-

pear when the country shall have been

longer cultivated, and the over fertility of

the soil,—which causes sponginess in the

young wood, and plethora in the vegetable

system,—is corrected.

In a very excellent report, made by Mr.

Phcenix, of Wisconsin, he enumerates the

peculiar difficulties experienced at the west,

in fruit culture, and observes that the two

great desiderata there, are,

" 1st. So to modify and cultivate the soil, that

the growth of trees shall be moderate and per-

fectly matured.
" 2d. To protect and shelter tender trees, as

far as possible, from injury in our winters."
" These objects will be best attained, as I con-

ceive, by the following means: Selection of the

hardiest sorts; elevated situations for fruit trees,

and a soil not too rich; cultivation early in the

season only; and protection by buildings, fences,

hedges, &c, from our piercingly severe, drying,

winter winds. I am inclined to think that some
applications maybe made to the soil, to induce an

earlv mature growth."

These are good suggestions. They bear

directly on the fact, that the climate of this

north belt of the Union is severe in winter,

and therefore varieties must be sought for,

or originated, which are to bear that cli-

mate ; and that there is a superabundance

of vegetable matter in the soil. Touching

this last point, we will make one sugges-

tion.

If we were planting fruit trees in the

west, upon new and fertile soil, we would

always plant them on hills or ridges, raised

one foot at least above the surrounding

level. This would keep the collar of roots

always a little " high and dry," and would

force the tree to make short growth, and

mature its wood early, hence exemption

from the diseases that arise from excess of

respiratory food.

Next, we would contrive to reduce the

quantity of vegetable matter in the soil, and

increase the lime and potash, in order to

give greater firmness and consistency to

the solid parts of the tree. This might be

done in some cases by bicrning a portion of

the soil, and in others by applying lime and

ashes directly, as a top dressing.

The borders of the great lakes enjoy a

comparatively mild climate, where the peach

succeeds admirably,—much finer rareripes

being produced on the southern shores of

Lakes Ontario and Erie, than in New-Jer-

sey.

From the report of Mr. Elliott, of Cleve-

land, (which we would gladly notice in de-

tail if our limits would allow,) we gather

that the cherry, known as the " Swedish,"

in Ohio, is synonymous with the Early

White Heart, and the "German May

Duke," of the same district, is identical
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with the Early Purple Guigne, as we sus-

pected. Dr. Wendell, of Albany, in his

report, gives a description and figure of a

seedling from Monroe county, N. Y., called

the " Kingsley Apple," which is spoken of dell.

in terms of high praise. Guthrie's Apricot

plum, a celebrated Scotch variety, has

fruited in Albany, and is ranked below our

fine native seedling plums by Dr. Wen-

POREIGN NOTICES.

Real Everblooming Roses.—A continuous

blooming rose, like the old common and crimson

China, should be chosen in preference to any other,

by all those who have small gardens, because

they do not leave ofF flowering till the frost actu-

ally nips them. Those, therefore, who can plant

but few will always have them in bloom. For
this list, we are indebted to Mr. Rivers, who has

been kind enough to select them from much too

large a catalogue for persons of small means to

choose from.

Archduke Charles—rose, changing to crimson;

very fine show flower.

Clara Sylvain—pure white and very distinct, do.

Cramoise superieure—brilliant crimson; most
beautiful.

Eugene Beauharnais—bright amaranth; fine.

Madame Breon—brilliant rose; erect flower

stems.

Mrs. Bosanquet—pale flesh colour; waxlike;

superb.

Napoleon—very large blush, do.

President Olbeeque—cherry red, do.

Prince Charles—brilliant carmine, do.

Annie Plantier—bright fawn colour, tinged with

blush.

Carmine superb—fine deep carmine, do.

Eugene Hardy—creamy pale blush; fine.

Tancrede—very deep colour.

The first nine are perhaps the best, if there be

any preference; but it is doubtful. The following

are Noisettes, blooming in clusters:

Fellenburgh—bright crimson.

Mrs. Glegg—pale flesh, nearly white, and

dwarf habit.

Ophire—bright salmon and fawn; very fine.

Pourpre de Tyre—crimson purple ; beautiful.

Zoheide—brilliant rose ; very perfect.

Aimee Vibert—pure white and very beautiful.

To these may be added Nankin and Lelieur.

Whatever other roses may be had, these ought to

be first with those who have room for but few.

A rose is too conspicuous an ornament to be dis-

pensed with ; but it is far better to have them all

blooming as long as the mild weather lasts, than to

see bare trees and bushes after the month of July

;

and this can be very well secured by a careful se-

lection at the outset. Glenny's Garden Alma-
nac, 1850.

Frosted Plants.— If. however, " once upon a

time,"—as many of the old story books commence
their wondrous tales—you should inadvertently

give admittance to the icy king, do not either at

once give up your plants for lost, nor yet be in

too great a hurry to dislodge your freezing enemy.
The advice which the King of Day gave to his

ambitious yet earthy-headed son, when he coun-

selled him to avoid extremes, and take a middle

course—might, in many cases, be regarded as a

good rule for regulating many gardening opera-

tions. Like Phaeton, lashing into madness his

father's fiery steeds, many of us get into such a

hurry that we cannot spare time quietly to ask

ourselves as to the why and the how of our doings.

Many green-house and cold-frame plants will stand

several degrees of frost uninjured—that degree of

low temperature which they will endure being in

proportion to the nature of the plants, and the

means which have been taken to harden their

constitution: always provided they are allowed,

or rather forced, to thaw again slowly and gra-

dually. Of course there are limits, beyond which

no care nor patience can ever recover plants thus

frosted, such as when the sap vessels and cells

are so effectually burst that no circulation can

take place, and consequently decomposition must
ensue. But when this extreme injury has not

been reached, the plants may generally be saved
by the avoiding of any sudden change. Thus, in

such circumstances, whatever covering the plants

possessed should remain upon them for the fol-

lowing day or two, and all the more if those days
should happen to be bright and sunny. If the

frost continues, turn the old and add fresh cover-

ing, to prevent it penetrating farther, and thus

make matters worse. If a sudden and warm
thaw succeeds the frost, allow the covering to

remain, until the temperature within and without

should become gradually equalised. If, however,

the storm has been severe, and the quantity of

necessary protecting materials bulky, and such as

would easily ferment in a close warm atmosphere,

then this fermentation must be avoided by re-

moving a portion, as heat thrown in upon the

plants from such a cause would be even more in-

jurious than exposing them at once to a mild at-

mosphere.

From want of attention to these simple matters,
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young gardeners and amateurs frequently lose

many of their floral favorites. They know that in

general circumstances their little pets dearly love

the sun's light, and they hasten to expose them to

his influence, displaying as much wisdom as pa-

rents who allow their young ones to place their

very cold toes and fingers as near as possible to

the blazing fire, and they wonder how it is possi-

ble that they can be so crippled with chilblains!

Every good housewife knows that it would be

downright madness in her to place frozen butch-

er's meat, or frozen vegetables of any kind, in hot

or boiling water, well aware that she would only

disgust and injure her guests with a mass of insi-

pidity and decomposition. She places them first

in the coldest water she can procure, that the

frost may be discharged slowly and gradually,

but effectually, before she commences the cooking

process. Precisely the same principle must be

resorted to in the case of tender plants slightly

frozen, only, in the present case, as any addition

of moisture would be a future annoyance, we
must dispense with cold water, and allow them
to be thawed by the milder atmosphere gradually

reaching them. " Bu* then," says friend Still-

havc-a-doubt, " it seems so odd that you should be

always recommending as much light and air as

possible to growing plants, and yet here you wish

me to exclude for a time the influence of both."

In reply, there are few general rules without ex-

ceptions, and these exceptions, if not too nume-

rous, only give strength and validity to the rule.

But, in the present case, we desire no exception,

as the rule is unbroken. We advise that green-

house, window, and bedding-out plants, preserved

during the winter in places without artificial

heat, should be kept from growing as much as

possible, by keeping them cool and dry. We ad-

vise that they should have every possible exposure

to light, that the little growth which does take

place might prove an addition to the substance

of the plant, and not a mere extension of the

matter it previously contained, such as wrould be

the case if the plants were in a dark sultry at-

mosphere. And we recommend abundance of air

for keeping down all those fungous broods which

gardeners technically call damp, and which, if

allowed to accumulate in a close warm atmos-

phere, would soon make all your plants fit for the

rubbish heap. Hence it is that the covering up
of plants from light and air for any length of

time, when still in a growing slate, is attended

with such disastrous consequences. Very dif-

ferent is it in the case before us. The plants are

slightly frozen, and, therefore, growth is at a
standstill. The cold will prevent moisture rising

and being deposited, and, therefore, there will

be nothing to feed and support those fungous

damps which usually visit us. If the plants are

not frosted enough to be permanently injured, they

in iGfh t thus be shut up for months, without taking

more injury, provided the frost lasted as long. I

think it was Mr. Errington who some years ago,

in one of his admirable papers, recommended the

allowing young cauliflower-plants to be slightly

frosted before covering up. Upon the same prin-

ciple, the nearer your hardy green-house or win-

dow-plants are to the freezing point, the more
safely will they bear a lengthened covering up

from light and air. The difficulty we have chiefly

to contend with is, the rapidity of the changes of

temperature in this country, which render fre-

quent covering and uncovering necessary. For

instance, verbenas are yet quite green, after the

frost on the 28th, but a temperature of 50°, and

a heavy fall of rain, will keep them so growing

again that they will become easy victims to the

next severe frost. Were our winters confined to

a certain number of frosty weeks or months, we
might allow many of our bedding-out plants to be

slightly frozen, and then cover them up for the

winter, removing the covering only when the cold

season had passed away. This is the treatment

that the majority of Alpine plants receive, from

nature clothing them in winter with a mantle of

snow, and the care and attention requisite for

their cultivation in this country arises not from

their tenderness, but from the changes to heat

and cold, to which they are unavoidably subject-

ed. R. Fish. Cottage Gardener.

DOMESTIC NOTICES.

Frontispiece—Belmead, Va.—The mansion

house at Belmead is situated upon the James river,

Va., 40 miles above the city of Richmond , and is in

the pointed style of architecture of the English

Tudor acre. The <b si<_r ns were furnished by Alex.

J. Davis, of New- York, in 1845.

The plan is extensive, embracing out-buildin<_'s

serving many purposes; and few country residen-

ces in the United Slates have more ample aooomi

modation. The material is brick, covered with

an excellent stucco, laid off in courses, and co-

loured with warm grey tints in fresco, to match

the trimmings, which are of well wrought granite

from a neighboring quarry. The details of the

architecture are full of character, and picturesque

in their effect. The south entrance carriage way

is 18 feet square, pointed, arched with a groined

ceiling, under a lofty gable. This leads to a plat-

form 13 by 18 feet, connecting with a terrace

upon one side, and an umbrage upon the other.

Part of the latter, seen in the engraving on the

left, aflords shelter to those witnessing arrivals or

-S
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departures. The front door opens into a hall, 38
feet long and 16 feet wide. At the centre of this

hall, a transept passage leads to a library on the

right, and private apartments, kitchen oflices, &c,
on the left. On one side of the hall, nearest the

front door, is the principal stairway, circular in

form, near which is a bath-room, with closets,

entered from a chamber and dressing-room be-

yond ; and on the other side of the hall is an of-

fice, or library cabinet, 12 by 17 feet. Adjacent
is the library 16 by 23 feet, fitted up with cases

the entire height, and filled with a choice collec-

tion of books.

And now from the look-in front, we will pro-

ceed to the look-out front, shown in the engraving.
The great tower is 20 feet in diameter, and near

60 feet high. The arcaded vestibule is again
groin arched, and open as a portico, and serves as

a gallilee to the hall of entrance. The angle
nearest in the engraving, contains the drawing-
room, 17 by 25 feet, exclusive of the bay win-
dow, from which an extensive landscape view
across the valley of the James river, and the dis-

tant hills,—the river meandering in the midst, its

silver line lost in the distance. The bay windows
are richly bordered with stained glass of ruby and
gold, in vine-like forms, executed by Harring-
ton, of New-York, producing a rich and mellow
tone of light in the apartment, in admirable keep-
ing with its character ; and the several mantel-
pieces have wheat, maize, and tobacco, the staple
productions of the plantation, sculptured upon
their marble surfaces. The library and drawing-
room have windows opening into a portion of the
umbrage, intended as a conservatory for plants,
which will give these rooms an air of summer,
even in the depth of winter. This conservatory,
forming a part of the umbrage, may be entirely
removed in the summer, if it should be preferred
to have the whole open for promenade. The
dining-room has a china closet on the right of the
chimney breast, and a spacious butler's pantry on
the left. This dining-room is on the right of the
tower in the view, and has its bay, like the draw-
ing-room; and beyond are the offices, covered way
to kitchen, &c., the latter being nearly lost in the
forest on the west end of the site. The upper
part of the tower contains an observatory and
museum ; and the subordinate parts are occupied
by bedrooms, picture gallery, hall, and various
accommodation. The great hall, and through it

the whole house, is heated by a furnace in the
basement. A supply of water, forced up by the
hydraulic ram, from the foot of the hill, 400 yards
distant from the house, rises 160 feet above the
spring to a reservoir next the roof, delivering one
gallon per 1| minute, is conducted by pipes to
the bath-rooms, water closets, and the several
chambers.

In the view here given, the artist has chosen a
position showing the east end and north front, as
seen from the river. The entrance front being on
the south side, has only the finial over its gable,

visible beyond the sky-light on the roof. Although
the whole composition evinces great unity of feel-

ing, it has nevertheless more variety of feature

than we have ever before seen successfully intro-

duced into a villa. Of windows alone, there is-

almost every kind used at the period, or era, to

which the style belongs,—the triple lancet, the

arched, the square headed, the bay, the oriel, and
the triangular. There are three or four varieties

of gables, with buttresses and turrets, and an air

of originality and boldness is bestowed upon the

whole composition by the great tower, with tur-

retted angles, serving to give a pyramidal and
artistical form to the whole pile of building.

This style of building, of which we have given

a specimen in the mansion of Belmead, most es-

pecially recommends itself in rural residences, and
their appendages. It admits of an agreeable

symmetrical irregularity, and great variety of out-

line, both in plan and elevation. It is suited to

uneven ground; and additions of rooms or offices

may be made in it from time to time, with an in-

crease of picturesque beauty, while it possesses

many advantages for convenience, and the essen-

tial recommendation of being within the limits of

economy in the execution. High roofs and chim-

ney tops, which are inadmissible in the Grecian

style, here contribute to picturesque character.

Another circumstance that tends greatly to re-

commend this style for domestic buildings, upon a
moderate scale, is that it allows the windows to

be of very different dimensions and proportions,

and plainer or more ornamented, on the same
floor, as either internal convenience or the exter-

nal elevation shall require. Neither is it one of its

least favorable peculiarities, that such frequent

and extensive application may be made of the

projecting, or bay window, which admits of great

diversity in the plan, proportions, elevation, and

embellishment. While features of this descrip-

tion are almost sure to tell externally, and to

possess a pictorial, if not invariably a strictly ar-

chitectural value,—among other reasons, because

when they rise from the ground by advancing be-

yond the general mass, they give an appearance
of great solidity to its base; so do they come
greatly to the aid of the architect in the interior,

he being thus enabled to enlarge any particular

room, without similarly increasing the one above
it, or extending the general plan. They also

materially conduce to beauty and cheerfulness

within, inasmuch as they lead to variety of form,

in the plan and disposition of the rooms them-
selves, and because, by projecting, they admit

gleams of sunshine into an apartment both earlier

and later than other windows having the same
aspect. Even when a window of this kind has

no lateral lights, and forms but a shallow recess,

it conveys the idea of solidity in the walls, by

seeming to be a deep embrasure cut out of their

thickness; and as it generally enables us to dis-

pense with other windows, at least on the same
side of the floor, greater space may be obtained
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between tho window itself and the walls at right

angles to it. The advantages resulting from this

are not unimportant. In the first place, it ena-

bles us to place larger pieces of furniture on that

6ide of the room; secondly, although a more ex-

tensive view is obtained of the prospect without,

on which the window recess serves as a frame,

the apartment itself seems less exposed, while the

.sun is less troublesome in summer. In addition

to the recommendations already pointed out, bay

and oriel windows assist greatly in keeping up

symmetry where there are recesses, or even

breaks in other parts of a room. The entire win-

dow enlargement of bay or oriel may also be

shut oil" at night and in eold weather by sliding

doors, so contributing to the comfort and warmth
of those within.

The pointed style of architecture has already

become popular for country dwellings on this side

the Atlantic; and several of first class, such as

" Kenwood," near Albany, N. Y., and " Walnut
Wood," near Bridgeport, Ct., (also from the de-

signs of Mr. Davis,) are fast initiating the Ameri-

can builders into a familiarity with its peculiar

features; and as these become known, so will

each succeeding example express more fully and

accurately, according to its extent, the sugges-

tions of an imaginative proprietor, combined with

talent in the architect, its manifold beauties. * *

Supreme,) I would recommend to add the follow-

ing, which I consider the best of our Ameiican va-

rieties, viz. Briells. Jas. K Polk, Buist's Eclipse,

Boll's Major Ringold, and Hogg's Bicolor Grand-

ifiora, and, in the absence of a better white,

Queen. Of sixteen varieties I have, I intend to

throw all away, and confine myself to the ten va-

rieties I have mentioned, which I consider the best

in the country. Yours, respectfully, JohnQuinn,
gardener to Henry Vail, Esq., Ida Farm, Troy,

N. Y., March 12th, 1850.

Notes on the new Verbenas.—Among the ma-

ny " floral gems." for which the horticultural public

are indebted to the Messrs. Thorburn for their

introduction, there are few that are likely to give

more general satisfaction than the unrivalled col-

lection of verbenas which they advertise in the

March number of the Horticulturist. It is not to

be denied that most of our American seedling Ver-
j

benas are not worthy a place in our gardens,
j

Their habit is in general too upright, the trusses
j

of bloom are small and ill-shaped, and the foliage
|

poor. Messrs. Thorburn advertise a collection

that will make sad havoc amongst them. Being

one of the first that was favored by Mr. Thor-
burn with a plant of " Robinson's Defiance," I

can speak from experience of its merits. Any of

your readers who have grown " Beauty Supreme"
last year, can form a pretty accurate conception

of Defiance when I inform them that it has the

same vigorous habit, the same sized truss, and

larger foliage, and that it is a superb scarlet. It

has flowered with me in February last, and is like-

ly to be as free a bloomer in the green-house as Beau-

ty Supreme; it is every way superb. Rosy Morn,
Anacreon and Satellite, are each of them possess-

ed of the same qualities. I saw the whole col

lection in flower in Mr. THOBnURN's grounds last

summer, and was charmed with them. There is

no one pretending to have a bed of verbenas should

be wiihout them. If Messrs. Thorburn would in-

troduce a pure white, possessing all the qualities

of the above named, it would have a great run.

To those purchasing tho above, (including Beauty

American Camellias.—We have lately had in

bloom, upon plants obligingly sent us by Messrs.

Parions, of Flushing, N. Y., specimens of those

two fine Camellias, originated by Col. Wilder, of

Boston,—C. Wilderii and C. Abby Wilder.

They are certainly both fine varieties; the first

a beautiful deep rose colour; the other white, with

sometimes a delicate blush stripe.

Camelia Wilderi is perfection ; that is to say,

the most acute critic ol florist's flowers, can find

no fault with it, in form, size, arrangement of pe-

tals or colour. It fully deserves all the praise that

has been bestowed on it.

And this reminds us to say, that the first of Ca-

mellia amateurs, N. J. Becar, Esq.. of Brook-

lyn, has raised three or four seedlings of the first

merit—sorts that would make the fortune of a com-

mercial gardener in Europe—and yet which, with

his characteristic modesty, he has not even pre-

sented to public notice in any way. We have seen

them several times this winter, and do not hesitate

to say, they are equal to the very finest varieties

produced abroad.

Mr. B., who has the finest Camellias in Ameri-

ca, and has raised hundreds of seedlings for his

own amusement, is of opinion that the seed of the

Camellia ripens in our climate much more easily

and perfectly than in Europe, and that it is easier

to produce fine new varieties here than on the

other side of the water.

Fine Collection of Plants.—Passing through

Williamsburgh a short time ago, we had great

pleasure in a hasty examination of the fine exotic

collection of Rev. A. P. Cummings, of that place.

It is evidently the collection of an amateur fond

of rarity and variety, but still not mere botanical

curiosities; and contrasts favorably with some of

the mere show collections of jeommon species fre-

quent about New-York. With respect to the varu
ety of plants, it resembles some of the fine private

collections in Philadelphia. Among the pretty

species which we saw in bloom, were Begonia
manicata, B. hydrocoti/olia, B.fuschsioides, and

B. evecinea. Poinsetla pulcherima, that gay
Mexican plant, was glowing with its bright scar-

let bracts; Euphorbia splendens and jacquiniflora

were in full beauty; Crinum longifiorum was ex-

ceeding pretty; and that exquisite plant Epacris
grandijlora, was finely decorated with its parti-

coloured bells. Among other species in flower
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were Habrothamnus fascicularis, Echeveria gran-

dijlora, Chirozema varium, Polygula cordata and

P. grandijlora, etc. A large variety of Camel-

lias were also in full beauty, among which we no-

ticed Sacconova, Piince Albert, Wilderi, Henri

Favre, and many other excellent sorts.

The whole collection does credit to the skilful

gardener, M Coleman, who is one of the best

plant growers in the country.

A Budget of Querie-.—None arc more inte-

rested than myself in the queries and answers,

which monthly appear in your journal ; and sup-

posing other readers feel a similar interest, I

would like to propose a few, and solicit the edi-

tor's answers.

l^t. Many valuable articles have appeared, edi-

torial and communicated, in favor of the Osage
Orange as a hedge plant, and placing it at the

top of the list for that purpose. Has time, trial,

and further experience confirmed these early im-

pressions? (a)

2d. As great and extensive failures have occur-

red in propagating it from seed, either because it

was old seed, or not properly managed, I would
inquire whether age affects it, and what is the

probable cause of so many failures? Whether
submitting it to the action of frost, mixed with

sand, or soaking it in water before planting, is

the better way? (b)

3d. The " Working Farmer," edited by Prof.

J. J. Mapes, New-York city, held out the opi-

nion some months back, that if we did not wish
to lose the use of the ground for twelve feet on
each side of the hedge, do not plant the Osage
Orange. No reason, or facts were given; yet

not a few of us would like to know whether there

is any ground for such broad assertions? (c)

4th. Does further observation and experience

still give the preference to double, over single

rows, in hedge planting? (d)

5th. What are the best varieties of apple, to

dwarf on the Paradise stock? (e)

6th. What varieties of the cherry on the Ma-
haleb? (/)

7th What variety of Quince stock is the best

to work the pear on? I notice some disagree-

ment among the doctors on this point, (g)
8th. Why should the interesting " Jeffreys,"

in your January number, declare— In hedges, I

have no sort of confidence?" And in offering his

substitute, " wire," in which he has " entire con-

fidence," has he offered a substitute which will

answer the ordinary farmer, with limited means?
and will it answer for road sides, and all outside

enclosures? (h)

Enough, and I fear too many questions for one
time; and I will postpone the balance. Respect-

fully, &c. /. Chester county, Pa., Feb. 13, 1850.

Answers.—(a) We still think as highly as

ever of the Osage Orange, as a hedge plant, for

all points south of this ; and the Buckthorn for dis-

tricts north and east.

(b) We believe most of the failures in germi-
nating the Osage Orange, is from the bad quality

of the seeds. We understand that it has been the

practice of some persons in Arkansas and Texas,
who supply seeds, to get them out of the fruit

(a rather tedious process, in the usual mode,) by
first boiling the fruit; a process which, of course,

injures the vitality of the seeds. When the seeds

are picked out as they should be, they germinate
as freely as peas, if sown in the spring in the

same manner.
(c) The Osage Orange, when left to grow into

a tree, sends out long roots; and so it will when
planted in a hedge, and allowed to run up 8 or

10 feet high without clipping. But every ob-

server knows that the roots of a tree extend in

proportion to the extension of the top ; and hence
an Osage Orange hedge, which is clipped once or

twice every year, and not allowed to grow more
than 6 feet high, will never prove injurious by
occupying more than its due share of the soil.

(d) Double rows, if a thick and impenetrable
barrier against animals is the object, and a single

row if the eifect of a screen only is desired.

(e) The following are well adapted: Early
Strawberry, Porter, Swaar, Dutch Mignonne,
Vandervere, Waxen, Red Astrachan, Summer
Rose, Ladies' Sweeting.

(/) All the varieties; but it is especially valua-

ble for Bigarreau cherries, which do not bear well

in some soils.

(g
-

) The Angers quince.

(ft) Jeffreys belongs thoroughly to the spirit

of the age, which demands the most economical,

useful, and practicable things for the moment; and
among such, undoubtedly, is the wire fence. A
good hedge is more ornamental, more impene*

trable, and more beautiful to the eye; but it re-

quires time, and patience, and annual care, be-

sides occupying more room than the wire fence.

Each will find its advocates among certain classes

of thinkers.

Circulation of the Sap.—If we take a glass

tube, open at both ends, and put one end of it

into a vessel of water to the depth of an inch,

—

after covering that end of the tube with a piece

of bladder, or other animal membrane, and then

pour into the tube a solution of sugar and

water, so as to fill up the orifice eight or ten

inches,—it will be seen in a short time that the

liquid in the tube will rise, and sometimes to the

height of several feet, and, at the same time, a

downward current through the bladder into the

water below will take place; which different

movements of the fluid are no doubt due to two
opposite currents of electricity. When Dutro-
chet made this discovery, he thought he had

learned the true theory of the circulation of the

sap ; that he had brought to light one of the hid-

den things relating to vegetable physiology. But

I would ask whether this theory is quite satisfac-

tory? Whether it is not open to, and liable to
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some objections? In the experiment referred to,

the ascending current is through the descending

and against its motion. This is not so in the

plant. The downward flow is through the same
channel as the upward. The liquid in Dutro-
chet's tuhe docs not receive any additions, or un-

dergo any changes from the atmosphere, hefore it

begins its descending movement. Is this so in

the vegetable orgrnization?

But my purpose is not so much to oppose the

theory iu question, or to propose a new one, as to

express a hope that you will give us your opinions

on this subject in that journal, the discontinuance

of which, for any reason, your subscribers in this

region would regard as almost a national calamity.

C. Smith. Newport, N. Y., Feb. 4, 1850.

Answer.—Undoubtedly Dutrochet's explana-

tion of the galvanic law. by which, when two
fluids of unequal density are separated by a mem-
brane, the denser is positively, and the less dense

negatively electrified; and hence two electric

currents of unequal power set through the mem-
brane, carrying the fluid with them, is correct;

and it is by this law that the fluids of plants being

denser than the water in the soil, the latter is,

under certain conditions, continually impelled into

their systems. But the vital force—the living

principle—governs even this law, and is the real

cause (if that can be termed an explanation, )-of

the circulation and secretions of plants. Ed.

Association for collecting rare Trees and
Plants.—We ask the attention of our readers to

the following excellent suggestion by Mr. Barry,
of Rochester. The plan is one that has worked
well abroad, and seems to. us very feasible at the

present moment, here. We think the Massachu-
setts and Pennsylvania Hort. Societies will enter

into the plan liberally ; and we shall be glad to

hear from amateurs and commercial gardeners

who feel interested in the matter. Ed.
Dear Sir—Since my visit to Europe last win-

ter, the subject of obtaining seeds of the magnifi-

cent pines, firs, and other rare and valuable trees

and plants of Mexico, California, Oregon, &c., has

been constantly in my mind. When I saw the

lawns and arboretums of England studded with
them, and in Belgium and France immense ranges

of houses devoted to their multiplication, and
when I found that not horticultural societies alone,

but individual cultivators were enthusiastically and
successfully engaged in collecting and introducing

them, in opposition to the most formidable diffi-

culties, I thought, that with our much talked of

enterprise, it would be most remarkable indeed if

some cllort of the kind should not be made here

;

and the more particular, as recent golden events

have created such close and constant communica-
tion with these regions.

The botanists and horticulturists of Europe,
who regard with wonder and admiration the vast

vegetable riches of this continent, cannot under-

stand why so little attention seems to bo given it

here, considering that such a largo proportion of

our population are devoted to the culture of the

soil. Sir Wm. Hooker, of the Kew Gardens, and

others, complained to me of the difficulty and

even impossibility of obtaining from our settled

and populous districts even, many rare species of

plants, in consequence of their not being known or

cultivated. The reasons for this are all obvious

enough to us. The circumstances of our country,

in many respects, have been such as to prevent

any considerable attention to the culture of rare

trees. Our best landscapes have been worked
out of the original forest, which have at the same
time afforded an ample supply of timber for all

purposes of the arts. Arboriculture has, conse-

quently, been, in the main, confined to fruits. A
short time ago we had a correspondence with a

gentleman who was about forming an arboretum

;

and after applying to nearly all the American
nurseries, in vain, for specimens of American
trees, he found he had to order most of them from

Europe. The truth is, there has been no demand
until quite recently for more than a few very

common and well known species of ornamental

trees and shrubs ; and what is not in active de-

mand will not he cultivated in this country, at

least by professional cultivators.

But there are great changes going on in the

condition and circumstances of this country. The
natural forest is disappearing rapidly from a very

large portion of the country. Towns, cities, and

villages are increasing in number, population and

wealth, at a pace that almost outruns the imagina-

tion. Around all these cities, towns and villages,

suburban dwellings of various grades are spring-

ing up. These have no longer the native trees

to shade and shelter or embellish them; and

hence they must plant. Planting is therefore

going on in a manner and spirit altogether unex-

ampled in this country ; and the prospect is, that

the attention to be given it in future will quite

equal the neglect of previous times. Americans
seldom do things in a small way. Their ideas

and plans usually partake of the grand and com-
prehensive. So that when we once see the public

mind awakened on any given subject, we may
expect to see it prosecuted in a vigorous and ef-

fectual spirit.

Throughout the whole country, we hear and

see evidences of an interest in landscape garden-

ing. The President of the Massachusetts Horti-

cultural Society has introduced the subject in his

recent annual address, and suggested that a pro-

fessorship for this department be established.

The prospect is that wc shall soon have public

gardens, in connection with agricultural schools

and colleges. These arc all the evidences and
results of the public taste and sentiment on these

matters. Within a lew years, considerable quan-
tities of rare trees have been imported from Eu-
rope, notwithstanding their high price and the

many risks attendant upon their transmission. I

have this moment before me an invoice of up«
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wards of 40 species of new and rare evergreens,

pines, tirs, cedars, &c, on their way hither.

My attention, at this time, has been drawn to

the subject in a particular manner, by similar and
simultaneous suggestions in an English journal

and your February number. Your correspond-

ent, A. W. Cokson, suggests the formation of a

society for the introduction of the trees and
plants of California, Oregon and Mexico. In

Edinburgh, we see by the London Gardeners'
Chronicle, a meeting was held in the Botanic
Gardens on the 22d of November. Lord Murray
introduced a series of resolutions on the subject;

one of which was—" That with the view of raising

the necessary funds, each person willing to sup-

port the proposal, shall subscribe the sum of £5,
or so many sums of the like amount as they may
please; each subscriber being entitled for every
such sum of £5 to a corresponding share of such
plants and seeds as may be collected, and from
time to time sent home. No subscriber to be
liable for anything beyond the amount subscribed

by him." This plan is the result of necessity; as

it is found impossible to obtain seedling plants of

the noble Conifers, discovered and introduced by

the lamented Douglass. We have no doubt but

the plan will be well sustained throughout Great
Britain. And now, let mo ask why we cannot
adopt a similar mode of introducing these trees.

We have great advantage over Europeans, both

in regard to distance, and frequency, and regu-

larity of intercourse. Recent events have brought
us into close and constant communication with
these regions; our people are scattered all over
them ; and it appears to me, if a competent and
reliable collector could be found, that we might
in one year do more for the introduction of these

trees than others can do in five or ten.

It strikes me that the nurserymen of the coun-

try, and gentlemen who are making collections of

rare trees, are numerous enough to raise a suffi-

cient fund for this purpose; and if the project ap-

pears feasible to you, I would take this occasion

to propose that every one who approves of, and is

willing to aid the plan, will send his name to you,

and state at the same time the amount he is wil-

ling to subscribe. When the subscriptions have,

in this way, reached an amount that may be

deemed sufficient, a meeting of the subscribers, or

as many of them as could conveniently attend,

might be held in some of the large cities to ar-

range the details. I offer these suggestions with-

out assuming any lead or prominency in the mat-
ter whatever, simply with a view to direct atten-

tion to what appears to me, at this time, a highly

practicable plan of operation. We cannot wait
for horticultural societies to move in this matter

;

for though some of them may possess ample
means, yet all the members may not agree to

such a mode of expenditure. Neither can we
hope for anything of consequence from parties

who go to these countries unqualified for this, and
with minds bent on other absorbing pursuits.

Those who feel interested in the matter should

associate and act immediately.

I am authorized to say that E. and B. will sub-

scribe at least $100. Others here will undoubt-

edly contribute. Yours, &.c. B. Rochester,

February 19, 1850.

Visits to Green-houses.—Mr. Floy's, Har-
lem. The plants here consist principally of Ca-
mellias; several of which are now in bloom, and
very showy. There are also some handsome spe-

cimens of Strelitzia Reginu, India Rubber, and
other ornamental plants. The pots and houses

here are, to his credit, the cleanest that came
under my notice. Mr. Floy is well known to

florists as the originator of a showy Camellia,

commemorating his name.
Mr. Hogg's nursery, near Yorkville, possesses

a large collection of the rarest and newest plants.

Those I particularly noticed are Lettsomia tomen-

tosa, a beautiful evergreen climber, from Peru

;

Raphiste/nma (asclepias) pulchella, stove ever-

green climber, from East India; Gardenia For-
tunii, Mr. Fortune's, from Cape Jasmine, Chi-

na; JEschinanthus Roxburghii, a stove plant,

that ought to be in every collection; Clcrodendron

scandens, var. rubrum, stove evergreen, from

Sierra Leone; Aphelandra aurantiaca, a splendid

stove evergreen shrub, from Mexico; Porphy-

rocoma lanceolata, a pretty stove plant, remarka-

ble for its large heads of purple bracts and flow-

ers; also, Nematanthus longipes, (formerly Co-

lumnea grandijlora ,) one of the finest tropical

plants in cultivation. It produces, from the axils

of its leaves, long thread-like peduncles, bearing

large, deep crimson flowers. It was collected by

the late Dr. Gardner, on the Organ Mountains

in 1841. I noticed, also, Zychia parmosa, green-

house climber, from Swan river; and Henfreya
scandens, a splendid climber, from Sierra Leone.

To grow the latter to perfection, it requires a

bottom heat of from 75 to 80 degrees, and to be

shaded in bright sun—(Paxton.) There was a

large plant of Combretum coccineum, showing its

flower stems. One of the greatest curiosities in

Mr. Hogg's green-houses, is a large specimen of

Bonapartea gracilis, with its leaves subdividing

into threads, like the well known Yucca filimen-

tosa. Some nice flowering plants of Gilia (Can-

tua) aggregata, a pretty scarlet biennial were in

bloom. There was a pretty species of Tillandria

also flowering here ; it was, like most of the ge-

nus, growing epiphytal, with some Orchids upon

a block of wood, suspended from the roof; pseudo-

bulbs, from two to three inches long, producing

from their summits a stem, bearing ten or twelve

exquisite blossoms; perianth purple, anthers and

stigma straw coloured; bracts rose; leaves about

17 inches long, whip-like, having something the

habit of Scuticaria Steelii. It was imported from

Para. Secropia palmata, a tropical tree, remarka-

ble for its beautiful foliage and hollow stems, at-

tracted my notice. Its wood is employed by the
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southern aborigines to give them light by friction.

There were several fine plants of the rare Sem-

pervivum tabulcpforme, spreading over the pots on

every side.

In addition to the foregoing, there are several

Orchids growing in various ways; some in pots,

some in baskets, and others in their most natural

position—on blocks of wood. The representatives

of this curious and beautiful order in Mr. Hogg's

collection, are chiefly Cattleyas. Gongoras, Aero-

peras, Oncidiums, Laelias, Stanhopeas, Maxil-

larias, and Schomburghkias . S. tibicinif is, from

the shape of its pseudo-bulbs, called the " Cow-
horn Orchis;" when these become hollow7 they are

used by the natives of Honduras to produce a

sound similar to that made by blowing a horn.

Mr. Hogg's mode of propagating Camellias is

deserving particular notice. He performs this

business in the midst of winter, when little more
can be done. His method is to cut the head of

the stock, leaving only the lower branches; he

next selects the scions from the varieties he wishes

to multiply, and grafts it as low as he conveniently

can. The stage in his propagating house consists

of several shelves, rising one above the other from

the front to the back, and at such distance as to

admit of a board, 6 or 8 inches deep, to the front

of each shelf; the back being also boarded, gives

the shelves the appearance of troughs. These
troughs are filled with animal charcoal; (that is,

the refuse charcoal of sugar refiners.) The plants

being ready, they are plunged in this in a reclined

position, leaving only the rim of one side of the

pots to be seen. The grafts are inserted so low

as to have the part worked covered in the char-

coal when in this reclined position. Whether this

method be new to your readers I am not aware.

I would recommend those who wish to get an

idea of plant culture to call at Messrs. Hogg's.

Their plants are principally low and thrifty, pre-

senting none of those elongated walking canes, or

poles, so frequently met with; and, what is yet

more commendable, remarkably clean.

Since I last wrote, I have the pleasure to add

the following to my list, viz: Mr. Hauser's, near

29th Street, 3d Avenue; Mr. Monk's, do.; and

Mr. Buchanan's, ]8th Street, 5th Avenue. Mr.
Hauser's houses are all small ; one is chiefly oc-

cupied with Heliotrope, and Mignonette; another

with young Geraniums, which bear testimony to

his qualification as a grower. The others are de-

voted to Verbenas, Roses, Daphnes, Chinese

Primroses, Camellias, &c. At Mr. Monk's, the

houses are well stocked, and show7 good culture,

but are chiefly filled with a few popular genera,

suited to sales in the market. Two of the bouses

here are filled with Roses, and another large

house with young Geraniums. The remaining

houses are filled with Camellias, Roses, Helio-

trope, Azaleas, kc. Mr. Monk's plants are all

thrifty and well grown. In closing my remarks,

on this place, I would recommend those that want

to buy Geraniums, cither in good variety or well

grown, to call at Mr. Monk's and Mr. Hauser's.

At Mr. Buchanan's, two of the houses are mostly

devoted to Roses ; in one of which are some fine

specimens of Begonia fuchsioides , and a large

plant of Combretum purpureum in bloom ; a third

is a Camellia house, containing several of the

newest kinds,—one in particular (Lowe's Elex-

ine,) is very handsome; a fourth is a large house

with a mixed collection, consisting of Camellias,

Daphnes, Azaleas, Chinese Primroses, 8tc. Other

houses are occupied with less tender things. I

am, sir, respectfully yours, M. C.

Catarobe Grape.—The Catarobe, as I under-

stand it, is an European grape; at all events, it

is not a western grape. It nearly resembles the

Isabella in leaf and fruit, and general habit; and

in the west the two are almost always confounded

together, except by connoisseurs. (If it resembles

the Isabella in leaf it is no European grape. Pray

send some specimens to the fruit convention at Cin-

cinnati next fall. Ed.) Yours truly, /. B.

Turner. Illinois College, Feb. 27, 1850.

Pomological Congress.—Dear Sir: I ob-

serve that the Ohio State Board of Agriculture,

at its last annual meeting, passed a resolution, in-

viting the American Pomological Congress to

hold its next session at the same time and place

of the Ohio state fair, which is to be held at

Cincinnati on the 11th, 12th, and 13th of Septem-

ber next; at the same time, very kindly offering

to defray the expenses of printing its proceedings.

This is, to be sure a very fair offer; and as such,

will doubtless be duly appreciated by the mem-
bers of the Congress; but for one, I hope its next

session will not be held at the same time with the

state fair, and for the following reasons:

1. I think it too early in the season, before

nurserymen can well leave, but more particularly

on account of the immaturity, and hence abnor-

mal state of winter apples at that time. .

2. There will be, in my opinion, more danger

of sickness in travelling and changing climate at

that season than a few weeks later.

3. The tremendous jam, confusion and fatigue

inseparably attendant upon a state fair, are quite

incompatible with the highest degree of success

and usefulness of our Pomological Congress, and

most particularly with the comfort of its members.

Such at least is the result of my experience, as

well as being, so far as I am acquainted, the uni-

versal testimony of others who are familiar with

such matters.

It might perhaps acoommodate the state fair,

and all classes interested in pomology who attend

it; but would not, as I think, the Congress, or its

members generally. We shall doubtless bo quite

large and unwieldy enough of ourselves; and

thorefore not only deserve, but absolutely require,

a clear field—an undivided chance. We shall

certainly and most indispensably need every faci-

lity that can be afforded by the most pcrfoct order
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and quiet. "Very respectfully yours, &c, F. K.

Phanix. Delavan, Wisconsin, Jan. 12, 1850.

Experiments with Vegetables.— Having

been a constant reader of the Horticulturist from

the issuing of the first number, and learned much
in the perusal of its pages, I regard it as an in-

cumbent duty to accompany such acknowledg-

ment with a brief detail of some experiments

which I was prompted to make from notices in

your journal. The results of those experiments

have, in most instances, more than equalled my
most sanguine expectation, while otbers have

exceedingly disappointed me; and in some instan-

ces their repeated trials have given me repeated

mortification. That similar results would be eve-

rywhere obtained I am not warranted in saying

;

and furthermore, the testimony of others, equally

creditable with my own, stands recorded in direct

opposition to what I have to offer. The fact, that

different results are obtained from experiments

fairly conducted, may be accounted for from dif-

ferences of climate, soil, and season, under which

those experiments were made. That there are

influences arising from conditions of atmosphere,

which we may call climacteric, as well as consti-

tutional principles of soil, affecting the growth of

our vegetables, increasing or stimulating the pro-

ducts of our garden as well as our orchard, all

may be ready to admit ; but in what they specifi-

cally consist, is not in all cases so easily dis-

covered.

The cause of the failure of the Darling sweet

corn, as detailed below, in a region of country

admirably adapted to corn, I should be happy to

learn. Can you give me any light? An analo-

gous fact is found in the failure of the Canada
corn, in all the trials made of it in New-Jersey,

as far as I have been able to learn. My own trial

of it has been a most signal failure. The corn,

known as the Brown corn, that originated in the

neighborhood of Lake Winipiseogee, has been

much lauded in the more northern states as a

great yielder; and, on the farm of Mr. Crispell,

of Ulster county, has been reported as yielding

90 bushels of shelled corn to the acre, for which

a premium was awarded by the New-York State

Agricultural Society. I obtained from Mr. Cris-

pell a quantity of the seed, sufficient to plant a

half acre, the yield of which was barely sufficient

to compensate for the expense of cultivation.

Would it not seem, from such facts, that there

may be constitutional adaptations of this grain to

particular regions of country? In other words,

that when cultivated for a number of years in a

region of country distinguished for its length of

season, corn acquires so much of a climacteric

character, adapting itself in its period of growth,

be the season either long or short, as to fit it pre.

eminently for that region, and disqualify itself for

any other?

In the April number of the Horticulturist of

J, under the head of new vegetables, you

highly recommended a trial of the Darling sweet

corn, as a variety ripening earlier than any other

of the varieties known. At a considerable ex-

pense, I obtained enough of the seed to plant a

half acre. It was planted under propitious cir-

cumstances, in a field well manured, and as well

tilled as other fields, from which I obtained good
crops. When about a foot high, very many of

the stalks began to exhibit a blasted appearance;

and on examination I found decay commencing at

the centre of the stalk, just below the surface of

the ground, looking very much as if it had been

pierced by the sting of some insect. In a few
days the entire stalk would wither and dry up.

In this way, more than half of the field was lost;

the remainder attained the height of some two
feet, gave me a diminutive ear, and a diminished

crop, although it ripened a few days earlier than

the other varieties of sweet corn on a contiguous

part of the same field. When the crop was har-

vested, I found the half acre had given me just a

bushel and a half of shelled corn for seed. My
confidence in it, as adapted to the soil and climate

of New-Jersey, was somewhat shaken; but as I

had known it highly prized by an individual who
had grown it in the vicinity of Albany, as a most

valuable variety for the market gardener, and

knowing that our climate was better adapted to

the growth of corn than northern New- York, and

that no field crops were more remunerative to the

farmers of New-Jersey than Indian corn, I deter-

mined to repeat the experiment the next year.

Now the past season, I gave it a different loca-

tion, planted the corn (having obtained fresh seed

from Albany,) the 20th of April, ten days earlier

than on the preceding year. The appearanco of

the crop was flattering, until it attained the

height of a foot or more, when the calamity that

overtook and destroyed more than half of the for-

mer crop, proved to be the fate of this. The part

that survived for a time looked flourishing, and

promised to yield me a remunerating crop, and

when about two feet in height, seemed to have

attained its growth, gave me. like the former one,

a diminutive ear, and if possible a smaller crop.

Another calamity, to which the variety is sub-

ject, not yet alluded to, which reduced the yield

of the first season smaller than it would other-

wise have been, and entirely destroyed the crop of

this, for seed, is this: the corn, when almost dry

enough to be gathered for seed, requires a suc-

cession of dry days. An occasional shower, just

at this period, will cause the chit to vegetate in

the ear, and destroy the crop.

My first experiment was made on a moderately

rich interval field; the last, on a southerly slope,

of a gravelly loam. I need scarcely add, I am
done with Darling sweet corn. [This corn is

excellent on strong, deep, and rather clayey

loams. Ed.]
But of the Turtle Soup Bean, noticed in the

same article, I can most heartily subscribe to

your recommendation of it, although it has not
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been a favorite bean with my family for summer
use, on account of its intensely black colour, even

in its green state; anil which I think will forbid its

ever beinc; a popular snap-bean.* Its excellent

flavor, far superior to that of any bean we have

ever used, gives to the soup a richness unequalled

by any other vegetable. I will venture to say. if

served up on the table of the Astor House, pre-

pared with the addition of meat-balls, nine-tenths

of the guests would rise from the table praising

the turtle soup. As a dry, winter bean, when

made into soup for family use, it is certainly with-

out its equal. Last season I made trial of some
fifteen kinds of bean. No one of them is as highly

prized in our family as this; and the longer we
use it, the better wo like it. It is a great bearer,

and well adapted to light and dry soils. Tell

your readers again to make trial of the Turtle

Soup Bean. It can be found at Shephard's, 145

Maiden-Lane, [or at Thorburn's,] New-York.

At another time, I may give you the result of

other trials of the new vegetables. /. M. Ward.
Hill Cottage, Newark, New-Jersey, Dec, 1849.

Sir—I have been a regular subscriber and

faithful reader of your excellent journal, the Hor-

ticulturist, for some time, and have admired the

many neat and elegant plans for cottages and

country residences, drawn and described in the

several numbers. But these plans, although many
of them beautiful, are not exactly suited to the

wants and uses of many of your southern readers;

and the purpose of the present letter is to request

that you will favor us with a few designs, suitable

to our climate and our facilities, (I should say

want of facilities,) for building in the country.

The style of building generally adopted in our

southern country, (I speak of country residences,)

is neither neat or convenient; and I am satisfied

if you will give your numerous southern readers

the advantages of your taste and experience, you
will not only effect a great improvement in the

taste, but confer a public benefit by adding vastly

to the comfort of the community. With us, the

summer is the largest part of the year; and we
therefore build chiefly for the summer, (of course,

however, not disregarding the winter ;) and the

main points, as it seems to me, to be observed by

us in building, are coolness, airiness, cheapness,

and comfort, united with a tasteful, handsome
exterior. In the sand-hills, where we have no-

thing to work upon but pine trees and a barren

soil, it seems difficult to do much. But good taste

can do a great deal ; and I therefore coDfide the

matter to your hands, assured that if you will

think it worthy of your attention, you can effect

everything. I remain, very truly, one of your

subscribers, P. M. E. Balfray, N. C.

[Our correspondent will see, in the frontispiece

for February, that we have profited by his sugges-

tion. Ed.]
* Our correspondent picks this bean too late. If picked

when very younir, it boils quite green, and is the very best of

gnap-beaus. Bo,

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Apricots — V. W. Smith. (Syracuse, New-

York.) As a question of profit, for the market,

we know of no apricot that will yield so much as

Dubois' Golden. It is inferior in size and flavor to

Moorpark or Large Early, but we have seen Mr.
Dubois taking wagon loads of the fruit to market

getting a very high price, in seasons when the

finer sorts did not produce at all. It is, in short,

more hardy and productive than any other sort,

and that is the point, for profitable culture. If

your soil is one where the apricot beais and holds

its fruit well, then we should say, by all means
give the preference to the Large Early; but with

the ordinary circumstances, as a market fruit, Du-

bois' is the best.

Selection of Northern Fruits.—A. F.
wishes '• a small list of the best apples and pears

for market culture in the Oak openings of Cal-

houn county, Mich." We recommend the lollow-

ing: Apple*—Yellow Bellefleur, Early Harvest,

Fameuse. Domine. English Russet ; Pears—White

Doyenne, Bartlett, Beurre D :Aremberg. Also, a

few fine sorts for private consumption : Plums—
Smith's Orleans, Green Gage, Jefferson ; Cher-

ries—May Duke, Downe's Late, Elton; Pears—
Fondante d'Automne, Beurre d Anjou, Seckel;

Apples—Dutch Mignonne, Swaar, Ladies' Sweet-

ing, Northern Spy. B. McVicar. (Milwaukie,

Wis.) Two earliest and best pears for your cli-

mate, Dearborn Seedling, Bartlett; (if your site is

too cold for this, then Flemish Beauty ;) Peach-

es—Early York, White Imperial; Plums—Impe-

rial Ottoman, Yellow Gage; Cherries — May
Duke, American Heart, two latest and best;

Pears—Beurre d'Aremberg, Wint'r Nelis; Peaches

—Morris White, Old Mixon Freestone; Plums—
McLaughlin, Jefferson; Cherries—Belle Magni-

fique, Downer's Late. The Red Dutch currant is

more valuble for general purposes than either the

Victoria or Cherry currants. Dr. Brincklee's

raspberries have not yet been tested out of Phila-

delphia, but are as fine as the Antwerp, and will

probably prove much hardier.

Dwarf Fruit Trees.—An old Subscriber.

(Boston.) You can train your dwarf pear trees

so as to cover the wall you speak of six or eight

feet high, ami the fruit will be finer if the trees are

judiciously pruned, than in the usual way. Duch-

ess d'Angouleme is one of the most magnificent

pears on the quince, often weighing a pound, and

of fine flavor. Red Astrachan, Dutch Mignonne,

Porter, Sapson, Early Strawberry, are among the

ornamental apples grown as dwarfs.

Annual Flower Beds—Flora, (Northamp-

ton, Mass.) The following annuals make fine

beds, or masses, when sown so as to cover a sur-

face of three or four feet each—none of them grow

over a foot high, and they bloom all the summer
and autumn. Phlox Drummondi. lilac, crimson,

pink and white; Escholtzia, bright yellow; Gili*

tricolor, white, purple and yellow; Portulac-

ca—three sorts—purple, crimison and white
;
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Sweet Alyssum, white; Silene armeria, pink; Ne-
mopi/a insignis, sky-blue; Collinsia bi-color, pur-

ple and white; the two last bloom about half the

season only. Bulbs of tiger flowers, tuberoses, or

Gladioli may be interspersed with these annuals,

to heighten the effect. If your verbenas do not

flower well, renew the soil in the beds by mixing
with it one-third burnt sods.

Plum Trees.—Prunus, (Buffalo, N. Y.) Your
soil does not suit the plum tree. Try a plentiful

top-dressing, with brewer's grains, which Liegel,
the first German authority, says is the best of all

manures for the plum tree. Old or sour grains

will answer, and we would advise you to cover the

soil three inches deep, if they are easily ob-

tained.

Special Manures.—B. R., (Philadelphia.)
We are inclined to think very highly of " bone-
black," the residuum of the sugar refineries, as a
special manure for pear trees, in all cases where
phosphate is wanted

;
generally the case in old

gardens. This bone-black, which looks like fine

charcoal, contains 70 or 80 per cent, of phosphate

of lime, and may be had very cheaply at most

sugar refineries. The Messrs. Stuart, in New-
York, sell it for $1.50 per hogshead. Give each

standard tree from half a peck to half a bushel,

according to its size and age; that is, including

those with trunks from two to twelve inches in

diameter. A. R. P., (Long-Island.) Your trees

want lime. Half a bushel to every tree in your

orchard will not be too much. Spread it evenly

over the surface as far as the trees extend.

Insects.—/. Watson. If you wash your grape-

vines before the buds start with a mixture of soft-

soap and sulphur, (2 lbs. sulphur to 4 quarts soap,)

filling every crevice, especially around the buds,

with a brush, it will destroy the eggs of the in-

sects laid in the bark. Querist, (Baltimore.) We
repeat our advice to destroy all insects in soil of

the kitchen garden, by a liberal top-dressing of

salt, before working the ground. Eight bushels

to the acre is not to much; and it kills the grubs

and benefits vegetation.

PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The stated meeting of this society was held in the Chinese
Saloon on Tuesday evening, March 19, 1850. The President
in the chair.

The display on the occasion was very fine ; the most striking
feature in which, was a superb bed of strawberry plants, grow-
ing in pots, and in full bearing, exhibited by Ben Daniels, gar-
dener to Caleb Cope, the President, consisting of the follow-
ing varieties : Hovey's Seedling, Britisli Queen, Buist's Early
May, Keene's Seedling, Sciota and Cushing, from whom we
learn that the British Queen variety, although a staminate
kind, exhibits in flavor and prolificness a decided superiority
over the others, and can be strongly recommended for forcing.
Hovey's Needling, Buist's Early May, and Keene's Seedling,
are all good for forcing- The Burr's New Pine was tried, but
did not succeed well. From the same source were two va-
rieties of grapes,—the White Frontignan and Muscat blanc
native. In flowering plants, the exhibition was excellent.
Prom the President's houses were some of his choicest Aza-
leas, Rhododendrons and Camellias. From Miss Gratz's, a
rich display of Double Stocks, Roses, Fuchsias, etc. By Ben-
jamin Gullis, a large collection; and by John Sherwood's fore-

man, a beautiful table. James Ritchie presented cut Camel-
lia flowers, choice varieties; most of which, seedlings of merit.

The vegetables were in good variety—many of them forced

;

new potatoes, asparagus, mushrooms, radishes and turnips.

Premiums were awarded as follows:
By the committee on plants and flowers. Rhododendrons—

for ttie best specimen in a pot, to Ben Daniels, gardener to C.
Cope. Azaleas—for the best three named varieties ; hot-house
plants—for the best grown and finest flowered three named
varieties, each to Ben Daniels. Plants in pots—for the best and
most interesting collection, to Benj. Gullis ; for the second best,

to Patrick Gallagher; for the third best, to Ben Daniels. De-
sign of cut flowers—for the best, to Ben Daniels ; for the se-

cond best, to Patrick Gallagher. For the best bouquet, suita-

ble for the hand, to Patrick Burk. Basket, formed of cut
flowers—to Ben Daniels; for the second best, to Wm. Hall.

And a special premium of three dollars, to James Ritchie, for

a beautiful display of seedling Camellia flowers.
By the committee on fruits. Apples—for the best five named

varieties, three specimens of each, to John Perkins. They
also award a special premium of ten dollars to Ben Daniels, for
the magnificent display of strawberries, embracing several
foreign and native varieties.
By the committee on vegetables. For the most interesting

display, by a market gardener, to Anthony Felten ; for the se-

cond best, to A. L. Felten ; for the best, by an amateur garden-
er, to Ben Daniels.
Mr. Shields, late Charge d'Affairs to Venezuela, presented

the society two entirely new vegetables,—the Mapeuy and
Apio. On motion,

Ordered, That the thanks of the society be tendered to Mr.
Shields, for a gift so acceptable.
The following gentlemen were elected honorary members

of the society : The Duke of Devonshire, President of the

Horticultural Society of London, Eng., and Professor James
J. Mapes.
Objects shown—Plants.—By Ben Daniels, gardener to Ca-

leb Cope, Eranthemum coccineum, believed to be shown for

the first time; a desirable plant. Rhododendron arboreura
splendens, Azalea Cunninghami, A. variegata, A. purpurea,

A. alba, Camellia myrtifolia, C. Princess Royal, Franciscea
latifolia, Wigela rosea, Euphorbia splendens, Oncidium flexu-

osum, Bemadesia rosea, Bilbergia iberidifolia, Cineraria and
Primula? sinensis.

By Patrick Gallagher, gardener to Miss Gratz, Lantana
Douglassi, Melianlhus major, Begonia sp., Fuchsia rosea, Aza-
lea splendens, A. variegata, Saxifraga gandiflora, Richardia
ethiopica, Cineraria King, Purpurea and Beauty, Rosa de la

Reine, Hermosa, Bosanquet and Paul Jones, Ageratum gran-
diflorum, Lobelia, Petunia, etc.

By Benjamin Gullis, A beautiful collection.

By Wm. Burnley, Spirea prunifolia, Begonia manacata,

B. sp., Erica sp., Cuphea sp., I'olygala opositifolia.

Designs and Bouquets.—By Ben Daniels, a handsome moss
vase of flowers, and a beautiful basket.

By Wm. Hall, a handsome basket of cut flowers.

By P. Gallagher, a cone bouquet. By P. Burke, a hand
bouquet.

Fruit.—By Ben Daniels, gardener to Caleb Cope, straw-

berries,—a fine bed in pots of varieties.—Hovey's Seedling,

British Queen, Buist's Early May, Sciota, Keene's Seedling

and Cushing. Also two bunches White Frontignan, and Mus-
cat blanc native grapes.

By John Perkins, apples, five varieties.

Vegetables.—By Anthony Felten, Cauliflowers, Broccoli, But-

ter Lettuce, Scarlet Radishes, Turnips, yellow and white do
,

French, Long, and Turnip Beets, Salsify, Parsnips, Drumhead,
Red, Dutch and Savoy Cabbage, Potato Artichoke, Curled

Kale, Black Winter Radishes, Kohrabli, Parsley and mint.

By Ben Daniels, from Spring Brook, country seat of C. Cope,

new Potatoes, Mushrooms, Lettuce, Rhubarb, Sea-kale, Kid-

ney Beans, Brussels Sprouts, Cabbage, Beets, Carrots, Radish-

es and Parsley.

By A. L. Felten, Asparagus, Rhubarb, White Turnip, Red
Turnip, Long Radishes, Parsley and Chives.

Adjourned. Tho. P. James,
Rec. Secretary.
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" If any man feels no joy in the spring,

then has he no warm blood in his veins !

"

So said one of the old dramatists, two hun-

dred years ago; and so we repeat his very

words in this month of May, eighteen hun-

dred and fifty. Not to feel the sweet influ-

ences of this young and creative season, is

indeed like being blind to the dewy bright-

ness of the rainbow, or deaf to the rich mu-

sic of the mocking bird. Why, everything

feels it ; the gushing, noisy brook ; the full-

throated robin; the swallows, circling and

sailing through the air. Even the old rocks

smile, and look less hard and stony; or, at

least, try to, by the help of the moss, lately

grown green in the rain and sunshine of

April. And, as Lowell has so finely said,

Every clod feels a stir of might,

An instinct within it lliat readies and towers;

And. grasping blindly above it for light,

Climbs to a soul in grass and flowers.

From the time when the maple hangs out

its little tufts of ruddy threads on the wood-

side, or the first crocus astonishes us with

its audacity in embroidering the ground

with gold almost before the snow has left

it, till June flings us her first garlands of

roses to tell us that summer is at hand, all

is excitement in the country— real poetic

excitement— some spark of which, even the

dullest souls that follow the oxen, must feel.

Vol. iv. 34

'• No matter how barren the past may have been,

'Tis enough for us now that the leaves are green."

And you, most sober and practical of men.

as you stand in your orchard -and see the

fruit trees all decked in spring robes of

white and pink and blush, and immedi-

ately set about divining what a noble crop

you will have, " if nothing happens"

—

meaning, thereby, if everything happens,

as nature for the most part makes it hap-

pen— you, too, are a little of a poet in

spite of yourself. You imagine—you hope

—you believe—and, from that delicate gos-

samer fabric of peach blossoms, you con-

jure out of the future, bushels of downy,

ripe, ruddy, and palpable, though melting

rareripes, every one of which is such as was

never seen but at prize exhibitions, when
gold medals bring out horticultural prodi-

gies. If this is not being a poet—a practical

one, if you please, but still a poet— then

are there no gay colours in peacock's tails.

And as for our lady readers in the coun-

try, who hang over the sweet firstlings of

the flowers that the spring gives us, with

as fresh and as pure a delight every year

as if the world (and violets) were just new

born, and had not been convulsed, battered

and torn by earthquakes, wars, and revolu-

tions, for more than six thousand years;

—

why, we need not waste time in proving
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them to be poets, and their lives,— or,

at least, all that part of them passed in

delicious rambles in the woods, or sweet

toils in the garden,—pure poetry. How-
ever stupid the rest of creation may be, they,

at least, see and understand that those early

gifts of the year, yes, and the very spring

itself, are types of fairer and better things.

They, at least, feel that this wonderful re-

surrection of life and beauty out of the death-

sleep of winter, has a meaning in it that

should bring glad tears into our eyes,

—

being, as it is, a foreshadowing of that

transformation and awakening of us all in

the spiritual spring of another and a higher

life.

The flowers of spring are not so gay and

gorgeous as those of summer and autumn.

Excepting those flaunting gentlemen-ush-

ers— the Dutch Tulips—(which, indeed,

have been coaxed into gay liveries since

Mynheer fell sick of flori-mania,) the spring

blossoms are delicate, modest, and subdued

in colour, and with something more of fresh-

ness and vivacity about them than is com-

mon in the Lilies, Roses, and Dahlias of a

later and hotter time of the year. The
fact, that the Violet blooms in the spring, is

of itself enough to make the season dear to

us. We do not now mean the Pans}", or

three-coloured violet— the "Johnny-jump-

up" of the cottager— that little roguish co-

quette of a blossom, all animation and bold-

ness—but the true violet of the poets ; the

delicate, modest, retiring violet, dim

—

"But sweeter than the lids of Juno's eyes,

Or Cytherea's breath."

The flower that has been loved, and praised,

and petted, and cultivated, at least three

thousand years, and is not in the least

spoiled by it ; nay, has all the unmistakea-

ble freshness still, of a nature ever young

and eternal.

There is a great deal, too, in the associa-

tions that cluster about spring flowers.

Take that early yellow flower, popularly

known as " Butter and Eggs," and the

most common bulb in all our gardens,

though introduced from abroad. It is not

handsome, certainly, though one always

welcomes its hardy face with pleasure ; but

when we know that it suggested that fine

passage to Shakspeare—
" Daffodils

That come before the su-allow dares, and take

The winds of March with beauty"

we feel that the flower is forever immor-

talized ; and though not half so handsome

as our native Blood-root, with its snowy

petals, or our wood Anemone, tinged like

the first blush of morning, yet still the Daf-

fodil, embalmed by poesy, like a fly in

amber, has a value given it by human
genius that causes it to stir the imagination

more than the most faultless and sculpture-

like Camellia that ever bloomed in marble

conservatory.

A pleasant task it would be to linger over

the spring flowers, taking them up one by

one, and inhaling all their fragrance and

poetry, leisurely,— whether the cowslips,

hyacinths, daisies and hawthorns of the

garden, or the honeysuckles, trilliums, wild

moccasins, and liverworts of the woods.

But we should grow garrulous on the sub-

ject and the season, if we were to wander

thus into details.

Among all the flowers of spring, there

are, however, few that surpass in delicacy,

freshness and beaut)', that common and po-

pular thing, an apple blossom. Certainly,

no one would plant an apple-tree in his

park or pleasure ground ; for, like a hard

day-laborer, it has a bent and bowed-down

look in its head and branches, that ill ac-

cords with the graceful bending of the elm,

or the well-rounded curve of the maple.

But as the day-laborer has a soul, which at

one time or another must blossom in all its
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beauty, so too has the apple-tree a flower

that challenges the world to surpass it,

whether for the delicacy with which the white

and red are blended—as upon the cheek

of fairest maiden of sixteen—or the wild

grace and symmetry of its cinquefoil petals,

or the harmony of its colouring heightened

by the tender verdure of the bursting leaves

that surround it. We only mention this, to

show what a wealth of beauty there is in

common and familiar objects in the country;

and if any of our town readers are so un-

fortunate as never to have seen an apple

orchard in full bloom, then have they lost

one of the fairest sights that the month of

April has in her kaleidescope.

Spring, in this country, is not the tedious

jade that she is in England,—keeping one

waiting from February till June, while she

makes her toilet, and fairly puts her foot on

the daisy spangled turf. For the most part,

she comes to us with a quick bound ; and,

to make amends for being late, she showers

down such a wealth of blossoms that our

gardens and orchards, at the end of

April, look as if they were turned into fairy

parterres, so loaded are they,—and espe-

cially the fruit trees,— with beauty and

promise. An American spring may be

said to commence fairly with the blossom

of the apricot or the elm tree, and end

with the ripening of the first strawber-

ries.

To end with strawberries ! What a fi-

nale to one's life. More sanguinary, per-

haps, (as there is a stain left on one's

fingers sometimes,) but not less delicious

than to

"Die of a rose in aromatic pain."'

But it is a fitting close to such a beauti-

ful season to end with such a fruit as this.

We believe, indeed, that strawberries, if

the truth could be known, are the most

popular of fruits. People always affect to

prefer the peach, or the orange, or perhaps

the pear ; but this is only because these

stand well in the world—are much talked

of—and can give " the most respectable re-

ferences." But take our word for it, if the

secret preference, the concealed passion, of

every lover of fruit could be got at, without

the formality of a public trial, the straw-

berry would be found out to be the little

betrayer of hearts. Was not Linnaeus

cured of the gout by them ? And did not

even that hard-hearted monster, Richard

the III, beseech "My Loed of Ely" to

send for some of " the good strawberries"

from his garden at Holborn ? Nay, an

Italian poet has written a whole poerri, of

nine hundred lines or more, entirely upon

strawberries. " Strawberries and sugar"

are to him what " sack and sugar" was to

Falstaff,— " the indispensable companion

—the sovereign remedy for all evil—the

climax of good." In short, he can do no

more in wishing a couple of new married

friends of his, the completest earthly happi-

ness, than to say

—

" E a dire che ogni cosa lieia vada,

Su le Fragole il zucchero le cada."

In short, to sum up all that earth can prize,

.May they have sugar to their strawberries!

There are few writers who have treated

of the spring and its influences more fit-

tingly than some of the English essayists

;

for the English have the key to the poetry

of rural life. Indeed, we cannot perhaps

give our readers greater pleasure than by

ending this article with the following ex-

tract from one of the papers of that genial

and kindly writer, Leigh Hunt:
" The lightest thoughts have their roots

in gravity; and the most fugitive colours of

the world are set off by the mighty back-

ground of eternity. One of the greatest

pleasures of so light and airy a thing as the

vernal season, arises from the conscious-
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ness that the world is young again ; that

he spring has come round; that we shall

aot all cease, and be no world. Nature has

begun again, and not begun for nothing.

One fancies somehow that she could not

have the heart to put a stop to us in April

or May. She may pluck away a poor little

life here and there ; nay, many blossoms of

youth,—but not all,—not the whole garden

of life. She prunes, but does not destroy.

If she did,—if she were in the mind to

have done with us,—to look upon us as a

sort of experiment not worth going on with,

as a set of ungenial and obstinate com-

pounds, which refused to co-operate in her

sweet designs, and could not be made to

answer in the working,—depend upon it,

she would take pity on our incapability and

bad humours, and conveniently quash us in

some dismal, sullen winter's day, just at

the natural dying of the year, most likely

in November; for Christmas is a sort of

spring itself—a winter flowering. We care

nothing for arguments about storms, earth-

quakes, or other apparently unseasonable

interruptions of our pleasures. We imi-

tate, in that respect, the magnanimous in-

difference, or what appears to be such of

the great mother herself, knowing that she

means us the best in the gross ; and also

that we may all get our remedies for these

evils in time, if we will only co-operate.

People in South America, for instance, may

learn from experience, and build so as to

make a comparative nothing of those rock-

ings of the ground. It is of the gross it-

self that we speak ; and sure we are, that

with an eye to that, Nature does not feel

as Pope ventures to say she does, or sees

" with equal eye"

—

" Atoms or systems into ruin hurl'd,

And now a bubble burst, and now a world "

" He may have flattered himself that he

should think it a fine thins: for his little

poetship to sit upon a star, and look grand

in his own eyes, from an eye so very dis-

passionate; but Nature, who is the author

of passion, and joy, and sorrow, does not

look upon animate and inanimate, depend

upon it, with the same want of sympathy.

"A world" full of hopes, and loves, and en-

deavors, and of her own life and loveliness, is

a far greater thing in her eyes, rest assured,

than a " bubble ;" and, a fortiori, many
worlds, or a " system," far greater than the

" atom," talked of with so much compla-

cency by this divine little whipper-snapper.

Ergo, the moment the kind mother gives

promise of a renewed year, with these green

and budding signals, be certain she is not

going to falsify them ; and that being sure

of April, we are sure as far as November.

As for an existence any further, that, we
conceive, depends somewhat upon how we
behave ourselves ; and therefore we would

exhort everybody to do their best for the

earth, and all that is upon it, in order that

it and they may be thought worth continu-

ance.

" What ! Shall we be put into a beautiful

garden, and turn up our noses at it, and

call it a "-vale of tears," and all sorts of

bad names (helping thereby to make it so,)

and yet confidently reckon that nature will

never shut it up, and have done with it, or

set about forming a better stock of inhabi-

tants ? Recollect, we beseech you, dear

" Lord Worldly Wiseman," and you, " Sir

Having," and my " Lady Greedy," that

there is reason for supposing that man was

not always an inhabitant of this very fash-

ionable world, and somewhat larger globe ;

and that perhaps the chief occupant before

him was only an inferior species to our-

selves (odd as you may think it,) who could

not be brought to know what a beautiful

place he lived in, and so had a different

chance given him in a different shape.
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Good heavens! If there were none but

mere ladies and gentlemen, and city-men,

and soldiers, upon earth, and no poets,

there is such a thing as Nature, we reall

should begin to tremble for Almacks anc

Change Alley, (the " upper ten" and Wali-

readers, and milk-maids, to remind us that street,) about the 20th of next October."

FRUIT CULTURE AT THE SOUTH.

BY DR. PHILIPS, EDWARDS, MISS.

A. J. Downing, Esq.—Upon 356 page, your

correspondent " Jeffreys," in his review

—

M New Fruits of South Carolina" says, it

is his opinion " that every climate must

grow indigenously its own best fruits for

ordinary culture." To all this I make no

objection. " Jeffreys" has the clear right

to think, and to so express it. Nor do I ob-

ject to his advising " our southern friends"

to propagate seedlings. Yet I object to

their doing it. I have no doubt but what

in time to come, the south will be able to

grow fruit of each kind, fully equal to the

state of New-York ; and that some of these

fruits have yet to be produced from seed in

the south.

The objection I make is this: There

are already quite enough people here, who
ridicule all attempts to grow the fruit known

at the north and elsewhere as being choice,

on the ground that they are not suited to

the south. If prejudice was removed in-

stead of being fostered, we would soon be

able to test the known varieties, and be

enabled to adopt all that we need which

are worthy. How long shall we of the

south have to rely upon second rate, or in-

ferior fruit, until we do have these said in-

digenous kinds ? How many kinds of seed-

lings were grown at Pomaria, the seat of

our Summer friend, or where those fruits

were originally from, to procure these good

fruits? But again, there should be more

distinct advice given ; or, I might say, we

should know what can be done, and thei

advise.

I do not mean to fault-find. No, sir,

mean just what I say; the people of tht

south are already too much prejudiced u

purchase, plant and cultivate even thof<

that can be proved to be superior to an

that are natives.

We have already quite enough of varie-

ties of the peach, apple and pear, that art

equal to the best for certain portions of the

year. I will be more minute in part. My
knowledge prevents going into names of all.

As to peaches, the northern and foreign

varieties are as early as any we have yet

produced ; only one or two exceptions that

I know of.

I name Early Tillotson, Early York (ser-

rate leaf,) George the Fourth, Hoffman's

Favorite, Crawford's Early Melocoton, Poll's

Melocoton, Early Red Rareripe, Bellegarch,

Prince's Paragon, Oldmixon Cling, N. Y.

White Cling, Buist's Yellow, Redcheek

Melocoton, Brevoort's Morris, Bergen's Yel-

low, Crawford's Late Melocoton, Druid

Hill, Monstrous Parie, Smock Late.

These varieties were principally obtained

from the Hudson, and ripen in lat. 32°, (12

or 14 miles nearly east of Vicksburg,) from

about 20th of June to Sept. 1st. Here are

nineteen fruits, ripening in, say 75 days;

and if there are indigenous peaches, from

Mason and Dixon's line to the Rio Grande,

ripening in succession superior to those, I
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will give 100 dollars for them ; that is,

for a tree of each sort ripening at said

time.

I am a native of the south. I love it too

well to detract from her one iota. I have

been conversant with fruits the most of my
life. My father was very fond of such

things, and had a good orchard (for a poor

man) 30 and odd years ago ; and if there

be a single peach to excel Early Tillotson,

or Early York (true,) or Crawford's Early,

and some others, that are natives, I never

saw them. We need peaches ripening in

September and October, and we must strive

to grow them, or to collect them. I am
aware that there are many who decry even

these fruits. I can only say, they are

grown on this place and on many others in

this state. I also know, that pruning and

cultivation may make some difference, and

that indigenous may possibly do better under

the cow and horse pruning operation, and

when planted on poor land, there to live or

die.

Now as to apples, I dare not call names

;

for my trees have been purchased from so

many sources, and no certainty as to names,

that I might call the name of " Summer
Queen," and it would be " Early Harvest."

Enough, however, be it to say, we can

grow apples now known in New-York from

June 15th or 20th until, say 1st of Nov.

;

and then can keep some of them until Janu-

ary at least. I say this much, because I

have had as good apples, of their kind, as

can be shown in New-York for summer

and fall. We then need winter apples.

As to pears, so few have yet fruited in

this state that I cannot say much of them.

I have heard several friends, who were

northerners born, declare that our summer
pears were better than the same at the

north. And from the Bartlett, Duchess

d'Angouleme, and a few others that I have

seen, I can only say they are good enough

for me.

I have grown and fruited at least 1500

seedling peach trees, out of which I have

selected two varieties. This is enough to re-

commend us of the south to grow seedling

peaches. The Elmira, ripening a few days

earlier than Early Tillotson, is a very beau-

tiful clingstone peach, will measure 8 inches

in circumference. It is good ; but nothing

like the delicacy of the Early Tillotson. It

is so large and beautiful that everybody ad-

mires it ; and it is good.

Skinner's Superb, ripening August 1, or

about that date, is a 9 to 10 inch, freestone,

yellow peach; and, with the exception of

Magruder, a seedling of Madison co., Miss.,

also yellow, and ripening in June. It is

the only seedling I ever saw that would

compare with Crawford's, Poll's, Buist's,

and other No. 1 yellow peaches of the

north.

I have seen quite as many peaches in

the south as most persons. I have travelled

about a good deal, and did for a time make

physic my business, and had some oppor-

tunity to see other folks' orchards.

I have now about 2000 or 2500 peach

trees, that ought to bear this year ; and if

out of 150 varieties there is a tree that

should be " cut down and cast into the fire,"

it is some of our very choice natives, that

were recommended to me by good judges.

If I live ten years, I hope

—

not " solitary

and alone" in this cause—to do much in

aid of developing our resources, and I trust

that my friend from Pomaria may do more;

but he cannot, if he discards all foreign

fruits. I will take some 20 to 40 varieties

and dare the world to beat them now.

Judging fruit is a matter that requires edu-

cation as much as any other one thing.

And I have no more idea of relying upon

the judgment of even one in a hundred,
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than I should try to fly, if they told me I

could. How can your eater of " hog peach-

es" know wluit an Early York is? He

must test the fine varieties first. I would

like to know how many men in Mississippi,

or even in South Carolina, can judge be-

tween an Apricot, or a Green Gage, and the

Chickasaw plum ?

I was told fifteen years ago it was folly

to try apples; "they had been tried." I

have shown Baldwin apples long after frost

as good as any body could. A friend from

Indiana, " a traceller," saw them here. He
pronounced them good. Of course, " sum-

mer apples will grow, and fall apples may ;"

" but winter apples will not." Wait awhile,

until my Male Carle, Northern Spy and

others bear, and then we will see. Yours

with respect. M. W. Philips.

Edwards, Miss., February, 1850.

CRITIQUE ON THE MARCH HORTICULTURIST.

BY JEFFREYS, NEW-YORK.

How to lay out a Country Place.—This ar-

ticle is timely, and much needed. Grounds

for a residence require a front, sides, and a

rear, as much as the house which is to oc-

cupy them ; and the why and wherefore

should be as freely discussed. I propose to

leave this subject, over which you are so

accomplished a master, altogether to your-

self ; and I hope you will not dispose of it

until it is made— even to the newest be-

ginner— " as plain as the nose on his

face."

The Process of Wine-making in Ohio.—
It is more than refreshing, amidst the twad-

dle of so many pretenders in our day, to

find a man of the right down blunt, practi-

cal sense of Nicholas Longworth. Why,
a single page of his experience is worth a

volume of the theoretical gossip we almost

daily meet,—(not often in your pages, how-

ever,) a cogent illustration of " the blind

leading the blind."

Stray Notes, fyc.
—Feeding Trees.—Cer-

tainly. A tree loves to be fed as well

as a pig. If you don't believe it, just con-

duct your sink spout to the roots of some of

your scurfy, mossy, half starved trees, and

if you don't soon see the difference, we'll

inquire the reason why.

Mr. Hooker's Notes.—Most instructive.

I wish he would continue them. How can

we ever excel at home, unless we know

some little of what the world is doing

abroad? As to the agricultural school, our

masters at Albany have got the thing in

hand; and I hope— for I have not as yet

full confidence in what they will do— some

good will come out of it.

Experiments in Horticulture.—Well, if

we have got to come to this process of

thumping the trees, and catching the curcu-

lios in our fingers, be it so. But for my
part, I shall exhaust every other mode heard

of, before I apply it. Why, only think of it

;

a man like myself, not quite so big as

Sir John Falstaff, bobbing and squatting

round among two or three hundred plum

trees ever}' day in the week, and that be-

fore sunrise in the morning,—the only time

of day when the little rascals are torpid,

—

nabbing curculios ! I sadly fear, as with

my ancient friend, the sequel would prove

—

" the more flesh, the more frailty." Let

others try this method, if they like; but be-
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fore I resort to it, I shall try the pig and

chicken cure, to the last extremity. [In

the mean time, those who do will eat the

apricots. Ed.]

The Fredrica Bremer Pear.—A delight-

ful name, let the fruit be as it may. Be-

fore this is seen in print, Mr. Hastings will

be deluged with "orders" for more grafts

of the new pear than the tree has twigs

upon it. Wait a little, gentlemen. Since

the first volume of the Horticulturist has

appeared, twenty or thirty " first rate new
American pears" have been figured and de-

scribed in its pages. And most fortunate it

is that we have such a paradise for pear

culture this side the Atlantic. Let them all

be tried, by those who have a curiosity, and

we shall in time find out what are really

valuable. Meantime, let us keep to the

good old sorts,— those we have wintered

and summered,— and not run into every-

thing new, for the reason only that it is

new, and promises well. When the Bart-

let, the Grey and White Virgalieus, and

the Seckels, are fairly beat in their flavor,

and the Bloodgood, the Stevens' Genesee,

the Louise Bonne of Jersey, the Beurre

d'Aremberg, and Winter Nelis, in their

bearing and popularity, we pomologists will

hold another convention, and enact a " New
Code of Procedure."

Floivers for the Million, from Cream

Hill.—That is right, for there is a million

of them ; the flowers, I mean. Yet, al-

though I love the flowers, and want all the

millions of people to cultivate and enjoy

them, it is not the flowers but the " Cream'1 ''

hill I intend to talk about. Somebody has

said, and wrote it, too— who 'tis, no matter

now— that man is an imitative animal.

To any one conversant with American

names of places, there can be no manner of

doubt that we are of the genus Imitatii

—

thorough. Good Mrs. Pkimrose bestowed

not her romantic name of Olivia upon her

darling daughter with more delicious unc-

tion, than do our modern country residents

impart the new and unfrequent names of

"Strawberry," "Cherry," and "Primrose"

hills to their own choice paradises. And
" Amblesides," and " Sunnysides," and

" Inglesides," and all the other sides, which

occur in the story books, with a thousand

more euphoneous and novelistic names, are

scattered in beautiful profusion and ccmfu-

sion all over the country. Nor does it be-

come me to say that it is not all very well

;

but when we contrast these hacknied, lacka-

daisacal terms with the strong old Saxon

names, which our sturdy English ancestors

gave to their country establishments, it

really looks as if we were spinning the sub-

ject into the finest possible quantity.

A fashionable friend—gone, alas, poor

fellow— once invited me to spend a day or

two at his new villa of " Rose-mount."

Beautiful, thought I ! amid the odor of a

thousand " queens of flowers," and in all

their gorgeous array of colour and variety

;

how charming ! Away I went, and in the

height of the " season of roses," full of de-

lightful anticipation. I came to what I was

told was the residence of my friend, but

could scarcely believe it ; not a •' mount,"

but a valley, enclosed by gentle hills, a

rippling brook fringed with alders between,

and a very pretty plain stretching away in

the distance, and hardly a "rose," eitheT

planted or in bloom, about the grounds.

Queer, queer, thought I to myself; and this

is "Rose-mount !" Why, if he had called

it " Alderbrook," 'twould have been a little

like ; and his " roses," by such a name,

would have smelled "just as sweet." And

so with a thousand others,—-names as be-

fitting to their places as the aforesaid Rose-

mount. I have known " Hazlewoods,"

which bore nothing but pine trees and
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huckleberries ; "Hawthorndales," on high

hills, sprinkled only by a few scurvy pop-

lars, looking as bleak and bare as the naked

swamps in the distance; and "Locust-ar-

bors," where old stone walls and briar

patches held the chief claims to distinc-

tion.

But I'll not pursue the subject now.

The drift of my meaning is, by this time,

quite apparent. Let there be a fitness of

things in naming our homes. If our new

friend rejoices in a fine dairy, redolent of

aromatic grasses, of rich milk and delicious

hutter, his place is rightly named ; or if

" a dish of ripe strawberries, smothered in

cream," be a distinguishing mark of his

hospitality in their season, his cognomen is

most appropriate, though I cannot say poetic.

With the thousand and one beautiful Indian

names which are fast dying away in our

country, and only now and then revived

by the pious recollection of their despoilers,

how many charming spots could be desig-

nated—rare, euphoneous, and beautiful in

name ! pregnant, too, with poetic meaning !

But I have said enough.

Let us look to these things. I mean no

possible disrespect to your correspondent.

I found a text for my subject, avd have

used it. I beg his pardon.

Design for a Country House, (with a plan

in the frontispiece.)—Well, an' you will

draw houses—I suppose we must e'en talk

about them. I like this elevation and per-

spective much. A mushroom amateur, about

building a new suburban house, said to me
the other day, when telling what a nice af-

fair he was going to have, " the architect

says the prospective view is first rate!"

" No doubt of it," I replied ;
" and I hope

you have got a grand Portorico attached to

it." "To be sure I have; and the cellar

kitchen is just the convenientest thing you

ever did see." " But do you intend to have

a cellar kitchen ?" "Why, serf i/ig. Up-

per kitchens, yon know, are all gone out of

fashion, and jinteel folks don't have them

at all now-a-days ; they're quite old fash-

ioned." (I happened to know this man Avas

raised in a kitchen— the only room in his

father's house— and therefore presumed he

wanted to get the appendage as far out of

sight and mind as possible.) " Where ig-

norance is blisss, 'tis folly to be wise,"

thought I, and passed on. A fair specimen

of some people and their houses in " this

age of improvement."

But to your house in the Horticulturist,

which you say may be either a " substan-

tial farm or country house ;" and such it

appears. But for either purpose, just turn

that kitchen, scullery, pantry, and dairy out

of the main body, and stow them away in

a roomy and appropriate wing, to be built

on to the rear, leading off towards the

stables and kitchen garden. [Quite right,

but that will make the house cost $500

more; and this was intended as an eco-

nomical arrangement.

—

Ed.] Such things

have no business on the floor of a house

proper, of this character. Let their present

place be occupied by a good bed-room or

nursery, for that is indispensable—children,

I believe, are generally born and brought

up in houses— two, at least, roomy closets,

or pantries, or a dining-room, or library,

with a side entry, or subordinate hall, if

needed, and they are frequently very handy.

Then, it is a first rate house of the kind, in

all respects. Nor do I like that bay win-

dow on such a house. It looks too much

like a sentry-box, stuck on to the side.

Were the building in a different style of

architecture it would be appropriate. As it

is, a plain window would look better, /

think. Yet the outside design is good,

substantial, in capital taste, and placed in

the right position, beautiful. Let such
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structures as these be sprinked over the

country, instead of the frost-work things

two often exhibited, and we may be "some-

body" in good time.

Gardening in California.—If a cargo of

ood market gardeners \vere to emigrate to

California, I have no doubt they would

make fortunes there more surely, if not

more rapidly, than the gold diggers. I

long to hear some true account of the agri-

cultural capacity of that country.

A Statesman Cultivator.—Why, sir, you

talk as though a statesman should not be a

man of taste and accomplishments in po-

mology, or agriculture as well ! Where

will you find greater or more refined ac-

complishment, next to those necessary re-

quirements of a statesman in his proper

calling, than as a cultivator of the soil, a

pomologist, or a florist ? I do really hope

the time is soon to come when a man whom
his neighbors think fit to send to the state

legislature, or to congress, will not be

ashamed to acknowledge that he is a farmer

or a gardener. A plague upon these con-

ventional follies ! George Washington

was once a surveyor ; Roger Sherman, a

shoemaker; Benjamin Franklin, a printer;

Israel Putnam, a farmer, always; and

General Greene, a blacksmith, by trade

;

but now-a-days every member of congress,

or of the legislature, must be a member of

some learned(?) profession ; or if too idle to

get a living by doing something, and able

to live without, must, in his paltry pride,

dub himself " gentleman !
" Out upon such

nonsense. I hope ere long to see the day

when it is not the profession, the trade, or

the calling which exalts the man, but the

man himself, in the full exercise of his

own moral powers, that will give honor to

his vocation.

Cincinnati Hort. Society.—The Cincin-

natians will have an opportunity next fall

to show themselves, and their horticulture

and their agriculture to-boot, and, no doubt,

creditably. There is a liberality in their

premiums, and a toleration in their offers

of competition that must excite a large,

varied, and rare display. I hope our lead-

ing eastern pomologists and florists will go

there, if only to extend to them the right

hand of fellowship, and show that they fra-

ternize in their noble occupation ; but much

more, to learn of them what is most current

in the great Ohio valley, and bring away

what spoils they may that will be to their

advantage. Great good must grow out of

these festivals. They are among the ce-

menting material that is to bind us more

closely together in the strong brotherhood

of nations. Jeffreys.

HINTS FOR RAISING SEEDLING PEARS.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE MASSACHUSETTS HORT. SOCIETY, BOSTON.

How to raise new and valuable varieties of

pears, and indeed any of the larger fruits

from seed, is but partially understood, not-

withstanding Knight, Van Mons and others

have written so much as to have apparently

exhausted the subject. Still, much infor-

mation on the raising of new fruits may be

obtained, if it is discussed by our working

and thinking cultivators.

The desire to elicit information from

others, rather than express my own views,

on a subject which is so much better under-

stood by yourself, Mr. Editor, and by many

of your readers than by myself, has induced
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me briefly lo present an outline of the mat-

ter, and leave it with you and your " old

diggers," to finish the ground work, if the

idea should be considered worthy of a se-

cond thought.

Now, sir, " to begin at the beginning,"

let us devise the best method to produce

seeds from which to raise new pears, equal

or better than the present best summer, au-

tumn and winter varieties. To accomplish

this, with a prospect of good success, I

would suggest that it can probably be bet-

ter done with seed raised from six kinds

(two summer, two autumn, and two winter

varieties,) than from seed fertilized by a great-

er number, although all the kinds should

be equally good as the trees selected for

the summer, autumn and winter varieties

;

for, be it borne in mind, that no country

has probably produced so many good varie-

ties of the pear, from seed, in proportion to

the number of seedlings which have fruited,

as the United States ; from the fact, in my
opinion, that the impregnation of the seed

has to be accomplished by having only two

good varieties growing side by side of each

other, and, in some instances, from seed of

one good kind, without its having been fer-

tilized by any other variety,—the tree being

cultivated far away from any other pear tree.

Upon this hypothesis, I will suppose that

the following pears, viz:

The Seckel is the offspring of the Rousselet de
Rheims; the parent being grown alone, or

out of the influence of any other variety.

The Petre is the offspring, probably, of the White
Doyenne and the Brown Beurre.

The Dix, from the White Doyenne and tho Saint

Germain.
The Heathcote, from the White Doyenne.
The Blood good, from Citron des Carmcs and White

Doyenne.
The Pennsylvania, from White Doyenne and Mes-

sire Jean.

The Haddington, from White Doyenne and Black
Worcester, or Woodall's St. Germain.

The Ott, White Doyenne and Seckel.

If the above suppositions are correct, the

next inquiry is, how shall seed be obtained

from which to raise the best summer, au-

tumn and winter varieties of the pear,

with the greatest prospect of success ? To
state my views still further, I will suggest

that the following varieties be made use of,

for that purpose, viz:

Nol. Bloodgood,
" 2. William's Bon Chretien,

No. 3. Seckel,
" 4. Louise Bonne de Jersey,

No. 5. Dix,
" 6. Beurre d'Aremberg,

To be grown side by
side, to produce seed
for summer varieties.

To be grown side by
side, to prodtn
for autumn varieties.

To be grown side by
side, to produce seed
for winter varieties.

The trees to be grown in three different

locations, at least one-fourth of a mile apart,

and out of the influence of any other pear

trees.

The seeds of all the varieties should be

taken from the fruit when fully ripe, kept

separately, and labelled as follows, viz:

No. 1. Bloodgood. fertilized by William's Bon Chretien.
" 2. William's Bon Chretien, fertilized by Bloodgood.
" 3. Seckel, fertilized by Louise Bonne de Jersey.
'• 4. Louise Bonne de Jersey, fert.lized by Seckel.
" 5. Dix, fertilized by Beurre d'Aremberg.
" 6. Beurre d'Aremberg, fertilized by Dix.

Seeds thus raised and carefully labelled,

I think, would command a good price. I

would rather give five dollars for a paper of

one hundred pear seeds fertilized as above,

to raise seedling pears from, than I would

pay one dollar for a bushel of seeds, col-

lected indiscriminately.

What say you, Mr. Editor ; is this sub-

ject worthy of reflection, and a trial ? or

should we plod along with the slow process

of commencing with choke-pears and the

sour crabs, on the system of Van Mons ?

Yours very truly. Samuel Walker.
Rorbury, Mass., March 15, 1S50.

[We have already expressed our dissatis-

faction with Van Mons' method, which, as

we believe, gives good fruit, but feeble con-

stitutions ; so that for all purposes of pro-

fitable culture, many of his best varieties

are worthless.

Mr. Walker is undoubtedly correct, that
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our fine American pears are accidental

seedlings ; sometimes the result of the ef-

fects of a new soil and climate on the pro-

geny of an old variety ; sometimes the result

of a cross, effected hy proximity of a couple of

good sorts. And there is no doubt that the

mode he suggests would produce fine varie-

ties.

We understand Mr. Walker, however,

to suggest this as an easy mode for popular

use ; for the use of those, in short, who will

not set about the matter in a more scientific

way. To the latter, our correspondent and

ourselves would agree in recommending

the careful crossing of the hardiest and best

of the old sorts to produce new ones. Every

physiologist is aware that this is as easily

done in the vegetable as in the animal

kingdom ; and yet, though many flowers

have been raised, we do not know of a sin-

gle fruit that has been originated directly

in this way in the United States,—saving

only Dr. Brinckle's raspberries and straw-

berries. Ed.]

A FEW WORDS TO BEGINNERS.

BY HENRY W. BEECHER, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

It is a long time since we have had the

pleasure of seeing anything on our favorite

topics from Mr. Beecher's pen, which was

wont to delight and instruct us in the pages

of the Western Farmer and Gardener. But

here is an article, which we take from the

columns of the Independent, full of pith, and

in the old vein, which we gladly preserve

in our pages. Ed.

Nothing more surely defeats an incipient

taste for flower culture than a rash begin-

ning. If one is pinched for room, or for

money, they are in a very good way. They
will have to begin moderately. A few

flowers, finely grown, for a single season,

will generally fix a person irrecoverably.

But, however fine the taste and sincere the

relish, if one begins their practical cultiva-

tion by crowding their garden with a mul-

titude of different plants, requiring very di-

verse treatment, the result will be great

expense, much labor and confusion; and

after all the industry, it will be so divided

as to avail but little for anything. When
the season closes, the remembrance of the

flower campaign will be a reminiscence of

confusion, of starvling plants, choked with

weeds, pitiable blossoms, scrambling vines,

poorly trained ; seed lost, and roots not se-

cured. And what between neglect, weeds,

insects, drouth, or floods of rain, and mur-
derous frosts, the winter will find you be-

reaved of one-half of your dearly bought
favorites.

The consequence will be that disgust

will follow injudicious enthusiasm. Wise
people who always despised such trifles,

and wondered that people would waste
time in a garden, will shake their heads,

pat your cheeks, and say, " you see what
comes of such nonsense." Wherefore, we
beseech all beginners to take heed how
they begin.

For their help, we will suggest a few
considerations.

Begin with plants that require the least

knowledge and care. Hardy perennials,

vines—such are the Honeysuckle, the Gly-
cine or Wistaria, Ivy, Trumpet Creeper,

Clematis, &c.
Shrubs are also to be chosen before seeds

;

Roses, Syringas, Spireas, Tartarian honey-
suckles, Snowballs, Rose-acacia, Althe-

as, &c.

The peculiar excellence of these plants

is to be found, not alone in their continuous

supply of brilliant flowers and foliage, but

in the fact that they will very nearly take

care ofthemselves. A little pruning, a spring

dressing of manure, and an occasional stir-

ring of the earth, will be all that is required

of the possessor. This may be no special
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inducement to persons of leisure or of for-

tune. But it is the indispensable condition

of any floriculture among busy mothers,

the laborious middle class, the industrious

poor; and it is among these that we desire

most to see the love and care of flowers

spread.

If there is room for more than these, pre-

ference should, next, be given to perennial

plants (either herbaceous or woody)—such

as Paeonies (white, crimson, pink and yel-

low )— Chrysanthemums or Artemesias

which two begin and end the season ; and
intermediate are pinks, lilies of the valley,

the various irises, violets, yucca, lilies, &c.

The next addition should be the hardy

bulbs, the Tulip, the Hyacinth, the Crocus,

the Gladiolus or sword-lily, the Tiger-flow-

er, the Narcissus, the Tuberose, &c.

Then come the annual plants, to be

sown yearly, of which we shall speak at

another time.

We repeat, and with emphasis, do not

be tempted, by the beauty and variety of

flowers, to cultivate too many. Make it a

duty to cultivate whatever you take in hand
perfectly; and add nothing until you per-

ceive that you can do it justice. We pro-

test against floral spendthrifts, floral dissi-

pation, and all flower-mongers. Let any
one look about him, and he shall see such

persons as these

:

1. Ignorant buyers. They will bid off

bushels of trash at flower auctions ; they

will be entrapped by sounding names in

seed-stores, and made wild by pompous
catalogues from florists and seedsmen. No-
body is so likely to be imposed upon as

persons who affect to despise flowers. We
have known a man who, laughing at wife

and daughter, wiped his mouth of all love

of flowers, who, nevertheless, at some un-
watchful moment, comes into temptation in

some spring sale. Now, says he, I will

surprise my wife with a present worth
having ! And perhaps he secretly whis-

pers to himself, I'll show them that I know
something about buying flowers, if I do not

about raising them. Once a going, he does

buy; buys everything ; buys worn-out roots,

cast-away rose bushes, effete bulbs ; dead
vinos, four-year old ar.d three-year dead
seeds of splendid names. Quite aroused

by his luck, he sends for cart and barrow,

and to his wife's consternation begins to

heap his trash into the yard and garden.

Now for the sweet surprise. " Why, what
is this? " "This? let me look at my me-
morandum ; these are assorted Tulips ; and
these are Hyacinths, A No. 1, ma'am !"

" What on earth do you expect to do with

these bulbs at this time of the year ? Why,
they ought to have been in the ground last

October—they ought to be nearly done
blossoming by this time of year; and be-

sides, see the musty bottoms—the things

are dead and gone long ago ! What did

you get them for? how much did you give

for them ? " "Never mind, they cost but

little—no great affair-—I knew they were
not much, but I thought something might

come of them." "Well, now, as sure as I

am alive, here you've brought a pack of

cinnamon roses home, and I have had a

man digging half a day to get the pests

out of my garden ! Do throw them right

into the street. Look here, husband, here's

snowballs, and waxberries, and mock-orange
flowers, and lilacs

;
you did'nt buy this stuff,

did you, husband ? Our garden is full of

them, and has been this ten years." " Stuff!

I tell you it's no such thing. Why, here's

what they are (reading from his memoran-
dum,) they are the Viburnum opulus, and

the Symphoria raccmosa, and the Philadel-

phia coronarius, and Syringa vulgaris I"
" Pshaw ! you've paid away your money
for a pretty parcel of Latin names ! I

don't care what you call them, the}* are

nothing but our old-fashioned syringas, and

lilacs, and snowballs, and waxberries !

"

Alas ! out of some thirty dollars' worth of

plants, roots and bulbs, the poor wife got

half a dozen new plants, that she might

have purchased of an honest florist for two
dollars!

2. Who does not know garden beggars?

Every spring they begin to feel the garden

impulse. Out they run to see what they

have left in their beds. A pitiable account

their garden gives of their last season's

care. Weeds choked out these; the drouth

destroyed that ; worms and bugs eat up
one thing; dogs and pigs scratched or

rooted out another thing; and the winter

did the business for pretty much everything

else. "Never mind; I know who's got

more of them. Mrs.
,
good soul, she's
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given me plants every spring these five

years !" So away she goes, begging roots

here, bulbs there, a few seeds, a slip of this

plant, a cutting of that, a root of another;

and by night she has got a heterogeneous

heap of thirty or forty kinds. They all go
through the violence of being punched
into the earth; take a gallon of water for

their first drink; the one-half die in the

act of transplanting, the oLher half linger

unthought of, and die at their leisure along

the season ; for the flower-monger, good
soul, got over her paroxysm the first hot

day that came sweating into the garden,

and will trouble herself no more till the

next vernal begging season returns.

We say, once more, in closing, do no-

thing that you do not do well. One good
plant is worth a prairie full of starved and
stinted thing's !

THE YELLOWS, CAUSED BY AN INSECT.

BY MISS MORRIS, GERMANTOWN, PA.

Although the various agricultural journals

throughout our broad land, have teemed

with articles on the disease called " The

Yellows of the Peach Tree," I believe a

small beetle, named in Harris' Catalogue

Tormiciis liwiinaris, has never, until lateljr

,

been suspected as the cause of that destruc-

tive malady.

I will not presume to say that it is the

sole cause of the decline of the peach tree,

for I am aware that unhealthy soil, late and

hard frosts, the large borer, JEgeria, and

too profuse bearing, will all injure the

trees and cause death ; but I believe the

little Tormicus will be found to produce

that disease, which is believed by many to

be infectious.

Though the Tormicus limi?iaris, in its

perfect state, has long been known to sci-

ence, its habits in the grub or larva? form

are little known, and few have been led to

search for them in the bark of the peach

tree, where they may frequently be found

in incredible numbers. They are so mi-

nute that only a close observer would see

them ; but, like the itch insect in the hu-

man family, they produce disease, and fre-

quently death.

When a peach tree is infested with the

Tormicus liminaris in sufficient numbers to

cause disease, the tree will throw out great

numbers of sickly shoots in August and

September; at this time the grubs may be

found securely feeding in the sap vessels of

the under bark of the tree, effectually pro-

tected from all external injury by the haid

outer bark.

Too minute to attract attention, these

little creatures do their work secretly and

surely, uninjured by any of those applica-

tions that have so frequently been recom-

mended ; for however beneficial these nos-

trums may be in other diseases to which the

peach tree is liable, they will be found of

no avail in this ; as any remedy sufficiently

powerful to kill an insect so well defended,

will also destroy the life of the tree ; and their

numbers and minute size preclude the idea

of destroying them with a probe, as in the case

of the common peach borer, the iEgeria.

The Tormicus passes into the beetle form

in August, when most of the insects quit

the parent tree, and seek a more healthy

home for their future progeny. The eggs

are then deposited in the bark, where they

remain unhatched until the following sum-

mer, when they come into life, and, unsus-

pected, begin their work of destruction.

It will now be seen why the disease,

caused by the Tormicus, has been consider-
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ed infectious, and why the trees most in

contact with the sickly tree will be the first

attacked ; and, also, why a tree that has

been inoculated with buds from a healthy

tree, but on which the eggs of the Tormi

-

cus have been deposited, will show the dis-

ease in the following year, and thus ap-

pear to have been inoculated by the sap.

From numerous experiments tried on

trees under my care, I am convinced that

nothing can be done to stop the disease

from spreading, but to cut the tree down

and burn it, root and branch, (for they are

alike exposed to its attacks;) and thus by

effectually destroying eggs, larvae and per-

fect insect, prevent the escape of the beetle

from the parent tree, to the injury of the

surrounding ones. Whether in the beetle

or grub form, this insect is seldom more

than one-twelfth of an inch in length ; but

what is lost in size is made up in numbers,

and thus their destruction becomes hope-

less, unless by the sacrifice of the parent

tree. M. H. Morris.
Germantown, Pa., March 15, 18o0.

Remarks.—The foregoing is, we think,

entirely new ; and from the reputation of

Miss Morris, as an entomologist, is entitled

to attention. It will be remembered that

there has been great dispute among culti-

vators, whether or not the "yellows" is

contagious ; and this appears to throw some

light on the subject.

We are hardly satisfied, however, that

the insect here described is the cause of

the yellows. It maybe simultaneous, or it

may be that the insect prefers the diseased

trees. At any rate, the yellows does not

wholly depend on the Tormicus for its dis-

semination. We have satisfied ourselves

that the mere contact of a knife, which has

been used in pruning a tree diseased with

the yellows, with the sap vessels of a

healthy tree, is sufficient to communicate

the yellows to the latter ; and this poison-

ous condition of the sap hardly appears like

the result of the attacks of insects upon the

diseased tree.

Practically, however, the remedy Miss

Morris' suggests is the only certain one,

viz., digging up and burning every vestige

of the diseased tree. This eradicates the

disease ; and then, in order to get a healthy

stock of peaches again, it is only necessary

to send to some district of country—and there

are many—where the yellows does not exist.

Fifteen years ago, there was scarcely a

tree in the neighborhood of Newburgh that

was not more or less diseased with the vel-

lows. By pursuing the course we have in-

dicated, the disease has almost wholly dis-

appeared ; and peaches of the finest possi-

ble quality are now produced in great

abundance, upon trees as healthy as were

ever seen. Ed.

THE POETRY OF TREES.

BY PROFESSOR WILSON.

[The following fine rhapsody about trees,

by " Christopher North," we reprint from

a back volume of Blackwood's Magazine,

at the suggestion of our correspondent,

Jeffreys.

Though Sir Henry Stuart's mode has

never become popular in this country, a

very excellent substitute for it, which has,

is the well known practice of removing trees

20 or 30 feet high, upon sleds with balls or

masses of earth, as previously described in

our pages. Ed.]

Trees are indeed the glory, the heauty, and the

delight of nature. The man who loves not Trees
—to look at them—to lie under them—to climb
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up them, (once more a schoolboy,)—would make

no bones of murdering Mrs. Jeffs. In what one

imaginable attribute, that it ought to possess, is

a Tree, pray, deficient? Light, shade, shelter,

coolness, freshness, music, all the colors of the

rainbow, dew and dreams dropping through their

umbrageous twilight at eve or morn—dropping di-

rect—soft, sweet, soothing, and restorative, from

heaven. Without Trees, how, in the name of

wonder, could we have had houses, ships, bridges,

easy chairs, or coffins, or almost any single one of

the necessaries, conveniences, or comforts of life ?

Without Trees, one man might have been born

with a silver spoon in his mouth, but not another

with a wooden ladle.

Tree by itself Tree, "such tents the patriarchs

loved"—Ipse nemus—" the brotherhood of Trees"

—the Grove, the Coppice, the Wood, the Forest

—

dearly, and after a different fashion, do we love

you all! And love you all we shall, while our

dim eyes can catch the glimmer, our dull ears the

murmur, of the leaves—or our imagination hear

at midnight, the far-off swing of old branches

groaning in the tempest. Oh! is not Merry also

Sylvan England? And has not Scotland, too, her

old pine forests, blackening up her Highland

mountains ? Are not many of her rivered valleys

not unadorned with woods—her braes beautiful

with their birkiu shaws ? And does not stately

ash or sycamore, tower above the kirk-spire, in

many a quiet glen, overshadowing the humble

house of God, " the dial-stone aged and green,"

and all the" deep-sunk, sinking, or upright array of

grave-stones, beneath which

" The rude forefathers of the Hamlet gleep? "

We have the highest respect for the ghost of

Dr. Johnson
;
yet were we to meet it by moon-

light, how should we make it hang its head on the

subject of Scottish Trees! Look there, you old,

blind, blundering blockhead! That Pine Forest

ts twenty miles square! Many million trees,

there, have at least five hundred arms each, 6ix

tirae6 as thick as ever your body was, sir, when
you were at your very fattest in Bolt Court. As
for their trunks—some straight as cathedral pil-

lars—some flung all away in their strength across

cataracts; some without a twig till your eye

meets the hawk's nest diminished to a black bird's,

and some overspread, from within a man's height

of the mossy 6ward, with fantastic branches, cone-

covered, and green as emerald—what say you,

you great, big, lumbering, unwieldly ghost you, to

trunks like these ? And are not the Forests of

Scotland the most forgiving that ever were self-

sown, to suffer you to flit to and fro. haunting un-

harmed their ancient umbrage ? Yet—Doctor

—

you were a fine old Tory every inch of you, for all

that, my boy—so come glimmering away with you

into the gloom after us—don't stumble over the

roots—we smell a still at work—-and neither you

nor I—shadow nor substance, (but, prithee, why
so wan, good Doctor? Prithee, why so wan?)

can be much the worse, eh, of a caulker of Glen-

livat ?

Every man of landed property, that lies fairly

out of arm's length of a town, whether free or

copyhold, be its rental above or below forty shil-

lings a-year, should be a planter. Even an old

bachelor, who has no right to become the father

of a child, is not only free, but in duty bound to

plant a Tree. Unless his organ of philo-progeni-

tiveness be small indeed, as he looks at the young,

tender plants in his own nursery-garden, his heart

will yearn toward them with all the longing and

instinctive fondness of a father. As he beholds

them putting forth the tender buds of hope, he

will be careful to preserve them from all blight—
he will " teach the young idea how to shoot"

—

and, according to their different natures, he will

send them to different places to complete their

education, according as they are ultimately in-

tended for the church, the bar, or the navy. The
old gentleman will be surprised to see how soon

his young plants have grown as tall as himself,

even though he should be an extraordinary mem-
ber of the Six Feet Club. An oak sapling, of

some five or six springs, shall measure with him
on his stocking-soles—and a larch, considerably

younger, laugh to shake its pink cones far over

his wig. But they are all dutiful children—never

go straying from home after youthful follies

—

and standing together in beautiful bands, and in

majestic masses, they will not suffer the noon-day

sun to smite their father's head, nor the winds ol

heaven to " visit his face too roughly."

People are sometimes prevented from planting

trees from the slowness of their growth. What a

mistake that is! People might just as well be

prevented from being wed, because a man-child

takes one and twenty years to get out of his mi-

nority, and a woman child, except in hot climates,

is rarely marriageable before fifteen. Not the

least fear in the world, that Tommy and Thomas-
ine and the Tree will grow up fast enough—wither

at the top—and die! It is a strange fear to feel

—a strange complaint to utter—that any one thing

in this world, animate or inanimate, is of too slow

growth
;

for the nearer to its perfection, the nearer

to its decay.

No man, who enjoys good health, at fifty or even

sixty, would hesitate, if much in love, to take a

wife, on the ground that he could have no hope or

chance of seeing his numerous children all grow
up into hobbledehoys and Priscilla Tomboys. Get
your children first, and let them grow at their lei-

sure afterwards. In like manner, let no man.

Bachelor or Benedict, be his age beyond the limit

of conversational confession, fear to lay out a nur-

sery-garden—to fill it with young seedlings, and

thenceforward to keep planting away, up hill and

down brae, all the rest of his life.

Besides, in every stage, how interesting, both a

wood and sap tree, and a flesh and blood child!

Look at pretty ten-year old, rosy cheeked, golden-

haired Mary, gazing with all the blue brightness
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of her eyes, at that large dew-drop, which the

sun lias let escape unmelted, even on into the me-

ridian hours, on the topmost pink hud of that little

lime-tree, but three winters old, and half a spring!

Hark! that is Harry, at home on a holiday, rust-

ling like a roe in the coppice wood, in search of

the nest of the blackbird or mavis—yet ten years

ago that rocky hill-side was implanted, and i: that

bold hoy, so bright and beautiful," unborn. Who,
then—be his age what it may—would either lin-

ger, " with fond, reluctant, amorous delay ,' ; to

take unto himself a wife, for the purpose of having

children, or to enclose a waste for the purpose of

having trees?

At what time of life a human being—man or

woman—looks best, it might be hard to say. A
virgin of eighteen, straight and tall, bright, bloom-

ing, and balmy, seems, to our old eyes, a very

beautiful and delightful sight. Inwardly we bless

her, and pray that she may be as happy as she is

innocent. So, too, is an oak tree, about the same
age, standing by itself, without a twig on its

straight, smooth, round, glossy, silver stem, for

some lew feet from the ground, and then branch-

ing out into a stately flutter of dark-green leaves;

the shape being indistinct in its regular but not

formal over-fallings, and over-foldings, and over-

hangings, of light and shade. Such an oak tree is

indeed truly beautiful, with all its tenderness,

gracefulness, and delicacy—ay, a delicacy almost

seeming to be fragile, as if the cushat whirring

from its concealment, would crush the new spring-

shoots, sensitive almost as the gossamer, with

which every twig is intertwined. Leaning on

our staff, we bless it, and call it even by that

very virgin's name ; and ever thenceforth be-

hold Louisa lying in its shade. Gentle reader,

what it is to be an old, dreamy, visionary, prosing

poet

!

Good God ! let any one wTho accuses trees of la-

ziness in growing, only keep out of sight, of them
for a few years; and then, returning home to

them under cloud of night, all at once open his

eyes, of a fine, sunny, summer's morning, and ask

them how they have been since he and they mu-
tually murmured farewell ! He will not recog-

nize the face or the figure of a single tree. That
sycamore, whose top-shoot a cow, you know,
browsed off, lo the breaking of your heart, some
four or five years ago, is now as high as the
" rigging" of the cottage, and is murmuring with

bees among its blossoms, quite like an old tree.

What precocity ! That Wych elm. hide-bound as

it seemed of yore, and with only one arm that it

could hardly lift from its side, is now a Briareus.

Is that the larch you used to hop over—now al-

most fit to be a mast of one of the fairy fleet on

Windermere ? You thought you would never

have forgotten the Triangle of the Three Birches

—but you stare at them now as if they had drop-

ped from the clouds; and since you think that

beach—that round hill of leaves—is not the same
habby shrub you loft sticking in the gravel, whv

Vol. iv. 35

call the old gardener hither, and swear him to its

identity on the Bible.

Before this confounded gout attacked our toe,

we were great pedestrians, and used to stalk

about all over the banks and braes from sunrising

to sunsetting, through all seasons of the year.

Few sights used to please us more than that of a

new Mansion-house, or Villa, or Cottage ornec,

rising up in some sheltered, but open-fronted

nook, commanding a view of a few bends of a

stream or river winding along old lea, or rich

holm ploughed ficlda—sloping uplands, with here

and there a farm-house and tree—and in the dis-

tance hill-tops quite clear, and cutting the sky,

wreathed with mists, or for a time hidden in

clouds. It set the imagination and the heart at

work together, to look on the young hedge-rows

and plantations, belts, clumps, and single trees,

hurdled in from the nibbling sheep. Ay, some
younger brother, who, twenty, or thirty, or forty

years ago, went abroad to the East, or the West,
to push his fortune, has returned to the neighbor-

hood of his native vale at last, to live and to die

among the braes, where once, among the yellow

broom, the school-boy sported gladsome as any

bird. Busy has he been in adorning—perhaps the

man who fixes his faith on Price on the Pic-

turesque, would say, in disfiguring—the inland

haven where he has dropped anchor, and will con-

tinue to ride till the vessel of life parts from her

moorings, and drifts away on the shoreless sea of

eternity. For our own parts, we are not easily

offended by any conformation into which trees can

be thrown—the bad taste of another must not be

suffered to throw us into a bad temper—and so

long as the trees are green in their season, and in

their season, purple, and orange, and yellow, and

refrain from murdering each other, to our eye they

are pleasant to look upon—to our ear it is music,

indeed, to hear them all a-murmur along with the

murmuring winds. Hundreds—thousands of such

dwellings have, in our time, arisen all over the

face of Scotland ; and there is room enough, we
devoutly trust, and verily believe, for hundreds

and thousands more. Of a people's prosperity,

what pleasanter proof! And, therefore, may all

the well-fenced woods make more and more won-

derful shoots every year. Beneath and among
their shelter, may not a single slate be blown

from the blue roof, peering through the trees, on

the eyes of the distant traveller, as he wheels along

on the top of his most gracious Majesty's mail-

coach; may the dryads soon wipe away their

tears for the death of the children that must, in

thinnings, be " wede away;" and may the rooke-

ries and heronries of Scotland increase in number

for the long space of ten thousand revolving

years !

Not that we hold it to be a matter of pure in-

difference, how people plant trees. We have an

eye for the picturesque, the sublime, and the beau-

tiful, and cannot open it without seeing at once

the very spirit of the scene ! ye, who have
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had the happiness to be born among the murmurs

of hereditary trees, can ye be blind to the system

pursued by that planter—Nature? Nature plants

often on a great scale, darkening, far as the tele-

scope can command the umbrage, sides of moun-

tains that are heard roaring still with hundreds of

hidden cataracts. And Nature often plants on a

small scale, dropping down the stately birk so

beautiful, among the sprinkled hazels, by the side

of the little water-fall of the wimpling burnie,

that stands dishevelling there her tresses to the

dew-wind, like a queen's daughter who hath just

issued from the pool of pearls, and shines aloft and

aloof from her attendant maidens. But man is so

proud of his own works, that he ceases to regard

those of Nature. Why keep poring on that book

of plates, purchased at less than half price at a

sale, when Nature flutters before your eyes her

own folio, which all who run may read—although

to study it as it ought to be studied, you must

certainly sit down on mossy stump, ledge of an

old bridge, stone- wall, stream-bank, or broomy

brae, and gaze, till woods and sky become like

your very self, and your very self like them, at

once incorporated together and spiritualized. Af-

ter a few years' such lessons—you may become a

planter—and under your hands not only shall the

desert blossom like the rose, but murmur like the

palm, and if " southward through Eden goes a

river large," and your name be Adam, what a

skeptic not to believe yourself the first of men,

your wife the fairest of her daughters Eve, and

your policy Paradise !

Unless you look and listen, and lay to heart

what you see and hear, you will make a pretty

pickle of planting. Huge wagons come hulking

along the cross-roads, piled up with all sorts of

youn<r trees swathed in mats, and you and your

Grieve and his men cannot rest till they are all

stuck into the soil—higgledy, piggledy, promis-

ky, and on the principle of liberty and equality

—

each plant being allowed the same want of elbow-

room, and the same chance—no choice—of dry or

moisture. Here a great awkward overgrown

hobbledehoy of a poplar, who keeps perpetually

turning up the whites of his leaves at every breath

that blows, stands shivering like an aspen, cheek

by jowl with a squat, sturdy, short-necked, bandy-

legged pech of a Scotch fir, as dour as the devil

in a squall, though, unlike that gentleman, unable

to stand hot weather, and looking in a brown

study, indeed, during the dog-days. Here, again,

the greenest of all saughs, brightening with the

love of life, in a small marsh—for the saugh loves

wet like the whaup—by the side of the yellowest

of all larches, pining and dwindling in the fear of

death, but which is the top-shoot no man can

tell, and eaten alive by insects. There, seven as

pretty young oaks as you may see on a summer's

morning, committing fratricide for possession of

that knoll ! Now that yonder ash has, after a

sore tussle, got these two elms down, you may
depend upon it he will not let them up again in a

hurry; or if he does, why that sycamore will set-

tle him for such stupidity, having the advantage

of the ground, and being his superior in height,

weight, and length, and at least his equal in sci-

ence. And then is there not something exceed-

ingly pretty in the variegation of such patchwork
policy? Pretty as any coverlet to any old wo-
man's bed in all the parish? No great, huge,

black, sullen, sulky masses of shade, no broad

bright bursts of sunshine, enough to drive a man
mad with sudden mirth or melancholy, as he
wanders among the woods—but every tree stand-

ing by itself, with an enormous organ of individu-

ality, so that you cannot help trying to count

them, yet never get beyond a score, being put out

of your reckoning by an unexpected poplar stand-

ing with his back against a rock, in vain combat
with a sharp-nailed silver fir, scratching his very

eyes out—a beech bathing in a puddle of moss-

water—or something in the shape of an orna-

mented shrub, struggling in the many-fingered

grasp of the strangulation heather, like a Cockney
entangled among the Scottish Thistle.

Then what a pest are your prigs of professional

planters. They walk with such an air about your

rural premises, as if you had not a single eye in

your head, and did not know a frowning ash from

a weeping birch, a bour-tree from a gooseberry

bush, whins from broom, or rasps from rowans.

If there be a barn or byre, on the estate, they be-

gin with planting it out as if it were a poors'

house, or an infirmary, or a tan-yard, or perhaps

pulling it down; in which case, what becomes of

the corn and the cows?

" Of a' the airts the wind can blaw,
You dearly lo'e the west

;

For there the bonny lassie lives,

The lass that you lo'e best."

And with many a beautiful sunset has your soul

sunk away behind the gorgeous weather-gleam,

into her fair and far-off bosom. The monster

plants it out, too, and be hanged to him, with a

spindle-shanked grove, that will continue to wear

a truly transplanted and haggard appearance to

the day of judgment.
Having thus, day after day. planted out all

" old familiar faces," nothing will satisfy him but

to open up ; and down go temples and towers that

never can be rebuilt—trees old as Sin, stately as

Satan, beautiful as Virtue, and reverend as Reli-

gion. The river, robbed of all the magnificence

with which imagination blackened and whitened

it, as it moved unseen through the woods—un-

seen, but in one bright bend here, one sullen

stretch there—one deadened cataract steaming

and gleaming yonder through its oak canopy, now
rolls on disenchanted through the light of common
day ; and you may see ladies, and ladies' maids,

with green parasols, hunting butterflies all by

themselves, or flirting with dragoon officers, and

under-graduates from Oxford. That mile-long

elm avenue—a cathedral in which a hundred thou-

sand penitentials might have prayed—is swept
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away in the reformation, and you now approach

the modern mansion, lor the okl hall is down or

deserted, circuitously, after a fashion of one of the

representatives of the people making a speech in

Parliament, who prefers taking two hoars to reach

a conclusion at which lie might have arrived by

driving on straight forward, in about live minutes

and a half, i_
roiiiLr at the accelerated but not un-

reasonable rale of eight miles an hour. Perhaps

an old kirk, or church be it—the very parish one

— is found to be too near the house; for, though

faint, and far off", still when the atmosphere is

clear, and the wind west, you can hear the voice

of psalms; and therefore that the silence of Sab-

bath may not be rudely disturbed, the kirk or

church, with spire or tower, is swept away, and

its burial-ground, so inoffensive with its
' ; low me-

morials still erected nigh," shut up—but no—that

may not be—for the poor parishioners will insist

on laying their bones beside those of their forefa-

thers ; and surely a few funerals in the year—say

a score at the most—need not spoil the rich man's

appetite for dinner—if appetite he otherwise would
have had

;
nor may the holy bell that used to toll

to prayer now be heard with its little cracked

tinkling, so much louder is the gong that sum-

mons to lunch or tiffin, and sets the flunkies afloat

through all the stair-cases from parlor to pantry,

from Moll, the poeny-rose of the kitchen, to Louisa,

the white lily of the drawing-room, languishing

and luxury being alike the order of the day, from

cellar to garret; for in high life, both above and

below stairs.
'• Love is Heaven, and Heaven is Love."

Let all people, then, beware of dealers in this

picturesque; for they are universally greedy, and
generally ignorant, and may do more harm in a

week, than Nature can repair in a year. Get
some painter of genius, like Andrew Wilson, or

William Allen, or John Watson Gordon, or Hugh
Williams, or Alexander Nasmyth, or Mr. Thom-
son of Duddingstone, to come sauntering out with
his portfolio, and take up his abode for a few days

in your friendly house, strolling about with you
during the forenoons among the banks and braes,

and beautifying the paper during the evenings
with fair creations of taste and fancy, prophetic

of the future beauties and glories that shall ere

long be overshading your estate. They will not

scare the Naiads, the Dryads, and the Hamadry-
ads, from their old haunted nooks—the fairies will

not fly their approach, any more than the rooks

and herons—in every pool and turn, Nature will

behold herself not only in undiminished but in

heightened charms—Flora will walk hand in hand

with Pomona, and the two together will smile

tly on old Father Pan, roaming in all his

original hairiness in the forests. And happily you

may have among yonr friends some poet,

'• Who loiiriiiur- near tin- hidden lip'uks

A inii-ie sweeter than Iheii own '

Him you may consult, at the close of his noontide

reverie, and from his sown words will spring up

all varieties of grace, loveliness, and majesty, till

every woodland murmur breathes of poetry, and

poetry brightens from the heaven of every tree-

and-cloud-shadowed water, asleep within the si-

lence of the solitary woods.
Of the multitude id' thoughts within us, we

know not one more cheering than the belief, that

the world is, and ever must be, in a state of very

great ignorance about all those things that are of

most avail to human use or pleasure. There is a

perpetual flux ami reflux—ebb and flow of all

things on the face of this our pleasant earth.

Look up to the hill-side, and you see the water-

line of beauty, parallel to that on the opposite

green range, telling that loinr ago a loch filled

the valley, till it burst the mound that confined it,

and away it flowed on, in a river, to the sea.

Look on those ruins, apparently of houses—inland

now, it may be said—yet shells are to be gathered

still around the garden wall, touched in the olden

time by the foot of the flowing Neptune. Or
look into that lucid bay, and you will see the

roofs of chimney-tops of what once were cottages

—cottages that stood at night on the shore,

twinkling like stars; while on the silvery sands

between them and the sea the fishermen dried

their nets. All this is at once melancholy and

consoling, to be thought of alternately with a

smile and a tear. Then for the march of intel-

lect, it is fortunately often retrograde; for, if it

were not, intellect would march on to the utmost

possible length of its tether—break the tether, and

fall over " the back of beyond." But intellect

has more sense; and, therefore, may be often

seen suddenly ordering the whole army to halt,

light and heavy brigades alike—going into winter

epiarters—encamping on the spot, or perhaps fall-

ing back upon the wagons and commissariat.

Thus it is impossible that the grand campaign can

ever come to an end till the stars slacken in their

courses, and the sun is kicked out of that solar

system of his, where he is seen t: out-shining like

a visible God, the path on which he trode," kicked

out of his own solar system, just like a foot-

ball.

Thus, to return to trees. Trees have been

planted for these six thousand years and upward,

and vet were some forester who planted, long be-

fore the Christian era, the palm-trees by the wells

of Palestine—or the cedars from Lebanon along

the banks of the brook Kidron—to open his eyes to

a perusal of Monteath's Forest Guide, we do not

believe that the good old Jew would think the

Galwegian a whit wiser than himself—or that he

would even think Sir Walter had worked a mira-

cle in that famous article of his own planting, No.
72. of that thriving journal, the Quarterly Re-

view. Though we think we can point out a few

rather important mistakes in the moral wisdom of

Solomon, vet we perfectly agree with him in his

apothegm, "that there is nothing new under the

sun." That Solomon knew both the theory and

practice of transplanting tree-., we arc not with-
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out good reason for believing; though at the same
time could we suppose him, bj a bold anachro-

nism, to have visited Allanton along with the

committee of the Highland Society, to sec and re-

port on the wonders wrought there by Sir Henry
Stuart, Bart., we have no doubt that he would
have lifted up his hands in no little astonishment,

and confessed, that in all his transplanting*, from

the cedar on Lebanon to the hyssop on the wall,

he had never beheld such a sudden and fairy en-

chantment not even raised by his own magical
ring that built Balbeck and Syrian Tadmor in the

desert, as that now overshading that park and its

own swan-frequented loch.

Sir Henry will pardon this somewhat rambling

and off-handed exordium—but we come now to

his book, which is a truly delightful one, both in

style and subject. Sir Henry is an admirable

classical scholar, and writes with great perspi-

cuity, eloquence, and animation. He is also, in

the department of nature he has here chosen to

illustrate, a man of science. He has proceeded,

in all his practice, on principles; and the expla-

nation he has given in this volume of those princi-

ples, entitles him to a high rank among these

writers, as yet too few, who have brought a

knowledge of physiology to the advancement of

arboriculture.

In the two first sections of his work, he des-

cants very eloquently on the utility and impor-

tance of arboriculture, and of the art of giving

immediate effect to wood, and learnedly traces

the history of the art, from the earliest down to

the present times—from the days of Theophras-

tus, Cato, Varro, and Columella, to those of Pliny

and the younger Seneca, instituting a comparison
between the Greek and Roman methods. Then
from the period of the art in the 17th century,

when Count Maurice, of Nassau, achieved such

wonders in his splendid gardens in Brazil, and

Louis XIV carried on his gigantic operations at

Versailles and the Bois de Bologne, while the art

was cultivated in England by Evelyn, Wise, and

Lord Fitzharding. An account is then given of

his Transplanting Machine, by that once overrated,

now underrated genius, Brown. The introduction

of landscape gardening into Scotland and Ireland

is then described, and its progress under White,

Robertson, Hayes and Boutcher, &c. Praise, with

certain judicious qualifications, is then given to

Marshall, whom Sir Henry calls " the best Eng-
lish planter of that day," and ho passes some se-

vere strictures on the lighting and lopping system
as desecrated by the ingenious Miller. From his

time to the present day, the art, in all countries

too vague, and seldom considered on fixed princi-

ciples, has been stationary; and Sir Henry hopes,

and after what he has achieved, we think not

presumptuously, that it may now be said to be not

only restored, but established on the laws of na-

ture.

With all due admiration of Sir Henry's theory

and practice, we cannot think that his predeces-

sors, in the art of transplanting, were all so imper-
fectly acquainted with the laws of Nature as be
seems to suppose, or that they all went to work
in comparative ignorance or contempt of the spirit

in which she performs her wonderful processes.

On the contrary, we do not doubt that all great

and good transplanters—and that, there have been
many such, he himself shows by beautiful descrip-

tions of some of their achievements—knew much
of the true principles of transplanting; and that

his own merit chiefly consists in having formed a
system, in which all their excellencies have been
united, and from which all their errors have been
excluded ; while unquestionably his own sagacity

and experience have supplied something new to

finish and complete his theory. This, if true, so

far from detracting from his merit, is a proof and
a pledge of it; for discoveries at this day of the

world, laying claim to perfect originality, are on
that very account of a suspicious character; and
we confess that we have all along felt this book
to be a most delightful one, because in every

paragraph the process described appears so uatu-

ral as almost to be self-evidently right—nothing

startling or very recondite, puzales, perplexes, or

appals—and we are assured, from what we have
ourselves already known or done, that we have
been only more fully enlightened on a subject not

unfamiliar to us, by a person who has studied it

more earnestly and profoundly, and from the very

first brought to that study a clear head, habits of

close and accurate observation, and much of that

enthusiasm without which no mind ever yet saw
far or clearly into the laws of nature, or gained

from that knowledge power to assist her opera-

tions. What knowledge of the true principles of
transplanting must not have been possessed by
those who worked the wonders so finely described

in the following passage?
" Among the earliest and most successful plant-

ers, on a great scale, was Count Maurice of Nas-
sau, who figured as Governor of Brazil in 1636,
when that settlement was in the hands of the

Dutch. This prince was a man of taste and ele-

gance, for the age in which he lived ; and ho

adorned his palace and gardens there, with a
magnificence worthy of the Satraps of the East.

Caspar Barlseus, one of the best poets of his time,

is the historian of tho expedition; and he has
given the narrative in a style, that, on some oc-

casions, will bear a comparison with the delinea-

tions of Livy or Tacitus.
" The governor's residence was upon an island,

formed by the confluence of two rivers, which are

called, by Barloeus, tho CapeYaribis, and the Bi-

beribis, and was named Friburg. Before tho

Prince commenced his improvements, as the his-

torian informs us, it was a very hopeless subject;

a dreary waste, an uncultivated plain, without a

treo or bush to shelter it; and, in a word, equally

worthless and unattractive. Here, notwithstand-

ing, he orocted a splendid palace, and laid out

gardens around it, of extraordinary extent and
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magnificence. In the arrangement of the build-

ings, salubrity, tranquility, and horticultural or-

nament, were all studiously and tastefully com-

bined. The choicest fruits of a tropical climate,

the Orange, the Citron, the Ananas, with many
others unknown to us, solicited at once the sight,

the smell, and the taste; while artificial fountains

of water, preserving the coolness of the air, and

the verdure of the earth, rendered it a spot of pe-

culiar attraction. In laying out the grounds also,

such was the designer's skill, and the magnificent

scale of the plantations and grass-plats, that no

fewer than thirteen bastions and turrets flanked

and defended the gardens, and promoted alike se-

clusion and security. And in order to complete

at once, and give the immediate effect of wood to

so great a change on the face of nature, he re-

moved to the spot, no fewer than seven hundred
cocoa trees of various sizes, of which some rose

to thirty, some to forty, and some to fifty feet

high, to the lowermost branches.
" Of the success of the improvement last men-

tioned, no one, but the Prince himself, entertained

the slightest expectation. Yet such, says Bar-

laeus, was the ingenuity, as well as persevering

labor displayed in the work, that the whole was
accomplished with the most perfect success. Not-

withstanding the immense size of the trees, which
were of seventy and eighty years' growth, they

were skilfully taken up under the Prince's super-

tendence. They were then placed on carriages

provided with wheels, and conveyed over a space

of from three to four miles in extent, and ulti-

mately transported on rafts, across both the rivers,

to the shores of the Island. On being planted

there, so favorable were both soil and vegetation

in that genial climate, that they immediately

struck root, and even bore fruit, during the first

year after their removal. Thus, adds Barlseus,

the truth of the ancient adage was for once dis-

proved, which says that ' It is impossible to trans-

plant an old tree writb success.'"

In sections third, fourth, and fifth, Sir Henry
gives a full, learned and scientific development of

the new theory, or principle of the art, occupying
about 120 pages. Section sixth treats of the pre-

paration of the soil, for open dispositions of trees,

and close plantations. Section seventh, prepara-

tion of trees for removal. Section eighth, taking

up and transportation of the trees. Section ninth,

planting of the trees in their new situations.

Section tenth, treatment of the trees subsequently

to removal. Section eleventh, expense attending

the foregoing operations. The eleven sections

occupy about 350 pages, and there are about 120
pages of explanatory notes, and an appendix.

Let Sir Henry speak for himself:
" To such persons especially, and to all men

possessed of landed property, the immediate ef-

fect of wood must appear a considerable object, if

any method can be devised to obtain it with suc-

cess and certainty. What, then, would such per-

sons say, were they informed that so obscure a

practice as that of transplanting could do this,

that an entire park could be thus wooded at once;

and forty years of life anticipated? The fact is

that the possibility of the improvement, and much
more, has been verified by pretty entensive ex-

perience. Groups and single trees have been
scattered everywhere in such a park at pleasure,

in all sorts of soils and exposures, and applied to

the composition or the improvement of real land-

scape. Instead of lopping and mutilating the

trees, and sometimes altogether decapitating them,
(as has been the general practice,) the grand
point has been gained of preserving their tops en-

tire; so that, with subjects of whatever magni*
tude, no loss of either spray or branches is suf-

fered; and, what is still more important, no loss

of health and vigor in the trees, excepting for a

short period, after having undergone the process

of removal.
" But, besides the various combinations and de-

tails of the landscape, it has been found also quite

practicable to apply the art to the most general

purposes of utility and shelter, whether in large

towns, or in the country, by the transplanting of

copse or underwood of any size or species. This

is either formed alone into large masses, or it is

intermixed with grove or standard trees, as cir-

cumstances in either situation may require. By
these means, some of the most interesting objects,

both agricultural and ornamental, have been ac-

complished, at a very moderate expense, and
brought within the reach, not only of the great

and opulent, but of any person of limited for-

tune.

To those who never intend to plant or trans-

plant a tree in their lives, but who nevertheless

know a tree w'hen they see it, many parts of the

book will be as amusing as the description in a

poem or fairy tale, To those who wrould fain

transplant, but know not how to set about it, it

will explain how sylvan scenes may be suddenly,

and at moderate expense, spread over the barest

wild ; and to those who love to study the wonder-

ful works and laws of nature for their own sakes,

and, in delighted reverence of that power, won-
der, and goodness, in wThich they were all made, a

work of which the object is to show art, availing

itself of nature, will afford much of that high kind

of gratification, which attends the enlargement or

elucidation of our knowledge of any of the princi-

ples, agencies, or operations, forever busy in

beautifying the face of the external world.

The only real magic lies in understanding and

learning something of the laws according to which

nature breathes and works. The enchanter's

wand is buried many fathoms deep in the sea.

But science has unveiled, and art constructed,

engines and machines, that do all and more than

the enchanters of old. A man would have for-

merly thought himself witched—and he would
liavi- been right in thinking so—who, looking out

of his bed-room window in the morning, might

have beheld a noble tree standing on a plat, which
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the evening before was altogether objectless; but

no one need rub his eyes, or believe himself to be

in the Londe of Faery, at such a sight now; i'or,

by the Transplanting Machine, the tree, long be-

fore prepared to leave its native soil, is lifted up
with almost all its roots, and with all its branches,

and let down into the depth of ils new bed, with
so little violence done to it in bark, sap, branch,
twig, leaf, or fibre of leaf, that it seems, even in

its first spring, hardly to have felt the change;
and taking kindly to the mould, into which its

runts are not slow to strike, the bees discover no

difference in the taste of its honey-dew, and the

wondering birds, of whom it may be said " miran-
turque novos fronidts" begin to carol, and pair,

and build, and breed, among its novel umbrage.
There is something extremely pleasing, and, were
it of a fictitious scene, it might be said, extremely
poetical, in the following description, by Sir Henry
of the park at Allanton:

" At the place from which these pages are

dated, may be seen a park of limited extent, and
possessing no particular claim to beauty, but

visited from curiosity by many persons, within the

last ten years. It consists of about a hundred and
twenty English acres, abundantly clothed with
trees and underwood of every common species, by
means of the transplanting machine; and exhibit-

ing within itself a practical illustration of every
principle laid down, and every theory held forth

in this Essay. The single trees and bushes, in

groups and open dispositions, amount to about
seven hundred in number, exclusively of close

plantations and copsewood. Their size, when re-

moved, is not great, the largest not exceeding
from thirty to forty feet in height, and from three,

or three and a half, to five feet in girth, at a foot

from the ground ; but many of them are of much
smaller dimensions. The height of the bushes or

underwood removed has been from four to ten

feet, and consisting of every sort usually found on
the banks of lakes and rivers. But size in an art

founded on fixed principles, is a mere matter of

choice and expenditure ; for trees of the greatest

size must be almost as certain and successful in

removal, as those of the least. It was desirable,

however, as almost everything was to be done
here, in the way of parkwood, to limit the opera-
tions to the smallest possible expenditure, con-

sistently with producing some effect on the fore-

ground, and middle distance of the landscape;
and with careful execution.

" Whoever will take the trouble to visit the

place, will perhaps find his labor repaid, in exa-
mining the progress of an art, calculated probably
to become as popular as any that has been culti-

vated within a century; as there is scarcely any

one, in which so many persons in the higher and
middle ranks are interested.

Considering the prejudices which exist against

the art, and that the grcnt power, of which it is

susceptible, will with difficulty gain belief, it may
be worth while to state a few facts as to its gene-

ral application) which are as incontrovertible as

they may seem surprising to the reader. It is

from no vain desire to exaggerate what has been

done at this place, but merely to show the degree
of progress, which the art has made, under the

greatest disadvantages of soil and climate. It is

also for the purpose of proving to these who may
engage in similar undertakings, that, whatever
has been done well here, may, with equal industry,

be done a great deal better in most other situa-

tions.

" There was in this park originally no water,

and scarcely a tree or a bush, on the banks and
promontories of the present lake and river; for

the water partakes of both those characters.

During the summer of 1820, the water was exe-

cuted ;
and in that and the following year, the

grounds immediately adjoining were abundantly

covered with wood, by means of the transplanting

machine. Groups and single trees, grove and un-

derwood, were introduced in every style of dispo-

sition which the subject seemed to admit. Where
the turf recedes from, or approaches the water,

the ground is somewhat bold and irregular, al-

though without, striking features of any sort
;
yet

the profusion of wood, scattered over a surface of

moderate limits, in every form and variety, gave
it an intricacy and an expression which it never

possessed before.
'* By the autumn of the third year only after the

execution, namely, 1823, when the committee of

the society honored the place with their inspection,

the different parts seemed to harmonize with one

another, and the intended effects were nearly pro-

duced. What it was wished to bring forward ap-

peared already prominent. What was to be con-

cealed or thrown into the background, began to

assume that station. The foreground trees, (the

best that could be procured,) placed on the east-

ern bank above the water, broke it into parts with
their spreading branches, and formed combina-

tions which were extremely pleasing. The copse

or underwood, which covers an island in the lake

and two promontories, as also an adjoining bank
that terminates the distance, was seen coming
down nearly to the water's edge. What was the

most important of all, both trees and underwood
had obtained a full and deep-coloured leaf, and

health and vigor were restored to them. In a

word, the whole appeared like a spot at least

forty years planted."



TIGER-FLOWERS AND COMMELINAS.

BY AN AMATEUR, NEW-YORK.

I. The Tiger-flower.— I see your cor-

respondents make frequent inquiries about

Verbenas, Scarlet Geraniums, and other

plants for "bedding out;" but I rarely see

any notice taken of two of the most splen-

did species for summer and autumn bloom-

ing in beds. I mean the Mexican Tiger-flow-

ers, {Tigridia pavonia and T. conchiflora.)

For gay colouring and striking appear-

ance, nothing that will flourish in the open

border can compete with the Ti-

ger-flowers. Their open cup-like

blossoms, either of a rich orange-

crimson, as in the Peacock Tiger-

flower (T. pavo?iia,) or a chrome

yellow, as in the Shell Tiger-

flower, (T. conchiflora,) spotted in

both species, with rich purple and

dark crimson in the bottom of the

cups, have a brilliant and showy

effect, entirely in keeping with

our ideas of what a Mexican flow-

er should be.

These flowers open in the

morning, and fade before eve-

ning ; but as each flower stem

produces several flowers in suc-

cession, a bed three or four feet

in diameter, containing a couple

of dozen bulbs, will produce a constant show

of blossoms every day from July to Novem-

ber,—forming one of the most attractive

spots in the whole flower garden.

The Tiger-flowers are bulbous plants,

growing from one to two feet high. As

our bright summers ripen the bulbs as per-

fectly as in their native country, they would

be as common in our flower gardens as Tu-

lips, were it not that the bulbs must be

taken up and sheltered from the frost in

winter. This, however, is so easily done

that no lover of fine summer flowers will

grudge the ten minutes' labor, necessary,

at the approach of winter, to preserve the

bulbs till spring. The easiest and most

successful way of keeping them, is to take

them up as soon as the first frost has touched

the tops, lay the entire plant in some shel-

tered place for a couple of days to dry, then,

after cutting off the tops, lay the bulbs in

Fig. 111.— The Tiger-flower.

a shallow box, mixing and covering them

with dry sand. This box may be then set

away on a shelf in any part of the house or

cellar, (or under the stage of the green-

house,) where frost will not reach it, and

there it may remain till the following

spring. Indeed, we take no pains, except

to cut off the tops, throw the bulbs in a

box, covered with a lid, and place the box

under the stage of our green-house.

The Tiger-flower will grow and bloom
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with little or no care, in any sunny part of

the flower garden where the soil is good.

But it is greatly increased in size and

beauty, by throwing out about one-half Of

the soil of the bed where you intend to

plant it, and filling it with equal parts old

manure and white sand. In such soil, the

bulbs grow strong, the leaves are abundant,

and the flowers much finer and more abun-

dant.

The bulbs, which may be had at this

season at Thorburn's, Buist's, or any of

the leading seedsmen, may be planted any

time from the middle of April to the first of

June. The earlier planted, the sooner the

floAvers appear, and the better bulbs you

have for the next year. As the bulbs in-

crease rapidly, from offsets, half a dozen

will soon produce enough for a bed of con-

siderable size.

A bed formed partly of the Tuberose (the

most deliciously scented of all bulbs, and

one which will succeed well with the same

treatment,) has a beautiful appearance in

the months of August and September,—the

pure white of the Tuberose being height-

ened by the gay colouring of the Tiger-

flowers.

II. The Commelina.—A tuberous rooted

plant, (the roots like a miniature Dahlia,)

also from Mexico. The sky-blue Comme-

lina (C. ccelestis,) is the prettiest, though C.

tuberosa is also handsome. Nothing can

exceed the exquisite ultra-marine blue of

the Commelina, and it is still more easily

cultivated than the Tiger-flower; though,

like the latter, the roots require to be taken

up, and should receive exactly the same

protection in winter.

The Commelina grows about eighteen

inches high, produces a succession of flow-

ers from mid-summer till November,.—small

blossoms borne in clusters, starting from the

ends and joints of all the little branches.

The same soil and treatment recommended

for the Tiger-flowers will suit this ; and it

may be propagated in the easiest manner

by dividing the roots or sowing the seeds.

As the Commelina often flowers the first

year from the seed, it is generally sold by

the seedsmen as an annual , but if our

readers wish to see the full beauty of the

flowers, they must preserve the tubers, and

plant them the second season. The Com-

melina and Sweet Alyssum, sown together,

form a beautiful bed or mass in the flower

garden,—the blue of the former being set

off by the white of the latter. As the seeds

or the roots may be had at the principal

seed-stores, your readers will find it easy to

carry out this hint. Yours, &c.

An Amateur.

Remarks.—The Mexican Tiger-flowers

are old favorites of ours. As we have fre-

quently observed a tendency towards varia-

tion in the flowers produced in a large bed

of Tigridias, and have several times ob-

served flowers with four and five petals, in-

stead of three, the normal number, it occurs

to us that if our amateur or professed flo-

rists would take this plant in hand, and by

carefully fertilizing the flowers of T. pavo-

nia with those of T. conchi/tora—preferring

those blossoms for this purpose which show

a tendency to enlargement or variation

—

fine new varieties might be produced. For

our own part, we think the Tigridia a far

finer bulb for American flower gardens than

the Tulip ; it is much more brilliant, comes

at the time when flowers are most needed,

and, instead of lasting for a week only,

continues to bloom—when grown in a bed

—

for at least three months. Half as much

pains as has been taken with the Tulip,

would doubtless give us novelties in Tiger-

flowers more brilliant than anything yet

known in the flower garden. Ed.



HOW TO CULTIVATE THE APRICOT.

There i?, perhaps, no fruit which so gene-

rally eludes the grasp of most cultivators in

this country, as the apricot. A tree, hardy

enough to bear our winters, which makes an

abundance of sound and healthy wood,

blossoms profusely, and sets a large crop of

fruit, as a common standard tree in the

open garden, without the aid of walls or

espaliers, ought to be as easily cultivated,

and produce its fruit in as great abundance,

as the peach.

Yet, though the orchards of the middle

states produce millions of bushels of peach-

es annually, apricots may almost be counted

by dozens. Here and there, in some espe-

cially favorable locality, they are yielded

abundantly; but, for the most part, a fine

basket of apricots is a rarer sight than one

of oranges or pine-apples ; for the latter, at

least, are sent to us in abundance from our

neighbors of the West Indies.

Now, as the apricot, though by no means

equal to the peach, is still a most agreeable

fruit for the dessert, and, when not fully

mature, perhaps the best of all fruits for

tarts, and as, besides this, its value is

greatly enhanced by the absolute dearth of

all other fruits in the open garden, in July,

it may be worth while to bestow a little

thought upon the real nature of the difficul-

ties that stand in the way of its cultiva-

tion.

First of all, then, the apricot is a more

tender tree than the peach ; not, perhaps,

as regards its power of enduring a low tem-

perature in winter without injury, but in

the susceptibility of the bark to injury from

the sun and frost combined. Hence, we

suggest two modes of guarding against

this, viz: 1st, keeping the trees low; and

2d, keeping the bark protected by a wash.

Keeping the trees low.—Experience has

taught us that, for our climate, all exposure

of the trunk of the apricot to the sun does

positive harm. The head or top should be

looked upon in the light of an umbrella or

sun-shade, intended by nature to guard the

trunk from violent heat and sudden chan-

ges ; and the same good result is produced

by shading the roots of a tree, or, rather,

the soil directly over them.* For this rea-

son, never " trim up" the stem of an apricot

tree. On the contrary, if you are planting

a young tree, always cut it down to two or

three feet, so as to force it to throw out

branches as near the ground as possible.

During the first three years after planting,

head back the shoots severely every spring,

say two-thirds of the previous years' growth.

This will force the tree to form a thick, low

head, more like a wide, compact bush than

an ordinary tree. The annual treatment of

this tree afterwards, as regards pruning,

will be to shorten-back the growth of the

shoots produced the previous year, by taking

about one-third at the end of each shoot,

and to thin out any dead or decaying

branches. Occasionally, say once in four

or five years, as the tree grows older, it will

need heading-back more severely, say two

or three feet, in the principal limbs, so as

to force it to produce a new head, and pre-

serve its bushy, compact form. "With a

tree pruned in this way, forming in fact a

larqe apricot bush, the foliage will shade

the trunk and the roots so as to prevent in-

* If nctahaded bj the roots, then let (hem be covered with

straw, tan, or litter, two or three inches deep.
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jury from heat and cold, and thereby, to a

considerable extent, prevent the attacks of

insects in the bark ; for a little observation

will convince any one, that insects rarely

select thrifty trees with dense foliage, but

those with few branches and delicate habit.

Where the trees are already pruned in

the usual form, viz., standards, with clean

trunks five or six feet high, we would pro-

tect the bark from injury by the sun and

insects, by coating it over with the follow-

ing, applied early in May :

Wash for the Trunks.—Take common

white-wash, one pail two-thirds full ; add

two quarts pulverized soot, two pounds fine

sulphur, and one quart wood ashes ; mix

all thoroughly, and apply it to the trunk

and principal branches with a common

white-wash brush.

This will protect the bark from the at-

tacks of the JEgeria—the insect so fond of

depositing its eggs in the trunk. But be-

fore it is applied, the tree should be exa-

mined; and if any insects have already

taken up lodgings therein, (which will be

known externally by indications of gum, or

discoloration,) they must be taken out with

the knife.

Soil and Exposure.—Any good garden

soil, well fertilized with wood ashes, will

suit the apricot tree, provided it is deep

and well drained, so as not to retain water.

In order to secure the former point, it should

be trenched at least two feet in depth be-

fore planting the trees. This will allow

the roots to penetrate deep enough not to

be injured by the heat of our violent mid-

summer sun, and enable them to collect

moisture for the leaves in the dryest part of

the season.

No mistake is so common in this country

as that of placing the apricot in the wrong

position. Because it is considered a deli-

cate fruit, most people fancy they are doing

it an especial kindness by placing it on the

south side of a wall, fence, or building.

The tree so placed, is excited into growth

early in the season, by which the blossoms

are destroyed ; the trunk and branches are

exposed to sudden thawings, after severe

frost in winter, from the reflected warmth

of the wall or building ; and as the site is

peculiarly hot and dry in summer, the whole

tree is very likely to get parched, suffer

from heal, and get into that feeble condi-

tion which renders it an easy prey to in-

sects.

The proper aspect for the apricot tree is,

then, one rather cool than warm. The

open garden will do very well; but a north

slope, or even the north side of fences,

walls or buildings, is better in this latitude

than one on the south. There is no fear

that the fruit will not ripen in such situa-

tions, wherever in the United States the

tree will thrive at all ; for its maturity takes

place in our highest summer temperature,

and not at the beginning of autumn, like

the peach. On the other hand, an apricot

in a northern aspect will never be injured

by sudden thawing in winter, by too early

excitement of the buds in springy or too

great heat in summer. The leaves will

maintain their verdure better, the fruit will

be less likely to fall, and the insects less

likely to attack the tree.

The hardiness and duration of the apri-

cot tree is greatly promoted by budding it

on the plum stock. This stock, we find, is

more enduring than the peach or the apri-

cot in this climate, and less liable to suffer

by the attacks of insects. We think the

flavor rather finer, too, in fruit grown on

plum stocks than on peach stocks.

The Curculio.—The last but the greatest

foe to the culture of the apricot. In stony,

loamy or clayey soils, like that of our own

garden, the Curculio finds so much diffi-
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culty in making comfortable winter quar-

ters for itself, that we are seldom prevented

by it from obtaining a good crop; but in

light and porous soils, it increases to such

an extent that it usually destroys nearlythe

whole crop of fruit, by stinging it, and

causing it to fall when half grown.

Where only half a dozen trees are culti-

vated, there is no mode of making Avar

upon this insect so sure and reliable as that

ofjarring the trees daily, during the month

of May, with a pounder, (sheathed at the

end with india-rubber, or something to

break the force of the blow,) gathering the

insects upon two sheets spread under the

tree, and destroying them.

This may seem to many to be paying

too dear for the whistle. But we think a

serious calculation will prove that it is not

so, even in an economical point of view.

Our excellent correspondent at Poughkeep-

sie, (see p. 406,) whose statements we en-

dorse for accuracy, states that, though pre-

viously unable to depend on his trees for a

single apricot, after putting the jarring sys-

tem in practice he actually obtained " three

thousand most beautiful and luscious apri-

cots" the first season of trial, from^re trees.

A few moments devoted to the task each

morning, if the thing is taken in hand sys-

tematically, will carry the trees through

safely ; and the probability is, that after

this is repeated a few seasons, the insect

will become greatly diminished in numbers.

Now, is the time to commence, and Ave

counsel all amateurs who would eat apri-

cots this season, to undertake the jarring

system.

When apricot trees are to be grown on a

large scale, then the mode previously recom-

mended by us of planting the orchard near

the hog-pen, where pigs may run at large

for a certain part of the year, and thereby

destroy the insects, is the best mode yet

known.

It may not be amiss to say a word or

two about the most desirable sorts of apri-

cots, where only reliable sorts are to be

grown. Such are, in our estimation, the

Breda, Large Early, Dubois' Golden, and

Moorpark. The Breda, an excellent fla-

vored, small, round fruit, is very hardy,

regular and prolific bearer, and altogether

one of the surest to succeed in all soils and

sites. Dubois' Golden—a native variety

—

is still more hardy and prolific, and, though

not equal in flavor, still very good for the

dessert, and excellent for tarts. As a pro-

fitable market sort, it stands at the head of

the list. Large Early is the finest early

sort, bears speedily and well, and in beauty

and flavor is inferior to none at any season.

Moorpark is the largest variety, very excel-

lent, but the tree is usually only a moderate

bearer.

To sum up all in a few words, plant your

apricot trees in a cool aspect and in deep

soil; keep their heads as low as possible

—

rather like bushes than trees
;
prune them

annually by shortening-in the ends of the

young wood ; defend any exposed part of

the trunk or main branches by the protec-

tive wash, and deter the Curculio by jarring

the trees during the month of May. Ad-

vice about tvhat to do with the baskets full

of ripe, golden, ruddy-cheeked fruit, after it

is obtained, is, we imagine, not needed by

anv of our readers.



DESIGN FOR AN OCTAGON HOUSE.

Pi?. 112.

—

Basement.

BY HENRY A. PAGE, BOSTON.

The following plans, and the elevation

which accompanies them, (see frontis-

piece,) have been obligingly sent us by Mr.

Page, of Boston.

The plans deserve attention. They are

evidently the result of careful study; and

the arrangement is remarkably compact,

and, in many respects, very convenient.

All our readers may not be aware of the

economy of an octagon form over that of a

square, in constructing a house. It is, how-

ever, very great ; and were it not for the

superior picturesqueness and variety afford-

ed by parallelogram forms, the use of the

circle or the octagon would be universal.

But convenience, and the comfort of having

a large space on the ground floor, are good

reasons for large spreading houses in the

country.

For town houses—or, more pro-

perly, suburban houses—situated

in the environs of towns, but with

an open space on all sides of the

building, this octagon form ap-

pears to us admirably suited.

The elevation may, of course, be

raised to suit the taste of the pro-

prietor ; but the one given by

Mr. Page, in a modified Italian

style, is very well adapted to su-

burban architecture. Ed.

The sketches of an octagonal

house are original, and are be-

lieved to offer several very de-

cided advantages over the usual

forms.

A square house, with the same

extent of external wall, contains

far more superficial area than any other I ses one-fifth more than the square, and coste

form now in use; but the octagonal enclo- no more for foundation or finish.

113.

—

Principal Floor.
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Fig. 114.— Chambers.

It offers less resistance to the wind, and

therefore has far greater strength. The

flooring timbers have short and solid bear-

ing, are very firm, and by their arrange-

ment contribute to the strength of the house;

and the partitions, in foregoing plan, are so

placed that it will be nearly impossible for

the floors to sag, so as to cause cracks in

the ceilings.

The chimneys and ventilating flues, car-

ried up. and the rain water carried- down,

from the roof, in the corners of the house,

are, particularly if the house is built of bricks,

comparatively inexpensive, add much to the

strength of the edifice, and occupy space

which does not injure the appearance, dis-

turb the convenience, nor lessen the size of

any apartment.

An octagonal house looks equally well

from every point of view. Most other styles

are disfigured by buildings attached to the

principal structure for kitchens and offi-

ces.

Ventilation is very completely effected,

—

in summer, through the doors and win-

dows, which open direct passages for air

through the house across the hall ; and in

winter, the furnace, with little expense,

provides every apartment with a full sup-

ply of warmth, by registers opening from

air pipes, concealed in the partitions of the

central hall.

Octagonal shaped rooms are much easier

ighted by night or day than square, or oblong

square ones, and are well adapted to give

a favorable light for paintings or engravings.

For a beach house (on the sea-side,) a

piazza extending all round, of one or two

stories in height, could be made; and if

the central hall were lighted and ventilated

from the roof, a very perfect ventilation and

pleasing internal effect would be given to

the hall.

The same plan, of 25 to 30 feet sides,

5
V
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cing, or for a children's play or school-

room, the study of a professional man, an

artist's studio, or an observatory, would be

very large, light and airy ; equally removed

from all noise from the apartments below,

as secure from disturbing the quiet of the

two principal stories beneath.

The doors leading to the side and front

vestibules, boudoir, bathing and dressing-

rooms, &c, should be made with ground

or stained glass sash doors, and thus give

ample light, and a pleasing effect to the

central hall.

The kitchen, drawn on the principal floor,

may be placed in the basement, with the

wood and wash-room, if preferred.

The hexagonal shape is stated to be, in

the cells of bees, the most mathematically

economical in attaining the greatest possi-

ble strength, and largest internal area,

that can be enclosed with an equal exter-

nal wall. A polygonal structure, for dwell-

ings designed for a larger family, could be

id ado very convenient and more economical

than square, parallelogram, or winged T, or

L shaped houses; since the latter require

so large an expenditure of external wall for

their superficial area, and expose so large a

surface to the elements. Those forms de-

mand also a greater waste of area for halls

and passages, and occasion a great loss of

time, labor and convenience, in passing

from the several apartments ; while in the

octagonal or similar form, access to all the

apartments is easy. The area occupied by

the hall is a good radiator and conductor of

heat in winter, and is the least valuable

space for living or sleeping apartments.

Henry A. Page.
Boston, March 5. 1850.

REVIEW.

Bulletin de la Societe Centrale d'Horticul-
ture, du department de la Seine Inferieure.

(Bulletin of the Central Horticultural Society,

lower Seine district.) Nos. 4 and 5, for 1850.

We have been favored by M. Tougard, of

Rouen, the president of this society, with

these Bulletins, showing the state of horti-

culture in that part of France.

The society appears to be in an active

and flourishing condition ; and we gather

some interesting facts from the report of a

special commissioner, regarding the market

garden culture of France in a commercial

point of view, which may interest our read-

ers.

According to the statistical reports, there

are in all France 51,000 hectares* of land,

cultivated as market gardens. It is esti-

* The hectare is a little more than 2J acres—(strictly, two
and four-temks of our acres.)

mated that the average product of these is

6,000 francs (about $1,200,) per hectare,

say in the rough, a total of 253,000,000 of

francs, (about $50,600,000.) Supposing 4

laborers to the hectare, we have 204,000

workmen exclusively employed in the mar-

ket gardens of France. If we estimate the

value of a hectare at 6,000 francs, we have

a capital of 306,000,000 francs employed in

market garden cultivation, and a capital of

408,000 francs, (say $81,600,) paid daily

for this class of labor. In this market gar-

den culture, from four to six workmen are

required per hectare, (about two men to the

acre,) the labor of the master and mistress

included. Their wages vary according to

the season and the sex. In summer, the

men earn 2 francs (40 cents) a day, the

women 1 franc ; in winter, the men earn
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\\ francs, (about 30 cents,) the women 7-3

centimes, (say 15 cents;) the board is not

included in the foregoing,— the workmen

hoard in'. 1

; themselves. In summer, work

commences al six o'clock in the morning,

and ends al eighl in the evening for day-

taborers ; but the hoys, or apprentices to

the market gardens, are up at two o'clock

A. M.., loading their wagons with vegeta-

hles for the market, where it is necessary

that they should arrive at three o'clock

—

the time when their sales commence.

The price paid for labor is the same in

the nurseries as in the market gardens.

Two men to the hectare is the usual force

for general nursery culture, though for cul-

tures sp/ciales the number is of course much

increased.

It is easy to see that market gardening-

is not usually a very profitable business.

For the masters, or head gardeners, the ex-

penses are considerable, and the labor in-

cessant. After having worked a great

many years, if they have been industrious,

sober, and economical, and if the expenses

of the family have not prevented their laying

up something, then they buy a little corner

of land, (for they only leased what they have

been cultivating all their lives,) build a lit-

tle cottage or hut upon it, and die there in

peace. Or if they have made considerable

savings, they often invest it in a small

stock of groceries, which the wife keeps and

disposes of; and so they finish their old

age. As for the common garden workmen,

often improvident, and often unable to lay

by anything from their scanty earnings,

when old age or infirmity overtakes them,

they are either taken care of by their chil-

dren, or must be supported at the public

charge.

To make this picture, furnished by the

interests of the French market gardener,

more complete, we must add that the re-

porter, from which we have extracted the

foregoing, in urging the importance of some

attention being paid by the government to

this species of culture, says—" Is it not tin-

culture which furnishes our markets with

the vegetables which form the almost

elusive subsistence of the poorer class?

The higher classes of society consume a

great deal of animal food ; unhappily, thr

poor mangels nothing but vegetables." " I is

a glance," says the reporter, " on the quan-

tity of market garden products, the extenl

of the land devoted to them, and the num-

ber of hands they employ, and you will be

convinced of the importance of this branch

of agriculture."

We have heard some complaints from

our own market gardeners about New-York,

who find their profits lessened by the fa-

cility with which steamers and rail-roads

bring early vegetables from the south, there-

by reducing the price of early peas and to-

matoes. But they who will not work for

less than 70 to 100 cents a day, who think

the fare poor if there is not fresh meat at

least once per diem, and who, if they are

economical and industrious, may always

save enough in half a dozen years to be-

come the owners of the land they cultivate,

will be thankful, when they read the fore-

going account of the condition of market

gardeners in France, that their lot is cast in

a country where the demand largely out-

runs the supply. Happy America ! May

it be a long time before the women have to

work in the fields, or the poorer classes

must live on vegetables !

We may remark, on the other hand, that

the secrect of making the most of mark''!

gardening is not yet so well understood

anions us as in France ; since we are told,

that by dint of long experiment and prac-

tice, " four andfive successive crops per year

arc now obtained from the same soil." Of
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course, we understand that the first crops

are under hand glasses, and in hot-beds.

"We observe that the progress of horticul-

ture, in this country, is watched with inte-

rest in France. The account of the great

triennial fete of the Boston Horticultural

Society is quoted at some length, as afford-

ing a proof of how " horticulture is honored

and patronized in the United States among
the friends of order, learning, the arts, and

liberty." It is mentioned in connection

with this, that Col. Wilder, the president,

(who is also honorary member of the Sod-

ete Centrale,) is councillor of state in Mas-

sachusetts ; and our friends across the wa-

ter, who cannot rightly understand how so-

cieties can be so successful without govern-

ment patronage, evidently look upon the

civil honors held by our friend, the late

president of the Massachusetts society, as a

proof of some smiles of government be-

stowed upon horticulture.

We notice, also, that the Horticulturist

is reviewed in very high terms of praise.

From a discourse, pronounced by Presi-

dent Tougakd, at a large meeting of the

society in April, we extract the following

highly interesting account of a horticultural

colony ; in fact, a school for poor boys, who

would otherwise be inmates of houses of

refuge or correction, where they are not

only make good cultivators, but excellent

members of society. Gladly do we tender

to the family of Lecomte, who have de-

voted their lives to this noble and admira-

ble work, the respect and thanks of benevo-

lent hearts on this side of the Atlantic

:

" In the midst of so many sources of sorrow,
(brought about by the recent revolutions,) there

is a horticultural establishment which, although it

has suffered much, has offered to us a consoling

spectacle, as a compensation for the evils we have
elsewhere witnessed. I speak of the interesting

horticultural reform-school of Petit-Quevilly, con-
ducted with so much zeal, philanthropy and disin-

terestedness, by Messieurs Lecomte—father and
ton—whom this society has so justly honored with

the gold medal. Such untiring devotion to the

most incessant labor, such complete .seclusion from
the world fin order to become instructers of child-

hood,—and of such a childhood,—requires a super-

human effort, a truly heroic spirit, which alone

is capable of such exertion and of such care. But
the hope of restoring to society those young chil-

dren, often more unfortunate than guilty, teaching

them the road to virtue, changing their disposi-

tion from a vicious to a good and honest direction;

what a difficult task ! But it was not beyond the

power and courage of its originator, since he has

seen it crowned with the most complete success.

To overcome all opposition, to vanquish preju-

dices, to win the assent even of his opponents,

—

such is the victory, morally and physically gained
by the conductor of the school of Petit-Quevilly.

But, in order to complete the picture of this inte-

resting enterprise, we must place in the fore-

ground a generous, self-sacrificing woman, en-

dowed with a kind and feeling heart, who renoun-

ces the bright advantages and prospects with
which nature and fortune had endowed her, to en-

gage with ardor and self-denial in the beautiful

and the great undertaking of her husband, and be*

come the instructress of those poor and unfortu-

nate children. It may be said that she became
even more to them than their own mothers; for

their own mothers had either abandoned them, or

given them the most fatal examples; while their

adopted mother offers them only lessons of virtue,

wisdom and instruction; teaches them to distin-

guish good from evil, and develops their intelli-

gence and humanity. Is it not, indeed, giving

them a new life, more valuable than the one which
they had, and were so likely to have abused ? At
the sight of this picture, of which I have only pre-

sented to you the outline, is not the name of

Madame Lecomte upon every tongue?
" Since I began to speak to you of the horti-

cultural school of Petit-Quevilly, I may be allowed

to complete the account of it.

" As to horticulture, this establishment is truly

a model garden. The cultivation of culinary ve-

getables, indispensable to the subsistence of the

colony, is there taught and practiced, with the

greatest advantage to the young pupils. Work-
ing gardeners are sent out from the institution,

well versed in the art of pruning trees, and all the

theories connected with it; and they readily find

employment, which puts them out of the reach of

misery and want, and all their accompanying dan-

gers.
" The portion of ground devoted to horticulture

consists of about 90 acres of kitchen and fruit gar-

dens. The professors of arboriculture are Mes-
sieurs Lecomte—father and son. The kitchen

garden department is conducted by M. Romain
Avenel, foreman. The number of children, in

1843, was only thirteen, and is now one hundred

and nine. Lot us hope, for the interests of hu-

manity, that the number of these pupils shall be

raised as high as possible; for there are not
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enough of these establishments in France, and

there is none which ia bo truly economical to the

country. And, further still, let us compare this

life of activity, of agricultural and horticultural

labor and interest—these moral and instructive

teachings— with the lessons of vice that children

ive in the work-houses and prisons!!
" If we may be allowed to express a wish, re-

garding the instruotion of these pupils, it is that

oritare "i' seedlings, and of green-house plants,

might be added to it, in order to complete the

horticultural instruction, so that on leaving the

establishment, the pupils might be able to under-

take every kind of culture. Let us hope that the

government will facilitate this by coming to the

aid of the director.
'•' If we penetrate to the interior of the estab-

lishment, we should never believe ourselves in

the midst of a house of correction or prison.

What do I say? A prison? No, no, this name
can never be bestowed upon it; here are no grat-

ings, no bolts, no turnkey, no armed guards;

here, all breathes of liberty; the bond which re-

tains these children, is one of gratitude, and the

attatchment they bear to the directors for the

benefits they receive, is, for them, an impassable

wall. They are no longer prisoners: they are

farmers—they are gardeners.
" A wise independence, prudently controlled, is

granted them; they choose their superintendents,

subject to the ratification of the directors; they

inflict punishment, subject to confirmation; records

and degrees are also conferred by them. Emula-

tion, the desire of pleasing their chiefs and direc-

tors, are the motives of their action and their la-

bors. Honesty, decorum and order prevail among
them at all times; it is a new life into which these

children enter.

"Judge, then, what a change it is for them!

If a convict arrives in the city prisons, and des-

tined for the reform school, he is brought to those

prisons surrounded by armed men and received by

jailors. How does he leave them? A child, one

of the young farmers alone presents himself,bearing

the order of remission; atsight of the ministerial de-

cision, the prisoner is released to his young keeper.

The former cannot believe his own eyes. " How
is this," sa\ s he to his conductor, " no more guards,

no more soldiers! Do you not wish to escape from

this place?" " Oh no," replies the latter, " no.

we are retained by ties much stronger than force

and turnkeys; even by love and gratitude !"

"One of these new-comers, as yet, not accustom-

ed to the kind of life which he cannot yet under-

stand or appreciate, docs he wish to escape by

flight ? Who would believe it? Then your farm-

ers, of themselves, go to seek him, and bring back

to the fold this stray Bheep, who soon becomes one

of the most faithful of the flock !

"A firebreak* out in the neighborhood; the doors

are thrown open, and the young farmers fly freely

to the assistance of the sufferers; you sec them,

these unfortunate children, rushing among the

burning timbers, and saving from the flames the

most valuable articles, which they are glad to re-

store to the victims of this disaster. Recalled by

the sound of the horn, all blackened, and often

wounded and ill,. bloody feet, (for they have left

their heavy shoes on the way in order to reach the

scene of disaster more speedily,) you see them re-

turn and take their place in the Farmery, under

the simple guidance of their adopted mother, hap-

py in the thought of a little good which they have

been able to do.

"Some misfortune, some great disaster occurs. A
subscription, perhaps, is started to alleviate it.

Our young farmers have nothing; how can they

take part in it? They retrench their allowance

some centimes every day, and this little saving

combined, forms their contribution for the sufferer.

Thus is misfortune succored by the unfortunate.

" Something is perhaps lost in the school, in the

wood, or on the road. It is then, who shall be the

first to find and restore it. for the mere suspicion

of theft has become for them a frightful torment,

and would fall equally upon all, since all are now
united. When the lost object is found, the lucky

finder conies back in triumph, saying as he restores

it, •Die.u in'a protege'."

"Such in short, is the interesting picture presented

by this horticultural school. You can judge by

these facts, what devotion, what zeal, what self-

denial, what perseverance in this good and great

work have been required to bring about these great

and noble results. Our society takes pride in the

thought, that the art of horticulture has, in some

degree, contributed to the success.

"How happy also should we be made by the con-

templation of this transformation of young children,

who, placed upon the commencement of their lives

on the highways of vice, and often crime, have

thus been reclaimed and recalled to virtue by the

counsels of this family, which has devoted itself

to creating this new life for them ! Honored be

their names! for they have richly merited the ho-

mage of all friends of humanity and of horticulture.''

Vol. iv. 36
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Overgrown Catalogues.—Once upon a time

the great object of the English gardener was to

make what he called a collection of plants. If

he had a green-house he would have a collection

of Heaths, or Pelargoniums, or Mesembryanthe-
mums, or Aloes; if the master of a stove, it was
in that case his ambition to get together a collec-

tion of Passion-flowers, or Ferns, or Ixoras, or

something of the sort. If confined to an acre of

ground he would have a collection of apples, or

pears, or gooseberries; the owner of a few rods

of land would be content with a collection of peas,

or lettuces, or potatoes. In any case, a collec-

tion was the great end to be attained. In form-

ing these collections men did not consider whether

the plants were useful or useless, handsome or

ugly, different or identical; all they wanted was
a long list of names; and a proud man was he

who could say that he reckoned a larger collection

of gooseberries, or apples, or potatoes, than his

neighbor. The addition of a " seedling" or two,

of his own raising, elevated him to the summit of

horticultural happiness. Felix ter et amplius !

We have heard of one gentleman who numbered
1200 roses in his list, among which were about

350 wild briars, some of which had a little hair

on their leaves, and some had none, some had

double teeth, some had single, one sort had ovate

hips and another oval, and so on. There exists

we believe to this day a collection of Paeonies

formed upon the same enlightened principle; and
we have no doubt that similar collections of Daf-

fodils, Michaelmas Daisies, or Catmints, may be

found in some sequestered garden.

This harmless folly, like many other crotchets,

destitute of all elements of longevity, could scarce-

ly exist, one would think, in this utilitarian age.

We are therefore witnessing at the present day

collections giving way to selections; " hard pru-

ning" applied in all directions to those old bushes

of barren half dead wood; and a few select plants,

thoroughly well grown, replacing the empty pots

and moribund sticks which invariably character-

ised the collections of our worthy forefathers and

their ancient sons as long as they remained among
us. It is therefore not a little curious to find a

race of worthy men still unconscious of the change
in public feeling, and continuing to publish inter-

minable lists of this and that, as if the rage for

collections was as fresh as ever.

Some recent lists of nurserymen and seedsmen
afford amusing examples of this. One grower of

roses offers 607 sorts of that flower; another,

850; a potato salesman's catalogue has 160 sorts;

a Dahlia-grower's 3 or 400 ; a Geranium-grower's,
as many ; a seedsman invites attention to his 38
sorts of cabbage and 61 sorts of peas!

Can extravagance go further than this? Should

any one be surprised at the murmurs which are

just beginning to make themselves heard on the

part of buyers, or that a host of rose lovers should

already have arrayed itself on the side of our cor-

respondent '' Crito? " Do the gentlemen who of-

fer these wares to the public seriously think there

is common sense in thus bewildering their custom-

ers? that the names under which their " sorts"

are sold indicate real differences of quality? The
idea is absurd. Sixty sorts of peas ! Why, there

is not a dozen really worth growing; the rest are

little more than fudge. AVe should be curious to

know how many sorts of these peas are provided

from one bag of Charltons, bought of one of the

great London seed merchants. It would be worth
while for an idle man to get a complete set of

such peas, to raise them, compare them, and re-

port the result for the public good.

In this respect buyers are greatly in want of

such a guide as the French possess in their inva-

luable " Bon Jardinier." There we find the whole
number of peas, reputed as distinguishable, to

amount to 34, and of these many are distinctly

shown to be of no importance. Perhaps we may
make it our own business to put an end to the

absurdity belonging to English vegetable seed

lists.

It should always be borne in mind that, to ren-

der a variety worth permanent cultivation, it

should possess some peculiar quality in which it

distinctly excels all other varieties previously

known. To distinguish it merely because it is

" a seedling," as some do, is sheer anility. Those
who are every year bringing forward what they

call novelties are bound to show that they have
been proved by competent judges to be not only

different from, but better than anything previously

known ; and if buyers were wise, they would re-

fuse to purchase in the absence of satisfactory evi-

dence as to this point.

What is true of mere varieties, such as those of

common kitchen garden plants, is equally true of

the species belonging to classes holding a more
aristocratical position in vegetable society. The
possessor of a park admires the magnificence of

the Conifers which he sees in the possession of

his country neighbor. Let him set about forming

a collection of Conifers, and what does he get?

many magnificent kinds, some of very inferior

beauty, and many of no interest whatever. The
latter ruin the appearance of the others, and the

effect which was looked for is marred. Take, for

instance, a very good list of Conifers now before

us; who is there that would wish to become pos-

sessor of such pines as those called monophylla,

tortuosa, pungens, mitis, inops, Banksiana, the

tag-rag and bobtail of the race ? In this, as in

all cases, a selection is admirable, a collection an
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absurdity. So with Orchids, now much and de-

servedly the fashion. In thai glorious order are

found species of the most brilliant colours, the

most exquisite perfume, and the strangest form—
each class admirable in its peculiar way. But
the cultivator who proceeds to till his house with

plants will be much deceived if he imagines

such qualities t<> be universal, or even usual, in

the race. About 2000 species are known to us,

with a legion of varieties, and certainly there

cannot be more than one-sixth of that number
whioh will repay the grower fur his trouble. In

the great genera of Epidendrum, Catasetum,Den-
drobium, Oncidium, Pleurothallis, Stelis, Obero-

nia, and Maxillaria, are to be found swarms of

species which would be thrown out of a bit of

rock-work in a flower garden, if they could be

cultivated there. He then who spends his coin in

making a collection of Orchids, will be inevitably

disappointed; he alone who forms a good selec-

tion will be rewarded.

We need not say that these remarks are made
with reference to horticulture, and not to botanical

researches. The cultivator has one object in

view, the botanist another; and it will often bap-

pen that the qualities which interest the one in

the highest degree are precisely those which the

other disregards. But such botanists are not buy-

ers of live plants; their herbaria are their gar-

dens, and very satisfactory ones too. It is

forefore clearly the interest of nurserymen and
seedsmen to take ofT their botanical spectacles,

and to look at what they sell with the same eyes

as their customers. They will cultivate that only

which is worth cultivating; they will catalogue

those things only which a buyer ought to buy; all

the rest thev will relinquish to the student of the

" Curiosities of Horticulture." If they will do

that, wc shall soon see the lists of plants and
seeds cut down to reasonable dimensions, and they

will no longer be, as many of them now are, mere
mazes, in which one could not find his way even
with the clue of an Ariadne. Lindley's Garden-
ers' Chronicle.

Vines in Pots —Repeated applications having

been made for information concerning vine forcing

in |>"ts, we now take up the subject, and, in

doing so, it will be requisite to defer entering into

the whole course of culture necessary as a preli-

minary proceeding at the present moment, on ac-

count of the period we write for, knowing that

many persons, who have established plants by

them, are anxious for a little practical advice.

In a short period, we hope to resume the subject,

and we shall trace the culture of the potted vine

from the " eye," or cutting, up to the forcing

period.

Preparing Plants.—We may now suppose that

the forcer is in possession of ^ 1 strong fruiting

plants, and that thev have been wintered securely,

that, is to say, have been kept tolerably dry. and not

subjected to very severe weather; also, that they

had been pruned in the autumn. Before intro-

ducing them to heat, it is well to dress their

shoots al't< r the ma r of those in the hot-house

up the rafters; a plan which, although not indis-

pensable, is of some benefit, as tending to prevent

the hatching of any insect eggs which may be de-

posited on their sliinitv. fur such i- almost sure to

be the ease. The mixture generally used is made
by beating up soft soap in warm water, at the

rate of about five ounces to the gallon, and then

adding at least one pound of flour sulphur. It

is well, also, to thicken it by some means to

the consistence of thick paint, and, to this end,

we use clay. As much clay, then, may be added

as will accomplish this, and the whole being tho-

roughly blended, may be applied with a painter's

brush, plastering it all over the wood, and into

every chink or crevice. This done, we recom-

mend that each end, where the pruning knife has

operated, be daubed with thick paint, or white

lead ; for strong young vines are apt to bleed on
being introduced to heat, and this effectually pre-

vents it. Care, however, must be taken that the

wounds are perfectly dry when the paint is ap-

plied, or it will not adhere perfectly.

Soil.—The next point is to examine carefully

the state of the soil, both at the surface of the

pot, and at its bottom. As to the surface, some
portion will be found worn out, of a loose or pow-
dery character, and containing no fibres. All

such should be removed with a pointed stick, loos-

ening and emptying out all containing no roots,

and replacing it with a powerful compost. If

much is removed, and there is consequently room
for much compost, we would advise the use of

lumps of turf, which should have been cut a few
months previously, and which had been dried in

some shed ; this should be in pieces as large as a
middle-sized potato, and much of the loose soil,

being dry, should be shook out. With this, a

finer compost may be used, composed of sound

loam and good rotten manure, adding some small

charcoal, and some fine bone dust. The manure
should be good. Cow-dung, mellowed by age, or

old night-soil, will be found highly useful. In

filling up the pots, the turfy lumps should bo

placed first, all over the surface, and the finer

compost shook over and amongst it, taking care

that at least two inches of the finer compost sur-

mounts the turfy lumps. This is a necessary

course in all top-dressing affairs, where porous

turf is thus used; the finer compost acts as a
regulator or controller of the moisnre of the turfy

material, which, without this, is apt to become
suddenly dry, and to act fitfully. And now the

bottom of the pot must be examined, in order to

sec if no obstructions have taken place in the

drainage. We sin mid, however, have advised

this to be done before adding the fresh top-dress-

ing, as turning the pot or tub on one side fur this

purpose, would be apt in disarrange tin' top-

dressing, whioh, mice tixed and pressed down,
should remain without disturbance. Any lodg-
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mcnt in the holes of the pots should be picked out

carefully with a spike-nail, or sharp pointed stick,

and if obstructions should be suspected beyond the

reach of this procedure, the ball must be turned

out, and any extraneous matter from worms, or

other sources, carefully removed, taking care to

adjust the crocks, or other drainage materials, at

the same time, in order to facilitate the free dis-

charge of water, loithout which, it will be abso-

lutely itnpossible to obtain success. If the turn-

ing out can be avoided, all the better; for one of

the worst faults attending this, is the difficulty of

placing the ball in precisely the same position

again, which is very necessary, for, in the event

of a change in position, there are sure to be many
open cavities, down which the water will be too

apt to escape in subsequent waterings, to the de-

sertion of the ball, through which it should be

made to percolate in an even way. An old prac-

titioner—one used to the potting bench—can rea-

dily replace a ball in its old position; it is, never-

theless, a rule-of-thumb affair, only acquired by

long practice.

Commencing Forcing.—All these things being

accomplished, the plant is now ready to be intro-

duced to a warmer climate; and here we must
pause to ascertain what situations are available,

and, also, what conditions are necessary.

Bottom-heat.—Whatever situation may be cho-

sen for the vines ultimately, it will be of eminent

service, if, in their earlier stages, at least, they

can have the advantage of a moderate bottom-

heat. We are quite aware that not every one

can comply wTith the conditions here laid down
;

still, in offering advice we do not deem it a duty

to compromise principles of importance, but ra-

ther to point to what, we conceive, is the highest

course of culture. Bottom-heat is now beginning

to be considered a valuable adjunct even to out-

side borders, where the roots have free liberty to

range for food: how much more so, then, for

vines in pots, where, from the very limited supply

of food, every means must be taken to obtain an

active root, and to keep it so; and where a sud-

den check is almost sure to prove fatal to a really

successful issue? It is, however, not so much in

any precise amount of bottom-heat alone that

reliance must be placed, but in the relation

that amount bears to the average atmospheric

heat.

Light.—The amount of light, as we have before

observed, is the guiding-star of this and all other

forcing matters, where elaborative processes have

to be carried out; such things as sea-kale, as-

paragus, &c, forming an exception: here, mere
development of buds already organised is sought.

Such being the case, the amount of bottom-heat

which might be recommended for May or June,

would by no means be the most eligible for De-
cember or January. As a guide to the amateur,

we would, then, suggest that three distinct peri-

ods might be considered as comprising the history

of vine-forcing in pots—from the commencement

of the process to the complete ripening of the

fruit. These we would thus divide:

1st. From the commencement to the blossom

shewing.

2d. From the latter to the beginning f the

stoning process.

3d. From the stoning to the ripening.

We find that we have been drawn rather too

deep into the subject for a single paper; we must

cease pursuing abstract principles, and come to

details.

Temperature.—During the whole of the forcing,

it is our firm persuasion that it would be well for

the root to be situated in a medium, three or four

degrees warmer than the average atmospheric

heat. Vines in pots, to be introduced now, should,

during the first period, have a bottom-heat of

about 70°, whilst during this stage, the atmos-

pheric heat need not by any means exceed 60°

—

indeed, 55°, until the leaf begins to unfold, would
be better. It will be seen here that the object is

to get the root into action somewhat before the

top, in order that the buds may develop with

freedom, and escape what is termed " blindness,"

which, although not caused by the want of such

precautions, is much aggravated by improper

treatment, or by neglect.

By the time that the bunch is to be seen, the

tactics must, in some degree, be changed. An
atmospheric temperature from 65° to 70° must be

secured by day, falling to about 55° or 58° by

night; the bottom-heat, also, if possible, advanced
in a like ratio.

As the season advances, and the second period

begins to merge into the third, much atmospheric

advance by sunshine may be allowed. A ther-

mometer rising to 85° in the afternoon, on bright

days, will be beneficial.

Atmospheric moisture must, of course, abound

during the first period; and, until the vines

break, little ventilation, unless to keep down heat,

will be requisite. Afterwards, however, a free,

yet cautious, ventilation much benefits them; ren-

dering the whole plant more robust.

Training.—Whether plunged, or, as is often,

times the case, set over a back flue, or on the

kerb-stones of pine or other pits, care must be

taken to train them carefully up, in order to pre-

sent as- much perfect foliage to the light as possi-

ble. Some " stop" one joint beyond the fruit, as

with rafter vines ; we think, however, that two
or three joints will be found better. After this

stopping, the secondary shoots should be allowed

to range a little ; never stopping or disbudding all

at once, but always keeping some point or points

growing ; thus will fresh fibres be constantly kept

a-going—a matter of some importance.

Watering.—This is a most material item in pot-

culture; so much so, that injudicious watering

will soon ruin the crop. Presuming that the pots

are thoroughly drained, they will take water libe-

rally; especially if unplunged, and over a warm
flue. When really getting dry, enough water
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sImiuKI be given n> moisten tlie ball entirely

ghj and we advise the constant use of liquid

manure, from the moment they are out of blos-

som : using it weak, atul perfectly elear. A
brewing of Boot-water in one vessel, and good

Peruvian gaano in another, will furnish a capital

liquor; the guano at the rate of two ounees

to a gallon, adding a gallon of soot-water to a

gallon of the guano-water. It should always be

given of a temperature quite equal to the average

temperature of the house. When plunged, the

pots will not require above half as much water.

We will return to pot culture when we gel an

opportunity. R. Erriugton. Cottage Gardener.

Dahlia Propagatixg.—Some of our florist

friends, eager to increase their stock of choice

Dahlias, will, by this time, have set them to

work—that is, to grow. We do not recommend
starting them so early. '" More haste less speed,"

is a proverb equally applicable to Dahlia-growing

as to any other pursuit in life. We conceive that

now is quite early enough to start these gorgeous

autumnal flowers. The best place to start them
in is a pit, or frame, heated either with dung-lit-

ter, well mellowed by turning it over frequently

previously, and putting it then into the pit when
the fierce heat is moderated ; or the pit may be

filled with tanner's spent bark, and the roots laid

upon it. Upon the dung lay a covering of ashes,

or sand, previously to putting in the roots. In

this warm, moist heat, the roots will soon send

forth shoots and new roots. As soon as the shoots

are three or four inches long take them oil, and

put them into small pots half filled with earth,

and then filled up with fine white sand. Give

them some water to settle the sand ; the cut-

tings then may be put in, and will soon take

root.

The great art in the management of Dahlia

cuttings after they are struck, is to give them
just such a quantity of air as will enable them to

make dwarf stout plants, without actually starving.

Dahlia cuttings should never be allowed to stop

so long in the pots as to fill them with roots in a

dense mass. It is the greatest absurdity to ex-

peet plants that have been cramped in their early

youth to make strong healthy fellows afterwards.

By no means then, nurse your young Dahlias too

much. This observation applies to those that

are growing now, or have been growing for some
time, as well as to those that are yet to be pro-

pagated. Continue to secure them from frost,

and no more: too much heat or stimulus, at this

early period, is very injurious. T. Appleby. Cot-

tage Gardener.

Rat's-bane, properly so called, a Settler
tor the Million.—For the benefit of all who
may hereafter fall victims to the rapacity of

rats, I will BOW, as briefly as may be, lay before

them my military tactics, and explain how I

finally brought op my corps it reserve, which

gained me a decisive (i< tory. Instead of com-
mencing hostilities at once, on discovering the

extent of the ravages committed, I gave encou-

ragement to the enemy, by throwing in his way
divers articles of food, such as dripping, lard,

meat, bones, fish, and other dainties. This gave
him confidence, and threw hint off his guard, so

that he revelled unsuspiciously among all the good

things of this life, while I was secretly plotting

his destruction. I took care, meantime, to secure

all the hen-houses, and shut the inmates up every

night, to protect them from their blood thirsty

foe. The great field-day was Friday last, a day

I shall long remember. I devoted it entirely to

strategy; and, Ail actum reputans dum quid su-

peresset agendum, I completed all my arrange-

ments before the hour of dusk, impatiently wait-

ing for the rising sun of the morrow. Poison was
my weapon ; fresh herrings and sprats were my
aides-de-camp. The poison was carbonate of

barytes, ground to an impalpable powder, and

phosporus. An incision was first made in the

backs of the herrings, and the carbonate of bary-

tes well rubbed in. The parts were then, as ar-

tistically as possible, reunited. The sprats being

smaller than the herrings, and more plastic, were
pierced through their sides with a sharp piece of

deal wood. Had a knife, a fork, or the human
hand touched them, all would have been vain.

The barytes was then " drilled in," and other

sprats, not poisoned, were placed above and be-

low them, so that suspicion was disarmed. " La-
tet anguis in herba !" It should be borne in

mind that the barytes is without taste and with-

out smell; hence its great value. The way in

which I applied the phosphorus would take more
space to detail than you can well afford in one

number of your paper. At a future time, I will

gladly furnish particulars of this, and other inte-

resting matters, connected with my recent experi-

ments, for I have been both a " sapper" and a
'' miner !"

When the preparations were all completed, I

stationed my trusty messengers in every part of the

garden and shrubberies—some under trees, some
in flower-pots, some hidden by a brick, others

partly imbedded in the garden walks, &c, &c.

They " did their bidding" right bravely. Oncom-
ing down stairs, the morning following, I found

the enemy had fallen into the snare. There was
a serious diminution of the provisions furnished for

their repast, and the hand of death was observable

on every side. They had eaten ravenously; they

had been seized with cruel thirst; they had sated

themselves with water; they had "burst their

boilers!" To use an expressive, and most appro-

priate classical quotation, there was a visible

" Decessio pereuntium—successio periturorum,"

which clearly proved I had won the day. In a

word, two days and two nights effectually routed

the whole army, and I was left master of the field.

If it be urged by some, as perhaps it will be, that

I am cruel, consider the aggravation, an unpro-
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voked and brutal attack upon a large affectionate

family of sleeping innocents, who wore ruthlessly

snatched from their beds at midnight] torn limb

from limb, and their agonized bodies crunched;
aye, <; crunched" is the word, between the fangs

of murderous assassins. Oh! " had they ten thou-
sand lives, my great revenge has stomach for them
all." William Kidd. Sanders' Cottage, New
Road, Hammersmith, February 5. Agricultural
Gazette.

DOMESTIC NOTICES.

Special Manures.—Our amiable contemporary,

Mr. Hovey, of Boston, who is remarkable for the

pertinacity with which he stands still, while the age
moves on, and who presides over the past, in Hor-
ticulture, like some solemn Sphynx that once told

how high the tide rose in Egypt, but has long ago
been left high and dry by the progress of the ages,

cannot, with all patience, see how there can be

any value in special manures. In his last " Retro-

spect of the progress of Horticulture," he has the

following neat paragraph :

—

" Mr. Downing tell us, with much dignity (etc.)

—that the sole cause of the cracking of the Doyenne
pear, is from the fact that the soil is exhausted of

its mineral substances; and that a bushel of peat,

half a bushel of wood ashes, and a few bones, with
perhaps a little iron, will quite renovate a tree.

This theory may answer very well for beginners

in gardening, but every practical man knows,"
&c.
As we do not know a single intelligent horticul-

turist in America, who, after the discoveries of the

last ten years, has any doubts of the value of spe-

cial manures, except Mr. Hovey, we do not think

it worth while to go into any scientific demonstra-
tion of their value. It would be as superfluous as

to attempt to prove steam a motive power. But
facts are stubborn things, as " every practical

man knows," and we therefore give an extract from
a private letter lately received from a member of

the Albany Horticultural Society:
" During the year 1847, Mr. John S. Goold

purchased part of the " Bleeker Garden" in this

city (Albany). On it were growing several old

white Doyenne (Virgalieu) pear trees,the fruit from
which was nearly worthless, being cracked, knerly,

and small. Being a subscriber to the Horticultu-

rist, he had read the article on " renovating an
outcast," which is published in volume 1st, page
225, of that magazine, and determined to follow

the directions given in it. He did so, and the evi-

dences of the good effects of such course of treat-

ment were apparent the succeeding season, for the

pears, instead of being cracked and worthless, as

insignificant in size as they were previously, took
the premium at the exhibition of the Albany and
Rensselaer Horticultual Society, (see published
report) as '•' the best and most beautiful pears on
exhibition." They took this premium when some
-of the most beautiful specimens of the finest cul-

tivated varieties—as Beurre Bosc, Williams' Bon
Chretien, Flemish Beauty, &c , were on exhibition.

They were certainly the fairest in appearance, as

well as the largest in size of any White Doyennes
I have ever seen. The specimens to which I call-

ed your attention last fall at the Pomological Con-

gress in New- York, you may remember, were very

fair and beautiful—they were from one of those re-

novated trees." Yours, §c, *. Albany, April

10, 1850.

To the foregoing simple statement we will only

add that Mr. Goold's pears from these trees at-

tracted unusual attention as being, amid all the

great collection of fruits shown at the Pomologi-

cal Congress, the most beautiful pears shown. If

the result obtained by special manuring those old

pear trees, which, after having once borne fine

fruit, had for many years become worthless from
sheer exhaustion of the necessary elements in the

soil, is not satisfactory proof, then such proof is

impossible.

It is possible that some persons have been dis-

appointed in the result of their experiments with

lime, ashes, &c., simply because they have given

a sprinkling of these over the surface of the

ground. But in every instance where the needful

elements have been judiciously applied and incor-

porated with the soil, and especially when, as in

Mr. G.'s experiment, the old soil was renovated

and new soil given, the effect has been such as our

correspondent has just detailed.

The best Vegetables.—The very best early

pea, out of eight new sorts tried by us last season,

was the Prince Albert. It is about five or six days
earlier than the Early Frame or Washington.
Champion of England is a new pea, a liberal supply

of the seed of which was sent us last season by Mr.
Bowditch, seedsman, Horticultural Hall, Boston.

It grows about five feet high, and produces an early

crop; the pods are well filled, the peas large and
very sugary in quality. When dry, these peas

have a bluish colour. Altogether this pea is the

finest of the table pea that we have cultivated, and

will undoubtedly become a favorite. We notice

that it ranks very high in England. The Bassano
beet is not only the most tender and delicate of

early beets, but when sown for a late crop it is al-

so the best winter beet for the table. ' Cole's Su-

perb Celery is the best red, and Seymour's White
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the best white celery. The early and late Wal-
cheron Cauliflower tarns out, after two years trial,

the best sorts yet proved in this country. White
Spanish, is the best onion for all purposes. The
Altringham is the best carrot, and the Autumnal
Marrow the best squash grown.

A Spring Record.—It would be a very con-

siderable assistance in adapting rules to practice,

in all kinds of cultivation carried on in the United

States, if some definite standard of the advance of

the spring could be recorded and published from

all the principal districts of the Union—so that any

one could see Bt a glance what the relative state

of the season is in his district, as compared with

that in other districts farther north or south.

Hon. J. R. Poinsett, of South Carolina, has

sent us the following suggestion for this purpose,

which meets our approval. We shall be glad to

receive reports based upon it from any parts of the

country:

—

" It has occurred to me that if the flowering of

the common Dog-wood (Cormis Jlorida) were no-

ticed in every part of the United States, for a se-

ries of years, it would furnish a correct estimate,

or at least a very near approximation, of the dif-

ference of seasons throughout the country ; for the

dog-wood grows from Maine to Florida, from the

sea-coast to the mountains, and blossoms every-

where in the early spring. This season, in our

neighborhood, (Greenville, S. C.) it began to put

forth blossoms on the 15th March, in sheltered

places, and was in full bloom in the woods on the

25th of March."
The dog-wood is not usually in full bloom with

us on the Hudson till the 1st week in May. The
peach and cherry trees arc usually in blossom the

3d week in April, but the season is at least ten

days later than usual when we write this notice,

(April 18.) Ed.

Hardiness of Plants.—We shall be glad to

receive from cultivators, in various parts of the

country, memoranda of the way in which various

shrubs, trees or plants, lately introduced, have
withstood the winter.

In our own grounds, Weigela rosea, Spirea
prunifolia, pi., Budleya Lindleyana, Torreya
taxifolia, and the Deodar Cedar, have stood the

winter without the least protection.

jlraucaria imbricata, Cryptomeria japonica,

Clematis Sieboldtii, and C. azurea grandiflora,

have done well, only covered with a few boards,

and may. probably, prove quite hardy. Cupres-

sus seinpervirens, treated in the same way, is con-

siderably injured. Jbies Smithii, Picca cepha-

lonica and Pinus excelsa are also perfectly hardy.

therefore, they are taken up in the autumn, pot-

ted, and put in frames, or the green-house, till

spring; and then re-planted in the beds.

winter we tried the experiment of placing

a large rough wooden frame, about 12 by 4 feet,

and 2 feel deep, over a bed of the roses. This
was done about the middle of November. The
frame was covered with old sashes, and over
these about two or three inches of straw. It was
neither opened nor examined till the first of April.

On removing it, about the middle of April, we
found all the plants in the finest order—not in the

least injured by the winter—and have no doubt
that they will bloom much more finely than when
lifted and potted in the ordinary way. By plant-

ing Tea roses in masses or beds, they can be

easily and perfectly protected in this way. with-

out disturbing their roots.

Tea Roses.—This delicious class of roses is. it

is well known, too tender to bear our winters.

When covered like the other China roses, they are

usually destroyed, or so much injured, north of

New- York, that they are of little value. Usually,

How to winter Carnations.—There is per-

haps no plant which is a greater favorite than the

Carnation, and which is on the whole cultivated

with so little success in this country. The main

Fig. 117.

dilflculty, it must be confessed, is in keeping the

plants through the winter. When taken up, put

in pots, and kept in frames or green-houses, they

are liable to so many casualties that there are few

gardeners who maintain a good collection for five

years together.

What we want, is some easy mode of keeping

the plants through the winter in the open border.

Such a mode we hit upon last November; and the

success is so complete that we hasten to lay it

before our floral readers.

Let us suppose your Carnations growing in the

beds in the autumn,—the layers still attached to

the mother plants. At the approach of winter,

take any common box, six inches or more deep,

wide enough to cover the bed, and minus the lid

or cover. Turn this box over the bed of Carna-

tions; if the bed is large, it will require several

boxes. Raise the box, on the north side, about

three inches, to admit air and light; and in order

to prevent mice from entering and devouring the

plants, drive down stakes all round the opening,

a, (see fig. 117,) close enough to prevent their

ingress, while the air and light will still be ad-

mitted.

The box remains over this Carnation bed till

April, or when the spring weather becomes set-

tled. Then it is gradually raised, and finally

taken oil. The plants are in better health than

we have ever seen them when preserved in frames

—not the least drawn or weakened. All that re-

mains now, is to prepare a fresh bed, take off the

layers and plant them. In this way, the Carna-

tion may be cultivated by everybody with very
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trifling care; and probably the same mode of pro-

tection will answer perfectly well for the Auricu-

la, double Primrose, &c.

Agricultural Improvements.—Our old friend

Lewis G. Morris, Esq., of Mount Fordham,
Westchester co., N. Y., has sailed in the Europa,

to attend the great sale of short-horned stock of

the late Thomas Bates, Esq., of Yorkshire, Eng-
land. Mr. Morris' visit is made solely with a

view to the improvement of our stock by introdu-

cing whatever may appear to him best adapted to

the wants of the middle states; and his importa-

tions, if he makes any, may be seen at the second

annual sale at Mount Fordham, in October, 1850.

Subscription Fund—Rare Plants. Dear Sir:

I have read with interest Ellwanger and Bar-
ry's letter to you, on the subject of sending a Bo-

tanical Collector to Oregon, California and New
Mexico, to collect for us seeds and plants, vegeta-

bles and fruits, from these regions. In Scotland

they have established an association, of about $25
a share, to raise a fund to send out a scientific per-

son to collect all new plants, of every kind what-

ever. Now, there are many persons who will,

from merely liberal motives, subscribe $25 for such

a subject, who do not want to draw their quota of

things procured, for themselves. Who would not

give more than $25 ? Let the subscription, there-

fore, be fixed for $25 per share. I will take four

shares, say $100, for two years—$100 ayear; but

for sufficient reasons do not want my name men-
tioned. Please call the attention of the public to

this subject. We ought to collect enough means to

employ a clever Botanist to go on this excursion

for one or two years—the latter time is preferable.

With respect, yours, &c., H. C.

The above is from a gentleman who is an ardent

patron of horticulture, and a man of wealth, in

New Jersey. The subscription is thus opened
with two names, each for $100. If the Horticul-

tural Societies, nurserymen and amateurs will come
forward, the necessary means for this really ex-

cellent project for enriching our gardens may be

soon carried into execution. Ed.

The Subscription.—A. J. Downing, Esq.—
Dear Sir: I admire the spirit of B. and E., of Ro-
chester, in offering $100 to aid in sending off a

collector to the Oregon territory, or north-west

coast. We must begin with seeds and nuts, if we
wish to grow trees. I am a contributor to the

collector now forming in Scotland, and will cheer-

fully subscribe $100 to a competent one from this,

in whose ability practical confidence can be
placed. Yours, R.Buist. Philadelphia, April
18, 1850.

The Hydrangea—its propagation.—We are
already aware that the Hydrangea is of uncom-
monly easy culture, yet I think under my method
it may be still made easier, which is as follows :

After your old parent plant has done growing, and

the wood is well ripened, you can then lay them in a

cool cellar or shed; giving them a little water oc-

casionally, until such time as you want to start

them, say early in February. They can then be

cut back to nearly the surface of the pot, at the

same time saving every piece of wood, or selecting

the strongest. Of course you are aware the Hy-
drangea is double jointed, that is, having an eye or

bud on each side of the stem, exactly opposite each

other. If profit is the object, and you wish to

make as many plants as possible, cut up the wood
in eyes about two inches long; then split or cut

each portion lengthwise in the middle; you will

then have an eye to each piece. Next take out the

pith with the point of your knife, at the same time

having pans or small boxes ready with good drain-

age. In the bottom fill up with stuff suitable for

growing the plants, to within about 1| inches of

the top ; then insert your eyes with the bud up,

and cover half inch deep; then set them, if conve-

nient, in a hot-bed, where they will have a little

bottom heat; and by this method you will not lose

one eye out of five hundred. After they are rooted,

which will be in about four weeks, pot them off

singly into small sized pots, and keep shifting as

they grow. They will get handsome and well

grown plants at a comparatively small expense.

Yours, &c , John Galvin, Gardener to O. W. N.
Toivne, Esq. Somerville, Mass., April 3d, 1850.

Osage-Orange Hedges.—The third question in

the " budget of queries" of your correspondent from

this State, in the April number, induces me to

mention what I learned not lonjj since from an in-

telligent French commercial gardener of this neigh-

borhood—that he avoids the extreme spreading of

the roots of the Osage Orange, when used as a

hedge, and the consequent exhaustion of the soil,

by stretching his garden line parallel to the hedge,

say at a distance of four feet from it, and, with a

sharp spade, cutting off the roots. This does not

require more than five minutes time for fifty feet of

hedge ; and may be done every other year, as soon

as the frost is out of the ground.

If the ground is cultivated on both sides, you may
cut on both sides; or if it be necessary, only on one.

Where the hedge is set on a road, for instance,

you may cut off the roots to even less than four feet

without injuring the growth of the hedge; which,

of course, will look for nourishment mainly where
it is allowed to grow at will. H. J. Philadel-

phia, April 10th, 1850.

Wintering Verbenas.—Dear Sir : Knowing
the great interest manifested by the readers of

your most valuable journal for anything new, that

has been tested by a fair trial, either in horticul-

ture or floriculture, and that may be a benefit to

them, I am thus indnced to give you the results

of my little experience in wintering Verbenas. In

the fall, when I pottqd my Verbenas, several of

the largest which were raised from seed, were
left in the ground; but regretting to lose them,
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(hrin<j very fine, strong plants,) I placed a hot-

bed frame over them, had the Bides well proteoted,

ami the glass oovered with mats. In mild weather

the mats were thrown off,—giving them plenty of

light, bat liuli' sun. Daring one or two severely

cold nights in the early port of the month) when
the mercury ranged from live to eight degrees be-

low sero, the ground was considerably frozen, but

the plants remained unimpaired. They are now >

looking finely, and promise well. Whether they

can be sufficiently protected every winter in this .

rigorous climate, is doubtful ; but I would recom-
mend its trial, it being attended with so little

trouble. I should add. that the idea of trying this

method was borrowed from your Washington cor-

respondent, who wintered them successfully last

season; but the climate of Washington, it must
be remembered, is widely different from that of

Berkshire. Yours truly, Theo. Clapp. Pitts-

field, Mass., Feb. 21, 1850.

[We are greatly pleased and surprised to hear

of Verbenas standing five to eight degrees below
zero of Fahrenheit. Will our correspondent have

the goodness to say if they remain uninjured, and

start vigorously in the spring? Ed.]

The Fire-blight.—Were it not for a very po-

pular error, (as I conceive, at least,) into which
many of your readers have fallen, and for the

purpose of awakening continued diligence in close

and attentive observation upon this subject, as

occasion may offer, I should much rather remain

a silent reader of your interesting journal, than

bring my humble experience before your intelli-

gent readers. But it seems that many of your

correspondents have settled down upon the pre-

mises, that the fire-blight of the west, and the

frozen sap-blight (if there really be such thing as

frozen sap-blight, which I very much doubt,) are

identical; that is, the fire-bliqht, so called, as it

makes its appearance during the summer, is no-

thing more nor less than an effect following a

cause that has preceded it some months, viz., the

sudden freezing and thawing of the sap during the

winter. I am aware of the difficulties attendant

upon disproving the ably written theory of Mr.
Beecher upon this subject, by an unlettered per-

son, like myself; but nevertheless, practical ob-

servation and experience sometimes will prove or

disprove what we may not be able to do by words.
To such as believe in frozen sap-blight being

identical with fire-blight, I offer a problem for so-

lution. I have two successive seasons, during

the i lth of July, lost at least 1000 pear seed-

Hiil's that had not vegetated until after the frosts

of spring were over. They came up about the

1st of May, grew finely, until about or near the

1st of July, when they began blighting; and by

the middle of July there were more than one-third

of them dead. This was the case for two seasons

successively. I have also frequently noticed pear

suckers which had sprouted from the roots of

larger trees, after the effects of spring frosts were

over, die before tie middle of July from the same

cause. I have closely compared those blighted,

both Beedlings and Backers, with the branches of

the larger trees that were blighting around us at

the same time, and could see no difference in the

effects of the disease upon the one or the other,

in all seasons ol blight that I have observed. We
have, just previous and during the season of

blighting, frequent warm Bhowers, unattended

generally with lightning, but followed successively

by hot sunshine, and apparently humid atmos-

phere,—causing excessive luxuriance in vegeta-

tion. The blight with us has not been contined

to the pear alone. The Rhus cotinus, the Miner

willow, and one or two other shrubs, have suf-

fered more or less during seasons of blight,

—

being

affected in the same way as the pear in every re-

spect. The years of blight, alluded to above,

were '46 and '47. The past two years we have

suffered but little. Yours respectfully. /. C. F.

Cincinnati, Feb. 19, 1850.

Beautiful Native Plants.—Dear Sir : Please

to insert the subjoined list of native flowering

plants, by way of addenda to Dr. Com tock's ex-

cellent paper, on " the beauty of our indigenous

plants," in your last number. With the exception

of half a dozen species, they may all be obtained

within five miles of any given spot, in New-Eng-
land.

Arietinum americanum,
Adianinm pedatum.
Anemone nemorosa.
Apocyuum uiidrosaemiiblium,

Arethusa hulliosa,

A^clepias verticillata,

Chimaphila umbellata,

Claytoiua virginica,

Cornus sangumea,
Dielytra cucullaria,

formosa,
Calopagon puk-hellus,

Dentaria diphyila,

Dracuena borealis,

Epigsea repeus,

Eryllironium americanum,
Gentians crmita,

Goodyera pubescens,
Ilepatiea triloba,

Hydrapliyllum virginienjn,

oanadense,
Hypoxis erecta,

Ledum palustra,

hmrblium,
I ,uma- borealis,

Your obedient ser'vt,

ton, Massachusetts.

Mitella diphyila,

Nelumbinm luteura,

Oxalis violacea,

Panax quiiiqutlnlium,

Pegonia ophiogloesoides,
Polygala rubella

paucifolia,

sai guinea,
Rhexia virsrmica.

Sabbatia chloroides,

Sangriinaria canadensis,
SisyriiH-liium anceps,
SoLannm dulcamara,
Spirsa tomentosa,
Corans canadensis,

Sireptapoe rosena,

Tiarella corditnlia,

Trientaba rirginica,

Triliuia creeiuin,

piclum,

I vularia perlobala,

Bessiralia,

Orchis orbieuutia,

Leontice thalictroides,

Calypso americana,

Chas. G. Greene. Bos-

Mur.rniM; with T\n\—In the January num-
ber of the Horticulturist is a short communication

from H. W.S. Cleveland, in which, among other

matters, be speaks of using tan-bark with success

about the roots of an Isabella grapevine. Mr. C.

speak- of this as a BlOgle experiment . and on that

account to be received with some qualification.

Some five years ago, I set eight 01 ten vines

(York Claret. Isabella and Catawba,) on the bor-

ders of one of my garden walks, with the view of

making an arbor. Soon after, I covered the
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walk thickly with refuse tan-bark from the tan-

nery, having no reference of course to the vims.

The next year I changed my mind in regard to

the arbor, and removed the vines to another part

of the garden; but in taking them up, was sur-

prised to find that all the vines next to the walk
had sent forth vigorous roots into the bark, run-

ning from one to three feet. In some instances,

the roots had run almost to the surfaoe of the

bark ; and generally they exhibited the appear-
ances of a net work, from the great multitude of

small fibres shooting in every direction, to the

ends of which particles of the bark adhered. The
vines were remarkably healthy and vigorous; and
in transplanting other vines, I have since, when
convenient, made liberal use of the bark with ap-

parent success. The matter was new to me,
and, at the time, I thought of giving an account
of it to some agricultural publication, but concluded
that old gardeners would laugh at me. for " car-

rying coals to New-Castle," and omitted to do so.

But since your New-Jersey correspondent thinks

it worth communicating, I am encouraged to add
my experiment to his; and in legal parlance, it

certainly makes out a fair " case in point." Tan-
bark is extremely retentive of moisture ; and this

adds much to its efficiency as a manure. Yours,
&c, Benj. G. Ferris. Ithaca, N. \\, March,
1850.

Strawberry Culture.—Dear Sir : I intended
last autumn to give you something of my experi-

ence in the strawberry culture, but I saw that you
had a good number of communications, and there-

fore deferred my own till a later period, and
perhaps too late for the present spring opera-
tions.

Several years since, induced by a natural taste

for cultivating fruit, and a wish to produce for my
own consumption at least, I purchased of nine va-

rieties of strawberries—all recommended as very
desirable—to the amount of forty dollars. Ac-
cording to the almost universal recommendation, I

planted in the early autumn. The season proved
rather dry, and I paid for preparing the ground
and watering the plants twenty dollars more. The
next spring, I found that between the dry weather
of autumn and the frosts of winter, which had ope-

rated severely on the young and feebly-rooted

plants, I had few left—scarcely three in the hun-
dred, on an average. I cultivated these during
the summer, and contrived to increase their num-
ber to a very satisfactory extent; but the amount
of fruit was very small, and the quality inferior.

In the following spring I removed the whole, gath-
ering the different kinds together, and planting
them in beds, each by itself. Instead of giving
the extra care and preparation to the ground I

had done before, I planted them after a crop of

patatoes, and gave no more manure than for an
ordinary crop of vegetables. I expected no fruit

the first summer, after a spring planting, and the
following summer I gathered a crop equal to any
I have ever seen or heard of, from several kinds,

while others proved unworthy of cultivation, and
were abandoned-

From the nine kinds purchased I selected three,

which I continued to cultivate to my perfect satis-

faction. In the spring of 1848 I removed young
plants from the old beds and placed them on simi-

lar soil—which had been three years cultivated in

potatoes—ploughing deep and manuring but mod-
erately. Of the six beds, I planted one with

Early Scarlet, one with Hudson, three with an ob-

late scarlet berry—purchased in my first essay, un-

der the erroneous name of Keene Seedling—and
one with Boston Pine. The whole extent of these

six beds, including trenches, or alleys, was forty-

two by sixty feet, less than the twentieth of an
acre. The supply of fruit continued very abund-

ant for two weeks, and for another week afforded

all that were needed in my family. During this

time more than two hundred quarts were gathered
from this small piece of ground, produced without

extra care or cultivation beyond what would have
been given to any common garden crop. I should

say, moreover, that three-fourths of this crop was
produced upon half the ground from the cblate

scarlet berry, while the Boston Pine produced less,

and suffered from every gathering of the fruit. My
Hudsons yielded less only from growing too luxu-

riantly, and therefore the crop did not ripen as

well. Tne bed of Early Scarlet was somewhat
shaded by an apple tree, and the crop thus dimin-

ished.

Such a crop should assuredly be satisfactory to

any cultivator ; and it was certainly produced with

little labor. I am not an advocate for careless

cultivation ; but in regard to strawberries there are

many men, I may say hundreds, who would culti-

vate, this delicious fruit did they know with how
little labor it can be produced; while they are de-

terred by the belief that it costs too much labor

and time. I believe two men with myself were
occupied scarcely four hours in preparing the

ground, after ploughing, and setting the plants.

The plants were set at regular intervals of eigh-

teen inches apart, the ground kept clean, and the

runners allowed to cover the whole surface the

first season; this mode produces the next year, a

better crop than I have obtained in any other way.
The thick growth of leaves and stems precludes

the necessity of laying straw about them, to pro-

tect the fruit from the mud or sand ; and does it

far more cleanly and effectually.

My soil is a loam, above the Albany clay, and
retains moisture very abundantly, even duringvery

dry seasons, and on this account seems well adap-

ted to the growth of this fruit. I prefer spring

planting for many reasons; first, I am satisfied

that by fall planting, no good crop of fruit can be

matured the succeeding year, with the soil and
climate we have here; therefore nothing is gained

by this mode. Secondly; by spring planting, the

labor of watering the plants is saved ; and this will

be required more or less in the autumn planting,

unless the season be unusually favorable; and un.
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less the plants are well watered they will be like-

ly to be thrown oul by the frosts of winter. Per-

haps in milder latitudes and a n 09 soil,

autumn planting may prove satisfactory.

By the practice of allowing the plants to run to-

gether, it becomes necessary to thin them in the

spring, after (he first crop; and by keeping them
free from weeds and grass, the second crop will

be quite equal to the first one. The third crop

from the same beds lias proved less abundant; but

I have charged this to the growth of grasses

among the plants, which it is more difficult to pre-

vent in my soil than to plant a new bed. I am,
moreover, of opinion that not more than three

good crops can be obtained from the same spot,

without breaking up and cultivating in some other

way.
If these observations are' worth giving to your

readers, they can depend upon them as reliable;

and whoever has hesitated to cultivate this deli-

cious fruit, let him take courage when he sees it

may cost no more than to cultivate an equal ex-

tent of radishes or onions. The soil if well plough-

ed and moderately manured, will be all that is re-

quisite; but he must recollect, that freedom from

weeds, and moisture in the soil, is very essential

if he will produce large and fine fruit.*

I have in progress another experiment with fall

and spring planted strawberries, and should the

result be of any interest I will give it to you on

some future occasion.

In the experience detailed above, I do not pre-

tend to offer an infallible mode, but only to give

the result of a simple course, with little labor and

expense, which, from an experiment disastrous in

its commencement, has resulted so satisfactorily.

Yours, An Albany Subscriber. March, 1850. (A
sensible, practical article. Ed.)

Horticultural Criticism Criticised.—Mr.
Editor : It is frequently the fate of those who
are actively engaged in the laborious operations of

horticulture, to be blamed for failures, without

being praised for success; to be censured for

casualties which they could neither foresee nor
avert, and to have their records of hard-earned
experience on questions of practice, on which no
law of literature forbids public discussion, con-

temptuously satirized by men whose pride, hu-

mor, interest or inclination may lead into the in-

discriminate criticism of subjects beyond their ca-

pacity.

When an individual erects a tribunal of censor-

ship, in a country where the Boience and art of

horticulture are ye! in their infancy, and almost

alienated from each other, he requires to be read

with caution and scrutiny, by all who are inte-

rested in the subjects of his critique ; and it can-

•A gentleman u ;
( fruit-grower, informed the

writer thai tl e largest and finest st had ever seen
were grown a from the ilope above which i;>-

where the plants grew, and keeping it constantly wet.

nol be regarded as anything short of anwan
ble egotism, for any person—whether be be a

practical horticulturist, or a profound experimen-

talist— to assert this thing to be ri^bt. or that

thing to be wrong, merely on his own opinion,

without advancing one jol or little of argument,
experiment, or fact, to show whereon be founds

his assertion] for it is well known, that an igno-

rant critic may often espy a blemish, when his

own mind is not sufficiently enlightened to dis-

cover a beauty. But such critics can neither di-

minish the stability of a principle by their cen-

sure, nor increase it by their praise.

In these days of free inquiry, the mere opinion

of any man, is taken for just what it is worth,

and its worth is generally estimated in proportion

to the strength and clearness of" the facts upon
which it is founded] hence, ,-m opinion, unsupport-

ed by facts, is justlv regarded as worth nothing at

all. The science of horticulture is just boirinning

to emerge from shadowy vagueness; and at this

time, we are in particular danger of beincr led

astray by opinions and whimsicalities—of follow-

ing absurd practices, and copying bad models;

and if censorship is to be assumed by any one, let

it be impartially applied. The condemnation

which is clearly required, ought not to be with-

held for any contingent advantages, much less

from pure regards of personal favor. Any per-

son who brings forward his experience, for the

benefit of his brethren, does so at the hazard of

condemnation or approval. He necessarily places

himself before the tribunal of criticism. But who-

ever criticises him, should do so by deductions,

analogy, or facts; and not by vague, bombastic

and empty assertions.

I think it will be admitted, by all who are ac-

quainted with the practical operations of horticul-

ture, that the only satisfactory' way of proving

the value of any system, or course of practice, is

by a series of experiments and counter-experi-

ments. We may sometimes be induced, on first

observations, to reason ourselves into conclusions

that are clearly absurd ;
and if such conclusions be

given to the world, and passed without reprehen-

sion, or perhaps indiscriminately praised with

others, which it may please the caprice or fancy

of the critic to cxtcd, then the literature of horti-

culture becomes the banc of its practical progress;

and on such literature, criticism falls without ef-

fect. Nothing can be more desirable in our hor-

ticultural literature, at present, than well di-

rected criticism, applied impartially and unspar-

ingly, both to theoretical and practical writings;

not only for the purpose of exposing and rectify-

ing errors, bnt also for improving our practice,

and consolidating our systems.

Few reflecting minds can fail to perceive that

our horticultural literature is at present under the

Rhadmanthean control of despotic opinionism.

Like the "Scotch Reviewers," a self-opinionated

tribunal of Censorship, vainly attempts to stille in-

oiptent principles and practices in the bud, except,
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perhaps, they emanate from some illustrious ama-

teur, who can make an ostentatious boast of being

the possessor oi' " line oaks, broad fields, and

brood marcs." But it is very doubtful whether

any animadversion, however satirical or severe,

will be effectual in preventing the development of

a mure scientific system of horticulture, whether

the principles upon which it is founded emanate

from the chemist in his laboratory, or the more
humble tiller of the soil. The days are now gone
by, when Learning is confined to the cloister, and

science within the precincts of the college.

There is a species of knowledge which, like the

instinct of animals, may act within a limited

sphere with apparent uniformity; but which, how-
ever, is more amusing than useful, and may often

induce us to admire what we cannot approve.

But learning and skill form a happy combination,

and seldom fail in securing the support of those

who can appreciate their value—a support suffi-

ciently powerful to set at defiance both scorn and
scrutiny. Whatever some of our would-be horti-

cultural critics may think, it is nevertheless true,

that the mind is more enlightened on any art by
practice, than by mere study; and its advance-

ment is always hindered by an unquestioned sub-

mission to dictatorial decisions.

On horticultural matters, almost every person

has, or pretends to have, a smattering of know-
ledge; and it is generally those who have least,

that are most ambitious to exhibit the little they

possess; and they are also most reluctant in their

concessions to those who have more. When wc
reflect how comparatively little the most enlight-

ened can boast of, and how much must necessarily

elude the diligence of the most vigilant observer,

what can we think of the judgment of a critic who
sets up his opinion against ninety-nine hundreths

of the practical, and the undivided testimony of

the scientific men at the present day, merely be-

cause he had found the roots of a willow tree in a

wall, twenty feet from its stem,—having pene-

trated through stiff clay,—when the slightest con-

sideration would show him, that this fact proved
the position which he has questioned? In the

December No., p. 272, we have an article on

grapevine borders. In a subsequent number, this

article is encomiastically extolled as the produc-

tion of learning and experience by your criticising

correspondent. He says it is something new, and
thanks the writer for broaching a new subject—

a

subject which has been broached by every theo-

retical and practical scribbler, weekly and month-
ly, from the days of Speechlv down to the pre-

sent.

In the article referred to, " Hoar's Treatise on
the Vine," is quoted, as a standard work in Eng-
land on that subject. This is one of numerous in-

stances within my knowledge, of people in this

country being led astray by English works. The
treatise in question is scarcely known, or the sys-

tem practiced by half a dozen cultivators in the

kingdom ; and were any one to travel from Corn-

wall to Caithness, on a mission of inquiry, he
would not find the number of cultivators I have
staled who know anything of the system; and none

at all who practice it. If, however, by any one, it

is only as the absurd whimsy of a man who knew
nothing of vine culture, and who fancied other

people knew less than himself. If impracticable

in England, it would be doubly so here. The re-

marks of your correspondent upon this system,

show plainly that he is not a man of practice;

and his irrelevant analogy between the roots of

plants and the stomachs of animals, would also

induce us to believe he was not a man of science.

With regard to the critique upon the same arti-

cle, in a subsequent number, it savors too much of

twaddle to be worthy of comment.
In horticultural matters, every man ought to

purpose to himself the highest degree of excel-

lence, which circumstances may render it possible

for him to attain; and in his pursuit of excellence,

he wT
ill frequently be urged to adopt expedients

which more extended experience and inquiry will

prove to be absurd. It frequently happens that

mere make-shifts and expedients are magnified

into inventions, and are published and applauded
to the world, before they are ascertained to be

improvements. The purely practical man is very
often bewildered in the mazes of conflicting opi-

nions, which might be clearly illustrated by a

simple fact, providing the fact and the illustra-

tion together, are not both obscured by a maze of

metaphysical sophistry. He is no less non-plussed,

however, when insignificant facts are subtilized

beyond exactness, and trifling evidence dilated be-

yond practical perspicuity. Our horticultural lite-

rature is justly blamed for these errors, and the

art suffers from their effects. In the present tran-

sitory and undefined state of our horticultural

knowledge,—knowing the uncertainty of conjec-

ture, and the scantiness of substantial evidence, on
any point of practice, arising from the effects of

locality' and climate, or from deficiency of skill,

—

knowing, also, the difficulty of discovering at

all times the causes of failure, and the certain

means of avoiding it. and the liability of the most
proficient to fall into errors,—it is, I think, no dis-

grace to a critic, whatever his pretensions, to

leave obscurities, which he does not understand,

to happier industry and more diligent inquirers.

In recording our experience for the benefit of

others, the multiplicity is less to be relied on or

considered, than the power of the facts that are

adduced. When trifling facts arc accumulated,
without necessity, they weaken the force, instead

of strengthening a general principle. How often

are facts laid before us, founded on conjecture,

and drawn from infinitisimal deductions, which
nature herself will hardly recognize; and how
often arc eloquent arguments used to support

facts which practical investigation sinks into no-

thingness. Many people who amuse themselves

with horticultural matters, though zealous enough,

are nevertheless incautious and unskilful in their
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operations, their observations .- 1. 1 1 « 1 conclusions.

They fancy isequenoe which they ardently

wish. :t iid proclaim it to the world as a new dis-

oovery, while more extended observation and ex-

perience would have convinced them of its want

of reality, and perhaps given them reasons to

doubt the accuracy of their first conclusion. En-
il tavors to disoover aseful facts are always lauda-

b e, even when the discoveries arc beyond the ca-

pacity that undertakes them
;
but we ought to be

silent in regard to dubious results, rather than to

publish and applaud them at the hazard of mis-

guiding others. A man ought to deliberate when
he is doubtful, and inquire when he is ignorant

j

nor ought he to proclaim a principle upon hasty

experiments. A man intent upon inquiry, will

find in the course of his investigations, that though

one result generally gives rise to another, it is

often difficult to discover the real cause that pro-

duced them. To search, is not always to find;

and to find, is not always to be informed. We
may pursue objects in horticulture, as the first in-

habitants of Arcadia chased the sun, which, when
they had reached the hill on which he seemed to

rest, was still beheld at the same distance from

them.

It is an acknowledged truth, that although a

great deal has resulted from application and indus-

try, discoveries in our horticultural practice are

not always awarded to those who are solely, and
it may be incessantly, searching for them. Some
of the most valuable have resulted from neoessity

or chance. Care will sometimes betray the ap-

pearance of negligence, and he, who, in searching

for some important fact, will neglect others equal-

ly important, that are obvious and familiar, must
fail in elucidating truth to prove his own investi-

gations, and is consequently incapable of criticising

others. In things that are easily performed, there

is always danger from confidence, and in things

difficult, there is as much danger from ignorance.

The mind, afraid of grasping with profound truths,

is disdainful of simple ones, and hastily withdraws
itself from deep researches, while it passes, with

scornful rapidity, over tasks to which its powers
arc inadequate, and attempts to captivate its rea-

ders with florid language, in order to hide the

sterility of its ideas. Capricious in its censure,

expressing opinions with colloquial wauijishness,

confounding errors with improprieties, and falla-

cies with truths; sometimes too gross and vulgar

for common courtesy, at others too absurd and
bombastic for common sense ; sometimes treating

twaddle and nonsense with encomiastic serious.

ness, and at others treating profound Boientifie de-

ductions with levity and burlesque, and through-

out evidently actuated by prejudices that are only

equalled by the impotcney of the production, the

criticism dwindles down to the despicable standard

of meanness and malignity.

And such is the tenor of some of our horticultu-

ral criticisms at the presont day. No suhjoct is

minutely or particularly examined, (though judg-

ment is passed upon all.) except under dissyllabic

ejaculations, such as

—

••Quite right," "that's

good," " I hate this, and like tin other thitiL'."—
disdaining the labor of investigation, yet claiming

all the dignity of learned crit ioisin. Let anyone
glance, if they have patience enough, at the cri-

tique in the February number of the Horticulturist,

and observe the ridiculous obliquity of the critic's

vision,—how wit is struggling with ignorance, and

sophistry with conceit. Again, in tin' subsequent

number, we observe metaphor degenerating into

vulgar cant, and analogy stretched out into hyper-

bolical exaggeration j enfeebled by the want of

force, and clouded by the want of perspicuity.

Such criticism admits neither of apology nor ex-

tenuation. It wants the candour of honesty to de-

serve the one, and the humility of ignorance to me-
rit the other. This critic's budget is like a jack*

of-all-trades' shop—an omnium gatherum of little-

ness, containing a variety of trifles, but nothing of

value. It may pass well enough when the frivo-

lous imagination only wishes for amusement, but

will be passed over with contempt by the inquir-

ing mind that seeks for instruction.

Such, I have said, is our horticultural criticism.

But who will dare to criticise the critics? Cer-

tainly not the mere mechanical clod-hoppers of the

soil. Such involuntary excursions of thought are

too ethereal for their labor-loaded imaginations,

and too presumptuous in their character to escape

the denunciations which have been already feebly

inflicted. Our amateur friends, however, ought to

consider, in their critical lucubrations, that the

hard-working mechanic, and laborious tiller of the

soil, can handle the pen as well as the spade, and

can criticise as well as those who spend their lives

in studious idleness, and much more to the point;

at least we are induced to draw this inference if

we arc justified in judging from the specimens al-

ready produced.

No person who is thoroughly conversant with

the present ambiguous and undefined state of hor-

ticultural knowledge will deny that criticism is

above all things needful, both for the rectification

of errors, and consolidating our principles. But

let us have critics who are equal to the task. No
editor of a horticultural journal will minutely cri-

ticise and comment upon every production that

may be sent to his pages; nor is itneeosary. when
his readers belong to that fortunate class who are

capable of judging for themselves. Moreover, as

a oaterer of knowledge, he is necessitated to re-

cord the experience and opinions of others, leaving

his readers to draw their own conclusions. A
critic, however, is iu a very different position; he

constitutes himself a tribunal for the judgment of

public productions, and consequently renders hhn-

Belfamenable to the public for the judgment which

In- gives, A critic is not less debased in prostitu-

ting his judgment by exaggerated censure, than

he is by attempting to shrink from the odium he

incurs by exaggerated praise, nor can his incapa-

city be more clearly illustrated, than when ho at-
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tempts to ridicule the serious reflections of other

men's minds by the sportive sallies of his own.

In conclusion, I cannot help expressing my re-

gret to perceive a want of amicable feeling be-

tween two classes of individuals whose reciprocal

interests should reconcile them to unity of purpose.

When a critic sneers at practical writers, simply

because they are so, he not only shows the mean-
ness of his motives, but the shallowness of his

mind. Let him rest assured, however, that prac-

tical men at the present day, are neither so timo-

rous as to be terrified by censure, nor so abject as

to be silenced by abuse. R. B. L. Baltimore.

Protecting Trees against Mice.—Dear Sir:

A Philadelphia correspondent gives us a method of

protecting trees against mice, by means of tin

wound around them. I think the plan a very

good one, but rather expensive.

The following I have found an effectual and

much cheaper manner. I prepared a quantity of

blocks, two to three inches square by six inches

in length, obtained from refuse plank or scantling.

In these I bored holes with an inch-and-a-half au-

gur, lengthwise, and nearly through them. I

then put a quantity of cornmeal and arsenic in the

bottom of each, pressing it down firmly with a

stick. We then distribute them about the nursery

in situations where the trees seemed most exposed

to the depredators, and where they suffered se-

verely the previous season. The blocks should be

placed with the mouth inclining slightly down-
wards, to keep the powder dry.

Upon examination a few days since, I found that

many of them had been visited, tut not a tree had

been touched in the line offortification.

The expense of these guns, (which are " great

guns" in a small way,) is but trifling, and they

will last for years. They will need loading annu-

ally in the fall, for a winter campaign. Yours, re-

spectfully. Jas. W. Hooker. Rochester, March
7, 1850.

P. S. A neighbor having some very troublesome

little pigs, soon found nails enough to mend his

pen when informed of our preparations for self-

defence.

Climate and Polarity.—Dear Sir: I am
much pleased with the communication of Profes-

sor Turner (Sept., 1848,) as it agrees with my
own opinion, which I formed immediately after I

arrived in this country, namely, that the summer
heat of this climate is too intense for many Euro-

pean plants; for which reason I have always tried

to protect my plants from the effect of the sum-

mer sun. Fruit trees, by whitewashing their

trunks, and by shading my grapevines and other

small plants. I found that they became more
healthy and vigorous in consequence.
By this opportunity, I wish to draw your atten-

tion to " the laws of polarity," as they effect

vegetable productions, especially in regard to

early or late fruits.

To obtain early fruit, graft the scion of that

quality on a stock of a late kind, or a late variety

on an early stock, to ripen the fruit much later

tli an that from which the late scion was taken.

[Does our correspondent mean to assert this as

theory or fact? Ed.]

Please pardon my poor English,—this not being

my native tongue. Yours very respectfully, G.

H. B. Nazareth, Pa., February 14, 1850.

GUTTA PERCHA AS A NON-CONDUCTOR. As the

security of dwellings and other buildings against

lightning is a matter of great importance and

general interest, I would remark that at a lec-

ture recently delivered by Mr. Field of Williams-

burgh, on electricity, he said that lightning rods

frequently get rusty, and cut through at the sur-

face of the ground; and where that occurs, that

the iron staple, connecting the rods with the

buildings, conducts the lightning into the houses.

If the staples, said Mr. Field, were incased with

gutta percha, it would insure perfect security to

the buildings. M. C.

Columbus (0.) Horticultural Society.—At
the annual meeting of the Society, held on Satur-

day evening March 2, the following gentlemen

were elected officers for the ensuing year:

President—Dr. J. G. Jones.

1st Vice President—Lewis Heyl.
2a Vice President—Lucian Buttles.
Treasurer—Adam Sites

Cor. and Rec. Sec'y—Alex. E. Glenn.
Managers—Francis Stewart, M. B. Bateham.

John Miller, Geo. G. Comstock, A. B. Buttles.

New Bedford Horticultural Society.—At
the annual meeting of the New Bedford Horticul-

tural Society, held 2 mo. 7th, 1850, the following

officers were unanimously chosen for the year en-

suing, viz:

President—James Arnold.
Vice Presidents— Henry H. Crapo, John

Howland, Sam'l. W. Rodman, Wm. P. Jenney.
Treasurer—Wm. C. Coffin.

Cor. Sec'y—J. H. W. Page.
Rec. Sec'y—Matthew Howland.
Executive and Finance Committee—Lucian B.

Keith, Joseph Clark, James H. Collins, John

Wood.
On Premiums—Willard Nye, Geo. Tappan.
On Library—Joseph C. Delano, Geo. How-

land, jr., Samuel R Brown.
Fruits and Synonyms—Henry H. Crapo, Wm.

Swift, Wm. T. Cook, John Gibson, R. N. Swift.

Plants and Flowers—Thos. A. Greene, Wm.
C. Coffin, Wellwood Young, F. P. Chase, I. D.

Hall.

On Shrubs—Augustus Taber, Obed Nye, Hat-

til Kelley, Wellwood Young, John B. Bur-

gess.

On Publications.—James B. Congdon.

On Vegetables—Edmund Gardner, John B.
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Burgess, John M. Howland, Henry S. Packard,

Philip Anthony.

On Exchange of Fruits and Flowers.—Albert

D. Hatch.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Paint and Sand.— E., (Balfray, N. C.)

Mr. Wheeler's durable paint for outside work,

referred to in the August number Horticulturist,

is as follows: "take 50 lbs. best white lead;

ten quarts linseed oil; £ lb. dryers; 50 lbs. finely

silted clean white sand; 2 lbs. raw umber. Tho-
roughly mix, and dilute the whole with the oil,

adding a very little (say half a pint) of turpentine.

Lay it on with a large brush. I use a wire brush,

which does not cut through with the sand."

Pomological.— T. Boardman, (Trumansburgh.)
The Pomological Congress Report will, we under-

stand, be ready about the 1st of May. Copies

may be had at the publication office of the Horti-

culturist, (407 Broadway, Albany.) or at Mr.
Breck's Agricultural Warehouse, North Market
street, Boston. The report will be sent by mail

to all persons who attended the Congress at Cas-

tle Garden, and entered their names. You will

find Bullock's pippin described at page 131 of our

Fruit Trees. The Diana grape cannot be pro-

cured at any price now—but several nurserymen

are propagating, and will, we presume, have it for

sale in the autumn.
Manures.—A Long Island Subscriber. Try

the Poudrette of the Lodi Company, New-York.
We can recommend it, from experience, as the

safest, cheapest and most easily used of all ma-
nures for the nicer gardening purposes. It will

not burn up your plants or seed, (as guano will in

the hands of novices,) and is at the same time a

most active and vigorous stimulant.

Imported Trees.—/. Jackson, (Boston.) Im-

ported fruit trees are not, in our estimation, quite

equal to those grown here, but nevertheless they

succeed well, and make sound and healthy trees.

We have not found them more tender than the

same sorts grafted in this country. It is only by
raising trees from seed grown here that they be-

come hardier.

Yerbenas.— Viola, (Holyoke, Mass.) Nothing

is easier than to cultivate verbenas. They will

generally grow well in any rich, deep garden soil,

but if you find any difficulty with your soil, procure

a couple of wheelbarrow loads of good sods, char

or burn them by mixing them with refuse brush or

combustible garden rubbish, and setting the heap
on fire. Take these charred sods, chop them up
finely, make a bed of one-third of them, one-third

garden soil, one-third with rotted manure. If the

soil is heavy, add some sand. In this, plant your

verbenas, any time during the month of May.
They always look best in a bed or mass, and half

a dozen plants will creep over and cover a bed

three or four feet in diameter. The spot for the

bed should be in the open sunshine, and away from

the shade of trees. To propagate the verbena is

thr easiest possible thing of the kind. You have
only to plant cuttings in a pot with a little sandy
soil, and turn a large bell ;_

r lass—or tumbler if you
have nothing better—over them. Water the pot

of cuttings every evening, and remove the tum-

bler lor a few hours

—

taking care to replace it be-

fore the sun shines. In ten days or a fortnight

they will be rooted, and may be turned out of the

pot and set out in a bed. watered and shaded for

three or four days, when they will be established.

Xou may propagate them in this way at any time

—but cuttings are usually made for next

steek in the month of August. The pot can be

stuck full, and may remain so till early in the

spring, when they should be separated and put in-

to separate pots to get established before it is time

to turn them into the open border. They must
be kept in a green-house or room where there is no

frost through the winter, and watered rather spa-

ringly till spring opens. Among the best sorts are

the following: Beautc Supreme, pearl blossom;

Robinson's Defiance, scarlet; Rosy Morn, light

rosy crimson; Satellite, orange scarlet; Queen,
white.

Miscellaneous.—E Wilcox, (New-York.)
Spent tan-bark will do very well for mulching all

but very delicate trees or shrubs. The Bartlett

would be afar more profitable pear than the White
Doyenne, in your New Jersey soil. We art doubt-

ful of success in grafting the beach plum trees you

speak of, but it is worth a trial. (Your letter

miscarried.)

Guano.— TV. P. A., (Detroit.) This is a most

valuable manure if used judiciously. To dig it in

around the roots of tender plants, or mix it with

soil in which seeds are to be grown, amounts, gene-

rally, to burning up these plants or seeds. We
prefer, therefore, to apply it in the fall, ploughing

or digging it in when the roots are dormant, so

that it becomes incorporated with the soil before

the plants are affected by it. The true way to use

guano, at this season, is to compost it with char-

coal, peat, or swamp muck, mixing about one hun-

dred pounds of guano with a cart load of charcoal

dust or a waggon load of decomposed peat, and

letting it be a fortnight before using it—turning it

over once or twice in the interval. This econo-

mises the value of the guano, and the carbon,

taking up the more active elements of the guano,

and giving them out slowly, prevents the injurious

action which they often have on tender plants.

Tobacco-water.—A Beginner, ( Natchez. )

To destroy the aphis or green insect that infests

young rose shoots, the following recipe, if followed,

will prove most effectual: '"Pour one epiart of

boiling water upon one ounce of shag tobacco;

let it 'tand until cold, and then strain and bottle

it for use; it will keep good for a year if not want-

ed. One sprinkling of this will destroy the green

fly upon any plant, without the hast injury to the

plant itself. The best method of applying it, is to

take the plant in one hand, and holding it with its
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head downwards, with a feather or brush, sprinkle

the tobacco-water upon the under parts of the

leaves, or, if the plants are not in flower, all over

them. This, if the tobaoco-water is perfectly

clean, will not need washing off again."

Dahlias.—A. R. (Syracuse, N. Y.) You did

not succeed, because your soil is too thin and dry.

Choose a part of your garden actually damp or

moist, trench it two feet deep, manure it highly,

and then plant your dahlias, and you will, with an

ordinary season, have an abundant bloom. See

Thorburn's advertisement for the finest new sorts.

Moss Roses require a good deal of manure, and a

rather cool situation—as they suffer from the sun

in a hot situation. They are greatly helped in a

hot soil by mulching or covering the ground with

straw or hay.

Roses.—A Lady of Berkshire. If yon wish an
abundant bloom of perpetual roses in summer and
autumn, cut off all the buds that appear in June,

before they are half grown.
The Borer.—i. W., (Worcester, Mass.) It

is not enough to take the borer out of the tree.

You must prevent their laying more eggs in it

again. This may be done by painting over the

the principal body and limbs—especially at. the

surface of the ground and the fork of the branches

— with a wash offensive to the insects when in a

winged state, about the last of this month—May;
they come out, fly about and deposit their eggs.

Such a wash is made by taking soft-soap and thin-

ning it with tobacco-water till it is like thick

cream. Put it on with a brush, rubbing it in the

crevices of the bark.

PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The stated meeting of this society was held, as usual, on
Tuesday evening-, April 16, 1S50. The president in the chair.

The exhibition surpassed former occasions in attraction, and
was enjoyed by a crowd of visitors, who appeared highly de-

lighted with the beauty of the display. The object to which
all were attracted, was a large table in the centre of the sa-

loon, on which were arranged the richest collection of grapes,

on vines growing in pots, that have ever been shown at this

season of the year, consisting of Black Hamburg, White To-
kay, Reine de Nice, Victoria, Rose Chasselas, Early White
Muscat, Red Frontignan, White Frontignan, Muscat blanc
native, Black Frontignan, Golden Chasselas, and White Sweet
Water. The society is again indebted, for litis instance, to

the liberality of its president, Caleb Cope, who takes so much
pleasure to gratify the members. Apart from the great credit

of producing such fine specimens of fruit, an additional merit

is due to the gardener for having grown them on plants oidy

one year from the insertion of the bud. which was the fact

with all, except the last three named varieties.

The many collections of choice flowering plants, were unu-
sually fine. Some specimens were remarkable for beauty;

especially so was a Rhododendron ponticum, a fair tree in

proportions,—being some ten feet in height, covered with nu-

merous trusses ofgorgeous flowers,—an object in itself of

much admiration; this plant was from the green-house of

James Dundas. From the same source, among a variety of

other plants, were specimens of Azalea variegata. Campanula
nobilis, Rhododendron Catawbiense, Deutzia scabra. and Jus-

ticia carnea, of great beauty. From Robert Buist's houses,

there were, besides a large collection of standard plants
;
a

number of entirely new. and shown for the first time, of which
were the Gardenia Stanleyaua, a plant twelve inches in

height, bearing a sombre flower ten inches in length ; Polyga-
la Dalmaisiana, Tropceolum Lobbianam, Aquilegia Skinnerii,

and Pelargonia, varieties Talesmana, Zarefa, Ytolmskii, and
Arabian. From Miss Gratz' collection, were choice Pelargo-

nia, Cinerariae, Cacti, Violas, etc. By John Lambert's sai-

dener, Roses, double stocks, Schizanthi, Cinerarias, Tulips,

with many others. From John Sherwood, Campanula nobilis,

Justicia carnea, and Roses. By Ben Daniels, gardener to

Caleb Cope. Azalea, Cineraria, and Hyacinths. By William
Hall, choice Roses. By James Powell, beautiful Cinerarias.

By Andrew Dryburgh, handsome Pansies. The designs, bas-

kets of cut flowers, and bouquets, were very neat and fra-

grant. Of vegetables, there was the usual extensive display.

The following premiums were awarded on the occasion

:

By the committee on plants and flowers. Pelargonia—for

the best six named varieties in pots, to Robert Scott, foreman
to Robert Buist ; for the second best do., to Patrick Gallagher,

gardener to Miss Gratz. Roses—for the best six named varie-

ties in pots, to Maurice Finn, gardener to John Lambert : for

the second best ditto, to Wm. Burnley, foreman to John Sher-
wood. Hyacinths—for the best six varieties in pots, to Ben
Daniels, gardener to Caleb Cope. Pansies—for the best six

varieties in pots, to Andrew Dryburgh; for the second best

ditto, to Maurice Finn. Green-house plants—for the best fliree

varieties, and for the second best three, to James Bisset, gar-
dener to James Dundas. Plants in pots—for the most interest-

ing collection, to Maurice Finn; for the second best ditto, to

James Bisset; for the third ditto, to Patrick Gallagher. For
tlie best design of cut flowers, to Ben Daniels. For the best
hand bouquet, to Robert Kilvington. For the best bouquet,
formed of indigenous flowers, to Robert Kilvington. Basket
of cut flowers—for the best, to Maurice Finn; for the second
best ditto, to Ben Daniels. The committee awarded with
pleasure a special premium of five dollars, for a splendid speci-

men of Rhododendron ponticum, iu fine bloom, to James
Bisset

By the committee on fruits. Apples—for the best display, of
three specimens offive varieties, to John Perkins, Moorestown,
N. J. The committee also award a special premium of ten
dollars to Ben Daniels, for a most interesting display of twelve
varieties of grapevines, filled with perfect fruit, which were
all fruited in one year from the bud.
By the committee on vegetables. Sea-kale—for the best

twelves plants, to Patrick Gallagher, gardener to Miss Gratz.
Rhubarb—for the best twelve stalks, to Anthony Felten; for

the second best ditto, to Patrick Gallagher. Asparagus—for

the best twelve stalks, to Isaac B. Baxter. Vegetables—for

the most interesting display, by a commercial gardener, to An-
thony Felten; for the most interesting display by an amateur
gardener, to Patrick Gallagher; for the second best ditto, to

Wm. Johns.
The society was the recipient of a valuable donation from

Captain William McMichael, of the ship Montauk, consisting
of seeds from New South Wales, and wine made from native
grapes of Australasia, of fiue hock flavor, for which a vote of
thanks was ordered to the donor for gifts so acceptable. A
communication from the secretary of the Royal Society of Van
Dieman's Land was read, desiring an interchange of products,

books, etc., accompanying which were copies of the Transac-
tions and Rules of the Society, when, on motion,

Resolved, That a copy of the publications of our society be
sent, and an interchange be kept up for the future with the

Royal Society of Van Dieman's Land.
Dr. Hare introduced the subject of the supposed ill effects

resulting from the attacks of the larva of the seventeen year
locusts upon the roots of various trees, explaining fully his

views, when, on motion, a committee was appointed to inves-

tigate the subject. T. P. James, Rec. Secretary.
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Without any boasting, it may safely be

said, that the natural features of our com-

mon country (as the speakers in Congress

rail her,) are as agreeable and prepossess-

ing as those of any other land—whether

merry England, la belle France, or the Ger-

man fatherland. We have greater lakes,

larger rivers, broader and more fertile prai-

ries than the old world can show ; and if

the Alleghanies are rather dwarfish when

compared to the Alps, there are peaks and

summits, " castle hills" and volcanoes, in

our great back-bone range of the Pacific

—

the Rocky Mountains—which may safely

hold up their heads along with Mont

Blanc and the Jungfrau.

Providence, then, has blessed the coun-

try—our country—with " natural born" fea-

tures, which we may look upon and be glad.

But how have we sought to deform the fair

landscape here and there by little, miserable,

shabby-looking towns and villages; not

miserable and shabby-looking from the po-

verty and wretchedness of the inhabitants

—

for in no land is there more peace and

plenty—but miserable and shabby-looking

from the absence of taste, symmetry, or-

der, space, proportion,— all that constitutes

beauty. Ah, well and truly did Pope say,

•'God made the country, but man made the town.''

Vol- iv. 37

For in the one, we everywhere see utility

and beauty harmoniously combined, while

the other presents us but too often the re-

verse ; that is to say, the marriage of utility

and deformity.

Some of our readers may remind us that

we have already preached a sermon from

this text. No matter ; we should be glad

to preach fifty
;

yes, or even establish a

sect,—as that seems the only way of making

proselytes now,—whose duty it should be

to convert people living in the country

towns to the true faith; we mean the true

rural faith, viz., that it is immoral and un-

civilized to live in mean and uncouth vil-

lages, where there is no poverty, or want of

intelligence in the inhabitants ; that there

is nothing laudable in having a piano-forte

and mahogany chairs in the parlor, where

the streets outside are barren of shade

trees, destitute of side-walks, and populous

with pigs and geese.

We are bound to admit (with a little shame

and humiliation,— being a native of New-

York, the "empire state,")—that there is one

part of the Union where the millenium of

countrv towns, and good government, and ru-

ral taste has not only commenced, but is in full

domination. We mean, of course, Massa-

chusetts. The traveller may go from one
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end of that state to the other, and find flourish-

insr villages, with broad streets lined with

maples and elms, behind which are goodly

rows of neat and substantial dwellings, full

of evidences of order, comfort, and taste.

Throughout the whole state, no animals are

allowed to run at large in the streets of

towns and villages. Hence, so much more

cleanliness than elsewhere ; so much more

order and neatness ; so many more pretty

rural lanes ; so many inviting flower gar-

dens and orchards—only separated from the

passer-by by a low railing or hedge, instead of

a formidable board fence. Now, ifyou cross

the state line into New-York—a state of far

greater wealth than Massachusetts, as long

settled and nearly as populous—you feel

directly that you are in the land of " pigs

and poultry," in the least agreeable sense

of the word. In passing through villages

and towns, the truth is still more striking,

as you go to the south and west ; and you

feel little or nothing of that sense, of" how

pleasant it must be to live here," which the

traveller through Berkshire or the Connecti-

cut valley or the pretty villages about Bos-

ton, feels, moving his heart within him.

You are rather inclined to wish there were

two new commandments, viz: thou shalt

plant trees, to hide the nakedness of the

streets ; and thou shalt not keep pigs—ex-

cept in the back yard !

*

Our more reflective and inquiring read-

ers will naturally ask, why is this better

condition of things— a condition that de-

notes better citizens, better laws, and high-

er civilization— confined almost wholly to

Massachusetts ? To save them an infinite

deal of pains-taking, research and investi-

* We believe we must lay this latter sin at the doors of our
hard-working emigrants from the Emerald Isle. Wherever
they settle, the}' cling to their ancient fraternity of porkers;

and think it " no free country where pigs can't have their

liberty." Newburgh is by no means a well-planned village,

though scarcely surpassed for scenery ; but we believe it may
claim the credit of being the only one among all the towns,
cities and villages of New-York, where pigs and geese have
not the freedom of the streets.

gation, we will tell them in a few word's.

That state is better educated than the rest.

She sees the advantage, morally and so-

cially, of orderly, neat, tasteful villages ; in

producing better citizens, in causing the

laws to be respected, in making homes-

dearer and more sacred, in making domestic-

life and the enjoyment of property to be

more truly and rightly estimated.

And these are the legitimate and natural

results of this kind of improvement we so

ardently desire in the outward life and ap-

pearance of rural towns. If our readers

suppose us anxious for the building of good

houses, and the planting of street avenues,

solely that the country may look more beau-

tiful to the eye, and that the taste shall be

gratified, they do us an injustice. This is

only the external sign by which we would

have the country's health and beauty known,,

as we look for the health and beauty of its;

fair daughters in the presence of the rose on

their cheeks. But as the latter only blooms

lastingly there, when a good constitution is

joined with healthful habits of mind and

body, so the tasteful appearance which we
long for in our country towns, we seek as

the outward mark of education, moral sen-

timent, love of home, and refined cultiva-

tion, which makes the main difference be-

tween Massachusetts and Madagascar.

We have, in a former number, said some-

thing as to the practical manner in which

"graceless villages" may be improved.

We have urged the force of example in

those who set about improving their own

property, and shown the influence of even

two or three persons in giving an air of

civilization and refinement to the streets

and suburbs of country towns. There "is

not a village in America, however badly-

planned at first, or ill-built afterwards, that

may not be redeemed, in a great measure,

bv the aid of shade trees in the streets, and
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a little shrubbery in the front yards, and it

is never too late or too early to project im-

provements of this kind. Every spring and

every autumn should witness a revival of

associated efforts on the part of select-men,

trustees of corporations, and persons of

means and influence, to adorn and embel-

lish the external condition of their towns.

Those least alive to the result as regards

beauty, may be roused as to the effects of

increased value given to property thus im-

proved, and villages thus rendered attrac-

tive and desirable as places of residence.

But let us now go a step further than

this. In no country, perhaps, are there so

many new villages and towns laid out every

year as in the United States. Indeed, so

large is the number, that the builders and

projectors are fairly at_a loss for names,

—

ancient and modern history having been

literally worn threadbare by the god-fathers,

until all association with great heroes and

mighty deeds is fairly beggared by this re-

christening going on in our new settlements

and future towns, as yet only populous to the

extent of six houses. And notwithstanding

the apparent vastness of our territory, the

growth of new towns and new states is so

wonderful— fifteen or twenty years giving

a population of hundreds of thousands,

where all was wilderness before— that the

plan and arrangement of new towns ought

to be a matter of national importance. And
yet, to judge by the manner in which we see

the thing done, there has not, in the whole

duration of the republic, been a single word

said, or a single plan formed, calculated to

embody past experience or to assist in any

way, the laying out of a village or town.

We have been the more struck by this

fact in observing the efforts of some com-

panies who have lately, upon the Hudson,

within some twenty or more miles of New-

York, undertaken to lay out rural villages,

with some pretension to taste and comfort;

and aim, at hast, at combining the advan-

tages of the country with easy railroad

access to them.

Our readers most interested in such mat-

ters as this, (and, taking our principal cities

together, it is a pretty large class,) will be

interested to know what is the beau-ideal

of these companies, who undertake to buy

tracts of land, lay them out in the best

manner, and form the most complete and

attractive rural villages, in order to tempt

those tired of the way-worn life of side-walks,

into a neighborhood where, without losing

society, they can see the horizon, breathe

the fresh air, and walk upon clastic green-

sward.

Well, the beau- ideal of these newly plan-

ned villages is not down to the zero of dirty

lanes and shadeless roadsides ; but it rises,

we are sorry to say, no higher than streets,

lined on each side with shade trees, and

bordered with rows of houses. For the

most part, those houses— cottages, we pre-

sume— are to be built on 50 feet lots; or

if any buyer is not satisfied with that amount

of elbow room, he may buy two lots, though

certain that his neighbor will still be within

20 feet of his fence. And this is the sum

total of the rural beauty, convenience and

comfort of the latest plan for a rural village

in the Union.* The buyer gets nothing

more than he has in town, save his little

patch of back and front yard, a little peep

down the street, looking one way at the

river, and the other way at the sky. So

far from gaining anything which all in-

habitants of a village should gain by the

combination, one of these new villagers ac-

tually loses; for if he were to go by him-

self he would buy land cheaper, and have

a fresh landscape of fields and hills around

* We say plan ; but we do not mean lo include in tins smii

villages ;, ~ Northampton. Brookline, etc . beautiAil and tasteful

us llicy are But llieyare in MarSMohuMUt!
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him, instead of houses on all sides, almost

as closely placed as in the city, which he

has endeavored to fly from.

Now a rural village— newly planned in

the suburbs of a great city, and planned,

too, specially for those whose circumstances

will allow them to own a tasteful cottage

in such a village— should present attrac-

tions much higher than this. It should

aim at something; hia;her than mere rows of

houses upon streets crossing each other at

right angles, and bordered with shade trees.

Any one may find as good shade trees, and

much better houses, in certain streets of the

city which he leaves behind him ; and if

he is to give up fifty conveniences and

comforts, long enjoyed in town, for the

mere fact of fresh air, he had better take

board during the summer months in some

snug farm-house as before.

The indispensable desiderata in rural vil-

lages of this kind, are the following: 1st,

a large open space , common, or park, situated

in the middle of the village— not less than

20 acres ; and better, if 50 or more in extent.

This should be well planted with groups of

trees, and kept as a lawn. The expense of

mowing it would be paid by the grass in

some cases ; and in others a considerable

part of the space might be enclosed with a

wire fence, and fed by sheep or cows, like

many of the public parks in England.

This park would be the nucleus or heart

of the village, and would give it an essen-

tially rural character. Around it should be

grouped all the best cottages and residen-

ces of the place ; and this would be secured

by selling no lots fronting upon it of less

than one-fourth of an acre in extent. Wide
streets, with rows of elms or maples should

diverge from the park on each side, and

upon these streets smaller lots, but not

smaller than 100 feet front, should be sold

for smaller cottages.

In this way, we would secure to our vil-

lage a permanent rural character ; first, by

the possession of a large central space, al-

ways devoted to park or pleasure ground,

and always held as joint property, and for

the common use of the whole village ; se-

cond, by the imperative arrangement of cot-

tages or dwellings around it, in such a way

as to secure in all parts of the village

sufficient space, view, circulation of air,

and broad, well-planted avenues of shade

trees.

After such a village was built, and the

central park planted a few years, the in-

habitants would not be contented with the

mere meadow and trees, usually called a

park in this country. By submitting to a

small annual tax per family, they could

turn the whole park, if small, or considera-

ble portions, here and there, if large, into

pleasure-grounds. In the latter, there would

be collected, by the combined means of the

village, all the rare, hardy shrubs, trees and

plants usually found in the private grounds

of any amateur in America. Beds and

masses of everblooming roses, sweet-scented

climbers and the richest shrubs would thus

be open to the enjoyment of all during the

whole growing season. Those who had nei-

ther the means, time, nor inclination to devote

to the culture of private pleasure-grounds,

could thus enjoy those which belonged to

all. Others might prefer to devote their

own garden to fruits and vegetables, since

the pleasure-grounds, which belonged to

all, and which all would enjoy, would, by

their greater breadth and magnitude, offer

beauties and enjoyments Avhich few private

gardens can give.

The next step, after the possession of

such public pleasure-grounds, would be the

social and common enjoyment of them.

Upon the well-mown glades of lawn, and be-

neath the shade of the forest trees, would be
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formed rustic seats. Little arbors would be

placed near, where in mid-summer evenings

ices would be served to all who wished them.

And, little by little, the musical taste of the

village (with the help of those good musical

folks— the German emigrants,) would or-

ganize itself into a band, which would oc-

casionally delight the ears of all frequenters

of the park with popular airs.

Do we over-rate the mental and moral in-

fluences of such a common ground of enter-

tainment as this, when we say that the

inhabitants of such a village— enjoying

in this way a common interest in flowers,

trees, the fresh air and sweet music, daily

—

would have something more healthful than

the ordinary life of cities, and more refining

and elevating than the common gossip of

country villages ?

"Ah! I see, Mr. Editor, you are a bit of

a communist." By no means. On the

contrary, we believe, above all things under

heaven, in the power and virtue of the indi-

vidual home. We devote our life and hum-

ble efforts to raising its condition. But

people must live in towns and villages, and

therefore let us raise the condition of towns

and villages, and especially of rural towns

and villages, by all possible means

!

But we are republican ; and, shall we
confess it, we are a little vexed that as a

people generally, we do not see how much in

America we lose by not using the advan-

tages of republicanism. We mean now, for

refined culture, physical comfort, and the

like. Republican education we are now

beginning pretty well to understand the

value of; and it will not be long before it

will be hard to find a native citizen who
cannot read and write. And this comes by

making every man see what a great moral

and intellectual good comes from cheerfully

bearing a part in the burden of popular

education. Let us next take up popular

refinement in the arts, manners, social life,

and innocent enjoyments, and we shall see

what a virtuous and educated republic can

really become.

Besides this, it is the proper duty of the

state— that is, the people— to do in this

way what the reigning power does in a

monarchy. If the kings and princes in

Germany, and the sovereign of England,

have made magnificent parks and pleasure-

gardens and thrown them wide open for the

enjoyment of all classes of the people, (the

latter, after all, having to pay for it,) may
it not be that our sovereign people will (far

more cheaply, as they may,) make and sup-

port these great and healthy sources of

pleasure and refinement for themselves in

America ? We believe so ; and we confi-

dently wait for the time when public parks,

public gardens, public galleries and tasteful

villages, shall be among the peculiar fea-

tures of our happy republic.

NOTES ON VINE BORDERS

BY WM. WEBSTER, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Jn looking over the March number of the

Horticulturist, I was induced to pay particu-

lar attention to an article on the formation

of vine borders, by Mr. J. Stewart, of

Washington, D. C; and having been a

practical gardener and grape-grower for

some years, I felt desirous of penning a few

remarks on the subject.

In the first place, I should say, from the

whole tenor of Mr. Stewart's remarks
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that he has shown himself thoroughly ac-

quainted with the cultivation of foreign

grape?. However widely we may differ on

one point, still there is no good practical

gardener but must agree with him in the

majority of his remarks. Mr. Stewart

says nothing can he more pernicious than

to introduce a mass of putrid and decaying

animal bodies, in which the roots are to

extend their different ramifications, and

from which they are to collect their food.

The same opinions I entertain, a circum-

stance having occurred a few years since to

settle the question to my entire satisfaction.

At the period I mention, I had the charge

of some large vineries in Canada ; and my
attention at the outset was directed to the

unhealthy appearance of some of the vines

in one of the houses ; and feeling confident

the vines were diseased at the roots, I set

to work with some of the hands to dig

about them, and ascertain the cause. On

getting to the depth of a couple of feet, we

encountered the skeletons of a horse and

ox, which had been tumbled in side by

side two or three years before, and which,

on being a second time exposed to the air,

emitted a stench almost too intolerable to

bear. However, we cleared everything of-

fensive away from the borders, and on exa-

mination I found all the roots dead which

came within the influence of what had once

been carrion, and which still retained all

the effluvia of carrion
;
proving most unde-

niably that such was not the" proper food

for the grapevines. I say, let the crows

and the buzzards take such stuff, for they

have a natural right to it. Not having at

the time any young vines to take the place

of the old ones, I cut away all the diseased

roots, leaving only those which were out of

the influence of the carrion, headed the

vines well back, and filled up the border

ao-ain with suitable materials. The vines

in the following spring made a good growth

of new wood,—proving that they were well

enough contented with their new food.

I had afterwards occasion, at the same

place, to form a new border on the outside

of a cold-house, upwards of a hundred feet

in length. Some of the materials which I

used on that occasion being a little different

from those generally used, I may as well

state in due course what they were. The

border was excavated to the depth of 3£

feet, 12 feet wide, and the whole length of

the house, having an inclination of about

4 inches from the outside of border to the

front of house, with a drain running the

whole length. The surface soil was a clay

loam, which was reserved to incorporate

with materials in the border. The subsoil

being a retentive clay, was carted away to

fill in a hollow, having laid about S inches

of rubble stones on the bottom. On this

again was laid about a foot of the pith of

cattle horns, of which materials I was fortu-

nate enough to obtain a large quantity, and

also horn shavings from a comb factory.

On the horn piths, (which is a bony sub-

stance, and which I consider equal to any

other bones for a grape border,) was laid a

good quantity of coarse manure. I was

unable at the time to obtain turf suitable

for the border ; therefore, I used black loam,

old hot-bed manure, and horn shavings.

Horn piths and horn shavings I consider as

excellent for a grape border, particularly

the latter, which I always use for such pur-

poses when able to obtain them, either as a

top-dressing or to incorporate in the border.

You will see this border was only 12 feet

wide ; my intention was to add 12 feet

more, but circumstances prevented my com-

pleting it.

The superiority of Mr. Stewart's 12 feet

border, over one of greater dimensions, is a

mere matter of opinion, and not of facts '>
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and with all clue respect for Mr. Stewart's

judgment, I beg to differ with him in this

respect,—as I prefer a border 24 feet wide

for a cold-house,—and as to not being able

to determine the exact locality where the

food is required, only let it be placed

evenly over the border, the vines are sure

to find it ; and where such a border has

been properly made, and well watered with

liquid manure, and mulched, during the heat

of summer, I have never failed to find spon-

gioles immediately in all parts of the bor-

der. Now every one knows that a grape-

vine, in its growing state, requires a certain

amount of food. If that amount can be

supplied in 12 feet border, why, well enough.

Such a border, however, in my opinion, is

much too contracted for the roots, and the

exhaustion certainly must be greater than

in a wider one.

Having freely stated my opinions in re-

gard to the above subject, I will say a few

words respecting a " cold-house," which

was under my management last year. The

house in question was erected in the latter

part of the summer of 184S, by Messrs.

Bissell & Hooker, the proprietors of the

Commercial Nursery of this city ; who, by

the way, are always desirous of introducing

good fruits to notice. This house is 60 feet

long, and 24 feet wide, with span roof.

Owing to the lateness of the season before

the house was completed, as the vines were

small, they made but little growth that sea-

son— many of them scarcely getting suffi-

ciently established to go safely through the

winter. Consequently my prospects, when

I commenced in spring, were rather gloomy;

but on being informed by these gentlemen,

that the borders were made in the most

thorough manner, I undertook the manage-

ment with right good will. The borders

are 24 feet wide, and 3 feet deep, resting

on a fine gravelly bottom, and raised 18

inches from the surface, and composed of

the following materials : Slaughter-house

manure, (no carrion,) old bones, oyster

shells, rotten manure, lime, and loamy turf.

The inside border of the house corresponds

to the outside,—having a row of vines on

each side of centre walk. The vines grew
but little until June, when I commenced
watering with liquid manure, and mulching

the border. I continued the application of

liquid manure once a week during the

growing season, the effect of which was

equal to my most sanguine expectations,

—

some of the strongest vines reaching to the

ridge-pole, with short jointed wrood nearly

an inch in diameter. Now I consider

liquid manure the best of all manures, as it

is only in the soluble state that plants can

derive any benefit from manures. It may
not be inappropriate, therefore, to add that

Messrs. B. Sc H. have a good sized barn-

yard, in which is a reservoir 20 feet long,

S feet wide at top, tapering to about 4 feet

in bottom, and between 3 and 4 feet deep,

forming a shallow basin, with cross-drains

emptying into it. Such a reservoir is a

valuable acquisition to any gardener ; for

at no time during last summer was there

the least want of liquid manure. There is,

indeed, another use to which it can be ap-

plied in winter. In the fall of 1S4S, this

reservoir was filled with loamy turf, and

allowed to remain and soak in the liquid

all the winter. It was thrown out again in

the spring, and allowed to remain in a

heap until the fall. It was then tinned

over, mixing at the same time some rotten

manure through it. This remained ex\

to the frost of last winter, and is now a

most admirable compost for grapevines,

eithei fbi pots 01 borders. Yours respect-

fully, Wm, Webster.



ROUGH NOTES, FROM THE "WEST.

BY DR. JOHN A. KENNICOTT, OF THE GROVE, ILL.

Your leader, for April, is above all praise,

because it is not only thoughtful and truth-

ful, but bold and liberal. We, of the west,

had hoped for this at your hands, but scarce

expected it. For one, who believes he

speaks the sentiments of many, I thank you.

The agricultural press does " begin to feel

that it is of some account in the common-

wealth;" and it will, ere long, teach " the

farming class" to know and assert "its

rights in the state."

It is a law of nature, that all have a right

to life, and the liberty to pursue happiness,

provided that we neither injure or interfere

with the rights of others. And at this day,

when the race of men is improving in the

mental, more rapidly than some other ani-

mals are improved in the physical; in an

age when nothing is impossible—when
utility and the laws of progress, not " old

custom," govern all things

—

education—
"knowledge is" not only "power" and

wealth, but happiness. The indigent farm-

er has, therefore, the same right to pursue

this sort of happiness as he " born with a

silver spoon in his mouth." And he has

the same political rights to colleges for his

specific education as the divine, the lawyer,

the doctor and the soldier; all of whom
have been more or less provided for by

government.

And I have even heard it hinted by some
bold farmers, who are in the habit of think-

ing and calculating, (a notion bred of this

same agricultural press, I fancy,) that we
have a somewhat better political right to

the patronage of government than all other

classes put together; for we greatly out-

count them at the polls. And then, we can

plead in extenuation of this rash thought,

the musty old maxim, that the services of

the farmer and the mechanic are those

alone naturally indispensable to the exist-

ence of the immense mass of human beings

now brightening the glad earth, as they no

longer creep, but fly over it, in their course

towards the setting sun, and the perfection

(whichmust happen somewhere in the twen-

tieth century,) of the Anglo-Saxon race.

We ask Congress for an Agricultural

Bureau, connected with the machinery of

our government. We ask a mere trifle. It

will not cost so much as the maintainance

of a sloop of war, in full commission, nor

half as much as the interest on the expen-

ditures for the construction of a single har-

bor and military fortification on our Atlan-

tic sea-board ; and this slight aid to agri-

culture and horticulture would form, if no-

thing else, a nucleus— a central office, or

general agency for all the state agricultural

and horticultural societies—where all could

meet on common ground, to which all

could report, and from which the collec-

tions of facts, and things, from all parts of

the world, could re-emanate in a condensed,

or proportioned form, and find their way

equally, and without cost, to all interested

throughout the Union.

It is to be hoped that the present Congress

will see this affair in its true light, and act

as becomes our representatives, and the

great interests connected with agricultural

improvements, and "the fine arts of rural

life." We have never been obtrusive. We
have never seriously demanded aid ; for we

have expected it would be spontaneously

given, as soon as we were prepared to re-
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ceive and turn it to good account. That

time has now arrived, and we cannot be

denied.

Your remarks on the progress of horticul-

tural science, and the benefits to be derived

therefrom, are not overstrained— I think not

quite up to the mark even, though I am

perhaps ultra-enthusiastic on this subject.

Still my extreme views have been, very re-

cently, adopted by high authority. Would

you have believed it possible that a learned

professor in one of our most flourishing

medical colleges— and no pomologist, by

the way— could have had the hardihood,

as well as the liberality, to review the pro-

ceedings of our convention at Syracuse, in

an old school medical journal, of high re-

pute, and, moreover, endorse, in his edito-

rial capacity, my very unorthodox notions

"on the prophylactic and curative proper-

ties of ripe fruits?" And yet, such is the

fact ; and further, I have received declara-

tions from many eminent physicians, not

only endorsing, but adding new evidence

and greater weight to my broad assertions.

From all of which, I am led to believe, that

the day is not distant when this doctrine

will be that of our books and our schools of

medicine.

The science of medicine, as well as all the

useful arts, has made giant strides towards

perfection within this nineteenth century.

Free air and cold water, now considered

indispensable in the treatment of febrile af-

fections, you may well remember were

strictly prohibited not long since,— and

fruits were deemed still more dangerous

;

and now they are often permitted, and, in-

deed their juices, from the lemon to the

watermelon, are freely prescribed by our

best physicians.

In the western country, a great majority

of persons either suffer from habitual con-

stipation, or the reverse. These conditions

of the digestive organs are produced by

faults of diet, especially eating too much

fat pork, whiskey drinking, and the use oj

purgatices. The quantity of cathartic m< -

dicines vended in the west is enormous;

and their mischievous effects are sufficiently

obvious, though incalculable, and unknown

to all, save the observing physician.

For all this wide spread misery, on which

quacks fatten— this waste of health and

life—we offer a cheap, safe, and efficient

remedy, in fresh garden vegetables, (seldom

eaten west,) and ripe fruits.

All cultivated fruits are wholesome, and

remedial in their season, and their climate.

In some countries, however, particular sorts

are not perfected. In England, for exam-

ple, apples are often too acid and immature,

and in southern climes too dry and prema-

ture, to be either very delicious or very

wholesome. And occasionally the best fruits

will be found to disagree with particular

individuals, from constitutional idiosyn-

crasy.

During my residence in New- Orleans, I

observed that the " Creoles" who ate libe-

rally of fruits and fresh vegetables were

seldom ill, and never liable to febrile af-

fections, in comparison with our other popu-

lation. The usual, and indeed the best,

breakfast for a hot climate is a " French

roll," ripe berries, peaches, grapes, figs,

oranges, tomatoes, cantaloupes, bananas,

&c, as they come in season, and the uni-

versal bottle of good " table claret," with-

out animal food. The same for dinner,

with the addition of soups, or gombo, a lit-

tle exquisitely dressed fish or flesh, and

plenty of vegetables, prepared as no one

better than a Creole can do it. For Hip-

per—nothing. Yours, J. A. K.

The Grove, III., April, 1?50.



A LETTER TO LADIES IN TOWN.

BY A NEW-ENGLAND COUNTRY GIRL.

Mr. Downing—Dear Sir: I don't think

you have many lady correspondents to your

delightful Horticulturist. I suppose the

reason is, that we women have nothing new
to say about fruits or flowers ; or perhaps,

taking warning from our common mother,

we shun pomology. Now I am no wiser

than any of the rest. I could not graft a

tree, for my life. I am tired out hearing

of "remarkable pears;" and as for bota-

nizing, I should as soon think of carving

neighbor Simpson's dear little baby to pie-

ces, to study practical anatomy, as pulling

one of my precious flowers apart, to count

its slender stamens, and give it a polysyl-

labic name. But I am a country girl; and

knowing that many city ladies read your

book, I want to borrow its pages, to try if I

cannot lure some of those languid feet, and

delicate hands, into my haunts of wood and

field this coming summer. Is not this a

laudable object ? If I should persuade some

fair votary of operas and balls into my wide

concert room, how beautifully those weary

lips would smile and redden in the keen

fresh air ! Ah, my pale and lovely sister,

you may tread with light steps the sunny

pavj of Broadway, or roll over the avenues

in your easy carriage, or enchant all Har-

lem with the horsewomanship you display;

but you don't know what life is till you

have been with me, treading

" In glory and in joy along the moimtain siile."

I know the pavement is smooth walking

;

I do not despise beaux ; and I like beauti-

ful dresses, and French shoes, as well as

any belle that ever lived; but I love the

woods best.

Put on my water-proof boots, and that

sun-bonnet. We will show you how to

climb fences; and now— your are fairly

entered into bush-land. You like flowers ?

—bouquets of rare exotics, and the heavy

sweetness of Heliotrope, and Cape Jessa-

mine, perhaps ;—but look at that sunny

hillside ! see the dog-tooth violet, in full

bloom among the dry leaves, tossing its

golden turbans to every breeze, and look-

ing stately as a flight of captive princesses

from fairy land. There, under your feet,

is the frail Anemone, with pink buds and

white blossoms.' Behind that stump nes-

tles the bright blue Liverwort ; and on the

edge of this clear brook the delicate " Spring

Beauty" bends over the water timidly. Over

head, the leafless boughs rustle and wave

against the serene sky, and the dry grass

yields softly to your feet beneath. There,

too, are violets, purple and white both, and

the meadow grass is strewn with " Inno-

cents." Nor is the wood lonely ; there is

a woodchuck's hole, and the yellow sand

before his door is freshly thrown out. Dare

I tell you what that was that stirred the

leaves yonder ? You would scream, I think,

—yet needlessly ; it is only a harmless stri-

ped snake. Then, the innumerable frogs,

which hold a congressional session in the

swamp, do not hold their peace in broad

sunlight. There are no pistols in their

breast pockets, my dear ! All this noise

and threatening roar is " vox et prseterea

nihil." And if this nook of forest is lovely

now, what will it be in the summer, when

the partridge berry shows its fragrant and

tiny blossoms; when wild honeysuckles

shine through the columned shades, and

the sweet wild roses wave their long gar-
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lands, mixed with sweet briar boughs, and

perhaps a clinging, loving clematis, pearl

budded, around both. Oh! leave Broad-

way, with its ceaseless toilettes and flirta-

tions ; let the long piazzas at Saratoga rest

for one summer, forget your jewels and

flounces— even your beaux— (unless they

are lovers,) and come into the real country.

Be true, natural women, for once. Take

lodgings with some sturdy old farmer, if

you can, eat rye bread, and keep in the

" lots" all day long. Glove your white

hands, and bonnet as deep as you please,

but eschew green veils; and if you do not

return in October with rosier cheeks, bright-

er eyes, and fresher hearts than ever yet

commenced a winter's campaign, I give

you leave to tear my hair mentally, and

call me, even in print, a false and deceitful

Wild Flower.
In the Bushes, May, 1850.

Here is a crood sermon from fair lips,

judging from the delicate hand in which

this epistle comes to us. If the post-mark

had not betrayed the whereabouts of our

" new contributor," (we shall be glad to

hear from her again,) the little quotation

would ; for nowhere, but in New-England,

do country girls quote Latin.

As to the more important matter— the

good advice she gives— we ratify it with

all our editorial authority. There is such

a constant turning of all eyes to the cities

for all laws pertaining to manners and

customs—what to do and what to say

—

that we are in danger of becoming a nation

of cockneys. To find a woman who is in

earnest about the country and country life,

though she has worn " French shoes," is as

refreshing as to find a well of sweet water

and a grove of palm trees in the midst of

the desert. America, everybody says, is

"the paradise of women;" but we are

obliged to say, they live in paradise, as if

the open air of that desirable climate were

contaminated; that is to say, they contrive

to take as little of it into their lungs as

possible. Alas ! if Mrs. Ellis, or some

other "woman of the nineteenth century,"

— instead of writing books to teach "mo-
thers and daughters" what to do to be hap-

py—would only persuade Victoria and half

a dozen real live Duchesses— anybody, in

short, who could and would set the fashion—
to come to this happy paradise and demon-

strate that ladies can and do walk, and ride,

and work in the garden, and become real

flesh and blood creatures, it would be a

blessing to the nation worth all California,

Mexico and Cuba,—yes, and even Spanish

South America, in the bargain. Ed.

COAL CINDERS FOR PEAR TREES.

BY P. M. C, NEW-YORK.

Wi: have examined the rows of trees refer-

red to in the following communication, and

can vouch for the good results recorded

therein. Ed.

Dear Sir—As I notice some discussion

going on, respecting the value of mineral

manures for fruit trees, I send you the fol-

lowing brief notes on this subject

:

Having heard it stated that the sweep-

ings and cinders of a blacksmith's shop

made an excellent manure for the pear tree,

I determined to make trial of it.

Accordingly, four years ago this spring,

I procured three or four cart loads of 'liis

material. It was composed of a variety of

matters,—cinders of the forge, fine scales
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of iron, iron filings, parings of hoofs, clinck-

is. charcoal dust, and the ashes of bitu-

menous coal; the latter constituting pro-

bably about one-third of the whole.

In order the more satisfactorily to know

the result of the application, I chose for the

purpose some rows of dwarf pear trees, in a

piece of strong loamy soil. They had been

planted two or three years.

I put a bushel of the sweepings referred

to around every other tree, in each row,

—

leaving the alternate tree untouched, but

receiving in other respects the same treat-

ment and culture.

After applying the blacksmith's sweep-

ings, I spread it over the ground as far as

the roots extended, and turned it under

about three inches deep.

The first year there was very little, if

any, effect perceptible. All the trees were

in good condition ; those that received the

dressing and the others nearly alike in

growth and health.

The second year, the dressed trees took

a start. They grew a third more in height

than the others in the same rows; the

wood was stronger, and the buds longer.

Last year the same difference in growth

and vigor continued ; so that now the trees

are— some of them— half as large a^ain

as those not dressed with the sweepings.

I have observed, also, that the leaves are a

darker green, and the fruit, though not much
larger, has been much fairer in appearance.

The result was so satisfactory that I have

since engaged all the sweeps that are to be

had in my neighborhood, and mean to try

them upon other fruit trees.

I must also be allowed to add that four

pear trees, to which I gave, by way of ex-

periment, a peck of leached wood ashes

each, at the same time with sweepings, have

all along been decidedly the most vigorous

of all, and have borne the finest fruit.

I follow the plan suggested some time

ago in the Horticulturist, of keeping the

trunks of my pear trees sheathed with straw

all the year round ; and since I have done

so, have not been troubled with blight.

Yours, P. M. C
New- York, May, 1850.

ON THE GOOD EFFECTS OF MULCHING.

BY A CONSTANT READER.

Sir—It seems to me that when any one

has found a practice in horticulture not

generally known to be of great value, he

owes it to his neighbors and fellow labor-

ers in the cause to make it public.

I tried the value of mulching— i.e., cover-

ing the soil over the roots of trees with

straw, litter, sea-weed, or whatever else

may be most convenient for retaining the

moisture, keeping the earth cool, and pre-

serving a uniform temperature— pretty ex-

tensively last year. I not only mulched

newly transplanted trees, but garden vege-

tables, egg plants, okra, &c. Encouraged

by the good results, I covered the ground

under melons with straw ; and this year

am trying it with various flowering shrubs

and plants.

The great advantage of mulching is un-

questionably for transplanted trees. I think

it may be safely said that a tree having

only one-third of its original roots left, (and

the to*p, of course, shortened-back in pro-

portion,)— such a tree as would die nine

times out of ten with common treatment of

watering, &c.—may be invariably saved by
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mulching. Watering trees thai hare been

transplanted every day or two for a month

or six weeks afterwards, as I have seen

many do, is a matter of no small labor and

cost. It helps to kill the tret-, I am satis-

fied ; if not by the constant and violent al-

ternations of wet ami dry, which the tree

suffers in this climate, then with the hard-

ening and baking of the ground which it

causes. On the other hand, the tree once

planted, it can be mulched (if the materi-

als are at hand,) in five minutes; and from

that time forth it demands no more atten-

tion—no carrying of water—no stirring of

the ground. The ground is also kept in

that state of steady moisture and coolness

most favorable to the growth of new roots

;

and if there is any vital power in the tree,

it is sure to show itself in this way.

As to the importance of preventing the

soil from parching up in the summer, espe-

cially when you are raising somewhat deli-

cate plants, every one can see it for him-

self, without demonstration. I have found

it easy to cultivate some garden favorites

in this way, that gave me a good deal of

trouble before I tried it. Indeed, so great

is its efficacy that some German agricultu-

ral writers, as you are dot ware,

have not hesitated to take the j round, that

covering the ground with a coat of straw

acts more beneficially upon a crop than

giving it a coat of manure of any descrip-

tion. Although I am not prepared to take

this extreme ground, I am confident that

mulching, especially to the fruit and orna-

mental tree-grower, is a practice of great

value, and much too little understood by

most persons. Yours,

A Constant Reader.

Dutchess county, N. V., May, 1650.

Remarks.—Our correspondent is not a

stronger advocate of the advantages of

mulching than we are. Indeed, we have,

for the sake of experiment, covered a piece

of ground with straw in the German man-

ner, in a small vineyard of about an acre in

our own premises, in order to notice il

there is any other value in the application

than that arising from maintaining the soil

in the best condition for growth. Ed.

REPORT ON THE FRUIT GARDENS NEAR PARIS.

BY ROBERT THOMPSON, OF THE HORT. GARDEN, LONDON.

[From a long and valuable report, made to

the Horticultural Society of London {Jour-

nal Hart. Soc.,) by Mr. Thompson, the able

superintendent, we extract the following

pages, which will be found exceedingly in-

teresting to all growers of choice fruit trees.

The theory and practice of pruning fruit

trees are better understood in France than

in any other part of the world ; and if prac-

tical lectures, like those given by M. Har-

dy, in the Luxembourg gardens, could be

delivered in some agricultural or horticultu-

ral school in this country, they would be of

incredible advantage to the progress of sci-

entific fruit culture. Ed.]

The garden committee having considered

it desirable that I should proceed to France
for the purpose of reporting to the council

what I might observe most worthy of notice

in the fruit and kitchen gardens there, it

was deemed expedient that I should pro-

ceed thither early in the spring, on account

of seeing the operations of pruning and
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training, as well as to embrace the oppor-

tunity of availing myself of the important

assistance of Mr. Francis Rauch, which
might have been lost by delay: the period

of his stay at Paris being then uncertain.

Having resided four years in and near Paris

for the purpose of accurately observing

everything connected with horticulture, he
was eminently qualified for the task he
kindly undertook of conducting me to pla-

ces most important to be seen in regard to

the object of my mission, and likewise for

obtaining the best possible information, on
all essential points, from the various horti-

culturists whose establishments we visited.

I accordingly went from London to South-

ampton by railway, February 27th, and
sailed the same evening for Havre, where
I arrived next morning. Here there was
little to be seen interesting in a horticultu-

ral point of view. I observed, in passing

through the market, some good specimens
of the Easter Beurre pear, exposed for sale

under the names of Beryamotte de la Pen-
tecote and Doyenne d'Hiver. This, with

some Old Colmars, St. Germains, and Ca-
tillacs, were the only kinds of pears worthy
of notice. Of apples they had some good
Reinettes du Canada, which they call Rei-

nette du Canada, or Reinette de Bretagne

;

some Nonpareils, Reinette Grise, Pigeonet,

Reinette Franche, Reinette de Caux, or

Belle Reinette de Caux, a very handsome
variety, and, from being generally exposed,

its cultivation must be rather extensive in

this paft of Normandy. There were seve-

ral varieties of apples named Reinette

Franche ; the one so called at Havre is the

same as the Reinette Franche Grauwe of

the Dutch, and is an excellent late dessert

apple.

Of vegetables, Salsify and Scorzonera

were very plentiful ; so much so that it

may be inferred the demand must be much
greater than in London. Cabbages and
savoys were rather indifferent, but Brus-

sels sprouts were good. The excellence of

this green is certainly not sufficiently ap-

preciated in England, where it is apt to de-

generate in many situations, but in others

there is proof of its seeds having been

saved for years as genuine as any imported

from the neighborhood of Brussels ; the

plants producing abundantly;/'efa,or sprouts,

as round and compact as they possibly

could be.

I proceeded, March 3d, to the Jardiu des

Plantes, Paris, and saw the arboretum, the

plant-house, Ecole botanique, and nurse-

ries for ornamental plants ; and afterwards

the economical and fruit-tree departments,

which are exceedingly well managed under

the superintendence of M. L. P. Cappe.

The pyramidal trained pear trees are

from 10 to 15 feet high, or more, having a

regularly tapering outline from the base to

the top, where they terminate in a single

shoot. The young plant is stopped accord-

ing to its strength, and so as to furnish side

branches. These are not in stages at uni-

form distances along the stem ; on the

contrary, almost every shoot which breaks

out from the stem is allowed to grow ; but

the laterals produced on these are pinched

in summer, and even such of the leading

shoots as appear likely to become too strong

for the others are stopped. All the culti-

vators from whom I had an opportunity of

obtaining their opinion on the subject, ad-

mitted the advantages of summer pinching

;

whilst some regretted that circumstances

prevented them from practicing it to the

extent they could wish. It is, however,

well followed up by M. Cappe. He pinch-

es all the young shoots, not required to

form branches, when in a very young
state; when they have scarcely pushed a

finger's length, they are shortened to about

an inch, or from that to an inch and a half.

The portion left forms the basis of one or

more fruit buds, bearing fruit in the fol-

lowing season, or a spur on which blossom

buds are formed for bearing in the second

season.

The advantages consequent on properly

managing fruit trees with regard to sum-

mer pinching, are so important that atten-

tion to the subject cannot be too strongly

urged. On the whole, it occasions little or

no loss of time ; for the confusion which

would otherwise accrue is prevented ; and

this being the case, it is only doing that in

summer which, if neglected, would occa-

sion as much loss of time in winter. I am
aware that many have more time to attend

to trees in winter than in summer ; but let

the advantages of summer pinching be ex-

perienced, and doubtless, in most cases,
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due provision will be made for its perform-

ance. By the operation, the shoots neces-

sary to be retained have the great advan-

tage of more light and air than would be

the case if crowded by a multiplicity of

laterals, retained till the time of winter

pruning, when they must obviously be cut

off, either so close as to leave no bud to

push, or shortened to within a [e\v eyes

of their bases. In the former case the

branch is left naked ; in the latter, when
the tree is sufficiently vigorous, the eyes

left generally push other shoots, to be again

cut back in winter; and thus crops of

shoots are annually produced, instead of

fruit, for many years, or until the tree ap-

proaches the state of old age.

The plan which M. Cappe pursues suc-

ceeds admirably in the climate of Paris.

The fruit on the pyramid pear trees under

his management is stated on competent
authority to have been last year exceedingly

abundant, large, and fine. This season the

trees are healthy and vigorous, and well

furnished with blossom buds. It may be

said that the generally dry, clear air of

Paris is very different from the cloudy and
moist climate of many parts of Britain

;

the one being favorable for the formation

of fruit buds, whilst the other favors the

growth of wood and leaves ; and therefore,

circumstances being different, the same
practice may not be equally proper for

both. There are, moreover, instances of

circumstances differing so widely as to re-

quire opposite methods of culture. But this

does not hold good as regards summer
pinching. In England the drawback is a

dull atmosphere ; the shoots and foliage

want more air and light. Summer pinch-

ing affords this, inasmuch as it prevents

the crowding and shading of wood and
leaves necessary to be retained, by that

which is superfluous ; and therefore it must
be considered of still greater utility in dull

climates than in bright, more necessary in

England than in France. It is generally

admittcd that "where nature does most,

man does least;" but with regard to the

management of fruit-trees an exception

must rest till summer pruning receives as

much attention in England as it does in

the Jardin des Plantes, and elsewhere in

France.

Supposing the branches of a tree are pro-

perly thinned and regulated at the winter

pruning, and that so far as they extend,

their number is quite sufficient for the

space they occupy; presuming, also, that

the tree is in good health, a number of

laterals are sure to spring. They are, of

course, superfluous; and every one of them
should be pinched as already mentioned.

If the last year's shoot has been shortened

at the winter pruning, then, besides the

terminal one on the part left, one, two, or

three next to it are almost sure to push ;

and these M. Cappe commences to check

by pinching when about three inches in

length ; but those nearer the base of the

shoot he allows to grow till they at'ain the

length of six or eight inches before he

shortens them. The terminal bud is of

Course allowed to go on for the prolonga-

tion of the branch. It frequently happens

in France, and the liablity will be still

greater in the climate of England, that

after a shoot is pinched back, the newly-

formed buds on the part left will push a

secondary shoot in the same season. When
this is the case with those under the care

of M. Cappe, he also pinches these second-

ary shoots to an inch or an inch and a half

from where they originate. They rarely

push again; but if they do, their growths

are again reduced as before.

The winter pruning of pyramid Pear-

trees is almost reduced to a mechanical

operation, when the summer management
has been properly attended to. Keeping
the tapering form in view it consists in

cutting each shoot a little shorter than the

one immediately below it, taking care to

cut to a bud situated on the side of the

shoot towards that direction in which it

would be most desirable the prolongation

should proceed. Shoots that are too vigor-

ous for the rest are not cut to a bud on the

upper side, but to one situated below.

Some trees appear to be much admired

by everey one on account of the introduc-

tion of another feature of regularity in

training, besides that of a merely tapering

contour. These had what is called a tutor,

—that is a straight perpendicular stake, to

which the stem is trained ; and from the

top of this stake five wires are stretched to

as many equidistant points on a hoop near
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the ground, or in one instance to five short

stakes. The wires represent the angles of

a five-sided pyramid—a pyramid apparent-

ly fifteen feet high on a pentagonal base.

Branches are trained directly from the stem
to each of the wires. In order to convey
some idea of these trees, one may imagine
five upright trellises or screens projecting

from a central upright, forming the parti-

tions of as many equal recesses, widening
outwards. The branches form such parti-

tions with good effect as regards regularity;

and when they become ornamented with
leaves and fruit the whole must prove an
interesting sight. The trees had a fruitful

appearance.

Instead of the branches radiating from
the stem in five directions, it might be
found more convenient to train them out to

four points, say east, west, north, and
south. It may, however, be observed, that,

in the pear tree, five buds form a spiral

once round the shoot or stem ; or, in other

words, supposing the leading shoot to be
perpendicular, every fifth, tenth, fifteenth,

&c, bud will be in the same vertical plane.

Therefore, if the number of buds between
one branch and that next above it be al-

ways a multiple of five, the branches radia-

ting in each of the five directions will ori-

ginate exactly above each other.

The trees above described had been for-

merly grown as pyramids in the usual way,
with branches extending promiscuously

;

but M. Cappe is of opinion that by com-
mencing with a young tree, the tutor and
wires may be dispensed with. In exposed
situations the wires form excellent stays

;

and where they are employed, a compara-
tively slender stake will be sufficient.

A curious specimen of trellis-work was
standing against the end of one of the

sheds adjoining the plant houses. It had
been formed by crossing and inarching the

branches of apple trees, so as to form rhom-
boid interstices. The piece had been grown
from three stems, and was three or four

feet high. The branches were so com-
pletely united, that although the bark was
partly of?, and the wood somewhat fissured

by exposure, it was impossible to say with
which stem in particular the vegetation of

the respective branches had communicated.
I am of opinion, that if any one of the stems

had been sawed over, the branches it sup-

ported would have derived nourishment to

keep them alive from the other roots. It

appeared to have been removed from the

place of its growth many years ; but previ-

ously it must have formed part of a very
strong living espalier.

Several of the hot-houses are very old,

and will probably be pulled down as soon

as the contemplated additional new ranges
are finished. At present there is not half

sufficient room for the large collection they

contain. The new palm house is lofty;

and in it there are some magnificent speci-

mens.
In some of the hot-houses, heat is derived

from large stoves of white stoneware, placed

inside. They have apertures at the sides

for supplying heated air, somewhat resem-
bling the Polmaise system. They are

adapted for burning wood, and appear to

have been in use for many years. The
state of the weather required them to be
hard at work when I had the opportunity

of seeing them.

In the Ecole de Botanique, the plants are

named on different coloured labels ; Red,
indicating plants used in medicine ; Green,
alimentary ; Blue, those employed in the

arts ; Yellow, ornamental ; and Black, poi-

sonous plants. I may here mention that

M. Neumann, who has the superintendence

of the plant houses, was for some time in

the Mauritius. He informed us that the

Aerides odoratum is there used as tea, a

very few leaves being sufficient for infu-

sion. I thought it might be employed
merely for imparting a flavor to the tea

;

but he said they used the Areides leaves

without employing any other along with

them.

Gardens of the Luxembourg.—We pro-

ceeded to these gardens, March 5th, to

hear the lecture on pruning, by M. Hardy,
at 8 A.M., in the open ground. M. Hardy
delivers two lectures every week, free to

the public, on pruning, grafting, planting,

and in short, everything connected with the

management of fruit trees, finishing the

course in the end of April. He has gene-

rally from 300 to 400 hearers, among whom
are young men employed in the Luxem-
bourg Gardens, the Jardin des Plantes,

and other establishments, by permission of
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the respective directors. In vario»i9 instan-

ces the young men afterwards make up for

the time they ure tlius absent. But the

greater uuuibor of tho-e who attend are

amateur.-. .U. Hardy also lectures in the

afterno in men wishing to obtain a

knowledge of the management of fruit

:rees. The admittance for each person to

any one of these is, however, 3 francs.

From fifteen to twenty gentlemen usually

attend the afternoon lectures.

In his first lecture, I was informed, M.
Hardy explained the physiology of the tree,

the action of the sap, the names of the dif-

ferent parts of the tree ; the stem, branch-

es, and the technical distinctions of the lat-

ter, such as Rameaux a bois, Rameaux a

fruit, Brindilles, Lambourdes : branches for

wood ; branches for fruit ; fruit bearing
twigs, and spurs. The term brindille re-

quires however a little more explanation :

Pear trees recently raised from seeds are

usually armed with thorns, a provision for

the defence of the young plants; but na-

turally, as the trees get older, and more
especially when influenced by cultivation,

the thorns are produced less abundantly,

and by degrees they disappear. The thorns

latterly produced lose their original cha-

racter. Instead of being naked, one, two,

or more very small buds may be observed

upon them ; but still they are pointed, and
this being the case, they yet retain the

characteristic of a thorn, and cannot elon-

gate in the following season. Some after

productions may however be seen to termi-

nate in a small bud, and the substance

throughout is much softer, but still harder
than the regular shoots on other parts of

the tree. These growths may be then
looked upon as thorns modified ; they be-

come capable of elongation, and are what
the French term brindilles. They proceed

at right angles from the branches producing
them ; and are not inclined to grow up-

right. They sometimes bear fruit before

the other branches ; but when the trees get

into full bearing, these brindilles are not

required.

M. Hardy concluded by showing how to

handle and properly apply the knife.

The second lecture, he took a maiden
plant, and explained how it ought to be

dealt with according to the modes of train-

Vol. iv. 38

ing for which it might be inteided ; then
a plant two years old ; another three, and
so on.

For the third lecture, at which I was pre-

sent, he had a pear tree, intended for a
pyramid, planted in the centre of a circle,

formed by a rope, about fifty feet in diame-
ter, outside of which the people stood to

hear the explanations, and see the mode of

operation. In the tree selected for illus-

tration, M. Hardy pointed out faults from
not pinching the shoots in the previous

summer ; and some others in consequence
of former winter pruning. The reasons

for cutting each branch as he did, were
successively given, as well as an explana-

tion of the bad effects of cutting otherwise
;

and ultimately the pruning of the tree was
completed in good style. We had an op-

portunity of closely examining it after the

lecture was over.

We then inspected the different quarters

planted with pyramid pear and apple trees,

and those containing cherry and plum trees.

As there is no wall for peach trees, these

are trained against a trellis, backed with

straw mats; and with this assistance the

fruit ripens perfectly well.

All the quarters containing fruit trees

are surrounded writh borders, planted with

cherry, plum, and apricot trees, as stan-

dards ; and some with excellent effect are

trained in form of a vase, or en gobiht,

dwarf, or with a stem five feet or rather

more in height. The head is formed hol-

low, in shape like a goblet, the shoots

being annually tied to hoops of wood,

adapted to the circumference required to

give the desired form. Two hoops are suf-

ficient, the two-year old wood being tied

to one ; and the equidistant regulation of

the one-year old shoots is effected upon the

other. As the vase or goblet widens, of

course hoops of greater circuit must be pre-

pared, either of new materials, or by intro-

ducing an additional piece. In some in-

stances the hoops were formed of round,

apparently one-fourth inch, iron rods ; but

wood is preferable to iron, for vegetation in

contact with the latter is apt to be injuri-

ou ly affected by the rapidity with which
it heats and cools. Shoots are apt to

spring up in the centre of the goblet ; but

they must be pinched in summer; and so
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all other irregularities of growth appear

likewise to have heen. The form is very

ornamental ; it can be produced at little

expense ; and the trees were well furnished

with fruit buds. Suppose a tree to have 6

shoots, let them be tied at equal distances

to a hoop placed horizontally, and then

shortened a few inches above it, or so as to

leave them a foot or more in length. From
each of these, two shoots may be trained

to the outside of a somewhat wider hoop in

the following season ; and thus by annu-

ally introducing hoops of a width propor-

tionately corresponding with the respective

diameters of the vase intended to be imi-

tated, the desired form will ultimately be

produced. The head of the tree will be

completely balanced ; and the branches will

be more nearly equidistant than they could

be by any other mode of training as a

standard. I should prefer wooden hoops

to iron ones. If weak, or if two or more
pieces must be employed for the hoop, its

circular form may be preserved by two
small rods, secured diametrically across it.

Adjoining the fruit tree quarters there

is a compartment used as the Experimental

Garden of the Royal Agricultural Society

of Paris. The space, however, is too lim-

ited for any extensive experiments being
undertaken ; and the backwardness of the

season had prevented any thing interesting

from being commenced.
The Botanic Garden of the Ecole de

Medicine lies in a low situation ; but this

is doubtless an advantage in the hot dry

weather. The plants are disposed in straight

beds.

In one of the quarters there is a collec-

tion of 1800 vine plants, from all the de-

partments. This was chiefly formed by
Chaptal, when Minister of the Interior, in

order that their nomenclature might be set-

tled, and their respective merits ascertained.

I am not aware that the original intention

has been fully carried out; but the vines

are still kept in good order.

It may be interesting to mention, that in

the Gardens of the Luxembourg, and Jar-

din des Plantes, the best collection of fruit

trees in France, that of the Chartreux, was
preserved ; and also that from these gar-

dens the sorts were obtained by the society

when the collection was forming for the

garden at Chiswick. This was the best

source whence the identical varieties de-

scribed by the celebrated Duhamel could

be obtained, as appears by a communica-
tion from M. Thouin, appended to a list of

grafts sent to the society in 1820, and of

which the following is a translation :

" Various causes having prevented my
wonhy colleague, M. Bosc, from taking off"

the grafts requested for the Horticultural

Society of London, from the nursery of the

Luxembourg, he begged of me to make the

collection. This I undertook with the great-

est pleasure, as, in obliging my friend, 1

may also render a useful service to an

honorable body to which I am proud to

belong.
" The society may be assured that the

names of the grafts precisely correspond

with the varieties described by DuhameS
(Traite des Arbres Fruitiers, Paris, 1768.)

The following are the means which were
employed, by which we are able to accom-
plish so important an object.

"In 1793, when the question was agi-

tated of suppressing the monasteries, and
placing their property at the (isposal of the

state, foreseeing the destruction of the gar-

den of the Chartreux at Paris, and anxious

to preserve to horticulture the originals on

which Duhamel had established his nomen-
clature, I begged and obtained permission

from the minister Roland to remove what-
ever trees I pleased from the complete col-

lection which that garden contained. They
were labelled according to the Catalogue

of the Chartreux, and transplanted in the

garden of the Museum, where they were
arranged in such a way as to form a school

for the instruction of nurserymen, garden-

ers, country gentlemen, and even botanists

and physiologists.

" The garden of the Chartreux was soon

after destroyed ; there remained no vestige

of it ; and it was not till ten or twelve

years after, that it was re-established in

the Luxembourg, by rooted plants or grafts

taken from our school of the Museum, in

the Jardin des Plantes.
" On the formation of that school I in-

vited Christopher Hervy, gardener to the

Chartreux, a man well informed on the

subject of fruit trees, and who supplied

Duhamel with a great portion of his no-
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menclature, to make a general examina-

tion at the periods of the flowering and

fruiting of the trees, to prove the identity of

the names of our varieties. This labor was
pursued during the first six years of our

plantation in the school, in such a way as

to correct errors which might have crept in.

There now, therefore, remains no doubt on

this head. But this is not the case with

many of the varieties obtained from various

parts of France, and more particularly from

abroad, since the publication of Duhamel's
work. The nomenclature of these is vague ;

in many cases the sorts have proved sy-

nonymous with those already known ; and

it is necessary to wait till the trees have

fruited in order that they may be correctly

named."'

It thus appears that the collection of the

Chartreux, made during a period of 150

years, was preserved by the exertions of

M. Thouin ; and of that collection the Hor-

ticultural Society of London received with

the above communication, grafts of 4S va-

rieties of plums, 99 of apples, and 145 of

pears. Peach and other kinds of fruit trees

were subsequently forwarded from the same
source.

CRITIQUE ON THE APRIL HORTICULTURIST.

BY JEFFREYS, NEW-YORK.

Your Leader.—Yes, old-fashioned stage-

coach travelling, to one who loves to see the

country as he passes through it, ivas some-

thing. In pleasant weather, whenever I

could, I always mounted the seat with the

driver, and thought it a privilege. And I

enjoyed it, too ; for I could then see the

country to the best advantage. But this

hop-skip-and-jump method of rail-roading

is death to the poetry of travelling, although

one may occasionally, in fine weather and

open cars, take a rapid and tolerably satis-

factory view of the chief features—but no-

thing beyond—of the country he passes.

It is amusing, now and then, to see how
very particular some travelling gentlemen

are, to notice all the features of the coun-

try over which they pass, and then journal-

ize them, for the edification of the good

public, both at home and abroad. I give

you an instance from an eye-witness. When
Dickens was in this country—where, on his

arrival, the leaders of the literati in Boston

and New York made especial " Judys " of

themselves in his reception, for which he

afterwards very characteristically paid

them off in abuse—he went, as every for-

eigner does, to Niagara. When at Buffalo

he took the cars, which follow, for most of

the way, close upon the bank of the Niagara.

One would have supposed that a river like

that,—world-famous for its cataract, its ra-

pids, its frightful chasms, as well as for its

beautiful, placid, and bay-like scenery,

—

would have attracted his attention. But

quite another thing. Mr. Dickens, with his

wife, entered the cars, pulled some papers

from their pockets or bundles, looked over

them the whole way, with an occasional in-

terchange of monosyllables to each other,

and scarce looked out of the cars, though a

pleasant summer day, until they arrived at

the Falls, when they instantly removed

their luggage to the truck, and went with

it at once to the ferry down below the cata-

ract, without waiting a moment, or asking

a question, excepting which was the read>

est way into Canada! And that, too, when

he had been kindly furnished with letters

to sundry gentlemen, sojourners tl»'-n\ who

had also been requested by their friends in

New York, to pay him the usual attention
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given to distinguished foreigners, in show-

ing him the attractive features of Niagara

scenery, as well as their hospitalities

!

There is a traveller for you, fit to describe

a country ! and he is a type of hundreds.

Yet Dickens wrote a book when he got back

to England, "describing" our American

scenery, as well as manners !

You perceive that I have, thus far, but

commented on the metaphor which introdu-

ces you to the' subject of discussion. No
matter. It is a good text for my purpose,

so far.

T am glad to see you blow up those for-

eign gardeners, too many of them quacks,

as almost everybody here, who has had oc-

casion to employ them, pretty well knows,

although there are many practical, good,

modest men among them. But I have

rarely known any one of them who, ac-

cording to his own story, was gardener,

when in England, to any thing less than a

Duke, and left his Grace's employ because

things were not satisfactory to his—the

gardener's, mind you—satisfaction! What
work do we often see in the first essays of

these " highly educated " gentlemen gar-

deners, in our country ! Put them to school

at once on their arrival, and in time they'll

become what they now profess to be—good

for something.

Rough Notes on Horticulture, fyc.—Were
I to say what I well might say, from the

little personal knowledge I have of Doctor

Kennicott, your readers Avould think We

were bandying compliments ; therefore, I'll

let him pass for the present. But I do like

such " notes." There is a freshness about

them sui generis. Excuse my Latin, for I

can find no English that gives the exact

idea like it. I'd like to have a long sum-

mer's day horse-back ride with you, Doctor,

over those grand Illinois burr-oak openings

—lunch in saddle-bags—old fashion—with

a clear spring, under a broad tree, to eat it

by—and then a long winter's evening, be-

fore that crackling hickory fire, in your log

house, where stars would shine upon us

through the chinking. Rely upon it, we'd

make a stretcher of that same night, before

we got through with it. How many de-

lightful— aye, glorious— nights have I

passed in those same log-cabins, stretched

before their huge fires on a Buffalo-skin, in

years gone by ! Yes, when, after a long

social evening to close an active day, pro-

miscuously, in the same primeval attitude

of rest, lay scattered, judges, lawyers, suit-

ors, and travellers, during their sojourn at

the new county-seat, in court term ! And

among them are since some of our eminent

jurists and statesmen. Oh, what a train-

ing does this same woods and prairie life,

to finish off with, give, in energy and prac-

tical character, to our American men !

But, to the point. The great states of

the west are to be the future fruit paradise

of America, and 'tis most cheering to all

lovers of fruit cultivation, to hear the suc-

cess of the efforts made there to produce

them.

The Uses of Charcoal.—There can be no

doubt of it. It is the greatest purifier and

fertilizer in the world—in its own way. It

can hardly be applied too freely—let it be

only pulverized thoroughly.

On the Beauty of our Indigenous Plants.

—Here is one who talks up to the mark.

Had Dr. Comstock done no more than bring

the splendid native shrubs and plants and

flowers into notice in this manner, (why

don't he give their common or vulgar names,

together with the scientific ones ?) his ser-

vices would deserve a gold medal, and the

especial thanks of the whole gardening

community. Let any one Avho doubts the

splendor and beauty of our wild American

flowers, but spend a summer among our
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western prairies and broad oak openings, in

their wild, luxuriant estate, and then see

what floral treasures they will disclose

!

From earlist spring to latest autumn—from

the tiniest, trembling thing that shoots its

pale blossom through the young and reek-

ing grass—onward, through every week of

summer, in white, and blue, and red, and

yellow garniture—from dwarf to giant

—

does the wild flower of the prairie bloom,

and wave, and sweep, in unmatched variety

and magnificence—redolent, too, of odors

most sweet, and arrayed in colors most gor-

geous. What a mine is here for the labors

of one who loves to investigate the floral

treasures of our country !

And the Kalmias and the Rhododendrons

which grow on every rocky, spongy, scrub-

by hill of the New England and Middle

States, covering, in their season, with rosy

clumps of blossoms, a thousand spots where

hardly a thing else will grow ! Beautiful

to the sight alone—their only drawback.

" Full many a flower," the poets say,

'Is born to blush unseen;"

But you, although you blush, are not

The flower the poets mean.

So sung Halleck, twenty years ago and up-

wards, not to the Kalmia, but to quite an-

other sort of subject. If you want to see

the Kalmia in all its magnificence, go to

the mountains and hills of Pennsylvania,

and particularly to the valley of Wyoming,
" on Susquehanna's side," which Campbell

has filled with such delightful images—the

sweetest valley in all the world ! From

base to pinnacle, in the month of June, they

jut out among the crags, and over the

prominences, in one universel blush of rosy

grandeur. Did you ever, Mr. Downing,

travel along the valley, up or down the

banks of the Susquehanna? If not, you

have yet to see the most beautiful, pictu-

resque and varied river in America, in all

its features and scenery, from its source in

the limpid Otsego, away down to the turbid

and briny Chesapeake. What beautiful

meadows ; what warm and sunny slopes

;

what picturesque hills, and magnificent

mountains, does it sweep, in its course of

swift, and still, and rippling, and glassy

waters !
" Thanks be to God for moun-

tains !" eloquently exclaims William How-
itt, in his most charming " Book of the

Seasons." Aye, and thanks, too, for the

lofty trees which clothe their sides and

crown their tops, and the broad rivers

which sweep their base, that William

Howitt never saw as we have them here

in America. But I must stop ; I am a great

way oflf my text, and will come down from

my stilts, and leave this " prose run mad "

for another time.

Editorial Note to "the Critic Criticised.''''

—"Jeffreys must allow us to show him that

he entirely misunderstands Mr. Davis' de-

sign." Certainly; I have mistaken the

" design " of Mr. Davis. In my simplicity

I did suppose a house should be the main,

or principal structure, and that a porch and

its gable should be an appendage. But I

find that I am so verdant as not to under-

stand the improved architecture of the times.

From Mr. Davis' explanation I find that the

" design " is " a porch and gable," with a

house, by ivay of appendage ! Very well

;

I'll try not to make another mistake of the

kind.

Now, as we sometimes see houses with-

out a porch and gable, which have answered

a very valuable purpose, how would it do

to build a porch and gable without the ap-

pendage of a house, and see how that

would answer? But, without joking, I am
yet so much of a novice that I can't help

thinking the house itself should be the chief

structure, and all the appendages subordi-

nate to it. I'll drop the subject. (You
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have lost the points of the compass in this

house. Taking it from front to the rear

gable, is like taking a bird from beak to the

tail—that we think would include the main

body of the bird. Ed.]

Pomological Notesfrom the West.—I hope

our western fruit-growers will persevere in

their good work of observation, until they

ascertain, beyond a question, which varie-

ties, whether imported or native, succeed

best with them ; and only by such experi-

ence will they obtain the proper fruits for

their purpose. The remarks of Mr. Phce-

nix are a valuable record, and should be

well considered by all pomologists west of

the " Great Lakes."

How to treat Peach Trees.—Like all else

that our friend "Digger" has to say, this

is most timely, and exact to the point.

This peach worm is the greatest pest we
encounter in the production of that delicious

fruit. A few more such articles as these,

and they would comprise a perfect hand-

book for the practical gardener and pomol-

ogist.

Review of the late N. A. Pomological

Convention.—What a mass of information

have these less than half a dozen fruit con-

ventions brought to light within the three

past years ! and let them continue for two

or three years more, he that grows poor

fruit thereafter can only blame himself for

it. I hope that some clever man will by-

and-by condense the reports of these meet-

ings into compact form, and give it to the

public, in shape of a book. It would be

one of the most valuable works of reference

on the subject extant.

A Budget of Queries.—Your correspon-

dent asks why I prefer wire fences to

hedges ? I supposed I gave my reasons

sufficiently at the time. But I will further

add, that in their growth and annual clip-

pings, care, replacing, &c, they are the

most expensive and troublesome fence you

can have in the country. The climate

—

our frosts, and heats, and drouths—are

against them. If you wish to see wire

fence, go to E. J. Woolsey's place at As-

toria, Long Island, and there you will see

fence that will turn any thing, from a Cos-

set sheep to a Durham bull, and built at

less expense, to say nothing of time, than

the cheapest efficie7it hedge that can be pro-

duced—and last almost forever, besides.

Jeffreys.

SUMMER CLIMBING PLANTS.

BY AN AMATEUR, NEW-YORK.

It is needless for me to expatiate on the

beauty of climbing plants. Every one

knows the charm of a wreath or a festoon

;

and it is because climbing plants form the

finest natural wreaths and festoons, of min-

gled verdure and flowers, that they are so

universally admired. Besides, they render

unsightly objects attractive, by concealing

them—wholly or partially; and still more,

they give a rural and picturesque character

to all cottages and dwellings in the country,

and especially to those which have little

else about their exteriors to make them at-

tractive.

Without entering at large into the sub-

ject of vines and climbing plants, I will ask

but a few moments from your readers, while

I speak of a few summer climbers ; for it is

now too late to plant any other vines except

annuals. By summer climbers, I mean ten-
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der or half-hardy vines, which may he ob-

tained in pots, and which, when turned

out in the open holder, in good rich soil, by

the side of the veranda, the latticed porch,

or the trellis in the flower garden, will soon

clamber to the top of such supports, and

look gay and fresh all summer. Late in

the autumn they may either be left to their

Fig. 119.—Climbing Cobea.

fate—a supply for the next season having

been provided for at mid-summer, by making

cuttings of some of their young shoots—or

some particular sorts, as Passion flowers,

may be taken up and kept in the green-

house during the winter, to be turned out

again in the spring.

I. The Climbing Cobea, (Colca scandens.)

—The most luxuriant and rapid growing of

all summer climbers. A single small

plant—such as may be had in a pint pot

at any of the principal florists on the first of

June—may be planted out in a good soil,

and will cover the side of a house, wall or

trellis, 20 or 30 feet square, by November,

growing and blooming till the black frosts

overtake it. The Cobea is not a new plant,

having been discovered in Mexico by a

Spanish botanist, Cavanilles, in 17S9, and

named by him after his friend, Cobo. The
flower is large, (nearly three times the size

of the annexed figure,) and has the curi-

ous habit of coming out quite green, and

changing colour gradually till it is a fine

dark purple. As the plants bloom abun-

dantly in a sunny exposure, it is quite

showy for a long time. Having little ten-

drils at the ends of all the shoots and side

branches, it will catch hold of a rough wall

or trellis, and support itself without tying.

Altogether, the Cobea is one of the most

useful of summer climbers,—especially to

those who wish something to " cover up

fast," and produce an immediate effect.

Only give it rich soil, and it will go on at

an astonishing rate. It ripens seeds about

Philadelphia ; but here, is usually propa-

gated by cuttings.

II. The Maurandias, (Maurandya Bar-

claya?ia.) The prettiest of climbers are the

Maurandias; their foliage is so neat, and

their flowers so beautiful in form and

colour. They are borne, too, in the great-

est profusion ; so that every day during the

whole summer the plant is in bloom. The

habit of growth is also elegant,—clamber-

ing over the slender trellis to the height of

six to ten feet. The oldest and hest known

sort is the purple flowering Maurandia,

(
I/. Bardayana.) But we have now two

other beautiful varieties, viz., the Whiti-:

Maurandia, (M. B. alba,) and the Rose-
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coloured Maurandia, (M. B. rosea.) When
the three are planted side by side, one

heightens the effect of the other. The
Maurandias are propagated like the Cobea,

by seeds or cuttings ; usually, a few cut-

tings are struck in August for the next

year's stock,—the old plants being allowed

Fig. 120.

—

TropcBolum Lobbianum.

to die with the severe frosts of autumn,

though they will hold out uninjured to the

very last. This genus, also—Mexican—
was named in honor of Dr. Maurandya,
professor of botany at Carthagena.

III. Lophospermums—cousins of the Mau-
randias, and much resembling them, and

differing mainly in having larger and rough-

er leaves and larger flowers. The latter are

mostly pink, or purplish. L. scandens is

the most common, and L. spectabile the

prettiest. The flowers— not unlike fox-

glove— scattered here and there, singly,

among the leaves, are quite ornamental,

and are produced, like the Maurandias, for a

long time.

IV. The Buenos Ayres Vine, (Physian-

thos aliens.)—White flowering, climbing

plants are scarce; and this is one of the

prettiest and most useful of summer climb-

ers. It comes from Buenos Ayres, and was

kept for some time in the green-house ; but

now, that it is found that it does so much

better as a summer climber, turned out at

the foot of a trellis, or the column of a pi-

azza, it will become far more popular than

before. A specimen grew in my garden

up a pillar 20 feet high last season, and

bloomed most profusely for two or three

months. It likes a deep, rich soil, and a

sunny exposure. The foliage is dark green,

(but whitish on the under surface,) and or-

namental ; and the flowers, pure white, are

borne in clusters at every joint. The juice

of the plant is milky, like that of all the

Asclepias family, to which it belongs. It

grows freely from seeds or cuttings, and

must be treated like the other summer

climbers to keep a supply for the next sea-

son.

V. The Canary Bird Flower, (Tropeo-

lum peregrinum.)—An exceedingly pretty

vine—an annual—that may be grown from

seeds, planted as late as the first of June.

The flowers, of a pretty straw colour, when

half expanded, much resemble little birds.

The plant is pretty and delicate in habit

;

and one would scarcely believe, at first

sight, that it is a species of Nasturtium.

There is a new Nasturtium

—

Tropeolum

Lobbianum— named after Mr. Lobb, who

collected it in Columbia, which is a very

gay and beautiful summer climber. To

bloom well in the open border, the roots of

a previous year's growth from seed should

be turned out in the border early in this

month. The blossoms are bright orange-

scarlet, and produce a very gay effect.

VI. Ipomea Learii.—This large and ex-

quisite, deep blue, climbing convolvulus, is

a perennial; and small plants in pots, fit

for turning out now, are to be had of the

florists. It leaves all the morning glories

as far behind it in beauty as a La Keine

rose does a common briar. Rapid growth
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and a fine succession of flowers are among

its other recommendations. It will climb

30 feet or more in a summer.

VII. Double Rose Convolvulus, (Ca-

lystegia piibescens.)—A novel thing in its

way, just introduced from China ; for it is

a double flowering convolvulus—only the'

corolla is not arranged as you might sup-

pose, cup within cup, but with many irre-

Fig. 121.

—

Double Rose Convolvulus.

gular petals, like a rose. Their colour is

a pale pink, very delicate and pretty ; and

they continue to bloom for some time in

July and August. This plant likes a deep,

rich soil, and not a very warm exposure.

Being a perennial from China, it is likely

to prove hardy in this climate. As yet, it

is rather rare, (though I see it advertised

by the dozen, in the April number, by Wat-

son, of Plymouth,) though it may doubtless

Fig. 122.

—

Passiflora Kermesina.

be had of Thorburn and others. [The

Calystegia is an acquisition, and we are

glad to find that a plant in our garden

has withstood the past winter. Ed.]

VIII. The Crimson Passion Flower,

(Passiflora Kermesina.)—I close my list

of summer climbers with this—a green-

house plant, which perhaps surpasses

them all. It is certainly the most pro-

fuse flowering, graceful, and showy of

all passion-flowers ; and passion-flowers

are perhaps the most interesting of

climbers. I succeed in getting a fine

bloom of this passion-flower by shifting

a strong plant into a good sized pot with rich

compost, and plunging the pot up to the

rim in the open border, at the foot of a

trellis about the beginning of June. Here

it will take care of itself, and grow freely,

— reaching the height of some ten or

twelve feet by autumn ; and during the

months of August and September it gives

me a great quantity of flowers. The lat-

ter are not so large as some other pas-

sion-flowers, but are of a rich purplish
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crimson, relieved with white rays, and very

graceful and showy,—hanging in festoons

on the plant. Just before the frost comes,

I reduce the top a little, take up the pot,

and carry all into the green-house, where

it will flower a month longer.

Yours, An Amateur.
New- York, May IS, 1850.

TAN-BANK FOR MULCHING GRAPEVINES.

BY H. W. S. CLEVELAND, BURLINGTON, N. J.

A. J. Downing, Esq.—Dear Sir: I am
much pleased to find that my experience in

regard to the use of tan-bark on grapevines

is corroborated by that of Mr. Ferris, as

given by him in the Horticulturist for May.

My present object, however, is to offer a

few remarks on a subject for which his let-

ter furnishes me with a text. He says he

had thought of giving his experience be-

fore ; but " concluded that old gardeners

would laugh at me for bringing coals to

Newcastle."

I have no doubt that many a person is

prevented from giving items of his experi-

ence to the public by the same feeling;

which is, indeed, a natural one, but in my
opinion one which should be overcome. If

the object of the Horticulturist were to in-

struct only " old gardeners," it would be

presumptuous in any but experienced and

scientific men to speak. But I regard the

readers of the Horticulturist as an assembly

of friends, who meet together once a month

for mutual instruction and entertainment.

Among them are a large portion who are

no farther along than myself; and I con-

sider it a sort of duty in each to impart

whatever information will be serviceable to

others.

The common feeling, however, is that

such and such a matter of one's own expe-

rience is too trifling to be made public;

whereas, in truth, such practical instances

of the application of principles are often of

great value, and contain precisely the kind

of information which one cannot get from
scientific works.

Will you pardon ine for alluding again

to my own communication, for the sake of

illustration ? When I first thought of ap-

plying tan to the border of my vinery, (in-

tending it only for a mulching,) I inquired

of several of my neighbors, some of whom
were " old gardeners," whether there was
any danger of injury to the vines,—the tan

being, as I said, fresh from the yard. Not

one had ever seen it used in a fresh state

;

and almost all thought it dangerous to ap-

ply it without composting it for a year at

least. A single season's experience con-

tradicted all their theories ; and having oc-

casion to write you, I thought the fact thus

established worth mentioning for the use of

others. It would have saved me much
doubt and anixety if I could have known it

six months before.

So much for that. Now one word on a

different subject. Considering the writers

for the Horticulturist in the light of speak-

ers before an audience, and perceiving in

the May number a notice of "Jeffreys,"

which sounds very much like a hiss from

one side of the house, I wish to say that

there is a knot of us here who are ready to

come down in opposition to it with feet,

hands and umbrellas. Without having the
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slightest suspicion who "Jeffreys" is, so

long as he talks as well as he has done

heretofore, we are ready to cry " hear."

Yours truly, H. W. S. Cleveland.

Oatiands, May 18th, 1850.

Remarks.—We cannot let the opportu-

nity, afforded by Mr. Cleveland's excel-

lent hint, go by without adding a word or

two, corroborating, editorially, his opinion

respecting the reluctance existing in a large

class of our readers about giving the results

of their experience— and results, too, very

important to them— but which they ima-

gine too trifling, or suppose everybody knows

them already.

It is precisely this kind of information

that our readers most want ; and we hope

those who have it, in any shape, will, as

Mr. C. has well said, feel that it is a ditty

to make it public. A practice the most fa-

miliar and successful in one part of the

country, is often quite unknown in another ;

and its publication may not only assist be-

ginners, but lead to other and better modes,

founded upon it. Ed.

»»•«*

DESIGN FOR A GOTHIC COUNTRY HOUSE.

BY AN AMATEUR.

This design (see frontispiece,) is the pro-

duction af an amateur, and has been placed

in our hands for publication.

It is an attempt to produce a good effect

in a rather rude and plain Gothic style, with

but moderate cost, and without

any elaborate ornament. The
walls are to be built of common
quarry stone, and the whole is

to be finished in a simple, and

rather rustic manner.

The plan of the principal

floor, offers a rather unusual

arrangement. Entering the

porch, avc may either go into

the office or ante-room, A, or

the dining-hall,— a kind of

hall and dining-room com-

bined. Behind this dining-hall are the

kitchen and its conveniences. From it,

a passage extends to the right, affording

communication with the other apartments.

B, is the library ; C, a bed-room. At

the end of the passage is an octagon par-

lor ; and outside of this a veranda, D, extend-

ing round five sides of the room. This veran-

da is entered by windows reaching to the

floor.

The plan of the second story, (fig. 123,)

Pig 123.—Chamber Floor.

shows five good sized bed-rooms, and two

of smaller dimensions.

Of course, a house in this style could

only be erected to advantage on a large

lauded property, and where stone is abun-

dant as a building material.
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BY L. YOUNG OF KY., AND M. II. SIMPSON OF BTA^S.

We hasten to lay the following correspon-

dence before o:ir readers, trusting that it

may be in time, in many parts of the coun-

try, to save the smooth-skinned fruits.

It will be seen that two cultivators, in

different parts of the country, vouch for the

efficacy of lime in preventing the puncture

of the insect which so largely destroys the

plum, in many parts of the Union. These

communications have been made public by

the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, in

the Boston Transcript, and we desire to

give them a larger circulation in our col-

umns.

The plan strikes us favorably—especial-

ly syringing or showering the young fruit

with whitewash. But we suggest that the

whitewash should be rather thin, and a day

old, or we fear it might prove more disas-

trous to the crop than the " little Turk "

himself.

We suppose Mr. Young, of Louisville,

K)'., one of the most zealous of western

horticulturists, to be the originator of this

use of lime. Ed.

Springdale, near Louisville, Ky. July, 1849.

Samuel Walker, Pres. Mass. Hort. So-

ciety—Dear Sir : In the course of a conver-

sation held with you in Boston, during the

autumn of last year, I learned that the cur-

culio was exceedingly troublesome to the

growers of the smooth-skinned fruits in your

vicinage, and that the Massachusetts Hor-

ticultural Society was anxious to elicit any
information tending to inspire a hope that

it is in the power of art or science to apply

a remedy capable of averting so great a

public calamity as that which a fruit-relish-

ing community sustains by the repeated

yearly losses of its apricots, plums and other

smooth-skinned fruits. On that occasion, I

hinted to you the result of an experiment

with lime, tried upon the plum crop of

1843, and signified a determination at the

same time to repeat the experiment before

expressing an opinion as to the efficacy of

lime, used as a protection to glabrous fruits,

which are usually preyed upon by the cur-

culio. Having then promised to communi-
cate the result, I now proceed to redeem
my pledge.

The severe frost of the 16th of April last

destroyed almost entirely the fruit crop of

the West, in all locations where the fruit

trees had bloomed as early as the first of

April or sooner. This occurrence narrowed
the limits of the field of experiment for the

current year, until its whole area is of very

inconsiderable extent—a few individual

fruits, only, outliving the storm of the 15th

and 16th of April.

I have thought, however, on the other

hand, that a shield capable of protecting

and saving harmless throughout the whole
season of danger, a few individual fruits,

enfeebled by the severity of the April

freeze, and surrounded by a whole host of

enemies, more than equal to the destruction

of the whole crop, had it survived the April

disaster, could scarcely have won for itself

higher claims to our confidence, by protect-

ing a full crop under ordinary circumstan-

ces. The experiment of the current year,

therefore, has tended to confirm my belief

in the proposition that common carbonate

of lime, (which is a very cheap and acces-

sible article, of easy application, ) applied

before smooth-skinned or short-napped fruits

have received the sting of the curculio, and
continued until the tender stages of their

growth have passed away—say four weeks
—is a more efficacious remedy against the

attack of the curculio than any nostrum

now in general use, and considering its

cheapness and applicability, is deserving of

further trial.

That others might be enabled to judge

of the soundness of those conclusions at

which I have arrived in this communica-
tion, a detail of my experiments is ap-
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perilled ; and as that of 1S49 was con-

ducted carefully with a view to throw light

upon two not unimportant questions con-

nected with this subject, viz : 1st, When
should the treatment commence?—2d, How
long should it be continued? I have thought

it most instructive to cop}' what is relevant

from my Diary.

With feelings of the sincerest good will

toward yourself and that distinguished body

of cultivators and amatuers over whom you
have the honor to preside, I remain your

obedient servant, L. Young.

Details of Experiments with Lime in the

Culture of Smooth-coated Fruits, during

the years 1848 and 1849

:

I have cultivated the plum since 1828, and
in 20 years had two perfect crops ; one, a

first crop after making a stone pavement
around some trees ; for success in the other

instance I never could account, unless no

crop of the kind had ever preceded it in

that spot to invite the curculio thither.

Certain it is the same tree failed ever after.

In the spring of 1848, a very abundant crop

of handsome young fruits had passed the

season of danger from frosts, and I deter-

mined to make several different efforts to

realize a prospect so promising. Having
the authority of that excellent periodical,

the Horticulturist, for fresh stable manure,
I treated the best of the trees and nearly

my whole collection in that way—the ma-
nure being re-applied as often as it ceased

to emit the offensive odor. One tree of

Cooper's large, was fixed upon for the ex-

periment with lime, and fearing a free use of

it might hazard the life of the tree as well

as the fruit, I made choice of one partially

blown dowp by the winds, deeming it the

lesser sacrifice if the experiment proved

fatal. After the treatment with both lime

and manure had been continued a few
weeks, the efficacy of lime seemed so de-

cidedly superior to that of manure, that I

introduced lime into my orchard of Necta-

rines, which had now generally been

pierced. Result: In a short time the Nec-

tarines dropped, except the Elruges, which
were never disturbed, and although no fur-

ther attention was given, they ripened.

From one-fourth to one-third the crop of

Apricots and Plums, treated with manure,

arrived at perfection, except two trees of

Cooper's large. A like proportion of these,

say one-third—remained sound until they

began to ripen. At this stage they com-
menced rotting, and upon both trees the

aggregate that ripened without a blemish,

scarcely equalled half a dozen.

The inclined tree of Cooper's large, re-

ceived perhaps half a dozen dressings of

powdered lime, at intervals. But during

the season I never saw a punctured fruit

—

never saw gum upon any of its fruits or

leaves ; it retained its leaves well, though

many were coated with lime, and about the

5th of August it furnished specimens of

ripe fruit for the tables of the Kentucky
Horticultural Society. This same tree re-

tained its fruits and for five successsive

meetings, furnished weekly contribtions.

To give some conception of the quantity

and quality of the crop, it may be stated

that they sold readily at 40 to 55 cents per

dozen, and at such prices a tree whose
trunk was not larger than a man's arm,

yielded fifteen dollars, over and above what
were given to visitors as specimens, and
what were eaten by the family.

1849. May 4. Yesterday I first observed

the sting of the curculio upon an Illinois

Wild Plum, and now resolved upon treat-

ing Wild Plums with ground plaster, Drap
d'Or and Prince's Gage Plums with lime,

as a preventive against the attack of the

curculio ; and desirous thoroughly to test

the efficacy of lime, resolved to whitewash
the few fruits which survived the frost, so

that the curculio cannot possibly inflict his

wound upon parts of the fruit which might

accidentally be left uncovered by lime,

when applied in the ordinary way—which
is, to syringe the fruits, if not already wet

by dew or a shower, and then with some
elastic implement, as a broad spatula or

tin shovel, throw small quantities of pow-
dered lime upwards from beneath the fruits.

This powder rises a dense cloud, and set-

tles upon the fruit.

May 5. To-day re-applied plaster and
lime, which had been removed by a shower.

May 15. During the last few days there

have occurred several rains, which have
rendered necessary the re-application of

pluster to the Illinois Plums, and lime to

the others. One Illinois fruit pierced since

first treated with plaster.
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May 25. Illinois Plum pierced on the

15th inst. has now fallen off. Found now
three different Elruge Nectarine trees with

a single fruit on each—all pierced by the

curculio. Whitewashed them with lime.

June 3. Absent at Lexington five days.

One rain while away. Now renewed ap-

plication of lime and plaster. Limed fruits

looking well, except two, which have re-

ceived an injury sufficient to paralyze one
cheek ; the affected cheeks are rough, and
emit gum.
June 12. Prince Gage and Drap d'Or

Plums begin to swell and assume a rough,

uneven exterior. No curculio ; no glue,

but on injured fruits.

June 19. No lime since June 3d. Plas-

tered fruits all fallen, being first pierced.

June 21. Limed plums have a good ap-

pearance. No sting of the curculio as yet

;

apparently out of danger ; no lime since

June 3d.

June 30. The first of the limed fruits,

a Prince's Gage Plum, paralyzed on one
cheek, ripened about a week since. Every
fruit whitewashed has reached maturity,

without any disposition to rot in ripening'

—

the unblemished ones attaining good size.

N. B. The three Elruge Nectarines

whitewashed on the 25th of May, after

they were pierced by the curculio, fell be-

tween the 5th and 10th June, the larva

having eaten its way into the embryo ca-

tyledons.

Saxonville, April 21th, 1850.

- To the Fruit Committee, of the Massachu-
chusetts Horticultural Society—Gentlemen:
My attention has been called to examine the

insects which are destructive to fruits and
ascertain their habits, in consequence of

being a sufferer for a number of years ; as

the information may be of use, I herewith

submit the result of my experiments and
observations. There are only two insects

which have caused me any trouble ; the

others are all easily destroyed ; but the two

to which I refer, viz., the Curculio and
Codling Moth, have destroyed, the past

year, seven-eighths of my apples, cherries,

plums and peaches, and have disfigured

the pears by their punctures. The cur-

culio commenced puncturing the fruit about

the 6th of June, and deposited its eggs in

fully three-fourths of the apples, causing

them to drop when very small, and to an
equal extent the cherry and peach. The
plums would have been all destroyed, but

were saved by shaking the trees, the insect

falling upon a cotton cloth extended over a

frame which I had placed under the tree,

and also by placing a frame over the tree and
extending worsted netting over it, which
was sufficiently open to admit air and light.

The labor and expense of these methods
are considerable, and I hope a better plan

may be found ; one of which I am now
experimenting upon, with some prospect of

success. I showered the trees before the

bud broke, with whitewash, with my hand
engine, covering the branches entirely; the

time required for a moderate sized tree was
only five minutes, and the expense of lime

hardly worth estimating. If this does not

answer the purpose, I shall syringe the fruit

when little larger than a common white

bean. My experiments have convinced me
that this latter method is a sure preventive.

I found four of the larvae in one apple, nearly

ready to go into the ground, where they go

through their chrysalis state, and remain
until the following season in a torpid state.

I produced the perfect insect from the larvae

which was found in the apple, peach and
cherry, in about four weeks. The larvae

of the curculio is the cherry and peach

worm, and also the small apple worm.
They are the cause of the cherry and peach
rot by their late punctures.

Respecting the habits of this insect, I

notice they came on to the fruit from the

first to the tenth of June, and continue

puncturing the fruit until the twentieth of

July. I have seen them as late as the first

of September, but have not discovered fresh

punctures later than the twentieth of July,

and am inclined to believe those which are

seen later, are of the new crop, which have

been disturbed accidentally in the earth.

I ascertained the increase by placing a male
and female under a glass vessel, and giving

them one plum a day for thirty-six days
;

they deposited, upon an average, about

eight eggs per day ; they ceased depositing

their eggs about the same time that the

punctures ceased upon the fruit on the

trees. They go through their chrysalis

state in about four weeks after going into

the gruond, and remain in a torpid state
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through the season, unless the earth is dis-

turbed. I produced ten of the perfect in-

sects, which are little black beetles, from

the larva, and fed them until the 1st Jan-

uary, with apple. The larvae which were
in the fruit, were placed upon the surface

of earth in a glass vessel, and after eating

the apple for three weeks, they left the fruit

and bored into the earth to the depth of

three or four inches, and then formed a lit-

tle home, where they cast their skin, and
in about four weeks the perfect beetle was
formed. They lay dormant in this state un-

til I disturbed them ; some I took from the

earth the first of August, and others on the

first of October.

The mechanical performance of this little

beetle should not pass without notice. In

making her nest and laying her eggs, in

the fruit, she exhibits an instinct that is

truly wonderful. With her snout she punc-

tures the fruit, in the shape of a semi-cir-

cle, to the depth of one-tenth of an inch,

upon an angle of about forty-five degrees,

and then makes a horizontal puncture di-

rectly under the skin, to the extent of one-

tenth of an inch ; she then turns round and
deposits her egg at the entrance of the hor-

izontal puncture ; after which, she again

turns round, and, with her proboscis, pushes

home the egg to the bottom of the last punc-

ture ; she then places her proboscis into the

first puncture, and presses the flesh of the

plum against the skin, and holds it in this

position about ten minutes, until the flesh

and skin are knit together, for the purpose,

as I suppose, of preventing the egg from fall-

ing out, and also to protect it from a minute
spider. The semi-circular cut is made to

provide for contraction, as, if made straight,

the skin would split, and the egg roll

out.

The curculio flies a great distance, and
their numbers are immense where there

are plenty of fruit trees. It is evident,

unless some means are taken to diminish

them, that they will eventually take all the

fruit. I know of no article that will scent

them off. I placed a bottle of spirits of tar

directly under three plums, and in a few
days found the fatal punctures upon them.

The egg hatches in from five to ten days,

and fruit may be saved by taking out the

egg. But the application of whitewash,

by syringing the fruit, I consider the most

practicable, unless the experiment I am
now trying answers the purpose, of syring-

ing the limbs before the buds break. To
make the wash stick to the fruit or tree,

I put in a little glue.

The other insect to which I allude is the

Codling Moth. This little moth deposits

her egg in the eye of the apple. They
commenced this year about the 1st of June,

and were so destructive on my trees as to

take about all the curculio spared, and
many of the Bartlett and Passe Colmar
Pears.

They are on all the season, or until the

middle of September; there are two or

three crops of them. I produced them from

the egg in about five weeks ; they were
two weeks eating before they were ready

to go into the chrysalis state, and three

weeks before the perfect moth appeared
;

the}r are a small grey moth, with a distinct

mark upon the hind part of the wings, of a

brown color, edged with copper ; they do

not extend their wings more than seven-

eighths of an inch ; they were very lively at

night and entirely at rest in the day-time,

from which I infer that they fly only at

night. I have never been able to find

one upon the trees. After the eggs are

hatched the worms eat to the centre of the

apple and out at the side, and cause the

worm-falls or Moth-falls. I saved a num-
ber of apples by placing a thin plate of

bees-wax over the eye.

But the plan for practicable purposes, is

to syringe the fruit with whitewash ; this

will fill the eye and thus prevent the moth
from laying her egg. I am happy to state

that I discovered a trap for the larva? of

this insect, by which an orchard can be

cleared of them with but little labor. No-
ticing two or three of the larva; creeping

upon a piece of cotton cloth which was
thrown into the crotch of an apple tree, my
curiosity led to further examination, and to

my surprise and pleasure, I found thirty of

the larva; in their silken homes, going

through their chrysalis state; they knit the

folds of cloth together, with silken tics, and
there quietly change from the loathed worm
to the perfect insect, which is, perhaps, un-

der a microscope, as beautiful as any pro-

duction of the insect tribe. I again placed
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the cotton cloth in the crotch of the tree,

and examined it in three weeks, and found

another encampment of them in the same
state, and concluded that they were quite

in my power, with very little labor. The
cloth should be placed in the tree about the

25th of June, and examined every three

weeks, as it requires about this time to go
through their chrysalis state ; in one or two
seasons they must be destroyed. They
find their silken webs very readily attach

to the little fibres of cotton, and by laying

the cotton cloth to the tree the wind will

not disturb them.

There is still another insect which does

some damage to the foliage and fruit of

trees. The perfect insect is a long, slen-

der, dark fly, with long feelers, and two

steerers behind ; they are on the trees as

early as the 15th of March, mating ; they

lay their eggs in the young bud, as soon,

as it opens ; the egg hatches, and the larva?

commences eating the young leaves and
curling them up, in which he makes his

home. They are destroyed by applying

the whitewash to the limb of the tree ; and
by covering the limb in this way, a very

destructive little insect, the eggs of which
are contained in little muscle shells on the

apple and pear trees, will be destroyed. I

will communicate the effect of syringing

the tree with the wash before the buds
break in July, when the whole effect of the

experiment will be known.
Yours respectfully,

M. H. Simpson.

REVIEWS.

Proceedings of the second Congress of Fruit

Grower?, in the city of Rew-lork, 1849.

This long-delayed report of the Pomolo-

gical Congress of last October, is at length

issued, and lies before us, in the form of a

thick pamphlet—almost a book—of 109

pages. It is well printed, and notwith-

standing the long time occupied in present-

ing it, is still interesting to those occupied

with the culture or study of fruits.*

Before saying any thing as to the report

itself, we must be allowed to say a word as

to the publication of the future Reports of

this Congress. The delay in printing this

and the previous report, not to mince mat-

ters, arises simply from the fact that the

Congress trusted to the American Institute

to publish it, and of course lost, in some

measure, the control of its early issue

thereby. Now if these Reports are worth

printing at all, they should be printed

within thirty days of the close of the ses-

sion, and if there are not ways and means

* Those who have not already received iheir copies by mail,
can obtain them at the office of the Horticulturist, in Albany,
Boston, New York, and, we believe, Cincinnati.

enough, (and we know they are abundant,)

for the next Congress to do this, by simply

putting their hands in their pockets, why

let us lay a tax upon the orchards. The

apples and pears would " come down " if

necessary to have the thing done speedily

and without shuffling.

As most of our fruit-growing readers will

have gone through this pamphlet before

they receive this number, it is needless for

us to notice its contents in detail. Every

one interested in Pomology will admit that

it is replete with interesting facts, opinions

and discussions, and that it contains abun-

dant proofs that the subject of fruit culture

is receiving no small amount of attention

in the United States at the present time.

There are two or three matters of gene-

ral interest to our readers, which we will

glance at in passing.

The Zinfindal Grape, a well known for-

eign variety, wras stated by Mr. Parsons,

of Long Island, and Dr. Munson and Mr.

Gabriel, of New Haven, to be better

adapted to culture in the open air, in Con-
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necticut, than the Isabella. Dr. Munson
|

Besides these proceedings of the Con-

has cultivated it for years, finds it not apt
j

gress, this pamphlet contains 36 pages ol

to mildew, and ripening more completely
j

reports from fruit committees in various

and regularly than the Isabella. Mr. Par- states, which, though necessarily imperfect,

sons said it succeeded perfectly well in the
j

from the unparalleled shortness of the fruit

open air. This grape is therefore worthy
|

crop of last year, nevertheless contain many

of trial in other parts of the country.

The merits of the Red Antwerp Rasp-

berry (the large fruited sort) were stated

by our neighbor, Mr. Barratt, of Milton,

on the Hudson—a village remarkable for

its superb crops of this fruit. Mr. B. said

the Red Antwerp, " as a market fruit, is

better than any other variety, bearing car-

riage well, and not being exceeded by any

in flavor. It sold in New-York for 22 cents

a quart, and from three-quarters of an acre

facts and suggestions of considerable value

to the pomologist.

We trust the next session of the Con-

gress, which is to be held at Cincinnati in

September, will be far richer in all respects

than either of the foregoing ones. Our

friends at the west are making liberal pre-

parations for the occasion, and we hope the

chairmen of the various fruit committees,

as well as amateur and professional fruit-

growers, are all busy, accumulating stores

he had realized S330, at an average of ten of information, to lay before that assembly,

cents per basket. There was a cultivator

in his neighborhood who sold SI,500 worth

from three acres, and that last year—a very

unfavorable season—the crop lasting but

three weeks instead of five."

There was a singular discussion about

the Early Virginia and Large Early Scarlet

strawberries. Mr. Hovey, of Boston, in-

sisted they were identical, while Mr. Barry,

of N. Y., Mr. Hancock, of N. J., Mr. Mc-

Intosh, of Ohio, and the editor of this

journal, not only considered them distinct,

but rated the Large Early Scarlet a good-

sized production, and an excellent sort, and

the Early Virginia a small and inferior one.

Mr. McIntosh thought the Early Virginia

small and worthless, and had rooted out the

variety in his collection, and replaced it

with the Large Early Scarlet. Notwithstand-

II. The Farmer's Guide to Scientific and Prac-

tical Agriculture. By Henry Stephens. Amer-

ican edition; edited by John P. Norton. New-

York: published by Leonard Scott &. Co.

Thil, as we understand it, is a modified

and condensed re-print of " Stephens' Book

of the Farm," one of the most elaborate

and carefully written of modern treatises

on agriculture.

The work is published in Edinburgh,

and re-printed here from stereotype plates

sent over by the foreign publishers, at a

very low price—So for the whole work, or

25 cents a number. Two numbers are al-

ready issued, and the others will follow ra-

pidly.

The American edition is edited by Prof.

Norton, of Yale College, a name honorably

associated with the agricultural interests of

the United States. We shall therefor
ing this, we believe the question of the

identity of the two sorts is still entertained pect copious notes, calculated to render the

by Mr. Hovey, and we trust specimens of

the true Large Early Scarlet, (which we

think is hardly known in Boston,) will be

sent to the Mass. Hort. Society, to set-

tle it.

Vol. iv. 39

work more useful to home readers.

Mr. Stephens' Book of the Farm is a

most valuable work to the agricultural stu-

dent, and to such we can warmly recom-

mend the present publication. For the
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practical farmer it is far too elaborate and

comprehensive— for the plain reason, that a

man who Avorks much, wants his reading

put into hand-books or manuals, rather than

elaborated into encyclopedias. But there

are many to whom the study of agriculture,

both as a science and a practical art, is pre-

senting strong attractions now, in this coun-

try, and to such we can recommend this as

presenting one of the best works for facili-

tating that study, so far as relates to modem
British agriculture.

FOREIGN NOTICES.

Mushroom Spawn.—Mushroom spawn may be
made in various ways, and is easily known by its

smell and its small tine thread-like and hoary ap-
pearance. The smell is just the same as that of

the common mushroom. It is to be often met
with in manure heaps, and in fields, particularly

where hay-ricks have been made, and the old

thatch and bottoms have been thrown up into a

heap to decay for manure. In heaps of manure
that have been thrown out of an old cow-shed,
where both horses and cows, &c, run into for

shelter; and in the sweepings from horse-mill

walks, thrown up into a heap in some dry corner,

and allowed to lie for three or four months undis-

turbed, plenty of mushroom spawn is pretty cer-

tain to be generated.

If horse droppings, mixed with sandy loam,
equal parts, and partly dry, placed in boxes or
large flower-pots, with a small bit of good spawn
in it three inches below the surface, all jammed
in as solid as it can be done, and put in any heated
structure, the whole bulk will very soon be found
to be the best of spawn, if kept dry for 5 or 6 weeks.
Spawn may also be made in this way. Take

one-third horse-droppings, one-third cow and sheep
dung, and one-third sandy loam; let these ingre-

dients be well mixed together, adding as much
water as will make the whole something like

stiff mortar. Spread the whole mixture out on a

level bottom or floor in an open shed, from two
and a half to three inches thick, and let it remain
in that state a few days to dry; then let it be cut

out into pieces about the length of common bricks,

but a little wider—say an inch wider; let these

pieces be so placed as not to get broken, and
when dry enough to be handled about with care,

and being a little more than half dry, pierce each
brick about half through in two places thus : that

is, make the holes about an inch

and a half in diameter, and place

a small piece of real spawn in

each hole, over which a portion

of that taken out should be placed

,

something like sealing it over. After this, let the

bricks be so placed as to forward their drying off"

as quickly as possible ; and when perfectly dry

have ready a quantity of well prepared dry, husky,

fermenting materials, and place from about six to>

nine inches thick on the floor of some rather warm
shed, and on this place all the pieces in a regular

manner, with open spaces; that is, the pieces ob
one row crossing the openings in the row beneath,

just as brickmakers arrange their bricks to dry,,

and keeping the innocnlated side uppermost, to

prevent the spawn falling out, bringing the whole
up to a point, so that the stack may not fall

about. Then cover the whole with the before

mentioned kind of material, so as to give about

from 50 to 55 degrees of heat, which will soon

cause the spawn to run through the pieces.

When this is observed to be the case, let the-

whole be stored away in some dry, cold place

until required for use. These dry, light, hoary

lumps will keep good for years in a dry place, but

in a cold moist situation this spawn would soon

perish ; and if stored in a warm moist situation,

the spawn will commence working or vegetating.

T. Weaver, Gardener to the Warden of Winches-
ter College. Cottage Gardener.

Spent Tanner's Bark a good Manure for
Strawberries.—Perhaps the following experi-

ment with strawberries in tan, which I saw made
near Edinburgh, may prove useful. The soil was
very light, and appeared unfit for their growth,

yet finer fruit or of better flavor I have seldom
seen. This was entirely owing to a covering of

old tanner's bark, about an inch thick, being ap-

plied between the rows. The bark not only kept

the ground moist and the fruit clean, but it is the

material of all others in which this plant most de-

lights. Many persons may have remarked how
almost all plants, but particularly the strawberry,

will root into the old tan of a bed in which they

have been forced, and yet because they know new
tan will kill weeds, they do not think it valuable

as a manure. In the same garden were beds of

strawberries which had not been covered, but

after growing and flowering well, these bore no-

fruit worth gathering (a very common thing if

the soil is too light;) others were almost burnt

up, whilst those to which the tan had been ap-

plied were luxuriant, and the ground was covered

with fine runners fit to plant out, though the fruit
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was just in perfection—an uncommon circum-

stance near Edinburgh. /. R. Pearson. Chil-

well. Gard. Chronicle.

On Drying Specimens of Flowers.—As the

season for collecting plants is approaching, may I

be permitted to give the particulars of the pro-

eess I have adopted in drying specimens for the

Hortus Siccus, especially the more delicate and

succulent ones, for which I have found it peculiarly

adapted, as it combines the greatest equality of

pressure with despatch in drying. My method is

as follows:—The apparatus required is very sim-

ple, consisting of a few canvass or linen bags, of

such size that, when laid flat, they will rather

more than cover a sheet of demy paper, a quan-

tity of clean sand, an old saucepan, or other con-

venient vessel, to heat it in, and a few quires of

blotting-paper. Having provided these, first put

a sufficient quantity of sand in the saucepan, over

the fire, and, while this is heating, take a quire

of blotting-paper, on which arrange the plants,

covering them with two or three sheets of blot-

ting-paper. When the sand is sufficiently heated,

and uniformly so (which may be promoted by stir-

ring it with a stick,) pour into one of the bags
enough to fill it to one-third. The mouth of the

bag being closed, by tying or folding back, it is

then tu be laid carefully over the plants arranged

between the paper, and the sand contained in it to

be spread out by the band, and pressed with a

board, so as to form a flat uniform surface. This

process may be repeated, several layers of paper,

plants, and sand-bags being laid on one another.

If this is done, no extra weight will be required

—

the smallest and most delicate plants being placed

in the uppermost layers; but if the subject be

large and thick, a board and weight will be gene-

rally necessary. Unless they are very thick and

succulent, in which case they may require a se-

cond application of hot sand, the plants will gene-

rally be found quite dry within twenty-four hours,

and often much sooner. This is one advantage;

as, by this rapid desiccation, the colour is pre-

served in the greatest perfection— i. e., if the

temperature be well regulated. The second, and

perhaps of more importance as regards the bo-

tanical value of the specimen, is, that the sand, 1 y

adapting itself to the inequalities of the object

under pressure, prevents any crushing of the

stems, receptacles, &c. ; while the parts of the

leaves in juxtaposition with a hard, thick stem,

which, by the ordinary method, escape any pres-

sure, and consequently shrivel up, are all equally

flattened. W. S. Coleman, in Pharmaceutical

Journal.

DOMESTIC NOTICES.

Raising Seedling Grapes.—Now is the time

for those who wish to experiment with seedling

grapes to commence their operations. Though
something good may no doubt come from planting

the seeds of Isabella and Catawba grapes at ran-

dom, yet, as chance becomes certainty, when we
call in the aid of hybridizing, no scientific culti-

vator will neglect the latter advantage. The first

great desideratum is to get a hardy table grape,

entirely free from pulp and of high flavor. For
this purpose, we would suggest crossing the Isa-

bella and the Hlack Hamburgh, or the Catawba
and the Chasselas—the native grape being made
the mother of the new sort.

An improved wine grape is also greatly needed .

Now as Miller's Burgundy is the great wine grape

of Europe, we would suggest crossing that varie-

ty with the Norton's Seedling, or the Ohio, for a

claret wine grape; and with the Catawba for a

champagne wine grape.

Such of our readers as Deed a spur to their zeal

in this matter, will remember that very large pre-

miums have been offered by both Mr. Lonowobts
of Cincinnati, and the Mass. Hort. Society, for an

American seedling grape superior to the Cataw-

ba. One tenth part of the attention to raising

new seedlings of native grapes that has been be-

stowed of late years in England on the Dahlia,

(with such wonderful results.) would give not one

but dozens of hardy grapes, as delicious as the table

grapes of Europe, and as hardy as our native

vines. That nurseryman who shall be the first to

get control of a good stock of such a variety, may
as easily make $5,000 by it as $5.

Those not familiar with the modern practice of

breeding fruits and plants, are referred to our

Fruits and Fruit Trees, p. 9.

Agricultural Schools.—We arc sorry to have

to announce that the New York Legislature ad-

journed without passing the bill drawn op by the

committee appointed by the Governor, for the

Agricultural Cottage. This was ool from any

opposition or want of interest in the subject, but

simply because the bill was left Bleeping to the

last, and not " brought up." Then' was an abun-

dance of good feeling for it in general, but espe-

cial champions seemed to be wanting, and as the

farmers themselves do Dot understand the want of

"lobbying" their servants, the members in their

seats bad too iniii'li else to attend to, to give it

the necessary attention. We hope this will be

remembered at the next election, and that every

farmer who wishes to have his rights respected.
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will vote for a member who is in earnest for agri-

cultural education. Besides this, let every agri-

cultural society in the state send a delegate to Alba-

ny next winter, to represent to the honorable gen-

ilementhat there are a few of their constituents at

home, who are farmers, and who mean to have
that fact understood and appreciated, and we stake

our reputation that there will be no lagging in the

matter of appropriation for the education of the

farmer's son.

Agricultural Bureau.—A bill has just been
introduced into the U- S. Senate, to establish, per-

manently, an Agricultural Bureau at Washington
—the chief of which is to be called the Commis-
sioner of Agriculture, and to receive the same
.salary as the Commissioner of Patents. The bill

states,
;I That it shall be the duty of said Commissioner

to collect agricultural statistics; to procure and
distribute valuable seeds, cuttings, buds and tu-

bers; to procure and put in operation a chemical
laboratory, at a cost not exceeding two thousand
dollars, and to cause all desirable analyses of mi-
nerals and mineral waters, and such as relate to

composition and improvement of soils; the feeding
of domestic animals; the preparation and preser-

vation of provisions and breadstuff's; the manufac-
ture of sugar, and such other manufactures as

may be connected with agriculture, and arise im-
mediately out of agricultural products; and to pre-

pare and make annually a full report to Congress,
containing an account of such experiments as may
have been made, and such useful information as

he may have obtained on all the subjects con-
nected with the duties of his office."

The bill also provides for an agricultural chem-
ist with a salary of $2000, a chief clerk with a
salary of $1600, a recording clerk with a salary

of $1000, a messenger with a salary of $750.
The bill is a good one, and that a commissioner

so appointed, if a competent one, could do a vast
deal for the agricultural interest, and thereby the
interest of the country generally, is undeniable.
We hope it will pass as it stands.

Aspect for Apricots.—Since writing the ar-

ticle on the apricot, in our last number, we have
had further proof of the advantages of a northern
aspect for this tender-skinned fruit.

In the garden of our neighbor, T. W. Chrys-
tie, Esq., we were shown half a dozen apricot
trees of the finest sorts, which uniformly bear
abundant crops of large and delicious fruit, with-
out the least care, being treated like common
siandard peach trees. The secret of their uniform
productiveness and excellence, Mr. C. informed
us, was simply in the aspect. Trees of the same
varieties had been planted on other sides of his

residence, and in various open parts of the grounds,
the soil being the same, but they had, without ex-
ception, all failed, sooner or later. Hence Mr. C.
had been inevitably led to the same conclusion

which we have reached, viz: that the greatest fal-

lacy in planting an apricot tree, is that of putting

it in a southern exposure. The temperature in the

middle states is always high enough to ripen the

fruit in a northern aspect, while the tree is uni-

formly more healthy and less liable to injury by

frosts or insects, than in any warmer position.

Tobacco Water vs. Insects.—Every good gar-

dener knows that to combat his worst enemies, the

insect tribe, successfully, he must open the cam-
paign early and briskly. An hour's active opera-

tions, when they first begin to marshal their forces,

is worth a whole day's battle when they have

mustered in full strength.

Tobacco water is his best ammunition, and if he

has much fighting to do, he must immediately set

about getting it ready. To make it in a state fit

for using out of doors, he should have a barrel full

—and the following is the way to make it: First

go to the tobacconists and buy shag tobacco or

tobacco stalks—the latter worth only three cents

a pound. A pound will make four gallons of to-

bacco water ; if you wish to make half a barrel

,

you will require four pounds—or if a barrel, eight

pounds. Put the stalks in the barrel, and pour

the water over it—nearly boiling—at the rate as

we have said, of four gallons to a pound of the

tobacco. When it is cold, stir the whole tho-

roughly, and it is fit for use, or you may pour it off,

and adding again one half the former quantity of

hot water, make as much more.

Tobacco water, made in this way, will destroy

almost any insect of the aphis or sting kind, with-

out any injury to the plant. Some very delicate

plants may require that it be diluted—and some
will bear it made stronger—so that before un-

dertaking the operation, largely, you should try

its strength upon the insects and flowrets for 12

hours, to see if it answers the purpose, without

injury to the foliage.

Insects on the Rose.—Numberless insects in-

fest the rose of late years—the two worst being-

the rose slug, and a small aphis, both living and

feeding on the under side of its leaves. The aphis

appears first, and sucking part of the juices, causes

the foliage to look mottled, sickly, and unhealthy;

the slug comes next, and eats away the fleshy part

of the leaf, till it looks, as Mrs. Partington
says, like " a 'natomony." Tobacco water will

kill both these worms, if applied once or twice

about sunset. As the insects are all on the under

sides of the leaves, it may be puzzling at first to

know how to get at them, but the difficulty is easily

overcome by using one of Poolis' or Reid's syr-

inges, made with a crooked or goose neck, so as

to throw the shower in an oblique direction.

They may be had at any of the principal seed

stores.

Massachusetts Hort. Society.—Dear Sir:

I paid a visit to the first exhibition for the season,
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of our '' Horticultural," which caruc o(T on the

18th of May. The Hull looked light ami cheerful

in itself, having been newly painted and arranged

— to say nothing of the Bffect produced by luscious

fruits and bright flower— nor must I fail to add,

brighter eyes— for, as you are aware, the •' Hor-

ticultural " is the most fashionable of Saturday

• ounges in Boston.

The show, though not large, was admirable

—

and I must send you a few memoranda.
In the first place, Mr. Allen, of Salem, (author

of the treatise on the vine,) made a grand display

of forced grapes; seventeen of the most beautiful

and delicious varieties, on the 18th of May, proved

that there are some authors who can practice as

well as preach. Besides this, be contributed ripe

and beautiful Hunt's Tawny Nectarines, May Duke
Cherries, and several fine sorts of figs—all ri-

pened under glass.

Mr. Tudor, of Nahant, and Mr. Gordon, of

Brighton, both exhibited Easter Beurre pears, well

preserved and in good order.

Mr. Crocker, (by Mr. Nef.dham ) exhibited a

fine sample of Black Hamburgh grapes.

There was a beautiful array of cut flowers—the

principal contributors being Messrs. Walker, J.

A. Kenrick, A. Bowditch, J. Nugent, and

Lewis Davenport. In Mr. Davenport's col-

lection, I noticed tine specimens of the new Ver-

benas—Robinson's Defiance, and St. Margaret, as

well as the Newington Beauty Cineraria.

Col. Wilder made quite a brilliant display of

new and beautiful exotics—about 40 pots in all

—

and his Ericas were especially beautiful—a new
yellow variety attracting great attention. There
were four varieties of E. ventricosa. The finest

new Azaleas and Pelargoniums were also shown in

his collection.

This gentleman also exhibited superb specimens

of "Downing's Colossal Rhubarb," which, as he

stated to various members present, he considered

superior to any other variety that he was ac-

quainted with, after having tested all the best

English sorts. I shall keep you advised of the

notabilia of the future shows, and meanwhile am
yours, A Looker-on in Boston. May 21, 1850.

Cream Hill Vindicated.—Mr. Editor: Al-

though in replying to some criticisms on " Flow-

ers for the Million," by your correspondent, under

the name of Jeffreys, I may be exposed to the

same dilemma as the member of the Vermont
Legislature, when referring to the weak argu-

ment of his antagonist, remarked, that "it wrench-

es a body dreadfully to kick at nothing;" yet,

wishing to correct error, wherever found, and de-

fend the truth, whether ignorantly or designedly

assailed, I would ask a small space in your valua-

ble journal, for this purpose.

Jeffreys takes " Cream Hill for his text," as he

says; to illustrate which, he makes a quotation,
" which, some, body has said and wrote it too

—

who, 'tis no matter now—that ' naaa is an imita-

tive animal.' " nnd further jays, that " to any one

conversant with American names of places, there

can be no manner of doubt that we are of the ge*

nus Imilatii—thorough.'
-

He then slides upon
" .Mrs. Primrose, Cherry and Strawberry Hills,"

the ''Amblesidesand Sunnysides. Inglesides and all

the other sides," tails a story of "Rosemount," and

says that he has " known Hazle Woods which

bore nothing but pine trees," &c. 8tc, " by

which time the drift of his meaning," he says, "is

quite apparent."

The plain English of all this, he would have

us understand, is, that the place of residence of

the author of " Flowers for the .Million," is named
Cream Hill, in imitation of the fashion, or resem-

blance to the practice of others, who have chosen

what he is pleased to call " laek-a-dasieal "

names, to designate the places of their residences.

Now, never was any poor, bewildered wight,

more mistaken than our friend Jellreys. Neither

a "thorough imitutiveness ," or because of "a fine

dairy, redolent of aromatic grasses, of rich milk,

and delicious butter," with "a dish of ripe straw-

berries, smothered in cream"—although the latter

reasons may abound to the heart's content—consti-

tute the true reason for the name in question.

More than a century ago, the explorers of this

then new portion of New England, as they sur-

veyed its several hills, came upon one distin-

guished above its fellows, with marks of superior

richness of soil and beauty of scenery. As they

viewed its southern aspect, with its variegated

forests, its pretty lake, and, away in the distance,

as the eye encircled the wide horizon, embracing

many other hills, they involuntarily exclaimed.

—

" This fair hill is the cream of the hills." From
that day to this has Cream Hill had a name and a

place. The earliest records of the town show the

name as contained in the various land conveyances

of that day. And from the very spot where these

pioneers of civilization beheld the magnificent sce-

nery which excited their admiration, is presented

to the eye a range of nearly one hundred miles in

extent, spread out, like some vast map, em-

bracing hills and vallyes, mountains and plains,

woodlands and meadows, cornfields and orchards,

with here the village spire, and there the clear

waters of the lake, sparkling in the sunbeams and

reflecting from its bosom the tall pines or oaks

which stand on its borders. While the more im-

mediate prospect is enlivened with here and there

some pretty cottage or neat farm house, in the

distance lowers the long blue range of tho Cats-

kills, whose lofty heads seem pillowed among the

clouds, and which, at sunset, are tinged with gol-

den colors, and cast their giant shadows far east-

ward, till the deepening shades ol evening conceal

the wide-spread landscape from the view.

Whether there is '•poetry'' in all this or not, one

thing is nearly certain, that should your honored

self, Mr. Editor, (and none could receive a more

cordial greeting,) or our friendJeHYeys, please to

honor Cream Hill with a visit, your own senses
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should testify to the " fine dairy, rich milk, and
delicious butter;" or, if in season, "a dish of

strawberries smothered in cream; 7
' and as to the

" hospitality," come and see. And when Cream
Hill again is made a text for edification, the writer

may be able to instruct from his own experience.

Veritas. Cream Hill, Wed Cornwall, Ct.

Verbenas: Evergreen's.—Dear Sir : With the

request made in the last number of the Horticul-

turist, in relation to the success of my experiment
in wintering Verbenas, I cheerfully comply. Al-

though greatly disappointed in the result, (it hav-
ing terminated fatally,) I am confident of its ul-

timate accomplishment. Up to the 1st of April,

the plants, to all appearance, were perfectly

health)'; after that period, they began to give
signs of decay, and before the middle of the

month, were quite dead. This sudden and rapid

change from health to decay, I was greatly sur-

prised at, and can only ascribe it to the sudden
change of temperature which the plants were
subjected to, in admitting the sun; had it been
gradual, I am confident they would have lived,

and now been in a vigorous condition. However,
nothing daunted at. this unexpected termination of

my hopes, the experiment will be repeated next
fall, and with what success, you shall know in

due season.

Are the Cedar of Lebanon and Deodar Cedar
'oo tender for this climate? [There is a Cedar of

Lebanon in Westchester Co., N. Y., 50 feet high.

The Deodar Cedar is even hardier than the Cedar
of Lebanon.

—

Ed.] I am greatly surprised that

our people—our neighbors—those who have a
taste for the beautiful in nature—who spend hun-
dreds in the adornment of their grounds—in col-

lecting together almost every variety of deciduous
tree and shrub—should neglect one great feature

in the complete whole—the introduction of not a
few, but many evergreens. Nothing adds more
to the beauty, to the cheerfulness, or to the effect,

in a landscape, than a well-disposed group of

these beautiful productions of nature. Every Amer-
ican who has visited the shores of the old world
—England, for example—is struck with the varied
beauty of her evergreens. But few are indige-

nous there; yet the gardens show every variety

grown in the temperate zone, from the " time-

honored Ivy" to the majestic Cedar of Leba-
non; and every American who returns, inwardly
regrets that some of those fine specimens of park
scenery, without which no landscape is complete,
are found wanting here. I am glad to see that

there is a manifest spirit beginning to be evinced
around us, by gentlemen of taste, in bringing into

notice these long neglected and hidden beauties.

I have the Spirea prunifolia, or double Japan
spirea; does it bloom during the summer? and is it

sufficiently hardy to stand our Berkshire winters?
[It blooms in May, and is quite hardy. Ed.]
Yours truly, Theo. Clapp. Pittsfield, (Mass.)
May 18, 1850.

Camphor vs. Curculio.—As the season for tho

ravages of the curculio approaches, I beg leave

to trouble you with what, I hope, may prove a

protective. I cannot promise you that it will cer-

tainly do so, for this I am not warranted in doing,

and I have no disposition to exaggerate its value.

Plan after plan has been tried, only to end in fail-

ure, till I should not wonder, if you should read

this communication with a feeling approaching
disgust. Still it is perfectly simple, attended with

little trouble, and still less expense; and if it does

no good, is incapable of doing mischief.

It is simply to suspend camphor, either in bags
or open vessels, from one or more points of the

trees you wish protected, about the time the rava-

ges of the insect may be expected.

If you are a. practical naturalist, you are aware
that nothing is more offensive to insects than cam-
phor. So that from reasoning on the subject yon
will readily allow the probable value of the plan.

This much, however, I can assure you that it has

seemed to succeed ; but whether this success was a
post hoc or a propter hoc, a fair trial only can de-

termine. A Subscriber. Pittsburgh, May 20,

1850.

Hardiness of Plants in Mass.—Dear Sir :

I find that that Cryptomeria japonica, Araucaria
imbricata, Cedrus deodora, seedling Pines from

California, Cedar of Lebanon, Spirea prunifolia,

pi., Forsythia viridissima, Weigela rosea, and se-

veral hybrid Rhododendrons, have stood the winter

perfectly, without protection, in my grounds at

Dorchester, near Boston. Yours sincerely, M.
P. Wilder. Boston, May 20, 1850.

Coal Ashes for Cherry Trees.—Dear Sir

:

I "took the hint" you gave last springj and

applied hard coal ashes very plentifully to the soil

about my cherry trees, and am happy to say, with

the best results. The trees have come into leaf

this spring, and are showing a vigor of new
growth, and darkness of verdure, which they have

long been strangers to. My soil, I should add, is

a strong loam, inclining to clay. Yours, Jl. N.
Delaware, May, 1850.

Errata.—We observe that our proof reader,,

(who is always 80 miles distant,) has somewhat
neglected his business in the last number. In the

plans of the octagon house, he has allowed the en-

graver to spell " vegetable" "vegitible," " draw-

ers" "draws," and "Boudoir" "Budoir"!—which

is rather incorrect.

On p. 520, (16th line from bottom,) for "make"
read "made"; page 521, (24th line from bottom,)

for "records" read "rewards"; page 528, (4th line

from top,) for "old friend" read "valued friend";

same page, (10th line from bottom,) for "col-

lector," read "subscription"; page 535, (22d line

from top,) for "pearl-blossom" read "peach-blos-

som"; same page, (30th line,) for "we art doubt-

ful" read "we are doubtful."
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Pruning Arbor Vitj:.—W. L. Vanderburgh,

(Fultonville, N. Y.) No tree will bear pruning or

shearing better than tliis evergreen. We have

cut off the tops of hundreds two or three feet

each, without injury, and improvmg the growth

Cor a hedge. You had belter shorten the tops of

your new planted lines, and cover the earth over

the roots with straw, litter, shavings, or any other

mulching, to keep the roots moist and cool.

Summer Transplanting.—G. A. Brush, (De-

troit.) The trench referred to by Mr. Perkins,

(vol. 1, p. 171,) as three or four inches wide, may
be made as much wider as you please—as that is

not material—only the wider the trench the more

water will be required to fill it.

Strawberries.—J. H., (Albany.) The vari-

ety you have sent us the drawing and description

of, appears to be the Grove-end Scarlet— a stand-

ard English variety. E. R. J., (Philadelphia.)

Elton is a delicious late strawberry—but wants

ample cultivation—a deep, rich soil, and rather

shady site—say the north side of a fence. It ripens

a week after the strawberry season. You don't

succeed with strawberries, because your soil is

worn out. Trench it three feet deep, and manure it

heavily with stable manure while trenching it, and

you will get as fine crops as your neighbors. To
obtain good crops of the Alpine in September, you

must have damp soil, made rich and deep, and

you must destroy all the blossoms that appear in

the spring. You can then gather a fine crop of

fruit in the autumn. If you have no straw to pro-

tect the fruit, use instead the short grass that you

mow from your lawn.

Vegetables —A Vermont Subscriber. Your
season is not quite long enough for the okra or to-

mato, but you may succeed very well with both

these vegetables by starting them early upon pie-

ces of sods, turned upside down, a little soil put

over them, and the seeds sown thereon—the whole

protected by a simple frame, with any old sashes,

if you have no hot-bed lights, in the same way as

melons are started, (see page 480 of last vol.)

By planting them in this way, and by transplant-

ing them on the sods when all danger of frost is

over, you can get a good crop and add a month

—

go far as these are concerned—to the length of

your season.

Hardy Fruits.—D. H. Carley, (Barrington,

111.) We refer you, for lists of fruits that have

been proved valuable for cultivation in the extreme

northern states, to the proceedings of the Congress

of Fruit-growers, (which we have sent you by

mail.) See the reports of the committees for the

states of Vermont, Maine, Iowa, and with lists of

fruits order your trees from the east as early as

possible in the autumn.

Verbenas.—i. C, (Richmond.) Your Verbe-

nas failed from having been attacked by insects

—

the small gray ones you speak of at tho roots.

Mix a little ashes with the soil of your beds, to

prevent it. It should have been done when tho

beds were made in the spring. " Brill's striata "

is a pretty American seedling, with llowcrs striped

somewhat like Van Houttc's phlox.

Knots in Plum Trees.—A., (Long Island.)

Cut out the knots, down to the sound, healthy

wood, and wash the wounds with weak copperas

water. We have found this effectual.

Vineries.—/. Wilson, (New York.) Never syr-

inge the vines while they are in bloom ; the most suc-

cessful cultivators do not syringe any more after the

blossoms open. The best time to plant a new vine-

ry is in May, but it may be done with success as

late as the middle of June. The vines, one or two

years old in pots, may be had of any of the lead-

ing nurserymen. Rely on Black Hamburgh, Chas-

selasof Fontainbleau, White and Grizzly Frontig-

nans and Muscat of Alexandria, for your principal

crop. Other sorts may be added for variety. W.
Hazzard. Your vines fail because your border is

exhausted. Fortunately, there is an easy remedy

for this, viz: watering it copiously with liquid ma-

nure. Prepare several hogsheads of it—an infu-

sion of barn-yard manure is the best; and apply

it plentifully, once every week, till August.

Summer Green-Houss.—You may render your

green-house attractive and beautiful, instead of

" an ugly thing in summer," by filling it with

Fuchsias, Achimenes, Gloxinias, and other exqui-

site flowers, introduced within a few years past.

They should be allowed plenty of room, (about

three times as much as winter plants,) and the

glass partially shaded. Any of the leading grow-

ers will furnish you with a good collection of

these summer blooming exotics—taking the most

popular and showy sorts for a very moderate price

—the selection left to them.

Apples.—H. R. Hart, (Utiea, N. Y.) The
apples were received in good order, but their name
is unknown to us. We advise you to send speci-

mens to the next Pomological Congress. W. W.
C. (Worcester.) Don't give up your orchard.

We have known trees as severely injured as yours

by the borer, entirely restored. Take out all the

insects immediately, or kill them by thrusting a

wire into their holes, and coat the trunk and prin-

cipal branches with a mixture of soft soap and to-

bacco water, immediately, to prevent a fresh de-

posit of eggs in the bark.

Hardy Grapes.—A Constant Reader, (Tren-

ton, N. J.) The Isabella vines, which have been

planted two years, and ''won't grow vigorously,"

may soon be brought to behave themselves, if you

will have the "suds" of the "weekly wash" poured

at their roots. Try it and see.

Winter Cauliflowers.—A. M., (Baltimore.)

Sow seed of Walcheron cauliflowers, for winter

flowering, immediately, and plant them out;'as

soon as large enough. They need not show signs

of flowering, when you take them up at the end
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of autumn, as they will develop the heads in the

cellar during the winter.

Nectarines.—W., (Rochester, N. Y.) Try
the effect of plaster (gypsum) applied about the

middle of June, as a top dressing, (turned under

two or three inches,) to prevent the fruit from
falling off while stoning.

Roses.— E. Buckingham, (Zanesville, Ohio.)

Consult " Buist on the Rose," the best work for

your purpose.

PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The stated meeting of this society occurred on Tuesday
evening. May 21, 1S50. The president in the chair.

The exhibition was very interesting, and was numerously
attended with gratified visitors. The object presenting the
greatest attractions, was a table of fruits, rare for the season,
from tlie president's (C. Cope,) green-houses; it contained a
dish of Black Hamburg Grapes, four large bunches; and ano-
ther of three, of White Sweet-water, fully ripe; a strawberry
plant in full bearing ; also, a dish of Elruge Nectarines, and
others of delicious peaches, two varieties, possessing the great-
er interest, as being the first occasion that the two latter fruits

were produced before the society in May.
Among the many choice plants in the various collections,

might be noticed some of more than ordinary interest In the

collection shown by Peter Mackenzie, was a remarkably fine

specimen of the Azalea variegata, displaying a perfect mass of
the richest flowers ; a gorgeous show of Calceolarias, consist-

ing of twenty pots of eighteen varieties; three new Fuchsias,
and choice Verbenas. On Robert Buist's table were many
new plants—the Russellia floribunda, Calystegia pubescens,
Eschynamhus Bosceanus, Campanula grandis, and a seedling
Cactus, shown for the first time; and of twenty-one varieties

of Pelargonise, sixteen were entirely new; eighteen herba-
ceous Calceolarias, and six of shrubby varieties. On that from
James Dundas' green-houses, were fine specimens of Stigma-
phyllum ciliara, Justicia pulcherrina, Clerodendron splendens
and pyrimidalis, and four choice Fuchsias. Among those from
Caleb Cope's green-houses, were Abelia rupestns. Begonia
sanguiuea, Cinerarias Beauty of Newington and Altila— all

new. In John Lambert's collection were a fine specimen of
Rhododendron, Pentas camea, Calceolaria?, Fuchsia;, Glox-
inice and choice Pelargonice—choice varieties. In Miss Gralz'S.
Fuchsia exoniensis, Parson, Dutchess of .Sutherland, Pelunice.
Plumbago sp., etc. From John Sherwood, six of the choicest
Roses, Cupheaplatycentra, Fabriana imbricata, Verbenae, etc.

By Wm. Hall, six select Roses. Jonathan Bass, Matthew
Mills and Robert Scott, exhibited collections of choice Tulips.

Robert Kilviugton, a table of interesting indigenous plants. A
number of designs of cut flowers and bouqu«ts were, as usual,
brought forward.
On the vegetable tables, among the fine specimens were ob-

served a number of bunches of the largest Asparagus ever
shown, and said to be of a new variety, and exhibited by Win.
Lutz, Moyamensing. On the president's table, were large
Cucumbers, new Potatoes, Tomatoes, three varieties, and
new Peas. On Anthony Felten's, Cauliflowers, Cucumbers,
Lettuce, and other kinds. On Miss Gratz's, were Sea-kale,
Asparagus, Cauliflowers, etc. In Rhubarb, there was spirited

competition; William Hobson presented very large Victoria
and seedling varieties ; Thomas Hancock, twelve stalks, weigh-
ing fourteen pounds and ten ounces, (the expansion of the
leaf being taken on*';) the largest stock, one pound eight and a
half ounces; Robert Buist, very fine and heavy; Samuel
Cooper, very large; Anthony Felteu and Patrick Gallagher,
very good.

Reports of Committees.—The Committee on Plants and Flow-
ers have awarded the following premiums, viz

:

Camellia—for the best American seedling, exhibited during
the season, to Peter Mackenzie. Pelargonia—for the best six

named varieties in pots, and for the second best, to Robert
Scott, foreman to Robert Buist. Roses—for the best perpetu-
al, six named varieties, to Wm. Burnley, foreman to John
Sherwood; for the second best, to William Hall. Tulips—for

the best eight named varieties, to Jonathan Bass; for the se-

cond best, to Matthew Mills. Pentas camea—for the best spe-
cimen, to Maurice Finn, gardener to John Lambert. Hot-

house plants—for the best grown, three named varieties, to

James Bissett, gardener lo James Dunda.s; for the second best,

to Ben Daniels, gardener to C. Cope. Green-house plants

—

for the best grown, three named varieties, to Maurice Finn

;

for the second best, to James Bissett. Plants in pots—for the
best and most interesting collection, to Maurice Finn

;
for the

second best, to Robert Scott, foreman to Robert Buist; for the
third best, to Patrick Gallagher, gardener to Miss Gratz. In-
digenous plants—for the best display, grown in pots, to Robert
Kilviugton Design of cut flowers—for the best, to Ben Dan-
iels; for the best, of indigenous flowers, to Robert Kilvington.
Basket, formed of cut flowers—to Ben Daniels. And a special
premium of three dollars to Robert Scott, foreman to Robert
Buist. for three new plants—the Eschynanthus Bosceanus, Ca-
lyslegia pubescens, and a seedling Cactus. The committee
have much pleasure in noticing the beautiful collection of
plants from the garden of Peter Mackenzie. (The Seedling
Camellia exhibited by him, ad interim, and for which the pre-
mium was awarded, is of the following description : Plant

—

the original stock—about three and a half feet in height, in

thrifty condition, grown from seed sown in 1S44 ; leaves four
inches long, by two to two and a half wide, oblong-lanceolate,
with attenuated point, closely dentated, veined, light green,
paler on the under surface; petiole half an inch long; bud
small ovale, scales light green, margins thin, very slightly dis-

coloured; flower four inches in diameter, petals in twelve
rows, reguhtrly imbricated to the centre ; colour a dark cher-
ry red. The first flower borne by the plant.) The committee
take pleasure in reporting that Gerhard Schmetz exhibited be-
fore them, art interim, a number of Seedling Tulips, three
years from the seed, all healthy, and large, mostly plain, but
doubtless will break with a few more years of cultivation, a*

some of them promise fair.

The Committee on Fruits report, that they award a special

premium of ten dollars to Ben Daniels, gardener to Caleb
Cope, for the most beautiful and superb display of four large
bunches of the Black Hamburg Grape, perfectly coloured;
three large bunches of ripe Sweet-water Grapes, a number of
fine large high flavored Peaches, and a dish of finely ripened
\ectarines, of the Elruge variety : also, a pot of Strawberries.
The Committee on Vegetables report, that they have award-

ed the following premiums : Cucumbers—for the best six in

number, to Ben Daniels Rhubarb—for the best twelve stalks,

lo William Hobson; for the second best, to Tho. Hancock.
Peas—for the best half a peck, to Ben Daniels. Potatoes—for

the best ten pounds, to Ben Daniels ; for the best display by a
commercial gardener, to Anthony Felten ; for the best display

by an amateur gardener, to Ben Daniels; for the second best,

to Patrick Gallagher, gardener to Miss Gratz. And special
premiums, of two dollars each, to Patrick Gallagher, for a fine

display of Cauliflowers; and to Wm. Lutz, for a fine display
of Asparagus.
The committee notice a fine specimen of Seedling Rhubarb,

shown by Wm. Hobson. Also, a couple of fine Potatoes,
grown in Mercer county. Pa., by Wm. F. Clark, called the

Big Red;" where grown, two of the tubers weighed re-

spectively, one pound six ounces, and one pound five ounces,
said to be prolific.

Members Elected.—Capt. Wm. McMichael, Joseph Milligan,

secretary of the Royal Society, Van Dieman's Land, I. G.
Dayton, Charleston. S. C, to honorary and corresponding
membership. Emlen Physic. I. L. Err nger. I. A. Clay, E. A.
Crenshaw, W. L. Schafier, Wm. Burnley, B. A. Fahnestock
and Matthew Gardiner, to resident membership.

Tho. P. James,
Recording Secretary.
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A
Abiee bracteata, 365
Agricultural improvements, 523

schools, 3 19, 352, 571
show, (England,) 89
Bureau 544, 572

Allen, L F.. his garden at Buffalo,.. 33
Atyssum, Sweet, 420
Amateurs, practical hints to, 17

American Pomological Congress, . . . 220
Ammonia, carbonate of, for foliage- 46
Animals, Californian, ion

flower beds for, 487
Auts, to drive away 399

APPLES

:

Aromatic Carolina, 276
Baldwin, 470
Belmont, 470
Bevan, 388
Bullock's Pippin 535
Carolina Bed June 474
Davis 280
Detroit 74
Dominie 470
Dnmelow's Seedling, 40
Dutch Codlin, 470
Early Harvest 289,472
English Russ.-tt, 470
Esopus Spttzenbergh, 470

Fall Pippin, 472
Pameuse, 472
Ferdinand, 273
Fixlin, 276
Gloria (fundi 470
Golden Rnssetl 299,470
Golden Sweet 316
Grindstone,. 289, 171

Holland Pippin 2?9
Hi- Apple 888
Jersey Black, 470
Limber Twig 471

Maui, i i: 388
Markets for, in England, 40
Michael Henry Pippin, 470
Milan 470
Newtown Pippin, 470
Northern 8p» 99
Northern Sweel 316,413
Orange, 372
Orchards, grafting old, 437
Ortley Pippin, 74
Parad.se StOClCsfor 482
Peck's Pleasant, 344
Pennoclc 470
Pryor'a Red
Rambo 472
Bawle's Jennet, 470
Red Romanite 471

APPLES—Rhode Island Greening.- 472

Roman Stem, 472

Roxbury Russet, 472
Smokehouse 340, 414
Standard varieties of I,. F. Al-

len, 34

Stunner Pippin, 40
Sugarloaf Pippin, loo

Summer Pearmain, 472
Sweet Bough, 472
Sweet June^ 472
Terry's Redstreak Striped. . 988
Vandervere 472
Vandervere Pippin 471

Westfield Seek-no-further 470
White Bellefleur, 74. 144, 289, -172

White Winter Pearmain, 171

Wine Apple of Illinois, 471
Wine Sap 472
Woolman's Long, 75

Yellow Bellrlower, 472
Yellow Ingestrie, 472

Aphis, tobacco water for the, . . . 535, 572
Apricots, 100, 311, 572

for market, 487
how to cultivate, 513
treatment of, Ill

Arbors. Rustic 321, 413
Arbor Vine, pruninir 570

ARCHITECTURE, RURAL:
Belmead 479
Construction of cottages, 3&Q
Cottage villa of Mr. Rolen, 225, I 10

i lountry houses, construction of,

412,458
design for, . . . 426. 497, 563

English cottage, design for an,
77. Ml

For the south 4*7
Iron roofed vinery 117

( tctagon house, design for 516
Rural churches 130

Southern country house,, . 37 :. 457
Tuscan villa, . .

.'

88
Villa witli conservatory attach-

ed, 363, 3.">l

Afh, while ._x.i;j

Asparagus :nio

Association for collecting rare trees,. 483
Atmospheric changes, 139

Auricula, culture or. 99
! Azaleas in green-house* 69

B
498

Bark-binding 113

Barnardesja rosea, 48
Barlram, John, memoirs of, ... . 326, 452

Basil, sweet 420

Baski la for fruit, l-.;

Basswood 393
Bastard cedar, 859

Beans, dwarf, 989
turtle soup, 4-'i

893

B& la 891

Beginner's troubles, 146,338
a few words to, 500

Begonia luchsioides, 45, 392

\
Belmead, 479

Bignonia picta, 45
Birds, a chapter on 259, 353
Birds, feeding in-eclivous, 24ii

Bluebird, lines on the 169

Boll s Nursery 385
Borer, prevention of, 5756, 575

Botanical collection of Mr. Fendler,- 54
nvillia spectabilia, 4.7

Bouquets, 186

Bouquet trade in New-York, 386
Bos edging 340
Buchanans green-house, 485
Buckthorn, 149

Budding 55, 150

Buenos Ayres vine 560

Buist'e nursery 4.'i

Bulbs, Dutch,'. 339

C
Cabbages 3f*)

Calceolarias 70

lia, botanical account of, 857, 456
Cain, rnia, gardening in, 432, 49*
c.ilia ethiopica 94

i gia pubescent 44, 561

Camellia japonica 917,377
Camellias 55, 6D

American 481
ni:i nobilis 44

Canary-bird Flower, s60

Candytuft 420
• n Indian Corn, 984, 356

Carnations UK), 343
how to winter 527
culuirc of, 400

propagatii a by seed 402
from layers, 402

by pipings 40S

by slips, 402

select list oi 404

Carrots 391
1

Custanea chrysophyllss, 358

w ^. o\, rgrown, 522

Catarobe -rape 36% 485

Catohfly 421

Cauliflowers iu winter, 575
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Celery, 205, 300

Cemeteries, public, 9, 139 I

Oereus, 71
[

night blooming, 1-1 1

!

Oestrum aurautiacum 45

Charcoal, uses of, 453, 55(i

Chartreaux collection of fruits, 554

CHERRIES:
Early Richmond, 146

'

Elizabeth, 140

.

Kentish, 146
Swedish, 46 I

Vail'aAugust Duke, 264, 355;

CHERRY TREES:
Bark bound, 12, 18. 139, 161

Bursting the bark of,- . . . . 265, 355
III Illinois, 369
Coal ashes for, 574
L. F. Allen's culture of, 39 i

Mahaleb, stock for, 482

1

Peeling, 112
Stocks, 55

'

China pink, double, 421
Chinese winter flowers, 42

j

Chorozeraas, 70
Chrysanthemums in China, 187

I

Churches, rural, 120, 231
Cinerarias, 70
Cineraria, culture of, 415 !

new varieties of, 415
Circulation of the sap, . . • • 482 '•

Clarkea, 420
Clerodendrum speoosissimum, 392
Climate and polarity, 534

,

Climbing plants, 568
supports for, 246

j

Cobea scandens, . . 559
!

Coal cinders for pear trees, 547
Cockneyism in the country. .... 105, 229
Collinson, Peter, his letters to Bar-

tram, 330
Colliusia tinctoria, 363
Columnea crassifolia, 392
Commelinas 511
Compost heaps, 188
Composts, 247
Combretum macrophyllum, ... 45
Congress of Fruit-growers.. .226, 314, 485

Report of, 340,

414, 433, 453
Convention of fruits, 345, 456
Convention, national, of fruit-grow-

ers, 138, 231
Convention, North American Pomo-

logical, 191

Conventions, pomological, 46, 126
Convolvulus tricolor, 420
Coreopsis tinctoria, 421

Corn, Darling's Sweet, 4*6

Cottage furniture 392
Country place, how to lay it out, .... 393

villages, improvement of, 537
Covering the soil, 53
Cranberry, 439
Crassula, 71

Cream Hill vindicated, 573
Critique on Hon. for July, 139

for August, 143
for September, 229
for October 268

1 for November, 310
for December, 352
for January 410
for February, 456
for March, 495
forApril 555

Critic criticised, 458, 534, 557
Cucumbers, 390
Culinary vegetables, 390
Curculio, paving to prevent, 62, 128,

143, 244, 216
new remedy for. 164, 269, 563, 574
prevention of, 242. 301, 314, 406, 452

Currants, .' 146
Cuttings, , , 100
Cypress, New Weeping, 97

Cypress, Funcbral, 97

D
Dahlias, 100, 536

culture of, 207

propagation of, 52-5

Dearborn, H. A. S., correspondence
with Mass. Hort. Society, 247

Delphiniums, 421

Dianthus chinensis, 121

Dickens, Charles, notice of, 555
Dogwood, 527
Drainage, effects of, 334, 414

Drying plants, 399
Duulap's nursery, 385
Dwarf fruit trees, 487
Dwarfing, 190
Dwarfs, stocks for, 197

E
Elms, 292
English parks, 213,315
Epacris, 70
Errata, 574
Epiphyllum, 71

Erica, 70

Eryssimum peroflskianum, 420
Escholtzia, 420
Evergreen ivy, 252, 353
Evergreens,. 54, 198

hardiness of, 574
moving large, 239

transplanting 294
Exotics, summer blooming, 145

culture of, 392
Experimental g.irdeus, 443
Experiments in horticulture, 406

F
Fairs and shows, 143
Fall of leaves, 336
Feeding trees, 399
Fendler's botanical collection, 54
Fires, extinguishment of, 333
Fire-blight, 529
Flower gardens, arrangement of, . . 41

thougnts on, • 169, 269
Flowers, Chinese winter, 42

for the million, 419, 406
to preserve fresh, 399
to dry specimens, 571

Flower pots, draining, JJ98
Floy's nursery, 484
Foliage, diseased and healthy, 342

unhealthy, case of, 46
Forcing bulbs, 236
French nurseries 462
Frosted plants, 478
Fruit culture at the south, 493
Fruit culture in Illinois, 368, 456
Fruit garden, a jog in, 260
Fruit gardens near Paris, 549

hints for, 182
Fruit, gathering and storing, 182
Fruits, foreign market, notes on, .... 40

for market, 247
for winter use, 351
in convention, 345
in Mississippi 388
in South Carolina, 275, 356
best for Columbus, Ohio, 247
best for general cultivation, . . . 227
list of rejected, 223
new seedling, 239
notes on, 386
selection of northern, 487
that begin to bear early, .... 439
western, 243

Fruit rooms, 100
Fruit packing, 151

Fruit preserver, 143
Fruit trees, compost for, 198

diseased 52
low heading of, 129
management of, 64, 145

straw on 19

Fruit trees, training, 553
Fuchsias, new, 41

Fuchsia serratifolia, 427
spectabilis, 42J

G
Gardeners in green-houses, 290
Gardenia flonda fortuneana, 45
Garden of the London Hort Society,

visit to, 14, 140
Gardens of Lisbon, 136
Gardens, large or small, 393

public, 9
German greens, 98
Geraniums, 55, 71

in windows, 304
scarlet, • 235

Gilia capitala and tricolor, 420

Gladiolus, culture of, 464
floribundus, 465

gandavensis, 466

Glass, sUined, 193

Gloxinia teuchlerii, 4>
Gold mines of Ohio, 149
Gomphrena, 421

Gooseberries, salt hay for, 114
mulching, 149

Gooseberry, cluster, 146
on the yellow flowering cur-

rant, 65, 144
Gordonias, 142
Goutier's nursery, 464
Graft budding, .'..... 52
Grafting, 109, 190
Grafting dioecious trees, 341

Grafting old apple orchards, 437
Grafts on cuttings, 344

transmission by mail, 51

GRAPES:
Arbors, 392
Bunches, size of, 16

Blussard Noir, 15

Catarobe 368. 485

Clay Hall Seedling, 289
Diana, 224, 314,535
Foreign, in hot-house frames, . 366

Foreign, notes on culture of,. . 160

Gros Gommier de Cantal, 15

Hardy, 57 5

In frames, 295

Insects on, 55

Mildew on foreign, 53

Native, cultivation of, 143

Practical hints on pruning, . . . 318

Preserving for winter use,.... 247

Pruning, 440
Pruning hardy, 392
Pruning, new system of, 16

Raisin de Calabre, 15

Raising seedlings, 571

Reeves' Muscadine, 15

Rot in, 114

Soap suds on, 19

St. Albans 15

Tan bark for, 302
Vine borders, 272, 355

Zinfmdal, 568
Green-houses, best angle for roofs of, 290

gardening in, 234
management of, 66, 290
plants for, 67
stage and shelves for, 68

small, 439
substitutes for, 459
watering plants in 69

Green-house plants, cultivation of,

255, 341

great sale of, 340

green fly on, 89

summer treatment of, . 86, 156, 575

Guano, 535
use of, 203

Gutta percha, as a non-conductor, . . 534

H
Habrotbamnus elegans, 393
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Hardiness of plants,
r
>27

- nursery 4sr>
Heaths, culture of, 17 4

Hedges, evergreen 35

on raising, 18 99

privet, 391

Hesbaceous plains -
1"

Hilling up plants I s

H«gg^ nursery, II I- I

HOO-lillllg 88J
495

• rnian,- 357
Bone-yoke 180

Horticultural criticism criticised 534

HOliTIClLTURAL SOCIETIES
Albany and Rensselaer, exhi-

bitions of, US
annual exhibition of, ... 190

Cincinnati, annual show of,

•Jin. 436, 498

Columbus, officers of the, 534
London Hort. Society, exhibi-

tions of. 96
visit to the gardens of, 14, 404

Massachusetts, address of tlie

president, 388
business meetings. 102,

158, 198, 948, 539
New-Bedford, annual exhibi-

tion MS
officers of the, 534

New-Haven, show of, 143

New-Jersey, show of, 143

New-York .Slate Agricultural

Society, annual show of. . . . 143
Pennsvlvania, monthly reports

of, 56, 101. 151,986, 344, 389,
440, 483, 536, 576

Horticultural soiree, 191

Horticultural suggestions, 112

Horticulture, experiments in, . . . 400. 405

Horticulture in France, 41

Horticulture in the west, 450
Horticulture, old time, 438

random notes on, 214
rough notes on, 450, 556

Hoya bella 427
imperialis. • 488

Hybridizing vegetables, 4'22

Hydrangea, its culture, 523

I
Iberis, 420

Illinois, fruit -curture ill, 308
Importation of plants, 151

Improvement of the soil, 288
Indian com, analysis of, 434

Carlyle on, 284, 356

Indigenous plants, beauty of, ... 454, 556
list of, 455
additional list of, 529

Insects, 344
to destroy, 247, 488, 572

Ipomeu ficifolia, 45
Learii, 500

Iron fences 211, 313

Ivy, evergreen, 252, 353

J.
Janin's aud Durand's nursery, 463

; des Plantes, 550
Justicia aurantiaca, 45

K
Kitchen garden, a chat on the, 153

Kum quat, Chinese, 42, 375

L
labels, porcelain, 49, 100

Ladies in town, letter to, 546

Lathyris odorala, 420

Lawns 55,395
Leno'r's nursery, 385

Lcroy's nursery, 463
Lettuce, 391

Ijrua beans, how to preserve, 154

Lisbon gardens 136

Loud. m liort. Society's gardens at

t ttuswiek, 404
Look about us, A, 441

Lophospennom scandens, tec, 560

Lnculia pincianum, 40

Lupinos nanus, 421

Luxembourg, gardens of, 552

Lyman, H"ii. The.xi.iri-. bequests of, 14'J

resolutions of Mass. Hon. So-

ciety, relative to, 152

M-
Mnnna, fall of, 236
Manure, liquid, 18

Manures, 392, 440
special, . . .55, 197. 287, 342, 488, 526

proof of the effects of,. . 526
Manlcll's nursery, 3s5

Market fruits, 439
Marshall, Humphrey, memoirs of, .. . 326

Maurandia Barelayana, &c, 559

Melons, enriy 440
fried 156

Persian, 247

Mice, protection of trees against, 438, 534

Mignonette, 420
Mildew on foreign grapes, 53
Mississippi, i 'runs in, 288

pomological notes from, 60

Moles, todestroy, 52
Monk's green-house 485

Morris, Lewis G., sails for Europe,. . 528

Mountain ash for pears, 180

Mowing machines, 100

Mulching, benefits of, 216, 548
with tan bark, 529, 562

Mushroom spawn, 570

Hf.
Nemophila insignis, 420

New plants, introduction of, 387
.Nomenclature, pomological,.... 140,232
Nurseries. French, 462

visits to, 385

Nursery culture, hints on, 1U'J

O
Oak, evergreen, 357

mountain, 35^

Ocymum basilicum, 420
Odors of plants, how obtained 332
Ohio, produce of lands in, 149

Okra, how to preserve, 154

Orange, Chinese dwarf, 376
Orange trees, sickly, 151

Orchard fruit culture, 32, 140
Orchards in grass, 50
Osage orange, 148, 160, 268, 482
- hedges, 538
- seed, 146,482

Packing fruit, 151

Paint and sand 335
Paris, fruit gardens near, 54!)

Parsnips, 390

Passiflora Kermesina. 561

Paving to prevent the curcuiio. 62,
12-, 1 I::

Paulownia imperialis, 197

PEACHES:
Diseased, 50
Healthy slocks for, 247
How to treat, 473

L. F. Allen's culture, 39
Madeira Freestone, ....••.... 243
Mrs. Pomsett 276
Orchards, varieties for, 188
Pomsett, •• 277
Yellows in, 16, 150

caused by an insect, 502
Pear leaves, diseased, 99

PEARS

:

Bartlell, 2*9

Best six autumn, 15

PEARS—Best six winter, 15

Beurre Bosc, I94

Beurre d'Aremberg, 28
Blight in past times,. 244

in Illinois, 3gg
Cure of infected trees, 295
Diseased leaves on, 112, ljg
Espaliers, 25
Fire blight in, ig
Fredrika Bremer, 417^ 4yg
Glout Morceau, I94

Grafting, natural 4jq
Ilii's on seedlings,

4Jjg
K inland, 476
Knight's March Bcrgamot,...

jjj

Late Gansel's Bergamot, qq
Lists for Quince Slocks, by

Rivers, 07
List by L. F. Allen, 39
Mountain ash for stocks, 180, 070
On Angers Quince, 4-.^

Orphelme d'Fngliein, 28
Planting dwarf, 244
Preservation of winter, 193
Pyramidal trees, treatment of, 21
QuenouHle system 25
Quince Stock, culture on, . . 19, 140
Rivers on, 19, J40
Root pruning, 26
Sickly trees, 372, 457
Soldat Laboreur, 23
Straw for, 370
Surpass Virgalieu, 289
Upper Crust, 076
Vicar of Winkfield, 93

Pear trees, coal cinders for 547
pruning, 550

Phlox drummondii, 420
Physianlhus albens, 197, 560
Pie plants, dried, 009
Pinusbeiithamiana, 359

edgariana, 360
insignis, 357

Plants, drying, 399
fine collection of,

for rooms, 295
frosted, 479
half hardy 295
hardy in Mass., 574
in pots, 344
indigenous, list of, 455, 529
introduction of new 387
new or rare, 427
potting, 377
select lists of, 434
wintered in cellars, 246

PLUMS

:

Coe's Late Red, 40
Dwarfs, 40
Imperiale Rouge, 184
Imperiale Violetle, 194, 190
Indigenous, 292
Madison 214, 313
McLaughlin, 989
Red Egg Plum 194, 105
Red Imperial, ]96
Red Magnum Boniiui, 194

Reine Claude de Bavay, 40
Reine de Chypre 195
Rivers' Early Prolific, 40
St. Martin's Quelsche, 40

Plum trees, experiments on, .... 400, 4*s- knots on, 575
> on peach stocks, 100

tan bark for, 18
Poetry of trees, 503
Polarity of trees, 534
Pomological notes from the west, 469, 558
Porcelain labels, 49
Portulacca, 421
Potatoes ut the south, 49

in India, 97
Potato rot, 97, 137, 145
Poudrette 535
Prairie, transplanting on the 204, 313
Privet hedges, 391
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Quinces, L. F- Allen's culture of, ... 30

salt on, 114

It

Show's, English, 144
Shrubs, new, 151

Silcne arrneria, 421

Soil, absorption of odors by, 53
how to enrich the, 201

Rare plants, subscription fund for, . . . 523 i South Carolina, new fruits of, . . 275, 356

Raspberry, Ohio Everbearing, 146' South, fruit culture at the, 403

FastOlff, 150
|
Sparmania africana, 302

Knevett's Giant, 79, 142, 144 ' Spring gossip, 489

large, 18 1
Squirrels, gray, 399

Red Antwerp, 569 Statesman cultivator, 434, 408

Ratsbane, 525
!
Stoves, 452

Record for Spring, 527
j

Stove, Boston ventilating, 339

Redwood, 358 STRAWBERRIES:
Repotting, 236

Reseda 420

REVIEWS :

Bulletin of the Central Hort.

Society of the Lower Seine

Department of France, 518

Memoirs of John Bartram and
Humphrey Marshall, 326

Proceedings of the Second Con-
gress of Fruit-growers, 568

Proceedings of the N- A. Pomo-
logical Convention, .... 475, 558

Report of the Ohio Nursery-
men's Convention, 475

The Farmer's Guide, 569

Transactions of the N. Y. S.

Ag. Society, vol. viii, 381

Rhododendron ponticum, 343

Rivers' nursery, 1S9, 271

Root grafting, 109, 230, 371

Root pruning, 50, 150, 237

Roots, burying, 343

ROSES :

Bed of fine, 43

Budding, 246

Cuttings from, 292
Everblooming, 340

Iasects on, destruction of,. 53, 572

In mid-summer, 99
List of everblooming, 478
Manettii, stocks for, 333, 458
Moss, 536
New Yellow Climbing, 147 i Swan, the,

Perpetual, 55,536
Propagation by cuttings, 17 T
Pruning the Lady Banks, 150 Tan bark for grapevines,

Aberdeen Bee-hive, 132

A short experience in raising,

85, 144

At the south, 48
Beds, how to make, SI, 144

Best, notes on, 61

Black Prince, 133
Boston Pine, 46
Burr's New Pine, .... 61, 133, 142
Crimson Cone, 62
Cushing, 133
Culture of, 530
Eberlein, 133
Hogg's opinion on, 46

Trees, large, on transplanting, 297
pruning, 343

newly planted, 448
poetry of, 503
select list of, 434
Stuart's plan of transplanting,

298, 410
Tree violet, 295
Tropeolum peregrinum, &c, 560
Tulip, culture of the, 467

V
Vases for gardens, 100
Vegetables, experiments on, 486

hybridizing, 422
origin of, 390
the best, 526

Ventilating houses, 295
Verbenas, 70, 535, 575

new, 436, 481
out of doors, 246
wintering, 528, 574

Victoria regia, 429
Villages, trees in, 292, 396

improvement of, 537
Vine borders notes on, 307, 309, 411

formation, 444,541
Vines in pots, 523

Hooper s Seedling, 132 vinery at Clinton Point, 178, 270
Hovey s Seedling, 61
Keene's Seedling, 16

Lafayette, 55
La Lageoise, 132
Large Early Scarlet, 569
Mary, 133
Myatl's Eleonora, 132

correction, 196
cost of building, 343, 414
culture, hints on, 197
early bearing, 341
iron roofed, 117, 230

Vineyards and wine-making, . . . 321, 414
,„ . Vinevard culture in Ohio, 408

Myatt's Mammoth, 132 viola trico iori 421
Myall's Prolific, ..... ... .

.
.

. 12 violets, Double Blue, 335
Double White, 336Newland's Mammoth Alpine, . 132

Notes on new, 132, 575
Profits of, 53
Prolific Hautbois, 55
Richardson's Early, 132
Richardson's Late, . 132
Washington Alpine, .......... 82

Subscription fund for rare plants, .... 528
90,145

302
Pyramids of everblooming,. .. . 99
Select list of, 429

for the south, 437
Striking root, plan for, 432
Tea, shelter for, 198

to keep, 527
Rough notes from the West, 544

8.
Salt and lime for manure, 296

Scabiosa alro-purpurea, .... 421
Schizanthus pinnatus, 421

Schools, Agricultural, 249, 352 Torenia asiatica,

for plum trees, 18
for strawberries, 570
mulching with, 529, 562

Taste, rural, suggestions on, .... 13, 140
philosophy of, 57

Taxodium sempervirens, 358
Tea culture, British, 134
Thalia dealbata, 45
Tiger flowers, 511
Tobacco water, 17, 53. 572
Tomatoes, 150

how to preserve, 155

53
Sea kale, 391

1

culture of, 125, 185

Secrets of nature, 366 (Torreya taxifolia, 45

Seedling?, chance, 245
cultivation of 343
new, 239
pears, how to raise, 498

Seeds, how to make delicate ones
grow, 461

how to pack, 433
Shade, 398

Transplanting, 247, 398
on the prairies, 204, 313
summer, 575

Tree, growth of a, 121

Trees, deep planting of, 165, 269
feeding, 495
imported, 534
in towns and villages, .... 292, 356

- Neapolitan, 336
- notes on, 335
- Russian Blue, 335
- Tree, 336

Visit to London gardens, 14, 140

w
Warming and ventilating, 291
Wash, cheap and durable, coloured, 47

for cottages, 391
Water lily, magnificent new, 429
We'gela rosea, 392
West, horticulture in the, 450

pomological notes from the, . . 469
rough notes from the, 544

White-washing the curculio, 564
Wilder, MP.,' 434
Window gardening, 234
Window green-houses, 302
Wine-mating 321. 414

on the Ohio, 397, 409, 495
Winter, the past, 433

effects of. on plants, 50
fruits for, 351

Wire fences, .... 211, 313, 395, 482, 558
Wrens, the best insect destroyer, 107, 269

Y.
Yellows, caused by an insect,

Yorkville nursery,

502
44

Zauscheneria californica, 427
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Gleuny, George, 217 > Philadelphia, Pa 50
Cold. T. S , Cream Hill. Conn., .... 418 Philadelphia, jr., R P 53
Goodale, S. L, Baco, Maine 180 Phillips, Dr . Edwards, Miss., .. 60, 493
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Greeue, Charles G. Boston, Mass., 5291 489 1-'-,

Hammond. J. R., Shandy Hall, Mo., 804 Pierson, I. R., 57tt

Hancock. Thomas. Burlington. .\. J. 99 P. M. C, New-York 547

Hastings, J. C, Clinton, N. V, 417 P. M E.. Balfray, IV. C, 487

Haw D. England, 433 Prairie Farmer, 54

H.B., 43 Qui nn. John. Troy, N.T., 481

H. C 588 K . Boston, Mass. 150

H J., Philadelphia, 52- R B. L.. Baltimore 534

Hodge, B.. Buffalo 47 Keed, James C, Dalton, Ohio, 149
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109,404 Resorr. William, Cincinnati,.. 117.196
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Bailey, Henry, England 421 J. C. P., Cincinnati, 529 Sargent. H. XV., 14, 211
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A Constant Reader, 548

A friend to all improvement in rural

affairs, 48
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A New-England Country Girl, .340
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INDEX TO ILLUSTRATIONS.

LIST OF PLATES.

I. Design for a Villa in ihe Tuscan Style, to face page 28
II. Design for an English Cottage, 77

III. Study for a Rural Church, 120
IV. View in the Vinery at Clinton Point, 178
V. Cottage Villa of Wm. J. Rotch, Esq., New Bedford, 225
VI. Design for a Villa, with Conservatory attached, ... 263

VII. Designs for Rustic Arbors, 32#
VIII. A Southern Cottage Villa, 373
IX. Design for a Country House, 42&
X. Belmead, 479
XI. Octagon Villa, 518

XII. Design for a Gothic Country House, 56*

LIST OF ENGRAVINGS.

FLOWERS AND SHRUBS.
Calystegia pubescens. 561
Cobea scandens, 559
Fuchsia spectabilis, 428
Gladiolus floribundus, 465
Gladiolus gandavensis, 466
Hoya bella, 427
Passiflora Kermesina, 561
Tiger-flower, 511
Torrenia asiatica, 125
Tropeolum Lobbianum, 560
Tulip, a perfect, 467

FRUITS.
Apples :

Ferdinand, 273
Northern Sweet, 316
White Bellefleur, 76

Cherries :

Elizabeth, 193

Grapes :

Diana, 224

Oran&es :

Kumquat, or Japanese orange,. . . . 376

Pears :

Fredrika Bremer, 418
Kirtland, 476

Plums :

Madison, 214

Raspberries :

Knevett's Giant, 80

MISCELLANEOUS.
Box to preserve Carnations, 527
Clarke's Ventilating Stove, 339

Fruit Ladder, 1^3

Side view of the same, 193
j

Invisible Iron Fence, 212

Vail's August Duke, 264 ' Orchardist's Crook, 183

Plant Potting, 3S#

RURAL ARCHITECTURE.
Iron-roofed Vineiy, 117

Form of rafter, 117

Cross section of the same, 11#
Portion of the same glazed, 118

Mode of opening the sashes in vinery, 179
Octagon House, plan of basement,. . 517

principal floor, 517
second story, 518
intermediate story, 518
gallery, 518

Southern Villa—Second Floor, 374
Tuscan Villa—Second Floor, 23

TREES.
Pear graA on quince slock, 23
Pyramidal pear tree, 20

tree, pruned, 22
Side branch of a pear tree, with shoots
not pinched, 24

The same, with shoots pinched, 24
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